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THE XEW FOREST.— I.: STORM AND TWILIGHT: THE EOAD TO BtTELEY.

THE NEW FOKEST.— I.

PICTURESQUE.

OF the recjions of wiUl, unenclosed country which

this tightly-packed land of ours still contains,

two stand out pre-eminent for extent, uni(|ne beauty,

and romantic interest. Both are in the south of

England. Both have reared a population peculiar

among the rural populations of Southern England, in

hyi^one days for wild lawlessness, and in our own

times for sturdy independence. Both have furni.shed

a local setting for the tales of poet and novelist ; hut

here perhaps their resemblance ceases, for nothing

can be more dissimilar than the wild rugged uplands

of Dartmoor, with their savage granite tors and

petulant i-ocky streams, and the suave and gracious

beauty of the forest lawns and stately trees of the

New Forest. The contrast might almost be com-

pared with that between the north and south of the

Alps ; where the north shows the ti-aveller snow, ice,

289

and rock, and scanty crops wrung by painful labour

from the niggardly soil ; while the south shows the

rich vegetation, noble trees, and smiling vineyards

of profuse and lavish fertility. But the comparison

must not be pressed too far. Nature is not so stern

on Dartmoor as on the northern slopes of the Alps;

and the New Forest, with all its grace and charm,

is not quite so debonair as an Italian valley. The

comparison is avowedly vague and inexact ; but it

will have served its turn if it indicates the kind of

beauty that a visit to the Forest will reveal.

There is, however, a very considerable variety of

scenery within the limits of the Forest itself (v.).

The word " forest " is very far, in the New Forest,

from bearing its usual interpretation. To a native

of the Forest the word " forest " means a wide

open space or moor, such as that pictured in the
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.aforesaid illustration; the places where the trees

grow lie calls " woods." Thus if a traveller says he

wishes to go to a certain point hy the forest^ he will

be taken by a native guide by the moor or heatli,

not through the woodlands. One of the most

strikingly beautiful features of the New Forest is to

be found in the contrast between these wide, wild,

rugged heaths, covered, in the autumn, with three

different kinds of heather, in the spring with golden

gorse, and the stately woods of oak and beech (ii.)

with wdiich they are interspersed. The heath at

Holmsley is one of the best known of the New Forest

moorlands. It has suffered from the hand of man,

in that it has been cut in two by the railway, and

that a large quantity of fine timber in its imme-

diate proximity has been cut down ; but it is still

quite suihciently beautiful to make it easy of com-

prehension that it was a spot much favoured by Sir

Walter Scott during his sojourn in the neighbour-

hood of the Forest. He was wont to say that it

reminded him of the sterner moorlands of his beloved

north, and served to some extent to satisfy the

craving he constantly felt to return to his native

land. Scott spent a considerable part of the year

1S07 at Mudiford, a village to the south of the

New Forest; it is said that some of " Marmion ''

was written there, and it may have been partly in-

spired by his long solitary rides through the Forest.

Another very striking moorland view is that from

Picked Post, a meeting-place of many cross-roads,

about four miles east of Ringwood. A little inn

and a clergyman's house only serve to bring out the

strange solitariness of this place ; the moor stretches

away in all directions ; Christchurch Priory is dimly

seen on the southern horizon, but no other sign of

the handiwork of man can be discerned, the ocean of

moorland being only dotted here and there with

islands of beech and oak. Telegraph Hill, towards

the north-west of the Forest, is another of these

beautiful heathery plains from which the Forest

derives so much of its charm. It is difficult, when

all is so beautiful, to select special places for special

praise ; but the feeling the New Forest always

awakens in those who visit it for the first time is

often expressed in the words—" I never thought

there was any part of England like this." The extent

of unenclosed country is so la,rge (speaking roughly

the dimensions arc IG miles by 12, the variety of

scenery is so striking, that English people are apt

to say, "We knew there were forests like this in

Germany or in France, but we never suspected there

was one in England."

I think the best way to convey some idea of w hat

the Forest has to show will be to attempt to describe

Tllli NEW I'OUKST.— U. : CONSOHTS : OAK A.NU BEECU.
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in some detail one or two exeursions from point to

point. ^ly first shall be one with which I am very

familiar, that from Fordingbrid<>;e to Mark Ash. The

railway hrinj^s one to the cheery little market town

of F(irilini>'ljridL!'e, near the north-west border of the

Forest. Dear to fishermen

are the windin<;s of their

beloved Avon, which is here

larii'i.' cnouii'h for small yachts

and pleasnre-boats to disport

themselves upon. The street

at Fording'bridge was a few

years ago provided with an

ancient set of stocks which

visitors never failed to in-

spect with the curiosity they

deserved. Rich green water

meadows skirt the town, and

the drive towards jNIark Ash

brings us, as its first point

of special interest, to the

pretty village of Ibbesley.

The river here runs close to

the road, groups of tine trees

give a welcome shade, and

you will gladly pause to

drink in the beauty of the

scene. There is the winding

stream with its setting of w-ater meadows gay

with marsh-mallow, sorrel, and buttercups ; there

are the pretty thatched cottages, their gardens

all aflame with brilliant flowers. If there are any

fishers in your party they will leave you now, for the

Avon here is tenanted by the far-famed Christchurch

salmon. Quito close to Ibbesley is the village of

EUingham, and you must stop here again, for in

Ellinghani churchyard Alice Lisle, who helped to

make history two hundred years ago, lies buried.

Every one has seen her picture on the walls of the

Commons' corridor of the Houses' of Parliament,

and every one knows that she was one of the most

illustrious victims of the Bloody Assize. After the

battle of Sedgemoor she gave the protection of her

house to Hicks, a dissenting preacher, and Nel-

thorpe, a lawyer, both of whom had been identi-

fied with ]SIonmouth's rebellion. Their surrender

was demanded of her; but she was the widow

of one of the regicides, and the surrender was

deiiiandcd in vain. She was tried at "Winchester,

before Jeffreys, who sent back the jury three times

to reconsider their verdict, until they satisfied him

by finding her guilty. She was seventy years old,

and was sentenced to be Inirned. This sentence was,

however, by the intervention of James II., not

carried into effect ; by the act of royal favour she

was beheaded in the ^larket Place at Winchester.
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Her grave at EUingham bears the simple inscription :

" Alicia Lisle dyed the second of September KiS.')."

Those who have visited her grave will probably wish,

when they are so close to it, also to see her house,

which is at a very short distance; one of the roads

leading to Picked Post pas.ses

in front of it. jMoyles Court,

where she lived, and in which

Hicks and Nclthorpe were

slu'ltered, is a very fine Jaco-

bean mansion, surrounded by

a moat. It is well seen from

the road. Some years ago it

had fallen almost into ruin,

but it has since been rej)aircd,

and is now ajiparently in

good hands.

^\ e are now almost on

the edge of the Forest; at

all events, a sort of advance

guard, in the shape of a spur

of unenclosed land with a

particularly tine grou|i of lir-

trees, meets us as soon as we

have driven through the little

stream that feeds the moat

of Moyles Court. It is, how-

ever, an advance guard only,

and we have to pass through two or three more miles

of trim hedgerows and tidy corn-fields before we

reach a limg hill, on which a little house bearing the

name of Forest View gives us the delightful assur-

ance that we are not far from the special object of

the excursion, the Forest itself. After this we very

quickly begin to see masses of gorse, and, if it be

autumn, heather, and the grand view from Picked

Post unfolds itself before us. Far away to the right

is Christchurch Priory, built by Flambard, the evil

counsellor of William Rufus; straight on are Hurley

(^Ir. Henley has given us a glimpse of the Rurley

Road (i.) in a wild atmosphere of twilight and storm)

and Burley Beacon, covered with barrows, an ancient

battle-field and graveyard of forgotten ancestors. To

the left, skirting the rolling moor, lies our destina-

tion, Mark Ash. A'ery soon one of the delightful

contrasts of forest scenery comes upon us. The roa«l

descends, and wild moorland gives place to a beautiful

wood ; the beech is the tree of the New Forest, and

we have before us beeches in every imaginable form

of stately grace. Our road, hitherto a very good one,

though hilly enough to tr}- the mettle of the horses,

now leaves the beaten track, and on beginning a new

ascent we take to a rough cart track to the right,

making for a clump of fir-trees that serve as a land-

mark for many a mile round. The road is presently

crossed by a fence, but the gateway is now happily



uiiloi'ked, anil

we enter one of

the enclosures

in Boklre AVoocl

(IV.). The his-

tory of these en-

closures, and of

the fight that

was fought which

resulted in tlie

gates being left

unlocked, forms

not the least in-

teresting of the

things to be
learnt about the

Forest; but this

is a story that

must be reserved

f o r m y next
chapter.

The road now
leads us over soft

grass through a

plantation of

small Scotch firs;

there is an abund-

ant population of

rabbits,who seem

to regard the

place as their

own. Half a mile

or so brings us

to a cottage,

bearing the high-

sounding name
of Bdldrewood

Lodge. The cot-

tage is in truth

only a fragment

of one of the

old lodges with

which the Forest

w a s provide d

when it was a

royal hunting

ground ; it still

shows traces of

its former im-

portance: the
]il;intati(iu im-

mediately around

it is very choice;

line laurels and

finer diodoras
convert thcForest
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in its vicinity

into ornamental

]ileasure grounds.

The cottage is

now inhabited by

one of the
keepers, whose

wife gives a hos-

pitable welcome

to visitors who
ask leave to use

her cottage for

temporary rest or

shelter. Before

going to JNlark

Ash it will be

worth while to

make a ch'totir to

the clump of high

fir-trees,now only

a few hundred

yards distant,

that served us

for our landmark

when we left the

high - road. A
beautiful view

rewards us, wide

but not wild, over

forest lawns and

woodland. Up
to the point now
reached there is

ni ) disadvantage

in saving fatigue

by driving ; but

every one should

be warned that

the Forest cannot

really be seen

from the roads :

you can see it on

foot or on h(irse-

back, but not in

any satisfactory

way on wheels.

Strangers to the

neighbourhood
may also here be

warned not to

liring their own
horses to the

Fiirest, except in

t h e w i n t e r.

Through the

spring, summer.
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.ni.l nutuiiHi the Forest is iiilialiitcd by a partic-alar does not moan trees ; we now learn that a "shade"

llv, eiillcd loeally a "forester," whieh is warranted does not mean shadow, but just a cool, breezy,

01io make the mildest old jade that ever crawled exposed place, generally one where there is a pond,

bcf ween shafts exhibit the most unpleasant degree of Mr. Wise, in his excellent book on the New Forest,

sim-il and tci.ip.n-. By a process of natural selection traces the history of the word in this way :—
" Shade

and survival of the fittest, Forest horses and ponies originally signified nothing but a shadow, and then

can endure Fcn-est Hies with equanimity ; but they the place where the shadow rests. In this second

drive all other horses frantic. meaning it more particularly became associated with

But we are waiting to go to Mark Ash ; andthough the idea of coolness, but gradually, while acquiring

I chose to make it sprTng-time at Ibbesley for the sake that idea, quite contrary to jMilton's ' unpierced

of the buttercups in the water meadows, and autumn shade/ lost the notion of that coolness being caused

as we crossed the plain for the sake of the heather, I by the interception of light and heat, and was thus

now wish the season to be spring, late spring once transferred to any place which was cool, and so at

more; for in spring we shall find the wild apple-trees in last .ipplied, as in the New Forest, to bare spots

blossom, the ground will be carpeted with hyacinths,

violets, primroses, wood-sorrel, and wood-anemones;

the young shoots of the oak trees will wear their

beautiful red livery, and the green of the beech-trees

will be more beautiful than at any other time of

without a tree, deriving their coolness either from the

breeze or the water." The hamlet of Stoney Cross

derives its name from an ancient stone cross which

was set up in it to mark the spot where, by tradition,

the tree stood against which the arrow glanced which

year. Mark Ash must surely be the most Ijcautiful pierced the heart of William Rufus. The stone cross,

beech-wood in the world ; standing on sloping ground, long since fallen into decay, has been encased in an

each tree, perfect in its glorious strength, is in itself ugly iron pillar, with an inscription of the usual

a noble picture, but grouped with its fellows they character. There is no particular beauty in the

form together a natural temple of sublime grandeur, immediate surroundings of " the stone," as the iron

The impression the place produces is one of feeling, post is still by courtesy called ; but it is for ever dear

and cannot be catalogued or put into an inventory, to hearts of sojourners in the pleasant little Stoney

It is a place to make one's heart beat quicker and Cross Inn, because as surely as Hies go to honey, so

one's eyes to fill with tears. It is as little a place for does every vanload of excursionists from Salisbury

a noisy picnic as a cathedral winild be; it is a ])lace or Southampton troop off to " the stone." With what

to be alone in, or at most with one or two of those honest zeal and sincere pleasure have I not frequently

blessed companions who know, as the Wise Man pointed out the way to " the stone " to these rather

says, that "there is a time to keep silence." exuberant holiday-makers. I have always felt that

Mark Ash is too grand to lend itself readily to my trouble was twice blessed, for their chief wish is

pictorial representation. The effect of the place usually to spend their day picnicking and playing

cannot be artificially reproduced. Just as pictures kiss-in-the-ring as near as possible to "the stone,"

of the Alps generally serve to convince one that the while the chief wish of the more permanent residents

Alps are " nnpaintable," so the artist feels himself of the inn is to get the excursionists hajipily located

baffled by the grandeur of Mark Ash. No illus- out of ear-shot. Rufus's Stone is about a quarter

tration is therefore offered of this, the most beautiful of a mile from the inn, and answers its purpose in

of the beautiful beech-woods of the New Forest. the most admirable waj-.

Our second excursion shall l)e from Stoney Cross The start for Bramble Hill can now be made, on

Inn to Bramble Hill. The view from the inn itself foot of course, and on well-shod feet that will not

is one of the best in the Forest. A chief attrac- fear some soft places or a few drojis of water. There

tion in it is that across the sea of wood and lawn is no road, no track even ; Bramble Hill is almost

and moor you see the real sea, eastwards towards due north, and we can make our way to it almost as

Southampton Water; and southwards you are re- freely as a shiii can go from one ]ioint to another

minded of the sea again by tracing the pale blue

oufline of the Isle of Wight. Before starting on

the walk to Hramlile Hill, I would draw the reader's

attention to one of the peculiarities of Forest speech.

The inn is situated on a high ridge ; in front of it

is a tolerably flat expanse of turf without a tree near

it, on whieh a quantity of cattle, ponies, and pigs

in the ocean. One lovely route is through a wood

known as Black Wool, one part of which, on slojjing

ground, almost reminds one of Mark Ash. Here are

ancient hollies in curious and fantastic forms; the

russet ground under the beech-trees is embroidered

with green, caused, as you quickly perceive, by the

growth of baby beeches self-sown from the parent

arc takiiii;- their case. This jdacc and otlier places trees. Now we descend again, and come to a stream

of the same kind arc in the Forest known as of running water; these who can't jump it must

"shades," We have learnt already that "forest" walk through it, so my warning as to thick boots
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was not unealk'd for. I have observed that the

usual plan, with our Eng-lish talent for coniproniise,

is to junij) as far as we can and to walk thrinit;-h the

rest. AVe now emerge upon one of the Forest lawns,

the 1 leant \- of which is sadly marred by one of those

n'ctansiular enclosures tilled with small Sinitch iirs

aiul weedy little oaklino-s, of which more will be said

in the next number. ^Ve try to turn our backs as

quickly as possible ujiciu this costly eyesore, and find

that we are nearing the abode of a villag'e cricket

ehih; their modest little house of unpainted timber

is appropriate, and their well-levelled cricket ground

could hardly have lovelier surroundings ; it is in the

midst of one of the Forest lawns of considerable

extent, fringed in all directions, except one, by grand

woods. We pass on, still going northwards, and

enter the woods again, and again cross a running

stream (vi.) ; there is a Roman bridge not very far

out of the way, but by this time we have acquired

"a rustic woodland air," and we are inditfercnt to

bridges, even though it be a R(jman bridge. In

what we fancy the utter solitude of the wood we

are startled by hearing a clock strike, and we soon

become aware that we are now close to Bramble Hill

Lodye, a beautiful house most delightfully situated in

the heart of some of the finest scenery in the Forest.

Ascending the hill we begin to remark the oak-trees,

and reuRMnber that it is the 29th of ^lay, Oak-Apple

Day. We express our wonder how Charles II. or any

one else could ever have been concealed by the long-

straggling branches of an oak-tree. A native guide

who has attached himself to us resents this as casting

a slight upon his beloved Forest, and promises us he

will show us many oak-trees whose 1)rani-hes grow-

so thick and are so closely intertwined that it is

impossible to throw a stone through the tree—it is

sure to strike against some Ijranch and fall. lie has

no trouble in keeping his word and in convincing us

that there is no physical impossibility involved in

the story of Prince Charles and the oak. The hill is

here partly clothed with ancient yew-trees, and as we

ascend their sombre hues are brought into contrast

with the vivid colouring of the rhododendrons and

azaleas that have overflowed, as it were, from the

gardens of Bramble Hill Lodge. The hill is not a

very fiu-midable one, and we soon are at the top, and

enjoy a new expanse of Forest scenery bathed in

the evening sunlight. Here, again, when the light

and the weather are favourable, we see Southampton

Water, the Isle of Wight, and the tlark hills that

hide Winchester. Now is the time for enjoying a

well-earned rest on the spring cushions of the

heather, drinking-iu the deep tran(inil loveliness

of the scene with thankfulness for the beauty of the

world fill.).

Xciihing has yet been said of the I'^orest

villages, or of the metropolis of the Forest, Lynd-

hurst. One of the villages is very near us when

wc are enjoying the view from Bramble Hill.

Bramshaw is just beyond ; it is a border village in

a double sense, on the border of the Forest and on

the border between Wiltshire and Hampshire. It

is the nearest point in the F^orest to Salisbury, and

from the Bramshaw Woods the shingles were cut

with which Salisbury Cathedral was formerly roofed.

Emery Down, near Lyndhurst, is one of the most

pictm-escpie of the F'orest villages; it is in the very

heart of the Forest, and it is a delightful walk through

trees and over moorland thence to Stoney Cross. On

this walk one of the liotanical curiosities of the

Forest may frequently be found, the only Ihiglish

carnivorous plant, the sundew. Its red glandular

hairs attract Hies and other insects by their show of

honey; the victims arc then entangled in the sticky

meshes and gradually melt away in the digestive lluid

witli which they are covered. The jiretty almshouse

at Emery Down, with its gai-deii and well, ivcalls

some of Frederick ^^'alkcr's pictures. The cottage

gardens at Emery Down afford a feast of colour to

tlie eye saturated, if the expression may be allowed,

with the greens and greys of the surrounding

country. There is very fair accommodation to be had

in the tidy inns and lodgings of the village. Lynd-

hurst is the only human habitation within the Forest

that deserves to be diguilicd by the name of a town,

and a very pretty little country town it is. Lynd-

hurst is very proud of its church, a modern building

beautifully situated on a high mound in the centre

of the principal street; both in detail and in general

design the church is deserving of all ))raise; all the

work in it is conscientious and appropriate ; native

materials have been to a large extent used in its

construction, and the carvings of the capitals are

also racy of the soil, bearing naturalistic representa-

tions of fern, primrose, myrtle, lily, convolvulus, and

rose. The reredos is a fresco representing the wise

and foolish virgins, an early work of Sir F\-ederick

Leighton, P.R.A. The church also contains in its

north-west corner a singularly beautiful funeral monu-

ment, the recumbent figure of a lady; it is of modern

days, but it has the (pialities that make the value

of ancient work : it is full of feeling, simple, and

dignified. Close to the church is a venerable looking

house, usually called the " King's House." It dates

from the time of Charles II., and is the otlieial

residence of the chief verdcrcr of the I^orest. In the

hall, which usually stands o]ien, hangs a stirruji,

which tradition associates with William Kufus ; cold-

hearted anti(|uaries, however, afHrm that its work-

manship proves it to be certainly not more than three

himdred years old, po.ssibly even nuich less. The

hall of the Kino-'s House is still the court in which
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tlie Forest laws are administered. Close to Lynd-

liurst is Cuffnalls, a country house, formerly in-

c-liildrcn broke their journey between London and

^\'eymouth. The large conservatory leading' from

THE NEW FOREST.—VI. : A STREAM ;
EVENING.

habited by Sir George Rose, where he received as the drawing-room at Cuffnalls was presented to

his guests the leading statesmen of his time, and Sir George Rose by the king as a souvenir of

where on several occasions George III. and his his visits. Milucext Garrett F.^wcett.

A PAINTEE OF PEASANTS.

ONE of the notable features of our ceiitury is the

interest shown by artists, literary and pictorial,

in tlic lower classes, in marked contrast to their

attitude in the last century, when the people was

scrupulously ignored as unfit for eyes and ears polite.

In our iiwn coiuitry this interest has with few ex-

ceptions confined itself to literature. The reason for

this is not i'ar to seek. The English peasant, who

has dropped such distinctive costume as he ever wore,

and arrays himself instead in a shabln' genteel imita-

tion of his social superior, is far I'emoved from the

]>icturesiiue. But the foreign peasant has not yet

doffed his national costume ; he has still enough left

of the proper pride that makes him prefer being well

and appropriately dressed in his own sphere to being

shabl)ily and iiuipiu-opriately costumed outside of it

;

and though a tendency to east aside national costume

is increasing in those portions of the Continent

infested by the tourist, the movement is far from

universal. On the Continent, therefore, we find

painters who have devoted themselves wholly to

limning the ways and manners of the people, and

among these the Diisseldorf artist, Benjamin Vautier,

holds a high jilace. Though not a German by birth,
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lie lias become one hy abode, by artistic trainin"' niid

iiiontal piwlivity; ami when Germany enumerates her

o-reatest living- peasant painters, Yautier's name is

iViund ranking with Knaus and Defregger.

Benjamin Vantier, who now stands at the apex

drawing than declining his Latin nonns. This artistic

vein came to him from his mother, a woman of lively

fancy and refined tastes. Her brother, too, loved to

draw and paint. There were no opportunities around

young Yautier of cultivating this bent. Switzer-

BEIQITTE.

(Paintfd hy Benjamin Vaiitirr.)

of his fame, was born at !Morges, in the ^'alais, April

27, 1S29. His childhood was spent on the placid

sunny shores of the Lake of Geneva, with its half-

southern climate, its lovely natural beauties, gentler

far than are encountered as a rule in cisalpine

Switzerland. His father was a Protestant pastor,

pious, learned, and somewhat rigid, of the old school

of Calvin. From his babyhood a pencil was the

boy's delight, and at school he was more often found

290

laud, barren to this day of artistic treasures, in those

times held rigidly aloof, especially in the Protestant

cantons, from anything that resembled art, with

a prii]ier Puritanic horror of all that might feed

the lust of the eye. An illustrated jjrint, Le
Magusin Piiforesque, was for many years all the boy

beheld of modern art. "VMien he was thirteen his

father sent him to the gymnasium at Lausanne, in the

hoj)e of educating him for his own profession. While
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VauUor was at this scliool the democratic revohitiou

of 1817 cluised his father to lose liis post: for the

result of (his movement was that lienceforward the

clersiT were to be elected ])y the people^ and the elder

\';mtier was regarck'd as too stern to suit the taste

of liis vivacious and bibacious fellow-citizens. Poor

and jilaccless, he had to emigrate to France. This

ehano-c of fortune made tlie vonnger Vautier deter-

mined to lose no more time in beginning to learn a

l)rofession whereby he could earn his livelihood, and he

had long ago chosen that of art. His father frowned

on the ]ilanj but thanks to his mother's help he

succeeded in attaining his end. Biographers of

Vautier have attributed his father's opposition

entirely to his Puritanism. Vautier, in a letter I

have received from him, defends his parent from

what he holds an unjust asjiersion.

That art was not in those days held a respectable

profession in Switzerland, but ranked rather with

conjuring and circus-riding, may no doubt have

influenced the father. But genius and a firm de-

termination can vanquish all obstacles. Young

Vautier went to Geneva, where for a year he applied

himself steadily to the study of drawing, and then

turned his attention to enamel-painting, in which

branch he could at once begin to earn a living by

decorating brooches, watches, and other knick-knacks

for the jewellers. He found work with a goldsmith,

but under the hard condition that he must pledge

himself to remain four years in his master's employ,

or ])ay a heavy fine. The daylight hours of two

years were thus spent in task-work, but the even-

ings were his own, and could be employed as he

liked liest. He used them for studying, sketching,

and portrait-painting, and with such success that he

not only sold his works for fair prices to dealers,

but attracted the attenti<.)n of Lugardon, the liis-

torical painter, and Calarne and l)iday, the land-

scape-painters, then resident at Geneva. Lugardon

otfercd to take him into his studio, and accepting

the otter, he paid out of his savings the fine of 1,200

francs for breach of contract. For two years he

worked on steadily, first with Lugardon, then alone,

until a. new direction was given to his ambiti<in by

the arrival from Pome of the genre-painter Van
Muyden. Van ^luyden was interested in the young
man's work, l>ut saw that he required larger ex-

perience and a variety of influence to develop his

natural abilities. He advised him to go and study

at Paris. To this jjrojeet the elder Vautier said

nay : he did not ajijirove of that capital as a sojourn

for young men. Vautii'r was too good a son to

run counter to the interdict. He therefore applied

to Van [Muyden for advice as to what he should

do inslead, and was recom mended to go to Ger-

many. Geniuiuy in those days meant ]\Iunich or

Diissehhjrf. In the former city there reigned the

stern monumental art, with pseudo-classic leanings,

of Cornelius, Kaulbach, and Overbeck ; the latter,

though under the jiresidency of Wilhelm Schadow,

who strove to keep alive academic traditions, had

already evinced the determination towards the softer,

gentler treatment of nature which has become the

key-note of the school, and has touched it with

the blight of sentimentalism. But this blight had

not yet descended when young Vautier arrived in

1850. It was not Schadow's intention to make of his

academy a genre and landscape school, and he rigidly

set his face against anvthing of the kind : with the

result, however, that men like Leuze and Achenbaeh,

who might have been his best pupils, kept outside,

and formed the nucleus of that new academy that

was to supersede the old. "When Vautier showed his

studies to Schadow, the old pedant, wedded to his

(jwn ways and incapable of seeing merit outside his

own dogmas, rejected them contemptuously. " This

is all useless French rubbish," he said. " You must

begin again from the beginning." The fact was

that Vautier had worked according to the simpler

and more expressive French method of treating sur-

faces, instead of practising the elaborate shading

and treatment of form employed by the Germans;

and this, to Schadow, was a crime.

This reception so disgusted him, that he aban-

tloued the idea of entering the academy, and for

six months worked on alone. In the autumn he

thought he would make a second attempt, and pre-

sented himself at the annual competition with the

same sketches and some new studies. This time the

masters voted in his favour, and he entered the

painting school. Here, however, he only remained

eight months. Schadow was rapidly growing blind

;

the other masters were negligent; the whole academy

was going to decay. So Vautier entered Jordan's

studio and worked hard. He was still uncertain

what department to choose, and was composing now

this picture, now that, when of a sudden Kuaus burst

upon the German art-world with his " Kirmess,"

quickly followed by his other scenes from peasant

life, "The Smithy" and "The Gamblers." The

sight of these works opened out a new vista to

Vautier, as to many other young artists, and gave

the Diisseldorf school a road of its own. A^autier,

delighted beyond words, at once left Jordan's studio

and began to work on his own aecoimt in this new

direction. A visit paid in 18.ji to the Bernese Alps,

where he met Ciirardet, who drew his attention to

the jiieturesque beauties of the low life there, fixed

his determination and decided his future. A new

world had been opened to him, a world with which

from childhood he had been familiar, but to whose

inherent beauties his eyes had only just been unsealed.
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Ho remained a whole snmmpv painiins: in the 01)er- (1S59) had also a Swiss nintlf. It was called the

land, then once more consvdted his old friend A'an " Anction at the Castle," and pictured the disper-

Muvden, and afterwards set off for Paris, where sion of ancestral relies amon<j an ignorant population.

Knans had pitched his tent.

He soon saw that Paris was the city whei'c

artistically there is most to be learned, and it was to

his ijreat fjrief that he saw himself forced to leave the

French capital after only a six months' sojourn, owin^-

to a net;-lected cold. He was obliged to visit the

But Vaufier did not confine his peasant idylls to

the Bernese Oberland. Visits to the Black Forest

had revealed to him the picturosquencss and naive

simplicity of its population, who in manners and

characteristics greatly reseml)le the Swiss. So he

set to work on their life also. Among the most

baths of Wildbad. This illness and the trip it ne- notable results of this attacjiment is the "Sewing

cessitated exhausted Vautier's slender savings, and School;" as also a picture exhibited in IsOO, whirh

he had to think of

earning rather than

learning. He once

more went to Diissel-

dorf, and set about

the completion of a

picture begun at

Paris, which, ex-

hibited at ^lunich in

1858, attracted the

attention of the pub-

lic and won him his

first success. It re-

presents the interior

of a Swiss Protestant

church. The con-

gregation, consisting

chiefly of women, are

chanting a chorale.

An air of real piety,

submission to God's

will, and earnest faith

pervades the composi-

tion, the gem of which

is a delightful group

consisting" of a de-

vout maiden, her still

youthful mother, and

her venerable grand-

mother ; she is the

BEJJJAMIN VAITTIBE.

(From a Photorrraph.)

shows a group ni

peasant women n'-

turning from chun-li,

and finding their iius-

bands at the (avern.

This latter work was

the first in whii'h

the painter ajipcarcd

quite himself, freed

from reminiscences of

his two masters, \ an

jNInvdcn and Knaus;

and from this time

onward he has always

been himself. As I

have said, Knaus and

l)efregger are the

leaders of modern

German peasant art.

The characteristic of

the latter is na'irctt',

of the former humour
-—a humoui', however,

apt to degenerate

into grossness. ^Vhile

the key-note of French

peasant painting is

sadness, the German
peasant painters still

retain a belief in Ar-

cadia ; and though their Arca<lv is rather of the
ideal of pious maidenhood. Had the fair maiden,

whose hand immediately after his success Vantier tavern than of the Dresden china type, tlie funda-

asked in marriao'e, sat to him as an unconscious mental idea is the same, namely, that the life of those

model ? History revealeth not. His wife came of a who are nearer to nature is distinguished by light-

good and wealthy family. Whether she brought him heartedncss and freedom from care. For my own part

any of this world's goods is not known, but the mere I think the French conceiition the truer one. It is

fact of marriage necessarily tied Vautier down to a probably A'autier's French blood which has saved him

settled abode, and he pitched his tent in Diisseldorf, from the excesses of the German school. He has

where he resides to this day. The happiness he neither the noisy gaiety of the one sort of peasant

foimd at home, the success he found abroad, stimu-

lated him to fresh efforts in the groove he had

found. He developed a fertility of invention, a

fecundity of execution, the more astonishing as he

is a slow worker and devotes much care to the

painters, nor the sickly sentimentalism of the other,

but has developed an elegance of tone and feeling all

his own. He indulges in no departures into the

domain of the vulgar and uglv, no excursions into the

regions of the tavern. He never exceeds the bounds

development of details. The next work he exhibited of the permissible; he knows how to keep measure.
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On fhis account I slinukl plaice liim mI.ovc his adoiv.l a rail a-ainst the passin- „f the village maidens, upon

Kuans, while he is in one respeet also the superior of whom they contemplate an amorous raid : a piuture

I V.iiv..'"-cr
• in thai while l)et'reg<>-or paints peasants full of life and movement, and quite eleaii of vulgarity,

as t,ho,?..'h' 1h' we're one hiinself, Vautier is always Vautier says that ho spent weeks in the village where

ii .rentleman, and an observer from without, an this scene occurred, and watehe.l it re]3eatedly, over

THE NOTAEY.

(raiiitcd hi) Benjamin Vaidki.)

observer who fully ccimprehends Init does not there-

fore identify himself with those beneath him in

enlture and breadth of mind. Bonhomie, humour,

observation, distinguish his work, but neither violent

passion nor obtrusive pathos.

It is obviously impossible within our limits to

enumerate all Vautier's works, but I shall mention a

few of the most famous. One is the "Sunday After-

noon in Swabia:" a row of rustic swains sitting ujwu

and over again, before he gave it pictorial expression

—

a proof that he sjiares no pains in the juvparation of

his pictures. In 180.5 he gained the gold medal at

the Paris Salon with his "Swabian Peasant Parlour:
"

an interior where a wily dealer is endeavouring

to persuade a thick-skulled peasant to buy a certain

worthless property, while the iieasant's wife, astuter

than her spouse, pr(itests with all her might; it is

a capital anecdote, full of energy and truth to life
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and fliaracter. The next year ho again exhibited at

the Salem, the famo\is " Repast after the Funeral,"

now in the Cologne INIuseum. Once more lie bore off

a medal, and the picture became ime of the sensations

of the season. It depicts the meal given, accoixling to

a ghastly Swiss custom, in a house of mourning after

the funeral. In a close-packed peasant parlour are

assembled a large gathering of friends and neighbours,

more or less sympathetic. The atmosphere of oppres-

sion that would prevail in a room so crowded and small

pervades the composition : with its sharp contrasts of

the bounteous meal, the carousing guests, the feigned

or frigid sympathy of the eaters, the real mourning

of the widow and her young dumbfounded sim. But

while full of gentle pathos, the picture is not cruel

nor heartrendingly hopeless—is not such as Israels

would have painted. The Dutch artist always forces

the note of melancholy. Vautier never belies his

equal ile temperament.

E\ery one is familiar by engraving or photograph

with his " Crossing the Lake of Brienz." In a boat

sits a young peasant couple ; on the bench in front

of them rests the cofhn of their first baby. They
are taking it to the other side of the lake for burial.

The husband presses the hand of his wife in silent

jiain : deep is the sorrow that could extract from this

lumpish jieasant such an expression of feeling. In

pronounced contrast with their suffering is the grand

and sunny mountainous nature that environs them.

Another funeral scene is laid in the Black Forest. It

so happened that the year it was exhibited Knaus also

came forward with a picture on the same theme, and

it was interesting to note the different mode of treat-

ment chosen by the two painters. Vautier's is full of

fine psychological inttiition, and its painful character

is skilfully relieved—and with perfect propriety—by
a certain ideal atmosjihere that allows for and sug-

gests the element of happiness and hope.

That Vautier is not always equally bajipy in

theme and treatment goes without saying. Where
is the modern artist who is? He fails as a rule when
he tries to depict th6 manners of the drawing-room.

He is wise enough rarely to attempt this. There is

a marked divergence of merit between his transcripts

from nature and his composed pictures. The latter

have a stiffness of composition and an uncertainty

of treatment the reverse of fortunate ; for what
chielly delights us in Vautier is wanting, namely, his

vigorous representatidu of reality. Plastic form is

another of his merits, and hence he succeeds in

large and simple themes. This is why his women
and children are always specially charming, as

witness tlie " Brigitte " engraved herewith. She
mi^'lit have stepped straight out of one of Auerbach's

Black Forest tales. Indeed, his young girls are

Vautier's forle. They are fresh as daisies, strong

comely maidens, untouched, untainted by irdtKcJimerz

or Pre-Raphaelite yearnings, and he rarely paints a

picture in which he does not introduce at least one

such. Here is another of them in " The Cousin

from Town," an adroit piece of anecdotic paint-

ing, which tells its own tale quietly and clearly. It

is evident that the pieasant children have heard much
of the fame of their town cousin, and are jirepared

to meet him in a genial spirit. But not picture-

liooks, cart, horse, nor even a; rosy apple such as

tlie little greedy boy does not usually despise, can

overcome his native shj-ness. His mother coaxes

him in vain, his grandfather looks on amused.

JNIeanwhile an intimate conviction takes possession

of us that when the time comes for the peasant

children to return the call, they will be yet more

unhappy in surroundings still stranger— the sur-

roundings of urban life and urban manners.

If Vautier is not fortunate with his ladies and

gentlemen, he is, however, happy when he paints

the class between the gentry and the people, and

especially when he essajs the manners and customs of

the petty bureaucracy with whom Germany swarms.

Of these pictures our " Notary " is a pleasant example.

Here is an elderly, shal>bv-genteel jiersonage, full

of the pride of office, traversing a wood with as

much dignity as his naturally undignified ajipear-

ance will permit, to execute some petty legal observ-

ance in a neighbouring village. He is on the alert,

as beseems an officer of justice; and though the wood
looks harmless and lonely enough, he seems to have

heard a rustling in the leaves which makes him raise

his eyebrows with suspicion, and which he may per-

chance have the supreme felicity to make the theme

of a proct'S verbal.

As a rule, Vautier's pictures are well composed,

but occasionally they break up too much into episodes.

Ilis weakest point is his colour. It is apt to be dull,

conventional, and dry—the faults of the Diisseldorf

school. On this account he loses less than most
painters when we behold him only in black and

white. In this department he has not done much,
but what he has done is excellent : his illustrations

to Auerbach's " Barfiissele " for instance, where

Black Forest story-teller and Black Forest painter

are fortunately linked together, comjalementing and

supplementing each other in this, the freshest

and least mannered of the novelist's many tales.

Vautier's illustrations are no fewer than seventy-

five. Yet more numerous and equally ajqiropriate

are those he has drawn for Trumermann's " Ober-

hof," the Westphalian peasant idyl that is inter-

woven into the author's hhiirre romance of

" Munchausen." The editor hit upon the very

hapjiy idea of separating the caricature of baronial

life from the peasant story, and readers are thus
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able to enjoy what is otherwise, to foreig-ners at least, Vautier an opportunity ot displaying all his fine

an uncouth and impossible work : the " Oberhof " powers of observation and knowledi^-e of peasant life

alone, divoreed from the distorted novel of high life, and nature, of which he has availed himself with

makiu'j- a goodlv vo-lume. The theme has givi'n dexterity and ingenuity. IIei.ex ZLMMER>f.

"Si,cvc iSt aSv.:

Etchkd hy K. \\". .\Iaci;i:tii, A.R.A.

JJZ/T//fans and t/ii/ia, flaiucrs and kits,

^ ' Lo'. ill tliat room alone she sils

Where now they tread throHi;h shinini; lands

The life of wedded hearts and hands ;

And, still the lover, still the hride.

Wonder -with each ne-w morning tide

To share each other's days, and find

Uer grooving first of -womankind.

And him the chief of men. Read on !

The light that late so languid shone

No^w broadens trembling into day

;

For to ! among the quaint array

In the long gallery's radiant rolos

Your picture by your lover gJo~ws !

Read on, bride, with hapfy eyes.

And bindyour love with lighter ties.

Silk over gold, a human twine

To wreath and decorate the divine !

Not singly of itself shall grow

Your love, nor unattended go

:

Henceforward pride shall bear a part

To bind that love about your heart

;

And you shall hear the note ofpraise

Tuned to the song of married days.

SOME JAPANESE BOGIES.

THERE is or used to be a poem for infant minds

of a rather Pharisaical character, which was

popular in the nursery when I was a youngster. It

ran something like this :

—

" I thank my stars that I was horn

A little British cliild."

Perhaps these were nut the very words, but that was

decidedly the sentiment. Look at the Japanese

infants figured for this article (in.), from the pencil

of the famous Hukusai. Were there ever two

jollier, haiijiier small creat urcs ? Did Leech or

Mr. Du ^Liurier or Andrea della Robbia ever

present a more delightful view of innocent well-

pleased childhood? AVell, these Japanese children,

if they are in the least inclined to be timid or

nervous, must have an awful time of it at night

in the dark, and when they make that eerie " north-

west jiassage " bedwards through the darkling house

of which ^Ir. Stevenson sings the perils and the

emotions. All of us who did not suffer under parents

brought up on the views of ^Ir. Herbert Spencer

have endured, in childhood, a good deal from ghosts.

But it is nothing to what Japanese children bear, for

our ghosts are to the spectres of Japan as moonlight

is to sunlight, or as water unto whisky. Personally

I may say that few people have been plagued by the

terror that walkcth in darkness more than myself.

At the early age of ten I had the tales of the

ingenious ]\Ir. Edgar Poe " put into my hands " by a

cousin who had served as a Bashi Bazouk, and knew

not the meaning of fear. But I did, and perhaps

even Nelson would have found out " what fear was,"

or the boy in the Norse tale would have " learned lo

shiver,'^ if he had been left alone to peruse "Jane

Eyre," and the " Black Cat," and the '

' Fall of the House

of I'sher,'' as I was. Every night I expected to wake

up in my coilin, having been prematurely buried ; or to

hear sighs in the area, followed by light unsteady

footsteps on the stairs, and then to see a lady all in a

white shroud stained with blood and clay stagger

into my room, after having been prematurely interred.

As to the notion that my respected kinsman had a

mad wife concealed on the premises, and that a

lunatic aunt, black in the face with suppressed mania,

would burst into my chamber, it was comparatively a

harmless fancy, and not particularly disturbing.

Between these and the Yellow Dwarf, who (thougli

only the invention of the Countess D'Aulnoy) might

frighten a nervous infant into hysterics, I personally

had as bad a time of it in the night watches as any

happy British child has survived. ]?ut our ogres arc

nothing to the bogies which make not oidy night

but day terrible to the studious infants of Japan ami

China.

Chinese ghosts are probably much the same as

Japanese ghosts. Tlie Japanese have borrowed most

things, including apparitions and awesome sprites

and grislv fiends, from the Chinese, and thi'u have
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-A SNOW BOGIE.

improved on the original model. Now we liave a very

full, complete, ami horror-striking account of Chinese

Iiarnls (as the country people in Tennessee call them)

from Mr. Herbert Giles, who has translated scores of

Cliincse ghost stories in his " Strange Tales from a

Chinese Studio" (De la Rue, 18S(I). iMr. Giles's

volumes prove that China is the place for jMessrs.

Gurney and Myers, the secretaries of the Psychical

Society. Ghosts do not live a hole-and-corner life in

China, but boldly come out and take their jiart in the

pleasures and business of life. It has always been a

question with me whether ghosts, in a liaunted

liouse, appear when there is no audience. What does

the spectre in the tapestried chamber do when the

house is not full, and no guest is \i\\i in the room to

bury strangers in, the haunted room V Does the

ghost sulk and complain that there is " no house,"

and refuse to rehearse his little performance, in a

conscientious and disinterestedly artistic spirit, when
deprived of the artist's true pleasure, the awakening

of sympathetic emotion in the mind of the spectator?

AVe give too little thought and sympathy to ghosts,

who in our old castles and country houses often

lind no one to appear to from year's end to year's

end. Only now and then is a guest placed in

the " hannteil room." Then I like to fancy

the glee of the lady in green, or the radiant

boy, or the headless man, or tlie old gentle-

man in snuff-coloured clothes, as he, or

she, recognises the presence of a spectator,

and prepares to give his or her best effects

in the familiar style. Now in China and

Japan, certainly a ghost does not wait till

people enter the haunted room : a ghost,

like a person of fashion, "goes every-

where." Moreover, he has this artistic

defect, that very often you don't know him

from an embodied person. He counterfeits

mortality so cleverly that he (the ghost)

has been known to personate a candidate

for honours, and pass an examination for

him. A pleasing example of this kind,

illustrating the limitations of ghosts, is

told in Mr. Giles's book. A gentleman of

Iluai Shang named Chou-t'ien-i had arrived

at the age of fifty, but his family consisted

of but one son, a fine hoy, " strangely averse

from study," as if there were anything

strange in Utat. One day the son disap-

peared mj'steriously, as people do from

II.—A CHINK AND CREVICE BOGIE.
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West Ham. Iii a year he came back, said lie had

heeu detained in a Taoist monastery, and, lu all

men's amazement, took to his books. Ne\t yrar

he obtained his B.A. dejrive, a First Class. All the

neiyhbonrhood was overjoyed, tor lluai Shani;- was

like I'embroke ("ollei^-e, where, aeeording- to tlu' poet,

"First Class men are few and far between." ll was

who should liave the honour of i;'ivinL^- his (lau<;liter

as bride to tliis intellectual marvel. A very nice girl

was selected, but most unexpectedly the B.A. would

not marry. This nearly broke his father's heart. The

old <:jeiitleman knew, accordini;' to Chinese bclii'i',

that if he had no {grandchild there would be no

one in the next generation to feed his own ghost

and pay it all the needful little attentions. " Pic-

ture then the father naming and insisting on the

(lav;" till Iv'o-ch'ang, B..\., gut up and ran away.

His mother tried to detain him, when his cKithes

'•came olf in her hand," and the luichelor vanished!

Ne.\t dav appeared the real llcsh and blddd son, who

had been kidnajiped and enslaved. The genuine

K'o-ch'ang was overjoved to hear of his approaching

nuptials. The rites were duly celebrated, and in

less than a year the old gentleman welcomed his

much-longed-for gran<liiiild. But, oddly enough,

K'o-ch'ang, though very jolly and universally

beloved, was as stupid as ever, and read nothing but

the sporting intelligence iu the newspajiers. It was

now universally admitted that the learned K'o-ch'ang

had been an impostor, a clever ghost. It follows

that ghosts can take a very good degree ; but ladies

need not be afraid of marrying ghosts, owing to the

inveterate shyness of these learned spectres.

The Chinese ghost is by no means always a

malevolent person, as, indeed, has already been made

clear from

theaffecting

narrative of

the ghost

who passed

an examina-

tion. Even

the spectre

which an-

s w e r s i n

China to the

statue in

"Don Juan,"

the statue

which ac-

cepts invi-

tations to

dinner, is

a n }• t h i n g
but a mal-

e v o 1 e n t

291

in.— CEAWN BY UOKUSAI.

guest. So much may be gathci-i'd from the story

of Chn and lai. Cliu was an undergraduate of

great courage and bmlilv vigour, but dull of wit.

He was a marrictl man, and his children (as in tlie

old Oxford legend) often rushed into Iheir nidther's

presence shouting, " ^Maninia ! mamma! pa])a's been

l>lucked again !
" Once it chanced that (^hu was at

a wine party, and the negus (a favourite beverage of

the ('clestials) had done its work. His young friends

betted -Chu a bird's-nest dinner that he would not

go to the nearest temple, enter the room devoted to

coloured .sculptures representing the torments of

Purgatory, and carry olf the image of the ("hinese

judge of the dead, their Osiris or Hhadamanthus.

Off went old ('hu, and soon returned with the august

efligy (which wore " a green face, a red beard, and a

hideous cxpi-ession ") in his arms. Tlic other men

were frighteni'd, and begged Chu to ri'store his

worship to his place on the infernal bench. Before

carrying liack the woi'thy magistrate, Chu pmncd a

libation on the ground and said, " Whenever yovu'

excellency feels so disposed, 1 shall be glad to take

a cup of wine with vou in a rnciidly way. That

very night, as Chu was taking a stirruj) cup before

going to bed, the ghost of the awful judge came to

the door and entered. Chu jii'ompth' put the kettle

on, mixed the negus, and made a night of it with

the friendly fiend. Their friendship was never inter-

rupted from that moment. The judge even gave

Chu a new heart (literally), whereby he was enabled

to pass examinations ; for the heart, in China, is

the seat of all the intellectual faculties. For

Mrs. Chu, a jilain woman with a fine figure, the

ghost provided a new head, of a handsome girl

recently slain by a robber. I'A'cn after Cliu's death

the genial

sjiectre did

not neglect

h im , but
obtained for

him an aji-

pointment
as registrar

in the next

world, with

a c e r t a i n

r a n k a t-

t ached. The

next World,

among the

C h i n e s e,

seems to be

a jiaradise

of bureau-

cracy, pa-

tent places.
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jobs, mandavins' buttons and tails, and, iiT sliort, snow-ghost, a queer lyrinning old man under a

llio lioaven of otticialisni. Periiaps some T'^nglish vast umbrella (i.). Tlie illustrations in this article

readers are ac<(uainted with l\Ir. Stoekton's humor- are only a few speeiniens chosen out of many

ous story of
"

'I'iic Transferred (ihost." In Mr. volumes of Jajjanese bogies. We have not ventured

iStoekton's view a man ilors not always get his to copy tlie very most awful spectres, nor dared to

own ghostship; there is a, great deal of eompeti- be as horrid as we can. These native drawings, too,

tiou among s])irlts for good ghostshijjs, and a great are generally coloured regardless of expense, and the

deal of intrigue and party feeling. It may lie colouring is often horribly lurid and satisfactory,

long before a disembodied spectre gets any ghost- This embellishment, fortunately perhaps, we cannot

ship at all, and then, if he has little influence, reproduce. ^Icanwhile, if any child looks into this

he may l)e glad to take a chance of haunting the article, let him (or her) not be alarmed by the

I5oanl of Trade, or the Post Ottice, instead of ijictures he beholds. Japanese ghosts do not live in

"\i-alking" in the Foreign Office. One spirit may this country; there are mine of them even at the

win a post as White Lady in the imperial jnilaee, Japanese Legation. Just as bears, lions, and rattle-

while another is put off with a position in an old snakes are not to be seri<jusly dreaded in our English

college library, or perhaps has to follow the fortunes woods and commons, so the Japanese ghost cannot

of some seedy " medium " through boarding-houses breathe (any more than a sla\e can) in the air of

and third-rate hotels. Now this is precisely the England. We do not yet even keep anv ghostly

Chinese view of the fates and fortunes of ghosts, zoological garden in which the bogies of Japanese,

Qaisque siw^ pufinmr iiKiiicx. Australians, Red Indians, and other distant peoples

In China, to be brief, and to quote a ghost (who may be accommodated. Such an establishment is

ought to know what he was speaking about), "super- jjerhaps to be desired in the interests of 2isychical

naturals are to be found everywhere.'" This is the research, but that form of research has not yet been

fact that makes life so puzzling and terrible to a endowed by a cultivated and progressive government,

child of a. believing and ti-ustful character. These The first to attract o>u- attention (vi.) represents.

Oriental bogies do

not a])])ear in the

dark alone, or oulv

in haimled houses, or

at cross roads, or in

gloomy woods. They

a re e v e ry w here

:

every man has bis

own ghost, every

place has its jieculiar

haunting tlend, every

natural jihcnomenon

has its informing

si)irit (iv.) ; every

quality, as hunger,

greed, envy, malice,

has an embodied visi-

ble shaiie prnwling

ai)o\it seeking what it

may devour. \\ licr,'

our science, for exam-

ple, sees (or rather

smells) sewer gas,

the .ra]ianese belmld

a, slimy, meagre, in-

satiate wraitli, crawl-

ing to (levour the

lives of men. Where
we see a stdrm of

snow, their livelier

laney beholds a comic -A STOUM-PIliND.

as I understand, the

common ghost, or

siiinilticnim vnlffareoi

psychical science. To

this eom])lexion must

we all come, accord-

ing to the best Ja-

panese opinion. Each

of us contains within

him " somewhat of

a shadowy being,"

like the spectre de-

scribed by Dr. John-

son : something like

the Egyptian " Ka,"
for which the curi-

ous may consult the

works of ^liss Amelia

B. Edwaids and other

learned Orientalists.

Till.' most recent

French student of

these matters, the

author of " L'llomme

Posthume," is of

opinion that we do

not all ]}ossess this

double,with its power

of surviving our

b.-dily death. lie

thinks, too, that our
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o'lid.it, whon it floes survive, has 1iut rarely tlic many nf us.

eiu-rn'v and enterprise to make itself visible tn or as it (iicre

aiiililile hy " shadow-

eastiiicv men/' In

some extreme cases

the ghost (accordini;-

to our French au-

thority, that of a

disciple of M. Comte)

feeds fearsomely on

the bodies of the

living. In no eveiit

does lie believe that

a ghost lasts much

longer than a hundred

years. After that it

mizzles into spectre,

and is resolved into

its elements,whatever

they may be. A
siimewhat similar and

(to my own mind)

l>rnbal)ly sound theory

of ghosts prevails

among savage tribes,

and among such peo-

ples as the ancient

Greeks, the modern

Hindoos, and other

ancestor worshippers.

When feeding, as

they all do, or used

-EAISIXG THE WIND.

Thus the evidence does certainly look

were a kind of statute of limitations,

which, from many
[Hiints of view, is

not an arrangement

at which we should

repine. The Japanese

artist expresses his

own sense of the

casual and fluctuat-

ing nature of ghosts

by drawing his spectre

in shaky lines, as if

the model hud given

the artist the hor-

rors. This siw n lucrum

rises out of the earth

like an exhalation,

and groups itself into

shape above the spade

with which all that

is corpon'al oi' its late

owner has been in-

terred. Please re-

mark the uncomfort-

cd and dismal expres-

sion of the aininlac-

riiin. We must re-

member that the

ghost or " Ka " is

not the "soul," which

has other destinies in

to do, the ghosts of the ancestral dead, they gave the future world, good or evil, but is only a shadowy

special attention to the claims of the dead of the resemblance, condemned, as in the Egyptian creed, to

last three generations, leaving ghosts older than dwell in the tomb and hover near it. The Chinese

the century to look after their own supplies of meat and Japanese have their own definite theory of the

and drink. The nesrlisrence testifies to a notion that next world, and we must by no means confuse the

very old ghosts are of little account, for good or eternal fortunes of the permanent, conscious, and

evil. On the other hand, as regards the longevity responsible self, already inhabiting other worlds than

of spectres, we must not shut our eyes to the ours, with the eccentric vagaries of the semi-material

example of the bogie in ancient armour which tomb-haunting larva, which so often develops a

appears in Glamis Castle, or to the Jesuit of Queen noisy and bear-fighting disposition quite unlike the

Elizabeth's date that haunts the library (and a very character of its proprietor in life.

nice place to haunt: I ask no better, as a ghost at The next bogie (vii.), so limp and washed-out as

Lord's might cause a scandal) of an English noble- he seems, with his white drooping, dripping arms and

man. With these insfauf.iee contradictonce , as Bacon hands, reminds us of that horrid French species of

calls them, j)resent to our minds, we must not (in apparition, "la lavandicre de la nuit," who washes

the present condition of psychical research) dogmatise dead men's linen in the moonlit pools and rivers,

too hastily about the span of life allotted to the Whether this simulacrum be meant for the spirit

siu/uldcrii/ii ruhjiire. A'ery probably his chances of a of the well (for everything has its spirit in Japan),

prolonged existence are in inverse ratio to the scpiare or whether it be the ghost of some mortal drowned

of the distance of time which severs him from our in the well, I cannot say with absolute certainty
;
Imt

modern days. Xo one has ever even pretended to the opinion of the learned tends to the former con-

see the ghost of an ancient Iloman burial in these elusion. Naturally a .lapanese child, when sent in

islands, still less of a Pict or Scot, or a PaliKolithic the dusk to draw water, will do so with fear and

man, welcome as such an apparition would be to trembling, for this limp, floppy apparition might
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scaro tho bnldcst. Another bogie, a terri-

ble creation of I'ancv, I take to be a vam-

pire, about which tiie rurious can read in

Doni Calniet, who will tell them how

wlmle villa,(,^es in Ilnngary have liecn

depopnlated by vampires; or he may study

in Fauriel's " Chansons de la Grece

iModerno" t!ie vampires of modern Hel-

las. Another plan, and perhaps even

more satisfactory to a timid or supersti-

tious mind, is to road in a lonely house

at midnight a story named " Carmilla,"

jirinted in Mr. Sheridan Le Fanu's " In

a Glass Darkly." That work will give

you the peculiar sentiment of vampirism,

will produce a gelid perspiration, and

reduce the patient to a condition in which

he will be afraid to look round the room.

If, while in this mood, some one tells him

Mr. Augustus Hare's story of Crooglin

Grange, his education in the practice and

theory of vampires will be complete, and

lie will be a very proper and well qualilied

inmate of Earlswood Asylum. The most

awful Japanese vampire, caught red-

li.mdcd in the act, a hideous, bestial

-THE .'ilMUL.i.CIiiM VCLGARi:

VII.—A WELL AND WATEK BOOIE.

incarnation of ghoulishness, we have carefully

refrained from reproducing. Scarcely more

agreeable (v.) is the bogie, or witch, blowing

from her mouth a malevolent exhalation, an

embodiment of malignant and maleficent sor-

cery. The vapour which Hies and curls from

the mouth constitutes " a sending," in the

technical language of Icelandic wizards, and

is capable (in Iceland, at all events) of as-

suming the form of some detestable super-

natural animal, to destroy the life of a hated

rival. Ill the case of our last example (ii.)

it is very hard indeed to make head or tail of

the spectre represented. Chinks and crannies

are his domain ; through these he drojis

upon you. He is a merry but not an at-

tractive or genial ghost. Where there are

such " visions about " it may be admitted

tb.at children, apt to believe in all such fan-

cies, have a youth of variegated and intense

misery, recurring with special vigour at bed-

time. But we look again at our third pic-

ture, and hope and trust that Japanese boys

and girls are as hajipy as these jolly little

creatures appear. A. Laxg.
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THE EOMANCE OF ART.-A CHAPTER IN THE LIFE OF

BERNARD PALISSY.

AT South Konsinsj:ton a two-light window in

silver stain sets forth the life and lahours of

Palissy the potter. The first light depiets that well-

known episode of Palissy breaking his tables for fuel.

The domestic tragedy is quite prettily conceived : in

the centre of the composition stands Palissy, tall

and slight, dressed, as a gentleman should be, in

doubletand hose. His left hand is grasped by a

o-eutle young woman wearing a dress and coif of the

Fourteenth Century, and only faintly recalling the

virago whose incessant nagging the potter held to

be the worst of all his persecutions. In his ri,i;-ht

hand the museum Palissy holds an axe ; at his feet

are frai^^ments of most substantial furniture, which

he eontemplates with genteel bewilderment, as though

sur|irised at his prowess in effecting such a breakage.

Six years before the day on which this little

tragedy took place, young Palissy the glass-painter

had been a newly married man, settled in the

town of Saintes, in the fertile province of Saintonge,

and near by the famous salt marshes of ilarennes.

By birth he belonged to the diocese of Agen, where

he had learned the " noble trade " of glass-painting.

The young artist was a man of rare qualities of

mind ; he had little book-learning, but a great

craving for knowledge, though the wisdom he

wished for \\as not to be gained from books in the

days of King Francois I. For the knowledge that

Palissy yearned to possess was a knowledge of

Nature and her ways, of the growth of the earth,

the formation of springs, the action and ever-chang-

ing limits of the sea. So when he grew to manhood,

to gain this learning Palissy left Agen and travelled

throughout the length and breadth of France, think-

ing and wondering nuu-h of Nature and her marvel-

lous ways, and earnini;- his bread by glass-paint inl-

and bv portraiture, in which art he had some skill.

At length, after about ten years of wandering, h(>

settled in Saintes, most likely because it was the

home of a certain young woman who, perchance, was

not a virago till hunger and disappointment, poverty,

and (he loss of many children, had soured her temper.

So, in 1.510, we lind Palissy settled in Saintes, a man
who from his writings we may judge to have been

I'okcil u]i (ii by his fellows; an intelligent artist, a

local leader of the reformed religion, and a collector

ol' ;dl manner of fossils and cm-ious stones. Any-

thiini- straiiiii' delighted Palissy, and we read in his

writiuii's hn\v such a one brought him an ammonite,

and another gave him an old stone he had dug out

of his garden, and of things people brought to his

workshop for him to look at and explain to them if

he could. So when in this year 1540 " an earthen

cup enamelled with much beauty " found its vv'ay to

Saintes, it was naturally taken to the glass-house of

Bernard Palissy.

The days of King Francois I. seem so civilised

and like to our own that it is hard to realise the gulf

which in many ways divides them from our times,

and it is with ever-recurring surprise that we re-

member that in those days no glazed or enamelled

ware of any kind was made in France ; that porce-

lain—not to be made in Europe till nearly two

centuries later—had hardly begun to be exported by

the Portuguese from their new settlement at ilacao
;

and that any art pottery that there was in France

was Italian majolica, which was imported in only

small quantities and at a very high price. How rare

it was we may judge from the fact that Palissy, who

in the way of trade had entered many noble houses,

had never In all his travels seen such ware till in the

year 1540 this enamel cup was shown him. But as

he held it In his hand it occurred to him how glass-

painting wiis yearly less In vogue, how overstocked

the trade, how poor the pay ; and that if once ho

should " discover how to make enamels, he could

make earthen vessels and other things very prettily,

because God had gifted him with some knowledge

of drawing."' So from that day Palissy resolved to

discover how the enamel was made. In that master-

piece of naive writing, " L'Artiste en Terrc," he

tells us most simply and powerfully the hardness

of his search : that he was as one who gropes

in the dark, having no knowledge of clays or of

pottery, no conception of the substances of which

the enamels were composed, and guided only in

his search by his knowledge of glass and his long

study of nature. This much only he was tokl

:

the white enamel was the thing to seek for, since

It was the basis of all the others. Palissy set to

work at once to build himself a potter's furnace;

then, taking all the substances he could suppose

likely to make anything, he povmded and ground

them, and making a great quantity of different

mixtures and proportions, bought some pots, broke

them, and ]i!aced some of the powder on each of

the jiotshcrds. He then marked each of the frag-

ments, and haviui;' written down wliat com]ioinid he

had ])lai-ed on each, baked them in his oven. In this

way he worked on for several years, never getting
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any result ; tins, less becauso his materials wore

wroiiii' than because his furnace was not liot enous^-h,

and because he was so ig'iiorant nl' the ri^'ht maiuiei-

i)t' arrang'ino- the crocks thni "if the niMtcriuls h;iil

been (he best in the world, iinil I lie lire ulsn the

lift Nt, it was imjX)Ssible for :iny i;- I result to

follow." Every compound he had tried and tried

again; he had used a furnace of his own till his

means were exhausted ; and, too poor to buy fuel,

hi- had begged permission of the pottery a league

:ind a half distant, where he bought his pots, to

hre his experiments there, " always with great cost,

loss of time, sorrow, and confusion."

At last he saw there must be something fun-

damentally wrong in his way of working, and

resolved to return for a time to his trade, antl

"comport himself as though he were not zealous

to dive any more into the secrets of enamels."

Fortune, who had so long deserted Palissy, deigned

to cast a glance at him ; for, only a few days after

he had resumed his trade, Francois sent commis-

sioners to establish the gnheUc in Saintonge, and

to appoint a surveyor to map out the salt marshes

and surrounding district, and Palissy was appointed

to this work, which employed him for a year, witli

]iroiit to his pocket and ease of mind and time

to think over the probable causes of his failures.

On rclleetion he believed that one reason why
his enamels had not melted might well be that

the potter's furnace was too cool. So, when

his work was finished, he built himself such a

furnace as is used by glass-painters, and on his

very first experiment one of his pieces " began
"

to melt. Alas ! it stopped at the beginning, and

though this little success encouraged him to devote

two years entirely to the quest, he got no better

result. At the end of that time he lost \\o^ii

;

his means were exhausted, he was in debt on all

hands; and his wife, embittered by her children's

want, let him have no peace in his home. Wherefore,

sadly and reluctantly, Palissy determined to give

up the search, and with a heavy, hopeless heart

carried his last array of potsherds to the furnace.

But now, when he had ceased to hope for it,

almost ceased to wish for it, success came, and

with less than four hours of firing, one of the

pieces "turned out white and polished in a way
whicli," says Palissy, " caused me such joy as

made me think I was become a new creature,

and I thought that from that tinu' I had the full

perfection of the white enamel." So thought the

neighbours, so thought Mme. Palissy ; and there

was rejoicing and a renewal of love in Palissy's

home. There was no question now of giving up

the search ; money was borrowed, and for six or

eight months, though he had never understood

his clays, he made vessels and dishes for his

enamel. He could afford to pay none to licl|i him
;

so when the vt'ssels were miiile he IkkI Io (Mrry

the bricks fur his o\\ ii furnace, draw the \\a1ci-,

liiii|icr llic morl:ir, aii<l lie liis own miison. 'I'licii

came :in anxious time, the tiring his carefully

wroie^ht pots; but at the tirst baking all went

well, and the vessels were ready for the t'uamel.

He was now wearied with the tuil ;inil mcnta!

strain of the last months, but the hardest labour

was still before him, and a linu' in which he endured

"suffering and labour such as no man would be-

lieve." For more than a month he worked night

and day, grinding and powdering his enamel. At

length the never-ending toil was done, the precious

vessels ])ut in the furnace, and I'alissy, anxious,

weary, liut fidl of hope, sat down to feed his fires,

and to dream of the beautiful white ware he should

draw from his fiu-nace, and which he should sell

for three or f<iur huudi-ed livres; though of the

money Bernard no doubt thought far less than did

his poor wife, and the dreams of that d:iy were

chiefly of fame and honour and satisfied ambition.

So the day passed, and when night came the enamel

had not yet melted ; but after so many wakeful nio-hts,

one more or less signified nothing, and all the night

through Palissy kept up his fires; yet when morn-

ing came the enamel had not melted; and this,

surely, must have been one of those times of which

Palissy tells us that "to amuse jieople who came to

see me, I did my best to laugh, thougli within me all

was very sad." So the day passed. Xight came

again, another night of watching, less hopeful than the

first, a night of eager self-deception, of seeing signs of

melting where all was hard and dry ; and when the

third morning broke the enamel had not nudted.

That day Palissy could not laugh, could not bear that

anyone should see his agony; it seemed as though

his mingled hope and fear must stifle him. Still he

piled on the wood, and still the enamel remained a

drv powder. Night came and went in fevered

watching, broken by minutes of fevered sleep, of

startled waking from dreams in whi<h the lire had

gone out; and still the jiotter, dazed and stupefied,

watched on, and the fourth day was at an end.

The time now passed like a ghastly dream, till

at last, when the sixth night canu^, l'ali>sy owned

to his soul thai the enamel would never melt.

13y some mistake he must have put in too little

of that substance which shonld melt the others.

He must make sure of that : it was not in

his nature that he should rest till he found out

wh}' the enamel had not melted. So without letting

the oven cool,.he ground and pounded a fresh com-

pound, ;dl tlu' time keeping u|i the fire. Then, for

the first time, he left his shed, rushexl into the town.
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a slrano'c scaiwvow ri!4-iirc, hmi^'lit :i I'cw ((iminon

pots, overlaid tliein with the powder, and pu( them

in the fui-naee. Then he tided the mouths of his

oven witli wood, and u;om<r to Ins store for more,

fduiul with dismay tiiat he had hurnt his hist Fuel.

What could he do? Without fuel the work and

hope of years was ruined—the hope of a life
;

for

never aii'ain eould he go through that toil and

expense. Was his lahour to fail, his credit and ho))e

to be destroyed for the lack of a barrow of fuel ? Yet

where coukl he get it ? His eyes fell on the palings of

his little garden—(juiekly he tore them up, (juiekly

tlie hungry hre devoured the well-seasoned tiudjer.

Frenzy gave Palissy new energy, new strength : he

Hew to his home and broke up the chairs and the

tables, tore up the iloors : much to the grief of his

wile and scandal of his townsfolk, who said, the

kindest that he was stark mad, the others that he

was labouring to produce false money. At last that

second enamel melted, and turned out, as Palissy

tells us, "tolerably well :" well enough to restore his

credit in the town, to give him hope to make other

trials, which resulted in disappointment, though, he

succeeded at last. E. INIabel Robinson.

HATFIELD HOUSE.— I.

ELIZABETHAN is, pictorially speaking, the per-

fection of English domestic architecture. Tn

Gothic solidity, tempered by Italian elegance, it

unites a picturesqueness all its own.
,
Less massive

than the Tudor, it retains that warm, ruddy, and

i-eposeful colouring which forms the chief charm of a

Tudor building. With more of stateliness, and with

some occasiiinal pretensions to grandeur, a typical

example of Elizabethan at its best leaves upon the

mind an impression of rest and calm which the ruder

and more masculine Tudor fails to convey. Archi-

tecturally it is by no means perfect. But with

all its faults, with all its fojiperics and conceits, its

twists and affectations, it continues in both a pic-

torial and a domestic sense to be the admiration of

the descendants of the sturdy Englishmen who, when

they began to be conscious that empire and intellect

were alike theirs, sought to build hnuses which should

reflect the strength of arm and the grace of mind

which combined to make the glory of England under

the Virgin Queen. These buildings are, in the

main, best adajded to the requirements of tlic typical

Saxon home-life. Snug in winter and cool in sum-

mer, they meet the northern idea of comfort as well,

HATFIELD H0U3E.—I.; FEOII TUE PAKK.
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perliaps, as houft's can. There is no school of ardii- and the iii(lc]icn(loncc of doniiiiion. However this

tecture which so faithfully reflects the spirit of the may luive 1 n, certain it is tliat the "spacious

ao-e which conceived it. It is an interesting question times" of Elizalx'th saw the fust Renaissance ol

ILITFIELD nOUSE.- THE ORAXD STAIliCASE.

how far our expandinc: national aspirations were re- English art.

fleeted in the long and lofty Elizabethan galleries, and

how far this splendid development of the decorative

arts was the result of the increased refinement and

elegance which were Imru of the riches of adveutuic

292

Stiffness and angularity in pictorial

and rudeness in domestic art—the art of chairs

and tables, of cabinets and chimney-pieces—gave

]ilace to a certain degree of mobility and grace

iu the one, and of massive elegance allied to bold-
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iioss in Ihc ollicv. Tho age, i" fii^'t. Wiis artistically

notable mainly I'or its aivhitectiire, and the accessories

,i|' architecture—Furniture and internal decorations.

Perhaps the one building in which these charac-

teristics are most remarkable and complete is Hat-

lii'ld II. .use (i.), in Hertfordshire, the residence of

the Marquess of Salisbury.

It was to its ancient royal and episcopal associa-

tions that Hattield owed its early importance. At

the taking of the Doomsday Survey the manor be-

longed to the mouks of Ely. Less than half a century

afterwards the Bishops of Ely occasionally resided at

old Hattield Palace, where several of them died.

A new and more splendid house was built for them

in the last quarter of the Fifteenth Century by Bishop

Morton, and the banqueting hall of this Iniilding now

forms Lord Salisbury's stable (ill.). It has probably

more interesting historical associations than any otlier

stable which can he called to mind. The new palace

was the favourite residence of Henry VIII., Edward

VI., Elizabeth, and, for a few years, of James I.

Here, indeed, Elizabeth lived during her sister's

reign. In 1 b'M the jialace and manor were handed over

to the Crown, in exchange for other lands—a trans-

action which aj.pears to have been vastly in favour of

the Crown. Ere long the noble old pile, whose solid

workmanship, as seen in the fragment which still

exists, ought to have saved it from so sad a fate,

was suffered gradually to fall into decay ; and by

the end of the Sixteenth Century it was almost

entirely a ruin.

There hapiiened to be, also in Hertfordshire, but

nearer to London, tlie beautiful mansion of Theobalds,

which had been built by that Lord Burghley " whose

nod would shalce a state," and who was the real

founder of the greatness of the Cecils. This house

was close to Cheshunt, and was splendidly situated

upon the river Lea, in close proximity to Enfield Park

anil Waltham Chase. Theobalds belonged to Sir

Rol.iert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury, the youngest son of

Lord Burghley, and in 16(17 James exchanged Hat-

field for it. In the calm seclusion of the Lord

High Treasurer's jiatrimonial mansion the king

breathed his last. Cecil lost no time in beginning

his new house at Hatfield, and commenced his jire-

])ara1ions some months before the exchange was

coniiileted. It was begun in the autumn of 1607,

and finished about the middle of 1612. Its builder,

however, did not live to inhabit it, dying, literally

worked to di'ath, on the 21-th of May in that year.

Hatfield House is a conspicuous landmark to the

traveller on the Great Northern Railway. It lies

close to the line, and the gilded gates of the carriage

drive which leads to the northern IVoiit are directly

opposite (lie slat ion. These gates, erected by Messrs.

Turner, of St. Albans, are Jacobean, and the pillars

are of carved stone. The gates, which are of light

iron-work, picked out in gold, are of somewhat too

chaste a design to be strictly accurate in style. Still,

the iron lends itself well to the Howing interlacements

and delicate tracery of the pattern, and the effect is

at once airy and substantial. A sudden curve in

the carriage-drive brings the northern front of Hat-

field House full in view. This is at once the most

picturesque and, architecturally, the most perfect of

the four fagades. It is so simple, and at the same

time so homely, that you fail to recognise the " severe

simplicity, nearly allied to grandeur,^' which a dis-

tinguished writer detected. It is perfectly plain, save

for the projecting ivy-wreathed porch, and the two

oriel windows by which it is flanked. The porch, with

its ])lain oaken door, and the large triple-lighted bay

above, forms a pleasant relief to what would otherwise

be a somewhat bare elevation. Above the porch rises

a grandly proportioned clock-tower (vi.), which adds

dignity to the view at a short distance.

A general idea of the house is best obtained from

the south. It is built somewhat in the form of an

E, along three sides of a hollow square, and is of red

brick, with dressings of Caen and Tettenhall stone.

The south front is 300 feet in length. The middle

compartment is 140 feet long, and the eastern and

western wings, which project 100 feet from the

centre, are each 80 feet wide. The north front is

228 feet long. The south front is massive, antl

would be imposing were it not irretrievably spoiled

by the Palladian stone fa9ade of the centre compart-

ment. The picturesqueness of the deep warm red

brick, here and there covered with ivy, is marred by

the colder and stiffer stone. The ground floor of the

central portion consists of a glazed arcade, than which

nothing could well be more out of character. When
Hatfield was built, this arcade was left open to

the weather ; but after a time a heavy iron grille,

intimately suggestive of Newgate, was placed

between the arches, and this, in very modern

days, has been glazed. Such an arrangement may be

very charming uniler Italian sunshine and Italian

skies, but in the damp and variable climate of Eng-

land it is cold and repellant.

Sir Robert Cecil was his own architect. That

so perfectly typical an example of contemporary

architecture should have been designed by the genius

of a man who presumably knew more about diplo-

macy than the laws of proportion, is indeed matter

for astonishment. Hatfield appears to have been

built by rule of thumb, and a very successful rule

that has sometimes been. But it is only a man of

geiiius who can build by rule of thumb with success.

At Hatfield, few l)ut extremely technical critics will

say that success has not been attained. Notliing

is cramped, no single feature is made unduly
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prominent; harmony and proportion liave liccii nh-

served in every course of lirick, in every sqiinre

tower, in every stone-llnislied doorway, in every

pictures(jue oriel. Tiie moral oi' this extraordinary

harmony of proportion and exactitude ol' detail is

that tlie workmen of two centuries and a half ago

knew what they were about, did their work

thoroughly, and had an honest English pride in what

they were doing. The dignity of labour was never

more manifest than in this pile, which is mainly

tlie work of untutored artificers. Both the sur-

veyor and the master-builder were mere workmen

upon Sir Robert Cecil's estate. No fashionable

architect was paid five per cent. u[h)u the cost; no

expensive clerk of the works was brought down

from London ; no builder with but the single aim

in life of heaping one course of bricks upon another

was ealled iu to outrage nature l)y contract. Robert

Cecil relied upon himself, and upon his little-taught

workmen, with their native taste and their honest

love of their work.

Students of the great ehimney (question might

with advantage visit Hatfield. No shapeless red

pots stuck at right angles to each other in the

midst of a bed of mortar on the top of a hollow

buttress containing three times as many bricks as it

need ; no revolving tin cj'linilers, of hideous shape

and flimsy construction, are to be seen. Boldly

massed, graceful in outline, singly and in s(iuadron,

solid and substantial without being cumbrous or

heavy, and with no feature iu their composition so

light or so unprotected as to be an easy prey to the

wind, the chimneys of Hatfield House are models for

modern designers.

Entering the house by the northern door, a

small panelled hall forms a sort of lobby to the

famous Alarble Hall (v.). This magnificent apart-

ment is probably unrivalled in the beauty of its oaken

panels and carv-

ing. The noble

and massive
effect is in-

creased by its

exceeding lofti-

ness. It fills

two storeys of

the north front,

and is lighted

by two tiers of

three w'indows

each and by two
oriels at the

upper end on

the north side.

The room is 50

feet long I)y oO HATFIEUi HOU6E.—III.: TIIK BISHOPS PALACK.

I'eet wide. An oaken wainscot, whicii runs round

Iwo sides, rises as liigli as tlie li'p of tlie ciiiiii-

ney-pieee. The waiiiseol is plainly panelled, aiiil

is wilhoiit ornament nl' aii\ kind. This siiii|ile

yet li.dd and free t realmeiit. of the wood is in-

comparably ellcctive. Warm, rich, and massive,

the dusky oak most ex()uisitely reflects the ever-

varying shades of light. On the southern side of

the room the wall-space between the wainscot and

the ceiling is lilled u]) by some clear and delicate

Cobelins, with deep, ell'eetive borders. But it is

to its carved oak screen and its two galleries that

the Marble Hall owes most of its fame. The screen

is at the western end, and jiartitimis the room from

the lobliy outside. It is divided by richly carved

pilasters into compartments filled with slightly

enriched panels surmounted ly an openwork fan

ornament. The large folding-doors, with their bold

and swee2)ing arch, are identically treated. Above

the screen, and jirojecting slightly from it, runs

the Visitors' Gallery. The front presents a

wealth of carving, modelled on the same lines as

the screen, but richer and more fantastic. The

plain shields of the two compartments beneath

the apertures, for visitors to watch the diners below,

are foils to the delicate arabesques and the fanciful

tracery of the divisions whicli Hank them. An
enlargement of the fan ornament of the screen, sur-

mounted by a b<ilil and massive cornice, comjjletes

this delightful piece of artistic w'oodwork. At the

opposite or eastern end of the hall is a Minstrels'

(iallerv, which, having twelve open compartments,

hardly presents so good an opportunity for the art of

the decorator. Nevertheless it is richly panelled, and

the panels are lilled with delicate arabesques. Here

are introduced the heraldic lions of the Cecils,

bearing cartouche-shaped shields containing the

emblazoned arms of the niarque.ssatc. The gal-

leries and screen

appear to have

been the work

of a French or

Flemish joiner,

named Janivere,

who worked in

London. The

ceiling is coved,

and the sjian-

drels are formed

by the Cecil

lions. The com-

partments have,

during the last

few years, been

filled with ]>lea-

sant inytho-
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carved and iiancllcd oak. This liall, which is thi>

ordinary dining- roc Jin of the house, contains two

or three interesting portraits. Here are Mar^'

Tudor and Philip of Spain, together with a portrait

of Mary Stuart, said to have been taken a few weeks

before her execution, and a portrait of Elizabeth, not in

her " habit as she lived," but garbed as Diana.

One of the most interesting apartments at Hat-

field is the Cha]icl. Generally sjieaking, Sir Robert

Cecil decorated his house with a keen artistic in-

stinct, but in the Chapel he sacriticed the simi)licity

of true art to splendour of colouring and brilliancy of

effect. Strength, massiveness, deep reposeful shades,

and freedom from crude and startling lights should

everywhere characterise the internal decorations of

a house built and furnisheil on the lines of Hat-

field. Cecil was usually a tolerably scrupidous

regarder of the artistic fitness of things. I can

only suppose that he allowed some less judicious

friend to overrule and mislead him in the very im-

portant matter of the decoration of his chapel. The

most striking feature is a large painted window over

is little reason to douljt that tlie window is the work

of a Flemish artist, who proljably painted it for the

Lord Treasurer. At any rate, the framework and

the pictures are certainly contemporaneous. The

window cost j€50—a sum which, had the currency

not depreciated, would seem ridiculous. The room is

l^anelled in oak, and the superb old wood is profuselj'

used in "very direction. The native massiveness of

oaken wainscots, screens, and pilasters makes it

necessary that they should be lighted uj) with rays

full but not glaring. The effect of the light and

shade upon the }ianelliugs, which is one of the delights

of oak decoration, is lost in the "dim religious

light " which straggles in refracted driblets through

the painted glass. Want of fitness has, unfor-

tunately, been carried even further. For the original

altar-table of carved oak a white marble one has

been substituted. The builder of the house would not

permit an inch of marble under his roof, and he was

quite right. The second Earl of Salisbury, however,

began to work in marble chimney-pieces, and there

are now several of these costly incongruities in the
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principal rooms. Around tliree sides of the cliapol

runs a fine oak gallery, whose front is covered by

pictures of Scriptural subjects in heavily 2,-ilt frames.

The compartments are adorned with heads of Our

Saviour, the twelve Apostles, and some of the

Fathers of the Church. The old oaken pews, with

the plain mitre and sijuare adornments of the old

workers in wood, have been remo\ed, and open seats

have been substituted. In themselves, however, these

ats are well-nigh as artistic as any woodwork at

Hatfield. The arm-rests at each end bear carved de-

vices symbolical of the Apostles and Fathers. Thus

there are the keys of St. Peter and the saw of St.

Simon. The plain and simple w^all-mouldings have

been allowed to remain, and anything freer, chaster.
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or richer coukl not be. A good deiil of uew paint-

ing and decorating' has been done in the chapel ]>y

Taideni, wli.) lias certainly adi.vned the new and

s\vc('(-1i>iicd organ very prettily. Jn the gallery of

the .lull).'! is a "Virgin and Child" ascribed to

Albert Uiirer. . Here, too, is a great carved Jacobean

cliair, used by Queen Anne, and covered iu cloth

of silver.

The ({rand Staircase (ii.) opens out from the north

end of the cloisters. The stairs are broken into short

flights by five landings. They occupy a sjjace of

3.5 feet, and are ] 2 feet wide. The balustrades are of

massive oak, and are carved in the rich and somewhat

heavy Italian fashion which came into vogue about

the time of the house's building. This magnifi-

cent staircase is a natural development of the early

Elizabethan pattern, as seen iu iierfeetiou at Aston

Hall, near Birmingham, the old mansion of the

Holtes. The newels and balustrades at Hatfield are

nrore richly and elaborately carved than those of

Aston, and the newels are surmounted by nude genii

and heraldic lions supporting the cartouche shields

which are so prominent a feature in the wood decora-

tions of the Marble Hall. The carved genii are

worked with that boldness and freedom to which

wood naturally lends itself. Upon the first lauding

is an ornamental hatch-gate, designed, as in so many

other old English country houses, to prevent my lord's

favourite hounds and my lady's pet spaniels from

wandering up-stairs into the gilded state chambers.

TIk- upper portion of the staircase ceiling is richly

decoi-ated by a Florentine pendant, elaborately

moulded, and profusely gilded, silvered, and painted.

Apart from its artistic beauties, the Grand Stair-

ease possesses great human interest, its walls being

lined with contemporary portraits of the Cecils, and of

others who have played greater or less parts in the

political and domestic history of their country. Here

are examples (jf Van Dyck, Lely, Kneller, Zucchero,

Reynolds, and Ramsay. Perhaps the most remarkable

is one which contains two ]>ortraits painted l>y different

artists at different periods. For generations a por-

trait, by ]Miehael Dahl, of that biuvth Earl of

Salisbury who fell under the lash (if ^Macaulay,

hung at the top (if the stairs. The earl wears the

j)ieturesque dress of the latter portion of the Seven-

teenth Century. Tradition says that the likeness is a

gdidl one ; liut beyond this the work has little merit.

S years ago tbe picture was cleaned, and it was

then foimd that it had been painted upon a canvas

which had done duty before. An old portrait was

found beneath, and in such good condition that it was

easily recognised as that of Monmouth, the pitiful hero

of Sedgemoor. His form is encased in armour, and

he wears the ]ireposterous Jacobean wig. He glances

like a silent monitor over the shoulder of his succes-

sor. The older portrait was the work of "Wissiug. A
very interesting portrait wliieli hangs close by is that

of Queen Elizabeth, on the white charger which she

rode when she reviewed the troops at Tilbury Fort.

Two other notable pictures on the same wall rejire-

sent Adam and Eve iu Eden. Roth are attributed

to Albert ULirer. Between 150-1 and 1507 DLirer

painted au " Adam and Eve " which, in 1753, was still

in the gallery of the Grand Duke at Luxembourg.

So beautiful was the picture deemed that Gaspard

Ursiuus Velius, upon seeing it, wrote :

—

" Angelas hos cemens miratus dixit : ab horto

Non ita formosos vos ego depuleram."

It is probable enough, I think, that one of the

Hatfield pictures is a coi)y from the Nuremburg

original.

In the Long Gallery (iv.) which ruus above the

Cloisters is seen in its latest and most perfect develop-

ment the stately Presence Chamber, which is so

characteristic a feature of Elizabethan domestic archi-

tecture. I have referred to Aston Hall, and it will

be remembered that the Gallery of the Presence in that

liuilding has alreaely been illustrated in The Magazine

OP Art. The Aston gallery is perfect as a specimen

of the middle Elizabethan period, as the Hatfield

gallery is of the later and more Italianised phase of

the style. It presents a more consistent whole than

any other in the house, of which it is, ])erhaps, the

most remarkable and characteristic feature. It is

1 GO feet long and 20 feet wide, lighted by eight

large windows, with an oriel in the centre. Facing

the S(_iuth, it is always cheerful, and makes an ad-

miralile morning-room. It is also used as the ball-

room. The ceiling is elaborately fretted, and is

effectively gilded in rich deep masses. The pattern

of the fretwork is difficult to describe. It is

straggling, and at first sight purposeless, but close

observation impresses it upon the mind as being both

intricate and ingenious. The object of the designer

appears to have been to devise a pattern which, while

being both these things, should not be so precise or

geometrical as to tire the eye. As it is, it acts as a foil

to the polished diamond parqueterie floor. The Gal-

lery has been lighted with gas for the last twelve

years, but the gold upon the ceiling retains all its pris-

tine brightness. It is worthy of remark that while

gas will not deaden good gold, it will tarnish the best

silver. The apartment just misses being gorgeous,

the brilliant gilding of the fretted ceiling being

almost too much for the more sober adjuncts; but its

loftiness, its exceeding length, and its just pro-

portion prevail, and glare or garishness there is

none. It is panelled all round ; but the ruling

simplicity of the woodwork in most of the other parts

of the house has here given place to lighter and more

elaborate treatment. The cajiitals of the classic
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pillars which adorn tho ombrasures of the wiiuliiw?

are delicately gilt, and the waiuscotini;- is uiouldci

and beaded into panels

which recall the plan

of the famous mathe-

matical maze which

the ingenious Spanish

hidalgos, who were east

away upon a desolate

island, constructed to

guard the entrance to

their mile habitation.

The panels between the

pillars are carved in

relief and delicately

lieadcd. The gallery

contains a wealth of

i>kl furniture, carved

and twisted with all

the infinite pains and

ingenuity of furniture-

makers from the Re-

naissance to Queen
Anne. Here is pre-

served the cradle of

Queen Anne, which is

of oak, perfectly bare

and unornamented. In

a massive cabinet o£

heavy and careful work-

manship is a pedigree

of Queen Elizabeth, haxfield house.—-s

written upon parch-

ment. Its length will be conceived of when I explain

that it traces the genealogy of the Virgin Queen in a

clear, unbroken line to Adam. Upon the walls

hang several small portraits of great historic intei-est.

A series of seven represent ITcnry VTII. and his

wives. They have been ascribed to Holbein ;
liut

it is by no means clear

that all seven portraits

were one man's work,

and it is doubtful if

Holbein had anything

to do with them.

School-book niitions of

the personal charms of

Henry's wives are

rudely dispelled by

these portraits, which

are undoubtedly con-

temporary, altlicMigh I

am not aware that ihcy

have ever been looked

xijion as authorities. It

is very regrettable that

SI I much doubt exists

as to the painters nf

very many of the his-

torical portraits at Hat-

licld. Some 250 of

them formed part of

the private collection

of Queen Elizabeth,

which, after her death,

came into the posses-

sion of Robert Cecil.

Unlike most of the

men and women of the

Renaissance, Gloriaua,

accomplished in politics and dress, and a good enough

judge of poetry, was not particularly curious in the

plastic arts. Possibly she was too busy to acquire

the taste. J. Pendekel-Brodhikst.

THE CLOCK TOWEE.

"MEISSONIEK PINXIT.'

MEISSONTER has been described as "a great

painter of little pictures." This is true in

more senses than one. Not only does the master

produce himself on the tiniest canvases, and paint

as for the magnifying-glass of the " searching

"

critic : he is diminutive in other and more important

ways. His subjects are nearly always petty, the

emotions he sets himself to represent (with few ex-

ceptions) commonplace and trivial. He sees nature

and life through the wronij- end of the telescope,

and paints us a world of pygmies, where only the

iric-i'rJjrac is of any ])articular magnitude, and pas-

sion, the inspiration of art, is dwarfed and thinned

down to a positive expression of the Genteel. This,

we take it, is one reason why his work is precious

to the average picture-liuyer. True it is that to

possess it yon must be " rich beyond the poten-

tialities of avarice," and that nothing so stimulates

the desire of the collector as the costliness and rarity

of the objects he has made it his function to collect.

But it is also true that Meissonier has nothing ])ar-

ticular to say, and that his manner of saying it

is reputed to ap]iroach ])erfection ; and that all you

need to enjoy him absolutelv is a good spy-glass and

the sense of possession. He has none of the ])assioii

and energy of Delacroix ; none of the mystical and
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solemn romance of Millet ; none of the noble sig-

iii(icaiico of lloussean, or the radiant and delicate

fancy of Corot. But how exquisite the texture of

that drapery ! how natural and jileasing that gesture

of attention ! how suggestive and true the oak press

yonder ! how full of life and significance the hat and

ciiHoiis of the admiring cavalier ! You may count

the threads in our painter's doublet and breeches,

the rivets in our lanzknechts' armour; and, reflecting

that you gave three thousand apiece or so for the

two pictures, you may enlarge your fill on the

functions of art with real authority.

Meissonier, a Dutchman at heart, is yet an out-

come of the French Renaissance, and is touched,

though never so faintly, with the spirit of l.S;3U.

He delights in costume for its own sake ; he is an

archaeologist and a student of history ; he rejoices,

not in oliserving and reproducing the life about him
—as Terborch did, and Metzu and Mieris, and Jan

Steen and Brauwer and Hals—but in re-creating,

not so much the life of past years as certain pic-

turesque aspects of past years. He has painted

scenes of violence, and painted them, as everything,

well ; and he has contributed with all the force that

was in him, to the apotheosis of the legendary

THE VISIT TO THE STUDIO.

(Painlid hii Meissonier.)

IN THE GUARD HOUSE.

iPaintoJ bif Mfissoiiier.)

Napoleon. But his heart is not with sub-

jects like these. He is a painter pure and

simple, and his theme is not mind but

matter, not the .soul of things but the bodv,

not what is hidden and innate but what is

tangible and apparent. He has the painter's

eye for surfaces, the painter's pleasure in

materials, the painter's love of gesture and

attitude, the painter's hand for the manage-

ment iif means and the pictorial reproduction

of wliatever he can see and feel. His mus-

(jueteers are somehow alive within their

clothes ; but their clothes are the liveliest

part of them. There is plenty of vigour and

actuality in his skittle-players; but there is

even more in the skittles they are bowling

down. For he is the painter of externals, and
to him one thing is as well worth painting per-

fectly as anot'.er—the dead as the living.

That Meissonier in his way is a true

artist and a fine craftsman is obvious enough.

\Miether he is the equal of Terborch, or only

his diminutive, has yet to be decided. The
critics are unanimous, the jiainters are divided;

so the question is one that for the present had
best be left in abeyance.
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GEEEK MYTHS
THE YOI'TII

HOMER tells us in matLliless words om- IVniiiiieiil

of the story of Achilles—his terriljle wrath and

the woe that it wrought for the hosts of the Aelncaiis.

But of the hero's early life, of his wonderful jiarent-

age and strange nurture, we hear nothing. ^^ lieu

the "Iliad" opens tlie Greek warriors are already hofore

the walls of Tioy, the siege is well advanced, and the

poet assumes that the story of the past is familiar

to US, that we know of the mustering of the heroes

and the bygone history of each. But the scattered

lays that told of this bygone history are long since

perished, and we are left to glean their contents

from Roman poets, fragments of grammarians' stray

IN GREEK ART,

OF a('iiii>m:s.

(^uctations, and fmni another ami perhaps securer

source, the monuments of ancient art. Oddly and

for us happily cnougli Greek vase-painters seem s])e-

eially to have deliglited to depict those very stories

the early literary record of which has perished, the

stories which deal with the time before the " Iliad"

opens and aidr its close. The "Iliad" is, after all,

but an episode in the war: it does not treat of the

gist of the (piarrel between Trojans and Cireeks, nor

yet of the final downfall of Troy; hence perhaps

the comparative neglect of its subjects by the va.se-

painter. Still, even when this and many other causes

which cannot here be enumerated are taken into

////y/;yiuuiiuuuuvvw\\vc^.-^

293

I.—THE FBAU5OI3 VASE.

(Etruscan Museum, Florence.')
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ncciniiit, tlu'i-c riMiinins a certain cleinunt of mystery

in the choice of the vase-painter: a mystery no tloubt

destined to l)e ek^ircd away liy means of the fuller

study of the subject.

As Helen among- women, so among- men Achilles

shines forth for all time pre-eminent. He is the

fy])ical Greek hero, perfect in personal beauty, strong

and swift, very proud, very passionate, high-minded,

eag-er, quick to love and hate. In his veins there

was hot blood llowing- from his mortal father Peleus,

and from his Nereid mother in his bones a divine

stubbornuess. The story of these the Greek vase-

painter has told lis. The father Peleus, himself de-

scended from King- Zens, was one of the heroes who

went forth to join the mighty hunt of the boar in

tlie Ijrakes of Calydon. This hunt we see jjictured

in the frieze that decorates the wonderful vase which

we have figured (i.), known to archaeologists as the

Eranr-ois Vase. We shall have to study the whole

thing- in detail, for it contains a miniature epic of

Achilles. But for the moment we must stop to

notice only the boar-hunt in the topmost frieze.

To most of ns the descrijition of this hunt is

familiar in Mr. Swinburne's " Atalanta in Calydon."

We know how the hunters found lying asleej)

" A\'ith violwit visions fed,

'J'lie Ijliiid Imlk of the iinmeasuialjlo beast,"

and how' they launched their darts and missed him.

" But the hoar heaved half out of oozo and slime,

His tense flank tremblings round the barbed wound.

Hateful and fiery with invasive eyes,

And bristling with intolerable hair,

riunged, and the hoimds clung, and green flowers and wliite

Eeddencd and broke all round them where they came."

Such is the poet's picturesque way, but to the vase-

painter this consciousness of nature and pictorial

effect is forbidden ; his subject, because it is to be

employed decorativeh', must be conceived in some
sinqile, symmetrical, pattern fashion. The early

vasc-jiaiutrr will be mindful of two things, and two

only. He will tell his story clearly, and he will lill

his space pleasantly. We could not have a better

instance of these two practical necessities than the

one before us. The vase-painter has told his st<iry

clearly. The monster lioar is the centre of the de-

sign ; lie is ]iierecd with futile lances, a dog attacks

him from aliove, a slain dog and a slain hero He

below. It is very clear who everyljody is. Even
the poor dog, with his dying paws uplifted, has his

name
; he is Ormenos, the eager one ; first in ])ur-

suit, he was first to die. To the left is another dog
with a good dog-name, Methepon, the follower, and

yet another, Labros, the fierce one, and to the right

l-^gertes, the vigilant. We feel somehow that tliese

four-legged hunters were well housed, well cared Cor,

and well ioved. The masters, too, are a noble band.

Eaeing the boar are Peleus and Aleleager, behind

them Melauion and Atalanta. Atalanta, the maiden

huntress, is scarcely distinguishable from her men
companions. The vase-f)ainter was not cijncerned

with the pathos of her story ; he saw only a maiden,

a votary of Artemis, strong to fight, a])pointed b^'

the gods for the slaying of the boar; he does not

call her as her lover does

"Most fair and fearfiil, fenrinine, a god

Faultless;"

nor does he blame her hardly, bidding- her know

*' A woman anned makes war upon herself

ITnwoman-like, and treads down use and wont.

And the sweet common honour that she hath ;"

nor does he even pause to note, half in sorrow, half

in awe, the price she pays for this her armed and

iron maidenhood,

" A cold and sacred life but strange.

But far from dances and tlie buck-blowing torch.

Far off from flowers."

He is too simple and too reverent towards the will

of the gods; it is they, not he, who have bidden her

be a woman yet no wife, and bear a sjiear for spindle

and a bow-string- for a web woven.

The story is told thus simj)ly without complicated

emotion, and the design is as artless. In regular,

symmetrical couples the hunters advance on either

side, the two hindmost coujjles to right and left, with

each one leg uplifted, to show their eager running,

the foremost couples halting for actual fight ; kneel-

ing bowmen fill the spaces between. If we miss in

the thought of the artist all the complicated asso-

ciations woven by modern poets about this Caly-

doniau hunt, we must at least own that decoratively

the design is most successful, and until we fully

recognise these decorative necessities and successes

we shall never proj^erly understand the motives of

ancient vase-painting.

Thus much for Achilles' sire. Eor the story of

his mother, silver-footed Thetis, we must seek other-

where. On the seashore of ]\Iagnesia tradition said

the goddess dwelt, and sti great was her beauty that,

Pindar tells us, for her hand there was strife between

Zeus and glorious Poseidon, each having desire she

should 1)C his fair bride, " for love had obtained

dominion over them." But Themis of wise counsels

spake h(j\v it was predestined that the sea-goddess

should, if ever she were the bride of a god, bear a

royal offspring niigliticr tlian his father; and Themis

bade that she should lie tlie bride of a mortal, and

see her son fall in war, a son who should be "as

Ares in the might of his hands, and as lightning

in the swiftness of his feet." So the goddess was

ordained the heaven-sent prize of the mortal Peleus.

So the high gods decreed, but the sea-goddess did

not gladly suffer her fate. Often as Peleus sought
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to <n"asp luT she cliangi'd her shiqie, now l)oroiniii<;' ;i

boarded linn, now a snake, now a pard, now a bird,

now a burning- fire, then flowing water, or a flowering

tree. With such manifold eral't did she seek tii weary

her lover; but her fate was upon her. Fafe had

ordained that the love of the mortal should persist

and overbear the goddess's caprice.

This scene of the wrestling of Peleus and Tiietis

is a very favourite one with the vase-painter. Out

of sixty known examples I sliall refer to two of

special beauty and interest. The first (ii.) is from

the centre of a cylix now in the museum at Herlin.

Beyond the design the vase deserves to bo known

as the one and only specimen we possess of the

master Peithinos. "Peithinos painted" is written to

the left of the figures. From the delicate, careful,

still archaic style we are siu-e that Peithinos was

one of the great group of vase-decorators who lived

and worked at Athens in the middle of the Fifth

Century B.C. Peleus grasps Thetis round the waist

according to the usual wrestling scheme. The contest

is represented merely symbolically, pattern fashion,

so as to indicate a well-known story, and beautifully

to nil the circular space. Thetis seems more con-

cerned to hold up her drapery with her long delicate

fingers than to struggle ; in fact she does not need

to fight, the lion and the three snakes sufficiently

indicate that her trust is in magic. The elaborate,

schematically arranged drapery of both figures is

well worthy of note. No finer instance could be

found of the way in which, just at the transition

from the archaic to the free manner of vase-painting,

the beauty of drapery and its decorative capacities

are fully felt, and yet its due relation to the body

is not at all understood : the limbs which should

be veiled, and yet expressed by the drapery, are dis-

tinct'ly drawn underneath the drapery, and also its

form and folds are independent. The hands of Peleus

are locked in a curious knot. The two figures are

very beautifully arranged and balanced with a careful

symmetry which grows as one looks.

This sim]>le wrestling scheme was admirably

adapted to fill the circular space of the inside of a

cylix, but to decorate the outside frieze of the cuji

obviously it needed expansion. Accordingly in a cylix

by the master Hieron, now in the Louvre, we see the

scene very pleasantly amplified (iii., iv.). The old

wrestling group is still in the centre of one side, but

to right and left, filling up the remaining space,

the frightened attendants of the goddess, the Nereids,

fly in haste. And whither should they fly, thinks

the vase-painter with pleasant fancy, but to old

father Nereus himself and his wife Doris ? So Nercus

is seated on a carved chair as becomes a dignitary,

and holds a trident, and his wife Doris to show she is

a sea-queen holds a fish. Scattered dolphins show

that we arc in IIk' depths of the sea. Nereus is a

friendly old king, for the foremost Nereid kisses

his chin in kindly, supplicating fashion.

These vases, and many such, tell the story in a

very simple reverent way, but we can at once see

that the tale had in it elements which a corrupt

taste could easily vulgarise. There is a vase from

Rhodes in the British Museum, the drawing of

which is of sur[)assing beauty, liut the sentinicnt

has suidv to mere sensuousness. Thetis is a lovely

woman crouching undraped by the seashore in the

attitude of a crouching Aphrodite. Peleus from

behind surprises her; above hovers a love-god. The

old wrestling scheme is ([uite gone, with the tradi-

tional faith that prompted it. Instead of the old

tale of mortal daring and the compelling nuiudate

of the gods, we have just a common story of human

passion, nay, human sense. It is the downfall which

awaits nearly every myth in the lax later days, a

downfall for which no beauty of drawing, no gilt,

and no colouring can atone.

But to learn the end of this strange wooing we

must turn back to the third fric/.e oi' the Franc^-ois

A'ase, where certainly wc can complain of no laxity

of thought or expression. The second frieze refers

also to the life of Achilles, but to a later scene,

the chariot race he celebrates in the funeral honours

paid to his friend Patrotdus. I therefore advisedly

pass it over, and come to the procession which

winds solemnly round the broad central frieze mid-

way in the vase. It is the great pageant of the

marriage of Peleus and Thetis, which all the

Olympian gods honour with their high presence,

even Zeus and Poseidon, " for they say that to

Thetis' bridals came those twain kings with the

rest." If the wooing was wild, the wedding was

at least celebrated with every fitting pomp. "Within

the temple-like house sits Thetis, as decorum bade

;

wo can just see her arm and knees emerging. In

front of the door Peleus, before him an altar

and a wine-cuji, welcomes the august assembly.

That there be no mistake, on the altar is written

"Bomos" (altar). The first to approach is a

strange figure, the good (,'entaur, the horse-man

Cheiron ; his name is written above his head. He,

some said, had given counsel to Peleus how he might

overcome the sea-nymph, and by his cave on the

evening of the mid-month her nuptials were accom-

lilished. He comes now to greet the bridegroom

witli a hearty hand-grasp; slung over his shoulder

is a rough tree-branch and the woodland game he has

snared. Iris, the maiden messenger of the gods,

with her herald staff in her hands, attends him.

Behind come three quaint ladies of special marriiige

import : Demeter, goddess of marriage and house-

hold tics; Chariklu, wife of the Centaur—for it was
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littiniy some mortal matron should be present ; ami

Ilestiii, g'oddcss of the hearth and home. Next,

kept at spcmly distance by the matrons, the winp-p:()d

Dionysos, with a, large wine-jar on his shoulder,

all ready for (Iif wedding revels. Behind him

the three Hours, never failing as wedding guests,

since marriage is for all time. Next, in a splendid

chariot, King Zeus, wielding a thunderbolt, and

Hera, his wife; with them two Muses, Urania and

(^alliope ; behind, again more Muses. Round the

other side of the vase the procession continues to

linnt and dance, and play the lyre. We behold

him on many vase-paintings (which space forbids

me to figure) brought by his father Pcleus to the

Centaur's cave.

His fate was in a double way bound up with Troy.

When the gods came to the marriage feast of his

parents, there was one guest came unbidden—and she

brought a fatal gift—Eris, the goddess of strife

:

" The Abominaljlc that iininvitoil camo

Into the fair Peleian t)anquct-hall,

And cast the golden fruit upon the board "

—

-A CTLIX EY PEITIIINOS ;

(Berlin.)

advance, but these groups may serve us as examples

of the rest.

So the wedding is consummated, and to this

goodly pair is born a still more goodly son, the young
Achilles. It was needful to linger so long over the story

of father and mother, because in the fate and the

cluu-actcr of the son there is always something of

the splendour and much of the pathos of his double

that golden apple inscribed to the fairest, to gain

which Aphi-odite promised fair Helen to Paris,

Priam's son. In the marriage procession on the

Francois Vase Eris does not appear; probably the

legend was of later times. Anyhow it was the lot

of Achilles to go to Troy, and join the strife raised

liy the angry goddess. The heart of his goddess-

mother wa« heavy with dark foreboding; she knew
nature : a passion and a frailty that are mortal, a that if her son went to Troyland he would win for

himself great glory, but also sure death, and she

would not hold him back.

It is under the towers of Ilium that we find

Achilles next, and engaged in what seems to us

no glorious deed. He is about to slay Troilus, the

steadfastness and a radiance that are divine. He was

not to be reared like other children. Old Cheiron

the Centaur took him and nursed him in his cave,

and fed him cm the marrow of lions and wild boars,

and taught him all thai a hero need know, to
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youngest son of Priam. To most of us the name upon old I'liani wlio so early lost his son, and upon

Troilus suggests a very different exporieiieo : those sisters who wept him well-nigh for ever. On

i

" In such a night thirty-eight vases this story of Troilus is set forth,
Troilus, methinks. mounted tho Trojan walls,

^j^^| j^ j^ j,.^,,^^ ^,^g^^ ,,,^, ^,^^^ ^^ j^,.,^.,^ ^1,^ ^^^^,^^^ ^j.

And sis-hcd his soul toward the Gi'ecian tents , . , , ,,,. , , . .". -r, , , , j ,i

nru ru -11 ti, t v.^ M uis deutli. With his sister rolyxena he went to the
WTiere CtpssuI lay that night.

_
•'

fountain outside the walls, she to draw water, he

But the old Greek lejreud knew of no sueh love- with his horses. Achilles lurked iu ambush behind

story. We must dismiss Cressida wholly from our the fountain; the brother and sister fled in (eiTor at

minds, and shift the pathos of the boy's early death his sight. Polyxena escaped, but Troilus was over-
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taluMi ; and nitliless Achilles di-ayged him to the

altar of .Vpollo and there slew him, ere the Trojan

heroes ]i;i(l lime to come to his rescue. It is

tliis drama in three acts, the ambush, the pursuit,

tlie final murder, that the vase-painter has tried to

compress into one scene. To the left is the fountain

with water-jars, near it the god Apollo with uplifted

hand; the fountain is marked " Krene " (fountain)
;

a, nymph, Kodia, stands on the step; below her

watches the mother of Achilles, Thetis, we hope pro-

testing against her son's murderous intent; next is

Hermes, to show the deed is in part condoned by the

gods, and next Athene, patron goddess of Achilles.

Tiic upper part of the body of Achilles is defaced, but

we see his eager pursuit by the action of the one

remaining leg. In front is the boy Troilus, mounted

and leading a second horse. Below a fallen water-jar

(marked "Hydria") indicates the haste and con-

fusion of his llight. Still further to the front two

draped men-figures rush to tell the terrible news to

old Priam, seated in front of the city gate. "Seated"

I say advisedly ; for lest the artist's skill should fail

to depict a chair here is the word " seat" ("thakos")

clearly written upon it. Out of the city gate issue

in hasti> two elder brothers of Troilus, Hector and

Polites, but they will come too late. The tale is told

in a thoroughly epic downright story-telling manner.

The artist does not select a typical moment and

thereto subordinate all details, but writes down the

whole fact as a bard might sing it.

And this is the last episode in the hero's life

before the story of the "Iliad" begins. It comme-

morates a deed reckless and ruthless indeed, but after

the vengeful manner of those times justifiable, a

fitting prelude to the great ungovernable " wrath "

that Homer sans Jane E. Harrison.

ILLUSTEATIONS OF MOLIEKE.*

HIE Leloir " Moliere " is

one of the pleasantcst

boiiks imaginable. The

paper and type are such

as we are accustomed to

receive from the Librairie

des Bibliophiles. The text

is a reprint of the origi-

nal editions of such of

Moliere's plays as were

publislied during his lifis-

time, and, for such as were

not, of the edition of 168:2, the preface to which,

by Vinot and Lagrange, is added to the text. The

notes, by M. Cr. ]\Ionval, of the Theatre Fraufais,

are scholarly and sufficient. The illustrations, thirty-

one in number, are designed by the late Louis Leloir,

and etched by Leopold Flameng. The edition, in

fact, is such as is only produced in France; and to

have it, though the " Grands Ecrivains " edition is

in some sort preferable, is to have Moliere in the

comeliest guise which has yet been fitted to him.

It is not with iloliere's work, but with the

illustrations of Louis Leloir that we have just now to

deal. These are published apart from the text in a

tiny pcirtt'iilio. The i'lrnije before us is on Whatman
p:i[ier and with the letter. The portrait, from one

at tbe Comedie Franyaise, has something in common
with Ilondon's bust : is rather an ideal, that is to

* "The;Ure do Molicrc. Trcnte-ot-un Brssins do Louis Leloir,

ot un I'ortrait. gravos par Leopold Flameng." Paris : Jouaust

;

Librairie des Bibliophiles.

say, than a reality. It is proud, a triHe bitter, and

quite austere : the Moliere, not of the gayest and most

joyous farces in literature, but of the most intellec-

tual expression of laughter since Menander. With

this we may bracket the '' Muse de Moliere," which

must be regarded as a kind of emblem—not too

successful — of the master-poet's life and genius.

It represents the original of the portrait—a little

changed in feature and individuality—-seated, in the

act of composition, at a table loaded with books and

pajiers. His aspect is perturbed and dubious, as of

one trying to think of a word. His hand is guided

by a young person of the female sex, with wings

attached, but with a very modern cast of counten-

ance, who, delightfully foreshortened, and so poised

in air as to seem almost natural, is leering into the

poet's face, and trying hard to induce him to write

at her dictation. The design is exceedingly clever

and daring; but the contrast between jNIoliere's wig

—a fine, full-blown, full-bottomed wig it is—and

the flying feet and romantic pinions of the Muse is

a thought disturbing. Such emblems are common

enough in the illustrative art of the last century ;

l)ut they appear to us at a hundred years' distance,

and with the attribute of a common style. The

Leloir design is too modern to be impressi\'e. It

lacks the stiffness, the unreality, the convention of

its predecessors. It is at once too realistic and too

poetical ; and the effect it produces is one of amuse-

ment and surprise. To om- thinking, it is the least

successful number in the series.

The rest are illustrations pure and simple. They
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are not all good, any more than the jilays of ^loliero

are all "'ooil. But then M. Leloir is (it'ten poor

where Moliereis at his best, and is never very <>-ood

when Moliere is at his worst. His talent is siir-

])risingly flexible and adroit ; but it is not always

adroit and flexible enough. Thus, the illustration to

"Don (iarcie de Navarre," the luekless tragi-cdiueily

in which we have the beginnings of no less a master-

piece than the " Misanthrope " itself, is serious and

stagy enough (it represents Don Gareie and J"]lvire,

in the seene of the letter) to serve as an illustrafuju

to the dramas of Vacquerie ; while that to " Don

Juan "—^the liliertine's encounter with the statue of

the Commendatore—is not IMoliere, but Hugo pure

and simple. In the same case are the illustrations

(jf the solemn inanities prepared by Moliere for the

court : the " Princesse d'Elide," that luilucky imita-

tion of Moreto ; the impossible "Melicerte;" the

imposing but tcdiiuis " Amants jNIagnifiques ;
" the

unreadable and intolerable " Psyche." In this last

M. Leloir has chosen to illustrate not ]\Ioliere, but

Corneille, in collaboration with whom, and Quinault,

Moliere wrote the piece for Lully's music. The

picture, which represents the meeting of Psyche

and the river-god, is pretty enough ; but it has

nothing in common with Moliere, being merely

operatic and spectacular, and—what is worse—com-

pletely modern in sentiment and effect. Touched

with the same defect is the illustration of "L'Avare."

It represents Harpagon in the act of searching the

pockets of La Fleche, and i)ictures, not the Harpagon

of Moliere—fantastic, comic, absurd—but the Har-

pagon of Talbot, who played the ])art with such

conviction and such an entire misunderstanding of

the first principles of comedy that he made you cry.

That in all these cases M. Leloir is dexterous, grace-

.ful, effective in his way need hardly be said. But

with all these graces he is no true Molierist, but

the I'cverse ; which is as much as to say that he

is wrong.

With the other plays he is almost always suc-

cessful. Nothing, for instance, could be better than

his rendering of a prime situation in the " Prei'ieuses

Ridicules
:

" where Masearille, broad-blown with

triuin]ihant impudence, sits and discourses to Cathos

and Madclon, drunk with his magnificence, undone

by the eloquence with which he overwhelms and

confounds them. Very good, too, is the picture of

Seapin, cudgel in hand, and with the much-batooncd

Geronte upon his back : the rogue, lloin-ishiiig his

weapon, is exulting in his knavery ; the head of

his long-suffering master, a ])icture of astonish-

ment and distress, is just emerging from the sack.

In the illustration of the " Cocu Imaginaire,"

Sganarelle, all fury and revenge, yet comic too,

draws his rapier, with a fine gesture of wrath

and determination, u])on Li'lic and his daughter

and his unofVcnding wil'c. In thai to the " Hour-

jreois ( iciilillioiiunc," a. Monsieur .lourdain whoo
must surely iia\c been inspired by the acting of

(iot, parades his turban and his manianiouehisliip

in general before a Mnie. .lourdain, wIkj reminds

us of Jouassain at her best. From the " Eeole des

Femnies"we have pictured an admirable Aruojphe

and Agnes; from " Ani[)hitryon," a. meeting of the

two Sdsies, the false with a cudgel—grave, truculent,

frightening— flic true with a lantern—shrinking,

terrified, amazed; from tlie " Malade Imaginaire,"

an Argan, nightcappetl and gowned and screened,

ringing for his people with a passion not easily

described ; IVoni " Le Mariage Force," a Sganarelle,

the picture of respectable timidity, and an Alcidas,

offering a sword and hitling a. cudg'cl, the picture of

elegant and courtly blaekguaixlism. The illustration

of the " Tartuffc " is scarce so satisfactory : the im-

postor, ajiproaching from without, is poorly con-

ceived ; the Orgon (hiding beneath the table) is

quite meaningless ; the Elvire decidedly anxious and

melodramatic. That of the " iMisanthrope " again,

while extremely elegant in design and effect, pie-

sents lis to an Alceste who is far too haggard and

anxious, and a Celimene who is far too kindly and

seductive. We are reminded not of the Palais Bom'-

bon, but of the Rue de Richelieu ; not of Moliere and

Armando Bejart, but of Delaunay, the most serious

and emphatic of Alcestes, and of a Celimene by

Madeleine Brohau. And that, as all true Molierists

will agree, is not exactly what is desired.

Among the good numbers of the scries is the

scene from " Les Facheux," where Lysandre dances

before and with and at the unhajipy Eraste. That

Lysandre is engaged in a real coranto \vc would not

like to swear; that he is dancing with uncommon
spirit and unction, and that Eraste is hideously

annoyed, is obvious to the meanest capacity. An-

other successful representation is that of the famous

scene from the " Femmes Savautes : " of Trissotin

reading his immortal sonnet

—

" Votre iirudcncc est ondomiie,

Do ti-aiter magiiifiqucment,

Et do loger sTiperbeiiiont,

Votre plus cruellc eiuiemio "

—

while Belise and Philaminte and Armandc listen

rejoicing in attitudes of devout enthusiasm. A
third—well imagined, well composed, well done— is

from the " Comtesse d'Flscarbagnas ; '' a fourth, of

singular merit, from the " Im])romptu de ^ ersailles."

Indeed, where M. Leloir is good he is very good

indeed, where he is bad he is at his woi-st, not. in-

elegant nor unpleasant, but only mistaken. But for

Boucher, his "Moliere" were j)robably the best we

luivc. W. E. H.
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SOME PORTRAITS BY HOGARTH.

IN the aiitobinorrapliieal notes of Hoonarth, ]nil)lisbed moans I could stt'm the torrent, and ht/ opposing

by John Ireland in 1708, there is a bitter and eml if. I laughed at the pretensions of these

disparaging account of contemporary portrait-jjaiut- quacks in colouring, ridiculed their productions as

ing. Vanloo, Hogarth says, was all the rage; and feeble and contemptible, and asserted that it required

Misb ARNOLD.

[Paminl by William Hooarth. Filzivillimn Muscinn.)

\n defect of Vanloo, the market was monopolised neither laste nor talents to excel their most popular
by native and foreign impostors who, with the aid performances." To this it was not unreasonably
of a "drapery-man" and an empiric system, puffed replied that he had better prove his words by
and flattered themselves into fashion. "By this excelling them without delay; and he seems to

inundation of folly and fuss I must confess I was have set about it with the conviction that what men
much disgusted, and determined to try if by any had done man might do, and that William Hogarth
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was to tlie full as good as Anthony Van Dyck. But Ins own enero^etie language, it " brouii-lit flic wliole

althouo-li ono of his first life-size portraits, that of nest of phi/.mono-crs on my hack, where they buzzed

Captain Coram, fairly held its own against the like so many huriicls." Purlrails^il was deeided

Sliackletons and Hudsons and Cotes and Ilighmores, nem. cou.—"were not his ]irovince."

LAYIXIA FEXTOX : "roLLV TEACUI'M."

iPainUd by William Hogarth. National OaUcrij.)

his pretensions, urged, no doubt, with an uneom- It is probable that the scattered biographical

promising candour which damaged his cause, found memoranda from which the above quotations are

little favour with his colleagues of the St. ^Martin's derived were more or less manipulated by their editor.

Lane Academy. He w\as thus tempted to abandon But they were drawn up late in Hogarth's life,

the only lucrative branch of his ai't because, to use and no doubt reflect with tolerable accuracy his

294
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view of portrait-painliiig in so far as he himself had

practised it. We niusl,, therefore, infer that his

success, even in his own eyes, was but qualified.

" Time only," he say.s, " can decide whether I was

the best or the worst face-painter of my day ; for

a medium was never so much as suggested." Hence

examples of his work in this way are not very

numerous. Those, indeed, which are to be found in

public collections scarcely amount to a dozen. At

the Foundling Hospital is the fine full-length of

Captain Coram, its brave old founder, whose honest,

sea-beaten face, hard-lined as a ship's figure-head, is

softened by the painter into a kindly dignity. The

Koyal collection, again, boasts the admirable por-

trait of Garridv and his wife, engraved by Bourne

in lSi2 for the Art Journal, which rejn'eseuts the

actor writing the prologue to "Taste," while the

lady, like Cibber's daughter in Vanloo's picture,

stands archly behind his chair to draw his pen from

his hand. In the National Gallery is the artist's own
likeness, which vies with Captain Coram for the

honour of Ijeiug his masterpiece, and has made his

Montero cap, his bright-eyed, open countenance, and

his pug-dog Trump familiar as household words.

This was executed in 1715, and engraved by himself

ill 1719. In the little green-coated full-length in

the National Portrait Gallery at South Kensington,

where he is painting the Comic Muse, he looks older

and more worn. At this date he had published the

ill-fated "Analysis," though the worst misfortune uf

his latter days, the painting of " Sigismonda," was

still to come. This portrait he also engraved in 1758,

making, however, considerable variations. With ex-

cej)tion of a head of his sister Mary, some conver-

sation-pieces, and three portraits to which reference

will presently be made, these are the chief examples

of Hogarth's work as a " face-painter " which are ti^

l)e found in collections accessible to the public.

There are, however, several of his portraits scat-

tered in noblemen's seats and private houses. Of
these the number at present seems indeterminate, as

nearly every annual exhibition of the Old Masters

reveals some hitherto unknown specimen. Not very

long ago (Macjazixe of Aut, Sei)tember, 1882) I

gave an account of Lord Normantou's charming and

nearly forgotten "Graham Family," certainly one

of the most jileasing of the painter's efforts ; and in

the same exhibitinn was an effective half-length

of Lord Macclesfield. At Lord Feversham's is the
" Garriek as Richard the Third," for which the actor

gave Hogarth £200, but which does not to-day

sustain the reputation it at first acquired. St.

Martin's-in-the-Fields possesses the presentment of

its arehitect, James (iibbs ; the Royal College of

Surgeons, that <if Sir C. Hawkins; and the Royal
Society, the antiquary, Martin Folkes, once its

president and Hogarth's colleague at the Foundling.

Somewhere, too, in his full-blown can<inicals, is that

episcopal Hoadly, of whom Steele wrote

—

" Virtue with so much u:ise on Bungor sits.

All faults he pardons though he none commits ;

"

somewhere, also, a likeness of the Archbishop Her-

ring, who lifted his voice against the " Beggar's

Opera." Mr. Bingham Mildmay has a portrait of

Mrs. Hogarth; and Mr. R. C. Nichols those of the

painter's sisters, Mary and Anne. J\Ir. Ernest

Gye owns Mrs. Elizabeth Hoadly; Mr. C. H.

Hawkins, a graceful head of jNIiss Rich ; the Earl of

Dunmore, Mrs. Garriek. Then there are Lord Lans-

downe's Peg Wofiington, and Mr. Brinsley Marlay's

Lavinia Fenton. Others could be named, but it is

needless to extend a list which could not pretend to

be exhaustive.

We arc, however, enabled to ])resent our readers

with the charming portrait of Miss Fenton recently

purchased by the natinn from the Leigh Court

collection. As she wears the costume of Polly

Peachuni in the " Beggar's Opera," the part in which

she first became famous, it cannot be placed earlier

than 1728; and, though it may of course have been

produced much later, probably dates with the several

replicas of scenes from Gay's " Newgate pastoral,"

which Hogarth executed for Mr. Rich, of Covent

Garden, and others. One of these is still to be

seen at Mr. John Murray's in Albemarle Street, and

gives a good idea of the costumes and aspect of

the original cast at Lincoln's Inn Fields. In the

centre, with folded arms, stands the Coryphaeus of

the highway (\\alker), who apparently has just

finished his solo :

—

" Then farewell, my love—dear charmers, adieu,

Contented I die
—

'tis the better for you.

Hero ends all dispute the rest of our lives,

For this way at once I please all my wives."

To the left Lucy (jNIrs. Egleton) p)leads for him to

Lockit ; to the right Polly (Miss Fenton) is on her

knees ti' Peachum. Among the favoured lookers-on

are the L^uke of Bolton, with his ribbon and star,

Gay, Rich, Anthony Henley, and a number of less

well-known notabilities.

In the National Gidlery portrait of Mi.ss Fenton

(her real name was licswick) she wears much the

same costume as she does in Mr. INIurray's ])icture,

which by the way was afterwards engraved by one

William Blake. Her dress is green, with shoulder-

bands and facings of brownish red. She has dark

sparkling eyes and red lips ; but a certain \\ ant of

regularity in her features suggests that her charm
nnist have been chiefly in her voice and expression.

This is confirmed by Jose])h Wartou, who knew her.

He says she never could have been called a beauty,

but that she was "agreeable and well made," and
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much admired for her couversational poweris. When
she made her great hit in (.iay's ballii(]-ii]ii>ra (it

was lier rendering of

—

"For on the rope that hanys my drar

Depends poor I'olly's life,"

whicli settled the at first donbttul I'lite i.T (he j.hixj

she was but eighteen. Site had hitherto taken no

higher jwrt than that of Cherry in the " Beaux'

Stratagem," and was glatl to come to Rich for fifteen

shillings a week, a sum afterwards magnificently

doubled on account of her success. Her vuguc was,

in truth, enormous. Her ])ortrait was in all the

print shops ; her life was written ; her jests were

collected; and she was so besieged by admirers that

her friends had to guard her home. Finally she

ran awav with the Duke of Bolton, who afterwards

married her. She died in 17011. Hogarth's picture

of her was exhibited in the British Gallery in ISl I,

being then in the possession of Mr. George ^N'atsun.

In 1S7.J Sir Philip Miles, its last owner, exhibited

it at IJurlington House. It was engraved by C.

Apostool in IT'JT, and again in 1807 by T. Cook.

Our remaining examples of Hogarth's portrait art

—as far as we are aware—have never jet been repro-

dueed in any way. The originals are Nos. 21, 2 1,

and 26 in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge,

to which institution they were given some years

since. They are understood to represent a Dr. Arnold,

Miss Arnold (his daughter?) and Ashby Lodge,

in Leicestershire, which—it is presumed—was their

"local liabitation." Beyond this there is nc) further

ASUBY LODOE.

iPalntid by n'ii(iai« Hogarth. t'iUii.\Uiam

information serving to identify them. Both the

"Anecdotes" of .1. and J. B. Nichols are silent

on the subject; ami the bvdky "History of the Town
and County of Leicester " In the former lias l)cen

fruitlessly consulted. There were indeed Arnolds

in Leicester; and there were even two Dr. .\rnolds,

one of whom, Thomas, seems to have been a worthy

citizen and an active philanthropist. But that this

latter was the vigorous old man who looks out genially

from Hogarth's canvas, tightly grasping the rim of

his hat, and turning his jileasani intelligent he;u.l to

(he jiainter, witli tlii' air ol (juc who is honestly

conscious that he is sitting for his portrait, it

would be rash to assert. He is dressed in a plain

grey coat and vest. His c<implesion, if not worked

up to that "standing crimson " which distinguished

the landlord in Addison's " Tory Fox-lnuitcr," is

still sullicicntly nil>i(-und to warrant the conjecture

that he aiUled o'ood-fellowship to good-lunnour. His

daughter is a healthy-looking if ncjt positively hand-

some young Woman. "According to the modern

fashion " ol' (say) 1751), she wears her own dark hair

which, like Soj)hia Western's, "curls gracefully in

her neck." Her eyes, too, are dark ; and her nose

broadens at the tiji in the fashion which, if we
may believe Madam Roland (who herself rejoiced in

this ]iersoiial advantage), denotes special distinction

of character. She has pretty hands and long deli-

cate hngers "for harpsichords and tinkling spinets

made," which suggest that perhaps she, too, like

Sophy Western again, occasionally indulged her

hearty old father

^,^^^ 1

with " Sir Simon
^**^^| the King" or "Bob-

bing Joan," when

the bottle of Ca})e

or ^Mountain was

"out," and with

doffed wig he had

settled his bandanna
I iver his face—to keep

off the flies. Miss

Arnold's dress is

cream-coloured ; and

she wears for all orna-

ment a pearl neck-

lace with a blue

ribbon. The "Ashby
Lodge" is the por-

trait of a house and

grounds, spacious and

Well situated uuderan

opalescent sky. Some
doubt seems to have

existed at one time

whether, in spite oiMuseum.)
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riiniily tradilion, it, was painted \>y Hogarth at all
;

who would venture to contest the verdict of Professor

and tiiere was an inclination on the part of certain ex- Colvin.

perts to transfer it to Richard Wilson. But it exhihits We are inclined to date these pictures much later

the f-'eneral characteristics of Hogarth's rather rare than the " Polly Peachum." It is true that they are

DK. ARNOLD.

(Painted by WilUam Ho'jnrth. Fiizicilliam Musfum.)

landscape work (i'./;., Earl Spencer's " View of the simply treated and somewhat thinly wroufyht. They
Green Park"); and the late curator of the Fitz- have, however, mucli of the dexterity of Hogarth's

William, under whose reign it was acquired, had little maturer manner, and proLahly fairly rein'csent the

douht that it was rightly given to the artist of the kind of work he produced in the case of a proviu-

" Marriage (i-Z^-Mode." He must be a bold man cial order. Austin Dobson.
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THE NEW FOREST.— II.

HISTORICAL.

WE have all hvcw familiar from our childhood with no villages, aud no homesteads. The ])r(iofs of these

the ordinarily received aeeoiuit of the forma- statements are manifuld. There are, in the lirst

tion of the New Forest. William the Conqueror, place, no traces, either in the shape of ruins or in the

it is said, created it by laying waste the greater more permanent form of names, of the churches and

part of Hampshire; he is rejiorted to have merei- villages said to have been destroyed. In the second

lessly depopulated a thriving tract of country, burn- place, the soil of the Forest is for the most jiart a

ing churches,, villages, and homesteads. One early hard white gravel very full of stones : it never could

chronicler states that twenty-two mother churches have been prolific enough to sup])i)rt a population

were thus destroyed; another gives the number as much larger than that it now contains. In the third

thirty-si.K; a third, as fifty-two; the number of place, the tale of woe and ruin told by the chroniclers

parishes laid waste is said to have been sixty. The becomes more and more jiicture.-^ipie and terrible the

violent death of William at Rouen, and the similar further they are removed in point of time from the

date when the events were said to have taken jilace:

the most heartrending account of all being given

l)y one Knyghton, who lived in the reign of Richard

11. ; whereas the eonteniporary clironicler of AVilliam,

who related, and in no llattering sjiiril, each minute

event of his reign, says not a word of cruelty havnig

been exercised in the afforestation. In the fourth

l)lace, the Xorman work iu the churches of Brocken-

fate of two of his sons within tlie Forest, are pointed

at as evidence of the vengeance of heaven for the

cruelty involved in the formation of the Forest.

Mr. Wise, whose book I quoted in my first

chapter, has brought together evidence that amounts

to certainty that this account of the way in which

the New Forest was formed is entirely apocryphal.

He Contends that the region was never more densely

populated than at the j)resent day; that William hurst and ^lilford proves that the Conqueror did not

merely afforested the wastes, leaving the cultivated destroy a// the churches in the area of the Forest; and

laud untouched, and that he destroyed no churches, it is moreover significant that these two churches,

29.5
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which are still standing, are the only two mentioned

in Domesday. Again, it is proved that immediately

after the afforestation, the churehes at Buldre and

Hoi'dle were built. Is it probable that, if the inhabi-

tants had been exterminated and the whole plaee laid

waste, new churehes would have been erected ? The

evidence taken from Domesday is, indeed, conclusive

in the Conqueror's defence. Mr. Wise has compared

the entries in Domesday with those of a survey made

in the reign of Edward the Confessor, and he finds

that man}' of the manors kept up their value, some

were increased in value, after the afforestation ; a

comparison of the two surveys shows also that the mills

at Bashley, IMilford, and Bayatt went on the same ;

the fisheries and salterns were undisturbed ; the very

names of the families occupying lands in the Forest

were unchanged, the same families holding the land

under William who held it under Edward. The

authors of the worst charges as to the cruelty of the

Conqueror are extremely inconsistent. I have already

referred to the different numbers they have attriljuted

to the destroyed villages and churches ; several of

them, copying from one another, make the Red King
the culprit, instead of his father; and they all, while

close to the ])lace where the king fell. The accumu-
lated weight of all this evidence is conclusive ; and

the cruelties usually attrilnited to the Conqueror have

their probable origin in the savage laws of the game
preservers of those days, in the gloomy and violent

character of the king who was said " to love the wild

deer as though he had been their father," and in the

fact that he was hated by the English as a foreign

oppressor, and by churchmen as one who showed

supreme contempt for ecclesiastical authority. He
arrested his half-brother, the Bishop of Bayeux, with

his own hands, because none of his officers dared to

seize a dignitary of the church : he ruled the bishops

and clergy as he ruled the barons, with a rod of iron.

The authority of the Church was made everywhere

to bow to the authority of the king. Gregory VII.

called upon him to do fealty for his realm, and

received a stout refusal for his answer. Surely these

facts show reason enough why William's conduct

in regard to the New Forest was misrepresented.

Nearly all writing in those days was done by the

clergy ; and they had a double motive for traducing

the Conqueror. It is as if an account were written

by a Frenchman of the sojourn of the Germans as

THE NEW FOEEST.—VIII. : KUNNINQ WATEE.

averring that the whole region had been depopulated, conquerors in France, with such bitterness super-

innocently admit that the body of Ilufus was borne added as must have existed towards Ilenrj^ VIII. in

away to Winchester in the cart of a charcoal-burner the breasts of the devout Catholics of his time,

named Purkiss, who lived in the village of Minstead And if churchmen hated the Conqueror, they h.ad
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k'tlcr cause still to bate Riifus. Tho f;it!u'r had ehas- Cathcdml fell because his body had been sufTorcd

tiscd tbem with wbiiis, the son ehastiseil them with to l)o buried there. Henry was one of the bunting-

THE NEW FOREST.—IX. : AT BANK.

scorpions. He not only denied the Pajial supremacy,

refused to pay Peter's pence, and banished Anselm ;

he also appropriated to himself the revenues of all

the great ecclesiastical appointments that became

vacant : at the close of his short reign he had in this

way swallowed as it were one archbishopric, four

bishoprics, and eleven abbacies. It is not a little suij;--

gestive that with these excellent motives for desiring

the death of Rufus, three ecclesiastics had dreams that

foretold his death, and that Anselm's chaplain, who

was with him in France, was told twice of tho king's

death before it bad taken place. Tiril, who is said to

have shot the arrow which killed the king, was a

friend of Anselm, who was immediately recalled by

Henry, the brother and successor of Rufus. Ad-

ditional evidence of the hatred which Rufus had

drawn upon himself is to be found in his hasty and

unceremonious burial at AVinchester; and even in

his grave his enemies could not forgive him, for

the priests affirmed that the tower of Winchester

party which terminated in the death of Rtifus ; he

had been bred a churchman, and was very much

under ecclesiastical influence. He, as well as the

Church, had everything to gain by the death of

Rufus; and it is certainly consistent -with the theory,

that the king's death was the result of a conspiracy

between Henry and his ecclesiastical friends, that

Tiril was allowed to escape, and that no enquiry was

made as to his conduct, and as to the precise circum-

stances of the king's death. It is an instance of the

permanence of names, trades, and families that the

forge where Tiril's horse was shod during his flight

towards the coast still exists, and pays a yearly

fine to the Crown of £3 10s. ; the ford where he

crossed the Avon between Ringwood and Sopley is

still known as Tyrrel's Ford ; the village hard by is

Avon Tyrrell ; and the family of the chaiToal-burncr

Purkiss has representatives in and near jNIiuestead.

John is the next king whose name is much asso-

ciated with the Forest. He is said to have lived
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for a time at Lvndburst, just as ho is said to have

lived ill the " Kino's House " in Salisbury Close ; ho

was the founder of Eeaulieu Abbey, on tlie banks of

the Exe, to the south-east of the Forest, the remains of

whicli form a very lovely ruin, and should if possible

be visited. John's mother, Eleanor of Aquitaine,

his trial and meet his death at Whitehall. In the

earlier part of liis reign he had endeavoured to revive

the forest laws, and had incurred great unpopu-

larity thereby. He is said to have turned out wild

boars into the Forest ; I do not know whether it be

from his stock that we owe the race of peculiarly

THE NEW FOEEST.—X. : HUNTLY BANKS : A SUNNY AFTERNOON.

was buried at IJeaulii'u. The story is that John,

bfino- both a tyrant and a bigot, Ijuilt the Abbey of

Beaulieu to avert from himself the wrath of heaven

for his cruelties to the Cistercian order perpetrated

at Lincoln. The right of sanctuary was conferred

upon Beaulieu by Innocent III., and mauv famous
historical personages have availed themselves of it.

The Countess of Warwick, widow of the king-maker,

took sanctuary there, as did also Perkin Warbeck.
The abb(?y was dismantled at the time of the Re-
formation, and the refectory changed into a parish

chnrch ; the right of sanctuary, however, lingered

(>n until it was finally abolished in the time of James
I. A large part of the stones of Beaulieu were,

after its desf ruction, used in building Hurst and
Ciilsliot Castles; wlicn Charles T. was removed from
Carisbrook ho was Itrought to Hurst and remained
there twenty-six days, being then removed to take

lively and intelligent pigs that now inhabit the

Forest (vii.). It is characteristic that wIumi the

troubles of his reign began, Charles I. endeavoured

to raise money by giving tlie Now Forest as security

to his creditors, and endeavoured to economise by not

])aying the keepers, who accordingly paid themselves

liy taking the timber. And it is equally character-

istic that Charles II. bestowed the young woods of

Brockenhurst upon his favourite maids of honour.

A great deal of planting was done, probably under

the influence of Evelyn, in this reign and in that

of William III. to repair the damage done to the

Forest through the disorganisation that had pre-

vailed in the time of Charles I. Special legislative

power to enclose and plant was taken in the reign of

^Villiam III., and from this point the modern history

of the Forest may be said to date.

Rightly to understand the history of the New
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Fiivcst, it must l)c romembered that there have from UnJer this Act the policy was adopted hy tlie

the earliest times existed two rival and antagonistic Department of Woods and Forests of planting and

interests in it—viz., the rights of the commoners cutting down timber solely with a view to profit,

and tlie rights of the Crown. The rights of the The small ornamental plantations which had been

iiommoners'^wcrc turbary (or the right of cutting made under the preceding Acts now gave place to

turves for fuel), pannage (or the turning out of huge rectangular enclosures to be measured by the

iiiii's), pasture for cattle, estovers (or a claim to wood mile.

i'oi- fuel and other purposes), and the digging of marl.

Those rights arc even older than the Forest itself,

that is, older than the Forest as a royal hunting

ground, for they can be traced back to Saxon times,

and may be regarded as a relic of Saxon liljcrties.

These rights of the commoners were limited by, and

subject to, the right ol' the Crown to keep deer. The

extreme upholders of the rigiits of the Crown main-

tained that the only rights of tlie commoners were

to such pasture, &e., as was left after providing food

for the Sovereign's deer, the number ot which might

lie increased to an unlimited extent. The Crown also

illed with little Scotch firs; fine ornamental

timber was cut down and sold for fuel at -Sid. the

foot, and many of the most lieautiful woods in the

Forest were thus destroyed. INIark Ash itself had

been marked for destruction ; but the hand of the

destroyer was stayed in time. Less fortunate, how-

ever, was the fate of the Sloden Yews. This must

have been, previous to 1851, a wood of singular and

unique beauty from the contrast between the dark

yew trees and the beautiful silvery whitebeams that

grew side by side with them ; but the Department

of Woods and Forests seemed (like death) to have a

preference for fair victims. Three hundred of the

had the power to suspend the commoners' right of ancient yew-trees of Sloden were felled in defiance

pasture during " fence month," i.e., from 20th June of protest and entreaty, and, in the words of one of

to 2(lth July every year, and also for more than five the chief mourners, "a sea of Scotch fir now conceals

months every' year during the period known as the even the configuration of the soil." Beside these

" winter hayning." This latter right, however, was wanton acts of vandalism, other means were taken

never exercised in modern times. Still, the latent to diminish as far as possible the value of the rights

powers thus vested in the Crown were sufficient, if of the commoners : the best lawns for pasture were

they had been exercised, entirely to extingui-sh the seized for enclosure and plantation; the oak and

value of the rights of the commoners. The Act of beech which provide a considerable part of the food

William III., just alluded to, permitted under certain of the tribes of pigs that inhabit the Forest were

conditions enclosures to be made not exceeding in cut down in all directions ; the fuel wood to which

the aggregate C),()00 acres, as nurseries for young each commoner bad a right was assigned to liim in

timber. This power of enclosure was, however, very places inconveniently distant from his home ; in

jealously guarded ; it was granted for twenty-two short, every ]ictity means which a perverted ingenuity

years only, and only 200 acres might be enclosed in could devise was employed to diminish the value of

any one year; and every plantation upon this 6,000 the commoners' rights. It was even avowed in

acres was to be immediately thrown open and freed writing by the chief officer of the Forest that this

from enclosure as soon as the trees within it were policy was deliberately adojited Ijecause " by so doing

large enough not to be damaged l)y cattle. Special

provisions were also made in this Act that the land

enclosed under it should be such as could " best lie

spared for the commons and highways." A similar

Act conferring the power of enclosure upon the

C'rdwn, but free fi'om the limitations as to time

enforced by the first Act, was passed in ISOS; and

under these Acts things went on in the Forest with-

out much friction and without any destruction of

ornamental timber or undue pressure upon the rights

of the commoners until 18.51, when an Act was

passed which, under the specious title of the Deer

Removal Act, very nearly cost the country the

existence of its finest forest.

Under the pretence of a compromise between the

Crown and the coniniouers, this Act provided that

in virtue of the ('inwu foregoing its right to keep

deer, it should be allowed a right permanently to

enclose where it pleased 10,0.00 acres of the Forest.

all the best pastures would be taken from the com-

moners, and the value of their rights of pasture

would be (luis materially diminished, which would

be of importance to the Crown in the event of any

such right being commuted." This policy was to a

great extent successful : that is to say, if it had not

lieen cheeked the commoners' rights would soon have

become quite worthless ; all classes of commoners

concurred in the statement that the effect of the

operation of the Act of 18.51 was to seriously diminish

the value of the pasturage. The period between

1851 and 1871 might almost be called the " Baby-

lonian captivity." It was happily brought to an

end through the successful agitation on the part of

the commoners which led to the adoption by the

House of Commons of a resolution, brought forward

on the 20th of June, 1871, to the effect that pend-

iiiff legulafion on the New Forest, no felling of

ornamental timber and no fresh enclosure should be
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permittetl, ami that no timber whatever sliduld he

cut except for the piirjooses of thinning youni;' i)lan-

tations, executing- necessary repairs in the Forest,

and satisfying the fuel rights of the commoners."

Those blessed words " pending legislation " saved the

New Forest ; for from the day the resolution was

passed no further destruction was permitted ; and in

1877 an Act was passed limiting the powers given

to distinct peculiarities in the inhabitants of the

place. The poorer population of the New Forest

are more inlelligciit, more independent, and much
better oft' than the rural population of the adjoining

comities of Wilts and Dorset. The right of turn-

ing out cattle, pigs, donkeys, and ponies into the

Forest doubles, and sometimes more than doubles,

a labouring man's weekly income. An agricultural

THE NEW FOKEST.— XII. : IN QtTEEN S MEAD.

by the Act of 1851, and giving legislative sanctimi

to an entire reversal of the polic)^ of planting and

cutting down timber for profit.

To this day wanderers in the Forest can see

how dire was the danger of the entire destruction

of its picturesque character: not only are there the

hideous parallelograms of Scotch firs, but here and

there on the. bark of some mighty beech one sees

faintly discernible the mark of the broad arrow

which signifies that the tree had lieen selected for

destruction during the BaljyIonian captivity, and was

only saved by that famous " ])euding legislation " re-

solution to which I have just referred (xir. and xiii.).

These broad arrow marks, now overgrown with moss

and ivy, the disused and rusty ])adlocks on the gate-

wa3's of the enclosures, are symbolic of a fight and of

a victory that has been worth a good deal more to

England than many of her victories of gunpowder
and glory. " Peace hath her victories no less re-

nowned than war."

The existence and preservation of the rights of

the commoners in the New Forest has uivcn rise

labourer whii over and almvc his wages can make £20

a year by keeping pigs, and L-Zi) a year by ponies, be-

sides getting an allowance of wood and turf for fuel,

is, corajmred with his bi-ethrcn in otlier counties, in a

rustic paradise. The result is seen in the very slight

degree of pauperism which exists in the Forest. Old

people and widows, who in other localities would

swell the list of ])aupers, can in the New Forest

maintain themselves in wholesome independence in

virtue of the rights of pasture to which they are

entitled. Many interesting instances of the way in

which the power of keeping stock o])erates in raising

the whole condition of the labouring poor in the

Forest are given in a pamphlet by Mr. Briscoe Eyre.

In the parish of Hramshaw, for instance, he states

that with a jiopulation of 8^:3 there were in 1881

only 11 ])aupers, or about 1 in .j!), whereas in many
parts of England the proportion is as high as 1

in 13. Mr. ]']yre also gives several instances which
have fallen within his own observation of agricultural

labourers having been able through skilful rearing

of stock to become pros^ierous farmers.
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Tt is certain that a

born forester has the

deepest affection for his

native soil, an affection

that is sometimes mani-

fested in rather a comi-

cal way. Every forester

knows every inch of the

Forest: I Ijelieve they

could o-o blindfold over

every acre and never once

miss their way; but they

liave a sort of supersti-

tious dislike of every

jjlace not in the Forest,

and profess the most

complete ignorance of

the whereabouts of any

spot that is outside its

limits. It may be a

village plainly visible

from the coniines of the

Forest : it is no matter,

they have not the least

idea how to get to it.

For instance, we wanted

once to walk from Stoney

Cross to Breamore, and

asked our way of a man

whose ]>rofession it was

to run with New Forest

hounds. " Breamore "

(locally pronounced Brim-

mer), " I can't tak'ce to

Brimmer."

7/V. " But Brimmer

is (piite cldse to the

Forest. AVe know the

way there quite well

from (Jodshill." (C4ods-

hill is in the Forest.)

lie. "I don't know-

nought about Brimmer.

I know the ' Vightin'

Cocks' at (iodshill, and

I can tak'ce there."

//>. " Very well then

;

from there we can see

Brimmer and can get on

quite easily."

He. "I can't say

where Brimmer is, and I

can't tak'ce there, but

I can tak'ee to the

' Vightin' Cocks ' at

GodshiU."
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We. "We want to

catch the four o'clock

train from Brimmer;

shall we be in time?"

//('. " I can't say how

long it'll tak'ee to get

to Brimmer, but I can

get'ee to the 'Vightin'

Cocks' at GodshiU by

three."

After this we aban-

doned all attempt to

speak of Breamore, and

idways referred to the

" Vightin' Cocks " at

GodshiU as our ultimate

goal. Accordingly when

this spot was reached our

guide resolutely declined

to come further, and we

pursued our way to

Breamore without him.

I thought at first this

resolute ignorance of

everything outside the

Forest was a personal

peculiarity; but I have

met with so many simi-

lar instances of it among

the inhabitants of the

New Forest, that I now

regard it as a local cha-

racteristic. Let an imagi-

nary circle be drawn all

round the Forest, and a

forester will take one

cheerfully to any point

upon it or within it, but

it is ditlicult to get him

to go beyond ; if you

succeed, he is uneasy and

discontented, and speeds

homewards like a carrier

pigeon the moment he is

allowed to have his own

way. For to him the

Forest, with its pigs and

ponies and donkeys, its

quiet homesteads (ix.),its

running brooks (viii.)aud

placid meads (xii.), its

oreen erow'ths of under-

wood (vii.) and vestiges

of storm and ruin (xi.),is

the world.

M. G.\RRETT FaWCETT.
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THE COLOUE-SENSE OF POETS.

THAT some of the greatest of tlie world's poets

have also been painters is no wonder. It is

perhaps far more strange that so few of them have

exercised the sister art, for so closely allied in many
wa^'s are poetry and painting, that one would almost

expect the two always to exist together. They both

r('(|uire the same power of vivid imagery, the same love

of form, and the same strong sense of colour. Perhajis

it is that the one mode of expression becomes all-

sufficient to most men : that the glow of colour in

the poet's words leaves him nothing more to wish for,

and the glory of the pigments on his canvas satisfies

all wants the painter feels. But some great souls

there have been for whom the single gift did not

sutlice. The grandeur of Buonarotti's verse is but

another form of the Titanic strength that carved

the "David" and painted the "Last Judgment."

Would the man have been as perfect had his verses

never sounded ? Lionardo could express himself in

painting or in poetry as his heart listed. And, to

complete the immortal trio, Raphael also was not

contented with his virgins and his angels : he had

found the music that lies hid in words, and in that

lost " century of sonnets" he rounded and completed

the imperfect man.

The list of poet-painters and painter-poets might

be made a long one. We know that once Dante

diew an angel. Even to Turner all the splendour of

his unrivalled colour did not suffice; he must try his

in-entice hand on verse. Those long, much-laughed-

at extracts from " The Fallacies of Hope " that year

after year appeared in the Academy catalogue have

something of jiathetic about them when we remember
the sad lack of education of the man, and think of the

lonely old painter striving to utter in verse some
thought he could not express with his colours and his

brush. Could our own wild visionary, Blake, have

told us all his story in colour without verse, or in

poetry without painting ? In citlier one without

the other he would ever have remained but half ex-

j)rcssed. In our poets, on the other hand, though they

may not ever have touched a brush, this faculty of

colour is always very strong. Take, as typical of

three periods, tliree poets : Shakespeare, Coleridge,

and Rossetti ; and in each we see how bright and
pure are the hues with which his scenes are tinted.

In Shakespeare's time in England it almost seems
tliat the ajipreciation of colour was but little de-

Velo|ied, a half-savage love of gorgeousness in jiageant

and apparel being the only sign of its vitality ; but
the poet himself had that gift with almost every

other. Few and simple are the colours on his ]ialette,

red and yellow, green and blue; but rare are the com-

binations that he makes with them. Purple and

crimson sometimes occur, and once even piidi ; but

his boldest effects are gained with the simpler hues.

What gorgeousness, what a sense of Oriental rich-

ness does he not convey with the touch of colour

in his description of Cleopatra's progress :

" The barge she sat in, like a buiTiislied throne,

Burnt on the water : the poop was beaten gold
;

Purple the sails, and so ijerfumcd that

The winds were lovc-siclc witli them."

He seems to revel in the glory of the colour with

which his imagination had stained the scene itself

had pictured ; he enjoys the very writing of

" The pretty dimpled boys like smiling Cupids,

With divers-coloured fans,"

and all the rare magnificence mined from the wealth

of his opulent fancy.

But it is in his landscape touches that Shake-

speare chiefly excels. Often he gives mere suggestions

of colour that set in motion whole trains of associated

ideas descriptive of the scene he wishes to jiicture

for us; indications of colour that always make the

scenic background in accord with the action that

passes before it. For instance, could anything be

finer than the epithet he uses at the ending of that

first meeting of the ghost with Horatio and Mareellus

when the party breaks up to leave the terrace ?

—

*' I'ut look, the morn, in rii^Ktt mantle clad.

Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastern hill."

Would any other tint serve half as well ? It paints

the whole picture for us, and almost of itself tells of

the ghost's evanishment and the cool, fresh coming of

the dawn—the dawn of a soft, grey, northern da}',

very different from the bright and ardent one sug-

gested by a few strong strokes of coloiu' here :

" I . . . the groves may tread,

Even till the Eastern gate, all fiery red,

Ojiening on Neptune with fair blessed beams,

Turns into ijrllow gold his salt-green streams."

In this every bright word of colour suits the glad

nature of the fairy speaker.

The .soft, clear blue that distance gives to land-

scape had not escaped his observant eye, and in

one or two places he recalls the fact, and by its use

impresses on us a sense of grandeur or of vastuess

that without it w<iuld not be expressed.

" To o'er-top old I'clion or the skyish head

Uf Hue Olympus."
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The colours of tho flmvcrs lie often speaks of, ;ni(l

it is pleasant to think of the poet i-ecallin<^, as lie

wrote in London, the brio-ht hues of th(> ilowers of

his AVarwicksliire home. How keenly ohscrvant the

eye of the boy-poet must have been as he waiulered

in the Stratford meadows, and how tenacious of iiis

early colour-impressions the memory of the maUj that

in after-years lie coiild write :

"On hor left Ijrcast

A mole cinque-spotted like the crimson drops

r the hottom of a cow.slip."

That Coleridge, whose imagination liecame at times

a terror to him from its too vivid pictures, should

paint his visions with all the colour of truth, should

surprise no one. He says himself, " My eyes make

pictures when they are shut." His master-mind saw

the beauty and splendour of colour with keener vision

than that of nine-tenths of the painters who profess

to produce them. His pictures are never merely

outlines sketched in with black and white ; they

are filled in with gorgeous colouring as true as it is

beautiful. Look what he says of a tropic bird :

" He sank, he rose, he twinkled, he trolled

Within that shaft of sunny mist.

His eyes of fire, his beak of gold,

All else of amethyst!"

One touch of colour from his pen, which seemed truly

to have been "dipped in the rainbow," suifuses a

whole passage with its magic. How the one vivid

colour-word gives force to the following stanza :

" And now there came both mist and snow
And it grew wondrous cold.

And ice, mast high, came floating hy
As green ns emerald."

We can see the silent berg as it floats by, with its

glittering pinnacles of light and wave-worn caverns

of deeper colour, glistening and gleaming bright as

the gem he names. Then as a contrast to the cold

colouring of that stanza, read his calm in the tropics,

and feel the heat and glare :

** All in the hot and copper sky

The bloody sun at noon

Eight up above the mast did stand

No bigger than the moon."

When at last night falls upon the death-like sea, it is

not as darkness and lilackness that he sees it, but as

colounng more gorgeous than before with the magic

phosphorescence of the waters :

" About, about, in reel and rout.

The death-fires dancej at night

;

The water, like a witch's oils,

•Burned green, and blue, and white."

Very numerous are the examples that might be

drawn from this one poem, but it would be idle to

detail them all. Still, one more from it must be

given, so masterly is the touch with which he notes

the difference of colour in light and in shadow. It

is wlu'ii he spi'aks of the waler-snakcs that ]ilaycd

about the ship in the great calm of the sea,:

" liti/oiid tho shadow of the ship

t watclied the water snakes

:

They moved in tracks of shininri white,

And when they reared the elfish liglit

l''(dl off in hoary tlakos.

" IFilhin tho shadow of the; ship

I watched their ricli attire :

lilue, glossy green, and velvet black,

They coih^d and swam ; and every track

Was a flash of golden fire."

A worthy contemporary this of Turner, who in his

field of painted colour stands— I think—co-eniiiient

with Coleridge in his.

Nor is it only when he employs briglit tints that

Coleridge's word-painting is so beautiful; his tender

colour-touches and his delicate twilight hues are just

as true and fine. He was the first to observe, or

perhaps to appreciate, those half-tones in nature tho

reproducing of which on canvas is now .so frequent.

A\ ho before Coleridge hatl perceived in the sunset

sky "its peculiar tint of j'ellow green"? It has

often enough been painted since. This greenness

of the sky he must have particularly noticed :

" It were a vain endeavour.

Though I should gaze for ever

On that green light that lingers in the West."

We feel the influence of the soft, warm twilight as

we read. How quiet everything is as, with the poet,

we look across the shadowy valley towards the sunset

!

Yet all the feeling of the passage depends ujion the

one colour-word in it. How would it read were that

word left out and the line told placidly of no more

than the "light that lingers in the West"? All

the special beauty, all the finer meaning gone !

In the poems of Rossetti, strangely enough, the

glow and magic of rich colour is almost entirely

wanting. One would have expected from a painter

whose crown and glory was his colour, the same

mastery of it in his verse; but it is not so, it is con-

spicuously absent. It almost seems that ho expended

all his treasure on his canvas. In his poems nearly

all the colour-touches are of the most delicate and

unobtrusive character, but they are always the result

of keen artist-vision. Effects of light and tone are

noted that perhaps none but an artist would have

observed, effects sometimes subtle enough to elude

the casual reader. See what he says of the day-

light creejiiiig info a lain]i-lit room :

" Glooms begin

To shiver off as light.s creep in

Fast the gauze curtains half drawn-to,

.\nd the lamp's doubled shade grows blue."

The touch of realism is very lieautiful, and must have

been written from observation ; such are beyond the

range of pure imagination.
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The swift -lance of Rossetti observed effects in One or two passages there are in his poems which

natnre that are'^very momentary, but he noted them one would know the painter Rossetti had wiittcn—

as they vanished. "These it is that lie chiefly loves there is his wonderful glow and richness in them;

to rcin-oduco in his poems, and it is never with but these written magnillcences are rare, and are but

halting language that he tells us of them : he the exceptions to his usual quiet and delicate word-

employs one'^or'two words only, but words that are colouring. He is speaking of "The Card Dealer :

"

exquisite in their propriety. One can read in his

poems, as one sees in his pictures, that Rossetti was

not a constant open-air, out-of-door worker ; but it

would be difficult to find another line, equally short,

that gives so fully the idea of dawning as this one :

' In a soft-complcxioncd sky,

Fleeting rose and liindling grey,

Have you seen Aurora fly

At tlie break of day ?

"

" Her fingeis let them softly through,

Smooth-polished silent things

;

And each one as it falls reflects,

In swift light shadowings,

Blood-red and purple, green and blue.

The great eyes of her rings."

One can see those hands as plainly as in one of his

painted pictures : hands delicate and naiTOw, with long,

gem-studded fingers. Aliked St. Johnston.

SOME ORIENTAL BRASS-WORK.— I.

I.—A MUSLIM BLAZON.

THE tine deco-

rative quali-

ties of brass-work

are now widely ac-

knowledged by the

artistic world. It

combines well with

nearly every sul)-

stance : its glowing

hues throw imt the

colours of pottery,

and the glints of

light reflected from

its embossed surface

lend a brighter sparkle to the subilued tones of carved

woodwork. Those who once begin to examine brass-

work usually end by developing a great taste for it,

and find much pleasure in collecting different styles

of work. It is in some degree to assist such in-

quirers that I have put together these notes.

The chief hunting-grounds for brass collectors are

the shores of the Mediterranean. Syria, North Africa,

the Adriatic Sea, and the coasts of Spain yield rich

treasures in brass to those who, flying from our in-

clement winters in search of sunshine, seek solace

for their idle hours in collecting curios for home.

Damascus appears to be the chief seat of the

modern industry ; but it is extremely difficult for

unlearned travellers ever to find out the original home

of the objects they purchase. " Three days' journey

from Baalbcc," or "one fortnight from Damascus,-"

is the kind of answer the curious inquirer receives

from an liisteru merchant ; frequently he can get

no nearer than "the shores of the Red Sea." Possibly

some article frcni the interior may have been shipped

at Jeddah. Practice alone can teach you to assign

different styles of work to their native localities.

Large ancient platters from Damascus, exhibiting

Old Testament Scriptural subjects, are usually due

to the skilled labour of Jews, who have always been

celebrated for metal-work. In ancient Canaan days

tbe Jews had close commercial dealings with the

great PlKcnician cities of Tyre and Sidon, and Eze-

kiel, in the i)urdcn of Tyre, tells how " they traded

vessels of brass in thy market." An archaic Adam

II.—THE SACKED HAND.

and Eve standing beside a tree encircled by a ser-

pent, or the spies from the land of Canaan weighed

down by the size of the ponderous bunch of grapes
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thoy eariy suspended from a pole between them, .m- very ravouritc

desii^iis ; tlie same suhjeets rrefpienlly appear also on old Venetian

platters. 1 (piote a speeiineu (xvii.) wliieh gives a representation

of the soul in the course oC its transnii<i:rations entering the king-

dom of waters, and received liy river gods. This is a rare example,

and must be entirely a Mohammedan design untouched by the Jewish

element. The brass industry of Damascus seems to go on un-

ceasingly—hundreds of trays, aiguieres, and various other articles

being sent annually to the many spots where travellers

congregate. The w<irk may roughly be divided into

two kinds (with subdivisions) : one in which the ]iatteni

'i'«r!^f'ljlit^*ivt1l'|'ili''^ir^Hti;

in., IV., Candlesticks; v., Arab Lamp; vi., Er.paiKling Lamp; vii., Enamcllml Tray;

viii., Tray with Solomon's Sign; ix., Tray with Persian Anns; N., T)anmscus Tray;

XI., Arch Ijimp; xil., Venetian Platter; xiii., Oval Tray, Silver Inlay; xiv., .Tcwish

Lamp; xv., Venetian Lamp.

is beaten out un a pitch foundation, when the designs are round

and flowing; the other when it is chased, or cut in low relief, and

the ]iatterns are chietly geometrical. In cheap coarse articles

this latter style is not attractive ; Init it is capaiile of ex-

quisite effects when delicately treated, and oni;iiuented with

stripes or letters in silver.

The chief difference between articles of old and new-

work is that the former are made of thicker brass, and the

patterns are quainter and more carefully executed; it is

impossible to say that the designs are now les.-i varied than

those of old, as they still appear to be iuexhaustiblc. ^ cry
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little experience enaWes you at a trlanee to detect

modern from ancient work. For the sake of distinc-

tion, the name " platter " is usually given to the flat

sort of basin which holds the " aiguiere," or to certain

travs with largo bosses or raised ornaments which unfit

them for domestic use. By " tray " I would indicate

those which are suitable for carrying round tea and

coffee cups. Oval trays are numerous ; many old

ones are mounted on feet, and have archaic figures

decorated with pieces of silver either embossed or

hammered into the brass, which is a much more

durable method than the thin bars of silver now

used, which are very apt to disappear altogether in

cleaning. That we have engraved (xiii.) is a good

specimen ; the grotesque figure would appear to fix

its origin in some rustic village, not in such an

artistic city as Damascus. The edges of these oval

trays are often cut « jour, which adds to their cost

as well as their beauty. If large useful sizes are

required they must be ordered : Algerine merchants

can get any commissions executed in Damascus.

Square trays with perforated edges are said to be

Tunisian, but I believe they all come from Damascus.

The old ones appear to have been originally brought,

from Constantinople, and were of good embossed

work with coloured enamels filling in the flat parts;

these are now very rare. The colouring soon disap-

pears under cleaning; it is made of a rough enamel,

analogous to those finer kinds which came of old

from Damascus ; but all enamels are delicate, and

none will bear careless handling. jNIany old trays,

both Persian and Arab, bear traces of having once

been enamelled. Some Tunisian trays contain boldly

outlined conventional designs, or figures of Arabs on

camels. Tunis work generally shows representations

of camels in some form. The favourite animals in

Damascene and Persian art are those connected with

hunting. A favourite device is one by which the

bodies of five animals, perhaps sheeji, are so arranged

that one head placed in the centre serves for them

all ; in another the centre is formed of a head which

presents three human faces. Copper trays have lately

excited attention ; a few handsome old ones may still

1)0 i)icked up. Any number of modern ones can be

ordered from Damascus ; their colour, especially by

firelight, is very beautiful. Arabs seem to prefer the

grey colour of zinc or tin to that of brass for trays;

and many, both of copper and brass, are found tinned,

some plated in silver : whether to give the effect of a

richer and more valuable metal, or because they really

admire the colour more, I am unalile to say. jNIany

trays are marked with the names of their makers

or owners, and sometimes they are dated, not only

in silver letters on the front, but in rude Arabic

characters on the back, and these latter, though

roughly made, are at times very original, and lead

one to supjwse that the owner invented the pattern

and made the tray entirely to please himself; possibly

at his death such an article finds its way to the

market. The endless varieties of the double triangle,

known as Solomon's sign (viii.), is a very favourite

centre for trays, the corners and outer spaces being

filled in with various flowers, stars, or geometrical

emblems. The double and triple squares found, es-

pecially marked with silver lines, in old Damascus

work, has been called the emblem of Buddha; but

both these symbols appear to have been common to

various older faiths, and were pirobably incorporated

with others from local creeds. These complicated

designs look almost inextricable at first, but can be

reduced into very simple geometrical figures; they

are often repeated on tiles or old Arab mosaic pave-

ments.

The trays usually called Algerine are always

beaten out on thin brass, and not useful in a

domestic sense, being apt to " wobble " when a

weight is carried on them, l)ut their colour being

peculiarly golden, as decorations they are perfect.

They are ornamented with many pointed stars or

varieties of the double triangle. They generally

present a mosque, often a ship, a crescent and star,

or one of the varieties of the conventional sign

known as the hand of Mohammed (xvi.). They

are never made now in Algiers ; the only l)rass-work

known there resembles that from Tangiers—patterns

cut out in low relief. Some very haiidsome trays of

this latter sort can be purchased, and inscriptions or

mottoes made to order : they are more expensive

than the others. Women and children in Damascus

are much employed in re-stamping old trays from

which the patterns have become effaced by long use

—this being probably not thought such important

work as the making new ones, a task reserved for

men. Thus I have seen an old Venetian platter

preserving the familiar twisted rope and embossed

centre, but with all the rest of the surface incised

in flat Damascus work : the conventional lozenge

could still be seen at the back. This was a most

unnecessary waste of labour on the part of the

Damascus workwoman, as Venetian platters, though

riddled with holes like a sieve when held up to the

light, are still cherished as priceless bits of colour,

(xii.). The insci-iptions on Venetian platters are

unfortunately often (like those on Eastern work) so

degraded as to be incomprehensible even to the ex-

perts of the British Museum. One example I know,

a so-called Tiu'kish tray, is made of thick brass,

worked in rmiudcd Mowing designs of low relief, and

was doubtless at one time decorated with colour.

Some Persian trays are so elaborately designed

that their execution must have been the work of

a lifetime. They often present numerous small
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figui'es, probably representiug a whole drama to

the initiated. We reproduce (ix.) a very handsome

specimen of Persian work iu circles, with the royal

arms in the centre. Among' the most interesting ot'

this class of tray may be noticed those containing-

portraits of the Shahs of Persia, arranged iu circles,

with their names and ornaments worked out in silver.

Such a tray is really a curious historical souvenir, and

costs about six pounds. It is very difficult to indi-

cate prices, as they naturally vary with distance and

demand. Dealers often do not know the real value

of old work, but they will generally sell a novel

object (especially if modern) quite reasonably, until

they see if it is likely to be popular, when the price

is at once raised. Trays are perhaps the most useful

brass article sent us from the East.

The countless lamps sent out from Damascus

are chiefly of the perforated kind. The old thistle

shape (like the Arab glass lamps in the British

Museum) is perhaps the most graceful; but there

are many other varieties, of which the beehive form

(more especially belonging to the Jews) is very

quaint. These lamps are no longer made only for

mosques, but avowedly for trade. A few ancient

ones can still be bought, and even some enamelled

in colours. The dim uncertain light they give is

hardly sufficient for modern requirements, but is

well suited to the mysterious semi-gloom of a

mosque, where the worshij)pers only require enough

light to avoid jostling each other.

The flat expanding lamp (vi.) is used by Arabs in

common with the rest of the world. It is made of

various sizes, and the brass top is frequently found

coloured in enamel. Those from Persia are distin-

guished by great elegance of shape and are often

fitted with little pieces of red glass. Miniy lam])s

from Christian countries, as Armenia, exhibit much

the same form as our ecclesiastical and orthodox

I

kinds. The usual shape is a cross, made from pieces

of flat ornamented and perforated brass. An angel

with outstretched wings stands in the centre, while

the taper-holders are frequently of a graceful crocus-

like form, with a long stalk which slips into a

socket prepared for it. This style of lamp is often

coloured rou"-hly in a kind of enamel. Venetian

lamps (xv.) are often very elegant in shape ; their

suspending chains are also varied and good in de-

sign. The Jews have many varieties of lamp ior

their synagogues, both hanging lamps and those sus-

pended from the wall. The one we quote has eight

wicks lighted; another smaller shape has beaks for

eighteen wicks. AVe give (v.) a good specimen

of a distinctly Arab country lamp. Though large,

it has only one wick, but is well suited to stand iu

the middle of a group of Arabs seated on the n( or

dreaming or story-telling. I have seen a .similar lamp

of a large size made in j\Iorocco pottery ; it was

bought in Kairwan. This is the usual shape of the

common haiid-lamp, made in coarse pottery, costing

about twoiicnce, and u.scd iu hundreds all over the

country. Our next example (xi.) is a lamp from

Constautine, of an uncommon sluqie : the upper

and lower part of perforated brass, the middle

formed of thick pottery with a beautiful glaze of

two lilues, almost as brilliant as "I51eu de Nil;"

light could only stream thi'ough the top and bottom.

Arabs also use a standing lamp with hanging chains,

exactly like those so often seen in Italy, the handle

usually formed of a crescent or an eagle. Another

lamp we figure (xvi.) is a more graceful shape. Such

a lamp is often surmounted by the outstretched hand

of Mohammed, or by a spread eagle, the pendant

probably a crescent or star.

This two-headed eagle with extended wings

on brass lamps, or brilliantly coloured on carved

Arab coffers, used to present a puzzling emblem

until the ])ublication of the late Rogers Bey's

" Heraldry among the Mussulman Princes of Egypt

and Syria." Now it appears to be a survival of

a favourite Mohammedan blazoning. It is found

on a brass coin (Amid; Thirteenth Century) in the

British ]\Iuseum with wings formed of human faces,

of which the beards make the wing-feathers ; the

eagle seems to have been the emblem of the city of

Amid. Its origin is very obscure, but it was certainly

used on coins during the Eleventh Century, two hun-

dred years before it was known in Germany. It

appears on two of the glass lamps in the British

Museum, in the shield of Amir Takuztamer, F(]ur-

teenth Century. The shields of Mamelukes generally

presented emblems drawn from their offices, such as

cups or keys. These are often found repeated on

brass lamps, vases, and trays, and in colour on glass

lamps ; sometimes with inscriptions which enable

their dates to be nearly ascertained. They belong

chiefly to the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries.

Rogers Bey thinks the most remarkable blazon-

ing hitherto discovered on ]\Iohammedan shields is

a combination of hieroglyphic characters more or

less exactly reproduced by the engraver, signifying

" King of Upper and Lower Egypt." The Mame-
luke princes who adopted this .shield established their

dynasty in Egypt in 1£50. The Coptic priests, who

had probably retained some knowledge of the mean-

ing of these symbols, may have suggested to them the

important signification of the ])rimitive characters.

Our initial picture (i.) gives a reproduction of this

shield as engraved on two Damascus trays in my
own collection. It is surmounted by a cup, and on

each side appears a figure intended for a hunting-

horn, or possibly such a horn as is still used as a

kind of charm by Orientals. The office of cup-bearer
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l)ein<i- Mil inipdrhnit one, tliis symbol is repuatfil as iudicatf that it had beou copied from a shield pre-

frequently as (liat of the key, signifyiug treasurer, served in some old house, and the blazon repeated

simpl)' as an ornament. It has also been noticed

on an old brass perfume bottle, a chandelier, inul a

Irny at Cairo, and in colours on a sjlass lani|) in the

Khedive's library there.

The fleur-de-lis (not to be confounded wiih simple

trefoil) is noticed on the money and arms of ^Slame-

luke prhices, and on the Fatimite glass weights,

and several times repeated on a brass lamp. The

crescent and star now known as the national blazon

of Turkey, and which appear so often as such in

old Algerine traj's, was originally the emblem of the

woi-ship of tlie name of Taunis, and is often found

in old Byzantine work. Tlie royal arms of Persia

(ix.) arc taken from an old Armenian emblem.

Brass seals or charms in the form of the sacred

hand arc often used by Arabs. We quote (ii.) a good

example. After the usual supplications to Allah, it

goes on to call on the names of the Seven Sleepers of

Ephesus and their dog. These were seven Christian

youths who, to escape the persecution of the Emperor

Decius, took refuge in a cave on Mount Orchon, and,

guarded by their dog, slept there for three hundred

years. A Koranic reference to the legend has led to

their names, though Christians, being held as sacred

among ]\Iohammedans, and tliey may be found re-

peated on bracelets, gems, and amulets. Mohamme-

dans still retain a great respect for the dog Ketmir,

who, in memory of his faithful service, is one of

the favoured animals admitted into their Paradise.

They have also constituted him the titular guardian

of letters, and when they have any letter of special

importance to write, inscribe his name on the out-

side, to insure its safe delivery—a kind of sui>ernatural

graded form on a modern bowl, which would seem to registration. Madeline A. AYallace-Duxlop.

^VI.—AEAB LAMP WITH MAIIOMEt's HAND. XVII.—PLATTEE,

SHOWING THE TRAN'SMIGEATION OF THE SOUL.

I have found a similar l.)lazon without the cup and
horn on a very old tray, and also in a more de-

PUVIS DE CHAYANNES.

IT may at first appear somewhat strange that an

artist who has long been so widely knri\\-n and

so hotly discussed in France as M. Puvis de C!ha-

viinncs, to whom must now be conceded, even by his

ili'ti'Mclors, a place in the very first rank of living

|i:iintcrs, sIkjuM ])e in England little more than a

name. The reason is a sufficiently simple one : the

art of M. Puvis de Chavaunes is above all things

decfii-ative art, in the highest sense of the term, and
his works, destined for the most ]>art for the adorn-

ment of public edifices in France, are in most cases

on so vast a scale that their very imjiortance has im-

])eded tlieir finding their way to Lcmdon. Indeed,

material diliiculties, not very easy to overcome, stand

in the way of the adequate exhibition of one of his

great monumental designs in England. The Gros-

venor contains no gallery sufficiently capacious to

admit of full effect being seciu'ed for such a work

as, for instance, the " Bois Sacre Cher aux Arts et

aux Muses." The proper place for such works would

be the great gallery at the Royal Academy ; but

unfortunately the members of that body have not in

recent years shown a spirit so accommodating or a

degree of self-sacrifice in the cause of true art such

as to raise a hope that they would grant hospitality

to any work so great in every sense of the word as

those just mentioned. We might in such case lack

for a season some few of the technically remarkable
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and otherwise inspiriting productions of cortiiiii in- from boing shown at the Grosvonor Gallery, where

defatigablo members of the Academy wliom it is they eould not fail to produce a profound impression.

LA FAMILLE DU PKCUEUK.

(Painkd by P. Fuvia dc Chaeanncs.)

unnecessary here to enumei-atc. In the meantime ^r. Puvis de Cliavannes was born at Lyons on

there is nothing to prevent smaller and less represen- the 1 Ith December, 18:i4, and was in succession the

tative works, or even, if nothing else can be obtained, pupil of Arv Schcffer and of Couture. He first ex-

a collection of his maguiiieeut studies and drawings, hibited in Paris about the year lS5i, at one of the

297
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minnr o-allorios, the (loovs of tlie Salon l.eiii- ilicn of lievoic conception and proportions. In the fore-

,lo^,.,l Vo him 'as Ihcy were to (instave Courbet, ground, grouped round a huge oleander-tree close

an.l to many other painters who have since won upon the banks o£ a running stream, arc seen in

It js foreign to our present various attitudes young warriors, big-limbed and

ith respect to his long-haired, some nude, and some half draped, and

wearing their arms. A woman, over whom bends a

shepherd clad in leopard-skins, milks a goat, while

another nndraped female fig'iire offers a basket piled

to a x-onnix man who sits on the

the highest renown, it is

purpose ill enter into details wi

artistic training or the earlier and more hesitating

steps of his career, or to give particulars as to his

l)rivate life : this is in his case the less necessary,

as the man is all absorbed in the artist, and desires high with grapes t

only to live and to be known to posterity through edge of the stream. In the background are youths

his ichicvement engaged in fi'iendly contest on horseback and on

He must be judged chiefly by the grand deco- foot, and beyond, closing in the picture on either

ratlve works of his maturity," executed during the side, are steep rocks, clothed half-way with rich

last twenty-five years, and from these there may l)e verdure, between which appears, walled in liy them

specially singled out for notice :—The great series

of designs, " Le Repos," " Le Travail," " La Paix,"

" La Guerre," and " Picardia," all now in the Musee

de Picardie, at Amiens ; the series of frescoes at the

Pantheon illustrative of the early life of St. Gene-

vieve; the great " Ludus pro Patria," also painted

for Amiens; and the grand decoration already re-

ferred to, "Le Bois Sacre Cher anx Arts et aux

Muses." These are perhaps his greatest and most

complete achievements, and may be taken as most

representative of his manner and mode of thought.

The cycle of designs at Amiens is one of the most

important and original decorative works executed

by a modern painter. It is a painted epic of

humanity, in which are set forth, with perfect

simplicity and dii-ectness, yet with ideal grandeur

a narrow winding valley. All here breathes calm,

security, and happiness without alloy, yet pure and

untainted, and without a trace of orgie or sensuality.

"La Guerre" (executed in 1861) is, both in its

scheme of colour and conception, in complete con-

trast with the c(impanion pictures. Female captives

are seen crouching near the shattered trunk of a tree,

and in another group two old men lament, over the

corpses of their slaughtered children, while apart a

man struggles in the throes of the death-agony, and

two exhausted oxen stretched on the ground breathe

their last : beyond three mounted warriors sound an

alarm. The " Picardia " is, as beseems the subject,

conceived in a homelier and less exalted, yet equally

poetic and comprehensive spirit. It is an embodi-

ment of the industries and attributes of the province

human life.

"Le Repos" (executed in 1864) shows as its main

group an old man, who, seated on a mound over-

shadowed by a willow on the margin of a lake, de-

claims verses to an intently listening group. Beyond,

and the largest generalisation, four great phases of of Picardy, realised by their actual presentment in

a simplified and typical form : the whole as usual

framed in a landscape of superb breadth and beauty.

The crowning achievement of the painter must,

however, be deemed the scries of frescoes at the

Pantheon (completed in 1877) illustrating the early

in the near distance, is a second group, composed of youth of the patron saint of Paris, St. Genevieve.

It is here especially that M. Puvis de Chavannes

reveals himself as a master of decorative art, and a

creative artist capable of grappling with the most

elevated themes in a spirit worthy of them, and of

rendering them with the noblest ]iathos and sim-

plicity. These frescoes represent, in three di\isions

separated by the half pillars which project from the

walls of the church, scenes from the childhood of the

saint. In the first, she kneels a little child clad in a

simple drapery of white, absorbed in adoration before

a rude cross which she has fixed to the trunk of a

tree. The two other divisions form in reality one

sul)je<-t only. In the larger the Bishops St. Germain

of Auxcrre and St. Loup of Troyes, journeying on

their way to England, flicrc to combat the Pelasgian

hcrcsv, have arrived in tlie environs of Nanterre;

aiiKinL;- the devout crowd of men, women, and cliildrcn

who have come out to meet tjiem is the cliild

(ienevieve. St. Germain, with whom is St. Loup,

shepherds and women who watch a little child essay-

ing its first footsteps. In the liackground is a pros-

pect of richly wooded mountains. " Le Travail

"

(executed in 18()1.) shows four different groups. In

tlie foreground wood-cutters are seen chop])ing tree-

trunks; in the middle distance is the main group of

five herculean nude figures working at an anvil
;

hevoiid is a hdiourer, and to the right in the fore-

ground a]ipi'ars a woman, lying fm a couch of fern,

to whom another older woman presents a new-born

infant : the background shows the ocean fringed

willi roeks. Il would be imiiossilili' to jtresent UKU-e

vividlv, or with more sympathy and breadth of con-

eei>1ioii and stvle, the great jihases of human labour

liere realised in llie most direct and natural fashion,

uitlioul .Mnv oi' the eiimlirous maehinerv of alk'-

^ories and |iei-sonirie:ii ions I'or which this and the

coiiipaiiion sulijects might easily have L'urnished a

pretext. " La I'aix " (executed in IS(il) is an idyll
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stands in the centre ol' llie iiidurc,

jilar-ed in benediction on Ikt liead. S

him with reverential yet eoniiwsed

aViout tlie central grou]), clad in

draperies ol' siini)le line and fold,

kneel women who have Ijrought

forward their children to l>ray,

some with I'aees npturned in de-

vout contemplation, some bowed

and absorbed in prayer. Beyond

is a landscape of the most ])eaee-

ful beauty; farther still is a walled

town of primitive aspect. In the

last division is seen a boat manned

by foui" semi -nude figures, on

which the bishops are about to

embark, while in the middle dis-

tance the figure of a sick person,

supported by two men, emerges

from a but to invoke relief from

the healing- powers of the holy

men. The whole work is highly

typical of the painter, and exhibits

in a marked form his best quali-

ties, and also, it must be said,

the (b-awbacks wbieli to a certain

extent explain the criticisms to

which be has been subjected. The

execution is, technically speaking,

broad, simple, and direct, as befits

work of this type. The colouring

must be pronounced, of its pecu-

liar kind, exquisitely'well balanced

and harmonious, if once we admit

the painter's scbeme, whieli is to

eschew as much as possible the

contrast and relief afforded by

his rii;lit hand groinids, which constitute so essential a part of

he liHiks lip til worlds, arc unsurpassed for simple majesty of i

mien. Kiiuiid harnKins •<[' coldur, and ])athetic suggestiveness.

Ins

ine,

and

opposm£ masses of light and

shade, and to give to his subjects

a gentle, even, and widespread

illumination. Combined with

masses of white and with ilcsh-

tones delicate and wan in tint,

the painter employs with extra-

ordinary skill and effect all slu-ules

of blue and its kindred tones, from

the deepest violet to the palest

lilac, using red and hues akin to it

only in a modified and deadened

form, shorn of their full splendour,

and as a rule not in large masses.

Few will be found to deny the

mastery with which he combines

these elements, and oljtains from

them tlieir fullest and most legiti-

mate effect. The landscrajje back-
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al)ovo all lor tlie way in which they are inJissoluhly

linkeil lo llie scenes which they frame and conijtlete.

In Ilic work now under consideration nothing ciudd

he more harmonious or grouped with more exquisite

art than tlu> central

composition just

descrihed. Here

any too promi-

ni'ut display oi

science would have

been obtrusive and

out of place : the

im])ression of holy

calm and ])eace

w h i c h i t w a s

sought to convey

would have been

destroyed. The
painter has, how-

ever, succeeded in

eom])Osing his

group with such

jierfect yet well-

dissembled skill,

that no thought of

effort or of artifice

enters the mind of

the spectator.

In the draw-

ing', here as else-

where in mcjst of

his later and more

r e ]) r e s e n t a t i v e

works, the painter

has, so far as can

be judged from a

comjiarison of his

studies with his

finislied designs,

(Iclilicrately elimi-

nated all detail in

the delineation of

facial expression,

ill the representa-

tion of the human
form, and even in

the folds and ad-

justment of the

draperies, which

accordinij' to his

of the human form; and it is this which has caused

it to be said and often repeated that M. Puvis de

Chavannes cannot draw, and has adopted his ])resent

system to hide deficiencies of training, thongh some

of the works at

Amiens already de-

scribed are the best

proof of the con-

trary. The series

of drawings by the

master shown at

the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts must

surely have given

the coiijj lie f/rdce

to this theory.

These magnificent

studies, for the

most ]iart exe-

cuted in "san-

guine," are ad-

mirably correct

and harmonious in

line, and show a

breadth and splen-

dour of style such

as we are accus-

tomed to meet with

only in the finest

drawings of the

early maturity of

the Italian Re-

naissance. Two
studies from the

nude, here repro-

duced, though of

less imi^ortance,

amply suffice to

show the noble

harmony of line,

combined with jier-

fect truth and vital-

ity, wdiich marks

the painter's style

of dranghtsman-

shij). Apart from

the technical ques-

tion (which, how-

ever, esjiecially in

art of such aim and

A STUDY.

{Dnvra bij r. rnvis i}c Chavannes.)

view woidd detract from the c])ic bi'cadth ami gene- jiretensions, is of the highest importance), although

ralisrd character .of his creations, and impart to the effects realised by the process above described

llic'in an aspect too realistic and too individual. In are often in their ultra-simplicity jirofoundly impres-

Ihis process of generalisation results are certainly sive, it must be owned that there is much matter

often attained which are akin to defective, or rather for regret in this persistency in carrying to an ex-

to insulllcient drawing, especially in the rendering treme jwint the generalised rendering of the human
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{I'aMcd hy Leon Connat.)
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lace and rurin, the result Leiiiy to impart to them an

impersonal cliaraeter, wliicli, even in sul)jects sueli as

those ait'eeteil by M. Puvis de Cliavannes, robs them

ol' iiaU' their sii;Miilieanee and charni; and cannot he

deemed essenlia.1 to the due expression oL' the painter's

intentions. The result, too, is sometimes an apjiear-

ance oP studied archaism, a seeming imitation nf

the suljliine hut primitive art of Giotto and his fol-

lowers, of which the painter is himself nnconsciotis,

but which detracts from the high position his works

sluudd take as original creations of elevated type and

jiurposc. Raphael in the Stanzo of the Vatican,

and ^Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel, in works

the most vastly comjirehensive, the most abstract in

conception that the world has seen, and yet the

most essentially lumian, because they portray what is

most noble and enduring in humanity, have proved

once and for ever that such a system pushed to its

extreme limits is not a necessary element in the

exposition of the vastest and most exalted themes.

They have shown that the most marked individuality

in the types represented and the highest technical

perfection and finish do not detract from, but add to,

the grandeur and lofty simplicity indispensable for

the adequate treatment of such subjects.

j\.mong the later works of the master, the " Ludus

pro Patria," which gained the ^ledaille d'llonnenr at

the Salon of 1882, and the finished cartoon for which

was exhibited in 1880, should be specially noticed. It

is a noble composition of oblong shape and vast pm-
jiortidus, in which are represented grou2)S of semi-nude

male figures, some competing in throwing the javelin,

some engaged in other warlike exercises, while others

j)rcpare for the friendly contest ; further groups of men
and women are seen reclining in attitudes of repose

on the ground, or standing, contemplate the scene.

This is one of the most characteristic examples of the

artist's method, and carries his jirinciples to a p(jint

even more extreme than tlie frescoes at the Pantheon.

As a jHU'cly decorative work the latest production of

the painter, the " Bois Sacre Cher aux Arts et aux

Muses," is certainly his greatest achievement, though,

from the nature of the subject, it has necessarily less

than usual of the luuuan and pathetic element, which,

notwithstanding their abstract character, is so pro-

minent in all his works. This jiicture has been so

recently and frequently noticed that a detailed de-

scription is scarcely necessary. The miMe figures of

the Muses and Arts are delineated with the usual

severe simplicity in the rendering of form and adjust-

ment (if draperies : they are broken up into distinct

groups, seemingly natural and unforced in arrange-

ment, yet designed with admirable art. In the

centre is the fragment of an Ionic temple, fl;inked

on one side by a large ])ool all golden with the re-

llected rays of the setting sun. Two draped female

figures lluat with an im])erce))tible motion through

the still evening air. Thi' landscape, which gladdens

the eye with its contrasts of ])urple and pale gold,

shows huge upright trees of nol.ile shape and gently

swelling woods, with a background of mountains of

mystic as[)eet, whose hues vary from a faint blue

to a deep violet ; it produces an effect not easily to

be forgotten, which e\en somewhat overshadows,

both in interest and decorative effect, the finely har-

monised groups of figures. The design here given is

the reproduction of a study by the artist, wdiich, how-

ever, in some respects differs from the finished work.

A fine specimen of the aims and manner of the

master, although on a less extensive scale than the

great works above described, is the " Famille du

Pecheur," here engraved (painted in 1875). Accord-

ing to his wont, M. Puvis de C^avannes has in this

picture sought to give, not a representation of a

fisherman's family only, but in some sense a synthesis

of the entire humble world typified, from the infant

who crawls among the pebbles seeking for shells, to

the nobly-representative figures of the father and

mother, and that of the grandfather, a majestic yet

touching type of old age, who lies taking his well-

earned repose in the hull of a boat. Nothing could

more clearly illustrate the style and principles of

the artist, as it has been sought to exjilain them in

connection with his main works; farther comment

on the picture is indeed, under tlie circumstances,

unnecessary. There may further be mentioned the

decorative piece, " Doux Pays," exhibited in 1882,

and now in its place on the staircase of M. Bonnat s

house : it derives additional interest from the fact

that it was executed Ijy j\I. Puvis de Cliavannes in

exchange for the admirable and jierfectly truthful

])ortrait of the painter by !M. Bonnat, \vhicli is now

in possession of the former artist, and is by his

permission here reproduced.

The art of ]\I. Puvis de Cliavannes, though in

his imaginative designs he has never approached

purely modern subjects, and indeed but rarely (as in

the Pantheon frescoes) any which can said to belong

to a special time or place, is yet in one sense dis-

tinctly modern : he is a painter-poet of a temi)era-

meiit such as only his century could have produced,

and most of all in the element of peculiar melancholy

which he often unconsciously infuses even into his

most abstract conceptions. This quality is with him

the result of the broad human sympathies which

form the basis of his artistic nature. His patlietic

power, though it is the outcome of his time, is yet

distinctly his own ; it has neither the tragic intensity

of Jean-FranijMis Millet, nor on the other hand has

it anything in common with tlie languorous despair

and want of real kinship with humanity which

marks the works of our Burne Joiies and his school.
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It is melanelioly of a quality wliidi does not shut

out hope, and consorts well with the painter's true

ideality and noble aspirations. Nothing could hotter

illustrate our meaning' than a comparison oi: his

[u-ofoundly sad yet not despairing dreamer, the

very admirable " Pauvre Pecheur," with the figui'e,

grandly tragic in its abasement and utter lack of

hope, of Millet's " Le Vigneron " (a work which

r(>cently appeared at the lilcole des Beaiax-Arts), in

which is tyjiified with even greater intensity the toil

and anguish which are the inheritance of humanity.

Both works are, however, pre-eminently the products

of modern thought and feeling, and could hardly have

been conceived in any other age.

Like many other innovators, who feeling tliey have

something new to say, choose to say it in a strange

and unfamiliar way, M. Puvis de Chavannes was

at the commencement of his artistic career derided

as a fantastic visionary of a mild type, to whom on

account of the comparatively innocuous nature of

his productions a certain amount of contemptuous

toleration was to be accorded. Recalling the career

of other and even greater men than he : Eugene

Delacroix, detested and persecuted by Ingres and his

followers; Millet, whose sublime types were in his

earlier time deemed rude, coarse, and uncouth ; and

Corot, who at one time could not even obtain for

his landscapes access to the Salon : M. Puvis de

Chavannes has, however, persevered, serenely un-

daunted, nay, even perhaps too little affected by
genuine criticism. To-day, in the face of the mag-
niticent works with which he has enriched France,

the painter is on too high a pedestal for criticism

of the merely contemptuous kind, and his critics are

accordingly compelled to take up a different position.

None now attempt entirely to deny his immense

talent and pre-eminence in decorative art, nor the

loftiness and simplicity of his conceptions. I5nt

other means of attack must be found ; for is he

not, with MM. Baudry, Jules Lefebvre, and a few

otliei's, the chief and most imposing barrier to the

inrushing tide of realism, which, no longer content

to occupy its proper and legitimate place in the fields

of genre, portrait, and landscape, would now invade

the precincts of the highest decorative art? It

is a fact that a serious attempt is being made to

substitute for such noble and appropriate works as

those devised by the painter for the museum at

Amiens, and by M. Baudry for the foi/er of the

(irand Opeiu, productions in the style exhibited

•by ]\I. (xcrvex in his highly dexterous, but nu'an,

unjileasant, and unornamental canvases devist»d lor

the decoration of one of the Parisian ^lairies (one of

which series has been recently seen in London), or

eccentric experiments like the curious diptych of

M. Besnard, " La Maladie— La Convalescence
"

(exhibited at this year's Salon), a strange half-

decorative, half-realistie work, in which it has been

sought to assimilate the two opposing styles. A
well-known Parisian critic has recently, in noticing

the last work of M. Puvis de Chavannes—the " Bois

Sacre"—delivered himself somewhat to the follow-

ing effect :
" We recognise his great ability as a

designer and colourist, but he seeks iiere to represent

what he has never seen, and what we, the inhabitants

of France, and not of the Vale of Tempe, neither

want any longer, nor understand. We ask for some-
thing newer and more modern in typo and concep-

tion, more completely in sympathy with otu- humanity
of to-day and its wants." Such a theory might have

its weight as applied to genre, landscape, and even

to historical subjects, l)ut surely, as applied to the

highest decorative and ideal art, it contains a fallacy

as huge as can be conceived. All true art—especially

the highest—must doid)tless be based and built on

nature ; but must it not also proceed, if it lay claim

to the name of art, by way of selection, by searching

out in nature its noblest, truest, and most essential

elements, while neglecting such as from their merely

accidental and temporary nature are unworthy of

being perpetuated? Is not this the way in which

the greatest masters of decorative art, Giotto, (Ihir-

landajo, Michelangelo, and Raphael, proceeded ? and
would not the world have been poorer by its greatest

treasures—the Frescoes of Assisi, the Sistine Chapel,

the Cartoons, and the Stanze of the Vatican—if

these, the great pioneers of art, who studied humanity

and nature with a closeness and an ardent sympathy

never to be stn-passed, had proceeded to represent

only the accidental realities and merely outward

appearances of the every-day world, as it appeared

to the indifferent and the uninitiated? Is there

not in the conceptions of the great men whom we
have just cited, and of those who follow in their

footsteps, a wider and more real sympathy, a truer

reflection of humanity in all that is most lasting

and essential, than can be afforded by the representa-

tion of subjects which may for the present age have

a certain meaning, but to other generations can have

little or none ?

It is not therefore to be argued that ^L I'livis de

Chavannes, or even greater than he, are to be exempt
from earnest and thoughtful criticism, or are to be

a]iproachcd in that attitude of prostrate adoration

which is so mistaken and often so fatal to true art.

In his case such a position is especially to be ilepre-

cated, for it must be admitted, even by those who
regard his art, as we do, as of the finest cpiality,

that by a mistaken and too rigid fidelity to his main
principles he has sacrificed some part of his artistic

power 'and means of expression, and, by the ultra-

simplicity of his finished works, has missed a portion
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of the very effeet at which he aims. Is it too much to most complete, maiiit'estatioii ol' the art of modern

hope that in some crowning creations he will allow France. He must take rank with the greatest painters

his ma<''nificent powers full scope, awl—in this of this century, as one who has achieved great and

r-N s'^i ^^ -'^ >fc'

-^'-*-.

A STUDY.

{Dra't-n hii P, Puvis de Charatni'S.)

following the chiefs of the greatest period of Italian lasting things, whose aims have alwavs been lofty

art—will give to his art that indivi<lualised charae- and noble, and who has borne high the banner of

ter and completeness which he at present to some the ideal and the essentially true, at a time when
extent deliberately sacrifices. As it is, his accom- the ojiposition was most jiowerful and the danger

plished work is perhaps the highest, if hardly the most pressing. Claude Phillips.

"PAETING."
From the Pi< tvee by Huoo Koxio.

THE thousand and one paintings, familiar to pic-

ture seers, setting forth every sort of "parting"

and " meeting" under the sun, have perhaps taught

them to expect a more jiersonal savour, a somewhat
higher note of individual human interest than Hcrr
Konig has struck in his " Parting," which looks as

like "Passing." A soldier on horseback, all accoutred

for the road, is slowly fording a shallow stream.

On the bank above—and looking very far ntf

—

stands a strong peasant girl, shouldering a st'\the,

whilst a little child peeps at him over the palings.

It is rather as though two opposite phases of life

had brushed sides for a moment and sundered, than

a distinct suggestion of such refrains as

—

" She was a village maiden,

He was a warrior bold."

The gay horseman does not look as if he had stolen

away from pure sentiment for a last furtive look at

his sweetheart. Yet somehow there is left on the

mind a sense of hiss, a general impression of vague

peace with dulness, a monotonous round of work after

the hurried irruption of gaiety and love-making.
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(From (?ic Picttiie t/y liurjc Awiiy.)
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THE EOMANCE OF AET.

A FAMOUS GEM.

MONG the priceless

treasures of that vast

and sjileiiJid collec-

tioiij the Museum ut

Naples, there is a

gem wliich has a pe-

euliar claim on our

interest, not only be-

cause of the size and

the men of the Renaissance iirst looked on tlie won-

ders of that old world now at length revealed to their

dazzled eyes. " At that time," Jie says, " I set in

gold a cornelian of the size of a walnut in its shell,

carved by some aiHiient master with three admirable

figures, and inscribed in old characters with the let-

ters of Nero's name. The figures represented on this

cornelian were thi-ee in number : an old man sitting

on a rock in a lion's skin, with his hands bound to

beauty of the stone a bare tree ; and a child at his feet looking up in-

and tlie admirable quiringly at a youth holding a roll in his hand, and

style of its engrav- singing to his lyre. These three figures were not en-

ing, but because of graved in our age. They were certainly the work

the important part it played in the great days of of some Greek master (Pagotiles or Polycletus), and

the Italian llenaissanee. It is a cornelian, engraved were as perfect a thing of the kind as I have ever

with the classical myth of Apollo and Marsyas, and seen." He then proceeds to describe the gold orna-

originally belonged to Nero, with whose name it is nient which he carved
—"with great ddigence "—as

inscribed, and by whom it is said to have been used its framework, and wliich "S'asari pronmuices to have

been a work no less ])erfect and beautiful than the

intaglio of the stone itself. Its original shape was
as a seal.

Many are the hands through which this famous

gem has passed, many the generations of great artists

and illustricnis men wlio have wondered at its beauty

and at different times have been connected with its

history. In the early days of the Florentine Renais-

sance, when the revival of classical learning made

(ireek marbles and lironzes the objects of passionate en-

thusiasm, when Donatello traA'elled all the way to Cor-

tona to look at a relief, and it broke ^lantegna's heart

to part from his behived " Faustina," these graven

gems ])ossessed an inestimable value both for artists

and scholars. From these jierfect and exipiisitely-

retained, and the handle of the seal was formed by

the wings of a dragun, crouched among delieately-

caryed ivy leaves, \yith head hjwered and neck

exalted.

Thus enriched, the cornelian passed iuto the

hands of the Magnificent Lorenzo, who counted

it among his most precious treasures, and showed

the pride he felt in its possession by causing his

own name, " Laur : JNIed
:

" to be carved round

_^the stone. Great was the celebrity which Nero's

seal acquired among that brilliant circle of poets

finished examples of (Ireek and Roman art, the student and philosophers who met in the Palazzo of the

could learn how to handle the myths of Hellas in the Via Larga, where all that was keenest in wit and

true classical spirit, and could by their aid often com- finest in taste gathered muud the festive board

plete the im])erfect knowledge derived from mutilated to discuss Platonic subjects or to hear Politiano's

statuary. In these days our cornelian chanced to epigrams and Lorenzo's songs. Sandro Botticelli,

f;ill into the hands of Giovanni de' Medici, a son of the Magnificent's favourite painter, introduced the

Cosimo, wlio had inherited the Medicean love of art, gem into one of his portraits, now preserved in the

and who, aware of the value of his new possession, jNIuseum of Frankfort, as worn on the neck of a

entrusted it to one of the first artists in Florence, maiden supposed to have belonged to the Medici race.

Lorenzo Ghiberti, then already illustrious as the And Litta, in his " Annals of Illustrious Families,"

maker of the Bajitistery Gates. Ghiberti, who was gives an impression of a medal which bears the head

as excellent a goldsmith as he was a sculptor, under- of Pope Paul III. on one side, and is graced on the

took to carve it a gold setting, and has left us in his other with an accurate reproduction of the famous

" Commentaries " a minute description of the cor- cornelian.

nelian, which he vastly admired. His artist-eye at The enigma of the three mysterious figures which

ouce pcrci'ixed in it a "cosa rara," and his delight in so sorely puzzled Ghiberti's brain was easily solved by

its beaut ilnl \\-(irkuiansliip, together with his complete Lorenzo de Medici's more learned contemporaries, and

ignorance of the subject represented, afford a good the myth thus represented now became a ])0])ular

illustration of the naive attitude of mind in which suljject with painters and sculptors, who, following
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till' fasliion of tlio day, smi<;-lit in paij^'au ilicnics

a wiilor scope t'oi' thu oxpi'L'ssion of tlioir fancy.

Dante's allusion to the fable of Apollo and Mavsyas,

in the invoeation at the opening' of his Paradise, had

invested the old myth with a mystic meaninj^ :

" Entra nel petto mio, e spira tue,

Si come quande Marsia traesti,

Bella vagina clello membra sue."

Tlie Greek legend which had originally referred to

tlie contest between the citharredic and aula-die styles

of music, the one associated with the Dorian worshiji

of A]i(illo, the other with the Plnygian rites paid

at Cybele's shrine, was now regarded as an allegory

signifying the triumph of spirit over matter, and the

satyr, freed by the lieavenly might of Apollo's song

from the trammels of this mortal coil, was held to be

the symbol of birth to the new and higher life. To

that later generation whieli saw the glories of the

Renaissance, the myth engraved on the ^ledici gem

became a type of the victory of true art over false, of

revived culture over the ignorance and barbarism of

the dark ages ; while the child at Apollo's feet, look-

ing up in his face at the sound of that wondrous

music, was an apt emblem of an age that listened

spell-bound to the entrancing tales of joy and beauty

now first breaking on its astonished ears. Considered

under this aspect, the fable of Apollo-^NIarsyas was

naturally a favourite theme with Renaissance artists;

and it is no wonder that it recurs so constantly in

the graphic and plastic achievement, the i)aintings

and statuary, the bronzes and majolica of the period.

It was one of the subjects chosen to decorate that

sanctuarv of the best antique and contem]iorary art,

the boudoir known as the tirotto of Isabella d'Este,

in the I'alace of ^Mantua. Corrcggio, the one of all

Renaissance artists who entered most fully into the

spirit of pagan myths, painted it several times over,

and at least one Apollo and Marsyas from his hand,

a panel originally intended for the lid of a harjisi-

ehord, is now to be seen in the Hermitage at St.

Petersl)\irg.

One of the finest dishes of I'rbino ware in the

Fountaine Collection recently sold at Clu'stie's had

for its subject Apollo playing and Marsyas bound to

a tree, with the Feast of the Gods in the <londs

above, taken, it is said, from a design by Raphael,

and decorated all round with the most lovely

arabesques of pearly white on a rich blue ground,

after the fashion of the workers in this excpiisite

faience. But of all the works of art which illustrate

the old Greek myth, and which directly or indirectly

owe their origin to Lorenzo de' iledici's noble gem,

the most beautiful is that picture formerly attributed

to Rapliael, which last year excited so much con-

troversy among art-critics. In this painting, well

known to residents in Rome as the property of

Mr. Morris Moor(>, but recently acquired by the

French (jovernmenf and j)laced in the Salon Carre,

the actual contest between the rivals is represented.

They stand opposite to each other. On one side,

Apollo, radiant in his god-like might and beauty,

liis wavy locks fresh from Castalian dews, his right

arm resting on his side, looks, with a strange expres-

sion of mingled pity and wonder, at the rival who has

dared to challenge him—the Immortal. His .song is

ended, his lyre hangs from the stum]i of a tree,

and the bow and shafts of the Far-Darter lie idle at

his feet. Opposite, Marsyas, a lu'onzed and fawny

figure, sits piping on a stone, blindly confident in his

own powers, and all-unconscious of the serene scorn

with which the Sun-God looks down upon him. At

his feet the poisonous belladonna springs up in the

grass, in marked contrast to the laui'cl growing by

Apollo's side; and in the sky a hawk is chasing a

pheasant. Behind the figures the sweet Umbriaii

landscape, of green slopes and windiu;;- river and

castle-crowned heights, tells us of itself that this

graceful work was painted by an artist from the

hill-country of Perugia.

Probably the great Unduiau master to whom it

seems most reasonable to assign this jiii'fure was

familiar with the Medici cornelian ; that his yet

greater scholar was so is certain. For in the Loggia

of the Vatican the group described by (ihibcrti is

almost exactly reproduced, and we see it again, with

a slight variation, on the ceiling of the Stanza della

Scgnatura. In this room, where Theolony^ Law,

Poetry, and Philosophy, the four sciences by which

man seeks after divine truth, are embraced in one

grand scheme, and where the divines and law-givers,

the poets and ])hilosophers of all ages, meet in fii\ir

immortal groups, the angles of the vault are filled

with fiiur sajiplementary pictures, forming as it were

the connecting link between the great mural ])aint-

ings and the frescoes of single allegorical figures on

the ceiling. Here, then, the fable of Ajiollo and Mar-

syas found its place as an emblem of the vict'ory of

immortal song between the Parnassus where Apollo,

crowned with laurel and surronuded by the poets of

Greece and Italy, poiu's forth his divine melody, and

the Poetry who, r(jbed in sapphire hues and throned

on the clouds of heaven, insjjires mortals with strains

of celestial birth. Here two shepherds staml be-

tween the god and the satyr: the one, armed with

his avenging knife, by the tree to which Marsyas is

bound ; the other placing the laurel crown on the

brows of Ajjollo, who a])pcars, as in the gem, seated,

lyre in hand. Thus Ra])hael used the old Greek

myth to suit his purpose, and painted it on tlur

Vatican ceiling, to be seen by all future generations

who should climb the stairs of the royal palace to

wonder at his masterpieces.
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Tho Greek £>'em from whieh he tirst inspired his two memorable epoehs of the world's story^ adorned

imagination passed dwiiy from Florence after these the Golden House of Nero and the palace of Lorenzo

days out of the hands of the Medici, and came, in all

probability, with the Farnese treasures into the royal

collection at Naples. Of its story we know no more:

but there it remains in the rich stores of cameos and

inta«li preserved in the Camera dei Oggetti Preziosi;

and there we can see for ourselves the g'em which, at

tlie ^Magnifieent, the precious stone—the "cosa rara"

—which was set by (ihiberti, and copied Ijy the

divine Raphael.

" Tout passe. L'art robuste

Seul a reternite."

Julia Cartwright.

HATFIELD HOUSE.— II.

AT the eastern and western cuds of the Presence

-XA- Gallery are the Winter Drawing-Room, or

the great chamber of King James, and the Library.

Each is sixty feet long and twenty-seven feet wide.

The Winter Drawiug-Room lies to the east at the

top of the Grand Staircase. It is the most gorgeous

but not the most beautiful room in the house. The

Florentine ceiling, enriched by elaborate and very

beautiful pendants, was originally, like the fret ceil-

ing (pf the Gallery, plain white. Of late years, how-

ever, the more pjrominent features have been gilded.

and the remaining portions brilliantly coloured. The

cii'ect is dazzling in the extreme. The original white

was, perhaps, somewhat bare, but there are very few

rooms, however lai'ge and lofty, which will bear

decoration in gold and colours. Here all is gor-

geous. Relief is only to be got by looking out of

window. Like the ceiling, the carpet is a mass of

colour ; it is of Elizabethan design, worked in gold

and blue, scarlet and In'own. The deep crimson of

the velvet chairs and sofas, and the heavy gilding

of the furniture, add to the general richness. The

ilAlFILLD UuU.-L.—VII. : liili LIBI;iI;v.
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sis chandeliers of Elizabetliau patlern are likowise Riehmoiul's portrait of the present Lady Sahsbiiry

^rilt, and even the fire-dog's are silvered. The white and lier eldest sou, Lord Cranbouruej aud so forth,

satin window-curtains are a slij^ht relief, but it is In a "'lass case are Queeu Elizabeth's hat, and the

the relief of richness by richuess. Here, luxurious, yellnw silk stockings presented to her by Sir Thomas

but inappropriate, is one of Earl William's marble Gresham, said to be the first jJair of silk hose brought

HAiriELD HOUSE.—VIII.: M.KNTtL I.V TilK WISTIK IiIi.VWIXG-EOO.M.

cliiiiiney-pieees (viii.). In the central niche above

it is a life-size statue of James I. Around the room

runs a dado formed of encaustic tiles, which bear

monograms, the Cecil motto, " Sero sal serio," and

the device of the Garter. Some of the finest por-

traits which the house contains hang here : a beauti-

ful Sir Joshua, the portrait of Mary Amelia, Lady
Salisbury, the grandmotlier of the present ^larquess

;

to England ; with James I.'s watcii ami walking-

stick, and Lord Salisbury's jewel and badge as a

Knight of the Garter. The great folding-doors are

of polished oak, and the panels are picked out and .

ornamented in gold.

The LiliraiT (vii.), in the western wing, is reached

from the AVinter Drawing-Room, through the Long
Gallery. As all libraries should be, it is plain and
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sol)oi-, (lie In-own wainscotin.o' and the varied l.;ind-

iiigs <il' the hoolcs pleasantly relieving the coved

ceiling emblazoned with coats of arms. Over the

chimney-piece is a portrait bust, inniosaic of Italian

marbles, of Lord-Treasurer Cecil. It was the work

of an Italian sculptor, who received his commission in

1608 from Sir Henry Wotton, at tliat time English

ambassador at Venice. The tall oakoii presses con-

tain a large and fine collection of books, ancient and

modern, in various languages, alphabetically arranged;

while in barred and locked divisions between the

shelves re]iose the long series of volumes of the

famous Cecil Papers. Within these volumes are the

most glowing and pregnant materials for the history

of England from the reign of Henry VIII. to the

middle of the reign of James I. There is told, witb

the graphic touches of historians writing the history

which they themselves have made, the story of Eng-

land during the most wonderful of centuries. These

thirteen thousand letters, penned by the principal

actors in the events of that hundred years, detail,

with all the authority of personal narratives, the

crimes and conspiracies, the loves and hates, the

hopes and fears, of scores of the men and women
who are the great names in the history of the

times:—Edward VI., Elizabeth, :\Iary Stuart, Cathe-

rine de Medicis, Henri Quatre, Wolsey, Bacon, Essex,

Raleigh, Sir Fulke Greville, Sir Thomas Overbnry,

and scores besides. The mere catalogue of the collec-

tion fills scores of folio pages in one of the reports of

the Royal Commission upon Historical Manuscripts.

The sad story of Arabella Stuart, the true tales of

tlie Gunpowder Plot and the Raleigh Conspiracy,

the mighty romance of how we prepared for the

Armada, are to be found in this pleasant room, look-

ing out ujion the trim and formal privy garden of

the early Seventeenth (^entury. In the library there

are also some early illuminations. Among them are

William of Malmesbury's and Roger de Hoveden's

English Chronicles, and a very beautiful manuscript

with an illuminated miniature of Henry VII. The
more recent manuscripts of historical rather than

paliEographical interest include a treatise on coun-

cils by Archbishop Cranmer ; Sir Robert Cecil's

draft of the proclamation declaring the accession

of James VI. to the English crown; the "forty-

two articles" of Edward VI., with his autograph;

the original depositions in the divorce proceedings

against the "Flanders mare"—plain, austere Anne
of Cleves ; Norfolk's letter-book, containing copies

of his letters ujion the affairs of Mary Stuart;

together with a mass of most interesting papers re-

lating to every ])hase of European history in the

Elizabethan time.

From the Library access is obtained to the rooms
in the western wing. An elm staircase, very finely

carved, leads to these rooms from the ground lloor.

This wing was, in 1835, almost entirely destroyed

by a fire which originated in Lady Salisbury's dress-

ing-room. The unfortunate lady, who had reached a

considerable age, perished in the flames. The whole

of the wing was carefully restored, and a portrait

of the ill-fated Marchioness, in a heavily-gilt oval

frame, has been inserted in the carved woodwork of

the chimney-piece in the room in which she met

her terrible end. The portrait is that of a young

and singularly beautiful girl. The restoration of

the west wing occupied several years. In most of

the rooms the fild oak which was burned has lieen

replaced by panellings of elm, yew, ash, walnut, and

lime. Some little oak was used, and this, as well as

the ash and lime, was all grown upon the estate.

In the eastern wing ave the Billiard-Room, Morn-

ing-Rooms, and other apartments in daily use. They

contain some of the most famous of the Hatfield

portraits :—Raphael's " Laura," the most beautiful

of all; Kneller's "Mrs. Wray;" a "Wellington,"

by Count D'Orsay ; Van Dyck's " Earl and Coun-

tess of Northumberland," " Earl of Pembroke," and

" Earl of Macclesfield," and so on. In the Yew
Room, which is panelled in that wood, is Frederick

Zucchero's famous symbolical portrait of Queen Eliza-

beth, which is known as " The Rainbow Picture."

In her right hand the Virgin Queen holds a raiu-

1.10W, and upon her left hand and arm is coiled a

serj^ent. Her stiff, repellent dress is dotted with

eyes and ears, and the background consists largely

of peacock's wings and feathers. Van Heere's be-

witching portrait of jMary Queen of Scots, at the

age of seventeen, hangs over the white marble chim-

ney-piece in an adjoining room; with a "Henry,

Duke of Suffolk," i)y Mark Garrard; a " Henri "le

Balafre," by Pourbus ; a "Thomas Cecil rst Earl

of Exeter, by Zucchero; a "Mildred Coke," the second

wife of the great Lord Burghley, and the mother

of the iiuilder of Hatfield—a very beautiful portrait,

by a painter imknown, of a woman wrinkled and

blind from age ; a " Robert, Earl of Salisbury,"

by Zucchero, in the insignia of the Garter; and a

charming " Nell G wynn," which looks like Lely.

From the Morning-Room opens the Summer Draw-

ing-Room, which is richly panelled, and has a

marble and alabaster chimney-piece. The elal)orately

decorated organ, removed from the Chapel, occupies a

conspicuous position. The oaken chairs are covered

with painted Sjianish leather, and arc more magnifi-

cent than comfortable. The floor is inlaid with

Dutch parqueterie. A long carved ottoman covered

in painted leather, and a cabinet richly and ornately

carved, are among the artistic " bits " which the room

contains. Zucchero is in great force here, with por-

traits of Lord Burghley and his wife Mildred, and
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their son, the founder o£ the Hatfield Cecils. Here

also is a portrait by Cornelius Jansen of the second

Earl of Salisljury. Tlie windows, in common willi

those (if several of tlie state apartments and the

principal private ones, have been s'^'lazeil with iai'i;-e

sheets of plate t;-l;iss.

The state bedrooms are in the eastern w ini;'. 'I'lie

suite comprises King James's Room, the Cromwell

Room, (iueen Anue's Room, the AVcllinyton Room,
the Queen's Room, and Prince Albert's Room. The

bedstead in the first is heavily carvi'd, and the

(piilt is of cltith of i^-old. The ceilino- is painted

in comj)artments, containinij;' shields repeating- over

and over again the lion of J'higland anil the

g'oldeu lilies of France. The ceilings of all the

state bedrooms are similarly painted, having been

thus decorated in preparation for the visit of Her
-Majesty and Prince Albert in IS 10. The Crom-
well Room was used as

tlie Queen's dressing-

room during her stay

at Ilatilcld. The elabJ-

rately carved and gilded

bedstead was bought as

having been used by

Cromwell during the

Protectorate, but this

is probably his only

connection with the

house. The walls are

hung with old Gobelins,

and the room contains,

as do several of the

state bed-chambers, a

superbly carved oaken

cabinet faced with
Spanish leather. Hat-

field is full of cabinets

anil carven furnishings

of the English Renais-

sance, with many ex-

amples of Spanish and

Flemish work of the

same period. The Wel-
lington Room was used

in 1846 as the Queen's

private sitting - room,

and was made the Prince

of AVales's dressing-

room when he visited

Hatfield in 1879. Here,

as in mo.-t rooms of

the house, the fender

is a fine examjde of the

chaser's art. The Hat-
field fenders are chased HATFIELD HOUSE.—IX,; IN THE VLVEYAED.

with the arms, supjiortcrs, coronet, and crest ol' tlie

manpiisate.

At the fool oi' llie (Irand Staircase is the Winter

Dining-lloom, over whose door is a marble bust

of Lord IJurghlew It is panelled in onk, aiul con-

tains a nundier of portraits which arc wortiiy of

mention. One of these is Richmond's portrait of the

jiresent Lord Salisbury, in the robes of Chancellor of

the University of Oxford. Another is Sir Joshua's

" -Miss Price"—a young girl frisking about with two

lambs—who lived to be the grandmother of Lord

Salisbury on the UKjlher's side. Here, too, is Kneller's

famous " Peter the Cireat," with lieechey's '•George

III.;" a good "Henri IV.;" a "James I.," by

Paul Yansomer, and a " Charles I.," attributed to

the same artist, who, however, since he died in

1();21, could hardly have ]iainted it; iicly's "Nell

Gwynn," and Wilkie's " AVcllington." Hatfield is

exceedingly rich in

liistiirical and i':imily

]iortraits, but of other

j)icturcs there are very

few. This absence of

•nnscellaueous pictures

heljis the historic com-

|ileteni'ss of Lord Salis-

liury's house. It has

undergone much refur-

bishing and some little

alteration since Robert

Cecil, as it neared coni-

jiletion, decided to call

\l Cecil-Hatfield ; but it

is still one of the com-

jiletest and most cha-

racteristic of Eliza-

bethan buildings. The
anachronisms are very

few, and if all the

modern decorations be

not of the most chaste,

there is hardly anything

so glaring as to be

jjositively out of place.

Consistency is unde-

signedly helped, even

by the jiaucity of pic-

tures as distinguished

from portraits; formany
houses of Elizabeth's

day which were rich

in family iiortraits and

groups contained not

a landscajjc, and very

rarely, save ])erhaps in

a home of the ancient
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faitl;, a (Irvotiuiuil ]iictuve. Tapestry bail as yet the house. They are as precise in their way as the vew
hardly had its day, and where there was no arras and privet of the old garden, but much more imlovelv-

HATFIELD HOUSE.—X- : THE AKJIOVKY.

there was the sturdy oaken panellin<j whieli soon

grew dark, and put on fleeting fanciful pictures as

the burning logs leaped ami shimmered and wafted

somewhat of that " odour sweet of cedar-log and

sandal-wood " which the cheaper but less picturesque

coal never gives out. There was thus no great need

for other pictures than the portraits of the good-man

and the mistress of the house. Yet everything at

Hatfield is not Elizabethan, for a portion of it at

least is lighted by electricity.

The landscape gardening at Hatfield (xi.) is a

mixture of old and new. While the western win-

dows Itiok out \\\xm the Privy Garden and the Maze,

bcith of which arc in the jiicturesquely rigid taste of

the early Sixteenth Century, the southern ones look

upon gay and smiling parterres of the patchwork-

quilt order. The Pi'ivy (iardcn belonged to the

old Hat Held Palace, and is very small and seeliuled.

It is square, has a miniature lake in the centre,

is enclosed l)y a trim ]irivet hedge, and contains

four mulljerry trees planted by James I. It has

been ]>reserved with scarcely any alteration from
days when the Hatfield of the Cecils was not. Hard
by are the remains of the palace, whose low
and buttressed west front in red brick is well

preserved

.

Circular flower-beds, as geometrical as a Catherine

wheel, occupy the court facing the southern front of

About half a mile from the house lies a pleasaimce

called the Vineyard, Init originally known as the Dell.

The Vineyard (ix.), which was laid out at the build-

ing of Hatfield, occupies the two banks of the river

Lea, which waters the ])ark. It is a delightful speci-

men of Eliza])ethan gardening, prim, sober, and

sedate. Avenues of yew-trees cut into green towers,

battlements, and l)astions, fortress it round, and cool

and deejily-shaded walks fall slowly to a lawn of the

softest and greenest turf, abutting upon the river.

You have to ferry across the silent water to reach the

ojiposite bank. This charming nook is the apotheosis

of geometry and mathematics as applied to landscape

gardening. The quaint and fantastic arrangement

()f the IClizabethan garden had the same influence

njion the literature of the day as the national power

and glory had uj)on its architecture. Tiie Elizabethan

garden is " rich and rare ;
" but it is not perfect, any

more than the " arrangement" in parterres of a later

age is. Robert Cecil took great pains to make his

garden a rarity. The great of Europe contriljutcd to

its planting. His Most Catholic jNIajesty sent more

than 500 fruit-trees; Mme. La Broderic, the wife

of the French ambassador, sent, at the moderate cost

to his lordship of £7.j, 30,0(10 vines; more vines,

together with cherry-trees and liquorice, came from

others who loved or feared him enough to ask his

acceptance of them. It is curious to know that this
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rutrcat was—it is pleasant and natural to discover

—the production of the sparkling and airy imagi-

nation of a Ereuchman.

The mind which created Hatfield House was a

representative mind in almost eveiy purtieuliir. ]\lany-

sidedness was a characteristic of the quick and eager

spirits of the time, and this mau^'-sideduess extended,

in ample measure, to Kobert Cecil. He was a great

legislator, a cautious and jjrofouud statesman, a man

of no small literary ability, and a graceful if not a

very consistent architect. He 'did not live to enjuy

the stately retirement of the carved and tapestried

chambers of Cecil- Hatfield, and the calm and grate-

ful seclusion of the ^ ineyurd. An eld of slow

deca}' was not for Inm. "Ease and pleasure quake

to hear of death," he sighed in his last moments

;

" but my life, full of cares and miseries, desireth to

be dissolved." J. Pendeuel-Buouiiuhst.

—• S^>t-0+«:Sj—

EAELY SCULPTUKED STONES IN ENGLAND.—I.

b)

NUMBER of early sculptured

stones in the north of England

is very considerable, and their

variety is endless. They differ

from the Scottish stones in be-

ing for the most part jjillars of

rectangular section, usually sur-

mounted when they were perfect

the arms and head of a Latin cross or bv a

" wheel " cross, the latter either solid or with a dis-

engaged wheel. The Scottish stones, on the con-

trary, are large flat stones with crosses sculptured on

them. They differ even more in general ornamenta-

tion, the Scottish stones bearing representations of

hunting scenes and battles, dogs, bears, fish, deer,

boars, monks, and the three mysterious symbols

—

the "elephant," the "spectacles," and the "crescent."

Speaking generally, there is nothing of this kind on

English stones. The evidence points to the Anglian

occupation of Northumbria as the best period of the

English stones, a time when the frequent journeys of

Benet Biscop and Wilfrith had brought all that was

best in Roman and Galliean art to bear upun a pro-

vince which afforded a home to some of the highest

developments of Irish ornamentation.

The first example we take is one of the most

remarkable of all, the great cross which stands

17 feet 6 inches high at Ruth well, in Dumfries-

shire (i.). Being strictly Anglian in character,

it is a relic of the short period during which this

was part of the territory of Northumbria. There

are human figures in panels on two of its sides,

and continuous scrolls of singular beauty on the

other sides, with birds and beasts resting on the

branches and eating the fruit. The panels give

scenes from early Christian history, and are enclosed

by liands which carry Latin sentences in ancient

capitals describing the scenes. On the face shown
in om- cut the lowest panel is defaced; the next

bears the flight into Egyi)t ; the next, Paul the first

hermit and Anlhunv the fiist monk, as shown bv

tlie sentence, " Scs Pavdus et A . . . . fregerunt

paneni in deserto
; " the next, our Lord treading

underfoot the heads of swine, with the inscription,

" Bestise et draeones," &c. ; the highest, the Baptist

with the Lamb. On the ojjposite side are the

Annunciation, the Salutation, &c. There is at the

church of Genoels Eldern, near Limburg, an ivory

book-cover of the Eighth Century, with our Lord

treading on the heads of a lion and a dragon, the

border bearing the inscription, " Conculeabit leonem

et draconem," the other leaf of the cover having the

Annunciation and the Salutation with corresponding-

inscriptions. It is ditficult to believe that the artist

of the one had not seen the other. In neither case

could the workmanship or the grace of the design

be easily surpassed in the present day.

The scrolls which occupy two of the sides are

characteristic of Northumbrian art, and indicate a

very high development of imagination and skill.

Very few persons indeed have an idea of the beauty

and number of the examples of these scrolls which

exist in fragments from the shores of the Eorth to

the banks of the Yorkshire Ouse. This character

must have been impressed upon the Christian art of

the district at a time when the whole region was

ecclesiastically and jxilitically one, that is to say in

the time of the great kings of Northumbria whose

empire reached so far beyond these bounds, or, eccle-

siastically speaking, in the time of Wilfrith. It is

certain that considerable remains of the Roman oc-

cu])ation of Britain existed in that time. Alcuin

boasts of it. The magnificent pavement at Colling-

ham, now in the Hospitium at York, with its scrolls

and heart-sha|ied leaves, and the silver tray now at

Alnwick Castle, with its border of vines and grapes,

are no doubt only sjiecimens of large classes of works

of art left by the Romans, some examples of which

may have been accessible to Anglian artists. "Wil-

frith must have visited the catacombs when he was

at Rome, for they did not cease to be places of pil-

grimage till a century after his time. In the tomb
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of Januarius, discovered in lb5(j, there are serolis

which may well have impressed themselves on his

memory, bearincr birds and birds' nests. In jni^-an

times the people had worshipped rude pillars of stone;

the Saxons worshipped stones and trees; "Wilfrith's

influence and genius may have given to the pe()i)le of

the north these beautiful Christian pillars, setting

forth the Christian story and bearing the tree of life

—sermons in stones. When ho was in the plenitude

of his power he moved about 'his vast diocese with

a great train of workmen, for the performance of

Christian work, and among them cutters in stone are

prominently mentioned. It is an essential part of

this theory that sculptured pillars and crosses—very

probably also sculptured altars for the support of the

little altar or plaque which the itinerant priest carried

with him on his visits to remote districts—were in

ordinary cases prior to the erection of any church on

the spot.

It will be seen at a glance that the great pillar

at Beweastle (ii.), twelve miles north of Lancrcost,

bears a striking resemblance to the lluthwell cross.

In its present condition it stands 14 feet C inches

high. The head was broken off long ago ; nbout

the year 1600 it was sent by "belted Will" to

Lord Arundel, and beyond a descrip-

tion in Camden, with an attempt at

a representation of the Runic in-

scription it bore, nothing has been

heard of it since. It may be re-

marked by the way that the Ruth-

well cross was broken some years

after this (1612) by order of the

General Assembly, as an ancient

object of superstition.

Tiie figures of our Lord on the

twi^ crosses, in each case standing

on the heads of swine, are strikingly

alike. Any one who studies these

figiu-es, and then examines the

sculptures which line the great stair-

case of the British Museum, will

find a resemblance as striking and

very much more remarkable. The
sculptures ai'e from the Amaravati

Tope, on the Kistnah, erected be-

tween 200 and 100 a.d. They re-

present events in the life of Buddha,

and except that Buddha's nimbus is

larger and his feet rest on c\ishions

instead of the heads of swine, it is

not easy to detect differences be-

tween his figure and these. Between
the Ruthwell and the Beweastle

crosses there are two main differ-

ences: first, that on the Beweastle

cross there is a figure with a hawk, presumalilv

some person of whom the cross is a memorial;

and secondly, that on the Beweastle cross there

is a certain amount of " interlacing work." There

is a third and very important difference, connected

with the first, that the Beweastle inscriptions are

entirely ])ersonal, all in runes, while those at Ruth-

well are the Latin sentences already described, and

five stanzas of an Anglo-Saxon poem in runes. Of
the sides of the Beweastle cross not shown in our

second picture, one bears a scroll almost identical

with that shown in the first, and the other five

panels of interlacing work, chetpiers, and scroll-

work.

The deciphering of the Ruthwell stanzas is one of

the most interesting episodes of literary history. The
story is to be found in Stuart's " Sculptured Stones

of Scotland," in Professor G. Stephens's "Northern
Runic ^Monuments," and in the fullest detail in the

magnificent monograph on ihc Kuthwell cross by
the same learned professor, who has deserved so well

of all who care for these unique memorials of a

highly cultivated past, luiicpie in that no other nation

possesses anything at all resembling them. The
poem is the story of the Crucifixion, told in touching

words by the agonised Cross itself,

from the time when it was a grow-

ing tree by the wood-side to the sad

time when

—

" The warriors left me there

Standing defiled with lilood.''

The head of the cross bears the

words, " Caedmon made me." Cacd-

mon began to sing in (jSO. The

Beweastle inscription states that the

pillar was erected to King Alchfrith,

in the first year of King Ecgfrith,

about A.D. 665. On the bands divid-

ing the panels are names of near

relatives of these kings. Alchfrith

was the jiatron of Wilfrith. The

runes are unquestionably Anglian

runes, and some Anglo-Saxon .scholars

say that the grammatical peculiari-

ties are early. Thus everything

points to tlie time of Wilfrith as

the time when these crosses were

first designed. If any student of

English history and of English art

will ask himself at what ]ieriod

later than the commencement of tlu'

Danish invasions these astonishing

monuments can have been designed

and executed, he will find there is

but one answer. There is a vene-

rable relic at Hackness which isTHE KCTHWEIX CEOSS.
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above suspioioii. It has ji-rarcful scrolls, ami inscrip-

tions in Latin characters and in runes. One of

these is a tender me-

morial of the " most

loving mother Oedil-

burga ;
" we know

from ]5ede that Ethel-

liurga was the Abbess

of Haekness when

King Aldfrid died at

Driffield in 705.

Our third example

(ill.) lirings us to a

more homely class of

^Anglian monuments.

It is a fragment re-

cently found at Thorn-

hill, in Yorkshire,

where a collection

of Kunic monuments

quite unequalled has

been f(.iund. The

stone shown in the

illustration is the

liiwer ])ortion of a

shaft of rectangular

section, all of the

sides filled with inter-

lacing work. The side

shown has poorer

work tlian the others,

but its Runic inscrip-

tion gives it para-

mount importance. After the initial cross llie runes

read, " Igilsuith ara-rde aefter Berhtsuithe becun at

bergi gibiddath thaer saule " (Igilsuith reared in

memorv of Berhtsuitli a lieacon—sign or memorial

—at bergi, ]iray tVir the soul). "Becun" was a

usual name for these memorial stones; the Bew-

castlc I'unes call the ]iillar a " ))ecun," and a frag-

ment found at Thoi-nhill, with an Anglo-Saxon

inscri]ition in very fine Roman capitals, descrilies the

uKJiiuuicut of which it formed iiart as a "becun."

A number of the sculptured stones have as their

]irincipal ornament interlacing work similar to that

shown in figures ir. and iii. Others have figures of

saints and evangelists in panels on one of the faces,

or on two opposite faces, and interlacing work on the

remaining faces. Others again, like Ruthwell on a

small scale, have figures on two faces, and scrolls on

tlic other two. A n\nnber of heads of crosses have

been I'ound with interhicing work very prettily run-

ning rouml I lie l)osses and spreading over the keys in

endless bauds. Tlii' varieties of pattern are among
the most, striking f(>atures of these curious works

of art. There seems to have been no such thing

II. THE STI.VFT OF THE

BEWCASTLE CE0S3.

as servile copying; the workman or the designer

made each monument a separate existence, a creation

of his own to at least some small extent.

It is, of course, a matter of ordinary knowledge

that the Hibernian MSS. are (piite unrivalled in the

intricacy and accuracy of tlie interlacing work with

which many of their beautiful pages are filled or

bordered. It seems reasonable to suppose that the

development of the art formed the study of tlie

monastic scribe and of the monastic stone-cutter at

the same time, and that when a memorial cross was

i-equired, the writing-room of the monastery provided

a pattern suitable for the bolder work of the brother

who wrought in the stone-shed—wrought with a

mere pick, as an examination of the stones has

shown. At Lindisfarne we know that sculptured

crosses, so beautiful that one of them was carried

away by the monks when they fled, were erected

during the time when the marvellous Gospels of St.

Cnthbert were being written on the island and illumi-

nated in the Hibernian style. Upon this school of

art Wilfrith grafted the classical scroll, the Christian

instinct peo]iling it with birds and animals finding

food and shelter, and breathing into it a life and

beauty which the (ireek and Roman scrolls did not

possess. Hibernian nujnks passed across to the Con-

III.—SHAFT AND KUNIC INSCParTIONS AT TIIOIINIIILI..

tinent, andagreat school of Hibernian art established

itself in Switzerland. That country can show no
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srnlptureil shafts like ours, for the Christian te.ichers stands now in tlie ante-room to Lord Ilopetonn's

liail not to wean a Teutonic race from the worsliij) of gallery in tlir kirk of Ahercorn, having heen removed

paii'an [lillars. But it is remarkable that at Coire,

wliiih certainly

was in existence

when St. (iallen

fnnii tlic wall in which it had lieen liuricil frimi

time immemorial with a

portion of its sculpt mrd
work visil)le. The otlier side

was founded and has been damaged,hutenough
has always had a

special traditional

connection with

these islands, scul j)-

tured slabs with

intcrlaciuij' work

IV. --SHAFT OV 'nil': ABLKiOKX

CROSS.

zcrland, trans-

jnrane Burgundy,

the remarkable and

early Romaiiescpie

church of (iraiidson

has capitals which

greatly startle the

student of ]']nglish stones. One of them might
have been copied from a jianci on the great cross

of Leeds, and another is jn-actically identical with

an early impost used as building material in the

Norman part of Ripon Minster.

Our fourth picture shows one face and an edge

of a massive shaft at Abercorn. When the King of

Northumbria brought

Fifcshire and other

parts of Scotland under

his dominion, up to

that time limited by

the Forth, W ilfrith

sent a bishop to pre-

side over the Piets,

and lixed his see at

Ahercorn, on the south

shore of the Forth, in

Anglian territory. The
arrangement only
lasted a few years. It

is difficult to see at

what period nthcr than

this such a beautiful

example of the stone-

cutter's work, so unlike

anything in the whole

of Scotland pi-oper,

and so like much of

the best work iu

Northumbria, can have

been executed. It

remains to show that it was

ornamented with interlacing

scrolls, not unlike the larger

example of the two sliown

in our sixth picture. The
other edge has a singularly

of great beauty beautiful scroll, throwing off

have been found, at intervals one large leaf,

In another part of long and narrow, which :d-

what we call Swit- ternately folds over and

under the main branch of

the scroll. The cA'^c here

shown is full of graceful

detail for which there is not

room in the engraving. The
front is an interesting com-

l)ination of styles, curiously

VI.- SHAFT FEOM lIK.XHASt.

,
v= -3:% \

V.

—

SlIAKr IHOM HEXUAM..

coinciding with the sujiposcil circumstances of the

stone. The u|i]icr ])ancl is a jiattcni much in use

on the Pictisli stones; the .second is of an ordinary

Anglian type ; and the lowest is the work of a Hiber-

nian designer. The head nf tlic cross came imme-

diately aljovc the top j)anel, the eommeucement id'

the shoulder being seen; it was jirobably a solid

wheel cress. How
much further the shaft

may have extended

downwards it is im-

possiljlc to say ; in any

case the monument
when complete was

of imposing magnitude

and of uinisvial beauty.

At another place on

the shore of the Forth

there is a shaft with

panels evidently co])ied

from the Tiindisfarne

Gospels, and ^vilh very

graceful scndls.

It is dillicult to

resist the conclusion

that our fifth and sixth

examples (v. and vi.)

are portions of two

crosses known to have

been erected at Hexham
in the year 7 In. In

that year Bishop Acca
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was Ijuricd here, and at his head .uu

two crosses mirahili velaliira, marv

on one of whieli was an

inscription. The fragments

shown liere were foiuid

where Aeea's crosses should

be found, and the fourth

face of one of tliem (vi.)

is plain, with faint traces

of letters. The first frag-

ment (v.) is (5 feet long,

the other (vi.) about 3 feet

6 inches. Wilfrith's great

church and monastery of

Hexham were soon de-

stroyed, and there has never

since been a time in the

history of Hexham when
such monuments as these

could well have been exe-

cuted there. If additional

evidence were needed of the

practice of erecting higlily

ornamented monuments at

that early period, we may
refer to William of Malmes-

bury. He describes the

relics which the Northum-
brian Tica liroiight down
with him tn (ilastonbury

wlicn he lied from the north

not very long after Acca's

death, and tells us that

Tica's tomb was arle ccla-

tnrfj: nun uiiioh'dh. As late as the

we learn that the art was not lost

1 feet were placed for that king had the sanctuar}' at Beverley marked

ellously wrought, by four stone crosses, nohiliter insculptce.

The cross at Eyam (vii.)

very closely resembles on

this side the more acces-

siljle cross at Bakewell.

The scroll-work is bold,

and must be referred to

some classical source. The

other face and the edges

have well-develoi^ed inter-

lacing work, the face having

also a human figure under

a Romanesque arch, and

part of a second figure cut

off by the fracture of the

stone. It is clear that a

portion of the head and

shaft is wanting. The head

with its angels is quite

unique among sculptured

stones, and may be some-

wliat later than the shaft,

indeed may have Ijelonged

to another cross. This same

county (Derby) possesses at

Wirksworth the most re-

markable of all the sculp-

tured stones in England
;

and this—together with the

very remarkable works of

the same class which are to

Ije found at Ilkley, Gos-

forth, Leeds, Auckland, and

time of Athelstan Whalley—we propose to figure for subscribers in

in Northumbria, our second and last article. G. F. Browne.

VII.—THE EYAM CKOSS.

• :=a ifn^5$»^

THE NEW "ROMEO AND JULIET."*

THIS new edition of " Romeo and Juliet " is

a real masterpiece of production. Exception

niinlit, perhaps, Ijc taken to tlic tlnral and literal

dcsigTi on the cover, which "strikes a contemporary"
as l>eing a trifle infelicitous in colouring and a trifle

heavy in form and effect. Tliis said, however, there

is nothing fur the Ijook but praise. It is a sump-
tuous folio, iu the richest of papers and the choicest

of types. The title-page is in black and vermilion,

as are the table of characters, the changes of scene,

and the several headpieces. Professor Dowden con-

* " liuinio and .Itiliit." K<l,i;t,ii <h liur. Willi an Introdni'-

tion by Edward Dowden, and Twelve llhjstrations l)y Frank
Dicksce, A.R.A. (London : CasseU & Co. 1884.) Price £3 10s.

tributes an introduction, wdiich is historically un-

exceptionable and critically sufficient ; while Mr.

Frank Dicksee is represented liy a dozen designs

which take rank with his highest work, and form

a pictorial cummeutary on the greatest of all love-

poems of much freshness and charm. The reproduc-

tion of these has been entrusted to Messrs. Goupil,

whose results may challenge comparison with any-

thing of the kind we know. Two, from Mr.

Dicksee's own designs, have been engraved in illus-

tration of this article. Tliey will serve to show the

character nf the artist's woi'k and the quality of

his inspiration, and to prove that in our praise of

him we are more than justified.
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It is not t(i be expected of an artist tliat lie

should 1)0 alilo, however vig'orous his imajiination

aud however eoni2)lete his eajiaeity, to leave his own
epoch behind him, and project himsell: absolutely

into that of the poet whose commentator and eluci-

dator he is. If it were possible tliat he should do

so—which it is not—it would, we take il, be alto-

jSfether undesiralile, inasmuch as he would himsell'

be of the j)ast, and even as liis author stand in

need of commentary and elucidation. \\ hat we
may ask of him is that he should give us a personal

and contemporaneous interpretation of whatever in

his theme has touched his iman'inatiou and seemed

to him a]it for illustration and remark. This is

what j\Ir. Dicksee has done, and his achievement,

quick with invention and sincerity, antl touched

with genuine passion, is good and complete enough

to be presently remarkable and have real permanent

value. His types are modern ; they have the lean

faces, the long chins, the melancholy grace, the as-

pect of intensity, which are component parts of a

certain ideal of to-day : an ideal which, in literature

and art and drama, has been expressed fcjr us on a

hundred memorable occasions, and which, it is safe

to say, has a world of life in it yet. But the

passion by which these types are animated is natural

and true enough to be of all time. To the Juliets

and Romeos of " passionate Brompton " it will seem

excellent for veracity and completeness; it would

have seemed veracious certainly, if a little languid

and incomplete, to the Montagues and Capulets of

fair Verona. This is as much as to say that of

Shakesf)eare's tremendous force and irresistible direct-

ness of emotion Mr. Dicksee has not ventured to

make himself the exponent. He has felt, not the

tragedy of these " star-crossed lovers :
" not the

wrath, the terror, the despair of their " misadven-

tured, piteous overthrow ;
" but the grace of them,

the tenderness and forlornness, the pathos—in a

word, "the pity of it." 'Tis a point of view like

another ; and though it is hardly the one, perhaps,

from which our Shakespeare can best be considered,

it is a good one in its way. Mr. Dicksee has taken

it—whether from choice or necessity it were imper-

tinent to encpiire.

He opens with the play, in a design of great spirit

and effect. Here is a street in Verona, with etilumns

and steps, and tall houses with round windows and

arched doorways ; here are Montagues and Capulets

hai-d at it, with " the immortal passada, the punto

reverse, the hay;" here is Benvolio in act to deliver

a stoceata at Tybalt fronting him with ready rapier;

while a posse of citizens—" clubs, bills, and partizans
"

—pours out from a side street to mingle in the fray,

and hammer impartially the pates of both houses. In

the next picture, Romeo—a gallant youth, with a

most goodly leg, but somewhat fatal and desperate to

look upon— is reading tiie letter, old Ca])ulot's letter

of invitation, which is to be the means of (juitting

him of Rosaline, antl making him known to Juliet;

Benvolio, leaning on his shoulder, reads it too

;

while Capulet's servant lounges boorishly hard by.

Of Mercutio and Ciueen Mab there is nothing; ]\lr.

Dicksee has avoided them, as he has avoided the

garden scene, and we think he has done well, both in-

cidents having been worked to death. What wc have

next is the scene of the masque—to our thinking one

of the happiest numbers of the series. Heic are the

halls of Capulet, with garlands wreathed, brilliant-

with torches, crowded with gallants and girls ; and

here are palmer Romeo (his vizard up) and Juliet,

his new-found saint. He has taken her hand, and

is looking into her averted eyes. "Have not saints

lips," he asks, "and holy palmers too?" And she,

with a hap|)y smile, replies in the same vein, as

becomes an cuphnist (jf spirit: "Ay, pilgrim, lips

that they must use in i)ra\er." She has a charm-

ing face; her hair is crowned with roses; in one

hand she holds a fan of peacock's feathers; her

ligare under its gracel'iil draperies is slight and

girlish; a jirettier Juliet (in the style of ]\Iiss Ellen

Terry) were hardly to be found. A picture of Eriar

Lawrence- moralising on the virtues of his basket of

simples is followed by one of that excellent (diin-ch-

man going out to "make short work" of il for the

lova^rs, who follow him—very prettily—as he goes.

Then comes the death of ISIercutio. His cap is off,

his rapier at his feet, his hand iqion the wound in his

breast; Benvolio has caught him as he falls; Romeo,

under whose arm he was hurt (one is eternally

grateful to Shakespeare for that excuse ; to have

made Mercutio succumb in a single fight to a rogue

who fought by the book of arithmetic would have

been unpardonable), hovers about, with looks of dis-

tress and eager helpful hands ; while Tybalt, sheath-

ing his sword, is seen in full retreat by an adjoining-

arcade. Follows the interview of Romeo and the

Eriar—Romeo desperate and prone, the Friar contem-

])lative and compassionate. The next in order

—

though in the volume, as with us, it serves as a

frontispiece—is Mr. Dieksee's admirable presentment

of the farewell on Juliet's balcony, in which, as it

seems to us, he has attained, in the single figure of

Juliet—so full of grace and tenderness and pure

abandonnu'ut— his high-water mark as an exponent

of emotion. Over the next two designs— that of

Juliet and the Nurse, which is good, and that of

the chamber of mourning in Capulet's house, which

is better—we have not space to linger. A\'e must

hurry on to the last of all :

—

" 0, here

Will I set up my everlasting rest,
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Eyes, look your last! Arms, take your last tmim

(From tlic Origiml Drawin] ty Frank Dicksee, A.R.A.)

And shakf the yoke of inauspicious stars

From this world-woavied flesh.—Eyes, look your last I

Arms, take your last embrace ! and, lips, you

The doors of hreath, seal with a righteous kiss

A dateless bargain to engi-ossing death."

Tlie play is played out, and here—with Romeo sworn

to die on Juliet's grave—here is the end: an end,

as our readers will see, by no means unworthy of its

renowned occasion. W. E. II.

PEOFILES FKOM THE FRENCH RENAISSANCE.-I.

FRANCIS I., ARCHITECT AND AMATEUR.

THE Rt'iiaissance in France had two moments and great secular schmil. Her Eastern policy heg-ius the

two missions. At fh-st it fused itsflf with the modern age. The great movement towards reform,

spirit of reform with that new curiosity which, ques- towards nature, towards art, stirred and vitalised her

tinning all ju-cihlems, all natural effects, gave to the

world the thinker Calvin and Palissy the naturalist.

France, at (his juncture, was not an art-producing

coimtry. Her ambition was rather to assimilate

than to create. Calling into her fold the painters

of Italv, the scholars of (Ircece, the wise men of

tlie J'jast, tlie theologians of (iermany and Flanders,

she became in the highest sense a centre of civilisa-

tion. She founded the C'ollege of France, the first

spirit; and Calvin, Yatable, Jean Goujon, revealed

her serious and varied excellence.

Soon these conditions changed. Weary of striv-

ing witli the Emperor on one hand, with the In-

quisition on the other, France resigned her political

and secular ambitions. She set herself to adapt the

immense mass of artistic material which she liad

acquired from foreign st]urccs. It is then that the

movement of the lleuaissance in France becomes
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ik'lihei-ately artistic. No longer concerned with ideas, France, wliieli had song'ht for greatness in science

the aim of the country was to foster a native sc'liool and learning, in her humane and secular s])irit, found
of art. And the result was wonderfully complete. it f(ir the nonce in the dircclicju of flic arts.

FRAXCIS I.

(School of Ctouct. TTampton Co"rt.)

Perhaps we never find again an elegance so natm-al, Sjieaking of France we speak naturally of the

a distinction so simple and so charming, as in the court. The country, tiie great unreckoned provinces,

sono-s and the statuary of this time. A certain rich as they were with comfortable splendour, were

pallor, a dryness and precision, are qualities rather still little more than a fine estate given the king

than defects in their prim and slender grace. to enjoy ; an immense forest to hunt through ; a

300
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oountrv-seat which now and then sent up its cleverest

lad to town, its Clement Marot or Pliilibert Delornie,

us a, triliute towards the amusement ot the court.

In the time o£ Francis I. this still seemed the state

ol'thinu's; tliou^'h everywhere, unnoticed, the old

louiidatioiis ol' sociely were i;-ivingway; thou<j;'h the

doom of these corrupt and brdliant Valois was already

sealed. And, under such conditions, it is natural that

the earlier imj)ulse of the Renaissance (1515—154.S)

should proceed from a king, from Francis I. j even

as its later movement (1530—1574) is inaugurated

by Diana of Poictiers, the mistress of a king.

Art and history have made us all acquainted with

King Francis. We know him well, that royal cap-

tive, poet and hero, Amadis of his age. Clear in our

minds are the dreadful portraits of Titian, and Clouet,

and the Clouet school—flushed and sensual and sly.

His airs of chivalry do not deceive us; we take him at

his worth. He is no villain of Italian history, but a

volatile, versatile meridional, with the meanness and

tickleness of a sensual temper. His courage, his in-

tellect, his brilliant grace, cannot redeem a character

so unworthy; nay, we run the risk of considering this

splendid monarch as no more than a gilded weather-

vane, surmounting the editice of the French Renais-

sance. And it is not so. This loquacious, ineffectual

Francis of history is truly great in relation to the

arts. There his fickle nature takes weight and con-

sistence ; and his i-areer is really glorious, if we

reckon it, not by the laws he made or the victories

he gained, but by the palaces he built and the learn-

ing he encouraged.

From first to last the grand design of Francis was

to naturalise in France the arts of Italy. Called to

the throne at twenty-one years of age, he set out

almost at once to conquer the duchy of Milan, to

which, through a far-back Visconti ancestress, he had

some shadow of a claim. To his essentially artistic

s])irit, a corner of Italy was worth the whole of

France. His whole reign was a tissue of defeats

and duperies, of victories in vain, of intrigues with

Pope and Emperor, with Milan for the aim and ob-

ject of them all ; and jMilan for ever eluded his

grasp. But though Italy was denied to Francis, he

contrived to bring a little of the Italian magic

home; a phial-full of the enchanted fountain of

art. In 1517 Francis brought Da Yinci to Paris,

and gave the old j)ainter a chateau near his own at

Amboise. The next year, at the king's invitation,

the great Andrea came to court. But pictures and

frescoes were not all that Francis desired. Return-

ing from Italy, from the cheerful Lombard villas,

how Comfortless and northern seemed the castles of

his native land ! A\'hy should he carve and fresco

walls so gloomy, or decorate with- jucturcs rooms

so dark and narrow ? Huge, ini|ircgnablc fortresses.

built for defence and resistance, not for pleasure, the

castles of France were indeed ill-adapted to the light-

minded, cultured nobles of the Renaissance. And
Francis undertook to remodel the architecture of his

kingdom.

I'util the early Sixteenth Century, French ardii-

tecture was mainly Gothic. On to this Gothic

framework Francis fitted an Italian style. He

widened the pointed windows ; making some square-

headed, and some bowed-out like those of Chambord,

till the rooms within became light and cheerful. As

the interior walls were now plainly seen, he headed

them with a carved cornice, after the Italian fashion.

The windows opened on to balconies, sometimes on

to arcaded loggias, whence the ladies in the house

could watch the huntsmen in the park ; and these

balconies were supported on classic columns. The

staircases, the halls, the rooms themselves were

cheerful and elegant. The main door of the castle

(no longer small and strong and stringently defended)

became the great portc coc/irre, admitting horses

and carriages through its easy portal : an object on

which the architect lavished his resources. Yet

while classic ornament was even too lavishly em-

ployed, while Italian balconies varied every front

with Corinthian pillars, the old round tourelles, the

national high-pitched slate roof, with decorated

chimneys and dormer windows, were none the less

preserved. And out of these incongruous elements

Francis gradually evolved that charming type of the

castle in peace, the French chateau.

Perfection, of course, was not attained at once.

In F'ontainebleau, the favourite pleasure-palace of

the king, there is a certain heaviness and lack of

grace, despite the great artists employed in it, and

the millions of francs which Francis spent over its

construction. Chambord, for all its picturesque ele-

gance, is, after all, too fantastic a union of the feudal

fortress with the country-seat to serve as the standard

of a type. The beautiful court of the Louvre, which

Pierre I'Escot rebuilt for the king, is perfect as a

palace ; but it scarcely helped in the evolution of

the chateau. All these were needed, and Chenon-

ceau and Blois, St. Germain-en-Laye and Azay and

Amboise, with the demolished marvels of Gaillon

and Madrid—all were required to establish that fixed

form of donjestic architecture which modern F'rance

owes to her greatest Yalois king.

The buildings of Francis were all courts and

palaces. Until his reign, French architecture erected

little save churches and fortresses, with (chiefly in

the Flemish provinces) some great Palais de Justice

or Hotel de Ville. But I'rancis the autocrat cared

little for such institutions ; Francis the dilettante

Iniilt neither for civic splendour, for worship, nor for

strcnuth. lie built for case and charm. And he
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succeeded in converting' tlie nule and narrow I'ortress-

eastle of his ancestors into a noble and beautiful

lial)itation.

But Francis raised a g-reater monument than

Fontainebleau or Cliambord ; a palace built nut onlv

with hands, but with thoughts. We should do little

justice to his brilliant and liberal sjiirit did we
consider liiui as an architect alone. A man of the

earlier Renaissance, lie was not exclusively given to

the expressive arts; the new ideas of reform, of nature

and humanity, apjiealed to him and influenced him
also. He was the first king to build a secular college.

In face of the Sorbonne, the clerical university, where

the young Loyola was a student then, he raised a

new and brilliant school, where Latin and Greek
(" langues heretifiques et lutheranifiques ") were

publicly taught ; where the Jews, the nation accursed

of the Church, instructed scholars in Hebrew and

philosophy ; where the languages of the jiagan East

were to be learned ; where physics, mathematics, and

medicine, and jurisprudence were studied free fmm
priestly supervision.

This was indeed a great achievement. The in-

tellectual future of France is shown already in this

humane and secular college, where, in an age of

persecution, a little group of scholars met to study

the rights of man, and natural science, and Oriental

tongues. The after-career of Francis shows many a

shameful drawback to this one heroic deed, many a

sorry after-thought and miserable concession to the

fanatic spirit of Spain. But none the less, let us

remember, it was he who opened the College of

France. This was in his youth, while still a faint

air of chivalry surrounded this versatile new xVmadis

of Gaul. He was but lately home from his cap-

tivity in Spain. The monarch who at twenty-one

had gained the victory of Marignano ; who at thirty-

one had fallen a captive into the hands of a cruel

enemy ; who had languished for more than a year,

and nearly died, in what seemed a hopeless prison

;

who had won the heart of his captor's fair-haired

sister, and through her means was rclca.sed from t'he

dungeon which his voice and his lute made sweet

with songs : this hero e/t regie of a romance of

chivalry was still young, still brilliant, when he

established the College of France. In 1528 F'rancis

was the ideal knight of Europe. The Reformers
hoped to gain him through his liberal si)irit and the

inlluenee of his sister, the Queen of Navarre; the

Emperor meant to win him through his Spanish
wife ; the Church, through the Emperor and by
the help of ^lilan. It was still to be seen wliat

cruel vacillations his fickle and indifferent mind
should undergo : how he should burn at the stake

the Lutheran scholars he encouraged ; reward with

neglect and contemptuous ill-usage the gdlden-haired

(jueen who had tried (o save him; shuflle out nf all

his promises, and leave all his burdens to be borne by

others. Well for him that the good which he did in

his youth has outlived th(! evil he wrought in his age.

All his disgraces and griefs and defeats <lid not

turn I'Vancis from his l<ive of building. On his

ri'turn fnim Spain he raised a great, chateau in

commemoration of his ca]itivi(y : the Chateau de

Madrid. At the same time he was rebuilding tlu'

Louvre, and turning the royal hiniting-Iodge of

Fontainebleau into a magnilicciit suuuner palace.

This latter place was the favourite rcs(]rt of the king.

Close to Paris, and yet alone in its miles of green-

wood, he could indulge there his chief delight of hunt-

ing, and yet be near the capital to overawe tlu' le-

fractory Parliament and to obtain all Parisian jilea-

sures. Building this ])alace, he span'd neither love

nor time nor cost. lie sent for artists out (if Italy

to design and decorate its wal Ru md P
maticcio settled there and painted the king's gallery

with fantastic frescoes, full of the corrupt genius of

Sixteenth Century Italy. It was there that Francis

chiclly sat; and there we imagine him (the lewd

frescoes of Rosso sprawling vaguely behind his altered

and swollen figure) as, in l.j;3t), he mourns the death

of the Dauphin, his favourite child. There he sits

nine years later wdien, crushed by the advancing

power of Spain, the news of the great massacre of

the Vaudois, which he himself has sanctioned, recalls

him for a moment to his ancient chivalrs.

And to Rosso's gallery, throughout all these

troubles, the king's Italian artists came, humbly to

acquaint him with their jtlans. Serlio came there,

and Primatiecio, and Beuvenuto Cellini ; and the

French scidpitors who have grown under the shadow

of these men. Thence also sometimes, Francis, with

Margaret, his devout and lettered sister, proceeds to

his new-built palace of the Louvre. There, too, he

is busy with art and literature. He visits the l"]sti-

ennes, the great printers, whose wives and daughters

can all speak Latin; he goes to the College of France.

He himself is a fair musician and poet ; and stand.s

a good fourth below Marot and young Ronsard and

Melliu de St.-Gelais. He gathei-s round him scholars

and men of letters : bidding Clement Marot rewrite

in modern language all the ancient F'rench master-

pieces ; and holding a correspondence with the great

Luthei-iins of Germany at the same time that he

burns his heretics at home.

There, gradually, all his jiower slijis from him;
he watches the courtiers one by one desert his out-

dated presence chamber, and steal away to the court

of his son. He sees the crescent-moon of Diana of

Poictiei-s begin to supplant his salamander on the

walls of Fontainebleau. And tlience one day, a dis-

credited, defaced 'ild king, superannuated long before
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ho is old ill years, lie sets out on a g-reat Iniiitiini--

pavty throug'h his sonthern provinces, hoi)ini;' thus

to ohtain a niomeiil's rest from the fever that eon-

slantly consumes hiui. He never returns to Fon-

tainebleau. At Raiubouillet one morning, after a

(lay's hunting, lie is found dying in his bed. No
one regrets the selfish, sensual, indiiferent old man.

"II s'eii va, le gaillard!" laugli Guise and Diana.

His very son sardonically grins and jests while the

coffin of Francis is carried to Saint-Denis. But the

Renaissance will pcri.sh the quicker for the untimely

death of him, who, with all his faults, had ever been

the knight and the patron of art and learning. The

art of tlie Renaissance, which now is at the zenith

of its unstable splendour, will soon ]ia]e and narrow

in the court of Diana. The new ideas, the quicken-

ing stir of reform and progress, are btiried with that

weak and fickle king. His successor, Henry II.,

has no apprehension of such things; faithful to his

narrow code, he will tend the art of FVance, and

watch it blossom in its brief and faint perfec-

tion. Then, later on, under Catherine de !Medicis,

under Henry IV., there will be artists but no

movement, disordered talents without an aim, rich

ornaments covering a jwor and meagre structure

;

till, swifter than one would think, the splendid

fabric crumbles and falls to pieces in a general

confusion. A. M.\iiY F. Robinson.

Jl I)oa6 "Jiiai-c^.

LAY lite a march low-toiicd and slow^ a march for ,
No, Tiv arc here to loalf, anJ rcorl; aud slrain our banished

eyes.

Weary and sick of soil and (oil, and Juor^ry and fain for skies

Far from the reach of zoingless men and not to he scaled 7in(h

cries.

SVc) '&^
•^-^yV (5^7 Ftt Jor fhc uianih-riii^' Jccf of ouc li'ho dreams of the

siltut diuJ,

Lonely—Ivlu'eeii the I'Oiies helo-c and the souls tliat are

\ -, ,
overhead.

Here for aw/ii/e tliey smiled and san^', aliz'e in the in/ers/aee :

Here zoilli /lie grass heneath the feel and the stars nhove the fiee.

l\fo-,i< are their feet I'eneath the grass, and 'whither has Jlo-i'n

their graee ?

Who shall assure ns Jchenee they eome, or tell ns the ',i'ay they go?

I erily lije 'with them 'was joy, and now they hazy left us, ',i>oe ;

Onee they -cei-e not, and no'w they are not ; and this is the sum

7i'e hno'w.

Orderly rani;v the seasons due, and orderly roll the stars.

Ho'w shall 'we deem the soldier hra'oe 'who frets of his -wounds and

scars

!

Are 'we as senseless brutes that 'we should dash at the 'well-seen

bars '!

No, 'we are here to bend our necks to the yoke of Tyrant Time,

Welcoming all the gifts he gives us—glories of youth and frime ;

Patiently zcatching them all depart as our heads gro'w 'white as

rime.

Why do 'We mourn the days that go-—for the same sun shines

each day I

E'L'er a spring her primrose hath, anil ever a May her may;

S'weet as the rose that died last year is the rose that is born to-day.

Do 'we not too return, 'we men, as ever the round earth 'whirls?

AVz'tV a head is dimned 'with g^'ay, but another is sunned 'with

curls.

She 'was a girl and he 'was a boy, but yet there are boys and

girls.

Ah, but alas for the smile of smiles that never but one fact:

No, 'we are here -with feet unfixed, but ever as if -with lead

Dra-wn from the orbs 'which shine above to the orb on -.idiich -we Ah, for the voice that has flo'wn a'way like a bird to an unseen

tread, shore

!

Do-.i'ii to the dust from -which 'we came and --i'lth -which 'we shall , Ah, for the face, the fio'wer of fowers, that blossoms on earth no

mingle, dead. morel
Cosmo Monkhol'se.
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AETISTS' HOMES.
mi;, pettiks. at hampstead.

ARECENT addition to tlio iiuiuIht of painters'

residences is "Tlie Lotliians," the lionso of Mr.
John PettiCj R.A. It stands in Fitzjohn's Avenue,

that long stee]) street in South Hampstead whirh

disputes with Cheyne Walk and :Mell)ury Road the

honour of being the favourite artistic haunt. It is

just a square red-briek house, that promises to gi\e

you good square rooms, much light and air, although

containing none of those curious nooks and angles,

so dear to artists of a certain school, so capable of

picturesque effects, which are the Nineteenth Cen-
tury develojjment of Queen Anne architecture. This

liouse is really a correct specimen of the Clueeu

Anne period, the other style being a combination of

Elizabethan and Queen Anne. There is a certain

meagreness about the flat pilasters that form the only

301

attempt at decoration of its fi-ont ; Imt these Ihited

pilasters are perha])s a favourite mode of ornamen-
tation with Mr. Pcttie or his architect. At least,

we tind tlicni l'i-e(|uently repeated inside the house,

with better elfect, however, than on its exterior.

Mounting tlie ste])s and entering the stpiare portico,

within which is tlu' front door, a susjiicion strikes

us that this house niay have, after all, other than

a commonplace tenant, for the sides of the jiortico

are decorated with a dado of stamped Spanish leather

—a decorative idea that probably would only have

occurred to an artist. It is evident that Mr. Pettie

loves light, and admits into his house as much of it

as he can get in this dark city of our.s. Not onlv is

half of the hail-door of glass stained in light tints,

but it is flanked on each side liy windows also lijic(l
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in with faiutU-tinted g-lass, su tliat a I'ull undiinmed

lit^'lit streiiins into the narrow cntrnnee-hall (vi.) that

leads direct into the studio, and is slmt off from the

two sides of the house

by massive doors. This

entrance-liall is paved

with small mosaic after

the Italian fashion : the

colours are cool and low,

the pattern a graceful

but unobtrusive ara-

besque. The w^alls—di-

vided into panels by

raised mouldings— are

tinted a low cool colour,

the ceiling is white and

decorated in panel. On
the walls hang photo-

graphs from some of

Mr. Pettie's portraits oF

contemporaries. A couple

of mherere seats take

the place of hall-eliairs
;

the lamp is a brazen copy

of an old lantern ; a cur-

tain looped up at the

end gives the only touch

of warm colour. On
each side of this stand

busts, by jNIr. Lawson,

of Mrs. Pettie and one

of her sons. It admits

into a small ante-room

lighted by a circular skylight, whose wooden panel-

ling repeats the pilaster decoration of the front
;

and herefrom a heavy door, stained a deep dark

colour, relieved by mosaic brass handles of the long

Continental pattern, admits to the studio (iv.).

This is a room fifty feet long by thirty wide, and

high in proportidn, very light, of which the first

effect is rather bald. Mr. Pettie is proud of it as

a good work-room, and this undoubtedly it must

be, wdiile for happy and scientific arrangement of

liglit it ])robably has not its rival in London. It

is evident the artist is no lover of artistic litter ; as

are his pictures, solid and serious, so is his house.

A wooden dado runs round the room, whence spring

forth at intervals the fluted wooden pilasters of the

exterior. A large window, facing the north, lets

in a Hood of light, regulated by a blind pulling

up from the ground. A heavy curtain of a rich

dark briivvn bangs beside this window, and can be

drawn amund in the form of a deep semicircle,

thus leaving a cosy niche l)ehind its folds. Here
stands a comfortable-cushioned sofa and a small

table bearing Havana cigars. That ^Ir. Pettie is

II. THE EEAWING-EOOM FIREPLACE.

a great smoker there are many indications in his

workshop. From this point we can best survey

the room, and towards this spot naturally all the

easels look that are dis-

posed, apparently at ran-

dom, about the large

square space. The floor

is of dark inlaid polished

wood, with here and

there an Eastern rug

s}iread to break its mo-

notony of chill surface.

Immediately opposite the

window is the fireplace,

also of wood, simple and

dignified in design, en-

closing an Abbotsford

stove flanked on each

side by dark red-brown

tiles, and surrounded by

a low fender of the

same material. Above

the fireplace, and stretch-

ing across nearly the

whole side of the wall,

is a fine piece of an-

cient Flemish tapestry,

designed, it is said, by

Rubens, representing the

triumph of Antony and

Cleopatra. Beside the

fireplace, on either side, is

a pile of quaint and rusty

weapons—ancient muskets, carbines, blunderbusses,

halberts, broadswords, pikes, lances, and what-not

else of implements of older warfare. Indeed, that

arms and armour have an attraction for ]Mr. Pettie

we should learn from his studio did we not know

it from his canvases. Upon the chimneypiece,

by way of ornament, lie curious old pistols and

other smaller instruments of murder, flanked on

each side by upright brass lamps of that gas

whose introduction into our streets has done so

much to check the illicit warfare beloved of men

in the days ]\Ir. Pettie resuscitates for us with

his skilful brush. As chief ornament of the man-

telshelf stands a small clay sketch of Sir Fre-

derick Leighton's "Python Slayer," brute animal

force being thus contrasted with the implements

of human inventiveness. Each side the fireplace

stand carved wooden cabinets, surmounted by two

complete suits of fine armour, one of the character

of that worn about the period of the Commonwealth,

the other a demi-suit of the time of Henry VIII.

On a. talile close by lie cross-bows and a shield of

the Crusader pattern, doubtless required by some
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picture momentarily in luinfl, for a brancli of bcofh men and women, cavaliers and ronndlieads, hangMnij

still bearing its shrivelled copper-coloured winter together peacefully cheek by jowl. On the walls

leaves is laid across them, suggesting that the ar-

rangement is only a temporary one. Upon the wall

that eorres])ouds with the entry-door hang the only

pictures that decorate this studio: two from the

artist's own brush — the portrait of a lady in

Eio-hteenth (\^nturv costume, and a spirited study

of the head of a " St. John." Hetwecn them lianas

a dignilied full-length of an old noble, dated ItilS.

Beneath are two curious low Italian intarsia cabi-

nets. Upon these rest— strange incongruity — a

are pinned i-ongh sketches, little traits of people or

places that will be worked u]) some day into larger

compositions.

Retracing our steps thinugh the two studios and

the narrow entrance-hall, we enter by means of a

siilc-ddor the inner hall (v.). This is to my mind

the prettiest and most ])icturesqne bit in the whole

dwelling. It is a stpiare space, its height that of

the house, lighted above the three arches figured

in our sketch by windows of plain glass leaded in

couple of Scotch rams' heads; a small model of arabes(|ue ])at terns. The low easy stairs are of light-

an early cannon; a silvered copy of Lawson's "Do- brown unpolished wood, and of the same material is

minie Sampson ; " a rather stern head of the artist the carved balustrade, harmonising pleasantly with

by the same sculptor ; and a few trifles in the way the soft chrome eolour of the walls. The ceiling

of virfh. The studio is lighted by a large sun-

light in the roof; and at night by gas from star-

shaped burners surrounded by a reflector—after the

pattern of the lights in St. James's Hall—and by

a movable gas-stand fitted with reflectors. The lay-

figure was, when I saw the room, carefully thrust china on the mantelshelf also contributes its quota

above is of a soft green, while the doors are stained

a dark blue-green. The effect of the whole is most

reposeful and pleasant. The fireplace is of wood and

tiles, massive brass ornaments in the fender furnish-

ing points of light and relief. Some blue-green

into a dark corner, where its ghastly woodenness was

less apparent and obtrusive. Small bookcases, hung

on each side the window, contain books chiefly bear-

iDg on art, architecture, and history ; but I noted

no choice works, no I'dlfioii-^ de lii.re. It is plain

that ^Ir. Pettie's tastes are directed towards the

practical and useful.

The studio is divided at about two-thirds of its

lens'th bv a rich dark crimson velvet curtain ; and

there is thus formed a second inner studio with an east

light. This apartment is more cozy
;

here sketches stand and lie about
;

here, too, is the artist's writing-table,

and a large comfortable chair stands

beside the fireplace, suggesting rest

and recreation. Over this

fireplace, the same in design

as that of the larger studio,

is also stretched a Gobelin,

above which hang a couple

of broadswords and targets,

while from the centre de-

pends a set of pipes. A
small staircase leads down
into a fair-sized room below,

which ^Ir. Pettie uses as a

[iroperty-roora, thus getting

rid of the inevitable artistic

lumber whose absence is

remarkable in his studio.

An amusing place it is, with

its long racks of clothes, of

the most various characters

and periods—the clothes of
Ii:.—A TABIN'F.T IN THE PKAWINT.-KOOM

of colour, as do the Oriental rugs that lie upon the

floor. Above the fireplace stands a spirited terra-

cotta, a " Baillie Nicol Jarvie," by Lawson ; while

round the walls hang etchings, silver-points, and en-

gravings after ^lillais, Brit<Mi Riviere, MacAVhirter,

and others of the artist's fellow-workmen. They are

mostly fine presentation copies, rendered yet more

valuable by the donors' autographs. This hail is

lighted by a l)r.iss lamp of antique pattern.

The door figured in our sketch lieside the fireplace

leads to the regions of the

kitchens, while another door

facing the staircase gives

admission to the dining-

room (i.). From the first

moment of entering this

room it strikes us pleasantly,

it is so agreeable in colour,

richer and deeper in tone

than anything we have

hitherto seen here. Around

the lower part of the walls

runs a dado of wood, painted

jet-black. The doors, too,

are black, their only point

of light being their long

brass handles. Above the

dado the walls are hung

with rich Spanish leather,

whose golden surface gleams

from a frame of ebony, a

narrow cornice of black wood

below the ceiling repeating

the motif cii the dado. The
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white and panelled like tliat of the first door facing its fireplace, we find ourselves in the

outer drawing'-room, that from which Mr. Ilatherell

has sketched the inner room beyond (ii. and iii.).

These rooms can be quite closed off from one another,

not only by the dead gold-coloured curtains we see,

but by substantial folding-doors. The first room is

darker in general effect than the one beyond. It is

ceiling IS

hall; the iloor is of dark polished inlaid wood ; while

the massive simplicity of the dark leather furniture

maintains (lie rich subilued character of the room.

Upon the sideboard of brown wood are disposed many

pieces of blue china, and a few china plates are hung

upon the walls. These are, however, chiefly decorated

IV.—THE STUDIO.

with pictures in oils. Here hang tlie two bonny
portraits of Mr. Pettie's sons, a portrait of bis wife
by Orchardson, Scotch landscapes by MaeWhirter and
other friends. A wide window just opposite the
doors, and facing Fitzjohn's Avenue, gives light to
this room, a little subdued by draperies of yellowish-

green. The fireplace is of wood, black as is fitting

to match with the walls. It is evident in this room,
as indeed throughout the house, that Mr. Pettic,

while by no means losing sight of beauty, declines
to alfain (o it at the expense of comfort.

Uiiee more crossing the inner hall and opening a

true the walls are papered in light blue and white,

one of the pretty chintz-like patterns now so fashion-

able ; but the covering of the furniture is more

sombre than that of the room lieyond. The fire-

place, whose inner jiortion is tiled with blue and

white, has an over-mantel that rises in a pointed

arch almost to the ceiling. It is of black wood

decorated with intarsia, its surface bniken by small

brackets bearing china ornaments. In the centre

of this wooden arch, which furnishes a handsome

frame, hangs a dark oil sketch that at first glimp.se

looks like an Israels: it is, however, the work of
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tains of a yellow and white patiern. Tlicre

are live windows, llin'e abreast, and one llind<-

in<^ eaeli coriiei', lliiis t'onuin^- a sort ol' wide

window nielie, and adniittint;' a mass ol' day-

lii,"-lit. Tiiere are s])indle-lei^ged eliairs nion;

eil'ective to tiie eye tiian i)leasant to tlie hack;

liut there are also low-cnsliioned chairs of

modern desiij;n and workmanship. Its {i'em,

to our thinkiii'i', is the fireplace (n.). It is

of white wood ))i(die(l out with burnisheil

s;'old in the de]iths of its carvint^. The earv-

'w^ is rather Oriental in desij^n, and reminds

us of the decoration of some mos(jue. On
the mantelpic'c, the over-mantel, and tiie

shelves that llaid< it, are s])eeimens of Ori-

ental pottery and ehina, of modern Italian

earthenware, vases and tazzas from the pot-

teries of Ginori, Venetian glass from Mu-
rano. In two deep niches level with thi>

g-rate stand slender Oriental jars of jiea-

eock hlue-green, while a spread peacock's

tail forms the hearth-screen. Bric-a-hrac

and china are also enclosed in a cabinet

of good design (in.). But everything, it

will be observed, stands in its place, is not

strewii about hither and thither, a danger

to itself and the spectator, as is too often

the ease to-day. Indeed, the room is rather

V.—THE INNEE HALL AND STAIRCASE.

the late Taul Chalmers, R.S.A. In the

comers stand triangular intarsia cahinets,

repeating the idea of the fireplace. Here,

too, is a piano, a cottage one, its front de-

corated with a worked ornament of pomegran-

ate design. Curtains of rich warm colo\ir

flank the window. The room is small and

snug, and produces the effect of being much

lived in. Not so the room beyond, which,

pretty and unconventional as it is, produces

rather the effect of the conventional salon.

It is a kind of harmony in creams and gold

:

these hues, in various shades of treatment,

being repeated by walls, ceiling, and decora-

tion. Tlie paper is of a small white and

yellow chintz design ; the ceiling, like that

of the first room, is a pale chrome; the doors

are painted cream colour ; the furniture is

chiefly covered with dead gold reps ; while

the windows are huny- with cretonne eur- VI.—lUE E^•IKA^•CE UAIX.
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empty than otherwise : there is space to move and

to spare, witliout fear of upsetting or breaking

priceless china or furniture. Mr. Pettie's Scotch

good sense has stood him in good stead in the

arrangement of his house. Plants growing in large

blue or brass pots, some standing on the floor, that

is covered with a eaipet of cool blue colour, give

a touch of natural softness to the ai>artmeut. A
grand piano tills the window niche. Over it is

flung a large skin of white and yellow fur, so

that in every point the leading hue of the room is

respected and repeated. "Water-colours decorate the

walls ; nothing therefore disturbs the general sub-

dued cool, fresh aspect. It is lighted at night hy

gas from bi-ass chandeliers and brackets. In the

bookcase I noted the complete works of Mr. Pettie's

friend and compatriot, the author of " Madcap

Violet" and " ^lacleod of Dare /^ also the works

of Scott, Carlyle, Dickens, and Burns.

This house, which makes so good a dwelling,

and is so pleasant in design and execution, was

planned by Messrs. Vallace and Flockhart, of Bond

Street. When I saw it, Mr. Pettie did not con-

sider it as quite finished, as properly decorated or

furnished. I confess that it did not strike me in

that way ; but if it is so, I have no doul)t that

the touches he intends to add will but enhance

the general quality of the rooms, and make them

yet more characteristic, harmonious, and homo-

geneous. Helen Zimmern.

IN CHARACTEK,

T is, I think, unquestion-

able that for some time

past the Theatre Franijais

has been losing in distinc-

tion in proportion as it

increased in wealth, and

that in no great while we
shall have perforce to re-

member it as an institu-

tion which has seen better

days. As it was revealed

to us in London, it was

simply the best and completest theatre in existence.

It was weak enough in tragedy, of course ; for

M. ]\Iounet-Sully, albeit the handsomest man on

the stage, was at that time not nearly so good an

actor as on certain special occasions he has since

been seen to be ; and Mile. Bernhardt, though

she had not openly started on the dreadful down-
ward path to " Sarah Barnum" and "Marie Pigeon-

nier," was on the wane, and had little to i-ecommend

her save her curious personality, her exquisite voice,

and her admirable gift of speech and uttei'ance.

But in comedy and drama it was unapproachable.

Mile. Favart was yet of the company, and so was
Mile. Croizette, while jMlle. Brohan had not alto-

gether ceased from playing, and in one part at least,

the Marquise de Villemer, was capalile of producing

effects of dignity and elegance not to be equalled, I

think, by ]Mrs. Stirling herself. Then M. Barre, the

soundest and pleasantest of actors, was of the party :

as were Mme. Jouassain, the queen of duennas;
and Mile. Broisat, so good and moving in j\Ille. de

Saint-Geneix ; and Jeanne Samary, with her bril-

liant volubility and her admirable laugh; and Mile.

Keichemberg, the most charming and natural of

ingenues; and M. Worms, so capital in invention,

so striking in accomplishment, the incarnation of

certain elements in modern drama ; and !M. Feborc,

with his intelligence, his sincerity and passion, his

great capacity of costume and make-up ; and M.
Thiron, above all—M. Thiron, with his wealth of

comic humour, his delightful vein of comic inven-

tion, his fine artistic habit, his excellent qualities

of diction and style. Nor were these all. There,

too, was j\I. Coquelin, in some respects the best

and most successful actor of his epoch. There was

M. Delaunay : the one hero of Moliere and Musset,

Angler's Gaston de Presles, and the Richelieu of

the great Dumas ; Delaunay of the silver voice, the

perfect sjjeech, the capacity of perennial youth, the

gift of perennial charm, the instinct of beauty which

makes his talent the rarest and most precious of them

all. And there was M. Got, the consummate come-

dian, the irresistible buffoon, the great intellectual

actor—admirable in all parts alike, in Guerin and

Giboyer as in Pathelin and Pourceaugnac, in Paul

Forestier and Job as in !Mercadet and Tibia and

Poirier. Such a concert of talents and accomplish-

ments has never, it is safe to say, been seen together

on the boards of a modern London theatre.

^lost of these are still to the front; but all

of them are so many years older than they were,

and few or none are any the better for the fact.

]\L (lot, the doyen, has almost ceased from inlay-

ing; M. Delaunay has already announced his depar-

ture into private life, whither Miles. Croizette and

Favart have preceded him, and where he must soon
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be joined by Mile. Brohaii at least. With these

away, the Theatre ]'"ran(^ais will be no longer its

royal old self; and as their old eompanions iu arms

fall one by one out of the ranks the ehange wdl

become more and more desperate, the decline con-

tinuallv more painfully apparent. For, the truth

is, there are none to take their places. Delaunay,

the heir of Bressant, was for years iu some sort

Bressaut's rival ; hut Delaunay has found no rival

among his juniors, and to his example and traditions

there is no successor. When Got first came upon

the stage of the Francjais it was still illustrious in

the presence of Samson and Prevost, still jubilant iu

the activity and predance of Regnier; but Got has

seen no advent save that of Co(|uelin, and to none

save Coquelin can he bequeath his estate. Coquelin,

it is true, is a host in himself; but the Theatre

Fran^ais is no royalty but a rei)ublic, not one actor

but a company. In its essence the reputation of the

House of Moliere is not individual but collective.

Thus it has been from the first; thus it should 1)e

until the end; thus, as I think, it must, for a time

at least, soon cease to be. In no great while, I take

it, the republic will to all intents and purposes have

gone into suspension. What is beginning is the

jeign of King Coquelin.

For, to tell the truth, INI. Coquelin is so excellent

an actor that under Salvini. (who is above all rules

and beyond all comparison"! I know not v/liere to look

for his equal. ^Ir. Henry James said of him years

ago that he had more temperament than jNI. (Jot and

as much art, and I agree with ^Ir. Henry James.

He has played many parts, and— good, bad, and

indifferent—he has played them all incomparably.

Nature intended him for a great actor; education

and opportunity have made him a great artist. It

is recorded of him that at the beginning, as Regnier's

pupil (he is Regnier's best work), he failed, and failed

conspicuously. AVith his wide mouth and brilliant

eye, his impudent nose and vibrant voice, he seemed

designed by nature for the prince of Scapins and

Mascarilles ; but his first efforts in this direction

were far from notable, and when Regnier, changing

completely the bent of his education, began to train

him for the performance of old men's parts, and pro-

duced him finally as the Orgon of the " Tartuffe,"

the result w^as a cruel fiasco. It was, so far as I

know, the last with which this admirable actor has

been credited. He resumed his practice upon the

iieroic rascaldom of ^loliere and Regnard, and at

four-and-twenty or so he made his first great hit

as the Figaro of the " Manage." He was half dead,

they say, with stage-fright, and, his weakness aiding,

he played the part in a tragic vein that was accepted

as not a blunder but a revelation. Since then he has

touched no-thing which he has not adorned. Big parts

and little, the old repertory and the new, Moliere

and Hugo, ]\Iarivanx and Aagier, " Le Joueur" and
" Le Fils Naturel," " Jean Dacier " and " Le Monde
Oii I'Ou s'Eunnie," Banville and Scribe— ho has

l)layed in all, and in all he has excelled. From first

to last his career has been one of hard work and

artistic uprightness and un.seliishness. He has never

disdained to play small and secondary parts : tlu!

dancing dandy and the huntsman of " Les Fachcux,"

the ridiculous maniuis of " Le Joucur," tlu? Didiois

of " TjC Misanthrope," the Lucas of ''Don Juan,"

the M. Loyal of the "Tartuffe;" and in ])laying

these perfectly he learned to become the perfect ex-

]ionent of greater and more perilous matter: the

magnificent impudence of Sbrigani and Scapiu, the

high-bred wickedness of the Due de Se])tmonts,

the hungry and tattered heroism of (iringoire, the

colossal hypocrisy of Tartuffe, the beatiliful niid

touching humanity of the old schoolmaster in " Les

Rantzau.''' It is known that for him cxecUenee is

unattainable save by means of discipline: that there

"is only one way to true eminence in art, and that

wav is through training and work; and his achieve-

ment is a jiroof that be is right. Maeready, as we

know, thought otherwise ; and most Knglislimen

think with Maeready. 1 confess that on this point

I prefer the authority of Coquelin, whose example,

as it seems to me, is a good deal m.ore respectable

than Maeready 's own. So far as I can gather,

^lacready (like ^Ir. Irving) was always himself and

nothing else; Coquelin (like Salvini, though of course

upon a lower level) is only himself in method and

accomplishment, and apart therefrom is always the

character he happens to have in hand. In the Mas-

earille of "L'Ftourdi " he is a hero of romantic farce,

the citizen of an impossible and delightful com-

munity, the exemplar of an impossible and delight-

ful immorality, the sublimation of an impossible and

delightful theory of humorous adventure; in the

^'adius of " Les Femmes Savantes " he is only an

incarnation of angry pedantry ; in the Septmonts

of " L'Etrangere " he is a man of breeding to the

finger-nails and a blackguard in every fibre. These

three parts are a type of his whole achievement.

Whatever he does is done with such a combination

of art and temperament, with so much accomplish-

ment and so much intelligence at once, as to stand

out, however good its surroundings, as a perfect ex-

pression of histrionics. I have the greatest possible

liking and respect for the rare and beautiful talent of

M. Delaunay, and the greatest jiossible admiration

for the noble intellectual and technical qualities of

M. Got ; but I confess that wherever I have seen

these admirable artists in direct comi>etition with M.
Coquelin— in " L'Etourdi," for instance, and " Les

Feiumes Savantes"— I have been obliged, almost
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against my will,

to prefer Viulius

to Trissotin, aiul

Mascarillo to Le-

lie. I am prepared

to believe that one

of these days he

will not only give

us a better Aloeste

than M. Delau-

nay's (which, to

I)e sure, is not

saying so much as

might be wished),

but—and this is

a very different

matter—that he

will run his re-

nowned senior

very hard indeed

in such memor-

able work as Gi-

boyer, Poirier, and

Maitre Guerin.

That when these

two famous artists

h:ivc retired he

will remain, fur

some years to

come, the central

and sovereign

figure of the

Theatre Franyais

seems to me pri i\ed

in advance. His

aecomplislmient is

perfect ; his talent

is many-sided and

m a n y-v o i c ed ;

tlu'iv is none to

contest his supre-

macy. In Eng-

land such an artist

—if such an artist

were possible—
might revolution-

ise the stage. In

France he can

hardly do that

;

but as the repre-

sentative of a

great tradition

and the exponent

of a perfect theory

he can ivndcr in-

calculable service
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COuCLLIX IN " EUY BLA3.

(Pnmiiii bij MadruM. lit/ Permission of 31. Constant Cuquchn.)

ti) his art and t(j

the great theatre

in which his repu-

tation has been

won, and with

\^hich his name

has l)ccome indis-

solubly associated.

And that, one

may be sure, he

will do.

Not content

with subduing the

present, M. Coque-

lin has taken

m e a s u r e s to

strengthen his

j)osition with pos-

terity. He is a

lover of pictures,

and among artists

he has many
friends, and of

these there are

some who have

painted him in

character. He has

a gallery of his

own, has this Pro-

teus of the Fran-

yais, and that

gallery is tilled

with portraits of

himself in his

many transforma-

tions. ]\I. Detaille,

it is true, has

painted him in his

uniform as a mob-

/(/'/, a defender of

Paris, but the rest

are representations

not of the man,

Init of the artist.

One of these, the

jNIascarille of

" L'lCtourdi," our

readers will re-

member; two

others we repro-

duce to-day. The

first is that of

Coipieliu as Don

Cesar de Bazan,

the impossible Bo-

hemian of " lluy
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Bias." The play, as I remember it, is, like all interest of the same distinguished painter's Mas-
Hugo's plays, a bad and false one, and the part, eariUe. The one was all Co.pielin au<l Moliere;

COQUELIN IX " LE JOUEUK. '

(Painted h;/ Jraii Dira'iil. Jly I'lrmisiion of M. ConslaiU Coqticlin.)

as it seems to mo, has the demerils of the play. (lie other—po.so, expression, figure— is all :\radrazo.
In Coquelin's hands it became real, interesting, Tlie seeond—M. Jean Beraud'." idea of Coqueliu as
even brdliant and striking. In Madrazo's report Rcgnard's Ileetor—is to my mind a far superior
upon It I do not find, I confess, the veracity and work. Here is the lackey of " Le Joueur," the

302
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i;aui(.'stcr's uwii valet, tlio most vivacious and dash-

ing sacripaut out of Molierc ; and here assuredly is

M. Coquelin, the most brilliant interpreter of classic

rascality that present times have seen. Play for play,

\ prefer "Le Joueur" to "Kuy Bias;" picture for

picture, I prefer the " Hector " to the " Don Cesar."

I do not doubt that performance for performance the

result would be the same. For " Le Joueur" is one

of the jewels of the old repertory, and in the old reper-

tory M. Coquelin is best and greatest. \V. E. H.

POMPEII IN BLACK AND WHITE.

NCE uproused from her

sleep of centuries, Pom-

])eii is fated to be silent

no more. Only a few

months ago the noise

was at its height ; the

streets of tlie little city

were alive not merely

with the footsteps of

tourists, but with the

tread of dead men's

author. The jjoem " Euphorion " was thus prompted.

We have chosen this poem, not that we might tell

again a thrice-told tale, but because " Euphorion

"

it.self has just seen a new revival, and the illus-

trations which accompany the new edition call for

comment. If the poet seeks to revive Pompeii,

the artist is pretty sure to supplement the poet,

and as Pompeii has left us abundant art-remains,

his work is sure to challenge criticism.

Before we turn to the "Euphorion" pictures, I

must gather up for a moment the threads of the story

^hosts charmed back to they illustrate, as they depend too closely together to

life by archseology. \A^e liad gladiatorial games, and

the pomp of an emperor to witness them ; sacrifices

and ritual chants, and a Roman mob in strictly cor-

rect attire. Some of us have ])erhaps felt that all

this, amusing and archisologically interesting though

it is, is just a trifle out of tune. We may study the

dead past to our profit, but we need not call it back

to life and bid it dance before us. At least if we

do, we may exjx'ct some severe jars in the process,

and at the close of any such revival we shall pro-

l)a!)ly think kindly of the reverent lava that cast its

robe of silence aljoiit the city it had slain. The re-

vival is not always after the realistic fashion of last

May. [More often it takes a quiet literary form,

appealing less to the mind that dwells upon the

outsidcs of ancient life—less to the tourist gazing

admiringly on half a mouldered egg because the

other half was eaten by a dead Pompeian—more to

the mind that seeks to know of the spirit behind

these externals. Such is ''Euphorion."

Every one nowadays goes to Naples, and thence

to Pompeii ; and happily now there is some abate-

be understood apart. The author, Dr. F. Gregorovius,

is better known by his history of mediseval Rome and

his account of Lucrezia Borgia than by this, his one

poetical effort. He would have been a better poet

had he been a less comj)letely furnished scholar, for

his verses are overladen with uncomfortably conscious

and most conscientious archfenlogy. He spent—he

tells us in a preface written to his friend Paul

Perez, at Verona— a pleasant, studious winter in

Rome in 1857, and to the museum at Naples he

paid a visit, which had the usual result. He saw

there, as every one sees, a beautiful bronze cande-

labrum which had been dug up in the house of

Arrius Diomedes, and which seemed to him a sort

of symbol of human life. So, slightly altering the

design of the candelabrum to suit his piu'pose, he

wove about it a sort of allegorical story, arid sent

the poem in IS.jS to his friend at Verona. An
illustrated edition appeared in 187^, and a second,

which now concerns us, in 1884. His Euphorion is

no mythical son of Faustus and Helena, no symbol

of Renaissance culture, only a slave-boy, whose hopes

ment of the keen desire which Lord Lytton tells us and aspirations are symbolised by the candelabrum.,

The poem falls into four cantos corresponding—at

best a little vaguely—with the designs of the four

lamps of the candelabrum.

We shall best understand the plot by turning to

the first picture. We are in the house of Arrius, in

the workshop of his gifted slave Euphorion ; near

him stands liis Egyptian friend and constant visitor

Serapion. AVe are on the eve of a high festival ; the

daughter of Arrius is about to return home after an

absence in Rome, whither she had been sent, appa-

prompted him irresistibly " to reanimate the bones

which were yet spared to his survey ; to traverse

fho gulf of eighteen centuries, and to wake to a

.second existence the city of the dead." But some
thirly years ago sensation was fresher; every traveller

who stood beneath the burning mountain felt its spell,

and, if he had any sort of literary faculty, Vesu-

vius was a tempting background to some memorial

tale or iioem, whose archajologieal setting was more
or less correct, according to llio scholarship of the
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rently to be "finished." (Was this really a eustom

among wealthy Pompeians?) The household is all

alive to prepare for her a fittino^ welcome. Need I

add that the slave-boy has a soul above his station,

and loves his master's daughter? He has prepared

for the day of her home-coming two works of art,

which are figured in the illustration ; one of these

alone would have been sufficient peg to hang the storv

on, but the two only cause a tiresome complication.

One (to the right of the picture) is a piece of sculpture,

Diedalus fashioning the wings, his rash son Icarus

already winged and Hying : if the original was like

the illustration, it must have been a very amazing

work, sinning against every canon of sculjitiu-al com-

position. However, it concerns us here only because it

symbolised the boy's rash fancy and daring aspiration.

He hoped by the excellence of its execution to secure

his master's favour and win freedom for the gift.

The second work of art, a tribute to lone, his love,

was a bronze candelalirum of rich work and elaborate

symbolism. On a Corinthian pillar are sup]Mirtcd

four branches, from each of which hangs a lamp.

The first is adorned with a figure of the dream-

god Oneiros holding the bright torch of his hojie
;

the second has a group of Amor and Psyche, mur-

muring their love " like doves in a wood ; " third

comes the bird of wisdom, the night owl of Athene,

lighting the darkness with a torch ; last is a group

of Death and Peace—Thanatos and Eirene—Than-

atos quenching his torch. The first canto, "Oneiros"

(the dream), is concerned chiefly with the hopes of

Euphorion. He longs to fly like Icarus. Serapion

bids him beware, lest like Icarus he sink fainting

into the abyss of unfulfilled endeavour. The day
wears on, sultry and heavy with approaching doom.

Euphorion in despair tears down the image of Icarus,

, and is just in time to hide the fragments when the

boy Ion enters, and bids Euphorion go that evening

and greet the newly-arrived lone.

The next canto, symbolised by the second lamp,

is "Amor iind Psyche." At evenfall Euphorion
hastens along the sea-coast, all aglow with threaten-

ing flames from Vesuvius, to the country-house of

Arrius, hidden in the shade of the plane-trees. There

he speaks to lone. He fears to find her changed
;

but all through her long absence in the gay city her

heart had turned homeward like a swallow in spring.

She sees him sad at heart because he is a slave
;

she promises him freedom and a life of wider action

far from the narrow sphere of Pompeii. He answers

that no freedom will tempt him to leave her ; he

will stay, he will work only to deck her bridal home
with the costliest works of his hand. Beneath her

feet lone feels the ground shuddering,^ as she tells

him her dream : how she stood on the brink of

the crater of the bnrninor mountain, and that he

came with wiuji's like Icarus to save hoi', and bore

her far across the shining sea. And as they

stand thus facing each other, dunil) with their new
consciousness, a timely earthquake shakes the house,

and lone, smitten and trembling with the shock,

falls like a swallow with failing wins's into Euiiho-

rion's arms. Amor and Psyche are at one for a

moment, but no longer. Ion rushes in, followed by
his father Arrius ; the lovers fly asunder, and Eu-
])horion is somewhat brusquely bidden lo leave the

women's apartment.

The third canto bears the name of the third

lamp, "Pallas Athene." After the single earthquake

shock that had startled the lovers, the mountain is

again at rest. The next day dawns quietly, though
the air is still heavy with approaching doom. It

is the morning of lone's feast, and as the day wears

on each shive brings some gift he has wrought or

treasured in her honour. The guests are assembled :

all is joy and feasting, though now and again the

groaning and trembling of ^'esuvius sends a shudder

thnuigh the hall. The offerings are many and goodlv :

corals and gold, onyx-stones, vases full of costly ])cr-

fumes, garlands of fresh flowers, amber and mirrors.

Last comes Eu])hori(in bearing his gift, the bronze

candelabrum wrapped in white linen. As he pauses

on the threshold the faces of the guests are dark-

ened with a terrible twilight, and through the dark-

ness the moaning of distant thunder is heard. Only

Arrius knows no fear, and pours a libation to the

friendly mountain. At last Euphorion speaks. The
day is dark, he says, and night is near. I bring

you light. He lays the lamp at the feet of his mis-

tress, amid the wonder and delight of the astonished

guests. All join in generous praise, and their wonder

heightens, as the slave-boy tells them the secret

symbolism of the four lamps. Only one grudging

artist holds the work cheap as mere craftsman's

laliour. The women crown the boy with garlands,

and he stands among them erect and fearless as a

deathless god. It is lone's hand, and hers only,

that must light the lamp; and as the flame kindles,

with shining face she turns to Euphorion and bids

him be a slave no more. Just as the boy sinks

in gratitude and gladness at the feet of Arrius,

a shattering peal of thunder is heard, the volcano

breaks forth, and a great darkness falls on the ter-

rified household ; the lamps of the candelabrum are

quenched, all but one, the lamp of Pallas Athene.

Seizing it in his hand, Euphorion rushes out.

The fourth canto is "Death and Peace"—and,

first, death. When Euphorion wakes to conscious-

ness, Pompeii is a desolate heap ; he is alone, but

not long. Winding his way along the sea tangle,

he comes on the prostrate figures of Ion and lone.

Thev are not dead, onlv senseless, and thev too soon
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awake tn tlieir sorrow awl ilestitution. Wailincf amid the ashes of their homes, seeking like black

aloud for lier fatlier and liome, lone tries to cast ravens to unbury their dead. But despair cannot last

herself headlong into the sea, and only by force for ever; the father is lost but the lover remains;

I.—EnPHOK[ON S DEEAM.

can Euphnrion restrain lier. For a tlay ami a night the past is buried, but tlie future is still bright; and
slie wanders tlirougli the ruins of tiie city, lamenting so, in a fashion, Peace dawns out of Death. lone
like a mad Cassandra, and the ttonieu survivors wail gathers a little of the city dust in a fair CamiJanian
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m-n, and with this almio for tlowrv to dpck the Laros that has arisen out of deatli. This connoftion ho-

of a new home, she prepares to follow Euphorion to tween Death and Peace is certainly strained :
what

11.—EUrUORION AND lOXE.

a distant land. As the sun sinks they set sail for is death to Arrlus proves peace and permission to

the Valley of the Nile, the country of Sei-apion, marry to lone and Euphorion, but this connection

where no hurninj,^ mountain threatens the new peace is scarcely a graceful trihute to their father. My
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object is, however, not to quarrel with the story

—

as a whole pleasantly told if not powerful—but to

comment on the illustrations.

They are twelve in number, of which we have

selected three. They are executed in the black and

white silhouette style, admittin<j of only three grada-

tions, black, white, and an intermediate grey. This

stvle of illustration has obtained considerable popu-

larity in Germany, but has little hold as yet in

England. It is a style which obviously challenges

criticism, because it is of the nature of a toit,r de

force—an attemjit to do great things with simple

material. A style of illustration which voluntarily

renounces so much of the triumphs of chiaroscuro

certainly stands on its defence ; it must gain much

to show a reason for so great renunciation.

It strikes me at the outset as curious that this

style should have been adopted to illustrate a poem

having Pompeii for its subject. Pompeii, from the

art point of view, is a world of light and colour ;

its walls were aglow with rich tints. If a Pompeian

room was confined as to actual limits, to the imagina-

tion it was made spacious by the perspective of its

mural decorations ; if dark and ill-lighted, it was at

least gandv with paintings, vivid with colours, some-

times startling in their decisive brightness, some-

times melting in the softest chiaroscuro. Pompeian

art is a highly-coloured art, suiting well a people

whose external life was brilliant and picturesque.

To translate this art into black and white is there-

fore a hazardous experiment.

But another question arises : are the scenes de-

picted—the artist's contemplation, the meeting of

the lovers, the outbreak of the volcano—suitable for

silhouette treatment? AA'hat are, what are not sub-

jects in which we can iitly dispense with the aids of

perspective and chiaroscuro ? Let us go to the Greeks

for our answer. These modern silhouette illustra-

tions will remind any student of ancient art of a

peculiar department of Greek handicraft : I mean

black figured vase-painting. But they will remind

him with a difference, and this difference we must

seek to seize and define. To this end let us consider

in turn the character of the three " Euphorion

"

pictures, and compai-e them with the subject of a

Greek vase-painting of the black-figured, silhouette

style, engraved for the purpose.

In our first "Euphorion" picture Euphorion

contemplates his candelabrum, and expounds it to

Serapion, who stands brooding by his side. It may

be questioned whether a piece of symbolism so elabo-

rate as the candelabrum would ever have occurred

to a Pompeian ; certainly the actual candelabrum

in the Naples Museum which suggested the poem

knows of no such complexity. But be that as it

mav, it will readily lie grantefl that our first picture

represents a coiaplicated situation, a situation made

the richer in suggestion by the grey marble group

of Dffidalus and Icarus, a group which occui's in-

deed in ancient art, but fraught with no complex

symbolism. We have, then, in our first picture a

highly-imaginative, intellectual subject, an analysis

of sentiment, and by no means a picture that he who

runs may read, expressed though it be in tlie sim-

plest artistic terms. In our second we have in the

embrace of Euphorion and lone a subject simple

enough, but charged with a high-wrought emotion ;

we have a situation conceived at a climax of high

tension, which in its nature cannot be permanent

;

we have also a subject the interest of which is sub-

jective rather than objective. In our third example

the interest is indeed objective. The sentiment is

simple enough—despair and grief at an oljvious cala-

mity. There is no attempt at subjective analysis ; the

effort of the illustrator is to obtain pictorial, effect,

a sensational presentation of the horrors of the vol-

canic eruption. To this end we have four distinct

planes of perspective: the foreground with the figures,

the overhanging lava cave, the burning mountain,

the lurid sky in the distance. To resume : our three

pictures are severally characterised by—first,' com-

plexity of sentiment; seconl, intensity of emotion;

third, elaboration of pictorial effect. Now, bearing

these characteristics in mind, let us turn to our

black-figured Greek vase-painting. In passing we

may note that though our vase appears in print as a.

black silhouette on a white ground, the original is

black on red, a much less startling Qontrast ; and

that, further, the black of the Greek design is toned

and relieved to the eye by incised lines.

The subject is very simple, and in this case he

who runs may indeed read, for the actor's names

are clearly written. "Achilles," the armed warrior,

forces " Penthesilea," his Amazon foe, upon her

knee, and is about to slay her. They are familiar

figures. Probably most of us know them in the

light of the tradition of a later poetry. We remem-

ber the story—perhaps the loveliest of all stories

—

of how the warrior-queen Penthesilea, as fair as she

was strong, came with her maiden host to help old

Priam in his sorest need ; of how only the migh-

tiest of all the Greek heroes, Achilles, could stand

at all before her; and how, fiercely hating his

strong woman-foe, he smote her, and she died, and

as she died the visor fell from off her face, and

he saw^ her beauty and loved too late the " woman

armed;" and he lifted her in his arms, that so she

might die at rest, and he buried her with great

mourning, and the fool Thersites scoffed at him, and

died for his scoffing. All this, the most pathetic,

the most modern of ancient tales, we know, and

perhaps we think this Greek vase-painting is charged
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with a iiioiv complex eiuuluju than au\ of thr

" Eupliorion " pictures. But a single unprejudiced

glance at the design will convince us that of this

emotional aspect of the story the vase-painter knew
nothing. The visor of Penthesilea has not fallen

away ; there is nothing of pleading in her face or

gesture; nothing of ruth, still less love, in his aspect.

The painter is concerned to record a fact, the conquest

of Penthesilea by Achilles, not to express an emotion.

The figures of his hero and heroine are full of action,

liut wholly devoid of sentiment ; lie is much more

anxious to balance gesture than to contrast emotion,

much more careful about the filline: of his sreen

space than the analysis of any situation. What is

true of tliis particular black-figured vase-painting

is true of all. Of the thousands that are known
to us, we may safely assert that not one depicts

anything more recondite than simple, well-defined

action, accompanied by just as much straightforward

emotion as is necessary to prompt action ; in some
we may search for anything akin to eomplexitv of

sentiment or subjective intensity. Equally in vain

may we search for anytliing like pictorial effect. To
the fight betu-een Achilles and Penthesilea there is

no background of the plains of Troy, not even the

faintest indication of locality, still less any attempt

to render atmosjiheric perspective. In this respect

Greek silhouette painting strikingly contrasts with

our third " Euphorion " illustration, and here it is

that we feel the silhouette style most conspicuously

fails. It is utterly unfitted to express aerial per-

spective and sensational atmospheric conditions;

these, if legitimate objects of art at all, are only

permissible with their natural accompaniments of

colouring and chiaroscuro.

Natural, we say, but why ? Why may certain

emotions, certain effects be permissibly attempted

in painting which are inadmissible in sculpture

and in silhouette drawing ? Painting depends on

colour, colour on light. Light is subject to constant

change ; it shifts and wavei's, comes and goes, waxes

and wanes ; it is transitory, often illusive, sometimes

distorting, sometimes glorifying; it has in it little

or nothing of the stable, the permanent. Sculpture,

on the other hand, and similarly outline drawing
and silhouette, depend on form. A blind man, to

whom all the shifting effects of chiaroscuro are a

sealed book, can yet realise and enjoy outline. Were
the sun darkened to-morrow, the delight of form

would remain : form is fixed, stable, permanent, with

nothing about it of the fleeting, the transitional.

Hence from the province of any art that depends

on form, from sculpture, from silhouette, even from
polychrome—outline-drawing is shut out for ever,

all the sjiherc of the transitional, whether in ex-

ternal effect or in internal emotion. We may not

(lejiict anytliing iii silhouette which comes and goes

in nature; we may indicate a tree or a mountain,

but not so faithfully reproduce it that it seems to

breathe and live ; we may not introduce aerial per-

spective, because that depends for its rendering on
chiaroscuro. Least of all may we attempt to re-

jiroduce a volcano at the moment of eruption, because

the condition is essentially transitional. In the

human province we may not attempt to render either

in sculpture or silhouette any emotion of such high

tension that it must of necessity be transitional. We
must select, if we wish to embody emotion at all, a

static condition: such a balance as may be permanent,

such a settled, fixed, permanent condition as represents

the ef/ios : the character of the man rather than the

momentary wave of passion that ruffles his emotional

surface. We can easily sec that this law excludes

not only the highly-wrought emotion—the sudden

embrace of the lovers—but also anything like the

reflectivo mood of our first example. That is quiet

enough, but it is too specialised, too dependent on a

delicate and complicated balance of thought and
sentiment to be essentially static. Once let the

fluctuating element enter, be it of thought, of emo-

tion, or of atmospheric condition, and the artistic

rightness of the silhouette is to our minds gone.

^\ e readily see that the revival of silhouette drawing

is likely to be a mere niannerism. Our own age is

nothing if not complicated, subtle, intellectualised,

overstrung; we cannot even attempt to revive an-

cient life, to tell the simplest Greek tale, without

charging it with morbid modern associations ; our

painters when they seek inspiration from classical

stories prefer to read such stories through the disturb-

ing medium of media;val passion. Silhouette drawing
is a child's art, and can only be done aright with the

heart of a child. The potter who drew our Gi-eek vase-

painting was a great craftsman in his day, and he

has left us his name, Exekias; but he had a child's

heart : he had a very simple story to tell, and he

told it plainly, with very simple means. So his draw-

ing remains, a very simple, it may seem to some a

very uncouth thing: but good, honest, right, fit; it

will live always, while a hundred self-conscious art

fashions come and go. The silhouette fashion can-

not last long ; it is too false, too incongruous : it

is like a woman with a worn, world-weary face,

dressed in the white raiment of childhood.

One point I cannot leave untouched in comparing

new and old. These "Euphorion" pictures are i/liis-

trafions. Illustrations are a modern monstrosity

unknown to Greek art, nay, more, unknown to all

good art at all. I would not be misunderstood.

For scientific purposes illustrations are necessary.

This mngazine in which I write is illustrated for

scientific purposes. Sometimes the te.xt exists for
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the picture, the picture not beinf^ rightly understood,

or at least appreciated without the text ; sometimes

the picture for the text, the text dealing with such

art matters as can only be understood by the help of

the picture. This is not the kind of illustration with

which I (puirrcl. It is necessary and useful. But

there is an<jtlier kind common in modern days un-

known to the Greeks save possibly in their latest

decatU'uce, a kind which I believe to be wholly and

without niitigatiou bad and false. This kind consists

in drawing from one kind of art the inspiration for

a wholly different art

—

e.ij., in taking a p(jcm and

in the current sense illiistrufiiig it, reproducing the

poem pictorially. The one art necessarily hampers

the other ; if the poem is worth anything it cannot

be reproduced pictorially, because a poem and a pic-

ture are governed by different, and in some ways

opposing, laws. I do not say that a poet and a

painter cannot l)oth be insjiircd by the same thought,

the same situation, the same story ; but I do say

advisedly that they cannot illustrate each other. The

juxtaposition of their respective embodiments of the

same thought may serve the purpose of comparison,

of contrast ; of illustration, of light cast each on the

thought of the other, never. In so far as the conditions

of artistic creation in each hamper the other, which

as "illustrations" they must, illustrated editions of

poems and the like are and must always be artistic
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abominations. I have said elsewhere, and need not ti<jn. Here, as elsewliere, ihey I'elt by instinct the

repeat at length here, that the aneient vase-paiuters truth we ascertain by analysis. The inevitable in-

IV.—ACHILLES AND PENTHESILEA.

never illnafrafLul the poem i>f Homer. They con- ferencc from this is, that our " Euiihorion " ]>!<•-

ceived of and embodied myths they had in common tures sin afresh by the mere fact that they arc

with him, but by separate independent inspira- illi(.\l rdlidiin. Jane E. Hauiu.sox.

THE ROMANCE OF ART.

A QUESTION OF COPYRIGHT.

COLUMBA of the Churches, though born so long elau, whose less honoured adherents slept round the

ago as the year 5:21, was, like the immortal central fire of the great dining-hail.

Barry Lvndon, descended not merely from the Irish The old religion, of which little is known, hiul

kings but "from the very oldest of them all," and, entirely disappeared before the date of Coluniba's

for all his austerity and saintliness, had as great birth, and his mother, a devout woman, had had a

a jn-ide in his ancestry as had Thackeray's hero, prophetic dream, telling her that she was to bring

But whereas Barry was doubtful as to the ]iartirular forth a saint. To one of less faith the as])0ct of

family from which he should claim descent, Columba the new-born baby would have been discouraging,

was an undovibted scion of that Hy-Nyall tribe He was a passionate, imperious little thing, showing

which at a later date divided into the two rival in these early days more promise of the warlike Hy-

brauches of O'Donnell and O'Xeill, and was born in Xyall nature than of any peculiar sanctity. But the

the princely residence of Gartan, near Letterkenny. faith of the princess, if rudimentary, was unques-

The architecture of this royal home was of the tioning; and convinced of the saintly destiny of her

simplest: there was a great diuing-hall, round or son, she called him Columba, though dovelike gentle-

oval in shape, with a beehive roof, and there were a ness was by no means characteristic of the child,

quantity of smaller beehives around it, which served The baby naturally passed most of his time in the

as homes for the more distinguished members of the apartment of his mother, and as he grew to have a

303 ,
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little scnsp, she saw with joy that he prayed with

a (juito ]ieciiliar ardour and listened eagerly to what

she tany-ht liini of religion and of the high honour

to wliirh h(! had been called before his birth. But

when the men carried him into the hall to amuse

them on winter evenings he learnt other lessons.

From them he heard of the pleasures of the hunt,

the glories of the fight, in which the bloody hand was

always the victorious banner. lie learned that there

was no house in Ireland, and therefore none in the

wiile world, so illustrious as his by valour or descent.

It was no trifle to spring from one of the five fami-

lies who might sit upon the Tai-a throne; it was a

still greater honour t(j claim descent from the great

Nviill, who had been first to reign over all Ire-

land, and who had brought Patrick, their evangelist,

wifli many other prisoners, from Brittany. The

Fenian traditions had not (piite died out : it was still

as much a ])art of an Irish gentleman's education to

sing and to make verses as to be swift of foot and

sure of aim; and many and stirring were the legends

the bov heard chanted to music which, whatever its

merits, was the finest he coidd conceive of. That

life of excitement, with much hunting and more

fighting, with long winter evenings passed in sing-

ing, in carousing, in chess and draughts, and other

games, all sanctified by a little praying, was one

that appealed to Cidumba's nature. He loved the

fre(^ life with its easy virtues, the courage that «as

born in him, the chivalry to women, the lavish open-

liandediicss, the generosity to the poor and the con-

quered, that was part of the proud Ily-Nyall nature.

But this old order of things was passing away; and

though it was less than a century since Patrick the

bishop had returned to evangelise the country where-

in he had passed his captive boyhooil, and the Chris-

tianity of ("olumba's day was still iu many ways

heretical and incomplete, its inlluenee was grow-

ing year by year, and was bringing about that

learned and religious temper, whiidi later l.iecame

so general that " it was enough to be an Irish-

man, or even to have been in Ireland, to be con-

sidered holy."

Columlia himself was destined to greatly influ-

ence the s])irit of his age, both with regard to a sense

of moral responsibility and the increase of its artis-

tic knowledge. At the time of liis birth there were

already many religious communities, but monastic

institutions were still in their infancy. Priests and

fi'iars bore arms side by side with the secular mem-
bers of their clan, and so dim was their perception

of tile sin of shedding human blood that disputes

between rival monasteries were commonly settled liy

an ajij.eal to arms. These monasteries were of even

simpler construction than the palaces ; a large oval or

ellipse-shaped building with domed roof served as

chapel and library, and each brother dwelt apart in

a little hut wdiich he built for himself within the

grounds of the community. To such a monastery

Columba, while still quite a child, caused himself

to be taken, and, through his youth, passed from

monastery to monastery, learning from each what

he could of Cburch doctrine, Latin, w'riting, and of

the new art of illumination.

The conventual life, passed alone in his little hut,

must at times have been unspeakably dreary to the

homesick boy, who never forgot to love his father's

people and his father's house ; the change from the

noisy home, with its nights of revelry and its days

passed in the peaceful chatter of the women's room,

was great and sudden ; and the bfiy was too young and

of too passionately loving and intense a nature to be

able to uproot all earthly love and feeling. His life

from the first was one of exceptional rigour and sanc-

tity; yet the lad found himself possessed of supera-

bundant vigour and affection, and these he expended in

a blameless devotion to his work of copying and illu-

minating books. We cannot tell wdien or from whom
the Irish received the first inspiration of that beau-

tiful ornament which characterises their work, not

only in vellum, but in goldsmithry and stone. The

fine and intricate character of the design, composed

of geometrically-arranged lines and quaint forms of

birds and beasts, is peculiar to the Irish Celts and

their ]iupils, the Anglo-Saxons. Some hints they

may have taken from the Roman tesselated pave-

ments, which they must have seen on their maraud-

ing and missionary tours to Britain, but the general

character of the ornament is not Roman, nor had

either Latins or Greeks as yet any idea of orna-

menting their manuscripts.

F'or these arts of writing and painting Columba

had a remarkable genius; tlie "Book of Durrow,"

one of the finest and earliest illuminated Gospels in

existence, he completed in the incredibly short space

of twelve days; and in the course of his life wrote

nearly three hundred books, many of them adorned

with most exquisite workmanship. His younger

years were largely passed in this labour, and he was

sent from monastery to monastery, enriching with

some treasure each house that he visited.

It happened that when he was near forty years

of age he was sent to Clonard, wdiere Finnian the

abbot had a \mique and curious Psalter wdiicli he

allowed no man to copy. Columba, little thinking

that permission would be withheld from one of his

fame and family, asked leave to copy it; but Fin-

nian, knowing that rarity is an element of value and

thinking that from one copy many might ^ring,

denied Columlia as he had denied all other petitioners.

Now Columba, for all that he was a monk, was not

accustomed to be gainsaid ; moreover day by day his
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liinij'insf increased to ])llssc'^:s the ourimis I'.salter.

The book haunted his nin'hts as well as iiis (hiys
;

he could obtain no rest for thinking' oF it, till a(

last one nig-ht his desire became so irivsislible that

he rose, went to the chapel, and by the lii^ht of a

liiiitern began copying the book. Night after night

he went on with his work, always working in haste

anil in fear of discovery, till at the end of a month
the liiHik was finished. Just as the copy was ended

Finnian, by a singular coincidence, wished to eon-

siill his Psalter at midnight, and rose and went

down to the chapel. Over the bookshelf there was

a light, and in front of the Psalter stood the great

figure of the contumacious monk. Finnian the abbot

was shocked beyond measure that one of Columba's

sanctity should have disobeyed him, and Finnian tlie

book collector was outraged that his book was no

longer unicpie : he felt that to claim the copy was

only a fitting punishment for Columba's fault. But

Cohnnba, magnificently luiconseious of having done

anything underhand, fiatly refnsed to give up the

co])y. Words, which the biographers of both have

thought it well to pass over, pas.sed between the two

saints; and after a long wrangle, which was em-
iiittered bj- a traditional family feud, they agreed

to consult the King of Tara, who was the su[>reme

authority in all matters of dispute.

Tiie two men set out together, and on foot made
the lon^- pilgrimage to Tara, where they told their

quarrel to Dermid the king. Now it may he that

Permid was not an intellectual person, or perchance,

like many another chieftain of his day, he loved to

humiliate the Hy-Nyall pride. He listened silently

while the two monks told their story, and then he

gave this judgment: "To every cow belongeth her

calf, and to every book belongeth his son-book
;

wherefore to Finnian belongeth this cojiy."

It is said that it was Columba who ])roposed to

Finnian that the king should settle their dispute :

none the ]es&, when judgment was given against him,

he declared he would not oliey^ it, and, repairing to

his home in Donegal, told his people of the affront.

To the Hy-Nyall code of honour there was but one

answer to any slight oft'ered to their house. Fin-

nian's clan were invited to meet Columba's people

at Cuildrevne, and when the sun went down it set

on the victorious red-hand waving over a bloody

lielil. That was still the customary method of set-

tliiii;- disputes. The ablxit had been worsteil in the

fight, and gave up the book, but proljably the con-

quered clan bore no ill-will towards the conqueror;

the quarrel was settled, and therefore at an end.

Finninn's people were doubtless as astonished as were

the Hy-Nyall tribe at the intensity and bitterness

of Columba's remoi-se. Now that his passion had

cooled, the sense of his blood-guiltiness weighed on

the wretched man with over-mastering force ; for he

was sufficiently in advance of his age to feel the

extent of his crime, and as a sign of his repentance

bef(ire (iod and man, he imposed on himself the

iuu'dest and most enduring penance his imagination

could conceive.

AVith a little band of followers he left his native

land, having sworn a solemn vow never to see or to

set foot again on the soil of I'^rin. He settled in

the land of the Northern Picts, and ])reached the

Gospel to that heathen folk with such success that

he founded among them nearly a hundred and twenty

churches and religious houses, for which cause he is

called St. Columb-kille, or "of the churches." Hut

the land of his exile never became his home, ami

such of his affections as were still on earth remained

in his own country-. "For," said he, "death is bctti'r

in rcproachless JCrin than perpetual life in Alba."

Ho died, when over sev(>nty years of age, in the little

island of lona, which liad lieen given him b\- the

Pictish king.

The book from its history was called the Cat-

hach, or l$(iok of (be Battle, and was treasuri'd

by Columba's ]ico])]e as their most valued heirloom.

Through innumerable wars and changes of fortune,

the head of the house of CyOonnell never rai'tcd

with that book, which was at an early date enclosed

for safety, first in a box of yew, and in the Eleventh

Century in .a metal shrine or caali. Thus pr<itectcd,

the treasure of the O'Donnells was kept securely till,

after the battle of the Poyne, the Jacobite Daniel

O'Donnell went to France, taking the Cathach with

him. Then it disapjicarcd, and it was feared that

it was lost for ever. J5ut in the year 1816 an Irish

lady, who was travelling in Helgium, chanced to

see what she knew to be an Irish book-shrine among
the treasures of a monastery. How came it there?

she asked ; and the monks told her how it had been

left there more than a hundred years ago by on(,'

Daniel O'Donnell, who hail asked them to kcej) it

till it should be claimed by the head of bis Ivjuse.

Sir Neal O'Donnell of Westport easily proved his

claim, and the tuKih was restored to him. Within

the inner case was a mass of parchment, shapeless

and pul])y- at first, but which, aiier careful steep-

ing, separated into the leaves of a book, on which

were written certain of tin- P.salms in a clear though

hurried Irish handwriting of the Sixth Century.

The early and later pages had rotted away, but the

midilie part is in ]ierfect condition, and shows a book

about five and a half inches long, unornamented,

b\it with hasty sketches and memoranda for the illu-

mination of the initial letters. The Cathach was

replaced in its shrine, and, through the generosity

of the O'Donnell family, may be .seen by the visitor

to the Irish Academy. p. :M.,bet, Robixsox.
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SOME ORIENTAL BRASS-WORK.-II.

PERHAPS Cio most beau-

til'iil, certainly tlio most

costly l)rass-\vork cmiu's to us

from the Persians. Their ex-

quisitely perfoi'ated lace-Hke

productions are well known and

appreciated at home. When
their labour is bestowed on

camels and on peacocks with

outspread tails, the results are

wonderful and expressive, but

hardly satisfactory. Some of

their incense-burners and cas-

kets, however (vni.), especially

when studded with ]iale

turquoises, are quite beau-

tiful. They also excel in

chasing on thick brass

objects minute fii^ures

and patterns in hii^her

relief than those on

Indian work ; some

d pieces arc dated,

which aihls to

t h e i r value;

the tops of

larire

white jars are often decorated with beautiful chased

wiirk (if tiiis class. They frequently take a small

piirci'lain bnwl (ir saucer, and mounting it on a

stand, raise above it a high pyramid of delicate per-

forated brass-work, which makes a pastile or perfume-

b\irner. Many of their frames, both those for hand-

mirrors, with richly-chased covers, and larger ones

intended for wall-glasses, deserve to be particularly

noticed for artistic work and graceful shapes. But
their most delicate and aerial fancies are bestowed on

all objects connected with smoking : thus, you see a

woman's figure shaped out of a lilm of vajiour, with

crossed arms and mocking smile, sinking downwards
as if falling from the cloud, while crowding heads

and dissolving shapes flit up from the glowing ashes.

The figures are chiefly drawn from their m\thologv;
thus they are given to rejicating wr/ nauseam the com-
bats of their great hero Rustum with the Div Sefid.

After a time they Ijceome painfully monotonous
;

they are much copied in Damascus work. Figures,

whether of men or animals, seem not forljidden to

early Mohammedanism. The sect of Shiitcs intro-

duced them freely into their art, but the practice

is regarded with horror mnites, who care-

fully restrict themselves to arabesques, ilowcrs, and

geometrical designs. Among the tiles forming; jiart

of the Henderson Bequest to the British Muscuiri

arc many figures of birds ; each bird's neck has been

carefully cut through, probably as a protest by some

lious Suiniite against Shiitc profanity. The horned

demons with grinning faces placed on the tojis

of clubs or covers of incense-burners arc most

eomniou on the side of Persia nearest

to India—Cashmere; and in coloured

objects, following Indian examples,

these supernatural beings arc

always painted blue. The

brass bowls hung from

chains and swung hy

wandering der-

vishes to and

I., EiuimcUcd iM-; u., lucense-Burucr ; iii., Damascus Tray; iv., Coffee Service; v., Small Coffec-Pot;

VI., Pcu and lak Holder.
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fro, to pollect the alms o£ the f;ntliful, are interest-

ing-. They are often shaped Hke a boat, and in

this form are useful in a greenhouse, and make

<rond hanging flower-baskets. They are sometimes

coft'ee-jiot (xi.) is exactly like the calyx of a thistle.

These tall, long-necked coffee-pots much resemble

aiguieres for rose-water, but the basins on which

they stand are different coffee-pots, having a deep

very <'Taceful in shape, sometimes quite clumsy receptacle for hot ashes to keep the li(]ui(l warm,

and" coarse-looking; they can now be boug-ht in any The stands set under rose-water jugs are like slial-

nundx'r. The alms-bowl of a dervish constitutes low basins.

iiis most valuable possessi(.in, and is often elabo- The small coffee-pot engraved herewith (v.) is

rately carved and really valuable. The black seed the most usual shape for use; it holds just enough

of the Seychelles palm, at onetime extremely rare, for one cup. This pattern is frecpiently brought from

and considered only suited to royalty, v%'as gradu- Damascus decorated in modern enamel. Our other

ally utilised by tho.se wandering dervishes fortimate example (iv.) is a very useful form for a party of

enough to find a specimen on the seashore (where drinkers. The whole service is often enamelled, and

tiiey were first discovered, and imagined in Persia to placed on one of the low Damascus tables of dark

be a sea product) . They are often beautifully carved wood ornamented in mother-o'-pearl, or one of the

in low relief, and are now much sought after by col- carved and brilliantl^'-colonred tables in which Arabs

lectors ; from the form of the seed, something like a delight, of which the tops are generally set with

large loose shoe, it is well suited for an alms-howl, glazed tiles. Tiiis group (iv.) also includes exam-

Since the discovery of the palm itself the uncarved pies of the brass holders used for coft'ee-eups; these

bowls h-ive lost their value ; it is said as much as a holders, shaped like our egg-cups, give great scope

thousand pounds was given for those earliest found, to Eastern artisans for the display of their powers

The shaiie is now imitated in perforated brass, en- of invention; the patterns are often very graceful;

crusted with torquoises, aiid sent home from Persia ; the old ones are much the best. Some lups have

but the old boat-shaped baskets are better suited for holders made to match them in ]iorcelain. Formerly

English requirements, and are much cheaper. the Moors were in the habit of carrying about

The conical covered vases which, filled with sweet- their own special coffee-cup and holder in a Morocco

meats, are still carried in Arab wedding processions case. They may sometimes still be picked up in

(x.) are available for home decoration; numbers of Algiers: delicate Dresden cups, often with the

them are made of various degrees of excellence. Marcolini mark which gives the date of this now

Thev are equally common in Persia, as in their repre- bygone fashion. Arabs have assured me that the

sentations of feasts a pair is always placed before the holders are often inscribed with the name of the

great personage. Old va.ses of the same shape may family to whom they belonged; but those I have

be found encrusted with coloured enamels. found engraved with Arab letters only signified

Generally speaking, Persian work is the most "cojiy" or " repetiti<ni.'' As the holders in great

houses were often made of precious metals, these

niarked brass ones are possibly duplicates of sonic

favourite design. But the habit of marking articles

with the name of their owner is not peculiar to Arabs.

1 possess a water-bottle of old green pottery, of which

the u]'per part is made in delicate repousse Damascus

work in brass, but round the edge in ancient German

work that students can fiimiliarise themselves easily letters there is engraved the name of probably some

delicate and beautiful, but that from Damacus is

much cheaper and quite as decorative. Articles

from Persia, especially from the Cashmere borders,

are often ornamented with involved circles, all

starting from the centre : a style that has a goo<l,

though lal)yrinthine, effect. South Kensington now

possesses such exquisite examples of Persian brass-

with their style of decoration.

Kcligious ceremonies in Mohammedan mosques re-

cpiire the expenditure of a great deal of incense; we may
therefore expect that much thought and care should

be devoted to the shape of incense-burners. We repro-

duce (ii.) a graceful example of perforated Damascus

work ; the clustering spires round the top are all

tippcil with coral, and the suspended chains are all

(jrnamenled with larg'e coloured-glass beads—a very

former proprietor.

Candlesticks (xiv.) are very useful, especially

for presents. The oldest, and among Arabs perhaps

the favourite design, is the bell-shaped candlestick,

which seems to have been used at least from the

Twelfth Century. It is found sometimes richly

enamelled, or even made in potttny. Large bowls

(xii.), often ornamented with silver letters and per-

forated edges, are much prized at home for holding

favourite style in Damascus; the glass lamps in the cut flowers or growing ferns. We have engraved

mosques there are often so treated : the under part (vn.) a small shallow bowl, much the same shape as

of this burner is shaped just like a seed-vosscl. It an Indian " lota," and used for the same purposes,

is interesting to remark how these Oriental artists Water-carriers in Arab towns exhibit as part of their

looked to nature for their models ; the stand of our stock-in-trade two bright brass engraved bowls of
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different sizes, attached to eaeh other hy a chain.

A draught from the smaOer one costs liltK- ; I'or the

larger bowl-fvdl you pay in jiroportion. Flat howls

or saucers arc made which mingle very well wifii

pottery decoration, and little tlat trays can he ])ickcd

up not larger than the palm ol' your hand, hul

prettily ornamented, and meant to receive the ashes

of a pipe or cigaretlc. Our inkstand (vi.) is the

general shape, worn in the waist belt hy all Orientals
j

the small receptacle at the side holds the ink; the

rccd pens ore kept in the long part. These pens,

though hard, are pleasant to write with, and can he

bought in Arab shops, four a jjenny; those orna-

mentally carved at the sides and coloured are more

expensive. Inkstands of this same form are found

in carved ebony and ivory, and are then very costly.

Extrcmelv handsome braziers come into the market

at the breaking-iip of some old house from death

iir political causes. Thus, at the banishment of

tlic late Midhat Pacha, some rare objects fell into

the hands of dealers ; such articles always command

their own price. Most of the standard works in

brass can now be procured from Damascus enamelled ;

but the modern artist does not seem to have in-

herited the instinct of beautiful colour inherent in

most Orientals ; he has also lost the secret of some

lints, especially the tender bhie-greens and pearly

whites of the older workmen. Ancient enamels ou

brass, though often rough, have the soft and deep

hues of glass, while the modern imitation looks more

like porcelain. The delicate natural gift of colour

seems to shrink and wither away before the breath of

modern civilisation.

The women and children of good Arab families

were in old times never allowed to wear imitation

jewellery, whether of stones or metal ; the increasing

taste for French civilisation is, however, fast break-

ing down such prejudices. Fine ancient designs, espe-

cially of necklets, are now repeated in brass and sent

out in hundreds from Damascus. Tlio most usual

])attern is one formed of two rows of hanging fi.sh—
the shapes much degraded by repetition : this on a

dark skin is very effective, and has besides the advan-

tage of being a powerful charm. Most neck orna-

ments have hanging pendants following Egyptian

precedents. One vei-v decorative design is composed

of chains formed of flat rings; the first chain fastens

tight round the throat, while the others descend

in increasing lengths almost to the knee; this is a

most favourite pattern for wedding feast.<5. The

Hashing liifhts arive almost the effect of chain ar-

mour. The jirice is comparatively extremely mode-

rate. Small fish necklaces can be bought for five

francs. Speeimens of brass bracelets are much
sought after by artists for their quaint designs.

The whole female population of Tlemcen (Oran)

delight in displaying in their ears a cluster of large

hooj) rings made with serpents' heads brightened

by coloureil glass eyes or a dab of rough enamel.

I']ven babies in arms wear these hoops, though their

little ears are torn and distorted by the weight,

the metal being cheap, and the native vciidm- giving

good measure. To relieve the ears these rings are

generally loojted up to a chain which is fastened

on the top of the red jicakcd cap they all wear.

Some of the chains used for looping up the ear-

rings arc very good leaf-patterns, doubtless copied

from old designs. Necklaces of brass coins stamped

in imitation of real ones, mixed with glass beads,

are also worn, but they are not so artistic as the

necklaces worn by some of the inferior castes in

India, whicli are made of thin sheet brass cut into

the form of leaves, and ornamented by a system

of dots.

Manv curiously sluqicd toilette pots in brass come

from India, receptacles for pomades and rouge; one

quaint rouge ]iot is made of a cluster of small boxes

round a central figure. Eaeh box contains a different

shade of rouge, from the palest pink to deep red, so

that every taste may be satisfied. A small seated

figure forms the handle of each lid, so that when all

are closed the figures make a group in the middle.

Our museums contain many brass idols from India;

they do not offer much artistic interest. Hottles

meant to contain kohl (the black ])ow(ler Eastern

women a]iply to their eyelids) are often made of

precious metals and elaborate forms, but by far the

greater number are of brass, to suit humbler purses.

A very common shape is that of a heart, just large

enough to hold in the palm of the hand, with an

ornamental stopper, to which is fixed the blunt ]>iu

used to draw the dark line round the eyes. Kohl,

I should note, is not only held the luxury of the

rich but a necessity of the poor ; even an old beggar

woman, wdiosc tattered rags scarce cover her, con-

trives to have a line of it round her eyes. Its

astringent properties are considered most strength-

ening to the sight. It is said to contain one thou-

sand ingredients ; and without endorsing the asser-

tion that Solomon's daughter (who invented it)

could by its means see three days off, its perennial

and wide-spread popularity seems to imply that some

benefit attends its use. Little Itrass kohl bottles,

adorned with red paint, are frequently presented to

their customers as " bonheurs" by such Arab shoj)-

keepers as still maintain that ancient and fast-vanish-

ing fashion.

Wc know very little about brass-work in the

inferior of Africa; but as the different tribes round

the l']iper Congo have various names for brass, they

nnist be well a(c|uaintc(l with the substance, and a

recent traveller mentions that they make many little
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objects of carved wood ornamented by brass-work, particularly for tl.ose who would be content witii copy-

Amon- the relies exhibited after the Abyssinian ing and not designing their patterns. For beginners

War was a brass brooch of a very good design, ^ such repomsS work as the old Algerine trays

representing an antelope would be the easiest style to attempt at first.

VII Small B..W1; viii., Perforated CasVet ; ix., &niave Enamelled Tray; x., Covered Sweetmeat Vase; xi,, Coflee-Pot aud

Stand; xll., Silver-Lettered Bowl; xlll., Footed Tray; xiv., Twisted Candlestick.

up in tlie act of leaping, and its long twisted horns Brass decoration can be made useful in many ways:

thrown back to touch its tail. small plaques for ornamenting furniture, or finger-

Brass-working is now beginning to be a favourite plates for doors, are perhaps the most simple articles

fashionable amusemeut for 'ladies; many firms sell for students. A piece of brass thick enough to

the requisite materials, and it is a much easier em- make a serviceable tray would require more skill

ployment than would appear possible at first sight, and patience. Madeline A. Wai.lace-D'jnlop.

1

"IN SCHOOL."

From the Picture by W. ScuiiTZE.

F where two or three boys arc gathered together is a young female person with outstretched arm,

thcrt trou de" in the midst, how much evidently deiKiunciny the culprit with a good deal of

more is it so in the turbulent society of school.

As in the outside world, peo])led l)y " children of a

larger growth," there are broken laws and sufferings,

so here, the lioy commits his small crimes and mis-

demeanours, is overtaken by retribution, condemned

by just or unjust judgments, and is at ouce a ruler

and a victim of public opinion. Our picture gives

us a glance at a serious investigation going forward

amongst the little people of a village school in Germany

feminir.e vehemence. The boys at the desks

hind, who should certainly be at their tasks, look

like the fag-end of a miniature jury or a company of

juvenile reporters not displeased at the position of

affairs. The Dominie alone reserves his opinion aud

decision on the case, aud surveys the hostile forces

with a countenance that betrays a philosophic habit

of thought. He has especially the air of a man

who thoroughly knows the hidden workings of a

The accused, standing in the middle of the floor, is a boy's heart, iu all its mixture of innocence aud des-

somewhat attractive young criminal, though for the perate wickedness. Behind him is placed the Idaek-

time overwhelmed by clouds of guilty embarrassment, board, with the universal command to honour fathers

He casts an oblique glance at the group in front of and mothers in a ueat German handwriting. The

him, amongst whom is the plaintiff, a still smaller admonition to love one's neighbour as one's self

boy, with round bare limbs, who holds a broken follows it, clinched by the indisputable statement

pipkin in his liands, and ^ileads his cause with fears, that 5 x ^ = 10. The work has the merits and

The principal witness, rather taller than either boys, demerits of its kind.
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IX SCHOOL.

(F'-om the Picture by TT. rt-huzc.)
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THE MAEVELLOUS MADONNA.

IN Florence, centuries ajj;o,

A painter lis'etl named Baceio,

Which is

—

ihe I'act is strange hut true

—

A shortening- ot' Bartliolomew.

An artist he of little skill

—

" His strength was small, though great his wil

His drawing was, I grieve to state.

Just like a schoolboy's on his slate;

His colouring was cold and crude,

He never studied from the nude,

Nor " went to nature " as he should,

lu short, our poor Bartholomew

Had ne'er a master, old or new;

He worked in medieval night.

He was a pre-Preraphaelite.

Yet, bad as Baccio's art might Ije,

He had no fear of rivalry,

But rested in secure renown.

The only painter in the town
;

So when the Servite brotherhood.

In liberal and pious mood,

Ivequired a man of re2)utation

To paint them an Annunciation,

They came to him, because, you see.

He had a close monopoly.

They told him what he had to do.

They gave carte-hlanche in gold and blue.

They fixed their terms in princely wise

Befitting such an enterprise ;

And Baccio biu-ned with will intense

To justify their confidence,

And lavish all his genius on a

Quite superexeellent Madonna.

But first, ere he attempted her,

He tried the heavenly messenger,

And drew with what he reckoned gia(!e

The affable Archangel's face,

His simper I'atuons and blaud,

The lily in his jointless hand,

The gilded halo round his head.

His robes of wood, his wings of lead.

So far so good. " Conceit apart,"

He thought, "I call this true high art,"

And laboured with exultant will

To make his Virgin better still.

But who in things of art shall guess

The true conditions of success?

The irksome toil of daily duty

Brings forth a deathless thing of bcauly;

The task wc tiiekle wilh a zest

Ends in a bungled botch at best

;

And work that ])romised raptures burning.

And filled our pregnant soul with yearning.

Results, 'mid anguish and contorti(jn.

In merest ])itiful abortion.

So was it witli 15artholomew :

He drew and daubed, and daubed and drew,

He swore and prayed, and prayed and swore.

And drew again and daubed once more.

'Twas all in vain ; 'twixt prayer and curse

The work seemed growing worse and worse.

The Virgin as his fancy saw her

Grew dim whene'er he tried to draw her,

And vanished in illusive mist

Before the eager colourist.

In vain he struggled week by week

To gag his sneering Selhdhr'itih

;

From month to mouth liis Virgin seemed

Less like the vision he had dreamed :

A vision ! nay, a nightmare she

—

A horrible monstrosity.

One day he'd toiled from earliest light.

No touch seemed true, no tint came right ;

His wearied brain could bear no more.

He sank on the bottega flo(jr

;

And there, unmoved by sight or sound.

He lay, half-sleeping, half in swound

—

How long? The Blessed j\Iaid can tell

\\lio wrought the marvel that befell !

Moments jierchance—no man may know—
Or hours he may have rested so,

"When something gently plucked his cloak.

And with a sudden start he woke,

And opc'd his heavy eyes, revealing-

An angel rising through the ceiling !

He saw the flash of silver wings

Inlaid with lamlient colourings ;

He saw the robe of golden hem
Woven in the New Jerusalem ;

He saw the gleam of angel-feet

Fresh from the jewelled heavenly street.

Whereto there clung a priceless crust

Of iridescent diamond dust.

One instant shone the thing of light,

The next the roof stretched bare and white.

No crevice lingering to attest

The passage of the heavenly guest.

W^ith awe our Baccio gazed around.

Then saidv in worship to the ground
;

For lo, a heavenlv eflhieuce
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Of grace divine and lig-ht intense

Streamed from his easel, and lie saw

The ^luid he dreamed but ne'er could draw,

In blinding radliiuce limned there,

Divinely calm, divinely fair.

In whom e'en paynim Turks might see

A miracle and mystery.

"And doubtless," thouo-ht Uurthoiomew,

" It is a speakiiig likeness tiK)."

(Jreat was the miracle's renown

And marvel through tiie Tuscan town;

Tlie faitliful docked from near and far

To kneel before the Avatar;

And soon the humble Servite shrine

Became a gold-and-diamond mine,

Such boundless offerings there poured

To swell the true Madonna's hoard.

The grateful monks, I ought to mention,

Paid Baccio a handsome pension,

And he, with excellent good sense.

No further tempted Providence
;

Laid jiigments, palette, brush aside,

And lived in wealth, in honour died,

Thus reaping fame and fortune tiu'ough

Precisely what he did not do

—

A miracle that's happened to

More people than Bartholomew.

So rolled the centuries away.

From day to night, from night to day

;

From death to life, from life to death,

The great world drew its rhythmic breath.

Republics, empires, rose and fell,

ilen measured heaven and sounded hell
;

New faiths and unfaiths bred new arts,

New hopes, new passions thrilled new hearts
;

New worlds disclosed their sjjaces vast,

One in the wondrous voiceful Past,

The other distant, formless, dumb,

\et eloquent of things to come.

A gorgeous culture bloomed and pined.

Men changed their skies and changed their mind

To Thought, for better or for worse.

The world became the universe.

Bit Faith might shrink, and Thought expand,

Change follow change from land to land,

Changeless the Servite Virgin sate,

1 iietfalile, immaculate.

Through all ^'al d'Arno held in awe

For loveliness without a llaw,

Whose wonder-working virtue showed

That Godhood in its hues abode.

And to the monks' exchequer sent

Perennial replenishment.

At last one day—one luckless day

—

A critic chanced to pass that way,

A graceless unbelieving wight

Compoun<led of conceit and sj)ite

—

" Ilo ho !

''
lie cried with smile sardonic

And emphasis he deemed ironic,

" Is t/iis your angel-painted Maid

In heavenly tempera portrayed ?

Is l/iif the art sui)reinely 'high'

That reigns in realms above the sky?

AVhy, you or 1 could paint as well

As your celestial Ka])hael.

If this is all that angels can,

I'm glad our Raphael was a man !

And strange to say this dauber vile

Mas iinitati'd Baccicj's style

—

That \ irgin's his in every tint,

As cold as ice, as hard as Hint ;

There's not an angel of them all

Thi'iiughout the spheres celestial,

Nor any man in Italy

('ould qitile so vilely daub as he.

The picture's his I—each hue and line

Is execrably genuine.

In some somnanilnilislic lit

Perchance he may have ]iainted if.

Or else, more probably I grant, he

Found ins])iration in ("hianti
;

But as for that angelic tale.

It's very veri/ like a whale

—

A sort of 'yarn' that will not wash.

Sheer nonsense, humbug, bunkuni, bosh !

"

All saints in heaven I can such things Ijc ?

Such cynical im)iiety !

Does no swift-crashing red-hot levin

Proclaim the wrath of outraged heaven ?

Does solid earth not crack asunder

AVith su]])hurous fumes and roll of thunder

Such blatant Ijlasphcmy to drown

And gulp the rash blasphemer down ?

The monks lor no such marvel waited,

But had him straight assassinated,

And sent to that domain below

Where inconvenient critics go,

A circle added since the time

Of Dante's topograi)liie rlniiie,

A hideous trebly-torrid zone

For those who can't leave well alone.

But ah ! too late the blow descended

To soothe the ire of Heaven offended !

From that day forth the ^ irgin's face

Showed ne'er a gleam of heavenly grace
;

Some blight seemed every hue to mar.

Each softest curve turned angular;

Her wonder-working powers had fled.

She healed no sick, she raised no dead
;

AVith almond-eyes opacpie and faded

Iler recreant guardians she upbraided

—

In short the ]Maid in I'ure despite
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Became a mere Byzantine frii;-lit,

Whose very y'rimness seemed to show

The workmanship of Baceio.

There to tliis day slie sits apart.

By Eaitli forgotten, scorned by Art

;

No kneeling crowds her aid invoke.

She points the cockney tourist's joke,

And—sad dejection's saddest sign

—

No offerings enrich her shrine.

Her aspect chills tlie cliajiel wliere

She reigns in lonely, gaunt despair,

A dead devotion's piteous wraith,

A fragment from the wreck of faith.

My moral, gentle sirs, is this :

Should interest or j^rejudice

Cause daub or dog'nia to j)ossess

For you a special sacredness.

If any critic ventures near,

His eye a scoff, his lip a sneer.

You'll find the safe plan and the wise is

To stab before he criticises.

\\'|LL1A.AI AUCIIER.

^•>^*iO»

A BOUND IN FKANCE.

A SUBJECT for discussion is always to be found he does not care to wander from the beaten track,

in the advisability of following in the foot- and, besides wishing to see as much as he can in a

steps of others when in search of the picturesque, and .short holiday with as little expeu.se as possible, lie is

taldng the word of such as may have preceded you, only too pleased to avail himself of the opportunity

who, l)y publishing books, by sketching or jiainting, of a line of route that is already cut and dried for

ha\e liimiglit into notice certain places, and given him. I am speaking of an artist who in selecting a

^,..^Sa^.

-LAIIBALLE MIIDGE.

3'Ou every reason to expect that yon know exactly painting-ground is guided in his choice of a locality

what they are like before you visit them. by the popular voice, and starts for the English Lakes,
I am not s^x-aking of the views of that much North Wales, or South Devon, as the case may be,

maligned individual the Cook's Tourist. He is only too delighted to take his luggage straight to

perhaps imjicllcd to adojit them from motives of its destination without any halt or delavs consequent
economy, or more ])i-obaljly that of not being able to ujkiu the exjiloratiou of fresh places to work in. lam
speak the language of the country. In consequence not sure that there are not spirits so perfectly unable
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II. — L UOELGl'-AT.

to bear the weight of their own resjMusibility, that

when looking foi- subjects they only recognise them

bv their drift of empty colour-tubes unci old ]«iint

rags. Then they know tliere must he something

in the vicinity, for somebody had been there before.

Ill this way a number of beautiful haunts, charming

though they are in themselves, year by year aft'ord

the materuil for the same stereotyped views : and one

knows from the Academy

catalogue exactly what the

composition of the picture

must be, and almost jiuts

up a prayer that no one

sliould be allowed to paint

the " Fairy Glen " or the

" Church Pool " for a matter

of forty year at least.

To those actuated by the

feeling that they wish to find

the picturesc[ue for them-

selves, and spend a Imliday

either trami)ing or cycling,

as their tastes may incline,

a route into Brittany nearly

following the coast-line may
be suggested. If the start

be from Paris, the line to

Granville might be chosen,

and the train abandoned at

Flei-s, for the purpose of

visiting Mortaiu (Blanche).

The mad thence is charming,

lined as it is with farmhouses

and riittages, which are beau-

liluUy out of repair, and most

artistically neglected. Tlinv is

iKit liili'4- :il ;dl hold in the hiiid-

sc;i)ir, tlir onl\ iiiduccmenl tiutt

could possiliU' taki' one tlic

same route again being' the rc-

collecti(jn of the sweet variety

of rustic forms that were passed,

and of which no two were alike.

At :\lortain itself the cha-

raclcr ol' the country changes

vi'ry suddenly, the near ap-

proach to the town l)eing'

luarki'il liy a gigantic crag,

which seems to have been

l>lanted by the roadside for the

express j)urpose of causing

s]iec\dation, and making an ad-

vertising agent's mouth water

at the splendid opportunit\- it

would afford for ])osters. A
steep descent takes you into the

town (iv.), and the valley which runs beneath, with

its two ])ictui"esque cascades and glimpses of river,

is very Welsh in its general feeling. A very |ilea-

sant summer might be pa.s.sed in this tiny town.

The orchards that line the slopes are beautiful in

the later year, and must without doubt give some

splendid suggestions of sidjject when in blossom, for

the town is always jieeping over, through, or under

III. PONIOESO.S.
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the bouo-hs, ami the silver haze of suidke, chang-iiig-

with every effeet of sunshine, gives an idea of atmo-

sphere that is most fairy-like. Should Mont St.-

Michel prove too strong an attraction to one who

had never been there, it can be reached by way of

Pontorson (iii.) or Avranches, the former being the

most convenient. The country soon becomes unin-

teresting after leaving Mortain, and the road running

between straight rows of poplars only gains a kind

of savage grandeur between Pontorson and the jMont

when approaching the sea.

Striking slightly inland agani, and passing by way

of Dol, one reaches Uinan. Dol is, 1 regret to say,

very slowly but surely becoming spoilt; the splendid

old houses opposite the fountain are still where they

were, but the fine old market has been saeriticed to

utility, and had to make way for a, modern editice of

red brick with a zinc roof, which is an abomination.

One carved pillar has been obligingly left, to show

what has been and to stick notices on. Dinan is, of

IV.- JIOUTAIX.

course, as well known as Mont St.-Michel, and cer-

tainly is avoided by artists from its being too much

the rendezvous of fashionable tourists, and for pur-

poses of study open to the same objection as many

other towns of a certain size—as Roueu for instance.

In these jjlaces the only motives attainable are those

provided by the old buildings, of which there are

several streets, and these are only to be got at by

very early rising, the traflie being considerable in

the narrow thoroughfares as the day goes on, and

the 2]oiUeisse fraii<;(use conspicuous by its absence.

The road is not remarkable for beauty or objec-

tionable from ugliness; between here and Lamballe

it is, however, difficult to recollect, and consecpicntly

must be uninteresting. Lamballe is cpiite refreshing

after the uniformity, and much could be made of it,

all the subjects being either in the town (i.) or on the

side by the convent and the old church (v.), the land-

scape not being of any use whatever. St.-Brieux is

no very great distance, and is perhaps belter known

to the inhabitants of Jersey and Guern-

sey than to other British subjects. It

is, of course, like Rouen again, too

busy to be worked in with comfort.

This is the more exasperating, as in

one or two of the old streets subjects

are to be found that perhaps are not

cipialled elsewhere. One sees under an

old house a stall (it cannot be called

a shoji), open to the street, its pillars

and panels most elaborately carved, and

dating from the Fifteenth or Sixteenth

Century, its counter bestrewn with

brazen pots and pans, and the smith

appearing and disappearing behind

them, as the ruddy tlanie of his forge

leaps and dies again.

Oucntin, a town close by, on the

road to Pontivey, is still in possession

of some very fine specimens of houses

grouped round the market-place, though

I fi'ar the picturesque old church is

do(inie(l. The stecide is painfully out

of the perpendicular, and conserpiently

a great eyesore to all the ]trogression-

ists of the ])lace. A paper-mill, too,

in course of erection, promised to spoil

one of its sweetest corners, and is pro-

bably finished by this time. Corlay,

a very unsophisticated little place, is

within an easy ride; not being near a

railway, however, and offering not the

slightest accommodation to travellers, is

rjuite inaccessible : a thousand pities iu

one resjiect, as the old wooden shed,

which is called by courtesy the market.
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is most fasoiniitino-, aiul affords an amount oO jw-

culiar architeetui-e that even Pmut never dreamt

of. Recommencing the oi-igiiial roufe at Sl.-

Brieiix, (iring'anip comes next, and is well worth

a halt, especially on a niarkct-day, the costumes

licyiiiniug here to show more of the Breton cha-

racter as Finisterre is approached.

Plouaret is the last ])lace of any importance

in the Cotes du Nord, the scenery between here

and Morlaix being rugged, and the climate, like

that of North "Wales, giving plenty of oppor-

tunities for seeing it under tine cloud effects.

Many a fresh and vigorous landscape is to be

seen from the summit of one of the numerous

hills, spread like billows as far as the eye can

reach. Morlaix has tempted many to write,

and is not to be passed without some mention

of the sentiments it produces in the individual,

however much it may have figured in guide

and other books of travel. The general im-

pression to an artist is that it is inexhaustil)le

for washing pictures, as group after group of

llanchisaemcs are seen lining the banks of the

small stream which runs through the heart of

the town, whose crumbling walls form the back-

ground of a thousand and one interesting in-

cidents of domestic life. One street is composed

entirely of old houses, one of whicli has an

open carved staircase of cxcjuisite workmanshi])

hardly expected from the entrance. It is quite

a show place, unfortunately ; and among the

genuine old furniture are many pieces that look

very like modern imitations, especially prepared,

]ierhaps, to be sold to the unwary, who have heard

that cabinets and chairs are in these parts to be

bought for a song.

There is a place a morning's drive from here, but

little known on this side of the Channel, though its

reputation is high among Parisian artists. A hired

vehicle (uncomfortable as a rule) is attainable at

Morlaix; and after three or four hours'" imprison-

ment ill its depths, along the formidable rising roads

that wind alonff the faces of the heather-covered

crag-s, you come to L'Hoelgrat (ii.). As the route

nalionale is not yet finished, the more than usually

vigorous shaking over the rocky flight of steps

that lead down into it makes the descent from tlie

conveyance extraordinarily welcome.

The lake (vi.) should first bo seen, and the stream

that feeds it followed up on either bank. Many a

beautiful ford and shallow will repay you for the

objurgations heaped on your head by the enr.^giHl ]iro-

prietors of the uncut hay, and tempt you to wander

on from bend to bend of the sparkling stream. The

town itself is not interesting, and is visited prin-

cipally for iis trout-fishing aud natural curiosities.

V.—I.i"MnAI,T.E TOWEKS.

Among these is a cavern under enormous boulders,

called " Le Menage des Vierges," and roofed by a

single block of granite jammed between two others,

and ready to fall, like the sword of Damocles, at any

moment. The river rushing beneath enhances the

solemnity and weinlness of the i)lace, and the fresh

air is regained with a feeling of relief; but neither

that, nor the other lion, the " Roche Tremblantc,"

is in anv sense the object of an artist's visit to the

neighbourhood, his best work being found either

bv the quarry or further down the road to Carhaix.

Here, by descending the steps that lead down to the

"Gouffe" (a fearful abyss into which the torrei.t

hurls itself and disa])pears), and by crossing the

thicket, the stream will be found, and the most ex-

([uisite choice of sonx hoix that it is possible to meet

with anvwhcre. In another direction St.-IIerbot,

an old abbey, is within an easy walk ; and though

it affords but little accommodation for man or beast,

a party going for the day, and carrying a hamper

of provisions, can, by chartering one of the rare con-

veyances, meet with a surfeit of subjects, interiors

or exteriors, in its time-stained walls and turrets.
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Tlu' cliiitpini of the original I'ouiKlor of the cliurc-h

is on (ho height near tlie eascade, but does not furnish

any points of

interest, there -- —____^_-_
being hut a I

^^33^

few diseon- I

neeted stones i

remaining of

it. L'lloel-

grat affonh'ug

so many oji-

portiuiities of

s t u dy a n d

choice of ma-

terial, i>erhaps

it would not

be out f

place to men-

tion that the

H u t e I d e

France has

every conve-

nience for \'isitors, and that ^L Le Bihan, not con-

tented with studying all their comforts, has set aside

a barn, into which he has introduced a skylight, for

ussas a studio : a very acceptable addition to the hotel

should the weather discountenance ont-door work.

The " Pardon " iiere, about the middle of July, is

-^1

-THE LAKE, ], iIOLL(.il:A'J'.

very primitive; the market-ilay also gives an oppor-

tunity of seeing costumes which are growing rarer

year by year

;

_- ^---
_ _ , in fact, so

'-Tj^^m i many advan-

tages are to

be found in

so small a cir-

cumference,

that he must

lie difficult in-

deed to please

who does not

lay his knap-

sack aside and

rest for some

time from his

wanderings.

L'Hoelgrat is

not at all in-

teresting in

its buildings,

and its market-place is not anything above the com-

mon, Carhaix, the nearest town, being mnch richer

in these attractions ; Imt it has a character of its

own that is certain to please, and the kindness of

the inhabitants makes departure one of the disagree-

ables of this life. Yeend King.

ELIHU VEDDEE.

tm

'ARIOUSLV to seek in a work of

art the (jna.lities it never sought to

give, to judge au artist by a standard

to which he ne\'er attempted to con-

form, is an easy Init in<liil\'rent form

of criticism. I shall for the pre-

sent, therefore, disregard those pro-

blems of lighting and of tone, those

delicate realities which to many minds

are among tlie chief ])leasurcs of art.

It is not with these things that Mr. A'edder is con-

cerned ; his talent is not perceptive, ]iut visionary

and symbolic. His pictures enrich the poet's world

within us rather than the painter's world without.

But as he possesses, in addition to this symbolic

mind, a real sense of- bearxty, the lack of dexterity

which disqualifies him as a painter leaves him with

a separiite eminence as an artist.

Mr. Vedder was born in A'arick Street, in New
York City, on the :3C)th of February, ISoO. His

parents were first cousins, both of the Shenectady

family of ^'cddcrs—old Dutch stock, dating back to

the middle of the Seventeenth Century. It was not

for nothing that the ancestors of this American child

had sprung from the Netherlands. Tlie painters of

the Low Countries, skilful above all others in light

and colour; the strange national legends of Holland,

fantastically historical—the intlnence of these things

was to suffer a sea change licfore it finally inspired

Elihu Vedder. Transplanted to the New World, far

from schools of jiainting- or monnments of history,

the artistic instinct of the Dutch lost its traditional

and technical side. Only the desire for art remained;

the desire for art and the sense of fantasy, which

I
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jifil'ts, to tlie fullest (Icgiw, the little Eliliu Veddev

inlieriled.

TliPi-e wiis no obvious eliannel to receive liis

imnj^'i nation. His instinct was unguided (or iin-

tranmu'lled, as you like it) by any national school.

For tills reason, jierhaps, the Rom mi/xticii flourishes

so well on American soil. The flowers of that tree

were early gathered by the painter we are noticing

to-day. Very early his work revealed those qualities

which wc are beginning to recognise as distinctly

American—that delicate curiosity about the soul;

that elegance not ijuite distinguished ; that Teuton

mysticism, without Teuton humoin- or grotescpie-

ness ; that charming, pathetic strangeness of idea,

too often clad in a turgid phrase or a conventional

type, which we meet in the works of Hawthorne

and of Poe, no less than in the drawings of ^^edder

and Lafarge.

'J'he ])sychical cpiality (which seems to me above

all others the note of American art) is very a]>i)arent

in Mr. ^^edder's work. It engrossed him early and

had this fatal drawback, that, having so much to

say, he never cared to learn the best way to say

it. So it is that his form remains common while

his idea is almost always distinguished. He is one

of the artists \vho are not painters ; and his work

is often as faulty in lighting, tone, atmosphere, and

dexterity of texture, as it is refined in conception

and design. No severe course of study counteracted

this natural slovenliness of technique. Mr. Vedder
never became a strenuous student in any school. As
a boy he was for a while with a painter named
Mathison, in Sherlnirne, New York; and in 1S5G

he studied for a few months in the studio of Picot,

in Paris. He was now twenty, and had finished his

course. "With the exception of a few lessons in draw-

ing and anatomy from a Florentine named Buonajuti,

he received no further instruction.

^Nlr. Vedder did not settle in Europe. In 1861

(I believe) he had returned to New York, where he

rapidly earned a brilliant reputation. To this period

belong many works almost as well known in England

:is ill America—"The Roc's Egg," "The Questioner

of the Sphinx," "The Lair of the Sea Serpent/' and

others. These drawings certainly show a great love

of the })ictm'es(pie and the fantastic ; but from them
we scarcely should have guessed the real extent of

the ]iainter's imagination.

The time of the War of Secession Iiecame, strangely

enough, the heyday of American art. There was a

great demand for pictures, and very few producers

(•apal)le of an adequate s\qiply. j\Ir. Vedder had a

brilliant career before him ; but he preferred, I

su])pose, an artistic milieu to a ]>re-eminence too

easily obtained. He did not care to lie first in his

village of Ilicria when lu' miiibt be second in Home.

This shows an unworldly temper which has had its

reward. Fin- since ISCili, when Mr. Vedder settled

in Rome, he has produced a class of work- far superior

to the mere fancy and quaintness of Jiis earlier pro-

ductions—pictures of strange imagination, like the

two "Sybils" and the "Crucifixion;" pictures of

delicate attraction, like the " Lost Mind " and " INIar-

syas," which have made their author's name familiar

in two hemispheres. The last two—the " jNIarsyas
"

and the " Lost Mind "—are to be placed among
the national successes of American art. The legs

of the Marsyas are very long, the figure of the girl

in the " Lost Mind " is scarcely suggested under

her mass of drapery ; but the conception of both

is signally fortunate. Both are well known to the

English puldie through the excellent engravings

in Scribner's Magazine for 1881. Mr. Vedder has

])ainted nothing more moving than the strange,

Hawthorne-like pathos of the first. Through some

desolate Umbrian country, straight, limestone moun-

tain-walls ridged up behind her, a young girl walks

in a c|uasi-religious dress. The aimless hand, the

vague glance, the irresolute gesture, reveal that from

that beautiful face the informing sense is fled.

Having wandered 'away on some fancied cpiest, she

seeks among the desolate rocks her lost mind. The

barren, stony landscape, the bewildered, innocent

face, are full of poetic suggestion.

But higher I should rank the graceful fancy

of " Marsyas," a fascinating little design. At the

edge of a leafless cojjse the youthful Marsyas sits.

He is a satyr, with goat's legs and hoofs and a

charming boyish head. Sitting on the ground, he

pilays his reedy pipes in the liare oak-tree's slender

shade. A circle of little hares, with listening ears

and bright beady eyes, sit round him in the grass

and listen to his playing, unafraid of this musi-

cian who is a mere woodland creature like them-

selves. It is very difficult to give an idea of the

natural freshness of the picture, with its landscape

background of gnarled oaks and undulating snowy

fields. I have seen no work of ]\Ir. ^"edder's which

has given «ie so high an estimate of the arti.stic,

as distinguished from the literary, side of his im-

agination.

When I was in Rome in 188(1 I had the privi-

lege of visiting Mr. ^ edder's studio and seeing

many of his pictures. They were, however, by no

means tiie <inly things of Mr. Vedder's making in

that quaint and delightful place. I remember espe-

cially a beautiful cup which the artist had modelled,

and several strange little ear-rings ; for, like the

artists of old, some of whom may have lived and

I'ainted on that very spot three centuries ago, Sir.

\ edder is capable of all manner of excursions from

his own domain of painting ; and the deftness and
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skill of his hands in I'nsliloninL;- tliese i)]avtliini;s of

liis loisniv make it evident that a tlieovv rather llian

any ineapaeity of his nnist aeeonnt for tlie diihioss

of teehnique too freqnent in his work.

Since those days I liave seen little of jMr.

Vedder's drawing-s, nntil 1 met with these new illus-

trations of his to the " linbaiyal" of Omar Khavyam
(London: Qiiarileh. Boston: Hoddei and ^lililin i.

It is with interest and respect that all lovers of

literatnrewill observe the imi)ression made on a very
modern mystical mind by the different and Oriental

mysticism of the Twelfth Century in Persia. No-
thing can be more unlike the mood of ])s\cho]oo-ical

curiosity, the delicate spiritualism, of the Anu'riean
l>ainter than this half-mystical Persian wine-sono',

frankly material and sensuous, yet indignantly con-
scions of unknown and unfathomable influences,

melancholy, fatalistic, and audacious. To me the
Italian details, the facile insjiiration of Mr. Vedder,
jar with this different spirit. Only in the arabesques,
which, to my thinking-, are more suggestive in this

connection than any figure-drawing is likelv to prove
—oidy in these and in one })iece, " The Row of

Moving Shadow-Shapes," does the idea of Omar
seem really approached. But if they are taken as

a set of notes, stiggcsted in a thoughtful l)ut un-
assimilatcd mind hy Omar's verses, these illustra-

tions are a store of symbols, fancies, and designs
which have a se]iarate value of their own.

Three we engrave: the signatorial " \," the

gi-aeef'ul and fanciful " Pleiades," and the weird and
imposing suggestion of Omar in Saturn :

—

" Up from Earth's Centre to the Seventh Giite

I rose, and on the Throne of .Saturn sate,

And many a Knot unravelled by the Road,
But not the Master-Knot of human fate."

^ ery charming and decorative is the design which
illustrates the fourth quatrain. An old man, read-

ing, sits in the long grass of a hillside orchard

;

the fruit-trees overhead are all in bloom. Lower
down the slope, a vase-shajied earthen fountain

stands half-hidden in tall flowering irises. Two
fawns have come to the water to drink. The deli-

cacy of the design recalls the charming " Marsvas."
It has all the attraction of a stanza of Boiardo.
This is jiurely decorative. More remarkable, perhaps,

are the designs which show Mr. Tedder's power as a

symbol-artist. First in this rank I should put the
strange and simple arabesque which appears again
and again throughout this set of drawing-s. It is,

as Wagnerians would say, the leading motive of the
work. Now it appears as a wind-blo\^'n scai-f, and
now as swirling- water; now purely as an arabesque;
always it is a whirl of flowing curves, neither the be-

ginning nor the end of which is seen, and which forms
a most suggestive hieroglyph for Omar's verse :

—

" Into this Universe, and II'/ii/ not knowing,
Nor ir/ieuce, liite water willy-nilly (lowing;

And out of it, as Wind alon<,' the Wiisfo,

1 know not Wliitker, willy-nilly blowing."

More direct and exjiressivc than this is the illus-

tration to the ninety-ninth quatrain—" Ah, Love,
could you and I with him conspire !

'• A slender

winged boy shrinks back into the ])rotccting grasp
of an ancient sage; before them on the road lies a
dove pierced with an arrow; a vulture jiorched on
a branch overhead waits only for solitude to feast

on the carrion. It is, I take it, a simple aijd touch-
ing parable of the discord between love and death.

All this is Western enough, sufficiently Italian.

Hut sometimes we are tempted to wonder indet-d

why jNIr. Vedder should consider his charininu-

drawings illustrative of Omar Khayyam. I am
thinking of one picturesque and effective study of

a shepherdess in the Aiiennines driving down-hill
in the evening her little Hock of goats, and sin'nning

as she goes. Lower down an old woman rests on a
stone, having set on the ground the faggot of sticks

and the fresh-tilled brazen Mfzziiiu of water which
she must carry homewards up the hill the younger
woman descends so lightly, \\hai has this jiretty

little sketch of life in the Apennines, with its facile

allegory of Youth and Age—what has this to do
with Omar Khayyam ? A\ise people, perha])s, will

accept the sketch, and not enquire too closelv into

the connection, gatherinii- roses where they ma\-.

This will please a wide puljlic. ^lorc subtle than
it arc the designs of the deliant J'^ve, ludding out in

indignation her snake-bitten and embittered api)le ;

or the questioning, weary spirits hurried in and out

of existence along the self-same winding', endless

track ; or the magic shadow-maidens, seeking for

something real and catching only at the eluding-

clouds; or the helpless human soul, seated naked
in the desert and weeping for her ignorant and un-
chosen sins. The painter himself prefei-s, we believe,

the design known as " The Kiss of Death." All these

show genuine imagination. Another expressive and
jiathetic study illustrates the forty-fourth quatrain

—

'• Why, if the Soul ean fling the Dust aside,

And naked on the Air of Heaven ride,

Wer't nofra Shame— wei"t not a shame for him
In this clay carcase crippled to abidel'"'

Here, in a smoke-like U]nvard-curling mist, the
shadowy soul elate and triumjihant issues from the

fallen body, lying, solid, earthly, dead and real,

across a slab of stone. A fine contrast is made
between the inert death of the tangible body and
the life and activity of the phantasmal soul. It is

in such fancies as tliese that Mr. "\'edder shows him-
self most individual.

It is still a question how far a poem so distiuc-
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tivfly Eastern as tlio "Itubuiyul " d' ()in:ir Kliavyum
lends itself to' Western illustvnt ion. In Mr. Nuildcrs
treatment tlie psendo-classic forin and detail too often

jar with our sense of fitness. As a, o'reat poet oneo
said to the ninsieian wiio set his poem to a tnne,

"It had its mnsic already." Lnekily for us, :\Ir.

A modern stdjjeef, if possible Amerioan, suhtle and
mystieai, would reveal his rare eapaeitv for render-
ing' half-shades of IVrlin-, lor drahn- uilh |.sv<-hiral

problems. He has yet to j-Mve us Ids "lilythedale
Romance," or, better still, his " Transformation "—
liis "Marble Fawn." With his true sense of Hi,'

Veudci s tunc can be enjoyed ,nde,,endent of the pathetic ynlnr of lan,lseape, Mr. Vedder woul.l render
verges he has set. He ,s essentially a man of the such a subject no less beautiful than interestino- Anew world of the new order of thinkin- and feeling, series of " Notes from ' Transformation,' " as fre"e anda mystic of no century Init his own. It would be individual as these from Omar, would have-to memost mteresting if he would try his hand at the at least-an even greater value than the delightfulthtmes winch Hawthorne so successfully worked out. volume we review to-day. A. Mauy F. Robixso.v.
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L:VDY MAUI A. WALDEGRAVE."
FiioM A Drawing by J. Downjian, A.R.A.

POMPARATIVELY few of (uir

ivadiTS nre liki'ly to be fnmiliar

with the name of the artist whose

])ortrait of Lady INIaria Walde-

t^'rave (one of tlie eliarniing sisters,

o-i-and-nieces of Horace Walpole,

who ti"-ure also in Reynolds's famous oToup of three)

himself also there breathed do insigiiilieaut particle

of the d(diea(e spirit that was in the air. He did

not work with the feathery touch or on the minute

scale of Cosway ; his material was pa.jjer and not

ivorv or vellum ; his usual size a vignette about

eight inches by six, with the head some two or two

and a half inches hio-li. The outline of the face he

is reproduced at the head o£ the ]>resent number of wou^d draw, by preference, in profile, with extreme

]ii-eeision and delicacy, and then model the features

with a iinely stippled . flesh-tint in water-colour;

?pr

this magazine. John Downman is not one of the

greater lights of English Eighteenth-Century art,

but among the lesser lights he is one of the most rubbing in witli the black-lead stump a tint to

attractive." Like Reynolds, Opic, and Haydon, lie relieve the face, and sketching in the bust, arms,

was a native of Devonshire ; whence he came early hair; and head-dress with a few spirited strokes of

to Lond<in ; became the pu]iil of Benjamin West; the same implement. The works thus executed by

and be"-an to exliibit about 1707. For upwards of Downman during his best period, about 1 775— 17i.)U,

fifty years thereafter he continued to be represented are admirable alike for skill of hand, individuality of

at "the various galleries by historical and fancy sub- character, and wiuningness of sentiment and taste.

jeets, portraits, and miniatures or pieces approxi-

mating to the character of miniatures. In 1795 he

was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy.

The habit of a great part of his life was to fix him-

self for a period of several years at a time at one

proviucial centre after another, and at each his faei

an

Neither is it by the charm of his feminine portraits

alone that he excels : a number of similar drawings

of men—dukes, country gentlemen, soldiers, and sea-

captains—have their fully corresponding measure of

virility and force.

But with the change of times Downman's art

d agreeable talent for portraiture seems to have lost its sa\-our. He fell under the influence of

readily secured him the means of living. He was Lawrence ;
gave way to mannerism and afEectatiou

;

connected by marriage with one of the great fami- and his portrait-drawings dating from within the piv-

lies of tlie west, the Devon Courtenays, and seems sent century are not comparable with those earlier.

to have mixed on easy terms with the aristocracy One point of particular interest about his work of all

and gentry who employed him. At one time, about periods arises from his habit of writing at the foot

1777, he "is said to have had his head-quarters at of almost every drawing the name of the sitter,

Cambridge ; where, however, I have come across no and very generally a few words as to his or her

traces of his activity. At successive intervals during life or character, with the date, and sometimes the

his advancing life he made his home in the west place and circumstances, of the sitting. Thus at

country, at Plymouth and afterwards Exeter; and the foot of a portrait of Lady Cavan we are told

again in the north-west, at Chester and then Wrex- that " she was called Quiet and her sister Riot
;

" a

ham, where he died as late as 1 S.-IJ.. certain pretty and dimpled Mrs. By field is labelled

Tile oil-paintings of Downman are rare and of no "wife of the architect—sang to admiration;" and

great interest. His real talent lay in delineation from so on almost always. A few only of Downman's

fife, and particularly in a kind of small and dainty portrait-drawings were engraved during his life by

portrait-work whicli, though not strictly miniature, Bartolozzi and others. It is very seldom that any

resembles it. The period between 17 65 and 1795 came into the market, though the number in exist-

must over be held a period of singular honour and ence is large ;
probably upwards of a thousand. But

glory to En-lish womanhood. Surely in no other they happen to have been remarkably little dispersed,

tiaiJ and country whatsoever has art applied itself to and are chiefly treasured up in three extensive private

express the natural and living charms and excellences collections, those, namely, of the Duke of Suther-

of that sex so devotedly, or with so true and loyal

a sentiment of grace, bloom, breeding, and purity.

Downman belonged to the age of Reynolds, Gains-

borough, and Itomuey : in miniature-painting he

land, of Sir Robert Cunliffe, and of Mr. Neville-

Grenville. Errtm the second named of these collec-

tions the British Museum has lately acquired, together

with others, the agreeable example reproduced in the

had for his contemporary the brilliant Cosway. In ju-eseut piages. Sidney Colvin-
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LINTON ON WOOD ENGRAVING.*

THE history of wond cnyravini;' in tlie jiast lil'ty

years presents many remarkable features. Since

Bewick (lied, in 1S2S, the art which he transt'ornieil

has suft'ercd strange vicissitudes ; lias been the sub-

ject of "developments"—often as re)irchensil)le as

novel— of backsliding's not less mischievous than

backslidings are, in art as in morals. Here and

there, and even at this time, men of skill and

spirit, and faithful understanding of Bewick's method

and tradition, are found no doubt; some of them
producing masterpieces such as he can hardly have

foreseen. But in the main wood engraving has

fallen from its high estate ; and what is essen-

tially a fine art is become the dull slave of a cheap

jiress, the victim of capricious and undiscerning

popularity. General ignorance of its principles and

technics has encouraged the wrong and the bad ; and

the most pojnilar styles at this time are little styles

—microscopic niggling, pretty feebleness, nimble

past fifty years : a history rich in teaching which

aifects not merely the practice and theory of wood
engraving, but of art in general.

That history, however, has yet to be written.

When it is llic writer must be largely indebted to

Mr. Linton both for I'acts and guidance. These two
books constitute the most important contribution to

the litei'ature of wood engraving that has been given

to the world since Chatto's treatise appeared forty-

five years ago. Mr. Linton is one of the ablest

—

in certain ways, the ablest—of Bewick's successors.

Some of his landscapes and studies of still-life,

and at least one reproduction, are triumphs of the

aft which have never been sm']>assed. Better still,

for historical purp<ises, the field of his observation

stretches from the early yeais of the century, and

his achievement liid<s us with the immediate fol-

lowers of Bewick—Clennell and Branston and John

Thompson. Hi' is the great representative of the

'M

g^W::*^JS£^,§

I. LAND'CAPE.

(I^n'ji'fircd htj VT. J. Lhtton.)

eccentricity. By what ebb and flow of error, by
what grasping competitions of middlemen and divi-

sion-of-labour principles, this has been brought about
all this is the history of wood engraving in the

• " The History of Wooil Engraving in America." liy W. .T.

Linton. (London : George licll and Sons. I8S2.) " Wood En-
?i-aviiig

: a Jlanual of Instruction." By \V. .T. Linton. (London :

George Bell and Sons. 1S84.)

Bewick tradition, the most enthusiastic exponent of

Bewick's method ; and these he has believed in

and practised with unllinching courage and con-

viction in times when there was every temptation

to discard them for objects less worthy but more
popular. Of late years he has been the central

figure in the great controversy respecting- that so-

called new style, which used to be identified with the
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Amcrit'cUi mai^-azinos, l)ut wliirli lias spread like a

]ilat;-uc to every eoiuitry. Ju short,, a. li'reat deal

ot: the hislorv of wood cngraviiii;' in this century

has been niaiie by ^Ir. Tjinton himself ; and it were

idle to ([uestiou

—as I have seen

it qiiestioned in

some (juarters

—

either liis ability

as ;i,ii artist or his

authority as a

eritic and histo-

rian. He kn<jws

bett;er than all of

us what he writes

about; and though,

l)erha2)s, his man-

ner oeeasionally

" wants finish,"

his matter is never

lightly to lie im-

Jieaehed.

Ifc is dilheult

to say which of

these books is the

more valuable.

]5otIi are of prac-

tical importance

t o wood eng'ravers

;

both afford vigor-

ous expression to

JNI r. Lint o n's

views; both ex-

plain and vitalise

the theory and

practice upon
which those views

are based ; both

contain historic

and biographical

II.—FAC-SIMILK, OR BLACK LINES ON WHITE GKOUND.

(From Diiirr's "LUtlc Passion." ElfCtrotypHl from the Oriyinal Bioclc in thf

Brltisk Museum.)

bined with the universal imitation of the new

American methods, gives the beginner little chance

of learning the artistic side of his calling ; his am-

bition is too likely to be dissipated in the hand-to-

mouth hurry of

illustrated jour-

nalism, or to he

fettered by that

system of " di-

vidod labour"
w h i c h A d am
Smith so much
admired, and
which, however

beautiiul and be-

nelicial it may be

in the making of

])ins, "spells ruin"

when apjilied to

art. Even in those

\ery few estab-

lishments whereof

the head is really

an engraver work-

ing amidst his

men and boys,

really the guiding

spirit of the jjlace,

in art as well as

money matters,

the b e g i n n e r

nowadays has

more opportuni-

ties of g'oing

wrong than right,

and but small

chance of under-

standing the true

ideals of his art.

It is to counteract

facts not to be found in other books ; and l)oth teem these tendencies, " to help toward forming a school

with shrewd and sound criticism. The " ^Manual of of artist-engravers," that ^Ir. Linton has written his

Instruction," however, sn|jplies a very pressing want.

\\ ilh the exception of ]\Ir. Linton's little group of

" Hints on Wood Engraving"—published in America,

and dilllcnlt to obtain here—there is no trustworthy

practical treatise extant, except Chatto's, which is

too expensive for most apprentices. That work,

moreover, is behind the times in some matters, and,

so far as the jiractical chapter is concerned, not

stiffened with that sufficiency of principle, that in-

sistence upon hi^^h artistic aims, which should always

be impressed upim ben'inners—and, for that matter,

u)ion vetei-aiis ;is well. This, however, is not the

only rcaMiii why Mr. Linton's manual is welcnme.

The state of things roughly sketched above, corn-

manual; and that it will so help, and with no small

effect, there can be no doubt. It would help far

more, however, but for a circumstance that seems

inexplicable. " Five hundred copies only printed,"

says a note on the back of the title-page. Why
limit the help ? The book is one which every pren-

tice, nay, every engraver should possess and study;

further, it must be commended to all interested in

art, and to every member of the mysterious order

of General Readers. But only five hundred copies

are given to the world, whose enlightenment is thus

in a measure curtailed and jiostjioned. Moreover,

it is lUKpiestionable that your school of artist-en-

gravers must have a better chance of success if your
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j)ii1)lic' iinclei'stnnds their aims and jirimiplcs. Tlic

ciinipliiint is thai (he i>u])hC <hit's luit |iiM|icrK imilrr-

stand (hose matters, it' at all. It min'lil undcvst:ind,

linwever, if it read this hook ; its meanit)^- is clear,

its matter of the i!jreatest iiiferest, its teelinicalities

are neither many nor comjilex, and its style is lively.

Deliberately to narrow its eirculation, therefore, is

rather like spikini^ half the <^uns with which you

wish to batter the enemy's defences.

Mr. Linton stronn'ly insists on a distinction wliich

the ]iresent writer drew some years ago, and which

siin])lilies the study of this suhjeet not a little. The

distinction is this : before Bewick adopted the white-

line method the art was not strictly wood I'tigravliir/,

hut wood cuit'iiNj. Diirer's designs, the illustrations

in the block-books and "Biblia Paupcrum " of the

Middle Ages, Holbein's " Dance of Death," and in

fact all " engravings " on wood from the earliest

times to Bewick, were cut with knives instead of

graven with gravers. This beautiful example after

DUrer, given here by means of an electrotype from

the block in the British Museum (ii.), was so exe-

cuted. The rich expressive lines were drawn by the

master on the surface of the wood, and the business

of the cutter was to remove with knives and o-ouires

the wood surrounding the lines, which were thus

left standing in relief. All the wood not drawn

upon was cut a«-ay, and the linislu'il wurk was a

fac-simile in wimden ridii'T of ibe original drawill^.

llence it IS (bat nowadays all wond engravings in

which the di-nughtsman's lines aic I'cpi-nduced are

tt'clniically called "fac-simile." Such engravings arc

those in Pimc/i after Ah-. Du ]\[aurier; and if you
examine those, or the rcjiroduclion fi-oni Diircr's

" Passion," yo- will see that the elTcet is produced

by black lines on a white ground. The closer an<l

thicker the lines the darker the tinl. The ])rinciple

is clearly shown in a cut (vi.), in which the en-

graver's skill has Ihh'U employed to i-eproduee in

relief a fac-simile of the impression of a very dirtv

finger—black on white. Now, Bewick's method
was the rever.se of this, its principle being a white

line on a black ground, and the i-Ioser the lin<'s

(he lighter the tint—so (v.). Thus Bewick raised

a, purely reproductive and mechanical ])roccss to

(he diguKy of a tine art original and indei)endent

in its effects, which require for (heir right and
strong expression the very aldest skill of hand and
indispensable artistic gilts—understanding, senti-

ment, imagination. I do not mean, of course,

that such skill and such gifts arc of no account

in fac-simile woodcuts: (he Diircr, for ins(ance,

is very skilful work; but the design is the main
strength of it, and not the cuttiu"-. The cutter

^^'
«"«

t..-'.^t-^^'

•?#?;

,S«Kf^vf ^i^'fJ*Gfe:-;^.^a^;>->

^Nw ^1 :$s#wf%/.^^v •vM ; •-,
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m.—DAETMOtrn mooks, Massachusetts.

(Engraved by J. /'. Davu<, a/t,r It. Sicaiii Giffoid.)
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required little more than patient and mechanical that govern all art. The most important of these

skill, and symjjathy with the designer's intention, principles is this : since in wood engraving results

to enaljle him to keep every line just as it was are obtained by lines, they must, if your work is to

drawn, and a very little study

enables one to differentiate

between good and bad fac-

simile work, between the

higher and lower sorts of

skill required. An aiipren-

tice, for instance, might

easily cut the cross-hatchings

on wall or lloor in a sketch

of ^Ir. Du ]\Iaurier's, but

only a skilful, long-practised

hand can re]iroduce the deli-

cate and meaning lines by

which the artist conveys his

ideal of beauty in a woman's

face. In short, the business

of the fac-simile engraver is to " keep the draw-

ing;" and the more complicated, fine, free, or ex-

pressive the drawing, the greater the skill required

to preserve its quality. The drawing is there to

guide the cutter in every detail ; it is his own fault

if he goes wrong.

But with the white line Bewick jilaced upon the

engraver new and weighty responsibilities. The
rnf, observe, is only u.;..'d to reproduce in fac-simile

drawings mad? with a point. The white line, how-
ever, enables the engraver to imitate brush-tints and

washes. Better still, it is in artist-hands like Be-

wick's a beautiful an 1 independent means of iuter-

lie really a work of art, be

beautiful in themselves, per-

fectly expressive, perfectly

appropriate. It is the neg-

lect of this that has caused

of late years so much angry

discussion between jirincipled

and unprincipled wood en-

gravers, and the talking of

a deal of rubbish by critical

gentlemen who know nothing

aljiiut the sul)ject.

And this brings us to

" The History of Wood En-

graving in America." To

deal with this volume as it

deserves is not jiossilile in this article ; I can do

little more than state very briefly what seem to

me its main teachings, premising that in compihng

it ]Mr. Linton has done an inestimable service to

every student of wood engraving. It gathers up

all that is worth knowing of wood engraving in

America. It is a critical and hist(n'ical review of

the rise and progress of the art there from the days

of its jiioneer, Anderson, down to 1880, when the

" new school " had made for itself a ])laee and a

name. The most striking deduction from it is that

from first to last American wood engraving has been

almost entirelv imitative. Anderson—than whose

UNINTliLLTGKXT WOEK EXLAEGED

TWO "FEET."

preting natural effects : storm, wind, air, light; the career none has been more honourable, and who was,

Mr. Linton emphatically declares, " the ablest and

best of American wood engravers"—copied J5ewick

and his contemporaries line for line ; and, with some

exceptions, the early work of the Americans consists

of more or less able copies of English masteri)ieces.

Then when " the emasculated style " became popular

here it was promptly imitated in America. The

latest kind of imitation—itself imitated the world

over— is the imitation of the processes of other arts.

Brush-marks, and even the shadows cast on a pic-

diiferences of texture and character between stone

and wood, a. girl's tresses and a rabbit's fur, silk

and iron, ])eai-s and a])]>les, a bee's wing and a rose

leaf. In fact, the white line makes the graver an

instrument hardly less powerful for expression of

every kind than the brush of the painter, and of

even greater capacity and resource than the tools of

the engraver <in copper and steel.

It is not certain that Bewick whollv invented

white-line engraving as distinct from wood cuttin£r.

He appears, indeed, to have simply apjilied to wood ture itself by loadeil impasto, in oil-painting; the

the line system used in engraving on copper, the "blot" of water-colour; the granulation of chalk

lifference being that lines incised in metal print on rough paper ; the peculiar effects of etching—to

black, while lines incised in wood print white. AYho-

ever the inventor may have been, however, Bewick
first saw the advantages of the

method, and by his genius and in-

imitaUe skill jiroved for all time

how great those advantages are.

The beautiful examples he has left,

and the ]>ractice of all leading en-

gravers since, have established cer-

tain jirinciiilcs embodying truths

-WHITE ON

BLACK.

mitate these with microscopic fidelity has become

legitimate aim in the e^'es of the " new school."

And for educational and reproductive

purposes no doubt it is so, though

the mechanical, chemical, and pho-

tographic processes serve far better.

But it is not right to say, as many

of its advocates have said, that this

is the wood engraver's highest ambi-

tion. It would be as reasonable to

TI.—BLACE OX
"VrniTE.

(I'KC-simUe of a
Fivger-marK:)
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urge tliat the funetion of tlie line engraver on steel

is to imitate the eSeets of mezzotint. Those who

argue for imitation—complete imitation and ndlhing

but imitation—woukl, it is obvious, deliberately rob

wood engraving of its highest ea[)aeities. If Bewiek

had merely imitated copper-] jhite liis work would not

have the enormous value which is justly jilaeed upon

it. Tie did not even imitate the technical peculiari-

ties of his pictures drawn with lirush and pencil ; he

knew better, and translated the things designed and

the ideas intended in the drawing into the terms

peculiar to the llnal medium, wood. His object was

wliosi' lines periiaps have not inirailhfuUy followed

even the directions suggested by the brush." J?ut

"does any one think that the lines liere given, how-

ever suggested or set in order by the artistic brush,

are in any sense fit to rejiresent a cloudy sky?"

We should lliiidc iiol nor ran artistic eyes see in

the incoherent mass of dots and touches in (lie

second example a fit presentment of that not un-

lovely thing, the human foot. (^onipare it, for in-

stance, with the feet in Mr. Kruell's rendering id'

^'edder's "Phorevdes" (vill.). Mr. Kruell is one of

the most skilful of .Vnierican engravers ; d,

to express, not effects of paint and pencil marks, but like most of his fellows, a believer in fitness and

effects of nature, and that must be the object of meaning of line. Mr. Linton justly praises this

every engraver who would be an artist. engraving, in which, by simple, well-drawn white

But there is another "development" even less lines, various textures are admirably differentiated

defensible. The "new school," whieh is no longer without loss of reproductive truth. It is full of

peculiar to America, though it started there, refuses light and air, and the lines, even lliose whi<'li are

to see any necessity for beauty, expressivenes.s, and least careful and considered have significance, have

propriety of line. The correct modelling of forms, been engraved with intelligent ])urpose and plastic

the just measuring of values, the true represeuta- mastery. If the interested reader will trouble to

tion of textures, can only be achieved by con- compare this with, say, Mr. Juengling's " Professor,"

summate ehoice and handline: of various kinds of after Duveneek, or any of the typical new-style

line—every line fit, beautiful, and in its right place.

Tliis demands great kmnvledge, great skill ; and it

is, of course, easy to dispense with these if you

banish the essentials of art. And let me sav here

cuts, especially those by Messrs. Cole and Juengling,

he will see more clearly in what fashion and degree

the new style fails.

It is a question, however, whether the new
that the point of the discussion lies in the school's methods, with their deliberate rejection of all that

assertion—written, spoken, and cut—that beauty is worthiest in the art, are not, to use a vulgar but

and meaning of line are of no account. But for

that absurdity, no oue would have noticed their

doings from an art point of view, and Mr. Linton

would not have l)een stirred to write criticisms

equally trenchant and instructive.

expressive phrase, " played out." In the aggre-

gate they were dubbed the " new style
; " but the

word was, as usual, misapplied. They constituted

nothing better than a manner, and the manner has

become a manuerism. We give (in.) a moderate

"Out of an impressionist school of painting, and instance of it in landscape. Mr. Davis, the en

subservient to the condition of the impressionists, has graver, is one of the older men, but he " has changed

arisen a school of impressionist engraving, the per- with the times," has lost his better and earlier style

fection of the imbecile." By the courtesy of the "through following the conceits of others." In

publishei-s, we are able this, one of his best

to give here fac-similes

of two by no means ex-

treme examples of this

"impressionist" work :

one (vii.) a " cloudy

sky," exactly repro-

duced without enlarge-

ment from " a recent

number of an art

paper," the other (iv.)

a very vague and un-

lovely impression of two "feet," which Mr. Lin- the " Manua
ton calls " unintelligent work enlarged." Of the but a true style—as mucdi as Pirancsi's amono-st
" cloud" he writes, " I doubt not that the draughts- etchers, or Constable's amongst painters. I have
man, with certain hasty washes of the brush, drew seen better specimens of Mr. Linton's genius ; not-
u: this sky in such carelessly impressive manner ably a " Haunted House," published years since in

as is here apparent in the work of the engraver, the Illustrated London News, and the splendid head.

^^I.—IMPEESSIOXIST ENOBATIXG :

Mr

landscapes, " colour and

general form are ex-

cellently kept, but the

foreground lines are

meaningless, and I can

see no reason for the

comjjlication of lines

in the sky." In con-

trast with this we give

Mr. Linton's admir-

able landscape (i.) from

Linton's is not a manner,
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,Urv T,t iin in Mr Hn.norton's " Graphic Arts ;" interesting points are trented which cannot be touched

hn. you niif^ht go ve.-y tar l.etore meeting simpler, in one short article. As regards these pmnts. and ,n-

tn.er or more expressive work in its way than deed the entire field ot wood engravmg, it seems r>ght

THE riior.cYi'iis.

(Engraved by Ct. KmdI. after EUlm yraacr.)

this. It is worthy of its author, who has achieved to say that no one can competently discuss them who
^

!

in the white line of Bewick the most noble and lias not carefully read his Linton, and that those who '

<

vigorous landscape engraved on wood. . would enquire into a most interesting branch o£ art
j

,

One wi.rd in couclusi(.)n. In these volumes many will find no better guide. IIaury V. Barxett.



I.—NO UNWELCOME QUEST.

iPainkd by F. D. Milld. Royal Institute, ISSS. )

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE.

THERE is no great picture in the present exhi-

bition of the Royal Institute ; there is even no

picture aiming at greatness. But tliere is a large

amount of good work, and of pleasant and attractive

pictures—of pictures painted for themselves, and dis-

tinguished by the presence of true artistic qualities

—

there is a very considerable number. In fact, tlie

average is high, and the general interest solid and

well sustained. Twenty years ago such a gather-

ing would have been impossible. The celebrities of

those days are in these not nearly so accomplished

as the rank and file. They have name in their

favour ; but it was won with achievement now
easily surpassed by men who are only imits in a

crowd. Something like a renaissance has been in

action about them, and its operation has left them
far to rearward. They have been neither learning

nor forgetting : they have been simply producing

;

and their appearance among their juniors—the figure

they cut in the mellay whicli by rights they should

order and command—is a little pathetic. They

307

come forward as the champions of old ideals, the

exjjonents of methods discarded and condemned, the

heroes of an achievement already nld-fashioned and

out of date. New intluenccs have been at work,

and they have taken no heed of them ; new roads

have been opened up, and they have jiri'ferred the

old ; new processes, new aims, new models have

come into vogue, and they have stuck resolutely to

their (jwn. In art to pause from learning is lo

pause from doing, not to advance is to recede.

"Whitman's profession of duly, " We do but level

that lift, to pass and eonliinii' beyond,'' i^ more

true of the artist than of any other worker. The

present generation has (it may be) as little to say

as the generation that went before ; but it has been

learning, while its predecessor has been refraining

from new knowledge, and what it has to say is so

much better said than its elder's utterances as to seem

of tenfold greater value.

It must be noted that the new influences are not

all good, and that the issue of a comparison between
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Ilioni find tlic old is not always to their advantage, thing else. It is a bust-portrait of an elderly field-

Here, for instance (7S0), in full view on the line, hand. She has little or no forehead; her cheeks,

iiinoecnt of merit, unconscious of offence, is a large all weather-worn and coarse with exjjosure, are

;ind liighly respectable imitation landscape. It is purpled in their staring redness; her mouth is a

a combination of Henry Dawson with a number of mere gash ; her bands, clasped on the top of a

other forgotten inspirations ; is possessed with chalki- hay-fork, are brutalised with work, with fingers

ness as with a demon ; is inordinately English in worn to the bone, and stubljy, grul)l)y, grimy nails,

accomplishment and style, and English in the old, each one carefully cresceuted. with black. She wears

bad sense of the wurd; and Mri Clausen's "A Field- an old black bonnet, a grey shawl, a white fichu,

Hand" (23) is as far its superior in most cpialities and a lilac dress, and she confronts you— dull,

of art—colour, tone, handling, method, capacity of s(pialid, uninteresting— with all the solemn stu-

production— as can possildy be imagined. But, in-

tention for intention, the author of this fine, old,

crusted performance is, as it seems to us, on a higher

plane than Mr. Clausen. According to his lights he

has done his best and aimed his highest to achieve

a representation not of nature but of a certain view

of nature ; he has striven, however ignorantly and

clumsily, to produce an effect which should be

touched with one or another sort of beauty; and

he is so far success-

ful that his work,

deficient as it is in

power or capacitj' of

any sort, is justified

in existing if only

by reason of the aims

it affects aud the

convention by which

it ]irofesses to be

governed and in-

spired. For ]Mr.

Clausen's work there

is no such justifica-

tion. If it exists at

all, it exists not as

a picture, but as

material fcir a pii'-

ture ; not as an

achievement in art,

but as a study to

that end ; not as the

ex])ression of a cer-

tain view of nature

or as the outcome of

a certain sentiment,

but as a mere record

of observation. What
is more, perhaps, to

the purpose is that,

as our rejiroduction

shows, it is exces-

sively ugly, aud

seeuis to have been

painted I'or its ugli-

ness' sake, and no-

(JCci^rjeM

II.—A FIELD-HAND.

( Painh'd by George Clmisni. Ropal 7iis(i(«(c. ISSS. Ri'iimiluccd in Facsimile

from a PmiriiKj by tht: Artist.')

pidity of what by a contradiction in terms is called

" realistic art." Nor is this all. Seen under cer-

tain appropriate conditions of light and air, placed

in a right environment, the centre of interest in a

fitting scheme of values, the perspuality of Mr.

Clausen's model might have been made acceptable

as artistic material, and its representation have been

shown to 1)6 a legitimate achievement in art. But

here we have none of these essentials. The painter's

theory of selection

has led him astray
;

and he has chosen

to give us only the

unsightly head of his

original on a back-

groinid of what Mr.

lluskin has called

'
' scrabble "—a back-

ground of vivid

green, which pro-

bably stands for an

impressionistic effect

of a new-mown mea-

dow, Ijut which may
stand for green wall-

paper, or green leaves,

or green anything

ecpially well. No-

thing, indeed, is re-

presented but the

fact of the model's

actuality, and no-

thing is suggested

but the suspicion

that, like Thaekcray,

Mr. Clausen coixnts

it bis function to

"discover the Ugly,"

and delights in its

exercise. Millet has

painted viler matter

tlinn the "Field-

Hand : " as witness,

the " Vigneron au

Repos " and the ter-





THE WONDER STORY.

(Poiiitfd by Arthur Eacker. Royal lusliUitt, ISSS)
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rililo " Homme ;\ la Hone." Rut, tlioso are no mere

studies from the lii'e : they are pietures of man iu

nature ; eaeh the correlation of a certain set of care-

fully selected facts; each the expression of a cer-

t;iin definite sentiment ; eaeh the embodiment of a

self-sutlicing plastic idea. jVt one time Mr. Clausen

seemed to be treading in Millet's traces ; it is a

pity that he should have turned from following

after so great and true a master and have set his

longing upon strange gods, for he has it in him to

do better and more nobly than any but the best of

his contemporaries.

Other exponents of new influences are Mr. Stott

and ^Ir. Walter Crane. Mr. Stott is publicly French
;

Mr. Crane is painfully esthetic. Mr. Stott paints

you (71) what appears to be an instantaneous im-

pression of a brook, with tall grasses, and white

sunshine, and two urchins angling; but forgets to

put in any values, and entirely refuses to recognise

the existence of any interest save the interest of

paint. Mr. Crane, on the other hand, essays an

ilhistration (86:3) of Keats's ballad, " La Belle Dame
Sans i\Ierei," in which the interest of j^aint is nil,

and the interest of nature nil likewise, while the

Artificial at its acutest stage is presented as some-

thing self-sufficing, original, and romantic. It is to

influences of another type that we are indebted for

landscape so fresh and delicate as Mr. Lemon's ex-

cellent picture of the Tuscan Maremma (644), with

its fine effect of weather and its admirably posed

and painted horse ; as ilr. Yeeud King's " Repose
"

(243) ; Mr. Bale's delightful " Sunday Morning

"

(290); Mr. Bates's "A Thaw "—grey-black, wet,

bleak, miserable (102) ; ^Ir. Helcke's " Romney
Marshes" (150) ; Mr. Aumonier's "Smiling June"

(743); ]\Ir. White's "The Streamlet" {l\h) ; Mr.

Alfred Parsons's "Weeds" (327); the " Walbcrs-

wick " of Mr. Yglesias (686) ; the " Morning in the

Tyrol" (188) of Mr. Adrian Stokes; Mr. Forster's

graceful reminiscence of the Seine at Candcrbec

(683) ; and— through varying degrees of merit—
the pleasant and painter-like work contributed by

Messrs. R. A. M. Stevenson (722), John Emms
(475), Edward Humphrey (753 and 755), Clegg

Wilkinson (775), Richard Short (833), Ernest Par-

ton (15t) and 232), Herbert Dalziel (35), Fred.

Winkficld (18), Deanc Simmons (20), J. L. Picker-

ing (410), and a score besides. In landscape, it is

to be noted, the new leaven is strongest. Most

of the younger men have gone to Nature and to her

latest and greatest interpreters ; and a new ideal

—

of subject and handling both—is the result.

In figure painting, as was inevitable, the change

is less marked. There is a vast quantity of such

work as Mr. Burton Barber's "Only a Shower"
(Id 7)—pretty, popular, excessively smooth. But,

on tiic oliier hand, here is Mr. Walter Langlcy

with "A Cork-Cutter" (138), which in such

technical qualities as light and shade, as tone and

colour, and mastery of material, recalls the arhicve-

ment of good French painters, and which, iu

humanity and sincerity, is richer than nine-tenths

of the contents of an average Salon. Here is Mr.

Caldecott (751), with a "Meeting of Shareholders,"

which, as a study of character and physiognomy, has

not been surpassed in the work of the last ten years.

Here is Mr. ^Millet with a cou]ile of fantasias on the

picturesque in old English lil'e— fantasias in which

there is something of j\lr. Boughton and sometiiiui;-

of Mr. Abbey, and a great deal of a genuine jiaintcr

whose name is neither Abbey nor Boughton, but

Millet—as clever and winning as you could wish to

see. One, to our thinking the prettier of the two, is

called "A Cozy Corner" (784) ; the colour is fresh and

luminous, the pose of the figure natural and graceful,

the whole effect not less attractive than ])cr.sonal and

new. Of the other, " No Ihuvelcome Guest "
(.-'.l I),

we reproduce as much a-s we can: the subject, thati

is to say, the lines, the grouj)ing, the arrangement ;

the cool, clear colour, the sense of freshness and

cleanness, the quaint old-fashioned grace of the thing,

are qualities hardly to be compassed in black and white.

Mr. Hacker's "The Wonder Story" (750), the more

important of the two examples contributed by the

artist, is one of the most ambitious ])ictures iu the

exhibition. It is skilful in drawing ; it is very care-

fully painted ; the tone is excellent throughout

;

there are in it many memorable passages of colour ;

as our engraving proves, it tells its story perfectly,

and is touched with real humanity. The best parts

of it, to our mind, are the child, the bunk, and

the doll on the floor, which are all of cai'ital ex-

cellence. The old man is good, too, iu his way ;

but his expression and the effect he produces are

jierhaps a trifle conventional.

^Messrs. Woodville, Henry Woods, Colin Hunter,

and E. J. Gregory are absent. ^Ir. Pettie sends a

capital portrait (251), and in the " Twa Corbies"

(616), a little melodrama of singular grimness and

force. ^Ir. Henry Moore and Mr. Hamilton Mac-

callum, with three examples apiece, are much the

same as usual ; Mr. Wyllie, with two, is below his

average; Mr. Stacey, in "Rough Courting" (602),

is neither pleasant nor refined; Mr. Barnard (18!)

is humorous and full of character. ISIr. Linton

sends a single little picture (353) which we seem to

have seen often before ; and Air. Seymour Lucas,

in "Eloped" (517), rises higher and does better

tiian in anvthing we remember to have seen. In

Mr. Macbcth's "A Market Flower-Stall" (276)

there is much excited originality, as also in " A
Sacrifice" (362), the sketch for his well-known
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picture; while Mr. Small is seen to far greater picture of eats and a brass milk-pot (4G0) ; Mr.

advan<n<;'e in the little transcript (reproduced) in Bridgman^ by a spirited presentment of Algerian light

fe®

III.—CONXEMAKA MAIiKET-FOLK.

{Painted h>j \V. Sutnll. Royal Infititutc, 1SS5. Reproduced i}l Fac-siiniJc from a Dtuwiiiri hi/ the Artist.)

black and white from his " Conncraara Market- and colour and character (514) ; ]\Ir. Edwin Hayes,

Folk" (.590) than in the iiicture itself. Mr. Reid by some good and striking pictures of sea and ship-

is represented by a brilliantly clever study of values ping; and ]Mr. C. E. Johnson, by a beautiful land-

and appearances (520); Mr. Waller, by a pleasant scape, "The Wye, near Chei^stow" (835).

•>»K*^e5«-

THE "MADONNA ANSIDEI."

CONSIDERING the unexceptionable pedigree,

the perfect condition, and the unusual dimen-

sions of Raphael's " jMadonna Ansidei," and the fact

that, since it became a possession of the Dukes of

Marlborough, it has not by any means been inacces-

sible to students, it must be owned that it has not,

uiif il ipiite recently, taken its proper rank among the

most important works of the Urbinate.

Dr. Waagen has no doubt eulogised the picture ;

Passavant has described it, though with a manifestly

wrong date ; and it has Ijceu twice engraved by

Grihier : but the later biographies of Raphael

—

those <if Anton Springer and Eugene !Mimtz—deal

witli the work with respect, as an important and

ty)iical sjieeimen of the painter's period of transition,

yet scarcely with an appreciation evincing any great

knowledge or careful study of the picture itself. The

nnost accurate descriptions, from a technical point of

view, are those contained in Mr. G. Scharf's " Cata-

logue of the Blenheim Collection," and in Messrs.

Crowe and Cavalcaselle's recent volume on the youth

of Raphael.

The fact that an absolutely unprecedented price

— £70,(100—is, subject to the sanction of Parlia-

ment, to be paid by the National Gallery for the

picture, has aroused general wonderment ; though

the proposed purchase has, on the whole, been hailed

with general pride and satisfaction. It cannot too

often be repeated that, unprecedented though the

price m.ay be, the opportunity is also unicpie, and

cannot under any conceivable circumstances recur.

jMost of the great masters are still splendidly re-



THE "MADONKA AXSIDEI."

iPaintfd by Raithad. Fnmi a rcn-and-liik Drawing from the Engraving by Griinfr.)
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pirscnfed in lln' |>iiv:ifc o-alleries of Great Tlritain

and flst'«-licre ; Kul oi' Haiiliael's g-reater and more

v(>])r("si'nln(ivc works Diorc are few or none—sa.ve tlu'

" Madonna, Ansidei "—wliieli liiivc not already Tound a

pLu'.' in ]inl)li(' S'alleries, where tliev must irrevoeably

remain fixed. Almost the only otlier important altar-

jjiece of the same type is the somewhat similar^ but

far inferior, " Madonna of the Nuns of St. Antonio"

—the so-ealled " Madone d'nn Million." No doubt

several autlientic and e.xquisite works of Kaphael

exist, as is well known, in the Bridi^ewater (lallory,

and in ihe collections of Lord Dudley, Lord Cowjier,

and the Due d'Aumale ; but none of these have the

ini))ortance or representative character of the work

now under consideration. It would lune been an

everlasting- disgrace to the nation, an offence to

every art-loving Englishman, if the " Madonna An-

sidei," so long a possession of a great English house,

and made additionally ]irt'cious by its association

with a great English name, had been allowed to

become the chief ornament of the Berlin Gallery,

or the boast of some private collection.

The history of the picture is fortunately a less

romantic and eventful one than that of most of

Raphael's masterpieces. It has not suffered ship-

wreck, like the " Spasimo di Sicilia
;

" nor has it,

like the " Transfiguration," the " Madonna di Fo-

ligno," and many other great works from the same

hand, been dragged to Paris, there to add lustre to

the mock-Roman triumphs of Napoleon I., and to

endure the process of transfer from panel to canvas

and other attendant indignities.

The " IMadonna Ansidei " was painted by Raphael

for the Servite Fathers, for the adornment of the

chapel of St. Nicholas of Bari—belonging to the

Ansidei family—in the church of San Fioreuzo at

Perugia. There it remained undisturbed until the

year 17(il, when Lord Robert Spencer, then making'

the grand tour, saw the picture, and succeeded in

acquiring it, together with the central panel of the

jircdella. It is ])ainted on a panel of white poplar

of exceptional thickness : its scale is large for a

work containing so few figures, its dimensions being

a hi'ight (_)f about nine feet by a width of about five,

and the figures being executed on a scale something

sliort of life-size.

The Virgin is seated en a marble throne under

a lofty canopy of peculiar elongated shape, adorned

with festoons of red coral. On her right knee is

seated the infant Saviour, and on her left she sup-

jjorts a book, at the pages of which she looks down
reverently, lie with an. attention through which
])icrces childish glee. Erect on either side of the

throne arc :—on the left of the picture, St. John
the I)aptls(, liolding a long crystal .cross, and wear-

ing an anijilc mantle whicli ]iarll\' conceals his form.

his ra]it u])turned glance seeking the Virgin and the

divine Infant ; on tlie right of tlie picture, the patron

saint III' Ihe chapel, St. Nicholas of Bari, in full

episeojial robes, holding in one hand a jiastoral staff

and in the otlier a missal, in the study of which he

appears profoundly absorbed. The throne is placed

in the foreground of an open hall, in the style of

the early Florentine Renaissance, beyond which, seen

through the arches of the middle distance, is an ex-

quisite landscape of the Umbrian type, remarkable

for the delicacy of its aerial gradations. The colour-

ing of the picture is exceptionally rich and harmo-

nious ; indeed in this quality it has few, if any,

rivals among Raphael's later creations, save perhaps

the " Leo X." in the Pitti, and the fresco of the

"Miracle of Bolsena" in the Stanze of the Vatican.

The Virgin wears a robe of black or very dark blue,

delicately ornamented with gold; the garment of

St. John is entirely of a magnificent dark red; and

the vestments of St. Nicholas are a combination of

olive-green, black, and white, relieved with a touch

of bright red in the shoes. These rich, harmoniously-

combined tints of the foreground, somewhat dark-

ened by time, are thrown up by the light greys of

the architectural middle distance and the delicate

tones -of the sky and landscape.

The condition of the picture is extraordinarily

good, though it has no doubt suffered some diminu-

tion of the brilliancy of the colouring; for appa-

rently there is on it no touch of the restorer, and

the jianels on which it is painted ai'e in remark-

ably fine preservation. About the date there has

been a vast amount of dispute. On the hem of the

Madonna's mantle is a signature worked in gold,

which certainly appears to lie " Raphael Urbinas,

MDVi.;" though, the numerals being brought to the

very edge of the roVie, there is some doubt as to the

last figure. Passavant has, however, unaccountably

and erroneously given the date as 1506 ; Mr. G.

Scharf, on the other hand, in the Blenheim cata-

logue, positively asserts it to be Lj07. On the

whole, however, the date 1.506 appears to be sup-

ported both by an examination of the picture itself

and by a consideratiim of the fact, or rather strong

probability, that Raphael painted it at Perugia, be-

tween his first and second visits to Florence, whither

he is supposed to have returned in 1506.

The distinctive quality which is specially to be

remarked in the " Madonna Ansidei " is that the de-

sign is still strictly in the Umbrian mode derived

from Perugino—whose " ^ladonna with Four Saints,"

a masterjjieee now in the Pinacotheca of the Vati-

can, has evidently furnished Rajihael with the ele-

ments of the design and the general conception

of his picture ; while the drawing, handling, and

general execution are of a far nmre advanced type,
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anil show thu Florentine iiiHuonees wliirli, it is well

known, so strongly contributed to metanior])liose

Raphael's manner in the years 150-1-5. It has

therefore been suo-o-ested that he must have designed,

and perhaps eonjnieneed, the picture before his first

visit to Florence, and subsequently, on Ins return,

completed it without departing from the original

distribtition and arrangement of the subjccl. 'fliis

theory is to a certain extent borne out by the draw-

ing attributed to Raphael, here reproduced—a sketch

tlrawn with the pen in sepia, for a " JSIadonna En-

throned with Two Saints" (from the Vallardi and

Timbal collections, and now, with the latter, in the

Louvre). This, though it cannot exactly be termed

a design for the " Ansidei !Madimna "—the saints re-

presented being, not those of the picture, but St.

Sebastian and St. Roch—was in all probability the

first idea for it. The drawing, which is of exquisite

beauty and great finish, still has a very marked

LTmbrian character, especially evident in the pose

of the attendant saints and the peculiar folds or

" eyes " of the drapery : yet these very draperies

and the nude figure of St. Sebastian are already

treated with a breadth and freedom to which it can

scarcely be said that Perugino ever attained. A
similar drawing, with one saint only—St. Nicholas

of Tcdentiuo, the second ])ersonagc not being indi-

cated—is at the Staedel Listitute of Frankfort : this

is, however, of far inferior merit, and the attribu-

tion to the hand of Raphael himself has been denied.

It is possible that the retention of the Ihnbrian

design may have been in part due to the desire of

the fathers to possess a picture on the general

lines of that of Perugino—one that, if not by that

master, should yet resemble his work as much as

possible ; and that Raphael wiis thus compelled to

keep reasonably close to the design made typical by

the elder master. We have strong reason for be-

lieving this to have been the case with Raphael's

"Crucifixion" (Lord Dudley), with his " Coronation

of the Virgin" (Vatican), and with the celebrated

"Sposalizio" (Brera). We know too that similar

conditions have been imposed in other instances ; for

is it not on record that Benozzo Gozzoli, commis-

sioned to paint a " ^Madonna with Saints"—now in

the National Galleiy—was in the preliminary con-

tract expressly enjoined to adopt, in paintinn' the

Virgin and Child, the mode of Fra Angelico ? How-
ever this may be, Raphael has in some ways gained

by the restraint imposed on him. The " jVnsidei

^ladonna " is perhaps unique among his works for

,
the combination of dejjth and sincerity of religious

feeling with the naivete and unconsciousness, the

mystic calm, usually found in the works of the

elder masters; enhanced as these (pialities are by

increased skill, and by a more modern and matured

technicpic. The type and form cf the \'ir<4'in still

follow closclv the I'mbrian mode, anil iiavc per-

ha))s a less exquisite sweetness and charm than is to

l)c found in similar creations of well-nigh the same

period, such as the " Madonna di Casa Tempi

"

(Mimich) and tlie "Madonna del (iran Duca" (Pitti),

which it resembles as regards technical qualities; but

it has, iin the nlhcr hand, more dignity and inspires

a more profound reverence: it is still the (iueen of

Heaven we see, though full of modesty and meek-

ness, not merely—as in Raphael's typical creations of

the Florentine jieriod— a beautiful girl-mother lov-

ingly fondling her child. The composition, too, docs

not show the too evident seeking after grace of line

and arrangement which to some extent mars the un-

doubted charm of these later productions. Hardly,

again, do we find in Itaphael's works, even those most

radiant with inspiration, s\ich holy calm, .so devo-

tional a spirit. True it is, too, that the great works

of the Roman period are stamped with an earnest and

devout character, combined with incomparable strength

and majesty : yet in these the touching siin[)licity of

the Quattrocento has inevitably vanished for ever.

The St. John and St. Nicholas are even finer

and certainly more original in conception than the

Madonna; they are indeed among Raphael's most

genuine inspirations, and have scarcely, in their way,

been surpassed. The head of the St. John—his up-

turned gaze irresistibly drawn to the divine group

— is a masterpiece of drawing and expression. The
form of the saint, though the curious, somewhat stiiT,

position of the legs and feet still recalls Perugino

and the earlier productions of Raphael himself, is

accurately delineated, and the folds of the drapery

have already breadth and dignity.

The " Madonna Ansidei " has lately been praised

not perhaps too well, yet not over-wisely, by some

of its most enthusiastic champions. It has even

been said that, next to the "San Sisto ^ladonna," it

should take the highest rank among Raphael's great

easel pictures of kindred subject, thus imjdying that

it surpasses such great ei-caf ions as the " ^lailonna

di Foligno," the " Madonna del Pcsce," the " Perla,"

and the " St. Cecilia." No point of comparison,

however, exists between these great works and the

Blenheim picture. They are creations of Raphael's

last and most mature period, absolute inventions new

to art and to the world, on which they have left

a mark never to be clTaced. This, the "Madonna
Ansidei "—a work, as has been shown, of Raphael's

youth, though a splendid and matured spei-iinen of

that period—could not be, though it has qualities of

its own which entitle if to a ])lace perhaps unique

among his achievements. He had scarcely then

begun to create, to enrich the world with new types,

ami, side by side with Mii helarigelo, to upcn out new
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and hmindlrss liorizons and obliterate for ever the

old landmarks. The picture is not, and could not at

that stntre of the painter's career be, an absolutely

original creation, though under the old Umbrian

forms, strengthened and made supple by Florentine

" Madonna del Pesce;" perhaps his most touching,

beautiful, and technically perfect work of the kind

—

show signs of the help of pupils, and this is true to a

far greater degree of such works as the " Perla," the

" St. Cecilia," and the " Transfiguration," which all

'il

MADONNA WITH SAINTS.

IFrnm tlie Dyaicinfi by Itaphael Timbal Collection: Mnsec du Lovrrr.)

cunning, all the serene strength and genius of the

painter can already be divined. But in one im-

portant respect the picture stands alone : it is, per-

haps, of all Rajihael's works of magnitude, the most

perfectly preserved ; it gives us the most complete

idea of the technique of the painter at the period

which it represents, and is in all probalnlity from

his hand alone, imaided by assistants. The creations

of Rapluiprs later time—even, it may be, to some ex-

tent the Lrreat " San Sisto Madonna" and the divine

bear disfiguring traces of the hand of Giulio Romano

and less celebrated scholars.

Should the National Gallery acquire the "Ansidei

Madonna"-—and there can be no reasonable doubt

that so priceless a jewel will not be allowed to escape

—London will be able to boast a series of Raphaels

which will compare on equal terms with that of any

other city save only Rome. The reproduction of the

])icture here given is from the large line engraving

by Griiner. Claude Phillips.
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nillE Pantheon presents a series ot unsolvetl

JL enigmas. Was it built for a temple? or as

a vestibule to the baths behind? Signer Baracconi,

writing in (lie Rasser/ua, suggests tluit jiossibly M.

Agrippa did not erect the whole of it, but only

added to au earlier construction the portico in-

scribed with his name. This theory is sujiported

bv archaeological testimony, since experts declare the

THE ROMANCE OF ART.

TEMPLE AND TOMB,

of unsolved had withdrawn to Avignon, and the Eternal City was

the battle-ground of hostile barons, the Pantheon

served as a fortress, and in the latter half of the

Eleventh Century was the stronghold of Count Gni-

berto, better known as the Antipope Clement III. He
was besieged within its walls, and finally driven out

by Urban II., and it was in the course of this conflict

that the great corner column of the portico was split.

portico to be of a later period than the rotunda Proof is given of the strategical imiiortance of the

itself. And we all know how Dion the historian. Pantheon by its enumeration among the strong

writing in 729 B.C., tells us that Agrippa perfi'cfed places of the city in the oath of fealty taken by the

the Pantheon in that year. jN"evertheless Dion's senator of Rome at the inaugurntion of every new

words may be read in two ways, and are no proof i)ope. And for a hundred years the Pantheon, ov to

that the buikling completed by Agrippa was not

likewise begun by the same hand. And Pliny the

natin-alist explicitly states that the Pantheon was

built by Agrippa as a tem])le to Jove the avenger.

Signor Baracconi, like many other writers, has

greater faith in Dion than in the often inaccurate

Pliny, and reminds us that the title Pantheon, or

temple of all the g<'ds, implies an earlier dedication,

and that it was the cnst<.im of the time to restore

ancient temples and e(msccrate them anew. There

are many popular legends about the origin of the

give it its Christian a]tpellation, Sta. Maria della

ilotonda, was regarded with jieculiar reverence as

the tabernacle of the Sudarinm of St. Veronica,

which is now ]n-eserved in St. Peter's. This relic

was only exhibited on special festivals of the Church

or at moments of public peril. At other times it

was trcasiu'cd in an ancient wooden coffer closed by

thirteen locks, of wliich the keys were kept by the

heads of the thirteen rioni—or districts—of Rome.

A naive popular legend dates its possession by the

Romans as far back as the reign of Tiberius. That

Pantheon. One asserts that it was first dedicated emperor being stricken with leprosy, and hearing of

bv Agrippa to Cybele, the mother of the gods ; but

according to historical testimony the gods of the

Pantheon were Mars and Venus, the titular deities

of the Julian people. The subsetiuent consecration

to Jiive the avenger is easily accounted for. It

commemorated the victory of Atium, that triumph

of European civilisation over Asiatic barbarism, as

great an event for pagan Rome as was the battle

of Lepanto for the Christian world.

Antiquarian research enables us to see the temple

in its original splendour : the circle of gods enshrined

in its niches ; the great Venus with ears adorned with

t!ic two halves of the largest pearl in existence—

a

pearl once the pr()])erty of Cleopatra, and fellow to

that dissolved in vinegar at the famous supper with

Mark Antony. Its conversion into a Christian

church at the instance of Pope Boniface IV. was

a mcmoi-able event of the year G()8 of this era ; and

soon afterwards Catholic legend records a signal

miracle performed at its altar The Jews being

persecuted for their imbelief, and threatened with

expulsion from Rome, vowed to become Christians

if the ^ladiinna of the Pantheon could give sight to

one bum blind. The miracle was duly accomplished

on Candlemas Day ; ;ui(l live hundred Hebrews re-

ceived baptism. In the ^liddle Ages, when the popes

the wondrous cures wrought by the Sudarium, sent

envovs to Jerusalem to seek it. In the hope of

healing and converting the suffering tyrant, St.

Veronica in person brought it to Rome ; but Tiberius

scoffed, and succumlicil.

Later on the Pantheon became an artists' se-

pulchre. Signor Baracconi has diligently collected

every particular relating to Raphael's tomb, and pub-

lishes a little known but very characteristic letter

which throws some light on an obscure episode of

the painter's life. ^Ve all know how, at his own

express desire, the remains of Raffaelle Sanzio

d'Urbino were interred in the Pantheon on the

night of Easter Eve, the Sth of April, 1520 ; how an

epitaph by his friend Cardinal Bembo was inscribed

on a, marble tablet beside the altar above his grave;

and how the shrine was adorned, also at his desire,

by a statue of the Virgin, carved by his comrade,

the sculptor Lorenzetto. It is perhaps less gene-

rally known that the memorial slab to INIaria Bib-

biena, <in the opposite side of the same altar, re-

cords the ]iremature death of the painter's betrothed

bride. All that is positively told of her is this :

She was young, beautiful, well dowered, and a niece

of the famous Cardinal Bibbiena. The cardinal, who

had a fine taste in art, was very fond of Rajdiael, and
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offered liiiii the hand of liis young- kinswoman at the

time when tlie painter was enii-ag-ed on his <j-reat

works in St. Peter's and the ^'atiean. Rapliael

acce]ited tlie offer. lie ha<l no wish to many, it was

true, liaJ inih'ed declined one or two alliances suij-

g'ested bv his famih' iii I rhino; but, whctlu'r fmm
social aml)ition or the fear of offending a powerful

]iatron, lie could not refuse so flattering a j>ro])osal.

Still, he showed no hastt' to fullil his engagement.

Pressure of work was made to account for repeated

delays ; but at last the marriage was fixed for the

close of 151 i, and in that July Raphael wrote to

Urbino to ask his uncle Sinione's consent.

This Messer Simone had evidently wished his

nepliew to marry before, and urged the suitability

of another match, for Raphael bluntly says to him:
" As to taking a wife, I must tell you that I am well

pleased and thankful to God that I neither married

that lady nor any other, and I hold that in this

matter my wisdom has been greater than your

own. For had I yielded to your desire, I should

not now find myself possessed of 3,000 ducats'

worth of property in Rome, and a revenue of 50

gold dncats. And the Holy Father has assigned

me a life-iirovision of 300 gold ducats, and I shall

be able to earn more, inasmuch as my works are

paid at my own price. Also I have begun another

Stanza for his Holiness which will bring me in

1,200 gold ducats, whereby dearest uncle, you may
see that I do honour to you, to all my kindred,

and to the land of my birth." Like many artists

of all times, Raphael seems to have been a slack

correspondent, for in answer to his uncle's rejiroofs,

he says that the latter has no right to be vexed

witli him for writing so seldom ; and adds that he

might retort that his uncle, although always pen in

hand, frequently lets six months go by without

sending him a line. And then he continues :
" To

return to the ipiestion of marriage, I must tell you

that the Cardinal of Sta. Maria in Portico (Bib-

biena) has offered me his niece, and with your con-

sent and that of my uncle the jiriest, I have pro-

mised to accept her hand. The matter is now so

far advanced that I could hardly break off the en-

gagement, but I will advise you of all that goes

on, and should the negotiation fall through, I will

be guided by your wishes." And he concludes with

the practical remark that a beautiful girl with a

portion of 3,000 gold crowns and a house in Rome
is by nc means a contemptible match.

But in the midst of the marriage preparations

Maria Bibbiena sickened and died ; and one wonders

wliethor the " beautiful girl " w hose dowry seemed
her chief attraction to her betrothed husband was
aware of his indifference towards lier. That she

was indifferent to him is liard to believe. The ij-reat

painter liad other charms besides his fame. He was
young, handsome, and fascinating. Probably the

girl loved him and iVll that she was not loved in

return; for all Rome knew of Raphael's passion for

the ])lel)ciaii beauty whose face lie has immortalised

by his brush. Ccrlaiiily the ('iiitaph (o Mai'ia

Bilibiena, " qua; hetos hymeiieos morte ])ervertit,"

ri'ails like the tragic e))ilogue to a drama of the

atfcctioiis. That the marriage was on the |i(iiu( of

conclusion is ])roved by the fact that this memorial

tablet was erected by the Itridegroom's kinsman,

Ciirolamo ^'agnini, of Irliino.

Raphael's example converted the Pantheon into a

favourite burial-place for artists. In the Sixteenth

Century the remains of Baldassare Peruzzi, Pierin

del Vaga, (iiovanui d'Tdine, Taddeo Zuccari, and

Bartolommeo Baronio were all buried there; and

during the next hundred years Annibale Caraeei,

Flaminio \'acea the sculptor, and others of less note

joined the illustrious company. All these tombs bore

characteristic inscriptions, and some were adorned

with busts of their occupants. Vacea's e]iita|)h ran

as follows:—" D. O. M.—Flaminio Vaecae, sculjitori.

Qui in operibus quae fecit, nusquam sibi satisfecit."

And the inscription over (\iracci's grave is a simple

and touching record of the ill-fortune that had em-

bittered bis life.

In 1.513, twenty-three years after Raphael's

decease, Don Desiderio Adjntorio, a canon of the

Rotunda, and charged by Pope Paul III. with the

restoration of its monuments, conceived the idea of

founding a pious association for the promotion of

the fine arts and tlie aid and encouragement of those

dedicated to their pursuit. Being a man of taste and

culture, he had mucii inlluence with the leading-

artists of the time. All approved of his jdan. The
papal consent was obtained, and the " Congrcgazione

dei Virtuosi " sprang into existence. The brother

architects San Gallo and fhe painter Pierin del Vaga
were among the earliest memliers of the soeiet}',

which survives to this day, and holds its meetings

in a liall approached from the right-hand side of

the portico of the Pantheon.

As time went on it became customary to place

tablets in the Pantheon in memory of illustrious

men buried elsewhere ; and Canova, who was a very

energetic member of the society, contributed many
busts to the collection, and arranged them in oval

niches and on bi-ackets round the walls. But in

1S20, when the papal reaction was at its heiglit,

Pius ^"11. decreed the expulsion of all these artistic

memorials. The churcli was supposed to be dese-

crated by their presence, and busts and inscriptiops

were ruthlessly swept away. Not even Bembo's

epita]ih was spared, and thus nothing was left to

mark tlie place of Raiihael's grave. Before long it
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b(^£Taii in he i|uestione{l whether the great master

really lay in the Pantheon, and some persons posi-

tively maintained that he must have been buried in

the chapel of the Urbinati. Meanwhile the Aea-

(leniy of St. Luke boasted the possession of Raphael's

skull, and artists and travellers flocked there to see

if. Hut in 1S.32, examination of the archives of

the ^'irtullsi proved beyond dispute that the rebr

in (piestion was only the skull of Don Ucsiderii)

Adjutorio. Thereujxin the art-wnrld awoke to the

necessitv of asccrtainino' wliere Raphael's remains

really lay; and the followiui;' year, after the usual

delavs in obtaining ecclesiastical sanctii)u, the altar of

the " Madonna del Sassfi" was removed, search was

made beneath and around it, and the painter's re-

mains were finally discovered in a built-up recess in

the wall behind. The coffin had rotted away, but the

skeleton was in perfect preservation, and all the u]5per

teeth (exceedingly white ones) were still fixed in the

jaw. After being exhibited to the public for several

days, and casts made of the cranium, throat, and

riglit hand, the remains, enclosed in a. fresh cotlin,

were placed in an antique sarco]diagus presented by

(iregory XVI., and again consigned to the vault

behind the altar chosen by the jjainter for his last

earthly abode. LiNDA Yii,L.\iii.

• ^^^4 0-*«=^-

ARTISTS' HOMES.

MR. FRANIv ROLL'S, IN FIT/.IOHN'S AVENUE.

IT is not altogether obvious to an outsider why long, uninteresting London street, with only this dif-

artists of late have shown such a predilection ference, that many of the houses are detached, and

for Eitzjohn's Avenue, South Hamjistead. It is not most make pretensions to architectural beauty—jire-

a countrified spot, but rather a wilderness of brick- tensions which in very few cases are justified. The

fields fast being converted into houses more or less front gardens are raw, new, and treeless ; the out-

aping the Queen Anne style. It is, after all, just a look from the windows, the usual London vista of

ini-: .sn I'lu.
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brick and mortar. Yet this street is now tlie liiyli

artistic fashion, aiul the artists who of hite liave

followed the modern tendency among their hivtlin'ii

of buildinii' houses for themselves after their own

there is a lack of s])c)nlaneoiis development almul

the houses in the new style of arehiti'cture with

wliieii Ijmdiin is beiui^- so liberally adorned; and

lliouyh their individuality, their warm-eoloured red-

plans or ideas have pitched them here. The latest brick material, their effort, more or less successful,

- iUL sIilIil.'A&E.

comer is Mr. Frank Holl, R.A., whose abode stands after beauty of aspect, arc a welcome relief to the

in close proximity to that of Mr. Pettie. As in monotonou-^, featureless architecture of an earlier

so many of the modern architectural essays, there day, there is a dano-er that the present style, which

is a want of repose, harmony, and dignity in the in some cases is a mere affectation and a sham, may

exterior of his house. Perhajis the real truth lies become as tedious and lifeless as the style that pre-

in the fact that modern requirements in the way ceded it. And this because it is not genuine, not the

of comfort, light, and healthiness do not easily go natural outcome of the period in which it is reared

hand-in-hand with picturesipie beauty. Certainly —in short, because it is eclectic, and that which is
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eelet'tic is never tTeiminc, and ean never long con-

tinue its hold u[)on our tastes.

Mr. IIoll's house is called the "Three Gables/' a

designation wlileh for once has an obvious reason ;

for conspicuous instantly are the three gables that

uprise IVoiu its roof. It is a red-brick building, of

course, of exterior aspect not specially imposing. The

front presents a long line of low-leaded windows,

onlv broken by the hall-door. Above this runs a

frieze of white plaster, of p/iffi and conventional

arabesque. Above this, again, in two storeys, three

bows swell out and upwards, corresponding with and

joining the three galiles of the roof. This triple ex-

crescence gives the house a striking aspect from out-

side, especially as all the woodwork is painted white,

and this contrasts sharply with the red of the walls.

'I'he interior in no respect betrays at a glance the

artist's residence, and the same holds good of the

whole house. ]\Ir. IIoll has clearly striven after a

comfortable family home which should contain a

good and useful work-room ; but he has no ambition

after making his dwelling a show-house, or endea-

vouring that it should be the expression of his mental

and artistic individuality. In the schemes of colour

his individual taste has, no doubt, been brought to

liear, but not more than would be the case with any

householder; while rare and costly articles of rir/h,

choice porcelain, fine pictures, valuable sketches, are

not seen in his rooms or on his walls. The bnilding

is entirely the design of Mr. Norman Shaw, R.A.,

and is after the manner commonly called Queen

Anne, but which would be more properly named the

" Norman Shaw," since it contains features both of

an earlier and a later period than tliat of the good

sovereign.

The small entrance-hall to Mr. IIoll's home is

light, and contains, like the rest of the house, much
white-painted woodwork. ]\Ir. IIoll admits that he

is no devotee of the fashionable dinginess. He likes

this fresh-looking' white jiaint, whose aspect is a

welcome relief in our sombre climate. This small

entrance-hall, which is lighted by a portion of the

long line of window that runs along- the whole front

of the house, speedily gives admission to a passage

that transversely divides the dwelling, of which we
get a glimpse in one of our pictures (ii.). A white

wooden partition, broken at the height of about five

feet into an open balustrade, divides the passage

from the inner hall, one of the prettiest and most

characteristic features of the whole place (v.). It

corresponds to the sriloiie of an Italian residence, a

feature always much sought after and laid stress

u])on in Italy, but strangely neglected here. Such

an apartment, from which the chief living-rooms

o])en, should be a specially useful adjunct to our

small English sitting-rooms ; a cross between a hall

and a room proper, it furnishes a useful i)lace for

an overflow, which in the ordinary London house is

generally forced to collect upon the staircase ; it is

also a cool place in summer, where artificial currents

of air can easily be produced. In Mr. Holl's the

prevailing colour is amber. Curtains of amber and

golden velvet drape the windows leading into the

conservatory, and hang all round the room at a

height of about six feet from the dado; while above

the walls are stencilled amber and gold. The fire-

place, which is of carved wood, is hidden from (jur

view, but stands there where we see the tiger-skin be-

fore the fender. The room is lofty, running up into

the first storey, and is lighted at the end by a large

door-window that gives admission into the conserva-

tory, and again from the long low window above the

wicket— a window lighted from the stairs, and which

in its turn again helps to light the central passage.

From the inner hall we get the best view of the

gently winding staircase (ii.), with its white wood-

work, its white wood balustrades repeating the simple

design of the partition. Owing, to the turn of the

stair, a pretty little niche is formed just beyond the

entrance to the inner hall, in which a table bearing

a flowering plant finds sjiace, imjiarting a graceful

tout'h of natural beauty.

The inner hall gives admission on each side to

living-rooms. The door seen in our sketch opens

into a cosy morning-room facing the street ; the one

opposite to it leads into the drawing-room tluit

overlooks the small garden and the houses at the

back; while opposite the staircase is the fairly large

conservatory, as yet unfinished, but to which Mr.

Holl proposes to give a tiled floor and walls decorated

in colour. When this is comi)leted the inner hall

will really be a very lovely and attractive spot. The

drawing-room, of which Mr. Hatherell has made no

sketch, is a room of fair but not large size—indeed,

none of Mr. Holl's rooms are large—a very pretty

and liveable apartment, but, like the rest of the

house, furnished without artistic or iesthetic affecta-

tion. A deep window-niche, curiously hung on the

wall-sides with rich blue velvet curtains, is the site

of the ebony grand piano. The prevailing colour of

the room is bronze, repeated by the covering of the

furniture and the low plush dado. A light jellow

Morris paper runs up to the ceiling, which again

takes up the bronze tone in the shape of a paper

that simulates coffering. The effect of the fire-light

upon this bronze-coloured ceiling is peculiarly warm

and happy, and pretty too is the fireplace, with its

shallow mantelshelf, its corresponding overmantel,

into which is let a looking-glass, the whole deco-

rated with dainty arabesque designs : a fireplace the

counterpart of which is common in many London

houses of the Russell Square jjcriod, and which, as
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loiiff as wide mantelslielvos wew in favour, was ro-

o-arded as meagre and ni^'l}'.

Retracing' our steps tliroug']) llie inner liall, we
once more find ourselves in the narrow passage. On
one side of the pretty niclu' this leads into the lower

regions, with-which we have no concern ; nn tlie other

it gives admission to the dining-room (iii. antl iv.).

Here the first feature that strikes us is the ingle-

nook (ill.), whieh is really charming in itself, and to

which I havi- only to object that it seems in so far

out of place that it appears too large for tlie apart-

ment, and hence rather dominates it. Here comes

into play one of the objections I made above, when
I said that our modern archaisms have a tendency

to become unreal from want of spontaneous develoj)-

ment. An ingle-nook is a delightful feature, a deli-

cious and cosy institution, but we doubt if our fore-

fathers woidd have placed such a spot in an ordinary-

sized London room. These things were reserved for

draughty spaces and kitchens—for baronial halls.

Nor would they, I fancy, have placed it in the

corner of a room, but rather well in its centre. By
itself, however, and detached from its rather incon-

gruous surroundings, this chimney-corner is very

attractive and iiretty. A heavy wooden beam, borne

by wooden pillars, runs its whole length and divides

it from the walls of the room. Heavy terra-cotfa

coloured velvi'l rurlains Hank its sides. These can

be drawn so as to enclose it completely, light being

admitted from a small window that runs ])arallel with

the main windnw of I lie room. \\ illiin, on oil her siih;

of the hearth, seals are lixcd into the walls; these,

too, are covered with the same terra-cotta velvet.

The chimncypiecc propel' is of reddish-coloiin'il mar-

ble, ornamented with tiles from the workshop of .Mr.

l)e Morgan. These, which represent every variety

of small animal and binl, are also terra-cotta in tint,

while the low I'ciling and the walls of the nook an;

panelled with rich S))anlsli leather, whose golden

points are picked out by the firelight. Indee<l, terra-

cotta is the dominant tint of this room, repeated by

the covering of the furniture and the dado, which is

hung with the same coloured material. At present

the ceiling is plain and whitewashed, and the walls

above the dado distempered in dark red. A few

small sketches hang on these walls, but no ))ietures

of importance save Mr. HoH's masterly " Lord

Wolseley.''' The room is lighted by one of those

long low windows we noted from outside, broken into

smaller windows and filled in with little jianes of

Iir.-THK DININI^-KOOM, FROM TIIK INOLK-NUOK.
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o-lass after the fashion of the pei-iod that is copied, large north window. Here, too, the curtain is made

a fasliion tliat causes rather " a dim religious light
"

to run in a deep semicircle, by which means the

to i)ervadc these dwellings, since our Lond<iu sky at light can be admirably regulated and concentrated,

best i.s uot overflonded with brightness. They ccr- The origin of this ingenious arrangement is grate-

tainly, h )wever, impart a quaint, pleasant look to fully assigned 1)y Mr. Holl to his neighbour,

the apartments. The studio is entirely oak-panelled ;' the Hour too

Vvmn the diuiun-ninin we once UKirc enter the is nl' inlaid wood. ^Vith the exee])tion of thi' heartli-

IV.—THE DINING-KOOM.

passage, and jtassing the staircase-nook pursue its

continuation, which is lighted towards the side of

the house by a low long window, leaded in lozenge

and circle shapes, some of the panes being tilled in

with soft tinte<l glass, <ithers having proverbs painted

upon tlicin, the whole (juaint, etfective, and very

niueh in place here where no full strong illumination

is rcipiired. At the end of the passage a door atl-

mils us into the studio (i.), obviously the most im-

portant room in the house. It is also the largest,

being a little under forty feet long and some twenty-

live feet wide. In many respects it resembles Mr.

Pettie's studio, though in others it is more ornate

than that solid serious work-room.- Where ^Ir. Peilie

has been enlir<'ly copieil is in the arraULcement of the

rug, no carpets lie upon its polished surface, ^Ir.

Holl having a due regard to the limbs of his sitters,

and knowing how treacherously dangerous are loose

mats laid an slippery floors. The room, wdiich is

high and slightly vaulted, is lighted from above by

a large window and at night by gas. Indeed the

modes of lighting it are many and various, and

])ermit Mr. Holl to regulate, concentrate, or dis-

tribute his light, as necessity demands. Our sketch

shows the most striking features of the studio—the

ingle-nook and the apse. The latter is a deep recess

built out beyond the main wall of the building, and

forming a broad low species of extra room, approached

from the main room by two steps. It is a perfect

sernieivele with a continuous scries of low windows
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i-n]iiiin<T voniid its wlinle extent, liclnw wliicli, from oiiil t lie mannor of tlic drawiiiff-room mantelpiooo. Hiio-s

to end, runs also a fixed window-seat that eominands lie on the floor and eusliions ])ile tlie seats ol' this
the studio at all points. This round window, or series cosy retreat, which is really the i)rettiest ami most

V.—THE INXKE HAiL.

of windows, is hung with small curtains that can be original thing in the whole studio. Above the en-
drawu aside or over them at will. The low eeiling trance to this apse and flush witli the outer wall is

of the recess is tinted in cream colour, and consists another long window. This, however is varelv used
of one mass of delicate bas-relief arabescjues, after and is generally .shaded by a inrtaii', as in our sketch.

309
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The ini^le-noolv is the other chief feature of the place.

Like its fellow in the clininn--room, it has a tendency

to run u|) info a corner, but in this larg-er room it

does not (.verwhehn— indeed, looks iu place and

keei)injj^. It is of dark stained wood, ornamented,

as our sketch shows, with some amount of carviui)'-

As in the dinino--room, the whole interior is covered

with stanijied leather, while the curtains that close

it in are here of a, rich texture, peacock-blue in

Juic. The tireidace proper is of dark marble, aifainst

which glows the line golden colour of the brass

dogs.

No lay figure haunts this studio, nor piles of

properties, stores of unfinished canvases, stocks of

brushes, pahits, and other evidences of the master's

craft. Mr. Holl is pre-eminently tidy, and has,

moreover, a pronounced dislike to that species of

litter which has to some persons got to be synony-

mous with art. He holds that a studio should be

as much as possible a living-room, in which the

evidences of work can be put aside. There only

remains to record that the studio has two entrances

—the one from the passage tiirough which we
jiassed ; another for models at the extreme end of

the same wall. Between these two doors and above

them runs a gallery ; a pretty feature, but of no

use whatever. If I add that it is only quite recently

that Mr. Holl has removed into this house, which

was built for though not by him, I shall have said

enough. Helen Zimmeun.

NICOLAS POUSSIN.
THE MAN.

IISTORY affords few finer

examples (if the heroic

than ^liltiin contending

with his blindness. As

he sits in the dark be-

reft of sympathy, sing-

ing songs in the night,

songs full of heroism,

lofty, religious, he is the

incarnafiiiu of the sotd

of his epoch. Tasso and

S]ienser had each sung

an heroic age then de-

jiarting; Milton sang (lie age that succeeded. The
combined lyre of the three poets was the expression

of a ])eriod whicli fnr elevation of mind on so large

a scale, and under forms so varied, no former age

had ecpialled. From Elizabeth to Cromwell, from

Cdligny to Richelieu, from AVilliaui of Orange to

(iusfavns Adolpiuis, from Bacon to Descartes, from

Raleigh to Hampden, from Shakespeare to Milton

—

" there were giants in those days, mighty men, men
of renown." To be born in the latter half of the

Sixteenth Cendu-y was to lie liorn with a taste for

tlie hcrnic. If genius was granted, then the man
nut (inly admired but did great things. The very

sdldier in this ei-a has an ethical stamp. He founds

churches and states, sets up religions or throws them
diiwn, writes eiiics, dramas, theologies ; like the hero

of anticpiity, his mission is not merely to contpier

but 1o leacli.

In ihc genesis of things whence came this j)rolilic

genius? The spirit of God had fallen (.mce more on
a ground prepared. The Renaissance had rc\ived

the best traditions of antiquity ; when the Reforma-

tion came, the united intluences produced a race of

heroes. All the lands alive to the influences of the

Rcfornuitiou and the Renaissance teemed with such

men. I jmipose to trace the life and work of one

of whom fame has been somewhat neglectful, but

who as a creatur and a teacher may rank with the

foremost of his contemporaries.

On the banks of the Seine, in the picturesque

province of Normandy, midway between Paris and

the Channel, lie the twin towns of the Andelys. At
Villars, a hamlet between three and four miles from

the greater Andelys, lived, towards the end of the

Sixteenth Century, a gentleman from the Soissonais,

Jean Poussiu, poor but ]irou(l. To him was born iu

the month of June, l.j'J-f, a son, whom he nametl

Nicolas. Nature seemed then quite lavish of genius;

for in this same year Gustavus Adolphus and John

Hampden saw the light, the year before Thomas
A\ cut worth had come into the world, and a year or

two after Rene Descartes and Oliver Cromwell were

born. Nicolas Poussin quickly discovered wherein

his gift lay, for he was tormented with a desire to

Cdver the walls and all his books with drawings.

But to the Soissonais gentleman painting seemed but

a base sort of a business, fit only for sons of arti-

sans and chapmen. His father's disdain for the best

gift Heaven had bestowed upon him weighed heavily

on Nicolas Poussiu, and was, perhaps, the original

cause of a certain sadness of heart, which, ha]i]iily

mingled with a strong will, an amiable disposition,

and a subsequent life entirely in harmony with his

tastes, added intensity to a nature always in love

with the grandly poetic.
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When yet a youth Ponssin left liis hoiiic, with nr

without liis parents' knowk'tlj^e does not n])i)e;ir, and

found his way to Paris. There was no erne at that

time in Paris eapahle of ijiving him the instruetion

he i-equired, so, after a short time sjjent lirst with

Ferdinand Elle, a FK'uiisli ])ainter, and then with

Georg'e Lailemout, a eiever arid business-like desig'ner

of tapestry-work, he took liis'own edueation in hand.

Happily a patron appeared in the person of a youncf

gentleman from Poitou, who offered him his friend-

ship and his purse, introdueing liim to eolleetions

and galleries, notably to that of the king's mathema-

tician, Courtois, who possessed a great number of

original designs by Raphael and Guilio Romano, and

a eoUeetion of engravings by Marcantonio. These

studies were interrupted for a time by the retire-

ment of his patron into the country. There Poussin

followed him, but soon iinding that the mother of

the young Poitevin held the same views of painting

as his own father, he worked his way back to Paris

and started for Rome. He got as far as Florence,

but, for reasons which do not apjiear, came back

again to Paris, and lodged at the College de Laon,

where he first made the acipiaintance of Philippe

de Champagne. He now found another patron in

the Cavaliere !Mariui, a famous anacreontic and

" nietaj)hysical " poet of the time, who employed

him to illustrate his " Adonis." Marini wanted

Poussin to go with him to Rome, but the young

artist already had a commission to paint a " Death

of the ^'i^gin " for the Jewellers' Company, and

c.iuld not leave Paris. However, Rome was his

bourn, and in 16:J-1- he arrived there to find IMarini

on the eve of going to Naples, and Cardinal Bar-

Ijerini, to wdiom the poet had recommended him,

about to leave for his legations.

Barberini's uncle. Urban ^ III., was a pontiff who

thought himself cast in the true heroic metal, but

whose greatness was little better than sounding brass.

He was a patron of the arts, however : he loved to

turn the Old and New Testament into Horatian verse,

and had put the story of Simeon into two Sapphic

strophes ; he was a great admirer of the astronomer

Galileo, who then, as always, professed the utmost

respect for the supreme authority in the Church.

But from the reign of Leo X. to that of Urban

YIIL the pa]iacv had been gradually declining; from

being the centre of civilisation Rome had s\ink to a

little intriguing state, the mere satellite of France;

Richelieu, and not Urban, was the true sovereign of

Catholic Europe. In this fall Italian art had shared.

The sack of Rome in l.");27 had dissipated the great

Roman school. The decay of art had been some-

what arrested in the last (piarter of the Sixteenth

Century by the Carracci, who, passionate admirers

of their great predecessors, established a school with

the o])ject of giving a new impetus to the study of

their works. Correggio was the master they chielly

followed. His style, tendi'r and graceful, was in

harmony with a period in which Charles J$iirromeo

was the model saint, 'i'lic bancrul effects of imita-

tion in religion now appeared in art. (inido Ki^ni,

one of the inost important of tlie ]iaiiitci's of the

Carracci scIkmjI, K il the \\a\ in iliat dnwiiward ruad

which endi'd in modern Jesuit art.

Opposed to this school were the naturalists, the

followers of Caravaggio ; a nuiiiber of men of ]iower-

ful genius, who held that truth to nature should be

the first ]irinci])lc of art. Infortunately, (hey had

fallen on an age in winch the subjects most in vogue

were those that re(|uired imagination and learning.

The Caravaggesque school did not see this (d)vious

fact, but supposed the studies that they had made in

the lanes and alleys of Italian cities, and amongst

gipsies, g:;nd)lers, and low ta.vcnis, could l)e a])plicd

to the rendering of classic and rclii^'ious subjects;

tjlie results were in consequence hardly more natural

than those of their o]ij)onents, and so exf i-aordiiiarily

bizarie as to make it dillicult to say what were

the scenes they had tried lo represent. From this

statement, strictly true with regard to Caravaggio

liiinself, we must except the Frenchman \alciiliii,

a man of excellent genius, and the Spaniard libera.

Apart from both these schools worked Domenichino.

He had belonged to that of the Carracci, but lie

pursued a way of his own, and was little thought

of in consequence. When Poussin arrived in Uonu",

his pure taste and sound judgment led him very soon

to discern in Domenichino the oidy painter that he

could safely follow. But he was not the man to lie-

come the disci]ile even of Raphael, his austere and

ambitious genius not being content (o receive the

spirit of the Renaissance at second-hand. He went

to the sources himself, and studied the antiques in

the galleries, the squares, and the vineyards. He
made careful measurements of the principal groups

and the most famous figures.

After a time he obtained a commission from

Cardinal Barl)erini, who had returaed to Rome.

The subject was " The Death of Germanicus.''

This painting revealed his masterly genius; strength,

simplicity, beauty, harmony, reign throughout ; it

has been justly described as "a i>age of Tacitus."

It was followed by the " Taking of Jerusalem "

and the "Plague among the Philistines," and the

painter's fame reached Paris. Cardinal Richelieu

deterndned to secure him, and induced the king to

make him jirineely offers : a salary of 1,(1(10 crowns,

a dwelling-house in the Louvre, aTid an op])ort unity of

covering the walls of its great gallery with jiictures.

But Poussin did not wish to leave Rome: he was

happily married to tlie daughter of a fellow-connf ry-
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man named Dnt>-het, lie had a house on Monte Pineio

with which lie was satisfied, and Paris did not offer

tlie means of pursuino- the studies for which he

chieHy cared. Louis XIII. wrote him an autograjth

letter, in which he told him that he had chosen him

as one of his iwinters in ordinary ; but Poussin still

of Envy and Discord." Envy writliin<r in the toils of

a serpent, Discord brandishing a dagger, liehold with

hopeless rage Truth beyond their reach, safe in the

arms of Time ; in the background of the picture

rain-elouds are dispersing from a deep blue sky.

A contemporary, Dom Pierre de Saint-Romauld,

TIME SUSTAININO TKUTIt.

(J'aiutrd hii y icolaA Puassin. Miisc'^ dn Loiivvi.)

delaying Mi'i'upfanrc of the royal offers, the king sent

his iiKilIri' d'liiilcl to Ijring him to Paris. He re-

ceived a eonlial reception, was magnilicently lodged,

and had every honour thrust upon him. Fame and
fiirfune were now in his grasp, but Poussin sighed for

the only almosphere in which his spirit could live,

and that he knew was to be loiiud among the ruins

of ancient Koine ; he accordingly fretted iiiidi'r the

opposition of a jealous cli<iue of rival I'ourt artists.

lie cauii; to Paris at the beginning of liill; he re-

turned to Home in 1(11:2, determined never again to

go back to Fraiu'c. lie lias left a record of the ini-

])ression this short experience of court life made on his

simple, austere sonl, in a bold conception now at the

Louvre :
" Time Sustaining- Truth from the Attacks

thus notes Poussin's departure in his journal :

—

" Monsieur Nicolas P<iussin, a Norman, admirable

in the execution of great jiictures, was called in

the year sixteen hundred and forty by Monsieur

de Noyes from Rome to Paris, that he might there

exercise the excellence of his art ; but seeing that he

did not make enough lucre to his mind, he has gone

back to Rome." For what other re:ison could a

man give up a palatial residence and roj\al favour '<

Poussin, little aware of this strange iuterj)retation

of his conduct, returned with joy to his modest

home on Monte Pincio. One day Cardinal Massimi

came to pay him a visit. On the departure of his

guest Poussin went down to the door with a light.

The cardinal eoinmiserated his position in having no
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lackey. "You are more io he |iitierl,

Monseigneur/' he rejjlied, "in that

you have so many."

At Monte Pincio he continued for

tlie next three-and-tweuty years to

hve a tranquil, laborious, uneventful

life. His days were regular and well

ordeiv'd. After breakfast he generally

walked to the top of the hill by an

ascent delightfully shaded and orna-

mented with fountains. Here he had

a fine view over Rome, and often met
and conversed with friends. Returned

to his house, he worked until the even-

ing, when he again went out walking

in the square at the base of the hill.

Here he became the centre of a group

in which strangers freely joined, and

where the conversation embraced all

kinds of subjects, but chielly ran

upon art. He had read and thought

so much, and had so orderly a mind,

that what he said seemed I'arefully

prepared befnrehand. He inclined to

the tone of the ancient philosopher,

and loved to express himself senten-

tiously. To a young artist who
showed him his work :

" You want
nothing," he said) " to become a great

painter, except a little povertv."

A\ alking one day among the ruins

with a foreigner desirous of taking-

home with him some precious frag-

ment, "I wish," said Poussin, "to
give you the iinest antiquity you

could desire." Then collecting from

among the grass a little sand and

some broken cement mingled with

morsels of porphyry, he gave it to

his companion, saying, " Signor, take

this back with you and say, ' This

dust is ancient Rome !
'

"

He thought so little of making
money that he generally worked for

the same persons, refusing to take

more than he conceived his ])ictures

were worth or than his employer could

afford to pay. On one occasion, when
there was a considerable rise in the

value of money, he of his own accord

made a great reduction in his price.

His acquisitiveness found its satisfac-

tion in the pursuit of every kind of

knowledge that would advance his art.

Asked one day how he had arrived

at such |)crfcction, he ingonuouslv
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vei)lie(l, " Boeause 1 liavo lu'slwted nothing;" in

proof ol' wliich he gave ocular demonstration, for

lie was carrying in his hand a pocket-handkerchief

full of stones, mosses, and Howcrs, which he had

been collecting on the banks of the Tiber. In this

jirogress towards perfection he persevered to the last.

" A swan's dying note," he said, " should be her

sweetest." And even when his hand began to grow

feeble he wrote :
" I could, I believe, guide it better

than ever, but I have too nuich reason to say with

Themistocles, sighing over the end of his life, ' Man
declines and ilejiarts when he is ready to do well.'

I do not therefore lose courage, for as long as the

head remains in health, the servant, though weak,

will ol)scrve the better and more excellent parts of

art which belong to the domain of the master."

Concentration, solidity, order, strength : whoever

looks at the portrait painted by Poussin of himself, and

now hung among the iinest works in the Louvre,

must feel that, whatever the history or profession of

the man it represents, he was a master-mind. Every

feature is in harmony with the fine and perfect arch

of the broad forehead, set in locks of flowing black

hair, the powerful nose and mouth expressing at once

iirmness and fine taste. The artist is seen in the

beautiful hand and the graceful pose of the finger.

Anywliere and in any age this tall, handsome, self-

contained man would have been an imp)osing indivi-

duality, but in Rome and Rome alone could his

powers come to their full maturity. Its antique

world was the coimtry of his soul. Tlie Roman
people seem to have recognised this, for when he

died, notwithstanding his wish that he might be

buried as he had lived, without ostentation, thev

gave him a magniticent funeral. They no doubt

I'elt that in Poussin they had had amongst them

one who, beyond any of Iheir own painters, had

revived the faith nf Dante and of Petrarch, of

Arnold of Brescia and of Rienzi ; and as they

followed the bier of this Frenchman to his grave

in their church of St. Lorenzo in Lucina, their

elegy would sum itself up in the well-worn line :

" He was the noblest Roman of us all."

Poussin sought the atmosphere of the ruins of

antiquity, because there he found that calm repose

so needful to the creative soul. The magnificent

tnuKiuillity of these scenes recalled all that was

greatest in human history, without passion being

any longer present to torture and mislead. A divine

serenity, as at the moment when the afterglow

bathes the landscajie : such was the attitude of

Poussin's mind, such the temperament he cultivated.

He lived among ruins in every sense. The noblest

age in modern history had come to an end. The work

of the Jesuits was everywhere successful. Ichabod

was plainly written on the Reformation as well as the

Renaissance. The last of the heroes were departing;

when Poussin found his way to the Elysian fields it

might well be said, " Circumstaut animse dextra

liBvaque frequentes," so numerous was the company

of great shades that immediately preceded and fol-

lowed him. Cromwell and Turenne, Moliere and

ISIilton, Rembrandt and Salvator Rosa, with a crowd

of painters, made their exodus a few years before

or after Poussin's departure in 1665. Fenelon, like

another Yirgil, followed in imagination his great

countryman beyond the tomb, and in his " Dialogues

of the Dead " reports an animated discussion be-

tween Nicolas Poussin and Lionardo da Vinci on

the merits of the Frenchman's system. "What (hat

system was I propose in a second paper to illustrate

and explain. Richahu He.\th.

EARLY SCULPTURED STONES IN ENGLAND.—II.

A SUGGESTION made in our

article on the " Pictish Sculp-

fm-i'il Stones," that it was possible

that scenes from the sag'as were

re|)resenteil on some of the stones,

met with a startling amount of sup-

]H)rt before it actually ap]ieared. At
the time when it was written the

Gosforth cross was l>eing critically

examined, unknown to the writer,

with the result that if ]>arts of one

of the sa^-as had been written fnnn the stone, in-

stead of i!u' stone being carved from the saga, the

identity could not have l)een more" complete. We

I KA'iMLXr

UOSI'OKTH.

have illustrated {u. and iii.) two of the faces of

this very graceful and most remarkable monument, a

east of which has been jilaced in the South Ken-

sington Museum. The height is Hh feet. It is im-

possible to mention this cross without naming, in

honourable connection with its study and decipher-

ing, the Rev. W. S. Calverley, Dr. C. A. Parker,

and Professor G. Stephens. On the west face (ii.)

we have Heiradal, with his staff, withstanding the

horrid powers of evil, holding in his left hand the

Gialla horn, and overthrowing Death on the pale

horse—a very literal overthrow. Below is Loke

bound, the serpent dropping drops of poison on to

his forehead, which Loke's wife catches in a bowl.
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Wlion the bowl is full she has to empty it, anil in

that moment a drop falls on Loke's t'orehead, and his

II. AND III.—THE G03F0ETU CROSS : WEST AXD EAST ASPECTS.

writhings eause an earthquake. On the other side

(ill.) the corresponding triumjjh of the Christian hero

is shown, the crucitixiou, the monster's heads re-

duced to two, one of whieh is being destroyed, while

the woman bruises the head of a writhing serpent

below the cross. Our initial cut (i.) shows a frag-

ment at the same place (Gosforth), showing with

still more startling accuracy Thor's fishing for the

Midgard worm, at the moment when the giant,

fearing for the safety of his boat, has cut the fish-

ing rope— with its bull's head for a bait—and re-

leased the worm, whose head and tail are seen in the

right-hand corner. The other fishes are the whales

which the giant amused himself by catching.

Immediately after the announcement of the mean-
ing of the Gosforth cross, the writer found that the

bottom panel on one side of the Leeds cross (v.)

showed a scene from the sagas—^olund (our Wey-
land Smith) carrying off a " swan maiden." The
cross was smashed to pieces to build Leeds Old
Church hundreds of years ago ; but enough has been

recovered to show the maiden horizontally above the

head of Ycilund. Her wings hang by his side by
two ropes from her waist. He grasps her by the

back hair and the tail of her petticoat. At his feet

are the hammer, anvil, bellows, and pincers. The

history of the cross and its restoration to Leeds reads

like a romance. Unfortunately the church is so dark

that it cannot be photographed, and our engraving

is from a drawing made by Mr. R. W. ^rnore, the

aulhcir of a book on the present cluiich, at the time

when the piives \\cr<> found on pulling duwii the old

cluirch many years ago. There are on the cross the

ligures of the I'^vangelists, some rather irregular scroll-

work, some interlacing work, and a ]ianel which may
represent another saga scene, Sig\ird Fafn<'sbane.

It was calculated I)y ^Ir. Chantrell, the architect

of Leeds Cluu-ch, that after lie became aware oi' the

nature of many of the stones in the walls of the

church which he pulled down, sculptured stones

enough for six more crosses as large as this had Ix'cn

conveyed away. It is impossible to say what light

these stones might have thrown on the earliest eccle-

siastical history of that very interesting and myste-

rious district, where it would seem that a semi-

British jietty kingdom survived after greater king-

doms had perished. There is no reason why there

should not have been amongst them that one stone

so specially mentioned by Bede, the stone altar whicli

defied the fire when the pagans burned Campodonum,

and was still preserved in Bede's time in the monas-

tery of the most reverend abbot and presbyter, Thri-

duulf, in Elcmete Wood. One of the fragments,

which is now lost sig'ht of, bore in runes the words

Kung Onlaf, or Kunu(nc) Onlaf, and throws us to

a much later date than that of Bede, to the time

when a Northman

was king in North-

umbria — whether

the earlier or the

later King Onlaf

this is not the place

to consider.

The original of

our last cut (ix.)

may fairly be called

the most remark-

able earh' Christian

stone in England.

The striking re-

semblance to two

sarcophagi in the

Vatican will occur

to the reader. It

was found fifty

years ago in the

floor of the churcii

at \\ irksworth, in

Derbysliire. Begin-

ning at the left of

the upper panel, we
have (1) our Lord iv.—mi; wHAUJiY ckoss.
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washing the disciples' feet; (3) the Crucifixion, a

dead laml) shown on a cross, with possibly the four

Evangelists in the

angles, or, possibly,

the cock and the fox,

representing Pride

and Avarice, two of

the sins which caused

the Crucifixion
;

(-'3)

the Body being car-

ried on a stretcher,

])crliap'^ with tlie

" old man " dead and

lying below ; (4') per-

haps the graves ojieu-

ing and many (six)

bodies of the saints

appearing
;

(•")) the

triumphal entrj',

children waving palm

branches
; ((!) the

swaddling clothes,

and the wattle fence

of (he shepherds
; (7)

fhe Resurrection, the

Roman soldiers at

the foot; (S) the

Ascension ; (!•) pos-

sibly our Lord en-

throned in heaven

;

(10) jierhaps the three

Icings, and Mary
holding the Babe in

her arms. A critic

would be very bold

who assigned anv but a very' early date to this

remarkable sculpture.'. There are, oi:' course, other

interpretations of iioi-tions of the desig-n, some of

them i)robal)ly prereral)le to those here given. The
sarcophagus which most closely resembles this stone

is the one found about twenty years ago above

the tondi of St. Paul on the Ostian Way. That

magniliccnt w<irk shows the Creation, the Fall, some
ol' the miracles, the ])resents (.)f the wise men, and so

on. Tlie chair in which the Virgin sits with the

infant Jesus is the same chair as that at Wirkswortli,

b>it with vertical lines, looking more like wicker-

work than beehive-work. The largest subject in the

Ostian sarcophagus is a circular frame carried by
cherubs, containing the busts of a man and a woman.
This corresponds strikingly with the oval franie borne

by fom- angels on the AVirksworth stone. The idea

of this frame thus borne is raniiliar to the student

of stones in England. It is fmuid, among other

examples, on a Roman altar in -Cumberland, on a

Sculptured cross, probably AuL^bau, in the museum at

''*•' V ^Mi/ji^^-,^ V. .

V. Till; LEEDS CE03S.

Newcastle, and on a font at Kirkbnrn, which is called

Norman, and, but for the exaggerated swing of the

pendulum of public opinion the wrong way, might

have a chance of being called pre-Norman. It is

found later also, as on a tympanum at Ely. Our

representation of the Wirksworth stone is from a

])hotograi)h most oldigingly taken for the purpose by

Mr. J. Clark, of JNIatloek Bath.

(-)ur next example (iv.) shows one face of one

of the three shafts in the churchyard at Whalley.

Of the great antiquity of the Whalley crosses there

can 1)0 no reasonable doidjt. They have been

known for centuries as Paulinns's crosses, though

an early monk called them " Cruces Sancti Augus-

tini," perhaps with a desire to bring additional

glory to Whalley by the assertion that Augustine

himself preached there. It will be seen at a glance

how intensely un-Anglian the ornamentation is,

while on the other hand it greatly resembles the

simple seroll-work found in some early MSS. of

a non-Irish type; indeed, there are scrolls much

H
ilr '^Al
« tv

.. 1„1..I„N J. in\. . .1.1. 1 Al --. AM 1 M\ S,

IlISHOF AUCKLANH.
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likp thoso in the wcll-kmiwu " Aui^'iisl iiir's (losjx'ls

"

out ol.' (lie \\ Ini-rc Insl, summer, niid ;i piece of a

at Cambrido-o. Some of tlio scroll-work in the rmlcly-carvcd shal't wlii"h has travelled Lecdswards.

mausoleum of Galla Placidia, at Ravenna, is almost The valley of the Wharfe is rich in these scnl[)-

identical «ith the ^Vhalley scroll. Auo'ustine was pro- lured stones: l^nrnsall has three or more crosses,

bahly sent by Gregory to Ravenna, which that Pope Tlkley three or more, Otley p(]rlions of thi'ee or

VII.—I'OETIOXS or SlIAri AXU ILAT SrOXli at ST. AXDE1.W S, BISUUI' AUCKXAXI).

much favoured, Ix'fore he came to England. How-
ever, there is no likelihood of Augustine having been

near AVhalley. Paulinus is a uuicli more likely per-

son ; his name is found on a stone at Dewsbury, and

in Edward II. 's time there was a " Crux Paulini " at

Easingwold. The other Whalley crosses are of an

entirely different character, but of a very early peril d.

Their ornamentation has nearly disappeared. Li

Puritan times the three crosses were expelled by a

fanatic, and wen; used on a neighl)ouring farm as

gate-posts. Times changed, and the same fanatic

hiiught them back from the farmer and restored

them, with ceremony, to the churchyard. One of

them has set on the top of it an incongruous later

head, much too large for it.

Of the Ilkley crosses (viii.) much has l)een

written, and there is still much to say. Our illus-

tion shows two sides of the tall centnd shaft,

"^ feet high, and of the westernmost of the three.

There are besides these three shafts various portions

of sculptured stones of somewhat similar charac-

ter in the church ; and others are in the ncigh-

buurhood, notably the head of a cross in the Cal-

vary at ^lyddelton, the arm of a cross-head taken

310

more, Collingham portions of three, Bilton portions

of three, and, finally, Kirkby Wharfe jtortions of

two or three. If in other ^Vharfe-side villages there

is nothing of the kind known it is probably the case

that the village is not of pre-Norman date. The

Collingham stones afford the only example of an

inscription still visible in Wharfedale. They bear

the runes " after Oswini," and have been .supposed

to commemorate the murder of (hat prince. The

Ilkley crosses are second to none in the kingdom

for fineness of design anil execution. The spiral

scroll-work shown on the east face of the tall shaft

in our cut is exceedingly regular and good, and it

makes the observer wonder how the <'arly designers

can have drawn it. Probably they knew the device

of making a radius of string wind itself on to a cylin-

drical irraver. In nniiiv cases it is clear that the

cutting was done with a p >thcr cases, and

especially in out-of-the-way ]>arls of ^ orkshirc, but

also in one notable case in IIam]ishire, the work was

done by a d-.ill, holes to the full depth rctpiired being

drilled along the line where the groove was to be, so

near to each other that a practically continuous groove

was made. In some ca.ses the decay of the surface of
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the sculiitiire Ims loft notliiiig but rows of multitudi- Ilkley and Leeds had these two independent methods

nous little pits, not touching' one another. No donht of marking the Evangelists, one of them highly

when the surface was at its original level the circum- original.

ferences of the tops of the holes were in full contact. Our sixth illustration shows one of several very in-

and probably a pick or other instrnment was used to
.
terestiug fragments at St. Andrew's, Bishop Auckland,

chip away the indentations and give the appearance some of them only very recently taken from the tower

of a continuous groove. The Ilkley stones have some wall of that tine church. We owe the photographs to

fine examples of nondescript animals, two of which the kindness of Dr. Ilooppell. The manner in which

are seen on the two lower panels of the larger shaft two figures are fitted into the upper panel, as well as

in our picture, while on the panel above are two with all the details of that panel, will bear careful ex-

their tails interlacing. On the upper panel of the amination. The lower panel was supposed to repre-

furtlior stone another is seen. The pi-evailing idea sent our Lord in the centre, with "pas" on a block

is that of animals self-hampered, some of their limbs above the head, imagined to be arusticism for "pax."

binding others and reducing the whole to powerless- On the dexter side was supposed to be an Evangelist

ness, while one fore-paw is held up in the attitude of

submission. In tlie top panel of the larger shaft our

Lord is represented, as it were above and triumphing

over the powers of evil. On the opposite side are

four very remarkable representations of the Evan-

gelists, each shown from the waist upward, with

flowing garments, carrying

a book, the head surrounded

by a large circular glory

passing behind the neck, the

head itself being that of the

Evangelist's symbol — St.

Matthew with the man's

head, St. :\Iark with the

leojiard's, very well designed,

St. Luke with the calf's, St.

John with the eagle's, also

very well designed. On the

Leeds cross the figures are

very rude—to say more rude

would be unjust to the

Ilkley figures, which are

very far indeed from being

rude. On the Leeds cross

the theory of the writer is

that a man's figure said to

have the claws of a bird

represents, in fact, St. Mark
with the paws of a leopard,

and that the figure shown
in the middle panel of our

lifth example is St. ^Matthew

with llie hand of a man.

There may be detected at

the top of one of the sides

of the Leeds cross the re-

mains of a bird's claw, where
probably St. John was. It

would be very curious if it

proved that two very im-

])urlaMt stone ninnuments so

near each dther as those at VIII.—THE liKLEY CKOSSES.

bearing a book ; on the opposite side another figure.

The writer was able to show that the supposed book

is one of the arnis of the cross, with a rope passing

round behind it, and an end of rope terminating in

a leaf hanging down. Where the arm of the prin-

cipal figure is meant to be is a question; probably

the arm of the cross passes

between the back and the

arm. The arrangement is

evidently highly unconven-

tional. The supposed block

above the head is the ex-

treme head of the cross. On
the arm of the cross is an

inscription consisting pro-

bably of three letters, which

had not been discovered, and

the intention of which has

not yet been determined,

and no douljt the other arm

bore the remaining letters.

The whole may have been

" PASSIO XTI," or " XTS

PASsvs." The effect of the

very bold design and execu-

tion is remarkably good.

On the preceding page

are figured (vii.) three of

the other fragments in this

church. The large flat stone

is rough and poor in execu-

tion, but it is interesting

as being very unlike other

stones of Northumbria in

type. It approaches more

nearly to some of the

Scottish stones. Although

the interlacing work at the

sides of the shaft is badly

designed, the whole thing

has cost some thought. It

is difficult to say whether the
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rougliness betokens early ov late ilale; but, without jil'o lia.-- bce.iuie a ineiv liunliiig'-jrroinKl, and a late

atteni]>tino; to(l()<>-niatise, i( may be iimre safely iiiaiu- Saxon <huuly ii.' takiii.;- a sittiny shot with a eross-

tauieil that lateness is indieated by this partieular bow. The arrow is held in a manner which would

IX.— SiRCOrHAOUS UD Al WIItKSWOKlU.

character of rouo-hness. Rough work giving a poor

general effect is likely to be late in Northunibria.

Work which, in spite of roughness in every detail,

gives a good general effect, is likely to be early. The
fragment in the centre of our group is the base of the

shaft of what must have been a magnificent cross.

It shows the feet of a man, a]iparently resting on the

stem of the scroll-work, and jirobably engaged in the

pursuit of the animals inhabiting the scroll, as is

seen more fully on the fine but stiff shaft at the left

of the picture. The animals on this latter scroll have

become more or less conventional, in striking con-

trast to the natural creatures we saw in the Ruth-
well scrolls. And, a sure sign of lateness of art and
decEulence of spirit, the peaceful and fruitful tree of

not be likely to result in much harm to the uncon-

scious beast if he were not quite so close. It will

be observed that the principle of alternate " under-

and-over" of the animals' limbs is carried to an

almost absurd extent. In earlier examples, both on

stones and in MSS., it is so managed as not to look

overstrained and impossible. The moustache of the

marksman may probably lie taken to indicate a date

not long before the Norman Conquest, according to

the received opinion as to facial hair in those times.

The whole head, with the skull-cap, the arched eye-

brows, the expressive eyes, neat nose and mouth and

chin, forms a very delicate piece of workmanship
;

but the simple boldness of the other work is decidedly

to be preferred. Q. F. Biiow.VE.

"ALAWS LAST EIDE THROUGH AMSTERDAM."
From the Picture by Chaules Rochu.ssex.

"U1EW epochs of conflict have been so popular with as lend themselves readily to that kind of treatment
J- painters as that one whose heroes are William which is called 'picturesque." That its interests

—

the Silent and the tremendous Duke of Alva. Its especially that of armours and buff coats, of breaches,
costumes are gallant and showy, its incidents and de- ambuscadoes, Spanish blades—are unexhausted our
tails are harrowing, its types and personages are such picture—not the worst of its kind—will show.
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I.—EASTIA, FEOSI THE XOKTJl.

THE ARTIST IN CORSICA.—I.

X enterino- the liarbi )E Bastia (ine st rue

liv till' absunce of tliat eager clamour that greets

the arrival of a boat at almost every otlier ^Nlediterra-

neaii jjort. Twii or three small boats with ]irimitive

awnings—just square sails suspentled between two

spars—put out -to fetch oft' passengers and luggage,

and without noise or fuss we were lauded at the

wharf, to await in a gluouiy \ault of a custom-house

the inspection of the luggage. The few natives, with

their miscellaneous eiTects, were disposed of before

ours ai'rivcd. ISIeanwliile my friend employed his

tact to good purpose in entering into conversation

with the single official and giving liim a sketch of

wur plans, proving that our somewhat l)ulky impedi-

menta contained nothing but the clothing and im-

plements necessary for a campaign in the different

regions of the coast and interior. Tliey were accord-

ingly passed with very little trouble, and we were

Soon installed in our rooms in the Hotel de France,

at an angle of the main street. Thus early in the

summer the best rooms are those at the top of tlie

.house; later, the heat is less felt in those lower do^\m.

At present the tem]ieratnre is but moderately high,

and the sea-breeze in the evening delightful on the

paved terrace outside the bedroom windows; less so

the odours that rise fr<im the courts and slums be-

low, where a ]iarty (if girls are ijieking over half-

dried tobacco.

After a tiMc-d'hdte at 7 p.m. we go for a stroll

in the ]niblie garden—a narrow strip of steeply-

terraced, viii'ky gmund, cunningly economised and

laid out with walks and shrubs under the walls of

the fort, and commanding a ])icturesque view over

the old harbour and its tall surrounding Ikhiscs and

away to Elba, and still beyond on tiie I'ar, soft

horizon to a floating vision of Etruscan hills, i'retty

as it is, with its Howering mesenibrianthemums, its

eucalyptus and myrtle, its yuccas and lemons and

fuchsias, this bit of rockery soon jiroved too narrow

for minds full of anticipation, and we extend our

stroll to the avenues above the steeply-sloping town

leading- over tl;e hills to San Fiorenzo, where the

view extends northward along the receding lines

of Capo Corso to Capraja, and southward over the

lagunes of Biguglia and the long richly-cultivated

but unwholesome littoral towards the ancient Roman
settlement of Mariana and the one-time ro^al town

of Cervione. On the hillside above us a slender

column of smoke seen against the amber sky marks

the spot where she] (herds are ])reparing their bivouac,

and soon the short twilight gives place to starry

night, and under the ar<:hing chestnuts and tufted
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pines thousands of fireflies come and go. From the

bowery garden of a villa lower down come fitfully

the notes of a guitar, and from the distant har-

bour rise sounds of nautical toil and revelry.

Early the following morning we were off for a

day on the hills of Cajn) Corso (ll.). Mounting by a

winding road between hedges of cactus and aloes, and

liere and there shaded by overhanging arbutus and

(ilive, the village of Cardo and the monastery-clum-li

of Santa Lucia are soon reached, and a still more

comprehensive view of the town and coast opens out.

The three rocky isles, Capraja, Elba, and !Monte

Cristo, with little flat Pianosa, of sorrowful memories,

stud the mild blue of the Tyrrhenian deep, whilst

at our backs rises a range of rugged crests, the

scene of the closing chapter in Prosper Merimee's

" Coloniba." We are met by several parties of coii-

tudhil in dark costumes of homespun wool and goat's

hair. Almost all are mounted—men and women alike

bestriding their gingerly-stepping mules, the former

mostly in the Phrygian cap, or heretto marino, and

girt with the wine-gourd {zncca), but no longer

armed with carcJiera, stiletto, and gun, as was univer-

sally the case up to 18515. The Corsican is so much

accustomed to ride even the most trifling distances

that he considers it a mark of extreme poverty or

eccentricity on the ]iart of foreigners to walk about

the country when they can obtain animals and even

a species of saddle at every shepherd's hut. The cos-

tume of the women (vi.) is not remarkably picturesque.

It is generally of the same dark-coloured pdonc as

the men's, or of somewhat finer wonllen stuff. The

head is covered by the iiinndile, a kerchief of black

silk or fine wool, lying close upon the forehead and

tied behind, with its corners hanging to the waist, so

that the hair is almost entirely concealed. It suits

the younger women well : their graceful figures are

set off by the close-fitting bodice and long dark skirt.

Beyond Santa

Lucia a path

winds round a

breezy bluff of

hill clothed with

dense aromatic

maqnis, the cha-

racteristic scrul.)

of Corsica, com-

posed chiefly of

arbutus, lentis-

c u s , myrtle,
dwarf cork oaks,

and gigantic

heaths,terebinth,

broom, and,
liiglu'ru|i,uhnost

cxclusivelv of ii. -capo cokso.

K:?^«!ac;3qn MUJIUII l»*^kUJ«M«LJ.A,JV.>MJJl

white cystus, with a sprinkling of asphodel and

rosemary. It is these and other shrubs, with a

multitude of lesser aromatic herbs, that give rise

to the peculiar, almost pungent, oileitr dn svl, by

which Napoleon declared he could recognise Corsica

even with rlosed eves. Our ])ath now becomes

less distinct, and the tangle of the maqtiix denser

as we advance, until it at last forces us to de-

scend towards the hamlet of Pietranera, where we
discover a liumble tavern, in whose dusky chamber

a flask of noble Capo Corso wine with Ijread and

cherries make a refreshing breakfast. V\e jiush

on northward, keeping on high ground and follow-

ing the outlines of the hills, guided by the excel-

lent ordnance map, till we reach the confines of

the Commune of Brando, then drop down a steep

path, jjassing more open heathery spaces, remind-

ing one of Devonshire elifl^-tops, and reach the main

coast road between a ruined watch-tower and the

first houses of Brando. There a famous stalactite

cave offers inviting shade, for it is hot enough under

the hillside, and the lazy gurgling of the sea at our

feet is almost as irresistible as sirens' lays. A mile

or two further, at Erbalunga (iii.), we yield to the

enticement of a wayside tavern under spreading plane-

trees, and watch the coming and going of the few

white-winged ships upon the sleeping sea until the

sun gets well behind the hill-crests. Erbalunga has

a ruined tower on a sea-girt rock, once a seat of

the powerful signori family of the Gentili, and doubt-

less the scene of many a daring deed, when Moorish

pirates made havoc of all outside the massive walls of

these isolated strongholds.

Postponing further exploration towards the bold

northern promontory for a future occasion, we turn

our faces towards Bastia, and find the walk along the

high-road in the cool of evening jileasaut enough, in

spite of the dust raised Ijy numerous carts return-

ing homewards

from market.

Sloping olive-

gardens stretch

upwards on the

right, whilst the

jiarajiet between

the road and the

sea is hea'e and

there rej^laced

by huge aloes,

with tall, many-

flowered stems,

and away across

the space of

amber and sap-

j)hire waves the

ever-present isles

—^^^^S^t^-r^'.?-**
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bask in golden sunliglit till a rosy haze veils them nest that gives its name to the bay, destined by

at sunset, only to sink again when the full moon Najioleon to become the great naval station oi: the

comes up behind the rugged outline of Elba with western Mediterranean. Certainly a liner n:iiui;il

magic effect. At a turn of the road a full view harbour cnuld hardlv be fouml than this vast, calm

Yi.-.v>.«;\.

III. Kr.BALtTN'GA AND CAPKAJA.

of Bastia bursts upon ns (i.) : the barliour and ship-

ping, surmounted by the citadel, or hnd'tone, from

whicli the town takes its name. The foreground

is occupied bv a long range of bathing tents and a

crowd of bathers; close to the road an iron-fonndry

begins to throw up lurid flames into the twilight
;

ranged on the shore by the roadside are vast stacks

of pig-iron.

Though the largest and most important town in

the island, and for a long time its capital, Bastia

offers little of historical or archfeological interest

;

nor is it the object of these notes to recall the dark

and stormy days that have made their mark on the

character of the people and the aspect of their towois.

Let us, then, turn from the seaport to the hill-

tops, and cross the wide heathy Col di Teghime,

with its views over rolling upland and boundless

sea, and, most glorious of all, its vision of lofty

mountains crowned with wreathing clouds away in

the south. Three stout horses toil before the dili-

gence up a well-engineered road of Napoleon's crea-

tion, whereon Bernadotte as sergeant superintended

a gang of navvies. Now the inclines are kept in

order with the aid of a steam-roller. In a couple

of hours a view of the splendid gulf of San Fio-

renzo and the promontories of Balagna Ijursts upon

us, and with liying manes and clouds of dust we
r')ll rapidly down to the poor, almost deserted, fever-

bay, sheltered on tliroe sides by moderate hills, and

offering excellent anchorage. But the situation of

San Fiorcnzo on low ground, near the mouths of

two rather sluggish streams, made it very unhealthy

until better drainage and the extensive planting of

eucalyptus somewhat improved its sanitary condi-

tion. Dinner is served in a long, narrow-vaulted

room with a ceiling dark with flies. One of our

fellow-passengers, a sturdy Dominican friar, leaves

us to pursue his journey on foot into the Nebbio,

a hilly district stretching from the head of the

gulf up to the hills bordering on the centi-al (iolo

valley, once the wealthiest district in all the north

of Corsica.

About half a mile west of San Fiorcnzo the road

to Olmeta diverges near the l)ridge over the Alisio,

which winds lazily through the i)lain half concealed

in banks of oleander. Our road now leaves the shore

and crosses a rather waste tract, relieved by fine

views backward across the bay to the sunny slopes of

Capo Corso (ii.), with many a white village perched

on jutting headland or nestling in embowered creek

—Nonza, Albo, Fieno, Marinca. They all look so

fairy-like and far remote from the every-day hum-

drum world, that one no longer wonders tliat on all

the blue expanse of the wide bay nor sail nor smoke

of hurrying packet is to be seen. In (nie deep in-

dentation of that purple line of hills, but hardly
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visi])lo from tliis (lisi;incp, stan<ls on ;i ])iiinai:'le of some large houses round its planted piazza and a

rouk the Torre di Seneca, reputed liy tradition to monument to the great jn'csident. It has a little

have been the dwelling- of the sage during his banish- harbour sheltered from the west by the islet of

ment, whence he Liunched some

of his bitterest epigrams, and

where he penned his letter of

condolence to Chiu<lius' frecd-

nian, Polyljius. It is hard to

believe that even at that early

period tlie climate and cultiva-

tion of Corsica could have been

so utterly diffi'ren' from the present Hesperian fer-

tility as his embittered pen declares :

—

" Barburous, [ind liy rugged rocks is Corsica guarded

;

Desert and waste are her fields, barrcu on every side

:

No fruits autumn matures nor corn the summer doth ripen,

Nor by Pallas' dear gift is the dark winter cheered
;

Never is spring there blest hy the growth of shadowy leafage

;

Never a jilant that will thrive in the poor hapless soil
;

Here is nor bread nor water, nor life's last boon, even fire, seen ;

Here is the I'anished alone, lone with his Banishment."

The olive, indeed, " Pallas' dear gift/' may have

been a later introduction ; but some plants available

for the sustenance of man must have grown where
now citrons and grapes flourish on every hand.

From San Fioreuzo to Isola Rossa, a distance of

eighteen miles, the road traverses endless waves of

rolling hill-country, clothed with dense waqitis and

hoary at this season with the flowering cystus and
laurestinas, in whiidi all (he l)andits of Corsica miffht

hide in safety without danger of annoying one an-

other, still less of being annoyed by the Giitstiziri.

As we approach Isola Rossa, the lofty range of moun-
tains in the south-east, part of the liackbone of the

island, rises more and more majestically int(j the

clouds. Isola Rossa, founded by Paoli as a rival

port to Calvi, is rather a smart little place with

IV.—CALVI.

ruddy rock, from which it takes its name. It

is the natural port for the products of the rich

Balagna, and even for some of the timber from

the Golo valleys. The annual export of oil to

France herefrom exceeds a million of francs in

value, being half of the entire quantity exported

by the island.

This appearance of modest prosperity contrasts

strongly with the ]iresent condition of the once

proud Algnjola, an hour's drive further along the

coast road. A more desolate and forlorn picture is

hardly conceivable than its group of fallen and fall-

ing houses, only rendered more melancholy by a score

or so of still inhabited ruins. Near Algajola are

quarries of a beautiful blue-grey granite, formerly

more extensively worked than now. It was from

hence that the mighty block was taken on wdiich

stood one of the proudest monuments to Corsica's

proudest hero. A Corsiean, standing at the foot of

the Vendome Column, could point to his island home

both as the cradle of the victor of Austerlitz, whose

efligy Paris had thus exalted, and of the pedestal

whereon it was raised.

At sunset, after passing flowery meadows and

" realms prodigal of oil and hoary to the wind,"

the landscape becomes wilder, and at a sudden tian
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we come upon a su]ierb pii'tun? in tlie i'lill

<;-lo\v of the western sun. Tiie bay of

Calvi (iv.), with that town unci its massive

Toll beyonJ, relleuts the y'oiilen sky, wliiist

to our left opens up a era,L>'-(.neir<le(l jilain

(>r surpassiui;- loveliness with a sin<i;'ularly

Oriental-ltiokino- vilhii^'c jjileil up amid hu^-e

olivt' anil ilex trees a^'ainsl a nieky brow

ol' the lull cliise to us. The JMiii'lish

liainter, Kdward Lear, eouijiares Luniio

—

but Tor its Hat, not domed roofs—to Beth-

Irhem ; but wliat an advanta<)'e from a jiie-

luresijue point of view has this Corsiean

village in its ])aeki>-rouud of ma;;'nilieent

granite peaks, crested here and there with

snow and seamed with mysterious gor^'es,

in whose lilue depths foaming torrents

gleam dim till tliey burst out into the

luxuriant valley of ('aleuz;iua at their feet.

i'jitei'ing Lumio, the eoMeh pulls u]i

on a little piazza in front of the priiici|ial

ehui-ch—a (plaint irregular liuildinn', which,

but for its commonplaee Italian farade,

might well be taken for a mosipie. As

we descend from the couiii' (o stieteh our

legs, a priest issues from a side door and

Comes down the and)itiously broad steps

of the church, and, simultaneously with a

(janle naiionnlc and other notables of the

place, approaches to scrutinise ])asscngers

and parcels. The arrival of the diligence

is evidently the one event of their daily

life and the object of assembling at the

V.—CUTTIXU TI.MBKB, V.ILDON'IELLO.

3U
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regular hour on the piazza. None of them could

comprehend the entliusiasm with which sketch-book

and pencil were seized to secure a poor memorandum

of the striking scene, the loungers themselves not

file least picturesque objects in it. The men in

fadi'd Phrygian caps and scarlet scarfs about their

waists, with broad sunburnt chests, negligently

clad ; the dark-faced, darkly-attired women sitting

on the parapet under an avenue of plane-trees, with

the glowing landscape stretching to the sea and

streaked by the sun's level Ijeams, made a picture

not soon to 1)0 fi)rg'otten.

In the cool twilight we drive round the bay

to Calvi, passing the marshy lagoon known as the

I}isho])'s Vineyard, ^l. Valery, in his " Voyages en

Corse," relates a popular tradition that once, among

the gaieties of the vintage, the Bishop of Sagona,

then resident at Calvi, allowed himself to be teased

by a young girl into putting the episcopal ring on

her linger; but in doing so the ring rolled away

and ciiuld not be found. On the next morning the

reverend gentleman returned to search for it anew,

but the vineyard had sunk in the earth, and in its

place was the lagoon. Certain remains found in the

marsh, and even in the lagoon itself, prove that the

vine really was grown there.

Our experience of Corsican inns and entertain-

ment generally goes to show that both fulfil far more

than they at first promise. At Calvi, Madonna Chilina

looked very blank at the demands of three liungry

travellers for supiier; but, after some running to and

frii and a gnod deal of clatter, a very palatable meal

was set before us, consisting of rlsollo, baked fowls,

broiled tish, beans, and capital Corsican goat.s'-milk

cheese. The wine is good everywhere, whether the

red wine of Vico and Bastilica, or the fiery white

wine of Morosaglia and Caj)o Corso. Supjier being

disposed of, and Franyois sent in quest of a carriage

to convey us some distance towards the mountains

on the morrow, we yield to the fascination of the

southern night and stroll beyond the town to the

roeky shore on the east side of the peninsula, which

is almost covered by the massive but now neglected

fort. The moon rising abuve the outline of the

now cloudless mountains catches and accentuates the

strong outlines of the fort, crowned by the dome of

tl'.c cathedral church and varied by many a tower

and buttress, and adds a brighter sparkle to the

phosphorescent lip of the sea as it gently plays

along shelving rocks at our feet.

'I'lii- little town is nearly asleep when we return,

;iiiil our respective hostesses are waiting to sIkjw us

to our chambers. Mine is evidently the state apart-

ment of the house (a tailor's). Vaulted and painted

elaborately with ornaments in discordant colours and
ol uneoulh (U'sign, it is almost ehokeil with antique

furniture of an oppressively unwieldy type. I ex-

tinguish the candle and lean out of the casement,

to which one ascends by two stone steps in one

corner of the room. Close beneath the window the

sea laps on the rocky foundation. I can see down
far into its green hollow bcLnv the dark liull of a

harca that swings lazily at its moorings, and but

just beyond it the broken pieces of the moon's re-

tlcctiiju sever and rejoin like blots of molten silver

;

whilst above that fascinating range of hills majes-

tically ethcrealised is mirrored, baseless, in the in-

verted sky. Amongst the cactus hedges the cicada's

melancholy hurdy-gurdy and the distant gurgle of

the nightingale seem the audible overflow of the full

heart of natm'e.

Calvi is one of the many j^laces that assert a

claim to the honour of having given birth to Cris-

tofero Colombo. A learned ahafe, Don INIartino

Casanova, whose acquaintance we afterwards made,

has published his researches on this sulijeet, with the

testimony of several highly respectable authorities,

dating back a century at least, to prove that there

formerly existed family records in Calvi proving

beyond a doubt the nativity of Columbus and the

long residence of his family in Calvi. These records

are said to have been abducted by Genoese officials,

who also changed the name of one of the streets of

VI.—COUSIC.IN PEASANTS.

the town from Calle del Colombo to Calle del Filo.

It is a, fact that the name Colombo still exists in

the vicinity, and thirty years ago, when Ferdinand
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Greo;'ovo\'ius was writinj^ his eharming history and

descrijitioii of Corsica, he found a family of that

name in Calvi itsi'lf. He also remarks that the

first Corsieans that sailed to America were Calvesi.

On the other hand, almost the only fact that Genoa

or Cosjoleto can bring- to back their claim is Colum-

bus's designation of himself as a Genoese in his will

and other documents—a very weak argument when
we consider that Corsica was looked upon as a pro-

vince of the Eepublie and the strong places were all

built and settled by Genoa. The honoured citizen

who had made his name resound in two worlds might

well consider "Genoese" sufficiently accurate.

Calvi had always been distinguished for its ad-

herence to Genoa until Corsica was ceded to France;

and in 1701, when its French commandant, Casa-

blanca, was forced to surrender it to Admiral Iluod,

it was one of the conditions that the ancient inscrip-

tion over the portal of the fortress, " Civitas Calvis

semper fidelis," should not be effaced. Though par-

tially obliterated by time and tlie English shells, it

may be made out over the massive portcullis.

Next morning we look back upon the bay from

the turn of the hill road above Lumio, and Calvi

gleams across the water in the full light of the

morning sun. Calenzana's cirque of crags, with

IMonte Cinto, the highest peak in Corsica, over-

topping tiicm, are now lost to our view, and the

tufted olive-yards and chestnut-embowered villages

of the Balagna are spread before us. The country

is beautifully varied by bare, often tower-crowned

hills, to whose slopes cling the dusters of brown
semi-fortified houses, so characteristic of the rude,

insecure life of these ujiland conmioners a century

and more ago. At no great distance, on an opposite

range of hills, Corbara Plgna and Sant' Antonio

stand defying each other, each on its stony spur,

like a half-ruined acropolis. ^^ '{\ Co-Mrro.v.

POETEAITURE IN FEANCE.*

HE book at present under

notice has been " couronne par

I'Academle," a distinction it

thoroughly deserves. The sub-

ject is of j)eculiar interest. In

spite of the existence of ob-

scure precursors, some of whose

works remain, Jehan Fouquet

(141.5—lis.')) is the first French primitive portrait-

painter of any importance. He was even employed

at Rome, where he painted a portrait of Eugenius

IV. The authors of this history make much of this

honour given to a foreign contemporary of such men
as Perugino, Lionardo da Mnci, Mantegna, and the

Rellinis. But as Eugenius IV. died in 1417, Lionardo

and Perugino could barely have been born, ^lantegna

must have been almost a child, and the Bellinis but

young men. Fouquet was the painter of Charles

VII. and Louis XL, and has handed down to our

days a somewhat dolorous view of Joan of Arc's un-

satisfactory hero. In 14(^0, twenty-five years before

Fouquet's death, Jehan Clouet brought to France

Van Eyck's discovery of oil-painting, and founded a

distinctly French school, which persisted in its own
traditions in the teeth of the-gi-eat Italian movement
until the death of his grandson, Fran(;oi,>i Clouet, in

l-)72. Though they held the nominal ])ositlon of

painter to the king, the Clouets did not aspire to the

honours and court favours enjoyed by the Italian

* " Histoire du Portrait en Franco." Par Raphael Pinset and
Jules d'Auriac, (Paris : A. Qu;intin.)

artists through the protection of the 'N'alols. They
were contented to be considered uninteresting home
workmen, who held menial offices and did (idd jobs

about the palace, such as painting lilies on banners,

blackening the shafts of lances, and decoratiua; scut-

cheons and coffins for a royal funeral.

During this Illustrious period of the ^'alois, France,

at all times so lavish of portrait-sculptors, was in one

of her most glorious seasons. Out of manv sculji-

tured portraits we may refer to the " Diane " of Jean

Goujon, a statue of Diane de Poitiers ; to three

busts by Germain Pilon representing Henri II.,

Henri III., and Charles IX.; and to the "Phlllj)pe de

Cliabot" and the bust of Francois I. by Jean Cousin,

the painter and architect. This last—of a coar.se head

with heavy and mean features—substantially agrees

in character with the portraits of the Clouet school;

and it is probable that here, rather than in the regal

and festal joyousness of the well-known jjortrait In-

Titian, we must seek the traits of the chivalrous

monarch as he appeared to liis contemporaries. Does
this for ever destroy the reputation of the king ol'

portrait-painters in the eyes of the people of to-day ?

The once purely artistic question of how much good

portraiture depends on common photographic likeness

has been made jiopular by the discussions of a recent

trial. To judge by the public voice, no other idea of

likeness than what has been called the reaemllance bti'le

seems to have entered the public mind. The dullest,

however, may understand in sculpture the opposition

between what I may call tlie monumental likeness
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and the trivial or photofrrapliic. The sculptor of the root of our faith iu art, and point to tlic possibility

tirst^ conscious of the enduring material in which he of a language of appearauces as well as of sounds.

The function of the true

artist is to sjieak this lan-

guage clearly and with

eloquence : to convey the

meaning, not to record

the accidental or obscur-

ing defects, of the given

sitter. The trivial like-

ness, on the other hand,

is designed at most to

satisfy the family ; it is

but a map of tlie fea-

tures of the frieud who
is dead, or who must

die ; and to affect or

jilease it must be seen

through the sentiments

of those who loved him.

Its author ouly tried to

make a portrait recog-

nisable: careless whether

the features chosen were

contradictory among
themselves; careless to

express, perliaps even

too careless to have

formed, a general con-

ception of the man. He
worked by no selective

principle ; he expressed

no dominant conception;

he was content to be the

all - accej^ting slave of

actuality, and in conse-

quence his work is only

casual and literal, and

has none of the perma-

nent significance of art.

"Nature is but the jire-

text," says Jules Dupre;

"art passing through an

I'nd. AVhy does one say a

-^^i^S^ldi&Siiit.^^.^rk^^i^Mi'tll^'m

I- THE MARQUISE DE BEIXVILI.IEES AFTER TOKTURE.

(From a Sl:etch htj Lrbriiri.)

idual th

Van Dyck, a Rembrandt, rather than the thing

represented in the picture ?
"

Though the traditions of the Clouets were car-

ried down to Dumoustier, Quesuel, Lagneau, and

works, seeks to preserve and to free from aecidental

features the large, permanent, and public eharafter

of the memory of a great man and a notable life.

The sitter plays but the part of a model in the

working out of an ideal figure ; the crude facts of

the likeness are read in the light, and invested others, the crayon-draughtsmau of the next century,

with the glamour, of the deeds and public virtues their schmjl of painting was abandoned by French-

men. France had recourse this time to the Low
f'ljuntries for painters. Then it was that Porbus

]>ainted Henri IV., and that Rubens made his great

Luxembourg series for Marie de ^Nledicis. After-

wards, under Richelieu, native portrait-painting

flourished once more, but no longer after the simple

which adorned the man's career. We all have a
notion lliat char.acfer may lie read in a face, and
yet our reading is vague and contradictory like the
predictions of astrology. But astrology was the root
of astronomy; and these incoherent -and <-ontradic-

tory yet poignant and instinctive feelings are the
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and severe Clonet triulition. On tlio one liaiul

Philipi>e de Champai<;'ue and liis follower Claude

Le Fevre continued the Flemish art of Rubens and

Van Dyek ; on the other, Simon Vonet and Nicolas

IVnissin hroiiirht from Rome the late Italian manner.

Thus the Seventeenth Century presents two schools

of portraiture to our notice : one the short-lived

Flemish, with its pictures of sober tonality, vis^^or-

ous handlinj;, and subjection of coldur to lii^-hf ; (he

other the school of Simon Vouet, which rapidly de-

veloped, in the hands of the court jtainters, such

•audy local coloin', sni'h artificial and volmninous

draper}-, such weakness, such emphasis, as niitJ^ht be

expected from hio'hly-educated anil)itious painters

devoid of real and vivid feeling'. Ijcljrun and ^lii;'-

nard take this school up to lOPo: Largilliere and

Rig'aud bring us well on into the next century.

Lehrun was more a tioin-e-

painter than a portrait-painter,

but portrait-jiainter in some

way one needs must be at the

court of Louis XIV.; so the

art director and head of the

Ai'ademy was principally em-

ployed in contriving enormous

battle scenes, where the con-

queror of La Valliere hgured

as an antirpie hero. Pierre

Mignard, Lebrun's redoubt-

able rival, outlived him five

years, during which he was

his successor as limner to the

king and chief of the Aca-

demy of Painting. Iligaud

was Louis^ painter in the ripe

pomp of his autunm days as

" Le Grand ^lonarque.^' In-

deed, Rigaud may be said to

have created the rule for him

Sir Peter Lely in England, whence he was ex-

])clled as a Catholic. Our example (ii.), due like

the others to the kindness of M. Clnanlin, is a. re-

])roducti<in of his diploma work for the Academy;
it re|)resents Lebrun, and is considere<i his iinest

]iortrait. Lcbrnn himself, though he die! not ]iaint

portraits, left sonu' thirty drawing.s, one of which, the

.Marquise dc Jirinvilliers after torture, we quote (l.).

Fvcry one doubtless knows something of the his-

tory of this celebrated ])oisoner, who did not hesi-

tate, under the guise of charity, to ti'st the edicacy of

her drugs on poor jH'oph' in llic ijolcl Dicu, ami

who, through her ready passions, herself fell such an

easy prey to the cunning of the exem])( emjiloyed (o

tcnqit her from the refuge of a convent. A\'hcn one

thinks who this woman was, one marvels at the effect

of torture in imprinting something of the ecstasy of

by his great full-length of

;ing, standing on a daisth.

in his flowing wig and princely

robes, his crown beside him
and the sceptre in his roval

hand. Before becoming a

court painter, Rigaud occu-

pied himself with his famous

portrait gallery of the artists

and writers of his time. Flis

" Bossuet " from this series is

his masterpiece, and our authors

rank it with the admirable

and very differently noble por-

trait of Riehelieu by Philippe

di' Champaigne. In early

youth Largilliere painted under

1 \rchal i-'iumiilinuiJ .ui-uii.r Qnii\hu CiiAituk
~, JJ,'^„''i^:i^'S!-

j

II.—LEBEUN.

(raivial \kj Laraillierc Engraved by E<lllincl;.^
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a saint upon the face of an Alsatian portn-rc. Tiie and moral changes of the time : from the majesty

very repugnant and almost appalHng display of tills of " Le Grand Monarque" to the licence of the

mixed character bears testi-

mony to the natural powers

of a man who, with such

slender means, achieved so

striking a result. Lebrun

was plainly unfortunate in

his epoch ; his natural ardour

was chilled by the frozen

dignity of his royal master.

Our other example of this

epoch (v.) is an engraving

after Mignard's " Anne of

Austria," the friend of :\ra-

zarin and Buckingham, and

(may we add ?) the jia-

troness of D'Artagnan.

The Eighteenth Century

prepared the revolution of

many things ; tongues be-

came very free and Ijrushes

not less so. The " Histoire

du Portrait" laments this as

a period of disorganisation,

and looks back with regret

from the times of Nattier,

Watteau, the Coypels, Lan-

cret, Toeque, La Tour, the

Van Loos, and Boucher, to the palmy days of pomp-
ousness under Rigaud. To me anything real, vivid,

vigorous, or new would be welcome after Rigaud's

so-called splendours. And so vital was the tide of

art in this later period, that very different styles

and very different degrees of seriousness co-existed

III.—TALLEYEAND.

(^Frotn a Dnncbuj hij Daiimit:r.)

Regent and Louis XV., and

thence to the ennobling sen-

timents of equality and

manhood suffrage of the ap-

proaching revolution. It is

too pretty to be true, and

certain!}' is not true of the

history of painting. To l)e

perfect it should lead up to

freedom with David. But
David, with his stiff acade-

mical nude, though often

noble, was never free; he

stiffened rules, recalled a

conventional idea of beaut \-,

clamoured for anatomy, but

failed to revivify, to lie

really classic, to create a

new beauty, as did Rubens,

Remljrandt, Poussin, and

Watteau. There was a

short transition age before

the tide set in upon France,

bearing, again triumphant,

the great Flemish tradition.

It must be admitted that

in David's portraits—a 5, for

instance, in the charming " Recamier " (vi.), which

we reproduce—this stiff and determined elegance is

made to seem both appropriate and natural. David

himself, Houdon, the wonderful sculptor of the

"Voltaire" of the Comedie Fran^aise, and Mme.
Vigee-Lebrun lived on from the Eighteenth Cen-

in the general atmosphere of exuberant renascence, tury to witness the youth of the Nineteenth. Gros,

La Tour, Boucher, and Vaii Loo have very little Gerard, and Guerin are among the painters of this

external resemblance. Van Loo, sdlid and jovial;

Boucher, refined, sensual, and elegant; La Tour, in-

cisive, true, and simple—all have the natural and
the artistic gift of original realism combined with

a strong sense of controlling convention.

Towards the end of the latter half of the cen-

tury a new force appeared in art—Greuze the anec-

dotist, the sentimental /jain-f/euis. He has unhappily
crowded the field with followers, who appeal to the

cheapest instincts of the public; and though he
cannot be called a very bad workman, it astonishes

nie that our authors can hail liim as a re-invigorator

after a decadence. When I reflect that the word
decadence must infer a decline from something, and
that something Rigaud ; that the renovation was
Greuze; and that it is Watteau, Boucher, and Van
Loo that come in between ; I see no other reason
for their arrangement, except that it has a prettv
symmetry with a catch-penny view of tlie social

time of transition. It is the period of Napoleon and

Talleyrand, and we publish an interesting rejiroduc-

tion of Gerard's picture of the latter (iv.). It is

the official portrait, and may be well contrasted with

Daumier's terrible caricature (iii-). There is a great

art of caricature as there is a great art of portrait

;

and the photographic likeness is opposed in the same

manner by both, only from different sides. Napoleon

was gone, and Gros, the painter of his great battles,

was painting for his enemies, when Theodore Geri-

cault gave impulse to the modern school by the

introduction of the Flemish art of Constable and

Gainsborough. Then France bestirred herself once

more, and the result was Delacroix, ^fillet, Corot,

Rousseau, Daumier, and an innumerable host of

eager innovators and indefatigable hunters in every

corner of nature and every school of art.

The " Histoire du Portrait en France " naturally

suggests a visit to our own National Portrait Gallery
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at South Konsino-toiij where there are many examjiles

iiiterestiiii^ in connection with this book, and even

some painted hy artists I have mentioned. Ani(inji- tlu>

j)ietures lielons^'ing to tlie arehaie period eonteni|>orary

witli the Clouets is the Fraser-Ty tier ])ort rait ol' Alary

Ciiieeu of Scots, painted in the beauty of lier youth

wlien she was yet Queen of France. Thouij-li it is

marked as by an unknown Frenchman, 1 have little

ilcmlit that it is by Franyois Clouet. It is admir-

able, and, thousyh slightly archaic, is more elegant

and mellow than most early Flemish work since

Memling. The face is in a soft suffused li.n'ht, and

its tender grace of expression is very evident as it

stands in close comiiarison with the Cardross " Queen

Elizabeth." The superiority of

its modellin<>- can be seen in

the work about the temples,

chin, mnuth, and retreating

cheek. The relation between

the face and exquisitely gra-

dated green-blue sky and um-
bery foliage is most harmonious,

and the infinite detail is sub-

ordinated in a way not to l)e

expected from the childishness

of most primitive art. When
you compare this ])icture even

with- the works of Zucharo close

at hand, though one must admit

the advanced mastery of the

Italian over chiaroscuro and

atmosphere, there is so much
feeling for colour and expres-

sion in the more primitive work-

man that you are almost tempted

to prefer liim.

Of the Seventeenth Century

we have many examples both

of that Flemish school founded

in England by A'an Dyck, and
in France by Rubens, Porbus,

and Philippe de Champaigne,

and of that Italian school which
in France succeeded in com-
pletely ousting the Flemish for

so long. Here is an oppor-

tunity of comparing the two
rival schools as they existed in

France; for a portrait of Isaac

Barrow, by Claude Le Fevre,

hangs near to one of Viscount

Bolingbroke, by Rigaiul. The
painting in the first picture is

simple and solid. The warm
colours ai-e well tempered with
the cold, so as to form a mellow.

solemn, and universally pervading atmosphere, which

emliraces and unites the whole work. Tliis is well

siN'u in the whites, wlu'rc, of course, the culour of

the atmosjiherc is more manifest. Ciin',])are them
with the whites in Rigaud's j)icturc, wliicli arc too

cold firr his kcv, and assist to disorganise his at-

niosj)hcre. There is, besides, an overbalance of an

unpleasant c<]lTee-brown throughout the " 15f)ling-

linikc," which finds its way too freely into the hands

and face, and suggests a hot key too little in kec])-

ing with the faded tones of the numerous stuffs in

the picture. Worse still, there are isolated spots

feebly minute in work, without special reasons of

place or illumination. The head has good exjjrcssion,

IT .

—

talleyhand.

(PaiK(«i brj (IcrariL)
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and seems as it' it might be like the sitter's usual

a]ipearanec ; and had the artist chosen the strong

simplicitv of (he Elemish method instead of the

cold, comi)licated finery of the late Italian, he might

ha\-e given it far greater value raid produced a really

g'uod portrait.

It is better classicism to do well what you can

do than to sink under the " burden of an honour

unto which you were not born." Some of our ov^•n

men, as Dobson, "Wright, Grecnhill, \A'ollaston, tonk

from the school they studied just what they could

advaulageously assimilate. They sought a solid

paste, a rich dominating atmospheric principle, and

a suggestive brush that paints and does not merely

feebly stain. But the great triumphs of display,

tlie battles of colour, the poems of line and swing,

they left to their great masters, men who conceived

T.— -ANNE OF AUSTEIA.

(Paintal htj Mujmivil. Eiirjrai'ed by XantatU.)

a figure with an obbligato of heroic or romantic

accessory and decorative wise en gchie. How many
French artists stumbled into tlie gulfs that sur-

round the heights of mastery lu the art of that big

decorative arrangement which jilays a counterpoint

to the real suljject! Sir IVtcr Lely was ample, de-

corative, and festal, yet not as Ilubens was, thongli

a certain solid Flemish lustiness seems to warm his

W'Ork, and fuse the cold elements of the peiiifure

d'appret into a living organic thing. Still he is

near the precipice; he seems to stand on the edge,

just balancing himself, and beckoning with tremb-

ling hand. A " Duchess of Portsmouth," by Mig-

nard, fortunately hangs next to one of liis great

tl(_)urishes of style, his " La Belle Hamilton." This

last is ]iainted with great amplitude of manner

and a dashing Ipitish, at iiomo both in the swirling-

revels of drapery and in the

rich dark romantic landscape,

flowing with olive-greens and

deep-warmed blues and high-

piled white clouils. Its bold-

ness and the Rubens-like force

of its key make it a rather

unfair trial to the quiet, truth-

fully-modelled ]\Iignard, which

is without dash in the execu-

tion, and though full of the

local colours of blue and orange

garments, white and gold or-

naments, red curtains, dark

negro, and soft and greenish

sea and sky, yet lacks the rich-

ness of a strong dominating

L:ey. If I prefer Lely, I must

at least say that this specimen

of Mignard is much more sin-

cere work than our Rigauds and

Largillieres. The Largillieres

are very interesting as to their

subjects—the young Pretender

and his brother, the Cardinal

of York, as Ijoj-s ; but they are

hardly fair illustrations of the

artist's work, nor do they give

us any opportunity of judging

of the majesty the " Histoire

du Portrait " claims for his

style. Small half-lengths of

children only give opportuni-

ties of majesty to those in

whose style it is innate ; but

Largilliere's is that majesty

of circumstance more properly

called pomp. His cold fancy

and deliberate pieturesqueness
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must be employed on big draperies and big- en n vases attention. It is not a type made ii]i (.1 suit the

])efore yon can suspect him of grandeur. In tlicse passing- fasiiion of a day; it is a real man, whose
small portraits liis "plum-box" colour is hiid on keenne.ss of expression is delivered by solid unhesi-

wilh a smeary, unconvincing touch that not only taliug uKHlelling. And there are otliers.

is not majesty, but is not even force. In all the Here, too, is a wdik belonging t<> tlie mucli

VI. —MADAMi; E£Ci5IIHU.

(raintirl fca David.)

Frenchmen of tliis group you find the fashionable

pomp of an enforced poetry of accessory, not the

result of a courtly or regal conception of the sub-

ject, but imposed upon the artist as a mode ; and

you see that the task of infusing organic life into

all this drapery and parade was too great for their

power of arrangement and sense of colour.

I think a more successful, if more humble,

achievement is to be seen in the works of our own
contemporary painters reared on the Flemish tradi-

tion. Dobson's " Endymion Porter " is far more
really imposing. The rich, gratifying atmosphere

which all over the canvas swamps and reveals

the local accidents and details of form and colour,

culminates in evidence at the head ; the execution

also becomes more firm, the modelling juster, as if

laid with the brash of Van Dyek ; and the head com-
pletely triumphs over the environment, although duly

subjected to the action of the same atmosphere.

Greenhiirs "Shaftesbury," too, at once arrests the
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desjiised Eighteenth Century. It is a " Robert

AValpole " by J. B. Van Loo. Here, at least, is

nothing cold, nothing forced, nothing of servile

fashion. The whole bows to the sway of a concc]i-

tion, but that conce]»tion s]n-iugs from the artist's

lively interest in his sitter. The man revels in his

material ; hence this solid paint, this line key of dark

colour, in which all the harmonious detail swims, rich

and delicious, but subordinate to a head painted with

something of the supreme execution of Titian or

Rubens. In such handling the colour seems to flow

after a brush that caresses the forms, and seems to

leave, besides the truth of modelling, some memento

of the artist's mood and state of energy. How rare

is this manner: seen only in the prime of a school, and

not always there ! Rembrandt even did but seldom

use it. But Rembraudt, like Shakespeare, w ith an

incomprehensible manner, flashed upon us glimpses

of incomparable beauties and immeasurable profun-

dities. R. A. M. Stevenson.
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wlu'ii he insists on talcing seriously the style iuid

ideal of Mr. Holman Hunt and the Shakespearian

imagination of Sir Noel Paton. Still, in the main,

his \v(]rk is capital; if he errs in aii\' direct khi, it

is in that of overpraising- his suhjeets, and that is

a good fault. Mr. Buskin (who, as we know, has

always been incapable of it) is as generous and wise

about the matter as it is possible to be. " There are

many painters," says he, " named with praise in the

following pages of whom there is really nothing note-

worthy, except the local or temjiorary causes of their

ever obtaining any public attention. But I hold

myself on this the more l)ound in honour to invite

public attention to the opinions of a critic who says

the best that can be said of men whom I have myself

treated with remorseless contumely, praying, however,

the reader to observe that in these cases I have l)y no

means changed or withdrawn from my own opinions,

though I am glad to admit that art which is unin-

teresting to me may be useful and helpful to other

pcdiile." In justice to the hottest and most bril-

li'.nit nf British controversialists it must be added

that he is now and then compelled to break this

rule of his, and leap into the fray for a minute or

two. He keeps silence while ]\I. Chesneau, with

discreet enthusiasm, is praising his Constable—the

Constable of whom he wrote so cruelly, "au temps
jadis,"' in the brave days of "Modern Painters;" but

of Bonington he cannot help remarking that " if

this young genius" (the expression is M. Cliesneau's)

"had learned the first rules of perspective and never

seen either Paris or Venice it had been extremely

better for him." ^Miich, if it proves nothing else,

proves that the old Ruskin is not dead, and is there-

fore a blessed sentence.

One could wish the preface ten times as long as it

is, for ^Ir. Ruskin Jias a way of saying things which
makes his company the best in the world. ^Miether
you agree with him or not, you are bound to listen to

and delight in him. Here, for instance, is his sum-
mary of the history of governmental interference in

matters of art :

—
-'Hitherto the action of all o-ovcrn-

nicnts in the encouragement of national art has been

rcsolutt'ly wrong, in one (U- other of two opposite direc-

tions. Either they have endeavoured to pnjtect their

own clumsy workmen from the competition of more
tlcxtorous neighbours by laying duties on foreign art

•—as at present the Americans, in a state of hitherto

unprecedented egoism and stupidity, and formerly

the English, at the time when my father, in constant

mercantile relations with Spain, used to see the most

superb Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century Spanish

plate dashed to jiieces and beaten flat by the axes of

the Custom House ofiicers, lest it should perchance

be bought by Loudon citizens in iirefercnce to the

articles offered by the goldsmiths of Cheapside—or

else they have hoped to teach the native artist foreign

tricks of trade, and tilled—as now the universal re-

pertory at Kensington—their museums and work-

rooms with miscellaneous types of unexplained de-

sign, from which the inea|)ablest of their own crafts-

men might lilch absurdities enough to provoke

demand when trade was slack, or content a fashion

when trade was rabid." Though you dissent, I take

it, you cannot but allow that your head is broken,

and that aecii i/il/iii/ (irieiii. Here again is his tlieorv

of English painting as it was and is, with his im-

pression of ^I. Chesneau's work :
—" After being for

at least half a century ]>aralysed by their isolation

and self-sufliciency, the British schools of painting

are now in the contrary danger of losing their na-

tional character iu their endeavour to become senti-

mentally German, dramatically Parisian, or decora-

tively Asiatic. It is a singular delight to me to

hear this acute and kindly Erenchman assuring us

that we have some metal of our own, and interpret-

ing to his own countrymen some of the insular

merits of a school which hitherto has neither recom-

mended itself by politeness, confirmed itself by coi--

reetness, nor distinguished itself by imagination."

Whether this is true or nt)t we shall not take it

upon ourselves to decide ; but there can be no doubt

that it is delightfully put, and is Mr. Ruskin's last

opinion. VV. E. H.

"THE TEIO."

From the Pictvee i;v Geutzner.

HERR GRUTZNER is the painter of pleasant ami contentment in return. A group of monks in

jnirties. He has an eye for human character, the cloister (with the abbot away) or a band of jolly

and lu- delights in the contemplation and representa- companions in a cellar—it is all one to him. There
tion of happy people. He is of the true Ealstaffian is liquor about in either case, and ;in abundance of
breed, and his art is not only jovial in itself, I)ut the good temper; and that is enough,
cause of joviality in others, (iive him laughter and In "The Trio" the scene is some oaken-])anelled
contentment to portray, and he gives you laughter and paintcd-windowed room in a c.^mlortablc nionas-
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THE TRIO.

(From the ru-lure iy Griitmer.)

tery, and the povsonno-es are the musicinns of the com- enjoying it as :t deserves. The 1> tie rictnre is well

invv,.ity and an au.irence fit though few of brethren conceived, well grouped, well pamted
;

;t has plenty

music;ilv -iven. The trio is Corelli's own, and the of character, and it overflows with amiable fun; it

<.ood 'mmil<s- executants and listeners aliko-are is altogether a go.,.! thnig of its lund.



I.— ST. HELEN S. BISHOPSGATE.

THE OLDER LONDON CHURCHES.—I.

ri1HE whole number of City eluirehes older than

X 1066 is exceedingly small. At present, plaeino-

them nliilialietieally, they are Allhallows Barking-

;

St. Andrew Uudershaft; St. Bartholomew the Great;

St. Ethelburga; St. Giles, Cripplegate ; St. Helen

;

St. Katharine Cree; and St. Olave, Hart Street.

In addition to these, which may he reckoned jiari.'^h

churches, there is the Dutch church, the old chapel

of the Austin Friars, which has lieen so ruthlessly

"restored" as to have practically lost its interest. I£

Ely Place is not outside the City boundary, another

fine examjile of the old Pointed style may be found in

the Roman Catholic cha]iel of St. Etheldreda, which,

in spite of some very obvious, therefore not very

hurtful, novelties, has been carefully and reverently
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restored, in the less invidious sense of that mis\ised

term. The porch and some other jiarts of St.

Sepulchre's, and the lower part of the tower c.f St.

Mary Alderniary, are also ancient.

Thoutih these are all the Gothic churches that

survive the (ireat Fire, live others, now rebuilt or

pulled down, were spared by the flames. First

there is St. Bartholomew the Less, wliii h is really

the hospital chapel, as the hospital is a parish

in itself, which was partly rebuilt by Dance in

what he considered a Gothic style in 17s'.1; further

altered by Hardwickc in 1823; and finally, a few-

years ag-o, renewed and redecorated in a very fair if

somewhat unpietnresque and stiff manner. Next we

have St. Katharine Coleman^ which is close to Fen-
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church Street Station, and which, notwithstanding

the unanimous opposition of a large resident jjopula-

lion, is condemned to be destroyed. It was built on

the site of a semi-ruinous old cluirch in 1731-, and

cannot be admired. In St. Peter-le-Poor, in Broad

Street, we have a niucli more favourable example of

the style which was in vo.«ue in 1791, when, the old

churcli having become dangerous, a new one was

erected by Gibson. St. Andrew's, Holborn, was re-

built by Wren, with the exception of part of the tower.

Yet a third category remains to be noticed. Of the

churches spared by the Fire and destroyed in our own

day the most remarkable was Allhallows Staining,

in Mark Lane. Of this curiously patched and in-

teresting little church the tower still remains behind

the houses ; but St. Miirtin Outwich was utterly .de-

stroyed in 1877, and the monuments it contained

were removed to St. Helen's. It was, in its last

years, a singular example of architectural taste. It

was designed by Cockerel], and to use the words of

Godwin and Britton, writing in 1839, it was "ex-

ceedingly heavy and ugly, and would not be readily

recognised as a church by casual observers." It would

be no great loss, if its place had not been taken by a

still uglier building.

We must remember that, owing to a variety of

causes, the old City churches were probably little better

than wooden sheds. A stone chiu-ch was something

remarkable. The Norman arches under St. ]Mary-le-

Bow, in Cheapside, are still visible to the curious who

obtain permission to visit the vaults. But of all the

relics of this period the noblest in the City is St. Bar-

tholomew the Great (m.). The story of its founder,

Habere, has been often tiJd. He may have been a

professional jester at the court of Henry I., or may,

as the late Mr. AValcott tliought, have been the same

Habere who was a companion of Hereward, and

who " rescued four innocent persons from Norman
executioners, who, owing to his ingenious disguise,

mistook him for a heron, an honourable nickname

which continued to cling to him through life." This

curious and puzzling passage I have extracted from

a broad sheet published by the vicar, with a very

pretty view of the churchyard on the first page. It

is part of a paper contributed to a magazine by the

late Precentor Walcott in ISlll. If any of my readers

have studied ecclesiastical archaiology they will know
how cautiously we should accept ^Ir. AValcott's au-

thority
;
and Indeed this very paper contains a passage

calculated to shake our belief in it, for in s];eaking of

Smithlield as the scene of Wat Tyler's death he sa\ s,

'• here Sir W. Wnhvortli won the distinctive dagger

whicli ligures in the City nrnis." As tliere is no

d;igger in tlie City arms, though possibly Mr. Wal-

cott thought the sword of St. Paul \\;is n d;igger, this

statement is not calculated to reassure us. However,

we may follow his account of St. Bartholomew's and

its founder in certain particulars. Rahere " is said

to have led a sinful life as a young man at court

:

on bis earnest repentance he went upon a pilgrimage to

Rome ; and on his return, in a dream he saw St. Bar-

tholomew direct him to found a church in his name

on the present site." This is the received account.

There is leason, however, to believe that either on

this site or that of St. Bartholomew the Less a parish

church already stood, and an early tradition, which

indeed Mr. Walcott mentions (and of which full par-

ticulai's may be found in Malcolm's "Londinum Re-

divivum"), connects with it the name of Edward the

Confessor. How far Rahere was concerned with the

hospital I do not know, but probably at first the

interests of the priory and the hospital were more in-

timately connected than they afterwards became. As

their separate wealth increased, their independence

increased, and latterly the prior had little to do with

the hospital excei)t to control tlie election of a master.

Meanwhile the parishioners used an aisle of the nave

of the canons' church, and at the Dissolution received

the choir itself instead of their former place of wor-

ship, which had become ruinous. The hospital shared

the fate of the priory, but towards the end of the

life of Henry VIII. it was re-granted to the citizens,

and became what it still is. The hospital chapel

became the church of a parish which comprises only

the hospital itself within its boundaries.

The modern visitor has to exercise what may be

called his " historical imagination " if be would pic-

ture to himself St. Bartholomew's in the Fifteenth

Century. He stands facing the narrow Early English

archway, which now admits him to the churchyard,

and which before the Dissolution would have admitted

him to the south aisle of the nave. Facing him there

would have been probably three tall gables of the

same style. To his right a narrow street. Duck Lane

(now Duke Street), flanked on one side by the hos-

pital wall, and at the other by the conventual build-

ings, would have run wp to the City wall. Behind

him would be the wide, grassless expanse rif Smith-

field, decorated near its further margin with an old

gibbet or two, and close by, opposite the main

entrance of the nave, with a tall, half-charred post

and chain, surrounded, according to (he season, with

white wood ashes or with black mud. Of tile build-

ings forming the square on the west and north sides,

none would be tall enough to hide the view of the

Charterhouse beyond, and, still further in the back-

ground, the nunnery of Clerkenwell and the great

house, a small town in itself, of the Hospitallers

of the order of St. John. Far away on the green

wooded hills in the distance, beyond the river Fleet

an<l the Holeburn, would have been the tower re-

cent I
\' built l)y Prior Bolton to mark conspicuously
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his country house at Canoiibuiy ; the tower is stand-

ing yet.

Prior Bolton jmt the same punninn' tlevice, of

whieh he was evidently very proud, on the side of his

tower and on the front of his oriel window within the

church. There is a similar windnw in AVestminslcr

Abbey near the western end. It is of dark oak, and

uiav be a])proaehed from what is now the Deanery
;

and from it, without leaving bis own chambers, the

Lord Abbot could see mass performed below him in

what is now the baptistery. Prior Bolton's window at

St. Bartholomew's is more ambitious. It is of stone,

and looks into the choir of the church, filling up one

of the old Norman triforium arches. The prior's

house from which it opened is gone, but the window

serves to identify its site for us. On a panel in

front is carved the " Bolt in Tun," an arrow trans-

fixing a barrel, which I mentionod rd)0ve. There

was another prior after Bolton—Trafford, who sur-

rendered the house to Henry's commissioners, and

the site was granted to Sir Richard (afterwards Lord)

llich, the ancestor of the Earls of Holland. The ad-

vowson of the church continued in the hands of his

descendants until a com})aratively recent period, but

now belongs to a j)rivate gentleman. Queen !Mary

for a short time interrupted Rich's tenure by giviug

the house to the returned Black Friars, but their oc-

cupation did not last long ; and Rich, to make sure

and stablish his position, took out a new grant from

Queen Elizabeth. It was under his auspices, no doubt,

that the nave and the parish church were jmlled down;

and even the choir, which he left to the parishioners,

was intruded upon. I believe a warehouse or some-

thing of the kind still occupies the east end of the

triforium, and necessitates the use of the curious iron

pillars on either side of the communion table.

The tomb of Rahere bears the impress of Prior

Bolton's hand, being in a style many centuries later

than that of the massive Norman jners and arches (ii.)

which surround it. To see them well and judge of

their picturesque effect, it will be necessary to walk

round behind the altar, where an arrangement will be

found of whieh the only parallel now remaining in

London is that afforded l>y the chapel of St. John

in the Tower. St. Bartholomew's being on a much
larger scale, and of a slightly later period, is finer,

except for the destruction of a part of the vaulting liy

the intrusion above mentioned. I am not fond of

what are commonly called "restorations;" but when
the parish obtains undivided possession of its church,

I think a renewal of the destroyed vaulting will be

very desirable, even though it will falsify the record

of a curious historical episode.

There are several fine monuments of a later date

than that of Rahere. The largest is in the south

aisle, and is a very typical examjde of the style in

vogue in (he reign of Queen Elizabeth. Sir "Walter

MilduKiv, whom it commemorates, was her Chan-

eelliir ul' the Exclie([uer. There is a very singular

but powerful |)iece of sculpture, placed too high u|)

to be seen well, as a memorial of Perceval Smallpace

and Agnes Tebowld, his wife. It is dated 1588, one

year before ^lildmay's monument, and consists of the

busts of the old couple : he wilh a double-jioinled

beard, and she with a goodly and imposing rulT.

The south transe])t remained, roofless and luined,

until the beginning of this century, and it is now a

little cemetery only, approached through the church.

The old walls with their Norman arches are gone.

The present tower was built in 16^8. Part of the

cloister was long occupied as a stable. '" Can London,"

asks ^lalcolm, " boast such another stable ? I hope

not !
" And he adds, writing in ISOii, " Mr. "Wheeler

keeps his cloister stable roof as clean as whitewash

will make it, and is very obliging." The cloister, I

have to note, Mas destroye<l in 1833.

^Vhcn Rahere had succeeded in founding and

]icopling his monastery, " he joined to him a certain

old man, Alfune by name, to whom was sad age and

sadness of age, with experience of long time. This

same old man not long liefore had builded the church

of St. Giles at the gate of the city that in the English

tongue is called Cripplegate, and that good work

hajipily he had ended." So says the writer of a

curious manuscript life of Rahere (Cott. MSS., Yesp.

B. ix.) from which Malcolm gives some long extracts.

There are few parish churches in London of which

the history is so complete as that of St. Giles, Crip-

plegate (v.). Alfune built it during the lifetime of

Rahere, but it may well be considerably older than

St. Bartholomew's, for the priory was founded in

110^, according to most authorities, and in or soon

after 1103 the church was no longer in Alfune's

hands. It was given by a deed, which is witnessed

by Reyner, who is known to have been an archileacon

in that year, and later to the dean and cha]iter of

St. Paul's, subject to the incumlx'ncy of the donor,

Aelmund, and his son Hugh. This was a very

common arrangement at that jieriod. Aelmund was

probably married, as it is believed most jiarish priests

were at the time. After the lapse of 770 ^eare or

more the dean and chapter of St. Paul's still hoM
the advowson which Aelmund gave them. The first

event in the history of the church must have oc-

curred very soon after Aelmund's gift. Good Queen

^Matilda, the wife of Henry I., founded in it a guild

or brotherhood, called after St. Mary and St. Giles;

and this must have been before Ills, for iu that

year the good queen died.

The ])arish lies wholly without the wall, a great

bastion of which is in the spacious churchyard. The

l)laees of two other bastions further south may be
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found, though the bastions themselves are eoucealed or

have disappeared, by tracing tlie parish boundaries on

a map. Tliere is a noteworthy little point of historical

eiiriositv connected with this churchyard. In 16lv2, it

plague in 1603, and next the frightful visitation in

IGu.j, when even the clerk died, and the number

of interments was such that the extensive chureh-

vard was raised two feet. It does not seem to have

n.—XOHMA>- AF. :[>.= lliTHOLOMEW THB OKEAT.

being found that there .was scarcely room for all the

dead, a jneee of ground was taken on lease from the

City to add to the cemetery. It is described as "near

Crowder's Well." This was a spring of water which

was exceedingly popular, not only with the parish-

ioners but also with strangers, as it was believed to

l)e particularly good for ophthalmia, and also that "the

use of it would restore an intoxit-ated person to his

senses sooner than any other." Tlie parish boasted

of another spring near the ditch of the city wall,

which was arched over for them by Whittington, and

had other sources of supply, such as a jiipe or conduit

from Highbury. " Hence we find," says one writer,

without the slightest inkling of the real meaning of

his words—" hence we find the parish was well sup-

plied with that excellent element many years previous

to Sir Hugh Middleton's memorable work." He
then goes on to describe the frightful ravages of the

occurred to any one to connect the shocking death

rate with the use of the well in the churchyard or

that in the city ditch.

The old Norman church of Alfune and Aelmund

has long disappeared. The church, whatever it was

then, was eutireh^ destroyed by fire in 1545, and the

present building (v.) is mainly as it was afterwards re-

stored. Still it is in what Pugin used to call " the

Gothic or Christian Pointed style," large, wide, and

light, without much beauty of form or detail, but

convenient and airy. It consists of a nave with

narrow side aisles, and has not suffered ver}' materially

from the ruthless bands of modern " restorers." Be-

tween the church and the street there is a curious old

building, the parish " Gnest House," where the ward

inquest used to be held, and where now the parochial

charities are managed. It contains some handsome

plate, among the articles being two or throe silver cups,
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wif li sucli inscriptions as tliis :
" The Fyne of Peter

Phillips for Ijeinj;- Released from being Scavenger,

l()l:i." Evidently the jurvnien, "in merry pin,"

sometimes elected a wealthy fellow-eilizen to the

unpleasant oHice in order to obtain a cup from him.

The parish beadle's staff is decorated witli a model

in silver of old Cripplegate, with a wooden-legged

cripple, liat in liand, walking through the archway.

It was given by Sir Benjamin Maddox, who is com-

memorated at the West End liy Maddo.x Street,

Hanover Square, which covers part of a suburban

farm which lie owned.

In the church of St. Giles are interred the remains

of John Milton, the poet, and of John Milton, the

scrivener, his father. Their grave is " in the upper

end of the chancel, at the right hand," and there-

fore not very near the conspicuous monument in the

s luth aisle, which vvas put up in 179.'5 by Samuel

M'hitbread. There are several other monuments of

interest, and one, which ri'presents Constance Whit-

ney rising in her winding-sheet from the grave at

the Day of Judgment, in a very realistic style, has

been made the subject of a curious local story, which

INIr. Woodthorpe attriljuted to Daniel Defoe (who was

an inhabitant of the parish), and which is one of the

best known of all graveyard anil sepulchral legends.

The lady was said to have fallen into a death-like

trance, and to have been buried. The grave-digger,

the night after the funeral, hid himself in the church,

opened the vault, and to obtain some valuable rings

which were on the liand of the supposed corpse, pro-

ceeded to cut off one of its fingers. How far he had

proceeded in this operation we are not told ; but

the bleeding, it is said, restored the lady to life, and

she was able to rise and walk home, to the astonish-

ment, let us hope to the joy, of iier husband and

servants. The story is so circumstantial, and con-

tains at the same time so many improbabilities, that

it has all the appearance of a work of Defoe, whose

fictitious diary of the Great Plague has been often

received as true. Constance Whitney has, however, a

more substantial claim on our attention, for she was

the granddaughter of Sir Thomas Lucy, of Charlecote,

whom Shakespeare has immortalised as Justice Shal-

low. She died at the age of seventeen, as an affect-

ing epitaph records. Iler aunt, Margaret Lucy, is

also buried in the church. The celebrated Lancelot

Andrewes was at one time vicar of St. Giles's, and

some of the monumental inscriptions are attributed to

him. If the attribution is correct he was no poet. Of
(Uiarles Langley, who died in I(i02, we read, for in-

stance, after a description of his charities in life :

—

" .\nd wlicn he died he gave his mite,

.Vll that did him tiefall,

For ever once a Yecre to cloath.

St. Giles his poore witlinll.

All Saints he pointed for the day,

Gownes twenty ready made.

With twenty shirts and twenty smocks,

As they may host be had."

This doggrel, and more like it, is actually signed by

Andrewes. There are monuments in the church to

Eoxe, who wrote the " Book of Martyrs ;
" to Speed,

the historian ; and to the bold mariner, INIartin

Eiobisher, all of whom are buried here. The register«... .

"
contains some mterestmg entries. Among them is the

marriage of Oliver Cromwell and Elizabeth Boucher,

August Hi, 1020. The burial of Daniel Defoe in

the Bunhill Fields cemetery is thus recorded :
" 17-51,

April 26, Mr. Dubow, Cripplegate."

Although St. Giles's Church has many interesting

memorials, it is to St. Helen's, Bishopsgate (i.), that

the late Dean Stanley gave the title of " the West-

minster Abl.iey of the City." It contains more large

and handsome tombs than St. Giles's, bnt the per-

sons commemorated are not so eminent. There is no

]\Iilton, no Foxe, no Defoe at St. Helen's. But those

who are buried in the church had a considerably

greater idea of their own importance than the poor

literary men upon whom ]irobably they would have

looked down. The monuments which belong to St.

Helen's were largely recruited in 1877, when the

neighbouring church of St. Martin Outwich was re-

moved, and the dead men's bones were carted away

to 11 ford.

The church, like so many others, belonged early

to St. Paul's. It was given to the dean and chapter

by Ranulph, a canon, and Robert, his son, about the

year 11-18, on condition that the anniversary of Arch-

bishop Thurstan, of York, who, by the way, had been

himself a eaiion, and was, presumably, a friend as

well as ecclesiastical brother of Ranulph, should be

kept in the church for ever. Either Ranulph himself

or some previous member of his family must have

built and endowed the church, which belongs, there-

fore, to the great church-building epoch which fol-

lowed the fire of 1136.

The priory of St. Helen stood on the north side

of the church, where is now St. Helen's Place. The

north aisle of the church was the priory chapel, and

being at the Dissolution left unoccupied, was speedily

almost filled with the great tombs which we see in it

now. But the nuns seem sometimes to have wor-

shijiped, as Prior Bolton worshipped from his oriel

at St. Bartholomew's, without actually coming into

church, as they had in the south wall of their cloister

a traceried opening, which looked within the church

like an altar-tomb as well as an ordinary window.

As the cloister was at a lower level than the church,

the opening, which in the church is close to the floor,

must, at the other side of the wall, have been at a

most convenient height. The old doorway remains
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at tlie fix)t of a short flight of steps. The jjriory was

founded about the year l:il2, and was more or less

under the control of the de;ui of St. Paul's, wlio

seems to have hatl constant trouble with the nuns

aad their prioress. Dug-dale and other historians

give summaries of the regulations made by succes-

sive deans, but appai-ently in vain. A series of in-

junctions, issued in the Fifteenth Century, and dis-

covered by Mr. Maxwell Lyte among the archives

of St. Paul's, desired the nuns to sing fully and dis-

tinctly at divine service, and not so fast as hitherto,

but with the proper j)auses ; and orders them to

refrain from kissing secular persons. Further, they

are enjoined to wear their veils according to the rules

of their order—not too sumptuous in character; and

the prioress is ordered to keep not more than one or

two dogs, and is forbidden to receive guests at table

or elsewhere.

There used to be a belfry tower over the entrance

to Great St. Helen's from Bishopsgate, but it was

taken down in! COG. Nevertheless, the visitor who
enters now cannot fail to be struck with the aspect

of the place. The houses which surround the church-

yard present a specimen of almost every style, and the

ciiurch contains examples quite as various. Crosby

Hall is Gothic, and some of the houses adjoining it

are quite worthy of Sir Christopher Wren. One,

dated in ItilXi, looks, with its brick pilasters, very

like the work of Liigo Jones. The almshouses of

Sir Andrew Jud, on the north side, are devoid of

beauty, but are

very character-

istic of the year

1729, in whicli

they were re-

built. The
south entrance

of the church

(iv.) is an ex-

ceedingly pic-

turesque ex-

ample of the

style in vogue

in 16:5.3. How
it and the beau-

tiful porches

within have

escaped " re-

storation " I

cannot ima-
gine. "When

we enter the

church we are

almost con-
fused by the

number anil IV.— SOUTHEEN EJJIEANCE, ST. HELLn's, BISUOPSOATE.

magnilieence of the sepulchral monuments. The

most beautiful is to the north of the couiniunion-

(ablc, close to the altui'-touib of Sir Tlioinae: (irrshmn.

It shows Sir William Pickering, a handsome Eli/,a-

bethan knight, lying in full armour under a canopy

of excellent design, supportetl by marlile pillars. The
most curious monument is behind the organ in a kind

of south transept. It was erected by Tjady Ca'sar to

the memory of her husband, Sir Julius (^'awar, ;ind

cost her the large sum of iliU,e<jual to fully il, ()()()

now. Nicholas Stone was the sculptor. On a great

slab of black marble is what looks like a parchment

deed inlaid in white marble, with a signature, and

below a seal and an attesting document. The iu-

serij)tion imitates the lawyers' writing of the day,

and is in Latin. In it Sir Julius Caesar, otherwise

Delmare, promises: "I will cheerfully pay the debt

I owe to Nature wh.enever it shall please God to

ajipoint it." This oddly-named knight was of Italian

descent, his father having been a physician who came
over to attend Queen Mary, and remained with

Queen Elizabeth. The son was born at Tottenham

in 1557, and, boasting through his mother of descent

from the ducal family of Cesarini, lie dropjied his

father's name of Adelmare, or Delmare, and called

himself Cicsar. He rose to eminence as a lawyer,

and was Chancellor of the Exchequer under Cecil.

In a chapel at a slightly lower level, to the east-

ward, are some brasses, one of them, which is raised

on a stone base, being particularly interesting, as

it represents a

lady covered

with a mantle,

on which a

coat of arms is

emblazon ed.

T w o altar-

tombs boar each

a pair of stone

effigies of the

Fourteenth or

Fifteenth Cen-

tury. They
came from St.

IVfartin's, and

are believed to

represent mem-
bers of the Out-

wich or Otcs-

wieh family. In

the nuns' aisle

are two very

handsome cano-

pied Gothic

tombs, whicli

were formerly
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decorated with brasses. They

came also froni St. Martin's,

and belon<;f respectively to

families named Clitherow

(1469) and Pemberton (1500).

Opposite, on the south wall

of the church, is a very hand-

some monument, gorgeous

with colours and gilding. It

represents Richard Staper,

alderman of this ward of

Bishopsgate Within, and his

wife and eight children. He
died in 1(30S, and is de-

scribed in his epitaph as

" the greatest merchant in

his tyme." This also came

from St. Martin's. It would

be impossible to go through

even a tithe of the monu-

ments in St. Helen's; but

we must pause a moment to

look at Sir John Spencer,

who, in Queen Elizabeth's

time, occupied Crosby's old

house, and also Prior Bolton's

villa at Canonbury. He and

his wife lie in great state on

the tomb, and before them

kneels their daughter and sole

heiress, the wife of Lord

Compton, and ancestress of

the earls and marquises of

Northampton. She ran away

with her noble lover, of

whom, as he was poor, her

father did not approve. The

story of how Queen Eliza-

beth i-econciled them by ask-

ing Sir John to stand god-

father to a child, which pn ved

to be his own grandson, is

well known. Among other

eminent ]K'oplc buried in St.

Helen's I must also mention

Spencer Compton, the godson

of Sir John, who was killed

at Hopton Heath in 161"3;

Richard Williams, paternal

great-grandfather of Oliver

Cromwell, who died in 1546;

Sir Andrew Jud, who was

Lord Mayor during '\\'yatt's

rebellion, and died in 1558;

and Sir John Crosby him-

self. W. J. LOFTIE.
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FASHIONS IN WAISTS.— I.

WHEN Napoloon T. liclicld (lie revival (if Ihf hocii r(Hially waiifiiii;' in nil llial was (nilv licaiil il'iil

corset in 1S]-Z, he said to Dr. C'.irvisart, and appmiiriate. My |)reseiit .subjeel is limited fo

wilh sometliing' like dismay: "This wear, l»ini nf fasliions in waists; but, inasmuch as the waist, is

coquetry and bad taste, whii'h murders women and the point of departure of all the lines of the fominine

ill-treats their offsprino-, tells of i'rivolous taste.'i^ costume, so that on its position and form the whole
and warns me of an approaching decadence." Saga- character of a woman's dress may be said to ilepend.

I.—THE EEIQ.V OF TEEEOE.

(Painted by Danlonj^.)

cious statesmen might learn even from fashions in

waists the omens which presage national progress or

decline. If the costume of the Christian centuries

eonld be jiroperly studied, it would, I believe, allow-

ing for continual oscillations, show that its course

up to the era of the French llevolution was one of

decadence. The fashions a few years before that

event—the jNIaecaroni head-dress, for example—are

&mong the ugliest on the score of taste; while tliose

that have marked the reactionary jieriods since have

31-1

what I have advanced can be well tested in the

fashions that have nbtained with reference to its

form, position, and ornamentation.

I begin with the present century and work back-

wards, ^ly first exanipl<> (ii.) shows the style in

vogue when t-iueen Victoria ascended the tin-one, and
belongs to the jiarticular year in which the immortal

Mr. Pickwick won the affertionsof the British public.

This was tiic ])eriod when the Citizen King |)resided

over the destinies of France, and whicli future his-
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II.—EARLY VICTORIAN.

torians will ])robal)ly doseribe as the apex of micklie-

olass rule. Fi'om that time l)ack\vavds to the days

of the Fi-iiK-e Keyenf and of the first Freiieh I'^mpire

the fashion in waists

tends to become

shiirtor and shorter.

When the century

opens, the classic

models introduced

during the Revolu-

tion set the fashion

in everything, i-on-

spicuously in the

position of the waist,

which finally as-

cended up to the

arm[)its. Mme. Re-

eamior's costume

was an eleg'ant ex-

ample of the classic

period. From the

jiietures by David

and Gerard she a\>-

jiears to have simpli-

fied her dress to the

extent of going with-

out shoes and stock-

ings. But very few figures had the grace of Re-

camier's, and the general effect of the Napoleonic

waist is gross in the extreme. Our picture (in.)

represents two ladies of the court of the Empress

Josephine, and may be taken as an agreeable example

of the fashion. But nothing could arrest the law

which makes external degradation follow in the wake

of corrujit iutentiiiu. The Xajmlennic desjjotism was

purity itself compared to the moral anarchy which

prevailed under the Directory, but for real vul-

garity and sellisluiess there was little difference

between the two societies.

Nearly every one was an

egotist, and the Emperor the

most prodigious of all. His

genius, however, ol)liL;-cil him

to see his coming fall, and

he read it in signs which to

a common mind would have

seemed friyolous and unim-

]X)rta,nt. Like the prophet

Isaiah (iii. 1(1— 2.")), Napoleon

saw iu the follies of female

attire the nnstic handwriting

on the wall. Nor did he stand

alone. Cuvier, whose work

on Comiiarativ<' Anatomy was
]iubbslu'(l during the Consu-

late, and who occupied both

under it and the F^mpire high official position, was as

much opposed to the use of the corset as the Emjieror

liiniself. The great naturalist took a curious way of

imjiressing its evils upon a young- lady who was the

victim of tight-lacing. AValking with Cuvier one day

in the Jardin des Plantes, she admired a })lant whose

elegant stem was adorned with a bloom of lovely

colour. Looking at her thin, pale face, he replied,

" \ ou were like this flower once; to-m(jrrow it will

be as you are now." Next day Cuvier led the

young lady to the same spot, and bid her look at

the Hower. It was drooping and dying. She asked

the cause. " This jilant," said he, " is an image

of yourself. I will show what is the matter with

it;" and the great naturalist pointed out to her a

cord which was bound tightly round the stem.

" You are fading away exactly iu the same manner,

under the compression of your corset, and you are

losing by degrees all your youthful charms just

because j'ou have not the courage to resist this

dangerous fashion." Joseph II. of Austria before,

and Charles X. of France after, the Revolution,

were both very severe on the corset, but with eipial

non-success. The philanthropic Fhiiperor made a

law confining its use to women of ill-fami'; the last

King of France had to content himself with a sting-

ing epigram. " Once you met," he said, " Dianas,

Venuses, or Niobes; nowadays only ITa.yjK."

It was during the halcyon days that ushered in

the French Revolution, when iu the new enthusiasm

for living naturally women threw aside the corset,

that the first ajijiroach to jnu'ity and simplicity of

costume was made. Fairholt, with the instinct of

genius, has made this period the halting-place of his

" History of Costume in England." S])eaking of

an example of the fashion in 17S!t, he says i "The
walking and evening dress of ladies in 1 7 SOis tasteful

and free of all extravagance, and ha.s a modesty and

simplicity worthy of jn'aise,

the red bunch of feathers over

the head being its only alj-

surdity." Nothing W'as used

in the way of support except

a slight stay of dimity, tick-

ing, or nankeen, innocent of

busk or whalebone. Lord

Stanhojie, in his " History of

England," remarks that " to-

wards the Peace of 1783 there

began to spread among both

sexes a taste for greater plain-

ness and simplicity of attire.

This taste, like most others ou

this subject, apjjcars to have

come from France, and to have

procecv^led iu some degree fromFiKST KMl'IUE.
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ilio precept and examjilc ol" Uoussead." And on

this ])artieulin- subject uf the corset the prophet

IV.—" MEKVEILLEtJSE 1

of tlip Rovohition had spoken wisely and well. In

the fifth book of his "Emilias," where he treats

of Sophie, or Woman, he says of the Spartans:

"Their women knew nothing of the use of those

whalebone bodices by which ours disguise rather

than indicate their forms. I cannot liut think that

this abuse, pushed in England to an inconceivable

point, will in the end lead to the degeneracy of the

race; and I maintain that even from a merely orna-

mental point of view it is bad taste. It is not

agreeable to see a woman cut in two like a wasp

;

it offends the eye and is painful to the imagination.

The delicacy of the form has, like everything else,

its due proportions, its measure, beyond which it

becomes a defect ; this defect wotdd be apjiarent in

the nude, why should it be a beauty when clothed."

These and other similar words had a powerful

effect; for, whatever we may think of Rousseau,

it is certain that there never was a more popular

writer, or one who had more influence with women.
After "The New Heloise " and " Emilius " had got

hi>ld of the public mind, not only French women,
but gradually all the courts of Europe, our own in-

cluded, began to throw off the monstrous absurdi-

ties which had reigned triumphant, and to adopt

an attire distinguished for ever-increasing j)lainness

and simplicity. In the exhibition held in Paris

during the summer of 1SS;5, called "A Ccntm-v of

Port raits," there were several most interesting exam-

ples of tlio dress of this period. One, from a ])ortrait

by Danloux of Mme. de Nauzieres, we have en-

graved (i.); it is a beautiful instance of the ifraceful

simplicity which for a while prevailed. Tasle, at

first a little cowed by tlic impetuous character ol'

the Revolution, assumed a more than Puritanical

habit, but in a short time i( turned the severe lines

of the costume of a i\lme. Roland into soraethiner

enclianting and ethereal, as if to bewitch the very

jNIountain itself, and go eii fdte to the Place d(!

la Revolution. Our "Mme. de iS'auzieres" was

painted in the reddest days of the Terror. Rut tiie

reaction soon came, and the hetm nwuflc, taking

licence from the destruction of the old slaveries,

rushed into the most ridiculous fashions. The cos-

tume of Barras' Salons at Clichy was remarkable

for that monstrous affectation, the reiiire postic/ie,

without which no lady ventured to make her appear-

ance. The taste of the nouveaux rlchea and other

upstarts may be judged from the style of dress

given in our illustration (iv.), which is no carica-

tm'e, but an example fnmi Gratet-Duplessis' splendid

"Costumes Ilistoriques." Even the men and women
of '93, hardened as they were to the hare-brained

and fantastic follies which marked the reaction from

the rule of Robespierre and Fouquier Tin\ille, were

fain to cry out " IMerveilleuse !" and " Incroyable !

"

as they beheld these singular specimens of the genus

homo in their tall jockey-shaped hats and long yellow

.^rt

fM mm

-ASCIBS KEQIME.
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scarves fluttering' in the wind. This iueredible fashion

was adoi)ted by the aristocratic society of England,

and was caricatured by Gillray in a print called " The

Rag'c/' or " Shepherds, I have lost my waist." Here

is a part of Gillray's legend :

—

'• Shcphords, I have lost my waist,

Have you seen my body ?

Sacrificed to modern taste,

I am quite a lioddy-doddy !

"

The contrast between the scanty skirts of 1701. and

the hooped petticoat of 177S— 17S() fitly epitomises

the tremendous social revolntiim which a few years

had brought abont. It came like a whirlwind or

an earthqnakc sweeping all before it. Fashion sent

forth her decrees fr<:im the city of the Revolution,

and European society obeyed her behests, just as

she had done wlien lier high priestess was Marie

Antoinette or Mme. de Pompadour. For the hapless

sister of the anti-corset crusader, Joseph II., had been

her thrall. Constantly closeted with Mile. Bertin,

the court milliner, Marie Antoinette had ordered the

revival of crinoline, and in this imposing dress every

woman resembled a bell, whatever her personal charms.

An anecdote is told in the apocryphal memoirs of this

famous modisle, which at least indicates the very close

friendship which sympathisers supposed to exist be-

tween tlie queen and her milliner. After the arrest

at Varennes, the king and the queen were Ijrought

back to the Tuileries. One day the queen said to the

guard on duty, " I have been dreaming all night of

Mile. Rose, that excellent young person who is so often

spoken against, but of whom I can say that she has

never asked me for anything, nor. have I ever given

her anything." And on the arrival of the milliner

shortly afterwards, the queen told her the dream.

turned black, so that I threw them back in a fright

into your boxes ; then I again took some others,

g'reen, white, lilac, but as soon as I held them they

wm^:^^

" ^ly clear Rose," she said, "it seemed to me that

you bnjught me a quantit\' of ribl)ons. of all (i>lours,

and that as soon as ] had (hem in my hands they all

VII.— A SACQUE.

also turned black. I was weaker than usual, for I

l)egan to cry, and you wept also, for you were

kindly disposed towards me, as you always are. I

said just now to these gentlemen" (speaking of the

National Guards) " that no one was ever more at-

tached to me than you are." Mile. Bertin declared

herself very much obliged to the dream which had

procured her so flattering an culogium. "A testi-

mony," said she, " to my disinterestedness from the

queen's own mouth in the actual situation of things

may secure my safety, for nothing is so dangerous as

to be accused of having contributed to the disorder

of the finances ; it is the one great crime in the

eyes of the people." However we may admire the

courage and fidelity, supposing this story to have a

basis in fact, which Mile. Bertin displayed, we cannot

forget that it was due to her infiuence that the al)-

surdest fashion of the century (the panier) made its

reappearance. It swelled out immediately at the sides,

being somewhat flattened both behind and in front.

The dresses which covered them continued to be di-

vided, and tiie skirt was adorned with furbelows (v.).

If " Maman Makan," as the Princess Royal called

her governess, was clad in a costume of this sort

when she fell on the staircase leading to the rooms

cif the young princess, it ex])lains tlie terror of her

impil, who fainted away, so that they were obliged

fo cut the strintrs of her dri'ss to l)ring her to. A
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lady Fnlliiii^ on a o^reat waxed staiivase in sucli a cos- tho royal pn'noesses, was obliged to save her dii^-

tume might be expected, to a child's excited imagina- nify by sitting between two empty arm-chairs. The

tion, to go rolling down-stairs like an

immense ball. However, this cani-

pannlate costume was positively beau-

tiful compared with the ugly shapes

existing a quarter of a century earlier.

Hogartli has given examples of these

in his " Analysis of Beauty," in a plate

designed and engraved in 1753. His

figures arc no doubt somewhat cari-

catured, liut they exhibit the various

forms of crinoline, notably the fashion,

revived in our day, of bnstles or " im-

provers." One of the least objec-

tionable of these developments of the

hoop petticoat period may be seen in

our picture (vii.), which is taken from

Paul Laeroix. The loose upper dress -=-

was called a sack, as Whitehead says :

"Tho flowing sack is thrown aside."
-THE PANIEE.

fashion consumed so much whaleboni!

that in 177:1 the States-General of

Holland authorised a loan of six

hiiiiilrcd thousand ilorins"to sustain

a company formed at Ostfrise for the

whale fishery, every day increasing

in importance in consequence of the

extraordinary demand for whalebone

em])loyed in the veire<iu.r of women."

In the latter days of Tjnuis .\1\'.

and Queen Anne, waists, though

tightly laced, did not appear so ugly,

owing- t(j the mm'c graceful character

of the skirts. We figure (ix.) a back

view of a lady of the French court

in evening costume, which shows that

at that time the corsage ended in a

point and was fastened behind. Oui'

next selection (x.), for morning wear,

is not ungraceful. But the waist is

We see it but rarely in Hogarth's as cruelly tortured as in the ugliest

prints. In his "Noon" the lady coming out of forms; there is a long stomacher, no doubt of whale-

church wears such a dress, and in his "Analysis of bone, which would have been regarded as martyrdom
Beauty " it is the only really elegant costume given, if imposed by any authority less venerated than

Fairholt dates its introduction about 1710.

A print of 1745, representing the Mall, has for

its principal figure a person caged in the most ludi-

crous of all the forms of the hoop (vi.). The lady

in this case resembles an enormous toadstool, and

seems fastened to the ground. Our next example

(viii.) is a simpler fashion. Here the waist is not

so lost as in the other. It shows why in F'rance the

hoop was dubbed a "panier;'' when uncovered it re-

sembled a hen-coop. In 1711 the Spectator had a

humorous satire on this fashion, then newly come

in. The causes there

assigned for its origin

arc those which in every

age have led to the adop-

tion of modes ridiculous

and revolting. In France

the panier gave rise to

much satire, but none

exceeded in force the

treatise by the oratorian

Duguet, published in

1 735. The very children

in the streets laughed

at its absurdity, which

should have been mani-

fest in high places when x.— icvo.

the I'rench queen, com-

pletely extinguished by Fashion's. The wearer carries a parasol in one hand
the enormous skirts of and a walking-stick in the other, and at her waist is

IX.—LOVIS QUATOEZE.
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' Two point waistcoats for the morn ;

"

suspeiidi'd a silk mask, foi- protection ag'ainst imper- l)c'd-cliambfr, eating. The aspect of one of these

tinent looks or the too ardent rays of the sun. matrons, liere reproduced (xi.), affords a striking

Pepys makes a few references to female costume contrast to the spider-waisted dames of media'val

in his time, which is not to be wholly judged of times and their romanticist revival. Her outer dress

hy Lely's portraits: that painter, like Sir Joshua, is black, the puffed and slashed sleeves showing an

throwing the witclier}' of his art over dresses which under-robe of eramoisie.

were in reality not at all elegant. This is especially The broad waist was far from being confined to

true of the waist, where the stomacher and buckram Protestant countries. It would seem, indeed, to have

corset destroyed all real beauty of form. From had its origin in Italy, for Gratet-Duplessis gives

Pepys and Evelyn we learn that the ladies of their examples of the dress of a Milanese lady with a broad

time wore waistcoats. The latter, in his jeu cVcsprll waist in the Sixteenth Century. And Evelyn tells

entitled " ^Itmdus Muliebris," speaks of us that when he was in Venice in 1645 the ladies

wore petticoats " coming from their very arm-pits, so

that they are near three-quarters and a half apron."

while Pe]n's, under date 1st June, 1063, writes thus: At the same period this was also themode in Spain,

" This day my wife put on her slashed waistcoate, where it appears to have generally prevailed until the

which is very pretty ;
" and again, 29th May, 1667: close of the Seventeenth Century. In the figure

"AiKiu comes down my wife dressed in her second last quoted the farthing.ale seems dying out, and is

mourning, with her black moyre waistcoat, and short only seen in a modified form. This detestably ugly

petticoat, laced with silver laee so basely that I i'ashion came from Spain. Lassels, a traveller on

could not endure to see her, and with laced lining, the Continent in the Seventeenth Century, thus de-

which is too soon, so that I was horrid angry, and scribes the Spanish make: "The great ladies go in

would not go to our intended meeting, which vexed guard infantas (child preservers) ; that is, horrible

me to the lilood, and my wife sent twice or thrice overgrown vertigals of whalebone, which being put

to me, to direct her any way to dress her but to jnit aljont the waist of the lady, and full as broad on

on her cloth gown, which she would not venture, both sides as she can reach with her hands, bear out

which made me mad ; and so in the evening to my her coats in such a manner that she appears to be

chamber, vexed, and to my accounts, which I ended as broad as long.'" That the farthingale was used as

to my great content, and did make amends for the an arm-rest is seen in the report of a trial for witch-

loss of our mirth this night by getting this done."

Our next step backwards lands us in times when
the Renaissance had thoroughly leavened all the

western countries of Europe. The dress of these days

has little pretension to grace, but is open to no objec-

tion on the score of health

or decency. The waist had

ample scope and was placed

at the right point. An
upper and an under dress

were worn. Sometimes the

upper dress was buttoned

across the waist by bands,

while a blue ribbon, fas-

tened at the lowest point,

hung loopwise in front,

with two chains in attach-

ment, one bearing a gold

watch, the other a mirror.

The jovial manners, which

wi're the residuum of Pro-

testantism after its force

was spent, are well indi-

cated in a print by Al)ra-

hani Bosse (16(1.5— 1('>7S),

where thirteen ladies are

seated round a table in a XI. —THE BROAD WAIST

craft in Lancashire. A young lady who thought

herself bewitched thus describes the sort of garment

she wished her familiar to ])rovide :
" I will have a

French farthingale. I will have it low before and

high behind, and broad on either side that I may
lay my arms on it."

The original farthin-

gale is said to have lieen

made of a girdle of tliiik

canvas, sustained and stiff-

ened by a circle of strong

wire, over which the skirts

were suspended. The name,

according to this tradition,

is taken from the girdles

ujjon which Sp)aniardshung

their swords, and which

they called venlugo, fnun

the Latin vcrnium. But

whatever its etymology,

the farthingale took com-

plete possession of the

fancy of the female \^'orld,

ill England and France,

in the early part of the

Seventeenth Century, and

was revived again, as we
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liave seen, in the last days of Qnceu Anne. ".My

g'reat grandmotlior/' says Sir llo^'or dc Cuvcrlcy,

"appears as it" slie stood in a drum ;
" ami this \v;is

('x;ictly the appearance of Anne
of Denmark and her ladies. One
of these fair creatures we portray

(xil.). The part of the farthin'-

gale round the waist was plaited

in folds resemblinij the spokes of

a wheel, whence it was called the

"wheel farthini-'ale." In other

cases the farthinLi;'ale fell with

a slight curve, as in a "Marie
de ^ledicis" which is fignired by

Laeroix ; here its u<>'Iy effect is

heightened by a great black hood

which rises over the shoulders like

twii folded wing's.

^liss Strickland, in her life

of Anne of Denmark, tells a

ludicrous story about the farthin-

gale :
" At one of the mastpies

performed by the gentlemen of

(Irav's Inn, in Whitehall Palace

XII. — EAELY JACOBEAN.

whole costume, dcohiniig that no lad\' or gcntlcniMii

clad in a farthingale slioulil conic to see anv of tiic

sights or masques at Whitehall for the i'uture, lier:ius<'

this impertinent garment tocdi up

all the room in tlu; court." Tm-

jierlinent ind<'cd, for the I'arlhin-

gale did not care one rap for the

king or his jiroclamation, but con-

tinued to enlarge its borders until

James was carried to the grave.

In Portugal its reign was long

undisturbed; I'm- when Catherine

of l!ragan/a arrived in England

in i(i(i:i, Evelyn remaikcd the

"monstrous fardingalcs " in

which the (jui'cn and lier ladies

were arrayed.

What madi' the farthingale

still more unsightly was the use

of long stomachers. Steplien

Gosson, in his terrible "Pleasant

Q.ui])pes for L pstart Gentle-

women" (l.j'JO), had no mercy

there was great on the w'onien who wore these hoops and stomachers,

anxiety manifested by the ladies to obtain places; Whether morality was or was not at so low an

but, unfortunately, four or five were wedged in tlie ebb in Elizabethan times as to need such unspar-

passage l)y the size of their farthingales; others ing exposure as this desperate philosoiiher bestowed

pressed on, and likewise stuck fast. Thus the way on it, is a question not to be debated here. Small

was utterly blocked up with ladies, pushing, squeez- wonder it is, however, that the Sultaness of Turkey

ing, and remonstrating with no little din of elo- should have asked the wife of the English ambas-

quencc, while the beautiful masque was played out sador if there was anything peculiar in the shape of

to the king and queen almost alone." Next day the Englishwomen, that they wore dresses of a fashion

king " issucil a formidable proclamation against the so extraordinary? Hiciiakd Heath.

ALBEET MOOEE.

INSUGGESTIVK, undo-

luestic, and unemotional

for the most part, the

pictures of i\lbert Moore

are in many resjiccts de-

licient in those sentimen-

tal and imaginative quali-

lies whieli the English

jiublic look for in works

of art, and without which

jiainting has compara-

tively little attraction

for them. It would even seem that the absence

of such popular qualities in Albert Moore's art had

lowered them in the estimation of artists them-
selves, at least such of them as already have re-

owved honour of the Academv. I kuorv of no

other hypothesis which can account for the fact

that he has not j'et been admitted into the ranks

even of the Associates. As for his technical quali-

fications, there cannot be much (picstion. Few will

deny that he is an admirable draughtsman of the

figure, a colourist of rare ipiality, a composer of har-

monious combinations, a painter of a skill which few

living artists can equal. "\\'ei-e teelinical qualifica-

tions alone or chiefly t'onsideretl there is no doubt of

his claim to stand in the first raid^c of living English

artists, and to enjo\- all honours which are enjoyed

by the l)est of them. It is, therefore, I conclude,

the subject or want of subject in his ]>ictures, his

matter rather than his manner, lliat has hitherto

excluded him from the jilandits of the public and

the favour of that Upper Cluunber of artists who
dis])ense the sparse honours of the profession.
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To many the want of apjn-eeiation of sucli \>w-

tures as that called " Yellow J\Iavj;-uerites " (of which

we g'ive a rendering in black and white) is no donljt

due to a search for a kind of pleasure which it was

not the artist's intention to g-ive. "A pretty girl,"

sonic will say; and others will lie jileased with

the colour, in a niodilied degree, and will pass

on, conscious that "Yellow Marguerites" has not

satisfied their desire as to what a picture should

more often made l>y jiersons who appreciate in a

great measure the charm of the artist's forms and

colours. "Pretty, certainly/' such will say; "beau-

tiful in its way—lovely even is scarcely tof) strong;

but it is merely decorative work after all."

To tlie first class of objection the best way of

replying is, in the first place to admit tin' plea, and

then to examine how far it should be allowed to

influence our ojiinion. Albert ^loore's pictures then

ALBERT MOOIIE.

(Ffom a Photograi'h by the Artist.)

be, but quite unconscious that they have not even

sipped the cup which the artist has held out for their

enjoyment. Others will say, " Nice, Imt not really

Greek; j-ou know. She is an English girl, evi-

dently. I question whether they had yellow mar-

guerites in Athens ; and as for that S])anish lace, it

is a rank anachronism." IMost of the remarks to be

beard at jiublic galleries in disparagement of Albert

Moore's pictures amount, in short, to this : that they

have no " subject " to sjieak of, and that they try to

be classical, and fail. IJut there is another objec-

tion, and this is ]>erhaps nKire imjMirtant, for it is

must be allowed to be destitute, or nearly destitute,

of " subject," in the sense in which the objectors use

it. They tell no tale worth mentioning, they have

no connection with any legend or history, they repre-

sent no incident from real life, they are iinconnected

with our experience and our reading, they do not

raise (except by the merest accident, perhaps, now

and then) any vision of the past, they awaken (unless

by still rarer chance) no dream of the future : they

are, to jjut it shortly, as far removed from the reali-

ties of our lives, and from our personal human sym-

pathies, as it is jiossiblc for representations of beauty
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(Imman or otliorwiso) to be, or, to generalise still

iiKire tersely, they :ire outside of iis alto^'ether. I

have made these admissions as Ijroadly and ])ointedly

as I can : made them, indeed, more fully than justiee

demands : in order that I may with more force jnit

the questiiin whether an art whieh denudes itself of

all these possibly pleasant and noble and profound

attractions may not, after all, be admirable and

delightful and wholesome. To say the least for it,

there is room for such an art without pushing greater

and better work aside. For one artist who can stir

our souls to some purpose with themes of high

sj)iritual emotion we have a hundred who spoil acres

of canvas in the attempt ; for one who can tell a

story well in pictorial fashion we have a thousand

who try and fail; for one who forcibly brings before

us some fragment of our daily experience, there are

innumeral)le painters who do it so weakly or vulgarly

that they give us more pain than pleasui'e. Surely

we should be thankful for any one who will oust the

commonplace sentiment and ugly fact and give us

S(jmething which is beautiful and never seen before.

But though this may be a good plea for the existence

of Albert Moore's art, it but imperfectly explains

its origin, and unless this is a])prehended in some

degree it will be imjiossible to understand it. It is,

therefore, desirable to state here, in the first place,

that those qualities of strong sentiment and stirring

action, those a])pe;ds to our ho])es and our memories^

those ca}iti\'ating echoes of our daily experiences, are

absent from Albert Moore's art not accidentally but

of choice and prineijile.

Firstly, as to choice, is it good for us as well as

for an artist that he should choose? do within certain

limits what he likes, not what others like? or to use

a favourite phrase, express himself ? Unless he does

so his work will be neither fresh nor whole-hearted,

l)ut at most a clever struggle against the grain.

Albert ]\Ioore's choice was simjile. It can be ex-

pressed in one word—Beauty : not abstract, but

yet in a sense ideal. Beauty. The things which

in this world seemed most delightful to him

—

beautiful women, charming draperies, flowers and

fruit and lace and china, cotton-prints and glass

—

all things which were grateful to his sight—these

he elected to paint. And, moreover, he elected to

paint them in a particular way, not in their chance

combination, not with any strife to fix that poetry

of accident of whieh Whistler is such a master, but

with care and design aforethought, arranging them
so that the outcome of his labour should be an

organised whole in which the beauty of each thing

should interweave with the beauty of every other

thing, and the result should be a harmony of many
beauties—a feast for the eyes as nearly faultless as

human work can be. This may be said to be Albert

Moore's choice, as defined by his natural taste, which
is averse from dejiicting anything that is ugly or

j)aiiifnl or commonplace.

Then as to his principle, which has also had a

jiowerful influence on his choice of subject. Albert

Moore (like Whistler) is one of the most consistent

and purest examj)les of an artist " for art's sake."

This much-abused phrase has at least one clear and

rational meaning, notwithstanding its mysterious

tautology. It may be taken as an attempt to supply

a defect in the language. It has given birth to

other phrases still more disputable and tautological.

Only the other day an American picture dealer was

ridiculed for advertising " artistic pictures ; " but

there is reason for even this phrase, for we have

no word to distinguish a jiictorial artist who has a

special faculty for art from one who has not. I^or

a man with such specially artistic gifts as Raphael

or Michelangelo, and for a yomig lady who copies

badly bad designs ujion a china plate, we have but

one designation—artist or painter. And for their pro-

ductions, whether the touches be those of Velasquez

or a sign-painter, we have but one word—a picture.

But this does not justify the phrase of "art for

art's sake," which in that sense which I have spoken

of as a rational one means art regarded as a special

means of ex])ression, convej'ing sensations which can

be jirecisely and directly conveyed in no other Avay.

Like music, painting is an art which appeals imme-

diately to one sense only. As the ear to music, so the

eye to art is the only aditnm or means of communi-

cation to the intellect, the emotions, and the other

senses. In ])roportion to the force with which this

fundamental idea actuates a painter, his jneturcs will

be independent of wliat is usually called " subject,"

or, in other words, his subjects will become more and

more disconnected with sensations which are not the

immediate result of sight. The artist for art's sake,

as thus explained, views his pictorial faculty as a

special sense, like the scent of a dog, and regards it

as his function to develop it and to employ it for

the purpose of producing sensations which can in

no other way be jiroduced. But for what purpose ?

The purpose is also determined by a similar train

of reasoning. What can art do more directly than

other means of expression ? Its capacities are many,

it can teach and terrify, it can illustrate, and do

many things beside. But it has no chance of doing

anything at all unless it attracts. To be attractive

is therefore its first function, and of all sources of

attraction that most special to art is beauty, and the

sensation of beauty is pleasure. The aim, therefore,

of " an artist for art's sake," in the sense I use the

phrase, is to convey a pleasure, and that pleasure is

first and foremost the pleasure of seeing. Such an

artist is Albert Moore.
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Tlio second class of complaint, whicli supposes

that Albert Moore intends to Ljive us pictures ol'

Greek life, and fails, implies a total misconception

of the aims of his art. lie is no Alma Tadema seek-

ins: to reproduce for us the life of extinct civilisa-

tions. In such reconstructions arclueolog'y is im-

portant, an anachronism is a defect, but not in the

art of Ailx'rt IMoore, who seeks only after beauty,

and employs the robes and draperies of Athens only

because they are to his eyes far more beautiful than

any costume which has been invented since. Re-

membering such criticism as applied to his work,

he has been known to utter the astonishing' dictum

that " anachronism is the soul of art." To bo bound

by no convention, to be biassed by no fashion, to

keep his mind perpetually free to genuine sensations

of beauty from any source—such is this artist's aim,

and so we must not be surprised to find if he will

paint us English women reclining on French sofas,

robed in Spanish laee, iu an apartment where the

latest hothouse bloom stands in a Venetian class

upon a Moorish stool. If we find that ho has

arranged all these things in a manner which does

not please us, then we may chai'ge him with failure,

but not otherwise. To complain of him for not being

ancient Greek when he only wishes to be English of

the Nineteenth Century would be as wise as to com-

plain of a pear-tree for not producing peaches.

But he is Greek nevertheless in the spirit of his

art. He seeks after beauty in the first jilaee, and

the beauty which he sees around him. He is Greek

also in his choice of expressing himself greatly if

not mainly by form, by accurate and delicate model-

ling—a sculptor almost as much as a painter. Still

more Greek is he in the full expression of his work,

which leaves little or nothing to the imagination,

hut contains his idea only, self-sufficient and pre-

cisely wrought. This independence of his art is in

itself perhaps an anachronism, but it is a very wel-

come one in a life crowded as ours is with overwhelm-

ing allusions and unbearable suggestiveness.

Such a comparative Paradise as that which Albert

Moore presents to our sight is perhajis all the more

a boon because it is easily within reach of compari-

son. There is nothing mysterious or transcendental

about it. Though outside our experience, our ex-

perience enables us to appreciate it and imderstand

it thoroughly. We have seen women as handsome,

we have seen draperies as beautiful, and flowers and

furniture as dainty and elegant. The charm of it

is only the magic of art, and the source of this

magic is not beyond comprehension. The world he

paints is our woidd after all, only selecte<l and ar-

ranged with taste. To reach it we have not to

become spirits, nor even to climb a bean-stalk or go

through the looking-glass; we have only to dispose

a few Innnnn beings and articles of furniture and

the tiling- is done.

True to his "purist" ideal of art, it is with

beautiful cond)inations of form and colour with which
he is i)reoc(upicd. To get these right is of ]irimc

necessity to him, and whatever of emotion is intro-

duced must not be strong enough to disturb these

harmonics or obliterate their effect, and so destroy

the joy which is peculiar to the art which he pro-

fesses, for the sake of a jilcasure which can be given

as well or better by other arts. It did not take

him long to find the path in which lu' was specially

qualilied to excel. I cannot speak from knowledge
of his first large picture, which was exhibited at

the Royal Academy in 1863, but from its title—the

"Sacrifice of Elijah"—and from that of his con-

tribution in 1SG.5—the " Shulamite "—which con-

tained nine figures, it would appear that he began

with subjects common to all artists, though no doubt

his treatment was distinctive. In this year, however,

he commenced with his "Pomegranates" (a charm-

ing composition of children) and "Apricots" and
" Lilies," that practice of simple nomenclature which

he has continued ever since, taking his titles from

the form and colour-motive of the picture. Of all

these and subsequent works the subjects have been

of the same class, a figure or figures beautifully

draped, and engaged either in sleep or reverie or

some slight action which, while sufficient for ani-

mation, is not destructive of repose. This restful

quality i., seen peculiarly in our " Quartett." In
" Shells " (1873) a graceful girl stands barefooted on

the sea-shore, her light drapery blown round her by

the wind ; she, fresh and fair, is relieved against a

background of pearly sand and light green sea. Here
the sympathy is of something more than of form

and colour, though these would suffice to make the

work charming. "Follow My Leader" (1871) was
an exception to the artist's usual abstinence from
action, but the sweet girls and pretty boy only hui-ry

themselves sufficiently to show off their elegant and
healthy limbs to greater advantage, and the eager-

ness of their faces charges them with nothing more
violent than the spirit of gentle frolic. A later

essa}', the delightful " Yellow ^Ntarguerites," is here

to speak for itself. In these and many more de-

lightful pictures than I can even name here Albert

]Mo(ire has shown us diverse ]diases of pure human
enjoyment, simple, indeed, but fresh and worthy.

In choosing such delicate sensations he has been

guided by that unerring art-instinct which we call

taste ; but it is taste which is not confined to charms

of form and colour, but demands that the sentiment

be in complete keeping with both.

I regret to have no space left to consider at any
length the third objection—viz., that Albert Moore's
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YELLOW MAKOUKHITES.

(raiidrd by Albnt Mvorc. By Permission of W. Connal, En-. ^"")

it is aecorMtiv. because it is LonutiCul apart fn-m its worked „ut m Invely forms. The proUems are plain

sul,ieet, but in this it only fullils the f.rst condition enonffh, as each picture generally contains some little

of pictorial art. I reo-ret more that I am able to say strip of mattino- „r carpet which is at once the pro-

se little about his colour, which is perfect in its way. position and the U.E.D. Cosmo Monkhouse.
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SOME VENETIAN KNOCKERS.

0^

I.—PALAZZO MAFFKTI.

iXI'] (>r tlic iiiiisl 1-ciiiark-

al)K' IV'atuix's ill tlif his-

(di-y lit' \ t-'iiioeis IIr' cnntiiiuity

111' its lit'o as illustrated by its

liuililiiiL;'s, its sculiitiirL', its

(iniaiiu'iital wdik, wlictlici- in

lirnn/.e or stmiUj lliat adi)rus its

(.•liurclii's and palaces. Most

threat cities of Europe have

iiiidcrn'oiie such cliaiiyes that,

t(i all intents and purjinses,

they arc nioilcrn cities, as far

as their cxtcricir is c<inccrncd.

It is not so with A'enice yet,

in spite of the general ten-

dency to modernise and restore.

Thanks to her isolated position

and to the very gradual [irocess

of her decay, Venice still pos-

sesses buildings and decorations which belong to

almost every period of her liistory, from the Tenth

Century down to the present date. jVnd among
other ornaments of the Venetian palaces, the bronze

knockers on the doors are a proof of this conservative

(piality in two ways ; for knockers of very

various dates are still in use, and further, the

type of the knocker form hardly changes at all.

There was, and still is, a large school of

bronze-founders in Venice. The earliest monu-
ment of this school is the large outer gate

in the centre of the faijade of St. INIark's,

which bears the following inscription :
" MCtc .

MAGISTKl! . BERTUCCIUS . AURIFEX . VEXETUS . HE .

FECIT;" and among the finest work which this

school of bnjnze-founders produced, we must

reckon the knockers on the jialace doors.

Of the great knockers cndy a few remain in

their original j)laces. Most of them have fniiiid

their way to the antiquity shops, and have

passed out of Venice. But about the middle

of the last century, in 17.jS, while the lie-

public was still alive—in outward form, at least

— it occurred to a Venetian nobleman, Pietro

Gnulenigo, to collect the most remarkable

knockers then in Venice in a series (if water-

colour sketches, executed for him by a (ierinan

artist. The original volume of sketches is pre-

served in the iluseo C'ivi<o, and has been re-

produced by Sig. Brusa. It bears the following

title-page: " Battaori Ratticoli e Battioli in

Venezia. Jo. Grevembroch del. 175S."

It will lie rciiirinbiTcd lliiil (lie aliciclils used ti)

knock on coming diit i.l' their houses, as a warning
to those in tlie street in avuid the door, which o])cned

outwards, and also mi entering their houses, as signal

to those within. The Spartans formed an exceptinn

to this habit ; they sliduted, they did ncit knock.

I have iKit been able tn reach any museum wIutc
it was possible to examine sjieeiinens of ancient

knockers, and I am thercfiu-e unalile to sav what was
the (iriginal I'lirin of kiiiicker eni|il(iycMl by tlie (ireeks

and Kiiinans. In ^'cllic•l•, iK.wever, there are two
[larent furins, fnuii duc or the other of which all the

knockers, the simplest as well as the most elaborate,

are derived. These two i)areiit forms are the hammer
and the ring. The hammer form consists of a hinge

and a llapiier attached tn I he duor, and Falling nu

a nail-head. A few of these knockers arc still

to be found, chicHy on the houses of the ]ioorer

classes, and in the less-frcqnented quarters of \cniec;

and they are still common at ^lalamocco. When
the Venetians, a seafaring people and drawing their

life from the sea, began to develop and ornament
the fla])per, they converted it into a rudi' imago
of a dolphin. The tlolphin was sometimes worked

U.—PAHZZO LONOO.
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out willi scales and fins and head ; sometimes his rosettes have been developed into rams' heads. The
body was loi't almost nntouehed ; but in every case knocker of the Palazzo Ottobon at San Severo (in.)

the tailj which was attached to the hinge, was well has suffered a further rupture; its outer sides have

been broken into two

curves instead of one,

and the open central

space is filled with

the Ottobon coat of

arms, per bend, azure

and vert, a bend

argent, on a chief or,

a double-headed eagle

crowned sable, the

whole surmounted liy

a papal tiara and

keys in memory of

Peter Ottobon, Pope

Alexander VIII.
Ottobon was Pope

from the year 1689

to 169], so that the

date of this knocker

is determined as not

earlier than the close

of the Seventeenth

Centiiry. The story

of the Ottobon family

is curious and almost

vmique in the history

(if the Venetian patriciate. They were admitted as

nobles of the Great Council in the year 16-lfi, as

a reward for the large sums of money they had

advanced to the Treasury. The elevation of Peter

defined and curled

up. In Venice itself

this form of the

hammer-knocker, the

batlaor, as it is called,

was hardly ever

worked out into any

elaborate dceora,tion.

I give the only in-

stance of a decorated

battaor which occurs

in Gradenigo's book

(i.) ; it belonged to

the Palazzo Maffeti

at San Polo. The

only other specimen

of which I am aware

is (v.) a compara-

tively modern knocker

belonging to a house

at the Ponte de'

Barcaioli. In neither

case is there any in-

dication of the dol-

phin left.

The second primi-

tive form—the riug-kn(.icker, or I'fiuipinwlla, as the

Venetians called it—consisted originally of a ring,

fastened in an eye, and falling upon a nail-head.

This is the common form which the knocker as-

Iir.— THE OTTOBON KNOCKEE

sumed in Venice ; and from this second parent Ottobon to the Papal throne drew many of the family
form came all the elaborate developments of the to Rome; and in the year 1710 one of the Ottoboni,

in spite of admonitions from Venice, accepted theknocker which I propose to trace. The ring soon

lost the simplicity of its circle, which was broken

first of all into a horseshoe. A very line specimen

of this earliest modification of the ring may be seen

on the C;\ Foscolo at San Stefano ; and, as a second,

I select the knocker on the Palazzo Priuli at Santa
Maria Nuova, which bears the date 1.5S:J. This

office of Protector of the crown of France at the

Papal court, whereupon the name was erased from

the Libro d'Oro, and the family degraded again.

Hitherto the main idea of the horseshoe has

been maintained in the knockers that have been

cited ; the horseshoe was foliated in one case and
Priuli knocker is, decoratively, an advance on that broken into two curves in another, it is true; but,

of (he Cil Foscolo. That is pei-fectly plain except on the whole, the original conception has been ])re-

tur the piercings of the nail-holes in the horseshoe; served. In the following specimens, however, even
Ijut tlie Priuli knocker is broken by rude foliation, the outline disappears in heavy ornamentation, and
and the nail-head upon which the knocker fell is little of the parent design survives, except a sugges-

supposed to have raised a boss on the outside of the tion of its general form. Take, for example (iv.),

knocker at its base ; and, further, the ends of the the knocker of the Palazzo Grimani at San Luca,
horseshoe have been produced and curved, and end where the outer circle is wrought up into dolphins

in rosettes. In the knocker on the cloister of Santa holdins: a mask between them. The mask has taken
Maria Nuova we see that the idea of a horseshoe

has disappeared, though its general form has been
retained: the folia! ion has spread all round the ring,

covering the nail-holes; the Ixiss has-been isolated,

and has ar,|uired a- chara.<-tcr of its own, and the

the place of the boss, which used to mark where the

knocker fell. It was in this Palazzo Grimani that

one of the most celebrated ceremonies of the Republic

took place—the coronation of Morosina Morosiui, wife

of tlic Doge, Marino Grimani. So lavish was the
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expenditure on this occasion, and so maj>iiili(( iit tlic

procession wliicli accompanied tlic dnclicss Iniin lirr

palace, down tlir ^fcrccria, round tlie Piazza, and \ip

to the liig-li altar of St. Mark's, tlml llic (luxciiiiiicnt

expressed their accustomed jealousy ol' such jiii'-

eminence by forbidding the ])ublic coronation ol' tlie

Dogaressa for the future. That was in the year

1597, and the palace to which this knocker belongs

is hardly older than that date ; it is the work of

Sammichele, and was begun in 1595. If we ascribe

the knocker to the same date as the palace—and that

is a doubtful step—then this Griniani knocker is

llic pahicc ol' the lj)n!4'lii auioui;' llic I1--I of those

that were scilil and stamped with a St. Mark in

stniic, as a punishnu'nt for the part tlicir owners had

in that rebellion. The Longhi at tlial lime were a

J')iiiiii/h(i i-iUadhii'xni ; seventy years later ihcy were

admit tcil aiunug the nobility as a rccomj)ense for

service to the State dui-iug the war against the

Genoese, which closed at Chioggia.

The last specimen of a Venetian kn(jcker that 1

shall quote is at once the most beautiful and the most
claliorate, and occurs more frequently than any other.

In Cradenigo's book if is assiMed to no less than

considerably earlier than the Ottobon knocker jn-c- eleven ])alaces, and it may still be seen in nil ii upon

viously cited. But whether earlier in date or not, four of them : the Palazzo Pi.sani and the Palazzo

the Grimani knocker is certainly further down the Loredan at San Stefano, the Banca di Na])oH at San
Benedetto, and the Palazzo Clary on the /attere. The
author of this Ijeautil'ul dcsiy-n is unknown ; but it is

quite certain from the number of times that it was
reproduced that it acquired a great vogue in "N'em'ce.

Here, as in the Longo knoeker, a mythological sidj-

ject IS introduced : Neptune, brandishing his trident.

road of modification which the original ring pursued,

and rightly follows the Ottobon knocker in any

history of the knocker's development.

The families who had joined the faction of Tie]iolo

suffered a degradation of their arms. The coat of

the Qucriiii, for instance, was changed fi-oni quar-

terly, or and gules, to per fesse, azure and gules,- stands uj)on two sea-hor.scs, whose tails are thrown
in the chief three stars or. Those cadets of the up behind him in rich foliation, while thev paw the

house who had not joined the conspiracy were allowed sea-water that is held in a conch at the base of the

to blazon the fact that they had remained " buoni e knocker. There are several variations of this design.

I'edeli" by bearing a 15, argent, ou the nombiil jioiut. Sometimes the horses' tails entwine and sup])ort a

coat of arms ; somc-Anothcr and a

very beautiful in-

stance of the same

modification of the

horseshoe into animal

and figure designs is

the knocker (ii.) of

the Palazzo Longo at

the Servi. A Her-

cules fills the central

space, and two lions

form the outer circle.

The liims refer to the

Longo coat of arms,

argent, a lion ram-

pant sable. The

original coat of the

family was argent, a

lion rani]>ant gules

;

over all a fesse azure.

When and why this

change of coat was

made is not quite

clear, but it ))robal)ly

happened in the year

1310, after the sup-

pression of the great

conspiracy of Tiepolo,

in which the Longhi

took a part. We find IV. P A I. A 7 7.11 OBlilAKI.

times the tails are

finished off in simple

and massive llukes.

The most famous of

the 2'alaees to which

this famous knocker

used to be attached

was the Palazzo Cor-

naro at San Polo.

This house was made
illustrious bv the

number of distin-

guished owners
through whose hands

it passed before it

became the jiroperty

of the Cornaro family.

It was presented by

the (Tovernment first,

in the year l.'51S, to

Giacomo Carrara, the

friend and then the

bitter foe of Venice.

Forty years later this

same palace formed

l)art of the gift which

rewarded Dal A'erme

for helping Venice to

destroy the house of
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Carrara. (Jattamelala of Narni, general ot the Comaro family, Criovanni, died in 1798. It was he

Repuhlie, and Franeeseo Sforza were subsequent who carried out the ///-i/nr idea of opening two doors

owners, and the latter exchanged it for a house on on the Campo San Polo, in order that the dead and

V.—MODKKN : PONTE DE BAECAIOLI.

the Grand Canal with :\huvo Cornaro, father of the living might never pass through the same portal.

Caterina, Queen of Cyprus. It was from the palace This knocker of the Palazzo Cornaro is, I may note,

at San Polo that Caterina went in ])roeession to her tlie finest effort of the Venetian bronze-founders in

fatal spousals in St. Mark's. The last male of the this direction. H. F. Brown.

THE ARTIST IN CORSICA.— II.

UR day in the forest of Melaja jiroved most had forgotten or ignored the fact that by visiting

njoyable, although we were hindered: in the \\\s co/ipc we should be led beyond the proper point

first ])lnce by following too faithfully the informa- in the main valley for striking off towards the crest

ti. . 11 (.r o\u- host, and secondly by driving mists: from of the Monte Padro range. Thus it was that, in

finding a way over the mountains to Calenzana. spite of frequent study of the excellent Ordnance

Signor Giudicelli, in his anxiety that ^\•e should map, we only reached our pass to find the seaward

liehiild his achievements in the hitherto virgin forest, side one seething mass of vapour.
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The imiennost part of tlio valley, however, where To aeeoinplish this we should have to camp a nig-ht

the o-i;iut pines were falling under the sturdy ])lows in the virgin forest of Aseo, which must be reached

of fifty or sixty swarthy Lucchesi (the Corsicaii by a pass (named on the map Init apparently unknown

abhors all manual labour, and

imports his hewers of wood

and drawers of water from

Lucca and Pisa), was worth

seeing-. These vast pine

forests are the chief ornament

and wealth of Corsica ; they

cover hundreds of square miles,

and include tracts never yet

touched by the axe. For the

most part they are State pro-

pi>rty ; and even wdiere they

are owne<l by the Communes
they are mider Government

control. No timber can be

felled but by permission of

the forest inspectors, who
make their rounds from time

to time to mark out the tracts

to be thinned and check the

number of trees actually felled.

The divisions of the Govern-

ment forests are called iilfrcf.i-

t'oiiK, and each is taken in

turn in such a, way that the timber luis a full

hundred years to recuperate. The contractor often

has to go to enormous expense in making roads,

and even bridges, before he can get his logs on to

thi> existing highways. All the stems are roughly

s<piared on the spot and drawn by teams of mules

to the seaports, whence they are shipped to Genoa
and La Spezia or to Toulon. Most of that used

for the French navy goes tirst throuji'li the hands

at Ohni) from the valley of

Tartagine, a branch of tliat

on which Ohni is situated.

Our Ijags and an iron pan bor-

rowed at Ohni were strapped

upon a donkey, whose owner,

ill-advised wight that he was,

had undertaken to help us

to the top of the Col. We
descended to the strcitm at the

bottom of the valley l)ehind

a convoy of mules taking

corn to a congregation of

little mills at the junction of

two torrents. Our four-footed

servant would fain have de-

livered his load at the first of

these, and when convinced of

his mistake was indignant,

and then sulky for the rest

of the day. Our first halt was

made at the maisoii foreat iere

of Tartagine, where we were

regaled by a young forester and

his wife, and beheld amongst other trophies the skulls

and horns of two fine mouflons. These animals are

growing rarer every year and will ere long be extinct.

The forester positively refused to take payment, and

was with difficulty persuaded to accept of an English

pocket-knife as a memento. These men had received

instructions to lodge and aff(n'd us any assistance we
might require, but entertainment gratis was beyond

their commission and must be put down to Corsican

A BANDIT,

of Italian merchants. The most valuable timber hospitality. The forest which we now entered is ful

is that of the Fiinifi finrlciiis, which forms by far of remarkably ])icturesque bits, and is traversed by a

the greater part of the forests, and is unsurpassed beautiful torrent, whose blue-green pools are paved

for grandeur. It grows as high as 5,600 feet

;

with pebbles of every hue from granite and porphy-

and at such altitudes it becomes a majestic tree ritic crags at the head of the valley. The donkey
with spreading limbs and dense foliage, the stem had to be left behind at its upper edge, and we shoul-

often reaching the girth of the finest English oaks, dered our knapsacks and toiled up heathery slopes,

Lower down, sheltered between its thousand fellows, followed by our groaning porter, to the snow-capped
it slioots up straight as a candle and without a
vestige of branches to a height of 100 to 120 feet,

and then spreads into an umbrella-like crown resem-

bling that of the Italian stone pine dear to Turner.

Those we saw in the forest of Melaja were of an

intermediate character—not many of them fit foi-

masts, but many yielding a ])erfectly clean baulk
[0 I'cct lung and .'5 feet (I inches cube.

Ni-xt morning we set off on our pedestrian trip

into the heart of the mountains, one of our aims
being to ascend Mcuifc ('into by its nortli-western

face, and dcsceud on the opposite side into the Niolo.

crest of the ridge, wdience we obtained the first view

of that on the other side of the deep gorge of Asco,

of wdiieh the Cinto is the culminating peak. And
formidable it looked with bastions of purple granite

rising sheer from fields of solid snow.

Not finding any downward track in the direc-

tion we wanted, the descent proved longer and more

laborious than we expected ; but the forest was mag-

nificent. 8ueh I>eds of bright blue rosemary and

scented cyclamen ; such coppices of white-fiowering

heath overtii|i])ing om- heads; such giant pines and

ilex trees, and the rich tapestry of ferns and creeping
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plants lliat aclorncil flio idcky imciks rmiiul spriiii^'s

and streams—all those, to say notluDg' oi' the notes of

strange birds and the beanties of the nimintain archi-

tecture around, are eno>ii;'li to tcm]}t the naturalist or

artist to liiig'er days ami weeks. AVe t'ound no means

of erossinj^ the swollen Asco torrent, thoni;-h we i'dl-

lowed it up and down for a considerable distance.

I nder a clump of pines and .slieltered by some dry

rocks we s ion brought together sullicient sweet fern

and heath (o make a comfortable bed, which we sur-

rounded with a low wall of stone, and over which

stretched a macintosh mantle. jMcanwhile a savoury

soup was simmering over a blazing camp fire, ^\'hen

we sle]it, the moon was high, and there was no

s(ninil but the gurgling of the snow-fed river. A\'e

breakfasted before sunrise; and half an hour later

we sst our faces uj) the valley and renewed our quest

for a ford or leap across the torrent. Here and there

the river was divided by rocks, or ran in deep chan-

nels ; but not for a long way could we discover a

way over to gain the other bank. At last a tree-

trunk, flung by storm or by human agency from

our side across a rocky chasm so as nearly to reach

the o]iposite side, afforded us an o]iportunity. After

tliis the voad was easy, till the foot of the final rocks

was reached by a long tramp through soft snow. A

15onifacio and Sardinia was the distance hazy. The
coast of the mainland was faintly visible here and

there from Nice tn the Tuscan hills; and in the

silvery haze under the sun we could just distinguish

^[oute Argentaro flanked by the low tiutline of the

]\Iaremma. jVt our feet the young Golo, traversing

the barren basin of the Niolo, loses itself in a savage

dclile, before emerging into a more open valley,

where it meets the Casaluna, the Asco, and the

Tartagine, soon again to enter the sombre gorge in

which, at Ponte iVuovo, the fatal battle of the ];Jth

of ^lay, 17()'.l, was fought and lost, thus ending the

j)roud dream of liberty that Corsica had indulged in

under the model government of Pasquale Paoli. In

the opposite direction we can hence see the Gulf

of Porto, whence Pasquale, w'ith his brother Cle-

mente and :50() noble compatriots, sorrowfully left

the island to take refuge in England. The first half

of the descent is thus accoin])lished with ease in :i

very few minutes ; the remainder is monotonous and

wearisome, though it abounds in remarkable rochcn

mouto)iru'i's and curiously perforated granite boulders.

The granite and porphyry of this district are very

varied in texture and composition—some, like the

orbicular granite of the Bastcliea, very beautiful. To-

wards evening we filed into the dirty, scattered village

IX.—CONTADINI.

Vigorous assault soon conquered the ice-bound crags of Calacuccia, and found our way to the inn, where,

and placed us on the highest point in Corsica, to our surprise, we were not the only strangers, and
Eagerly we scanned the iwri/.on and the eastern consequently had to be content with narrow quarters,

valleys at our feet, and were rewarded by a glorious The other guests were engineers employed in surveying

panorama extending over the whole island and the for a new road to the Xiolo for wheels from the north,

adjacent sea on all sides. Only in the direction of as over the pass at its head from Vico and Ajaccio.
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-A W-tLL, NEAK BASTIA.

Next iiiorniiiii- a clianye in tliu liitlierto line

weatliei- ]nit a veto upnn uur most elierished plans for

tlie further exploration of the Haute Balague. We
could only get as far as the inni.soii forcsticre of

A aldoniello and await an improvement. Our longest

excursion was over the Col di Vergio, at the head of

the valley into the forest of Aitone, which consists

largely of line beeches and plnnes, and <in to Evisa, a

small town romantically situated on the brink of a

rocky delile, almost a ehasm^ leading out to the

Ciulf of Porto. At the very point where the rough

jiatli descends into this xpclaiwa stands an ancient

chapel half buried in the shifting soil, windowless

after the manner of rural Greek churches, and

scarcely high enough to stand upright in. Around
it and actually traversed by the mule track is a

desolate graveyard—almost the only one I saw in

Corsica. The well-to-do Corsican erects a domed or

pinnacled mausoleum for the remains of his rela-

tives in his own vineyard or at the roadside; and
the l)odies of the poor ap]ic;ir also, as a rule, to be

buried in jirivate ground without any kind of nionu-

menl to mark the graves.

During our stay in A^aldoiiicllo, and later, when
I returned thither alone, tlie work of felling ;ind

transporting the tind)er from t\v(.i uffcvlatiuits was
going on, and we saw

many a giant of the

forest fall to the whooi)s j,

of the Lucchesi (v.). 7\-

Their ))eculiar nnisical
"~^*"^

chorus of cries, keej)ing'

time to their exertions

when pro|ic|ling a stem

inch liy inch towards the

wains, resounds through

the valley, and the crack

of the muleteer's whip,

as he encouriiges his nine or ten pairs of

beasts, reveals the position of the route

foresHi'rc. On the more tortuous parts of

these roads one of these couvoys is rather

a formidable affair to meet. The huge

baulk, ])rojecting forward over two pairs

of mules, touches the ground behind at

an equal distance from the single pair of

wheels, and sweeps away the stone copings

of bridges and para]iets as it swings round

the curves. We heard of a thrilling inci-

dent from one who, riding behind a timber-

wain along one of the corniche roads, saw
a poor woman, seated upon the tail of the

beam, carried out over the preciiiice at a

turn of the road, and all but thrown off

into the abyss.

13eing forced by the continued rain to

give up all thoughts of climbing Paglia Orba (vii.), or

visiting the forests of Filosorma and Lindinosa, we
turned our faces towards Corte (xii.), and reached it

by an easy and very i)icturesque pass leading into one

of the gorges of the Tavignano, wdiich emerges from

the mountains hard by. So much was I struck with

this gorge and the forms of the surrounding momi-
tains, that I returned to a ])oint overhioking it after

my friend left for England, and spent a fortnight

of bandit life on the mountain, sleeping part of the

time in my tent, and during a few days of stormy

weather in a cave lower down, wdiich proved to be

the refuge of a real bandit. I must ju'emise that

in Corsica the bandit is not a brigand.

The Corsican bandit is an outlaw, but he is often

more sinned against than sinning. The terrible

]iractice of Vendetta is not by any nutans extinct;

indeed, it is said to be gaining ground, and the cases

in wdiich petty wrongs have been avenged liy blood-

shed, or old faniilv feuds revived, are numerous.

ii='W>

XI.—THE CITADEL, COKTE.
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The eulpritj to esoa)i(! tlic |ifn;iUy o£ his crime, I'c-

tires to the mountains ami (lie maquiif, wliitlier his

friends contrive to send him the bare necessaries

of life. My friend (viii.), whom I first met lishino;

up the Tavignano, was in seclusion by reason with

several others of a sanguinary fray (scmie two years

before) with a hand of gipsies. He had eluded the

carabiniers; and, being known for a lirsl-rate shot,

I fancy they are as glad to keep out of his way as he

out of theirs. lie lives on friendly terms with the

herdsmen, and earns a trille by doing jobs now and

then for the woodcutters. I was assured by a judge

at Corte that no bandit would

dream of robbery or even extor-

tion. The famous l)rothers Bella-

coseia, wlio hold their own in spite

of the law, arc rather an cx<-ep-

tion, having been known to hold a

youth as ransom in their strong-

holds. The climate, even in the

mountainous parts of Corsica, is

sueli that an out-of-door life in

summer involves very little hard-

shii>. The shepherds, who seek

the highest })astures from June to

September, hardly think it worth

while to build permanent dwellings,

hence the Htazzi are often nothing

more than a hollow under a rock

roughly wallwl in and affording no

real protection in inclement weather.

Ten or twelve men and boys may
be found huddled together in these

miseraljle hovels for three months.

Their ajipearanee is in kee|)ing

with tile rough life. If the day is

wanu y.iu may see the whole party

clad only in shaggy short breeches

of dark brown pellone, giving them

precisely the appearance of so many
satyrs. At nightfall flocks of sheep

and goats, five or six hundred

strong, are collected intn I'olds en-

closed with stone walls, and the

work of milking is not completed

before dark. Close t6 the hut or

shelter is the cellar for the milk,

cheese, and broccio, which is like

the broKSse of Daupliine, Ijut of

superior ([uality; it is sent to the

nearest market almost every day,

and fetches the price of good butter.

It was our delight to intercept

the women coming early from the

ipountains, and breakfast a I. fresco

on milk and broccio bou<i-ht before

(le;ilei-s.

or passm<

One old lien

• his cave wet

juicy curds.

they had been liaiidled b\- tli" •'•l'"--^ '> I'l I""-''

who got til kiiciw my hours

comed me regularly with a bowl of sti

Corte itself (xil.) is mon- iiMuarkable for its situa-

tion at the fool of rugged ninuntains, where the fer-

tile plain suddenly I'uds and sterile wilderness begins,

than for its own |ihysiognoniy, although th;it is

eliariieleristie enough. The main street, with high

irregular houses and an avenue of elms and ]io])lars,

runs through the lower town. The older ]iarl clusters

:dioul the h^l'ty eitiidel (\l.) and contains the only

ehureh, a building whieh might dn duty either for a

XII.—COETE.
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stable or a, foniitry l.all-room. ('lose to the cliuvch

is the house of Giampietro Gaffori, one of the

favourite heroes of Corsioan history. Its walls still

show the marks of scores of bullets tired at the

windows, behind wliich (iafl'ori's wife and relatives

had barricaded themselves. Below the town a double

brido-e spans the Tavi^-nano and the rooky bed of

the Restonica just above their conliuence. The

united stream Hows throuoh trroves of ehestnuts

past the site of the original town, whence the early

inhabitants were driven by Saracen inroads to the

present commandiug situation, and where, accord-

ing to tradition, there afterwards existed an exten-

sive Moori-sh palace. Between the valleys of the

Tavignano and the Golo the hills rise agaiu in

many green fields with numerous villages straggling

up their V>ro\\s, or embosomed in chestnut and olive

in the hollows. One of these, Morosaglia, is the

birthi)lace of Paoli, and still contains his family

mansion. "We were shown the bare panelled room

in which he lived. His heroic simplicity was un-

alterable. He was ever the plain Corsiean yeoman
;

and till the end of his life—at all events when

not in exile—he lived and fared neither better nor

worse than the majority of his fellow-patriots.

Across the iiills in the valley of Orczza is the spa

of Stazzona, with a ruined uKjnastery, Piedicroce,

wdiere an assembly of the leaders met in the autumn

of 173S, on hearing that France had consented to

come to the assistance of Genoa. The band of

jiatriots, Hiacinto Paoli at their head, passed this

resolution :
" We will not lose courage ; armed with

the manly resolution to face death, we prefer to die

with honour, sword in hand, rather than live in

slavery to witness the misery of our country, and

leave a heritage of slavery to our children ; we say

with the Maeeabaeans, 'Melius est mori in bello,

quam videre mala gcntis nostrse.' " At Stazzona

the inn stands on a terrace overlooking a dee]i

wooded glen, on whose opposite sides the jiictnresque

villages of Carpineto and Carcheto, each with an

Italian campanile and several fortress-like tower-

houses, stand boldly up against the sky. The land-

lady, of patrician descent, is a typical Corsiean ligure

in her black costume and silk meccaro drawn close

over a finely-formed brow. Her two handsome

daughters seemed glad of the opportunity for con-

versation, and were full of information about their

own surroundings as well as anxious to hear of the

world. E. T. CoMPTON.

PROFILES FEOM THE FRENCH RENAISSANCE.-II.

MAITltE ROUX.

practised hands.

OR live years, since his

release in lui6, the king

had been busy with his

buildings. On the mor-

row of his return he had

set to work upon the oil

ri>y;il hunting lodge of

Fontaiueldeau. The new

walls were up now, the

new palace had taken

^!iaj)e, jiieturesque and

heavy, the work of un-

And Francis sought through the

school, neither own any master, having-, says "N'asari,

"a certain inkling of his own." His only instruction

was to study hour after hour the cartoons of Michel-

angelo. 11 Rosso, too, was a Florentine, and felt a

true Tuscan glorv in the triumphs of his fellow-

couutrvmen ; a more than Tuscan reluctance to own

any virtue in Buonarotti's rival from I iliino.

In this year of 1531 II Rosso was six-and-thirty

years of age. He already enjoyed much reimtation

for his skill in grouping, for the vivacity of his

poses, for the strength of his colour, for the life and

energ}' and fire which insjiired his vehement ])aiiit-

ings. AVitli these Florentine virtues, which Rosso

length and breadth of Italy for a painter to decorate possessed in a singular degree, he united the defects

his rooms in fresco and to design the stucco-mould- of his city and his time. There is a mu.scular ex-

ings for his i>alace walls. aggeration, a sense of inquietude, a windy vigour

It was impossible to stir the greatest masters in his compositions, which reveal the dangerous in-

now from Rome; the king got no second Andrea lluence of Michelangelo.

or Lionardo. But there was a certain phantom of IMiehclangelo was, in fact, the hero, the ideal

Michelangelo's, a strange, wayward, fanta.stic painter, of this wayward being. Like him, II Rosso was

baptised Giovambattista, but known as 11 Rosso, a man of many parts. He was a good musician,

from his ruddy face and dark-red hair. This man a writer of brusque and forcible verses—-painters'

agreed to come to France. He was less bound than verses, full of adjectives. Despite his violent and ex-

mauy others of his craft; for he would follow no travagant temper, he was grave and commanding in
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presence. T:ill, singuhirly haiulsome, atlept in every

art, II Rosso was well fitted to a l)rilliaiit court.

When tlie kin");' sa\i' Ins new ]iainter from Italy, he

thinig-ht him, says Vasari, no less eminent in person

than in art. Francis, the mnsk-seenteil, aniialile

amateur ot" chivalry, was attracted by this proud and

fantastic dependant. He heaped lionours u])on the

head of Kosso. He s^'ave liim a salary of 100,000

livres a year in addition to the price of his separate

|)i('tures, an hotel in Paris, rooms at the court of

Fontainebleau ; so that Rosso lived in state, with

lackeys and horses of his own, with tapestry and

silver-work abundant in his houses, less like a painter

than a prince. He easily became the head of the

little Florentine colony at Fontainebleau, where

Mcsser Giuliani) Ruonaccorsi was treasurer to the

king. And in ]5-'52 F'rancis bestowed on him a

eanonry in the Sainte Chapel le, with letters of natur-

alisation in France. Henceforth II Rosso becomes

-Mail re Roux.

Honours such as his, said his old friends in Italy,

must have (pienehed the deepest thirst for fame.

And far away, indeed, must have seemed to Maitre

Roux those Bohemian days in Rome—those reckless,

careless days, when his wild disparagement of the

beloved Raphael had nearly cost his life. And far

back iu the past those days of agony when, in the

sack of Rome, four years ago, he had lallen a victim

to the rough German lancers. And how remote that

anxious time of his escape to Arrezzo and Vasari 1

And then his quarrels with the priests ! Hero Maitre

Rous, the successful, must have smiled to think of

his youth in Florence, when, gay and poor, he had

lived in the barest lodging, with one lad to grind

his colours, and an ape to steal them grapes from
the monks' fat garden at Santa Croce. Gay, hun-

gry, scapegrace, adventurous days—who would have

thought they sliould lead to a palace in France and
the friendship of a king?

The days of Rosso's single eminence were nearlv

at an end. In 1.5:3.3 (I give Champollion-Figeac's

dates) Francis wrote to Giulio Romano, then engaged
on the Mantuan Palazzo del T., and besought that

master to visit Fontainebleau. Giulio refused, but

sent one of his men, a good jjainter and an excellent

worker in stucco, a certain Francesco Primaticcio,

generally known as II Bologna from his birthplace,

or (in France) as "Le Primatice."

This man had all his triumphs to win when he

came to Fontainebleau. He was only known as a

pupil of the great Roman painter. A young man
of thirty, pliable, suave, with a certain Londiard

sweetness of address, he was an engaging personage,

and early attracted the notice of the king. Other
people's shoes never jiinched his all-pervading feet

;

the gentle Lombard stepped lirst into Rosso's, and

thru into lilustering Cellini's, with the same unruffled,

cnurtcous air. lie remarked to Master Henveiiuto

that every man must try to do the best for himself

by every possible means ; and the subsecjueut his-

tory of Primaticcio is one long- comraentarv on this

excellent text. " This beast," says the impolite

Cellini, " not being clever enough to dis[)arage my
work by his own skill, discovere<l other liombard

expedients to that, cud." Rosso, wc may be sure,

felt no less F^lorentine self-righteousness, no less dis-

gust for his facile rival frcjm Lombardy. '

" Whatever he could do," says Ci'llini again, " he

prigged from our marvellous and admirable Rosso."

But this is going a little too far in the interests of

Florence. Let us be just, even to Primaticcio. The
elijiigati-d lines of his graceful, lanky ligures, the

suave character of his heads, the expressive sweet-

ness of his attitudes, the bald and cnipt\' look of his

compositions, are all in obvious contrast, to the mascu-

line nymjdis, the agitated figures, the ma,sterly group-

ing of Maitre Koux. The one was a pujiil of (jiulio

Romano, a pupil by inheritance of Raphael. Michel-

angelo was the standard of ^laitre Roux. In thest;

two exiled, second-rate, and gallicised painters, the

old Roman rivalry lingers on of Raphael and the

mighty Florentine.

Step liy step Primaticcio rose iu royal favour.

The walls wliidi had been promised to Maitre Ruux
were given to his engaging rival. Iu lo:3() the elder

painter fell visibly out of favour. At the request

of the Dauphin Henri, Maitre Roux had represented

Diane de Poictiers as the nymph of the Fountain

Bleau. In his fresco she reclines, a jNIichelan-

gelesque creature, among the bulrushes, where she

is discovered by Bleau, the hound. An Amazon
rather than a nymph, with a grave, stern head,

mournfully bent, she presents little likeness to the

Dauphin's iaded and exquisite Diane. But Mme.
il'£tainpes, the mistress of the king, was furious at

this apotheosis of her elderly rival. She stormed,

she ragal, she sulked, till Maitre Claude Badouiu

was employed to paint out the detested fresco. For-

tunately, Rosso had time to copy it first, and a con-

temjiorary engraving by Rene Boyvin also attests

the excellence of the design. A Latin inscription

records the wrath of Rosso: " O Phidias, () A])ellcs,

could your age conceive so beautiful a thing as the

suliject of this painting?—Diana, resting from the

chase, and pouring out the waters of the Fountain

Bleau, which F'rancis I., most puissant king- of the

French, father of the fine arts and of letters, left

unlinished in his own j^alace !

"

The vehement nature of Maitre Roux never forgof;

this insult. In the next year F'rancis raised his

salary, and did what he could to ])acify the injured

painter. Jiut he lavishctl e(jual honours upon IjC
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Primatice;

and Rosso

g;vew day by

d a y m ore

moody and

-:nsiii('ious. Bonvenn-

to, comiii!^ to Fon-

taineLloau in ]')o7,

found liim stran<>'ely altori'd.

Benvennto and Vasai'i hotli re-

late liow oblic^insf and friendly

the ever-im]ictnons painter lind

been in liis yontli ;
" which

fj'reatest friend I had on earth,"

Cellini adds. But lie who had been frank and comradely

when poor was hard and cynieal and jealous in his days of success.

]?envenuto c;innot cease from murvellino' at his friend's inn'rati-

tu<le. It was not infjratitude, it was suspicion which had corroded

the heart of Maitre Roux. He saw in every man a pos-

sible supplanter, a supple Primatieeio. There is a dreadful

little print after Rosso which reflects his distorted fancy

at this time—a naked man, wild-eyed, and worn to the

bestrides a loathly drap^'on; all round stretch the o-narly bounhs

of leafless trees, and from every branch and twit? hideous serpents

twine. The sufferer has cauo'ht and crushed one of these in his rig-ht

hand : but there are countless (ithers wriihin^- near. The Innatie

horror of his face nffri<;-hts a swnn, a quaint and clumsy bird, who

sino-s at his .ajiproaeb, thinkino' sh(> has caught si^'ht of death. A
score of r\i<;-<^ed verses underneath jniint the painter's meaning;'.

Jealousy, in truth, and jealous suspicion had maddened the fan-

tastic brain of Maitre Roux. In ].5-l() Francis promised him to send

the Boloo-nese away; and this, in fact, he did, but in such a manner

that the painter's exile became a signal honour. He gave him a com-

mission to take casts and buy antiques in Rome. This seemed to

Mail re Rnux a treachery the more; on him the commission should

have been bestowed. His morose suspicion deepened day by day, till,

in l.jll, missing a large sum o^ money from his house in Paris, he

accused his intimate friend, the painter Pellegrini, of the theft. The

unfortunate Pellegrini was tried by torture, racked for hours, and

finally declared innocent. Great and vain was the remorse of Rosso.

He retracted his hasty words; but nothing could retract the past.

Finally, one day when he was with the court at Fontainebleau, he

sent a countryman to Paris to buy a swift and drastic poison, saying

that he required it for his paints and varnishes. But when the licjuid

came he drank it privily, and died the same day in great anguish.

Ptimatiecio was immediately summoned back to France. There was no

now to dispute his excellence; and Primatieeio was not one to be over-

shadowed by any dead man's work. Under ])retext of enlarging the buildings

he contrived to destroy most of Rosso's frescoes, and replaced th(>m liy his

own. Those that remain were restored last century, and have again licen

painted over ; so that he who would study the master of the school of Fon-

tainebleau must do so in Florentine cloisters and galleries, or the portfolios of

Sixteenth C(>nturv engr.avers. A. M.\1!Y F. Robinson.
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A NOTE ON GAlNSBOKOUGll.

flllll'] sr<onil of llic cxliiliilioiis lieg-iin last wiutiT

J- at tlu' (irosvcuor (Jallery is not one whit less

iinpoiiant than the first; and, taken togetliL-r, the

t\V(i riilleetidus iiave thrown a tlooJ of lii^-ht not

merely on (he rehitive personal aehievements of the

masters rejiresenteJ, Imt on the En^'lisli sehool as a

whole, and its position in art. ('onsiderinjj;-, indee<l,

liow n'reat the need is in these times of renaissance

of knowin<i' what we have done in the past, and ot

having- in the ]iresent riy-lit n'uidanee and great ex-

ample, it is douhtful if, sinee the iirst exhil)i(ion of

Old Masters at the British Institution in iSKj, there

have lieen aiiv shows of pictures more necessary and

siii'uiHcant ; and those who conceived and organised

them have earned the lasting" gratitude of every

true artist and lover of art.

"What," says Gainsborongh in a letter to Hender-

son the actor—"what makes the difference between

man and man is real performance, and not genius

or conce])tion." Considered from tliat stand -point,

whieli is certainly a reasonable one, Gainsborough

appears in some things inferior to Reynolds, in some

superior, in some entirely by himself. Reynolds

almost always took great pains. Gainsborough had

the faculty of taking pains, but employed it too sel-

dom ; he was impetuous and impatient, the result

being that for the most part his aceomplishment

lacks the sureness ami lina.lity we find in the work
of the other master. 1 refer here more especially

to his portraits. In them he appears a lesser than

Reynolds, not so much because his insight was less

ki'cn, (ir his grip of character and expression less

strong, as because lie too rarely trouliled to con-

summate what he began. But when he did so

trouble he ]ilaced himself amongst the greatest.

Rcyniilds never surjiassed the " Rlue 15o\-," eitlier in

technical strength and mastery, or conception, or

vitality of gesture, or ease of jiose, or glory and

originality of colour, <ir distinction of effect, or in

vigonr and nobility of style. The "Blue Boy,"
indeed, (piite justifies the master's dying words to

Sir Joshua- :
" We are all going to heaven, and Van

Uyek is of the company." Other portraits not less

beautiful, but far less kn(.iwn, prove to what heights

(iainsl)orough could soa-r wluMi he had a. mind.

Such, for instance, is the head of i'^dwanl iv. Gar-

diner (lo:i ill the Grosveiior Gallery), so charming in

its expression, so cx(|uisite in colour, so simple and
perfect in modelling. Such, too, inatotallv different

style, is the masterly ]iortrait of his unmarried
daughter; and such is the " ("aiininti' as a Youiiir

:\Iau" (lIHI), which is full (it triilli and distinction,

and tou(/hed with a rich sobriety.

But these are exceptions to the general rule in

(iainsborough's portraits. That is : a sort of grace-

ful indecision in the painting of the features ; a

wooden insignilieance in the hands and arms ; a

jarring impatience—a kind of scornful inconsiderate-

ncss—in the treatment of drajiery. Where (iains-

borougli jiroduced one good portrait that is also a

g'ood picture, Reynolds produced a score. He gives

you the likeness, the air, the look, the smile, the

eharaeter of his sitter; but the rest he too often

da.inns, and damns with iii;irtistie im[)ctuosity. These

are very .serious faults ; liut in spite of them, and in

some Sort also because of them, his portraits have

a charm which is ipiite distinct from Reynolds's,

and is, indeed, miiipie. It touches you in almost

e\'ery one he painted, and tempts you to forgive his

greatest shortcomings. Aloivovcr, il' he had painted

as many as his great rival, he would, I think, have

shown a variety not less wonderful. The glow and

gallantry (if the "Blue Boy;'' the piathos and ex-

])erience in the aged face of Mrs. Hiiigeston (l:'");

the living truth of character and gesture in the

ciinlrahi Teiidiieci — "a thing from Italy"—war-

bling, music in hand, jierhaps as when he made even

(ynical Walpole think himself in Paradise; the cold

inspecting eyes and inscrutalile mask of Chesterfield

;

Mrs. Bell's beautiful, almost divine smile (:3(.IU) ; the

iiu'xjiressible refinement and charm of Grace Dal-

rymple; the intelligence sparkling in the face of

AVilliam Pitt; Johnson brooding silently with clouded

brow : these are but a few instances which you

may su])]ilcment at will, finding counterparts in the

National (rallery, at Edinburgh, in the show of Old

Masters at the Academy—almost wherever a. j)ortrait

l)y Gainsborough is to l)e seen.

As a ])ortrait-painter, then, his ea]>acity \\'as as

great as Reynolds's, Init his achievement only touched

that of his rival in one or two instances ; in all the

rest, and judged by liis own standard, he ranks second.

And this is true also of his pictures of children,

though here the achievements of the two jiainters are

seldom jiarallel iu the sense that their portraits of

men and women are. The children in Gainsborough's

landsciipes are creations apart. Their grace is rustic,

llicir wildness all untamed. They are (to para-

phrase Cunningham) the offspring of nature ; they

run free in woods wild as themselves; they roll on

the greensward, liurmw like rabbits, and dabble

daily ill the running streams. They are jierliaps the
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most characteristic (inlcdinc ol' ( Ininslionmi^'li's "truly

Hii'i-iisli ;iiul iutrcpiil s|iiril," Si ill, ( iiiiiishiininii'll

|.:iiiitcJ iillici- <-hiKli-cu lliaii tlicsc- llltic (iiics as

well-to-do as Reynolds's; am! tliou-li in tlicin lie

appears as i'ldl oF natiin', siini>licity. ami clianu as

in anytliin<i- lie did, lie linds in the llrsl President a

o-rea(er than lie. Hutonlya little ^-reater. lieyimlds

inie-lit well have envied him the paintini^' of the lieau-

til'ul and uri-'inal eiv.np of " The Masters 'rninian-

Villeljois "—e.vhiliiled in the winter .\eadeiiiy oi'

]S7S, and now skied in the (Irosveiior (iailery—
in whoso gentle air and iiilioeeiit ren'ard shine all

the e-race and all the eliarin of well-bred childhood.

Trresistihie, too, is tlie "Cottaire (jrirl"—the little maid

tripping' to the well with hare feet, ami a (litelier,

and a delii^'htful puii]>y under her arm : no ]ieasaut,

but a yonno- lady, who appears ai;-ain in Sir Francis

Bolton's ' .Milk (iirl" and in the " Girl with Pigs,"

bought bv Sir Joshua himself, and now at Castle

Howard. I cannot agree with Leslie's " unequalled

by anything of the kind in the world ;
" luit, dis-

figured though it is by " restoration," the " Cottage

(iirl" is one of CTainshorongh's most admirable and

original works.

In one thing (lainsborough beats Sir Joshna

wholly out of tlie field, and that is in his animals.

The best dog that Reynolds cv^er painted—the dog-

in the portrait of !Miss Cholmondeley crossing the

brook—is but a feeble caricature compared with the

W'ouderful puppy spaniel in the "Cottage Girl," or

tlie " Pomeranian Dog and Puppy," and many

another (iainshorough dog besides. Then the " Ilcn

and Chickens," all snug and lively in a basket, are

wonderful in their way. The horse, again, in the

large "Colonel St. Leger," is one of the noblest

horses ever painted in a ]iortrait, wdiich is saying a

great deal. And think of the animals in the land-

scapes—the vigour and truth, for instance, of the

team in the " Harvest ^^'aggon," or any of his

cattle and sheep ; to say nothing of the impetuous

energy and veracity of his " Fighting Dogs," wdiieh

recall even Snyders. Besides these Reyn(dds's

animals seem no more than essays in taxidermy.

And the contrast marks the difference between the

two men : the one trained in the studio and the

gallery, and viewing mainly a society of aristocrats

;

(he other for the most part self-taught in the woods

and fields, learning there the characters and habits

of living things, enamoured of the earth and air,

and sympathising with rustic souls and the strong

joys of unsophisticated country life.

It seems, indeed—at least it seems to me—that

Gainsborough is greatest, most original, in his jiic-

tures of land and sea. Here, both in execution to

a very large extent, and in conception altogether, he

stands amongst the greatest landscapists of the world.

He now and then reminds you, it is true, of

Iviivsdael, of ib.iijieiiia, of \ all der Neer, of (las|iar

I'oussin, of Claude, and we kin.w I'or a fact, aii<l

(piite apart from evidiMiee aiforded by his ])ictures,

that he copied Old Masters by the score. Hut

over all that he owed to them ivie-ns his own

vigorous ])ersonality, his ]iei'uliarly English truth and

charm, his really original view. When he is most

like Rnvsdael or liolibeina, he is much more like

biinscll' ; if with \'a,n der Ncer he ]iaiiits you sunny

glades ^limmerino- between the trunks of imme-

morial trees, 'tis only the themes that are like

—

the treatment, the air, the imagination are (iains-

borough's, and richer than Van iler Neer's. So, too,

if the mighty mass of his light and shade reininds

vou of Poussin, the resemblance is accidental ; he

may have adapted it from the French master, but, all

things considered, it is more likely that he saw it for

jiimself in the dewy and glorious woods of F^ngland,

wherein aii\' one who has eyes to see may see it

even to (his day. And when his work is nearest

to Claude's it is no imitation, no Italian classicality,

but some serene English jiark land, sketched as

Claude might have sketched it, but with a i-crtain

freshness that is only Gainsborough's. Rut his im-

portance in the history of landscape consists not

alone in this. He is more than a link between the

old and the new : between, on the one hand, tlu'

landscape of the great Dutch and Flemish schools,

and on the other the landscape of the schoids (hat

find their best exponents in Rousseau and Corot in

France, and Crome and Constable in England. Il«'

is more than a link between these two developments

of the art ; he is the definite beginning of the new.

In his masterpieces almost the whole achicvenii'iit of

Crome and Constable—I mean the Constable of the

sketches and the " White Horse," rather than of the

" Arundel Mill " and such-like—is foreshadowi'd in

ineontestible terms. The noble work numbered 71

in the Academy "stings the eye" as a thing apart,

so wonderful is its minglings of imagination and

sentiment with a naturalism which has scarcely a

parallel. So, too, we may trace in the lueid spacious-

ness of his sea-pieces, and generally in his treatment

of cloud and sky, the beginnings of the modern ex-

pression of a specific interest in effects of light and air,

and (hat concern with life and movement in landscape

which signalises the greatest (riumjdis of modern ar(.

Herein, judged by- his own s(andard—that is to say

by his performance rather than his conception, which

was greater still—Gainsborough, I venture to think,

is pre-eminen( amongs( iMiglish painters. Ilitherlo

(his has been but dimly understood; it is not the

least striking feature of the Grosvenor exhibition

that it elucidates (his question, and enables us to do

justice to a orea( masti'r. Hai:i;v \'. HvltXKTT.
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CLODION.

THERE aiv stocks in wliirli talont— and talnit ex-

pressed in ,1 certain direction— is hereditary.

One, and not the least remarkable of these, is the

stock of wliii-li Ch:)dion, the sculptm- of the mannered

<;'races, is the most cdnspienons offshoot. Its liistory

lias been told by M. Henri Thirion in a study which is

worthy of much praise. That it is a number in the

most ini]iortaut series projected and produced by ^I.

Uuantiu is as much as to say that it is an admirable

]mblieation : excellent of paper, beautifully jirinted,

and as well illustrated as experts in the newest

devices—in process and h('bugr<inire—can contrive.

M. Thirion, as becomes a biographer, is a trifle en-

thusiastic. He thinks better of his subjects than

posterity has elected to think of them ; and, as is

inevitable, his estimate of their worth and of the

inliuence they exercised on their contemporaries and

on those who are the inheritors of their example is

overcharged and indefensible. All the same, he has

written an interesting book; and one cannot help

being grateful for what he has told us of Clodion

an<l his ancestors, the brothers Adam.
The iVdams were successful sculptors in their

day ; an<I as for Clodion, his influence was such, that

afti'r a lapse of over half a century a certain branch

I if ornanu'ntal sculj)ture still shows signs of his

inliuence and follows to some extent the impetus it

received at his hands. The story of such men was
worth the telling; in your forgotteu genius the

human interest is in its event as great as that of

liini whiisc renown is still alive, and his ])ractice

still a fertilising inliuence. The ingenious insi-

]>idity of Mr. Henry James lias shown us that even

*"Lps A.lam ut ('l...li,.u." l'.ir II. Thirion. (Paris:

(iii.'intin. 18S1.) Piii,' .ill francs.

the emotional processes of the Boston girl who " for

ps^'chological reasons " refuses an English duke may
be made in some sort |)rofitable and in some sort

literature. In the same way, the life of men like the

Adams, whose chief title to fame is that they designed

and made the group of statuary which imparts an

old-world picturesque and artistic interest to the

15assin de Neptune at Versailles, and of the Clodion

of whom it has been said, and with some truth, that

lie is "the father of chimney ornaments," has its

uses and its value likewise. You are not much moved

when Lady Barberina marries the engaging American

doctor; you are not greatly tempted to greatness by

the consideration of the career or achievement of the

Adams (one of whom, by the way, was scul]itor-in-

ordiuary to Frederick the Great, and made Potsdam

commonplace with a-la-modc divinities and antique

visions realised after the ideal which Louis XV.,

Louis the Well-Beloved, delighted to honour), or the

career and achievement of Claude Michel, called

Clodion, of whom the most that can be said is that

his feeling for the antique was daintily corrupt, and

that he produced some pleasing nudities in terra-

cotta. Li the gross, fulsome, sensual world there are

more interests than are dreamed of in the philosophy

of delicate Boston ; in the world of art—of Rubens,

of Rodin, of Michelangelo—there are larger ambi-

tions, loftier ideals, more strenuous and enduring

jKissions than are dreamed of in the philosophy of

Clodion "pere des pendules,^' or the Adams heirs of

Caysevox and Couston—exemplars of a robustious

and vicious theory, inheritors of a monstrous periwig-

pat ed renown, the renown of Louis Quatorze, the

theory of such as seek force in emphasis, and in

majesty perceive no more than an abnormal develop-
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mcnt of muscle. But both are of use in tlie production of agreeable trifles. Thus iu 1 7iM , ilirce

world ; and of neither can it be said that he is alto- years after Duke Leopold had made him one of his

Sjetlier uninterestintf. The Academy is always the sculjitors, ho is credited with a eertaiu sum in pay-

uii'uf of ' un ('upidnn cpi'll a execute et des gre-

nouillcs k mettre a I'cniour

Academy : iuiinitclv decried

lauded, it is still the

acme of British taste, the

supreme ex])ression of

that instinct iu obedience

to which the good Eng-

lishman is never so Knu-

lish, never so happy, never

so proud, as when he

declares himself a member
("quorum pars magna
fiii ") f)f a corporate body,

and, as a necessary con-

.sequence, an authority

ujiun murals and tipon art.

Clndion represents the

last of several genera-

tions of seuljitors. By his

father he v>-as a jNIichel,

and by his mother an

Adam. Xow Thomas
Michel was an artist in

a kind of way, but the

Adams were artists to a

man. They were native

to Lorraine, the country

of Callot and Claude

Gellee and many a master

besides, and they were

neither the worst nor the

least eminent of its chil-

dren. Of Claude Adam,
the first who won to any

reputation, little is known
save that he was contem-

porary with Bernini, and

that he modelled a colossal

" Ganges " for the foun-

tain which that famous

sculptor designed and exe-

cuted for the Piazza

Navona at Rome. He
was probably, says ]\f.

Thirion, the father of

Lambert Adam, the Xan-
eyan founder, who, born

cnormciuslv

ITTiXm t}r.^^S^^f\

i XYMPH.

(Tcrra-CoUa by Clodimi.)

du bassiu de la table au

repas dimne a Sou Altesse

Hoyalc Ic premier di-

nianchc de carenie ;
" and

likewise " quatre ligure.s,

un cerC, deux gros chiens,

huit autre.s plus pet its,

qui servent a deeorer le

meme rc]ias." T( is also

recorded of him that he

work<'d in lirnn/.c and

lead as well as in wood

and terra-cotta ; that his

statuettes of saints were

popular ware ; and that,

if he did little for the

court, his jirivate practice

was considerable, so that

he was rich enough to

build himself a house,

which, decorated by him-

self and his three sons,

" ]iassc aujourd^hui," says

]\L Thirion, " jionr I'une

lies j)lus belles ct des

plus interessantes de

Nancy." Of the.^e three

sons, the eldest, and ])er-

haps the most I'amous,

Lambert - Sigisbert, was

born in 1700. In 171s,

after a youth of study

under Jacob-Sigisbert, he

went to i\L4z ; in 171

he entered himself as a

student at the Academic

in Paris; and in llii he

won the /;;/.(• de Home,

and started for the Eternal

City, where he sjieedily

grew eminent, and where

he remained for nine or

ten years. He was an

enterprising fellow, apt

wed with an excellent opinioniu 1670, was certainly the father of .Tacob-Sigisbert, for intrigue, and emio

who was Clodion's grandsire, and the ]n-ogeuitor of of his own merits and the merits of his family. At
three of the most successful and laborious sculptors Rome he contrived—after winning and losing the

of his time. A good working artist in terra-cotta admiration and goodwill of Wleughels, the director of

and in wood, he appears to have been gifted with no the Aoademie de France^to interest in his fortunes

extraordinary measure of talent, and, like bis grand- no less a magnate than Cardinal Polignac, and to

son, to have employed such talent as he bad in the secure a protector in Paris in the person of the Due
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jinldii ; liiit- I'lir \\'lrni;'licls ;iiiil :ill liis Wdi'ks,

Siii'islicvl, stiMiii.';' in I lie jinitcrtiiiii ol' Canlinal

I'dlin'iiai' anil tlir intcrcsl. dl' (lie Diir d'Autin —
llial is to siiy, with huth present aiiil ['ntiire seeured

to liim—eared less than nothing at all. His Imsls

oL' "Neptune" and " Anipliitrite " were considered

masterpieces; a,
" jNIars au Ilepos" of his was

eipinlled with Pigalle's i'anioxis " Mercnrv," an<l

sen! ]>y Louis XV. as a jiresent (o the King of

I'rnssia, who seems, indeeil, to have jirel'erred him

to all contemjiorary sculptors. lie restored a cer-

tain numlier of ncw-l'iiund aiiti([Ui's tor his patron

the cardinal, and his restorations were pundiased

hy Fri'derick tin' (Ireat with the utmost enthusiasm,

(inspard (born 171(1); and in after years when, in lie began to collect antiques on his own account;

S])itc of all that he could do, his own reputation was competed with a group of seven figures, each eleven

on the wane, while that of his brother was estaljlished feet high, for the privilege of designing and exe-

and increasing, this feeling was exacerbated to a point cuting the Fontana Trevi, and would have won

not pleasant to consider. Meanwhile, the two were the comjietition but for the jealousy of his Italian

young and unspoiled, and they fought their way in rivals ; and only left Rome after a nine years'

Rome with .all ininu'inablc vigour and a great deal sojourn (in 17-13) in obedience to a fin'mal order of

of success. The family partv was strengthened in the Due d'Antin. He toolc with him his brother

due time 1)V the arrival (17oll) of Gaspard, like the (iaspard, and he left behind him his lirother Nicolas
;

others his father's iiu|)il, but, uidike them, with no and in due course ho arrived in Paris. The Due

d'Aiilin, r)irectcui--(lcneral des i'atimenls du Itni,

;ind to make himself a. reputation at least the ei|Ual

df that ai(|nii'ed liy his fellow-student i)..nchardou

himself. In \'r.Ui he was joini'd at the Palazzo

Mancini bv his second bmtlier, Nicolas-Francois,

who was live years his junior (he was born in

170.")), and who, after serving an apprenticeship

with his father, and working fi>r some time in

Paris and at ^Nlnnt jiellicr, became his elder's pui>il

and assistant, and took part in most of the achieve-

ments with whi<'h (he latter illustrated his sojourn in

b'ome. Of Nicolas, a man of lu'art and <'haraeter

and parts, Laml)er(-.Sigisl.iert was more or less jealous

always; he greatly ])referred liis junior Francois-

tun. h of Pari training and no spark of genius d'Antin had promised to loidc after him, an.l 1'

in his I'duipdsitidU. He was presently to become the his word. For some years—until his [lalron's death

sculp(dr-in-onlinary df Frederick the (Jreat, and (o in fact—Sigisbert Adam was one of the busiest seulp-

])eoj)Ie Pcjtsdam with that brood of gods and god- tors in France. lie had invention and he had aeconi-

desses which, offensive in their make-believe elegance ])lishmen( ; lie was well liked and reputed abroad and

and sham divinity, still move

feeling of wonder at the great

For the present, how-

ever, he was young

and ine\]iert ; and he

1 aboured in li i s

brdther's studio, and

assimilated outside of

it as much of the

antique as his mental

constitution, which

was none of the

strongest, could con-

tain.

Sigisbert Adam
was active and self-

c(.nlident, as I have

sai<l ; he was also,

notes i\t. Thirion, a

craftsman of exeep-

tidiial cleverness and

skill ; and in Rome
liis reputation was

eonsiderabli'. 'i'hecon-

scieiitidus ^^'leugllels

tlioughl far less of

hini than df limieh-

the beliolder to a

kiuir's taste in art.

./ ;-,Ji(^«

.<I:s.^.

,

ClUJ.liUKN TLiVYINO.

tTrrni-Cutta htj Cloditni.')

at home ; he received as many commissions as he

could carry out ; and it looked for some considerable

time as if he were

, -
. the most fortunate of

men, and must per-

force achieve a. ]id|iu-

larity (hat would end

but with his life.

But this was not

to be. At the be-

ginning all went well

with Sigisbert Adam.

He was at once re-

ceived at the Aca-

demic, where he was

presently to do duty

as professor, and to

have for his pu]iils

liis brother (!as|iaril

and his nejihew

Claude Michel, both

of them j)ri.r i^f

Nome. He scul )>( ured

a colossal group

—

allegorical figures of

the Seine and the

Marne— for the
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casciule at Saint-Cloud. lit' wiirkoil I'nr tlu' Clia-

leau (If la MiU'tte^ which Ivlmi^-eil to liio llci^vnt's

(Jaui^httT, the Uuchesso cU' IJcny ; L>r liic now

vauishod domain of Choisy, whicii had lioou ruled

by "La Ciraiide Mademoiselle," by Louvois, by

the I'riuee de Conti, and which was decorated by

sculptors like Slodtz and Hcjuchardonj and painters

like Nattier and Chardin, ISoueher and Oudry and

Carle Vaidoo ; for the Hotel Soubise ; Tor the

o-rcMt house at (irosbois, of whieli, after the Due

d'Ann'oidenie, (he jiropriedirs had been the Presi-

dent lie riarlay and the linaneier Samuel Bernard.

l''or the Eassin de Neptune at Versailles he desig'ned

and executed, with his l)rothers' assistance, a mat^'ni-

tieent "Triumph of Neptune and Amphitrite," the

eolossal central group which cinistilutes his prineiiial

title to fame, and—for he had a fine feeling for open-

air and decorative sculpture—is probably bis best

work. J3ut with the death of the Due d'Antin his

fortunes suffered change. He was no favourite with

the new Director-General : he was always asking for

money, alwaj'S parading his rights, always calling-

men and gods to witness to his genius and the beg-

garly recognition it was receiving at the hands of

a blind and stupid world. The number of plaints,

appeals, petitions in whicli he indulged was enormous;

and he ended by wearying authority. It seems cer-

tain that he was hardly used. Sculpture is the

costliest of all the arts. For a poor man to practise

it on his own account is impossiljle. He can afford

neither bronze nor marble ; and not to lie idle he is

obliged to work as the journeyman, the assistant

—

the "ghost," it may be—of some more successful

man. Sculpture on such a scale as was practised

by Sigisbert Adam is simply ruinous ; and with our

knowledge of Louis XV. as a paymaster we may safely

coiu-lude that the Adams were always in dillieulties

and in debt, and that the furious plaints of the

head of the house were only too well founded. All

the same, he seems to have had a peculiar gift of

exasperating his superiors. He was magniiicently

snubbed by the King and his Director-General over

a portrait of Louis XV. as Apollo; his allegorical

busts of the four Elements remained unsold until

his death; he failed to get the lodging in the Louvie

left vacant l>y the death of Coustou ; after 17.J-"}

he exhibited no more at the Academic ; and when

he died in 1759 he was practically forgotten and

already of the past. His brother Nicolas— the

"Adam! miserable Adam!" of Diderot's invective

—had outstrip])ed him in tlie race for ])o])ularity,

and was one of the best liked and the most suc-

cessful of men. His brother Gaspard, with scarce a

tithe of his talent, was artist-in-chief to Frederick

the Great; Bouehardon and Pigalle, his old fellow-

pupils at the Palazzo Mareini, were as always in

the first r.mk; and, among his juniors, i'ajou and

Falconet were great artists and the recognised leaders

(i! the |)rofcssioii. To all intents and purposes his

life had been a failure; his puffs, his ])rotests, his

petitions, his intrigui'S luul availed him nothing.

The battle was against him, and his end was that

of the disappointed. After the Bassin de Neptune

his best work is, perhaps, his jiiqiil (Modion, who

was Roman prizeman at the Academic in the very

year of his death.

For the rest, the fate of Sigisbert Adam is a

tyi)e of the family destiny. That was, t(j liegin

l)rilliantly, to outlive renown, and to die foi-gotten

and obscure, 'i'hus it was wmIIi Nicolas, who gi'cw

blind in his old years, and passed away at close

on eighty yeais old frimi a world whieli had alto-

gether ceased to know him. Thus it was with

Clodion's three brothers, Sigisbert, Mic'hcl, and

Pierre, who were all sculptors, all to some extent

successful men, and in the end all failures. Thus,

in a far nu)rc marked degree, it was with Clodion

himself. His mother, Anne Adam, was a daughter

of old Jacob-Sigisbert ; his father, Thomas .Mielicl,

began as a cook, turned sculptor, and had the good

or ill luck to- be employed for a number of years

by Frederick the Great, whose taste m art was as

poor and amateurish as his taste in war and policy

was original and tine. Clodion was the youngest

child of ten. Like his brothers and his imclcs, he

was lirst of all the pu|iil of the patriarch Jacob at

Nancy ; but at seventeen lie left Lorraine for Paris,

entered himself as a student with his uncle Sigisbert,

and at twenty-one, some two or three months after

the hitter's death, came forth from the Academic

competition as thu pr/.c de Roiin-, the best of his year.

He studied a little under Pigalle; then, following the

Academic course, he worked for three years under

Carle Vanloo, won the silver medal in 17(11, and at

the end of 170:2 set out for Home. He was an in-

mate of the Palazzo IMancini for some four and a hall

years—from 25th December, 17(!2, in fact, until ;2nd

June, 17()7; and he harboured in Rome itself until

1771—a [leriod of full nine years. He was a hard

worker, and almost from the first a successful one.

Catharine of Russia bought his statuettes while he was

still a student, and did her best to get him to enter

her si'rvicc; his work sold well, both in Paris and

in Rome; and in 1770, live years after his return,

a group of his was dis])osed of at the dispersal of a

well-known collection for as much as l,:i5ll livres: in

tho.se days no inconsiilerable sum. In 177-'> he ex-

hibited for the lirst time. His exhibition, which was

made up of c(pial parts of high art and art that was

merely agreeable, attracted considerable attention, and

seems to have got him orders in both styles. Be-

tween them indeed he gravitated back and forward for
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soiiio years: now workiiiijf ui ii"('onde anil Turennc"

for ]\Iont]K.-llicr, at his " Montt'stjiiicn" (now in the

Institnt), at. his ''Saint ('ccilia." (for lloucn (Cathe-

dral); and now tlie i^-raeeful and dainly trille.s—the

nymplis and fauns, tlie baceliants and the lauyliiny

lie was able to flood the market with Clodions, real

and sham. Then with the Revolution his fortune

ehan<;vd. lie went to Naney, after a fifty years'

aljsenee, and did what work he eould ; he ri.'turned

to Paris, and made a brilliant attempt tu recover his
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SKETCH FOR A MONUMENT IN COMMEMOKATION OF THE AERONAUTS, CHARLES AND E0I3EET.

(Tcriu-Cotta by Cloilion.')

loves—by which he is best remembered. He was
never an academician ; but he had twenty years of

voij;-ne. Vi hat with models for the dealers and work iV)r

]iriva(i> customers, he had as much as he could <lo.

lie asked hi<j;h prices, and iyot them. He married a
(bum-htcr of Pajou, (he most opulent and manMiificent

of s(ndplors. Wilh liis three brothers Inj- j.iunicymcn
(he did iK.it hesitate to rc-tMudi and si-n their work)

lost jiopidaritv by an essay in the Roman st\'le of

David. For a moment it seemed as thoui^'h he nii^'ht

succeed ; but only for a moment. The Eighteenth

Century, whose amiable rejiresentativc he was, was

dead ; and to all intents be was dead with it. He
relapsed into obscurity, and died in islf, with the

allies thuudcriui;- at the yates of Paris, and his siudio

full of unsold work. His wife had divorced him
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durincj tlio Revolution; and he left no issue save iin(Iiiii<T rarer than eliampaofiic. Ilr represents the

an illegitimate daughter, the last of whoso descend- Eighteenth Ceiilurv at its lighti>t and least serious;

ants, says JNf. Thirion, expired a year

or two ago in extreme jioverty.

For fifty 3'eai's the public disfavour

was continued. Then came the brothers

Goneourtand the cultus of Eighteentli

Century art; and Clodion— with

Watteau and Boucher and La Tour

and many a greater than himself

—

Clodion was avenged. In the in-

tfr\:il M. de Goncoiivt bid up to 5IHI

francs for Clodion's charming sketch

in terra-cotta (USi), for the monu-
ment in which a grateful country-

designed (a little v.oguely) to com-

memorate the first ascent of the

aeronauts, Hiil>ert and Charles. He
lost it at .520 francs; but in 1867 he

saw it at the Exposition Universelle,

and in these d.ays it wmihl be cheap,

he opines, at 2.'),()0() francs. In 1869,

at the San Donato sale, the master's

"Autumn" went a-s high as I'.I.IHII)

fi-ancs; in 1882 a tiny group— it

measured II centimetres by 12—was

sold for close on 10,000 francs; and

last year a couple of bronzes of his

realised over £2,.j0(). So the whirligig

of Time brings in his revenges.

It is said that David's pupils used

to draw and paint their sham antiques

on the backs and fronts of canvases and

studies signed "Antoine Watteau."

Half a century goes by, and David

and his Roman brood are shoved aside

as bores, and Watteau, the painter of

Cythera, the poet of Columbine and

Leander, is saluted the greatest artist

of his century. The new apotheosis

of Clodion is not nearly so luminous

and su]ierli. He was of a meaner clay

than Watteau, and such soul as he

had is not i,f the tyiie that blossoms

into heroic immortality. The main
inspiration of bis work is only a cer-

tain facile volnpty ; its ideal, while

graceful and attractive, is essen-

tially 2)oH.ixo)i ; its technical quality

IS at best no more than elegant and

aeeomjilished. There is no heart in

his passion and no honour in his re-

gard. His ]Muse is a sort of ^lanon
;

he translates from the Greek like the siirightlicst of ho is the Dorat of sculpture—the poet of whatever is

petits ah/j>'.H; his bacchanals are only boudoir tra- transient in human delight, and whatever is trifling

vesties, and his nymphs and fairies are drunken with and merely pretty in human beauty. \\". j:. H.
318
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ART IN THE BOARD SCHOOL.

GREAT ileal of money is spent on

the tencliint'' of drawing in ele-

mentary schools, and most of this

money is wasted. Tiie country

pays about £10,000 a year in

grants ; the local rates are bur-

dened with tlie cost of drawing

materials ; but the results of that heavy expendi-

ture are disapjjointing and poor. Ninety per cent,

of the eliildren who learn are incapable of receiv-

ing any real art training, and more than ninety

per cent, of the men and women who t<>aeh have

next to no knowledge of art and no power what-

ever of drawing. Elementary teachers cannot be ex-

pected to draw skilfully. While tliey are learning

their trade the best ]')art of their time is spent on

frivolous and useless studies, and when they begin

the work of their lives their leisure is too scanty to

permit of the cultivation of accomplishments. Yet

every teacher under the London School Board is re-

quired to possess a drawing certificate, and the sum
01 £1} per year is paid to those who have gained tlie

distinction. Thus in London alone the sum of £9,000

per year has been handed over in the form of gratui-

ties ever since the Board got into full swing, and,

although the new salarv scheme may make s<ime

difference, it is certain that, up to now, something

like £80,000 has been presented to holders of second

grade certificates. A young man or woman who
can draw a vase without making too many smudges,

make a Idackboard sketch of a eoal-seuttle or flower-

pot, put a cross or slab into perspective on a prepared

form, and draw an ellipse that is not too ragged

in outline, will receive a testamur from Kensing-

ton which confers the right to earn grants. The

majority of certificated teachers do not pretend to

be able to draw at all. They meet the demands

of the Department and of the School Board ; they

(1(1 a certain amount of purely mechanical work
whicli enables them to scrape tlirough the exami-

nation ; and then they think no more about the

matter.

In the Loudon schdols two hours per week are

spent on drawing, and tlie lessons are mostly farcical

jierformances which cause a sad waste of time, money,

and material. Every child is required to jiass through

the Kensington mill. According to my own experi-

ence, in an average section of fifty boys, one ma\'

have a genuine liking and cajiacity for drawing ; half

a dozen can jirodure a neat and well-balanced cii]i\- ;

a score can laljoriously jirodiicc something wliich is

clean and not wholly inoffensive to the eye; while

the rest of the class are utterly hopeless.

A visit to an ordinary Board school ou the

examination day is a somewhat liumiliating experi-

ence. Slips of paper are served out which have a

figure on the left-hand side and a blank space to the

right ; then the jiupils go to work for an hour, and

the batch of finished papers is picked up. Some
of the papers are scrubbed into holes through vain

attempts at erasure ; some are blurred and smudged

so that the drawing is invisible ; some of the figures

are absurdly lengthy and lean ; some are cor])ulent

;

some stagger to the right, some to the left ; scale

and proportion are disregarded; and only about one

in fifty is done with any approach to accuracy (U'

freedom. On exhibitions of this sort the nation

spends something like £100,000 a year, if we add the

cost of materials to the amount of annual grant.

In order to show the kind of art work which is

encouraged by the Board, I olitaiued sjjecimens of

drawings turned out in two really good schools.

Two sets of drawings were chosen for me by the

most experienced inspector iu London, and I can

answer for it that they exhibit, in a limited compass,

the whole scope and direction of the art teaching

which is now being given to the masses. The first

is a really good copy by a little girl who is eleven

years old. The lines are not very free, but the sides

of the extraordinary object represented are at least

balanced f'airlv. The next three from the scliool

are clean and not oljtrusively wrong ; and the last

of the set is a wriggling maze of smudges done by

one of the helpless little creatures who are plagued

with drawing lessons year after year in spite of their

hopeless natural inaptitude. I am half sorry that

the things cannot be reproduced, but they are too

trivial and exasperating. The other set came from

a good boys' school. The first is by a Standard IV.

lad, and it re])resents some sort of scroll-work which

is imlike a,nythiug under heaven. The youngster

draws with a severe line, and his pencil only wavers

once or twice in the course of his progress round

the balanced convolutions. All the others are free

from dirt, but they are ])ainfully feeble. The usual

style of lessons liad evidently been given. The boys

are told to draw a centre-line to mark the exact

middle of the object; draw a cross-bar, to show the

lu'iglit and extreme breadth of the modest curves;

make little dots as guides to the salient ])oints, and

then fill iu the outline. Tons of such drawings are

Sent to Keusinirtou everv vear.
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Some littli" fimo no'o a iH'sultit imi \v;is linmu'lit

forward in tlic London Suliool Board by a lady.

After usinij very stron<;' expressions regardiiii^-

the sjiendthril't mode of teacliinn' at jiresent in

aedon, slie ]iroposed that tlie teaeliers sliould be per-

mitted to g-ive drawing lessons only to those ehihh-en

who showed reasonable aptitude. Tlie mution was

])romptiy rejected, and thus about 2U0,UUl) ehihb-en

are still oecupiod every week in smearing' jiaper.

Some masters and mistresses who have had speeial

op])ortunities of learning' manage to produce good

results, but those teachers who have merely ])assed

through the ordinary routine of the normal college

fail to give any effective instruction, and no one

can wonder. What would be thought if an in-

fantry olHcer were required at intervals to leave his

regiment to give lessons in machine drawing to the

engineer students at Portsmouth? The man might be

a perfectly efficient regimental officer, but he would

be a most inefficient draughtsman. The average ele-

mentary schoolmaster is admirably dexterous at his

own proper work, but he cannot possilily Ijc a good

art instructor, and he recognises the fact. And this

is how the di'awing lessons are done. The teacher

serves out cards, pajicr, and pencil ; he then gives a

few mechanical directions illustrated by rude black-

board sketches, and he then sits down and em-
]ilijys himself on clerical work until the youngsters

have finished their scrawl and sliow signs of restless-

ness. Even when an unskilful man is eagerly bent

on giving a conscientious lesson, he docs more harm
than good by his interference and his directions.

Thus things go on in haphazard fashion ; apt boys

achieve neat copies by a sort of instinct ; others

remain at one dead level of incompetence till their

school life is over. The money which is unwisely

a]i])lied wnuld support a school of art which might
he fruitful of good to the nation ; special pupils with

special gifts might be far ad\anced under separate

instruction ; a good working knowledge of drawing
might be imparted to others; while those wlio have

no glimmer of aptitude might be profitably emplnyed

on studies I'oi- which fli<'\' ai'c liKcd. i5ut at jiresi'iit

the art-wiirk in our elementary schools slicks fast at

an almost unvaried standard of badness.

After Icing experience in diliVrcnt kinds (jf schools,

T am inclined to think that, unless trained si)eeialists

can be oni]iloycd and left free to weed out all un-

piMUiisiiig pupils, tlie teaching (iF drawing in iSoard

schools is an error. The members nl' tlu- great

staff are not ])ro]ierly (pialiilcd. In my time I

took the Kensington certiiicate with case, and I

received the mark " Excellent " for four out of the

five branches, yet it would be inijiossible to discover

a draughtsman more entircl\ unskilled than i am,

and it would be diflicult to find a more incompe-

tent teacher of the subjects for which (lo\crnnient

granted me a sjieeial cpialilication. Many of my first-

class boys taught themselves to draw much better

than their master. Yet I was obliged to go on mis-

educating many lads in art, for the simple reason

that the Board requires the subject to be taught in

all schools, irrespective of the teacher's ability. One
queer little fellow, who was with me some time in

a very unpleasant London slum, developed a strong

taste for drawing. lie soon beat me hollow with the

pencil, and he gave mc certain tremors by begging

me to let him work with colour. I bought him a

little box of oils, and he resolutely began to sketch

from nature ; I could not even show him how to use

his paints, and he blundered away on paper for a

long time. After perpetrating many sodden dan lis,

he got jiossession of one or two small canvases ; but

there was no help for him in the school, and I am
sure I do not know how he managed to carry on his

efforts. Hundreds of other teachers—skilful and

well-trained workmen—are in my position, and the

net benefit derived from their art teaching cannot be

great. One of two things should be done : either

the students in colleges should be properly drilled, or

the compulsory teaching of drawing should be dis-

continued. The present system causes much money

to be fiung away which might be more usefully laid

out in other directions. Ja.mes Hlnci.m.vn.

"HIS VEP.Y IMAGE!"
FkoM the riCTLUE BY PROFESSOR MoNTEGAZZA.

n^lIIIS clever picture is composed, swwHr/ww artem, forth an incident, and tells its storv neatly and with

-L of the several elements which, in what was a point of ctpril. You see the meaning at a glance

:

once the country of Raphael and Titian and Luea there is the infant heir, and there the proud and ha])j)y

Signorelli, have come to be recognised as the essen- father; there are the maids and vassals and parasites

tials of a work of art. It has character, that is to attached to his lordshij)'s little court. If to achieve

say, and it has costume and colour; it is touched such an end be the whole function of painting, tliero

with research and has inklings of reality; it sets is no doubt that " His Very Image!" is a great picture.
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EAST SUFFOLK MEMORIES.
RIVERS AND COAST,

England to which these

is rich neither in scenery
THE corner of eastern

trivial memories relate

nor associations, and all but imvisited by the tourist.

If some who know it love its landscapes, their par-

tiality is like that of old friends for a face dear to

them from habit, but unapt to attract the notice of

strangers. Personally, as one bred in the district, I

am attached to it by those instinctive ties which are

stronger than mere old familiarity. For of the chords

in us which vibrate to the touch of nature, the richest

are those which have been attuned at the dawn of

life; and the grown-up lover of travel and the pic-

turesque is often disconcerted to realise how faint

and devoid of emotion are the impressions he receives

from even the most famous prospects, in comparison

with those which he involuntarily retains of the

scenery of the home where he has been brought up.

Neither do I believe it makes very much difference

what kind of scenery that is. It is well, no doulit,

that the soul should have as fair a seed-time as pos-

sible, and be fostered, if circumstances will have it
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so, " alike by beauty and by fear." But the essence

of the charm lies not in the landscapes themselves

amidst which a child is nurtured, but in the suscepti-

bility of the soul at that season—in the magic vivid-

ness and romance of childish experience—and hardly

any couutr^'-side can be too tame to exercise llii'

spell of nature upon the awakening spirit, and to liii

it with poetical and imaginative im[)ressions which

grow stronger instead of weaker as life advances.

But what, it may be objected, is the evidence on

this point of the poets themselves ? Wordsworth,

we know, was the child of ('umbria, and Scott of

the border wilds : what flat-land poets of nature can

you show to compare with these, or where arc the

songs of Stour or Waveney that shall match with

those of Emont and Dcrweut, of Yarrow and Tweed V

Well, Cowper at least has to be remembered, with

his love and praises of the Huntingdonshire Ouse.

And Suffolk, too, has her ])oets—though it must be

admitted that they are not in the lirst flight, ex-

cepting Crabbe—while on the other hand how many
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n(i})l(' and romantic regions of tlio earth have never

produecd a poet at all. So that from the distribution

of those capricious Ijirths it would seem vain to argue.

To come, however, to our business. Most readers

probal)ly have a sufficient general notion of the

character of Suffolk inland scenery. An extensive,

mildly undulating, moderately diversified central pla-

teau, with few considerable woods or wastes (I speak

not of the western or north-western districts of the

county), and no rocks or steep declivities or command-

ino- prospects. For the most part a stiff soil under

strict tillage; the hedgerows closely trimmed, but

having their course marked generally by pollard trees,

which give a wooded appearance to the country ; the

fields, moreover, interspersed with not infrequent

copses ; the farms and roadside villages pleasantly

situated and shaded. At intervals of every few miles

the arable levels dip, and the ground trends gently

down to a grazing hollow, along which a straying

growth of willows and poplars marks the track of a

rivulet. If, keeping one of these hollows, you pursue

the course of the rivulet, yo\i will find that it winds

slowly eastward for some half-score miles or more,

through water-meadows fenced off on either hand

from a gently-swelling region of fields and farms,

till by degrees it increases to the proportions of a

broad brook ; and then before long you may notice

a narrow belt of mud along the grasses of the Ixmk,

the first sign of the presence of a tidal ebb and

flow. In a few minutes more the banks fall back,

the valley spreads, and there gleams suddenly before

you no longer a brook but an estuary—at high tide

a broad branching water, and at low tide a winding

trickle between plains of weedy ooze, upon which here

and there a trading hull lies tilted, waiting for the

return of flood.

It is these tidal estuaries of south-eastern Suffolk

which give to the country its most noticeable fea-

ture. Commonly a trading town has settled itself

from antiquity at the point of expansion or highest

navigable point of the stream, at which point it

also commonly changes its name. One such town

—

Ipswich—is now the active and flourishing capital

of the county. The Orwell river, which connects

Ipswich with the sea, and near its mouth at Har-

wich is joined by the Stour, carries an appreciable

amount of trade, and possesses a recognised reputa-

tion, at least in the eastern counties, for picturesque

beauty. It is in fact a broad, and at flood tide even

a stately water, with shores of gentle acclivity lined

for a great part of their extent with flowing woods

and parks. " However entertaining," writes a local

enthusiast of fifty years ago—" however entertaining

these [inland] jjrospects may be, they are far ex-

ceeded by those that the river Orwell affords, which,

to speak cautiously, at least for the extent of it, is

one of the most beautiful salt rivers in the World."

To speak cautiously, the dwellers by Dart or Av(jn,

to go no farther than southern England, could pro-

bably tell a different tale. Yet shall the banks

of Orwell be accounted fair, if it were only for

the memory of Gainsborough, who loved, haunted.

ji.— iiAwnsEY Fi;ni!Y.
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aud diligently sketched them after he had (luitted

his native fields of Svidbiuy. But my own private

preferenee is for other scenes in the vicinity, which

lay no suck open claim to admiration. The country

of my affection is contained within a paralleloo-ram

some eig'hteen miles long by a dozen broad, bounded

along- the coast (if the reader will turn to his

map) by Landguard F'ort on the south-west and

Orford Ness on the north-east, and inland by a line

drawn from a p(jint near Ipswich to another not far

from Wickhani Market. These are the C'arlford,

Colness, and ^Vilford hundreds of Suffolk : a district,

as I began by saying, possessing little specious

attraction, and still less historic fame. Ipswich

has known sieges and witnessed events. Queen

Elizabeth has sailed with pomp on the subject bosom

of the Orwell ; and througli the port of Harwich, at

the Essex mouth of the same river, has for centuries

passed much of the historic intercourse between

England and the Low Countries. But that quiet

region of husbandry and marketing and coasting

traflie and fishery, which has the Deben for its tidal

water and Woodbridge for its chief town, can have

been disturbed by few recorded movements of the

world's histor\-, since haply the first Saxon invaders

pushed their prows into its havens, or at least since

the long struggle of Dane and English for the soil

some centuries later. LTnder King Henry's rebellious

sons some part of it must have been trampled by

the Earl of Leicester's horde of mercenaries from

Flanders : in the time of Charles II. the sound of

the Dutch aud English cannon thundering in Sole

Bay may have startled the coastwai'd hamlets as far

south as Alderton or Bawdsey : the soil in some

places covers, or half covers, relics of the mediaeval

or earlier Roman past : but legends or stirring me-

mories of other days, save for a few half-forgotten

smuggling or more recent poaching tales, exist not

in the minds of the people.

Neither have artists as yet turned to account the

capabilities of the district. The valleys of Stour and

Orwell farther south have become in a manner classi-

•cal with the traditions of Gainsborough and Constable,

and the neighbouring comity of Norfolk has had

in its time, as we all know, its own admirable school

of landscape. The exhibitions of to-day, too, occa-

sionally show that there are painters alive to the

expressive character of the shore and marsh scenery

which lies about Southwold, Walberswick, and Dun-

wieh, a little farther up the coast than the scene of

our present studies. But except the work done long

ago by Stantield for the collected edition of Crabbe's

poems, and the attempts of a few local amateurs, the

drawings of Mr. Speed which illustrate the present

article are the first I have seen which do justice to

this particular tract of coiuitry.

To learn more exactly what that character is, lei

us now supi)ose that, instead of following the line of

the stream from inland, we had kept tlie higher

ground, and travelled in the same direction by the

lanes. ^Vt• should then have noticed a change of

another kind taking place in the character of the

country, also at about a dozen miles distant from

the sea. We should have ])erceived a lighter colour

in the soil, and sand licginning to redden the road-

side banks, with here and there a deep old sand-pit

scooped out of the side of some convenient slope.

Next, we sIkjuUI ha\c found the fields interspersed

with patches of heatli, and cultivation struggling

unequally against the jjoorness of the soil, until

presently it gives way, and broad tracts of open

heath, divided sometimes by belts of fir idanlation,

succeed. Thus instead of the rich strong-lands,

intersected with frequent rivulets, of the interior, tlic

seaward border of the county consists of light and

in part heathy sand-lauds, divided into extensive

tracts by two or three main estuaries. In some places

the sand extends to the sea or river shores, but more

commonly is parted from them by belts of alluvial

corii-land, or low-lying tracts of grazing marsh, re-

claimed from the tide and jiroteeted by an embank-

ment or sea-wall.

]Mr. Speed has in his drawings caught the charaC'

ter and expression of this whole region excellently,

and especially of its unfrequented river and sea

shores. Let us look first at two of his coast sub-

jects, which mark the opposite geographical extremi-

ties of our special range of country, and at the

same time form a kind of obviously picturcscpie

accidents or exceptions in relation to its general

aspect. One '^v.) is the view of a wreck lying

stranded between high and low water-mark within

tlie mouth of the Ipswich river : a gaunt and slimy

skeleton, the ribs starting jagged against the sky,

and of all the fittings, the idle pumps alone remain-

ing, by an odd irony, in their place. The reader

will think involuntarily of the well-known passage

in which Mr. Rnskiu describes tlie destiny of one of

those patient, dingy carrying vessels that ply their

time from haven to haven of our English coasts, until

at last on some winter night their fate overtakes

them. This, however, is not really the wreck of any

such humble craft, but of a large ocean-going barque

that was abandoned on one of the bars outside, and

afterwards towed here to be broken up. The next pic-

ture (ui.), taken at a point some twenty miles farther

up the coast, shows us the most important ruin of the

Middle Age which this country possesses ; the keep,

that is, of Orford Castle, which still frowns dark and

lofty, a great landmark by day along that desolate

shore. About the shrubby hillock at its feet gathers

what was once the borough town and is now the
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dwiiullL'd vilhige of Orl'nnl, forlunily placed within

a few furlongs" distance of the sea, but yet cut off

from access to it. For between the village and the

sea flows the estuary of the Aide, here called the

Ore, which liy some strange freak or sluggishness

of nature allows itself to be diverted, a very Hamlet

among rivers, from its natural outlet some four miles

farther north, and yielding to the paltry ol.)struction

of a bed of shingle, turns at a right angle to the

south, and flows idly parallel to the sea, and divided

from it by the. merest strip of beach, for some nine

miles before it opens itself a passage. Another of our

illustrations (vi.) is taken from this dividing belt of

lieach itself. In the distance on the right appear

the lighthouses of Orford Ness, from which this

tract derives its name of the Lantern Marshes, and

which by night perform for the mariner the same

oflice as the castle tower Ijy day. Somewhat nearer

on the left we descry the village with its tower and

trees, the last outpost of inland and rural life in this

shingly and watery wilderness. The elements of the

foreground landscape are the very simplest: on the

right the weltering ocean, on the left the irresolute

yet strong river with its monotonous ebb and flow,

and be'iween thcTn a waste of sand and shingle diver-

sitiL'd by nothing save a ruined breakwater and a

waif of driftwood. And yet a scene full of oppor-

tunities and suggestions for the painter, with the

broad and ever-varying relations of these same ele-

ments; with the perpetual life and movement of

sky and sea and light and atmosphere ; with the

solitude and sameness broken by irruptions now of

furious all-confounding winter storm, now of stealthy

and sudden all-obliterating ocean fog, or again spread

bare and quivering to the horizon beneath the acrid

heat of summer.

But to return from these coast excursions to what

more immediately concerns us, the scenery of the

Deben itself. First, in the full-page cut (iv.), we

have the look of the river twelve miles inland, not far

from its point of flrst expansion by Sutton Bridge.

The tide is near the flood, but not high enough to

lift the sloop that lies stranded on the bank ; there is

a pleasant light and movement in the sky, beneath

which the water breaks and gleams, and a pleasant

wildness in the heathy slope of the river shore, with

its scattered pine-trees lifting their plumage against

the clouds. If from this point we were to take boat

down the river, we should in a few minutes pass the

town of Woodbridge on the right (of which more in

the sequel), and between it and the sea should find

the shores in great part of the same heathy character.

The gorse and bracken now run up to the river-

side, and end in a warm-coloured bank of sand at
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the water's edg-e; uow they are broken by a stretuh

(if jiine plantation, or a farmhouse and a circle of land

reclaimed for tillage, and anon they recede to a dis-

tance behind a level belt of grazing- marshes. Else-

where the heaths disajipear altogether, and the view

beyond the fringe of marsh is one of cultivated fields

and woods, with jierhaps a glimjise of cottages and

a village church. Once and again the continuity

of the shores is interrupted by the opening of some

tributary creek, or a widening of the estuary causes

them to retire almost out of sight. Where the

heathy banks apjiroach the water-side, we can see

the rabbits nibble and play ; in the more open

reaches the heron stands at the rij)ple's edge and

fishes on one leg, while overhead the curlew wheels

and whdojis, and if you keep a wary eye you may'

see a ilight of teal or widgeon making otf in the

distance. But the sights and sounds of human
neighljourhood are never long absent ; and as you

drift down the stream the sentiment is one of no

sadness nor desolation, but of a mild amphibious

semi-solitude, a watery openness within call of the

sheepfold and the plough, where your attention is

caught at one moment by a village figure moving

along a footpath, and at another by a sail veering

roimd a bend of the stream, and only a touch of

solemnity is added by the sense of the great ocean

near at hand and bounding all.

It is scarcely from the river reaches of the Deben

itself, agreeable to the eye and mind as they are, but

from the marsh-lands on either shore near its mouth,

that the landscape-])ainter will derive his best sug-

gestions. Here are blended most happily the ele-

ments of that ever-moving drama of light and colour,

of the expressions and mutual relations of laud, cloud,

and water, which is to him of paramount interest

;

nor are there wanting suggestions enough of that

other and liumau drama, of the presence and the

lives of those who labour patiently by land and sea,

to vivify and add sentiment to the scene. AMicrever

he goes he will find groups of cattle at graze upon

the marshes, with streaks of light thrown up here

and there from the water-dykes ; and against the sky

the thin leailness of some belt or clump of poplars;

while beyond gleams the brimming river drawing

to the sea, and farther yet the low cliffs and knolls

of the coast-line are seen faint through the veil of

;itmospliere. j\Ir. Speed has given us one such view,

taken from the margin of a reedy fresh water known
as King's Fleet (i.), and famous for jjerch and pike.

A hundred more could be found in the vicinity. Our
next picture is at the jjoint where the river finally

fiows out into the sea by Bawdsey Ferry (ii.). On
the farther side is the rise of Bawdsey Cliffs ; on

the hither side a tract of sandy bents, which in

my day were unl rnddi'u save by tbe population of a

lonely fisher hamlet close by, but have recently be-

come frequented as golf-links. Here the river sweeps

between its banks with a strong scour at ebb-tide,

and glassy smooth until it meets the sea, where it

breaks into a race of leaping crests. Outside are ever-

shifting bars and sand-banks of its making, which

render navigation ticklish even for such humble craft

as alone attempt its waters.

There is something in the character of these

shores and marshes of East Suffolk that reminds one

of the scenery of the Dutch coast over against them.

But everything, of course, is on a far smaller scale.

The ocean is the same—the cold grey, unfriendly,

ever-restless Northern Sea, which the suns and skies

of summer cannot kindle into more than gleams of

milky blue and dove-throat opalescence. But our

Suffolk estuaries are those of brooks, and not of great

world-rivers : our embankments and sea-walls have

no such momentous otl'ice to fulfil as those of Hol-

land ; our region of low-lying field and dyke is but the

insignificant fringe of a few miles of country, and not

the Country itself. Moreover, what from the artist's

j)oint of view is more important, the colouring of the

coasts is very different. Instead of the brownish

white sands and silvery dunes of Scheveningen, we

have a tinge of pleasant rose and amber in our

shingle-banks, and in some places a touch of sandy

redness in our cliffs. One such stretch of warm-

coloured cliff' is that of Bawdsey, which a2:)pears in

our woodcut ; and when fields of sainfoin glow, as I

have seen them, on its landward slope, or when the

ground is bright about the same fields in summer

with bugloss and red poppies, the painter will ihid

foreground colours to tax his palette, and to disturb

his scheme, if that which he meditates is one of

northern sea-shore greyness and white sea-light.

Even in those desolate shingle and nrarsli tracts

farther north of which we have had a glimpse, in

Ilollesley Bay, and on the banks of the Ore as far

as Slaughdeii Qiuiy and Aldborough, these elements

of colour, from the sands themselves and from the

sand flowers and weeds, are not wanting. The poet

Crabbe, in one of his most characteristic passages,

is a witness to it. Crabbe was a spirit born, not,

like the poets to whom we are most grateful, to

discover new sources of beauty and joy, but rather

to expose pain and evil without flinching. He was

essentially what we uow call a Realist in litera-

ture : one of the earliest of the realists, and one

of the strongest. At the same time the literary

instrument which he employed was artificial and in

part effete ; his ordinary measure being, as we all

know, the heroic coujilet, and much of his diction

the conventional poetic diction of his age. Hence

a frequent discordance between Crabbe's matter and

his manner : a fault which, in the narrative i);nts
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of his work, ]iis powerful instinct for cliaraotor and

life often g'ives him strength to coniiuer, and at

snch times he can write like a master, in a .stylo

thoi'onghly effective and one with itwH'. I5ii) in

dealinij with nature the ease is different : his style

is inadetiuate to convey the vividness and minuteness

of his impressions, and the result is often a jarring

alternation of stilted vagueness and prosaic crudity.

Again, keen observer of nature's appearances and

ohservations as Crahbo was, he was quite without the

modern sentiment for and enjoyment of them for

their own sake. More exclusively even than other

and older poets of his age, he judges nature not Iiy

her power of pleasing the contemplative and disin-

terested part of man, but by her aptitude to serve or

thwart him in his practical necessities. Accordingly

he condemns and satirises the scenery, as he does the

mannei-s, of the Aldborough coast, which had been

stamped upon his observation and imagination from

childhood. Not merely does he make it a part of

the penalty of the abhorred and cruel Peter Grimes

—

" At the same time the same dull views to .see,

The bounding marsh-hank and the blighted tree ;

The water only, when the tides were high.

would liiid materials for pleasure, but speaking;- in

liis own |)crs(in, lie thus resents the colour and variety

of the nnprolitabU' vegetation of the coast :

—

" IjO ! wliiTO the heath, with witlwring liniki' grown n'cr,

I.i'niis the liglit turf th;it w;irnis llie uciglihouring ]iour;

i'rom tlieiK'c a li.'ngth nf burning pand ajipcars,

Where tht; thin harvest waves its withcrM cars
;

Rank weeds, that every art and care defy,

Kcign o'er t!ie land, and rob the bh'ghted ryi:

:

There thistles stretidi tlieir prickly arms afar.

And to the ragged infant tlu'catcn war ;

There poppies nodding, mock tlie hope of toil

;

There the blue bugloss paints the sterile soil

;

Hardy and high, above the slender sheaf,

The slimy mallow waves her silky leaf
;

O'er the j'oung shoot the charlock throws a shade,

And clasping tares cling round the sickly blade
;

With mingled tints tlie rocky coasts abound,

And a sad splendour vainly shines around."

It would be hard to find in literature a, more com-

plete and pointed example of this particular fashion

of regarding nature—every feature of the scene ac-

curately noted, and separately indicted for hostility

to man, with a final protest against its colours,

as shining, under the circumstances, with a "sad
splendour," and "vainly." Crabbe as a descriptive

V.—A WRECK.

'U'Ticn low, the mud half-cover'd and half-dry

;

poet is hero at his best; but if now we turn to
The sun-burnt tar that blislors on the planks, i,;. 1 -...i,],. , ,1,, „, , c ,1 -l ir -.i
A„j v„ 1 -J i 1 ., . , .

'"^ liielii\-wrouglit account of tiie sea itselr, withAnd bank-side stakes m their uneven ranks: —
1 1

"

1
•

its elaborate calm-piece followed by that still more
uotmerely does he thus ]iunisli his criminal with sights elaborate storm-piece which was so much admired
m which a modern painter or lover of the picturesque by Gifford and critics of his stamp, we shall liiid
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the wliole passage in truth (piitc iiR'fl'orlivi.', at least sorving'-woman (if tliat peasant raee wliii-h he knew

mdil thi' liiinian elements (if tlie seene e(ime in. so well. She had been biTinght t(j the sea for the

VI.—LANTKKN MAESIIKS.

Indeed, with all my respect for Crabhe's power.s, and first time on a rufHing day, and after looking at it

it is great, I remember to have heard a more preg- for a few moments, said in her Suffolk accents, with

nant, if not more poetical, phrase of sea-description a tone not of ajiproval, " What, do it alius keej)

than any of his own, fmm the lips of an inland-bred iiiinhUin' about like that?" Sidney Colvin.

GUSTAVE MOEEAU.

THERE i.s in the personality as well as in the

works of Gnstave Moreau something of the at-

traction of the enigma. Living the life of a recluse,

refusing to communicate even to his most intimate

friends anything more than the most meagre details

of his early life and training, he has yet occupied

the French public, and raised the hottest discussions

during the last twenty years on the value of his art.

For from time to time be has disappeared from the

gaze of the prof<iiiiiiii viil/jiix, shunning, like some

other artists (if kindred temperament, the rough and

searching criticism of the unsympathetic and, from

his point of view, the uninitiated. Yet few, even

among his severest critics, refuse to accord him a

high place among the most original, the most earnest,

creative artists of modern France.

It is known that he was born about the year

1S:3S, and that, at the age of twenty-one years, lie

competed in vain fur the jiri.r ih' Home. His early

manner was founde(l (in that of Eugene Delacroix,

and still more on the style of an imitator of that

master, Chasseriau, for whom Moreau has always

professed high admiration. His art was to a great

extent metamorphosed—or rather first de\'eloped its

true tendencies—after a sojourn in Italy, where he

devoted himself with enthusiasm to the studj' of

the early Florentines and Venetians, and of the

later Lombard school de\eloped under the influence

of Lionardo da Vinci. After the masters of these

schools he made a number of inspired and highly-

wrought copies, and from their influence he has

never shaken, or indeed sought to shake, himself

loose. Andrea Mantegna, and perhaps even in a

higher degree Lionardo, in that which appertains to

the essence of his art and his mode of conception,

have been his chief ideals; though others among the

great Quattroeentists and Cinquecentists have also

left their traces, and among them the Florentine

Antonio Pollajuolo, and even the fantastic Ferrarese

painter Dosso Dossi. The extent of the influence
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TIlE HEAD OF ORPHEUS.

(PaiTited by Guatave Morcau. Luxembourg.)
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exercised by the Old Masters on Moreau, and the

qnestion whether their fascination has crushed him

or he lias succeeded in absorbing and reproducing

their great qualities, has always been the main point

of dispute which has divided the French critics.

It was the famous " Qildipe et le Sphinx," exhi-

bited at the Salon of ISdJ., which first exposed the

painter to the tierce light of criticism, and at the

same time estalilished his reputation as a distinct and

interesting personality in modern art. The concep-

tion of the subject is an original one. ffidipus has

penetrated into the lair of the Sphinx, a cave walled

in by high perpendicular rocks, and on the floor of

which still palpitate the limbs of the victims. Here

he stands motionless, as if all life, save thought only,

were arrested ; f<ir the Sphinx has leapt on to his

breast, and remains—motionless too—clinging to his

draperies, and gazing with fierce intentness full into

his eyes. The monster is conceived on somewhat
too small a- scale, and her form suggests rather the

wild cat than the lioness; it is crowned, however,

with a head whose faultless classical beauty enhances

the contrast of its terrible hungry glance. OEdipus,

whose semi-nude form suggests rather the study of

Mantegna and Pollajuolo than the influence of the

Greek ideal, returns her gaze with a resolute yet

half-dreamy ex2:iression, revealing the consciousness,

yet not the fear, of the destruction which may be

impending. He sees and weighs the danger, though

the terrible fixed gaze of the Sphinx, like that of a

snake, has cast over him a weird fascination. In the

remarkable subtlety with which the mortal duel is

t-hus realised in its very essence, the sharp contrast

between the unnatural calm of Qildipus—face to face

with death—and the questioning eagerness and

menace of the monster, rather than in the somewhat
archaic style and the curious detail, lies the real

charm of this strange picture. It contains, however,

some exquisite if fantastic passages of colour, such

as those shown in the wings of the Sphinx ; but the

pallid silvery tones of the carnations, and the want

of suppleness in their rendering—here, as elsewhere

in the painter's works, a noticeable mannerism

—

detract from the piietorial (pialities of the design,

t hi High they may perhaps be held to enhance its mys-
terious aspect. The llood-gates of criticism were let

loose on this work: some accused the artist of having

eomiiosed a mere [lastiehe of Mantegna, Pollajuolo,

Vinci, and Luini ; while others, witli perhaps equal

though more generous exaggeration, professed to re-

cognise in him the legitimate successor of the great

Italian Quattrocentists. The more discriminating

recognised its penetrating and subtle charm, the

originality and genuineness of its inspiration.

Tlic "d'-^lipe" was followed by "Jason et iNIe'de'e
"

and the '^ Jeune Homme et la Mort" (18(15), and

by an "Enlevement d'Euvope" and a "Promethee"
(ISCil); the last a strange conception—mystic, raffi-

nee, and not, it must be owned, easily intelligible,

or at any rate open to many interpretations. A
work full of the subtlest fascination, if in some re-

spects technically incomplete, is the " Jeune Fille

avec la Tete d'Orphee." It illustrates the legend

that, after the death of Orpheus at the hands of the

Thracian ;Ma>nads, his severed head and lyre were

wafted to the shores of Lesbos, and there piously

interred. A young girl, clad in richly embroidered

draperies of a fashion half-classical, half-Oriental,

and combining exquisitely harmonised tints of blue

and green, stands, holding on a lyre of ivory, elabo-

rately painted and wrought, the head of Orpheus

—

of godlike beauty even in its bloodless and deathly

pallor. She gazes down on it with an expression

of boundless though subdued pity, through which

pierces, too, somewhat of an unconscious amorous

longing. The landscape, in its strange, unreal beauty,

suggests more than ever Lionardo, whose influence

is also revealed in the subtle and pathetic concep-

tion of the maiden, with its enigmatical charm

stimulating the gazer to seek the interpretation of

the fascinating riddle.

Morean became subsequently very intermittent

in his contributions to the annual Salons : despair-

ing, perhaps, of success in convincing the pubfic,

and arousing a real symf)athy for his refined and

penetrating if fantastic and chercUc art. Among
his later productions, the "Hercule avec I'Hydre de

Lerne" (lS7(i), the " Salome" (187G), the "Helene,"

and the " Galathee " were perhaps better understood

and more widely appreciated than his earlier works.

The " Helene," though it would he vain to attempt

to judge the picture by the ordinary standards of

criticism, and fault might be found with both draw-

ing and arrangement, is yet a conception of ex-

traordinary power. The fair Helen stands out—

a

lovely vision rather than a reality—against the dark

heaven : pale, calm, and unconscious of the exterior

world, she gazes fixedly into vacancy. Beneath her,

grovelling as it were at her feet, are seen the Greeks

and Trojans—an indistinct bloodstained mass, the

agitated lines of which are in strange contrast with

her statuesque attitude and impassive loveliness.

Never, perhaps, in modern art has the true concep-

tion of Helen of Troy—the passive nature of the

terribly gifted being whom fate makes the unresisting

instrument of its decrees—been so absolutely realised.

T<i attain this end all else has been sacrificed, and in

this case rightly sacrificed. The " Galathee," too, is

charming as a conception of the bright sea-nymph,

joying in her ever-fresh youth and free from the

bui-d<'ning thoughts and woes of mortality; though

the picture is somewhat marred by the accessories

—
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cnvnl and sen-weed—wliieli iire treated in S(inie\vhat

ebiltlishly eniphatie fashion.

Another work, the " David," has iiuite iveeiitly

attraeted renewed attention, whieli it owes to the

supremely beautiful etehino- after it exeeuted by ^I.

Felix Bracquemond, for whom it earni'd the only

"]\Iedaille d'llonneur" aeeorded in any branch of the

line arts at tlie Salon of ISSf (Paris: Petit. London :

Obaeh). The aged king, wearing a high tiara, robed

with great splendour in a fashion approaehmg the

Assyrian mode, and holding a lily-erowned sceptre,

appears seated on a magnificent throne of fantas-

tic shape. At liis feet is an angel, harp in hand,

with bright-plumed wings and long flowing hair,

round which plays an effulgence of rays—an em-

bodiment, perha]is, of the divinely inspired genius of

the Psalmist. The accessories sliow the same almost

barbaric profusion and splendour as the adornment

of the figures ; to such a degree, indeed, as to ])ro-

duce at llrst a dazzling and confusing effect. A
penetrating and subtle power is shown in tlu' con-

ception and delineation of David, who, thougli the

light of his being burns low, appears yet jiossessed

with the divine spirit, and is about, in one sujireme

outburst, to prophesy the advent of a new era, of a

new law, then to awake the strings of his haip no

more. Such would appear to bo the true iuterj)re-

tation of this strange composition, which h(jwever

defies strict analysis or, indeed, an absolutely cer-

tain exposition of its motive : yet it rivets the

gazer by the extraordinary intensity and pathos of

the rendering. The essential elements of the subject

have been seized, as it were, by intuition, and stand

forth vividly through all the weird over-wrought sur-

roundings, leaving us in doubt how far these have

aided the painter as syndxils or modes of expres-

sion, or whether a subject so pathetically conceived

would not have gained by simpler treatment.

A quite distinct side of ]Moreau's genius is shown

in the way in which he treats subjects of an Oriental

as apart from a merely Biblical character. It is

not the marvellous iuiprcssionisme of Japan—whose

great influence on modern art in its latest phases

has not been altogether for good—wliirh has fas-

cinated him, but the more subtle and less-under-

stood art of Persia in its bloom. Almost alone

among Europeans, he has succeeded in reproducing

the vein of melancholy yet sensuous poetry, the subtle

character, of an art which is as absolutely distinct

ni spirit and sentiment from anything European, as

is the poetic art of the East from that of the "West.

By this it is not so much meant that IMoreau has

merely imitated the outward manner of the art of

Persia, as that he has rather absorbed and reproduced

its true spirit and essence. A notable example of this

power, among others, was a water-colour drawing

—

" Une Peii "—a fantastic half-conventional ligure of

excpiisile beauty, floating in the air, and framed in a

eouM'ntional l)order of Oriental design. This appeared

witli a number of the artist's works at. tlie I'liiversal

Exhibition of ISJS. More ri'cently still, at an

exhibition of water-colours illustrating the l''ables

of La Fontaine, executed by the most renowned

artists of France for j\I. Uonx, of Marseilles, Morcau

triumphed with a series of upwards of thirty designs,

inaguiliecuf in colour, and of remarkable though not

highly -laboured technique: showing, indeed, over

this medium a greater teeliuical mastery than he had

exhibited as an oil painter. Many of these draw-

ings are conceived in tlie same rare spirit of true

orientalily already iiidiealed, whieli appeared in such

subjects in nowise out of place—strange and daring

as the notion of giving to the fables an ]']astern

garb may at first seem — but ratlicr lent to them

an unique charm. Indeed, more than any i)re-

vious works, these designs contributed to enhance

Moreau's reputation with the French public. A
whole series of remarkable works in various stages

remain in the studio of the painter, who jmrposes,

at some future period, to submit them to jiuIjHc

criticism, fjut apparently seeks to postpone the ordeal

as long as possible. Among them is one canvas of

special importance—" Ulysses and the Suitors."

With Edward Burne Jones Gustave iNIoreau has

been most often comjaared, and those in France who
occupy themselves with the developments of English

art are fond of styling the former " le Gustavo

Moreau Anglais." Though many striking points of

contact between the two artists no doubt exist, there

are, nevertheless, between the spirit and mode of

conception of their works the most radical differences.

Both have studiously sluumed all sulijecfs dealing

with the everyday realities of modern life ; though

the art of both is in a sense jire-eminently inoilern,

and is tinged with that peculiar melancholy which

seems an inseparable characteristic of all the higher

art of the century. Both have begun by seeking

to clothe their ideas in the forms of the early

Italian Renaissance, and both have sought a part

of their effects in the strange and fantastic cha-

racter of the accessories in which they revel, and

with which they seek to stimulate the imagination
;

in tlie exquisite and subtly combined passages of

local colour with which they seek to adorn their

works. But here the parallel, which, it will be seen,

is one rather of outward resemblance than of real

similarity of temperament, ceases. Moreau conceives

vividly and with intense energy, though not pre-

cisely dramatically in the accepted signifleance of the

term : he may, no doubt, be designated a painter of

unsubstantial visions rather than of realities; but

he is at least strongly possessed and convinced by
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those which lie seeks to evoke, and makes every-

thing;—drawing, style, and teelinique—subservient

to his effort to render his conceptions concrete and

visible. In this quality, lli(iu<;'li in this alone, he

perhaps resembles Blake more closely than any other

creative artist, though his art remains essentially

that of the jiainter, and does not, like that of the

Englishman, become a symbol only—a kind of

hieroglyj)hic language devoted to llie ])icti)rial ex-

pression of ideas and beliefs, rather than to the

representation of actions and things. Moreau not

so much merely imitates the outward characteristics

and mannerisms of his prototypes the Quattrocen-

tists, as he seeks to transfuse them into himself, and

possess himself of the spirit with which they con-

ceived and painted. His art cannot be termed

either purely decorative or monumental in character,

but must be said to occupy a j)lace apart : its defects

being such as are sufficiently evident to all, while its

higher significance and unique charm require for their

comprehension an intuition and sj-mpathy which

belong to few. Hence his creations will jjerhaps

never command general appreciation, notwithstand-

ing their many exquisite qualities ; and, indeed,

while his temperament is too ardent and aspiring

to permit him to bid for the popular approval b\- the

usual means, he lacks undoubtedly some of the nobler

and more robust qualities which enable art of the

highest class finally to break down all temporary

obstacles and compel universal respect and admiration.

To dwell further on his technical deficiencies—many
of which are deliberately adopted, and are inherent to

his method—would be an ungrateful, and perhajis, in

his case, an unnecessarv task. It has been said—and

in some respects with justice— that his drawing and

rendering of the nude are sometimes deficient in ac-

euraey, ]iower, and supjilene.ss ; that, notwithstanding

the many exquisite passages of local colour with

which his wcn-ks abound, they are ofti'u wanting

in general tone and breadth of effect. Tiiis is, no

doubt, a grave indictment to bring against a ])ainter;

but, even if we are compelled to admit its partial

truth, it should weigh less heavily against ^Toreau's

success than that of most artists, seciii>i- what is

the aim and scope of his art, and the jeculiar and

exeejitional jiosition he has taken up. It has been

sought to show what he is at his best : even at his

worst he uuiv be sometimes unsuccessful, and fan-

tastic to tlie verge of grotescjueness, but he is never

conscious, affected, or insincere; and it may be truly

said that the higher he soars, the moi'c trulv and

surely does his inspiration su])]iort him.

It is to be regretted tliat his art is little known
and less understood in Englaml, where, it is believed,

few or none of his typical works have appeared. At
one of the first exhibitions held at the Grosvenor

(iallery was shown " L'A])parition," a large water-

colour design representing Herod enthroned, fo whom
appears floating in the air a terrible vision—the

transfigured head of St. John the Baptist. This is

not to be confounded with the oil-painting "Salome,"

though the general conception is somewhat similar.

It is in all respects one of Moreau's most fantastic

and least successful works, one, indeed, on which it

would not be fair to found any appreciation of his

l"'«ers. Cl-ivue Phillips.

PICTURES OF FENCE.

MR. EGERTOX CASTLE, turning over the

preface of Captain Burton's " Book of the

Sword," perceived that there was still room for

another book on the subject. He
had designed something of the sort

already, if only in the form of

magazuie articles, but given it uj)

on hearing that Richard was in the

field. As not infrequently hajipens,

the champion turned out to be less

irresistible than his reputation had

promised; or, to put the fact in a

less eloquent form. Captain Burton
had not so occupied the ground as

to leave no room for anybody else.

Seeing, therefore, that he had the

way open before him, Mr. Egerton

Castle has resolved to publish a book on the great

art and mj-stery of carte and tierce neglected by

Caiitain 13urton. He treats of these thinsrs from the

I.—RAPIEK AND CLOAK : ENGAOIXO.
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tE LIE.VTENENT

bi\<>-imiing', starting from a time when carte and tierce cavalier, but it showed a keen appreciation of the

were not, anil coming down to these days when value of the point, and it hajjpened in the Thirteenth

Century, three hundred

}'ears or so before Marozzo.

Indeed, I would propound

this question, merely asking

for informati(.in, like Rosa

Dartle, to Mr. Castle :—Is it

not probable that the inlinite

care the armour-makers took

to protect the joints of their

mail was taken in order to

afford protection against the

point of the estoc as well

as against the point of the

lance or the misericorde?

But our author is inclined

they have got as near per-

fection as it is possible for

the work of fallible man to

attain. iVrmed with a goodly

collection of old fencing

books, and reading them

with the critical eye of

one who has a " Brevetto

di Nomina a Maestro di

Scherma," he has written,

and Messrs. George Bell and

Sons have published, a book

which is handsome in the

ordinary form and magnifi-

cent in the large-paper copy.

U.—DISAEMINO.

According to the title—a title as long as Bobadil's to vilipend the Middle Ages generally, as will be

tuck, and as imposing—it is on " Schools and ^Masters seen from the following quotation :
" The rough

of Fence, from the Middle Ages to the Eighteenth untutored fighting of the ]\Iiddle Ages (shades

Century, with a Sketch of the Development of the of Wallace and Duguesclin and the Black Prince

Art of Fencing with the Rapier and the Small Sword, hear him!) represents faithfully the reign of brute

and a Bibliograjihy of the Fencing Art during that force in social life as well as in politics. The stoutest

Period;" and it is "illustrated with re])roductions of arm and the mightiest sword won the day, even as

old engravings and carbon plates of ancient swords." did the sturdiest baron or the most warlike king.

A gentleman who is about to tra,vel through the Those were the days of crushing blows with mace
history of modern fencing will naturally start from or glaive, when a knight's superiority in action de-

the verge of tlie ill-defined period known as the pended on his power of wearing heavier armour and

Middle Ages. Mr. Egertou Castle accordingly dealing heavier blows than his Jieighbour ; when
begins his examination into the development of the strength was lauded more than skill, and minstrels

use of the sword with Manciolino and Marozzo, sang of enchanted blades that nought coidd break."

Italians of the early Sixteenth Century. Consider- Let us not imitate the great Carranza and launch

ing the want of documentary evidence for an earlier into philosophy apropos of carte and tierce, and " los

period, this course is perhaps inevitable, but speaking

with all the humility becoming a trifling know-
ledge of so great a subject, I think Mr. Castle dis-

misses the swordsmanship of the Middle Ages a

little too summarily. In one place he asserts that

the use of the point, which, as we all know, is far

more deadly than the edge, came in with the partial

disuse of armour. Now this is too sweeping. As
a matter of fact, the mediieval sword had a point

which assuredly was not meant only to make an

artistic finish to the blade. The mail-clad knight,

as Mr. Castle himself says, carried an estoc, a long

imintcd sword mainly for thrusting, at his saddle-

bow. Concerning his habits we are justified in

believing that he contemi)lated skewering somebody
with it. Indeed, is it not written that when one

of the Montforts avenged the death of h.is sainted,

or partially sainted father, Earl Simon, at Eve-
sham, by murdering a kinsman of the King of

I'higland at the altar, and dragging him across the m.—gieaed iiubaust, maitee d'aemes.

church by the ' hair, he (les|)atched his victim by
running him through the body with an estoc? It grades del perfil." Let the cobbler stick to his la.st,

was an action unbecoming the houuur of a true and the writer on fencing (and his critic) to the
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sword. ]\Ir. Castle has overlooked the " Auiadis of about Jjoiidou in the Sixteenth Ceiitiirv, :iii<l did not

Gaul," wherein the use of the sword for ^-uardinii,' as give place to the Italian ra[iier play first inlrwduced

well as striking is spoken of. If it is ohjeuted that by tliat unmitigated scoundrel Rowland Yorke, in

the Amadis of Garcia Ordonez de Montalvo be-

longs to the very end of the Fifteenth Century, Mv.

Ticknor and other learned men are there to show

that the Spanish version is a translation of a, i'or-

tuguese work, probably writ (en by ^"aseo de Lobeira,

who was knighted on

the field of Aljuba-

rotta in 1:585. De-

pend upon it they

did not know e\'ery-

thing down in Judee,

neither did they find

out everything in the

Italy of the Sixteenth

Century.

To come to the

point, however, a

]ihrasc pro\'identially

adapted to the sub-

ject, the development

IV.- -THE ACROBATIC LUNGE.

Oucen Elizabeth's time, without loud protest. A\ e

quote (with others from Mr. Castle's book) a cut

from Casp;:r Rutz (l.")57), which gives a contempo-

rary jiicture of (lie British youth of the commons
(x.) ; and whoever saw the brawling scene in " Romeo

and Juliet " und<'r

the management of

Mr. Irving probably

knows as nnieh as we
are likelv to learn of

how lie I'oughl. It

was with an immense

expenditure of energy

in swashing blows

and a terrible accom-

jianimont of clat(er.

In James I.'s time

the method went out,

thouo'h not wilhout

clamour. "With
of the science of fencing unquestionably reached the Spanish beaver, with starched ruff, with elegant

loquacious state in the Sixteenth Century. Jaunie Spanish cloak, with elegant buckler hanging at his

or Jayme {i.e., James) Pons of Majorca, and Pedi'o back, a man, if his moustachios and boots were in

de la Torre, are said to have published works on good order, stepped forth with some satisfaction,

the use of the sword in 1171, the first at Perpi- Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard ; a

nan, the second nobody apparently knows where, decidedly truculent-looking figure. Jostle him in

lliey are lost, and as the first printing-jiress was the street thoroughfares, accidentally sjilash his boots

only established in Valencia in that very year, it as you pass—by Heaven, the buckler gets u])on his

is at least possible that Pons's work never existed, arm, the sword Hashes in his fist, with oaths enough,

A mysterious ^loncio is supposed to have published and you too being ready, there is a noise ! Clink,

something in LjOD, but the earliest existing books clank, death and fury; all persons gathering round,

are Manciolino's (1531) and Marozzo's (1536), both and new quarrels springing from this one." So far

Italian. From that time there has been a steady jNIr. Carlyle, whom I always quote when in search of

How of fencing books, Italian, Spanish, and French, an eye-witness ; and he then proceeds to show why
These three ought to stand by themselves, for the all this was "mere noise as of working tinsmiths

Germans and English have been, with a few excep- with profane swearing." The sword and buckler

tions, translators or copyists.

Since 1531 there have been changes, and improve-

ments not a few, and much ink would need to How
from pen to paper to deseriije them fully. Speaking

men never used the point, never struck below the

waist, and generally fought out of rowdyism : so that

the thing became what we call bad form.

In 1509 jNIr. George Silver ])ublished a L;allant

in a rough way, 'Mr. Castle shows how the sword ajxjlogy for the sword and buckl

has advanced from being used as a cutting weapon of Defence." He roundly asserted that it was the

with the bnc-kler, to being used as a cutting and better system of the two, and maligned his Italian

thrusting weajion with dagger or cloak, and finally to rivals freely. His arguments a])pcar contradictory,

reigning alone as a thrusting weapon pure and simple, for after asserting that the thrust is too deadly, he

The names of four nations may be diviiled anionntlie goes on to say that nothing comes of a rapier fight,

three methods. England patronised the sword and In fact, the contradiction is only apparent, as every-

buekler, Spain and Italy cherished and refined the thing depends on the spirit in which men fight. In

rapier and dagger, France (" ce qui n'est ])as dair, support of his first contention he instances " two
n'est pas Frar.eais") advanced to the sword: " pure as captains at Southampton " who " even as tliey were

the naked heavens, majestic, free," as Bobadil might going to take shij)])ing on the key, fel at strife,

have said if he had sworn by (irisier instead of the drew their ra])iers, and presentlye being desperate,

great Carranza. The sword and buckler figiired much bardie, and resolute as they call it, with all force and
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over o-reat speed, ran with the rapiers one at the about to withdraw, will explain some things if a

other and both were slain." Immediately afterwards word were granted. 'No words/ says the other;

he shows how two gentlemen may

"stand sure saying the one to the

other ; thrust and then dare, strike

or thrust and then dare for thy life,

sayeth the other," and of course

nothing comes of it. The first was

a fight, the second a French press

duel. The drawing given here (vi.),

from Mr. Castle's reproductions of

the illustrations to Capo Ferro's book,

shows that the rapier and dagger

could be furious enough, and to put

more life into those vigorous designs

I shall again give myself the pleasure,

and my readers the relief, of inserting a quotation—
along one, too—from Carlyle's "Two Hmidred and

Fifty Years Ago." It is his vivid sketch of the duel

between Sir Thomas Button and Sir Hattou Cheek.

TI.—EAPIER AND DAGGER: THE LITNOE.

stand on your guard !
' brandishing his rapier,

grasping harder his dagger. Button, now silent

too, is on his guard. Good heavens ! after some

brief flourishing and flashing— the gleam of the

before, his dagger through his back from behind

—

lungs and life nol missed, and the seconds have to

advance, ' pnll out the four bloody weapons,' dis-

engage that hell embrace of theirs. This is serious

enourrh ! Cheek reels, his life fast flowing, but

They had a quariel in the breach at Juliers, "and so, swift clear steel playing madly in one's eyes—they

on Calais Sands, in a winter morning of the year 1610, at the first pa.ss plunge home on one another, home

this is what we see, most authentically, through the with beak and claws, home to the very heart

!

lajise of dim Time. Two gentlemen stript to the Cheek's rapier is through Button's throat from

shirt and waistband : in the two hands of each a before, and his dagger is through from behind—the

rajner and dagger clutched ; their looks sufliciently windpipe miraculously missed ; and in the same in-

serious ! The seconds, having stript, equipt, and stant Button's rapier is through Cheek's body from

fairly overhauled and certified them, are just about

retiring from the measured fate-circle, not without

indignation that iheji are forbidden to fight. Two

gentlemen in this alarming posture, of whom the

universe knows, has known, and wll know nothing,

except that they were of choleric humour, and assisted still rushes rabid on Button, who merely parries,

" ~ " "

skips, till Cheek reels down dead in his rage. ' He

had a bloody burial there that morning,' says my
ancient friend. He will assist no more in the

Netherland or other wars."

The " measured circle of fate" is not a metaphor of

INIr. Carlyle's. Swordsmen of the early Seventeenth

Century were familiar with the mystic figure, and

were strenuously taught to bear its properties in mind.

Bon Jeronimo Sanchez de Carranza,

Knight of the Order of Christ, pub-

lished a treatise at San .Lucar in 1569

(to sav nothing of other works and

new editions), in which he proved out

of Euclid and Aristotle that he who

should always put himself on the pro-

per point of the circumference must

needs be able to pink his man. Bon

Luis Narvaez de Pacheco (1612) re-

peated and even amplified the teach-

ing of Carranza. To a modern reader

their system is well-nigh unintel-

ligible. Their l»ooks are insuft'erably

wordy and pedantic. Their instruc-

in the Netherland wars ! They are evidently English

human creatures in the height of silent fury, and

measured circle of fate, whom we here audiljly name

once more. Sir Hattou Cheek, Sir Thomas Button,

knights both, soldadoes both. Ill-fa,ted English

human creatures, what horrible confusion of the Pit

is this?

"Button, though in suppressed rage, the seconds

V.— KAi'IEU AHU daqgee: emgaulng.
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tions, as far as they can Le undcrstotnl, would set'in

to have led to a merely artilieial name. 'I'lie draw-

ing here reproduced (ix.), though not

taken from either of their hooks, hut

from one to he mentioned helow, may

perhaps enalile the reader to n'uess how

the pupils of the great Carran/.a went to

work. These finely-dressed gentlemen

certainly seem to he trying to r<'duce the

rough husiness of lighting to somethinn

very courtly and deliiMte. jNfr. Castle

shows plainly enough tha! all the jihiln-

sophy and mathematics of t'arranx.a and

Narvaez were much out of ])lace, and he

quotes Quevedo to show that even in

Spain their elahorate system was laughed

at and its merits denied. Uuevedo,

however, had his reasons. He had a

violent quarrel with a fencing-master,

prohalily Narvaez de Paeheco, and not only laughctl

at his skill, hut introduced him intd the inl'crnal

regions under sufficiently ridiculnus circumstan<-cs

in one of his " Suehos." Another S])aniard of

that time, who certainly knew as much ahout the

use of the sword as Quevedo, has left on record a

directly opposite ojjinion. \\ hen Don Quixote and

Sancho were on their way to the marriage of

on his circle^, angles, and the learning (if Oarranzn

generally. The Don was of course in his element.

VUI.—CLOAK AND K.\riEE : A HIT.

Ill' acteil as judge and jndirious h.itt Ic-lii'ldcr willi

deliglif. Corchuelo did his hi'st in a furin\is way,

hut his friend, the diexlrn, the man of skill, won a

hollow victory, and cduntcd all llic hiittons on his

douhlct. In descrihing the scene, Cervantes praises

the dicxiru in exactly the same terms as would he

used of a good modern fencer, and for jirciiscly the

qualities which are now considered hesl. AVhcn we

Camacho, they fell in with a i)arty including two rememl)er that the system held its ground in Sjjain

students of Salamanca. One of these, Corchuelo, very long, and that the Spaniards had a liigh rrpu-

maintained the ])ro]iosifion thai ]iluck ami energv

VII.—AN ITALIAN SWOEDSMAN.

were enough, and rashly hoasted that he would he at

least a match for his companion, who relied much
i2l

tation as swordsmen, it is safer to conclude thai

Carranza and Narvaez were not very far wrong in

the method (hey invented for their weapon.

The two gentlemen who are lighting in the afore-

said cut in such an apparently gingerly fashion are

two pupils of (iinird Thihaust, of Antwerp, who, to

juilge hy his ]iortrait (ill.), was a very suliicient

fighting man. Thihaust wrote a most stately hook

on the art of swordsmanshi]>, named with ]iro|)er

jioni]) and ceremony "Academic de l'P]spee de (lirard

Thihaust d'Anvers, oii se denionstrent jiar reigles

mathematiques, sur le fondeinenl d'un cerelc niys-

terieux, la thcorie et pratiijue des vi'ais et jus(pi'j\

invsciil incognus secrets du maiiiement des armes, k

pied et a cheval." It was puhlishcd hy the Elzevirs

in folio in lG;i.S, and is indeed a joy for ever to the

book collector. It is illustrated by " nine plates

containing the coats of arms of nine kings and

princes who patronised this work,'' besides " forty-

six copper-plates, drawn and engraved by Crispin

de Pas, Gelle, Nicol La.stman, Andrew Stockins,

Ad. Mcetham, T. Van Paendereu, Rule licaudoue

Iselburg, Wilhelm Delff, P. Shcrwontons, Bols-

worth, Crispian Quchorn, Salomon Saurius, Schel-

derie, Egbert a' Paondoron, Pctrus de Todo, Jacobus

a' Borch, Seheltus, \\ . Jacobi." Jlere was a right

liighlv-honoured master of the nolde art of self-
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ii-utli, two different lliini^s. The i'nrmer
(l.'fenee. Alas! tliat he cannot also be called rij^ht teaeli, m truui,

iH.iH.urahle. It is, says Mr. Castle, the sad fact taught their man to liyht,^ (he latter teaeh him to

fence. Now iightiny and fencing are not necessarily

the same thing. The French system of sword-play

is an admirable exercise. Given a proper room with

a smooth floor, space to advance and retreat in, a foil

as light as a walking-stick and far better Ijalauced, a

suit of flannels and a thin pair of shoes, and the system

masters would have made short work of Thibaust's of Grisier or Cordelois is as perfect as it well can be.

show pupil, the all-accomplished Alexander, who All these conveniences were wanting in the broken

may be seen slaying the unlucky Zaebaria several square at Tamai ; they would be equally wanting in

times over on every one of those forty-six plates.

tliat Girard's " vrais et jusiin'a present lucognus

secrets " are nothing more r.or less than Narvaez's

amplilication of Carranza. His only claim to origin-

ality is that he is more pragmatical than these

" nrao-matical Spaniards," and even less instructive.

Mr. Castle thinks that the contemporary Italian

a sudden scuffle at a street corner. The old masters

always contemplated the possibility that their pupil

might find himself in a scuffle in the street or a

broken square, and heiice they stuck to a number of

methods of attack and defence which would be called

tricksj and probably lead to defeat if tried in a feneing-

room. The Baron de Bazancourt, who was as fiery

an enthusiast of the foil as ever lived, recommends

the lunge. The Spanish system was, in spite of its his young friend to practise frequently with the

]>edantic form, by no means ill-adapted to the use of bated sword instead of the foil, and points ^out that

a heavy cutting blade, and for the j)urpose of striking

at the head. This ponderous rajtier, however, went

(jut and then the principles of the Italians were uni-

versally accepted. jNIen began to wear a light

sword, and to rely mui/h more on rapidity and preci-

For my part, I should not have eared to say as much

to Girard himself, lest the fate of Corchuelo had

befallen me.

It is none the less the case that the Italians were

the inventors of modern fencing. Their system was

incomparably better adapted to a thrusting weapon,

and it was thev who discovered the whole beauty of

the change will be finind to modify his play.

But all this is wandering away from the subject,

and therefore to be condemned, to say nothing of the

fact that saying anything which has the remotest

appeai-ance of being disrespectful to French fencing

sion of movement than on strength of wrist. Another arouses the scorn of many enthusiastic persons. One

merit the Italians had in an eminent degree—they of our pictures (ii.) is from a French book, Sainct

were wonderfully illustrated. Their plates differed

from Thiljaust's very much as their system did. His

book is full of almost gorgeous plates, which when

ojiened out are themselves almost as long as a sword.

Theirs are not, on the other hand, on such an elaborate

Didier's, nearly the earliest of all, for it bears the re-

spectable date of 157:3, only fouryears later than Car-

ranza. Mr. Castle tells us that Sainct Didier only

plagiarised from the Italians, and therefore nothing-

need be said of him except that this drawing is

xle, but are brimful of life. Our quotations in inserted in hopes that it may be of use to the next

great tragedian who is about to play Hamlet. It

will be seen that the Provost has hold of the Lieu-

tenant's sword. At times each got hold of the other's

hilt, and then there was

a scuffle and a change

of swords. To intro-

duce this realistic and

areluTeologieal improve-

ment is all that is now

left to the ambitious

British aetor. The re-

sources for escaping the

necessity of putting

life and passion into

one's acting are being

used up with a htirrible

rapidity-

Of course there

were other fencers than

the French, Spaniards,

and Italians. The Ger-

mans have always bwen

illustration of their use of the cloak and dagger (i.,

v., VI., VIII.), the latter two from Capo Ferro (1(510)

and Alfieri (l(JlU), are little pictures, and very dif-

ferent from the wooden

things which do duty

for illustrations in most

modern books. Except

in Spanish knife fights,

the use of the cloak has

gone out, but it does

not follow that it was

not comm('nd:d)Ii' in its

day. Like the acro-

batic lunge figured on

a preceding page (iv.),

which is taken from a

bo(jk published in 1803,

it' must be judged by

the circ\nnstances in

which it was intended

to be used. The old

nuislers and the modern IS.—THE MEASUKED CIECLE OF FATE.
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great fighting' men, and have hail guilds of swords-

mon and systems oh' their own. Albert Durer is

reported to have il-

lustrated a fencing

book, and no doubt

could himself use a

sword. From in-

ternal evidence it is

clear that he did

licit draw the treble-

breeched gentleman

in onr tailpiece (xi.),

who looks as if he

ought to have flour-

ished in early

Knickerbocker days

in what is New
York. The Scotch,

who are notoriously

always in the van

of civilisation, pro-

duced the most origi-

nal of our teachers.

This was Sir William

Hope, of Balcomie, Kt., sometime deputy governor

of Edinburgh Castle, who published the " Scots

Fencing Master" in lOST, as well as works on

X.—SWOED AND BUCKLEE.

the gentlemanly arts of horsemanship ami dancing.

Mr. Castle, like other writers on fencing, begiiiJi Ijy

]iuiiitiiig out that a vast treatise would have to be

written to tell the whole history of tiie subject. An
appropriate ending here will be to say that a much
longer article than this would be needed even to name

all the interesting things contained in his own book.

It is full of matter literary and artistic. Speaking

for myself, I prt'fcr the earlier parts. Capo Ferro

and Thibaust may not be as scientiiic as Angchi, who
also ha.s become a wig with reverence be it said, liut

their men compare magnificently with the meagre

wooden dolls of modern books. Capo Ferro 's naked

savages and cloaked bravos look at least as ii' they

meant fighting. Thibaust's cavaliers go aliout their

work in a well-bred vicious way, which has cliarms.

As for Angelo's gentle-

men, they look as if they

were showingoff, and with-

out the least excuse. Now
the person in the nonde-

script dress (vii.), from

Viggiani (Venice, 1.j7.j),

may well pose in that

confident attitude of his,

for he is a fine figure of a

man. David Haxxay. xi.—geeman swoud-i'lay.

THE AET OF PEEICLEAN ATHENS.

THE most brilliant of all the eras of civic life

that history has known we in England have

the best op^iortunity of studying. For our British

Museum is the richest storehouse of the art of the

Periclean age. A glowing page was written Ijy

Plutarch, enumerating the manifold and high orders

of industry which found their supjiort in the projects

that Pericles either conceived or encouraged for the

eniliellishment of his city. If one devotes some

attention to those fragmentary remains that still

testify to that unique activity, one may gain such

a conception of that generation as is more than an

artistic conception, such as may be vague, but is

not necessarily one-sided. For never was the art of

a people more representative of their moral life, or

of the quality of their religious and poetic imagina-

tion ; the whole world of painting and sculpture was

penetrated and governed by a morality not less high

and austere than that which Plato demands from

the artists of his ideal Republic. He goes so far

as to demand that iu all respects shall art serve

as the handmaid of conduct ; but an ordinary Atlie-

uian of the latter half of the Fifth Century before

Christ, in contemplating the best works around him,

would probably have been unable to separate into

two worlds what he there saw united—the world of

beautiful form and the world of ethical and religious

ideas. The exclusive devotion to formal beauty was

as alien to the art of the Fifth Century as was the

[)ursuit of mere rhetorical effect to its oratory; formal

beauty was only a part inevitable, yet unobtrusive,

ill those creations which embodied in clear and high

forms the political and religious conceptions, the

national ethic. Here is no worship of art, but rather

an art that is itself part of the people's worship.

Such an art will be serious even in lighter matters,

even in the rendering of a woman's smile, which,

as an ancient writer tells us of the work of an

early ma.ster in this generation, was solemn and

half-concealed. Again, such an art will be ])ublic

and national, for the ideas concerning the divinities

are not the private possession of any individuals,

but are the heritage of the whole state.

In another sense also one may call the art jiublic,

in .so far that the artist was not the servant of tiic in-

dividual, but of the city. Of decorative house-archi-
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((•(•( lire, rich runiituiv, luxuriously (;u-vwl signet-rings, i\w monunifnts of the Fifth Century, which tlicarchi-

wc hc;ir hut little (lui-ini;' the Fifth Century of Athenian teet ereated and tlie sculptor and painter adorned,

hisl(n-y, For tlie Athenian of that age was rather a are not in the strict sense of the word historical and

citizen tlian a householder, and the social inter- commemorative ; it is not tlie contemporary Athenian

course which was necessary to every side of his life, and Spartan warriors, in Ionic and Doric accoutre-

whether the interest of his leisure liours was jioetry, rnents, that are carved on the metopes and friezes of

philosophy, or athletics, he found in the market- the temples, the victors of Maratlion, Salamis, and

I.—ATHENE, PANDORA, AND IIEPIIAISTOS.

(From a Ct/lur in tlir British Musrinn.)

place, porticos, and gymnasia of his city. And he l'lat;ra, for on tliese battlc-Uelds superhuman agen-

was a citizen of a state that was stirred I)y a re- cies were believed to have played their part, and the

collection of its past great deeds in the Persian Hellenic forces had been led l)y unseen champions,

wars, with a consciousness also of its present the heroes of the old myths ; the gods whose temples

strength that maintained for it complete supremacy had been outraged by Persian impiety had watched

by sea, and considcralilc ])redominance by land over the fortunes of Hellas. The reconstruction,

against its foes, both within and without the therefore, of the edifices and monuments, when the

Peloponnese ; the art of the grt'at age shall express

for it its o'rcat. acliicvenients, its' political as[)ira-

tious, and its character will be monumental. \ et

storm of invasion had passed by, was an expression of

this sense of gratitude, while it also subserved the needs

of religion and the purposes of triumphant memo-
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rials; ami the nii'ii wliu

erected tlierii had not

yet severed themselves

from the eonnection of

a mythic past ; in their

thoughts and beliefs

they were i)rone lo reeur

to itj and to lind in it

the causes and seeds of

those results which were

gathered in their pre-

sent day. In the same
spirit they could re-

gard the tleeds of their

mythic ancestors as the

syndiol of their own;
could recognise in those

legendary achievements

of Heracles and Theseus,

who cleared the land of

monsters and of hostile

barbarism, their own
victorious struggle
against the great uu-

eivilised power of the

world. The art which
grows up at such a

time will be obviously

ideal in this sense, that

it will occupy itself not
so much with the pre-

sent day as with the

figures of the past, to

which the imagination

of the people gives out-

line, meaning, and life.

It is true that the

sculjitors of the age of

Pericles were sometimes

employed upon the

direct rendering of a

contemporary action,

and sometimes upon
portrait-heads and por-

trait-statues, but here

also their aim was ideal

in so far as they la-

boured to show in the

face the inborn cha-

racter, not the transi-

tory expression of emo-
tion ; the flesh of the
face is not overwrousht
With the exjierienee of

the passing days, but
the genius, so to speak. "•^ATHENE I'AKTIIENOS.

(Briiish Mufifum.)
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is given in the permanent strncture o£ the head. It

was the gods and not the individual man who claimed

the services of the sculptor and painter^ nor in any o£

its aj)plications does the Periclean art become so ideal

as in its application to religious wor-shi^J. That this

was conspicuously the fact means that the religion

liad become something more than a formal system,

the performance of mere ceremonies, that now more

vigorously than ever before it was quickened with

a moral and sjiiritual sense. As the great 2)art of

the Greek world had joined in the common struggle,

as the gods had protected the common cause, so the

conception of the gods, or of the supreme among
the gods, ceased to be merely tribal, approjiriate to

this or that city. It is after the Persian wars that

we hear of a Zeus Panhellenios, the father and ruler

of the Hellenic world, whose statue was a symbol

of a universal worship. And side by side with a

certain national impulse towards a national unity or

confederation moved the current of religious thought

that strove to bring unity into the religious system,

and at last expressed itself through the plastic

imagination of the greatest Athenian artist in the

"Olympian Zeus." This was Pheidias, the Athenian

whose fame went abroad throughout all Hellas, and

whose spirit hasjmpriuted itself upon the sculpture

of the Parthenon. When one asks of the art of

the Periclean age, one is asking of the genius of

Pheidias ; for the whole city bore the marks of his

hands, or the hands of his pupils who drew their in-

spiration from him, and of the handicraftsmen who
were drilled in his service. All the technical niaster\'

that the artists who went before him had ae([uired

was inherited by him, their great successor and sup-

phmter, who knew well how to perfect such skill, and
to apply it to such ideal creations as the past could

never conceive.

His imagination was deeply, almost exclusively

religious, and ideal always ; for the statue of a

wounded Amazon which is ascribed to him, what-

ever its conception may have been, was certainly

no rendering of ordinary human nature j and genre-

subjects of common life are altogether alien to him,

alien almost to his age. Nor among his contem-

poraries was he so famous for his power in dealing

with athletic forms as for his pre-eminence in work-

ing out the ideas of divinity; and his attitude in

regard to the religious system which he tried to ex-

press was such as was proper to the greatest artist

of the Fifth Century ; for while clearness, richness,

and geniality are qualities which may be ascribed

to his work, a serioi;sness and majestic tranquillity

are always predominant therein. Not yet, as in

the poetic and plastic works of the Fourth Cen-

tury, were the deities brought near to humanitv
through a kindred possession of their passions and

emotions. The statue of Olympian Zeus that

Pheidias carved for the temple of Elis, in the

whole pose, and still more in the head and features

of the face, revealed the mature fresh strength of

the god in his prime, the august wisdom and power,

benevolently mild, because triumphantly secure, and

revealed these with such mighty impressiveness that

the spectator miglit seem to see the god as Homer
pictured him, and might believe that Zeus himself

had manifested his person to the artist and sealed his

work with the sign of his approval.

The same lofty purity he preserved in his render-

ing of other deities, and conspicuously of Aphrodite.

The statue of the goddess that he wrought for

Elis was a temple-statue of gold and ivory, draped

therefore, and standing there for worship as the

Aphrodite Urania, the goddess of heavenly love and

celestial ministration. Possibly a figure in the Par-

thenon frieze, which I will afterwards indicate, may
give us some hints of the Pheidian ideal of Aph-

rodite ; for in order to gather some shadowy con-

ception of these masterpieces of religious art we
have to look—as in a glass darkly—to frieze-

reliefs, coins, and statuettes. The Olympian Zeus

—the statue which without hyperbole may be said

to have given a fresh impulse and life to Hel-

lenic religion— we know onl}- through an Elean

coin. Two statuettes, one of which has been recently

discovered, represent for us the Athene Parthenos,

a colossal work of gold and ivory, which Pheidias

wrought for the temple on the Acropolis of Athens,

and which for grandeur and repute stood second only

to the great statue of Zeus. The figure (ii.) is

about two and a half feet in height, standing on a

carved basis, and holding in her hand a diminished

form, whose wings mark her out as the goddess of

victory, Athene's ever-faithful familiar. At her

left side is her shielil with the Gorgon's head as

its badge; and her left hand, resting lightly here,

must have sujiported the spear which leaned against

her shoulder. Half hidden beneath the shield and

half emerging appears the serpent of Athene, the

symbol often of darkness and evil, but here rather of

hidden wisdom, and this is partly also the meaning

of the sphinx crouched between two griffins on her

helm. On her breast is the tegis bristling with

serpents and with the Gorgon's head, whose petri-

fying jiower gives her the victory over her enemies.

The maidenly yet august costume suits well the

maiden goddess of wisdom and war.

So much we see at the first view of this small

Roman cop}'. We could wish to win an impression

of the colossal statue, with its rich fine light of

i^ory and golden masses of drapery, of the mild

splendour of the countenance, where precious stones

were set for the pupils of the eye—the statue that
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was till' inash'r])ieco cif the artist's uarliiT st\lo

—

and til lii_'l]i one in tlic iancilul rcec.inslrui-tinn there

is notliing'but the cold and dead forms ol" tliis marble

miniatm-e. Yet the very defects vouch for its

fidelity, for they arise mainly from the attenqit to

reproduce in one material the (jualities of the style

or of the composition that is appropriate to another.

The drapery falls down in stiff columnar folds without

any modulations that might enliven the broad and

llat intervals, lint here tlie copyist has preserved in the

marble the inevitable marks of gold work, for gold

is of all materials the luirdest ; and drajiery wrouglit

of it, especially wrought u])on so large a scale, would

dazzle and bewilder the belu)lder with a multitude of

reflected lights if the artist tried to modulate its sur-

face with many finer lines : the forms, that is, would

be lost, if tliey were not precise and strongly marked

as we see them here. Moreover, the head and helmet,

with its high j^lume and imagery, seem to overweigh

the rest of the figure, and for this very reason give,

in all probabilit}^, the accurate dimensions of the

original. For the goddess was represented nearly

forty feet in stature, and, for the sake of the spec-

tator who stood beneath, the upper parts must be dis-

proportionately large, else the head and face which,

more than another part, should express the effect of

divinity, would be altogether lost.

When we examine the face of the statuette, we
find much to complain of, and once more the \'ery

complaints guarantee the truth of the copy, for the

structure of the head is architectural rather than

human, as the surfaces are flat and not rounded oft',

hut fitted together ; and the lines of the eyel:>rows

are hard and precise, nor is there anywhere in the

cheeks where shadow and exi)ressi(5n could rest. But

when these outlines are magnified, and the ivory

features seen at so great a height, is not this pre-

cision of treatment once more inevitable '? A deli-

cately curved lip, much marking about the mouth,

would have been lost in shadow and marred the

clearness of the whole effect. This may be true,

and yet the head of the original was probably such

as to give many signs that Pheidias had not yet ac-

quired that mastery that could lend to the counten-

ances of the deities and maidens on the Parthenon

frieze their dignity and grace.

The statuette can tell us also of the greatness that

belonged to the composition of the original. "While it

is the law of every statue that the two sides should

be in ei|uilil)rium and yet contrasted, the temple-

statue that stands there for peaceful worshiji should

not ex]jress this contrast too violently ; and here the

preservation of the balance is surely well attained,

for the gotldess of victory, a fig'ure that was six

feet in height, gives suliieient weight to the right

as against the accumulation of attributes, the spear,

the shield, and the serpent, on the left. In the

midst of the repose that seems to have settled

u]K)n the whole work there is an action and a cer-

tain Contrast, for while the spear and shield lie idly

by her side, tlie winged goddess seems just to have

alighted on Athene's hand, and with a half-moye-

nient to turn towards her, and to hold out to her the

garland as a sign that hers was the triumph and the

2)ower. She stands there as the goddess of battle, but

as one whose victory is secured; who is peacefvdiy

free to manifest her wisdom, free for her " god-like

exercise of influence benign," yet her weapons are

near at her hand, for, as Heine says, among the

brilliant company on Olympus sat one who never

laid aside her arms, an<l this was the goddess of

wisdom, Athene Parthenos.

On her shield, on her sandals, and on the basis,

there were various representations; worked in frieze

upon the hitter was the birth of Pandora, which I

specially mention for the sake of the accompanying

illustration (i.), that shows a scene painted inside

a cup in the British Museum. How far the treat-

ment of the subject may convey some im[)ression

of the style that prevailed in flic jiainting of the

Fifth Century I shall not now enquire. I am here

merely interested in showing through this small

sketch another phase of Athene's nature. We see

here, not the temple-statue looking down upon the

obeisance of her worshipjicrs, but the goddess who
has the mystery of all crafts, and is here showing

her plastic skill. Owing to the jealousy of tlie

gods who, according to the old Greek tradition,

were intending evil against men, the cunning of

Hephaistos, the metal-worker, and of Athene, were

put into requisition for the formation of the primeval

woman, who was to be endowed with e\ery grace

that she might bring evil among mankind. The

artist has represented Pandora standing motionless

between flic god and goddess who have wrought her,

while Athene, with tender, almost motherly care,

is adding the last touch of refinement, the golden

fillet that encircles her hair. The painting is an

interesting pendant to the statue, for there she was

seen as the goddess of power and unrufHed wisdom.

Here she is puffing forth her power as the goddess

of creation. L. R. Fauxell.
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"THE PETITION."
From the Picture by Josselin de Jong.

rp HIS is a kind of pictinv which tlu- jmhliL' lias ct'i-taiii scliome of colour and lino, a peculiar effect of

liyht, a .scries of values, a suggestion of atmo.siihere,

an aiipcrccption of mystery. In the \v<u-k of all

great ])ainters tiie two interests are conibinod ; and it

is in virtue of this conihination that thev are great.

The artist rejoices in Iheni as artists ; tlie art-eriticj

and the public after him, as poets. The fortunate

mind whicli is alile to accept them fully in both

X loved from the first and will love mitil the end,

and auKuig painters is applauded only by those who
practise the particular genre of which it is an example.

What interests the public is an incident, a storv, a

dramatic situation—in short, a literary idea ; and

that we have in "The Petition," told in terms so

i)laiii as to need no eommentarv. What interests

the painter is an idea not literary but plastic, a capacities is not often found.

FASHIONS IN WAISTS.—II.

/"iATHERINE DE MEDICIS is credited with

\J introducing the corset into France ; but tight-

lacing existed long before her appearance at Fon-

tainebleau. As early as the Fifteenth Century we
read of " a pair of bodies," the evident origin of the

word " bodice." But it was during the latter part of

the Sixteenth Century that it assumed the ugly forms

depicted (xiii.). No doubt it w-as at this period that

it became, as Buhver has it, a whalebone prison : its

busks of ivory and wood turning it into a sort of

cuirass. Gosson thus describes it

:

" These privie coats, by art made strong

With bones, with past, with such-like ware,

AVhereby their backe and sides grow long:,

And now they hamest gallants are
;

AVere they for use against the foe,

Our dames for Amazoncs might goc.

XTII.— CATHEKIXE DE MEDICIS.

" But seeing they doe only stay

The coui'se that nature doth intend.

And mothers often by them slay

Their daughters young, and worke their end.

What ai'e they els but armours stout,

Wherein like gyants Jove they flout ?
"

It is instructive to study the faces of the unhappy

women who formed "the Hying squadron "of Cathe-

rine de Medicis. The

history of the times

slill more unfolds it-

self if we study their

costume. Catherine de

Medicis (xili.), shut in

her" whalebone prison,"

the folds of her skirts

hanging stiffly and dia-

gramically, her sleeves

like two long black

wings, her little black

cap, stiff stuff collar

and wdiite ruff, apjiears

like some great beetle.

In the costume of

Mary Stuart, as given

in Lacroix, we have

the same hard beetle-

like form ; more beau-

tiful, indeed, as the

finest specimen of the

Carabus tribe is to

the sacred Ateuchus.

The slashes in her

black dress show the white robe underneath ; her

waist, her arms, and her throat are bound round

w itli bands of precious stones ; wdiile from her

waist, which by the way is by no means a slender

XIV.—HExni in.

322
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ono, is suspended a golden tassel garnished with

pearls and precious stones. But consider the crowd

of poor women whom these two rival queens led

down the Dance of Death. A jiainted butterliy,

with none of the inseet''s grace, is j^oor Eleanor of

Austria, as depicted in Lacroix. Her body is

prisoned in a liorny cuirass, and her ruff is backed by

two additional fans of lawn ; her sleeves are diapered

like a cliessboard ; and from under her arms descend

two pieces of stuff broidered with gold and shaped to

look like an enormous p)air of heavy double crutches.

Her rival, Marie Touchet, wears no such frightful

costume ; she is, nevertheless, one of the same tribe, a

less hard and ugly sjiecimen thau Catherine de ^ledieis,

less hnrd Imt not so beautiful as Mary Stuart. But

for forms completely insectile, nothing perhajis ever

went beyond those seen in the court of Henri III.

of France. We give an examjile (xiv.) ; here the

resemblance is increased liy the l)ody and arms being

divided into segments crossed by alternate bands of

black and yellow. These colours are dominant in the

cost\ime ; the farthingale, which is of yellow silk, has

six or seven rows of black trimming, and is jia.rtly

covered by a black skirt. Still more comjilete

examples of the insectile form mny be seen in two

pictures at the Louvre, <.ine representing the mar-

riage of the Due de Joyeuse (1581), the other a

dance before the king in 1.58.5.

It was the dissolution of mediaeval society in

the Fifteenth Century that had prepared the way
for this degradation of the human form. Lorenzo

de' Medici and rran(jois I. appear tlie patrons of art

:

they really wrought its ruin, for they were leaders

in the universal corruption which marks the end

of an age. Our illustration (\v.) would be by no

means an adequate ty])e

of the age if we were

delineating its costume
;

it is chiefly chosen to

show to what an extent

tight-lacing was carried in

themiddle of the Fifteenth

Century. It is taken from

the figure of a lady in the

middle of the I'ifteenth

Century, wife of a courtier

of both Charles the Bold

and Louis XI. The toilet

is severe, the chief orna-

ment l)eing a red waist-

band trimmed with gold.

It is clear that such a

waist could only be pro-

duced l)y the compression of a corset, and Hefner-
Alteneck gives us a figure of a woman in the act

of lacing a garment answering to such an appliance.

XVI.—JOAN OF FLANDEES.

-A FIFTFENTn CENTirET

WAIST.

It is taken from one of the little sketch-books of

the Netherlands masters in the library at Berlin.

Our next example

(xvi.), which is equally

bad, is the portrait of a

lady of the Fourteenth Cen-

tury, Jehanne de Flandre,

the heroic wife of Jehan,

Comte de Montfort. An
old rhyme says :

—

" II faut qu'a la mode
Chacun s'accomodc

;

Le fou Fintrodiiit,

Le sagx- la suit."'

Though dressed in the

fashi(Ui of the day, Joan

of Flanders appears to have

been a woman of character.

While her husband was the

prisoner of his rival to the

dukedom of Brittany, she

fouglit, armed cap-a-pie, in

the naval battle off CTuern-

sey, even to boarding the

enemy. The interest here is the narrowness of her

waist, girt with a jewelled band, which at this period

was a part of the dress upon which great expense

was lavished.

We have next (xviii.) a representation of Margue-
rite de Provence, married to Louis IX. (St. Louis) in

1234. She wears a surcote, a sort of jacket, the same

shape back and front, and hollowed out at the sides.

It fell down to the hips, where it was fastened to a

long skirt. It was worn over a dress with sleeves,

and was enriched and varied in numberless ways.

Another picture (xvii.) gives a more complete idea

of the surcote as worn in the Thirteenth Century,

and also affords an illustration of the general cos-

tume aiid carriage of a young lady of the period. It

is tnken from a " St. Catherine" in Hefner-Alteneck.

The tightly-fitting upper tunic, fastened by a series

of K-shaped knots, is the surcote.

The cote-hardy and the bliaus may be easily eon-

founded with the surcote. They are all tight-fit-

ting garments, but the first has sleeves, which the

other two have not. The resemblance between the

bliaus and the surcote gets less after a time, the

latter taking a very distinct shape of its own. The

change consisted in the armholes, always very con-

sidernble, enlarging to such an extent that nothing

was left but the ermine trimmings, through which

was seen the body of the under-dress as far as the

commencement of the skirt. Great expense was la-

vished on surcotes; they were made of rich .silks, lined

and trimmed with ermine and sometimes jewelled.

The armorial bearings of the house to which the
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wenvcr Ix'lniin-cd were in l;itor times worked on tlie

robe, yiving' her the appeanuiee of beino' arniyed in a

great tiao". Gratet-Duplessis represents the mother

of Admiral Coligny in such a costume.

The bliaus, a lonji', tig'lit-fittiiig- robe, was worn

hj tlie upper classes duriui;- the Eleventh, Twelfth,

and Thirteenth Centuries, and is now represented by

the workman's blouse. It is thought to have been

lirought by tlie Crusaders from the East, and some

of the figures in the Isas-reliefs of Persepolis are

said to bear a striking resemblance to the bliaus as

worn at the end of tlie Eleventh Century. Another

proof of its Eastern origin is that it was made of

a gauzy, crape-like silk, just like that still used all

over the East. In the Twelfth Century the stuff

which covered the waist and extended over the ab-

domen was figured with a sort of honeycomb pattern

and was evidently elastic. The manner in which

this form, common to the bliaus and to the cote-

hardy, displaj'ed the shape is seen in an example

(xix.) which is taken from a j)late given by Lacroix

as a "St. Radegonda" of the Sixth Century; the

date is evidently a fiction, as this is the costume of

the Twelfth Century. The figure would be graceful

except for the miifHer about the throat and the long

sleeves. The latter were wholly discarded in the

Thirteenth Century, and the sleeves, though long,

were fitted to the form of the arm. The portrait of

a daughter of St. Louis, who died }oung, represents

lier in one of the most charming costumes the whole

history of our subject affords. She is clothed in the

sleeveless, tight-fitting bliaus, without any mantle,

the dress being laced up
behind. A wide skirt ter-

minates in a train, which

she gracefully holds up in

her left arm.

Viollet-le-Due, in his

admirable " Dictionary of

]Medineval Furniture," the

latter word being understood

in its most extended sense,

speaking of the taste of the

^liddle Ages, declares the

Thirteenth Century to have

been the one in which dress

in France was most in har-

mony with its object, and

altogether most simple and

\/^'M 'B0l''=--'V graceful, and he partieu-
Vroi i'/\A/ji_;\ larly points to the reigns of

Philip Augustus and Louis

IX. Who can be surprised

who remembers tliat this

age had seen a new ideal

of Christianity, the nearest

XVUI.—TIllL WIKK OF ST. LOUIS.

XVII.—'*ST. CATHEIilNE."

ye( at (iiiiied to its immeasurable original ? Hut, by

the end of another century, ttie Church, which
'' the jioor man of (iod " had done so niueh to pro]i

U]), came rajiidly to ruin, and from that tinir to the

l)resent, with rare ex-

ceptions, the history of

costume is like au end-

less carnival.

In a book compiled

in 1:37 1 , by the Seigneur

of La Tour Landry for

the instruction of his

daughters, we have many
hints of the decay in

domesfic virtue and of

the extraordinary luxury

which was then begin-

ning to prevail. We read

of a lady who "popped

and farded her"—that
is, painted herself—and

who possessed eighty

dresses ; of others who
pulled the hairs out of their foreheads, because high

foreheads were then supposed a beauty ; of others yet

who washed their hair in wine to change the colour,

and of many worse instances of feminine folly

besides. jNIanners were loose, and became worse as

all classes got richer ; nevertheless there were at all

times women of excellence and originality, who had

the courage to reprove the gentishness and snobbery

by which they were surrounded. AA'ishing to enforce

the virtue of courtesy on his daughters, the good

knight tells them that not long since he was with a

company of knights and dames, when a great lady

took off her hood and bowed to a tailor ;
" and one

of the knights said, ' IMadame, ye have done off

your hode to a taillour.' And she said that she was

gladder to have done it to him than to a lord."

Upon which the relater of the story intimates the

whole company admired her wisdom and meekness,

and thought the knight, who told iier of the tailor,

a lewd—that is, a vulgar—fellow.

A great believer in the force of an illustration

from life, our author cajis all his preee])ts by an

anecdote. Thus, being desirous to show his daughters

that the first oliject in dress is its utility, he tells

them a story of two sisters. For the elder and fairer

a marriage had been arranged with a young knight

who had never seen her. On the day appointed

for his visit, desirous of displaying her " slender

and fair-sha])en bod}-," she dressed herself in an un-

furred cole-hardy wliich was very tight. Now it

wa.s winter, and hap])ened to l^e excessively cold;

and the poor damsel looked "all pale and black of

cold," so that her less symmetrical sister, clad in
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furs, a]i|iciirfil iiitliiitcly more agreeable to tlie suitor,

innsniiirli tli;it lie tunicil from his inteiiiled Lriile

and married lior sister.

The cote-hardy mentioned in the foregoing" story

XIX.— "ST. EADEGO.XDA."

was one of the most frequent of the tight-fitting

mediaeval garments. During the Tenth and Eleventh

Centuries it was of the form of a Ions' tunic, with

sleeves coming just over the forearm. It does not

aiipear then to have had a girdle. Made of a light

material, it fell in narrow folds and with jilenty of

room in the skirt. At the neck, wrists, and arms
it was often embroidered. This dress was worn under

the bliaus, or sometimes only with a mantle. In

the latter case a scarf was tied round the waist as a

sort of girdle. Until the Twelfth Century the mate-

rial seems to have been of a light, gauzy character;

but at the commencement of the Thirteenth Century
there was a marked change. Thick cloths and .stont

linens seem to have been used, for the folds fall

considerably larger. The cotes were

bound tight by a waistband, a corset

being evidently worn.

7\ccoi-ding to Viollet-le-Due, the

word " corset " in the ^Middle Ages
had two different signitications :

sometimes it was applied as we
understand the word ; sometimes it

only" meant a dress with a tight-

htting body and ample skirt, similar

in kind to those already described.

The corset, strictly speaking, can be

traced to the Twelfth Century, since

it is known to have been introdi;ced

by- the Normans into England. A
caricaturist of the day has represented

~c^

-UNGIEDLED.

XX.— SLEEVES AND S;TAYS.

the devil in the dress of a fashionable lady (xx.), and
the two most conspicuous features of her costume

are the long knotted sleeves and the tightly-laced

corset. Planche says that, "comparing it with eon-

temporary drawings, it cannot be considered exag-

gerated." It was evidently three or four centuries

before the female sex were all finally immured in

this "whalebone prison." The earliest corsets are

thought to have been of very innocent character,

and to have formed part of the innermost garment,

the make being so fine and light that they are not

observable under dresses fitting as closely as if they

were glued to the skin.

But by the Fifteenth

Century they were framed

with steel and fortified

with a busk of wood.

Tiie corset, in the

sense of a tight-fitting

garment with a skirt,

superseded the bliaus

towards the end of the

Thirteenth Century.
From l:3U0 to 1450,

while the body of the

corset continued tight-

fitting, the sleeves were

ever increasing in ampli-

tude. There were corsets

for indoor wear, outdoor wear, and for dress. They

were all of the same shape, but of different materials

•—woollen, or silk or velvet lined with fur. In

front, just below the waist, were longitudinal open-

ings for keeping the hands warm or raising the

front of the skirt. This fashion made the fur-lined

corset answer the jourpose of a muff. Towards 1370

the corset was laced behind, without a waistband.

Later on (1390) the long sleeves were cut to look

like enormous leaves, and hung almost to the ground,

and the corset was sometimes fitted by a series of

gathers all round the waist and had

a high Collar open in front. From
1391) to 1 1(M1 these high collars were

worn ordinarily, but in dress-corsets

the shoulders were uncovered. To-

wards 1410 the bodies of the corsets

were separated from the robe, end-

ing behind in the form of a jacket,

while in front they fell down in a

kind of streamer to the feet. These

pieces contained pockets, in which

the hands were protected during cold

weather. The shoulders at this time

being uncovered, ladies riding or tra-

velling wore the cape already spoken

of, either shaped as a hood or as a scarf.

I
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Mediseval romances drc lull nT allusion (o tlic

slentk'i- waists o£ tlie dames and demoiselles. Their

autliors had no standanl of ])iastic art, such as

maintained a proper ideal of the human figure

amony the (J reeks and

Romans ; but, findinti'

themselves surrounded

hy a society given to eat-

ing and drinking lieavilv,

tliey were led to exalt

as beautiful evervthinn'

that s]ioke of abstinence.

Not only ought ladies,

according to tlieir ideal,

to have " gentyll bodies

and middles small;'' a

slender waist seemed to

them one of the perfec-

tions of a handsome

knight. Thus in the

"Romance of the Rose"
it is said

—

" Crispe was his hcere and
eke full blight,

His shulders of large brtde,

And smallish in the gyrille-

stede.

"

XXU.— GIEDLED.

When the reference is to ladies, the descriptions

always harinoni.se with that of Dunbar, who, in the
'• Thistle and Rose," says of certain of his eountrv-

women that "their middles were as small as wands."
The fourth book of the " Faerie Queen " relates

how "the ladies for the girdle strive of famous
Florimell ;

" and in the third stanza we learn the

.symbolic meaning attached in the ^Middle Ages to

the feminine waistband :

—

" That girdle gave the vertvie of chaste love,

And wivehood true to all that did it hear

;

But whosoever coutrarie doth prove

Might not the same about her middle weare,

But it would loose or else asunder teare."

This explains the anecdote related of Bertha of

France and mother of St. Louis, who, being in

church, turned to give the kiss of peace to a lady

modestly clad and wearing a handsome girdle. It

soon appeared that the queen had ])ublicly kissed a

woman of loose character, which mistake so annoyed
lier that she made it a law that none such should

wear girdles. In our picture (xxi.) we figure a

lady of the Fifteenth Century who goes girdleless.

Girdles in the Aliddle Ages were in consequence

made of the costliest materials, and in cases of

high rank were often of gold set with preci(His

stones. Matilda of Flanders, wife of AVilliam the

Conqueror, left one of her golden girdles ornamented

witli emljlems to the Abbey of the Holy Trinity at

XXIII.—THK SAXON

OVEEALL.

Cacii, \iiv the pui-]iose cjf suspending the lamji before

the hiiili altar. Chaucer ("Romance of the Rose")
describes the girdle of Riches

as having a buckle of jewels, the

bars of the girdle being

" Of gold full fine,

Upon a tissue of satin
;

Full, heavy, great, and nothing light.

In every one a Ijesaunt white."

From Italy and (iernianv

we have examples of the girdle

\vorn low down upon the hips.

The figures given by Lacroix

of Saints Clotilda and Rade-

gonda, described as of the Sixth

Century, but really of the

Twelfth, both wear a girdle

made of a roll of some costly

material. In the same century

ladies wore a girdle, one end

of which being passed through

a buckle hung down as low as

the knee. Our example (xxii.)

is taken from Lacroix, who calls

it " Ultrogotha, wife of Childe-

bert," and also dates it the Sixth Century. But it

resembles so closely the effigy of Berengaria, queen

of Richard I., in the abbey of L'Espan, near ^lans,

that it is clearly an example of the way the girdle

was worn in the Twelfth Century. There is abso-

lutely no difference in its form except that the

buckle in that of Berengaria is more plainly shown.

This habit of buckling the girdle round the waist,

and then dropping a very long piece like the end of

a rope, continued as late as the reign of Henry All.

The buckled girdle suggests that the woman who
wore it was bound to

an owner who could

lead her about at

will. Another proof

of the connection be-

tween the girdle and

matrimony is that

the widows of the

Thirteenth and Four-

teenth Centuries ex-

changed their bril-

liant girdles for a

knotted rope like that

worn by the nuns of

St. Francis. Hence

a widow's girdle was

called a con/c/icr.

During the times of the early Tudors cord-girdles

of brilliant colours were worn. It is in keeping

witli this idea of the girdle being a wifely symbol

XXIV. — R0.VAN KMI'IRK.
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Iliat it was customary to cany siispcmleil to it

tlie purse or anhiuniu're, as Chaucer says iu the

" Miller's Talc :

"

" And liy hire girdel lieng a purse of Icther,

Tasseled with silk and perled with latoun."

This custom survived into the Sixteenth Century,

when the purse was exelianged for the mirror, which

in the Eiu'hteenth Century was in its turn sup-

planted by the pateh-box.

The earlier Middle Ages knew nothing of the

falsification of the human shape produced by the

corset. The ladies of the Carlovingian era in France,

and of the Saxon period in England, appear to

have been distinguished for great simplicity and

indifference to variety in costume. During the

Eighth and Ninth Centuries they wore loosely fit-

tins' robes which gave little idea of the figure and

cannot be considered graceful. Our example (xxiii.),

which represents a Saxon lady's siipertotus, or over-

all, a garment used in travelling, probably places

the waist as low as we shall ever find it.

A centmy or two more and we reach the Lower

Roman Emjiire where the classic costume still pre-

vailed. It is sad to be obliged to admit that we

must travel all this way and so rarely find a fashion

in waists that satisfies at once reason and taste.

I believe it is said that the corset was not unknown

to Rome ; but it is clear that the (ireek and Roman

women as a whole were quite convinced (hat the

human form was itself beautiful, so that they made

no attempt to disfigure it by compression or addition.

Young girls were dressed simply, chastely, and yet

elegantly in the flowing sfola, slightly open at the

throat and occasionally falling in two sets of folds.

On the eve of marriage they were clad in a white

robe called the regiUa. After that event they wore

the girdle, which the Roman matrons generally placed

immediately beneath the bosom (xxiv.). Sometimes

it was a band, and at other times a cord tied in a bow,

over which the folds of the upper part of the dress

fell gracefully. Among the Greeks, though not in-

frequently worn as just descriljed—for example, in

Attica—it was often placed rather lower down; occa-

sionally the utold was bound about the bosom by a

band passing over the right shoulder and under the

left breast. This gave the right arm liberty for

action, and it was only for this object, or for speedy

motion, that the waist-cord ever seems to have been

dravv'u very tight. So little did the Greek and

Roman women think of the waist, that in great

numbers of draped statues their mantles are so

arranged as to hide it altogether. On the whole,

from as wide a consideration of the subject as limited

time and miperfeet knowledge will allow, I conclude

that narrow waists and tight-lacing indicate epochs

distinguished for a bad state of public morals or a

low ebb of artistic feeling. Richakd Heath.

THE ROMANCE OF ART.

VASAlil.

N a hard, dry, uninteresting indeed. " Instead of adorning," says II Lasca, in

manner." How often, I a " Madrigalessa " made for the occasion—"instead

w(3nder, do we encounter that of ado'-ning the cupola, they vulgarised, degraded,

phrase,or words to that effect, and ruined it ;" and he goes on to remark that it

in honest Cjiorgio's criti- is a thousand pities that Andrea and Pontormo, and

Bronzino and Lionardo, and " immortal Michael,"

that " angel of heaven," are not alive to see ; while

for Giorgio's sake it is particularly lucky that Ben-

venuto had gone over to the majority likewise. For

cisms on the earlier Italian

painters, although, he gene-

rally hastens to inform us,

tlii'ir paintings were at one

time considered extremely fine? Yet, so greatly has Benvenuto thought the world of that cujiola, and

taste changed, it is the jiaiuting of Vasari and the was never weary of praising it ; he had a habit of

other plagiarists of iMichelangelo that now a]ij)ear abusing bad work in the roundest terms ; and it

to be "in a hard, dry, uninteresting manner;" and is certain that if he could only have seen this day,

as we look ujiou the strained attitudes, the disprtJ-

portioued figuri's, and the lifeless flesh, we wonder

how they came at any lime to be considered ex-

tremely fine. It is satisfactory to reflect that even

in Giorgio's palmy time there were heretics, and

that when he ])ainted tlie cupola of Santa IVIaria

del li'ion', he and his works a^ot verv rouiidiv rated

he would have been fit to jump out of his skin

for anger. " Dancing and running and raving," he

would have rushed about the city airing his griefs,

and loudly proclaiming his immediate and mortal

resolve of crucifying Giorgio d'Arezzo. Of course

Cellini would have been justified in his anger, and

perluips in his vengeance. " But," as our author
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says, "as art is difficult in itself, we must he ((in-

tent to accept from each that whereof he is ca])al)le;"

and therefore we accept witli coutentment from old

Giorg'io, not those Miehe]ant;'eles(jue designs whereof

(only he did not know it) he was exceediniily in-

capable, but the gay, simple, rollicking', deiightriil

" Lives ^' in which the long-dead painters live nnd

breathe again, and stand before us in all the lovaiile-

ness of their very faulty human nature.

There is no doubt that poor Vasari meant tn write

these biographies in a grand and stilted style, l)ut

nature got the better of him, and when he warmed

to his work Giorgio gossij)e(l on—throwing in here

and there a touch of scandal just for piquancy-—in

that garrulous anecdotic manner in which he is in-

imitable. Before beginning each biography he seems

to have drawn himself up: to have been, so to speak,

shocked at the chuckling fun and the frivolity of

what had gone before, to have resolved to bear in

mind the greatness of his mission, the imjiortance of

his subject. Can we not see him with our mind's

eye thinking deeply, striving for some inspiration

that will make a fitting jirelude to the life oi—say

of Lipjio Lippi, since that chances to be open before

me ? There are so many lives to write, so many
beginnings to think of, that, beginnings being the

most (litficult part of an author's business, we stand

astounded by Vasari's versatility in this respect, and

wonder how ever there came into one brain so many
moral disconi-ses and trite reflections. Truly from

time to time his insjiirations failed him, and he was
forced to begin with painful lucidity :

" The Floren-

tine painter was the son of ." But these

are Giorgio's least happy moments, and we feel that

his favourite biographies were those which began

something in the style of this one of Lippi which

I have before me.
" Invention has ever been and ever will be con-

sidered the true mother of architecture, painting, and

poetry; nay, rather of all the higher arts, and of

all th(> wonders produced by the genius of men. To
her it is that we owe the ever-varying fantasies and
caprices of those fertile minds, whose best delight is

in the search after variety in all things. And the

novelties thus discovered ever redound to the hig-li

praise of all who, taking an honourable direction,

possess the art of presenting their ideas and inventions

clothed in forms of unwonted beauty, yet partially

veiled and shadowed ; an effect which many have the

dexterity to secure, when imparting the praise wdiich

they bestow on others, or when expressing^ blame
which they tind means of conveying without offering

an open outrage." How Giorgio must have panted

when he came to the end of that last sentence ! His
very pen must have been worn out and exhausted. It

IS so long that onlv the strongest lungs can take

breath enough to get liiroii^'h it ; so deep and subtle

that minds of the comnion order must read it—shall

T say tic/ce, to understiind it. For my own part I

have read it half a do/.en times, and even now
I cannot see wliat it has to do with Tjippcj Lip])i.

In this turliid stream of rhetoric, all that sIkjws

clearly is that we may expect to find Vasari's blame

exjiressed sparingly, and his praise offered with subtle

delicacy. And, indeed, with regard to blame, ^'asarl

is, generally speaking, far less caustic than the UKxlern

critic, contenting himself for the most part with such

ambiguous remarks as " it was considered extremely

fine
; " " it was at one time held to be very beautiful

;

"

followed by a kind lament on the eft'ect of time upon

this painter's work, whose cohnn- now appears to be

a poor affair. But then we must remember thai

Vasari was himself a painter, and knew how dillicult

it is to jiroduce a picture which even a brother artist

can consider fine or beautiful.

And how about the praise which Giorgio says

ought to be "partially veiled and shadowed"? Let

us see what he has to say about his great friend

and master IMichelangclo. Praise seems like an

imjjertinence to ^Michelangelo ; it will need all the

pupil's dexterous veiling to make his homage meet

for this lofty genius. But in truth to the modern

ear, Vasari's praise, delicate and subdued though he

may have thought it, has rather an over-flavoured

fulsomeness of effect. He says of the " David " that

" this statue surjjasses all others, whether ancient

or modern. He that has seen this therefore need

not care to see any production beside, whether of our

own time or of those preceding it." let on the

top of this he carries us off to Rome and up the

hill of San Pietro in Vincolo to see the " Moses."
" Never will any modem work approach the beauty

of this statue ; nay, one might with equal justice

aflirm that of the ancient statues none is equal to

this." Thus, having' come to the tombs of the

Medici, poor Giorgio finds that he has exhausted all

earthly praise on works which, though the greatest

of ancient or modern times, are less excellent than

these. There is but one praise left : "He who shall

examine the beauty of the buskins and cuirass (of

Giuliano) must believe them to be of celestial work-

manshij) rather than of this world"! Still, I doubt

whether (me would quarrel with even such bathetic

twaddle as this if it were reserved solely for Michel-

angelo. It is wdien the same amount of praise, in-

deed almost the very same exjiressions, are showered

on Simone Mosca and Xino as on the great Floren-

tine that one loses jiatience with ^'asari's criticism.

Indeed, it seems probable that the critic Giorgio was

a follower and not the leader of public opinion. ^\'c

all remend)er that bad-tempered speech of ^liclud-

anyelo's when he told Peruirino that he was an old
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fool who knew nothing vi painting; but we liave

most of us ke[it out' own opinion of Pietro—and of

the temper of IMicholangelo. But Giorgio's devo-

tion to his master was without limit; he is the

first to follow the advice he gives us—"strive in

all things to imitate Michelangelo;" wherefore he

tries to imitate Buonarotti's opinion of Perugino, and

we find him asserting that " Raphael found a very

serious impediment in the manner which he had

acquired from Pietro in his youth—dry, minute,

defective in drawing." Indeed, the bad habits which

Sanzio learned of his master Perugino seem to have

placed him, in Vasari's mind, beneath the imitators

of Michelangelo.

And so, perchance, are our contemporary criti-

cisms blinded by prejudice and fashion. There may
be Pernginos amongst lis of whom, when we wish

to be kind, we can think of nothing better to say

than that their works were at one time considered

fine, the true method of painting being then still un-

discovered. Perhaps we, like Vasaii, are in all good

faith telling our Granaccis that their designs might
well be supposed to be by ^lichelangelo ; we, too,

may be writing of our Polidoros and Maturinos, that

" none have ever shown equal mastery, none ever ex-

hibited so much beauty of design, such perfect facilit v,

that every one is struck with astonishment at the

manner in which nature in tliis our age has caused

her wonders to be placed before us by such men."

Of the lives of the Venetians our author knew
but little. So he has dismissed these painters shortly

though with the courtesy due to foreigners. There

is one Jacopo Robusto, called II Tintoretto, who is

"a great lover of the arts, and more particularly de-

lights in playing on musical instruments." Vasari

is quite of the opinion that Tintoretto would have

made something of painting had he applied himself

more diligently, had he been less eccentric and less

obstinate. Even as it is, he finds II Tintoretto " a

bold and clever artist of a most sprigiitly mind, a

vivid fancy, and a pleasing cheerful manner." What,
I wonder, did the little dyer think of honest Giorgio
and his bad pictures and his patronising airs ? Who

knows ! He may have been pleased at his patronage,

and quite content with this modest praise of "a
most sprightly mind "—though, perhaps, it was in

art-matters that Giorgio found him so obstinate.

No, decidedly it is not for his criticisms that we read

our Vasari now. No one is pleased, no one is hurt,

that he praises Salviati so much more highlv than

Tintoretto. We do not think the less of Perugino

or of Raphael's early manner because Vasari calls it

" poor and dry and limited." Nor do we read A'asari

because his facts are always authentic. No, we read

him for the life that breathes in his pages, because

he has the power of bringing the dead to life, and

showing us what manner of men the old Italian

painters were. We read him too—a good many of us

—for his charmingly narrated gossip. We like to

hear of the skirmishes that Michelangelo had with

his violent-tempered friend, Julius II., and of the life

that enchanting virago, Lucrezia Del Sarto, led her

husband's pupils. It is not painful to us to hear how
stingy so-and-so became in his old age, or of the

manifold devices to which the monks tried to get the

j)aintcr's work for nothing, and the astuteness with

which the artist outwitted the monks, and the good

jolly laugh they all had over it together. We
chuckle, too, at Buft'almacco's many jokes, and think

what a wag the fellow was, though if any less gifted

story-teller than old Giorgio told them at such

length, we should have scant patience with such

horseplay.

But as it is, Vasari has the power of taking us

back three or four hundred years. He revives the

old simple life, the gay, na'ive men who fur all their

faults are so lovable and human. Nor do we love

Vasari least among them, for though sometimes

the critic's judgment errs, though in the later lives

often the friend and not the critic writes, we feel

that he has borne out his resolve to " above all

things honour the arts and those who labour in

them. To set forth and distinguish the better from

the good, and the best from the better, to discri-

minate between the different manner and processes

ailopted." F. JNlABEr, Robixson.
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PKOFILES FEOM THE FRENCH EENAISSANCE.

"LE PEIMATICE."

-in.

WTIEN in 15:5:5 Primatiecio was sent from

Mantua to tlie French court at Eontaineljlonu,

he found a little colony of fellow-countrymen estab-

lished there. Already, in Rosso's school, Fiamingo

and Miniato, Luea Penni and Ba^-nacavallo, were at

work ; while Pacchiarotto and tlie two painters of

Modena, with others, were upon the way. Nor were

the Italians of Fontainebleau a purely artistic frater-

nity. A o-reat number were attached in various ways

to the royal household. Some of these were men of

princely fortune, such as the Florentine Giuliano

Buonaeeorsi, who was treasurer to the king, and

Messer Antonio Bassavolo, the king's physician, who

bore on his scutcheon the royal lilies of France, and

wore the order of St. Michael on his breast. Others,

like Vergilio and Viromercato, were humanists in the

king's employ. There was besides a whole society

of churchmen ; another of merchants, who supplied

the furniture and hangings for the new summer-

palace; jewellers also, and workers in niello. Lower

than these came the wandering Italian choristers

and students, who strolled from the schools and the

churches of Paris to make the amusement of the

court. Last of all, and certainly least, wo must

place the Dauphin's favourite dwarf from Milan, a

creature scarcely bigger than a bii'd, and carried in

a parrot's cage from place to place.

Thus it will be seen there was at Fontainebleau

an Italy iir miniature, and one no less than that

across the Alps divided against itself, and quarrel-

some and hostile. There was a vain - glorious,

strenuous little Florence, an easy, courteous, in-

different Lombardy, a Papal Rome, all represented

there. But if from within one perceived the divi-

sions in the clan, the Frenchmen without included

all in one dislike. The bitter lines of Marot must

have been on many lips, for the pompous Italian

pedantry was no less distasteful to the French than

the murderous and passionate Italian temper.

" Accursed be this king
!

" so once a woman
cried to Benvenuto—" accursed be the king who
brings all these Italians here ! " There was, no

doubt, some reason for all this bitterness. The
townspeople of Fontainebleau beheld all the custom,

all the honours of the court, falling' to these unsrate-

between 1.52.5 and 15:3:3. The country was im-

poverished by war, by the king's captivity, by many
heavy ransoms—two million golden crowns for the

two little princes alone—and by the immense expense

of Francis's wedding with the emperor's sister. The

king himself was completely out at elbows. In 15:31

he had to sell a great part of the timber of his

forests to find the funds for building Fontainebleau.

He was reduced to all manner of shifts and ex-

pedients to keep up the splendour of his court and

to continue his buildings. Yet, at this veiy time,

Maitre Roux received over a hundred thousand livres

yearly, in addition to the price of his works ; and the

stipend of every painter was regulated on the same

magniticent scale. A few years more, and far greater

sums were exj)ended on the foreign artists of the

court ; a few years more and the provost of Paris

should be ousted from his chateau to make room

for Cellini. Abbeys and canonries were lavished

on these locse-lived painters. Little wonder if the

townspeople hated the vain Italians who as openly

despised them.

But all these dissensions and bitterness turned to

the profit of one pacific creature. When in 153.3

young Primatiecio came to court, he discovered by

a sort of instinct the right tack to take. Those

shoals of faction which so rent the goodly argosies

of Rcjsso and Cellini had no dangers for his shallow

and trimming little craft. He paid an equal homage

to Mme. d'Estampes and to Diane de Poitiers ; he

was as much a favourite of the Dauphin as the king;

he belonged to no party, and agreed with all. More

than this, he managed to do what no Italian j-et had

done, neither Lionardo nor Andrea, neither Rosso

nor Penni nor Cellini. He imposed his style upon

the hostile French ; he gave them the type and the

manner of their Renaissance.

Rosso had done nothing like this ; his vigorous

strenuous compositions were admired and engraved

by the French, but never imitated. In the ateliers

of Fontainebleau "and of Paris no young students

cared to learn the trick of his grotesques half-tragic

in their humour, his over-muscular and gesticulating

tigiu-es, his masculine muses, with scarf-like twisted

hair, with Sibylline bent heads, with limbs thrown

ful foreigners. Not only were the Frenchmen left up in strange foreshortened attitudes. And yet he

out in the cold, but they were taxed to pay their was a man of a certain genius, this Rosso ; while

rivals. Accustomed for thirty years to continued our Primatiecio was the mere man of a school. He
prosperity, the Ijourgeois resented the taxes and painted by recipe and habit; his very manner was

indemnities they had to pay iluring the seven years not his own. He had caught a little of the ease of
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Ills mastei' (iiiilio, a. little of tlio sweetness of his

fellow-scholar Parmigianino. Yes, Parmigianino, in

especial, salutes us in all his work. There is the

same mannered grace and sweetness, the same trick

of lengthening limbs and fingers, necks and features,

into a structureless and unvarying elegance. And
Primaticcio has the Lombard's gift of painting a

smile. But, of his own, be has no peculiar tempera-

ment or touch. The very type of face and figure

which he imprinted upon the artists of the Renais-

sance in France is common to nnicb Sixteenth

Century Italian work. Students in our National

Gallery can see it in Angelo Bronzino's " Allegory

of Love.'' The type was by no means a discovery

of Primaticcio's. His glory lies not in the great-

ness of bis invention, but that, with a native gift

inferior to Rosso's, be naturalised the type be chose

and made it fructify iia France, where Rosso's more

masculine style was fugitive and barren.

Paris owes another laurel to this Lombard deco-

rator. Primaticcio, the Roman student, bred in the

traditions of Raphael, incurred the wrath of Rosso,

who had just bought the "Leda" of Michelangelo

for the king, and of Cellini, bard at work upon his

bronzes, by whispering to Francis bow much better

than any modern statue was the merest cast of an

antique. Francis, ever anxious to do the right

thing in art, and very glad just then to be rid of

Primaticcio, despatched him to Italy with a commis-

sion to buy antiques and take easts of such as were

not to be bought. A j'car afterwards, in 1541, Rosso

being dead, Primaticcio was recalled to Fontaine-

bleau. He brought with him a number of bronzes

cast after the finest statues of antiquity. Some were

placed in the gardens, and some in Rosso's gallery

at Fontainebleau. Here Cellini had bis hour of

triumph ; for when the elegant King Francis beheld

the large and passive statues of antiquity, he loudly

preferred the slender and emphatic creations of the

Florentine. Yet the labour of Primaticcio was not
in vain. Thougb be had obtained bis commission,

it would seem, by wheedling and trimming in his

usual Ijombard fashion, yet he was perfectly sincere

in his love of the antique. He had made bis selec-

tion with taste and judgment; be had taken bis

easts with infinite skill. His bronzes, undervalued
at Fontainebleau, became no less the nucleus of that

marvellous museum of the Louvre which encloses

them to-da\^

Now Primaticcio was back in Fontainebleau and

master of the Held. jNIaitrc Itoux liad poisciucd him-

self in a madness of despair and remorse; Cellini,

sick of the I'^'cncbmen and their court, set out for

home. Primaticcio was appointed painter to the

king and suijerintendcnt of the works. This latter

title ])robably implied no architectural rcsponsiliility

;

for neither Rosso nor his rival while lilling this posi-

tion altered the character given in the palace before

the Italians came in 1531. The lack of elegance

and proportion in the details shows they were de-

signed by no accomplished decorator. But the super-

intendent was free to give general directions as to

size and convenience, and be was master of the in-

terior decorations. Primaticcio took advantage of

this supremacy to have most of the frescoes of his

dead enemy destroyed, under the pretence of en-

larging the gallery. In their stead he painted bis

own slim and elongated Pluses, his own elegant

and vajiid compositions, which in their turn the

Eighteenth Century should destroy and restore. ]?ut

be did not disdain to borrow from his demolished

rival. Here a figure, there an arrangement, recalls

the earlier painter; and the grouping of his large

composition of " Travellers with Camels " is entirely

conveyed from a drawing of Rosso's for " Christ

Falling under the Cross," which is now on loan at

the Museum Print Room.

Primaticcio, successful as an artist, was, we may
be sure, no less successful as a man. He li\ed

to see bis work produce a long harvest of fair and

exquisite types. He was rich and honoured, and

never out of favour. In 1541 Francis bad made

bim abbot of the rich monastery of St. ]Martin-de-

Troyes. Under four kings be enjoyed its ami)lc

revenues, as he jiainted his frescoes on the mundane
walls of Fontainebleau. He settled in France, pliant

and gentle, fortunate and pacific. He never seems to

have felt those fierce pangs of bome-sickness which

twice drove Benvenuto from fortune and liberty

in France to the prim and niggardly little ducal

court of Florence. And certainly the despairs and

madnesses of Rosso never quickened those equable

pulses. He lived with equal honours through the

lirilliant reign of Francis I., the elegant decorous

one of Henry II., the sad and puny life of Francis

II., and saw a flicker of the old artistic splendour

rcvTve in the violent court of Charles IX. Iluni,

before the worst came, he died, at his house in Paris,

in the year 15711. He bad succeedc<l in all that he

had undertaken. A. M\K\ V. Hobin'sox.
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PEG WOFFINGTON.

IN Sti't'le's fomedy of the " Conscious Lovers,"

whirli, according to honest Parson Adams, con-

tains " some things almost solemn enough for a

sermon," there is at least one pretty scene of sweet-

hearting. I shall not quote it. Like much of Sir

Richard's work, its charm lies in its suggestion

rather than its execution ; and the critical modern

reader would prohably be intolerant of a serving-

maid who has all the airs of a fine lady. Nor would

he willingly endure a serving-man who makes allu-

sions to Pyramus and Thisbe, and, under the influence

of emotion, drops into poetry, like Mr. Silas Wegg.

Moreover, the incident is not acted but narrated.

Phillis bids Tom recall how he first came to love her.

Whcreujinn Tom tells how he was once set to clean

the sashes outside while Phillis cleaned them inside;

how he was hopelessly smitten then and there, so that

he nearly fell into the street ; what time the pro-

voking hussy, secure and impregnable, rejoiced at

his discomfiture. " Yoh know not, I warrant you,"

he says, "you could not guess what surprised me!
You took no delight, when you immediately grew
wanton in yoiir conquest, and put your lips close,

and breathed upon the glass, and when my lips ap-

proached, a dirty cloth you rubbed against my face,

and hid j'our beauteous form ; when I again drew

near, you spit, and rubbed, and smiled at my un-

doing." To which tlie dissembling and j'l'^t'tical

I.—THE I^OfALID.

{.PainUil btj Arthur Poiuh National Portrait Gallery.)
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Phillis replies, " AVhiif silly thoughts y<>u men h;ivc!" Steele's I'hilli.s was one ol' the favourite parts of

and Tom goes oft' into tluit convenient eii[)hemisni I'oi- the I'amous actress whose name heads this paper. It

U.—THE ACTBESS.

(Artist Unknoicn. Jones Collection, SotUh Kensington.)

impassioned pvose—bad blank verse. But the little was also one oi ]\Jrs. Abington's parts; and vet

idyll lingers in the mind's eye, long after the words somehow one fancies that ^Irs. Woffington must
have faded from the memory. have jilayed it best. Her radiant vivacity, her
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]\cv Tvisli n-n'e—ih-dt(lelightlul nrelniess, her grace-, lior Insli rrn-e

Walpole mistook for Irish impucleuco—all these must

liave conspired to make her Phillis charming And

in what was she not charming, this washerwoman's

daughter with the long delicate lingers, this impe-

rious beauty from a Dublin back-street, who was

the finest of stage fine ladies, whose distinction was

unimpeachable, whose manners were perfect !
She

was charming as that supreme incarnation of ele-

If he rectifies error ho is impertinent; if he expands

the material he is colourless and superlluous. But

for the sake of the illustraticHis a few words may be

added in summary of the chief facts of her career.

She was born in Dame Street, Dublin, in 1719. Her

beauty and charm as a child attracted the atten-

tion of a certain Mme. Violante, a performer on the

tight-rope, to whom she was apprenticed, making

her perilous dSi/'t in public, it is reported, suspended

o-ance, indifference, and affectation, the Millamant of from her mistress's feet. Afterwards she acted Polly

Congreve ; she was charming as Gibber's " grande

dame de par le monde," Lady Betty Modish ; she was

charming as Lady Townley in the " Provok'd Hus-

band." She was inimitable, too, in such characters as

involved a masculine disguise— as Rosalind, as Portia,

as Silvia in the " Recruiting Officer." In Garrick's

great part of Lothario, she seems to have failed; but

on the other hand she fairly drove him off the stage

as Sir Harry Wildair, which no one since Wilks had

])layed with the slightest success. As to her ren-

dering of Farquhar's airy and mercurial hero—the

Fantasio of the Eighteenth Century—there can be no

shadow of doubt. She seems to have taken from it

a something which was the author's and added to it

a something which was her own, with a result wholly

irresistible. That she actually made it "innocent,"

as Boaden says, is not quite easy to believe ; l>ut

daring her lifetime she played it without a com-

petitor, and the managers always found "Mrs.

^^'(>ffington as Sir Harry "Wildair" a charm to con-

jure with. In tragedy her triumphs were less

Peachum in a Lilliputian company of the " Beggar's

Opera," which was one of Mmc. Violante's next

enterprises. Then she obtained a reputation
_
as a

dancer in interludes. Finally, in 1737, she made her

first important appearance as Ophelia; and thence-

forth, in such parts as Lucy iu Fielding's " Virgin

Unmask'd/' as Steele's Phillis, as Gay's Polly, she

began to grow popular as an actress, in spite of a

bad voice. Later she attempted Sir Harry Wildair,

which speedily became her stock character. Having

seen her in this, Rich at once invited her to Covent

Garden. From Covent Garden she passed to Drury

Lane, playing frequently with Garrick (to whom at

one time she was to have been married), and obtain-

ing almost as much applause as he did. From Drury

Lane she passed again to Covent Garden, remaining

there three years. Quitting it upon a pique, she

went back to Ireland, where she was welcomed enthu-

siastically by Thomas Sheridan, the father of the

dramatist, and then manager of the Dublin Theatre.

Here she was made chairman of the Irish Beefsteak

marked ; but only in comparison with her triumphs Club which Sheridan instituted ;
and which, involv

in genteel comedy. She was one of the best Lady

Macbeths of her day ; she was Cleopatra ; she was

Jane Shore ; she was Calista in the "Fair Penitent;
"

she was Constance iu " King John ;

" she was

R(.ixaua, Isabella, Monimia, Belvidera—all the old

sonorous heroines of Lee and Otway and Southerne.

One of her last apjiearances was as the original Lady

lianilolph in Home's egregious " Douglas," when it

was first produced at Covent Garden, in March, 1757.

By this time, however, she was in her decline ; and

the ]iiece did not suit her besides. Readers of the

" \"irginians " will remember a pleasant chapter in

tliat book where the Lambert family, with George and

Harry, go to sc^e the presbyterian gentleman's master-

liiece. But though ^liss Theo's tender heart was

touched by Mrs. Woffington's " beauty and acting,"

]\Ir. Thackeray is true to tradition in abstaining from

putting her praises into the mouth of any critical

member of the company.

There is no need here to enter upon Mrs. Wof-
fington's biography. Not only is the material

scanty, but the ground is occupied by Charles Reade's

famous novelette, and the chronicler who succeeds a

romancer of genius is but a wintrless animal at best.

mg them both in the fierce political antipathies of

the day, subsequently brought about the summary

close of his management liy the v>'recking of his

house. Mrs. Woffington accordingly returned once

more to Covent Garden in 1751, resuming her old

popularity with the part of jNIaria in the " Non-juror,"

Cibber'j Whig version of the "Tartufe." At this date

she must have been five-and-thirty. But her thea-

trical conquests were drawing to a close. Though

she played some of her former characters, it was plain

that she was no longer the Woffington of old. " She

never neglected her business," says Tate Wilkinson in

his "Mirror" for 1756-7, but "her health, spirits, and

beauty were visibly decaying." To the same writer,

who knew her well, we are indebted for the strange

and tragic termination of the story. On the 3rd of

May she was playing in " As You Like It," for the

benefit of some of the inferior actors. " I was stand-

ing in the wings," says Wilkinson, "as Mrs. Woffing-

ton, in Rosalind, and Mrs. Vincent, in Celia, were

going on the stage in the first act. . . . She

went through Rosalind for four acts without my
perceiving that she was in the least disordered ; but

in the fifth act she complained of great indisposition.
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I offered her niv iirm, the wliit-li slie ijnicidusly

acceptril. I thought she looked softened in her

minuur, and had less of the hauteur. A\'lien she

came off at the quick eliange of dress, she again

eomplained of being- ill, Imt got accoutred, and

returned to finish the part, and pronounced the

epilogue speech, ' If it l;e true that good wine needs

no hush,' &e. But when arrived at ' If I were a

woman I would kiss as many of you as had beards,'

&c., her voice broke—she faltered— endeavoured to

go on, but could not proceed; then in a voice of

tremor exclaimed, ' O God ! O God !
' and tottered to

the stage-door speechless, where she was cauglit. The

audience, of course, ajsplauded till she was out of

sight, and then sunk into awful looks of astonish-

ment, botii young and old, before and behind the

curtain, to see one of the most handsome women of

the age, a favoui-ite principal actress, and who had

for several seasons given high entertainment, struck

so suddenly by the hand of Death, in such a time and

place, and in the prime of life." She lingered for

three years from that fatal night; but never again

apjicarcd before the footlights. Her last days were

passed quietly and decorously at Teddington, where

she owned or rented a house, still recognised by a not

too insistent tradition as lUlney Hall. In the little

Georgian church hard by, whose incumbent at tliat

date was the "^ plain Parson Hale[s] " of Pope, a

rigiirist who still compelled the transgressor among

his parishioners to do public penance for his sins, is

a neat mural monument to "Margaret Woffington,

Spinster ; " and next the graveyard is a pictures(|ue

row of buildings with dormer windows which piass

as " Margaret Woffington's Cottages." These, it is

said, were built for almshouses by the once-famous

stage-queen in her beneficent retirement. Unhappily,

in spite of O'Keeffe's statement to the contrary, she

does not seem to have endowed them ; and they have

now passed into private hands. A writer in " Notes

and Queries," from whom some of these particulars

are borrowed, and who, above the signature " F. G.,"

delights in recalling the ana of the last century.

points (lut that .Mrs. \\'nlilugton's whilom rival and

opponent, the Kitty Clive of Walpole and Johnson,

the clever actress whom Fielding called " the best

wife, the best daughter, tiic liest sister, the iiest

friend," lies not very far oft' at Twickenham. They

were fierce enemies in their lives, these (wo. "No
women of high rank," says gossiping Tom Davies of

Russell Street, " ever hated one another more un-

reservedly than those great dames of the theatre."

The honours of war, it appears, generally remained

with Mrs. Woffington, who was well-bred, ironic,

and always mistress of hersell', while poor ilrs. Clive,

notwithstanding her excellent qualities, was ns in-

flammable as touchwood, and therewithal hopelessly

crude and violent. Now, " after life's fitful fever,

they sleep well" in their peaceful resting-places by

the Thames; and the i)ilgrim of to-day may easily

walk from one grave to the other.

Hogarth painted a familiar half-length of Peg

"Wofiington, which belongs to Lord Lansdowne ; and

at the Garrick Club there is a famous jiicture by

Eceard wiiich Faber mezzotinted in 1715. The two

portraits accompanying this paper, as far as can be

ascertained, have not hitherto been engraved. One,

from the Jones Collection at South Kensington (ii.),

represents her in the flower of her beauty, wearing

the coi|uettish lace eaji she loved, with \\wi' at her

slmulders, her elbows, and round her ajirou. She

has a jiet bird upon her shoulder, and her brown un-

powdercd hair is turned behind her ears. I'pon her

forehead the artist has been careful to indicate that

tiny lock which Hogarth in the "Analysis" atfirms

to be so especially seductive. The painter of this

likeness is unknown. The other, by Arthur Pond (i.),

shows her after she went to Teddington to live there

as a confirmed invalid. Indeed, it must have been

very soon after, for, according to Redgrave, Pond him-

self died in September, 1758. Our engraving gives so

excellent an idea of this second picture that it may lie

left to speak for itself. The original oil was presented

to the National Portrait Gallery at South Kensington

by Sir Theodore ^Martin. Austin Dobson.

LANDSCAPE.

ARTISTS, authors, and the general public have

-lX expected Mr. Hanierton's book with a natural

eagerness, due to the wide interest of the subject and

the varied and apt qualities of its author. He is a

writer, a painter, an etcher, a traveller, an adven-

turous boatman; a lover of the open air, of moun-

* " Landscape." By Philip Gilbert Hamerton. (London

:

Seeley, Jackson, and Halliday. 1885.)

tains, lakes, and rivers ; a man of sense and vision

formed by suitable and varied experiences. No one

else commands so large an audience, European and

Transatlantic. Everywhere paintere will look foi--

ward to that rare treat, a book on their own sub-

jects by one of their own craft. Literary men will

listen with admiration to one who combines with the

knowledge of a specialist, the grace and clarity of
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an accomplished author. To men of taste and

general interests, Mr. Hamerton will appeal by his

broad sympathies, his polished good-nature, that tone

of conversation which he knows so well how to pre-

serve, and that vein of something- more delicate than

pleasantry with which he manages to charm, even

while dealing with the most refractory matter.

Many of us besides are directly his pupils and wait

eagerly for another word from the master, who is

always himself :i(lvancing towards clearer and more

<-omprehensive views of art and life. It is Mr.

Hamerton's exjierience of many arts and many sides

(if life that makes him a saner guide than Mr.

Ruskin, who ncitlier equally enjoys the raw material

of life, n(jr sufficiently differentiates that material

from the manufactured commoditv of art. IMr.

grudge the loss of any practical word from a fellow-

workman concerning the technical problems he him-

self is continually struggling to solve. The book,

however, is not a painter's handbook, not an sesthetic

history, not a descriptive account of various land-

scapes in nature : it is rather an examination of the

importance of landscape in man's whole cosmos ; and

travel of all sorts, as well as every art, is more or

less brought under contribution to illustrate this

influence upon the human mind.

As ^Ir. Hamerton says, one of the luxuries of a

tine edition should be the illustrations. In this ease,

where the other conditions are perfectly tilled, the

illustrations, too, are all that could be desired, both

from the variety of the sources whence they have

been taken and the perfection of the means employed

I.— "THE BE.iCUED MAKOENT OF THE SEA.

(KIrhciJ hit Henry Moore. Jicjn-odiiced in Fac-stmiJr from the Copper-plate in Mr. Hamerton's "Landscape.")

Ruskin, like Evangelist, has stirred u\> many of us to reproduce them for the reader. Not tlie least

t(i flee the doomed city of Indifference ; ]\Ir. Hamer- interesting matter in the book is that part of the

t(in, like Interjireter, has put us on the right road of jireface devoted to the explanation and discrimination

sanity and jiro^ress. I think no one will wish ^Ir. of the various processes em])loyed. Photogravure is

Hamertim's book more one-sided than it is, except there ably vindicated from the charge of brutal un-

pei'haps nn occasional landscape-painter, who may thinking mechanism. Some specimens we have been

be tempteil to wish it less widely human, and may allowed to co]iy by the kindness of Messrs. Seeley

;
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anil tlio reailer, wlicii ho lnoks, for iiistancc, at the livatniciit ni laiidscaix' lacl has litvii iiniM,>r(l ii|MiU

oriii-inal of oui- " Beached :\rari>ent of tlie Sea" (r.), llu' jiaiiiler by Ihe nature of his main idea, into

must eonsider it as tlie result of a peculiarly varied whidi a liii'tire compusilion enters so lar-^-ely. Tlie

yet still artistic collaboration—etched by Mr. Henry Imnuin and artistic beauty of the result may throw

II.—WOOD AND LAKE.

(.rainted bij Corot. Reproduced bij Process from the Copjier-ptutc in Mr. namerton's "Landscape.")

Moore, traced by the sun, and then bitten by Mr.
Dujardin ; or, in ]\Ir. Hamerton's phrase, " etched

by one artist and bitten by another." The photo-

gravures after pictures are eminently successful.

It has cost much intelligent labour to so effectually

remedy in our example (ii.), for instance, the dis-

arrangement of the colour scheme .due to jihoto-

graphy, as thus faithfully to rellect Corot's aerial

and subtle elegance and broadly summarised unity
of composition. The illustrations are drawn rather

from modern than from ancient work, and we keep
the proportions of the book in giving but one Old
Master, Titian, a host in himself (iTi.). Concerning
this example Mr. Hamerton points out that a special

32-t

some light on the real answer to a complaint else-

where somewhat imjiatiently made.
]\Ir. Hamerton complains that "although objects

seen in nature may produce a most powerful im-
pression, a truthful representation of the same
objects may have scarcely any perceptible effect upon
the mind," that " landscape art does not readily con-
vey to others the emotion experienced by the artist,"

and that " landscape art is avowedly unable to re-

present nature witliout sacrifices of a kind requiring
special indulgence." As he says elsewhere, " I ixi-

lieved that if work ?rff.s tndhfiil it would appear
truthful, that if the artist put deep feeling into his

2)erformauce the j^resence of feeling must be visible
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to evorv oiip," wo can see tliat Mr. HamL'rton began

life as a meml;er of a particular school: and much

as he has outgrown a saving faith in his creed, he

still laments the restrictions of ai-t, and can still say,

" a huge mountain should be painted on a gigantic

cnnvas " In short, he began by prefer-

ring the vividness of out-door fact to the formality

of art, and was hardly prepared to leave the sunlight

and the open air of life and breathe the atmosphere

of the shuttered studio where the game of art is

played

.

Now the stuff of an art is very plastic ; it is

capable of fine gradations and an infinity of delicate

arrangements. And art means the perception that

these also, although they address no passion, are in

fact realities of a new kind, and susceptible of

ugliness and beauty in themselves. Hence there

arises a use of the material, which, although it tells

nothing about other things in nature, affects the

sentiments by its own song or embroidery. To see

to what extent this mere artistic moulding of a

material can affect the mind, take the instance of

music, which hajipily has never served to represent

anything. As an art, at least, it has been used

ahsoliilclj/, and in no other way. A performer in

the mixed arts, as he deals with a basis that has

been previously used to facilitate the business and

conduct of life, is, by a kind of artistic honour, held

bound to employ it at once absolutely as in the pure

arts, and at the same time symbolically for a more

definite representation of life. The component parts

of speech, and the deductions of the visual organs,

have so long served practical ends in the war of

life that he who uses them finds himself obliged to

inform as well as to move us. The pure arts, such

as music, are like the pure game of chess; whilst

literature and painting, the mixed arts, are like the

utilitarian kriegsjiiel, which, though equally a game,

represents war. Should you wish, with these last,

only to represent life, the material you are using to

signify this something else will insist on singing its

own song, making its own decorative pattern, and

bringing its own absolute contribution to the crass

sensations of life, and that positively, with good or

bad effect, upon your meaning. The rever.se also

applies to these imfortunate arts. When you wish

to be purely decorative, the too communicative stuff

you work with will insist on representing something

foreign to itself, with which it has got itself as

completely associated as bank-notes with wealth.

The pure side of art is the only part over which

you have complete control. It is through it you

must attack the nervous system of the connoisseur.

He is, after all, never in contact with life, only with

the artistic medium. A man is by way of being

introduced to mountains, adventure, travel, scenery,

in a book ; after all, it is but words that he is in con-

tact with ; and it is the action on the mind of these

words which the artist must study. Again, the

connoisseur is introduced to similar scenes by the

painter : no more than in the book is he in contact

with the fresh air, the palpable extension and multi-

tudinous keenness of the sensations of real life ; nor

is he this time in contact with a sequence of words,

but with an arrangement of colours and forms. It

is the sentiment inherent in such arrangements that

the painter must study; and it must be admitted

that the natural scene is but the pretext. He cannot

be " truthful " to the natural scene, which is the re-

sultant of the action of all the senses, but he may be

truthful to an " emotion experienced by " himself if

it is in the nature of his artistic material to awaken

such a class of emotion. Thus the " changes in the

aspect of a mountain," as Mr. Hamerton laments, can-

not be figured by the painter. No wonder; how should

they in an art wdiose basis is extension not sequence

;

or if they could, how should they be shown, as is

both possible and useful in writing, to bear " an

analogy with the various momls of man " ? The

arrangement of the natural scene very keenly excites

many fibres and many sentiments in the " sincere

lover of nature;" but that he, in his turn, may act

on the sincere " lover of art," he must imagine an

arrangement of the material of some art. The

painter should be deaf to all hints from the natural

scene that urge him to deal with emotions derived

from the acts of moving or remembering. He should

refuse all hints of matter that contradict the exposi-

tion of his main artistic design. In nature he can

alter his focus or conveniently avert his head from

such things, and in the sequence of words their dis-

traction is partially forgotten, but they remain a

perpetual unresolved discord in the non-sequential

art of painting. Keeping these principles in mind,

we shall understand how it is that "Turner was so

much of an artist that he did not get carried away

by the passion for natural landscape ;
" and we shall

not be surprised to hear that " if instead of writing

on geology Lyell had painted the earth with miac-

ceptable veracity he would have been laughed at and

relegated to obscurity." Mr. Hamerton, doulitless

from a lingering fondness for the creed of his youth,

seems to feel that in this case Lyell would have been

a kind of artistic martyr like Millet, whereas Turner

and Corot were barely honest. He says, " The few

who have devoted themselves to painting landscape

as it is, have been generally told that they were

ignorant of art or that their subjects were badly

chosen. The same subjects in the hands of artists

too prudent to lie truthful have supplied material

for jiopular pictures." " If he is skilful in these

artifices he may possibly (it is by no means certain)
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arouse a g'low of fcoliiii;- in the |nil>lic ; hut ti> an

artist with stronj'' local affections tlicre is s()inethin<^-

unsatisfactory in liaving' to use so much craft and

fjuile to paint a place as it is not." The artist, after

all, is necessaril_y a sjjecialist only in one kind of

sensitiveness. The rest of nature may affect him,

as it does every one else, hut ho should be endowed

with a special feeling for the stuff of his art, which

will oblii^e him to use it melodiously, and will pre-

vent a too slavish respect for every fortuitous as-

semblage of outside facts. These he did not choose,

and he probably disregarded the half of them in his

first emotional view of the scene ; so, if he cojjies

and engineers a thousand latent verities from nature

by clever processes, he merely buries that emotion

in "loving detail." He must not go nose down,

with the focus of his eye uneasily shifting among

a thousand little pictures, but must boldly eaj^ture

and hold the original focxis of impression. " If he

is skilful in these artifices," which are quite half

of art, and is not afraid of such "sacrifices" of

" strong local affections,^^ he will find that " the

craft and guile necessary to paint a place as it is

not" tends not only to a more beautiful use of

the material of art, but to a representation more

truthfully consonant with general human feeling.

Much fewer people care for the purely artistic part

of painting than' for the same part of almost any

other art ; and although painting undertakes a great

branch (and one impossible to any other art) of re-

presentation, yet when it is foolishly employed to do

the wnrk of literature, or to compete mechanically

with natural scenes, it becomes the most profoundly

dull and conspicuously trivial of any of the works

of man.

We have been occupied hitherto with the general

relation in which art stands to the wide field of

nature, and we have seen that, as the restricted base

of each art fits it to attack but one of the many
facets- of nature, no art is capable of doing another's

work except at great disadvantage and to the preju-

dice of its o\vn natural beauties. Inside the smaller

province of pictorial art we can easily see still

narrower subdivisions amongst which the same law

of independent action holds good. The black-and-

white arts have no direct play on that facet of

nature called colour ; and the artist should be

careful to refuse the invitations of nature, unless

where they directly suggest some particular use of

his limited material. Black-and-white has an excel-

lence of its own ; from a narrower base the artist,

with less fear of complications, can push forward his

outposts nearer to perfection. The amouiit of per-

fection naturally demanded in a result varies inversely

with the amount of complication in the means used.

The artist in black-and-white who attempts to render

eifccts wide nf iiis range falls on a small .scale intu

the error nf the painter who copes with a literary

sul)ject. An admiralile painting reduced to its black-

and-white exjn-ession may fall far below the re])ro-

duetion of an inferior picture wliieli, by some ha/.ard,

has been conceived in a spirit more suited to black-

and-white rendering. We have a good example of

this in Mr. Hamerton's book. He assures us that

Corot's " Mantes la Jolie " was one of the finest he

had ever seen
; yet the photogravure of it in the

book cannot be compared to that of the other ("orot

which we have copied.

"Mantes la Jolie" is scon from a bend on the

river, and you look across a curving reach of water to

the town and low distant hills facing you. The bank

you stand on forms a nari'ow band of foreground

about a seventh or eighth of the whole height of the

composition; and water and distant hills make two

other more or less parallel strips, which take up a

little more than a third of the whole height. A side

scene of very elegant trees on your right runs u])

to the top of the canvas. Therefore the bottom and

all the right side of the picture is a dark mass, while

the top and left is all empty lightness. These com-

monplace masses were, doubtless, bound together in

the painted picture by relations of colour, and we

know how full of importance and tone are Corot's

airy and luminous skies and distances. The black-

and-white more or less fails to show these links,

and leaves the two masses unconnected and more

obtrusive than their intrinsic beauties can warrant.

"Whereas in our example, " Wood and Lake," the

interest is spread judiciously, and the masses so

interwoven that their mere arrangement is pleasing.

The lights are so gradated that the eye touches

lightly on subordinate spaces and flies to the key of

the composition. All this is a necessity in full-toned

black-and-white, where the only means of gradation

is chiaroscuro, and the artist is deprived of the re-

sources of colour to weld great opposing masses and

fill large uninteresting simces with charm and mean-

ing. As "Mantes la Jolie," though less pleasant

\n black-and-white, was nevertheless the finer pic-

ture, we see before us an example that an art of

wider range may be less perfectly carried out than

one of a narrower aim. It is, of course, by chance

that the one photogravure is better than the other.

Different methods as well as different arts demand

a different imagination. Corot had not a black-and-

white imagination ; certainly, at least in the stricter

form of etching, he showed but little feeling for

purely beautiful lines. Accustomed to imagine in

the viscous paste of oil colours the expression of

aerial and undefined masses, he was not likely to

conceive to good purpose a use of the precise point

towards such an end. Aiming at effects unsuitable
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to it, and not very sensitive to its special beai.iJes,

lie made a serabbly and intrinsically inelegant use of

tills most abstract and severe metbod. The very

abstract quality and narrow aim of tlie line makes

it possil)le tbat a man who feels his limits may

render something of air and space, because so very

slight an indication is accepted in so severe an art.

the general interest of landscape to man. His

opening chapters deal with the art of describing

landscape in words, and ancient as well as modem
writers are freely quoted. Tlien follows what is aptly

called the geography of beauty and art, in which

various regions of the world are compared as pro-

ducers of beauty in the tields of nature and art,

III.—THE VIEGIM AND CHILD.

(Drami by Tttiaii. Rrprodiiccd by Procrss from th" Coppfr-pTalc xn Mr. Hamerlon's "Landscape.")

This is, ill fact, one of the sulisidiary merits of an

etching in this Ijook by Mr. Colin Hunter : legiti-

mate in method, admirable in effect.

The general reader of ]Mr. Hamerton's book need

not fear to be buried alive in such a ruin of dusty

technicalities as we have been wandering through.

Such discussions are few and far between, and are

touched upon lightly, and only when they appear

naturally in the consideration of more generally in-

teresting subjects. Mr. Hamerton has too unerring

a sense of those principles of art we have analysed,

and too admirable a feeling for the use of words, to

weaken by an obxious sounding of -some sul^sidiary

theme on art, the development of his main subject^

much as in medical works they are compared as pro-

ducers of health. Then we have a most interesting

discussion on the effect of trees, animals, and archi-

tecture in landscape. In the admirable chapter on

trees in art the reader will find much that shows

how necessary it is that the artist should act on the

principles we have already discussed. Finally, we

have a chapter on " The Two Immensities "—the

" oceans of air and water :
'•" a fitting conclusion to

a treatise on landscape addressed to men of this

century, which, if it has done nothing else to further

the art, has treated originally—and to excellent pur-

jjose—the universal and predominant phenomena of

air and space. E. A. M. Stevenson.
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VII. — WOOUBKIDGK.

EAST SUFFOLK MEMORIES.
INLAND AND HOME.

dulcet Christian allegoryE paused last month on a con-

sideration of the poetical style

of Crabbe, as exemplified in

liis descriptions of that coast

scenery of Suffolk in the midst

of which he was born and bred.

Neither is Crabbe, as I began by

saying, the only poet, although

He was ardently attached

to his college and university, and seems to have lan-

guished in his rural preferment, finding the people

savage and the place unhealthy. " He was settlc<l,"

writes Thomas Fuller, " in Suffolk, which hath the

best and worst aire in England ; best about Bury,

and worst on the Sea-side, where ISIaster J'letchcr was

beneficed." (Tiiis seems to have been an accepted

he is certainly the most powerful and original, who opinion concerning our Suffolk air in the time of

has had his haunts in this quiet corner of the world.

The living of Alderton, one of the remoter and more

picturesque of those parishes of half-reclaimed heath-

land sloping towards the marsh belts of the river

shore, was held in the reign of James I. by a young
poet from Cambridge, whose name still lives in

English literature. This was Giles Fletcher, the

brother of Phineas, one of the later and weaklier

Fuller, who repeats it in another jilace— I wonder

what the sea-side innkeepers of Felixstowe, Aid-

borough, and Southwold would say to it now.)
" His clownish and low-]iarted parishioners (having

nothing liut their shoos high about them) valued not

their Pastour according to his wortli ; which (lisjmsed

him to melancholy and hastened his dissf)luti(in."

Coming down to our own century, the pleasant

offshoots of the literary school of Spenser. He ha<l market-town of AA'oodbridge, on the Dcben, has been

distinguished himself while still a bachelor of arts the home of two very dissimilar and not undisfin-

at Trinity with his poems of "Christ's Victory" and guished men of letters, both of whom held the jihice

"Triumph," and had also been an admired preacher of and its neighbourhood in great affection. The.se were

university sermons in the same s]iirit of devnut and Bernard Bartciu and lulward Fitzgerald : the one
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belonging to the generation of Soutliey and Lamb,

the other to that of Tennyson and Tliaeheray.

Bernard Barton, no East Anglian by bhiod, but a

Cumbrian, lived nearly all his manhood as a clerk in

a Quaker bank at "Woodbridge. Himself a Quaker,

he was the embodiment of all that was amiable,

pious, cultured, and humane in that sect. He is best

known now to the ordinary student as the "B. B." of

Charles Lamb's correspondence ; but his poetry in

its day had more than a local reputation, and was

valued by many readers, both for its own qualities

of metrical fluency and simple, pious benignity of

temper, and also as a mild and palatable antidote

against the Byronie fever of the hour : in which

light the author himself was also modestly apt to

regard it. Bernard Barton's poetry is full of praises

of the scenery of "Woodbridge and its neighbouring

villages. His descriptions, we may confess, are un-

certain in colour and touch, and the staple of his

meditations is a strain of gentle commonplace. Here
are two examples of his manner, closely pertinent to

our theme, and as pleasant as his work will furnish.

The first is on Landguard Fort, a solitary, not in-

considerable fortification of the old-fashioned kind,

the new railway station of Felixstowe with its

cockney adjuncts.

'• Along the sands, and by the sound

Of ocean, moaning night and day,

It stands :— its lonely burial-ground

Scatter'd with low stones, moss'd and grey.

Whose brief inscriptions waste away
Beneath the ocean -breeze's spell;

And there, beneath the moon's pale ray.

Still walks the nightly sentinel."

The above little piece has a real charm of concise-

ness and melody : next let us hear our poet when
he apostrophises the Deben :

—

" Xo stately villas on thy side.

May be reflected in thy tide

;

€' * * *

No ruin'd abbey grey with years

Upon thy marge its pile uproars

;

Nor crumbling castle, valour's hold,

Recalls the feudal days of old.

Nor dost thou need that such should be,

To make thee, Deben, dear to me :

Thou hast thy own befitting charms

Of quiet heath and fertile farms.

With here and there a copse to fling

Its welcome shade, where wild buds sing;

VIII.—SEAK LITTLE BtALINaS.

built nn the extremity of n shingle spit at tlie nmuth
of the Ipswich river o])posite Harwich. It was a

iKiuiit nf (jainsborouo-li-'s and a subject of his brush

in early days, but the sentiment (jf the scene has

l)('cn eciuiewhat marred of late by the prnximity of

'I'hy meads for flocks and herds to gi-aze;

Tliy quays and docks, where seamen raise

Their anchor, and unfarl their sail

To woo and win the favouring gale.

And above ;ill for me thou hast

Endearing memories of the past !

"
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\\ ollj Derwuiit and Yarrow, w u must oiiue iiKirc

adniif, have inspired mure tlirilliny strains. Yet is

it pleasant to share the idyllic meditations of our

lettered Quaker, antl to read of his genial ways and

conversation, of his enjoyment and ]io\ver of niakiui;'

others enjoy, " on some summer afternoon, jierhaps,

at the little inn on the heath, or hy the I'iver-side

—

or when, after a jileasant pirnie on the sea-shore, we
drifted homeward u\> the river, while the breeze died

away at sunset, and the heron, at last startled by
our glidint;' boat, slowly rose from the ooze over

whieh the tide was momentarily encroaching' :

''
it is

jileasant to read these things of Bernard Barton in

the words of his younger friend and biograjiher

already referred to, Edward Fitzgerald. That accom-

plished Cambridge scholar and sensitive literarv

recluse lived almost all his life in the retirement of

this same country-side. He was master of many
languages, and of an admirable style both in poetry

and jirose. His singular intellectnal temperament,

in which originality and culture bore equal parts,

found its best expression in verse translations which

were in truth not so much translations as highly

finished variations on the theme furnished by his

text. The best known of these is his beautiful

rendering of a selection from the quatrains of the

pathetic and profound Oriental sceptic, mystic, and

hedonist, Omar Khayyam.

" Up from Earth's Centre to the Seventh Gate
I rose, and on the Throne of Saturn sate,

And many a Knot unravelled by the Koad,

But not the Master-Knot of Human Fate.

There was the Door to which I found no Key ;

There was the Veil through which I might not see

;

Some little talk awhile of Me and Thee
There was— and then no more of Thee and Me":—

when in the mind of the lover of literature there

rises up the music of these or other such-like haunt-

ing cadences from the English version of Omar
Khayyam, he must feel that his debt for a high and

peculiar poetic pleasure is at least equally divided

between the old astronomer-poet of Naishajiur and

the latter-day retired scholar of M'oodbridge. Xo
man was in truth ever more genuinely and shrink-

ingly averse than Fitzgerald from notoriety and from

the crowd. Many of his compositions he would never

print at all; others, including the "Omar Khayyam,"
for a long time only privately ; antl when at last

he suffered this masterpiece to be published, he even
then withheld his name, which remained unknown
to the end except to a very narrow circle of stu-

dents and friends. Among the latter were several

of the chief men of letters of his age, as Thaekeraj-,

Tennyson, and Cailyle, who were accustomed from
time to time to come down and visit him in one or

other of his Wmulbrid-c haunts. Ycr\ Fauiiliar

to my own boyhood was the .somewhat eccentric

ligurc and melancholy face of this recluse, as one
met him wandering absently among the lanes, with
hat tin-own bade, bine siieclaclcs on no.^e, and a

grey ])laid cast about his shoulders. A great lover

was he, too, of the Dcbcn water, and his favourite

source of amusement for many years was a little

yacht in which he used to ply to and fro about our
coast and creeks.

Among English country towns, then, ours of

AA oodbridge has been by no means the least fami-

liar to the muses. As to its aspect, imagine an

ordinary enough street of substantial plaster-fronted

or red-brick shoi)S and houses, occupying a level

mile (jr so of the old E(ind(]ii and Y'armouth mad,
where it inns along the basin of the Dcbcn at

about two hundred yards' distance from the stream :

at about its middle point this street is joined at

right angles l)y another coming in from the direc-

tion of the pastoral ujiland country to the w'cst,

and descending, by a hill of moderate length and

steepness, through an irregular three-cornered mar-

ket-place with a plain old-iiishioned shire-hall in

the midst : in the angles formed by these two main
thoroughfares are various other buildings and by-

ways of the town—on the right as you come down
through the market-])lace, the old church with its

noble and lofty square flint-built tower, and at its

foot an Elizabethan house in spacious garden grounds

—lower down on the left, a newer and more confused

quarter, with a modern church conspicuous by a tall

spire not ill-designed. Or, entering the place by one

of its minor approaches, you may notice a hospital

and almshouse of unusual pretensions, the products

of a once modest, now opulent charity bequeathed

to the town by a benefactor of the Tudor age. .M r.

Speed's picture of Woodbridge (vii.) does not include

any of these street scenes or approaches, but is taken

IX.—I'LAYFOED CirUECH.

down at the quay-side, whei-e the boats, landing-

steps, and litter of the river haven contribute a ])ic-

turesque foreground, from whence we look up past
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llu' giinleii trees of the bank towards the roofs of left-hand bank to a church and churchyard perched

the tinvn and tlie old church tower. half-hiddeu above you; under the right-hand bank

Of the character of the A\'oodbridge river scenery nestles a gentleman's cottage ; and as you clear the

X.—NEAE CULPHO.

enough has already been said and quoted. Tlie town

Das also the advantage of being within easy reach

of the jileasantest inland nooks and pastoral vindu-

lations of the district. Tiiree miles off, for instance,

is the beautiful and peaceful cluu'clij'ard of Great

Bealings, a favourite scene of the meditations of

Bernard Barton. This church, of seemly and vener-

able grey Kiut-and-stone architecture, lies open on the

one side to a sunny slope of fields, and on the other

is screened by a long avenue of murmuring limes,

leading down towards a placid and deep-pooled brook.

A shady lane, leaving behind it a great comfortable

farmstead ensconced beside the margin of the bare

upland fields, runs parallel to the avenue at a little

distance. Follow this lane across the brook and u]i

over the next low ridge of arable country, and in

little more than a mile you will find it dip again.

This time it sinks deeply, in a manner more charac-

teristic of Surrey scenery than of our own, in a

cutting between high sandy banks overgmwu with

briars and embowered in trees ; a footpath climbs the

cutting perhaps the fairest of our pastoral -^-alleys

spreads in view. Rounding a farm overshadowed

by a rookery, there opens on your left a pleasant

length of water-meadows : in the foreground just

below you the thatched cottages of a village straggle

among gardens and orchards : beyond them a grove

embosoms and almost conceals a moated manor-

house, and just on its hither side flows the stream

which crosses the valley, first passing a ford, next

spanned by a roadway bridge, and then turning a

water-mill before you lose its tra('k among the fields.

This is the village and valley of Playbird, the

chief and favourite bit of admitted " picturesque

"

in the vicinity. Names not unknown are associated

with it : at the moat-house lived the abolitionist

Thomas Clarkson ; and the cottage under the bank is

still the country home of a veteran of science, wdiom

England at large and Cambridge in particular holds

in honour, the late astronomer-royal Sir George Airy.

Mr. Speed's full-page cut (xi.) shows a striking-

enough foreground detail of the Playford landscape

;



XI.-A STl-DY OF OAKS; PLAYFOUD.
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n pair of ruo-o'ecl l)r(]tlier treos, between whose stems

niul over whose hiili'-ex])osed roots tlie village people

pass, as by a natural wicket, along- a footpath across a

meadow to tlie Hall. For the love of Bernard Barton

we have also reproduced (ix.) the agreeable little old-

fashioned woodcut representing Playford Church and

the sunk lane aforesaid, which figures in the 1825

edition of his poems. The neighbouring parish of

Ctdpho has furnished ]\Ir. Speed with another effec-

tive study, of a wood bordering on a held, in wliieli

a gipsy lire smoulders beside some disused instru-

ment of agriculture (x.) : this, however, might have

been drawn from any other country-side almost as

well as from our own. Our leniaining illustrations

are all taken faithfully from the valley, about four

miles long, which extends between Playford and

the AYoodbridge river. One (viii.) is a view of the

villasre of Little Bealins's, seen from some hi"'h

ground near the railway, called the Hangings

;

another (xii.) of my own old home adjoining the

same village; and the third (xiir.) of Martlesham

Creek, where the stream watering the valley ex])a,nds

and joins the Deben.

These, and not the river-mouth and sea-coast scenes

of which I spoke at first, were the familiar and daily

haunts of my childhood : among the fields and

woods of this small inland valley did I trail my
clouds of glory such as they were. The knowdcdge

of the sea's neighbourhood, and of its sending twice

a day its marginal waters inland, flooding the estu-

aries, and creeping and fingering up the outlets of

our meadow streams, and lifting and stroking back

their water-weeds—this knowledge was indeed never

absent, and helped to dilate the childish spirit with a

sense of ulterior mystery, and of the possibility of

great world-voyages lying not remotely beyond the

horizon lines. There was a gate on a hill near the

house, from which one of the reaches of the river

could be seen glancing at high tide across a few

miles of country, and on this I loved to lean, travel-

ling in fancy, and letting the bars and masses of the

horizon clouds stand for the plains and mountains

of the unknown continents over sea—savannahs and

sierras illimitable. But to visit the sea-side itself

was for us l)oys a regular excursion and exception

to the ordinary routine of life. Even to go boat-

ing in those upper reaches of the Deben four miles

off was the affair of a special holiday two or three

times in a summer. These were occasions of anti-

cipation and excitement ; but it is not the special

events and holidays, it is the oft-reiterated childish

experiences of every day, that sink deepest and most
haunt the after-thoughts.

^ly home in this valley was a plain country house

at the foot of a slo])e of light fertile land, screened

from the north and east by belts of lime, beech,

and lir, and jungles of evergreen and other brush-

wood. In front the view lay open for half a mile,

across a breadth of park meadows studded with

trees and intersected by a brook, to a low ridge

of country fringed with fir ])lantations. It was

really a happy valley for the abundance of its sum-

mer ilowers and fruits, and oh the fragrance of those

violets iu March, the tossing fi'eshness of the labur-

niun lamj)S and guelder-rose balls in the winds of

spring, oh the bloom and profusion of the June

roses ! And the sweetness of the yellow and red

raspberries gathered in the morning dew, the size and

succulence of the black bursting figs and blush-face

peaches on the garden wall, and what June and

August hours I used to spend perched and busy

among the cherry boughs, or in the convenient

fork of an ancient and inexhaustible greengage tree !

These last, however, are recollections of material

joys, and apart fi'om our jiresent purpose. Among
landscape and nature images pure and simple, those

I retain most vividly are of the swaying of the alders

and birches all day long in the summer wind, and

the ruffling of the seas of sorrel-reddened meadow-

grass beneath them. Of the n.iiracnlous spray and

sparkle of colour and freshness in a certain wood

in spring, the floor all carpeted with hyacinth and

primrose, wood-sorrel and wood-anemone, the Ijoughs

all glittering with new-budded jioints of yellow and

pale-green light. Of the joy of poring hour after

hour over the half-translucent depths and flickering

green reffections of the brook, where it ran shaded

under sweeping chestnut boughs. Of musing under

the spreading boughs of a great old Spanish chestnut-

tree near the Hangings (somehow associated in my
boyish mind with the Armada), whence the view

over the pleasant Playford hollow included a few

acres of reedy marsh known as the " mere :
" a name

that stirred my imagination mightily ; and I can

well remember how the place would serve me some-

times for King Arthur's death-scene, or how anon,

having had it impressed n];)on me that its mud was

"bottomless,'' I would convert it into a perilous

morass fraught with histories of engulphed armies.

Of crossing a stile at evening into a certain favourite

high field open to the west, w'hence the spirit could

go voyaging among the happy archipelagoes of the

sunset sky, while dusk and mist were filling the val-

ley at my feet. Of the enchantment of winter frosts,

with icicles fringing the eaves, and the garden trees

glittering all transfigured in the tingling air. Or

again of Sunday afternoons at church in sunnner,

where through the open side-door the familiar land-

scape of clustered cottages and basking meadows and

wooded slopes lay framed and glowing in the quiet

sunshine, while the cawing of the rooks and the

crooning of the wood-pigeons tloated in from the
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tree-tops to temper the diseord of our rustle psalniudy.

Dozens of such detailed images will rise up at chance

moments before me, and there are no "lories of the

world that I have ever seen—no ]Hn'ple-Howere(I

and torrent-cloven valley over which the majesty of

Monte Rosa lian^-s aureoled at sunset—not the view

from above Athens, over the blue of the Saronic

gulf, to JEf^ma. and the fair procession of the Ar<^ive

hills—not the hourly chaug-e of gloom and glory

over the flashing straits and proud-peaked mountain-

islands of the Hebrides—there is not one of these

scenes which, fully as at the time I may have felt

its power, I can yet honestly and in truth recall as

vividly, or with such a stirring of the spirit, as those

simple and bounded prospects of my Suffolk home.

What, indeed, one is inclined to ask, can any cue

really know or feel about nature, whose early days

have not been spent in the country ? What halo of

beauty and old romance can equal the magic that

invests those paths wherein you first learnt to run

and ride, to drink the light and air of sunset or the

sweetness of the earth's exhalations after rain, to

thrill at the sight of a water-rat in the rushes or

the clatter of a squirrel among the boughs ? WHiat

after-adventures can impress like thos'e which the

childish imagination invents or magnifies for itself

out of nothing ?

Prying along the tinkling hedgerows in winter,

or skating over the fiooded and frozen valley meadows.

my heart big with jiurposcs of valour a'j'aiu,st.

the jioacher, have I not gone through all the ex-

citcnu'uts of stealth and foray, of surjirise, ambus-

cade, and midnight encounter? Among these thou-

sand eager shocks and stirs of childish experience, I

know not if one class has more power than another

in attuning the spirit of man to a sense of nature

and natural roniaiicc. i5ut I am sure, whether it is

to his honour or not, that the chasing and sporting

group of emotions for one has much to do with it.

That instinctive tension of the nerves and tingling'

of the pulses in jmrsuit, or at the mere jiresenee

of wild creatures small or great, which wc owe to

long lines of predatory ancestors, disposes the facul-

ties to a peculiarly vivid reception and retention of

all accompanying impressions. At the stage the

world has reached, I do not see that there is morally

much to be said in favour of men killing and wound-

ing the weaker animals for pleasure ; and if it could

be proved that the virtues of physical courage,

skill, and endurance could be as well kept up with-

out it, I think there would be nothing. Personally,

therefore, I am a convinced though not unreluctant

convert from field sports. Yet I cannot but fear

that much of onr truest, deepest, and even most

poetical love of nature may go with them. It is

all very well for a sentimentalist like Leigh Hunt
to write (as he did more effectively perhaps than

anv one since) against the pleasures that " strew

-BEAI.IXGS GliOVE.

have I not lived all the life and tastcnl all the joys the brakes with agonies of feathered wounds." He
of the trapper by Winnipeg or Huron ? Creep- was brought up within the precincts of Christ's

ing out at night with the gamekeeper, walking Hospital, with only three weeks' country holiday in

softly along the hedgerow paths, or holding my the year. But take the ca.sc of Wordsworth, and
breath amid the muffled rustling of the woods, see with what gusto he recalls his boyish delights
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of bird'tJ-nosting' and woodcock-snarinfj-, and liow

fully he acknowledges the part which these ex-

citements played along with others in forging the

links which bound his soul to nature. For my own

small pai-t, I know that I should never have felt as I

do the charm of quiet water-pools and the freshness

of the filinv morning fields, if I had not been used as

a boy to visit them at dawn intent on nothing but

seeing whether my night-lines were stretched or slack.

Nor should I cherish half such visions, " felt in the

blood and felt along the heart," of the beauty of the

red and pale gold woods of autumn quivering in

bright November air, but for the hours I have stood

expectant beside them with the gun ; nor take half

such delight in the gentle inclinations and flowing

boundaries, the soft recession and atmospheric mys-

tery of the winter fields, if I had not ridden over

them with eager emptiness of thongiit to many a

meet and in many a chase. But enougii—the reader

has not bargained for an autobiography, and must be

weary by this time of straying with me among the

Suffolk fields and lanes. Sidxey Colvin.

gtxtxxBet.

/J
ND nmv on iny last cmisf J go,

^^ And in a lonely quest:

Yet the •wind 7vakes ; the strong tides flow

For ever to the west.

Good-bye! All wild and strange the sea.

And pleasant is the shore :

But though the coast he dear to me,

I shall return no more.

\et many a golden isle may rise.

And many o guiding star,

Or liappy shores of Paradise,

Where our beloved are.

The Eastern sky looks bleak and cold.

But day is nearly done

:

My boat rocks in a track of gold—

I follo"w the setting sun.

Good-bye for ever, loz'e I ana yet—

What may the darkness hide?

On sea or land, if ive two met,

I should be satisfied.

RI. Kendall.
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THE KO MANGE OF ART.
A FORGOTTEN PATNTEl!.

N Kio-hteentli Centurv France the figure of Lan- not much nearer the trutli tlian before. It was an

fara is the embodiment of unheeded nature in an absurdity si<^-ned " Picard," and strung with songs

a^e of sham. Tlie lady who said tliat nothing was by Barret, Radet, and Desfontaines. On the first

real to him except that which had no existence, night—the 2nd October—the Vaudeville was not

while slie onl\- meant to be witty at his expense as a large enough to hold the audience. Melingue, the

dreamer, unknowingly spoke a truth at the expense hero in " Benvenuto Cellini," approved himself an

of her contemporaries. His place was in the aisles excellent ciseleur; and one of Joly's best points in

of Fontainebleau and the broad meadows of jNIilly, "Lantara" was the production of drawings, which

listening to the eternal hush of leaves, watching the he is said to have done famously. So, to suit an

glittering stream, communing with the silent flowers, actor's little talent, Lantara was disguised as a figure-

His symjiathy with nature was stronger than Tho- painter—a ]iart in art he himself played worst and

reau's. She was his first love. Away from her his least willingly of all; and to suit tho exigencies of

whole character underwent a change ; his appetite comedy, he, a celibate and a poor man, was equipped

for all things save her memory vanished ; he aban- with a daughter and a duf.

doned himself to chance winds, and with her shining Like most romantic characters, Lantara has in-

image ever before him lived in a perpetual night, spired romance not only in playwrights, but in

The death of his mother, the poverty of his home,

had banished him to the woods and fields. There he

was hajipy. It was in the open air that he learned

poets and talemakers. The stories told of him are

curious. They might even be true, but there are

no facts to show they are. One says that, having

the fii-st rudiments of his art. It was in the open received a hundred crowns from that " most heartless

air that he first practised it, with only flowers and of amateurs," the Comte de Caylus, for a moonlight,

trees for his models. There is no instance of a Lantara was utterly miserable till he and the money

human iigure in his jiictures. There is a story of parted com])auy. He might well have said, as in

how a certain marquis, having ordered Lantara to the fable, " Rendez-moi mes chansons et ma somme,

paint "a chunli and a vista," complained that there ct reprenez mes cent ecus." All day he wandered

were no figures in the landscape. "They are at in a passion of suspicion; at night, in his garret by

mass," said the artist. And the nobleman's answer the Louvre, he could not slcoj) for thinking of his

was that he would buy the picture when they came

out. His knowledge of the ways of flowers was

almost miraculous. He may be called nature's por-

trait-painter: were his brethren like him, there would

be no such thing as still life. With this reverence

gold ; and when he did sleep he was led through

such a dance of dreams as made him wish himself

poor again. To be rid of it was easy enough in the

Paris of Louis XV.—a very paradise of knaves. He

went to the cabaret and told his troubles to his

for the wild growths of meadow and wood, it is no roistering friends. There was plenty of sympathy,

wilder if he hated the company of men. It is said It took the form of bumpers and dice; and before

that if a peasant or a huntsman came into his ken, he long the money troubled Lantara no more.

Hew and hid among the trees. Thus his early life There is, too, a touching story of a love affair,

was the life of a Faun. His avoidance of human On the basement of the old house in whose attic

beings was an anticipation of their treatment of him; Lantara slei)t, lived a young fruiterer—a girl from

and when his evil day came, and he was one of the Picardy named Jacqueline. Her voice it was that

great crowd of Paris, he must have looked back with

yearning to the time when, one of nature's eremites,

he had no comjianion save the ancient earth and the

wild things her children.

Lantara to manv, even to his own countrymen,

has long lieen but a name ])refiguring an abstract

idea of genius, poverty, vagabondry. It was taken

in vain l)y an enterprising jilay-writer, who, instead

of telling his true story, dramatised tradition, and

proilticeil, in I SI ISt, a certain "Lantara; on le Peintre

an Cali.u'rt," long since forgotten." People liked

his titU', and went to see his play, but they were best pictures seem to have been painted undc

first attracted him ; it was sweet and strong and

clear; and it rose like a skylark's to his open window

at dawn : the first and only sound in the humming

city that brought back to him the memory of

woods and fields. He had passed the fruit-shop

daily, heedless of its tenant. Now he lingered on

the stairs ; hung about the door. Painter and fruit-

seller soon became friends, then lovers. Many a

time is she said to have lured him from the wine-

shop home; and, in his sorest straits, to have shared

with him her poor little earnings. Some of his

the
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influence of lier presence; unci \vc can well believe

it. But tliesc love-passages were brief. Jacqueline

(lied ; and Lantara, ojiprcsscd with grief, smiglit

solace in his old haunts. It is told that years after-

wards he would weep at the mention of her name.

To get a
J
ieture from him, jiroduced in the days of

Jacqueline, was inii)ossible ; and when asked why he

prized a certain canvas more than others, he asked:

"Then you don't hear Jacqueline singing in (lie

landscape V
"

Those whose word is to be best believed as to the

painter's character and mode of life are a ^I. Lenoir,

an official who was on intimate terms with Lantara

;

and a certain descendant of the llenommieres, who,

from the talk of his forefathers, was able to supiily

some interesting recollections of their former farm-

servant. Among moderns the most con.seientious

and indefatigable worker in Lantara lore was Bellier

de la Chavignerie, who at great pains has unearthed

a variety of really valuable " pieces justificatives.^'

Prior to the date of his researches, Montargis, Fon-

tainebleau. Melon, Aeheres, Chailly, and half a dozen

other places had claimed Lantara for their son. It

was Bellier de la Chavignerie who set the question at

rest ; and it is now known beyond dispute that Simon
Maturin Lantara was born at Oncy, Seine-et-Oise, on

the 2-lth March, 1729. The sou of a weaver and a

country girl, he received no better education than the

village schoolmaster coidd give. Losing his mother

at the age of eight, he was taken from his book and

put to mind the cows of the local seigneur, Isl. de la

Renommiere. Henceforward his days were passed in

the open fields. It was the best schooling for such a

spirit. From dawn to sunset he watched the changes

of the day as on a dial, and drew in inspiration from

the echoes of the wooded hills. He had neither

palette nor brush ; and it was with the end of a

branch that he traced his first pictures; the sand was
liis canvas, and herbs and pebbles were his colours.

In a fortunate hour his master's son came home from

Paris. He saw Ihe little cowherd's rough tracings on

sand and rocks, took him back to the capital, and ]ilaced

him in a studio at Versailles—whose, no one knows.

From thence Lantara went to Paris. What progress

he made is told in a story in the antique manner

—

the manner of the historian of Zeuxis and Apelles.

The artist for whom he worked, leaving the studio

one day, gave special instructions to the pupil on no

account, should visitors drop in, to discover a certain

picture. No sooner had the door closed upon him
than Lantara, mounting the steps, whijiped off the

covering and painted in a moment a large and con-

spicuous fly. The master, coming back, flew to his

picture to see if all was right ; and there, to his horror,

was the vile insect. He tried to brush it away ; but

in vain. Lantara, by this time penitent, frankly

confessed his fault. "Von call liial a fault?" said

tlie painter (surely a realist before realism !) taking

him by the hand ;
" try never to commit a greater!

"

When Lantara came to shift for himself he was
the most tickle of citizens. We And him first in the

Kue du Chantre ; then in the Rue de la Monnaie, in

the Barriere du Teuii)le, near the popular fair of

Saint Tiaurent; in the Rue de la Yielle Drapei'ie,

in the Kue de Jieauvais, and in the Rue dcs De-
ehargcurs. Everywhere he suffered extreme ])overty.

He was unheeded by the world of ]iic(\H-e-huvers,

and had no knack with the dealers. Even Diderot

does not mention him. It has been general Iv

assumed that he was a drunkard ; but then' is no

evidence to show he was more addicted to the wine-

shop than Piron, Crebillon, and the rest of theC'aveau.

In those days the cabaret was what the eaie is now.

But he is not without champions. Aycard declares

he only drank water; Roux de Cantal says he was of

a rare austerity of morals ; and his friend Lenoir

—

the best authority of all—though he admits his

weakness for good things, denies that he ever drank
to excess. IMaybe the few drinking songs Lantara

wrote—and they are full of gusto—have misled both

chroniclers and vaudevillists. There are many stories

of his having sold his pictures for wine ; but these

are unsupported by evidence, while there is plenty of

proof that he bartered them for cakes and coiiftnrea.

Lenoir, I take it, was right: Lantara was rather a

glutton than a tippler. At any rate, wlien, towards

the close of his life, he was taken to the hospital, the

Superior gave him many weeks of grace as a con-

valescent, that he might paint him pictures in exchange
for fiiaudUes. It was at L:i Charite—the same
hospital—that he ended his days. He fell into a

state of utter destitution in his lodging in the Rue
des Dechargeurs ; and on the 22nd December, 1778,

falling ill in the streets, he once more visited the

Superior. This time it was necessary to see the

Confessor as well. It was the end. The faun was
then and there to follow his ancestry, and leave as

they the generous and inspiring earth ho had loved

so well. He died as he had lived with a jest, a

jiainter's jest, upon his lips.

He is represented neither at Fontaineble;ui nor

at ^'ersailles. One picture in the Louvre, a " Soleil

Couchant,' was bought as late as 181G. For the

rest, his achievement— his dawns and sunsets, his

"Bergers" and his "Peeheurs Amoureux," his moon-

light scenes, and his "nappes d'eau"— is in private

hands. Two only, as far as we know, have found

their way to England. These ai'e what he called

" Tableaux de Reconnaissance," given to M.de Renom-

miere, his first patron and friend. That his genius

for ])resenting Nature as she really appeared was

not entirely lost on some of his contemporaries, is to
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be seen from a few srattered criticisms in contem-

porary chronicles; notalily the continuation of the

"Memoires Secrets" of ]}achaumout; the writer of

which declares that no one has better expressed the

different hours of the day ; and that Lantara excelled

in " prospective aerienne." Amono- portraits of his,

the most trustworthy is that of Vateau, nephew of

the great Antoine Watteau. It pictures Lantara as

he was : an uni-outh, simple cowherd, forced into the

artificial light of Paris by the accident of genius, and

suffering from the rebuffs of fashion by reason of his

love of nature. His epitaph has been written by a

hel esprit of his day. Thus it runs :

—

" Je siiis le pcintrc Lantura.

La Foi m'a tenu lieu de livre,

L'Esperance me faisait vivre,

Et La Churitc m'cnterra."

It says much for a painter when the story runs

that he wept with admiration on the Pont Neuf at

a sunset, and that be was accused of setting a farm

on lire to enjoy the effect ; and these things were

said of Lantara. A. Egmoxt Hake.

DESIGN IN FEATHERS.

IT h:is been wisely said that "to know the history

of a bird, you must know its life-history," and

this is absolutely true; and if you would wish to

kniiw and see the truth about feathers in all their

perfection, there is no way to study them but on

the living l)ir(l. The way to study the clothes of

men may be to go where cast-off clothes do congre-

gate, but birds' feathers are not so; cast off, they tell

knowledge of the living among the dead, and think

to gain an insight into all the poetry of a bird's

joyous life by handling so many thousands of mere

bird mummies. They only can teach aright who

study the living thing in its own surroundings and

and connections.

There are few birds that have but absolutely one

colour pervading the whole of their plumage. Still,

.V lUlMARY OF THE AKGUS PHEASANT ; DESIGN SUGGESTING FEATHER ON FEATHER.

you but little, they show you less. Therefore orni-

thological savants shed so little light and lustre

on the study of feathers. They try to seek the

there are some : as, for example, our own crow,

raven, blackbird, and swan. But even in these there

is no monotony ; there is lovely iridescence, and the
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various masses of feathers fcillnw the structiiro of the

masses of muscle on the body, and tliese heiiit;' at

differins^ angles make the feathers likewise, so that

tiie light falls upon the diverse facets and reveals

the curving lines of the masses of scapulars and

flank feathers, of primaries and tail coverts. Let us,

however, consider, firstly, our little homely sparrow :

pattern on this part. Now watch the wings, and see

how the thing that at once catches tiie eye is a short

white bar at the base, and a longer bidlish brown bar

more in the middle of the wing; both these bars of

varying tones are in the same way the result of a

number of part-coloured feathers placed in regular

groups over the muscles of the wings, so that all the

t t
',R,P'l£»^«"?'J?

-ARGUS PHEiSA>fT IN DISPLAY.

not one from Fleet Street, but rather one from

some quiet country stack-yard (in.), so that we may
really see him in his true colours; and note how he

has a central line of black running along his back,

from his neck to his tail ; on each side of this black

is a rich red-brown stripe. We should naturally

imagine that the black stripe was of one sort of

feathers entirely, and the brown of another, but it is

not so. Here is one of the feathers of the I)ack, and

you will see how exactly the black sjwce covers half

the surface, and the lighter colour shows the brown,

feather after feather laid in regular sequence giving the

white ruds placed side by side make the first l)ar, and

the larger, similarly, make the second bar. This is

the simplest form of common ornamentation, and yet

here, on this vulgar bird, we find three differently

marked sorts of feathers used to produce the same

kind of design require<l. I need hardly point out

the delicious variety, the exquisite treating of all

formality, whilst yet the central idea of the design

is always kept in sight.

The best time for seeing perfect feathering is

iu the winter, and onward to the spring ; then,

after a very short honeymoon, the birds settle down
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to domestic ilnidi^vry "itli L-xemplary ardour, with

the result lliat at the end of a few weeks tlieir

t
III.—lUE L-rAKEOW.

To our mind tlie aro-us pheasant (ii.), in tlie remark-

able character of its patterned feathers, stands alone

;

and there is no bird that is, in sporting parlance,

within a hundred miles of it. His secondary feathers

(i.), whilst in the normal position on the wing, are a

curiosity that is most staggering, such an amount

of decoration lying apparently hidden and idle (not

like the familiar peacock, which, when not dlsjjlay-

ing its tail coverts, yet makes a beautiful appearance

with great elegance of line and brilliancy of colour),

and further lying on a bird, the whole effect of which

is dowdy and not dismal. It seems as if the design

were misplaced and wasted; but watch the change

that comes over the bird when spring arrives. He

first becomes active and restless, instead of sleepy

and heavy; he runs about briskly, and from time to

time shakes his wings with a rustling sound, as if to

get into order and place that large clump of feathers

that have hitherto looked so untidy and purpose-

less ; and then suddenly, as his critical future is well

in front of him, he tucks down his head, throws

up his wings, and arches them high over his back,

till the feathers of each wing meet and form a per-

fect circle, the field of which is of delicately-varie-

tail-feathers are rough and irregular, their pinions gated browns; and sunk in this field seem to lie

worn and ragged from constant contact with the nest rows of little balls, all perfect and round, with a

in sitting; and by the time their new suit comes bright s})ot of high wdiite light on their curved

at midsummer, thev are more than ready for it. sides, as if from the presence of the sun itself. Look

The spring, of course, is the climax of a bird's now at our illustration (iv.); although it loses some-

life. AMth scrupulous care he arranges hourly his what through being translated into black and white,

feathers, all their markings are seen to perfection, it is yet vastly beautiful; on the feather, from

and many peculiarities of decoration are then and which this ball-and-socket design was photographed,

then alone displayed. The fleshy combs and ]iro-

tuberances become scarlet and enlarged, and any one

who has not seen a pheasant or cock grouse at this

season of love would be ast(mished at the altera-

tion from his normal state. The cock pigeon swells

that part of his body most adorned with iridescent

feathers to make the grandest show he can ; and every

humble finch and small bird brushes up his modest

finery. It is said that not a single bright-coloured

feather on any bird's body is left idle or imdisplayed.

If birds have bright-coloured tails, they raise them

to their highest and fullest and abase their heads;

if bright heads, then they shake out their plumes,

their eye distends, and their wattles swell; and if,

as in some cases, they have large tip]iets of feathers

falling on Ijoth sides of the head, they contrive the

bewildered hen shall see all the glories of both sides

at one glance, and so drag all the feathers of the

far side r<.iund to the near side, making such a huge

mass that the face is nearly hidden, and the pro- iv. -a feather tattekn.

jecting beak alone shows where the head must be.

All this is ddiic tor the hen's benefit, and it is only feather of the secondaries is alike and yet not

done when she is near; it all turns on her existence, similar. For the scheme of the design is this :
that

and ceases if she be absent. there is a central light

there were twenty-one similar spots, and every

them, which casts its
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hic^liest lii;-ht ii]ion them, so that no two hiills h;ivr

the hght actually on tlio same sput, hut as rarli is

higher or lower in the eirclo to the i-ight or the left,

so the light spot moves with geometric exactness,

so that the ocelli (as they

are commonly called)

which come on those

feathers which are ]ier-

pendioular have the light

at the top of the feather,

whilst those on the fea-

ther lying horizontally

have the liglit nearest

the shaft. Further, as if

to give value to these

delicately -shaded ocelli,

there are on the main

field of the feather strong

dark spots and stripes of

deep brown, and on the

very shaft itself there

are long alternating black

and white strijies. And
then, lastly, on the pri-

maries there is the exact similitude of another

feather lying upon the true one. This inner space

is of a lighter and more delicate tone of chestnut

than the rest, and is covered with minute white

dots ; the effect is most deceptive, and any one

might well be excused for taking these mock pri-

maries for true feathers.

Mr. Darwin, with his usual vigour, says, in re-

gard to this exceptional display of patterned feather:
'• ^lany will declare that it is utterly incredible that

a female bird should be able to- appreciate fine shading

and exquisite patterns. It is undoubtedly a marvel-

lous fact that she should piossess this almost human
degree of taste, though perhajjs she admires the

general effect rather than each separate detail. He
who thinks that he can safely gauge the discrimina-

tion and taste of the lower animals may denj- that

the female argus pheasant can ajipreeiate such re-

fined beauty, but he will then be compelled to admit

that the extraordinary attitudes assumed by the male

during the act of courtshij), by which the wonderful

beauty of his plumage is fully displayed, are purpose-

less." Now that is a conclusion that ^Ir. Darwin
will not consent to. Whatever may have been the

cause and the origin of this peculiar beauty in the

bird's plumes, it is certain that it exists, and that it

is well worth far more study than is usually given

to it. The schemes of colour are endless, and are

almost alwaj-s satisfactory, even to our own eyes.

There are some examples that are vastly different to

any arrangement of colour that man would make;
but I think it would be whe to wait before we con-

TEAL 3 FEATHKKS.

demn tliem, as ciur kniiwledge of the b(iundaries of

the laws (if right and wrung in colour is far from

com])lete or perfect. I refer to cases like tiiose of

the tremendously coloured macaws and ))arrots of

the New World, one of

which has nearly every

known colour in alarm-

in^' pr<ixiniity (I speak

as a inani, with the re-

sult that it causes the

conventional sesthetic to

shudder. Here is a state-

ment of the colours of its

secondary wing-feat hers.

On one side of the shaft

the ])lumes are all blac-lc ;

on the other side at the

base it commences with

brilliant orange, which

runs into j'cllow of a ]iure

tone, often blending into

green, and that again

merges in a violet-l)lue

;

and as the colours on one

feather arc varied, so also is the total colouring. It

is a mass of varied colour, and I do not know of any

simple or compound colour that does not tiiid a |ilace

in some part of it. Of its utility to some end 1 have

no doubt ; and, further, I am ready to believe also in

its complete rightness ; for we must ever remember,

as I said at starting, that the right way to see any-

thing is to see it in its own native surroundings and

settings. To see and consider a poor macaw with

his e3e-opening arrangements of brilliant blue and

gaudy yellow feathers in a smoke-begrimed city, or

manacled with chains to a swinging perch in the

Zoological Gardens, is unfair and misleading; but

think of him as sporting in the dense tangle of tro-

]iical creepers of his native wilds ! Gorgeous flowers

hanging pendent from above meet and lovingly re-

peat the colours of his much-abused feathers ; the

very dead tree-trunks are ablaze with orchid blos-

soms, and the whole scene is one complete carnival

of colour. From such a home he comes, and we

should remember, as we have said always, these and

similar questions before hastily criticising adversely

any of natui-e's marvellous designs. "\^ o feel very

strongly that there probably would hi- no better way

invented of inculcating in the mind of the young a

knowledge of the limitless realms of beauty in colour

and charms of delicate design than the placing be-

fore them typical exam]iles of the plumage of birds.

Those who lean to tender schemes of colour would

find help without end in the study of the feathei-s

of our own familiar British birds, whilst those who

longed for a full ])alette and the whole range of
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colour would find tlieii- wildest fancies beaten by the

winged denizens of the West.

I have read treatises and handbooks on the study

upon, in the shape of a woodcock's wing (vr.) or the

feathers of the teal (v.), and there would be no fear

of interest flagging or lessons forgotten. My own

4^v

VI.—WOOUCOCK.

of colour; anything more gloomy and less likely

to appeal to and interest the student we eau hardly

conceive of. Their illustrationsj too, are dreary ex-

amjiles of how utterly- miserable mechanical colouring

is. But place examples of the theories to be insisted

foundation of a knowledge of the sj'stem of com-

plementary colouring was gained from the study of

a robin's breast, and from its quiet beauty I learnt

a truth that, I rejoice to believe, never will be

forgotten. Charles Whymper.

"A SPANISH DANCER."
From the ru'TUUE ey N. Sichel.

TTT 1'] fortinie of thcjse painters who go down into

the land of Cervantes and Richard Ford is

often to be more Spanish than Spain. What with
" ventas " and " jiosadiis," what with " majas " and
" toreros," serenaders and alguacils, Don Quixote and

Gil Bias, the "Bachelor of Snlamanca" and the

" Bohemian Girl," the result of their cogitations

is a Spain about as Spanish as your average R.A.'s

idea of Beatrice and Rosalind is Shakespearian.

Herr Sichel, it must be owned, is not so romantic

as most of his fellows. Such dancers as he has

depicted arc no more common objects in the Penin-

sula than they are in Seven Dials ; and in this

respect he may be said to have submitted to con-

vention, Rut the pose and figure of his model are

graceful; the vegetation about her and the " para-

pidge " on which she sits are plainly studied from

nature ; and you may be sure that her frock is well

pointed, and the sky above her of right S[)anish

azure. Altogether, his work is j'ainter-like, and

his Hispanism (to coin a word) uncommonly dis-

creet and studious.

And he is no " realist " either. To some French-

men the interest of his motive would consist in the

baser conse(piences, physical and moral, of dancing

the fandango for coppers, barefoot and bareheaded,

on the king's highway. Herr Sichel is not so vio-

lently carried away from grace. He has seen only

the pleasant aspects of his model, and approves him-

self in his way a seeker after Beauty.
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A SPANISH DANCER.

iFrom the Picture by X. Sichel.)
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FKOM GOTHIC GLASS TO EENAISSANCE.

JIERE it not tliiit the iiiodura idea of

restoration /* modern, the Renais-

sance phase of glass-paiuting would

never have come to pass ; for the

greater part of what remains to

us of that jjeriod is to be found

in Gothic windows.

How far the consideration of the Gothic character

of tlie stonework influenced the artists of the Six-

teenth Century in the design of the glass they put into

it, can scarcely be determined by us at this distance

of time, liut there can be little doubt that it did

go for something with them, else they had not been

the artists they undoubtedly were. One sees, too,

in the glass of the early Sixteenth Century, more

plainly even than in wood or stone carving, how
gradually the new style was assimilated by the

mediaeval crafts. This is not so much the case in

Italy, where the Gothic style never took firm root

at all (and where glass-painting was not so largely

practised) as in France, whence the Renaissance

reached us in turn. The beautiful style of Fran9ois

Premier may be described as Italian executed by
Gothic workmen, or at all events by men in whom
the Gothic traditions were not yet extinct. Very
especially in French glass-painting do we note this

lingering Gothic element; and it gives to it an

interest which no mere imitation or reproduction

could arouse in us. Eventually the Renaissance did,

of course, assert itself in glass-painting, and we
arrive at windows absolutely different from any-

thing that was done in the Middle Ages. The
change was in some places much more rajiid than

in Cithers. The new school made livelier progress

^\here there was no older school to supplant. Cer-

tainly in France there was along period of transition,

during which time windows were produced in great

number, more or less belonging to the Cinquecento,

mure or less retaining the character of Gothic glass.

And that character of Gothic <rlass was something
which we could ill afford to lose; for it is the character

which belongs inherently to glass. The Gothic glass-

l)ainters did in fact so thoroughly develop the resources

of the material, that a Renaissance window treated

really like glass inevitably suggests the lingering of

Gothic tradition in the artist. This is no slight

praise of Gothic work ; and, by implication, it tells

against the later Renaissance glass-painters, whose
triumphs were in a direction somewhat apart from their

craft. The great windows at Brussels, for example,
illustrate a new departure. They seem to have no-

thing in cuuimou with mediaival art. But in many of

the churches of Rouen, and elsewhere in Normandy,
there are windows that leave one in doubt as to

whether they should more properly be ascribed to the

one style or the other (ii.).

It has been said already that Gothic glass-paiuting

tended always more and more in the pictorial direction;

but the i)ictures were glass pictures. Often they were

set without other framework than the masonry in

the mullioned windows of flamboyant architecture

;

and in such cases it is oftentimes exceedingly diffi-

cult to determine off'hand whether they belong to the

same date as their setting or to a later. It is only

the ornament that at an eaHy period distinctly proves

the fact of Renaissance influence. The two examples

given from Shrewsbury (iii. and iv.) are probably of

German origin, but they illustrate this transitional

character very plainly. The one might pass, in the

absence of any marked style in its ornamental details,

for Gotliic; the other is betrayed by the architec-

tural framework enclosing it, and there is no mistak-

ing it for anything but Renaissance. Yet both of

them belong to the same series, and are obviously by

the same hand.

Step by step the new art encroached upon the old.

But it was some time before the point of workman-

likeness was passed ; and we find, accordingly, a phase

of Renaissance glass-painting which is distinctly akin

to the later Gothic, out of which it grew. It was, in

fact, the after-fruit of Gothic art fertilised by that

flood of Renaissance feeling which swejst over France

in the Sixteenth Century. Instances of such glass

abound most in Rouen. For example, in the church

of S. Vincent there are no less than twelve large

windows of it. The subjects are in some instances

carried through several of the lights, or all of them

;

in others the pictures are put side by side with

nothing but the stonework and the iron bars to

separate them, preventing very much the appearance

of one large picture. Happily the canopy was re-

duced at this time to very insignificant dimensions

(as in the above-mentioned examples from Shrews-

bury), and it resolved itself, not seldom, into some-

thing that might more properly be described as ara-

besque ornament. Even where its absence resulted

in a certain confusion of one subject with another,

this was compensated by some breadth of effect;

and, in any case, one would gladly pay a greater

price than this to be rid of the tedious sameness of

canopy work.

The artists of this period made characteristic use

of a beautiful grey-blue glass for the backgrounds of

their pictures, and painted the distant landscape upon
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it, produciiio^, m tlicir way, really woiulcirul aorial

effects. These backgrounds in themselves suffice to

mark the departure from Gothic use. In some of the

Rouen windows referred to there are good examples of

this Renaissance treatment, where distant scenery and

cities are painted with great delicacy upon the grey-

blue. But most interesting in this way are two sub-

jects from the life of St. Peter, in which are shown the

bare trunks of the trees against a cold grey sky (i.).

The leads take the lines of the larger limbs of the

trees, whilst the lesser branches and small twigs are

painted on tlie gla.ss. Tiie ingenuity of the ghizier

nieiited tliese retreating devils willi a slill more dis-

tant one, painted on the grey-blue .sky. The ligun-

is grotesque enough, and put in with considerable

cleverness ; but somehow it is not of the Sixteenth

Centur}-. It suggests the pro]ierties of the theatre,

and not the liobgoblin of old belief. The devils we
meet with in old glass, outrageously quaint as they

often are, do not suggest the imp of pantomime.

Some of the most brilliant and beautiful colour here

is in the window illustrative of the life and death

of St. John the Baptist. This is the more remark-

able because it has been restored; but in this case

is no less to be admired than the skill of the painter; the restoration has been most sympathetically done,

and the result is in its way perfect. The colour of

the glass is eom2:)letely in harmony with the senti-

ment of the scene : it is wintry. Were all pictorial

attempts in glass like this, there would not Ijc a very

strong case against ]5ictorial treatment. The jjity is

that the artist is not always a glass-painter, the glass-

painter not always an artist.

An interesting subject in this series at S. Vincent

is that in which the devils are put to flight. The
nearest of them is rubj'-coloured, spotted in an un-

canny fashion, like a brilliant but poisonous-looking

fungus. The restorer of this window has supple-

-LANBSCAPE BA0KGR0ITSI1 : S. VINCENT, EOUEN.

In an allegorical window on the op]iosite side of

the choir the extreme of brilliancy is reached. It is

divided horizontally into three divisions, in each of

which is a subject of processional character, full of

meaning obviously ; but the meaning of it all is not

so obvious. It is enough to know that the colour is

rich, in parts even magnificent, and that for all the

pictorial character of the design (and it is pictorial to

a degree) it is not only glass-like but like very good

glass. The variation of the colour is managed with

as much regard to glazing as to effect. Like most of

the glass at S. Vincent, it is neither low-toned nor

one-toned, but full of colour,

in some cases strongly con-

trasted ; but there is not a

discordant note in it.

In a chapel at the end of

the north aisle are some win-

dows of different character

but not less worthy of at-

tention. The centre window

in particular is remarkable.

It is rich in colour, clever

in drawing, interesting in

composition, and good in

all respects. Interspersed,

Gothic fashion, among
figures that are scarcely

Gothic, are numerous little

labels descriptive of the

persons represented. Thus
" Richesse ""

is the name

attached to a lady arrayed

in gorgeous golden robe, and
" Pitie " to a more soberly-

dressed matron ; one dead

or dying figure is labelled

" Peche,'' and a group of

gaily-clad men "Les Riches

lugras." Death is repre-

sented as assaulting both
" Le Riche" and "Le Poure."

This window is a " morality
"
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rificed to the moral.

ART.

indeed, Init art is not sacrificed to

Much of the interesting glass at S. Patrice is of

II.—GOTHIC OB RENAISSANCE .''

a later date. There are windows of the Seventeenth

Century, and the three windows at the end of the

altar were adai)ted to their present position and

enclosed in a horder as late as the year 1745. But

there are good windows of the period under discussion.

One of them, in illustration of the life of S. Louis,

leaves one in douht as to whether it should not be

called Gothic. It is more serious in character than

is usual in Renaissance work, being strikingly low

in tone, yet at the same time rich. In most of the

sulijects the blue mantle of the king with its diaper

of golden Heurs-de-lis is conspicuous. It is of a

deep indigo, inclining sometimes towards purple, and

the blue of the background is also of an inky hue.

One of the liest panels is that in which the king

is represented in a golden boat with white sails

(ermine-diajiered), a crown of gold upon his head,

jiraying before a little crucifix, his one companion

uplifting his hands in prayer or terror. With the

exception of the green of this man's drapery there is

no other colour but the pale blue of his armour and

the dark blue of his cloak (for once undiapcred, as if

the artist felt that here the golden lilies were out of

place) and of the sea around him. The water extends

to the very top of the picture, distant vessels painted

on it. It must be allowed that the storm does not

api)ear to rage very violently ; but the whole effect

of Colour is not only beautiful but impressive. An

inscription explains Ik.iw :

—

" En i-cvcnant du pays de Syrie

En mi-T fut tom-mente .... gde furie

Slids in pliant Jesu Christ il un fut delivre."

The absolute date of this window may be what it

may. If the artist lived in Gothic times, some hint

at least of the new art had reached him. If he was

of the Sixteenth Century, be was nevertheless not

free from the influence of Gothic tradition. Other

windows, some of them dated, are more distinctly of

the Sixteenth Century. Of these the finest shows in

its lower half the martyrdom of a saint and her com-

panions (not sainted), whose bodies are seen issuing

from the l)ack of a brazen bull, planted in the midst

of the flames that curl greedily towards their victims.

There is something like dramatie expression in the

figures of the executioners who feed the fire, shading

their eyes meanwhile from the glare.

Still more interesting is the upper half of this

same window, in which is set forth the familiar

picture of the vision of S. Eustace. The richly-

robed figure of the saint forms a nucleus of bright

colour in the centre light ; Ijehind him are seen, in

the distance, the huntsmen in full pursuit. Facing

S. Eustace, in a side light, stands the legendary stag

with the crucifix between his antlers, balanced, in the

light on the other side, by the white horse of the

convert. The pale forms of the hounds, of graceful

greyhound type, run through the three lights and

-TEANSITION WOKK : SHEEWSBUKY.
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hold the comjiosition together. In the same \v:iy the

purple colour of the drapery is echoed again in (he

purple treo-trnnks, and, more faintly, in the grey-

blue sky. The combination of these colours with

the cool green of the foliage all about forms most

pleasant colour. This evidence of some distinct

intention in the way of colour comljination is cha-

racteristic ; and the scheme of blue and purple and

cool green in connection with silvery white is a

very favourite one. So also the peculiarly silvery

late-Gothic and Renaissance glass ; and (here are at

least two brilliant examples in the cathedral. Some-

thing there is also at S. jSIaclou ; l)ut there the best

glass is Gothic, notably that in the flamboyant rose

window at the west end, wlnCli is a wonder of rich

colour. It is interesting to compare this with the

Sixteenth Century ghiss in the south rose of S. Quen.

Save for a certain tinge of purple, it is fairly good

in colour, l)ut the design is somewhat absurd. The
figures radiate from the centre of tlie wheel, so that

IV.— OEEMAN RENAISSANCE, GOTHIC INTLUENCE : SHEEWSBTOT.

character of the white glass employed belongs to

the style. At S. Vincent it is singularly beautiful

in quality.

The two large windows at the east end of the

aisles of the church of S. Godard belong probably to

the latter half of the Sixteenth Century ; but as yet

there is no falling-off : even the perspective of the

architecture is rendered without any heavy shading.

The variety in the design of this period, as compared

with the Gothic, is infinite ; and in each of these

windows ^here is distinct individuality. The con-

trast between the two, both in colour and design, is

striking. Yet neither of them strikes one as the

kind of thing one has seen before. The churches of

S. Remain, S. Nicaire, and S. Vivien also contain

only a small proportion of them stand upright. This,

however, is of less consequence, seeing that they

have no legs, but grow out of a kind of Renaissance

bouquet-holder.

The beautiful church of Brou, though it was not

begun till after 150t), is essentially transitional in

style. This may be in part attributable to the fact

that as early as 1480 the wife of Philip, Comte de

Bresse, afterwards Duke of Savoy, made her vow to

erect a church, which only her son's widow ultimately

fultilli'd. But tiiere is no need to seek further ex

planation than that this mixed style of architecture

is characteristic of that part of the country, so much
so as to go by the name of I'lirgundian. The glass

at Brou is not unworthy of its beautiful setting;
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in fact it is in perfect liarmony with the chureli.

That is as much as to say that it is rich and fanciful

in the extreme ;
florid, indeed, but never tame or

uninteresting-. Taking it as a whole, it is intricate

in detail, rich in colour, well designed, and altogether

admirably done. It suggests a designer of the type

that is not always sufficiently master of himself to

exercise entire self-restraint, but is yet even in his ex-

cesses an artist, and a powerful one. The effigies of

Margaret and Philibert and their patron saints figure

prominently in the glass, and the east windows are

given up to shields of arms, arranged in a fashion

that is not without suggestiveness. A curious sub-

ject-window at the end of the south transept sets

forth the history of Susanna.—not the familiar in-

cident, but the elders brought to judgment and led

off to prison. Flesh-2iainting is " aiblins nae temp-

tation " to the glass-painter. The qnalif// of flesh he

cannot get, and in dealing with the nude the leads

present excei^tional difficulty; whereas drapery affords

him (Opportunity for colour more gorgeous than the

palette of the oil-painter offers.

In Paris there is a great deal of good work at

S. Etienne (15-'}1, &c.), and again at S. Gervais

(1568— 1614). The cathedrals of Audi, Rheims,

Sens, Auxerre, Bourges, Troyes, Chalons-sur-Marne,

and very many others, afford specimens. So also

do the churches of S. Nizier, S. Jean, and S. Made-

laine at Troyes. In the choir of S. Madelaine, of

which the glass belongs to the first ten years of the

Sixteenth Century, Gothic and Renaissance details

occur side by side in the same window. It is par-

ticularly irritating to find that some of these very

windows have been made " as good as new," and for

the purposes of study, consequently, not much better

than new glass. The church of S. Joseph at Chalons

contains a numljer of windows, dating from I'rll to

1537, that recall the Rouen glass. S. Alpin again,

in the same town, has picture-windows of considerable

interest. The list might be extended indefinitely.

It would be incomplete, however, without some men-

tion of the windows in the church of S. litienne at

Beauvais, which are equal to anything to be seen of

their kind. They belong to a period (1.518—1575)

when the new style had developed itself already to

a point at which the weakness of the pictorial system

of design stands confessed.

Some of the figures in these windows are about

as well drawn as anything to be found in old glass,

and in design they sometimes remind one of Raphael,

who, by the way, is said to have furnished designs

for the tapestry from which the town derives its

fame. The execution of the painting also is so ex-

quisite as almost to disarm criticism. Disapprove as

we may of jiietorial glass-painting, we feel, in the

presence of such work, that success justifies any

treatment. It is of the essence of artistic bigotry

to repudiate that which is beautiful, because it does

not fit in with our own preconceived ideas of what

is ]iroper. Beauty very properly refuses to be put

away in the paltry little pigeon-holes we may think

fit to provide for it; and the pedant who has fur-

nished himself with, as he thinks, a sufficiency of

neat labels, naturally relieves the irritation he feels

when he finds that none of them will fit, by damning

-A DETAIL : EomrN.

the unamenable example. This work is indeed beau-

tiful ; but in it already effect is sacrificed to dcHcacj^,

and that delicacy is itself marred by the leads which

hold the glass together, and the bars which sujiport

it in its place. They were not to be avoided, and the

artist must from the beginning have been aware of

that. It was his business to take the inevitable con-

ditions into account. Lewis F. Day.

EDWARD BURNE JONES.

WHILE the founders of the first Pre-Raphaelite

school, Millais, Holman Hunt, and Rossetti (in

his first stage), were inspired with the love of nature,

and earnestly sought to render it with something

of the untiring care and minuteness of the early

Flemings and of the school of Diirer, the second

school, or later development, of which Mr. Burne

Jones is now the undisputed chief, has in externals

approached more closely to the manuer of the early

Italian Renaissance. It hns claim to lie the lrt;iti-

mate successor of the great Florentines of the Fif-

teenth Century, the exponent of their methods, the

interpreter of their aims, and the guide wdio aspires

to lead art back to the paths from which it has since

strayed. It may be said to have been generated

from the later manner of Rossetti, when abandon-

ing the more intense and spontaneous, if cruder,

conceptions of his early time, he assumed the strange

qinnfesseiicu' manner which he made his own ; deal-

in<r with s\inb(ils and ideas which were only at
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secoiiil-liaiul, if at all, tk-rived from tlio external

world; and perpetually struj^'gling' to i>-ive pictorial

representation to the most delicate sliades of emo-

tion, thoui>'lit, and fancy, through a medium un-

suitable for the expression of the painter's meaniiii;-

and for all practical purposes unvarying'. Such an

attempt, as was inevitable, resulted in failure—

a

splendid and striking faihu-e, the more impressive as

the genius of the straggler appeared the greater

—

but yet, as the work of a life, a sad and lamentable

one. To Mr. Burne Jones, strongly influenced by
the master, but never comjiletely overshadowed or

controlled hy him, the school owes to a very great

extent its archaistic tendency, its delight in what

is eccentric in shape or quaint in conceit, and its

excessive love for allegory of a type which asjiires

to appear high, grave, and unfathomable, but is

oftener merely obscure, because it neither invites nor,

perha]is, repays interpretation.

With the so-called Pre-Raphaelites of the first

school—those whom ]Mr. Ruskin has so eloquently

and so vehemently defended—^Ir. Burne Jonc:^ has

little or nothing in common. How strangely inap-

plicable to his intensely subjective, artificial style

aj)pears the following main precept enunciated in the

" Pre-Eaphaelitism ":—"They should go to nature

in all singleness of heart, and walk with her labo-

riously and trustingly, having no other thought

but how best to penetrate her meaning ; rejecting

nothing, selecting nothing, and scorning nothing."

Or again, such a passionate defence as the following

of the principles and practice of the "Brotherhood":—" The first current fallacy of society .... was

that the Pre-Raphaelites imitated the errors of the

early painters There is not a shadow

of resenil)lance between the two styles. . . . The
Pre-Raphaelites imitate no pictures: they paint from
nature only If they adhere to their prin-

ci])les and paint nature as it is around them, with

the help of modern science, with the earnestness of

the painters of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Cen-

turies, they will, as I said, found a new and noble

school in England."

It must, however, be owned that such princijiles

as those so laid down by 'Slv. Ruskin would consti-

tute a justification, not only of the siIkioI he sought

to u]iliokl, l)ut, indeed, of all schools whieh earnestly

and without bravado seek to reproduce nature as it

is. Indeed, the main ]niuciple, "rejecting nothing,

selecting nothing, and scorning nothing," might
serve as the motto of the ultra-naturalistic schools

which the preaching and examjile of modern France

has recently given to the world. Is it not, indeed, in

another shape, " le document humain," the device

mscrilied on the banner of those who, in art, follow

the theories and practice in literature of Zola and his

scliDul ? A faithful observance of this too sweeping

lirst |>rinciple—to which, indeed, Mr. Ruskin has lor-

tunately adhered in theory only—would rob art of

its truest and noblest i)rerogative—that of selection;

it would confound the essential and eternal truths of

nature with merely accidental and temporary reali-

ties, it would blur and blot her aspect, and render it

less clear than ever to our eyes. What, to quote but

a single instance, from sudi a point of view, are we
to .say to the noblest art of the Greeks, based always

on nature and never departing from truth, but tlic

truer and the more representative because they i)ro-

ceeded by selection—seizing upon and cnmbining the

separate manifestations of nature which together con-

stitute the true ideal ?

\et, witli this essential and all-inip.irlaut rescr-

vatiiin, the first princijiles just quoted from "Pre-'

Raphaelitism "" may be accepted as a basis and a test

of sound, true, and enduring art, not only of the

school to which they have special reference, but of all

schools. How has ]\Ir. Burne Jones satisfied the test

thus set np? How does his art fulfil the recjuirements

of such an ideal ? Can it in truth be said that he

studies nature, save through strangely-coloured lenses

of his own, or that his art is the outcome or even

a generalisation of nature? It is a smaller matter

that in the earlier stages of his career he did not care

to make full use of the aids of modern science, but

]>referred to err in his favourite company; for, by
degrees, this mannerism at least he has in a great

measure thrown off, and he has striven with well-

nigh complete success to attain technical mastery

in all branches of his art. Can it be truly said

that, in returning to the manner, the technique, and

the subjects affected by the primitive painters, he

has laboured with their simple earnestness, with

their naivete, or their singleness of purpose ? He
has doubtless caught in a remarkable degree tlie

strangeness of aspect, the technical methods, the

occasional errors of draughtsmanshi]) and propor-

tion, the merely literary and humanistic side of the

art of the Quattrocento—such eccentricities, indeed,

as were in part the result of the want of an absolute

technical mastery adequate to keep pace with the

exuberant fancy peculiar to the time, in jiart of a too-

unbounded admiration for the newly-revived classical

culture. The great Quattroceiitists were themselves,

by comparison with the preceding idealistic age of

(iiotto and his disciples, realists, striving to replace

the generalised truth and the limited technical re-

sources of the earlier century by a more accurate

representation, in sn far as their means permitted,

of the facts and asjiccts of nature and the senti-

ments evoked by these in the human heart. "What

we reverently admire in them is, not the quaiut-

ncsses and angularities of a stjle on the high-road
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to perfection though not yet at the goal, but the glacUy welcomed the new culture, infused into it

noble striving after truth, the magnlticent energy, their own life and creative power, making of their

the exuberance of fancy and idea, and above all the art, even where they imitated, a new and living

devout simplicity and unconsciousness—nearer earth thing. He, despairing of the world as it is—be-

than that of the preceding age, but yet genuinely cause it wants the halo and the glamour which time

in.spired—which their works reveal. casts over the past—turns away from it and from

liDWAED BUENE JONKS.

(From a Photograph by IluUijcr.)

It must be frankly owned that in the art of Mr.
I5urne Jones, exquisite as it is in some respects, and
potent as are its spells over those who come within

their range, we seek for such qualities in vain.

The spirit which informs his art is essentially and
entirely modern, and as far asunder as the poles from
that which insj>ired his great prototypes. They looked

forward, full of strength and hope, and, while they

humanity, and seeks to create for himself a beautiful

world 'twixt heaven and earth, and to people it with

children of his own imatjininfr—neither mortal nor

divine. The pessimist spirit is paramount in them :

a gentle, egotistic pessimism, seeking to shroud itself

from the harsh and cruel realities of life and thought.

But they are touched with no Promethean lire, these

mild-eyed melancholy day-dreams of the painter-poet;
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they are extra-human, anil in their strange visionary

woes humanity takes no part.

"What a ^ulf between the aim and emotional power

of such art and that of Mr. Watts !—a painter who

may be often teohiiieally hesitating and incomplete,

who has often ftiiled to give complete realisation to

his noble conceptions, but who, in sympathy with

the problems of life, in true elevation, and in devo-

tion to the higher and subtler aspects of nature, has,

and has had, few or no equals among Englishmen.

Such an allegory as his great " Love and Death,"'

through the all-pervading sadness and grim mystery

inseparable from the suljject, reveals an undercurrent

of liope and confidence. Set against it Mr. Burne

Jones's commanding "Wheel of Fortune"—full, too,

of strange enigmatical charm—and the difference be-

tween the standpoint of the two men becomes mani-

fest. Here the mighty goddess appears, not stem

and i-elentless, but rather listless, unknowing, and

uncaring; the laurel-crowned poet, the sceptred king,

and the slave, bound to the terrible wheel, whither-

soever its revolutions may carry them, are alike

vacuous, cowed, and wretched—the unresisting vic-

tims of a cruel and all-powerful chance. But, it

may be fairly argued, such criticism as the fore-

going starts mainly from the literary and aesthetic

point of view, and, as such, is not fairly apjilicable

to the painter's art, which should be judged pri-

marily from the painter's point of view for what

it successfully achieves and depicts, and not for

what it may suggest in the mind of each indi-

vidual beholder. For, it will be said, may not such

interpretations vary endlessly according to the mood

and temperament of the interpreter, and can the

scope and value of a painter's work be judged on so

slippery and uncertain a basis ? But Mr. Burne Jones

has elected to be judged from the highest and most

comprehensive point of view, as the painter-poet, as

the high-priest and teacher of an esoteric creed. His

most enthusiastic devotees are those who profess to

find in his works—beyond the mere wealth of jjic-

torial invention, the charm of colour, the quaint

melancholy echoes of old time—poems symbolising

the higher and nobler problems of life and the mys-

teries of faith, reviving the poetical glories of the

past, and shedding a sunset glow over the prosaic

realities of the present. Therefore an appreciation of

his powers which should start from the lower and

more circumscribed point of ^•iew would fail to evoke

any clear idea—whether true or erroneous—of his

peculiar idiosyncracy or of his aims as an artist.

It would be possible to attain to a far higher

degree of sympathy with ]\Ir. Burne Jones's genius

and accomplishment—to which, indeed,, it is impossible

to refuse that admiration which is due to the enthu-

siastic and sinijle-mindcd cultivation of art for art's

sake—were it not that his example has brought forth

a school surely the most trivial and the least entitled

to serious consideration of any which has recently

appeared in Eurojie. What real meaning underlies

these feeble and superficial imitations of the faults, and

the faults only, of the noble workers of the Fifteenth

Century ? What real significance is there in these

idle conceits, these motiveless anachronisms, these

wrappings up of nothing in a guise alike so preten-

tious and so ridicidous ? Such ai't is indeed calculated

to make the searcher after truth turn with relief even

to the most brutal, uncompromising realism of the

modern French school in its worst exaggerations—to

any style in fact which brings us back to humanity

and earnestly seeks to observe and represent some

phase of life, even the most prosaic and repellent.

Indeed, Mr. Burne Jones is the greatest sufferer by

the shallow eccentricities of his following i nor is he

alone in the unfortunate position to which the spells

he has cast over a certain section of his contempo-

raries condemn him. The school which followed

Michelangelo, and imitated only the faults and exag-

gerations of his later manner, without any portion of

the fiery genius which produced those very faults

and served as their excuse, was surely one of the

most 2^ernicious and meaningless the world has

seen? And the Roman school, created and directed

by Raphael, when no longer controlled b}- the magic

of his genius and his hand, fell into the most trivial

eccentricities, of which, alas ! the last Raphaelesque

wi:irks in the Vatican, executed after the great

master's death, are the most convincing proof.

To find a true parallel in the past for the method

and motive of Mr. Burne Jones's art, we must turn,

not to the first Pre-Raphaelite school of tlie " Brother-

hood," not to the revivals of the Munich school of

the beginning of the century—the pseudo-Umbrian

style of Overbeck and his followers—but rather to

a singular revival which took jjlaee some two thou-

sand years ago—to the archaistic school of sculpture

originated in Italy by Pasiteles in the J'irst Century

B.C. This was an art which closely imitated in form

the riper archaic Greek works of the Pre-Phcidian

period, while remaining as far from the aims and true

meaning of those schools as it was possible to be ;

which apparently sought to stimidate the taste of

the conquering nation, cloyed with the contemplation

of the marvels of Hellenic art, by aid of a piquancy

derived from the clothing of more modern concep-

tions witli a pseudo-archaic exterior. This school, so

simihir in feeling and aim to that of our Pre-Ra-

phaelites of the second period, though, so far as is

known, it applied its principles to the plastic arts

only, was without widespread or lasting influence on

the Gr»co-Roman styles. So, too, must inevitably

be the school of the j^i'esent revival, already much
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uoakciicd in iiitlueiiee aiul last t'adiiii;-. IT iiuU'ed

it leave its traoe in Eng'lish art, it will rather he

throuyh the superior reiinemeiits of eolour and har-

mony which it has introduced, and for the undouhted

impetus which it has g-iveu to ])urely decorative art,

in whicli the school has achieved real results, assimu-

latiny to good purpose and with great effect the

principles and practice of the earlier Renaissance.

The opening exhibition of the Grosvenor Gallery

(1877) was a memorable one, inasmuch it contained

three important and typical works of our painter.

Foremost among these, and in some respects one of

the most important creations of the master, though

as regards technical accomplisliment it has been sur-

passed by some subsequent works—-especially the

" Cophetua " of last year—was the "Days of Crea-

tion." This picture (now in the collection of Mr.
William Graliani) represents in six separate wings

or compartments, joined so as to form a polyi)ty-

chon, six angels symbolising the six days of the crea-

tion. Each stands holding a crystal globe which

reflects with \aryiug distinctness a peculiar act of

creation, and each is crowned with a plume of fire

of different hue. With each successive angel appear,

joined though duly subordinated, those who have

presided over the acts of creation of the preceding

days ; so that he of the sixth day appears with his

five forerunners, who thus form a background to

the main figure. Below this angel of the final day,

seated among flowers, is a beautiful crowned genius

playing on a dulcimer, who is evidently intended

to ty]iify the seventh day of rest and the rejoicing

for the aceomjjlished work. In the pose and general

conception of this figure the influence of Raphael, a

master with whom ^Fr. Burne Jones is rarely in

sympathy, unmistakably asserts itself. Very deli-

cate and ingenious is the manner in which the

colouring of each separate panel is wrought out so

as to assist the exposition of the motive ; in the first

it is that of a cold grey-green dawn, and the colour-

note is skilfully varied in each so as to carry out

and amplify the harmony appropriate to each suc-

cessive day. This very mode of expression, how-
ever, refined and telling as it unquestionably is,

renders it impossible that the i)icture should show
a general scheme of balanced colour ; but owing to

its peculiar shape, the loss to the work as a decora-

tive whole is not strongly felt. The figures of the

angels into whose hands has been given the accom-
l)lishment of the acts of creation are noble and
elevated, notwithstanding a certain vacuity of ex-

l>ression and monotony of type which they present.

But these sad awe-stricken beings appear weighed
down with sorrow and foreboding at the dread
mystery of which they are the instruments: it is

as ii they saw^ through their ministration, spread

bviiadi-asi thrdugh the world all Ihc ills which were

cluscd in I'andora's casket, and that even thcsupreme

(•nnscilalion of hojie which remained behind was Udt

within their gift. The singular failure or disinclina-

tiiJii to render variety of human type, and the want

of command over facial ex[)rcssion, which are among
Mr. Burne Jones's most regrettable weaknesses, are

here, from the nature of the subject, somewhat

less inappropriate and less felt as a drawback than

in other works of the painter, where they often

become an intolerable mannerism. The well-kudwn
" Merlin and \ ivien," of which a slight reitroduc-

tion accompanies this notice, though it is one of the

most popular of the painter's works, and in 1878 re-

presented him at the Universal Exhibition in Paris,

is scarcely the happiest or most complete exam])le of

his powers. The standing figure of Vivien, with its

purple-black draperies and the mannered forms which

they reveal—both echoes of Botticelli—has a charm

of its own ; but the figure of the mighty enchanter

is strangely weak, womanish, and inexpressive. The
lighting shows neither a full command of chiar-

oscuro, nor on the other hand the clear even illumi-

nation of open day which marks the works of the

primitive Italian schools. In the "Mirror of Venus,"

and in the much-discussed " Laus Veneris " of the

subsequent year, both in a higher and more brilliant

key of colour, jSIr. Burne Jones displayed in a

marked degree that ])articular phase of his style

—

the pensive yet sensuous mood—with which he has

been chiefly identified by the public. In 1879 ap-

peared the curious series of four lectures called the

" Story of Pygmalion," and the work on which Mr.

Burne Jones's claims as a worker in the domain of

sacred art chiefly rest, "The Annunciation." This

is a large upright canvas, showing the house and

garden of Mary, in the foreground of which she is

seen standing near a well, to which she has come to

draw water. To her appears Gabriel, the angel of

the annttnciation, floating effortless in the air above

a bay-tree of fine, conventionalised design, clad in

robes of rich purple-brown, with hands uplifted and

long draperies of sweeping perpendicular fold—sug-

gesting this time less the Florentines and ^lantegna

than Byzantine influences and the strange figures

seen in the porches of Chartres and Angers. A
subtle, penetrating, unfamiliar charm the j)icture

unquestionably has : due, it may be, in part to the

loving care and thoroughness, siii generis, displayed

in the workmaushij), in jiart to the very strange-

ness and external peculiarities of the design.

It is in jiurely decorative work that Mr. Burne

Jones shines his brightest, and here it is possible to

admire him with fewer reservations than elsewhere.

Thus, it was at the winter exiiibition of the Gros-

venor Gallery in 1S8], where there appeared a whole
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series ol' liis most imiioi'tanl <I(:c(ii'ativi' designs—com- lii;'iin> of I'liyllis issuiiiy from tlie trunk of an
prising, amoni;' many olher works, several cartoons almond-tree and chisping' the nude form of Demo-
of larfye dimensions for stained-glass windows—that phiion—there is evident a certain exaggeration of

he most xnnnistakably asserted his right to a fore- ]>ose and violence of movement, much after the pecu-

most place among modern jiainters. It is in art liar manner of Antonio Pollajuolo, with which, how-
of fhis ty]ie that his ])eeu]iar jiowers ns a colonrist are ever, the painter has not quite succeeded in impart-

best appreciated, and

that the lessons of his

beloved Quattrocent-

ists have borne the

best fruit : here, too,

neither energetic ac-

tion nor vigour of con-

ception and charac-

terisation are missed

as they are in other

branches of the art.

P r om i n e n t am o n g
these designs was that

for the great triplet

window of Easthamp-

stead Church, a" Judg-

ment," showing in

the centre lancet St.

Michael, and in the

side lights — aloft,

saints and martyrs

seated in a semicircle
;

below, occupying the

middle space, angels

of a Ijcautiful lyiic

which suggests the

manner of Oreagna,

sounding trumjiets;

and beneath, the dead

putting on again their

mortal vesture. Here

the spaces are admir-

ably illled, and the

distriljution — highly

skilful and complete—

•

is effected without ap-

parent effort. ^^'ry

remarkable also were

the two cart(](]ns for

a window or windows in S;i.lislnny Cathedral, the

ing energy to the de-

sign. Very marked,

too, is the striving

after greater com]>lete-

ncss in the drawing

and modelling of the

human form. Of the

great " Fortune "

(188:J) I have already

incidentally spoken :

it remains only to

praise its original and

ajijn-opriate scheme of

colour—dark and sil-

ver grey, and golden

bronze, relieved only

1)}' the pallid carna-

tions of the goddess,

anil tlie nude figures

bounil to the wheel.

Here a still more

marked advance in

style and achievement,

as regards the draw-

ing and modelling of

the nude, became evi-

dent.

Mr. Burne Jones's

latest, and in some re-

spects iinest work, the

" Cophetua and the

Beggar Maid " of last

year, has been so re-

cently and so fnlly

described that further

detailed comment
MKKLIN AND VIVIEN.

(Paiiittd by E'Jirard Luynr Jones.)

Would seem superlUi-

ous. In the execution

of portions of the pic-

ture, such ns the elaborately-wrought armour and
Angeli Laudantes " and " Angeli Ministrantes," shield of the king kneeling in adoration, and the

showing many of the best qualities of the painter. A adornments of the magnificent throne, overlaid with

beautiful ))iece of decorative work (of the misplaced plates of beaten gold, on whicli is seated the maid,
"
'Welt-schmerz " I say nothing) was the "Sea the painter has shown really marvellous technical

Nyniiih," shown half-rising from the waves, and skill. Moreover—and this is of even higher import-

holding in t'ither hand a lirightly-tinted llsh : the ance— the noble figure of the king, suggestive as

canvas is brilliant with exquisite iridescent colonrs it nndoubtedly is of the art of ^Nlantegna, is yet a

relieveil by the delicate hues of- the torso of the eoncei)tion distinctly human and virile, breathing <

nymph. forth a man's passion, chastened and subdued, yet in-

In the "Tree of Forgiveness"—showing the tense and true. This is an advance, or rather a trans-

I
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formation, which, if we couhl venture to hope that it

would be sustained, would justify the highest hopes.

What might not Mr. Burne Jones yet achieve with

his brilliant fancy and now complete technical accom-

plishment, if he should succeed in infusing into his

highly-wrought creations and delicately elaborated

fancies a more virile force, a higher and closer sym-

pathy with humanity, a more real and profound

significauce ? As it is, he must uunuestionably rank

as one of the most prominent and distinctive figures

in modern art, and not the least remarkable product

—whether we consider his striking qualities or his

equally striking defects—of the thought and feeling

of the present age. Claude Phillips.

THE HOME AETS AND INDUSTEIES ASSOCIATION.

N the lieautifvd idyll of "La Mare

au D'vMe" George Sand tells us

that the true artist, whose heart is

in the right place, is sad in the

midst of the world's loveliness be-

cause it is as yet so little shared

Ijy the world's workers. But so,

she wrote, it will not always be.

" A day will come when the labouring man will

be an artist also, able to enjoy what is beautiful,

if not to give expression to it, which is after all

of comparatively little consequence.'-" . . . "All

must be happ}', if the happiness of the few is not

to be criminal and accursed in the sight of God."

And the happiest of men, in her opinion, would

hereafter be those who, gaining their livelihood by the

work of their own hands, should be able to enjoy

those higher ])leasures which the artist knows, and

lo feel that harmony between the desires of the

liunuiu soul and the munificence of God.

The Home Arts and Industries Association is the

latest outcome of a movement which, while attempt-

ing to realise the dream of George Sand, seeks to

reconcile the pleasures of the rich with the needs of

the poor, the pursuit of individvial culture with the

duties owed to our fellow-citizens. The movement

began some years ago in the efforts of a few indi-

viduals who, in different parts of the country, held

classes on Saturday afternoons for teaching handwork

of a recreative description to working boys. Wood-

carving was the art chiefly practised for some time.

The aceonipauyiiig illustrations are merely interest-

ing as specimens of. the carving of rustic pupils done

imder conditions not particularly conducive to suc-

cess. Except in one trifling instance there were no

models or casts to copy from, and some of the work

was done at home without supervision. The teachers

were for the most part amateurs, who having a mar-

gin of leisure at their disposal wished to employ it

iu bringing new hopes and pleasures into lives less

bright than their own. Their plans succeeded, and

the number of classes increased. Class-holders were

alile to tell of dull and depressed faces which had

gained an expression of happiness and hope, of un-

expected talent unearthed iu country corners, of wild

boys tamed into friendship, of the appreciative grati-

tude of pupils and their parents, of genial inter-

course between rich and poor. Nor was the benefit

all one-sided. The teachers had found the necessity

of practising the art they taught with an earnest-

ness of purpose which raised their own standard per-

ceptibly, a strong motive gave new zest to what

was already enjoyable, their powders of observation

were quickened in equal ratio with those of their

pupils; to them, too, life became richer. With in-

creased knowledge came dissatisfaction with earlier

efforts and an earnest desire to work a, lield which

yielded so delightful a harvest with better imple-

ments and thorough organisation of labour. Last

spring it was determined that a vigorous attempt at

co-operation should be made with a view to placing

the whole work on a higher level, and the Cottage

Arts Association was formed. The immediate result

was a rapid increase in the number of classes. By

the autumn the society had made sufficient jirogress

to attract attention at the Social Science Congress,

held at Birmingham. Mr. C. G. Leland, who read a

paper, which was very warmly received, on his own

most interesting and successful work in introducing

artistic handicraft into American schools, made favour-

able allusion to the attempt. One fact he omitted to

mention : that it was iu a large measure owing to

his own courtesy iu aft'ording advice and encourage-

ment to an entire stranger that some of the earliest

classes ever came into existence. Mr. "\A alter Besant

also spoke encouragingly of the new society iu a

paper which has since been reprinted in the December

number of Eastu-ard IIo, under the title of " Art for

the People." He regarded the undertaking as a

wholesome and much needed branch of " the great

voluntary movement" of the present day. While

cordially approving of what had been already done,

Mr. Besant appeared to point to some yet wider

work. The Cottage Arts Association had been ex-

pressly framed with a view to extension and develop-

ment. No time was lost in meeting his suggeslions.
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Tlic titlo of the Association was changed to tlie more

comprehensive one of "The Home Arts and Indus-

tries Association," and Mr. Besant consented to

undertake the office of Honorary Treasurer. The

Association as at present constituted proposes :

—

(1.) To furnish ili 'tailed information to members who intend

to hold classes for teaching working people sueh minor

arts and industries as ean he practised at homi\

(2.) To lend really good designs and casts gratis to membei'S

who ar-e class holders, and to circulate manuals and

pamphlets relating to artistic and industrial education.

(3.) To form a centi-al school where a model chililrcn's class

will he held, and where both voluntary and paid teachers

will be trained in the principles of construction and

ilosign, the application of ornament, and some of the

minor arts and industries, such as clay-modelling, wood-

carving, repousse-work in metal, stamped leather-work,

embroidery, tlax-spinning by hand, &c.

(4.) To hold a yearly exhibition and conversazione, which

will afford opportunity for comparing the work and

progress of the classes.

(5.) To pubUsh a yearly report, intended to chronicle the

results of various experiments and methods of teaching.

The Association desires to promote a scliool of

art which shall have its root in the home-life and

surroundings of the people, and it will gladly

welcome assistance from all those who have the

same object at heart. No stringent rules are laid

d(_iwn as to the manner in which members are to

organise classes or instruct individuals, although,

when desired, advice obtained from good authorities

will be given. The help afforded being thus prac-

tically unconditional, all those who find themselves

able to make beginnings, however small, may look

for help to the Home Arts and Industries Association.

APKIL IVY : CAEVED OAK.

connection with more impdrtant organisations can

be held, mav learn from the society what it is

iX^

^ orkers \n poor or remote districts unable to

comply with the conditions under which classt-s in

HOME WOKE, BY A FUPIL OF FIFTEEN.

possible to achieve by personal exertion, and will be

aided by the gratuitous Inans already alluded to, and

all needful advice, while teachers will be trained who

may be able to meet the requirements of such cases.

Voluntary teaching, and nncnuditional aid extended

to those who hold classes for working people, are the

special features of the organisation. Over and above

the work done in classes the Association hopes to

carry the lamp of art into many gloomy and forsaken

corners. There are numberless cases of cripjiled or

invalided men and women who, for want of ever

receiving instruction or seeing anything really

artistic, have never had the chance of developing

tastes and eapabihties which might turn the darkness

of their lives into light, and in many instances enable

them to contribute towards their own support. To

members who interest themselves in these isolated

cases the Association will gladly afford its help, and

make its possessions available. Those who may feel

disposed to aid the society by donations of specimens

of artistic handicraft, art books, photograjjlis, or en-

gravings, may rest assured their gifts will not be

suffered to be idle, but will be employed in bringing

joy and activity into as many lives as possible.

By leaving free scope for experiment it is lioped

that much may be learned which may assist in

solving some of the most pressing educational

problems of the day. In the Saturday classes, to

which boys and girls of all ages gladly resort to

learn the use of their eyes and fingers, and in the

evening classes for older pupils, men and wmncn of

cultivation and experience will have ojiportmiities

of trying exj)eriments which will be recorded and
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com])are<l. It seareely needs the interesting rejKirts

not long ago published by the Commissioners on

Technical Education, on the recent lectures which

tell us of the great handwork movements in America

This instinct is well-nigh ignored in our national

system of education. The adoption of Kindergarten

methods and " variety lessons " in infant schools,

and the admission of clay-modelling as a recognised

MISCELLANEOUS : CAEVED BY PUPILS OF TWELVE AND UPWABDS.

and Sweden, to mnlcp every one feel how large a field Ijvanch in night schools, arc symptoms indicative

lies open to us in I'^nglu.nd. The world is slowly be- of a lietter time approaching.

ginning to recognise the fact that the desire to con- A writer in the Satwrday Review of February

struct and to make conslvuction beautiful is (ine of l(Uli, ISS], drew attention to the discouraa'ing

the most salutary and ini])ortant of human instincts. results of the present system of teaching drawing
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in ek'inentary st-liools. Oiio ciuisf nl' lliis \iiis;itis- const nict ivi' l';i<-ulty is ioiinrcd. All cliildrcn (Irli^-lit

faetoiT outcome is probably the entirely alist met cliii- in making- things and in deeoralin^- tlicni, Imt the

racter "iven to the k^ssons. In an art scIkkiI the full enjoyment ol' our n'rand instinet ol erealion is

student is well aware whither his labours are tending;, only felt when the design is orij^inal, and heart and

pi'iliTffl !|i

!11iril!l! lJ4 '

;lg
'
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FLAX-SPIMNERS AT HOME.

but in the j)rimary school it is not always so, nor

does the tired teacher always feel so great an en-

thusiasm for art as to inspire mueh love for it in

children to whom the word is usually a dead letter.

Few of the pupils realise the ends presumably held

in view by their instructors, nor the fact that when
they shall be able to reproduce the dim outline of a

fleur-de-lis they will have learned something which

can be turned to very jtractical account. As to en-

joyment in drawing of this kind, an average child

can scarcely be expected to attain much insight into

the joy of art or feel the thrill of (piickened capa-

bilities while labouring month after month at the

"smudgy abortions" which aroused the sorrow and

anger of the re\-iewer. If any vista ojiened to the

child beyond these shadowy outlines of forms which

to him arc for the most part meaningless, it would
be different. If drawing were made to lead uj) to

handwork, as Mr. Leland has shown in Philadelphia,

the ])rcliminary exercises would acquire a much
greater degree of meaning and interest. Ihit the

329

brain and hand and eye have all jilayed tlicir jiarts,

the lower fac\ilties in subordination to tlu' higher.

The delight of making something which has called

forth the full exercise of all his powers is, in these

days of dividcil and subdivided labour, seldom felt by

the workman; he knows nothing of the joy which

the mediaeval craftsman felt in work sha]>ed into

beauty by his hand and brain ; but this joy we can

to some extent, if we will, restore to the lives of

the rising generation. True, " der gewissen Blick

der Poesie" is not the birthright of all, but all

may learn these eternal ]irinei|)les of harmony which

enable even a humbly gifted man to enter into the

meaning and appreciate the genius of those whose

designs he re-embodies in material. Entering into

their intention, he enters also in some degree into

the joy of their insj)iration, the work becomes in

a measure his own, he breathes a higlier life. It is

doubtful whether beautiful design can ever be fully

a]>preciated except liy those who have themselves

tried to design.
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In Tiiiv Maga/ink ok Akt Ini- Febnmrv, ]ssl,

Mr. (iraiit Allen dlisei-ved llmt "in (mier to arouse

artistic feelino- in the people at laro-e they must all

make something with their own bauds themselves."

. . . . "If they could

do something towards the

decoration of their own

homes it would teacli a

thousand times more than

any number of art exhibi-

tions/' . . . That it is per-

fectly practicable to teach

working men and boys, botli

in town and country, to do

this in holiday hours, that

they take keen delight in

handling tools, and that the

love of beauty is more com-

mon than is generally sup-

posed, has been abundantly

proved to members of the

Home Arts and Industries

Association. Enough— as

these specimens of work we have engr.aved wi

The

also

Imen ebielly made is suitable for sheeting and

for enilii-oider\'. Spinning lias been in all ages so

A PANEL ; OAK.

-enough has been done to prove that

II show

a great deal

more may very readily be done.

Classes for teaching women how to spin llax by

hand have been tried in Cumberland. Thev are

specially a h(^me art, so many beautiful associations

cluster round the wheel and distaff, that one cannot

but rejoice to find that here,

as in other unexpected direc-

tions, machinery is not so

likely to monopolise the field

of labour as at one time

seemed probable. That in

all that pertains to art the

dii-ect impress of the mind

and hand of man is essen-

tial is not an axiom which

needs to be enforced in the

jiages of this journal, but it

is not yet sufticiently recog-

nised that we may have been

overhasty in abandoning to

machinery some of the home

industries of former days.

Hand-spun linen lasts for

generations, growing softer

and daintier all the time. One well competent to

judge lately wrote of the effects of hand-spinning in

his neighbourhood, as appearing in " happier lives and

lighter hearts, tidier children, cleaner cottages, and a

better moral tone all round." Such are the results

intended specially for the employment of those who aimed at by the promoters of the Home Arts and lu-

are too blind to sew and too old to go out charing, dustries Association. E. L. Jebb.

PROFILES FROM THE FRENCH RENAISSANCE.— IV.

JEAN BULLANT.

TOWARDS the end of the reign of Francis his

life-Ions' effort to acclimatise in France the

art of Italy tlourished all at once into a sudden

liarvest. Within three or four years Jean Bullant

and Philibert Delorme, Jean Goujon and Pierre

Lescot, made themselves a lasting fame in archi-

tecture. The fild great race of nameless master-

masons was at an end ; for a more complex civilisa

take us one step farther than this ; men whose art,

though correct and nol>le, has still the national light-

ness and grace. Alas, we cannot stoj) with them.

The succeeding generation will land us in the ugly

chaos of the style of Henri IV.

But from 1530 to 1570 the Renaissance was in its

flower. Chambord and Azay, Madrid and Fontaine-

jleau, the Louvre, the Tuileries, St.Gerniain-en-Laye,

tion had developed individual effort, and architecture Anet and Ecouen, and the great Hotel de Soissons,

was no longer an affair of inspiration, but a rigidl>-- with many other palaces of pleasure and splendid

balanced art" with definite rules and aims. Vitruvius summer-castles, arose at one time throughout the

was the master and the five orders were the theme, length and breadth of France. Every great noble

No longer could the world be satisfied with the collected pictures and statuary, and re-fashioned the

strange," beautiful, anomalous decorations of Gothic home that was to hold them. Even in artistic

art; and even the transitional period of Chambord France it was a never-rivalled golden age for the

and Chenonceau, combining the picturesque impro- artist and the architect. But, until 1540, most of the

visation of the Gothic with the cheerful elegance of painting and nearly all the building was the work of

the classic ideal—even this was not advance enough, foreigners. Not until the king was growing old was

The great architects who arose about the year 154-0 the seed he had scattered so freely to show its ears
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of i^-ruin. And the 11 rst fruit uf tliiit harvest was mdI

for Francis ; it was i-eai)eil by liis antagonist, tlic

Constable de Montmorency.

In the year 1541 the Constabli' was disgraced and

banislied from tlie court. This man, the grim and

furious Don Quixote of his age, offended Francis by

his adherence to the Dauphin at lionie no less than

bv his too-unworldly policy abroad. Disastrous as

a politician and dangerous as a counsellor, he held,

no less, the future in his hands. The whole of the

army was his ; and at court he was first in the

counsels of the queen, first in the secrets of the

Dauphin and Diane. lie could therefore afford tn

smile when, in the year 1511, the ailing querulous

king Ijanished him from Paris.

Montmorency had a great castle at Ecouen, in

Picardy. Thither he retired. There, in the same year,

he resolved to employ his leisure in rebuilding it,

to make it a palace worthy of the king's great rival.

He would outdo Francis in his own line ; and then,

doubtless, the Constable lemembercd a certain clever

Picard youth who would assist him in his triumph.

He would enlist in his service a man of his own
making, no foreigner like Serlio or Vignola, but.

—

oh excellent triumph over Francis !—the first great

classic architect of France.

In 15-U Jean Bullant was ahont six-and-twenty

years of age. He was born in Picardy, jiresumably

at Ecouen, and was a man of the same class as the

master-masons of old. We may supjioso he came of

the same family as another Jean Bullant, his contem-

porary, who rose to be an architect of some repute at

Amiens. It was probably at the Constable's expense

that Bullant was sent, in his early youth, to study in

Italy. In Rome he fell under the irresistible fascina-

tion which the ruins of antiquity exercised over the

men of the Renaissance. Like the 3'outhful Pliilibert

Delorme, he spent his days in measuring the exact

dimensions of shaft and capital, of pediment and
arch. When he returned it was to study Vitruvius

in France, to write of the five orders, and to re-

produce at Ecouen the tremendous columns of the

temple of Jupiter Stator.

He was young when the magnificent opportunity

of Ecouen fell into his hands, but the design is

mature and calm and nolile, and the florid ornament
is purer aTul better than tli.it which he should cxercisi>

in later life for Catherine. The best work uf Bullant

was done for his earliest patron. The ground-plan of

Ecouen is a quadrangle, relieved at the four corners

l>y large, square, jutting ]iavilions. In the angles

between these high-cajiped and stately edifices and
the lower lines of the carpx de logh are placed small

tourelles. But they are no longer the solid tourellcs

of the old French fortress. They are animated by
the sweeter inspiration of renascent Italy. Light and

small, made for ornament and not I'or use, they soar

to the level of the roof, and arc crowned there by a

cone-shaped top, supported on a circle of little delicate

columns. They are, in the castle of (be fierce Con-

stalile, a quaint survival of the vanished towers of

defence. Up to the roof these dainty circles spring,

and there they meet a florid abundance of ornamented

chimney-stacks and decorated dormer windows, which

plentifully interrupt the lines of the roof above the two-

storeyed corps dc login. And at the corners, a storey

higher, solid and lofty, the steep caps of the square

pavilions break the level, and give to Ecouen that varied

and broken skyline so valuable to a great country

iwlacc standing free in its wide area of solitude.

But the design of its ])rincipal entrance gives its

singular stamp to Ecouen. We have spoken hitherto

of the coiys de logh, as if all four were similar. In

reality, while on three sides the building is two-

storeyed and crowned with a high dorniered attic, on

the fourth side it has only one lofty storey, containiuj^-

the gallery ; and this side lower than the rest. This is

the principal fr(]nt. The gallery is in1erru|ifed b\- a

singidar and impressive portal. Two sets of double

Doric columns- widely sjwced in the middle, support

a heavy cornice, thus forming a scpiare gateway.

From the frieze a second storey of Ionic ecdunuis

springs, grou])cd like those beneath, and arched ovei-.

On the cornice above another very florid arch is jilaeed,

su]iiiorted by the great caryatides of (loujon. In

the middle of this crowning arch stood a statue ol'

the Constable upon his charger. The effect is impres-

sive but monotonous. Much might have been gained

by simply arcading the second storey, thus giving thu

eye a space of rest between the square gateway be-

low and the triumphal arch above. But it is possible

that, by thus avoiding the heaviness of the design,

its solemnity might also have been avoided.

Such was the actual construction of Bullant's

greatest work. i5ut, in the Renais.sance, (he dilii-

culties of construction were but half of those which

the architect must vanquish. He must be no less a

decorator than an engineer; and so strongly was the

necessity for ornament perceived that (ioujon, (he

sculptor, is named as architect in connection with

Bullant at Ecouen, in jiartnersliip with Lescot at the

Louvre. The frontage nu'ght be delicately relieved

with ]irofiled scutcheons, after the manner of Delorme;

with delicate bas-reliefs in Lescot's fashion; i>r witii

the l)old and hardy ornament that Bullant most pre-

ferred. There were a hundred ways for the architect

to choose from ; it was, however, imj)crative that he

should choose one of them.

The ornament of Ecouen was singularh' riih and

iibundant. "La court est si richement ])aree qu'il

ne se trouve point (pii la seeonde. Los faces, taut

de la court que du dehors, sont richement faictes."
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Tims {'oinmeiits a cuiitempdrary, Jacques Androuet

(In Ccrccaii. Eveiywliere, I'roiu liasr to rooi, the

(leeoi-ator's band has been at work. Ak)iig the

stony courses run thorny and delicate designs of

crossed swords, lances, and brambles, bossed with

trophies of arms. Already we see signs of a too-

abundant use of the pilaster. It ornaments the

entire frontage ; a Doric order with an Ionic storey

superimpo.sed— the entablature between serving to

mark the division of the storeys. In the porticoes,

beside the windows, among the chimney-stacks,

under the cone-shaped roofs of the tourelles, every-

where are columns—columns and pilasters. The

liappy skill of Bullant keeps order in this profusion
;

Ecouen, in spite of it, is a sober and stately building;

yet we feel that in these frequent pillars support-

ing nothing, in this division of decorative from con-

structive skill, in this pillared front surmounted by

no cornice, we detect the first signs, the first beau-

tiful beginning, of a fatal decadence of taste.

Ecouen was begun in 1.5-11. Six years later,

when Henry sat upon the throne of France, the

Constable found himself more powerful than ever

he had been before. He was now in a position to

forward the fortunes of his prati'iji'. In 1.557 we

find Jean Bullant Comptroller of Crown buildings,

and his pnisperity a]ipeared assured. But in July,

1.5.51), King Henry died. All the }iower was now in

the hands of Catherine de Mcdecis, his widow. And
now, as may be imagined, it was less than ever a

feather in the cap of Montmorency to liave been the

champion of Diane. The Constable again fell out of

power. Ecouen was finished, there was nothing to

do; B\dlant sighed wearily, his occupation gone.

It was a sad prime to a man who bad made so

glorious a beginning. And Bullant bad every in-

centive to rise. He was still young and full of ideas.

And he had married in the years of his prosperity

;

many children filled bis bouse at Ecouen. Bullant

did not love idleness; it was sore to him to waste his

life in doing nothing. So at last, in the years of bis

disgrace, he began writing books on architecture

;

books sim]ile, intelligent, craftsman-like as himself-

First of all be wrote a Ilorologiography with a

general treatise of geometry, and after this a general

rule of architecture explaining the character of the

F'ive Orders. The second was printed in L564-. His

books had occu]iied Bullant for five years; but tliere

were seven other weary years before the displeasure

of Catherine should cease. At last the time of waiting

was over. In 1570 the queen commanded Bullant

to supc^rintend her new palace of the Tuileries in place

of Philibert Delorme.

At the Tuileries, on lines so rigidly laid down by
his predecessor, Bullant could not fully exercise his

exuberant fancy. But fortune favoured him. In

1572 the comliined influences of an evil prediction,

the smell of the swine-market, and the danger of

being outside the city walls, induced Catherine to

abandon the Tuileries and to build a huge new palace

in a safer place. But nothing now remains of the

great Hotel de la Reine save a single column.

From the testimony of contemporaries it would

appear that it never rivalled the glories of Ecouen.

It was indeed no happy task to be the architect of

Catherine. For architecture was at once the mode

and the passion of the age, and a princess so accom-

plished could not miss it from her acquirements.

Catherine herself and one of her maids of honour,

a certain Dame de Perron, who was named among

the superintendents of the building, had opinions

which must be consulted. " Vous mesme, Madame/'

writes Delorme, " vous preuez la peine de portraire et

esquicher les bastiments qu'il vous plaist commander

estre faicts." Often must Bullant have regretted this

accomjilishment.

Of all the vast palace he began for Catherine, but

one isolated fragment now rem;iins, attached, in its

incongruous survival, to the walls of the modern

Halle-aux-Bles. But nothing could be more cha-

racteristic than this single fragment. It is a great

hollow Doric column, a hundred feet in height,

with over its capital a great astrological sphere of

brass. Up the staircase within the hollow column,

accompanied by her Italian astrologer, the fatal

Catherine must have climbed many and many a night

(o read the stars. What evil jiassions, what vacil-

lating cowardice, what murders, treacheries, and cruel

wars, must not she have read in their clear and

shining characters ! No wonder the staircase within

is dark and sinister. The outside is less sincere. Its

eighteen great divisions, fashioned after the form

of Trajan's column, are covered with mementoes of

the grief of the queen for her cold and unloving

husbaud. The smouldering coal, the broken fan^ the

rent plume, the shattered necklet, the unlinked chain,

all are emblems of the eternal sorrow of her who never

really began to live till Henry ceased to breathe.

Bullant prospered under the rule of this fantastic

amateur. In 1575 he was again appointed Comp-

troller of the Crown buildings. But the man of

sixty who had passed his l)est years in enf(_irced

idleness refused to labour so late. He retired to

Ecouen, 1(1 his wife Franjoise Riebault and his nine

children. There he died on the 10th October, 157S,

leaving his body to the earth of Ecouen, and his

soul to Cod, the Virgin, " Monseigneur Saint Michel

I'Ange, et Monsieur Saint Aeeeol." Simple, reli-

gious, full of ([uaint fancy, yet inspired with a

modern fervour for antiquity, he is the last of the

master-masons and the first of the great architects

of F'rance. A. Mary F. Robinson.
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"THE BOOK OF PAINTERS."

HERE, in two stout quartos, illustrated with

some seventy [lortraits, is a complete trans-

lation, the th-st one published, of the "Schilder-

Boeck," the " ISook o£ Painters," of Karel Van

IMander. It was written in Flemish, and save to

the few to whom that formidable tongue has lost

its terrors, it has hitherto remained a mystery. If

M. Hymans, therefore, had done no more than turn

it into French he would still have done much ;

for the author did for the artists of the Nether-

lands pretty much what was accomplished by Vasari

for the artists of Italy. But M. Hymans has not

been content with this. He lias supplemented Van

Mauder with a running commentary—of facts and

dates, of corrections and additions—which makes the

" Book of Painters " a work of the greatest useful-

ness and of unimpeacha.l)le authority. Van Mander,

he tells us, was admirably ennscientious in his prac-

tice of biogra])hy; he worked hard at his book, and

made all manner of researches and all manner of

enquiries; and in spite of innumerable dilficultios

—

the ffreed or indifference of the men to whom he was

constrained to go for information not least among

them—his results are complete and authentic enough

to have served as the basis of most that has since

been written on the suljject of Flemish art before

ICOJ-, the date at which he gave his " Book of

Painters " to the world. Of Vasari's admirable

literary instinct he seems to have had little ; the

picturesque quality, the honhonie, the affectionate

familiarity which distinguish the work of the Italian

master, the Homer of artistic biography, show but

faintly in his pages or are altogether absent from

them. Still, he had an eye for character and man-

ners; he was in his way a kind of enthusiast; he

states his facts with clearness and simplicity ; he is

not excessively prodigal of rhetoric; his introduc-

tions, while sometimes elaborate and absurd, are

commonly brief, and are always eminently " skip-

pable ;
" and he may be read with a certain interest

almost always. To enjoy him it is not necessary to

be specially addicted to the study of Dutch and

Flemish art. He has plenty of humanity, and he

does not often forget that his subjects are men and

his material the stuff of life. One cannot help wish-

ing that he had known more, or waited and lived a

little longer. A " Rubens," a " Hals," a " Rem-

* " Le LivrR dos I'pintrcs dc Card Van IMander." Tradiutinn,

Notes, et Cominoiitaire de Henri Hymans. " Bildiothcque Iiitrr-

nationale do I'Art." (Paris: J. Koiiani, l.ilnairie de I'Art, IKS.'i.)

2 vols.

brandt " from his hand would have been worth

having. But his book appeared, as I have said, in

160'i, and in 1604, says M. Hymans, Rubens was

painting in Italy, Hals was only a rapin of twenty,

and Rembrandt was yet unborn. Van Mander's

interest was with a glorious past and a present not

quite glorious enough. Behind him in time were

Memling and the Van Eycks, were Roger Van der

Weyden and Mabuse and Antonio Moro ; and around

him and about a crowd of little masters whose names

are only known to the student, the value of whose

work is largely historical and peculiar. The full

day of Flemish art, its consummation under King

Rubens and his lieges and descendants, he was never

to behold. He died in 1606, and in his "Book of

Painters " there are lacking some of the very greatest

names in all art.

He was, as this paraphrase of INI. Hymans' ac-

count of him will show, himself a man of great

jiarts and character, and led, in common with many

of his fellows, a life that was full of movement and

of hazards. His father, Cornelius Van Mander, was

baillie of Meulebeke, a village three leagues north of

Courtray, and five leagues south of Bruges, where

Karel was born in I.5i8. He was a s])rightly boy,

and from the first an indefatigable draughtsman.

It must be owned that his sprightliness was very

Flemish in quality, and that his first efforts in art

were in directions more than dubious. It is told of

him how once, in frosty weather, he persuaded one of

his father's ploughmen to hold his tongue to the

ironwork of the pump—with the natural and in-

evitable result ; how he caricatured the loves and

lovers of his father's maids ; and how he painted

such a fearful face upon the person of one of his

playmates that the youngster's mother, bent upon

correction, out of sheer horror let fall the rod and

stayed her avenging hand. Presently he was de-

spatched to an uncle of his in Ghent, where he

learned French and Latin, covered his copy-books

with sketches, and after a certain time was sent into

the studio of Lucas de Heere.

"La ehoix du maitre," says ^NI. Hymans, " iiit

extreniement heureux." Lucas de Heere, indeed,

was a man of mark in every way. His family had

been artists for a hundred years and more. His

father was a sculptor of talent and repute, his

mother excelled in the art of illumination ;
an<l he

himself, a pupil of Franz Floris, was not only a good

painter, iiut a poet, an antiquary, a uumisniatist, a'

traveller and scholar, an ardent politician, a martyr for
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eonscient'c' s;iKe ami rt'ligidii's. He would liiivo painted

imioli moiv than lie did, says ^'aii Maiider, it' he had

nut jnit oft" a great deal of his time in the society

of nol)le personaii'cs, who soug'lit him out for the

pleasure of liis com))aiiy. As it was, he is reputed to

have worked in London, and in Paris and Fontaine-

bleau for Catherine de Medicis ; and it is certain that

in Flanders he was a person of considerable weight

and iiilkicnce. At what date Van Mander became

liis jmpil is not told. It seems proved, however,

tiiat the connection was severed by tlie master's

proscription and exile in 15()S, in whicli year our

author went into the studio of Peter Vlerielc, at

Courtray. F^or Yierick, who was by no means of (he

calibre of Lucas do Heere, ^ an Mander liad a great

deal of affection and esteem. He migrated with the

luckless painter to Tournay, and the dark days they

appear to have seen in that ancient city were in

Karel's mind when years afterwards he wrote his

biography of ^^lerick and Vlerick's master, Charles

of Ypres. In that work, indeed, he expatiates on

the inartistic nature of the people of Tournay, and

on the misery of a man of art com-

pelled by evil fortune to live in the

company of philistines, in a strain

of eloquence which seems to show

that he also had suffered, and that the

master's miser^v had not conduced to

the happiness of the pupil. Be this

as it may, the apprenticeship lasted

but a year, and at one-and-twenty

Van Mander returned to Meulebeke,

where his brothers were established

as traders in linen stuffs, and where,

had he so willed, he might have

turned his back upon the arts and

settled quietly down to trade in linen

stuffs likewise.

But he was not of the wood out of

which traders are made. He was ad-

dicted not only to painting, but to

poetry as well, and eke to the vice

of making- and acting plays. For a

year he was the delight and amaze-

ment of the country-side. He made
farces— " esbattements " — and jiro-

duced them ; lie won jirizc after jirize

for elocution ; he painted pictures ; he

produced what seems to have been

a sort of realistic panorama of the

Deluge, at which spectators were not

merely called upon to admire an ex-

cellent and terrifying effect of rising

waters, but bad their a]ipreliensions

quickened by the occurrence of a

drenching rain. In 1570 he had per-

suaded his kinsfolk to sanction his ])ursui( of art,

and to send him back to (ihcnt i:ii nirtlc fur Home.
The step, it ajipears, was considered with a world of

misgiving; and to achieve bis end, Van Mandrr was
constrained to sojourn with his uncle Francis, and

hear, mark, Icaiii, and inwardly digest such covuisels

as to conduct, and such warnings and examples of

the perils of the road, as that worthy tradesman had

in him to bestow. In this elevating amu.semcnt he

seems to have passed some considerable time, for it

was not until 1575 that he actually set foot in

what was still the cajiital of the arts.

In Rome he was more fortunate than many of

his countrymen before and since. 1'lie l-^tcrnal ('i(\-

was not in those days the best i)lace in the world

for young men with weak heads and light views

of morality. Karel himself, though he escaped its

dangers, and was nowhere hurt save in his style,

opined in after-life that artists might do better than

take the Roman road and follow the Roman lashion.

It was well enough if a man could get work to do,

and was strong- enough, moreover, to keep his hand

LUCAS VAJJ LEYIlEy.

(Drown by Albert Diirer. Emjrav.d 6;/ Wiericx.)
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frmii tlic piirliin- and tlic tliee-box. The danger lay

in idleness and jolly companions. The Flemings

and Germans, always very potent in potting, were

wont to find solace for the pains of expatriation and

lack of work in carouses of the severest type. They

drank in companies, and they nnmbered in their

he had the luck to win the friendship of the Antwerp

painter Spranger, the recognised chief of the Flemish

and German community, and with Spranger's help

he got work to do, and had not to spend his whole

time in study, unrewarded save by the consciousness

of his own advancement in ai-t. M. Hymans denies

ANTONIO MOKO.

iRrprodncfd in Fac-siiuiU- from the Engraving hy ITondiiis.)

ranks a set of heroic drunkards whose achievements,

like the baechic feats of Franz Floris, have passed

into liistory. Karel, albeit a stout fellow of liis

hands, appears to have regarded drunkenness as a

habit to which no painter should become addicted
;

he is prodigal of sermons on the subject in his book
;

and for his anecdotes, though he tells them like a

true-born Fleming, he apologises as becomes a serious,

artist, in most edifying terms. At Rome, moreover.

that he was, as his original biographer asserts, the

first to cx]ilore the catacombs, but admits that he

drew much from the antique, and regrets that the

practice should have profited him so little, as, to

judge by his pictures and the influence he exercised

upon his contemporaries, it is known to have done.

How long he sojourned in Rome is not set down for

us. But in 1577 he was painting at Nuremberg,

and in the same year ho was working in the ceme-
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tery at Krems, in Austria. He appears, too, to liavo thence to Courtray : wliellier to settle or simply to be

had oli'ers from the Arehcluke Rudolph^ and, refusing' out of the way of the JMaleontentSj does uot appear.

IIEJJBY aOLTZIU.S.

(From the Eivjravin'j bu the .4j'(is(.)

these, to liavo returned in triiuni)li—escorted, indeed, For the Pacification of Ghent (1.57()) had paeilied

by a j)roeession of all the local young' men and maidens nobody. William the Silent held the most of the

—to his house at Meulebeke, and to have i)roeeeded great towns ; but the Walloon raiders, who called

380
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themselves Malecmteiits, were free to go and e<imo

in the country, aud to live in a hamlet was to live

exposed to jieril and dismay. In and about Meule-

beke the Malcontents were particularly active ; and

Kurel, who was by this time a married man and a

father, was within an ace of being obliged to leave

his " Book of Painters " unwritten. He was one

day convoying tlie harvest of his father's fields into

Courtray, when he was sto])])ed on the way l)y a band

of Walloons, who stripped him to the skin, and would
infallibly have hanged him there and then but for

the opportune arrival on the scene of action of an

officer whom he had known in Rome, The recogni-

tion saved his life, and he hurried back to Meulebeke
to see after his father and mother. The paternal

home was already a heap of ashes; but his brt)tlier

Adam Iiad contrived to outwit the robbers, and to

save a certain amount of portable jiropevty. " Se

melant aux pillards," says M. Hymans, " et parlant

frangais, il avait reussi a se faire passer pour un des

leurs." More than that, lie had particularly distni-

guished himself by the sjiirit aud intelligence with

which he rummaged the household cupboards, and

by ])ursning his mother with a big sword, and

obliging lier to deliver up her jewels to him on the

spot. Thereafter, wo are told, the Van Manders
plodded to their new lodging in Courtray, the young
men carrying their father, who was bedridden and
helpless, all the way. Such in those days of gold

were the chances of life in Flandeis, such the acci-

dents by which the humdrum artist-life was horribly

diversified ! Yet it was to a world so constituteil

that Rubens was born, and Franz Hals, and a legion

of great art-

ists l)esides :

even as Hugo
and Berlioz,

George Sand

and Eugene

D e laero i x,

Balzac and

Musset, The'-

odore Rous-

seau aud Ge-

ricault, Corot

and Dumas
and J.-F.

:\Iillct, and

all the braves

of ls:](), were

the ()fi's])ring

of the battles

of the Revo-

lution and

the Fhn|iire. iskael van mkckenkn

It would (From a Cvritu-pluU lii

notwithstanding.

seem that in war and civil trouble there is some
good after all, and that peace, to judge by the

character of her children, is not such an unmixed
blessing as, Wordsworth
sometimes proclaimed.

This was not Van Mander's last experience of the

Malcontents. In 15S^ he had to flee the plague,

and to leave Courtray for Bruges. He took the

road on foot with his wife and child, a bundle at his

back, and a few crowns in his pocket. On the way
they fell in with a party of thieves wdio stri])ped

them to the buff, taking the clothes from the very

baby, and obliging Karel to cover his nakedness with

an old coverlet, and his wife to wraji herself about

with a "lambeau d'etoffe ^pre les soldats lui avaient

laisse." Luckily j\Ime. Van Mander had been per-

mitted to retain an under-petticoat, and in a ])rivy

pocket therein she had contrived to secrete a solitary

piece of gold. Karel, as soon as he heard of this

good fortune, rose superior to all his trouliles. His

wife betook herself to tears; but he uplifted his voice

in song, and taking the child in his arms he danced

along the road until his hapless partner not only

ceased from tears, but broke out into laughter as she

looked. The picture, for all its pathos, has a pleasant

aspect of its own ; Time has touched it with his

accustomed gentleness and discretion. To feel the

full effect of it, one has to figure the P.R.A. wraj)ped

in a blanket (" else had we all been shamed") and
dancing along the queen's highway. Then its

poignancy is apparent, aud one hastens to veil one's

face, and symj)athise, not without tears. It was

thus, however, that men lived in the Flanders of

William the

Silent ; and

it was in this

way that the

\mi Man-
ders had per-

force to come

to Bruges.

There the

painter hap-

jieued upon

an old ac-

quaintance,

and through

him got work

and made
money. It is

not surjiris-

ing, however,

that he next

ANII IDA, HIS WIFE.

•jnirtd Irjl till Artist.)

year migrat-

ed to Haar-

lem, \\ here
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he ouuM believe as he listed, and eould live out ol'

anus' length of Maleonteut Walloons.

In Haarlem— or rather at Sevenberg'hen, hard by

—Karel abode and prospered well-nigh till his death.

He painted many pietures there, and composed mueii

])rose and verse ; he was well liked and well con-

sidered ; among his pupils was the incomparable

Hals ; among his intimates were Cornelius Corne-

lisseu, and Henry Goltzius, the painter-engraver

(whose life he wrote, and whose portrait we repro-

duce), and Cornelius Ketel, to whom he dedicated

his treatise of the " Interpretation of Allegories,^'

one of the most popular of his works. There, in

1 004, he published his " Schilder-Boeck," his " Book
.of Painters." He himself designed the frontispiece,

which was engraved by Jacobus ^latham, the son-in-

law of Henry Goltzius; Goltzius had painted his

portrait, and Jan Saenredam, a ])upil of Goltzius, en-

graved it also for the book ; and there was attached

to it a cloud of commendatory verse, from the learned

and ehnpient quills of more famous wits of the epoch

than I have patience to enumerate. Fourteen years

afterwards appeared a second edition ; to be suc-

ceeded, in 17G1, by a third; and again in ISSl by
this present translation. But the Netherlandish

Vasari knew only of the first. He died at Amster-

dam in 1GU6 : not, it would seem, of disease, but,

as so many before and after, of his physician.

He had been the busiest of men ever since his

arrival in Holland. He had painted quantities of

pictures, designed innumerable tapestries, composed
prodigiously for the glass-painters. He was the poet

of a " Theory of Painting," the historian of Italian

and Flemish art, the author of an " Interpretation of

the Metamorphoses of Ovid" and of a general "In-
terpretation of Allegories." Falling sick at last, he

was for some time ailing. He had hopes, says his

earliest biogra])her, that he would he able to effect

a cure by sheer force of intelligence j but in this he
was deceived, and in the end he was obliged to call

in a man of art. This worthy, " ]n-esumant trop

de son savoir," exhibited so many purges, and with

such success, that the patient soon began to pine and

dwindle visibly :
" contrairement i\ I'attente du pra-

ticien, plus prodigue de promesses (pie do secours."

To the end the leech went on hoping and ]irescrib-

ing. "There is no danger," ho said to the \iii\

Glanders, " you know nothing at all of his ailment,

he is certain to recover ;" and he administered a last

potion, which the patient took, and thereupon fell in-

stantly to cold and shivering. In vain they heaped

on blankets, and did their best to repair the effects

of this disastrous dose. The medical man had taken

too sure an aim ; and a few hours after his supreme

exhibition, the stout old artist passed quietly to his

fathers. He was erow'ned with laurels where he

lay ; three hundred persons followed him to his

grave; in 1609 his publisher, Pasquier Van West-

busch, collected and issued a volume of memorial

verses—in Greek and Latin and Flemish—in his

honour and praise. There was little or nothing in

his studio save a number of commissions—unexe-

cuted—some of them ten years old. He left a wife

and seven children ; but " pendant la duree de sa

maladie il s'etait desinteresse de tout," and with

regard to these " n'avait fait aueune recommenda-

tion, ne les avait confies i\ ])ersonne." His son,

Karel II., a 2)ainter like himself, is known to have

worked and died at Delft, and between whiles to

have painted for Christian IV. of Denmark ; his

grandson, Karel III., eminent as a portrait-painter,

settled in Copenhagen, and died there in 1072 ; his

great-grandson, Karel IV., was a maker of excellent

mathematical instruments ; Charles, son of Karel

IV., a captain in the Danish army, was, says M.
Ilymans, a good engraver; and his daughter Odile,

who died in 17 IS, was in her day a light of the

Danish stage. Our author is, therefore, to be revered

as the first cause of live generations of artists and

craftsmen. ^\". J^. H.

"EBB-TIDE ON
Fkom the Picture by

THIS pleasant and painter-like work is distin-

guished by the presence of some of the good
qualities of modern art. In the foreground, fresh

with the ebbing Nej)tune, are the rocks and sands
of a nook of the Riviera ; above is the miracu-
lous Italian sky ; and in the distance, gay with a
shming lateen or two, are the waters of the wine-
dark ^lediterranean. Components in this happv
and sparkling impression of nature are the white-

THE EIYIEEA."
P.ARTOLOMMEO GlLLIASO.

limbed fishermaids and brown-skinned urchins on

whom the painter has depended for such human
interest as his work contains. They have nothing

in common with Millet's men and women, or the

psychological studies of Bastieu-Lepage. Their

effect, like that of the picture of which they are a

part, is purely decorative. As decoration, however,

they are charming; and as a decorative painter

Signor Giuliano is niueh to be commended.
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HANDEL AND HIS POETEAITS.

A HUNDRED years ago a musical festival was the instniments were reinforced in the slriet propor-
-CL held HI Westminster Abhey to celebrate the tions of tiic orii.-inal scores; twelve tniinpcts, ei"-ht
first centenary of Handel's birth. From Dr. Burney's drums, and a whole band of wood wind opened the

OEOKGE FREDEEICK HANDEL : TAINTED BY ORAFOXI.

(Fitzwillia7n Mitscmu.)

fall account of this "Commemoration/' we learn " Dettin-en Te Deum " with an efFeet that tilled our
h.nv widely an orchestra of that time (1784-5) differed author with astonishment and admiration. Now wem constitution from those of the festivals founded are never allowed to judge of true Handelian colour,
later on in memory of the composer's death. Then Curious as wc are of variety in effect, and pampered as

331
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wc Miv with till- new iiistvumcnts, novel combinations,

and strange " sonorities " of the modern orchestra,

none of ns has ever been permitted to hear twenty-

six bassoons, twenty-six oboes, twelve trumpets, and

twelve horns at work in an orchestra only two

hnndi-cd and fifty stron'i'. Modern conductors have

but little i'ailh in the power of artistic arrangement

and masterly g-radation of force, at least as these

qualities were practised in the days before Beethoven.

They have never been able to believe that simple or

even disao'reeable materials, imaginatively disposed,

could ])os:sibly become those tine and startling effects

a])|ilauded l.iy critical audiences in a musical age when

every hearer was a connoisseur. New instruments

have been introduced, old ones dispensed with, and

the numerical ratio to the whole orchestra of some

that remain has been materially altered. Bassoons

and oboes, which together bore a proportion of one to

five to the other components of the band, are but as

one to twenty-five. Such treatment is ruinous to the

work of a musician who used his instruments with

the reticence of a consummate artist, rarely employing

his full powers, and advisedly contrasting thin places

with rich orchestral colour : who vai'ied the importance

of his accompaniment, even in different members of

the same movement, from the power of one instrument

to the force of the whole orchestra. Under the im-

pression that to be grand you should be recklessly

lavish of resources already limited, we have been at

the pains of merging all such v/iai/crs in combina-

tions of the facile and vulgar type created by the

minor masters of modern Italy. In this way, innu-

merable beauties—of grace, delicacy, refinement

—

have been choked out, the " values " of certain parts

destroyed, and the novelty and importance of great

effects forestalled. All such changes and adilitions,

made in compliance with a barbarous aviditv of de-

structive and sensational detail, cannot but disorganise

the interdependence of the parts and ruin the sym-
metry of the whole. Our childish eagerness to tamper

with the lighting and shading of a great master's

work proceeds from an inea]iacity to believe that

effect in art is entirely relative : that a simple musical

sound is not more overwhelming in itself than a

natural noise of equal loudness, even as painted light

is not made of stuff' intrinsically more luminous than

any common mud. Sueb beauty or importance as

these materials may acquire in art is entirely owing
to their place in an harmoniously constructed whole
and their positions on a graduated scale of force.

It has been suggested that Handel would have

eagerly availed himself of onr modern orchestral

resources had he known them. Very jn-obMbly he

might : as ( -laude, too, might have used our powerful,

ready-made greens, or might have based the organi-

sation of his golden sunsets on bright cadmium in

jireference to sombre ochre. But, in that case,

Claude would have pitched his whole picture in a

different key of warmth and intensity ; and we are

so assured of this that not even the most ardent

modern realists have as yet pi'oposed to employ their

new-fangled resources in intensifying the lights and

heightening the local fidelity of the colouring in an

Old Master. The musician of to-day is more daring

and less artistic than the painter. Handel is only

accessible in translations.

It is for scholarly and practical musicians to decide

upon the vexed question of additional accompaniments,

the manner of filling up HandePs figured bass, and

the possibility of restoring the true balance of his

orchestra. No doubt the question of instruments

is troubled and complicated. Some have been so mo-

dified as to be imfit for use in the parts originally

assigned to them, others have been greatly altered in

tone and volume of sound. But on all such matters

true musicians have given excellent counsel—unfor-

tunately to unheeding ears. Thus, Mr. Rockstro,

discussing the orchestration of Handel and Bach,

compares, with perfect propriety, those thin parts of

their scores, which are sometimes " notiiing but a

thorouofh bass with fiffui-es indicatins: the chords," to

" the half tints of the picture introduced with magi-

cal skill in the exact places where relief is needed."

They are designedly left as " bare places," he asserts,

and are " not to be filled up." He thinks that

Handel knew every instrument in our orchestra ex-

cept the clarinet ;
" but he very rarely used them

altogether, and took especial care not to let them pall

upon the ear by introducing them into many pieces

in succession, circumstances which have given

grievous offence to more than one modern c/ief

d'orc//es/rr." " All," he adds with righteous indig-

nation and perfect truth— " all that seems necessary

in the present state of public opinion is to supple-

ment his instrumentation with the largest brass band

that can possibly l)c brought together—a proceeding

wdiich entirely destroys the individuality and obscures

the dignity of every work subjected to its baleful

influence." Besides burying the master's w^irk in

their own, some musicians have gone so far as to

entirely alter what he wrote : much as Gibber altered

Shakespeare. "Surely," says Mr. Rockstro, "it

would be better to play a trumpet part on tlie

cornet, than to change the disposition of the score;"

and Mr. Ebenezer Prout, after pointing out that

even Mendelssohn was guilty of such immannerly

changes, concludes thus :
" To hear Handel's music

scored after the fashion of Verdi's grand operas shows

an equal want of artistic feeling and of common
sense on the part of the arranger." Of course these

gentlemen are right. Some years ago in Paris I

heard a Latin version of " Messiah " at the Cirque
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d'ilte, under M. Lamoureux, a conductor of singular

force anil conscience, as might be expected of ;i

jiiipil of Berlioz. I shall not easily forget my

organ: performances whei-e all the giaiid clfccts

were forestalled, or where they ex))loded unnul ii'cil

in a stream of roaring dulncss ; where spirit and

astonishment and delight. I had been grace of execution were sacrificed to a

accustomed to performances in which all false notion of grandeur and a vulgar
the brilliant imitative writing was blurred and view of religious sentiment. At the Cirque d'ltte

strangled in a coarse and common overlay of modern the jjcrformance was not ])ure Handel ; but to uie

instrumentation and the thunder of an injudicious it revealed a new and da/.zliug sort of beauty:
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the stat-ely graces, the Miltonic vefinemonts and and gradation infinitely varied. The general cha-

subtleties "of the master appeared to me for the racter of this web being one of exceeding delicacy,

QEOEQE FREDERICK HANDEL : SCULPTTOED BY EOUBILLAC.

(T/if " Vau.'-liall Slattw." By Permission of IJcnrij Littleton, Esq.)

first time. ^Moreover, there was no organ, so tliat the material of the great effects was in no way
Mozart's arrangfments produced their intended effect, wasted; they liurst upon the audience with astonish-

riie parts showed fortli as Handel wrote them : ing variety and power,

clearly woven, in a tissue full of sparkle, intricacy, Of quite recent years an improved taste has been
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GKORGE FREDERICK HANUKL: PAINTED BY THORNHILL.

{The "Chanilos Portrait." FilztcilHam Mnsnim.)
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GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL: PAINTED BY HUDSON.
(ZTie "Gopsall Portrait." By Pei-miaaion of Earl Horn.)
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visil)le in coi'tnin interpretations of Handel ; and I

believe that under the able dlreetioii o£ Mr. INfanns

some new reforms will be iutrodueed at the Crystal

Palace Festival. It is none too soon, and the move-

ment is none too veliement nor too general. The

fact is that though Handel's eharacter as a man is

acce2-)table to the nation, and his music has eome to

be associated with its religious theory and practice,

his art in an unadulterated state has not for long

been found jialatable to the true Anglo-Saxon tem-

])erament. But for such by-ends as I have mentioned

Ik- would have won no more than that barren siicci'a

iJ'c-sliiiic which so many great classical artists share

with Milton and Gluck. That more alluring patli

—

of mystery and transcendental sentiment—which

Beethoven ojiened up on the lines of Haydn and the

A^iennese better suits the English taste. It is our

nature to demand immense endeavours, far-reaching-

aims, and a vast programme ; and we are not easily

rei)ulsed by ugliness, obscurity, or incomjileteness of

method. Neither do we like to think we are cheaply

pleased, so that an artist who works f<n- England is

tempted to aim beyond his own ]iowers and the

natural understanding, to give us the pleasure of

priding ourselves on the fact that we are serious

enough to enjoy liis obscurity. Utilitarian in our

sports, we English demand effective rather than

beautiful athletics ; equally gluttonous and fasti-

dious as to (he raw matter of sentiment, we are in-

different and insensible to the prei)aration and ser-

vice of art. Now Handel's music is direct, simple,

grand, unaffected ; and certain sacrifices and grada-

tions of force are inevitable in its testhetic scheme,

to the end that it may legitimately achieve variety

and effect. But with its operation we have never

been contented ; and in our mad wish to make

every moment sublime, we have piled on force

till every light is equally white, and all the strong

points are at war with each other. For we like to

blink the degrading fact that artistic imagination

deals with a concrete limited stuff, and is therefore

a separate special faculty in each art. The sophistry

which imjilicitly confounds imagination with senti-

ment is disastrously common ; I liave heard an art

critic openly assert that an imagination could be

conceived which should deal neither in words nor

colour, neither melody nor clay, and yet might after-

wards be expressed in any of them without the

intervention of any special faculty between the ab-

stract thought and the technical execution. Surely

art and artists exist and affect us on the presuni[)tion

that every man feels a sentiment sim]ily in virtue of

being a man, but that when he conceives an image

of it in the material of any art, he then becomes an

artist, and is guilty of an act of imagination, or

artistic creation. Misplaced everywhere, this under-

estimate of the true artistic imagination and over-

esteem for the dead lift of art—in philosophy,

information, and imitation of life—is excessively

pernicious in music, which has no direct repre-

sentative hold on the world, and exists but in the

nipjiort perceived by the creative artist between

various moods of the mind and the intrinsic cha-

racter of musical intervals and combinations.

We have not always been contemptuously impatient

of the conventional forms and necessary^ restraints of

art ; for we have had a musical era of our own,

which culminated in the work of Puveell. One of

Handers best claims on our respect and recognition

is that his music, with all its German learning and

accomplishment, smacks strongly of the flavour of

our vanished school. Indeed, the great naturalised

Eno-lishman treated us and our school as Rubens

treated the Flemings, when on his return from Italy

he bowled the national art some leagues along the

path of progress, and left his countrymen hojieless in

the rear. There are two broad divisions of great men:

those who see the misery and transitoriness of life,

and i)ity, console, and die for mankind; and those

who see the beauty and opportunities of life, and

neither fear nor despair, but bluntly do their work,

and cheer on the ordinary labourers of the world.

Handel and Rubens both belong to the inspiriting

and joyous class : the first, the greater, are ]>ro])hets

and martyrs, heroes of life, not of art. Handel, how-

ever, in spite of the fulness of his own career, found

time, money, and consideration for others. His

" bounty was as boundless as the sea;" he gave much

in secret, and he was lavish of jierformances in be-

half of certain public charities. And in spite of one

or two doubtful stories, we must believe that he was

keenly alive to tlie pleasures of gaiety and good

fellowship. His tastes were varied, and his voyage

to Italy, of advantage to him musically by reason of

the acquaintance of Scarlatti and others, also helped

to cultivate his natural taste for painting, and,

indeed, for every kind of plastic art. Too many

artists of those days were lacking in "culture," and in

the perception of any beauty outside their own pro-

fession. Handel had received a good education, which

enabled him to have an opinion on his librettos, and

fitted him for the position he eventually occupied.

Though he frequented princes and, like Rubens, was

much of a courtier, he remained independent iu

thought and dignified in conduct. Though he battled

in the thick of life, and fought his way through

opposition and through failure to pdace and fortune,

he was to the end as severe a critic of himself,

and as conscientious an artist, as his great and un-

known contemporary Bach. He bore himself stifHy,

never yielding undue or demoralising deference to

public taste, nor hesitating to resist the caprices of
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lusolent siticrei's, even thoug-h they were backed nj)

by the favour of powerful noblemeu. So many ami

so influential were his enemies, and so higli the spirit

of party warfare, that lie was twice bankrupt, and

miiyht never have finally settleil with honour in

England had it not been for the good taste and pro-

bably the race jiartiality of our Hanoverian princes,

who always overlooked his outbui'sts of temper, re-

spected his genius, and afforded him their counte-

nance and their constant protection. When we recidl

the lives of such men as Bach and Millet, absorlied in

art and remote from the wars of factions and the

strife for popularity, we may feel disposed to cpiestiou

the advantnges of the lite of cares and distractions

led by an artist who was also courtier, irapressario,

music-master, conductor, and ojiera-di rector. But

success, at least in some kinds of music, demands

an experience of large orchestras and choruses, as

well as that intimate knowledge of the stage and

singers which can only be acquired by one who
leads a public life on a large scale. Bach lived in

an organ-loft, handled but few voices and instru-

ments at once, and was far from possessing the

wide tastes and general education of his great

rival. Ilandel easily supported the pressure of work

and business, for he was by constitution whole-

somely elastic and full of that natural ardour of

the blood and that spontaneous fire of the brain,

tempered by health, strength, and experience, which

we must sujipose to have been possessed by Rubens.

He lived by fits and starts : now working with

rapidity and absorption, and now wrapt in the busi-

ness and pleasures of existence. These causes con-

spired to make his music more varied and effective

fhan Bach's, more human and more vocally beautiful,

less recondite and less drily contrapuntal. Both are

learned, both are sublime ; but the one appeals rather

to the symmetrical intuitions of the brain, while the

other strikes at the roots of man's emotional nature.

"They savour," says !Mr. Rockstro, comparing his

contrapuntal devices with those of Bach, " not of the

studio but of nature."

His grand and striking appearance, his early-

entry into society, his world-famed rivalry with

Buononcini, his immense achievement, and that love

lor painting which made him a conspicuous figure at

all the art sales of his time, go far to explain his

popularity with the artists of an age of jjortraiture.

" His countenance," says Burney, " which I re-

member as perfectly as that of any man I saw
but yesterda}', was full of fire and dignity, and
such as impressed ideas of superiority and genius.

His general look was somewhat heavy and sour,

but when he did smile it was the sun bursting out

of a black cloud." It is unfortunate for us that

he should just have escaped the hands of the

greatest portrait-painters of his century. He died in

1750, before either Reynolds or Gainsborough had

attained a great metropolitan reputation. Somehow,
loo, he was never painted by J.-B. \'an Loo, who
made so excellent a portrait of his friend and patron,

Sir Robert Waljiole. It is still more curious that

Wollaston, who painted Thomas Mritton, the "musical

small coalman," never painted Britton's illustrious

friend, though they must often have met at the coal-

man's musical evenings. Mr. W. H. Cummings, the

well-known singer, composer, and writer on music,

has a reputed portrait of Handel which tradition

assigns to Sir Joshua. It is just possible that the

picture may have been executed by him when still a

student under Hudson, who was Handel's limner-in-

ordinary. However this be, there is an abundance! of

portraits both in marble and colour, though, perhaps,

none are of the very highest quality. Roubillac,

Hudson, Thornhill, Grafoni, Kyte, ^A ciH'gang, Deii-

ner, and Zincke, all tried their hands on him.

Roubillac, for instance, produced at least three

busts of the master, besides the statue done for

^ auxhall Gardens (which gave the first imjjetus to

his fame in 173;^) and the well-known monument in

Westminster Abbey. Good judges have pronounced

this last to be one of the most faithful presentments

of all, and it is well known that Roubillac did his

best to secure fidelity by making use of a mask taken

after death. Of the admiralile ^'auxhall Statue, now
in the possession of Mr. Henry Littleton, by whose

permission it is here reproduced, the reader can judge

for himself. It was one of the first attempts to in-

troduce actuality in the costumes of sculpture ; and

on a pedestal and in combination with a Cupid and

a lyre the composer's dress jiroduces a cui-ious effect.

Hudson is the author of several portraits in oil
;

their exact number is uncertain. The most cele-

brated is undoubtedly the full-length painted for

Jennens, Handel's patron, intimate friend, and fa-

vourite librettist. It adorned the '" Messiah Room"
of the magnificent house at (iopsall, now the pro-

perty of I'^arl Howe, by whoso, kindness it is here

presented. Several replicas, slightly differing from

the original, are in existence; one at Buckingham

Palace, and another, a half-length at the National

Portrait Gallery. The ]K)se and the accessories are

happily conventional ; the face is grave and leonine,

jind suggests the master in one of those moments
of intense absorption in which he usually worked.

A bust-portrait by Grafoni, now in the Fitzv.-illiam

^luseum, gives a somewhat similar idea of the features,

but the modelling of its forms is suaver, the expres-

sion is less severe, and the eyes are more eloquent

—

they seem to speak music. Both these dignified

heads have the imperial grandeur derived from sheer

force of character, and either might well top such a
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i^n-cat rull-l(Mii;-Mi lit,ni-e as Rigaud's " Louis XIV."

Vcrhaps, however, (he liveliest impression of Handel's

lire and versatility is given by the Hudson belonging

to the Royal Society of Musicians. This, as it is

the original of Faber's mezzotints, by which the

aspect of the great composer is chieHy remembered,

and of Bromley's well-known line engraving in Dr.

Arnold's edition of his works, we have elected not to

reproduce. Mr. W. H. Cummings possesses a very

small portrait by Kyte, the original of Houbraken's

famous engraving; and to Mr. Julian Marshall we

are indebted for advice and

liljerty to coi)y the rare en-

graving by Schmidt, the

head of which, taken from

this same portrait, was

jironounced by Sir John

Hawkins (who to be sure

was not the wisest judge

in the world) the best of

all likenesses, l)ut for the

excessive prominence of

the nose. Neither the

Kyte, however, nor any

one of its adaptations,

bears much resemblance to

the Hudsons and Roubil-

lacs : they give a sullen,

somewhat underhand view

of Handel, and represent

him as a man whose force

of mind lay rather in a

heavy, dogged power of

resistance than in a tiery

and agile impetuosity.

The Fitzwilliam Museum
possesses, in the original

of our frontispiece, yet

another portrait (if Handel,

the work of Thurnhill, who

painted it for tiie Duke

of Chandos as early as 17-20, when Handel was

chapel-master at Cannons. It represents the com-

poser at the age of thirty-five, seated at the organ,

without the usual wig, and though artistically finer

it bears a certain reseml)]ance, in the construction

of the features, to Mr. Henry Littleton's Denner.

Although the eyes are the same eloquent eyes of

(irafoni and Hudson, and the mouth less deter-

mined and more sensual, Thornhill represents rather

a studious and calm intellect than a powerful and

fiery genius.

As for Wolfgang's picture, at least as engraved

by his brother, it is simply an ideal portrait, amiable

and bright, but without the thoughtfulness of Thorn-

hill or the savage and life-like y-raudeur nf Hudson
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and Roubiliac. The only other to which I shall refer

belongs to Mr. H. Barrett Lennard, of Hampstead.

Mr. Lennard, a true Handel ian, is the possessor of

many Handel relics, notably of all his scores in the

handwriting of his amanuensis Smith, which are

naturally of great authority on the question of tempi,

readings, and orchestration. The portrait is that

admirable miniature of Zincke's with which I close

my selection. It shows us Handel young, daring,

sensual, and not without a touch of self-willed im-

pudence. Here is none of the grave austerity of

the other portraits. This

is not the Handel of the

oratorios, the consummate

and reticent artist, but

the basis of him, (piick,

gross, and vital in phy-

sique, the Handel of the

duel with Matheson, the

man of a'enius in his hours

of ease, the hern unarmed

who has done the work of

six and can eat the dinner

of three. It is, I may add,

by no means a bad thing

for an artist to be in love

with life. Those are bad

epochs fur the perceptive

mind, in which the critical

and intellectual sect who

despise the condition of

man, and ignore or de-

plore the essential func-

tions of his being, get the

ascendant and destroy the

balance of our mysterious

douijle nature.

This alleged grossness

in Handel seems to be

about all that Berlioz

knew or could say of him.

Their lives and characters have much in common;

but the great Frenchman never speaks of his greater

predecessor with understanding or respect. "That

barrel of pork and beer," he somewhere writes of

Handel. Other musicians have spoken very d'''-

fereutly. Bach thought the world of the SaxuU

master. Gluck openly admired him, and learnt

much from his music before he fell under the more

fertilising infiuence of Rameau in Paris. Haydn

thought him inspired. " He understands effect

better than any of us," said Mozart; and Beethoven,

the greatest of them all, said of his music, " That

is the true thing,-" and in the study of his scores

spent some of the last hours of his great unhappy

life. R. A. M. Stevenson.

ill,: rAl.N'TED BY ZINCKE,

DarirU Lciinaid, Esij.)
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tlnB tooli il)E slveet to l)er busbanB's balls.

Sbe felt ber long^^BeaB bosom adje,

Jpor btr acbcn cblloren lucre all atoakc;
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VM Bust of tbe Ban loas on tljeir feet.
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;

fi!!li)ile tears prcsscB out of bet long^BcaB eyes.

13ut tl)cir fatlicr, tobo Ian on a lotoer floor,

?]jaB bcaiB bet step in tbe coiriBor.

anS be rose anB came, anB satD Ijer stanB

ffClitb tbe ebilBren clinging to citf)cr IjaiiB.

5bc saiB, ' {The cniing smote mi) l)cnrt.

3It brolic mn Breams of Beatb apart.

"
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Ponr cI)ilBrcn tooke anB baB no brcaB,
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;

©ne cricO uncomfortcB. 5'cll none iDife."
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THE ROMANCE OF AET.

THE CUPOLA OF FLORENCE.

ABOUT tlie year 14-01 two small, insignificant-

J\- looking men arrived in Rome. They were

both young, the elder only fonr-and-twenty, and f bey

both spoke with a strong Tuscan accent. The elder

let one hear much of his accent, for he was free

with his tongue, fond of an argument or of a joke,

" truly facetioTis in conversation." The friends were

inseparable ; and all either cared for was gazing at

ruins and old Iniildings. Before these they would

stand for hours as if entranced, blind to all but

the time-stained stones and decaying workmanship.

Thev rose with the sun, and were out and about until

dusk, drawing, noting, measuring, not only every

building Imt i^very stone and ruin, both in the city

and out <in the Campagna. Sometimes they came

across some half-buried jjlinth or capital ; then they

would pull and push and strain, and if uualjle to

unearth it they employed workmen to dig it out for

them, watching that the old thing be not injured,

as though it were the rarest treasure : a strange

amusement for two young fellows of sixteen and

four-and-twenty. Half in jest and half in earnest.

the people ni ,.1.-i them "the Treasure-Seekers.'

After a wliile the younger disappears, and the

elder, the gay one, says, laughingly, that his friend

has found his treasure, but that some things take

more looking for than others; so he stays and works

on alone. But the treasure is slow in coming; the

mone^'-bag grows limp and thin, till the treasure-

seeker asks employment of the goldsmiths. Though

the little Florentine be mad, he is a Hrst-rate crafts-

man ; indeed, his work is of surpassing excellence.

This work for Invad he does at nights; his days

he passes in the ruins ; till after six years, home-sick

and ill, be turns his back on Rome.

Soon after the treasure-seeker left Rome, Filippo

Brunaloschi arrived in Florence. Six years ere this

he and Donato had left their native city to study

classic art in Rome. At that time Filippo had been

held the cleverest young man in Florence. He was

of nolile birth on his mother's side, and his father's

family had been devoted to learning law and medi-

cine for generations; but as a child Filippo hated his

book, and loved to work with his hands. His father,

though grieved at the child's tastes, placed him with

file (luild of (iiildsmiths, and the lad soon became

first of his crai't. His were aimmg the first per-

spective drawings, and his views of the Piazza and

Palazzo Vecchio won him much fame. He was also

accounted a clever architect; and so great was his

eloquence in argument that Messer Paolo dal Pozzo

Toscanelli, the learned friend and counsellor of

Columbus, declared one might fancy oneself listen-

ing to a second Paul. At the competitions for the

bronze doors of the Baptistry, his work so nearly

equalled that of Ghiberti, that but for his generous

avowal that Lorenzo's was the best, the two would

have shared the honours between them. But the

beauty of Ghiberti's competition story proved to

Filippo that he could never be unrivalled in the field

of sculpture. His was a nature that could not brook

a rival, but it was neither envious nor unjust : he

acknowdcdgctl that Lorenzo's work was better than

his ; only—since he could not be the greatest Tuscan

sculptor—he resolved to be first among architects.

To this end he had gone to Rome, and with him

went his friend Donatello, each anxious to revive, in

his own art, the classic manner.

Either by chance or otherwise it happened that

just as Brunalesehi returned to Florence the super-

intendents of the works of the cathedral called a

concourse of architects and engineers to consider the

means by which the cupola could be built up. One

said one thing and one another, but the only person

who stated his case with clearness and confidence

was Filippo Brunalesehi. Yet either because he

was looked on as a visionary, or because that great

eloquence of his was remembered against him, his

argument carried no weight ; and for a time nothing

was decided, till, sickening of the delay, Filippo went

back to Rome. No sooner was he there than mes-

sengers from Florence bade him return and take the

work in hand. Still notliing was decided. Test

after test was demanded of him; proof after proof he

had to give of his ability ; so that more than twelve

years passed by before it was decided to entrust him

with the work ; and then, so small was the faith

placed in him, he was commissioned only to proceed

to the height of twelve braecia. Those interven-

ing years had been passed in study, and at forty-

two Brunalesehi had little achievement to point to.

Eighteen years earlier he and Ghiberti had been

in equal favour, but now Ghiberti was the man of

the hour. He had mui'h influence; the work that he

had undertaken he had done well—more than well

—perfectly ; whereas Filippo had little but talk to

show as the result of his studies, and a man who

does little and talks well is naturally suspected. The

syndics having commissioned Brunalesehi, began to

repent them of their rashness; they felt that they
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liatl let tliemselves be befuuleJ by his too ]HTsuaslvc

tongue, and in order that some one with a Htth'

common-sense might be connected with the building,

they appointed Ghiberti joint architect, and invested

the two with equal power. Brunalesehi was mad

with griefand rage ; he swore he would leave Florence,

and but for the persuasions of Donate and young

Luca della Robbia he would have destroyed the plans

and models that were the result of so many years

of work and thought. But wiser counsels prevailed,

and he set the work in hand.

blatters went on thus for three years, Eilippo's

friends declaring that the employment ol' Lorenzo

was a scandal, while Ghiberli's party maintained

that he was equal inventor of the metlmd, and was

at least as capable as his colleague of carrying on the

work. At last, when the walls had reached their full

height of twelve braccia, a day came when Filipj)o

did not go to the works. The masons had reached a

critical point ; the walls were finished, bat the chain

work, which was to strengthen them and bind the

eight sides together, had to be made before the vault-

ing of the dome could be begun. The buildere

awaiting their instructions went to Filippo's house,

past the Piazza degli Agli and opposite the church

of St. Michael Antinori. They found the house

in a great commotion ; servants were running to

and fro, heating plates and I'luths to relieve Messer

Brunalesehi from an attack of pleurisy. The archi-

tect was in bed groaning with pain and with his

head tied up. He could not think about domes

;

Lorenzo must see to the work. But Lorenzo

mounted the high horse of professional etiquette

;

he could not dream of giving important directions

while his colleague was absent. The builders and

masons, deprived of their wage, began complaining

bitterly :
" Lorenzo is good enough at drawing his

salary, but when it comes to work he is not so ready
;

what will become of us all if FiHppo die ? " " What

will become of the work if Filippo die ? " echoed the

townspeople, while Lorenzo's friends affirmed that

all that ailed Brunalesehi was grief that he knew

not how to proceed with his task. The foremen

visited Filippo time after time ; the architect's state

was unchanged ; he still tied up his head as an ease

to his lungs, and all he would say was, " Vou have

Lorenzo ; let him begin something for once." Still

Lorenzo entrenched himself behind his professional

etiquette. At last, the state of the works having

become a public scandal, the syndics and wardens

determined to visit the sick man. First they con-

doled with him on his sufferings, and then they told

him into what disorder matters had fallen. " What!

is not Lorenzo there ? " cries Filippo, with fevered

excitement. " Why does not he do something ?

Lidced, I cannot wonder at your complaints." " He

will not do anvthing wilimut V"U," answer llu'

wardens. " Ah !
" savs the invalid, smiling, mt 1

could do it well enough without him." Perhaps,

think the wardens, if it were not for the cicjth round

his head Messer Filli)iio would not look so very ill.

They g<i to his friends, and tell them that (jhibcrli is

to be withdrawn, and that Filip]io must be made to

get well ; and in a short while tlii' little man is nn the

draughty scaffold giving his orders and taking no

care of his lungs.

He lirmly resolved iu be rid of his colleague, so

to prove more conclusively Tjnrenzo's incom])etencc

he ])roposed that each should undertake a separate

portiiin of the work— ime the erection of the scaffolds

inside and out that were to enable the builders to

work in safety; the other the construction of the

chain-work which was to give the walls strength

to bear tlie weight of the great double dome, so

that, should either fall in, a part of the work might

be proceeded with. Lorenzo, though very unwil-

linglv, chose to construct the chain-work ; but so

poor and weak was his plan that on August 1;5, 1 123,

he was withdrawn, and Filiiqio appointed sole archi-

tect and superintendent.

He now threw his whole soul into bis work.

Difficulties arose only to be surmounted ; no detail

was forgotten, no accident unforeseen. The scaf-

folds were so safe and easy that to work on them

was like working on the earth ; the machines for

raising the heavy stones and bricks were of marvel-

lous ingenuity. There was quite a little town in the

dome, with wine-shojis and eating-shojis, that the

workmen might be saved the long, tiring descent,

and might remain at their jdace from tnorning till

evening. For the cupola itself he made many models,

with safe and easy staircases for its ascent, lighted

with windows both from within and without, and

with simple and ingenious water-conducts, till after

twenty-three years of building the dome was finished,

and in 144:5, when Filip])o was sixty-six, the first

stone of the surmounting lantliorn was laid. Filijjpo

knew then that he covdd Jiot hope to see his

great work cndeil, but he knew that his sujireme

effort had succeeded, and that he had raised the

largest and most beautiful dome in the world. But

perha])s he did not dream that after more than fcjur

hundred years the great red heart that he had given

Florence would still be the largest and loveliest

of cupolas, as it must always be the first double

dome, the earliest rai.«ed on walls or a "drum." Nor

is it the sole memorial that he left to Florence ; the

Pitti Palace, the church of San Spirito, the Hospital

of the Linocents—these are but a few of the treasures

that he found among the ruins and that he gave to

the world set in the pure gold of his own surpassing

genius. F. ^L\bel Robinson'.
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THE DART.

GALMPTON TO TOTNES.

IIE rivers of Jmiu'IiuuI

were long cele-

brated by the Muses.

In Spenser's epic

they are catalogned

ill true Homeric

fashion, and in Dray-

ton they fig'ure with

ampler grace and

character. Yet acci-

dent and poetic ca-

price have prevented

a kind equality in

the poets' favours, and the naiads of many streams

have cause to complain that flieir beauty and fasci-

nation are noisily advertised by guide-books rather

than dignified by the poet's verse. The Dart is

certainly of these ; it has neither been well sung, nor

worthily, whereas its companions have fared better.

On the whole, however, tlie Devonian sisterhood of

streams has not shared the good fortune of Words-
worth's Duddon and "Wye, of Severn and Avon, of

Trent and Ouse, or of Thames and Isis, with their

long and illustrious roll of singers from Spenser to

ST. PETROX.

Peacock. The poet who rightly should have wooed

the ethereal genius of the Dart had little taste for

such spiritual pursuits, and dreamed more of Cheap-

side, the Strand, or Whitehall, than of the romantic

river of Jlolne Chace. Court beauties were far from

Dean Prior, and rustic beauties much more kind to

Herrick than the nymiihs of the Dart were likely to

pi'ove. Even these, however, must have been a little

tiresome, or the poet would not .so have bemoaned

the discontent of his exile " in this dull Devonshire.'"

However this may be, it cannot be said that the

neglect of Herrick has been compensated by the

discriminating praise of the modern tourist. The

Dart is, in a certain sense, a recent discovery. The

popular love of comparison has subjected it to most

unhappy criticism. It has been christened "the

Englisli Rhine," a term as apposite as "the English

Beresina." This strange similitude was possibly

discovered by an admirer who despaired of doing

justice to the Devonshire river, or more probably

it originated in the infirm and reckless extravagance

of a very young tourist. The phrase is absurd and

unjust. It implies that the Dart is a mere replica

of the greater river, or it denies the strong and

A>-LA,N aA.RR,AU D
' GJsion'i-

THE DART AT GiLlTPTOT.
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peenliar indiviiluality of tlio Englisli stream. Oiilv

in the castled enlninee to Dartmouth harbour may a

fond fancy detect anything Rhine-like.

Between the mouth of the Dart and the granite

nionrland whence the cast Dart and the west flow,

the river jxisses through three well-marked phases.

From its source to the neighbourhood of Staverton

it glides or foams over granite boulders among the

bare hills, or roars in deep wooded glades; below this

point to Totnes Bridge it has a brief ])astoral exist-

ence until it meets with tidal inllucnces, when it

contracts and expands between a continuous suc-

cession of high rounded hills till it reaches the sea.

In the first of these phases it is comparable with

other Devonshire rivers, notably with the Teign, but

its tidal wftters are distinguished by a scenic character

of remarkable distinction and beauty. To appreciate

this as it deserves, to study faithfully the scenery of

a tortuous and many-bayed river, requires great

deliberation. The creeks and reaches seen afar off

from the crowded steamer are most worthy of the

affectionate interest of the explorer, whose more in-

timate knowledge will ripen into the finest poetic

associations. It is not enough to sail on the stream,

or take your skiff along the rocky margin and pene-

trate backwaters; still less will it serve to view the

shifting panorama from the steamer with the easily

persuaded excursionist. The hillsides and combes,

the tiny hamlets nestling in the ferny hollows or

smothered in orchards, the shore itself with its

rock}' promontories, pebbly beaches, and ooz}- flats,

all come under the river's changing influences and
form its rightful inheritance.

If the descent of a river gives the sense of swift

motion and an ever-opening horizon, the contrary

progress, being more deliberate, has even greater

charms. Nothing can be more full of quaint sur-

prise and the charm of the unexpected than the ap-

niE I'Aiii Al iiUTI.?HA.>[
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proacii

to Dart

-

ni ou t h

from the

sea. Tnere is

nothing to indi

cate the vicinity

of an ancient seaport,

with a stirring his-

tory and rich in ro-

mantic memories, save

the grey and battered

old fortress that
guards the narrow

channel. Shut in be-

hind the steep hills

on the west side of the lake-like harbour into

which this channel leads, Dartmouth lies as if in

ambush, ready to strike at the enemy—Sjianiard or

Frenchman—that ran the gauntlet of the two
castles : a snug, compact little town, which its

brave inhabitants found easy to hold and defend, as

Prince ]\Iaurice discovered on a memorable occasion.

The true glory of Dartmouth is Elizabethan, and

like other Devonshire ports it is intimatclj- associated

with expeditions against the Spaniards and wild

ventures in the New "World, ^"ery recently both

Plymouth and Tavistock have delighted to honour

the memory of Drake, but Dartmouth has yet a duty
to perform towards the great hvdrogra])hcr and

traveller. Sir Humphrey (iilbert. Until recently

the town of Dartmouth was admii-ably preserved

from the profane hands of the imjn-over. From
the castle, and the curious old church of St. Petrox

—shown in the initial of this article—to the heights

of ^Fount Boone, the town had been scarcelv en-

larged for centuries. All its more excellent features,

its noble church of St. Saviour's, its beautiful carved
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timber liousos with tliuir grey slated fronts, ami its

g'eneral air of extreme anticinity, were admiral)!/

preserved. Even now there is more distinction and

beauty in Dartmouth than in any other Devonshire

port, but schemes of embankinents threaten to mar

its atfraetive water-side. On the quay s<iine modern

shops of hideous effrontery are at present the only

discord in the perfect and exquisite harmony of the

grey old town, whose asj^eet of old-fashioned calm so

finely contrasts with the shipping and yachts and

training-ships that animate the haven at its feet.

A little above Dartmouth on the hills eastward

is Greenway, or in strict Devonian speech, Greena-

way, the birthplace of that high and daring spirit,

Sir Humphrey Gilbert, who "to his great charge and

hazard, being but a younger brother," fitted out those

expeditions to America that foinnled the Newfound-

land fisheries. His third and most disastrous voyage

was undertaken in 1.5S3, under the auspices of the

newly-formed Muscovy Company, when, after having

sailed up tlie St. Lawrence, he encountered a terrible

storm, which left him with two vessels only, the

Guillen. Hind of forty tons and the Si/ii/nrl of ten.

In the smaller ship, as Prince says in his " Worthies

of Devon," "the general, notwithstanding many per-

suasions to the contrary, must needs go himself."

Voyaging homeward both crews were dismayed by

a dreadful apparition on the water, like a roaring

lion whose appalling- voice prophesied their fatal end.

During the storm tiiat ensued and hnally engulfed

them, their gallant commander encouraged his men
with the memorable words, " We are so near to

heaven here at sea as at land," until they perished.

And through his example, as Prince says, and the

subsequent spread of civilisation and Christianity in

the neighbouring lands, the power of that dreadful

apparition is chained, and he no longer frights the

sailor with his roaring. Thus Humphrey Gilbert con-

quered the Prince of Darkness as well as added to

her Majesty's dominions.

In the first five miles above Dartmouth it is very

curious to note the lingering influences of that port,

the peculiar marine character of the little villages

near the river. One of the most interesting of these

inland havens is the subject of our first illustration.

(iaJmpton is a little boat-building hamlet at the head

of a reach on the right bank of the river, which here

widens considerably. It is an excellent illustration

of the attractions in which the Dart abounds, but

which are wholly overlooked by the chance excur-

sionist, as they lie far away from the steamer's course.

]\Ir. Barraud's drawing gives a vivid and compre-

hensive picture of the manifold beauties of Galmpton.

Here, as in other drawings of the Dart, the artist has

deliberately chosen Ihose aspects of the river which

are less familiar, though assuredly not less worthy

of note, than others that have become as frequent and

multiplied as photograi)hs. In Galmpton the marine

and rural elements are singularly mingled. The

little quay is encumbered with timber, and about

it are the various appliances of a shiji-yard in minia-

ture. Around it are limestone quarries and wooded

hills ; while inland the long coil of deejJ lanes,

among ajiple-orchards, may be followed till ths bare

hills overlooking Torbay are reached. Galmpton is

one of the many sweet little nooks, full of bright

greenery and homely repose, that minister the most

unsuspected charm to all who suddenly take in their

beauty with a fresh surprise. Nearly opposite, and

near a narrowing of the stream, is the village of

Dittisham, a paradise of plum-trees and a place of

fame in the whole country, for plums are almost as

hard to produce in Devonshire as cherries. In our

picture a characteristic of the lower Dart is well

shown in the narrow stream between two rocky

and wooded promontories, and, above it, a wider ex-

panse overlooked by some rounded hills, whose culti-

vated slopes exhibit a tine example of the " farmy

fields " the cockney poet sang too effusively. At

this point the voyager who engages the ferryman's

service announces his desire by striking a bell in-

stead of the time-honoured cry, "Over!"
Above Galmpton the right l:)ank of tlie Dart con-

tinues to ])resent more interest than the more cul-

tivated left. A few yards beyond that liaven is a

verj' lonely and l)eautiful recess in the stream backed

by a disused quarry, finely contorted and exceedingly

rich in colour and deep in tone, with some fir-erowned

heights beyond—the whole quite lost to the river-

voyager. Hence the stream skirts lofty wooded

hills whose base is formed of rocks exquisite in tone,

rich with lichen, fern, and samjdiire, with ash and

oak of singular form rooted among them. Oppo-

site the thatched roofs and grey churcli towers of

Ditti.sham the margin of the stream, tliougli still

wooded, changes its character ; occasional inlets are

seen leading to deep green combes, pastoral peeps into

the upper country. The rocks become more lami-

nated, a rich plum-colour above, pale green below

the water-line, and upon the oozy flats, if low water,

gulls and herons are busy, or a solitary cormorant is

fishing in mid-stream. Tlie next reacli or backwater

above Galmpton leads to tlie village of Stoke Gabriel,

some of whose outlying cottages, together witli por-

tions of an old mill and dam, are shown on the

next page. The salmon-nets here pictured are less

a feature of the Dart than they formerly were.

Overlooking the little creek is the village of Stoke
|

Gabriel at the junction of two valleys, with its

'

church on a hill—the whole almost invisible from

the river. Following the small stream, whose waters ,'

are dammed for the use of a mill above the village,
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tlie ooiintv}' is a wililcrness of nreliards nnd olil qii;ii--

ries that bleml must harmoniously.

The sinuous course of the stream, its ever-vary-

inr;;' width and volume, the continuous succession of

hills on hoth sides, yive varied beauty and aduiiral)lc

effects of contrast as Totnes is neared. The woods

of Sharpliam, on the left hank, are familiar to every

tourist in Devonshire. The <^reat semi-cirque of

these wof)ded hills is remarkable for the dense sombre

mass of foliage and the extreme regularity of its

outline, which looks as if the gardener's shears, and

not nature, had clipped the lofty woods. It is

popularly regarded as the most beautiful scene on

the river, and has been so long viewed with the

determined prejudices of the sightseer that it will

probably be for ever over-rated. In truth, it is a

little depressing and a great deal monotonous. It is

end of a leafy vista the lofty tower of the church

rises in the valley, backed by the blue distance of the

moor. Nothing more is visil>lc until the island below

the bridge is reached. There is no scattered and

dismal faubourg of modern villas, no invasion of the

green hills and meadows that surround the town,

which is seen all at once or not at all. From the

island the river lapses along peaeefully between

the lofty hills, whose rich green is mii'mred in its

w.aveless depth ; its tidal force is here well-nigh

spent, and its character changes to a brief sluggish

course among green ]iastures. Above a wide and

rich valley the town of Totnes ascends the hill from

the river-side, the tower of the church dominating

the quaint irregular lines of houses and the far

course of the gleaming river.

From the island, once beneath the river but

BACKWATER AT STOKE GABEIEL

move massive and gloomy than the wooded sloj)es of

Clieveden and the beechen heights near Bisbam, but

the Thames excels the Dart scene in all picturesque

essentials, and is incomparably more beautiful in

colour and line, in ethereal and delicate conforma-

tion. From the hills a little above Sharpham the

coin-se of the river to Totnes, with a distant view of

that town on the hillside overlooking the stream,

and the distant ridge of Dartmoor, form a rich and

verdurous picture. The first sight of Totnes is one

of the most striking scenes on the river ; at the

SALMON NETS.

now a i)leasant

gro\'e, the bridge

is gained and

tlio long street that leads up-hill to the church

and castle. !^^any fine specimens of Elizabethan

architecture are still existing in Totnes, near the

east gate and in Chui-eh "Walk. The town of

Totenays, as Sir W. Pole calls it in his " De-

scription," is quite as ancient as Dartmouth,

and it has the aspect and mournful charm of

places once dignifleil by greatness n^w forlorn.
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Portions of the town are so touehed with age, so siveness, but the pinnacles and decorative work have

full of a slumberous sense of antiquity, that no been treated with unusual tenderness and reverence,

one need be surprised that it was once a Trojan For once the restorer is not the " improver," and

colony. The Trojans and Phcenieians are a little in deserves the commendation of artists. To transform

disrepute just now as Damnonian colonists, but if the precincts of the castle into trim garden walks

tluy

t\n ti it- - •

lickul ni tin Ml t u

alald, Totui s must hive

been a convenient emporium

do not find the people have preserved the

exact first footjjrint of Brutus when he lan<k'd

here, but the natives had not the nice sense of his-

torical verities, as the Erixham folk in commemorat-

ing the advent of a much more modern hero. The

castle and church, however, afford interesting testi-

mony in tlicir way of the jiast glories of Totnes.

The formrr is, perhaps, rather too much of a

TOTNES FROM THE HILLS.

IS

another

matter, and

does not help to dignify what remains of the Nor-

man stronghold. But the site commands the whole

town and country eastward, and consequently is

show-place, and the latter is being restored witli persistently assailed and carried by bands of excur-

a mrideratiiin that is quite miraculous. The rugged sionists, eager for "the view" that rewards their

time-eateu red sandstone tower has lost its impres- aspirations. J. A. Blaikie.

"THE BURIAL OF ATALA."
FkOM the l^ICTURE BY GUSTAVE CoUETOIS.

CHATEAUBRIAND'S eloquent romance is not so

popular nowadays as it was some fifty or sixty

years since, when Rousseau was still a name to con-

jure with, and Byron a prodigious influence. The

emphasis, fke sentimental rhodomontade, now potent

in art, is ol' another type than that of " Atala " and
" Rene :

" it affects the society of what is called

"realism," and is presented as the peculiar expression

of nature and truth in "Germinal" and "Mme.
Bovary ;

" and " Atala," for all its admirable literary

quality, is to most men only a name and a date in

ffisthetie history. It will not, therefore, be super-

fluous to note that the subject of M. Courtois' pic-

turesque and conscientious work is the inhumation

(often painted before), by Chactas and the Hermit,

of the mortal spoils of the beautiful and hapless

Atala, "sous Farchc du pont naturel, a I'entree des

Bocages de la Mort." If the picture does no more

than send a certain number of our readers to the

original, it will still have done enough.
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DRAWING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

MR. RU NCIMAN'S ai-tic-lc in the March number

of The INIagazine of Aut has called atten-

tion to a subject which is as important as it is mis-

understood. That article sets forth materials of

two kinds : fact and criticism. The facts are useful

and interesting; the criticism is interesting too, but

some of it seems unjust, and it certainly leads to

deductions that are opposed not merely to the most

respectable opinion extant upon the cpiestion, but to

an overwhelming mass of fact and testimony.

]\Ir. Runciman tells us that " a great deal of

money is spent on the teaching of drawing in ele-

mentary schools." No doubt ; but there remains

the striking fact, officially stated in the Thirtieth

Report of the Science and Art Department, that in

seventy-five per cent, of our elementary schools draw-

ing is uot taught at all. Nobody acquainted with the

facts, however, can doubt that the system of teach-

ing at present in vogue is a vicious one, from wliich

thoroughly satisfactory results cannot reasonably be

expected; and the chief use of Mr. Runciman's little

exposition is that it proves in some sort how very

vicious the system is. But he has related his ex-

periences, stated his facts, and drawn his conchisions

in such a way as to induce in the mind of the lay

reader an impression that the sooner we cease to

teach drawing in Board schools tlie better will it tie

for pupils, teachers, parents, and ratepayers. The

sum and sulistance of what he says is that most of

the money now spent in teaching drawing in Board

schools is wasted ; that about 200,000 children are

" occupied every week in smearing paper
;

" that

" ninety per cent, of the children who learn are in-

capable of receiving any real art training
;

" that

unless "trained specialists" are employed to teach,

and unless "all unpromising jnipils" are weeded out,

" the teaching of drawing in Board schools is an

error;" and he attempts to back this up with his

own very suggestive and instructive experiences, and

by sketching in extremely dark shades and heavy

outlines the scrawls and smears and smudges-^the
" farcical performances " which he says are the main

outcome of Board School drawing. Further, he ap-

pears as a special pleader for the teachers : " The

average elementary schoolmaster is admirably dex-

terous at his own proper work, but he cannot possibly

be a good art-instructor." Wliy not? The elemen-

tary schoolmaster's " own proper work " is teaching
;

and there is really no reason why he should not

be taught lo teach drawing as successfully as he is

tauo'ht to teach reading and writiny'.

The truth is that these views are based upon

an ancient but preposterous misconception—namely,

that drawing per .se is not worth teaching unless the

pupil has a natural gift for it. It might be argued

quite as reasonably that unless a boy has a special

aptitude for writing it is useless to train him in the

making of pot-hooks and hangers. As a matter of

fact, liowever, in the ]iractical crafts by which the

bulk of the people gain a living, a knowledge of

simjih' drawing is of more substantial importance

than the ability to write ; and as a lad who can

write better than his school-fellows stands a better

chance than they of getting a berth in a counting-

house, so another who can draw even a little will

make a lietter carpenter than those who cannot draw

at all. Rather late in the day we have found this

out. The discovery was the mainspring of the

system of national art-training ; the knowledge of it

is the impelling force of the great movement for

technical instruction which is now iu full swing.

So long as the industrial prosperity of England

depended merely upon the spread of railways, the

multiplication of steam-ships, the stream of s])lendid

mechanical inventions, and the increased quantity

and cheapness of production which resulted therefrom,

the influence of elementary art teaching upon manu-

factures and upon national taste could be ignored, and

to the great loss of this country it was ignored. But

that state of things has almost wholly passed away.

Our Continental competitors nowadays buy our ma-

chinery, or themselves make as good ; and the pinch

of competition is felt at this time not merely in the

cost but also in the taste of production. The great

nations of Europe had a sharper eye to the future

than we. For thirty years have they devoted them-

selves to this question of elementary art teaching ;

and in nearly all the elementary schools of the Con-

tinent drawing is not merely taught but is, and

for long has been, compulsory. And the results are

so striking, so beneficial throughout the range of in-

dustry and manufacture, that our own Royal Com-

mission appointed to inquire into the facts some

years ago, when the truth could no longer be gain-

said, has just recommended that drawing should he

"incorporated with writing as a single elementary

subject" cominilsory in all primary schools, and that

it should be continued throughout the standards. The

London School Board, indeed, in rejecting that reso-

lution mentioned by ^Ir. Runciman, in which a lady

proposed that only those children should be taught

drawing who showed " reasonable aptitude," acted
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witli souiiil sense, and in conformity with the tea-di-

\ui^ nf the enormous weight of evidence furnished

liy the reiKirt of the Royal Commission, and of a

world of independent testimony and experience be-

sides. Tlic report being a Blue-book of five volumes,

few persons have read or will read it. But if any-

body who thinks with ^Ir. Kunciman has doubts

aliouf wliat I have here briefly stated, let him dip

into only the tirst and thiixl volumes.

I have had oecasion to study this matter f(ir

some years, and considering what is set fdith in

the Blue-books and wdiat may be seen and heard

on every hand by any one who chooses to enquire,

I feel that ]\Ir. Euneiman has not only overstated

his case, but has stated some things which are

so unreasonable and so much at variance with the

mass of experience and fact, that they must be met
with the direct negative. In common with every

authority, I believe that not ten but one hundred per

cent, of the children are capable of usefully receiving

instruction in drawing ; that for this purpose we do

not require " trained specialists " as distinct from the

trainal general teacher; and that, so far from the

teaching of drawing in Board schools being an error,

it is both right and in the strongest sense needful.

It is easy, of course, to be satirical, as jNIr. Run-
ciman is, about the first essays of little boys and
girls with their pencils; but it would be quite as

easy and quite as just to contemn their first attempts

with their pens. There must be a beginning, and
persistent practice, in the one as in the other art,

and in both success depends very largely on the

teacher and the system. I think much of Mr.
Ruueiman's severity would have been better l)e-

stowed upon the teachers than upon the taught

;

for on his own showing they liave some short-

comings to answer Inr, whilst there is too much
reason to fear that masters and mistresses in ele-

mentary schools are themselves often to blame for

the feebleness and smeariness of which he complains:

they neglect the drawing in favour of subjects which
bring them better iiecuniary results. I have before

me evidence that in some schools the time allotted to

drawing in the programme, though in itself insufli-

cient, is only partially emiiloyed in that subject—

a

fact which does not ap])ear in the papers of the

schools, and for which, of course, not the pupils nor

the system but the teachers are responsible.

That the system, however, is vicious, there can

be no doubt; and, as I have said, ^fr. Runcinian has

done good service in showing this. The School

Board is manifestly right in insisting that drawing
shall be taught. But there weighs upon it also the

responsibility of seeing that it is taught properly,

and until this is recognised the Board must expect

to meet with irresponsible criticism, with the o]iposi-

tion of ratepayers prone to regard the means rather

than the end, and with the annoyance of resolutions

moved by lady-members who do not know much
about the riiatter in hand. The system in vogue is

utterly unscientific, but it is not peculiar to Board

schools. It is a growth of ages of ineptitude, and

it has been fostered by generations of those dilettanti

formalists called drawing-masters, and by the customs

at South Kensington and in the art-schools thereto

allied. But in South Kensington a glimmer has at

last appeared, and reforms are promised. What those

reforms should be, and in what ways they affect

art-teaching in elementary schools, I shall explain

in a future article. Hauky V. Bakxett.

A PAINTER OF CHILDREN.

IT was in Berlin, at the Exliiliition of iS'rZ, that the

name of Ludwig Knaus first became conspicuous

in the world of art by a picture which occupied the

place of honour in the large room of the gallery. Its

salient eharacteristies were an originalitycontemptuous
of all tradition, and a remorseless energy of character-

isation, in beauty and in ugliness alike. These qualities

are the test of the master ; so that it is easy to re-

cognise his work, and to comprehend and detinc the

scope and function of his art.

Knaus, like bis rivals, Vautier and Defregger,
was a rebel against convention. Like Vautier, he
studied at Diisseldorf, under the somewhat jejune and
monotonous influence of Sohn and Schadow ; and like

Vautier, he separated himself from his masters, and

joined the younger mendjers, who, under Lessing and

Webber, were protesting against the academic in-

fluence. The school, which at one time represented,

somewhat tamely and sentimentally, the art of (Jer-

niany, had sunk into a weakly and mannered de-

cadence \\hose expression was composed of stereo-

typed figures and situations or of a cheap and shallow

morality. Knaus was by nature a " naturalist,"

and he strove to paint what he saw, for a time

even exaggerating ugliness to escape from the

finnieking prettiness that distinguished his school.

His first picture was painted in defiance of all

the dogmas of Diisseldorf, and moved one critic to

call the painter " a sans-eulotte genius." The nick-

name is unjust. Knaus is no sans-culottc ; he is a
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Inic liiiiiu.'ly (irrniaii uIki IkiIcs tlie artilicial as iiidst

(iorniaiis do. He ma}- now he ron^arck'd as the head

of the Diisseldorf school in its second phase of: de-

H'
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/

A PEASANT BOY.

{Dvaifii h>j l^iiiJirnj Kuans.)

T-

vclojiincnt. He may also l)e re!.fanli'd as having done

for Gennan art what Fritz Renter did for its litera-

ture : set forth, that is, with o'ood-humoured satire,

simple methods, and amiahle frankness of exjiression

the )ieeuliarities of the solid, stolid, slow-witted, hut

hy no means stupid or wholly ImnK.iurless Oei-man

peasant. Thaidcs to Auerhaeh, peasant tales had

come into fashion when Knaus he^-an to j^aint ; and

it is more than prohahle that the artist was not (piite

unaffected hy an iiilluenee so much in harmony with

his own mental characteristics. But it is an impor-

tant jioint, and one that must never be lost sight of,

that while ho is a thoroughly German painter in his

choice of theme antl mode of mental treatment, he

is indebted to a ^'cry considerable degree to Prance
for his technical jiraetice and accomplishment. For

many years he resided in the French capital study-

ing under the best masters, a fact his countrymen
would gladly ignore. To this training he owes it that

his fame is not merely German but cosmopolitan.

As a French critic has well said :
" If it be at all

possible for a man to have two fatherlands, Knans
is the man: he is French with his mind, German
with his heart." When a Frenchman after 1S70
s])eaks thus of a German, we may be pretty sure

that he is not guilty of exaggeration. All the same

it must not be forgotten that before going to I'aris

Knans had already struck the keynote of his indivi-

dual talent, and that so strongly that he was obliged

to go forth from Germany, which in those days

looked with even greater suspicion than now on

any person dejiarting ont of the established track,

and measured whatever is personal and original by

a standard at once pedantic and conventional.

The story of Ludwig Knaus's life is altogether

tranfpiil and fortunate. Nature and circumstances

were at one to caress him. He had no obstacles

to overcome, nothing to do l)ut paint his best and

think his pleasantest within the limitations pecu-

liar to his talent. The son of an artisan, he was

born at Wiesbaden (October 10, 1S29), and grew

ii]i ill poverty and a petty and paltry environment.

His artistic sense was nourished only in the natural

world about him and the prints in the booksellers'

windows. From babyhood upwards he delighted

in drawing, and his parents always seem to have

S.f'-''/"^K < ~ v^ -
—
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NUKSE AND NUESELINO.

(Drairn 6y lAitlwig Kuans.)

enconraged his liking, and to have resolved that art

should lie his line of life. While VL't a mere lad

he was sent to the Academy of Hiisseldorf. Here



A PAINTER OF CHILDREN.
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• Vt.Ml-.K AFl-AMt; n'a POINT Ii'OKKILLES.

"

(Painted by Ljidiriri Enaiis. From the Etchitpj hy A. Gilbert.)

Ins inclinati,.n and ability -ained l,i,n friend, and at Dusseldovf, was au anticipation of tlio«e since
won lum ac(.ri)tanc.- from tlio fir.-;t. lie uasird no painted in Paris and Rerliii.
time iu tentative efforts. His first pietiuv, painted Tiu-re is always a theme or story in Knaus's works.
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and this, the sciTct of his popularity, lias placed him

among the first of living- genre-painters. His mate-

rial is the life of men, and especially of those of the

humbler classes, their joy and sorrow, their work and

play, their vices and virtues. Like most delineators

of the peasant in art and literature alike, he considers

them from an optimistic, slightly idealised point of

view: with none of the solemn earnestness that dis-

tinguishes the work of J.-F. iNIillet, but with some

comprehension of the reverse of the medal.

It was in 1853 that Knaus quitted Diisseldorf

for Paris. Before leaving, however, he had finished

some pictures which in tone and treatment still

rank among his best. These include " The Fire in

the Village," " The Funeral Procession through the

Wood," and "The Thief at Market." A tendency

to exaggerate, to lay on his effects too heavily (a

very German fault), was modified by Knaus's residence

in Paris. It lasted seven years, and was followed

by a year-long stay in Italy, which produced uo

impression upon him at all.

In Imperial Paris, with its cosmopolitan tone

in all artistic matters, Knaus's talents found gene-

rous recognnition , anr1 his Juffelers " was one of

the features of the Salon of 1855. In Paris, too,

were painted his " Day after the Feast in a Vil-

lage Tavern," his " Shoemaker's Apprentices," his

"Ventre Affame n'a Point d'Oreilles," his "Golden

Wedding," his "Christening," and " Child Gathering

Flowers"—the three last familiar in endless repro-

ductions of every kind. A less important picture,

"A Scene in the Tuileries Gardens," is the work

that rej>resents him in the gallery of contemporary

painters at the Luxemburg.

After a while Knaus began to find—or fancy

he found—his inspiration thinning and his mate-

rial running o\it. His peasant maids, he thought,

were getting touched with Parinii/r — the subtle

essence which Nestor Roqueplou discovered and

analysed ; and with this fear upon him he struck

his tents and decamped. After some hesitation as

to site, he settled in Berlin. His first years there

were marked by a curious decadence in his art.

It was as if the Prussian atmosphere had proved

noxious to its primary qualities of simplicity and

directness. Happily he was aware of this, and in

lSli5 he once more struck his tents and returned to

Diisseldorf. From that moment his art assmned new
vigour. Here he painted, besides other well-known

works, his three fnpilavort, which emphasise what

may be regarded as the three sides of his genius,

his love for children, his humorous portrayal of jiea-

s;int life, his rare power of dramatic i)resentation.

Tiiese are " The Children's Festival," "His Serene

Excellency r>i Vni/iiiii'." and "The Funeral."

"The Cliildren's Festival" w;is paintt^d twice.

once realistically, and again with rococo properties

as a sort of pictorial jest. It is a charming pic-

ture, breathing physical gaiety and satisfaction,

instinct with the happy easy spirit of country life.

"His Serene Excellency en Voyage" is a bit of

humour that would not have disgraced Hogarth, so

shrewd are its insight into character and its expres-

sion of national peculiarities. The scene is some-

where in pre-Bismarckian Ciermany. His Serene

Excellency, making the round of his minute domi-

nions, has come upon a certain village whose chief

men, headed by the schoolmaster and his flock, come

f(irth to welcome the father of his people. His

Serenity is accompanied by two flippant adjutants;

but we can see that the villagers consider their sove-

reign, as one of another and a better race, with almost

religious reverence. The burgomaster is nearly ex-

piring with fear of the dread moment when he must

o])en his mouth in the set speech that has been so

anxiously prepared. The schoolmaster at the head of

his charges, who will presently burst into a nasal ren-

dering of the national hymn, is a type of modesty and

servility, of moral excellence and mental limpness,

from the bald crown of his head to the tips of his

coimtry-made boots ; but while we laugh at him we

pity and like. The children, some twenty in number,

are delightful in variety and naturalness of expres-

sion. One boy displays his reverence in a fit of

nervous weeping, while another approves his loyalty

by administering a jobation to the first, and a third

is moved to even greater loutishness than is his wont.

The girls are better equal to the occasion. They gape

in mild wonder, but they do their staring more grace-

fully and less obtrusively, and their nervousness is

not without a certain charm. The only villager not

awestruck and dumbfoundered by the honour of the

visit is a dog, who runs across the road, barking

loudly. In this picture can be studied Knaus's ex-

cellence in composition. The eye turns naturally to

the principal figure. His Serenity, towards whom
all heads are directed, and who is the centre of

everybody's thoughts. There is no division or diver-

sion of interest to side scenes and secondary incidents,

a peculiarity distinctive of all Knaus's work, which

is always well composed and well balanced. In his

" Funeral " there is a touching note of tragedy. It

is east in a winter landscape under an ashen sky.

In the courtyard of the house of death the snow

lies deep; and here are assembled the funeral train.

The chief mourner, an old man whose dearest has

been taken from him, broken in spirit, crushed with

sorrow, totters down the steps of his desolate home.

The school children are singing a chorale ; it is evi-

dent he does not hear it. A young woman looks up -

at him with a face of true pity; some of the by-

standers are indifferent, some are merely curious.
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But the artist does not suffer tlie eye Id lie dis- seriousness and i;-aiety. Il is s.^lilmn, I should ucite,

tracted from the main iimi'if. It falls first upuu llic that Knaus paints pictures so erowded aud s) full

gruesome Llaek coffin, a\id is carried thence f.i the as this. By ]n-efereniT he deals with j^'ronps td' not

chief mourner, aud so to the vital point of the sctnic. more than two or three lin'ures, aud il is pcidiaps in

There is no element of relief, no suggestion of the these that his ])eculiar gcuitis for focusing a pasS'

ideal, no touch of the liojje heyoud the grave.

But it is not often that Knaus is thus dark of

mood. Another examjde, " Behind the Scenes,'' is

perhaps more characteristic of his achievement tlian

"The Funeral." It is a j)icturc of strollers which

has few equals in modern art. The clown, his face

painted into comic lines, is feeding the baby; in

front the performance goes on ; to the right a

country gallant is dallying with the j)layer queen
;

the whole an admiralde confusion of squalor and

4
•IS. v

\v

A STUDY.

(.Diaien by Ludiriy Knaus.)

ing psycliological moment is best ex]iresscd. His

I'hildren arc al\va\"s iiiimilaiilc, so aniiabU' droll, so

didiciously ingenuous, so al)solult'ly uiicnnv<'nliona!.

Such, for instance, the bcg-gar boy who lias stolen

some carrots and laughs with glee over hisliootv;

such the elder sister nursing her younger bnither, and

like the good little housewife she is, knits giavelv

the while, to her nurseling's immense despite;

such the tu(i shoemaker apprenfices, one airing' his

master's baby, the otlu'r sent <in an errand, aud both

])rel'erring to kill time by ]ila v-

ing cards. The.se scenes and

their like are all so natural

they seem fanuliar; you can-

not refrain from an imjires-

.'iou tliat you have seen them

somewhere before.

Deuatm'alised nature or

sophisticated man have no

jilace in Knaus's pictorial

cosmos. Neither has he

evolved (like his artistic rivals

Defregger and ^ autier) a

conventional type of face

for use at certain moments

and in certain connections

i.nd situations. He is always

novel and fresh. He has a re-

tentive memory for form and

expression, and his object is

to catch III/ rif the var\ing

shades of human emotion.

Strength and dejith of indi-

vidualisation is the corner-

stone of his art ; tlie interest

of his work is an interest a])art

from that of jiaint. Indeed,

his colour, as with most Ger-

mans, is his weak ])oint. It

is heavy, wanting in sjiarklc

and richness alike, often

meagre, sometimes crude. As
a Frencli critic has well re-

marked in the (i(i:cHi' ifcx

Beaii.v-Ar/s, Kiiaiis will never

be numbered with "les vir-

tuoses de la touche. ^ et all

the same he will always take

rank with artists of the first

class by reason of liis merits

as a jiainter of expression."

i( .<^^h

-• U-:i'i ''.. \ \

{ v,!?^S-.', .111}
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If lu. lui.l |Kiintr,l iiotliin- but his early " Juu-u.I.ts adminicle arau<>-l,tsman, but, his aniwiiio: is at times

in a Ham" and his recent "Peasants in Couneil/' careless; his forms are often angular; too fre(|uently

wl» tt

he would still have proved himself a master of aeen- his costumes seem bodiless if uot empty. All his

rate, shrewd, and delicate oliservation. As our si)e- attention is devoted to facial expression.

cimens will show, he is within certain limits an Lonf^ years ago, to Prussianise the arts and make
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the Prussian capital an artistic centre, it was pro- municahie ; it has settled him, too, once more in an

poseil that a number of ateliers on the French system environment not wholly eong-enial. Still, what he

should be opened in Berlin. In 187-4 two such now is, that he will remain all iiis life long^, an atl-

studios were established, and the direction of one was mirable delineator of elementary human emotions,

confided to Knaus. It has not been popular or a kindly satirist of human weakness, a sympathetic

useful : the master^s art is too individual to be com- sjaectator of human griefs. Helen Zim.mern.

FEMALE HEAD-GEAR.
MEDIEVAL.

A f'C'ORDING to Pojie,

--L\- the toilet is a com-

]ilete reliii'ion, havinj;' an

altar, a priestess, and an

object of adoration, saered

rites, votive offerings, and

attendant sprites, presided may be

over by Azazel, fallen and advantagi

was no individual iicculiarity to have the hair divided

intii a series of regularh twisted locks, for it ol)-

tained amonsst lioth

-THE CHIN-CLOTir.

men and women of

Teutonic race for cen-

turies. Tliis fashion

studied to

in the

impenitent. It behoves kings and queens of

us, therefore, to apjiroach some chessmen of the

these mysteries with can- Thirteenth Century,

tion, lest we fall into the found in the Isle of

error of the Ei)icurean poet, who, rashly opening the Lewis in 1831, and

door of a Roman boudoir, beheld the priestess bald now in the Medieval

and wiglcss. Room at the British

That line feathers make line birds wotild seem an Museum,
axiom in this religion, and its devotees do not appear Under the C'arlo-

to be jiartirular from whence the feathers come. The
Roman ladies dressed their heads with the ruddy locks

of the women of the ("atti or the

III.— "ROSSES LIKK HOKNED BEASTS.

Sicambri, or the blonde tresses of

the Gauls and the Belgians. Some-

times, as Poppaea, they produced

the same effect by wearing hair

powdered with gold-dust. A bust

is said to exist of the wife of

Lucius Verus from which the

peruke was made to take off, its

use being, it is supposed, to try

the effect of her head-dresses. It

must have been in frequent re-

quisition if she was as great a

devotee of fashion as the wife

of Marcus Aurelius, who is said

to have had three hundred head-

dresses in the space of nineteen

years.

Hefner-AUeneck gives a female

head of the Ninth Century whose
snake-like locks could only have

been produced by some unguent,

and it is the more probable as it

.3.34

TWELFTJI fENTlIBY

vingians, women wore a circlet, and the hair being

parted in the middle of the foreliead was renderrd

wavy over the tcmjilcs, and allowed

to fall like a mane as low as their

waists. This style prevailed even

in the Eleventh Century, for

William the Norman, furious at

being rejected by ^latilda of Flan-

ders, seized the scornful damsel

by her long hair, dragged her

about the room, beat her well, and

finally threw her on the ground.

During the Twelfth Century

women of rank twisted or plaited

their hair into two long tresses,

which descended to their hips.

An example may be seen in the

western door of Rochester Cathe-

dral, in an effigy of Adela, second

wife of Henry i. (1121). Some-
times they twisted these twin

tresses together by means of nar-

row ribbons, which passed iii'st

round one tress, then round both,

and next round the other, and so
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on (ii.)- At other times thoy ensliriii.'d tlicm in silken

cases of variegated colours, which reached nearly to

their feet. A coffin of this time was found, in IS:',!),

in the ah])ey-chureh ol' liomsey, whii-h had contained

a female body. All had entirely decayed hut two

jilaited tails of hair eighteen inches in length.

These long plaits appear to have been a very

general fasliion in England, France, and Germany ;

but in 1170 the women in France began to wear

their hair on their shf)ulders, under very transparent

veils. The two jilaits were crossed behind the neck,

and maintaiui'd by a band that went over the front

hair, a wide Ijandage was then passed over the crown

and under the chin, and fastened at the side with a

]]in. Over all was thrown a veil made of veiy tine

linen, often embroidered with gold. A coronet or

circlet completed this singular head-dress. Toward

1225, though the veil was often replaced by a lirini-

less hat, called the chaperon, the iiiealonitici-e, or

chiu-eloth, was almost universally worn (i.). In

France, towards tlie middle of the Thirteentli Cen-

tury, it was worn by all classes and conditions of

women, and in Germany, during the later half of the

same century ;
but it was not quite universal, as we

may see by the iigvnvs of the queens in the remark-

able set oF chessmen already refei'red to as belonging

to the Thirteenth (V'ntiuy. llowexer, each queen

has her hand to her cheek, as if slie were suffering

from toothaclie, the result of leaving off her chin-

cloth. This singular wear was used as described

until the beginning of the Fourteenth Century, when

there was a change in its form caused by the fashion

of wearing the liack hair, or chignon, in a net. The

chin-cloth, enlarged in the ujiper part and spread

over a portion of the chignon, was without pleats,

and made of a material double as thick as before, and

drawn very tight. A poet of the time commiserates

the ladies whose heads were thus bomid up, and he

describes this iiii'uhm ii'iere as a towel nailed to their

chins and fastened to their two horns of real or false

hair bv half a pcjrringer of pins.

Towards the end of the Thirteenth Century in

France, under Philip the Fair, the head-dress was

nothing more than a simjile arrangement of the hair.

This mode came from Italy, where simple and ele-

gant head-di'cssing was the fashion during the Middle

Ages. In the lirst style adopted the parting jiassed

over the head from one ear to the other, the front

jHirtiiin of the hair being carried to the forehead and

frizzed, while the latter part was divided into two

long plaits, which, being crossed over the neck, were

made to meet again at the top of tbe forehead, and

formed a diadem of hair.

A rather i urinus arrangement of the hair came
into vogue in l;');5(l. The hair was parled in tlie

middle, two verv short locks beiniJ' made to eurve out

on either siile of the forehead; the two hind plaits

were then crossed and brought under the ears up the

sides of the face, being fastened among the hair,

which hung loosely on the sides of the head. In

1:3-10 the two plaits were carried up the sides of the

face, having between them and the cheeks a long

fiieee of straight hair cut squarely to the length of

tlie plaits. In the frescoes of the chapel of St.

Stephen's, Westminster, Queen Philippa and her

three daughters were represented with their hair

thus arranged. This fashion produced a very stiff

and ugly result, and the next was little better.

The front and back hair having been divided into

two tresses, the skull was covered with a coif, and

the front tresses each carried under the ears and

made into large rolls, while the back hair was

brought forward over the border of the coif. The

result was to produce two great bosses of hair, re-

sembling shorthorns, on either side of the head (m.).

An English Royal MS., of the date of 1385, says:

" What shall we say of ladies when they come to

festivals? They look at each other's heads, and

carry bosses like horned beasts. If any one be

without, she is an object of scandal.'"

This dependence on hair led those who had not

a good supply to have recourse to artificial additions.

But during the Fourteenth Century there was a re-

action against this practice, the women adopting for

a time the wimple, which did not require such aids.

The wimjile ajipears to have been a development of

the hood (u- ca]iuchon, which the women wore as well as

the men. In the Thirteenth Century they fastened

a veil round the capuchon, and the part of the head-

dress left unveiled was called the guimpe, or wimple.

It was made of fine white linen, and came to be worn

right over the chia and swathed round the throat.

Sometimes it was drawn still higher, and the veil

being dropped as low as the eyebrows, it became a

tolerably good disguise. At first a little lock of hair

was worn on each side of the temples, but as the

Fourteenth Century advanced it vanished. The hair

was still dressed in plaits and twists, and might

be seen under the folds of the wdiite linen. In a

statue of the widow of a count of Flanders, killed

at Crecy, originally in the cathedral of St. Denis,

the veil is almost fitted to the shape of the head

and face by a stiff bonier of fine pleats, the lower

part falling in exactly arranged folds over the dress,

while the wimple passes over the chin and throat;

and a similar fashion obtained in Germany. Later

on the veil was drawn together under the chin, and

lappets became more ample. Have we not here

the origin of the widow's cap ? To realise its like-

ness, one ought to recall its form a (piarter of a

century back.

In order to make their back hair appear more
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plentiful, women beijan, towards the end of tlie

Fourteenth Century, to stuff cotton and wool into the

nets in whieh they i>iaeed it. About l-'59l) a French

poem appeared with this refrain :
—

" Kcndcz rempniiit des cstrnimos ihcvcnx."

The author describes the head-dress as one that must

be taken down at night just as a mare is unhar-

nessed, anil put up again every morning by a hair-

dresser. Towards the end of the reign of Edward III.,

a period commenced distinguished for great ugliness

in female head-dresses. The rage for the use of false

hair had seized on the women in France, but their

coiffures never attained the barbarous character of

those of English noblewomen. Viollet-Ie-Duc con-

trasts them with those of the French women at the

same period, and gives a rather pretty specimen of

the reticulated head-dress ornamented with natural

flowers. In taste the French women were certainly

then as superior to the English and the Germans, as

they were inferior to the Italian women, who, from

the Thirteenth to the Fifteenth Century, displayed

this quality in their head-dresses to a very unusual

degree. The modes prevalent in Italy were simple,

and depended chiefly on elegance in arrangement—

a

coif, or a chaplet of flowers, one meets with little

more. Benozzo Gozzoli reproduces this simple head-

dress in his frescoes in the Canipo Santo, at Pisa.

Our example (iv.) is taken from a picture by Piero

della Francesca, of the "Baptism of Christ," at

the National Gallery, where one figure wears a

chaplet of flowers, and another of some rich-coloured

leaf. The trade of artificial garland-making gave,

as is known, a patronymic to one great Italian

painter ; the father of Domenico Ghirlandaio having

obtained his name from being the first to make these

ornaments for the Florentine maidens. In my
article, " Head-gear in the Fifteenth Century," de-

tails were given indicating to what an extent sar-

lands made of natural flowers, particularly of roses,

were used in the INIiddle Ages.

Italy, not England, was at this period the home
of light and liberty. The English Parliament had

shown itself still more tyrannical than our ill-starred

Richard II., who began by hanging 1,300 of his

subjects. The moral ugliness of the English ruling

classes manifests itself throughout the Fifteenth Cen-
tury in their dress. Anne of Bohemia, Richard^s

fii-st wife, is credited with bringing into England
some of the ugly fashions which now prevailed. On
her first appearance in London, she is described as

wearing the horned tire in fashion then in Bo-

hemia and Hungary, and as it is spoken of as "the
moony tire," it was probably the head-dress Planehe

gives as characteristic of the times of Ilenrv Y.

In \-i9-Z Richard and his queen j)aid a visit to

the City. .\s (lie processiim of the latter passe<l (iver

LonddU Bridge an untoward accident happened to

some iif h(>r ladies, at which the crowd were so rude

as to laugh. Airayed in these nuiiuiy tires Ihcy sat

in wagons painted scarlet, and the press was so

great that one of the wagons was overturned, the

ladies being pitelud into the mud. Of course their

tires came oil', aiul ex])osed their hair, a fact tiiat

must have oveiwhelmed them with shame, as fashion

decreed that not a single lock should be visible.

In the ])revi()us year the heart or mitre-sha])ed

head-dress had been introduced into France, and after

a time became fashionable in l']ngland. In the

former country it eventually took such cntirnious

proportions that the wearer could not enter ordinary

doors. They were worn in such a manner that the

hair was entirely hidden. This fashion is attributeil

to Isabella of Bavaria, married in 1385 to Charles

VI. of France, and to have arisen from her having

some illness in which she lost her hair, upon whieh

the ladies of her court immediately shaved their

heads, and it was not until 1150 that fashion again

permitted a woman to show her hair. The exhorta-

tions of a certain Pere Jerusalem drove this head-dress

out of vogue, but only to make way for others more
gigantic and more outrageous.

The development of the head-dress in iMigland

and in France was not very dissimilar, except that

the fashions appear to have been a little later in our

country, though this was not always the case. As a

specimen of the monstrosities of this period (about

1430) we may take the head-dress of the statue of the

Countess of Arundel in the choir of Arundel Church

(vi.). This figure was probably made near (he time

that that noblest type of mediieval womanhood,
Jeanne d'Arc, was murdered by English lords and

P'rench bishops. Contemporary with this head-dress

the form already referred to as the mitre prevailed

in England. It looked like two tortoises raised

up perpendicularly on either side of the head. The
veil was very slight and small. Its more ordinary

form is that given by Hefner-Alteneck (vii.), which

shows it prevailed also in Germany. A variation

of this shape is given by Yiollet-le-Due, in which

the (wo horns spread out more, and the veil is

more voluminous ; moreover, there is a second veil,

which being stiffened into shape falls round the

head, ojiening on the forehead, and taken together

with the escoffin/i, as the cap in this style of head-

gear was called, must have looked like a sea-anemone.

For these cscoffioi/.s were made of velvet and of

other rich materials in brilliant colours, and were

ornamented with reticulated work in gold thread,

set with pearls or other jewels. Their value

must often have been enormous. About the same
time, both in England aind France, the steeple head-
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(hvss cainu into vogue, and vaiii.lly rose to a niosl

piWin-ious height. The long rxtinguisher was made

in oire pieee, ami tlie frontlet in another, as may be

seen m a German picture, where a woman wearing

W,

mm - -^

IV.—AFTEE PIEKO BELLA FRANCESCA.

gueh a liead-ilress has been knocked down by a beggar,

and the two portions have fallen apart. It was

covered with some rich material, and had a very long

veil, which hung like a streamer from the top to the

hips. The citizens' wives in Paris wore them from

two to two feet and a half in height, the nobility

much higher, and with stiU more ample veils. To-

wards 1-1:511 another veil was added, which completely

covi'i-cd the face, and which, it appears, was fre-

(juently sent to the wash audwirefully goffered (viii.).

The next development was a vast increase in the

veil, which was stiffened ont in a most extraordinary

manner, taking a height and a width almost fabu-

lous (\n.). A preacher of the day likened a woman

wearing one among a group of men to a tall cedar in

the midst of small bushes. A framework of lirass

was necessary to snstain this erection. Anotlier

form was that of a triple horn, each (jf the branches

being of worked metal, and the whole supporting a

most voluminous veil (ix.). The more extreme forms,

however, win'c only used for dress. In ordinary life

shorter ones were worn without veils : ^largaret of

Anjou is tlius dejiicted. These various modes of the

tall hcail-drcss lasted from I-jO.j until 1-1711. Never

was anytliiug invented more useless; it could not

shelter its wearer from wind, rain, nor sun. Some

attempt was made by a stiff circular veil to jtrotect

the face against the sun, as shown in the last form

of these hennhn, depicted in our illustration (x.).

It is most suggestive to oliserve that these out-

rageous head-dresses were contemporaneous with a

period which covered the last agonies of feudal France

and feudal England. The dissolution of these times

can hardly be overpainted, either in a moral or in a

social sense. France was the first to enter into the

Valley of the Shadow of Death. The fiends that

pursued her came in the form of Norman and Angevin

kites and cormorants, followed by vasl Hocks of

English birds of prey. In the trail of these devas-

tators came Plague and Famine. In HIS Misery,

Pestilence, and Despair carried off in Paris alone

80,000 victims. The people died so fast in the

September of that year that it became necessary

to dig trenches large enough to bury thirty or

forty bodies at a time. In 1419 there was no

harvest ; the labourers were dead or fled ;
little had

been sown, and that little had been ravaged. The

crowds round the bakers' shops in Paris were in-

credible ; heaps of starving boys and girls lay on

the dunghills dying of hunger and cold. In \Vl\

the famine was even worse; the people followed

the man who went about killing the dogs, and as

fast as he killed they ate. Wolves scoured the

depopulated country, scratching up the new-made

"raves, and even entered into Paris. A\ ith the

wolves, and in far greater numbers, came the beg-

gare; they flocked from all parts. The taxes-

were so crushing that the well-to-do shut up their

houses and went away. Finally, things reached such

a point that peojile said, " Let us do the worst we

can ; let us put ourselves in the hands of the devil."

So they varied their groans with bursts of satanic

merriment, and crowded into the cemetery to the

Dance of Death, the dance :Macabre. In a poem

called "Dit dcs Mariages des Filles an Diable" the

V

V.—THE LOVES OF THE PLANTS.

author gives some curious details on the head-dresses

of this horrible period, then rapidly developing their

monstrous horns. The bishops and other preachers
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resoi-tud to the roti^'li methods of the (hiy, ;iii(l raised j)ersiste(l. " l-'or a time," says tlic clii-onieier, " lliey

the hue and eiy :
" Hurto I)eliii ! An iieiuiiii ! an ihvw in their iidi-ns like the snail; hut wiien fiiere

hemiin!-" A certain friar went ahuut ihe country was notiung- to fear, and tiie preacher was departed

VI.—FIFTEENTU CENTURY EXQLISH. VII. -FIFTEENTH CENTUEY GERMAN.
TEIPLE-HOKNED HENNIN. X.—TIIE LAST OP TIIE IIENNIN.
GEEJLAN KOUNDLET. XUI.— TEMP. MABUSE.

VIII.—A STEEPLE. IX.— THE
XI.—TUB THEUAN. XII.—TIIE

preaching a crusade against these ever-mounting out of the country, they began again as before, and
head-dresses. By the promise of indulgences to those little by little the steeple rose until it became higher
who would pursue their wearers he roused up the than ever."
children to pelt them with stones to the cry, "Au No one saw that these horns came by a natural
heuniu! auhenuiu!" But, nevertheless, the heunins law, and were the outward signs of an inward and
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spiritual curse. Far from expressini? tlie pure joy of

their wearers' hearts, the hennins inflicted on them

a new form of suffering as well as a new form of

ugliness. Under their sway every hair had to be

hidden, and those unfortunates who had not abnor-

mally high foreheads were compelled to depilate

by force, for a great, bald, bullet-formed forehead

was considered tlie height of beauty. To such an

extent was this meaningless, simpering, wax-like

style of beauty the fashion that, to avoid the appear-

ance of wrinkles, the Hesh was tightly drawn up

under these hennins. Charles VI. was the true re-

presentative of his time ; feudal France had become

idiotic. And no sooner had he breathed his last

than it became the turn of feudal England to dance

the Dance of Death. Softening of the brain now

attacked the conquerors of France, and for nearly

forty years they, too, had a king in harmony with

the state of their minds. Into what a condition of

delirious folly England fell during the last half of

the Fifteenth Century may be gathered from an

examination of Lydgate's " St. Edmund," an illumi-

nated book presented to Henry VI. by the monks of

Bury St. Edmunds, and now preserved among the

precious MSS. in the British Museum. All the

head-dresses of the time jostle each otlier, revealing

absolute anarchy in taste. The costume is so like

the phantasmagoria of a strange dream that you

would sooner believe the book a collection of Oriental

caricatures than verital)le representations of English

men and women in the Fifteenth Centiuy.

On the ruins of feudal-

ism, one might say of me-

diaeval Christendom, a num-

ber of tyrannies are rising

;

in France, England, and

Italy the foundations of

despotism are being laid Ijy

Louis XL, Edward I"\'., and

Lorenzo de' Medici. I have

shown in my article on
" Head-gear in the Fifteenth

Century" that the fez be-

came common at this time

throughout Europe. The

same was the case with the

turban, which now was worn

by both men and women,

but especially by the latter

in all classes. The illumina-

tions in Lydgate's " Life of

St. Edmund" give several

examples of its vogue in

England, l.)ut it was quite as

frequently worn in Germany
and France and Italy. It

XV.—A FASHIONABLE FOREHEAD.

X IV. FIFTEENTH
CENTUKY FRENCH.

was made of some light material, and was at

times enormovis ; others not so great were sur-

mounted with ornaments, and had a jewel o\-er the

forehead ; others were

ornamented with sprigs

of jewelled leaves (xi.).

Sometimes they were

mere roundlets, and

then the blonde hair of

the wearer is visible at

the crown and by the

back tresses. We quote

an example (xii.), but

this form seems almost

more allied to the old

mitre hennin ; perhaps

we might regard it as

the link between that

and the turban. It is

singular that it also

preserves the ehin-cloth,

which, as we may see

in Planche, was some-

times used in England to keep the turban in its place.

In my former article on male head-gear a picture was

given of a German hat entitled " A Floral Fancy."

This title woidd be misleading if it were su]iposed to

indicate that it was only an idiosyncrasy of its owner.

On the contrary, there was hardly any head-gear

which was so distinctly the outcome of a profound

and widely-spread tendency of the age. Splendid

examples of this type of hat were to be seen in the

chef-iVKiirrc at the last exhibition of Old Masters,

the " Adoration of the Magi " by Mabuse. Here we

pii'esent its feminine form (xiii.). As the hat I have

already described, it seems of a rose-coloured plush,

the interior shading off into pale pink. It is evident

that the forms and tints of nature, as displayed in

plants and flowers, are being closely studied, and

that these Germans had had their eyes opened and

possessed the true artistic spirit. It is one of the

notes of new life in a dying world.

Here, though, is another (v.) which shows that,

in Germany as elsewhere, the delirium had set in,

and that in that country there were fashions only

fit for a lunatic asylum. People cut their clothes,

from their hats downwards, into the shapes resem-

bling branches of fig-leaves, and wore this carnival

costume particoloured. Without a picture this mode

of head-dressing beggars description. It was not

the wild folly of individual lunacy, but obtained in

England as well as Germany. Sebastian Brandt, in

his " Ship of Fools," has exposed the condition of

Germany towards the close of the Fifteenth Cen-

tury. In the original edition the satire on pride

and boasting is illustrated by a woodcut, in which the
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devil balances a beam, on which :i woman sits anil

looks at herself in a mirror (xvi.). This woman wears

a turban, showing that that head-dress \\:is (lii'ii

the hei£>-ht of fashion. It maintained its j^imuiuI

foi some years in Germany,

and was, as elsewhere, the

sii^n of a coming despotism.

The change from Frederic III.

to Charles V. was not very dis-

similar to that from Henry VI.

to Henry VIII.

Italian women, in previous

costumes quite conspicuous for

good taste and simple head-

dressing, show all the signs of

the universal decadence. For

the marvellous follies in female

head-dresses which obtained

now in Italy, see the painting

by Gozzoli, called " The Rape
of Helen," in the National

Gallery. Helen wears a high

stuffed head-dress of the shape

and colour of an enormous

strawberry. It is kept in its

place by two bands of gauze,

and surmounted bv three leaves.

XTI.— SPECULUM DIAUOLI,

we give (xv.) is the most extreme, but there is

another almost as monstrous. In bolh cases the hair

has been |iliicki'd (lut far on to the 1o|i of llio head,

and exhibits (piite jiainfully the idiotic notions of

beauty to w liirli fashion can

reduce its votaries.

The lady who submitted

herself to this degrading fa-

shion may have been among
the noblest of her sex. This is

more tlian ])ossible, as such has

been the ease a thousand limes

over. None the less are such

fashions a sign of public de-

pravity. Tliey were certainly

among those in wdiich the

2>rophet of Italy read the ruin

of Christendom and the im-

pending judgment of Florence.

J"]verybody who has read " Ro-

mola " remembers poor Monna
15rigida's discomfiture when
Savonarola's white-robed boys

ran her down and eom])elleil iier

to throw her false ringlets, and
" her 1)elove<l crimson-velvet

V)erretta, with all its unsur-

The women have the high, large, full foreheads, and passed embroidery of seed-pearls," into their basket,

blonde hair so fashionable at this time. Several to be added to the great holocaust of vanities by
examples may be seen in the works of Francesca and which the jirophet hoped to arrest the fall of Floren-

Crevelli at the National Gallery, paintings of the tine faith and liberty. But it was too late. ]Media?val

latter portion of the Fifteenth Ceutury. The one Christendom was sick unto death. Rkiiakd Hii.\Tii.

"A CONCEKT IN OLD EGYPT."
From the I'ictuke bv A. Caleet.

THIS is a work in the manner made jiopular

among rich Americans and amateurs oifaclure

by the achievement of ^Mr. Alma Tadema. Its in-

terest, that is to say, is ])artly archoeological and
partly technical. The architecture and decoration

are right Egyptian, of course ; the artists are of the

type that Egyptologists lovej the instruments, the

costumes, the colours, the accessories—against all

these things the specialist may speak as he will,

the layman cannot choose but accept them for the

very stuff of antiquity. On the other hand, one may
be sure that the picture is well and carefully painteil;

that the scheme of colour—the "coloration" as

desperate art-critics are beginning to miscall it—is

harmonious and exact ; that the surfaces and tex-

tures are skilfully differentiated; in a wdr<l, that

the happy millionaire in whose gallery it hangs

will have got a certain amount of good craftsman-

ship for his money. That in these days of indi-

vidualism is much : is more than, strong in the

virtue of our forty Royal Academicians, the most
of us are prepared, perhaps, to own.

In justice to M. Calbet, it has to be admitted

that his work, like many of those productions of the

distinguished artist to wdiom we have compared him,

is more or less vacant of soul. The shell is there,

and a good enough shell it is ; but the inspiration is

wanting—'tis but a blank mask, but a cdpiit mortnum
when all's said. Some such effect is ])roduced bv
the "Nuit de Cleopatre " and the "Roman de la

Momie" of Theojjhile Gaufier. They give you any

amount of fine writing, noble woixls, exact learning,

rich colours—everything but life, humanity, emotion.

'Tis magnificent, if you will; but it is scarcely art.
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CINQUE-CENTO PICTURE WINDOWS.

rilllE mno'nificonl picti)rial I't'sults obtainoil hy flic

JL Flcniisli !4'lass-])aiii((>rs (if tlie early Sixtceiitli

Century liavo loil tn dur associatino- them with lic-

naissaiu-e ^lass-paintiiioj, so that tho mcntidii of

Cinque-cento glass at once recalls to our minds the I

tiling' nii^'lit 111' ur^i'od

"lily ill one ai'l. 'J'hi'i-(

thai rciniiul cnic less u['

Ejreat windows in the cathedral at Brussels. And as 1 ho

Flemish glass lias a very marked character of its own,

we have come to think

it is noticeable

of Netherlandish

as. pnr excellence

j'lass

the

glass of the Renaissance.

But the "excellence''

is essentially pictorial.

From the point of view

of glass these wonderful

windows do not by any

means represent Cinque-

cento glass at its best

There is, however, some

reason in accepting them
as types of the Renais-

.sancc period, for tliey

certainly represent the

glazier's art at the ])oint

where it is furthest re-

moved from (lothie and

all its tradition. More-
over, this is a phase

of glass-painting well

worthy of study, mark-
ing as it does a very

new departure in design.

The novelty was not

so much in the strinng

in a pictorial direction,

whither, indeed, almost

from the first, all pro-

gress tended, as in the

kind of pictorial effects

now attempted, and, it

must be confessed, more o

I.—ITALIAN- : CEKTOSA 1)1 KIBENZE.

il liini wlin lias cxiicrience

arc windiiws at Fhirence

my ulhcr uld glass than of

l>(,tticelli and the painters df his sciio.il. liven in

ictorial Italian glass, such as the windows illus-

trated, from the Certosa near Florence (l. and ill.),

II iw little the <lesign is inllucnectl

by the traditions of

gla.ss-painting, and how
essentially it is Italian.

How much more glass-

like is the example of

Frenehdetail lV<ini Unucn

(ii.), which, so far as

glazing is concerned, fol-

lows the lines of Thir-

teenth Centuiy work.

The fact is that, so long-

as the painter's ideal

leant towards sim]ilicity

of design, dignity of

form, and glory of

Colour, it was one that

the glass-painter, too,

could accejit without re-

serve. But there came

a time when this was

by no means the direc-

tion in which the jiainter

worked ; and, whatever

tlie gain to painting im-

]ilied in the altered am-
bition, its effect upon

glass was disastrous.

In ])ro]iortion as the

aim of the painter be-

came more realistic and

less decorative—in j)ro-

portion as it was after

light and shade, and
less obtained. The jiie- especially as il was after shade rather than li<iht— it

tonal ideal itself is constantly shifting, if not always was not a fit ideal for the glass-painter. His pur-
progressing. So long as it remained what wo now suit of it was a sort of artistic suicide. It led ])y

call decorative, the art of the glass-painter could but very (juick and sure degrees to what was, to all

be strengthened by its influence. One sees very intents and purpo.ses, the collapse of glass-painting,
plainly in Italy how directly glass-painting was in- There was nothing in realism, as, for example, the
fluenced by contemporary pictures. There at least great Venetians understood it, that was contrary to
the result of employing artists who were not simply the conditions of glass-painting. The art that aimed
glas.-;-painters was often very happy. 'Who knows iirimarily at beauty and at colour was more than
only one language can know that one but indiffer- ajlmissiblc. It was not until the painter's art,

ently, it has been said; and very much the same seeking the strength of reality, began to rely greatly
33-5
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uiioii (k'i'|i sluul.iw for its effect, that it became aiiti-

l)atlietie til n'lass.

]n a ])i'evi()iis article it was shown how tlie tran-

sition from (iothic to Renaissance glass was marked,

especially in France, by an ever-increasing lightness

of effect. The endeavour to get a delicacy ineom-

]iatible with glass-painting resulted in a certain thin-

ness of colour and weakness of effect. Certainly the

Flemings of the early Sixteenth Century did not err

in that direction. They arrived, in their own \nc-

torial way, at a force of effect equal to that of the

(Iothic school ; but in so doing they sacrificed great

])art of that transluceney and brilliancy of colour

which characterised alike the early (xothic and the

later French.

Tiie new departure in pictorial glass-painting was

not, of course, quite sudden. It would not even be

possible to say where the art first branched off into

the new direction. But, however gradual the diver-

gence, a point is eventually reached where it is very

obvious how far apart the two ways lie. And it is con-

venient, if we wish to see what the new tendency was,

to take the most ])ronounced exhibition of its results,

which occurs in the famous windows in the cathe-

dral of S. (rudule at Brussels. The largest of these

are at the north and south ends of the transepts,

and bear the dates 1537-8. The northern is the

more imposing of the two. It is somewhat cha-

racteristic that the windows are only partially lilled

arched canopies sunnouiiting flic I'ccumbent or kneel-

ing elligies belonging to an actual tomb of the

jieriod. This quasi-architectural feature extends, in

the side lights, aljout half-way up the wii dow, and

in the central lights nearly half as high again.

Above is mere [ilain glazing. The canopy is executed

mainly in white glass, but it is so heavily coated with

paint that the reveals of the arches, against which are

seen dependent festoons of golden yellow arabesque,

appear at first sight almost black—so much opaque

and uninteresting paint; but one finds, on further

acquaintance, that this deep shadow is full of elabo-

rate details of coffering and cawed enrichment, and,

when the light is favourable, one is conscious of

Something- like a glow of rich brown colour. Within

the arches are figures, over life size, in robes of rich

colour and richly diaj)ered white, so strongly painted

that the figures stand out in (/nrk relief (here in-

deed is something like a new departure) against

the pale blue or ])urple background. This last has

been terribly restored, and is quite mipleasant in

colour, but yet it has something of the quality of

atmosphere.

The four old windows in the chapel of the Holy

Sacrament, adjoining the north transept, are only less

grand than those already mentioned. They resemble

them in treatment and effect; indeed, they follow

them in style as in date, belonging, namely, to the

years 1540-7. We have here similar monumental

II.—KENAISSANCE : EOUEN.

stained glass, after the manner of the painter- canopies, with perhaps rather more colour in them
than before ; the same festoons of golden stain gleam-

ing against the deeply shadowed soffits of the arches;

the same effect of dark figures telling against a clear

sky. These figures are few, and boldly pronounced,

a se])arate figure sometimes defined against flic

grey-blue background, of which broad masses occur,

with

designers, who were in the habit of handicapiiiug

their chances of success in this way.
The design reminds one irresistibly of the se-

pulchral monuments of the period. An immense
architectural elevation stretches across the lower
liglits of the window, closely resembling the great

li
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unbroken except by tbo cross lines of the s(ju:ire

glazing. Some idea of the large treatment of tlio

design may be gathered from the fact that in inu'

instance a whole light is occupied merely by a single

shaft of the canopy, and for the rest the blue quarries

of the background. The square glazing, by the way,

belongs to the period. The fifth window in tliis

chapel, at the east end, is a modern one by Capron-

nier, of Brussels (IS-IS), in emulation of the old,

easily enough distinguishable from it, but not alto-

gether unworthy of the occasion. It seems as if

for once an artist had been spurred, if not inspired,

by the opportunity. But, even so, with much more

colour in it, the new is much less rich than the old.

It is not surprisin;;- to learn that these master-

pieces of Flemisli glass-painting were designed by

Bernard van Orley and ^I. Coxcie. They are in

their way marvellous. And though their way is less

glass-like than that of the best Gothic and Italian

glass-painters, one is bound to admit that in such

hands it justifies itself. For these windows are

distinctly more impressive than the great west

window of the cathedral (a picture of the Last

Judgment), which is designed on in'inciples more

applical.ile to glass-painting. This goes far to prove

that the artist is of more account than the school to

which he belongs. Unfortunately the innovating

artist founds a school, without bequeathing to his

imitators the genius which was his justification.

The fatal fault in this work is in the excessive use

of shadow. The master used shadow to force effects

of light ; his imitators lost both light and colour in

one uniform gloom of paint. And even though the

former arrived at something stronger than anything

that had been done, and scarcely less rich, those

ipialities were nut arrived at because of, but in

spite of, the method he adopted. Effects as strong

might equally have been obtained by a more mosaic

method, and were so obtained even in Flemish glass

of about the same period ; though there was always

iri the later days too great an inclination to pile

on the solid paint. There is some beautiful glass

of the same period, for example, at Liego, which

is much less dc]iendent upon obscurity for its

effect. The magnificent window of the south tran-

sept of the cathedral (1.5-30) has all the charac-

teristic details of architecture and ornament which

mark the period of the Renaissance ; but, with

all this, there is no wide de])artHre from Gothic

tradition and treatment. You are half encouraged

for the moment by the scrolls inscribed with Gothic

letters to suppose that the glass may be earlier than

it reall}' is, until you remember that the Gothic

character lived on in Germany. The effect of this

window towards evening is very beautiful. The
golden glory about the throne is as rich as anything

could be in glass, and this without any " fdn-ing up"
by means of deep shadow. There are other windnws

at Liege more nearly akin to the Brussels windnws,

and yet not so bepainted as they. In the church

of S. Jacques, where there are arched canopies with

swags and the like in bright relief against a back-

ground of shadow, this is glazed m deej) rich,

luminous colour, instead of being obtained by use

of opaque paint. Other canopies in the same church

do not go so far as to reveal the soffit of the arch in

persjiective at all. At S. IMartin the sliadows are

much less heavily ])ainted than at lirussrls, hut then

the effect is much less rich.

These Liege windows, in some respects certainly

more beautifid than A'an Orley's work, though not

so strong, bear considerable resemblance to the

Flemish windows from Herkenrodc now in Liclilicld

Cathedral, by far the most noteworthy exanqilc of

the period we have. The greater part of this is

collected in seven wimlows of the Lady Chapel—no

need to explain which ; the miserable shields of arms

in the remaining two convict themselves of moderu-

ness. In the tracery, too, there is some old glass,

but it is lost in a glare of new glazing. Otherwise

the Cinque-cento glass is scarcely hurt by restora-

tion. Four of the windows are treated much alike

—

that is, they have each three subjects, extending each

across the three lights of which they are composed,

some with enclosing canopy and some without. A
fifth three-light is broken iqi into six tiers of sub-

jects, each of which appears at first sight as if il

^\ere confined to the limits of a single light, but

there is in fact connection between the figures ; for

example, the patron saint in a central light is sup-

ported in the side lights by the donor and his wife.

If the saint is seated, the donors stand ; if he is

represented standing, they are kneeling.

Donors and their patron saints form very jiro-

minent objects in windows of this period. A very

common treatment is a great canopy in the shape

of an elaboi-ate altar, with a subject in colour occu-

pying the ])osition that a jniintcd altar-piece would

fill, the donors, accompanied by their jiatron saints,

a]ipearing in the foreground—that is to say, in front

of the altar-like eanojiy. The two larger six-light

windows at Lichfield are divided into four, each of

the four quarters having its separate sid)ject, which

extends laterally through three lights, and in dej)th

occupies, with its canopy, about half the height of

the window.

This glass has been likened by Whinston to the

S. Gudule glass, hut it is much more like the Liege

work. There is no heavy shading, and conse(juently

no blackness in it. Pictorial it is, but the pictorial

effect aimed at is not that of chiaroscuro, but of

colour. Tlie shading is, in fact, now not always
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stroiiii- oiiou^li. Wlii'ii the heads, liaiuls, feet, nnd

so on, are g-lazed in one pieee with the white ground,

the k-ad, where it does occur, often emphasises a

form tiie artist never dreamt of pronouncing: so

faint are the remains of tlie enamel that they com-

pete unsuccessfully even with the accidental, but by

no means inconsiderable, stains of lichen and decay.

among the best in colour. One of the latest has a

subject from the Apocalypse almost in grisaille, bor-

dered, in contempt of all propriety, with heraldic

shields.

Tiie windows at the east end of St. George's,

Hanover Square (iv.), consist mainly of Flemish

glass adapted to its present position, but in a way

This defect, l)y no means unusual in late work (yon calculated to mystify the student, until ho discovers

see something of the

kind in the background

of the figure from Han-

over Square, illustrated),

tells against the abun-

dant use of enamel very

strongly. If it hap-

pened to be inconvenient

to lead up such forms

as hands and faces, at

least their outline should

have been marked

strongly enough td sup-

i)ort the lead lines. As

it is, they assort them-

selves unduly, and unity

is lost for want of pluck.

This fear of the leads is

sure to beset an artist

who has not had ex-

]ierience in the effect of

glass in its place. An-

other evidence of the

artist's unfamiliarity

with the material is in

the fact that he has not

sulficiently allowed for

the spreading of the

white light ; so that the

arms and legs of the

figures, though doul)t-

less quite correctly

drawn on the cartoon,

appear in the glass dispro|)ortionately thick. A cer-

tain somewhat frantic action of the figures is other-

wise the iinly faidt ti) find with the drawing, which

is sometimes line. There are drapt'ries as gorgeous,

and effects of stain as brilliant, as we are accus-

tomed to expect in glass of this jieriod.

The rich heraldry in these windows is again a

feature very characteristic of the style, and one that

is ])viimin('nt at Liege ; where there arc subjects

under canopies, extending through several lights,

framed by a border of heraldic shields completely

occ\qiving the side lights. Tlie same thing occui's

again in the cathedral at ]Mons, where there is a

()ua,ntily of glass, bearing dates from 1.51 1 to lotil,

of very sinidar ciiarai-trr, the i'arhc>l windnws lieing

that it is a " Tree of

Jesse," more or less mu-

tilated, supplemented,

moreover, in the lights

at the end of the gal-

leries, with a modern

medallion border. The

decay of the enamel re-

ferred to above is ex-

emplified here, with the

result that the leads

which hold the purple

grapes in their place are

now more obvious than

the growth of the vine,

and the grapes them-

selves form so many

patches unsupported by

sufficient strength of

paint about them. Some

of these figures (of

which one is here illus-

trated) are designed with

great dignity; the paint-

ing is exceedingly de-

licate, and the colour

generally rich, though

occasionally inclining to

the strong. There is

some excruciating blue,

which does more than

incline; but that we

may fairly set down to

the discredit of our own century.

There are naturally many points in common be-

tween German glass and Flemish, but there is not

room here to follow the comparison. We have at

St. jNIargaret's, Westminster, an old window said to

have Ijeen executed at Dort, in Holland, in the first

decade of the Sixteenth Century ; but it is not a fine

example of its kind, and scarcely deserves its high

repute. On the other hand, the great windows at

King's College, Cambridge, contemporary with some

of those at Liege, though not resembling them, are

not praised without reason. These windows are not

of the type already described. They are more purely

picture-windows, for the most part without canopy

wurk, unless we niav give that name to the arclii-

-ITALIAN : CEETOSA DI FIEENZE,
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teeture proper to a subject, when it is so selu'iiaMl

that the foremost arrli encloses the iii^'ures some-

thing after the manner of \i a lannpy. The

slass at Kin<i''s mit;-ht more (^-^ properly be cuiu-

sky lu'ynnd, more or less broken by white elouds,

and oeeasionally by a tree painted upun it. Or the

trunk of :i tree is sometimes o-lazed

up against it, the foliage either painted and stained

IV.-yLEMISH: bX. GEOKOK S, HiXOVKR SUVAIUi.

pared to the Freneh glass of the jeriod, only on upon th(! blue, or itscU' glazed in green glass. Yet,

a much magnitied scale. It is owing, no doubt, for all this larger treatment, the artist has still

greatly to this enlarged scale that the landscape been afraid of the lead lines (which at that distance

backgrounds are so much more broadly treated, from the e^'c go absolutely for nothing, the thick

The distant scenery is usually jjainted on whitish bars having no more than the value that lead lines

glass, the familiar grey-blue being reserved for the have in a window of ordinary size), and he has been
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at infinite, but quite unnecessary, pains to do with-

out them. This is so throughout, thou<2:h the work,

which must have extended over a number of years,

is obviously by various artists, some of whom were

more "emancipated" than others. There is a legend

to the effect that Holbein designed this magnificent

glass, but no internal evidence to support it. On

the other hand, there is documentary testimony to

prove, in spite of their Flemish character, that they

were e-xecuted by certain Englishmen, or at all

events Londoners, of the names of Flower, Hone,

Bounde, Reeve, Nicholson, Williamson, and Symonds,

not otherwise known to fame, and who may, after

all, have been only the contractors, the names of the

actual designers not appearing. From this fact there

is an obvious inference : the suppression of the

artist's name by tlie middleman is possibly not en-

tirely a modern practice. Lewis F. Day.

CUREENT AET.— 1.

•HIS year (the President has told us)

the authorities at 15urlington House

were invited to sit in judgment on

some nine thousand works—pictures,

drawings, water-colours, essays in

sculpture, essays in etching and en-

graving. They accepted the invitation, as in duty

bound; and of the nine thousand sent to them they

returned seven thousand or so upon their authors'

hands. This judicial feat they accomplished in some

fifteen or twenty days : a performance which entitles

them to the warmest, the most outspoken admiration.

Greater readiness of mind, a method more complete

in expedition, self-confidence more instant and com-

manding, are not easily conceived. The attendants

liad bnt to hand up and hand down; in a wink the

aspirant was judged : w^as condemned to the cellars,

or pronounced a painter, or held over to take his

chance with the Hanging Committee, and achieve

publicity if the carpenters could find him room. The

spectacle, it must be owned, is of a nature to im-

press the most casual alike with the most callous

observer. - Such an argument in favour of the pre-

servation of vested interests, of the existence of

private corporati(.)ns having public authority, of the

uses of custom and tradition, is not elsewhere to be

procured.

Moreover, one has only to contrast all this with

the shameful sight which might about the same

time have been witnessed in France, to be glori-

ously conscious of the innate perfection of British

institutions. In that hapless land (one blushes

to have to write it down) there is absolutely no

such thing as a Royal Academy. Incredible as it

so\inds, the painters choose their own jury, and are

judged worthy, or found wanting, by experts of

their proi)cr election. The results of this disgust-

ing state of affairs are really too painful to tell in

detail. It will be enough to note that under such

conditions it is impossible to experience any one

of the emotions so profusely secured to us in the

exhibitions at Burlington House. To pass from

Cooper to Cooper ; to range unfettered between

Calderon and Calderon ; to pursue through gallery

after gallery the genius of a Herbert ;
year after year

to quest along the line the chaste reveries of a Storey,

the austere fancies of an Armitage, the inspirations

of a Stacy Marks—these are privileges beyond the

reach of Frenchmen. Such proud joys, such elevating

and ennobling pastimes, are only for ns children of

the silver-coasted isle. One recalls the fact, and one

glories in the name of Briton. It smacks of Tra-

falgar and the "Death of Nelson." Along the line

the signal runs. England expects ; and you can see

at a glance that every man has done his duty, and

here, in the best place in his country's eye, awaits

his reward in cheerful modesty—the critic's plaudit,

the dealer's cheque, the country-cousin's shilling.

There is a sort of ill-conditioned people—disappointed

painters and so forth—who clamour for reform. But

obviously they are wrong ; obviously they are crea-

tures to be discouraged. Such would speak ill of

the E(piator, and use words of disrespect in connec-

tion with the North Pole. For if there be one

thing indubitable in life—if in this floating world

there be one belief more stable than another—it is

this : that the Royal Academy is the palladium of

British art. Its history is illustrious in such names

as West and Wilton, as Mortimer and Coates, as

Peters and Loutherbourg and Shee. To touch it

with change, to deprive our studious youth of the

precious spiritual experiences it affords them yeaily,

were to perpetrate an enormity not less reprehensible

in itself, and not less disastrous in issue, than (let us

say) the destruction of those monuments of genius

and skill, the frescoes which adorn the corridors of

the Houses of Parliament.

It has been said of the present exhibition—the

Hundred and Seventeenth !—that but for the Aca-

demicians it would l)c excellent. This is the way

of the malcontent and the scorner. To those who

have any of the true palladium feeling it will sound
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flippniit, even saorilcn-ious. For the truth is tliat tliis

year the Aeademieiaus have surpassed themselves.

It is liiit, 111' t-ourse, ti) l)e deuieil that thei'e are pir-

tures (in the line wliieii are plainly the uurk u\'

men who can Ijoth paint and draw; nor is it to

be gainsaid that among these recreants there are

some who belono- to the sacred Forty- But accidents

will happen ; there will be rebels while the worUl

goes i-Quiul , and after all wo are so rich in work of

the one sort that we can afford to forget, and even

to forgive, whatever mistakes or offences there are in

the other direction. For, in spite of these exceptions,

the line is aglow with broad-blown British senti-

ment, is a pageant, a very triumph of the qualities

peculiar to British art. ^Ir. Millais, it is true, is net

nearly up to his level of last year. Then he seemed

fast tending to apotheosis as the representative R.A.

;

now he exhibits a couple of baljies
—" Orphans " and

" The Lady Peggy Primrose "—which go far to de-

stroy the effect of his " After Culloden," and almost

obliterate the memory of his "Henry Irving;" they

are both good pictures, but they are so pretty and af-

fecting that you forget to ask if they are good or bad.

Mr. Poynter, again, is very violently carried away

from grace indeed : his " Diadumene '•"
is admirably

drawn and admirably painted ; the figure (once you

grant the type) is unimpeachable; the niarl)les and

accessories are the woi-k of a fine craftsman. Another

recalcitrant is ilr. ILjok : in "After Dinner Rest

Awhile," in "The Close of Day," and, especially, in

"The Stream," the last of which should make the

more right-minded among his colleagues blush for

him, though, to the joy of the wicked, it has been

bought under the terms of the Chantrey Bequest.

Mr. Frank Dieksee, who began as the most precocious,

the most premature of R.A.'s, has turned aside from

the true path, and in his "Cliivalry" goes far to

approve himself a painter. Mr. Orehardson, albeit a

trifle mannered, is also a rebel : his picture of jMme.

Reeamier and her Salon is distinguished by some

excellent efforts of draughtsmanship, by some deli-

' cious passages of colour. !Mr. Alma Tadema, in " A
Reading from Homer," is far less revolutionary than

in " Expectations," his exquisite little fantasy in the

Grosvenor; but he, too, must be ranged with those

who prefer art to the tradition and convention of

the R.A., were it only for his complete and brilliant

successes in the matter of white marble. In his ])or-

traits of Dr. Magee and Mr. Weir Mitchell, Mr. Holl

is with the masters ; in those of Viscount Ilamiidcn

and Mr. Wilson Barrett as Hamlet (though this latter

is a better performance than the original) he is more

of the Royal Academy : he fears not to do ill, but

—

as these ofllcial portraits prove—he is able and willing

to do well. As for the President, one hardly knows

what to say of him, nor in whiih category to place

him. There is about his v.ork that old, same haunt-

ing suggestion of the romance of Pygmalion—with

the miracle but lialf-accomplishcd. His inspiraticm

is elegant, and his science facile as of yore ; his

]iainting is as smooth, as self-satisfied, as P.R.A.-ish

as ever; his llesh is, as always, wax that would but

cannot altogether live; his craftsmansliip, for all its

look of perfection, is still not perfect enough. Hut

his colour, as in the " Lady Sybil Primrose," and in

certain passages in his portrait of a young lady in

electric blue—described, it is hard to say why, as

' Scrcnt-Iy waiuKriiig in a trance

Of solior thoiifilit
"^

is too subtle and clianiiing to win apjiroval from those

who have at heart the true, the historical interests

of the society he leads. One feels he has half-per-

ceived that it is his true mission to make all things

jiretty—to be the ideal painter of plain women and

insipid girls; one recognises with regret that he

resists the conclusion, and still struggles to be an

artist. ]\rr. Watts has never been a Royal Acade-

mician in the good sense of the term ; and in his

single exhibit, a delightful jxirtrait, he is as far from

amendment as ever. In the " Rajjids of Niagara "

]\Ir. Colin Hunter has attempted the imjiossible; in

"Salmon Fishers" and ''The (lirl Wlio Baits the

Line " he is a good painter and a bad Associate.

]\Ir. Brett is the Air. Brett of past years: vivacious,

gallant, strong; but as ever mannered, atul as ever

prodigal of vain repetitions. Mr. Ouless is too solid

and craftsmanlike to be completely satisfactory; but

in the matter of interest and emotion, the Academy-

outbids him too. Side by side with these, trimmers

and rebels proclaimed, are men of whom, to judge

bv their present performances, it were vain to hope

in the future. Chief among those is Air. A\'ater-

house with a "St. Eulalia," which would seem better

at home on the Salon line than here : so ably drawn

it is, and so dexterously painted, so vigorous and

original its composition, and so striking its effect.

The same thing may be said, allowing for differences

of mastery and intention, of the fresh and brilliant

picture of fisher-life and seaside .lights and asjieets

contributed by Air. Stanhope Forbes; of the able,

finished, and painter-like work of AIr.de Blaas ; of

Air. Adrian Stokes's capable and sincere studies of

landscape ; of Air. Lemon's " A Drizzly Day," with

its living horses and its admirable effect of weather

;

of Air. ^Sargent's brilliant "Lady Playfair"— so

vivacious in ])Ose, so charming in expression, so

frankly realistic in intention, so sj)arkling and de-

lightful in effect, in coloTir broad yet subtle, in hand-

ling masterly through every touch ; of Air. Henry

Aloore's " Newhaven Packet," alive with the air

and motion and living light of the sea ; and of

others we have no time to name.
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All this is sail oiioii(;-h, it must lie owiiod ; but tlioro lie only Ims tin/ speivt. Here, in a colossal canvas, a

is abundant matter for consolation. Of our o-lorious tragedy of paint, is tlieArmitage of our old enlhnsiasms

THE END OF A WINTEK S DAY.

(PaiiitnT by nrnrr/r naiisni, Tt.J. Oronrrnor Gilllrril. ISS5. From a Drajring hil Ihr Arli^l.)

TIcrbert here are not ](>ss than seven exam]iles: of and regard. Saw yoU ever Christian martyr so limp

])orlra.i(, landscape, e]iie, idyll : a feast of his ])eeidiar and clean and woolly? or legs so flat as those ot

hlues and nnmatehed yellows; a veritahle illumination yonder venerable model? or despair so meekly and

of that light that never was on sea or land of which conventionally told as liy the typical female mourner
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at liis feet? These— well swept, well lii^-litrd, air- live-trunk seenc-p;iintcrs mio-lit envy, ami sueli a

less, vacant of the sense of space—these are llu' true iiemine as slumid tame the pride of all the artists

BIABtrMENE.

(Pnintyil h;i K. J roiinlcr. It. A. riainl Academy, 1SS5.)

catacombs oP Burlington House. This is tlie rig-lit of the Lowtlier Arcade. To find its equal we have
English style; this the right English sentiment, to pass to the exhihits of Mr. Storey, and particularly
The work is not surpassed by "The Gambler's Wife" to his novel and interesting version of the story of
of Mr. Marcus Stone, though in that there is a Zeuxis at Crotona. This is the asje of insenuity'and

33G
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" iit'w rcailiu^'s," and Mr. Store_> 's r^-loss on the cild

le<;-eiKl, albeit a trifle far-fetched, is remarkably iu-

(eiiiiius ami new. The scene is laid in Crutonian

iirumpton ; the heroines are live seluiol-<^irls thereofj

who, forgetting- to put on their clothes, have been

turned, by way of punishment, into various kinds of

fancy soaps; the hero, at an earlier date himself the

subject of a similar transformation, studies its opera-

tion on his five unconscious sitters. Mr. Halle him-

self might ajiplaud the combination ; serene in the

thought of such unapproachable work as " Bairn's

Play " and the " Honeymoon in Normandy,"' even

Mr. Eyre Crowe may regard it with an eye of proud

approval. Not much less meritorious are the several

exhibits of Mr. Calderon. Last year, as we all re-

member with }iain, Mr. Calderon fell from the ranks

of righteousness, and imitated the foreign painter

Bouguereau. This year he is himself again. The

delusion has jiassed, and he comes to us bearing gifts

of the old incomparable strain. His Andromeda is

of the finest kid; the rocks to which she is attached

are of the rarest jiasteboard; the seas that rage at

her feet are of the richest and crudest ultramarine,

the purest and paintiest flake-white. In "^lorning"

he has realised for us a Genius of Strawberry Ice

—

the Hrst, the only one in painting. In "The River"

he is radiant with English sentiment, a system and

ej)itume of the great traditions of our Royal Academy
of Arts. After these flights, as of the Theban eagle,

the " sweetmeat statuary •" of j\Ir. Edwin Long, his

delicious " confectionery in paint," might well be

found wanting in excitement and in savour. But

in dealing with the problems presented by the plastic

quality of sugar Mr. Long is, and has always been,

unrivalled. No artist has treated this most difficult

material with such intellectual sympathy or such

technical mastery as he, nor in developing the subtle

analogies it offers with certain aspects of the female

human form has any shown a tithe of the fine imagi-

native insight apparent in his work. This year ho

gives us nothing new ; but alike in subject and in

portraiture, in "Egyptian seconds" and "Superior

English white," his creations have the sweetness of

old time.

Mr. Stacy -IMarks—in "A Good Story" and "A
Treatise on Parrots "—is the Stacy Marks of the

brave days of old: as, in their several ways and

degrees, are ilr. Erank Goodall, ]Mr. McAVhirter,

Mr. Frith, Mr. Eaed, ]\Ir. Sidney Cooper, Mr.

Vicat Cole, Mr. Crofts, Mr. Burgess, j\Ir. Horsley,

Mr. Sant, Mr. Hodgson, Mr. Riviere, Mr. Peter

Graham, Mr. H. B. Davis, and eke Mr. W. Yeames.

These are our conscript fathers. Time writes no

wrinkle on their azure brows, nor has changed bv a

jot their capacity and ambition. They are sworn to

learn nothing- and to nothing i'or:;-et. Thev repre-

sent this year, as lor so many years Ijefore, the un-

alterable English school; their work is instinct with

all those qualities which have made the Boyal Aca-

demy great. It is a joy to note that their example

is bearing fruit, and that in quarters the most un-

expected their influence is working for the best. Thus

Mr. Boughton is back at the old frank—has thrown

over Holland for Puritan England—and is a right

Academician once more. ISlr. Alacbeth has gone over

to the Academical majority, and that with an intelli-

gence, a determination, and accomplishment which

disarm criticism. Mr. Albert Moore, in " White

Hydrangea," has done his best to secure their ap-

probation and then- vote. Mr. Herkomer, albeit a

trifle at odds with them in " Miss Katharine Grant,"

is frankly their ally in " Hard Times," and in the

tumbled rocks and bewildered romance of " Found."

Mr. David INIurray has been with them from the

earliest times ; to judge by the four canvases he

exhibits this year, he intends to be of them, and

that as soon as may be. Mr. Leader has been of

them this long while; this year, like Mr. ^Murray,

he is with them heart and soul. So is ]\Ir. Waller,

in " Outward Bound," where the well-known widow-

woman pre|)ares as of old to part from the well-

known only boy; so, but for certain purely painter-

like qualities of eye and hand, were Mr. Bartlett in

" His Last Work," where the same affecting figure,

a sculptor's relict this time, trifles sadly with her

husband's supreme effort in plaster, in the presence

of an orjihan girl and a batch of visitors ; so is Mr.

Seymour Lucas, in his single contribution, "From

the Field of Sedgemoor ;
" so is Mr. Pettie, in

" Challenged," in " Charles Surface," in " Sir Peter

and Lady Teazle," in everything but his portrait

of Mr. Bret Harte. To complete the list were

impossible; even satisfaction has its limits. And

enough has been said to prove our main propositions:

that the Royal Academy is still a potent influence,

and that in spite of French teaching and French

examjdes, the honour of the flag is safe w ith us as

ever.

This year, as it happens, the exhibition at the

Grosvenor Gallery—with Mr. "Whistler at Suffolk

Street, Mr. Burne Jones unrepresented, and Mr.

Legros the same—is a good deal on the lines of that

at Burlington House. It has not the mass and \-olume

of the older institution ; but for its years and size

it makes a gallant fight of it. The Grosvenor has

its Herberts, even as the Academy ; and along the

line are jiicturos that would be conspicuous among

the masterpieces we have described. Such, for in-

stance, is Mr. Phil Morris's remarkable version of the

Sticond " Paradise of Eve," in which one knows not

what to praise the most : the modernity (as of St.

John's Wood) of the idea, the severe and studied
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c'oekncvism of (lie types, tlie masterly iaellicieiify (if

the huiilscniie, or the boldness and assiiraiu-e with

which the jiainter has eliminated from his work

all elegance and distinction, alike with everything'

ill the way of what is called "technical ([uality."

J'lxhiliited at Burlington House, this jiieture could

hardly have failed, we think, to win its author

place among the Forty ; here its effect must cer-

tainly, we fear, be small. In another department of

art, the " ilorniug in Early Spring'" of Mr. North,

and Mr. Murray's " Chateau Gaillard " (the former

on the line, the latter skied), run it hard ; and in

yet another, allowing for necessary differences, it is

close pressed by ^Ir. Stanhope's mournful and won-

derful " Birth of Venus," by Miss Pickering's melan-

choly " Dryad " (a revelation of the discomforts of

mythical life in the wild woodlands, remote from

Libert^-'s and the jesthetie teapot), and by the

" Freedom " of Mr. Walter Crane, an allegory from

whose contemplation the mind reels baffled and ex-

hausted. There is something to be said in favour

of the superiority from certain points of view which

some discern in the fine seal ing-wax-and-wafer-like

quality and effect of the " Bride of Bethlehem " of

Mr. Holman Hunt; and more for the opinion of

those who have resigned their will to all or some of

the enchantments of Mr. Halle. But, to our think-

ing, when all is said, "Eve's Second Paradise" will

be found and crowned the jewel of the exhibition.

There has been nothing like it that we remember;

and we scarce hope there will soon be anything like

it again. For Mr. Morris to surpass his rivals may
be easy ; it will be difficult, if not impossible, for

.Mr. Morris to surpass himself.

In much of the other work to be seen in Bond

Street, the interest is merely that of good artistry.

Mr. ^lillais, for instance, exhibits a portrait of the

Premier, which will rank with his second-best essays

in this line. Mr. Alma Tadema sends, in " Expecta-

tions," what is perhaps his best work, and what is

assuredly a tiny epitome of all his precious qualities

;

in "Who Is It?" a little picture of excellent

technical quality—in some ways better than the

larger canvas at Burlington House. Mr. Rich-

mond's chief contribution, " An Audience in Athens

during the Representation of Agamemnon," is to

our mind not more than a very honourable failure.

Certain among his portraits, however, the " Andrew
Lang," l'<n' example, and the " Lady Lloyd Lind-

say," are in his finest style, and rank with the

successes of the season. Mr. Watts's romantic

landscape, " Mount Ararat," is beautiful in colom-,

and touched with mystery and suggestion. Of
his portraits, one, the " Miss Rachel Gurney," is

remarkable for its gi-ace of pose and the freshness

of its effect. In his "Love and Life," the land-

scape, which is ill his good manner, is of greater

interest and chanu than the iiguivs, which arc not.

Mr. Crane's " Pandora" is, so far as we can ri-call,

the best of his pictures; it is a riddle not easy to

read, but it is very choice and jiretty decoration.

'I'hc large 'liypatia" of Mr. :\litcliell may be de-

scribed as good .second-hand Cabanel : it is cleverly

imagined, cleverly composed, and cleverly painted

;

but it hardly deserves the place of honour into which

it luis been thrust. ]\Ir. Leslie Thomson's " Spring,"

a tiny landscape hung hard by, is worth a wilder-

ness of such exercises in paint ; simple in style,

charming in colour, fresh and true in sentiment,

it is eminently a ])icture to li\c with. Mr. Thom-
son's other contribution, " (Jii the Dutch Coast,"

has the same artistic attributes, but is less attrac-

tive in motive and effect.

Mr. Poynter exhibits the little "Diadumene" of

last year's Academy; Mr. Christie, English in sen-

timent, French in manner, a commendable i)icture

called "In Time of War;" Mr. Albert Moore, a

couple of piastels, neither of them excessively good,

and a " Silver and Gold''' in no way worthy his past.

Mr. Lemon's "On the Cliff"—a picture of cattle,

with a fine background of coast—is excellent, albeit

a trifle severe ; his " In Tuscany " is pleasant work

throughout. Of Mr. Henuessy's " The Return from

School " we shall have more to say later on ; mean-

while we prefer its comjianiou, "' The Flowers of

May," as attractive and delicate a combination i>f

landscajie and figure, of quiet lights and shadows

with graceful forms and beautiful tones, as you could

wish to see. Of Mr. Bartlett's exhibits the best

is the " Swimming ^Nlatcli," which is full of light

and motion and colour; of Mr. Hcniy's, the capital

"Homeward;" of Mr. ^lark Fisher's, the admirable

" Kerry Pastoral," which indeed is one of the

hajipiest and least mannered of the artist's works

;

of Mr. Halswelle's, the " Kilchurn Castle," albeit a

little chalky in colour and a little factitious in effect.

Mr. Browning's "Robert Browning" is a line

example of p.seudo-mastery ; the reds of the gown
are shrill and acid ; by the expression of the face,

at once savage and suspicious, you would guess

that the sitter has just been reading the " Transac-

tions " of the Browning Society, and is exjjecting

a deputation of that august body. !Mr. Stuart

Wortley's "Miss Maud Waller" is very fashionable

anil ]iretty. ; Mr. Richmond's " Miss Letliee

Wormald " is just as ])retty, and is good art besides;

Mr. Herkomer's " Villiers Stanford" is only a

clever modern portrait. Mr. Story's " Judith" is

hung high, but is strong enough to be prodigioii.sly

effective all the same. As for Mr. Sargent's " !Mrs.

Mason," which flanks t'.ie " Judith," it dominates

(he attention from these altitudes as from a post of
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l.ouo,n- Jt ha. a,d,n..t,on, an,! ,1 has styh. ; ih. Watts's " Love an.l LiF. " now hangs T,. th^se sound

I^.n,s an. lreat,.l with s,n,ulav Invadth and and uo.-kn.anHke povt.nts ,t would have been a

A MAJOKCAN SWiNEHEKD.

(rahilnl liy TI'. E. Lncl-hmi, R.S.A. Royal Scottish AcaiJemu, ISSS.)

mastery; the flesli-paintin"- is that of tlie best dangerous neighbour; but there would liave been

Frencli school. Tt should liave -been placed not rare ground of comparison, and we should have liad

where it is, but between Mr. IIoll's " Lord such an opportunity of education as does not often

Overstone " and "Mr. William Palmer," where Mr. occur, W. E. II.
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THE OLDER LONDON CHURCHES.—IL

THE history of the oltler Loiidmi chiirclu's juvsciifs chiirclics can In; reekoru'd ariionj;- llie oldost ? Tliuse
peculiar ami not uninteresting' features, thoug-li and other (juestions of the same kind liave been asked

they arc of a strictly antiquarian character. Some over and over again, and the answers are little better

-bl. i.lIIKJ.I;i:K(iA ;

peo)ile like to ^et to the very begmnings of things than |>lansilde conjectures. One of these theories
if they can, while others are indilTerent. To me may l)e briefly noticed here, as it affords g.iod yround
there is a great charm iu such <iuestions as the fol- on which to work, and if it turns out not to be wholly
lowmg:—When was the City divided into parishes? sound, it is at lea.st something definite to start with,
ilow many were there at first ? AVhich of the existing This theory takes us back to a very remote period,

337
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say lu'l'di-c tlic tiTnc o£ Kiiii;' iMfrcd, who freshly

colonisLHl LoiiJiiu in or aljout SSu, or roundly, a

thousand years ago. He found the walls ruinous

and rebuilt them, and it is asserted that after this

date the old parochial divisions became obsolete, and

those now existing began to be formed. These divi-

sions were of the simplest character, if we may
trust our theory. The east end, within as well as

without the wall, formed the parish of Allhallows, the

church ipf which is now called St.Punstan's and All-

hallows, Stepney. The centre of the city was St.

Mary's on both sides of the Walbrook, and included

the Cheap, or market-place, the parish church being

still distinguished as St. Mary " Aldermary.'' The

whole west end was under St. Paul's, and may or may
not have been a parish of that name. Even before

the time of Alfred there bad been encroachments on

this simple arrangement. St. Alban's, in Wood
Street, marks the site of the royal burgh, bury, or

palace, and was given to his great al;)bey at St.

Albans by Offa. Whether this church with its parish

was then made, or whether, as Maitland conjectures,

it was not till the time of Alfred, St. Alban's, Wood
Street, remains the oldest pai'ochial division, besides

the three mentioned above, about which we have even

conjecture worthy of notice. It has lieen assumed

that the great St. Erkenwald, who is said to lie cum-

rncmoratcil in Bishopsgate, built St. Ethclbru'ga's

Chur.-li cliisc to the gate as a monument to the piety

of a lady of the royal family of Sebert, the iirst

Christian King of Essex. We shall have occasion to

notice this church more at large. Another church

which ni:iy be connected with this ])criod, but which

much more likely belongs to that of Alfred, is St.

Osyth's, now St. Benet Sherehog. The old name
survives in " Size Lane," and the odd name of Shere-

hog commemorates a citizen nnmed William Serehog,

who was living in ll:i:J, and probably rebuilt and re-

dedicated the church of St. Osyth. With these

exceptions, if they are exceptions, most London
churches belong to a period later than the Con-

quest, and are evidence of the rapid increase in

wealth of the "barons" of the city, each one of

whom, when he had made for himself an estate,

desired for it a separate church; and to this we may
ascribe confidently, first, the very small size of the

churches and parishes ; and, secondly, the number of

personal names used to distinguish the various dedi-

cations. Though Allhallows and St. Mar}' " Stain-

iiiH' " nuiy lie references to the rare use of stone in

building, as St. ]\Iary " Ic Bow" is to the use of

arches, thou-h St. :Mary " Woolnoth " and St. Mary
" Wonlchurrh Haw" refer to the woollen hith and

ninrket, as St. Mary Bothaw refers to a little har-

bour on the Walbrook, yet in such names as St.

Martin Oigu-, St. .Inhu Zaeharv, St. Katharine

Coleman, St. Martin Outwich, St. Benet Fink

—

now commemorated by Finch Lane— St. Nicholas

Aeon, St. Andrew Hubbard, St. Laurence Pountncy,

St. Margaret Moses, St. INIargaret Lothbury, St.

Mary Montalt or Mounthaw, St. Nicholas Olave, and

others, we have the founder or rebuilder indicated,

and can, in a majority of cases, ascertain when he

lived.

It was in the Eleventh Century and thebegiiming

of the Twelfth that church - building activity was

at its height. Tiie cathedral of St. Paul ceased to

be used by the ])arishioners, for whom the dean and

chapter provided St. Faith's, St. Gregory's, and other

small churches. They likewise accepted from varioiis

citizens the charge of new churches. Orgarthe Proud,

near the beginning of the Twelfth Century, gave them

two, St. Martin Orgar and St. Botolph, Billingsgate.

A priest named Daniel gave them St. Edmund the

King, in Lombard Street, on condition his son Ismael

should have the living after him. Robert, the son of

Eal])h, the son of Herlewin, gave them St. Miehael-

le-Quernc, which stood in the corn market where Sir

Robert Peel's statue is now. It would be tedious to

go through all the list. We may take it as cer-

tain that a mnjority of London churches were built

about 11.50 ; and it is probable that the fire, long

afterwards known as the Great Fire of London,

which hapjiened in 11-36, and l)in'nt nearly as much

of the city as that of 1G6G, was the proximate cause

of this building activity.

I have mentioned St. Ethell)urga's (vi.) as a very

ancient church. It is situated just within the site of

Bishopsgate, and unlike its near neighbour, St. Helen's,

which we visited in our fii'st paper, it is always open.

Why St. Helen's, with its wealth of monuments, should

always be kept locked except during service-time

is "one of those things no fellow can understand."

At St. Ethel burga's the cpiiet little church invites

the passer-by to enter and pray, or rest, or admire the

solitary bit of First Pointed or Early English archi-

tecture left in the city, with the doubtful exceptions

of the Lady Chapel in Southwark and the Temple

Church, both of which are so thoroughly restored

that they belong not to the Thirteenth Century but

to the Nineteenth, and are worthless as architectural

examples. St. F^thelburga's is not, and probably

never was, a handsome church ; but it is venerable

and curious. I know nothing of its history. It

may have been founded by King Alfred himself. It

may belong t(i the same category as St. Giles's and

St. Helen's, and have been founded after the great

fire of ll."i(i. This is the safest theory, if a theory

is necessary. The parish is chiefly situated at the

other side of the street, and lies wholly within the

line of the wall. The advowson was long part of

the pro])erty of the prioress of St. Helen's, and was
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granted by Qirh'U Elizabeth to the Bishop of London. liouse is very eliaractorlstie oF an old London ehnrch.

Tlie curiously mean ontiance, the lancet windows, We see the same or similar arrangements at All-

half built up, the minute dimensions of the church, hallows, Lombard Street, at St. Katharine Coleman,

which is only fifty-four feet long' and about half that at St. Helen's, 13ishopsg-ate, and at St. Bartholo-

in wiJtli, and, above all, the comparatively genuine mew's; and it formerly existed at Allhallows Bark-

and unsophisticated state of the ancient fabric make ing, St. Peter's, Cornhill, St. Andrew Undershaft,

this one of the most interesting of Loudon churches, St. Mary-le-Bow, and a great many other ])laccs.

even though it contains no magnificent monuments, It seems to point to the original foundation (jf these

and is connected, it is my duty to note, with the churches as more or less private chapels. It is on

names of no illustrious men. record that before the fire several parish churches

—

The porch passing under or through a private notably St. Mary Colechurch and St. Mary Mount-
haw-—were over the gateway's

of great mansions. Churches

over gates are very common in

old towns, but they are generally

over town gates, not over the

entrances of private houses. It

will not do to press the point too

far, but it is well worth mark-

ing ; and it certainly goes to

strengthen the view I have ven-

tured to jmt forward ab()\e as

to the number and smallness of

London churches, and the ])ro-

bability that a majority of them

were of private foundation, and

n<it of very great antiquity.

There is, or rather was, a

curious little laliyrinth of nar-

row streets and alleys of old-

fashioned houses between the

churchyard of St. Helen's,

Bishopsgate, and St. ]\Iary Axe.

There have been great altera-

tions going on in the district

of late years, but on the whole

they have brought the ancient

clumh of St. Andrew more into

view. The street of St. .Mary

Axe was formerly called St.

Mary at Axe, and that imple-

ment is supposed to have

figured (in a neighbouring sign-

board. A church of St. Mary
stood on the west side of the

street until the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, when it was ])ulled

dow n, and the jiiivish united with

St. Andrew. It is not very easy

to reconcile conflicting calcula-

tions, but if we are not greatly

mistaken St. Andrew's stands on

the highest ground in the city,

being, in fact, on the summit of

the Cornhill. In ancient times

there was no distinction betweenVU. -Sr. KAXHAKIXK CllEE.
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Ciiniliill mill Tjoailciiliall Street, ami tlic I'lmrcli fi;re\v to sueli pvo]iortli>iiR tliat more than four luiinlrfj ,

was St. Aiiiircw u|i(in (\iriiliill. It obtained its people, ineludiiiij; a number of women, were arrested
\ i

pi'esenl name from the. street in front of it beintj and brou<;-ht before the young kint^ at Westminster,

the place selected for tlie annual raisinij,- of a May- He pardoned all but tliirteen, who were hanged, but

pule. We are told that the shaft was taller than the the May-pole and tlie celebration of May-day in the

VIII. ST. ANDREW IINDKIiSHAFT.

steeple, l:>nt. we cannot argue from this as to its City were discredit

height, because the stee])le was n'built after the

May-pole had Iieen disused for some years. The street

must have been much wider than it is at jnvsent at

this point, or ,.lse the market-place of Leadenhall
was more ii|ien. In the l)eginiiin(i- "I' the n^iou of

Henry VIII. (he celebration o[ May-day upon Corn-
hill came to a sudden end. A riot agaJnst foreio-iiers

ed, anil tlie shaft itself was hung
on a range of Inioks under the eaves of a neighbour-

ing row of houses, the situation of w]n"cli is probaldy

marked by Shaft Alley. For two-and-thirty years,

fi-om 1.j17 to 15 1 i), it remained there unmolested;

l>ut in the latter year " Sir Sampson," curate of the

neighbouring parish cliurch of St. Katharine Cree,

pleached a sermon at St. Paul's Cross, in which he
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ik'iioiUK-ed tlie jKipulnr rites ;inil ceremonies of May-

day as lieatheuisli and id(datroiis, and so worked upon

the feelings of his audience by the vigour of his

eloquence that they attacked the old shaft with their

knives, and whittled it all away.

The present church (via.) only dates from ]5:2I).

It is uniformly built in late Perpendicular, and has

within a surprisingly spacious appearance. In the

north aisle, at the east end, is a monument which of

itself would be sufficient to make the church a place

ot jnlgrimage. John Stow, the historian of Loudon,

occupies a unique position among the authors of the

great Elizalicthau age. Little, indeed, should we know

of the ajipearance of London before the fire were it

not for his topographical descriptions. He was able

at a time when any legend, however wild, any tradi-

tion, however garbled, did duty for history to go to

original documents and to weigh facts for himself.

Li reading his book it will be as well to remember

that his guesses are as erroneous as those of any

of his contemjwraries; but when he quotes an ancient

document, or narrates a fact of his own knowledge,

he may be depended upon as absolutely accurate,

lu funning an idea of this very s[)ot we may see how
Stow's account brings it before our eyes. I quote

from the first edition (l.ji.)'.), p. lll.j). Speaking of

the Priory at Aldgate he says :
" These Priors have

sitten and ridden amongst the Aldermen of London,

in livery like unto them, saving that his habite was

ill shape of a spirituall person, as I myself have scene

ill my childhood : at which time the Prior kept a

most bountifull house of meate and drinke both for

rich and ])oore, as well within the house as at the

gates to all comers according to their estates." One

sentence like this transports us back beyond the'

Reformation, and tells us more of the life of old

Liiiulon than wdiole chapters written now can do.

It is distressing to know that his bones were not

suiTcred to rest in peace where the loving hands of

his wife had laid them. In 173:2 they were rciimvcd

tn make way f(ir the bi.idy of some citizen who was

diHibtless a personag'e of more importance in the eves

of his contemjioraries. But the monument remains

in its place. If Stow was so poor before his death

that he had a licence from James I. to beg in London
and Westminster, it is strange that so beautiful and

costly a tomb should have been erected. Either his

widow spent all her substance on it, or, what is not

improbable, his works began, after his deatli, to

Itriug in some money. His " Survey of London"
hail only been juiblished when he was seventy-four,

and he died at the age of eighty in 1605. The figure

is of terra-cotfa. The historian is represented as

s;t(ing with a book on his knee, in which he writes,

a " jiracticable " pen being from time to time re-

newed. Over his head are the arms of the Merchant

Taylors, the City company to which he belonged.

In the recess on either side of him is a closed and

clasped book, as if to denote that he is represented as

he sat in his study. Altogether, if this was the

monument of any pirivate individual, it would be

worthy of notice for the quiet dignity of the design.

I wish I could add that we know the name of the

artist who made it.

The priory of Holy Trinity was habitually called

Christ Church, or Cree Church, and the name sur-

vives in St. Katharine Cree (vii.), a church very little

further along Leadenhall Street than St. Andrew's.

It was originally built by the prior of Aldgate, in

the churchyard of the priory, in order that the canons

miglit not be disturbed l)y the jiresence of the laity

at their services. In Stow's time the old building

was standing, and he relates that the pavement of

the street was so much above the church floor that

men were " faine to descende into the saide church

by divers stejipes," aud he speaks of the steeple or

bell-tower as having " becne lately budded, to witte,

about the yeare l.jOl." This old stee])le probably

stands yet, but the church was pulled down in IG'IS

and rebuilt. This relniilding obliterated the grave of

Hans Holbein, who had died of the plague in 1554,

while staying with his patron the Duke of Norfolk

in the old house of the priors of Aldgate. Duke's

Place still marks the site.

The church of St. Katharine Cree has not attrficted

the attention which it deserves. It has been alter-

nately criticised unfavourably by admirers of classical

and Gothic architecture, for it was built under the

direction, if not actually from the designs, of Bishop

Laud, who, while he could not resist in some respects

the classical taste of the day, endeavoured notwith-

standing to conform to the old Gothic model. The

result is extremely satisfactory. The church consists

of a nave with side aisles. The aisles arc divided

from the nave by a row of magnificent Corinthian

columns, which support richly decorated and round-

headed arches. Above these arches is a Gothic clere-

story, and the windows of the side aisles, though

square-headed, have Gothic tracery. At the east end

is a large square-headed window, filled also with

Gothic tracery so as to form a Katharine's wheel.

The ceremonial used by Bishop Laud when he con-

secrated his new church was considered so Pojiish

that it was included in the articles of impeachment

against him by the Parliament.

On our way to the church of Allhallows Bark-

ing (x.) we may turn into a little court oft' Fenchurch

Street and pass through the churchyard of Allhallows

Staining (xi.), emerging again in Mark Lane. Of the

church itself the very picturesque tower alone remains.

It was the model used for the church tower in the

representation of "Old London" at last year's Health
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Exliihilion. Tlio history of ,\llli;illows Hurkiiii;.

affords at least one prolilctn wliicli T have so Far

found insolnlile. Altliotiu'li tlicre can he no reason-

able doubt that the ehureh was originally built and

'rwcll'th, and was made by a eertain man named
iviiuir, and Briclitwcn, whom we may suppose to have
becTi his wif<'. Nevertlieless we find in the year
]-"3S7 that the abbess had resunnnl her rii;hts, and

X. ALLnALLOWS BAKKIXG.

endowed by the ijreat lady abbess of Barking, yet the founded a viearagc, to which she presente.l William
first eireumstanee that we have of documentary history Colies. The question is how .lid Kiculf become
relatnisr to it is a -rant of " Berkineheehirche/' after possessed of Barkin- Church, and how did the abbess
the Norman Conquest, to the church of Rochester, get it back from Rochester Cathedral?
The date of this orant was after the middle of the It would be easy to write, as Mr. INIaskell has
Kleventh Century and before the middle of the done, a whole volume on the history of this must
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inlerfsliMi,-cluuvli,l,nt r..i-nur iHvscnt pui-iH'soitwill owino- to the interest whieli every one talccs ^in it

Le sudicie'nt In cmH utteiitioii to the massive Nuniiau as the burial-plaee of the immortal Samuel Pepys

piers in I he nave, to

I he heautirully eol-

oureil iron braekels

of the Seventeenth

Century, whieh are

prnvideil in this and

several ntherchurrlu's

For tlie support ol' the

Lord INIayor's sword

and niaee when he

visits the eiiurrh in

state, and to tlie un-

usually larti'e nundier

of fine luouinnents,

and espeeially of

brasses, one of whieh,

handsomely restored,

represents " M r.

William Thynne, Es-

(juire," Henry \'l IT.'s

eoiik, who died in

l."i Mi. If is eny-raved

on lioth sides, or, to

use the eorreet term,

is '' jialiinpsesl." In

tliis ehundi were

liui'ied tile heailless

l)odies of the I'iarl of

Surrey, Bisliop Eislier,

and Arehhishop
Laud, to whom, as I

liave said, we owe St.

Katharine C'ree ; Init

all were subseipiently

removed. The j^-reat lire of ICiliCi h

of Allhallows lint spared the ehureh

St. Olave's, Hart Street (i.\.), a

• I'reat lire

XI.—ALLHALLOWS STAININO.

urnt the poreh

A very suitable and

handsome monument

to his memory has

recently been placed

in the south aish^

;

but he is buried at

the north side of the

e omm lui i o n - 1 ab 1 e,

where he set the tab-

let surmounted by

his wife's bust. No
visitor should neg-

lect to sec the vestry-

room of St. Olave's.

It must have been

built, together with

the gate at the

south-eastern comer

of the churehyard,

during the lifetime

of Pepys. The ceil-

ing of the vestry-

room is decorated

with the full-length

ligure of an angel,

whieh appears as if

aliout to fall upon

the table below. An-

other remarkable oIj-

jeet is the crown on

the top of the steeple,

which bears a glass

or crystal Iiall which

may be made out

without difficulty when the sun shines on it. There

is, of course, a local legend connected with it ; but

o escajicl the I have outstayed iny time, and the local legend must

It has been repeatedly described of late, go untold. \V. J. LomE.

"ON THE APPIxlN WAY."

From thk. rirTiiii-: by Gabkiel jMax.

ALItnrr.if modem (icrmany, I'rofessor Max is sinci'iv and veracious after his kind; and we must

al.ovcallasentiineiitalist. What he most wishes (juarirl imt with the individual but with the species,

to exin-ess is the soul of things, or at all events as For all its cleverness, the present is a typical example,

f it as mav be discerned through that Obviously the young mother who has come out to
exi

much
e ]ireroi;'ati ve of

it may consider.

mav
cinotinnal lia/.e with which if is

till' 'rcntiuuc mind to envtdop a

That the niali'lial thus discovered and expressed i

often so (Icniian as fn he unsympathetic ti> fin

World at large, is no fault of the artist's. He i;

leg by the way has no warrant for her maternity;

obviously she is bowed down by shame, and has de-

lirred her appearance until nightfall, that her blushes

be iKif seen. It is a (ierinan fancy, but it will

have jileuty of admirers.
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OLD HERBALS: GERMAN AND ITALIAN.

£m

I.— " PULEGIUM.'

(" Herbay'tiis Patat-'ue ;

"
Has.)

BY old Ik'i-bals I understaml a certain class of

old Ijooks on botany, dating from the Fifteenth

to the Seventeenth Century, and illustrated with

wi.odiuts. Tliey belong to a time when botany was

still a branch of medi-

cine and was slowly

growing up to an inde-

pendent jiosition. Henee

the works I speak of

were distinctly medical

in their aim and use

;

they were written biy

physicians for the use

of their own ]irofession

or of the public. They

are conveniently called

" Herbals " because this

word has long been used

in English for l)0oks

which treat of medirinal

plants or licrhs.

This curious old

literatiu'e is, then, of

great interest in the

history of medicine and

of science, and is for

various reasons dear to a certain section of biblio-

maniacs. But it has also a great artistic interest.

This interest attaches to the woodcut figures of

plants in which these books abound, and which

illustrate the development of the art of wood-

enfrraving tliri>UL;h the whole of its earlier period,

from its first rude lieginnings in the Fifteenth Cen-

tury down to its decadence in the Seventeenth. A
great historical value cannot, then, be denied to these

figures. That they have also an absolute artistic

value can hardly be doubted by any one who has

studied them, and will, I hope, be in some measure

shown by the illustrations to this paper.

The art of illustrating printed books witli figures

of plants took its rise nearly at the same time in

Italy and Germany. Italy has, however, the priority

!)y a year or two, and the first printed book actually

known with botanical figures is the " Treatise on the

Virtues of Herbs," ascribed to one Apuleius Platoni-

cus, and first printed at Home about the year IISO

by Philip de Lignamiue. It had existed in manu-

script for some centuries, and was evidently a very

poi)ular book, since copies either in -Latin or in one

of the vernacular languages are fojuul aljundaiitly in

all the great I'AU-opean libraries.

The printed book is, however, what now concerns

us. It is a small cpiarto, printed in square Ilomaii

characters and illustrated with very extraordinary

figures. The date is fixed by the dedication, which

is addressed to the Cardinal Gonzago, who died in

14-83, so that it must have been printed before or in

that year. This makes it at least a year older than

the earliest book of the same class printed in Ger-

many. The printer, Philip de Lignamiue (who was

a ])hysician and a scholar as well as a printer), tells

us in the dedication that he found the manuscript of

this book at ^Nlonte Cassino, probably in the library

of the monastery there, and published it for the use

of his patron the cardinal. He does not say, what

is nevertheless quite certain, that the figures con-

tained in the book were also copied from the manu-

script or from some similar one. This fact I am

able to state from personal inspection, having care-

fully compared the book (of which an imperfect copy

is in the British ^Museum library) with several

manuscripts. The execution of the figures is rough

in the extreme. In most eases it would be impos-

sible to guess what plant is intended to be repre-

sented. This roughness is partly due to the process

by which the figures were produced. Although they

have been generally described as woodcuts, they are

a-sserted by Weigel and other authorities to be really

printed from metal blocks cut out in the manner

in which wood blocks are now cut out ;
the lines

intended to receive the

ink, and from which the

print was made, beniL;'

left standing. I am

quite incompetent to ex-

press any ojiinion upon

the technical question,

but I can well believe

that "Weigel is right,

since the appearance of

these cuts is very differ-

ent from ordinary wood-

cuts.

The originals are, as

has been said, to be

found in the illustrations

drawn and coloured by

hand in the manuscript

cojiies of Apuleius Pla-

tonicus. I can only

claim to have made a superficial examination of a

few manuscripts at Florence and London, but this

II.—AKBOU VIT.l:.

("OrtltS Sanilalis;" 1-195.)
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lias sliown me tliat tlieso illustrations arc always

siilistaiitially the same, and merely copied I'rom one

III.—ROSE.

(.Iffio")', " Dc riribns Ilnbarum." Cbr. UOO.)

aiiollicr without reference to nature, as is sufllcieutly

proved hy such facts as these. The artistic merit

of these drawings of plants is far below that of

other contemjiorary art—for instance, that of missals,

&c., whore flowers introdnced as ornaments are often

represented with singular beauty and fidelity—and

even below that of figure drawings in the very

manuscripts in which the drawings of plants occur.

Their inaccuracy was, then, not owing to mere lack

of draughtsmanshiii. ^Moreover, the drawings in

the older mannscrijits are distinctly more accurate

than those in the newer, though the latter arc in

other respects more elegant and artistic. They must
have all been originally derived from some older

manuscripts, perhaps now lost, which were illus-

trated by drawings made direct from nature. Li

which case, we arrive at the remarkable conclusion

that in these hardly recognisable figures of plants we
have copies, degraded by passing through the hands

of several generations of purely imitative draughts-

men, of origiiial studies from nature made by Greek

or Latin artists, in Roman imperial times, for a

Roman public.

If we may, then, regard it as established that the

art of the early productions, written or printed, which

have now been spoken of, was the art of a copyist,

that the figures of plants became traditional, as did

the figures of the Virgin and saints in mediaeval art,

or as those of the same personages remain in Russian

religious art to the present day—if this be made
out, then I think we shall have found the clue by
which to interpret other works of the same period in

(jcnnaiiy, and of these we must now speak.

The earliest known book printed in Germany with

figUi-es of plants is a small quarto in Latin, known
as " Ilerbarius," or, to give it its proper title, "Her-
barius Moguntiie impressus anno &c. lxxxiiii," i.e.,

"The Book of Herbs, printed at Maintz in the year

&c. Si" (1 ISf). A second edition was printed at

Passau in 1 IS.j, with the title " Ilcrbarius Pataviie

imjiressns anno doiiiini et cetera l.xxxv," which is

the edition here used. Another edition appeared at

Passau, Ll'8() ; and after this several undated editions

in other towns of Germany and the Netherlands, one

at least in the Flemish language, and one in French.

After four preliminary leaves, wo have one humlred

and fifty leaves, each containing the figure of a plant

without much description, and an account of its medi-

cinal uses. Then follow twenty leaves without figures

(preceded by a blank leaf in perfect copies). The

name of the author is unknown. He calls his book

"Aggregator practicus de Simplicibus," that is to

.say, " The Practical Compiler on Simple Medicines,"

but this title is not

distinctive, having

been given to several

earlier medical works

of the same kind.

Rut the figures chiefly

concern ns here. They

are in the earliest

stvle of wood-engrav-

ing, and much re-

semble in their exe-

cution the early

jilaying-cards which

are known to have

been among the first

])rodnctions of the

\\oodcnt art. Some-

thing of the quaint

style of these works

may be seen even in

m o d e r n p 1 a y i n g-

cards. Like these,

the figures in " Her-

barius"are generally

coloured, and were

jirobabl V al ways
meant to be published

coloured, plain copies

being rare. It would

be diiricult or im-

possible to tell what

plants are intendc<l

by most of these

figures, and one can

hardly suppose that

an artist, even a very

])0or artist, actually

meant to represent

by such caricatures,

objects which he had

TV.—srrocK.

(Dnw/fls, " Ucrbarum Virrc Eiconcs;

Strastmrg, ISSI.)
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licFdi-e liiiii. Oil till' iitlicr liand, tliry were not

(lr;i\vii <|uili' at ranilnm, siiice tliei'e is often sonie-

tliini;- ill the shape or arran^'einent oL' tlie llowers

whieh corresponds to tiie name ^-iven ; and the

eoloiiriiio', riidt' as it is, agrees in most eases

witii that of tlie aetual pkint. The only way, it

appears to me, of exphiining these resemblances and

differences is to sai)pose that, as in the case of the

Roman Herbarium, the artist was copying traditional

fio-nres ]ireservcd in mannscripts. The general cha-

racter of the figures quite licars out this supposition.

One feature which specially connects them with

the figures of the nianuscripts is a certain artificial

balance and symmetry, which, though tpiite wrong

from the naturalistic point of view,

looks liki' the kist vestige of a nobler

style of drawing, degenerated in the

IkukIs of a cojiyist. This may be

traced in our example (i.), professing

to represent I'ulegium, or penny

royal, which it certainly cannot be,

though what it is meaut for would

not lie easy to say.

" Herbarius " was soon superseded

by a muidi more imjiortant book of

the same kind, the celebrated " ILirtus

Sanitatis," or "Garden ,if Healtii."

The history of the numerous editions

of this work is verv complicated.

ISrielly, however, the facts are these.

In 1 IS.") was ]inlilished at ^[aiiitz

a folio iu the (iermaii laiii;iiao-e, on

tile plan of " Herbarius," Ijiit much

larger, containing four hundred and

thirty-five ehajiters, nearly all with

tlie fii;'ure of a ])kiut. The anony-

mous author calls his book in the

jirefacc, "(Jrtus Sanitatis oder tents<di,

Gart der Gesuiullieil." He states

that he had the liook C(jmpiled l)y a

doctor of me<licine, and comjileted it.

by his own travels in the East and

the Holy IjiikI, where he took an

artist witii him to figure the plants

whicli h(.' niit;'lit find.

This preface has been thought to

sliow a, connection with the ccleliratcd

travels of Heniliard \oii Hre\'ilcnba(li

and his coinpaiiioiis, who rt'tiirned lo

Germany in lis I. Hu( there are

dilliculties in edimectiiiL;' the ]ireface

with ISreydenliach ; and we can onh'

assume that soini' wcallli\' |ici^.in had

the ijook compiled and illustniteil, and

probaldy ]irinted, at his own cost. The

niedieal writer employed apjiears t,o

have been one Johann AVonnecke, of Caub on the

Rhine, called Johannes de Cuba, or Johann de Cube,

whose name occurs at one passage. Choulant (than

whom there is no more trustworthy authority) will

not admit this testimony, but, on the whole, this

with other evidence points to Cuba as the author

of the compilation, though not of the ]ircface

C' Gra])hisclie Incuuabeln fiir Naturgeschichle und

^Medicin," Leipzig, IS.jS).

Chatto and Jackson, with other authorities, have

spoken of the "Ortus (low Latin for llortus) Sani-

tatis" as a new edition of " llerliarius," but, I think,

without reason. The text, apart from its greater

length, is really different ; and though it treats of

Ss,\ if,.

^^0,,

V.—CITRDLLUS COLOCYNTIIUS.
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the sniiic sul)jccts as " lIcrbMriiis," uses ililTcri'iil Liii-

guage. The ligurcs of this lirst edition (wliicli is ex-

MM.

mw
WT^*»J^»^^*^'M-.n.^fJ«-^^^ Jll»-•l^^T^»;^L. .... . i«. . njn^i . 1 i^m '

., ,,-^i,mmat

VI.—MAPLE.

(Tragus, " De Stirpinm Xomcnclahiris ; " Strafbyrfi, 155S.)

troniely rare, hut may 1)0 seen in tlio IJritisli IMuscnm)

are very interestinj:;;'. They are very mueh lari^-er

than those of " Herbarius " and (jnito different from
them, being evidently drawn, thougli roughly, from
nature; only in one or two instances {e.f/., Scrofularia,

cap. 386) do we see the formal symmetrical arrange-

ment of the older school. Tliey are all eciloure<l

in the only copy I have seen. There are also two

larger full-page woodcuts, one representing a grou]i of

medical sages, the other a doctor and patient, which
have great merit. This work, which may be called

the German " Tlortns Sanifatis," was several times

reprinted in the l-'ifleenth ("enlury, sometimes with

a date, sometimes without (but the undated editions

are evidently later than that of 1 Is.Jl, and always in

(lernian. The figures of plants in these editions are

always smaller than those of the first edition, ami
cvithMitly cojiied from them.

In 11 11
1 appeared a Latin work called " Ortus

banitatis," considerably larger than the German, cnn-

taiuingfivc hundred and thirty chapters of plants, each

willi a figure, as well as animals, minerals, X;c. 'I'his

edition was also several limes reprinted, sometimes
with, sometimes witlmuf adati-; and is bri ter knciwn,

and commoner, than the older (iei-nian edilions.

The Latin text is not nieridy a translatinn iil' the

(ierman, but so much altereil and enlarged as to be

virtually a new book. ^Ve may thus distinguish the

older and smaller German " Ortus Sanitatis " from
the newer and larger Latin one. The figures in the

Latin editions are for the nn)st part borrowctl from
the (ierman, s<i far as they go; but, of course, there

aie many new ones. There are also little drawings
I'f men and animals intrijcluivd, which are superior in

style til the mere natural liistcjry ligiu'es, and several

large full-page woodcuts, which show careful drawing
and considerable force of ex])ression in the faces.

The cutting is very i-ough. Thai one we (piute (ii.)

is a fair example of (he style, though of course a

fabulous figure, since il represents the tree of life,

" Arbcn- vel lignum vita' paradisi.'-" I'nder tin' liiad

of " Operationes," or virtues, we have not cndy the

power of conferring imimjrtality attributed to its fruit

in the sacred text, but a humbler virtue assigned to

its wood of being indestructible by fire. St. Jerome
is the authority fortius, who states the wood used

by Moses for the altar (shittim-woud, as we rc'ad in

Leviticus) was of this tree.

Indeed, the " operations" attributed to herbs are

some of them very (juaint indeed. Let us take, fen-

instance, the ecininiou herb Fennel. "Tliiseverv one

knows and uses, lii>t 1 ecause it heats in the third

degree and

dries in the

lirst degree;

secondly, be-

cause it sharp-

ens the blight ;

thirdly, be-

cause it ]iro-

duces milk [xc.

\\\ women).
J)e mocri t us

thought that

p o i s o n o u s

worms eat the

fri'sh seeds of

fennel to

s t re n gt li en

their sight.

^ ipers and

serpents, when
they come out

of th<'ir holes

after their

winter sleep, vii.

—

medicago cibcrjata.

rub tlieir eyes (.tamoonite, -iZurtus J/c<iici«;"i'>aKA/urt,i4W.J
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with foiiiK-1 to make them brio-litcr." And so on,

Tor we have not quoted one-fourth. This is a fair

sample of the book; very rarely does the author

assert anything as the result of his own experience.

The " Ortus Sanitatis " reigned as the chief book

on herbs for nearly half a century, but contemporary

with it were some less important books containing

figures of plants in the style which we may, for the

sake of a name, call that of the Archaic school.

Among these a Latin poem on the virtues of herbs,

attributed to one Macer Floridus, was frequently

reprinted. From an edition without date, but pru-

babl^ about 149(1, we have copied the little figure

of the Rose (in.), which shows that the formal

quality of these archaic works lends itself somewhat

readily to decorative effect.

No progress was, in fact, made in botany, or in

Ijotanical illustration, till about the year l.joll, when a

book appeared wliich was destined to make a revolution

in the science and the art. This was the production

of Otto Brunfels, a. man of mark in several distinct

fields, a scholar, a theologian, a physician. He was

for nine years head master of the grammar school

at Strasburg, where he found time to study medi-

cine, and in ]5-'5() took his doctor's degree. For

the short remainder of his Hie he practised as a

physician, but an acute illness cut short his career

in 15.3t.

I have mentioned these facts because they illus-

trate the influence of two powerful factors in the

o-rowth of the new German school of botanists of

whom we have now to speak, namely, the revival

of classical learning and the religious Reforma-

tion. AVhatever the reason may have been, most of

the botanists were Greek scholars, and most of them

were Protestants. The title of Brunfels's work is

sufficiently significant : " Herbarum Yiv?e Eicones

in gratiam veteris illius et jamjam

rennsceutis Herljaria? jMcdicinte "—that is, " Lively

Figures of Plants, drawn after nature with the utmost

care and art, together with their effects, in aid of

the old and now reviving science of Botanical ilcdi-

cinc" The first part of this classical work was

priiiteil at Strasburg in Ljoll, the second in L532,

;nul the third not till after the author's death, in

1 r)."5t). In accuracy and learning it is superior be-

yond comparison to anything which had gone before.

The figures show no less superiority. They were

carefnlly drawn from nature by the best artist wlio

could be found. The artist was Hans Weyditz (or

Guiditius), a wood-engraver of repute, who, it would

seem probalile, bofli drew the plants and cut them

on tho woihL 'I'he figures (iv.) are entirely in

ontlliie, lioKlK vet gracefully drawn, and of obvious

fidelity, as is shown in some cases even by the faded

and drooping condition of the specimens. Perhaj)S

no more sudden advance was ever made in a special

branch of art than is discernible on comparing these

figures with the barbarities of the "Ortus Sanitatis,"

especially in its later editions ; and no subsequent

botanical illustrator ever surpassed Brunfels so far as

Brunfels surpassed his jjredeecssors.

The work of Brunfels was, however, worthily

carried on by a man of the same stamp as himself,

Leonhart Fuehs, born in L501. Fuehs also was one

of the " medical humanists," a Greek scholar, a

botanist, a Lutheran. The advance wdiich the art

of botanical illustration made under his direction is

very noteworthy. Fuchs's great work was " De
Historia Stirpium Commentarii," f(dio, published by

Isengrin, a ]irinter of Basel, in 151:1, in Latin; and

the following j'car in German, as " Neu Kreuter-

liuch." The figures for this book were drawn under

the author by two artists named Fiillmaurer and

Meyer, and cut by Rudolph Speckle of Strasburg.

Fuehs speaks of the care he took that all parts of the

jilant should be correctly represented, and that the

artists should put in nothing for the purpose of

showing off their own dexterity. In order that the

forms should be expresseil with the utmost fidelity,

he allowed no shading, and the outcome was a series

of singularly bold and beautiful outline woodcuts.

On comparing them with those of Brunfels we see

that the general aim and the style are the same,

but those of Fuehs have .an indisputable superiority.

Their larger size is an advantage ; the drawing is

generally more graceful, and the lines more finely cut.

Li fact this particular style of art reached its climax

in Fuchs's book ; it is not easy to conceive of the

particular object aimed at being more completely

attained; and it is wonderful how much beauty is

gained in the endeavour after truth of fact (v.).

The work of Fuehs had more success than that of

Brunfels (which does not appear to have been widely

circulated), and his figures were copied into inriumer-

able later Herbals. Among the books wdiich may be

regarded as belonging to his school is the Herbal of

Hieronymus Bock (in Latin, Tragus), who, like his

predecessors, was a Protestant and a theologian ; and,

like Brunfels, was a schoolmaster before he became a

physician. Bock applied himself especially to the

study of Germair plants, so that his book is less

strictly medical than some others. It appeared first

without figures in 1539 (an edition which I have

not seen), then in folio with German text in LjK!;

and, translated into Latin by David Kylier, was pub-

lished in quarto with the same figures by Wendel

Rebel, Strasburg, in 150^, the edition from which

our figure (vi.) is copied. The figures of plants

were drawn by a young self-taught artist, David

Kaudel. AVlio cut them on the wood is not known,

unless it was Kaudel himself. The greater part of
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them were copied from the larger iigures of Fuchs.

Some of the originals, drawn hy Kandel, an> notable

for the humour displa3'ed in the aeeesscny Iigures ni'

men and animals, as may be seen in our ((notation

(vi.). This later Herbal of Tragus (" liioronynii

Tragi, de Stirpiuni nomenelaturis," ik:e., is its jiroper

title) is a very pretty book, but does not show any

advance on Fuchs's, or even equal it.

A new school of botanical illustration was started

hy the great naturalist Conrad (icsner, who, after

completing his marvellous work on animals, designed

a similar encyclop£edic account of plants. For this

purpose he had collected a vast number of drawings,

few of which he was aide to jniblish himself. Tiie

special merit of Gesner's illustrations was that they

VIII.—SCAMUOXV.

i^iIaUtnollt.% " Dioscoruh's;" roiicc, 1665.)

represented the im])ortaut parts of the plant on a

larger scale than tiie whole jjlant. This feature is

also seen in the " lloilus Alcdiens" of J. Camerariu.s

(Frankfurt, I.jSS), a w^ork which contains only a few
tigin-es, but these are asserted by an eminent botanist,

Pi- ifessor Treviranus, to be without exception the

best woodcuts of ])lants ever ])nblished. AVe give an

exami)le (vii.) quite in the style of Gesner'.s Iigures.

The artists who worked for Camerarius were Brechtel,

Teterlin, and the celebrated Jost Amnion, to one of

whom this drawing must lie assigned.*

After the very early .llerbal i'ormerly spoken

of, the Italinns were, till the middle of the Sixteenth

Century, contented with reprints and translations of

the Uernian " Ilerbarius " and " Ilorlus Sanitatis."

Pietro Andrea INIattioli, a

physician of Sienna, was tlie

first to revive the study of

botany, liy jiublishing an

Italian translation of the works

of the Greek naturalist Dios-

eorides. The first edition was

printed at Venice, L51I-, but

api^arently without figures. In

lo.j-l- appeared a Latin version

illustrated by woodcuts; bnt

these were comjiaratixely small,

and different from those sub-

seijuently to be described,

^lattioli having become j)hysi-

ciau to the Archduke Ferdi-

nand, afterwards ICmporor, ob-

tained from him and other

]irinees assistance in Iniiiging

out a grand edition of his

" Dioscorides," illustrated with

large figures. This aceordinglv

aj)pcared in "Wiiiee in |."i(J."),

in a large folio of fourteen

hundred and fifty-nine num-
tiered jVages, whieli, from the

number and elaboration of the

woodcuts, must have been a

very costly book to produce.

The figures, being shaded, are

more life-like than those of

Fuehs, but not superior, in-

deed not equal to them in

drawing. They have, however,

one quality which makes them
very "decorative;" that is,

that the branches and leaves

are contracted or expanded till

• Treviranus, "Die Anwendiing

(Ics Holzschnitto.s zur liildliclieii Dai-s-

tellung von I'llanzen," Leipzi;^, 1805.
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UlOV lill iho Mnc TIlis IVatniv makrs llie lii;-iives si^'iis seem to me only second to (liose of Fuehs,

of M;i,t(hiolus (s[)erially suitalilc for tlio i;-uidaiiee of

tlie oniameiital desii^-ner, and wo may iierliaps trace

some of tliem in our modern \v;dl -papers. Tlie liguro

we lia\'e eojiied (\ni.) shows lliat tlie artist knew

liow to compose. The Ui^'ly tap-root of the Seam-

l.)ut they lire second. It is ciirions that these fine

woodcuts appear only in a few of the very numerous

editions of Matlliiohis's " Uioscorides." Tlie title of

the best edition is " Petri Audrcie J\Iatthioli Senensis,

medici, Commentarii in sex lihros Pedacii Diosco-

mony, which mio-ht seem a hopeless feature, has been rides. Vcnetiis, ex officina ^'ali;-risiana. loGb." All

so skilfully treated as to enhance the Ijeauty of the the earlier and most later editions contain sinalli'r

delicate leaves. In drawini^-, then, ^latthiolus's de- and inferior ligures. J. p. Payne ^I.D.

THE DART.

TOTNES TO IirCKFASTLETOH.

WHEN the philosopher objected to white houses, theg-rccn hills, it appears like a natural o-rowth amona^

and found in the clear and colourless days them, eharaeteristic in its warm rich colour of the

of the south that ''' the glaciers were always out soil, of the red marl and rosy crystalline limestone,

of tnne," he hit on the true source of what is so If it has fallen from its high estate, it is not without

disturbing to the critical sense in many .1 foreign consolation. Once it possessed strategic im]iortance,

town. Even in our rainy climate, where Nature plays as fortress and ])la<:'e of arms; now it has achieved

so kindly into the hands of the anti.piarv, white
houses defy her softening intluence. How sepulchral

and hideous they ajipear may be noted in any town
that has become a fashionable resort or acquired a
reputation for health. Under all as])ects, in blazing
sunshine or in drifting shower, Totnes is ever in

tune. So perfectly does the town harmonise with

FROM THE ISLAND, TOTNES.

" tone "—not loss perfect than the silvery

grey of Dartmouth embosomed in its stcc]'>

j-ji slate hills. Let no one disdain (his inherit-

ance. Fresh from the whitod an<l amaz-

ing villas that outrage the once-beautiful hills

of Tonjuay, the eyes of the tourist may take in

this quality with ease and satisfaction. No houses

hero that are '^ eligibly situate," as the jargon runs,

no "desirable mansions " with wonderful ventilation

and drainage, the outcome of the " Hcalthcries;"

but a kindly rallying of pleasing iucongrnities,
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liomely aiul substantial, huJcliod togetliev aftiT tlio quiet, and hero meets the last flowing ot the tide; on

delii;litful gregarious manner of old limes, when the steep green liiiiside the ehns, with rounded heavy

men valued protection and practised good-fellowship tojjs, appear massive under the high sunlight and

and hard blows. The very country around has the are relleeted in the waveless (piiot stream. Kound a

half-iiathetic, half-human aspect of a land that, has point below, the river disappears in a wooded vista

been long oceui)ied by a conservative race. From with an easy coil, which, ])laiid in a])pearance, yet

nianv a nook and retirement the sentimental voyager suggests volume and might. The sudden expansions

meets the mute and potent appeal that produces the and contractions, the curious doublings and evamsh-

TOTXIS CllUKCIt.

" holy pleasure " wliiih insiilri'd Wi>rdsw(]rtli's most

moving and salutary sonnet.

Before passing the first obstacle to navigation

—

the Weir, now being rebuilt, above the railway—we

linger a while on the island, a place of lofty trees,

cooled by river-breathings and melodious with small

birds and the occasional whistle of the steamer.

From the extremity of the island looking down-

stream a most characteristic view of the river is

obtained, given with excellent truth and feeling in

AFr. Barraud's first drawing. The stream is very

339

meiils of the Dart, are among the most notable

charms of its passage seaward. If you ignore the

occasional whitewash, like llie woodman's "blaze,"

on the rocks, and other devices that denote the

channel, you tind your craft lured into the most

leafy and remote recesses from which there seems no

ready outlet. Here you ma}' wisely dally— if not

with Neara or Amaryllis, with the "seldom-heard

mysterious sound" of Nature sleeping, and chide

Time as you will. The kingfisher, like a dazzling

beam of blue, will flash by; the heiou on the jjlasliy
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spit over against you will rise with lazy wing-, ami

soar a space I'or you to mark the liollow wings of

its speedless flight. Or I'roni the laud come tlie

sounds that tell of the lassitude of heat, the dreamful

sense of noon, pastoral lowings and bleatings, rook-

cawings, the mingled clamour of the farm-yard, too

far away to mar the harmonious charm. In the still

pauses, and then but rarely, the earth voice is heard,

the dim and tremulous music of her ceaseless round.

So dreamers dream, and who should gainsay them ?

But the traveller must twitch his mantle, for

the day is no laggard. Before ascending the Dart

further, one more aspect of Totnes will detain him.

Once again near the island, from the middle of the

stream we get a pretty glimpse of the town, crowned

by the church tower, backed l)y the sunset sky with

houses and church, island and stream, a-glow in

the warm light. No keener contrast could be

conceived than this effluence of calm, the slow and

almost sluggish movement of the river, the level

pastures facing the town, and the turbulence of the

stream a little distance beyond. Not that the whirl

and turmoil of the moorland water is encountered

near Totnes, or even near Staverton, but the current

of the river is vastly changed, even as the hills

among \vhich it moves are distinct from those below

Totnes. Below the wooded hills of Dartington the

water comes down with ever-varying force, now
gliding in a succession of smooth rapids, now with

an even rattle among broken boulders, now with

an occasional plunge, or presenting deep quiet pools

where its progress seems almost stayed in sleep. It

is but a sliort walk to Dartington from Totnes, and

beautiful as is the way, typical as it is of all that is

rich and lush and Devonian, it offers but the faintest

foretaste of the luxuriant and verdurous beauty in

which Dartington nestles.

Dartington House is placed high on the wooded

range of hills beneath which the Dart sweeps in its

passage from Staverton to Totnes. Towards Totnes

the park extends, bounded by the river on the east,

and in the opposite direction dense plantations clothe

the hillsides above the stream. Yet, though elevated

above the valley, Dartington is so completely em-

bowered in greenery as tfi remain sheltered from

gaze until it is discovered close at hand, with all its

Cjuaint surroundings, its curious church, ruined ban-

queting hall, and other remains of a feudal mansion.

The vegetation around is marvellously rich, lush

beyond even the average lushncss of Devonshire.

The grey ruins partake of the nature of the green

world about them, which in its turn reciprocates the

tender harmony. Walls and roof and every coign of

Vantage are alike sown with a profuse growth of ferns

and flowers, while the apple orchards and oaks, syca-

mores and giant ash-trees, are grey and silvery with

a shaggy growth of lichen mingled with masses of

polypodium. It is difficult to believe in the work of

man in this lovely conquest of it by nature. On all

sides it is seen merged into the strong and verdurous

life of tree and shrub whose exuberant luxuriance

appears as if it must absorb what looks so thin

and hoar and unsubstantial. In the old hall many

a jocund company has met in the da}'s when the

Dukes of Exeter held the place j now it is open to

the owls and the bats, and there remains little but

the entrance, which is finely carved, and an immense

fireplace which in itself is eloquent of the good old

times. The original house must have been a very

noble and extensive building, for its outbuildings are

scattered at a considerable distance from the present

mansion. "Within the church are several monuments

of Tudor and Elizabethan times, notaljly one, very

curious, that commemorates Sir Arthur Champer-

novvne, one of the illustrious founders of the family

that still owns Dartington, and whose career may be

studied in the entertaining chronicles of Prince. A
little westward from the house is a very interesting

garden, many centuries old, enclosed with terraces in

the Elizabethan style popularly regarded as Italian.

It presents a singular and pleasing contrast with the

wilderness of nature around, and is just such a scene

as Mr. Fulleylove rejoices to depict, full of spacious

and courtly serenity and the august tone of the heroic

age in which it originated. Here, doubtless, the

ladies of " great Eliza's reign " paraded with much

sway of hoop and bravery of ruff and farthingale,

attended by gallants whose discourse was Sidneian,

echoes of Penshurst and the " Arcadia,^-" seasoned

perhaps with Latin " after the school of Stratford o'

the Bow, for Lillie's Latin was to them unknowe."

Spanish aggression and the New World, with its

fabulous wealth and mystery, stimulate^ them with

the fine sense of discovery and novelty which is hard

to realise now^ in the old-world forsaken aspect of the

place. There is, indeed, plenty to stimulate, but it is

pathetic and retrospective in its working.

Leaving these grey antiquities, which recall some-

thing of the lonely impressiveness of the buried forest-

encircled ruins of Central America, we plunge once

more into a maze of lanes that apjiarently lead no-

where but to the rushing river, or into denser intri-

cacies of leafy hollows. Towards Staverton, if the

wanderer resolutely keej)S Totnes at his back, they

tend in their own devious and wayward manner. If

by fair fortune you find yourself here in mid-May,

when the woods are blue with hyacinths, flecked here

and there with a thin drift of white, you will be over-

come with the strangest mingling of odours from

woodland and flowery hollow, pungent, sweet, deli-

cate, and aromatic. The sensation defies all attempts

at definition, nor may the effect be analysed. It is

1 1

A
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like some .subtle and masterly orcliostration wlioso

influence is upon you in a mysterious and unajipre-

liended cliarm that may not be disseeted. All the

flowery odours are pervaded, and, indeed, sjoverned

in a desultory sort, by undulatinsf waves of the earth-

scent, quick faint wafts from tiie woodlands or rank

orchard herbage. Its totality is summed up in the

grandiose verse of William Browne, a good poet and

Devonian, who after a rather feeble attempt to make
nature reveal the seci'et, betakes himself to some

recondite similes :

—

" Not all the ointments broiinht from Delos' isle,

Nor from the confines of seven-hcadeJ hill,

Nor that brought whence Phienicians have abode.'?,

Nor CjTJrus' -wild-vine flower, nor that of Rhodes

;

Nor roses' oil from Naples, Caprea,

Saffron confected in Cecilia,

Nor that of quinces, nor of marjoram.

That over from the isle of Coiis came,

Nor these, nor any else, though ne'er so rare,

Could with this place for sweetest smells compare."

William Browne need not, of course, have made
this geographical excursion. He had merely to do

with an unadulterate Devonshire lane, undevastated

by the atrocious trowel and knife of the suburban

gardeners and fern-collectors, who love Nature only

to deflower and deface her. The passage is, how-

ever, very characteristic of a transitional phase in

English jxietry, and marks a departure from the sim-

plicity of Spenserian pastoral.

Through this woodland region of atmospheric

and earthly balm are many quiet ways to the river.

From the dense umbrage you come suddenly on the

dark brawling water, now sparkling in the sun or

running over a mass of small boulders, now eddying

towards a dark pool, above which is a smooth-flowing

current of water racing towards its fall. Here, as in

our third illustration, the angler is at work enticing

the trout, which, though they run small, as of late

here about, are numerous and gullible. Over the huge

boulders the water runs, clear and of a rich dark amber,

to collect into a deep shady pool beneath the huge

oaks on the opposite shore. Here your three-pound

trout lies perdu in the bright clear days of spring or

when summer drought and September east wind have

brought the proud river very low. You may easily

scan his waving magnificence as he lies almost motion-

less in the depths of the solitary pool, but be will not

accept your negotiations for a rise. About one mile

below Staverton the Dart makes a sudden turn in its

course towards Totnes. Above this point it flows west

and east ; below, it comes merrily along due south.

Here it is much interrupted by long gravelly spits

and projections of slaty rubble, innumerable shallows

easily fordable during such an unprecedented summer
as last year. Little ferny islets with elegant growth
of hazel and willow abound with one considerable

island not far from Littl(> nem])ston. If seen for

the first time in this rare state of depression, the Dart

scarcely justifies its name. It appears as if floods

or freshets were not j)0ssiblc events in a stream

whose course is so ])lacid and sparkling, though brisk

enough is the run of (lie wafer when it has any
volume. The many-arched bridge at Staverton,

shown in our foiu'th picture, will quickly reassure

the stranger of the Dart's power and dangers. The
massive arches and the projecting angles of the

buttresses tell of a river whose force and rapidity

are something astonishing during tlu' winter rains.

Sometimes in a few hours the water will roar

through these arches with a voice to be heard miles

away on the hills, even so far removed from the moor

as here. The arches, depicted by Mr. Barraud in their

dry summer dress, are then scarcely to be seen ; the

stream is a vast determined resistless coil of I'daming

brown water, the islets disappear, the frail willows

and other saplings sway, bend, or arc broken, until

when it subsides there is little but wreckage to note.

Nothing is more remarkable than the su<ldenness of

these visitations except it be the swiftness with

which Nature amends its desolation. In old times,

especially above Staverton and Buckfastleigh, the

floods were much more destructive and fatal. Many
are the pitiful legends locally current of the cruel

and implacable stream. Every one has heard the

old rhymes

—

" I!i\er of Dart, river of Dart,

Every year thou claimest a heart."

Nowadays the Dart claims not one, but many
hearts ; not sacrificed to its impetuosity, or to the

demoniac and insatiable thirst of a mysterious power

formerly feared by the natives, but rendered with tlu!

calm and calculating devotion of summer tourists.

The decreased vigour of the Dart in these days tells

of an age that despoils Nature of her romance, yet

the river will not be easily tamed, as the " Darfy-

more volk " know full well.

Excepting the bridge and the river, there is little

to detain one at Staverton. The village, which lies

to the right of the bridge, is not particularly interest-

ing. Before raihvays were, the place must have been

of some importance, placed at one of the few points

where the Dart might be crossed af all seasons.

Between here and Buckfastleigh, some four miles,

the river winds through a country partly cultivated,

partly wooded, and in most respects similar to that

below Staverton. As Buckfastleigh is neared the

scenery becomes strikingly varied, full of changeful

aspects at almost every step. The stream has in-

creased velocity, the hills more abruptness, as the

moor country is ajiproached. A very beautiful

passage of the river is the last half-mile before

Austin's bridge and the spire of Buckfastleigh Church
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;iji|icar. The river makes its merry way tlirouyh a ami the vilhn,^e is gained. Hero a brief siijdurii will

network of little sandy bars and ridges ot' roek, with probably convince any one that the poet was not
intricate foliage on both sides, sometimes with fair wholly without justification in his lyrical repinings.

spaces of vivid green meadows fringed with alder, Life must have been dull to any true sou of Ben

STAVEETON.

followed by a sud,]en closing in of the hills that hush Jonson in a place that even now has a depressing
the voice ot the bubbl ing water fnr a while under the remoteness. No wonder is it that the bitter crab of
big oaks and elms. On our left lies Dean Prior, the discontent mingled somewhat with the -olden fruit
scene ot Jierr.ek s pastoral labours ,and finest poetic of the Hesperian tree, a sport of nature in the midst
High s. A little over a mile, through a delightful of the radiant product of art. Characteristic as it is,
country, worthy to have inspired the " Hesperides," it is little enough, and in the circumstances quite a
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minor quantity. It is like tlie little portion

of wheaten cake the pious poet reserved I'or himself

after the offering- to his household god; that cake

whieh expressed his contentment in exile, " part of

which I give to Lar, part is my iieeuliar." AVith all

his yearning for London and his boon cuinpauions,

for Sir Clipsby Crewe

and other congenial spirits, the I'jiL^'lii-h

was a wise man and took the goods the

vided. It was a pious fraud after all, thi

with a reservation. J. Arthuk B

Anacrenn

gods pro-

s offering

LAIKIE.

•-•J^>**««i;«

THE EOMANCE OF AET.

THE STORY OF A

IT was in the time of Cosmo I., and artistic

Florence \\as set in a ferment by the rumour of

a huge block of the finest marble, about twenty feet

by ten, having been excavated at Carrara. What
were not the potentialities of such a block ! Each of

the many scnl[)tors who thronged the court of Duke
Cosmo felt the powers of a second ^Michelangelo

awake within him : it might be his high destiny to

create a colossus whose fame should surpass that

of the "David," and cerrainly throw Bandinelli's

" Hercules" into the shade. Times were no longer as

they had Ix'cn when those two artists were rivals for

public commissions. Then, it was well known, that

if the commune had the power, ^lichelangelo got

the order; and if it depended on the Pope, he gave
it to Bandinelli. But since then all was changed

;

the court of Cosmo was filled with a crowd of

art-.-sts. There were Gianbologna, Moschino of

Pisa, Baccio Bandinelli, Yincenzio Rossi, Vincenzio

Danti, Benvenuto Cellini, and Bartolommeo Am-

r.LOCK OF .MARBLE.

mannati, all eager to win this |iotcntial block of

marble.

Bandinelli was first on the scene. He went to

Carrara in 155 1 to see the block, and forthw ith tried

to sec'ure it for himself by giving the owner of the

quarry a certain sum as " caparra " (or earnest -money)

to keep the marljle for him. After which he returned

to Florence to induce his patrons, the duke and

duchess, to buy if. Kow the duke desired to place

a splendid fountain on his jiiazza, and thought this

marble would come in well for a central statue, per-

haps of Neptune, liaccio from time to time .showed

different models to the duke, l)ut no settled com-
mission was given even till 1550, for in that year

the owner of the quarries wrote to say that unless

the purcha.se were completed he must cut u|i the

]>iece into smaller Idoeks, for which he had great

ilemand. Accordingly Vasari, the duke's artistic

factotum, was des]iatched to pay for the marble

and send it to Florence. Bandinelli, to facilitate its
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transport, eliiselled off tlie superfluities according to

his own design, and by thus rendering it difficult for

any other artist to make use of it, went a great way

towards securing it for himself.

This block was being slowly conveyed up the

Arno on a r.aft, when Bcnvenufo Cellini happened

to see it as he went to Poggio a Cajano, and so

grieved was he to think of the " povero malfor-

tunato marmo " falling into the hands of his rival

and eneni}', that lie determined to come to its rescue

liy getting it for himself. He took its measure,

and liurrying l)ack to Florence, made several small

models, which he took to the ducal \-illa at Poggio

a Cajano, to commence his siege on the reigning

powers, and oust Bandinelli from his " post of 'van-

tage." He found the illustrious family at table, and

being admitted, in accordance with the duke's easy

familiarity with artists, forthwith plunged into the

subject, telling them of the height of excellence to

which the Medicis had raised the Florentine school

of art, and the great responsibility that rested on

Duke Cosmo's shoulders to keep it up to the mark,

and how very unfair it would be to other artists of

genius if such a piece of marble were given to the

man who had spoiled Michelangelo's great design by

making a patehed-np " Hercules " out of his splendid

marble, and this without giving others a chance to

display their talent, &c., &c. He ended at length

with a proposal that the duke should allow all the

sculptors to compete for the commission, each making

a large model, the duke himself to be the judge of

tlieir respective merits. He added slily, " Even if

yrjur excellency has made up j'our mind to give it

to Bandinelli, a little competition will do no harm ;

it will only make him put his best work into his

model." The duke was rather pleased with the

idea, and the " gara dei scultori " was decreed. But

the duchess shook her head angrily as Cellini left

her presence, and made up her mind decidedly that

Bandinelli should not be deprived of his oppor-

tunity. Now began the great contest : the duchess

and Bandinelli against five other sculptors, the duke

alone and neutral.

Benvenuto, knowing that he had a strong opponent

in the duchess, set himself to propitiate her. He
had made a very beautiful crucifix in white and black

marble ; and one day he presented himself to her excel-

lency^ telling her of his work, its great beauty, and

the expense it had been to him, adding that though

he prized it tiio much to sell it at any price, he would

make her a magnanimous present of it if she would

promise neither to favour nor to oppose him in the

competition. AVomanlike, the duchess took umbrage
at this strange request, and said, " Then you esteem

neither my assistance nor opposition?" "You see

that I value them," rei^licd Cellini, "for have I

not offered you a gift that I esteem worth 2,000

ducats ? All I want is that you give my talent

and skill a fair chance of gaining the prize." The

duchess rose and quitted the room in great disdain,

and the rude suitor was left alone.

Meanwhile Bandinelli sent to Rome for his friend

Vincenzio de' Rossi to come and help him, feeling

himself secure of the commission. But even tij him
came that proverbial " slip between the cup and the

lip." While all these hopeful preparations were

going on he was in reality working at his own
tomb, and what is strange his rivalry to INIichelangelo

was the remote cause of his death. That great

artist had in hand a beautiful " Pietk," which he

designed to have placed on his tomb when he

should die. (It is now behind the high altar in

the Duomo.) Bandinelli, not to be outdone, decided to

sculpture a " Pietil" for his future tomb, but could

not for a long time find a site to please him in any

of the churches. At length a place was accorded to

him in the church of the Servites (La Santissima

Annunziata), in the chapel of the Pazzi family, but

with the jjroviso that none of their arms and devices

were to be moved. The same care was not taken,

however, to preserve the ashes of the unknown dead,

for Gaye gives a letter from Lelio Torelli to Cosmo

I., telling how Baccio wanted to remove the tomb of

a soldier to make room for his " Pietk," and adding

that there was no one living to object to this piece

of unscrupulous desecration.

The site given, Bandinelli with feverish haste had

the sepulchre made, the "Pieta" placed on it, and then

brought hither the bones of his father ; and now, his

tomb being ready, he went home as though he knew

his hour was come, and after an eight days' illness

he died ! Cellini declares it was of despair at know-

ing the great marble was lost to him. Vasari says

he over-exerted himself in working at the tomb,

and that his great emotion in moving the remains

of his father and placing them with his own hands

tried his .system too severely. Modern science, allow-

ing the same cause, would probably call the malady
" blood poisoning " or " typhoid." Whatever was

the reason, poor Baccio was removed from the strife

for the great marble ; and, their most formidable

rival gone, the other seuli^tors rushed forward to

the contest more eagerly than ever. Benvenuto be-

sieged the duke boldly with his models. Amman-
nati, with less direct tactics, set in order a train of

mediators, beginning with George Vasari, and reaching

the duke at last. Vasari should take Ammannati's

model to Rome, where he was going w'ith Cardinal

Medici, son of Cosmo I. There he should obtain

jNIichclangelo's ajiproval and recommendation, through

which irresistible power the duke was to l)e moved

to give him the marble. The stratagem succeeded so
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well that Cosmo I. ordered a large studio to be made
under the Logg'ia dei Lanzi for Bartolommeo Am-
niaunati. To this he was doubtless urged also by
the duchess, who had been heard to declare " that she

had helped Bandiiielli living, and she would help

him dead, insomuch that with her consent the niarl)le

should never full into the hands of Cellini."

Now was the furious soul of Benvonuto wrath
within him, and hearing of the concession granted to

Ammannati, he forthwith rushed to the duke at

Pisa, and wrung from him the permission to enclose

a similar studio for himself in the Loggia dei Lanzi.

That building was accordingly boarded up and

divided into two parts ; the duke provided clay, wood,

and workmen. The twin studios were placed back to

back, and were jealously guarded, that the occupant

of the one should not see what went on in the other,

and whilst they worked with ardour, new com-

batants came to the fray.

Gianbologna, or Jean Boulogne, the Fleming,

afterwards more famous than any of the others,

was at that time a young artist employed by
Cosmo's son, Don Francesco, who is known in story

as the husband of Bianca Capello. Don Francesco

gave his prolcge permission to make a model in

competition, and a studio was prepared for him in the

cloisters of Santa Croce. Another scion of the ducal

house, Messer Ottaviauo de' jNIedici, brought forward

a. proti'iji', and gave to Vincenzio Danti, a Perugian, a

room in his own house wherein to prepare a model.

Whether Rossi would have been faithful to the

interests of his employer Bandinelli had he lived is

not known, but that he tried to obtain the com-
mission after his death is certain. Gaye gives a

letter to Cosmo dated Lj60, in which Vincenzio

llossi says " that if his excellency would only look

at his colossal 'Theseus' he would not be deceived

into giving the work to any one else."

One day when the two principal models were

well blocked out and only required finishing, George

Vasari took the duke to see that of Ammannati,
which he (Vasari) had for some time been he1j)ing to

forward. The duke shook his head, and telling one

of his suite, a certain Messer Giaustefano, to go and
see if Cellini's model was sufficiently advanced for him
to see, he passed into the other studio, expressing

himself much pleased also with the design of Bcnve-

nuto, who from tliat moment felt himself sure of win-

ning. But just at this time he fell among traitors

at Vicchio, where he had bought some land, and
in the house of a certain Sbietta had poison given

to him in a sauce at supper. Returning to Florence,

he worked one day at his giant and then took

to his bed. This was the breach at which the

duchess entered victorious. Under the plea that

Cellini was ill, she induced the duke to give the

order for the "Nei)tune" to Ammannati, who, in his

scllisli triumpli, was the first to let his rival know of

his success. So Cellini remained in liis bed, and it

took two doctors six months to erailicate the poison

from his system ; how long the poison of envy rankled

in his mind there is nothing to show, but he always

spoke of the " poor unfortunate marble " having fallen

from bad hands into worse. He had not forgotten it

even in 1570, for in a letter to the duke claiming

l,5t}0 scudi, as payment for the very crucifix which he

had offered the duchess as a present, he reminds his

excellency of his broken promise regarding the com-
mission for the " Nei)tune." Ammannati, being left

master of the field, applied himself earnestly to the

work of the fountain with such despatch, that the

government began to bestir itself to prepare a site

for it. For this purpose, on the 1st of March,

15G3, the lion or marzocco was moved from the left-

hand corner to the centre of the Ringhiera of the

Palazzo Vecchio, and that ])art of the Ringhiera

which projected on the left was levelled, the foun-

dations of the fountain and the base for the " Nep-
tune" in the centre being ])laced on that spot. The
marble basin and statues were not, however, erected

till 157L The centre vase, with its many jets of

v/ater, represents the sea, from which rises the co-

lossal "Neptune" (18 feet) in his shell car drawn by

four marine horses of different tinted marbles. The
fountain is eight-sided, the four larger spaces being

plain. The four smaller, which are enriched with

bronze figures and marine designs, support statues

larger than life : two of Thetis and Doris, and two
sea-gods. Two satyrs in bronze guard each statue.

The figure of Neptune is not generally admired, but

this, says Del Rosso, is entirely the fault of Bandi-

nelli, who, in his haste to diminish the marble and
render it more portable, cut away so rashly that it

cramjied the design of any subsequent artist. But
wliatever its merits or demerits, the " Neptune " has

become one of the penates of the Florentine populace.

H' a Florentine is long away from his native city he

will probably exclaim, " Mi par mill' anni di rivederc

il Biancone " (" It seems a thousand years till I see

the great white statue again").

The water was in the first place brought by an

aqueduct from the Fonte alia Ginevra, a mill out-

side the S. Niccolo gate. The aqueduct was brought

across the Ponte alle (irazie (then called Rubaconte)

under the arches of the Loggia del Grano, and
through the Borgo dei Greci to the Piazza della

Signoria. This conduit fell into disuse, and at the

beginning of this century the fountain was dry and
almost in ruins : Del Rosso says broken fragments

were lying about the streets. The sculptor (iiova-

nozzi restored it, and a new conduit brought the

water from :Montereggi. Le.^der Scoit.
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A CRY FROU 'I'llK DEEP."

Fud.M I'liK I'icTi i:k i;v A. I lAcniiiic.

1"iriTS vi'n'orinis ;iii(l moviiiL,'' piolurc, llic work ol' an

- cxliihitiir at the Salmi, lias sniiic ol' the (jualitics

familiar in good English art. It may be ])anillellocl,

for example, with tho kindnnl aeliievoments of ^lessrs.

Bartlott ami Ilemy, of ^lossrs. Langley and Henry

treated; the landst'a])e setting—of wild sea, and wet

sand, and driving ehind—is of the kind they most

affect. The wlidle Ihing, too, is distinguished hy a

frankness and sim])lieity of which, at their best,

they have given ns many (>xam])les ; and if tho

Moore. The motive is one that might at any time eoniposilidu is a trilic indcgan), and the gesture of

occur in their pictures; the ])ersonages are such as the several ligures a trille inexpressive, the parallel,

tliey might at any time elect to represent; the as everybody will admit, is weakened thereby to no

incident is one which some of them have already ajiiireeialile extent

.

GLASS-PAINTING: THE BEGINNING OF THE END.

T
see liiiw far

carried, go

pictorial glass-painting can be

to Gouda. The well-known

windows there illus-

trate on a grand

scale all the ])Ossi-

bilities of realism,

and where it fails.

No degree of fami-

liarity with old work

quite jirepaves one for

the kind of thing

that has made the

Groote Kirk of this

humdrum market-

town and cheese

depot famous. The

first effect of it all

is d i s a ]i p o i n t i n j^-.

What with the big,

bare, empty church

and the tendency to

opacity in the glass

pictures, one feels

that they have been

over-rated^and in a

sense that is so.

Neither as glass nor

as pictures can the

Gouda windows be

pronounced a great success. It is the amount nf

picture in them that has no doubt led to their

exceeding popularity, the delight in a story being

so much more natural to mankind in general than
the love of colour, to say nothing of that enjoy-

ment in seeing a material treated after its kind

340

I.—SUBJECT : CHEIST PUKIFYINO

THE TEMPLE.

(Bi/ DM; Crabrlh.)

wdiich comes of understanding it . Those who have

any knowledge or appreciation of tcchniipie ai<'

ilisjiosed to resent this verdict of the uninformed.

That is perhaps not qnite fair. But one has a right

to measure a work of art according to the standard of

its fame—and judged by that standard the Gouda

glass is not up to the mark. Nevertheless there is

no denying that it is full (jf intci'est, not merely ol' a

])Opnlar kind, but ap)iealing strongly to the glass-

painter, be he never

so bigoted. It is

not only that we
have here the evi-

dence of pictorial

possibilities that we

might heretofore

have been disposed

to deny, not only

that we have the

glass pictures of men
of such singular ca-

pacity as the Cra-

beths and the rest,

but that these de-

signers had the good

fortune to live at a

time when the tra-

ditions of their art

had not j'et been

cast to the winds.

How hopeless

was the attempt at

glass m Ignorance n.— subject: a BAmsM, xsn the donob

of all traditional with his i-ateo.n saint.

treatment is seen in (By Dirk Crabciit.)
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the failure ol' .Sir Joshua Reynolds at Oxford. In

seeking after effeets natural and easy enough to pro-

duce in oil painting, he was attempting what was

impracticable in the unaccustomed medium of glass,

ignoring all the while the beauty and brilliancy

peculiar to it. And so, for all his mastery in his

own sphere, he failed of success even in the eyes of

contemporary critics, such as Walpole, who, with no

more knowledge than himself of glass and glass-

painting, could yet see that his "Virtues" were

" washy." The truth is Reynolds was at a dis-

advantage as compared with the merest medijEval

craftsman who had served iiis ajjprenticeshij) to glass-

painting and knew his trade. He simply did not

know (how should he?), and there was probably no

one to tell him, what could be done in glass and

what could not. We see at New College not so

much the failure of Sir Joshua as the impossibility

of big paintings upon glass : as distinguished, that

is, from glass mosaic pictures, which, within certain

limits, clearly marked by decorative considerations,

are eminently possible.

The painters, even of a period as late as the

beginning of the Seventeenth Century, were, however,

too near to the time when glass-painting flourished,

quite to have lost touch of the treatment befitting

it. The glass-painters themselves were the direct

descendants of the men who had raised the art to its

highest point, and inherited from them much that

they could not unlearn. With every wish to be original

and independent, the designers of that day could not,

whatever their contempt for restraint, emancipate

themselves altogether from prejudices in which they

were born and bred. A spark of the old fire still

smouldered in the kiln of the glass-painter, and it

flared up for a while at Gouda. But this was its

last expiring llicker of vitality; and the art of glass-

painting sunk into obscurity, to be revived only by

the breath of the Nineteenth Century.

It is because the Netherlanders of those days

were strong men, living at a period when good

Iraditions were not yet extinct, that their work is

so significant to us, whether as encouragement or

warning. The argument of success is not to be

gainsaid; and wlioever will show that he can do

what great men failed in doing, can afford to laugh

at limitations ; but the chances of succeeding are

greatly in favour of those more modest craftsmen

who do not turn a deaf ear to the Crabeths' " take

warning by us." The moral of the Gouda glass is :

who among us shall dare attempt what these men

failed in doing ?

Let us turn to the windows themselves. There

are some thirty of them, mostly of six lights, seldom

less than five-and-twenty feet in height, and many
of greater extent, all framed with a view to the glass

])ietures to come. Tracery is therefore almost en-

tirely given up; and but for an occasional half-

hearted attempt at something of the kind (l. and il.),

one might have imagined that such an idea had never

occurred to the architect, who prefers apparentl}' to

run his long mullions straight up into the head of

the window, until they are -finally cut short by the

arch (in., iv., and v.). The result is somewhat bare

and naked, like the church itself, notwithstanding the

elaborate architectural ' perspectives with which the

upper parts of the windows are commonly filled—per-

spectives so startling, and so strongly painted, that,

but for the fact that the arcades and corridors are of

rich Renaissance architecture and the church itself is

of a bald Gothic type, one might sometimes fancy

oneself looking through vistas in the building itself.

Perspective has become by this time a very

important feature in design, as, for example, in the

window which represents " Christ Purifying the

Temple" (i.). It should be explained, in paren-

thesis, that the rough and inadequate sketches ac-

companying this article are taken from photographs

of very poor copies of the windows made on parch-

ment in the last century, in which there is no

indication of the way the lead-work or the bars

are arranged ; and only in one instance, and that

very imperfectly, was I able to supplement an

omission which deprives the drawings of the greater

part of their interest to the student. Such as they

are, however, they will serve to show the composi-

tion and general design of the windows. In the

case of the subject mentioned above, the treatment

of the background is symmetrical, showing some

evidence of restraint on the part of the designer;

but as often as not it is otherwise, the point of view

being chosen just as it happened to suit the picture,

apjiarently without any reference whatever to its

areh itectural setting.

Distant landscape is no less cleverly managed.

It is only less successful because it is further re-

moved from possibility. A most astonishing feat

in this way is in the representation of the "Re-

lief of Leyden " (iii.). In the foreground is a

busy mrh'e of soldiers and citizens, of about life size

(forming a base of rich colour to the composition),

made more confused by the introduction of certain

shields of arms and their supporters immediately in

front of the scene. Beyond is seen the city of Delft,

with its walls and towers, and the adjacent towns

and villages, and the river dwindling into the far

distance where Leyden lies— a marvellous bird's-eye

view over the characteristically flat country. Just

below the springing-line of the window-arch appears

the horizon, above \vhich rises a sky of ])lain blue

quarries, broken only towards the top by a few

bolster-like and rather dirlv white clouds. Absolute
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reiilism is of course not reacht'il, but the artist g'oes

so miieh nearer to it than one would have believed

possible, that we are startled into admiration, what-

ever our prejudiee may have been. Isaae Nieolai

who designed it, and Cornelius C'lok who founded it,

prove themselves capable of all but the impossible

in frlass. We are at a date now when names are

recorded, and it is interesting to trace the work of

men more or less known by reputation. But the

apparently reckless way in which the Dutchmen of

this generation spell their names—now this way and

now that—so that you have a difficulty in deter-

mining whether it is one and the same man or three

or four different persons you are reading about, is

not encouraging.

The names of the Crabeths, Dirk and Wnuter,

are best known in connection with this glass, and

most of the best work is l)y them. Dirk's work was

good all round. His drawing is strong, bis colour

rich, and his effects of distance, more especially in

land-scape (the subject of our second illustration is

by him), very clever. But it was in composi-

tion that he excelled, and especially in the con-

ception of individual figures, many of which are

conspicuous for the great dignity of their design.

He was a glass-painter, too, and there is much in

his work that is glass-like. His fault was in his

fondness for heavily painted backgrounds, usually of

uninteresting masonry. Imagine the effect of the

blank wall in the subject occupying the lower half

of the window illustrated above (ii.), in which two

or three large lights are almost entirely occupied by.

this cheap substitute for form and colour ! Dirk's

clouding, again, is neither natural nor beautiful.

We may take it, however, that his faults were the

faults of his time, and his genius was his own.

Wouter was his brother in art as well as by the tie

of kindred. He never quite rises to the nobility of

Dirk's design, nor is he quite so strong, but he lays

on the paint with a less heavy hand, and his pictures

are proportionately more sparkling, and so far more

glass-like. He excels in architectural, as the other

in landscape, backgrounds. There is some glass, too,

by his pupils, which does him infinite credit as a

teacher.

The Crabeths appear to have been succeeded

at Gouda by Adrian de Vrye, who quite at the

end of the century painted a couple of windows
from drawings by ITytenwael, or Wte Wael, and

sidjsequently others of his own design. Here is a

distinct falling-off. De Vrye had great experience

in glass, and considerable skill in composition, as well

as feeling for effect and colour ; but his drawing of

the figure is not good enough, the heraldry which
he introduced rather freely is poor, and Ids taste, to

put it mildly, defective. After him came one Daniel

Tomburg, whii iu li).").5 restored certain windows thai

had come tn i^rid', but of whose woi'k the less said

the better. There are some pupils of the Crabrths

mentioned also, but not by name.

Those men represent the local art of Gduda, aiul

some of them represent it so well that, as the story

goes, an artist of Antwerp, who came to superintend

tlie setting up of his window, returned iu dudgeon

before the ceremony of unveiling it, saying that

there was no occasion to send to Aiitwer]i for glass

when they had artists at home like that. .Apart

from the merit of these last, and the quantity of

their work, it is only natural that the credit of the

citizen should be paramdunt iu his native lnwii.

There are, however, some very fine windows executed

elsewhere. Very notable are some designed l)y

Lambrecht van Xoort, or \:m Ort, of ;\niersfoort

(under whom Rubens studied), and painted by

Dirk van Zyl, of Utrecht. Another inhabitant of

Utrecht represented is the Joachim Uytcnwacl

already referred to. Thibault, of Haarlem, deserves

credit for one of the most original windows of all

(iv.), a composition reminding one more of the book

illustrations of the period, 1596, than of any known
glass. A great portion of this window is in gri-

.saille ; but there is another window of his, willi

the beheading of St. John the Baptist, and the

daughter of Herodias {en grande dame hollandithr)

receiving his head from the executioner, which is

so distinctly rich in colour as to show that it was

not from any lack of colour-sense that he confined

himself for once to monochrome.

Cornelius Clok, of Leyden, is responsible only

fur painting, but the design likewise of the wonder-

ful landscape window is by Isaac Nieolai of that

place. We come also upon the names of Jansoon, or

Johnson, of Rotterdam, and of Hendrik de Keyzer

and Cornelius Kuffens, of Amsterdam, who are

jointly responsible for the subject of the larger illus-

tration given (v.). This is one of the few windows

with a cano])y, a feature which was by this time

superseded by the elaborate architectural back-

grounds so much in favnur. AVhere it does occur

towards the Seventeenth Centur}^ it is as likely as

not to be found (as, for example, at Antwerp) not

following the shape of the window at all, but as it

were floating in mid-air, inadequately supported b}' a

feeble network of plain geometric glazing. This is

not the case, however, at Gouda, and the cano])y in

question is in its way fairly good. The subject,

whilst to some extent conforming to conditions archi-

tectural (the designer was an architect), is treated

with characteristic freedom. It sets forth the

paralde of the Publican, who occupies a prominent

place in the front of the picture, and the Pharisee,

who is so far away that but for the wildness of
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his action <iiii' uiii^lit fail to iioticr sucli a mere

speck ill tlic distance.

It will be seen then that we have at Goiicla not

III.—STTBJECT : THE BELIEF OF LEYDEN.

(/>j/ Isaac Xicolai and ConicUus Clok.)

simply the work of a local school, but quite a repre-

sentative display of Dutch L;-lass-paiiitin<^- of the latter

part of the Sixteenth and the bci^'iuniny of the Sevt'u-

teenth Centuries. Little as the Netherlandish painters

appear to have i^rasped the conditions of glass-paintinti',

they yet continued to carry cm the art to a }ieriiid

when elsewhere (except in Switzerland^ where it took

a different and altogether domestic shape) it had

jwactically died out. As late as the middle of the

Seventeenth Century tliey jn-oduced ambitious if not

important works in ylass. In a chaiKd on the south

side of the choir of the cathedral at ]]russels there is

a scries uf windows which bear witness to a terrible

decline in the artj a decline which keeps pace fairly

with the period, the work of H'lGS being- so much
worse than that of I60O, which last, under given

conditions of light, has a certain richness to recom-

mend it. The design and treatment of this glass

remind one of Kubens— it is by a pupil of his

—

but of a Rubcivs washed out. It has some of the

qualities of the earlier Dutch work—the texture of

silk and so on is, for examiile, cleverly imitated—but
it is ehielly by its defects that it resembles it, and
these it exhibits in an aggravated form. Not only

the brilliancy of glass, but all the glory of colour is

departed, until in place of the rich ruby, always found
till now in old glass, we have only a. deep sienna or

foxy red produced a])parently by means of stain.

This is to some extent a triumph in the way of

staining, but so much less beautiful and altogether

poorer than the )iot-nietal ruby it came to supersede,

that its adiijition is only to be explained by wilful-

ness or ignorance. Possibly there was something of

l)oth in the ^lerversity of the painter.

At New College, Oxford, on -the south side of the

chapel, there are some similar windows also remind-

ing one of Rubeus, and said to be by his pupils.

Again, at Oxford, there are Seventeenth Century

windows by the Van Linges, both at "Wadliam and at

Balliol, which, unsatisfactory as they are, are about as

good as anything that was done in those dark days for

glass—yet not so dark as the days to come. There

are other windows, opposite the Dutch ones, at New
College (on the north side of the chapel that is) in

imitation of them, by Peekitt of York (1765-74),

beyond which the art could not well i'all. Yet

Peekitt was somebody in his day, to judge by the

way he is spoken of.

To return to the Seventeenth Century, there is,

in the Netherlands at least, a good deal of clever

work f)f that period. Perhaps the best is to be

found at Antwerp in the cliurch of S. Jacques.

In some 01 the windows there the ligures are

designed and drawn in a masterly way. I have a

IV.—GKISAILLE.

(By Thibault o/ Haarkm.)

recollection in particular of some kneeling donors, in

black against a blackish screen (all in jiaiiit), that

would have made a capital votive picture ; but they
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:i cln'Mp liandltook ol" tlie "^•lasses," as il calls tliciii,

dniu' iiitii tliL' most rciiiarkaljlo I'aiL;lisli. In (diii-

pariii^' Si.lnmnii, I'm- cxannilc, with a urcatrr than

.Suliinion, tlio wiirds, '" I'Jccc Scilnnion liiu,''' are, in tiic

most Li'uilck'ss manner, t|-anslateil, " Look liere 80I0-

Froni tlie

are about as unlike glass as anytliin;,^ one could

conceive. Evciywliere tlie impractieahilit v of tlie

glass-picture is proved. The delieaev of the lii^ld\-

finisbed painting suffers liorrihly from the strong-

lead lines with which it is scored over, sometimes to

such an extent that one seems almost to lie looking

at the picture through a

grille. And these quarry

lines are scarcely taken

into account in the design.

They have all the appear-

ance of being an after-

thought—which was per-

haps the case. Heads and

hands are harshly cut

through by them, and if

the faces are usually spared

they are not always safe.

The absurdity of this de-

licately modelled flesh-

painting with a l)lack line

a quarter of an inch wide

across it is too obvious to

need remark. Whatever
the degree of delicacy de-

sirable or jjracticable in

glass-painting, this at least

is quite certain, that it

should be accomjianied by
a strength of jiainting

sullicient to support the

lead-lines; which, moreover,

should be so schemed as

not to clash with, or in any
way disturb, the effect of

the painting. Whatever
will not bear leading is

confessedly not fit for a

material in which leading

is not to be dispensed with.

In looking at the later

glass-paintings one is con-

stantly struck by the

thought, how much better

they must have looked in the

cartoon—a reflection which,
for all the admiration of some qualities of draughts- liook that we are able to follow the work of the vari-

manship implied in it, is about the severest condem- ous artists, which but for it would be all but impos-
nation that could be passed upon the glass as glass. sible, and with it is no easy matter; for certain por-

So far as the art of glass-painting is concerned, tions of the work appear to have got mixed up in the
one need really follow it no farther than to the begin- hands of later glaziers. Still, though the restoration
nnig of the end—at Gouda. It is an ordinary Dutch of those days was reckless, there was never a thought
market town, about midway between Kotterdam and <if moek-old work ; and at Gouda one can study the
Utrecht, some two hours' journey by rail from either, "decline and fall" of the glaziers' beautiful art in

and well worth visiting by any one at all interested ill ]ieaee, with only so luucli disappointment as is in-

glass. The study of the windows is made easier by separable from such a suijjeet. Lewi.s F. D\y.

V.— SUBTECT : rnAEISf;E AN'D PUBLICAN.

(By Htitdrik dc Kcijz<:r and Corniliiis Kitjfais.)

interesting little jiamphlet

we gather such amusing de-

tails as that the window

in which is rejireseiited the

prophet Jonas east forth by

the whale is the gift of the

Fishmongers' Company,

and Ihat another with

Halaam and his ass was

presented by the butchers.

It ti'lls, indeed, liow that

the winildws weir the gift

of various kings, princes,

govern<irs of the ISclher-

lands, corporations, ami

nobles, including among-

their number personages

no less lliaii William of

Orange, Margaret of Aus-

tria, Fliilij) of Spain and

his wife (^ueeii JMary of

iMigland, none of whom, in

doing honour to God and

the churchj appear to have

neglected the opportunily

of glorifying thcmsel\-es.

C)iie is not .surprised to liiid

that the inscription bear-

ing at length the titles

and distinctions of the

" Illustrious Philip— niav

bis tlii-diie, like a sun filling

the whole world, stand for

ever" — should be su]i-

portcd by angels. Have
we not seen before now
the messengers of heaven

bearing, in churches nearer

home, the arms of Brown,
Jones, and Robinson ?

It is bv the aid of the
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THE AUSTRIAN MUSEUM.—II.

t1|T is oummoiily supposed by tlio

' public that the function wliich

:i ])ifturc o-allcvy or museum is

primarily intended to perform

is that of affording occupation

for an idle hour to the unem-

ployed, or to the passing tra-

veller a sight which he may

say he has seen. If it is not

entirely forgotten that there

are such people as students whose work takes them

daily to all manner of public institutions of such

kind, they are supposed to be so few in number that

tlieir importance may be neglected in comparison

with the much more noteworthy requirements of a

public in search of amusement.

The object kept in view.by the founders is de-

fined in the first statute to be "the furthering of

art-industrial activity, and especially the elevation

of taste in that direction, by bringing together the

aids thereto demanded by Art and Science, and by

rendering them easily accessible." The success of

the International Exhibition of 1S62 In London

gave the final impulse which in the following year

determined the Austrian Government to found a

museum of the kind proposed, but the building,

finished in 1871, was not actually commenced till

1868. The site chosen was well in the interior of

the town, close to the university, and on the broad

circular boulevard which occupies the position of the

ramparts of the old inner city.

The plan of the edifice is simple enough. The

centre is occupied by a lofty scpiare hall, surrounded

liv pillars supporting a l)road gallery. The floor

and the gallery are used now for a representative

collection of arts, of which more anon. The plan

of each wing, right and left, is identical. Three

long rooms side by side lead out of the central hall,

and all three conduct the visitor into a fourth, which

occupies the extreme end of the building. On the

first floor the rooms all round the outside of the

building arc employed—those in the left wing for

the accommodation of the school, and for offices
;

those in the right for a library and for various

temporary exhibitions. Tlie governing body consists

of a protector, nominated by the emperor ; a com-

mittee, nominated by the protector, who meet once

a month ; and a director, in whose hands is the

immediate ordering of all internal . affairs. ITnder

the last mentioned are a secretary, a librarian, and

two curators of the collections.

On the principle tliat "the museum is not

intended to satisfy the foolish love of sightseeing

{soil uicht (I'm niUssi'tje Sc//anhtsf hcfric(li(jcu)" the

first thing was to spread abroad a correct conception

of its real objects, and to enlist the sympathies not

only of the producing but of the purchasing public.

"With this end in view, public courses of lectures

were delivered on various subjects connected with art,

and the crowds which flocked to hear them proved

that they satisfied a want previously unrecognised.

In the end, the Thursday evenings of the Austrian

^Museum developed into a regular institution. For

those who were unable to be present, publications

were undertaken under the supervision of the museum

authorities. The valuable monthly periodical Monaia-

schrlft fiir Kuvd mid Kimsigewerhe was started

regularly in 1865, and has continued ever since to

attain increasing popularity. It gives information

not only about the lectures, publications, and acquisi-

tions of the museum itself, but also about efforts

made in other places, and the advance and develop-

ment of the industrial arts in general.

The publication of a volume of photographs of

the Burgundian vestments of the order of the Golden

Fleece, accompanied with critical text, formed a new

departure in the literature of art, which the museum

authorities have not been slow to follow up. The

" History of the Technical Arts," edited by Dr. Bueher,

Falke's " History of Modern Taste," and many other

volumes of utmost value to students of art have

appeared with the weight of the museum's authority.

Under its patronage have appeared the remarkable

series of " Quellenschriften fiir Kunstgeschichte,"

which present in a modernised form the original

writings of such men as Ceunino Cennini, Albrecht

Durer, Lionardo da Vinci, and older anonymous writers

upon art. No less impcu-tant for students are the

valuable collections of first-rate reproductions—pho-

tographic, galvano-plastic, and other—which are kept

for sale in the museum at a cheap rate. The photo-

graphs include some scores taken from the matchless

collections of drawings by Albrecht Diirer, Raphael,

and others, belonging to the Archduke Albert, as

well as from works in enamel, embroidery, the

precious metals, porcelain, glass, miniature painting,

wood-carving, ivory, wrought-iron, bronze, niello, and

all kinds of materials and methods. The easts are

made from the principal smaller works of all the great

schools, hardly suflicient prominence being given to

those of the noble German scidptors of the Fifteenth

and Sixteenth Centuries.
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111 tlie rooms set apart for the purposL' oxliihitioiis

are from time to time held of jiroduetions of different

classes or of particular periods. Between the years

1865 and 187^ the subjects selected were ^Murano

glass, old Vienna porcelain, drawini^-s hy Old

Masters, drawings and engravings liy All)rccht

Diirer (on the occasion of the idUtli anniversary of

that artist's birth), and the arts of grajjhic repro-

duction. During the summer of 1881 no less than

three exhibitions of the kind were held, as our "Art

Notes" at the time recorded: the first of works

of photographic art of all kinds ; the second of glass

and ](ottery ; and the third of jiaintings, carvings,

and other objects—the jiroduetion of Austrian artists

—presented to the Crown Prince on the occasion of

his marriage. These perform a threefold function.

They act educationally, enabling the student, by the

assistance of the valuable catalogue specially prepared

for each, to become acquainted with the various

branches of individual art ; they kindle a wholesome

competition among exhibitors ; and they bring the

public constantly face to face with the best ])ro-

ducers, and enable them to judge for themselves of

the relative merits of this or the other manufacturer,

whether famous or less famed. Thus they do away

with much of the need for advertising which is one

of the curses of modern civilisation. In the case of

such an exhibition as that of pottery, all the objects

are for sale on the spot at fixed prices.

The activity of the institution i^, however,

nowhere confined within the four walls of its head-

quarters. Exhibitions of all kinds are constantly

being held under its auspices in the provincial

towns of the empire. The ih'st was opened at

Leitmeritz in 1865, the majority of the objects ex-

posed being collected from the churches and gentry

in the neighbourhood, whilst gaps were filled and

the arrangement and classification of the whole was

carried out by the authorities of the Austrian Museum.

In the same year Briinn was aroused by a collection

of pictures, and shortly afterwards the native manu-

facturers and workmen of Steiermark were invited to

compete at an exhibition held at Ciratz. Heichen-

bach, Prague, Pilsen, Linz, Innsbruck, and almost

every town of any importance has since Iicimi mure

than once the scene of similar efforts.

If tlic best way to raise the taste of the jjublic at

the present day has been shown by ex])erience to be

that of exhibitions, such have by no means done away

witli the necessity of schools for the training of

workmen in the more refined methods of production.

Such schools have been established under the inspec-

tion of the Austrian Sluseum in all parts of the land

—schools of drawing at Haida, Steinschonau, and

many other places ; schools of wood-carving in the

Tyrol at St. I'Irich, Ilallein, and elsewhere j a school

of porcelain work at Elbogen ; schools of emln'oidcry,

masonry, goldsmith's work, Sec, in different parts of

^'ienna. The object in each case is to direct and

dcvcliip a t.nste already manifested by the inhabitants

of the partit'ular lucality, and tints to increase tlu'ir

happiness and ])riispcrily.

Natiu'ally, hdwever, the whole strength of the

museum organisation is thrown into the high school

of technical art, which is held within its walls. It is

under the governance of the director of the museum,

three of the curators, and a member of the ("liand)er

of Commerce. Tlie sehnol is divided into I'dur jiarts,

which deal respectively witii architecture, sculpture,

decorative painting, and ligure painting, all prima-

rily in their relation to art-industries. 'I'here is,

further, an introductory school of drawing. In

addition (ci practical teaching in the handling nl'

colours and tools, there are also courses of theoretical

study devoted to such subjects as perspective, the

theiiry of style, the anatomy of men and animals, the

theory and chemistry of colours, the history (jf art,

artistic mythology, and so forth.

The regular school year lasts from October Id

July. Tlie mornings are devoted to work in the

studios, the afternoons to lectures ; classes are also

held in the evenings during the winter months;

opportunities are afforded for working men to attend

during the spare hours most convenient to them, or

for those who wish to perfect themselves in any

particular branch to devote themselves wholly to one

subject. Pupils who have attended a complete course

of lectures are exjoected to present themselves for

examination at the end of the year, and the drawings

and other productions of jiractical students undergo

the ordeal of an annual exhibition. The candidate

who has successfully passed through the schocjl re-

ceives at the end a diploma of merit. Students may
belong to either sex, and no distinction is made

between them. Unless they come with a certificate

of jiroficienc}- from one of the recognised schools

of the country, they must first ])ass a (|ua]ifving

examination in the subjects of rudimentary educa-

tion before they are admitted to work in the museum.

The paymeiits required are exceedingly moderdlc:

an entrance fee of two llorins (about -is. Gd.), and a

half-yearly jiaymcnt of five llorins for the ])rei)aratory

or of nine for the professional school.

Such is the ccmstitution and method of working

of this most excellent institution. AVithout a good

staff", however, the best designed organisations are

useless. In the jjresent case every care has been taken

to procure for young Austria the best teaching that

can be had. The professors are, for the most part,

men of proved capacity. And there seems little room

to doubt that the Austrian Museum is doing good

work, and doing it well. W. Maut.n Co.nw.w.
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SOME AIODERN MEDALLIONS.

TIII<; mi'(]:il 111 ins of Daviil il'Angers are one of the hands willi the present, and ahide willi it in that

most preeious achievements of Nineteenth Cen- intensity of immortal life which the touch of art has

tiuy art. As yet we are too near in time to their in it to bestow. To M. Ringel, an Alsatian stnljitor

author and his subjects to appreciate them at their of good insight and tine accomplishment, it has

proper value and regard them with the interest that occurred that it would be well to do for the geuera-

VICTOK HUGO.

(From the Mt^dntUon hu Ringd.)

is evideutlv their due. But to the France of a hun-

dred years hence (always suj)posing that liy tliat time

Socialism has n<it become jiractical, and art has not

in consequence been eliminated fmni the scheme of

human effort) they will stand in much the same re-

lation as is occupied to contemporary England by

the gciod representative work of Gainsborough and

Sir Joshua, and constitute a gallery of portraitures

in which the ]>ast, stripped of the meannesses and

the jietty attributes of reality, will as it were take

tiou of to-day what David did for the generation of

tiftv years since; and a series of medallions of eon-

temjiorary celebrities—to be followed, it is hoped, by

others—is the immediate result. They are executed

in high and low relief, and published, in bronze, by

Rouam, at the Librairie de I'Art. Tiie price of them

is inconsiderable ; and they form a good decoration.

They should be popular elsewhere than in France

;

for the men whose presentments they bear—Gam-

betta, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Pasteur, Jules Grevy,
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Renan, Victor Husj^o—an> men cil" univci's:il ivuowii
;

]«ral>te oetoijenarian is a man to respect and to

and as M. Ringel has a capital knack nf portraiture, ailmire; and ^^. Uini^-cl was excellently ailviscil in

and invests liis subjects with much of the interest of eleetini;' to make his niedalHon. It is spirited work,

their respective personalities, there is no reason why and rellects even brilliinlly the enerf>y of cliaractcr

his work should not be equally known and estccmc'd and tenacity of mind which have made its original

with its several orij^-inals. one of the principal notables of our timi>. The

In England M. do Lesscps is not the most "Victor Hugo," though a fine medallion, is, to our

popular of men; in his operations, enL;'ineeriiig and mind, less successful: perhaps because it has neces-

AUOnSTE KODIN.

{From the Medallion l»j Ringel.')

diplomatic, he has succeeded a triHe too well, and his

ambition is so frankly French, his aim so plainly

patriotic, that success for him must necessarily mean
a check of some sort to such nations as have not the

honour to be his own. It is for this reason that he

shared so long with Victor Hugo the glory of being

the most popular of living Frenchmen. It is true

that the .Suez Canal is an old idea of St. -Simon's,

and that there are not nearly so many votaries of

Ferdinand de Lesseps the engineer as there are of

Ferdinand de Lesseps the diplomatist and ])romoter.

But that is neither here nor there. The incom-

341

sarih' to compete with Hodin's magnificent bust.

Rut in France, cs[)ecially since the sorrowful days

of jNIay, it should be much more popular than the

" Lesseps," while in England also, as we know,

its chances are vastly better. It is much to have

been for sixty years a master of the heart and mind

of humanity. It is nunli to have made Cosetto

and I'smeralda, and to be tlic author of such

achievements in romance as " Quatre-Vingt-Treize
"

and "Les Travcillcurs de la Mcr." Men and

women have wept and thrilled over these in all

the lanijuatjes of the civilised world. \^ herever
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tliere are books ami readers, tliero also are the certain toueli of the satyr ; the hair is lirushed bac'k-

romanees of Victor Hugo. He has had, he still has, wards from the bald slopino- forehead, and falls in a

he will lonn- continue to have, the whole world for thick fell on the coat-collar behind; the eyes are

his public; and after Rodin's bronze and Bonnat's quiet, watchful, alive with a certain sluggish energy;

picture, we have seen nothing in the way of por- the bull-neck is that of one who works hard and

t.raitnre that deserves so well of his admirers as ]\L lives harder. The grave and resolute head of Louis

Ringel's medallion. Pasteur is of another order and effect. The nose is

Gambctta is dead, and even in France his popu- straight, the bearded mouth is firm even to austerity;

KMILK AUOIEn.

(^Frnm the JiralaUion hil liiiu/rf.)

larity is on the wane. To the doctrinary radical his

name is a thing abhorrent, liis example an abomina-

tion. It is not forgotten that if he improvised armies

and a Government of Combat, he also invented the

political sin called Opportunism ; and in Belleville

where he ruled, in Jlontmartre ^vherc In- was once a

king of men, his name and fame are words of power
no longer. It is a pity that this is so, for ^l. Ringel's

presentment of the "bourgeois Mirabeau"is one of

his happiest hits. The long Jew face, with its great

curve of nose, and rugged brows, and ]iowerful, sen-

sual month, is none the less real and imposing for a

the forehead is high, the brows are heavy and broad.

The dominant impression is one of cold intensity—of

will, purpose, intelligence. " Ferments Malatlies,"

runs the inscription on one side ; and on the other

" Dyssymetrie Moleculaire." And in these four

words M. Ringel contrives to remind you that the

man whose features he has stamped into his bronze is

one of the greatest benefactors of the human and

animal races our world has ever seen.

Another of M. Ringel's originals is M. Eugene

Guillaume, the master of whom he learned his art

;

another is M. Jean Uollfus, the collector; j"et
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another is M. Che\ri'al. None are well known in

England. Two others whose portraits we have re-

produced are soniethini;' more than names among- us
;

though it has to be eoni'essed they have not tin;

abounding popularity of Hug'o and Gamheita and

Lesseps. One is the seulptor Rodin, of wIkiui we

have written often in these pages. The otiier, ^1.

Emile Augier, is resjwnsible for some of the best

and soundest drama oi the century. A certain

number of his pieces have been adapted to the e.\i-

ji^encies and uses of the London stage, llolicrtson's

" Home/' for instance, is a feeble transerijjt from
" L'Aventuriere," as Tom Stylus in " Ours " is a

trivial and iusigniticant sketch from the Giboyer of

" Les Effroutes j
" and but for " Les Fourehambault

"

it is pretty certain there had been no such work in

existence as "The Crisis,'' which Mr. Albery re-

christened " The Denhams " for its recent revival at

the Court Theatre—an occasion remarkable in Mr.
Clayton's fine performance as John Goring. But
M. Augier has never been so successful in England
as, by reason of certain peculiar qualities—as honesty

of jnirpose, breadth and soundness of morality,

loftiness of aim, and strength of matter and style

—

he should have been. The cause is not far to seek.

He is essentially a Frenchman, and his work is

absolutely French. The characters and the manners

he studies are those of Imperial Paris; the types he

selects for rejiresentation are native to the Boulevard

des Italiens and the Faubourg St.-Germain ; the

morals he points, the emotions of which he is the

exponent, the consciences he elects to put in action

are purely national affairs. He derives from Balzac,

indeed, and can no more be a popular English

dramatist, as Sardou is, than his master a popular

English novelist, like Dumas. But to Frenchmen

—

especially respectable Frenchmen—he has been ac-

ceptable from first to last: from IS 14- and "La
Cigue" to 1S7S and " Les Fourehambault." Of late

years he has written nothing, but the six or seven

volumes produced between these dates are a mine of

gocjd things. There is " T/.\veiituricre," for instance,

with the swaggering soldado Don Annibal, and with

characters so nobly typical as Fabrice and Donna
Clorinde f<ir its hero and heroine ; there is

" (iabrielle," which won its author the Monthyon
Prize, and <leserved to win il ; there is " Le (Jendre

de Monsieur Poirier," which Mr. Brander Matthews
thinks "the model modern comedy of manners;"
there is " Jjcs Lidunes I'auvrcs," the "terribly

affecting" play which, says Lewes, shows us " what
comedy may i)e, should bi' ;

" there is that wonderful
" Mariage d'Oiyniiie," which lias never succeeded on

the stage, but in tiie closet appears a masterpiece

from first scene to last; there is " iLiitre (iucrin,"

which even M. Zola is pleased to a[ij)i-ove of and to

praise; and there is that sni)erb set of dramatic

satires—"Les Effroutes," " Le Fils du Giboyer,"

"La Contagion," and " Lions et Renards," to whieii

M. Augier owes the most of his notoriety, if ndt

the best of his fame. To these ten plays, and the

seventeen of less importance and less worth which

are included with them, the devout student of drama
returns from time to time with a sense of gratitude

and a feeling of refreshment which he experiences,

jierhaps, in the case of no other Frenchman who has

written for the stage since Moliere. They are so

full of wit and strength, they have in them so much
that is living and human, the art is so sober and so

sound, the eifect so broad and simple. There is none

of the cheap, ingenious romance of INL Sardou

;

none of the amazing artistic perversity which so

often obliges M. Alexandre Dumas, who in some

ways is M. Augier's superior, to ruin his finest

effects with claptrap morality, and taint his strongest

creations with claptraj) psychology. It is all the

work of a man " with moral breadth of temperament,"

a man who knows what he wants, and how to get

it in the simplest and best way ; who is conscious

of his limits, and is too clear of head to venture

beyond them, and too whole of heart to wish to

Jo so. \V. E. II.

CUREENT AET—IL

FORTUNATELY there is not a little at Bur-

lington House to compensate for much dry

husk and acrid kernel. Nor is such work hard to

find, for whatever its merits may be in other respects,

this year's exhibition is tolerably fair as regards the

hanging. We do not find that any medalled and

illustrious foreigners have been skied, though some
have been rejected, and Mr. ^ an Haanen, as we
know, is only represented in the work of Mr. Fildes

and ^Ir. Wood. The line itself is admittedly rejire-

sentative of British art in all its serene and passion-

less insufficiency. Works that fulfil the average

person's notion of a picture abound on all sides. The
national idea of music, as "something with a tune,"

has its counterpart in the i)opular view of art. A
picture must be something with a story. It must
have incident : if historical, good ; if domestic,

better; and best of all, if involving the British baby
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in its Jomosti(.'ify. It matters iKithiiig- how the

K((iry is told or wliether it be worth the telling;

tliese points involve technical and resthetie considera-

tion, and are best avoided. Armed with the faith

and a l:idy inexjiliealdy leaning' on a table. It is just

as moving as a chavade, and with the like qnality of

enig-ma. Yet our philosopher and friend supplies a

facile solution; the lady is "prostrate with anguish

'•"-j- l^v^t^W\

Tiir; i:hrL'i;.N' lUuM tciiouL.

(/'((i»/i'i( hii W. J. Hcniicssy. Gmsmwr OitUery, liSSi. Itiiirodiic.d in Facxlmilr from a Dmviuri by thr Artist.)

that the Academy is once more true t(j its traditions,

and aided by the critical hanilbooks, the visitor is

prepared for the editying round of the dear familiar

subjects. Their mediocrity is the very quality that

a|i}ie:ds to so many excellent folk. If they were

better wrought, (jf liner conception and higher

signilicance, the value <^f the incident they set

I'oi'th would be no whit increased, while the ])0]iu-

lar guides would lose their occupation. Eor in-

stance, if Mr. Marcus Stone's "A (lambler's Wife"
were painted after any other method than that

ol' the British school it so worthily illustrates,

tlici'i' would be no pretext for the elucidation, Ijy

which we learn it is "a delightful ])icture of colour

and old-fashioned sentiment," that the figures in

the background are gamblers, not gardeners, and

that children's toys decorate the foreground. The

slightest Hogarthian touch, the least dramatic truth

and power, and all this acumen were thrown away.

What would become of "the story " in j\Ir. Riviere's

" After Naseby " without our invaluable guide ?

Here are two wcll-iiaiuted King Charles's sjianiels.

over a letter containing the news of the death of her

husband, a cavalier who has l)een fighting on the

king's side." By this adroit appeal to tlie generous

gullibility of the true Briton, the ]iicture is elevated

into the seventh heaven of sentiment, whereas in

truth it is nothing but a painting of two dogs. Who
were the cavaliers that fought on the side of the

Roundheads only our critic knows, and how he came

to evolve a husband for tiie lady, instead of a lover

or a brother, is also beyond our conjecture. These

things please, and they express the only form of

criticism in art which is of the smallest weight with

the general. Vou have only to go through the gal-

leries and hear the comments of the crowd to feel

how fascinating is the picture with a story, and how

useful is the criticism that ignores art.

j\Ir. J. W. Waterhouse's "St. Eulalia" takes a

position of peculiar isolation in the year's art.

There are many ways of presenting martyrdom,

the act and its significance, the literal scene with

its brutality of fact, and the final consummation

in all its religious and ])oetic glory. Tiiere is



ST. EULAI.IA.

CPainteJ by J. W. VTat'rhmisc. A.R.A. Royal Academy, ISSS.)
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the naif and direct way of tlie Florentines, wliose

St. Sebastians and the like, with all their tech-

nical shortcomings, doubtless were more vital and

potent forces than all the knowledge and accomplish-

ment displayed by M. Uonnat in his " Martyrdom
of S. Denis" at the Salon. lu such subjects the

religious convictions of the artist must needs animate

his ins])iration, and the supernatural is a large element

in the history of martyrdoms. In an age that resists

the manifestations of faith and denies the miraculous,

it is hard for the painter to depict supernatural

phenomena without a tendency to the grotesque. Of
miraculous intervention in the martyrdom of St.

Eulalia there was nothing- Init the fall of snow, which

the sinij)le faith of the early Christians conceived a

heaven-sent shroud for the young saint, whose body

was ex^Msed in the Roman Forum. Thus Mr. Water-

house was spared the perils which might have tested

his skill to the utmost, and has presented the scene

with singular freshness and force. At the foot of

the cross the body of Eulalia is extended iu the snow,

which clings about her like the pure robes of her

new-earned saintship. Two Roman soldiers guard

the spot, and restrain the few mourners, women and

children, who are attracted to the place; beyond them
the buildings of the Forum loom in the grey, snowy
air, while a number of pigeons flutter about the body
in the foreground. The artist's conception is full

of ])ower and originality. Its whole force is centred

in the ])athetic dignity of the outstretched figure,

so beautiful in its helplessness and pure serenity,

so afi^eeting in its forlorn and wintry shroud, so

nolile in the grace and strength of its presentment.

The tone of the dark, almost livid flesh is finely

realised, and the drawing of the foreshortened figure

displays masterly skill; the disposition of the body
and the curves of the lower limbs are circumstances

of real subtlety of design iu this beautiful composi-

tion. The picture abounds iu evidence of eare and
study and thought, the outcome of which takes the

shape of the potent and effective simplicity, whose
direct and touching language needs no interjireter.

Its rej)ose and simplicity', the absence of anythhig
that is melodramatic or that tends to sweeten the

placid sense of conventional sentiment, are cjualities

to be admired in Mr. AVaterhouse's work. It is not

likely to prove so popular as " Consulting the Oracle,"

but it is beyond all cpiestion a more imaginative effort.

There is little enough in the Grosvenor this year

that in any way competes with the best work at

Burlington House, cxce])ting in portraiture, and in

two small paintings that show Mr. Alma Tadema in

his most individual character. There is much good
to be said of Profess(.)r Costa's noble seascajw—

a

stretch of grey and living water breaking on desolate

sands, and touched with the last lights of day. "We

have seen better Costas, but of its kind this one is

admirable. Among painters who do not exhibit else-

where, Mr. W. J. Hennessy is prominent here with
" The Return from School," the original of our first

picture, and " The Flowers of May." How it comes

to pass that so original and poetic a painter as Mr.
Hennessy is unrepresented at Burlington House
must be something of a mystery to the uninitiated.

Perhaps if there wore no such painters the Academy
would lose its holier odour and mysterious sanctity.

However that may be, j\Ir. Hennessy shows no less

of his sweetness and strength, his sense of the

vague harmonies of moonlight and mist, his fine

and delicate perception of the beaut}' of the figure

set forth in the strange medium of twilight and

vaporous evening. In "The Return from School,"

a number of happy children are scattered on the

broad highway between the fast fading sundown
and the white and ghostly moon that hangs like a

spectral thing iu the misty air behind. The land-

scape is pale and tremulous under the weird influence

of the twain lights that blend harmoniously and

transmute all things as if by a spiritual presence.

And truly the haunting presence of the unsubstantial

moon dominates the scene with singular and movino;

effect. A like effect has been produced more than

once by Mr. Hennessy, but he has never invested

landscape with so full a measure of the quality con-

veniently called poetry as here.

In portraiture the Grosvenor is unusually strong

this year. Mr. Sargent, Mr. Richmond, INIr. Watts,

Mr. Millais, and Mr. Frank HoU all exhibit highly

characteristic work. Mr. Collier, good in his

" Circe," is better iu his " Lady Loraine." As we
have noted, Mr. Sargent's " Mrs. Mason •" has a

powerful rival in the artist's Acadeni}' portrait, the

brilliant and taking " Lady Playfair." In like

manner Mr. Holl's "Lord Overstone" and "Mr.
William Palmer" can only be compared in their

special qualities of iirosaie solidity and strength with

the artist's Academy portraits, the "Dr. Mitchell"

and " Lord Dufferiu." i\Ir. Richmond, as hereto-

fore, exhibits solely at the Grosvenor, and contributes

eight portraits, the best of which may fitly be com-

pared with the conspicuous successes of last year.

Of these, the " Andrew Lang " and the " Lady

Loyd Lindsay" take the first rank among the

artist's works, and a high jilace among the por-

traits of the year. The portrait of Mr. Lang, which

we reproduce, is remarkable for its potent realisa-

tion of character—an effect that is none the worse,

but all the better, for a hint of humour, a touch, a

shadow of (it may be) kindly caricature. Its force

of individuality could scarcely be surpassed. It is

expressed with rare and delicate insight, and a most

subtle apprehension of the idiosyncrasies of the sub-
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jcct. This is seen in iiriiiy liappy touciips, iintMlily Annllicr cxainiilc, AFr. .rulin White's " 8unvy

in the kuiguovous and g-raceCul i'drni, the (Irmipiny Colts," is di-awu I'l-uni tlie Water-Culum- I'L\hihi(ioii

STTEEET COLTS.

iDinwn by John Wliitr. nj. Royal Institute, 1SS5.)

ahatitlon of the rig-ht arm, the cliaracteristic poise and

turn of the head. The drawing is admirably sym-

patbetie, the colour broad, warm, and harmonious,

and great skill is displayed in the lig-hting of the

room as it affects the projection of the iigurc and

the shadowed accessories. The work is excellent in

keeping and full of tone, and it has, moreover, the

virility not always perceptible in ^Ir. Richmond's

work. Again, it possesses the intellectual revelation,

that alone satisfies. There is a magnetism in the

thoughtful and brooding face, an expression which

the artist has instinctively apprehended as a cha-

racteristic veracity, transient though it be. The
same felicitous sympathy is shown in the pose and

the composition, which admirably express a delicate

and somewhat fastidious refinement. There is no

undue emphasis in the expression of the sense of

this quality, and not a false or jarring touch, or

the least tendency to extravagance in the means

employed to enforce it. It is the tender minor key

of the picture that affects the whole work wilh its

special qualitj-—the quality that allures and is not

aggressive, that persuades and charms, and is so far

removed as to be worlds apart from the clamorous

appeals of sensational trick and effect.

at the Royal Institute. A replica in oils is hung
in the ninth gallery at the Royal Academy, and

the two offer an instructive contrast in their distinct

values and qualities. In execution, and on mere

technical grounds, there is little to distinguish them
;

the superior force and glow of colour in the painting

is fully compensated in the water-colour by a more

subtle and luminous quality of atmosphere. The

scene is some unfrequented countrj' village, where

the expansive highway is out of all jiroportion to the

modest traffii'. Here a ])ar(y of boys have im|irovised

their cricket, ])itc]ied wickets in the middle of the

way, and enjoy an animated game in the duskj^ even-

ing air, while the villagers look on by their cottage

doors. The lingering radiance of summer sunset

fills the air with glimmering light that deepens to

warmth near the horizon, and touches the foliage of

distant trees and the solemn distance with mys-

terious glorj'. In the vague and tender illumination

the figures have a strange and poetic significance
;

the shadowed distance and the angles of the cottages,

the dark, full-foliaged trees, arc full of pleasant

colour. The window-panes flash back the sun's

after-glow, and the old roofs and chimneys retain

great warmtli and depth of tone under the pure.
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serene sky. Below this intermediate passage of

colour, the street lies in slumberous and mysterious

quietude. The effect is moving-, as strong in veracity

ns it is delicate in sentiment. The beauty of colovir,

tlic subtlety of tone, the manifold resources of har-

mony, have never been displayed with such distinc-

tion by Mr. John White. His work is seldom

wanting in a full measure of the colourist's charm.

one of which we reproduce. The three subjects are

from the ^Eneid, and are treated in high relief. In

the first, the passionate gaze of Dido is directed to

the Hying sails of the traitorous ^neas, and the love-

lorn queen is partly supported by an attendant woman.
There is much grace and distinction in the figure, the

passion expressed by the gesture is excellently subor-

dinated to the reposeful sense of the composition, by

terrain tlir IJyoiz: bn llaiin Daks. Iio;ial Acadrmil, IS^S.)

Here it is cumliined with other artistic forces—with a

feeling for form and meaning of line, a sense of the

value of unity and proportion, and the instinct that

restrains exuberance within its legitimate expression.

This just and commendable exercise of discipline is

not always a characteristic of good colourists, whose

command of the harmonic combinations of the palette

often tempts them to excess and coarseness.

The sculpture at the Royal Academy is not par-

ticularly notable this year. Mr. Gilbert exhibits

nothing; Mr. Boehm is insignificant; Mr. Thorny-

croft has a good romantic equestrian statuette, the

kind of thing (lie it said in passing) he does best;

Count Glcichen, in a marble " Fishwife,'" out-

Horslej-s Horsley and out-Eaeds Eaed. Mr. Onslow

Ford is the only prominent sculptor who is at all

fully represented, with the " Henry Irving as

Hamlet," in marble ;
" In INIemoriam,'" a design in

low relief; and a bust of the Rev. Newman Hall.

The whole show is strangely deficient in ideal and

imaginative work ; there is a plentiful supply of

busts, and little else of remarkable quality. Cliii'f

among work inspired with high and worthy aims
are the three pianels in bronze by j\Ir. Harry Rates,

the abandonment to grief expressed by the semi-

reclining position. The third subject—the original

of our picture—deals with the apparition of the god

to JEneas as he sleeps, a theme more suscei^tible to

the sculjjtor's art, and treated by Mr. Bates with true

imaginative insight. The impression of deep absorbed

sleep is finely given, though the connection between

the sleeper and the visionary figure is not jierfectly

established. The central panel is altogether the most

simple and the most successful. It represents ^'Eneas

seated, and, with bowed head, overcome with sorrow.

Here, as in the other panels, the treatment of the

drapery is excellent, and the figure is instinct with

feeling. The small scale on which the compositions

are wrought, though it has necessitated a certain

elaboration of detail, does not detract from the effect.

It has entailed, ]ievhaps, some loss of simplicity and

repose.

In some departments of art, there can be no

doubt, we are not unsuccessful. In portraiture,

allowing for the absence of certain qualities—as

iniagination, insight, the power of individualising ;i

type—and the presence of certain purely national

conventions, we hold our own. In the pictures of
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ANDREW LAXG.

(Painted by IV'. B. RLchmond. Grosvmor Gallery, ISSS.)
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the sea we are pre-emincnl ; we have Mr. Hook^ the best quality. In landscape, too, we are in the

Mr. Colin Ilunler, Mr. Brett, Mr. Henry Moore, good way : as ]Mr. East, Mr. Percy Belgrave, a score

Mr. Bartletl, j\Ir. Hole, with "The File of the of workers old and young, will in-ove. But that, as far

Boats," Mr. Ilemy with a dozen vigorous and as genre and figure-painting are concerned, we have

taking views of weather and water, Mr. Stanhope much to learn and more to forget is a projinsition not

Forbes with a work that, technically speaking, is of to be gainsaid of man save at the Academy banquet.

PEOFILBS FEOM THE FEENCH EENAISSANCE.—V.

PIERRE LESCOT.

KING FRANCIS was never able to secure the

service of the earliest among the French archi-

tects of the maturer Renaissance, but he lived to

profit by the genius of the greatest. For at the

same time that Bullant was rebuilding the palace

of the Constable at Ecouen, a somewhat older man,

Pierre Lescot, had earned a sudden reputation in the

world of art by the elegance of liis designs for the

new rood-loft of St. Germain I'Auxerrois. The screen

was formed by three arches carried on double Corin-

thian columns. A bas-relief, and fuur statues of the

Evangelists fur the loft above, were the work of Jean

Gonjon. And so this rood-loft, long ago destroyed,

served to introduce to Sixteenth Century Paris both

its greatest architect and its noblest sculptor.

The new architect Ixdonged to a very different

class from Bullant the plebeian and the simple mason

Goujon. Pierre Lescot, Seigneiu' de Clagny, was a

man of birth and fortune, with an hotel in Paris and

estates near Montreuil and Versailles. He came of an

ancient Parisian family of Scotch descent; for Lescot,

written large, is L'Escot, or I'Ecossais. His father,

Seigneur dc Lissy, Provost and Procureur-du-Roi,

had doubled his estates by his marriage with a young

gentlewoman of fortune, Anne Dauvet, daughter of

the Seigneur de Clagny and his wife, the Dame de

Franeart. The second son of this resjiectable and

almost noble couple was Pierre Lescot, who was born

in Paris about the year 1.5111.

The boy grew up of a refined and artistic nature;

but, it would seem, he felt none of the imperious

desire to create which continually impelled the more

energetic Bullant. The work of Pierre Lescot is as

rare as it is exquisite and noble. Ronsard tells ns

how, even at school, the child was always drawing

pictures with the i)en that should have written

down his lessons, until at twenty he joined archi-

tecture and mathematics to his love of painting.

Mrs. Pattison also quotes a quaint phrase of Jean

Bodin, who, siieaking of the quantity of jnctures in

France, continues :
" Nous en avos de Michel Ange,

Raphael Durbe, de Durel, et sans aler plus loig, un

dc Monsieur de Clagny en la Galcrie de Fontaine-

Beleau, qui est un chef -d'ceuvre admirable que

plusieurs ont parangonne aux tableaux d'Appelles."

Yet of him, who could ])aint like Apelles in the eyes

of his Contemporaries, not an example remains.

This is characteristic of the man. His pictures,

like those of Apelles, are hidden in a safe and com-

fortable obscurity ; but we know that his gift was,

in architecture, really rare and noble. Yet the

perished rood-loft of St. Germain I'Auxerrois and the

south-west angle of the Louvre are the only buildings

that, with any sense of certainty, we dare ascribe to

Lescot. Rumour has confused his name with that of

Dclorme and others as architect of the Fons Nym-
phium and of the Carnavalet ; but, though it is

possible that Lescot may have directed these edifices,

there is no reason for believing that he did so. On
the south-west angle of the Louvre, and on that

alone, does the fame of Lescot now depend ; and this

is enough to build him for ever a memorable name.

Lescot worked little
;
perhaps because his life was

full of many interests. He was king's councillor

and almoner to the king ; he was, at least in name,

a cleric, and commendatory aljbot of Clermont. He
was a canon also of Notre Dame. But though so

obviously a churchman, the Seigneur de Clagny

considci'ed himself above all other things a man of

the court. He grievously offended his fellow-canons

by refusing the churchman's dress, by wearing still

the worldly beard. An old canonical law required a

canon to shave at least once in every three weeks.

But shaven Lescot would not go, nor with the con-

stantly renewed beginnings of a beard. He reminded

his colleagues that he was employed in the service of

the king, and told them that soon he expected to be

sent on a special embassy to Rome. It was impossible

for so fine a courtier to be shorn like a village priest.

But the churohnien were obdurate; pcrluqis they

were glad of an opportunity to humiliate the arro-

gance of courtiers. Still in the cud they had to

submit. They conceded that Lescot should wear his

beard, provided only that he never wore it in his stall

at Notre Dame. To this the Seigneur de Clagny

agreed with cheerful amenity. He took possession
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of liis jileasant lioiise in the jn-ecincis; lie kcjit lii;.

beard, and ke[)t bis word as well.

The canons indeed were not niiicli trouljled witb

his presence, neither the monks at his abbe\' of Cler-

mont. The Seig-neurde Clagny was busy at the eoiirl.

Both to Francis and to Henry he was a com[)anion

no less than a servant. He was as much at home
at Chambord as at Clermont, at Foutainebleaii as at

Notre Dame. And full as was his life with these

double interests, he was, as we know, an artist beside.

The architect of the Louvre, the friend of Ronsard,

the paragon of Apelles, was also the king's counsellor

and the abbot of Clermont.

Leseot was perhaps the first architect in France

who occupied a position at least as exalted as that of

the Italians. He received the same income as Rosso

and Primatiecio—a hundred livres a month. This,

with the revenues of his preferments, and his consi-

derable private fortune, enabled him to live with a

noble's taste and splendour. He was a gentleman who
deigned to design buildings as Ronsard was a gentle-

man wlio stooped to poetry. And Ronsard most

artlessly admires his condescension :

—

" Cur liicn que tu sois noble et de mceurs et de race,

hiin que des le berceau, TabonJance te face,

S.ins en chercher ailleurs, riche en bien temporel,

Si as-tu franchement suivi ton naturel !

"

In 1.j1() Leseot follou'ed his bent so far as to

become the king's architect for his palace of the

Louvre. Tradition says that the plans which were

sent in by Leseot so greatly excelled those of Serlio,

that the Italian himself counselled the king to give

the j)alm to the Seigneur de Clagny. Tradition is

untrustworthy ; all that is sure is that Leseot got

the place. For thirty-two years he laboured at the

Louvre ; and what he found a heap of ruins and
confusion he left as a standard to the generations of

his successors. The old Louvre, as it is called, the

work of Pierre Leseot, is only the south-west angle

of the jjalace from the clock pavilion to the pavilion

on the Pont des Arts. The building is two-storeyed,

carrying an attic. It exhibits a Corinthian order

under a Composite one. The immense height of these

orders—each storey is of thirty feet—gives elegance

and dignity to the front, although it is not in jiro-

portion with the columns of the windows and arcades.

But the essence of the style of Leseot is, that with
all his air of refinement and exactitude none of his

effects are obtained by rule and line.

The attic is the least happy part of the design.

Although gracefully proportioned to the lower storeys,

the absence of a eornicione takes from the dignity of

the design. The decoration also, by the Florentine

Trebati, is less happy in effect than the designs of

Goujon fur the lower storeys. The florid ornament,

the great trophies of anus, the vehement iigures of

warriors which deenrate the attic, are crude and
violent in contrast with these. U was of course rinlit

and natural that the decoration of the attic siionld

be treated in a freer, larger style ; but there is no

liariiiiiiiy tu uiiilt' the eniphatie figures of ihe allic

Willi Ihe delicale ornament below.

It is in the lower storeys that we look I'or the

triumph of Goujon's skill, of Lescot's eye. Here the

decoration is indeed abundant, and yet the lines of

the construction are never arranged and never for-

gotten. Here, althougli no jiart is bare, the effect

is not florid or overloaded. It is nut even rich so

much as delicate and scrupulous and rare. The
storeys are marked by bands of slight and exquisite

ornament. Foliated designs, slender and spreading,

are lightly profiled on the stone. The scarcely-

drooped festoons are linked together by the slim-

mest of reclining nymjihs. Everywhere, auKjiig the

boughs of laurel and the maidens, we see the

crescent of Diana and her fallen arrows and her buw.

The stones are signed with her initial, laced with

that of the young and sulenm king, her dull Endy-
miun. The whole palace bears witness of her ; it is

built, as it seems, in her honour; and here and
there a great stone records in simple characters

her dubious device, " Donee totuni iinpleat orbem."

No wonder that Du Cerceau, admiring this delicate

opulence of ornament, assured us that no palace

in the world could second this palace of the Louvre.

The noble elegance of the front, the great jiortal fur

the court to fill, the large state rooms, the high and
cheerful storeys, the long windows that are ranged so

well, do indeed make it appear so stately and so gay
a place as should be set a])art for those who rule

the narrow lives around them.

Such no doubt was the thought of Lescut. To
him, an aristocrat no less by nature than l>y haljit

and tradition, the house of the king was the fountain

of influence and gaiety and honour. His angle of

the Louvre still bears the trace of that gracious light-

heartedness which distinguished the earlier Renais-

sance in France, and which so very soon was to go

out of fashion. Indeed it could not last, that gay

and gracious sjjirit. Leseot himself must have lived

to see an irony in his cheerful jialacc. For whom
was it a home V For the puny Francis II., for the

mad Charles IX., for the miserable and infamous

Henry III. From that balcony should be fired the

still-echoing guns of St. Bartholomew. All this

must the architect have seen ; and outside he heard

the distant rumours of civil wars, the massacres of

Jarnac and of Moncontour. It was well for the

Seigneur de Clagny when, in 1578, the very year of

Bullant's death, he took his last farewell of the

altered and darkened, the strange and sinister court

of France. A. ]Maiiv F. Robixsox.
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"A MADEIGAL."
From the Picture by Meissoniee.

THE art of Meissoniev is always gallant and yond them are his fellow-craftsmen; and to tliem be

telling in its externals; moreover, its plastic in- delivers himself in terms of which they only can

terest is always right and sound. In "A Madrigal," appreciate the full significance. To them does he

for instance, he paints a jtleasant anecdote, so that address the artifice of his line, the symmetry of his

A MADEIGAL.

(Paiiiffi! hy Meissonier.)

it has charm for eyes the least educated and intelli-

gences the least apt to recognise the merits and in-

tentions of a pure picture. To them who can go

farther he appeals with equal directness and success.

Beyond the anecdotal element in his work are ele-

ments of greater value and rarer significance : the

realisation of character, the study of manners, the

rejjresentation of costumes and accessories, the sugges-

tion of gesture, the intelligent competition with life.

Nor is his puLlic limited to tiicse two sections. Bc-

com position, liis invention of light and shade, the

pictorial quality of his picture, its technical accom-

plishment, its interest of paint. To have the ear of

an audience thus representative and complete is to

approve yourself a master of the art you profess.

Distinction, style, the plastic sense, the imagination

of your material—these are primary qualities in art.

Brauwer has them, and so has Raphael ;
^lillet has

them, and so has Meissonier; and all four are, ni

the riii'ht sense of the wonl, arfists.
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THE DAET.
BUCKFASTLEIGH TO NEW BRIDGE.

THE large and straggling village of Buckl'a.stk'igli tlic same rclaliun to tlie jsarisli eluirrhas a baptistery,

may be gained by following the Brent road lying to the cast of the chnreh, and wholly uucoii-

from Dean Prior, though a much pleasanter way is nccted with it. In our second illustnition we get an

by a cross-country route to the river following tlie exi-ellcnt idea of llic imsitidii ol' the rhiirch with the

valk'v. This involves the passing of one or two old wadded .shi|)es about it, and the great curve of the

farmhouses with charming surroundings, and a de- diiik and lively river that Hows round the base of the

lightful spot romantically known as Lover's Combe. bill. Noble trees fringe the baidis, and (he channel

^t/yJ-W^f^i^^ ' ^^="~ ifr ^-gS=- ^

NEW BEIDOE.

The first view obtained by following tlie river

is full <if charm. Only the church is visible if you

make your j^ilgrimage in the leafy months, the paper

mills and other industrial works lying discreetly

hidden. This first glimpse reveals also the jirime

characteristic of Buckfastleigh—the church with its

spire, placed like the citv that eaimot be hid, though

all else be invisible. The singularity of an old Devon-
shire church with a spire is not the least remarkable

feature of the building. Near it, in the churchyard,

IS a curious ecclesiastical ruin of unknown anticpiity

and much disputed origin. I-t appears to have much

34a

is much encumbered by boulders, which give great

varietv and charm of colour to the river, besides

dividing its waters into occasional smaller streams,

each \vitli its own wayward will and character.

I'nder the great oaks, and in :nnong the ferny

masses of mossy stones, the water coils or leajis and

foams, now in clear dark rapids or gliding round the

gnarled i-oots of trees, now gleaming and bubbling

in the sunshine, " and only constant is in constant

change." Here, at Buckfastleigh, the water has the

true moorland character, and here the n])land voyager

first touches an outlying spur of the hilly country
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(liat suriMunds tlie g-nuiitf desdUiticiu oh" tlie niour.

lAir some twonty niilcs ujuviuds llie course of the

Diirt is throui^-h a wild and impressive wilderness of

wdoded g'oi'i^v and liillowy tracts of heatii. It ac-

(jnires increased velocity, a more aug-ust movement,

a new voice with a fnller and deeper harmony.

Half a mile above Dart Bridge are the remains

of the ancient abb.-y, one of the oldest and most

important monastic foundations in the county.

Hard by is the modern mansion known as Buckfast

Aljbey, now occupied Ijy a religious fraternity wlio

iiave taken up the thread of old association which

fur so many centuries linked this place with the

Church. Without any notable beauty, the house is

romantically situated, and is not a little imposing in

spite of the rivalry of a factory on the opposite side

of the river. Little remains that tells of the olden

glory and affluence of the abbey, which, like most of

its kind in Devonshire, has suffered extremely from

the rude assaults of time and revolution. A huge

Ijarn an<l an ivy-grown tower are all they liave left

;

enough to stir the fancy, too little for the j)ictures4ue

traveller. But if the Dart is without its Tintern, it

is in no respects second to the Wye in the changeless

charms of nature. The country, on Ijoth banks of the

four miles to Holne Bridge, abounds in interest. To

the right, sheltered by lofty hills on all sides, is

the quaint old town of Ashburton, the birthplace of

Gifford, the author of vigorous and forgotten satires,

the editor of Ben Jonson and the Qinirlerl//. The

town lies out of the Dart valley, but its fortunes

have been intimately associated with that river and

its " tinny " tril)uturies. It is one of the four towns

jiriviiegcd to elect burgesses to the miners' parliament,

anciently held at Crockern Tor, a wild spot near Two
Bridges, by the A^'est Dart. It is more than a century

since the last gathering of this primitive assembly

was held on the moor, but the Stannary laws are still

in force. Many old mining works may be seen near

Ashburton, and the country is still being exploited by

engineers and s])eculators. This diligence may well

exercise the unprofessional mind, seeing with what

persistency all the borders of Dartmoor have liccn

worked for many centuries, and the production of tin

decreases annually. Asldmrton is one of the few

towns in England which has preserved its character

and lioundaries in sjiite of the railway. It has not

yet commenced to annex the neighbouring hamlets,

though it has restored its beautiful old cliurch with a

vigour and completeness that merits the approval of

the zealous imi)rover. Many curious houses remain,

so rugged and original in form, so stubbornly pic-

turescpie, so determinedly cpiaint and fanciful, that

they defy all improvement.

Returning to the river, the western bank may
be followed tc Holne Bridge, through long stretclu's

of wood and high rounded hills, with glimpses into

the blue distance that show one or two outlying

tors, Amswell rock, wooded to its summit, or the

brown cone of Buekland Beacon. The vegetation

is extraordinarily rich and wild, even as it is

near Buekland and Holne, and everywhere in

the neighbourhood where the rocks, locally known

as killas, intervene. Along the few level spaces

by the river the wild single daffodils appear in

their .season literally in hosts, as Wordsworth saw

them in Somersetshire, stretching " in never-ending

line along the margin of the bay.'^ Or later, the

royal Osmunda, the most sujicrb of British ferns,

grows in groves with a tro])ical luxm-iance that

is a reproach to the cockney gardener. Pitiable is

it to see the tourist homeward bound, at Newton

Abbot or Exeter, accompanied by the over-laden

porter, bearing bundles of this noble i)lant destined

to linger miserably in some urban garden. O ye

lovers of nature (save the mark), and O ye lovers of

ferns, it is well you know not what you do ! It were

well if Mr. E. G. Heath, who aids and abets you,

should enlighten you on the propagation of this par-

ticular fern, and should explain that it does not come

up in a night, or spread like the miraculous groundsel.

It were well if you could be educated to the true per-

ception <if the beautiful in nature, and eke of its un-

variable Htness. You can scarce recognise the regal

elegance of this fern, stunted and sickly in your

garden fernery ; or, as it is more generally cultivated,

in your dry open border. Compare it with the stately

form and brilliant colour it has here, fed by the cold

Dart water and the warm moist air of this delicate

valley. " Hyperion to a satyr" it is, and something

more. Not far from this very spot, within a short

distance from Holne Bridge, I knew once where the

deep curve of the stream, by a wood of oaks, was a

forest of this fern, the great flowering fronds standing

above a tall man's shoulder, a wonder and a delight

to him who came suddenly upon them; and now scarce

a vestige remains. Few people seem to have the

smallest notion of the consequences of these acts of

spoliation. Every one in these days is a lover of

nature, every one collects ferns, plucks rare flowers by

the roots, and by a hundred similar acts of barbarism

shows how well he profits by INIr. Buskin's teaching:

what reverence he possesses, and what true sentiment.

We have been told so abundantly that we have such

a feeling for nature as the benighted Eighteenth

Century was inea])able of conceiving, that the dictum

has been acce|)ted, with the proud consciousness that

it is deserved. The truth is, there was less facility of

travel in the last century. People had j)lenty of what

(iray calls "the locomotive disposition," but we have

tlie railways. They had inquisitiveness and the march

of mind, but with us these have attained a railw;:y

!
\

i
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velocity and force. Tliey had the s^-raiid tour, a

solemn and ceremonial progress ; we are whisked

round the world by express. They discussed nature

with the solemnity that was seemly in dealing- with

potent and unknown forces; we patronise nature

with the glib facility bred of familiarity. It is

doubtful if this balance of advantages is on our side.

The sentimental traveller of the last century was, of

course, deplorably ignorant of botany and geology
;

science was not made easy to him in a hundred cheap

handbooks, nor was his judgment enslaved by popular

guides. On the whole he was much less knuwing
and aggressive than the modern tourist.

The solitary who loves to choose his path un-

hampered liy thoughts of trains and coaches risks

much nowadays, lie may hnd the desired spot in

possession of a picnic party, or he may be accompanied

by noisy excursionists at intervals throughout the

day. Even in the wildest spots they dog his stejis.

His humanity is severely tried, and he becomes a

convert to gloomy and Malthusian views of the

population question. Similarly, if you revisit a

favourite haunt sacred to many cherished memories,

and find it deflowered and despoiled by profane hands,

the charm seems flown. Here is Holne Bridge, at

the entrance to the wooded gorge of Holne Chace,

with its hanging rocks and noble woods musical with

the deep-throated Dart. The trees are decorated

with handbills that threaten trespassers with the

rigour of the law. You miss the silent fingering of

Nature in many directions ; the margin of the stream

is more trodden than of yore, it wants the freshness,

the primitive and old-world look, it once had. Of
course a too tender sensibility may easily exaggerate

these harsh impressions, and develop a mere morbid
repining. After all, disillusion is the certain fate of

all whose attachments are few in proportion to their

ardour and constancy. Holne Bridge is in construc-

tion a copy of the numerous bridges thrown across

the Dart between here and Totnes. Immediately
above it is the entrance to the woods and ravine of

Holne Chace, through which the river takes a great

twisting curve like an irregular horseshoe, enclosing

a promontory of considerable height. On the

opposite side miles of shaggy wocd spread upward
towards the village of Buckland-in-the-Moor, domi-
nated by the bare, solitary granite tor of Buckland
Beacon. The latter is quite mountainous in form
and isolation, rising with abrupt grandeur from the

base of the wooded heights that hem in the dark,

foaming river. Ascending the steep hill on the road

to the village of Holne, and pausinij on its brow,

among a wild growth of hollies and oaks, we have a

magnificent outlook towards the north-east, a cha-

racteristic glimpse of which is o-iven in our last

illustration. Down in the tortuous hollow the river

roars, teasing its rocky channels, but its voice is (juile

changed at this height, and comes up in the alter-

nation of the sweet moorland air wilh a cuntinunus

murmur of soul-soothing melody, very thrilling and

cnchaiiling. Across the peninsula of Ilolne Chace,

and the great pinnacled ridge of slate known as the

Lover's Leap, we see the vast masses of iJuckland

woods, oaks crowned by larch and fir and beech,

with clearings here and Ihere, where a few young
saplings sway in a world of fern and gorse. Beyond
these the golden-brown line of the moor melts

into the aerial distance, the grey cone of the bea-

con soaring above all, shadowy and unsubstantial

in the broad suidight. Still pursuing the path to

Holne the highest point of the way ojn'ns out, we
obtain the first impression of Dartmoor, the vast

heart of Devonshire, to which the fat lands that en-

circle it owe so much of their verdure and character.

Down in the hollow, and separated by the line of

hills on which we stand, from Holne Chace and the

Dart, is the little village of Ilolne, behind which
rises the great shoulder of Holne Ridge, a vast re-

servoir of iieaty water. Still further west the moor
stretches line beyond line, the bleak and desolate

land whence the Plym and the Ernie, with a inimber

of smaller streams, draw their impetuous waters.

The little church of Holne contains a curious screen,

and is worth visiting, albeit a plain structure ex-

ternally. The village has higher claims on the devout

pilgrim as the birthplace of Charles Kingsley, a

worthy of Devon whose association with the count

v

has yet to be considered b}- the future Prince. Xo
more fitting cradle for the author of " Westward Ho !

"

and the " Prose Idylls" could be coiu'cived. Almost

within hearing of the Dart, with the music of many
trout streams near, with the wild waste and im-

pressive circle of the moor, with the forces of nature,

vast, elemental, and profound, ever at work about

him, it could not but be that the l)eanty and signifi-

cance of the scene should pass into his verse and

animate his spirit. The place is in a sense haunted

by him, and is full of suggestion to all who know
his work. Lingering on the great pnr^jle stretch of

moor that overlooks the nestling village, with the

distant gleam of the Dart in among the wild hills,

even to the far wavering line of the glistening sea,

where the Teign gains its haven, it is easy to realise

his passionate enthusiasm for nature, and that he has

left us something more than

" Tliis calm and (jiiict scene

;

Tim memory of whit has been,

And never more will bo.''

Descending once more to the river, crossing a

number of small channels overbrimming with the

coldest and clearest running water, a steep descent

leads to Xew Bridge, a ])icturesque structure at the
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hnttnm of a wilil open valley, where the stream is and more stjirtliiiLf show of enertjy. All tluMUi;h the

nsually snIRciently swift to justify the common convolutions of the river in its passage round Ilolne

derivation of the river's name. Polwhele, by the Chace there abound extraordinary evidences of the

wav, asserts that in old books the river is called resistless force of the stream, the present channel

Darant; and it is a cui-ious coincidence, and one not being cloven through the solid rock at a much greater

BUCKFASTLEiail CUUECH.

noticed, I believe, by him, that the Kentish river at depth than the level of past ages. The roots of the

Dartl'ord is also the Darenth. However this may trees are quickly undermined, notwithstanding their

be, both above and below New Bridge the Dart has lirm hold of the rock, and a strong flood soon brings

remarkable impetuosity, doubling with sudden move- them down. Here at New Bridge, shown in our

ments, fretting its slaty bed with quick touches of first illustration, the character of the Dart valley

petulance, and sleepily jiausing only to make fresh presents a striking contrast. Above the bridge the
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valley

into a

OlK'llS

spaci-

ous, lull t'cviltivatod

wilderness, to close

in again where tlie

riin-o-(.(l and singu-

lar heights of Benjav

Tor tnwer over the

stream and echo its>

turlnilent voice. Below,

the waters rush info a

wooded Li'lade of impenc-

trahle leafage, till their

plaintive niurnuirs are lost

in the distant and solemn um-
brage of Ilolne Chace. From
New Bridge to the meeting of

the waters at Dartmeet, a wind-

ing course of some four miles, the scene

presents a constant succession of beauty

and grandeur. If the ceaseless turmoil

of the water vex the ear, the ascent of the

on either side suffices to quell it to a vague and

pleasant luUabj', and the horizon opens round in

all its wild magnificence. Clusters of up-piled granite

loom around like mediaeval castles : strange sphinx-

like forms, solitary in the wilderness of heather and
gorse and reddish grasses. Tracts of spongy morass happv union till their

intervene between the grey plateaux, with here and by the tidal sea.

nUCKLANI) niiAOON.

there a sped i-al

group of trees, tor-

tured by the keen

winds into the

rudest shajjcs. The

silence is profound, the

sense of space and free-

dom full of cliarm and

delight. For hours you

may wander down
broad, boulder-strewn

gullies, from tor to tor,

or follow the bright

and musical little rivu-

lets to their source,

without hearing any-

thing but the cry of

a wild bini, or seeing

aught but an equally

wild horsenuui questing

after stray ponies or

cattle. AVhen at lentifh

the Fast Dart is sighted

fi-om the islanded ridge

of Yar Tor, it is bailee]

as an old and familiar

friend, and from the

old bridge at Dartmeet

the intimacy is re-

newed. A short space

below the bridge the

East Dart joins the

West, and the two pre-

serve unimpaired the

commingled waters are drowned

J. Arthur Blaikie.
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DANIEL CHODOWIECKI.

DIJRINO the last quarter of tlie Eighteenth Ceu- grocer's shop. Here, from six in the morning to

tnry, when, in France, Moreau le Jeune was ten at night, he served at the counter, and even

preparing his incompai-a-ble designs to " La Nonvelle then his daily round was incomplete, for later came

HeloYse ;
" when the famous La Fontaine of Eisen,

" dite des Fermiers-Generaux," was on every col-

lector's table ; when Stothard in England was adding

a chastened charm to the decoration of the yet-young

Novel of Manners, and Bewick with his "Birds" and

tailpieces was inaugurating the long triumphs of

the boxwood Ijlock, there was living quietly at

Berlin, in full activity of patient production, au

artist on copper as remarkable as any of these, and pos-

sessing: some of the distinctive characteristics of each.

evening prayers and " singing of anthems." Yet

so unquenchable was his enthusiasm for art, that he

began to draw as soon as he reached his bedroom,

often dropping asleej) over liis work. At church,

again (like Bewick), he managed to follow his darling

pursuit by copying the wall pictures in the covers

of his hymn-book. It was during his apprenticeship,

also, that he made his first studies from nature, wiselv

reproducing the world about him ; and a sketch of the

shojj in which he worked, including his mistress dis-

Moreau himself was not more keen a lover of costume pensing her wares to her customers, still, we believe,

">

and detail ; like Eisen, he delighted (though with Teu-

tonic sobriety) in the endless surprises of feminine

elegance ; he sought grace of grouping as fervently

as Stothard, and he had all Bewick's passion for

truth and pleasure in humorous antithesis. His name

was Daniel Nicolaus Chodowiecki.

Cliodowiecki was born at Dantzic on the 1 0th of

October, 17~6, his father being a tradesman of that

then-Polish town, and his mother of French extrac-

tion. The father had no means of making his sons

(for two years later a second lioy, Gottfried, was

born) anything more than he was

himself ; but he seems to have

given them such indifferent in-

struction in drawing as lay in

his power. An aunt, who painted

in enamel, also superintended

tlieir early efforts, and under her

guidance young Daniel busied

himself in copying the plates of

Bloemaert and Callot, Perelle

and ]\Iartin de Yds, passing

later to engravings after Lancret

and Watteau, which latter it was

liis practice to reduce in size, so

accustomed his eye had already

become to minute methods of

execution. Frmn these reproduc-

tions, outlined carefully with the

pen and washed with Indian

ink, he pnicci'dcd to painting on

jiarcliment, his performances in

this way being purchased by an

uncle at Berlin. In 1740 his

father died, and his mother was

obliged to ap]irentiee him to a

widowed relative, who kept a

MINNA VON BAKNIIELM

iRf'p}-oihtc*"(l ill Far-suiulp fvnm Ih*^ Etchivfj

by ChodotcieclcL)

exists to attest his proficiency at this date.

Fortunately, after a year and a half the grocer's

shop was shut, and he returned to his mother's house,

whence, in 1 713, he went to the before-mentioned

uncle at Berlin, his younger brother having already

preceded him. At the capital he had hoped for larger

facilities for art-study. He was doomed to disap-

]iointnicnt. There were no pictures worth seeing

in the churches, and the collection at the palace was

inaccessible. After some experiments in water-

colour and miniature-painting, coupled with a fruit-

less attempt at enamelling, he

ihially recognised the impossi-

bility of living by art alone, and

entered his uncle's business. But

fate did not intend him for a

shojikeeper. With their uncle's

consent, he and his brother took

lessons of a Polish artist, one

Haid, who had been a pupil of

Rugendas. Though a mediocre

painter, Haid, like Michael Cassio,

was skilled in " bookish theo-

rick ;
" he had known men and

cities, and his fluent studio

esthetics once more inflamed

Chodowiecki's ambitinns and en-

thusiasms. Once more he re-

solved to devote himself exclu-

sively to art. This, his second

" Kunstperiod," as he styled it,

took i)lace in I754'; and his

commercial probation had there-

fore been sufficiently prutractcd.

At this time Boucher and

Watteau were in full vogue, and

engravings from their pictures
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still t'onned his fliiet' iiioJcls. Uradually he bef^-aii tn

try his liand at orig-inal desigu. By-aud-by upportu-

TWO GIRLS.

(Rt^nvdiiccd in Fac-similf frovi the Ktchinif bt/ Chmloiriccki.)

nities came to him of seeing pictures at Potsdam and

elsewhere ; and he made the aeqiiaiutanee of Pesne,

Meil, Kode, and several other contemporary artists.

In 1755 he married Jeanne Barez, a gold-embroi-

derer's daug-htei", having decided to support himself

by miiiiatnn'-]>ainting. In Rode's private life-school

—the J5erlin Academy not yet having recovered from

the disastrous lire of 17-12— he was a diligent atten-

dant; and in company he practised himself sedulously,

whenever opportunity offered, by sketching groups

and single figures. In oil-painting he had as yet made
little or no progress. To this he consecrated the

winter evenings, substituting for daylight a cun-

ningly devised arrangement with a lamp. At length,

being thirt3-two years of age, he made his first

serious attempt at etching. His subject was a

certain Nicholas Fonvielle, a sort of ragged Thersites

who haunted the g;uidjling tables and amused the

company l)y his jests. Chodowiecki sketched this

oddity furtively ; and, simply to multiply copies,

transferred his design to copper. Such was the

beginning of what proved to be his vocation. The

"Passe-dix," as this plate is called, was followed by

others. Many of these were still merely tentative,

for he had little experience at this time in the use

of his materials, and particularly in the art of biting.

Nor until some years later did he seriously think of

devoting- himself wholly to the needle, but eked out

a livelihood by enamel and miniature painting.

A elianee circumstance diverted his at tent ion

to the line in wbieb he subsecpiuntly found so wide

a reputation. In the year ll&Z, both in France

and on the (,'ontinent generally, the famous Galas

can.ie ccli'/jre was attracting considerable interest.

Briefly, il amounts to this. A morbid young
fellow of ninc-aiid-twenty, named ^larc-Antoine

Calas, in a lit of temporary insanity committed

suicide. By (jue of those inexjilicable po])ular ini-

j)ulses, which have l)cen well called the " madness
of crowds," the jjublic ])ersuadcd themselves that,

to prevent his turning Roman Catholic, he had been

murdered by his own father, who was a Protestant.

The wliolc ('alas family were treated with the utmost

barbarity ; and the old man, after being repeatedly

tortured to intluce him to confess, was at leugtii sen-

tenced by the Parliament of Toulouse to be broken on

the wheel. His wife and children were accpiitted ;

but it was not until three years later that, by the

exertions of Voltaire, D'Alembert, and others, the

unrighteous judgment was annulled, and its hapless

victim cleared in the eyes of the world.

Popular interest in the case had been revived by

this reversal, when a print by Dclafossc, after a

drawing by Carmontelle, found its way to Berlin.

Its title was " La malheureuse Famillc Calas ;
" and

it represented the widow and her children receiving

the news of their acquittal. Chodowiecki seems to

have been strongly impressed by this print—so much

SUPEKSTITIO.V : FROM THE " CE.NTIFOLIUM 8IUI.T0HUM."

iRc]»-odiicctl in Facsimile from thi: Elchiiuj bt) Chodowicfki.)

SO that he copied it in oil. It then occurred to him

to paint a counterjjart ; au.l saturating himself with
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tlie literature of the subject, lie produced a eonij)o- Heneet'orth, for the thirty years that remained to

sition to which he g'ave the uanie of " Les Adieux him, there is hardly a known name in contemporary

de Calas :i sa literature for

Famille." The

moment selected

was that in

which the miser-

able father, sur-

which his busy

needle did not

provide embel-

lishment—good,

bad, or indif-

rounded by his fcrent. Gellert,

family,was sum- Gessner, Goethe,

m o n e d f r om
prison to the

scaffold. It was

a moving situa-

tion, realised

with much sim-

])le pathos ; and

the picture found

so many ad-

Lavater,Schiller,

in his own
country ; Vol-

taire, Rousseau,

Diderot, Beau-

marchais, in

France; Gold-

smith, Richard-

sou, Sterne,

THE OFFICER : FROM THE *' PROPOSALS

OP MARRIAGE."

{RriiriHliired in Facsimile /mm the Elchintj hij

CliodOirlecl-i.)

&•';<

mirers that the Smollett,in Flng-

artist was en- land : for all

oouraged to etch these, and a host

it upon a large beside, many of

scale. After one whom owed their

partial failure ephemeral rrtJ^so//

he succeeded, the d'etre to his all-

result being the popular invcu-

plate which, in tions, he worked

order to distinguish it from the smaller copy after- initiringly. It

wards used as a frontispiece to Weisse's play, " Der

Fanatismus," is known to collectors as " Der grosse

Calas.^'

With "Der grosse Calas" the

course of Chodovviecki's artistic

career may be said to have been

finally determined. Commissions

from bo(jksellers and connoisseurs

began to multiply ; and he al)an-

doned miniature-painting as a

]irofcssion. Already, in 17(3f, he

had been elected an Associate of

the Berlin Academy; in 1769 he

was engaged to prejiare drawings

and etchings for that illustrious

body. Then, by his own choice,

he executed for the " Genen-

logischer Calender" of 1770 a

set of twelve designs to Lessing's

"Minna vou Uarnlielm." AVitli

these, tiny ovals of little more

than two indies b_y one ami a

half, set in a. simply decorated

]wnel, a new epoch of book-illus-

tration, having ('hodowieeki f.ir

its prophet, may be snid to Imve

been inaugurated in (icrniaiiy.
{Ii<:n-odiicrd in Fae-simije from the Ltching by

ChodO'ViecIci,)

THE PEDANT : FROM THE '* PROPOSALS

OF MARRIAGE."

(Repfcidiurd in Fac-sivide from the Elehiiifi hit

Chodenriecki. )

was the hour in Germany of the

illustrated calendars (they even wore them attached

to their watch-chains !), and the artist of the illus-

trated calendars was Daniel Cho-

dowieeki.

Having found what Ciirlyle

would have called his " life-pur-

pose," Chodowieeki's subsequent

history presents little else lait

the unvaried record of his la-

liours. In 1773 he snatched a

brief holiday in order to visit his

mother, whom he had not seen

for thirty years. His mode of

travelling was characteristic. He

rode all the way, sketching every

incident en ronfe from his first

setting foot to stirrup in Berlin.

Often, it is recorded, he might

be observed standing, his horse's

bridle between his teeth, rapidly

transferring to his " Tagebiich
"

some object or group that had

attracted his attention. The

drawings thus made, many of

which are said to attain the level

of finished studies in genre,

graduallv swelled to a collection

c/.,n ^

rUOM TILK " OCCUPATIONS

DES BAMES."
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of 108, and are still tn 1h' fniiiul iii the ai-fliivos vu id jiictiuc ( which Dolinu' ([uolcs at l.Mi^th] (d' ihe

of the Berlin Academy. Cliodi.wiccki himself at- stranye artist sketching- I he chi>t.Ts i,t' noisy <iii-ls,

tat'hed much inij)ortance to this series, wliieh, ac- brihed for a moment intip tiansitnry c|uiesuence hy

cordiny to Dohnie (•' Kunst nnd KLinstler "), consti- <;ing'erliread and raisins. Finally he makes a rapid

tutes an invaluable "document" (in the Zola sense) croqidx oi' the iii(|iusiti\(' Ji.hanua hcrscU', and Kids

with respect to German domestic and .social life at her lake it as a present to her mother,

the end of the last century. The aspect of the Chodowiecki stayed nine weeks in Daid/.ic,

THE FAMILY PICTUKE ; " LE CABINET d'uN PEINTEE."

(Rrpidihir il in Fac-shnih' from thr Etrhing In/ Chndinrlrrl.i.)

horseman himsi'lf with his eloak-ba>^ at his Ixick ; the

inn where he ]nits up, and has to Li'room his own

beast ; the l)edroom, with its straw |)al]et and noisy

neighbours ; the varied succession <d' travcdlinjj; com-

panions ; tlie arrival at the old home, wliere the

saplinj;- jdanted at his birth has fjrown a .goodly

tree; the white-haired, half-blind mother; the school-

room with its dusky oak-panelling, in which the

now elderly sisters are teaching their pupils— nil

these are set down faithfully in this ])i('torial

chronicle. One of the little scholars, herself not

wholly undistinguished in after-life, but more illus-

trious through her greater son, became Johamia

Schopeidiauer. In her reminiscences she gives a

sketching and jiainting miniatures of the notables,

feted industriously by his admiring townsmen, and

frequently constrained by hosi)ilality to hear the chimes

at midnight. Not withstanding these distractions, he

found time to execute some plates, among others a set

for the " Encomium IMoriie " of Erasmus. After his

return to Berlin, where he was at once engaged on

commissions from Lavater, he made another journey

to Dresden. 1 1 is reception here was even more cordial

than it had been at Dantzic ; and the art opportimi-

ties which the Saxon capital afforded almost persuaded

him to take up his residence there for good. But his

abilities were in such continued demanil at lierliu

that he found the transfer im|iracticable. In faclj a
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few mre absences from home constitute henceforth the notliuig' checked his industry or daunted his indomi-

only interruption to the ceaseless lahour of his life. table spirit. " Ich bin ein armer Tenfel, ich kaun

Once ag'ainj in 1780, he went to Dantzic to fetch nieht mehr marschiren," he writes cheerily, quoting

his sisters, after his mother's death; and in 17S1 the Halle student song. "The best is that I can

he travelled to Hamburg to make a catalogue of forget the weariness and the frequent pain in my
engravings for a collector. Another pleasure trip, work," he says again, when he is too ill to get up

;

with his son-in-law and some friends, took place in and he goes on to describe a table which has been

17S9, and was duly commemorated in a "Tagebuch."

He worked almost to the last, and at his death (7th

February, ISOl) the number of his plates had at-

tained a total of 2,075.

The same ardour which, in Widow Brollmann's

shop, had rolibed him of his rest, seems to have ac-

companied him in his prosperous later life. Often,

it is related, he would work far into the small hours,

lying down in his clothes so as to lose no time

when he awoke. " The day before yesterday," he

says in one of his letters, " I sat ujj till between

one and two, fell asleep, and tumbled sideways

from my chair upon the ground." At the end

of the sheet a few graphic strokes of the pen de-

pict the catastrophe. Sometimes he did not even

go to bed, but dozed in a sitting posture to avoid

disarranging his wig ; upon other occasions he would

tie a string from his alarum round his thumb to

ensure his rising' at the hour appointed. He spared

fitted above bis bed, and upon which he draws and

eats, sleeping under it at night.

Somewhat brusque and hard externalh', Chodo-

wiecki's character was of a singularly lovable and

attractive type. Always domestic, contented, and

simple in his tastes, in his prosperous days he added

to these ijualities a ready generosity and a quick

sympathy for his less fortunate neighbours. Mauj'

stories are told of his charity and benevolence ; and

his good oifices were not confined to jiresents of

money. To his mother he was a most dutiful son,

and a kind brother to his sisters. When, in 1781,

his brother Gottfried died, he took care of his widow

and her children. After this it is needless to add

that he was also a devoted father, unwearied in care

for the well-being of his family. In the famous
" Familienblatt," or " Cabinet d'un Peintre," one of

his best plates, which had its origin in his mother's

recjuest for a picture of her grandchildren, we see

his body so little, says Professor Weise, that once, them all grouped about a table. The goodwife.

when he had the ague, it was not until he was

actually seized with shiverings that he could be in-

duced to dro]i liis graver. Naturally this inordinate

application affected his health. For the last twenty

years of his life he suffered from swollen feet ; but

THE MOENINO COMPLIMENT.

{lifpyothtad in Fac-s'iinUi from tlir Etchiiuj b!f C/iotloii-Uclci.)

matronly and dignified, is standing, and with a kind

caressing gesture touches the cheek of her second

daughter Susette ; next is the little Henriette, a

baby. The elder boy, who liecame an engraver like

his father, is drawing busily, watched by his ad-

miring younger brother. Oppo-

site these two, Jeannette, the

eldest girl, who also showed much

artistic talent, is turning over a

book of engravings. In the

corner by the window, a window

where the little shadows suggest

green leaves outside, and the cur-

tain is tucked back to get the

fullest amount of light, sits the

artist himself, glancing for a

moment over bis spectacles at the

pleasant group, and apparently

engaged upon one of his favourite

vignettes. All his children turned

out well. His jTiunger son be-

came a minister ; his daughters

married happil}'. Speaking of

Jeannette's wedding, he says, in

one of his letters to a friend, " It

took ])lace in our little garden

(in the Behrenstrasse) under the

opien'sky, and the shade of two

fine pear trees, which are still in
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bloom. Possibly the orthodox would scnreely ap-

prove, but it made a pretty picture. Wmild tli;it

ALL SORTS

—

{RfproCtUccd in Facsimile froyn the Etehiug by ChotJowiecki.)

\'ou lutd been here !
" The word.s paint the artist

and the man.

Chodowiecki's position in his craft can be defined

with tolerable exactitude. In oil his attempts went

little beyond the tentative stage. He had an im-

perfect knowledge of his medium ; and he never

received any specific instruction. As an enameller

and miniature-painter his successes were greater. His

enamels are described as marvels of finish ; his

miniatures as full of character and jiosscssing the

rare merit of realistic resemblance. It is possible

that this is true, as finish and power of characterisa-

tion are both marked features of his work in other

directions. But his best claim to recognition rests

upon his efforts as an etcher or engraver and designer.

Even here, nevertheless, some preliminary reserva-

tions must be made. Although he shunned anything

like the charge of imitation, his early copying of

minute engravings, combined with the lack of positive

academic training as a draughtsman, had predisposed

him to compositions upon an unusually small scale.

Hence, if he ever strayed beyond the "scanty plot''

of a duodecimo or octavo page, his special

qualities seem to desert him. " Der grosse

Calas" and the "Cabinet d'un Peintre

"

are almost the sole exceptions to this rule

;

but one reproduced models with whose

every gesture he was thoroughly familiar,

while the other was copied from a finished

painting in oil to which he had given un-

usual study. Tlie rest of his larger en-

gravings have not these advantages ; and

in sneh prints as the " \\'aeht-Parade in

Potsdam " of Frederick II., in that which

represents Duke Leopold of Brunswick

going to the rescue of the sufferers bj' the

floods of 1785, in tlie" William Tell" of

1781, and in the " Zietlien Sleeping" of ISOO, there

is little trace of the keen and delicate Chodowieeki

of the calendars. And if he is vinsuccei-sful in

these examples, he is still more so in the mytho-

logie-horoic—that style so happily hit

oif by Prior:—
" The nymphs <'o:i(Juct liiin to (lie field.

One holds his sword, and one his shield
;

Mars standing ').v assorts his quarrel.

And Fame Hies after with a laiinl."

Nor, strange to say, since he is (if

the race of Holbein and the Little

Masters, can he be said to shine in the

department of allegory or endilem. To

(jnote an instance, t!ie design for

Madam Dauni's funeral-sermon—a sar-

copliagus a]i])roached on all sides by

persons of different nations and condi-

tions—presents little but the most ru-

dimentary aspect of ])ictorial symbolism.

His true sphere lies in the representation of con-

temporary manneis in the form of book illustrations,

either derived from the text or independent of it ; and

his woi k is strongest when he most tenaciously retains

his hold upon the every-day world of his experience.

Tried by this test, his illustrations to Shakesjaeare,

to Cervantes, to IMolierc, to Lesage, cannot for a

motnent compare with the admirable series of vignettes

which he prepared for Kichardson's " Clarissa," for

the "Nouvelle Heloise," for Nicolai's " Sebaldus

Nothanker," for Amory's " John Buncle," for Gold-

smith's immortal " Vicar "—for a hundred other books

in which the costumes and accessories were practically

those of his own day. But his greatest triumphs are

the designs which may be described as entirely of his

own invention, the excellent series of the " Amateurs"

(" Liebhaber"), the " Centifolium Stultorum," the

two "Proposals of Marriage," the "Occupations des

Dames," and the numerous other sets, generally

consisting of twelve plates, in which he holds up

the mirror to the society of his time, a society

fwWf ft

—jVNd coxditions of women.

(Reproduced in Fac-sitnilc from the Etching by Chodotcieckl.)

quasi-French in its tastes and costumes, deficient

in elevation and imagination, but moral, moderate.
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mothoilic, doiiH'stie—the woild of Gessner's " Idylls
"

and Gellert's "Fables'"— the world where Her-

mann met Dorothea, and Charlotte cut bread and

butter. "Plus de heros," says Lessing somewhere,

as quoted by Cherbuliez ;
" plus de heros,^—je eherche

le bourgeois." Chodowiecki not only sought the

bourgeois, but he found what he sought. He is

never tired of devising new combinations for ex-

hibiting the amusements and employments of the

middle classes— their meetings, greetings, parting's,

jUMuienades—their respectable and slightly humdrum
" votuni, timor, ira, voluptas." Closely allied to

1)0wer which one finds in Hogarth; and the German's

pictorial raillery rather resembles the milder method

of Horace—such a Horace as one might suppose

translated by Voss or Cowper. Besides, in tragic

grasp, in imagination, in evolution, he is infinitely

below Hogarth. On the other hand he has what

Hogarth lacks, a quality of grace, combined with a

subtle sense of the naivete of childhood, a refined

appreciation of feminine beauty, which Hogarth

seldom shows. His humour, too, always genial

and kindly, is unquestionable. Something of this,

something also of the fertility of his invention,

^ '''li

THE AUTIST S NUESERT.

{UriiyoilKCal in Fai'-siinilf /nun the EIrhing hii Cltnilotr'ucki )

these, with their skilful variety of environment and

grouping, their countless transformations of gesture

and attitude, come his refined and poetised costume

pieces, ranging from the bagwigs and hoops and

powder of his earlier days to the ringleted heads and

waistless figures " h la Grecque " of 17^9 and 1790.

He has been styled the " Berlin Hogarth."

There is nnich virtue in the qualifying epithet, and

jirobably Chodowiecki himself would scarcely have

courted a comparison. That he was wholly unin-

liuenced by the great artist whom his own I>est

critic, Lichtcnberg, had so finely and intelligently

commented is unlikely ; and no dotdit there are super-

licial resemblances between them. Both were moralists,

liiith were delineators of manners, both engraved

(heir own works, bnlh woi-c humourists and satirists.

Hill in Ihc satire of Cliodnw i<'cki niTe seeks in \A\n

I'm- that .1 uvcnalian vigour, that "sieva iudignatio " of

and the perspicuity of his compositions, may be

gathered from the illustrations to this all-too-meagre

sketch ; but his power of suggesting character in

figures of small dimensions, his wonderful precision

of execution and command of his material, can only

be studied adequately in carefully chosen impressions

of his works. In his life he was freely copied and

pirated ; and of late a cheap set of reproductions of

a certain number of his works has been published by

Messrs. jNIitscherand Rcistell of Berlin. But the true

Chodowiecki is Chodowiecki engraved by himself. In

the Print Roomof the British ^fuseum, in five elephant

folios, is a magnificeut collectinn of his etchings: for

his drawings, which are said to be even more nuiiie-

riius, the student must resort to the Berlin Academy.

But, with Engelmann's excelleiif catalogue in hand,

he will tind niiire than enough to delight him in the

quiet room at Bloumsfmry. Austin Dobsox.

I
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THE EO MANGE OF ART.

A CONVENT ROOM AT PAKMA.

CORREGGTO is, on the whole, well represented Italy. Behind the cathedral choir, on the east side

in the "'reat art collections of Europe. The of the quiet square, rises the dome and cupolas of

<''alleries of the Louvre and of Dresden contain S. Giovanni, a big Renaissance church, Imilt a few

several of his finest ])ictures, the museums of Naples years before Correggio came to Parma. The frescoes

and Berlin, the Uffizzi, Hermitage, Belvedere, and

Borghese galleries have each one or more authentic

works ; and if we in England can boast nothing to

equal the " Antiope" or "Madonna of St. Francis/'

our pulilic and private collections are not without

of the baptistery are the work of Thirteenth Century

artists, but both the duomo and S. Giovanni contain,

as all the world knows, the masterpieces of Correggio's

art, now irreparably ruined by the smoke f)f incense

and the decay of time. Leaving these famous and

o-ood specimens of the master's style. But to know often eulogised works to be described by others, let us

Correggio well, to judge him fairly, we must go

to Parma, as we go to Brescia to see Moretto, to

Florence to see Angelico and Lippi, to Venice to

know Titian and Tintoret. Here, in the ancient city

which the Gauls founded, and Augustus and Charle-

magne adorned in turn, he is still the ruling iniluence.

His name is a household word, his statue stands in

front of the municipal palace on the great square

crossed by the Via ^Emilia. His pictures are the

chief attraction of the museum in the dilapidated

and rambling pile of the old Farnese Palace, and a

whole room there is devoted to Toschi's copies of

his frescoes in the churches.

Parma, as we see her to-day, belongs for the most

part to modern times. The ravages of Huns and

Lombards have left no remains of the Roman city

whose praises were celebrated by Cicero and Martial

alike, while the continual strife of (iuelph and Ghi-

belline, of Frank and German around her walls in the

^liddle Ages proved equally destructive to the progress

I if architecture and painting. These sunny squares

and Ijroad streets, these palaces and art collections

are the work of the last two cent>iries, when under

the rule of Farnese and Bourbon, Parma enjoyed a

spell of peace and ]irosperity luiknown in earlier

times. But one corner of Parma retains its mediaeval

aspect, and is little altered since the day when the

take the narrow side-street which leads from the piazza

to the convent of S. Paolo, and visit the room which

contains the first paintings executed by the young

Allegri in Parma. Unlike his more renowned cupola

decorations in the duomo and S. Giovanni, these

frescoes remain in admirable preservation, and afford

a far truer and more complete idea of Correggio's stjde

than the works which he accomplished on a larger

scale in later years. Their story is a strange one,

eminently characteristic of the age, and interesting as

illustrating a moment of importance in the master's

lifetime—the moment when he left his quiet native

town to come to Parma, the city where his works

first won for him a world-wide fame.

The convent of S. Paolo was a community of

Benedictine nuns founded in the Tenth Century by

a holy bishop of Parma, Sigefredo by name, and

famous in mediaeval times. S. Paolo was famous as

one of the oldest and wealthiest foundations in the

city. The nuns were treated with especial favour by

the Emjieror Frederick IL, who confirmed them in

their vast possessions, and gave them the right of

admin'stering justice to their vassals. But what

they prized still more highly was the privilege be-

stowed upon them by Pope Gregory VIIT., who

issued a bull by which the convent was declared

independent of episcopal jurisdiction. Thus, prac-

yonng Allegri first entered the city gate by the dusty tically freed from all external control, the abbesses

road from Reggio. That is the small square where of S. Paolo reigned as sovereigns within their

cathedral, baptistery, and the Benedictine church of own sphere, and defied the threats of popes and

S. Giovanni all stand together in one noble and pie- bishops from behind their convent walls. Some of

turesque group. On one side we have the west front them who had a taste for public affairs meddled m
of the great Romanesque duomo, its slender brick political life, and one of them was exiled to Verona

arcades, sculptured portals, and lovely terra-eotta by a tyrant nf the opposite faction. Others gave

mouldings, all of the finest Lombard work. On the free rein to their love of pleasure, and excited the

other side, o|)posite the colossal lions of red Verona scandal of all good Christians by their self-indulgent

marble wlm guard the cathedral doors, is the tall and disorderly lives. Since the office was perpetual,

octagonal jiile of the ancient baptistery with its open it became a coveted prize among the high-born

galleries, its ninrblc ]iinna(les ;ind si-id]iturcd frieze Indies of Parma, and abbesses w^ere elected, not

of centaurs and mermaids, like no other l)uilding in for any virtue or sanctity of their own, but be-
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canse of their illustrious di'seeut and uunu'rous c.in-

nectioiis.

At tlio close of the Fiftoeiitli rentury the jjost

was held successively by three ladies belono-ing- to

the noble family of the Bergonzi. All these were

distinsi'uished by their love of splendour and scholarly

iuid artistic tastes. The firsts Cecilia Hersjonzi, sur-

riiun<lrd the convent with lofty walls for the bi'ttcr

protection of her rit>-hts, and left her name and

armorial bearings in various parts of the convent

whicli she adorned. Ker successor, Orsina, also a

member of the house of Bergonzi, rebuilt the convent

church, and employed the best master in Parma,

Alessandro Araldi, to paint the altar-piece. On her

death, in 1507, she was succeeded by Donna Gin-

vanna (or Joanna), daughter of an illustrious noble-

man of Parma^ named J\Iarco da Piacenza, and a

near relative of both the last two abbesses, through

her mother Agnese Bergonzi. This lady, who was

abbess of S. Paolo in Correggio's time, outdid all

her predecessors in extravagance and luxury. She

had her sejiarate table and household, regardless of

the monastic rule which enjoined common life, and

not content with faring sumptuously every day, she

l^lanned and built a whole snite of rooms for her own
]irivate use. Under her rule the disorders of the com-
munity rose to so great a pitch that public attention

was drawn to the conduct of the abbess, and on one oc-

casion the city magistrates felt constrained to interfere.

Her first action was to depose a member of the

Garimberti family from the office of administrator

of the convent estates, held during many genera-

tions by one of this noble house, and to appoint

her own brother-in-law in his stead. A violent

quarrel ensued between the two families, which

ended in the murder of the former intendant liv

Joanna's own brother. The assassin took shelter

in S. Paolo, and the governor of Parma, then under

the rule of the Sforzas, himself forced an entrance

into the convent with a body of armed followers.

His search appears to have been unsuccessful, and
when in 15H Parma passed under the Papal dominion,

the municipal authorities appealed to the Popes to

help them put an end to the scandal. Both Julius

II. and Leo X. threatened to close the convent, but

Joanna, in return, claimed the ancient privileges by
which the community was exempt from external

jurisdiction, and from behind her convent walls

holiUy defied her foes. Soon afterwards Parma fell

into the hands of .the French king, Francois I., who
on Lodovic Sforza's death seized the Milanese. In
this troubled state of the country Abbess Joanna,

feeling secure from further molestation, turned her

attention to pleasanter subjects, and called in all the

best artists in Parma to assist in the de<'(iration of her

newly-erected apartments.

Tlie new buildings contained a whole suite of

roiinis, with spacious saloons, porticoes, and loggias

])lanned on a vast scale, and fitted uj) with great

splendour. The architect employed was (liorgio da

Erbe, ami the mantelpieces and doors of Serravalle

marble were carved by two excellent sculptors, Fran-

cesco di Grato and Luehino Bianchiiii, who had lately

been engaged on the cathedral works. Following

the fashion of the day. Abbess Jc.anna caused liatin

mottoes to be inscribed over the doors and mantel-

pieces of her chambers. " Eripe te mora> " was
written over a small recess used as a bedroom ; above

the ]irincipal maiiteli>iece was a motto from Plutarch,

" Ignem gladio ne I'odias." Inothci' |>laees such well-

known saws as " Jovis omnia |)lena," " Dii bene

verlaut," "Sic crat in fatis," "Omnia virtute

jiervia," were selected, perhaps with a eovci't allusion

to the triumph the abbess had lately obtaineil over

her foes. At least this intention is plainly evident

in the vei'se which was ])laced over the mantelpiece

of the inner chamber, where she caused the words

of the Psalmist to be written, " We went through

fire and water, and Thou broughtcst us out into a

wealthy place," with the date, 1514, below.

The vaulted ceiling of this room was atlorned by

the painter Araldi, w-ith shields of arms and cupids,

jjortrait medallions, and heads of animals, surrounded

by festoons of leaves and fruit and graceful ara-

besques on a blue ground. Essentially a decorative

painter, Araldi excelled in ornamental ])atterns and

garlands, but was less successful in other respects.

His figures are stiff and constrained, his outlines

hard and dry, and it is not to be w^ondered that

Joanna's cultured taste and critical eyes were not

altf)gether satisfied with the result. Accordinglv,

when the time came to paint the ceiling of hen-

dining-room, she called in another and a younger

master—a master as yet unknown in Parma, but

whose fame had already reached Joanna's ears.

Whether she had heard of the young AUegri i'mni

his earl^^ patron, the accomplished ^'cronica (Jambara,

the lord of Correggio's wife, or had herself seen the

altai'-pieces which he had lately painted for the

churches and convents of his native town, we do

not know, but it is certain that at her invitation

(^)rreggio first came to Parma.

Early in the spring of lolS, Allegri, then just

twenty-four years old, commenced the decoration of

the room in S. Paolo, which is still known to-day as

the Camera di Correggio. Up to this lime he had

been exclusively engaged on .sacred subjects, in which

it was difficult for an artist of his nature to avoid a

certain conventionality of treatment. But now, for

the first time, he felt himself free from trammels,

and able to indulge his fancy without restraint in the

secular subjects which the worldly-minded abbess of
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S. Paolo cliose for her dining'-hall. This painter, \vh(j revelled in the joy of existence and took the
I

who loved to t-iyn himself " Lcetus " or " Lieto "— keenest delight in representing every form of glad i :

THE GKACES.

(raiiilal hij Correij'jio. Camera ili San ranlo : Buptislcry. Parma.)

the joyful master—and who railed his daughter by and beautiful life. No more congenial task could

the name " Letizia, was, as Dr. 'Meyer has said, have been assigned to hiui than that of executing the

"quite iunoreutly and unc(.insei..)usly a born jiagan/' selieme of decoration jilanned l)y Donna Giovauiia.
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She had chosen Diaiin, as tlio o-ochh-ss of chastity paintiii- i.hnvc llie lii-h projcctiiii;- iiuuil.'liiioce

and freedom, to be her patron. The three half moons wiiich forms the principal feature of the room".

AMORIKI.

(Paivtcd by Comggio. Camera di San Paolo : BaptisUry, Pai'jyia.)

which she wore as her armorial bearings appear fre- Here we see Diana—queen and Inintress, chaste
quently in Araidi's and Correo-tjio's frescoes, and it and fair—returning from the chase, and in the act of
IS the goddess herself who figures in Allegri's wall- leaving earth to ascend once more to her throne in

345
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Olvmpus. Her chariot., (la-awn by white does, on the

clouds, is already in motion ; already the wind fills the

blue mantle wliich she casts over her shoulders, as

light of foot and swift of movement she springs into

her seat. Her garments are of shining white, and

the silver crescent glitters on her brow. Fair and

strong in her immortal youth, she turns her serene

countenance towards us, and we feel that sin and

sorrow can never dim the splendour of that calm un-

troubled smile. This bright apparition occupies the

central ])lace in the room, and becomes, as it were,

the leading motive of the painter's theme, the ruling

idea which explains and unites the whole. For this

is the bower of Diana, the leafy paradise where, lin-

gering for a moment—" 'tis the sweet old mythos"

—she revealed her face to a love-sick mortal's gaze.

Here in the shadow of vine bi-anches, the genii who

follow in her train are all at play, and wake the

echoes of the woodland with the ringing shouts of

their joyous laughter.

The vaulted ceiling was divided into sixteen com-

partments by gilded ribs, which met at the top in a

central medallion, enclosing the arms of the abbess,

and the inscription, "Jo: Pla:" set in a wreath of

flowers. Between these gilded ribs Correggio painted

a vine-trellis, with oval-shaped openings, in each

of the sixteen divisions, showing the blue sky beyond,

and in the foreground groups of merry children at

play. Here we are at once reminded of Mantegna.

In the leafy background and the window-like

openings of Correggio's ceiling we see an evident

reminiscence of the Louvre Madonna which Andrea

painted in honour of Gonzaga's victory on the Taro,

while the general design bears a certain relation to

the famous room which Mantegna painted in the

castle of Mantua. In both ceilings the same prin-

ciple of foreshortening from the spectator's point of

sight—" di sotto in si^i
"—is adopted. But here the

resemblance ends. While Andrea's composition is

planned with strict regard to the structure of the

room, Correggio ignores the laws of architecture,

transforms his vaulted ceiling into a light and airy

bower, breaks through the solid roof on all sides,

and lets in a glimpse of blue heavens. Again, IMan-

tegna's grave-faced finely-formed cherubs are as

different as possible from these rosy boys of Cor-

reggio's dream, all mirth and jollity, all life and

movement. Some stretch out their hands to pick

the ripe clusters of grapes which hang from the

trellis overhead; others romp with Diana's horns,

bow and arrows, with horns, stag-dogs' heads, and

masks ; some, again, wrestle playfully with each

other. Of the whole laughing band no two faces

are alike, no two attitudes the same. We have the

utmost variety without the least apjiearance of con-

straint or affectation. The clear iiearlv tints of their

neck and arms, the baby-faces and soft rounded

forms, gleam white against the deep-green foliage of

the bower, in the dim transparency of that veiled

sunlight

—

" Ilelldii iikel
"—which Correggio loves.

Here are no violent foreshortenings or awkward
postures, no simpering faces and artificial man-

nerisms. The fresh unstudied grace of childhood

breathes in every line ; every one of these bright

creatures is animated by the same innocent gladness,

the same free and joyous movement.

Sometimes it must be owned these laughing boys,

which Correggio never fails to introduce in the most

solemn scene, seem painfully out of place. When we

see them in Holy Families pulling down bark from

the trees, playing with the wings of the angel who
kneels before Mary in act to deliver his heaven-sent

message, or riding astride on the clouds in assump-

tions and coronations, we are inclined to resent their

presence as impertinent and offensive. But here in

Diana's bower, among the shining leaves and rose

garlands, they enter naturally into the scene. The

spirit of the place breathes in their dimpled cheeks

and dancing eyes, and we welcome them as the ex-

jiression of a joy in life and a delight in action, as

fresh, as spontaneous as those of the Greeks them-

selves.

Below these groups of children are sixteen

lunettes framed in by garlands of shells, each con-

taining grisaille representations of classical subjects

on a small scale. Some of these are single figures

—

Fortuna holding a cornucopia and leaning on the

globe, Minerva clad in mail with a torch in her hand,

a young satyr or vestal virgin. Others are groups

of two or three figures, such as the Three Graces,

the Fates spinning the thread of human destiu}-; and

some again represent simple incidents of domestic

life, a mother with a child in her arms, a girl playing

with a dove, a youth pouring out libations at an altar

of sacrifice. Correggio's independent character is as

evident in his treatment of these mythological subjects

as in religious pictures. He does not copy Greek

gems and medals or follow antique traditions any

more than he accepts conventional rules of sacred art

for his guide, but treats each and all after his own

fancy, giving a torch to Minerva, and painting the

Fates as three beautiful yoimg women winged and

seated on the clouds. Still less does he attempt to

give his creations that classical form after which

Mantegna and others of his contemporaries strove.

His sole endeavovir, here as elsewhere, is to reproduce

the natural grace and charm of the human form.

Graces and Fates alike are moulded in the soft

sensuous style of beauty whii'h he loved, and liathed

in that trenmlous light which, as Correggio knew well,

showed their rounded forms and exquisitely modelled

limbs to the best advantage. There is no attempt at
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L'iToct in till' separate figm-es, for hero, as hundred years no
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dramatic elTect in the separate lio-ures, tor hero, as muulrea years no one from wilhoiit was aiiowed

was invariably the rule with liiiii, Corregg-io's com- to set foot within the convent precincts, and no

position is of the simplest kind, hut in their calm eyes but those of reformed nuns saw the wonders

repose these sixteen chiaroscuro groujis contrast of ('orreggio's pencil. So completely were these

finely with the merry gambols of the laughing frescoes of S. Paolo forgotten, that they escaped the

children sporting among the llowcrs in the trellis- vigilant search of Allegri's great admirer, Aiinibalc

work overheail. Caracci, wlio, before the close of the century, made a

Below these lunettes, gilded consoles, each bearing diligent study of all the works which he could dis-

two rams' heads in profile, mark the base of the cover by Correggio. Here and there we find mention

ffilded ribs which divide the ceiling, and between of them in notices by ecclesiastical writers, but al-

them we see a frieze of loose cloths upon which though Rafael Mengs obtained a sight of the room

amphoi-iE, goblets, dishes and plates of every variety by especial favour, not a syllable does he venture to

are painted—an allusion in all probaljility to the use utter about them in his treatise on Correggio. It

for which the room was intended. During the greater appears, indeed, as if by this time their very aiitlnir-

part of the year 1518 Correggio was engaged on ship had been forgotten, and Correggio's name had

these frescoes, and we can imagine the wonder and ceased to be connected with the room.

delight with which the abbess watched the progress In the last years of the I'.ightccnth Ciiitury a

of his work, and her triumpliaiit joy when the last painter who was employed in the convent-church

touch was put and, a miracle of art, the beautiful ])enetrated into the suite of rooms built by Joanna,

chamber stood complete before her eyes. and sujiplicd the historian Tiraboschi with jiarliculars

But her triumi)h was destined to be of short of these jealously-guarded treasures. Thus lublic

duration. In l.'):21 the French were expelled from attention was aroused, and at length in June, 1791,

the Milanese, and Parma was once more recovered by the professors of the Academy of Parma were allowed

the Popes. Complaints of the puldic scandal caused to enter the convent. They examined the frescoes

by the irregularities committed by the abbess and attentively, and at once pronounced them to be the

nuns of S. Paolo were not slow to reach the pontiff's work of Correggio's hand. All Parma rejoiced over

ears. Ere long Clement VII. instituted an inquiry the discovery. The Grand Duke Ferdinand visited

and again threatened to close the convent. For a S. Paolo, and the learned priest. Padre Irenea AlTo,

while Joanna resisted, but this time public opinion explored the convent archives, and wrote a full

was too strong for her. Although the old spirit was account of the history and origin of these long-buried

still alive within her breast, health and strength were

fast failing her. In 1523 she became confined to her

bed, and in the following spring she was forced to

confess herself vanquished, and glad to come to terms

with the enernv. The convent was closed to the

outer world and placed under strict ecclesiastical

frescoes. The convent-doors were thrown open, and

the world came in to gaze on the marvellous chamber

which Joanna designed and Allegri painted. I'^-om

that time the Camera di San Paolo has been easily

accessible to visitors. Since the dissolution of the

convent the keys of the room have been kept by

supervision, but through the mediation of Cardinal the custodian of the picture gallery in the Farnese

Farnese, afterwards Pope Paul III., the abbess was Palace, and who goes that way may enter and sec

allowed to enjoy her dignities during the remainder

of her life and to retain possession of her private suite

of apartments. The agreement was finally signed on

the 2Sth of August in that year, and less than a

month later the nims of S. Paolo met to elect a

new abbess. Poor Donna Giovanna had breathed her

Nowhere can we bettor learn the ])eculiar charm

of Correggio's style. Here we see him in all the

fulness of his powers, skilled in the knowledge of

perspective chiaroscuro, already a complete nuister of

his art, a great colourist, an accomplished draughts-

man ; above all, gifted with a poetic invention as

last. Tlie good old days of pleasure and idleness fresh as the morning. Heights there are, beyond

were over, and she could not survive the fall of tlie

old rcijhnr. It was not her fault if she belonged to

another order of things, and with all her follies and

frailties we cannot judge her very severely when we

stand in the chamber which she adorned, and remem-

ber that it is to her we owe Correggio's frescoes.

A strange fate was destined to befall them.

After Joanna's death the neglected rules of con-

ventual discipline were again put in force at S.

Paolo, common life was restored, and the beautiful

room was cli.sed to public gaze. During two

all doubt, to which he could not rise; the sublime

grandeur of Michelangelo, the spiritual loveliness of

the earlv Florentines, the sweet serenity and intel-

lectual beauty of Raphael's art were not his birth-

right, and we need not ask him for what ho could

not give. Ill his own sjdiere he stands alone, and that

is praise enough for him. He cannot stir our deepest

emotions, he may not inspire us with noble aspira-

tions, but he can charm away the dulness of care, lift

the burden of thought from our breast, and make

us forget for a while " the weariness, the fever, and
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the fret," wliilo we follnw Iiiiii into flie enelianted re- l(.)ok upon the serene smile of the glorious huntress,

gioiis of an Eden where sickness and sadness, sin and and wateh the lovely faces of the happy children

THE BAPTISTERY, TAIIMA.

remorse, can never enter in. As we stand in the sporting in the luminous obscurity of that fairy

wonderful room, where the three moons remind us of bower, we feel his sjiell and own in him the " Pittore

Hie poor abl)css who loved the world too well, as we Singularissimo." Jri.iA Cahtwrigiit.

"UNVALUED LIBERTY."
From the Pktuke ev Kaulbach.

WHEN a talker falls into his anecdotage, he is small change that tells. How should it be otherwise

forthwith consecrate to popularity. For one when the most of mankind have nothing to draw

listener who can a]>preciate an epigram, there are a upon but a stock of counters and copper ha'pence?

hundred who can baltcn uiidii a slury. Such a hero 'Tis the same in art as in talk : for one who can de-

has liis poi-kels full iif sixpences ; and in talk it is the light in the heroic nude, thei-i' are iifty thousand who



rXA-ALUED LIBERTY.

(.From the Picture hy Kaulbach.}
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can auJ do affi'ct an historiate. Millet and Michel-

angelo are for the few ; for the many, Art, to be Art

at all, must have fallen into her anecdotage. In that

state she is, so to speak, independent of herself.

Considered as an expression of colour, as an achieve-

ment in drawing, as an exemplary effect of shadow

and light, her utterances may be, and very often

are, of no account whatever. But if she tells a story.

and tells it in such terms as make it acceptable and

obvious to the general mind and heart, she does every-

thing that is expected of her. Of course it is not ab-

solutely necessary that she should discard her native

qualities, and shine forth in piiris naturalihiis, in naked

majesty, as an anecdotist, and nothing else. But she

very often finds it convenient to do so, as a goodly

proportion of the line at Burlington House will prove.

THE BOOK OF REMBKANDT.*

,
PRINCE of collectors, M.
Eugene Dutuit is known,

wherever art sales are made

and buyers congregate, for a

devotee of the great master of

Amsterdam. He it was who

gave eleven hundred sovereigns

for that unique proof of the

Hundred Guilder Piece/' which

^joomer got from Rembrandt, which

Zauetti got from Zoomer, and which passed

from Zanetti to Woodburn, from Woodburn

to Wilson, from Wilson to Verstoch, from

Verstoch to Smith, and so to Prince and Palmer,

the last acquiring it for eleven hundred and eighty

pounds ; while of the unknown, who at the Griffiths

Sale some little time back became possessed of a

famous impression of the " Dr. Tolling," at a cost

of close on nineteen hundred sterling, it has been sus-

p?cted that he and M. Dutuit are one. Be this as

it may, he is confessedly responsible for the author-

ship of the present book, which is probably the

most magnificent, as it is certainly the most com-

jilete, ever dedicated to the memory of Rembrandt.

It is only for collectors and students, so that its

audience must of necessity be few, though fit ; and

it has been as carefully prepared and as elaborately

and splendidly produced as anything I have seen. It

consists of three sumptuous quartos, with a thin port-

folio for the larger prints—the " Crucifixion," the

" Ecce Homo," the " Raising of Lazarus," the

"Hundred Guilder Piece," and so forth. The paper

is Dutch, the type is elegant and clear ; the title-

pages are in black and red, the binding is of fair

parchment, lettered with gold. The illustrations,

some three hundred and sixty in niunber, are for the

most part in hiHiofjravure, by M. Charreyre ; but

they include a certain number of etchings of pictures

by MM. Rajon, Flameng, Lalanze, Koepping, and

other masters of the craft ; and a certain number of

* " T/(Eiivic de Rembrandt." I'.y Eugiac: Dutuit. (Pai-is :

A. Levy. ISS.).)

reproductions—all of drawings—in the colours of the

originals. As regards its text, the book is only to be

described as a kind of Rembrandt lexicon—of sizes,

states, dates, sales, prices, theories, origins, ascriptions,

and so fijrth. Whatever is known of Remljrandt is

here included ; whatever has been argued or discovered

of Rembrandt is here summarised or set forth. It

is a reduction of all the books from Gersaint's down-

wards ; and it presents the character of, as it were,

a nest of catalogues : catalogues chronological and

catalogues technical, catalogues of sections and sub-

sections, catalogues of prices, catalogues of drawings,

pictures, sales, collections, "doubtfuls," "authentic,"

forgeries; catalogues according to Vosmaer and

Middleton, catalogues according to Dutuit, catalogues

according to everybody. Working in the true col-

lector spirit, with that stern joy in tabulation which

only specialists conceive, our author has exhausted

the subject and redacted his results. And his work

is neither more nor less than a library of indices, a

compendium of all the lists that have ever been made

on a subject scarce less fruitful of lists than William

Shakespeare's plays.

Shakespeare and Rembrandt, indeed, have the

property in common of being able to quicken specula-

tion and compel the minds of men to combat and

discussion. About the English poet a literature of

contention has been in process of accretion ever since

he was discovered to be Shakespeare ; and about

the Dutch painter and etcher there has gradually

been formed an accumulation of precisely the same

character, and for the most part of equal quality.

In such an age as ours, when the creative faculty

of the world is mainly occupied, not with pure crea-

tion, but with commentary and criticism, reason

should not be far to seek. Both men were of the

giants ; both were original and individual in the

highest sense of the words ; both were leagues ahead

of their contemporaries, not merely as regards the

spirit of their message, but also in respect of the

terms of its delivery ; each, moreover—and here we

come upon a capital point of contact and resemblance
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—each was at times so prodit^-iously infei-ior to him-

self at his best, tliat his achievement is discomfortiiiic

to consider. Sliakespeare often writes so ill tliat one

hesitates to heliev^e that he conld ever write supremely

well ; or, if this way of pudin;;' the matter seems,

as to some it must, indecorous and abomina!)le, he

writes so well that one is loth to believe he could

ever write thus extremely ill. There are passages in

his work in which he reaches such heights of literary

invention as since his time no mortal has found

accessible ; and there are passages which few or none

of us can peruse without a touch of that " burning

sense of shame " experienced iu the presence of Mr.
Poynter's " Diadumene " by the " British Matron "

of the Tiine.'i newspaper. Now we have got to be

so lofty in our ideas that we cannot away with the

thought of imperfection. Our worship must have

for its object something wholly flawless, something

utterly without spot or blemish. We can be satisfied

with nothing less than an entire and perfect chry-

solite ; and we cannot taste our Shakespeare at his

worst without experiencing not merely the burning

sense of shame aforesaid, but also a frenzy of longing

to father his crimes upon somebody else—Marlowe,

for instance, or Green, or Fletcher—and a fury of

proof that our divinity was absolutely incapable of

committing them. That Shakespeare varied—that

the matchless prose and the not particularly lordly

verse of " As You Like It " are by the same hand

;

that the master to whom we owe our Hamlet is also

responsible for Gertrude and King Claudius ; that

he who gave us the agony of Lear and the ruin of

Othello did likewise jierpetrate the scene of Hector's

murder, in manner so poor and in spirit so gross and

vile—is beyond all belief and patience ; and wc have

argued the point to such an extent that we are all of

us in Gotham, and a mooncalf like the ascription

of whatever is good in Shakes|ieare to Loi-d Bacon

is, no prodigy, but a natural birth. Rembrandt is in

somewhat similar case. That his hand could falter,

that his invention flagged, that he w'as sometimes

master neither of the ideas he would express, nor of

the terms in which he could best express them

—

that, in a word, he was mortal, and conld blunder

like the rest of us—all this is proved to admiration.

But that it is so nothing prevails with the specialists

he has unconsciously engendered. They must have

a complete and perfect Rembrandt, come what may.

Is this unworthy his hand? Then it is not his, but

Van Vliedt's. The " Raising of Lazarus " is touched

with melodrama ? Precisely ; and for that reason it

is evidently the work of Bol and Lieven. The "Good
Samaritan " is rubbish ? Of course it is ; but it is

not Rembrandt's ; the design is Van de A'elde's, and

the execution is either Bol's or Rodermont's. That

a number of portraits of Rembrandt exist, and that

only some of these are of the lii-st order, is enough
to warrant us in condemning the others as forgeries.

That a number of good verses may be found in

Shakespeare is argument enough for attributing a

good proportion of the bad ones to other men. The
2H)et of "Lear" and "Othello" could never have

w-ritten so ill as Peele and Massinger ; the artist of

the " Faustus " and the "Rembrandt Appuye " could

not by any chance have eddied down to the level of

Flinck and \'an Vliet.

When specialists are engaged in specialising, the

only thing for laymen to do is to look on awhile, and
then run away, lest they be drawn into the combat
and publicly slain. This is what I projiose to do.

The debate is too hot, the disputants are too formid-

able iu intention and sineerit}'. Who, when such

doctors ai-e disagreeing, and the north ])ole of one

man's reasoning becomes the south pole of another's,

who shall take upon himself the desperate duty of

deciding? Fromentin's magnificent demonstration of

the inferiority, alike in conception and accomjilish-

ment, of the famous " Night Watch," to the por-

traits of Martin Deay and his wife—painted, the one

eight years before it (1631), and the other (lf)i:5) a

year after—gives absolute and irrefutable proof of

variations in Rembrandt's mind and art, of hesitancy

of hand and confusion of thought, of an ideal im-

perfectly perceived and imperfectly expressed ; so that

thei-e is matter of comfort for those wdio are pre-

pared to accept the great bulk of the etchings as

genuine : who, regarding Rembrandt as above all

an e.ij)r/f c/wrc/ieiir, as a master eminently curious

of experiment in the technical and spiritual elements

of art alike, consider the best w^ork and the worst as

authentic illustrations of his varying moods of mind
and hand, and as documents of jiriceless value for the

interpretation of his many theories of art and life;

and will no more permit themselves to be diverted

from this most natural and human argument than

they would consent to a belief that Wordsworth, as

the poet of two-thirds of his work, was manifestly in-

capable of writing the "Intimations" ode. Opjtosed

to these are the technical critics—the critics at whose

head are Mr. Legros and Dr. Iladen. Mr. Legros is

himself a master craftsman— is in some respects the

first of living etchers ; and his opinion has all the

authority that experience and technical insight can

bestow. Ho is the artist of some two or three

hundred plates, of which a certain number are failures

pure and simple. Thus much of his woi-k, and its

inevitable corollary—that no man is himself at all

times ; that no mind is always on the alert, and no

hand always unfaltering in readiness and skill—he

would, I am sure, be first to admit. Yet he ha.s, I

believe, reduce<l the number of genuine Rembrandts

to some forty or fifty, and his elimination is still pro-
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ceeding, s(i that tliere is a fair prospect of none at.

all, or only a very few, being left.

But with authorities it is not, as I have said,

for the layman to interfere. If he likes a par-

(ieular etching—the " Descent from the Cross," for

instance—he cau do no better than go on liking and

revering it for very Rembrandt ; though among

the "doubtfuls" there is none more famous. If, on

the other hand, he dislikes a particular print—the

" Ecce Homo," say, or the " Tobit and the Angel "

—

then by all means let him respect his dislike, and

barter its object for gold. There is something in-

volved in the question which is after all of greater

importance than the yes and no of scholars in dispute,

and the real or spurious quality of individual pieces

;

and that is the artistic honesty of the ignorant looker-

on. 'Tis best, of course, to he able to enjoy the best:

to prefer with Fromentin the "Five Syndics" to the

"Anatomy Lesson" and the "Night Watch;" to

fully apprehend the qualities of the ""Three Trees"

and the " Faustus " as opposed to those of (say) the

" Descent " and the " Lazarus." But artistic per-

ceptiveness is by no means an universal attribute

;

the picture sense is no more inevitable in man than

an ear for music or an eye for acting ; the inca-

pacity to distinguish between true greatness and false

is a very human failing. One can always be honest,

however, and one can always respect one's own emo-

tions. Far wiser and more fortunate is he who is

bold enough to confess his pride in the gaudiest

chromo-lithograph than he who can only pretend to be

impressed by (say) those wonderful new autotypes of

Moroni's "Tailor" and the "Cornelius van derCJeest;"

far better it is to be really affected by " The Triumph

of the Innocents^' than impotently to feign enthu-

siasm for " The Sower " or the Sistine IMadonua.

In the one ease there is good hope that you may

presently be led to higher things; in the other,

yon may give up the practice of art and content

your.self with private views. W. E. H.

OLD LONDON DOOKWAYS.

C
HARLES LAMB complained bitterly of the

gradual destrut-tion of the antique fountains

;

and iu our day the lover of old London picturesque

has to bewail the steady and certain destruction that

is going on around him. The ground is in truth

grown too precious, and

can be retained only at

the sacrifice of some
'

enormous profit. Year ;.,,

,

l>y year, and even month
by month, old gateways,

old churches, old houses

disappear into space. The

old doorways, of which

there are very many in

London, with their at-

teudant and becoming

lamps and railings, would

not have held their ])lace

so long but for their fine,

solid workmanship.

It will be a surju'ise

to many to learn that

there are in London some

hundreds of tliesc artis-

tic doorways, certain of

which, in Bruges or other

Flemish towns, would

not be foinid unwoi-ihy

of some ancient ami ele-

gant old mansion which the traveller stops to

admire. INIany, from their decorative workman-

ship, have the highest merit ; many more, from their

simple and admirable style, are worthy the study

of the modern architect, who seems to fail in this

direction esjjecially. But,

indeed, the whole art of

;* designing a house, and

giving the air of space

and variety in a small

area, of regulating the

proportions of windows,

or of producing an effec-

tive facade by simply

piercing the holes for

window and doorway ac-

cording to a law of ele-

gant proportion, appears

to be a lost one. In

some of the streets run-

ning down to the river,

such as Craven Street,

Northumberland Street,

and others, there are

numbers of little squeezed

houses in which the

doorway somehow asserts

itself with dignity and

effect, and the stairs rise

from the hall with an-TWENTY-FOUK, CAKEY STREET.
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airiness and dignity that are truly surprising., con- so as actually to afford shelter without the aid of a
sidering the attenuated space. People would bo jiorch. There result an unmistakable boldness, a
surprised to learn what elej^ant, original houses of dramatic self-assertion, so to speak, which so im-
an unpretending sort are to be found in such places jwrtant a feature in a house should always offer. In
as Queen Anne's Gate ; as, for instance. Lord Bra- some of the older Queen Anne country mansions.

mi^jB.Hmw'fiTiissftiiiiip
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II.—PADJTEE-STAINEES HALL.

bourne's mansion, whose stairs, open to the roof, can
be surveyed from a little balcony window in one of

the drawing-rooms. Few of the modern and pre-

tentious houses, built regardless of expense and
space, suggest this beautiful classical feeling of per-

fect proportion.

Now the old Queen Anne or Georgian doorway,
or entrance, seems to be sunk deep, is tall and narrow,

346

belonging to persons of rank and importance, the

whole " installation " of the doorway, its simple, rich

architrave, the proportion of the height to the width,

the framing of the door and distribution of the

panels, the knocker, the flowang character and ele-

gant curve of the railings, the lofty flight of steps

spreading out like a fan, combine to make it a most
pleasing and refreshing entertainment for the eye.
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{'niii|)l;iiiil is (iflcn iiiiid.' of the tainoiioss

oE Mill- iiii.ilrni lull's of linusc's, and the nioduni

III.— SEVENTEEN, QUEKN ANNE S GATE.

architect will ]irii(est tliat where a number of liouses

are to be Imilt in a row, it is impossible to avoid

monotony. One reason for tliis complaint in the

newly-builf ipiarters is the niakint;- the lialeony do

duty above and below, lioth as a porch and as a

balcony. The doorway, like an overworked servnnt,

revenges itself by diseliarying the unfair duty in ;is

tardy and uoly and disagreeable a fashion as possible.

Now if Ihc Ijalcouy were confined to the windows,

and stopped when it came o\er tlie door, a pleasant

break would be produced. .15ut this is entering on a

wider province than I ]iropose to treat.

One of the most pleasingly quaint survivals is

a little tranquil corner in Westminster known as

Queen Anne's Sipiare, or Gate. A very few years ago
this might, have eseajied altogether the town traveller,

so abandoned was it; but now it has come into

fashion, the great "mansions" tower over it, the

ground is coveted, for it is increasing in value every

hour. Here are some houses of a genuinely antique

pattern, high-roofed, with broad eaves, and finally

some seven or eight doorways of the same pattern,

carved elaborately, and taking the shape of a sort of

projecting canopy with pendent drops. It will be

seen that the wdiole is in keeping, and is after a

design, pillars, door-case, and railing. The effect is

charniing and elaborate as they are, the workmanship

is so sound that they are in admirable condition, and

have stood wind and weather for a couple of centuries.

The artistic reader will note the beautiful jiroportion

of the base of the pilasters, the due and effective

breadth of the mouldings, even the railings—simple

and in such contrast to the pretentious modern rail-

ings—are in keeping. In the corner of the square

is the statue of Queen Anne, and perhaps the best of

the houses, from which our sketch (iii.) is taken. But

already the refashioning has set in, storeys are being,

added, and the houses will presently be modernised

and rebuilt, and the doorways disposed of for a

good price in Wardour Street. One of the quaint

oddities of the place is the grotesque faces which dot

the walls, each of a different pattern.

In the more aristocratic district which comprises

Grosvenor Square, Grosvenor Street, Brook Street,

Cavendish Square, there are many good specimens of

doorways. One truly elegant and original is to be

seen at No. 70, Grosvenor Street (iv.). Here the

illustration shows the depths, the lights and shadows,

the air of perfect fitness, wdiile the richness of the

carving in the two little "girders" that support the

mouldings is wonderfully pleasing. In the same

street there is an unpretending but effective door-

way at No. 5(t, quiet and pleasing, embellished with

a fanciful carving of a dog.

In Brook Street there is one charming house,

No. 71), of rich warm-tinted brick; grimed enough,

yet still with a dignity of its own. It boasts a

graceful doorway, though it suffers from the window

next it being turned into a second door. Another

porch in the same street, well worthy of a second

glance, from its unpretending yet effective grace, is

that of No. 73, which is compact, small, yet deep,

with a little carving, which is sufficient ; even the

lamps lend effect. In Old Burlington Street, at

No. 30, is to be found a plain and simple doorway,

very singularly effective and well ju'oportioned.

In this street, as well as in Brook Street, such

doorways as these arc survivals, for there must have

been many of the same pattern. But the nourishing

physicians and noble persons who reign there have

found surh entrances rather pitiful, if not unun-

pressive, and the favourite and effective mode of
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insjiiring' a patient with awe Inis heen to slielti>r liiiii

umler a ponderous purtioo of the " Lie heavy on him,

earth" order. Bulky, swollen pillars supporting a

bulky mass of stone, and introducing- to a little

dwindled door, make a ludicrous contrast. Such

additions have spoiled all the symmetry of some of

the really finely-designed houses in these streets,

vvliose beautiful sound brickwork, smooth as stone,

and well-proportioned fagade, excite the architect's

admiration. The great noblemen's mansions in

Grosvenor Square have all received the ponderous

portico decoration, but the little doors they shelter

betray the original form of entrance. One of the

most odious, and at the same time favourite, of

these shapes is got by converting the whole portico

into a chamber or box, by which shift a sort of mean
hall is gained, with no shelter at the door.

But in Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square, are

to be found some three or four doorways of distinct

patterns, and examples of really excellent archi-

tectural merit. They are of stone, and treated as

stouc should be, with boldness and simplicity. The
grace of the device— two sprays crossed, a bold

head, the arrangement of the lines in the Renais-

sance fashion—offer really nothing better, or perhaps

so good, in London. These meritorious bits of

art are Nos. 1 1 and 1 3, and on the other side

of the street, No. 16.

Crossing now the line of demarcatiim

which separates trade from fashion, viz.,

Oxford Circus, we shall see what doorways

are to be found in a jjromenade Citywards.

Off Portland Street, in little known Mortimer
Street, are two notable houses, Nos. 70 and

72. These are treated from top to bottom in

a rich style of " embroidery " that recalls the

old Bruges houses. One is called " Gothic

House," while the doorway of its neigh-

bour has a richly-carved semicircular border

runner, broken and raised over the centre

to admit of a panel decorated with sprays.

These scarcely attract attention, and will

probably be soon swept away, but they are

certainly rcmarkaljlc enough. Passing on into

Holborn, and halting nearly opposite the well-

known restaurant of that name, we find a

curiously retired little street, almost a cnl

(^e sue, and knowm as Fcatherstone Buildings.

Here will be seen no less than seventeen

nchly-carvcd doorways, each with its canopy
and pilasters and deeply embayed mouldings
and recesses, all, too, in excellent preservation.

A curious contrast this to the homely cha-

racter of the owners or lodgers. Next we
pass to the better-known Ormond Street,

which had a sort of reputation for their orna-

ments ; but, unha])pily, the dcniolisher has been at

W(n-k of late, and but little is left. There is one

elalxiratc doorway nl' an inijmsing sorl, lli;it nl' the

oliice of the Royal Standard Benefit Society, lofty,

arched, and su])ported on culumns, a very elaborate

ixud handsome ])icci' n\' work. Opposite lli<-se is one

really graceful and beautiful doorway. No. 17, all

embroidered, with a sort of lace-work carving down,
and well-wrought "ears" supporting the canopy.

No. 8 is also worth attention. Only a few vcars ago
there were many remarkable houses here, notable all

of them for tlieir railings, lauijis, &c., but llicy have

been levelled.

In Carey Street, a year or two ago, there was
standing a very remarkable house that might have

been transported from Normandy. There was, in-

deed, nothing resembling it in London. It was a

corner one, with a high wavy roof, bold massive

eaves and gables, and its upper storey hanging
over the street and supported on a pillar. Its door-

way was surprisingly elegant (i.), and nothing co\dd

exceed the grace and freedom of the carving of the

two boys who supported it. Only a. short time

after our sketch was made it was carried away, no

doubt disposed of as a work of art, and the house
was soon afterwards pulled down. The reader will

IV. -SEVENTY, GKOSVEXOU STEEET.
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note tlio appropriate grace and artistic feeling of

even tlie little skylight.

Pursning our raraVjles as far as Cannon Street,

we turn into Laurenee-Pountney Hill, and are there

surprised at the sight of an imposing coupled door-

way (vi.), treated in a masterly style; the date,

1703, showing us that this style of work was in

vogue at the beginning of last century. It will be

remarkable for its arched doorway (v.), treated in a

florid and original fashion. The circular window

over it adds a point and character to the design.

In various quarters of the metropolis we come

upon a display of ironwork combined with handsiinie

treatment of the doorway. Sometimes there is a little

iron " flourish," connecting the railing with the wall

;

sometimes it is twisted into a pattern, and supports

-WHITTINGTON S HOUSE.

noted in favour of this sort of work what a rich

variety of treatment has been offered in the speci-

mens we have been considering. Passing yet lower

down into the upper part of Queen Victoria Street,

,
we find among a number of levelled houses that

old building kuuwu as Paper-Stainers' Hall, with

a pleasing and eli'ective doorway (ii.), set off with

carving of garlands and flowers, with a shield and

arms of the company in the centre. Next, making
our way to College Hill, we find ourselves in front

of what is called " Whittington's House," which is

the old obsolete extinguisher for the link-boys' torches.

This comljination of ironwork and rich doorway is

very pleasing, and in Berkeley Square there are some

fine examples which have been well-cared for.

"Within a stone's throw of the busy "stores" in

Victoria Street there stands in a retired corner a

small square building of true Uueen Anne's pattern,

" the Ulew-Coat School " it styles itself. Not much,

architecturally, could be made out of a square block of

red brick ; yet it is impossible not to be attracted by

the spirit and fancy with which the shape and material
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are dealt witli. The best feature is its doorwav', wliicli,

though small, is imposiuo-, and, at the top of a

perfectly proportioned flii^ht of

steps, gives proper dignity to the

whole. It is comprised of flat

pilasters, and is tall and narrow. It

is impossible, indeed, for a person of

taste to pass this little building

without stopping to admire the dis-

position of details, and what variety

could be extracted from the rather

bald and intractable jilan of a four-

sided block of red brick. If we
would see a doorway of ajipalling

proportions and character, we have

only to glance at the new Army and

Navy Hotel hard by.

In the suburbs of London we
light occasionally on some admirable

doorways. In that antique row of

Queen Anne houses that fringes a

portion of Clapham Common a few

effective ones are to be found. Along

Cheyne Walk, too, we find some good specimens, as

also at Chiswick, Putney, and Richmond. I have

reserved what is perhaps the richest and most elabo-

rate specimen for the last. Within sound of the

chimes of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, and about half-

way up St. Martin's Lane, there stands an old house.

No. 90, which erst was one of mark and distinction.

Fifty years ago it had its gardens, and its staircase

was decorated with elaborate paintings, in the flowing

style of N'crrio and Laguerro. Rut its doorway,

which thousands daily pass and take no note of, is

TI.—LADKENCE-POUXTSEY HILE, CANNON STREET.

perfectly original in its design and ornamentation.

The carving is rich and abundant, and yet bohl, and

it is remarkable for the double volutes which support

the entablature. It is as solid and perfect as on the

day it was set up. Percy Fitzgerald.

DEAWING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

SINCE this subject was last referred to in The
Magazine of Art, the authorities have incor-

porated drawing in the Code ; in other words they

have decreed that it shall be a compulsory subject in

elementary schools. In this they are merely carrying

into effect the most prominent of the recommendations

of the Commission on technical instruction ; wherefore

it is not surprising to find that some of the Commis-
sioners have expressed themselves as highly delighted

with the reforms thus made. Those, however, who
are acquainted with the subject, whilst they are glad

that this important step has at last been taken, feel

no little misgiving as to its immediate effects.

It is now generally agreed that the systematic and

compulsory teaching of drawing to young children

IS a very beneficial part of their preparation for the

practical work of life. If, having learned at school to

describe things with a pencil, they afterwards enter

those trades in which a knowledge of drawing is

necessary, they find their initial difficulties very much
lightened, they are ready to begin jiractical work at

once, instead of having first to learn the ABC. And
if, on the other hand, the business they take up docs

not demand a knowledge of drawing, then, it is argued,

they have lost nothing by being taught it, because it

is, apart from its special utility in various handicrafts,

a good general training for the mind : you cannot

draw even a very little without observing and think-

ing, for which, I believe, no one is ever the worse.

Many peoj)le seem to suppose that the chief object of

teaching drawing to children is to make them great

artists. This is a fine old crusted British superstition,

handed down from days oF dismal ignorance and vague
ambition. It would be just as reasonable to suppose

that the chief object we have in teaching everybody
to read and write is to make everybody a man of
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letters. Drawing- is in this sense one of the thinjis

wliieli it is useful to be able to practise, and is in

some trades a part of elementary knowledge oven

more necessary than reading or writing.

One of the main points brought out by the

Technical Commission is that the nations of the

Continent understood all this sooner and better than

we didj and in many instances incorporated drawing

with writing as a compulsory subject in their elemen-

tary schools. Every one who studies the question at

all, or who does nothing more than read the report of

the Commission, finds overwhelming evidence that the

effects of this systeni are wonderfully beneficial, both

in laying the foundation of the higher and special

art-training that a youth may eventually receive, and

in perfecting all those handicrafts and industries

into wdiich drawing, and all that drawing embodies,

enter more or less. And since the tendency of trade

is more and more towards competition on lines of

artistic and technical excellence, and since we have

already lost impoi'tant industries by reason of our

backwardness in these particulars, the Commission,

seeing what was done abroad and what was wanted

here, recommended that drawing should be made

compulsory in all elementary schools; and the educa-

tion authorities, after hesitating for awhile, have

carried this recommendation into effect.

So far, good. But here it is that misgiving

arises. It is one thing (and a good thing) to rule

that drawing shall be taught; it is quite another thing

to teach it. And, in truth, the immediate value and

ultimate result of this reform in the Code entirely

depends upon the way in which it is carried out,

upon the principles on which this compulsory drawing

is to be taught. Now the most important fact in

the history of art-education in England is that the

s\'stem of teaching and the kind of drawina: taught

are bad. This is true of all art-teaching in this

country for nearly a century ; it is just as true of the

aims and methods fostered in the schools of the Royal

Academy, as it is true of the aims and methods of

the gentlemen who teach "painting in water-colours"

in seminaries for young ladies ; and just Ijccause the

traditions of niggling and feebleness, of all manner
of littlenesses of technique, have been fixed in the

machinery of the State industrial art-teaching, so it

was that until the other day the industries of this

country remained untouched and unimproved. And
so they would still be, but for the fact that in some
important centres of industry the original Snuth

Kensington system has been set aside for some-
thing more in accordance with common sense and
the necessities nf art-manufacture. In short, since

Reynolds was laid in his grave, almost the whole
effect of art-teaching here has been to ))roduce Christ-

mas card pictures and Christmas card design. The

best work of some of our best modem artists is spoiled

by it : Mason and Walker, for instance, would have

produced stronger and better art if they had not

lived, so to say, in an atmosphere of Christmas cards
j

and the intelligent reader can fill in for himself

the names of several popular and capalili; living

painters who are suffering from the same complaint.

True this is, too, of design. There are exceptions

of course, but the only use of exceptions is to jirove

the rule ; and the rule is that from history-painting

to w'all-papers the trail of the Christmas card en-

feebles them all.

Now there is every reason to fear that the drawing

now to be taught in elementary schools will be of

the Christmas card order, and therefore not the sort

that will be useful as a preliminary training for the

practical crafts. True, what is called linear drawing

is to be taught

—

i.e., drawing with instruments ; but

it is to be supposed that freehand is included, for

freehand is a more necessary jjart of elementary

education than the other. That is to say, it is better

to make freehand the basis of the other kinds of

drawing, than to make them, or any one of them,

the basis of freehand. And it is certain that free-

hand is the most generally useful in itself, and the

best of all considered as a means to train hand and

eye and mind. But there is freehand and freehand
;

and it is of infinite importance, firstly that the right

sort shall be taught, and secondly that it shall be

taught properly.

Now the wrong sort of freehand is the special

production of the British drawing-master; and it

has been ingrained in the whole system of art-

teaching in this country. It is essentially an affair

of sharp lead-pencils and small sheets of paper, of

jirettiness and pettiness, and having no relation what-

ever to practical art. The result it produces in Board

schools has been described by Mr. Ruuciman—with

some exaggeration, no doubt, but still correctly in the

main ; and though it cannot be denied that it does

train the hand to deal with small spaces (like Christ-

mas cards), it leaves it hopelessly incapable of draw-

ing on the comparatively large scale required in most

constructive indvistries. And just because it is always

on a small scale, it is destructive of the two most

necessary qualities : strength and style ; it leads the

pupil to be for ever thinking of finnicking details,

and hardly ever of mass and ])ro2iortion and l)readth,

and so trains him insensibly but surel}' to see large

things in a small way ; to take narrow views and

express them in a laboriously little manner. The con-

se(pience is of course that, even when a 3'outh has

gained some cdinniand of means, as it is not denied

he may do by this method, when he comes to make

full-sized drawings of furniture, of decorative design

for wall-papers or textiles, of architectui'al ornament.
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ol' ironwork, in sliorLol' anylliino' \\liat<>vi'r lliaf is

to bo jiractically manipulated, lie linds lliat he has

to begin again, almost from the bog-inning; tiiat

wliat will suftiee for Christmas cards is useless in

matters more substantial ; that to have learned to

draw on a small scale does not enable him fo di-aw

on a largo.

It i.s, however, the large scale work that is wanted

in tlio workshoi)S and manufactories, as well as in the

studios; and, what is everywhere evident in English

art, the qualities of handling and of mind that are

thus produced by training on the large scale system

are more needed still. They do these things better

abroad ; and of coui'se we (ind in France and Belgium

that instead of training a lad to draw witli a lead

pencil on a piece of paper measured bv inches,

tlicv iirst give him a good lumj) of chalk and a

blackboard measured by feet. The child, in short,

begins by learning to reprodnce lines, and arrange-

ments of linos, on the largest scale possible to his

youthful arm. When ho has got his hand in with

chalk and a blackboard, he is advanced to charcoal

and a large sheet of brown paper ; and so on until he

enters the workshop or the art-school. Hero, of

course, the system is directly the reverse of ours, and

the consequence is that Continental boys of twelve

or thirteen can produce large scale drawings from

cither flat or round that, I do n<it hesitate to say,

could not be equalled by any art-student in England

of twice the age and training, excepting always those

who have been specially trained in manufactories and

workshops, and the pupils who have the luck to work

under Mr. Legros at University College, where the

antiquated illogical British system does not olitain.

This is no mere opinion of my own, but a fact brought

out witli signal emphasis in the report of the Com-
mission, and strikingly illustrated by the drawings

that were so remarkable a feature of the Health

Exhibition. There France and Belgium were repre-

sented by a varied series of drawings, executed in ele-

mentary schools, which put the exhibit of the English

Government art-schools entirely in the shade. South

Kensington had not a solitary work of the same class

tliat, as regards all essential qualities of art, and

least of all as regards style, could compare with

these drawings by foreign lads. To go round the

exhibition with one's eyes open was to see that the

superiority of Continental design and art-manufac-

tures over our own is largely due to the sound and

liberal kind of freehand that is taught as part and

parcel of general education in the Continental pri-

mary schools.

Hence it is, then, that there is ground for asking,

not witliout anxiety, wdiether, having decided to

teach drawing, the authorities will see to it that the

right kind is taught. If they intend to initiate a

r<'asonabl<' reform, well and go.id ; but if they nu'an

to conijH'l cvci'v cluld to go Ihrougli the co\n'se prc-

scril)od by the national trailitiiui, then, though (hc\

may do some little abstract good, they will do a

deal of prartical harm. And licrc we come to the

diliicult subject of teaching, ^iany peoj)le a])]icav

to think that elementary drawing should be taught

by special teachers; but the special teacher is not

in his right place in the primary school. Drawing,

if its effects are to be lasting, must be jiractiscd

day by day, just as n'ading, writing, and arith-

metic are |iractised. Hut \i(\n' s])ecial teacher aji-

])oars on the scone onU' foi- an hour or two twice a

week at fh<> most; lu' never gets thoroughlv ''//

riip/iiirl with his pupils; he has no jK'rsonal interest

in them such as from the very nature of his work

the elementary schoolmaster invariably feels ; and he

does not concern himself with the general educational

])rocess which is perhajis tlu^ most wholesome and

desirable feature of an intelligent system of elemen-

tary art-teaching. In short, he is a sjiecialisf, and

his right place is in the special schools. Certain it

is that what is wanted in our primary schools is tlnit

the teachers shall be trained to teach elementary

drawing as scnsiljly and thoroughly as the\' ti'ach

the other elements of common knowledge. Unfor-

tunately it is but too evident that as a body the

teachers have no clear or just conception of what

is expected of them in this matter; and, what is

worse, there is nothing so far to show that the

j)owers that be have made or intend to make any

attempt properly to prepare the masters and mi.s-

tresses for the very important work that now devolves

upon them. The main value of INIr. Runciman's

recent article lies in this : he conclusively shows that

the unsatisfactory results of teaching drawing in

Board schools are due even more to the incompe-

tence of the teachers than to the shortcomings of

the system emjiloyed. In other words, the first

thing the authorities have to do is to teach their

teachers. On this really depends the success or

failure of the innovation just made in the Code
;

and of course it follows that much also rests upon

the methods by which the teachers are taught to

teach, and upon the system which they are set to

carry out in their schools. It is good to teach

drawing even in an inferior way ; it is better to

toacli It thoroughly ancl reasonably; but j'ou cannot

do this by adhering to the futile ]ilan identilicd with

South Kensington and the Education Department

and revealed by Mr. Rimciman at a very appropriate

moment. If we are to obtain to the full the

beneficial results which are so ardently expected to

follow the introduction of drawing as a compulsory

subject, we must root up the whole trumpery growth

of the present system, and ])lant in its jjlaee some-
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thing' sfrong'or, larger, and lioaltliier in itself, and

that shall be better calculated to fit boys and girls

for grai)pling with the needs of practical life.

To sum up. We have settled that drawing shall

be taught to every child. But so far as has

transpired up to this writing, we liave not trained

our teachers, and we have not reformed our ver\'

feeble and illogical system. What is certain is that,

if we do not mend our ways, if we do not forth-

with set to work to train the teachers, sweep away
the bits of paper, and put up our blackboard^, we
shall in the end merely present a platform to the

busybodies already waging war against the prin-

ciple at stake. Harry V. Barxett.

CUEEENT AET.— III.

M R. ALMA TADEJMA fairly divides his work from a complete mastery of the resources of painting,

between the Grosvenor and tlie Academy. The The sense of labour is lost in the perfect accord of

latter has the more ambitious work, the former the painter's science and skill. The atmosphere is,

includes two little paintings that represent the artist's perhaps, a thought substantial — a thought less

PKEPAP.IXG FOB THE SWIMMING MATCH.

(rainlfil by WalUr Bnrtliit. Grosi-rnor Gallcrii, ISSi.)

technical powers in their plenitude. One of these

is "Who Is It?"—the original of our frontispiece.

This small canvas is a concentration of some of the

artist's finest qualities. It has the flawless execution,

the intrepidity and assurance of handling that spiing

ambient and impalpable than it might and should be.

But, apart from this, the picture has a well-tempered

and harmonious unity. The colour is rich and

glowing, and the rendering of the dark - coloured

marbles, in surface and texture, iu the play of
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(Painted by L. Alma TuiktiLu, R.A. Grosvcnor Gallerii, 1SS&.)
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reflected liglits, and in gradation of tone, is remark- and sincerity of conviction cliaracfcrisc bdtli ; llicy

able. The figures, too, are animated, natural in have the solid qualities of plain truthfulness and

"IT IS THK LORD 1

{PaiittM by Audlcy ^ft^cktrol^th, Royal Arwlemy, 1SS5.)

gesture, and expressive of the incident depicted ; the

treatment of the white drapery of the central figure

is exceedingly fine. The subject of "Expectation"
— to our thinking, the ideal Tadema—recalls Hero

and Leander. Tlie maiden is seated, in full sun-

light, on a marble terrace, overlooking the dark blue

sea, and her Leander has just left the opposite shore

in his little skiff. It presents us with nothing new.

Mr. Tadema has worked out all its problems before,

though never with such perfect mastery. The white

marble terrace and steps, the blossoming Judas-tree,

the wine-dark sea, are all familiar to us; the merit of

the picture is that it might stand as a type of the

master's achievement. It has all his qualities at

their best, and such defects of his as it examples

are expressed too much in little to be, we will not

say obtrusive, but even apparent, ilr. H. T. Schafer

is another artist who seeks his inspiration in the

classic past, though his individual classicism is

qualified by modern elegance and feeling. His

Academy picture, " Fame," has something of the

grace and charm of an idyll ; the figures have a

certain dignity and some freshness of sentiment. It

is a pity the picture is so surprisingly unequal in

technique. The not very expressive figure of the

man at work is carving, not marble, but canvas.

The Academ}' is particularly rich in sea-pieces,

and at the Grosvenor Mr. Hemy and Mr. Bartlett

are strongly represented. In ^Ir. Bartlett's two

pictures the maiine impression is rendered with

straightforward directness. Soundness of method

347

thorough workuianshi]). In "The First Sprals of

the Season " the literal force is somewhat exces-

sive: the boat and its occupants are assertively shorn

of sentiment, and the shallow water rippling to the

shore is hard and metallic—hard and metallic as the

effect of the whole. The other, " Preparing for the

Swimming Match," which wc reproduce, is equally

strong, with higher (jualities of sympathy and vision.

The figures of the bathers are not, it is true, invested

with the poetic significance and beauty with which

Frederick Walker would have clothed them, but they

have a happy and appropriate ease and spontaneity.

The boy in the bows of the nearest boat is natural

and true ; so, too, are the swimmers and the interested

little children. In the shadows of the boats some

tones of pale green water are finely rendered, while

the surface of the bay, grey under the broad light,

excellently suggests freshness and atmosphere. The
transcript is prose, if you will, but it is full of vigour

and character. An effective and instructive contrast

to Mr. Bartlett's work is Mr. Henry Moore's poetical

moonlight sea. No. 130 at the Grosvenor, with its

shrouded moon, dark heaving water, and passing cloud-

shadows. The warmth of the illuminated portion of

the fleecy clouds about the moon is a fine instance of

sympathetic observation. There are doubtless people

who have looked on the scene of Mr. Brett's

"Saint's Bay" for half a lifetime, to whom the

shallow water in the cove, with its vivid green and

orange, and its quality of Venetian glass, will appear

monstrous. They would regard it, not with the
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cuvying ra])tiire of the townsman, Lut with impatient

incredulity. Of course their criticism may be met

\vitli the ready objection that they could not applaud

what they had never seen, or had seen only in the

sense that Peter Bell noted the primrose. In this

painting there is decidedly not a little that must

exercise the minds of the most observant student of

nature. The painter has a little invaded the debat-

;ible land between veracity and falsity. There is a

suspicion of revelry in his work, and of riot too.

The artist repeats himself, without exaggeration, in

"The Norman Archipelago," an immense and glit-

tering expanse of deep sunny sea and roclcy islets.

In "The Lighthouse on Cape Wrath" the impression

is profounder, while the display of skill and know-

ledge is certainly not less ; the great waste of dark

tossing sea in the forlorn light of early morn is

excellent for force and truth. While, however, Air.

Hook and Air. H\inter, after their different methods,

are unapproached in their presentment of "coast

marine," even as Mr. Stanhope Forbes stands alone

in his excellent " Fish-sale," it must be admitted

that Mr. Henry Moore is unsurpassed as the jiainter

of the open sea. His "Newhaven Packet" is one

of the few English paintings to be cited with con-

fidence as without a rival in Continental exhibitions.

Another illustration is after Mr. Audley Mack-

worth's " It Is the Lord !
" It depicts the calling of

Simon Peter, and the artist has been further incited

by a passage in " Alodern Painters," in which Mr.

Ruskin observes :
" Poor Simon, not to be outrun

this time, tightens his fisher's coat about him, and

dashes in over the nets. One would have liked to

see him swim those hundred yards, and stagger to

his knees upon the beach." The latter part of Mr.

Ruskin's wish is realised pictorially by Mr. Mack-

worth. The subject is one likely to attract artists in

an unsophisticated age, and it is here treated with

becoming naivete. This and the painter's obvious

sincerity make the picture strangely conspicuous

among the mass of tame and dull convention at the

Academy. It is an interesting, a refreshing ex-

ample of independent thought and original method.

The crouching figure of Simon is full of energy^

expressive as to action, natiu-al in sentiment ; the

impression of sudden impulse that no obstacle may
stay is well rendered. The Christ appears on the

bare strand enveloped in mist, the mirage-like effect

of which gives the figure a phantasmal character and

preternatural height. The picture makes no l>id for

pojiularity, and may be commended for its unsen-

.sationa.l veracity and simple directness, as also for its

expression of the good princijilcs <if landscape art in

combination with the figure.

With the few excejitions already noted, laml-

scapc art at the Academy receives a fuller ami more

satisfactory interpretation from our younger artists.

With them, in many instances certainly, we feel how

individual is the method, how genuine the impression,

how sincere the conviction. Men at the outset of

their career are, of course, more susceptible to outer

infiuences than are artists anchylosed by the practice

of repetition. They are prodigal of impressions, and

tlieir record of them is characteristically ardent and

spontaneous. To pass from the landscape of Mr.

Oakes, or Mr. Leader, or Mr. Vicat Cole, to that of

Air. East, Air. Lemon, and others, is a practical

exposition of the antagonism between the copyist

and the interpreter. In the transcripts of the former

the labour of the painter is demonstrated only too

effectively; it is prosaic imitation. Idu do not even

get a fair copy of nature, or, despite the mechanical

process, a faithful translation, as may be seen in the

foreground of Air. Oakes's Welsh landscape. The

vision that cannot pierce the veil of nature, that

comprehends nothing but the superficial, can at the

best only conceive a painting that recalls a scene;

and it seems that it is this patient and exact re-

presentation of locality which most conforms to the

popular notion of landscape art. Any visitor to the

Academy may assure himself of this truth ; it is the

topographical quality that is valued, a quality which

is, after all, merely photographic. Air. East's land-

scapes reveal delicate perception and sympathetic in-

sight. They show also a good range of expression.

We must go far before we find so remarkable an

examjde of this as is supplied by " The Dark Island"

and " A Spring Alelody." The subjects are widely

opposed in sentiment and character; the handling

and style are the same. Tlie glad, pastoral serenity

of the latter offers a striking contrast with the brood-

-

ing solemnity of the former. "A Spring Alelody''

moves one liy its happier beauty, its sweet and blissfid

repose, its " ampler tether and diviner day." In

" The Dark Island " the little isle, with its frowning

firs, the foaming river, the lowering cloud-canopy,

with its streak of luminous sky behind the dark

mountains, are ominous with mystery and gloom.

Air. Percy Belgrave shows in most of his works a

strong bias towards the more tragic aspects of nature.

At the Academy, as at Suffolk Street, his revela-

tion of nature is sombre and sad, or disconsolate and

forsaken in feeling. The disroofed church and its

melancholy precincts in " Desolation " are powerfully

rendered ; the sentiment could scarcely be more

strongly realised, it is emphatic enough to be almost

forbi(hling. Even more effective is the large land-

scape " On the Banks of the Artro." The sky is

not quite satisfactory, l)ut the picture is firm in.

touch, and very imposing. The clear, s\Aift water of

the dark stream, the sombre trees about it, and the

wild waste Ijeyond, are elements of extreme simplicity
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in a telliiif}^ composition. Mr. Picknell's "Wintry
JMai-sli " has the excellent quality oi' sincerity ex-

pressed with singular power. i\Ir. Arnold Ileleke's

"Sunset after Rain" is the llnest of several sound

aetuality to Mr. Green's delii-'htful work. Who
draws on works of imag-ination should himself he

imaginative, is the conclusion forced on the medi-
falive visitor. The choice (if hio-l, fhenies is huuhil.lc

NELL AND HEE OEANDFATHEK.

(From the Dmiciiio hij Charles Green. Rmjul Institute, lasS.)

and conscientious works, in which, above all, the

atmospheric condition is exhaustively studied and

voraciously rendered.

It is a far cry from these studies in landscape to

Mr. Charles Green's " Nell and her Grandfather at

the Races," of which we have already spoken in re-

viewing the Institute, and from which we give

an excerpt in this place. Mr. Green is a painter of

character, of the comedy and pathos of life, of the

luunours (in the Jonsonian sense) of all sorts and

fonditions of men. The slim, childlike figure of Little

Nell, with her ten<ler, appealing expression, and the

iild man's bewildered air, with its faint suir<restion of

lost dignity, are very happily expressed. Close at

hand are Codlin and Short with their show, and about

them the stalls and booths and vehicles of the race-

course. The scene is set forth by Mr. Green with

admirable vivacity of characterisation ; it is a little

world—full of turmoil and animation and movement,
of which the touching little group in the foreground

IS for us the centre of interest. Among all the subjects

illustrative of history or romance at the Academy, we
have nothing comparable in effectiveness and vivid

in itself, but there is far too much zeal displayed in

the search, and too little discrimination in the choice.

After all, pcrhap.s, the true vocation of the homme
)iioi/('n acadaaique is to paint the British baby and
chronicle the small beer of domesticity.

In "The Secret" (which we engrave) Mr. Hlair

Leighton shows the qualities we expect of a well-

trained painter with a force of characterisation and
a certain intensity of expression he has never before

achieved. Mr. J. E. Christie's " hi Time of War," at

the Grosvenor, has a good sound landscape quality;

but its main interest lies in the contrast implied be-

tween the quiet of the old-fashioned walled garth and
the figure in black nursing the babe. The tender

solicitude of the mourner for her unconscious charge

is touchingly expressed. The sentiment is very

clearly defined. The calamity of war deals far-

off blows at peaceful households ; the old ties are

rent, happy wives are widowed, and happy children

orphaned. The homely scene of Mr. Christie's

picture is so stricken ; the freshness and verdure

about the old home partake of the sjidness that

desolates its inmates. The babe in Air. Christie's
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picture is introduced witl, rro,,rietv aud dignity; In "Love's First Lesson » Mr. S. J Solomon

£ is no no. in the presenin.ent of the effusive repeats with perfect fachty and success the dehcate

1tl ha anunltes so Lny pictures of infancy. and subtle harn.onies of Ins Institute picture two

IN TIME OF WAR.

(Pamtecl bij J. E. vhiistie. Gioivawr Gullery, 1SS5.)

Children have fared much better than in some winters back. The warm and dusky flesli of Mr.

Aeade,nicians' work : as witness Mr. Barclay's group Solomon's Venus and Cupd the accessories of gold

of primrose o-athcrers in " Hush !
" at the Grosveuor, and marble, of pale rose and azaleas, of white lam

and Airs Waller's " Little Snow-White," a pretty like draperies, are harmomsed with masteriy skill.

picture and a spirited imitation of Mr. Alillais. ^lost Academicians would do well to study the tiesh-
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painting and ninJellin^. jVIr. John Collier's "Ciree"

(to end c(j// III Lucca dolcc) demands notice, it' only

for the originality of the conception. The artist has

luijipily avoided the presentation of animals with

semi-human expression, with the sense of hunum

passion, half ferocious, half human. His are de-

jiieted naturally, and with not more evidence of

bewitchment than might be produced by effective

taming. The group of "Circe," with the tiger she

reclines against, and the ocelot (an admirable crea-

ture) fawning at her feet, is very finely composed.

The craftsmanship displayed in the work, which

may be described as an earnest and sincere attempt

at high ai-t, is so sound and vigorous, so jiainter-

like and good, as fully to explain the fact tliat Mr.

Collier is not yet of the Academy.

FEMALE HEAD-GEAE.
SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.

ANY one who will study the contrast between

the liead-dresses common in England at the

commencement and the close of the reign of Henry

VII. must admit the oiieration of a healthy change.

Instead of effeminate faces laden with a profusion

of curls and crowned with enormous plumes of

feathers, instead of their female counterijarts with

the hair all dragged up and hidden under a close coif

with two enormous wings, here are manly heads

with picturesque and reasonable hats, while the fair

faces of wives and sisters jirescnt themselves in head-

dresses simple and sometimes elegant.

Changes of a like nature were taking place in

France and (icrmany. In the latter country, how-

ever, nothing having occurred resembling the Eng-

lish wars in France or those of the Roses in England,

medireval fashions were a longer time dying out than

in France or England. That most universal head-

dress of the Middle Ages—the hood—persisted far

When the hood was abanduned, a piece of linen,

called a muffler, was placed over the lower jmrtion of

the face. It formed part of the ordinary female

costume from the time of Henry VIII. to that of

Charles I. As we read in " The Merry Wives of

W^indsor," a hat, a miijllcr, and a kerchief were the

usual wear of women. The object of the muffler, as

the passage and its context show, was to prevent the

wearer from being recognised. It was essentially a

disguise, and as such was favourable to intrigues.

Thus it was looked upon in Scotland, for in 11117 it

was enacted that "ua woman cum to kirk, nor

mercat, with her face mussaled or covered that scho

may not be kenned." "In contemption of syde

taillis," the Scottish ladies continued to wear mufflers

through three reigns. The same custom prevailed in

other countries, as may be seen from a fine series of

engravings of costumes (1577) in Hans Weigel's

" Habitus Prsecipuorum Populorum." He gives it

into the Sixteenth Century in Germany, and not only as worn not only in various towns in Germany, but

in Germany, but in countries so diverse as Ireland in Switzerland and in Italy. Two of our examples

and Portugal. In 1.500 the women of "Nuremberg

the ancient" were wearing

exactly such a head-dress

as Sigismund Holbein has

given in a lady's portrait

to be seen in the National

Gallery (i.). Not infre-

quently they covered up the

mouth and chin with the

liripipe, for it was the

fashion in the German free

cities for married women to

show as little of the face

as possible, and entirely to

hide the hair. This was

not, however, enforced on

the unmarried, who wore

their \oUi}; plaits in divers

forms, niir did it much
affect the nnbility. I —NUKKMBEKG, 1500

(ii. and 111.), taken from Weigel, are respectively

German and Neapolitan, of

the Elizabethan period : the

latter, a strange enough

fashion, seems to have been

chieHy designed to protect

the face from the lilazing

sun and the insects. The

third (iv.) ilhastnites the

muffler as worn in F^ngland

in the days of Henry ^'III.;

the last (v.) in those of James

I. It continued in use

down to the Commonwealth.

France threw off the

lunatic fashions of the Fif-

teenth Century before either

England or Germany. The

styles of head-dressing that

cnmc into voirue under Louis
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XIl. were simple niid lircdiiiinL;-, while uiuler

Franeis I. (liey almost aiiiiroaj-lird elegance. A
small s'oft'i'i'^'^l L'oit'j tastefully shajieil, a close-fitting'

cap, judiciously ornamented, with or without a

streamer falliuL;- I'eliind, such was one form. IJlaek

velvet hoods or white silk caps eomin;;- down to a

peak on the forehead, the hair heino- o-athered up in

rolls from the temples, were another. J5rides still

wore their hair streaminji;' down their backs after

media'val fashion. Thus appeared Elizabeth of York,

on the occasion of her marriage with Henry Tu<li:)r.

These great and

universal changes

indicate a new order

of things. The pro-

gress of commerce,

the printing press,

the llenascence, and

the spirit of reli-

gious reform are

the revolutionary

agents ; and as one

or more of these in-

Huenees get j)osses-

sion of a country

its spirit is not nn-

perceivable in fe-

male head-dress.

Thus in England

the most active in-

fluences being the

progress of com-

merce and the re-

vival of religion,

the forms are utili-

tarian and conven-

tual, whilein France,

where the Renas-

work, and gives the diawiond head-dress in its latest

form. It represents the first wife of Sir John
Talbot, who died in l.'),50, so that this is exactly

the head-dress in which a typical figure of the
Church of England ought to be seul])tured, whereas
the excessively prudish coif and white lemplette worn
by Louise of Savoy may, I think, be taken as em-
blematic of French Catholicism.

The back hair at this period was mucli worn in

cauls or nets, which were sometimes richlv orna-

mented, ('oil's were very common. Ilcfnci--Alteneek

• gives an elaborate

illustration of a coif

woven in green silk

in a diajier pattern,

each diaper being

adorned with a small

liendent gold plate.

Fre(piently the coif

was a piece of silk,

velvet, or cloth,

more or less orna-

mented, placed over

the lop of the head,

and fasteneil to the

hair. Hefner-Alte-

neck gives one where

it is kept in its

j)lace by the long

plaits w'hich come

through openings in

the side. A small

velvet hat, often

richly ornamented,

was carried jauntily

over the caul or coif.

An eclectic and

cosmopolitan taste

is observable in the

head-dresses of F^ng-
gious revival, which however does its jwrt, the lish women during the later part of Henry VIII. 's

fashions oscillate between artistic freedom and mo- reign. Fashions tended everywhere to become freer

nastie stiffness. The characteristic differences between and more individual. Authorities, both in l^ngland
the churches of England and France seem figured in and France, tried to preserve the system bv which
the diamond-shaped head-dress so common in England certain classes were to be known by certain costumes,
during the earlier half of the century, and the close- In 1 ."J 11 the corporation of Chester ordered, nnder
fitting coif worn by the elder women of the court penalty of a fine of :3s. Id., that no unmarried
"f Francis I. Good examples of the former may be woman should wear white or coloured caps, and
seen at the South Kensington Museum, in a portrait that none but sick or aged women should wear a hat
of Elizabeth of York, wife of Henry VII., and in a unless riding or going abroad into the coimtry.
line photograph from Holbein's "Jane Seymour." Under Henry II. of France (1517-."j()) a royal ordi-
Ilollis gives a very remarkable example of this nance was issued forbidding women not of noble
head-dress as worn by a lady of the Arden family, rank to wear velvet hoods, which the rich citizens'

The bands in front are so broad and solid, and tower wives defeated by covering their stuff hoods with
so high, that they give the head-dress the form of a gold and silver embroidery and quantities of pearls
great helmet. A figure (vii.) is taken from the same and gems.

cenee is more power-

ful than the rcli-

FOUE MUFPLEKS. —II. GERMAN ; III. NEAPOLITAN
;

V. JACOBEAN.

IV. TOTOK :
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Niithiiit;', in t';iet, is sostrikin<? at this time as the

manner in \xhieh the simple and restrained forms,

introduced by the combined influences of reb'gion, art,

.>^^

VI.—FINE FEATHERS.

and thrift, are being gradually loaded with ornamen-

tatiou to the point of gorgeousness. This is seen

especially in the head-dresses of the German nobility

in the Sixteenth Century. The tight cap worn over

the hair; which was commonly arranged in two

protuberances, gave way to au ornamentatiim of

gold and precious stones, the hair protuberances

being encased in embossed gold plates. Feathers

were worn in profusion; sometimes as many as a

dozen of two colours would be placed on one hat (vi.).

There is much in the dress of German gentlewomen

of the period which indicates unbridled luxury. The

German form which has most affinity to that worn

in England in the middle of the Sixteenth Century is

here presented (viii.). The short reign of Edward VI.

(1547-.5'3) may be taken as the period in which

English women arranged their heads with judgment

and simplicity. A small edition of the form known as

the " wideawake," a feather, if worn, being placed at

the back—such was the hat of the period, the hair

being looped round the ears, or hanging in short locks.

The people wore a shape like that called the " Mary
Stuart " cap; also a hood or cloth cap of the " mob "

shape. This Mary Stuart cap was known in France

as the arilfet. It was much in vogue with peojile

who affected severity of costume. The peculiar form

resulted from the necessity of having a head-dress

suited to the fashion then in vosue of wearins: the

hair raised from the temples by two small bows of

iron, the front of the cap being sustained by two
bows of larger curve. We picture it as worn by
Mary Tudor (ix.).

Under Catherine de Medicis, Mary Stuart, Mary
and Elizabeth Tudor, there was a gradual descent

into extravagances of all sorts in England. The first

signs are merely an access of gorgeousness. The

wealth of ornamentation tended to make the head-

dress a burden. Mary Tudor wore a caul so pon-

derous with its mass of gold and jewels that she had

to hold up her head with her hand. A good example

of the extent to which gilding arrived in England

was to be seen at the Exhibition of Old ]\Iasters this

year, in a portrait of the Duchess of Norfolk, by

Lucas de Heere. The whole costume is stiff with

gold and jewels, the head-dress to such a degree as to

appear hardly anything else.

In the preposterous manner in which Queen Eliza-

beth loaded her periwig with every kind of absurdity

she outdid all womankind. For though there have

been fashions in head-dresses still more frightful

and grotesque, and unredeemed by the least particle

of its stately magniticence, none ever exceeded the

Elizabethan in loading the hair with a greater

variety of articles (x.). Stubbes, de-

English female head in 158.5, speaks

frizzling, and crisping the hair; of

underpropping it with forks and wires, and bolster-

ing it out so that it stood crested round the fore-

head, or letting it droop over the face; of great

wreaths of gold and silver, curiously wrought, on

which it was cunningly arrayed ; of bugles, ouches,

rings, glasses, &c., hung about the erection thus

formed : to which he might have added strings of

pearls, diamonds, and all kinds of precious stones.

Finally, this marvellous heap of ostentatious folly

was at times surmounted with feathers. In the

number and

scribing the

of curling,

TII MOTHEK CHUKCH.

portrait belonging to Lord Salisbury, Elizabeth wears

a heron-plume at the top of her lofty head-dress.

Moreover, the hair thus absurdly adorned was "pur-
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chase" Elizabeth liad oii^'hty wigs ui' divers hues, In an acconnt (if the exei'nl inn oi' i\lary IStuart,

but the fashionable eolciur was the Tudor red, or, as sent by tlie I'Vench Ambassadnr tn iiis Government

it was enphemistieally ealled, " aulmrn/' ])eopli> <<[ in 15^7, :i most tragieal i"aet is mentioned, eviih'ntly

fashion evidently affeetinir that eoiour ratlier than iinknnwn to Miss Striekland. When the doomsnian

VIII.— GERMAN. IX.—5IAKY TUDOR. .X.—OLORIAXA. XI.—SEVEXTEESTH CENTURY ITALIAN.

the mediajval blonde. To see her without her wio- thoui^ht to hold u]) the severed head by its lon^ hair,

was death, as Esse.x found to bis cost. After that it fell on the ground, bald save fi>r a few grey hairs,

intrusion of his at Nonsuch, there was added to the and he stood with nothing in Iiis hand but the iiap-

charges brought against him next day at the Privy less lady's periwig. At a collection of head-dresses

Council that of "overbold going to Her Majesty's exhibited at Cologne in 1827, this very ])eriwig

presence in her bedchamber." was shown, together with one belonging to Mary

348
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Stuart's sister-iii-liiw, "la Rciiie Mars^ot," tii-st wife of

Henry IV., who is said In have nsed the fair locks

of her pages to hide her own dark hair.

This recalls what Stubhes relates in his "Anato-

mic of Abnses," that about 1595 it became dangerous

for children to wander, as nothing was more common
than for women to decoy those who had good heads

of hair into private places, and then to cut off their

locks. The same author hints at a far more revolt-

ing source for the making of these " bastard signs

of beauty" when he tells us that women's periwigs

were lirst brought into England about the time of

the niassaci'es of Paris (157iJ). Harrison, in his

" Chronicle," tells us that under Elizabeth rogues

were trussed u]i apace, and there was not one year

commonly wherein three or four hundred of them
were not devoured and eaten up by the gallows in one

place or another. Drayton, in his "Mooncalf," hints

that here was a source for the supply of false hair

—

" Anil with large sums (hoy stick nnt to procure

Hair from the rleail, yea, ami the most unclean

To help thtir pride, they nothing- will disdain.

While Shakespeare says outrigltt

—

" Thatch your poor thin roofs

With hurdens of the dead : some that were hang'd
No matter : wear them, betray with them."

Few did more to dei^-rade head-dressing tlian our

(iloriana. During her reign and that of James I., and

under their cont.emporarl<'s, Henri III. and Henri IV.
of France, society was corrujiting, and the fact may
l)e seen in the frightful costume, male and female,

that came into vogue. Under Henri III. the hair

was raised on the temjiles to double or treble the

height of the previous reigns, a chignon of false hair

being attached to the liind part of the head by an

ornamental comb. The ears were adorned with jien-

dants in precious stones or American pearls. Other
drops not less sumptuous fell over the forehead.

Blonde remained, as it had been, and as it continued

always to be, the ideal of beauty in France ; and it

was to counterfeit it that in the reign of Henri III.,

or early in that of Henri IV., to painting the face

was added powdering the hair.

The slyle at the beginning of the Seventeenth

t'cntury was to draw (he hair up tightly from the

forehead, and to form a ]iyraniid of hair by plaiting

it round stage after stage until the apex was reached,

I'roni wbi'uce a streamer fell liehind the back. In a pic-

ture of ^laric de Medicis it would seem as if the hair

was ])laited in the fashion of straw matting, the hair

round the forehead being "bolstered out." This stvlo

of wearing the hair was rendered more singular by
two lloral arches risinij' high over the tower of hair,

and by sundry tufts ;uid other ornauTcnts. Here (xi.)

is the head of a N i':i|jolit:iu woman of rank, as given

by Hefner-Alteneck. The form dejiicted and de-

scribed may indicate nothing but the incoming of

despotism and corruption, but Paul Lacroix gives

us a portrait of Christine of France, daughter of

Henri IV., absolutely Egyptian in style.

Heatl-dresses in Prance, according to a poem dated

IGl-Z, were of five hundred fashions, and for their

wrinkled and pallid complexions the women of this

generation used, as their mothers had done, salves

and paints, filled their hair with shining bodkins,

bouquets of Howers, gold chains, and crystal orna-

ments, and to cover all wore great pyramids of gauze.

The same sort of thing was going on in England.

Stow, in his history of King James, says, " Women's
musks, busks, periwigs, and bodkins were first de-

vised and used in Italy by courtesans." Rowland,

in that fierce little poem, "Look to It for I'll Stab

Ye " (1601), is more trenchant still

—

' Yon with t/ic homl, the fulling haHil, and ruffe,

The moncky waste, the breeching like a beare,

The perriwiff, the maske, the fanne, the mutte,

The bodkiiij and the bussard in your hair ;

Your velvet—cambricke—silken—/Iw^AciW toy

That with your pride do all the world annoy,

I'll stabbe yee."

The part the mantle played in head-dressing

during this period deserves notice. In Flanders it

was laced to the top of the head, and the upper part

of the wearer's figure being exhibited, she must have

looked like a watchman in a perambulating sentry-

box. In Cologne the mantle seems to have been

formed of material as stiff as leather, and shaped so

that the rain ran off the sides as effectually as from

an umbrella. This fashion was old, for we observe

in France at the beginning of the Sixteenth Century

a mode of stiffening the mantle and protrud'ing it

like a pent-house over the forehead. The Dutch

women wore an ordinary mantle with a stiff piece

also projecting from the forehead, but it was shaped

like a long trottgh. In the middle of the Seventeenth

Century this was supplanted by a little saucei"-sha]ied

piece of black velvet, with a tuft of black silk spring-

ing fi-om it. It is in this head-dress that Rubens has

painted the portrait of his second wife.

In ](;12£ young English girls still wore their hair

combed back in a roll off the forehead, and a small

hood or coif, with a frontlet turned over u]>on the

head and falling back according to taste. This seems

a variety of the French hood so much in fashion

in the reigns of Elizabeth and James I., and which

sometimes took a form not unlike the head-dress

worn liy the women of the Roman Campagna (xii.).

In England, as we maj- see from monumental

efligies, it must have often hardened into the stiffest

buckram (xill.); and yet such was the bizarre cha-

racter of the Tudor civilisation that side by side
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witli this hcad-ilress tliere exist rd dthi-rs the most

free and fanciful in arrangement.

If we consider the difference in hcad-dressinc;' in

the courts nf James T. and Henri 1\'. and tliose

of Charles I. and Louis XIll., \vi' shall see

that it amounted to a complete revolution. The

pyramidal form fashionable under the former nmn-

archs gave place to quite an opposite style. The

hair, lowered to its natural position on the head, was

separated into three parts, of which two—called the

bouffons or puffs—were massed into little curls on

the temples and the ears, while the third was drawn

back over the top of the head and rolled into a top-

knot. From this middle division the portion that

grew immediately over the I'orehead was cut short

and lay on it as a fringe. This arrangement is the

characteristic feature of the style, the fringe l)eing

sometimes nothing but short straight hair, sometimes

a row of little curls in the form of rings. This is the

form in which it is painted in .Tansen's "Countess of

Derby." Later on the bouffons were simply a bunch

of corkscrew curls, or a tuft of locks tied with ribbons.

Sometimes a bow of ribbon was fastened to the

hack hair, or a plume, or a little bonnet was fastened

to the crown ; this is the fashion in which Anne of

Austria appears. On important occasions a bouquet

with precious stones was fastened to the back hair

in such a way as to be seen rising above the head.

A lace handkerchief was at times worn on the head
;

but all was simple, restrained, the direct opposite of

the unnatm-al and artificial ugliness of the Eliza-

bethan and Jacol)ean periods. Nevertheless there

was a certain grandeur in the costume of the time re-

splendent beyond all modern eras for its great men.

The noble ladies and fine gentlemen who met

at the Hotel de Rambouillet were animated by the

loftiest intentions, grammatical and other ; but the

cultivation of sentiment and the fashion of obscurity

which they initiated were to the last degree pernicious.

It became the custom, both in London and Paris, for

great ladies never to appear in the streets without a

mask to hide the upper part of the face, and Hollar

represents them in England as adding a black veil,

so that nothing was visible but the mouth (xiv.).

This fashion is referred to as existing in England

in 164-0, and is dealt with in Bulwer's "Artilirial

Changeling" (1650); and the same work, in its edi-

tion of 16.j:3, represents a more odious form of dis-

guise—patching the face with so-called beauty spots.

Not only were crescents and stars stuck all about the

face, but a black plaster shaped like carriage and

horses was put on the forehead.

The hat most common through Europe at this

time was broad-brimmed. In Ijondon the crowns of

the hats worn by the women of the people were very

high. Those worn by the wives of merchants were

uKirc artistic in fnrm. C:i]is were usually worn

under the hats, the hair han^-ing in little ringlets by

the sides of the checks. Hat -making m\ist, by the

way, have been a sjilendid trade, for a few years later

a successful hat -maker was, it is said, th(> original

of the princi])al jicrsonage in " Le Bourgeois (icntil-

homnic." Monsieur (iaudoin, easily metamorphosed

into .Tiiurdain, spent nion- than ;")0,0()0 francs in

keeping " good society," and even bought a house

for an ajijiarent great lady who condescended to

receive his houiage. Finally his family got hiiu shut,

up as a lunatic at Charenton.

There is no dithculty in understanding the Puritan

reaction. In thesi' matters lunuan nature always goes

to extremes, and the farther the pendulum is swung

in one direction, the greater will be its return. Thus

hoods, as restrainers of female frivolity, were much

used under the Commonwealth, and in country places

maintained their sway under the Restoration, a hood

being woi-n resembling that of a modern nun. Willi

the tight frilled cap brought down under tlu' {•bin,

the wearer must have looked as if she wci'e in her

shroud. However, fashion gave them colours which

destroyed this revolting idea. Pepys, under date

166 1, speaks of going with his wife to church, it

being Whit Sunday, the latter in a new bird's-eye

yellow hood. For the Restoration brought back the

old style of Court, and French fashions were once

more the vogue, Puritan ])reeision giving way to a

"studied negligence."

Hair-dressing in the middle of the Seventeenth

Century became an art which was wrested from the

hands of the women who had hitherto cultivated it,

and certain notorious coiffiuirn obtained complete jire-

dominance in the court of Versailles. The Queen of

Poland, !Marie de Gonzague, would not believe her

hair properly dressed by any one but an insolent ])er-

sonage named Champagne. She took him with her

to Warsaw, and he placed the crown on her head on

the occasion of her marriage in 1(1 1."). He afterwards

passed from her service into that of Queen Christina

of Sweden, who brought him back to Paris. He was

presently murdered by certain brigands in the south of

France. The female hair-dressers were entirely given

up, an<l a fasliionablc bathman, named La Vienne,

liccame coiffeur to the court. Louis XH . made this

man one of his- four valets de chambre. The import-

ance attached to head-dressing in the court of Louis

XI"\'. may be judged from the fact that in I67-"5

forty new places were created to be tilled by so many

pcrniqiiierx, to be alw.ays in attendance on the court.

This class of individuals were clearly of the ])arasitic

order, for in the "£cole des Femmes" Arnolphe

determines to banish from his house all manner of

wigmakers and hair-dressers and such panders in

disg-iiise.
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The Loiidoii ])erruquiei's 1i;k1 tlieir own peeuliMr

terms. Tliey talked of curling, crisping, and frizzling

Till; TRENCH HOOP.—XII. FEANCE ; XIII. ENGLAND.

the hair. A lock of hair that turned round many
times was called a snake curl, while a lock that hung
straight with the ends curving upwards was called

a drake's-tail curl. In making their " perawicks
'''

they had names for every part : a few hairs tied

together was daintily called "a thought of hair."

Ladies in Charles II. 's time wore their hair in many
fashions, for each of which the hairdresser had a

particular description. AVlien it lay on each side of

the cheeks, it was said to be iu locks ; when it was
puffed out, it was in curls ; when it liung loose about
tiie shoulders, with nothing to tie it up, it was iu

falls or flats ; when it lay plain on each side of the fore-

head, it was in shades ; when it lay across the fore-

head, with a silk thread in the middle of it, it was in

cross shades ; when it lay over the forehead from one
side to the other, it was a flllet ; when it lay in a
lock from the top of the forehead to the crown, it was
a topping

; when it was curled on the forehead, and
stood out, it was a taure ; and a taure, when very

XIV.—MASK AND HOOD, LONDON.

large, was a bull's head. Hull's heads were the fashion

about \i'u\; and in ICJO it was a front of false hair

consisting of great locks set on wires. This mode
had evidently come across the Channel, for Mme. de
Sevigne is thus depicted .some years earlier.

In 1(!71 a Paris coi/fense brought the " hur-

lupee," or " hurluberlu," into fashion. It consisted

of several rows of curls pressed one against the other.

]\Ime. de Sevigne ridiculed this fashion at first, but

a fortnight had scarcely elapsed before she told her

daughter that she would look like an angel if she

would adopt it, and to enable her to have it done

rightly, she promises to send her a doll with its head

thus arranged. The Fontanges, over which she

writes so vivaciously, came into vogue in 16S0, and

originated in the Duchesse de Fontanges, a beauty

of Louis XIV.'s

court, tying up her

locks, which were

being blown aljout l)y

the wind, with a

ribbon, so that the

two ends fell on her

forehead. The eft'ect

so pleased the Grand

Turk, that the next

morning all the ladies

at Fontainebleau had

their hair dressed a

la Fontanges, and the

fashion grew into

something almost as

preposterous as the

hennin. A J'ontan-

ges was formed on

an apparatus of brass

wire two or three

feet in height. It

was divided into two

or three stages, on which were ]ilaceil a crowd of

ornaments of every kind—ribbons, strips of muslin,

flowers, egrets, pearls, tufts of hair, chenille ; and

each portion of this edifice had a name, apparently

meaningless : there were the duke, the duchess, the

solitaire, the capuchon, the cabbage, the asparagus,

the cat, the mouse, the first, second, and so unto the

tenth heaven (.vv.). Mme. de Sevigne vaunted too

soon the downfall of the Fontanges. " The prin-

cesses have dressed three-quarters less high than

usual," she writes; "hair is worn as it was ten

years ago. This change has made an indescribable

stir at "\'ersailles." But a very short time, however,

and the high tires resumed their sway—and that

under auspices the most resjiectablc and imposing of

all. Mme. de Maintenon, who was married to Louis

XI^ . during the era of the Fontanges, is repre-

sented wearing a head-dress which seefns like a

recrudescence of the hennin. Richard Heath.

XV.—A FONTANaES.
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AKNOLD BOCKLIN.

IN the possessiiiii iif n jiaintn- lit' miiLiulited ^viiius, pnrt dT tiic (("ndirv— tliusc i.l' ('(Uiicliiis, Sclim.ir,

to wliicli is allied m stronu' dnsc oh' ofccntricity, Ovci-hcck, and Kaidliacdi— as from the scini-convcii-

tlie tioi-many (if the present day is hardly behind tional roniantie nuivenient headed later l)y Karl Pihily,

France with I'uvis de Chavannes and Gustave under the inlliienee of Delaroehe and kinilred ]iainicrs

Moreau, or Kn^'land with Ivlward lini-ne .Idiies. of the French sehool. The former styles were already

In Arnold Biieklin—(ierman hy training' and eulture, on the wane at the commeiieemcnt of llerr Hiieklin's

tlionjjh Swiss by birth— she has a painter wlioso artistic career, and thon<;'li the latter fashion was at

A SKA IDYI.r, :
' MLi:nESIPYT.I,E."

{Ptlint'it bij Arnold ntirLliu. JUj I'ninission 0/ Count ScJiark.)

position in the (ierman art-world of tlie time is one of

even greater isolation and ojijiosition than is in their

respective countries that of the painters just cited
;

an innovator, indeed, who for years past has been

as velieniently attacked, and by his own circle of

worshijipers as passionately defended, as any Pre-

Raphaelite of our own, or in France in any inventor

of a new art-languaye antagonistic to reigning

fashions, whetlier academic or idtra-realistic.

In Germany the evolution of such an artistic

lX?rsonality as that of Arnold liiicklin is stranger and

less open to explanation than are similar appearanci's

among ourselves or our neighbours. No recent phas<'

of Teutiinie literattire or thought can be said to have

generated or to be exactly rellected in his idealistic,

pagan, yet thoroughly real art. lie stamls t'(pially

distant from the Germanic, classic, and archaistie

schools of the revival which took place in the earlier

349

that time in full bloom, it seems ne\cr to have

seriously inlluenced his art. Still less has the master

in connnon with the absolute, jiaticnt realism of the

most modern schools of .Munich and Berlin : a style

which was no doubt in the lirst jilace generated by

the youngest art of modern I'^rancc, but which

—

especially since the great Franco-German AVar—has

taken strong root and given forth fresh growths.

There is, indeed, a remarkable analogy betwi'cn what
is now taking place in the schools of (iermanv and

the direction given to Dutch art at the termination

of the great wars of the Netherlands with Sjiain.

Tiu're, as lieri', the tcndcucv of the schools of ]),-iint-

ing was irresistibly strong towards the rendering

of pundy domestic ln(l<Ient and the unemphasiscd

facts (if outward naluvc. 'I'lie fashion of the <la\

was a |)atiently ol)servant realism eonifnrfai)ly within

tlu' eomjirchcnsion of all, soothing and charming
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those who, tired of war's alarms, and havinpj at-

tained a great end, gladly turned to the contem-

plation of (he fruits of peace, and to a reproduc-

tion, aiming specially at truth and technical com-

pleteness, of even its most prosaic and unsuggestive

scenes. With art of this type, as has been pointed

out, Herr Biieklin has no feeling in common ; indeed,

it must be concluded that no.outward influence has

had any serious power for good or evil over him, but

that his genius has irresistibly forced its way to the

surface, occasionally assuming in its efforts distorted

and eccentric forms, but for all that making its

high imaginative powers, its pathos, and its over-

flowing vigour unmistakably felt. Herr Boeklin has

always especially delighted in subjects combining

landscape, idealistic yet in its

main facts essentially true to

nature, with subjects drawn

from the realms of myth and

phantasy rather than from

history and actuality. It is as

a landscape and marine painter,

under these conditions, that he

has pi-oved himself entitled to

the flrst rank. Though in the

beginning of his career he

showed himself to a certain

extent under the influence of

the grave ami noble art of

Nicolas Poussin, and in at

least one instance—to be men-
tioned presently— under that

of a still greater master, Titian,

he soon shook off all trammels,

and worked out a style of his own. As a landscape-

painter he developed one of the rarest and most en-

viable cpialitics— the power to reproduce with fidelity

the grand lines and calm, solemn beauty of Italian

scenery as it is, without the pseudo-classical re-arrange-

ments which the conventionalities of the Seventeenth

Century caused the masters of that time to adopt,

thus compelling them to overload and mar their, in

many respects, great and noble works. This special

fpiality, so jirecious yet so difficult to define, of dealing

thus untrammelled by tradition with the scenery of the

South, necessitates no loss of idealistic effect, but on

the contrary has for its chief characteristic a marked
gain of poetical suggestion. It is a quality evidenced

in but very few works, and among them in a su))reme

degree in those of our own Cozens and in the deli-

cately beautiful landscapes of a living Italian i)ainter,

the gifted Signor G. Costa. Let it not be supposed,

however, that Ilerr Bijcklin's style has in other respects

any analogy witli that of cither of the painters just

named
; they do not differ niorc absolutelv from each

other in all vesiiectt. than he dot's from both, save in

AENOLD BOCKLIN,

this one inestimable attribute—the power to see the

real beauties of Italy undimmed by the cpiestionable

ornaments and conventionalities imposed by tradition.

He is, especially in his later and more daring works,

l>re-eminently a colourist, and that in the higher

sense : lie is not content merely to produce a work

made ornamental through the artful juxtaposition of

brilliant and well-harmonised tints; he makes of

colour an all-important instrument of expression,

varying ceaselessly according to the mood to be ex-

pressed, and enhancing by its vigour, its brilliancy,

or its suggegtiveness the impression which the master

seeks to convey. It would be hardly fair, or indeed

possible, to judge Herr Bocklin's figures apart from

their frame of sea or landscape ; they are f)ften of

extraordinary vigour, and so

vividly conceived as, notwith-

standing their subject, to pass

from the bounds of the ideal

into those of the real ; but it

would be idle to deny that they

are not infrequently defective

in draughtsmanship and want-

ing in proportion. Yet, seeing

that his special power and

originality consist in the com-

bination on equal terms of the

human figure with landscape

—the one aiding the other, and

making with it an inseparable

whole— these technical faults

stand less in the way of a fair

appreciation of his peculiar

genius than would have been

the case had its vehicle of expression been other

than it is.

AVith these same painter-poets whom we have

cited Herr BiJcklin has certainly this impatience of

all conventional restraint in common ; but he has

little else. Though like them he shuns all outward

suggestion of modern life and its terrible if pathetic

realities, though like them he is a dreamer of dreams,

yet he is rarely a lover of the allegorical or involved

mode of representation. So vigorous and overflow-

ing with life is his temperament, with such intensity

does he conceive, and so powerfully does he realise

the strange fantastic subjects in which he delights,

that, did not the designation savour of paradox, he

might be fitly called a Realist in the Ideal. He
succeeds no thoroughly in giving form and life to

the mythical lacings in a sense created anew by him,

that the effect produced is often a startling one

—

so strong is the contrast between the theme and its

treatment ; nay, the lioundaries which separate art

from the purely grotesque are often reached and

well-nigh transgressed. Herr Boeklin especially
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deli^'lits in delineating with much of tlie (ireek foel-

ino-, thoug'li witii httle ol' the Greek form, the hut-

nian eoppcr-huod and overg'rown with seaweed ; the

shan'i>v centaur, all beast in mood and wcll-nii;-li all

beast in form; the yet stranjjer sea-centaur—a creation

of the painter's own ; the old Triton, the sea-nymph

flyin<>- from pursuit through the blue deep. Li his

milder moods he loves to show us in the foreground

f)f a landscape of peaceful beauty and exquisite

charm the great god Pan reclined on moss-covered

stones and tinting to the attentive Dryads, or a jKiir

of antique lovers lying in the grass made bright

with innumerable flowers. These same marvellous

creatures— Boeklin's own, in so far as he has

vividly embodied and presented them with a power

never before attained—recall the defile of strange

monsters who in the "Classical Walpurgis-Xight

"

pass before Faust and the Mediieval Fiend : the

poet has with wonderful skill put new life into

the strange procession which he evokes ; and the

painter, if no reverence for Greek myth or Greek

culture has awed or controlled him, yet gives in-

comparable vigour and much of the antique spirit

to his eccentric creatures. He is master, too, when

he wills it, of the tragic and terrible mood, and the

spice of the grotesque which is often an element of

his exuberance rather enhances than imperils the

intensity of the impression produced.

Herr Bocklin is, in one way, the most uncertain

of painters : according as his subject insjjircs him or

not, he may produce a work original in conception,

and supreme in beauty and suggestiveness of colour-

ing ; or he may perhaps bring forth an eccentric and

questionably drawn performance, insutticiently re-

deemed by its motive, and exhibiting the artist's

scheme of colour in its unduly daring and exaggerated

phase. These two moods of the painter can and do

co-exist ; and what is more, he seems, like many
creative artists, not always able to distinguish tlie

wheat from the chaff. At a recent exhibition held

in Berlin, where he brought forward one of his most

complete and most genuinely inspired works, the

" Prometheus " landscape, presently to be described,

he placed side by side with it a figure-piece so in-

complete in technique that the highest recompense,

which would inevitably have been accorded to him

for his masterpiece, could not in decency be granted.

Like Turner, Ilerr Biicklin in his early time affected

a more minute touch, and a more sombre and modest,

though always a suggestive and poetical, scheme of

colour, than is exhibited in his later productions. It

is no doubt these early studies which have enabled

the master in his later manner to display in landscape

such brilliant ease and maesfria, allied to that rare

power of suggesting, through the medium of external

nature, human moods and sentiments, which even his

most searching critics have nut denied tn !:ini. It

is, iinlccd, in contact with nature tiiat his highest

and noblest qualities are manifest and his art a]i-

pears most moving and |i;ithclic. 'I'l llici' side

of his genius, if, indrcd, it, lie possiMi' thus tu

dissect it—the boundless love f(ir the fantastic, for

tlie world of myth and imagination— is characterised

by a poetry and charm all its own ; but it yet of ne-

cessity fails to attain the moving power which has

been the gift of those whose art has more closely

identiticd itself with humanity and its problems.

One of llerr B(')cklin"s earliest patrons was the

well-known author and dilettante, Count Sehack,

of ^Munich, whose fine gallery there, so liberally

displayed to all who desire to make acipiaintance

with its treasures, contains most of the best works

of his earlier and more moderate time, besides

some more striking performances exhibiting his

original talent in its maturity. It is througli the

courtesy of Count Sehack that we are enabled to

engrave three of the most remarkable of his

works. The " Anchorite," though apparently one

of the earliest, is one of the most perfect in

technique of his works. The first suggestion and

general outline of the picture, though but little

else, have been obtained from Titian's noble

" St. Jerome " at the Brera. Before a rude cross,

planted half-way up a rocky incline, kneels the

hermit, half-nude, scourging himself in ])assionate

penitence. Overhanging the figure is a framewDrk

of the dark-green foliage of the ilex, n-ndcivd with

great finish and perfection, through which are seen

glimpses of a sky of exquisite ]inrity : above and

round about, descending into the branches, comes a

great flight of ravens, attracted seemingly by the

scent of blood. There is here some pathos, though

not of the deepest, nor altogether commensurate with

the opportunities afforded by the subject ; the im-

pression produced is scarcely a strong or lasting one,

notwithstanding the great pictorial charm which the

work undoubtedly possesses. More striking is the

very curious " Cave of the Dragon," to which the

painter has himself appended the words of Mignon's

immortal song :

—

'• Das Jtaultliiur sviclit im Xebcl seinen Weg,

In Hiihlen wohnt der Drachen alte Brut."

Here is shown a mountainous gorge, bordered on

either side with steep inaccessible rocks of ricii and

varied hue, half-way along which are seen muleteers

with their beasts precipitately flying over a bridge.

From a cave in the rock protrudes the head and half

the form of a mighty dragon—not the ordinary con-

ventional monster, but a living creature, half huge

lizard, half monstrous snake, with strange dull eye

and gliding movement. Here the painter's power of
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roalisino- and makino- prnhable the sliadowy and the lieterngeneoas, and by sheer force of genius has at-
i

imrt-al is already fully manifest. taiued almost the exact measure of success which he

THK CATE OF THE DRAOON : " FFXSENOESCnLUCHT."

(Pniiilrd hy Arnnia BlirL-Uii. By r,rmissi07i of Cmmt SchacI;.)

In the "Storm " Ilorr Biicklin lias dared his utmost soui^ht. In the foreground of—for the painter—an
in the combination of elements ai.parenlly the most unusually realistic landscape, in the delineation of
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wliieli lie has avoided all so-called romantic elements,

having- as its main feature a copse of greeny harshly-

toned willoN^'s Ix'nt double under a terrible storm of

wind and rain, kneels a man in the dress of the Six-

teenth Century, grasping a still reeking dagger, and

gazing fixedly at a prostrate corpse. To the right

apjsear the three Furies armed with their traditional

snakes, yet half modernised. These are not the awful

Erinnyes pursuing the avenger of Agamemnon, nor

yet are they tjuite the gibbering, half-human hags of

" Macbeth.'" They have assumed a weaker, a more

degenerate, yet a more venomous asiiect, though they

seem themselves to suffer while they torture : the

foremost stands—a horrible vision—half-nude, with

clinging white draperies, shivering in the storm. With
extraordinary subtlety the master has, as it were, laid

bare to us by suggestion the nature of the crime : all

—the realistic landscape, these strange Furies who
are the " bijser Geist " of the assassin—shows irresist-

ibly, yet in a fashion impossible to define, that the

crime is no heroic deed, but the outcome of sordid

greed or treacherous hate. Grotesque exaggeration is

luished to limits perilous indeed, and almost verging

on caricature ; yet the piu'pose of the picture is so

intense, the conception so vividly realised, that the

painter's audacity is crowned with complete success

;

the very grotesqueness enhances the terror with which

the sordid tragedy inspires us.

A measure of the same exaggeration—arising in

like manner rather from the fresh vigour and the in-

tensity with which the subject is conceived than from

a conscious desire for sensational effect—is shown in

the well-known " Sea-Idyll," in the Schack Gallerv.

In the midst of a slate-grey sea, yet agitated by

past storms, ajipears a Triton seated on a rock

and blowing lustily into a red-hued shell ; he is no

mere classic monster, but a strange being, copper-

coloured and half-clothed with fantastic sea-growths,

full of life, and strikingly vraiseml !alle : on the

same rock lies, half averted and well-nigh at full

length, a Nereid, her form, too, half covered with a

reddish seaweed, holding lovingly in her hand the

head of a huge sea-snake, his skin deeply marked

with the most vivid green and black. Notwithstand-

ing certain exaggerations of colouring and con-

ception, and some defects of design, too—notably

the imperfect drawing of the nude torso of the

nymph—the work is a typical specimen of Herr

lioL-klin's unsurpassed power of giving life and vigour

to subjects the least easy to realise, because they are

the farthest removed from human experience.

Another notable evidence of the zest and uneonven-

tionality with which he depicts the strange sea-folk in

whose existence he almost compels us to believe, is the

still more inijxjrtant " Im Spiel der Wellen," one of

the chief attractions of the exhibition of the j)ainter's

works held at Dresden in the winter of 1883. It

shows a sea-nymp)h Hying half in sport from a

monstrous scaly sea-centaur, who energetically yet

helplessly pursues,inflamed with passion; an old Triton

laughingly shields a young sea-maiden, while other

sea-folk sport in the blue agitated waves, delineated

with masterly skill. Here the spirit of the concep-

tion is intentionally less an idyllic or poetic, than

a downright comic and grotesque one ; the artist

seems to rejoice with the sportive creatures of his

fancy, and share in their overflowing animal vigour.

In a similar half-naturalistic spirit is conceived

the wild " Battle of Centaurs," one of the ornaments

of the INIunich exhibition of 1879. Here, again,

though the master has produced a version of his

own as far removed in form from the Greek ideal as

it is jwssible to be, he has infused into his creatures

so much of the pagan spirit and such intense life,

that the antique conception is more truly realised than

by the spiritless copies of Greek sculpture which often

do duty in the presentment of similar subjects. In a

very different mood—one, indeed, not the most usual

to him, as including with an almost epic breadth and

dignity of conception certain elements of mystery

—

Herr Biicklin must have conceived the "Prometheus"

landscape, to which for elevation of style and pathos

few or none of his works can be compared. Out of

the deep blue sea rise steep rocks clothed \\'\i\\ forest

growth, over which tower mountain peaks, huge and

inaccessible ; these are canopied by cloud-curtained

skies, through which the sun darts a few pale,

struggling rays, casting on the summits below a

strange, unearthly light. Bound on the summit of

the mountain lies the Titan, a vague and tremen-

dous form, himself rather resembling a giant cloud

than a definite shape ; the shadowy head lies on the

highest summit, and the huge form is outstretched

over mountain and valley. The obscurity of the

painter's meaning, granting that it exists, is here

inherent to the subject rather than evoked by the

conception of the painter ; nor does it seem to call

for any special effort in the way of interpretation.

Yet it is quite possible to weave on so beautiful and

suffeestive a foundation inventions more or less

poetical, and as shadowy as the Titan's own form.

The power and beauty of the work are, however,

manifest, and in nowise depend on such expositions

;

its spells are cast alike over the emotions and the

intellect, and are not to be withstood.

In the painter's studio at Florence are said to he

man\- interesting works (not seen by the writer),

including a " Mary Bewailing the Dead Christ," a

somewhat unusual choice for the painter, who thus

makes a return to one of the themes of his early

time ; this perilously familiar subject he appears,

accordinii- to all accounts, to have conceived with
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miK'li patlios and in singularly uneonventinnal fasliiun. nevpr-faiiin^' slimuliis (n liis imaginative powers. It

Report speaks also very highly of an ideal landscape is stated fliat lie now proposes to transfer his studio

of great beauty suggested hy an Egyptian scene. from Florence to Zurich. Such a migration is, in

Herr Biicklin is a native of Basle, where are pre- view of the peculiar qualify of his art, somewhat

served in the museum some of his earlier works, but difficult to understand; but perhaps with the change

he received his artistic training chiefly at Munich, of scene the gifted artist may obtain new inspiration,

and has passed his later years partly in Rome, but and find for his genius new fields and an enlarged

mainly in Florence, finding in the scenery of Italy a scope. Claude Piiillii's.

GKANADA.

THE city of Granada enjoys the happiness of

being much the most visited part of Spain ; and

it is fortunate that it is so, for were it not for the

foreign tourist there might by this time be little or

nothing left of what gives it its greatest attraction.

since he is as he is, there is no doubt that he is right

in ranking Granada as the chief of these treasures.

Elsewhere he may see the works of the ^loor, and

some of them quite as characteristic as the Alhambra;

but they arc mingled with and rivalled by the

I. iiij, .u.i:A;.i;.i.A.

If " nosotros," we other Spaniards, had not Ix'cn

stirred up to preserve the .Vlhambra, or at least to

leave off pidling it down, by finding it drew money,

the world would be the poorer by the total loss of a

unique specimen of the work of a wonderful school

of architecture and decoration. The foreigner who

persists in looking at the Moorish remains as almost

the only things worth seeing in Spain, and his name

is legion, is a sufticiently narrow-minded person ; but

masterpieces of Christian artists and the monuments

of Christian rulers. In Granada they overpower

evervthing. "What the conquerors have left there are

merelv unfinished buildings and traces of destruction.

When the contributions of the two riices to the

making of (Jranada come to be set one against the

other, the balance is terrilily against the Christian.

Charles Y., the man, be it observed, who scolded

the Chapter at Cordova for hacking and hewing
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at tlie mosque, did the very same t,hiny' to the selectetl the AUuiiabra as the prison of his lather's

Alhamhra. fie nulled down part of it to make roum minister, Arauda, the enemy of the Jesuits. Arauda's

jailer, Severa, squatted in the finest rooms, and

b('f4"an haeking, hewint;;', and whitewashiui;- in a

fashion worthy of Charles V. lie put his kitchen

in what had been the mirador of a Sultana, and did

other thing's in a concatenation aceording-ly. After

him came one Don

^^ Luis Bueare'ili, an

invalid oflicer, to

whom the kins^ gave

the governorship of

the palace as a re-

ward for his suffer-

ing's. Don Luis him-

self was bedridden,

but he had five

greedy daughters,

who, says Ford,

" married paupers of

I it her parts of the

Alhambra, and were

all quartered in it."

These persons went

to work jnst as many
of our own keejiers

(if records did in the

last century, i'oi',

after all, the race of

the Vandals settled

elsewhere than in

Spain. They stole,

sold, and neglected.

When people of taste

here and there made

representation to

Charles IV., the pa-

tient prince only

answered, " I will

not have the old

man worried." After

Bucarelli came seve-

ral of his country-

men, who dill like-

wise or worse. One

fur a Kcnaissaiirc palace of his own—which, says

Ford, with elaborate precision, is in the " Graseo-

Romano-Bramante style." It is a square block,

measuring two hundred and twenty feet each way,

with a circular courtyard in the middle, " which,

however well con-

trived, if the Em-
])eror meant to use

it for bull-fights,

must destroy the pro-

portions of all rooms

near it." As a

matter (if fact, it has

been used only as a

workplace for gal-

ley-slaves. The
jialace stands un-

linishcd to this day,

and, unless Spain

ceases to be Spain,

will so stand to the

end of time. There

it is, unroofed, a ruin

which never was a

building, a perfect

specimen of the

(hiiigs which are

rotten before they

are ripe. Besides

heaping up this be-

g inning, Carlos

Quinto chopped the

windows about to fit

in heavy shutters,

cut holes in the

walls to make room

for firc])laces, pulled

down, whitewashed,

and scrajjcd in every

direction, and then

went away and never

came back.

He had a long

and unillustrious line

II.—THE VALE OF DAEEO.

of successors. The Haps- of them actually set galley-slaves to work at pulling

burg kings neglected the Alhambra. Charles III., down, for tlie mere purpose of keeping them busy,

one of their Boiu'bon successors, allowed his minis- General Sebastiani, who commanded for the FVeneh

fer Wall to do something for it, in the way, very during the invasion, outdid the native practitioners.

l)robably, of clearing out rubbish and stojiping In addition to pilfering, and smashing in detail,

holes. Wall's name deserves honourable mention, and defacing the work of the Moor, by tearing up

He was by descent an Irish Jacobite, one of thai an old garden with its fountains to put a giiiiigueite

vigorous race of exiles who gave the famous General in place thereof, he tried to blow up the whole

Browne to Austria, and from wlmm the Count Taafc building. A large part was actually destroyed,

of our own day comes. The good he had effecteil and the whole would have perished if an invalid

was undone under the next reign. Charles IV. Spanish soldier named Jose Garcia had not cut
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tlu' fuse MS tlie Fiviirli were evacuatiii-;- ilic l.iuii. 'I'lic lirst shows t licir out liiir ; llir srcoiid, taUm rr.nn

It is, liowuvtT, tinu' to cut sliort this dreary historv the narrow ami dccii valli'V of tiic Darro, sIkjws liow

III.—THE COURT OF LIONS.

of barbarism. Eiiono-li that, after tlie Alliaiiiliva

hail becMi redueed to a sliadow of its former .self,

the coiir.se of destruction was at last sto])i)ed. AA asli-

ingtou Irvino's friend, Francisea de Molina, a Inunble

portress and cook, did really save the remains. ]'"'ord

says she " was cross and crabbed," but there are

])eople who have said as much about the ]irince of

guide-book makers himself. Let Wa.shinoton Irving

also have his share of honour, for he recruited the

whole civilised world to share in the task of .saving-

what remained of a thiui;' of beauty.

Now the Torres Bermejas—the Red Towers—as

tnuch of them as remain, contain but a few traces of

the treasures they once girdled. A glance at our

first two cuts will give an idea of their position.

350

they soar above th<' low-l\ing' parts of the town.

The Alhambra, with its red towers, lies on a liiLrh

table-headed s])ur of hills, and is shaped som<'what

like a grand piano—an immense instruiueut, for it is

some 2,()9() feet long by 7-"5ll feet wide at its widest

part, which tajiers off to the end where the A\ atcli

Tower, "Torre de la Vela," stands overlooking the

^ cga. Once the Atalaya,lhe look-out of the Moorish

king.?, was jtosted on it. Now it is used for the

bell which gives the signal to the controllers of the

irrigation canals, and is rung every 2nd of .laiiuarv

to commemorate the conipiest of the town li>- the

Catholic kings in 1 I'.I2. On this day the unmarried

women of the country strike it to bring them luck in

husband-getting. The louder they strike, the better
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tlio luisband and the sooner lie comes ; hence, we are

told, the noise is "continuous and consideraT)le." The

history of the Alhambra is easy to get at, and it will

he enough to jioint out here that it was built in the

third and last stage o£ the ]\Iohaniniedan history of

Sjiain. Until the beginning of the Thirteenth Century,

Granada was a place of little mark as compared to

Cordova, the caintal of the Ommeyad Califs, or to

Sevilla, the head-quarters of the Almoravides and

Almohades. When James the conqueror, of Arragon,

and Ferdinand the saint, of Castile, had rec(3vered

Andalusia, A^alencia, Murcia, and the isles from the

unbelievers, Granada became their only home in the

Peninsula. There they rallied behind the hills which

defend the Vega, and stood at bay for over two

centuries. The Alhambra w^as begun in 1^48 by one

Moorish king, and finished, in 1314, by his grandson.

Its superiority in interest is due not only to its

beauty, but to the fact that it stands alone. The

nobles of Granada were not a wealthy race, and the

town is well-nigh destitute of the sjilendid houses

which are scattered all over Seville. Like most

Oriental buildings, the beauty of the Alhambra is a

private and domestic one. Outside it is grim and

barren in aspect. All the wealth of the founder's

purse and fancy was devoted to ornamenting the

interior. " Look attentively at my elegance," says

one of the inscriptions, " and thou wilt reap the

benefit of a commentary on decorations ; here are

columns ornamented with every perfection, and the

beauty of which has become proverbial—columns

wdiieh, when struck by the rays of the rising sun,

one might fancy, notwithstanding their colossal

dimensions, to be so many blocks of jiearl ; indeed, we
never saw a ])alaee more lofty than this in its exterior,

or more brilliantly decorated in its interior, or having

more extensive apartments." Here we have, as it

were, the architect's confession of faith. He proposed

to build an edifice lofty and massive outside and gor-

geous internally, and he succeeded. The entrance

gate, the Sublime Porte of the Alhambra, is stern and

grim enough. Here sat the king or his caid, and exer-

cised summary jurisdiction. It was a little irregular,

jjerhaps, but cheap and rapid. The caid did not keep

you in doubt. You came away triumphant, perhaps

after a little private pecuniary transaction ; or you

tasted stick, or had your ears cut off, and came away
by no means triumphant. In any case trials did

not last long, and there were no solicitors' bills.

Perhaps you did not get off so quick, but that was

because j^our head was removed from your shoidders

to an equally tempurary jiositiou <.>n a .s])ilve. The
Gate of Justice, be it said in jiassing, has nothing to

do with the Hall of Justice, which owes its name to

the curious paintings on the wall. ' These works of

art, probably done about HOI I by a Christian rene-

gade as some ha\e guessed, represent scenes of

Moorish life, and are, or not long ago were, still fresh

in colour. Ten bearded Moors, who are jiainted on

the ceiling sitting in solemn divan, have given the

hall its name.

Within the grim outside wall, which even lost

much of the dignity of sky-line it must once have

possessed, lie the true attractions of the Alhambra.

Our three last drawings, the Court of the Lions,

the Mirador de Lindaraja, and the Porch of the

Hall of the Ambassadors, may perhaps give us some

idea of that wealth of ornament and colour which has

inspired some good literature and much frothy fine

writing. With the fear of this last before our eyes,

let us turn from the primrose path of gush, and stick

to facts. The Court of the Lions is some 116 feet by

66 feet. A portico, supported by white marble pillars,

runs round the court, and at either end is a pavilion.

In the midst is the alabaster basin of the fountain,

supported by the famous lions. There are the facts;

and there is a copy in the Crystal Palace. If any-

body, by combining his information, can form an

idea of what the Court of Lions really is, I, for one,

entertain a profound admiration for his powers of

imaginati(in.

One of our drawings, which is named the Mi-

rador de Lindaraja, gives a part of one of the halls

opening from the Court of the Lions. It is called

the Hall of the Two Sisters, from two slabs of

marble let into the pavement. This apartment,

which, by-the-by, contains the proud inscrijition

quoted above, formed part of the hareem, and has

alcoves opening out on either side. It is considered

one of the finest gems of the ])alace, in ])roportion

and ornamentation. The Mirador explains itself to

whoever sees the drawing, and that is fortunate, for

the word can hardly be rendered into English. A
mirador, strictly speaking, is neither a window nor a

balcony, but a species of look-out—not for soldiers,

but for the ladies of the hareem. Here they collected

and got limited views of the world and society by

watching bidl-fights or battles. Lindaraja herself

was a lady who figured much in the ballads of Gines

Perez de Hita, author of the " Civil Wars of Granada."

As for the worlil-famous Hall of the Ambassadors,

it occupied nearly the whole of a separate tower,

the Torre de Comares, which is a square of 37 feet

by 70 feet high to the dome. In its oi'iginal state

the hall was doubtless the masterpiece of the Alham-

bra's decoration. For it was here that the king

held his great state receptions, and received the

homage of the world in all his glory. His throne

was within it, and he sat thereon solemnly, with

boastful inscriptions covering the wall on either .side,

and his guards blazing in purple and gold around him.

Tiie throne is gone, though the inseriptian, praying
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that Allah will preserve it for ever, remains still leo;ible;

and the hall has sufpered by the Vandalism of man
and the less destructive brutality of the earthquake.

Poets, historians, travellers, and artists, of all

Owen Jones explains with care how, by drawing

straight lines, to cut one another in this or in Ihat

way, the basis of the Moorish ornamentation can be laid

bare. One knows he is right; but for all that his

IT.—THE MIBADOE DE LINDAEAJA.

degrees of competence, have labom-ed on this won- explanation leaves one with a general impression of

drous Moorish ornamentation, and have done their chess-boards gone mad. He gives drawings which

best to convey some idea of it to readers who have a mole could see to be admirable of their kind ; but

never seen it, by pen, by briish, and by pencil. At he had t<i leave the sun and air and the space of

the end, however, one sees it all very dimly indeed. Granada behind, and without them the form of the
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decoration is caput innii iniin. Ford commonts witli

oxcelleiit sagacity on the good fortune of a people

wlio could use an alphabet which is itself an orna-

ment. The motto of Thnu-l-ahmar, the founder,

" tla la ghaliba ilia Allah" (there is no conqueror

but God), which is everywhere written up, makes in

itself a fine decoration. One
notes the fact, and one agrees

with Sj)anish Foril, but it is

in a languid sort of way,

and one remains nearly as

far as ever from realising

what tlie thing is really like.

You may talk about inter-

secting straight lines, and

the use of primary colours,

and the advantage of having

the Cufie alphabet to write

inscriptions with ; but you
will never enable any one of

us who has not seen it to

realise what the ornamenta-

tion of the Alhambra is,

nor will you show men of

another race, brought u])

under another sun, how to

reproduce it.

Next to the Alhambra,

liy far the most important

remnant of antiquity in

(!ranada is the tomb of the

Catholic Sovereigns, Ferdi-

nand and Isa.ljel. These

great rulers lie together in

the cathedral, in the Chapel

of the Kings. Their statues

kneel one on each side of

the altar, and in the centre

of the chapel are their se-

l)ulchres, and in which they

are again represented, this

time in the sleep of death.

Whatever one may think of

the doings of Carlos Quinto

in Granada, it cannot be

denied that his grandparents

bad a good right to leave

their mark on the town. They conquered it right

royally. Perhaps that is why their monuments are

not of a kind to (li.«grace the ruins of the Moor.
(ireat artists were employed to make them, and the

work wns liiiished. The sepidchrcs were carved bv
Peralta, and on the walls of the chapel are bas-reliefs

devoted to the history of the conquest, not by him,
lint, if all tales be true, by Felip

^^hmAhf^MMW'

V. THE rOItCn OF THE HALL OF AMBASS.4.D0ES

almost entirely; even the whitewasher, who respects

nothing else in Spain, has kept his detiling brush off

the Capilla de los Reyes, even off the iron screen, an

elaborate piece of work, signed by Maestro Bart(jlome.

The eoflins of these great rulers rest undisturbed in

the crypt of the chapel, and with them lie their

daughter, Joan (he Mad, and

her worthless husband, Philip

the Handsome. If Ferdi-

nand has not been dread-

fully calumniated, he had

much to do with brinffine:

the good-for-nothing Haps-

burg to his early grave at.

Granada. Perhaps so ; but

they have contrived to be

very close without quarrel-

ling these three hundred and

fifty years and odd.

Granada, though it lies

so far south, is a summer

town. While old Castile,

far to tile north, is burnt

up to dust, Granada is cool

and habitable. It owes this

privilege to the neighbour-

hood of the Sierra Nevada,

the Snowy Range, a tower-

ing cliain of mountains,

which contain the most

southerly glacier in Europe.

The Mulahacen, or, as we

should have sjselt it, the

Muley Hassan, the highest

peak, nearly reaches thirteen

thousand feet. As the snow

lies on much of this range

all the year round, Granada

has an unfailing source of

cool water and cool air at

hand. Between Granada and

the lower range of hills, the

Sierra de Elvira, lies the Soto

de Roma, an estate which

every right-minded English-

man will visit, because it was

given by the Spaniards to the

Duke of Wellington, and still belongs to his family.

Here he will enjoy the beauties of nature; and if he

has retained a healthy patriotism, he will reflect on

his own share in the preservation of Granada. After

:ill lie bi'hings to the race which swept out Sebastiani

liefore he had time to make a heap of ruins of the

Alhambra, and which has since, by outlay of money
bigamy. This and by the charm of literature, defended it from the

<-hapel and its treasures have escaped the destroyer tribe of Buearelli. David Hannay.

*i^- ~"-*^
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THE EOMANCE OF AKT.

A PKETTY TALE.

WHEN ILinorins IV. was Pope, a certain kins-

woman of liis, a noble maiden o£ Verona, was

secretly wooed, won, and married by the yonng Count

of Cunio. In a little while their parents discovereel

what they had done ; and from that day there were

more broken hearts in the world. They moved the

Pope, who annulled the marriage, and banished the

priest who jierfurmed it. Thus it happened that the

divorced wife, in her trouble, sought refuge in the

house of a relative, where she gave birth to twins, a

boy and a girl.

By-and-by the young count's father forced him

to take to wife another lady; but, nevertheless, agreed

that he might keep and educate the little twins. The
new wife had a lovuig nature, and received them
with affection, and cherished them as her own. As
they grew up, they made astonishing progress in

learning and accomplishments. Isabella, who was

of a ravishing beauty, did wonders even at the

age of thirteen: when she understood the Latin

tongue, and wrote it perfectly ; when she composed

graceful verses, and knew more than a little of geo-

metry ; when, too, she cnuld play prettily on several

instruments, and had began to design and to paint

with delicacy, taste, and truth, according, that is,

to the ideas of the time. Her brother, Alberic, was
also of singular beauty, and accounted one of the

most charming youths in Italy. At fourteen he could

manage the great horse, was adept in all manner of

fence and use of arms, and joined with credit in all

manly and warlike exercises, as befitted his nobility.

Like his sister, he understood the Latin tongue, and
could paint well. Those were times of turbulence

and strife; and when, at last, Count Cunio was
t>])liged to take up arms, young Alberic went forth

with him to war. Though not more than fourteen,

and though this was but liis first campaign, he was
given command of a squadron of twenty-five hoi-se.

With this galhuit little force he one day attacked

and put to flight two hundred of the enemy; but,

lieing more valiant than discreet, his impetuosity

carried him far ahead of his own men, and lie was
surrounded by the fugitives. A desperate fight for

life ensued ; but, cutting his way through the foe, he
escaped witli a thrust in the arm, and the enemy's
banner. Stanching his wound with the silken trophy,

he rode back in all the pride of victciry, and, being
met by his delighted father, was knighted on tlie

spot. As he rose from his knees,- Alberic begged
that he might be allowed to visit his mother. The

count was deeply touched, for he still loved that

noble lady, and thought pitifully of her in her afflic-

tion ; and he granted his son's request.

When Alberic had seen his mother, lie returned

home, and, after a little time, began, with his beautiful

sister, to design and execute a series of pictures illus-

trating the glorious achievements of Alexander the

Great. These works were interrupted by a second

campaign ; but at last they were comjileted, and

Isabella reduced them and engraved them on wood.

Copies were rulibed on to ]>aper in a beautiful blue

ink, and presented to Pope Honoring and their rela-

tions and friends, and they were much applauded.

About this time Alberic had made a friend of a

young noble, named Pandolfio (who had fallen pas-

sionately in love with the charming and accomplished

Isabella), and with him he started for the war once

more. It was his last campaign. Side by side they

fought in many a combat ; until, in a struggle against

desperate odds, Alberic was slain in the verv sight of

his friend, who himself was wounded nigh to death in

defending him. Thus was cut off, in the full fiush

of his youth, one of the comeliest and pleasantest

knights of his time, ilourned he was by many, but

by none more than his beloved sister, who pined

away with sorrow i'nr his loss, and died when she

was scarce twenty.

Such is the pathetic story of Alexander Alberic

and Isabella Cunio. The gentle reader will be moved
by its sorrowful romance ; but the reader who is both

gentle and learned will perceive that that is not its

only claim to consideration. " Woodcuts," he (or she)

will murmur :
" woodcuts when Houorius IV. was

Pope ; that must have been between 1285 and 1388

—

a hundred and thirty years prior to the date of the

earliest authentic specimen, the quaint and vigorous

'St. Christopher!^ Truly, they must be interesting

blocks wdiich were cut by these ingenious and amiable

twins !
" Undoubtedly. Here is a description of

them, borrowed from Papillon's "Traite de la Gravure

en Bois." In a pleasing cartouch or frontispiece of

fanciful and Gothic design, and measuring nine inches

by six, and bearing at the top the arms, presumedly,

of the Cunio family, the following words are coarsely

engraved :

—" The Chi\alrous Deeds, in figures, of

the great and magnanimous Macedonian king, the

courageous and valiant Alexander; dedicated, pre-

sented, and humljly offered to the most holy father,

Pope Ilonorius lA ., the glory and stay of the

Church ; and to our illustrious and ffencrous father

I !
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anil iiiiifluM', bv lis, Alexander Allioric C'unio, kiiii^-lit,

anil Isaht'lhi Cuuii), twin Lrotlii'i' and sistci- ; lii'st

reduced, imat;'ined, and attempted to be executed in

relief with a little knife, cm l)i()cks of wood, joined

and smoothed by this learned and beloved sister, con-

tiuned and finished tog-ether at Ravenna, after eif>"ht

pictures of our designing', jiainted six times the size

here re])resented ; cut, explained in verse, and tluis

marked on ))aper to multi])ly the number, and to

enable us to present them as a token of friendship

and affection to our relations and friends. This was

done and tinished, the age of each being only sixteen

years complete."

Following this frontispiece, and of like size, are

the eight pictures cut on wood ; the figures being

tolerably designed in a semi-Gothie taste, and fairly

characterised and draped ; each picture being sur-

rounded by a coarse line the tenth of an inch broad,

and furnished at the bottom with Latin verses

explaining the subject, and at the top with the

title. The ink used is an Indian blue, rather pale,

and in distemper; and the paper "rather brown."

The first subject shows Alexander mounted on the

tamed Bucephalus, a stone bearing the legend :

" Isabel. Cunio pinx & sculp." The second represents

the passage of the Granicus, near the trunk of a tree

l)eing the words: "Alex. Alb. Cunio, Eqa. pinx, Isabel

Cunio sculp." Tiie third shows Alexander cutting

the Gordian knot; Alberic is the engraver in this

case, and Papillon observes that " This block is not

so well engraved as the two preceding." The other

subjects are : Alexander in the tent of Darius

;

Alexander generously presenting his mistrc3s, Cam-
paspe, to Apelles, where the figure of the beauty is

" very agreeable,'' and the painter " transported with

joy at his good fortune;" the battle of Arbela;

Porus vanquished and brought before Alexandt'r

;

and the grand triumph of Alexander at Babylon.

Of the '• Porus Vanquished,''' Papillon remarks that

Le Brun seems to have stolen the composition of his

celebrated picture from this curious old print. Upon
the blank leaf, next the last cut, were the following

words, badly written with pale ink, in " old Swiss

characters:"—"This precious volume was given to

my grandfather, Jan Jac(j. Turine, a native of Berne,

by the illustrious Count Cunio, Chief ^lagistratc of

Imola, who honoured him with his generous friend-

ship. I prize this above all my books because of the

quarter whence it came into our family, and because

of the knowledge, the valour, the beauty, and the

noble and generous desire which those amiable twins

Cunio had to gratify their relations and friends.

Here follows their singular and curious history as

I have heard it many a time from my venerable

father, and which I have had written more cor-

Tcetly than I could do it myself." The singular and

curious histiirv is tliat which fills fcnir lung octavo

pages in I'apillnn, and which I have jaraphrased

above.

llow did l*a|>ill(in discover this singular volume ?

His father, it seems, was a designer and printer of

paper-hangings, and, according to his own account,

when young he was, sometime in 1719 or 17:iO, en-

gaged with Papillon ph'c in papering houses, and

among others that of one l)e (ireder, a Swiss captain,

who lived at Hagncux, near Mont Rouge. One da}'

after dinner the ca]>tain suri)rised our young Papillon

reading a book in the library—the shelves of which

he was covering with a j)aper " in imitafion of

mosaic." This led to conversation about books, and

the antiquity of wood engraving ; and in the end the

captain produced some very old volumes which he

had borrowed from a friend, a ^lonsieur Spirchtvel

;

and the description quoted above is taken from that

wdiich Papillon— the candid, the ingenuous, the

greatly daring—-declares he wrote in accordance

with the ex])lanations De (ireder dictated to him.

And now comes the oddest part of the story.

Nobody ever saw that volume of extraordinary old

engravings. There is no trace of it in any library

;

no mention of it in any writer of the Cunios' time,

nor, indeed, in any wa-iter, save those wdio have bor-

rowed it from the tomes of Papillon. In short,

gentle reader, the story is fiction from beginning

to end ! Papillon himself never saw the volume.

Credulous and excessively vain of his discoveries in

the history of wood engraving, he was also the

victim of hallucination. A year after ho found the

memoranda of the volume and the story of the Cunio,

he "had a fit of decided insanity,'''' from which he

only recovered by copious bleeding in a madhouse.

All the same, an eager controversy raged on the

suV>jeet. Simjde-minded and credulous writers like

Ottley and Zani believed the ]n-efty myth ; Singer,

the author of "Researches info the History of

Playing Cards," admits that it is truth-like ; and,

of course, the compilers of encyclop.edias accepted

it without question. But though Heineker and

Bartsch regarded it with contempt, it was not until

almost our own day that its fabulous character was

made clear. To show how hopelesslv impossible the

storv is would take too long, and would be somewhat

dull. Besides, is not the exposure to be read at

length in the Book of Chatto ? There let the curious

look for details and positive proof ; though, for that

matter, the story is damned by internal evidence.

Discredited though it be, however, the fancy is fain

to make much of it. The vision of those " amiable

twins " cutting pictures of the valiant feats of

Alexander in blocks of wood with little knives

is but a vision ; but it lingers plea.santly in the

mind. Haruy V. Bauxett.
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CELTIC METALWORK.
PAGAN PEltlOD.

r
F tlie state of

tlie culture of

a nation is to Ije

estimated liy the

quality of its art-

]irocluets, then the

Celtic people who
inhaliited Great

Hritain at the time

(if Ca'sar's inva-

sion must cer-

tainly occupy a

liit;li place in I he

srale of civilisa-

tion. A very false

iidfidU of the c()n-

ditiiin of the C'eltii'

]iopulati(in of these islands is to he derived from the

ordinary text-hooks of history, because all the (henries

they contain are founded u])on a few meagre par-

ticulars gleaned from classical authors and not upon

the innre reliable data obtained from nmdern arelueo-

logical research. Where history ])ictures a half-

naked savage tattooing himself like a New Zea-

lander, and revelling in lihiody Druidic rites, archa>-

ohigy reveals an artist skilled in metalwork, emjdov-
ing Ins time in the jirdduetion of objects which were

hixuries, having long passed that stage of existence

which was one long struggle with nature for the

bare necessaries of life.

Alth..\igh the ancient J3ritish Celt was acquainted

I.—A CELTIC SPOON (.').

less liable to oxidation than iron, have been preserved !

in their original perfect state, where all that remains I

of anything of iron is a shapeless mass of rust. A
few specimens of early Celtic metalwork in gold exist,

:

but it is chiefly on the objects of bronze that the

greatest amount of ornament was lavished. ,

The influence which religion has in all ages

produced npon art is very renuukable, and the
j

c<insequence of the introduction of Christianity into
|

(his country was an extraordinary development of

art-workmanshij) of all kinds, and its extension to

MSS. aiid Scriptural stonework, exami)les of which

were nnknnwu in Pagan times. A distinct line must

therefore lie drawn between Celtic Pagan art and

Celtic Cin-istian art, for althuugh very beautiful

fcirms of ornament existed in Pagan times, the in-

fluence of Christianity was necessary to make Celtic-

art blossdUi forth into the fulness of its beautv. In

the ])resent- article it is jiroposed to deal only with

Celtic metalwork of the Pagan jieriod, leaving for
i

another occasion tliat of Christian times. Since the

Renaissance i( has Ijecome so much a ma((erof custom

to look to classical sources for art inspiration that it

is often forgotten that this country possessed nearly

two thousand years ago a national style of art, which

is so peculiar, and contains so many elements of

originality, that it is cpiiic imjiossible to eonfovnid

it with any other. May it not Ite worth while

considering whether some, at least, of the various

Iieautiful forms of Celtic ornament cannot be made
use of by the modern designer?

with (he use of iron in the mamifacture of imjilements

and weapons, he still continued to make many of the

more ornamental objects of bronze. It is fortunate

that this was the ease, as the objects of broii/.e, being

Tlie specimens of Ctdtic Pagan metalwork to be I I

studied are presei-ved in various jiublie and jirivate i

C(diections, the finest being in the British jMuseum,
'''

the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy of Dublin,
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and tlio ISIuseiim of Na-

timial Scotcli Anticiuitios

(if Kiliiilinr<i-h. They luivo

boon round often asso-

i'i:i(rtl with sepuleliral re-

mains, or ill hoards Ijuried

for safety, hut in many
cases thev have been lost

liy the original owner and

fousd aeeidentally several

centuries later. They con-

sist of horse -trappings,

chariot fittings, helmets,

shields, sword anil dagger

sheaths, mirrors, armlets,

spoon-like objects, &c.

They are made of bronze,

either cast or wrought

with the hammer; if cast,

the ornamental features

depend on the shape given

to the mould, and if

wrought, the decoration

consists of repousse work.

They are also often further

ornamented with chasing

and enamel. The process

of casting was applied to

armlets, spoon -like ob-

jects, mirrors, handles,

bridle-bits, and harness

mountings. Helmets,

shields, sword-sheaths, and

trumpets were of wrought
bronze. Enamel was used

for decorating armlets,

bridle-bits, and harness

mountings. The skill ex-

hibited in easting bronze

is very considerable, as

is proved by the produc-

tion of such excpiisite

pieces of workmansliip as

the admirable armlet

found on the Culbiu Sands,

Morayshire, and the

bridle-bit found at Rise,

near Hull (ii.). In the

case of the latter it will

be observed that the cast-

ing is in three separate

pieces linked together, and
a bridle-bit w'as found at

Analore, co. Monaghan,
consisting of as many as

five pieces similarly joined.

351
I'l.—A '.XLU; SUILLD.
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Notliiiiii' is known as to tlie method adopted in pro- that one found on the Culbin Sands, Elginshire,

dueing such eliiliorate castings, hut it is probable that The whole is made in one casting, but the coils

the moukl was made of some

plastic material and not of

stone, as was the ease in the

manufacture of bronze celts and

spear-heads. The alloy used

consisted of about 90 per cent,

of copper and 10 per cent, of

tin, and sometimes a small pro-

portion of lead and zinc.

When the metal is wrought

with the hammer it is beaten

out into a thin plate and the

ornament produced by means of

repousse work on a flat ground.

The enamelling employed

is that known as champ-leve

as distiuiruished from cloisonne.

IT. HARNESS BOSS.

are sejmrate, and are concave

inside and convex outside.

The ornament consists of raised

lozenge-shaped projections and

spiral work. The eyes of the

snake-like head at each end

are made of blue glass. Only

three other armlets of a similar

kind have been found, and they

are very inferior in design to

the one just described. The

greatest number of armlets

belong to the third class, three

pairs and five single specimens

being known to exist. One of

the best examples is a ]iair

found at Pitkelloney, Perth-

In the former case the space or field (champ), to be shire, now in the British Museum (vi. and vii.). The
filled in with any particular colour, is removed (leve) coils are ornamented with raised almond-shaped pro-

l)y a )irocess of excavating with a tool, as in pre- jeetions placed diagonally, and connected by curved

paring the block for a woodcut, the divisions between lines also in relief. The expanded circular ends have

each colour being the boundaries of the part hollowed round holes in the centre of each, lilled in with

out, which are left untoui-hed at the original level. bronze plaques ornamented with patterns jiroduced

The hollows tlms formed are filled in with a vitreous in red and yellow enamel. These })la4Ues are each

paste coloured with different metallic oxides, and the fixed with two small iron pins. Of the second class of

surface of the whole rendered level by polishing. armlet, which is intermediate in form between those

Cloisonne enamel is executed on a Hat jilate of metal, of the first and third class, three single specimens

each compartment (cloison) of colour being separated have been found. They are exactly similar fo those

from the next by a dividing wire fixed to the plate of the first class, except that the coils run s|iirally

and bent into the outline reipiired. Enamelling on instead of being parallel. Altogether, then, there have

metal, although apjiarently known to the ancient been found twelve single specimens and two pairs of

Egyptians, was not by any means common beyond armlets. These vary in external diameter from 3|

the area of Great Britain in pre-Christian times. The to 6i inches, and in weight from 10 oz. to 3f lbs.

well-known quotation from Philostratus, who lived Notwithstanding the great weight of some of them
in the reign of Severus, in the third century A.D., is there is no doubt as to their use, for a pair found at

to the effect that the barbarians of the regions cif the Aboyne, Aberdeenshire, show unmistakable traces of

ocean are skilled, as it is said, in fusing colours upon wear. In only one case has an armlet been found

heated brass, which become as hard as stone, and associated with remains tending to throw light on

in this way render the ornamentation thus imparted its age, namely, the one discovered at Stanhope, in

to the object duraljle. Peebleshire, together with a saucepan of Roman
Amongst the most lieautiful specimens of Celtic manufacture. In two cases armlets have been found

cast bronze are a series of armlets, which have all been in luiderground houses which probably belong to the

found from time to time within the area of Scotland, jieriod of the Roman occujiation, as there are instances

except one which was found in Irelaml. Dr. Ander- of Samian ware being found in similar structures,

son divides them into three classes : (1) those made in Some very curious articles of cast bronze, spoou-

the imitatitin of a snake, taking three coils round the like in sha^ie and with Pagan Celtic forms of orna-

arni and terminating with a head at each end
; (2) mentation, are to be seen in the British Museum and

elsewhere. An example found in London, and now in

the British jNIuseum, is shown in our initial. The

use of these objects is unknown, but if a sugges-

tion may be ventured, perhaps they were castanets.

They have been generally found in pairs. In some

instances there is a small circular hole through

the side of the bowl of the spoon, and in others

those of jienannular form, with expanded circular

ends, but still retaining the snake-like appearance

of the former though all the coils are joined
; (3)

those of penannular form with expanded circular ends,

but having the coils all joined together and running
parallel to each other, instead of spirally.

Of the first class a magnificent specimen was
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there are two lines drawn at riylit angles across turncil li;iii(llc I'onnd a( (lilton, in Kent
;
and a tliir.l

the bowl, intersecting in the eentre ul' it. The found at Balnuu'lcllan, in Ivirkcnidhrightshiro, which

hnwl of the spoon is pointed and very shallow, the has a handle formed of a thin phite of bronze joined to

the mirror by a piece of bronze with re])onsse orna-

ment. In thr(>e instances the mirrors have been

found associated with cist-bnnal<.

one in the Hritish

handle is a cirenlar disc with concentric moidd-

j ings, joined on to the bowl by wings on each side,

which arc ornamented with |irojecting bosses con-

nected bv spiral lines; llu' bacdis of the handles

I are also often ornamented. There ai-e two pairs of

these spoons in the Museum at Edinburgh, two

pairs in the Dublin Museum, one pair in the Ash

molean, one pair and a sin

Several beautiful

bronze mirrors of

Pagan Celtic work-

manship have been

found at different

times in (Jreat

Britain. Their form

is the same as that

used as a symbol

(generally together

with a comb) on the

Christian scul]itnred

stones of Scotland.

The mirror itself is

a circular jilate of

thin wrought bronze,

stiffened round the

edge by a beading,

highly polished on

the front and orna-

mented ou the hack

with patterns of en-

graved si)iral lines

filled in partially

with hatching. The

handle is of cast

bronze in the form

of a loop. The

diameter of the mir-

rors varies in diffe-

rent examples from

5 to 10 .^ inches, and

the length of the

handle from :3i to

5 inches. A typical V.—I'HK TUKI.AN H.IHOW MIIiROH.

'Bronze apj)ears to havi> iieen largely used by the

ancient Celtic inhabitants of (Jreat Britain for the

manufacture of warlike accoutrements. AVhilsL the

blades of swords and daggers were made of iron, the

sheaths on whiih ornament could lie lavished were

made of wrought

bronze. Several

})eautirul examples

of sword - shea lbs

niav lie seen ni liu>

British Museum, the

decoration consist-

ing of spiral curves

produced in repousse

work. Helmets were

also made of

wrought bronze, and

often had extra-

ordiiiaiy jirojeetions

resembling iiorns.

In the British .Mu-

seum there is a

helmet of this de-

seriptioii foniid in

the '^riiames, near

Waterloo Bridge,

tlu' ear-like projec-

tions lieino' riveted

and the head-pieee

oriiaiiienled with re-

pousse work. .\ hel-

met with large horns

curling over exists in

the Museum at Ab-

botsford. Two re-

markably liiieshields

of Celtic woikman-

ship are preserved

in the Hritisli Mu-

seum, both, curiously

enough, found in

their owners whilst

specimen (v.), found

at Trelan Bahow, in Cornwall, is now in the British rivers. ]ierhaps being lost

Museum. Four other mirrors of this kind have crossing; one was got fnnn the river ^\ itham and

been found : at Blount 15attcn, near Plymouth, the other (iii.) from the Thames. The body consists

together with the handles of two others; at Warden, of an oval plate of thin wrought bronze strengthened

near Bedford ; at Birdlip, near Gloucester ; and one by a roll round the edge. The surface is flat, with

that was purchased in Paris is now in Tjivcr])ool repousse work ornament consisting of spiral curves

Museum. Besides these there are thiee others of a starting from cirenlar bosses of enamel. The curves

different type: one with iron disc and plain straight are all of great beauty and drawn with the utmost

handle, found at Ari-as, Yorkshire ; one with a plain precision. The raised portion, which defines the sha|)e
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VI.—THE PITEELLONEY AEMLETS.

of tlie curve, is of a moulded section, altering its shape

as the curve changes its direction, and gradtially ex-

panding or contracting as it flows onward. The edge

of this moulding is always made sharp, so as to em-

l^hasise the curve and give a distinct line, separating

the side on which the light falls from the one in

shadow. The exquisite effect of light and shade thus

produced may be realised by observing how much

the beauty of a moulding is increased when it is on a

curved surface, as in the case of an arch moulding,

instead of being straight, and then considering how

much more subtle the play of light and shade be-

comes if the section of the moulding be altered

as the curve proceeds. The beauty of much of the

Celtic metalwork is due to the fact that the design

is conceived in three dimensions instead of two.

Of horse-trappings and chariot

furniture, the principal finds have

liecn at Polden Hill, Somerset-

shire, in 18U1 ; at Hagbourn

Hill, Berkshire, in 1803; at

Wcsthall, Suffolk ; Stanwick,

Arras, and Rise, Ydrkshire ; all

the objects discovered being now

in the Britisli Museum. There

are also several specimens of

horse-trappings in the Norwich

Museum, found at Saham Toney,

in Norfolk. The age of some of

these finds may be approximately

fixed ; at Westhall a coin of

Faustina, a Roman lamp, and

some Samian ware were found

;

at Hagbourn Hill a bronze spear

and socketed celt were found.

Pcrhiips the class of object which

occurs more frequently than any

other in these finds is that of

bridle-bits. Most of these are

quite plain, or with mouldings

only, but there are at least three

very highly ornamented specimens

kniiwn. One of these is the

bridle-bit found at Rise (ii.). It

is of cast bronze, ornamented with

trumpet-shaped sjiirals and bosses

of blue and red enamel. Of the

other elaborately ornamented and

enamelled examples which I have

referred to, one was found at Bir-

renswark, Dumfrieshire, and is

now in the ]\Iuseum at Edin-

burgh; and the other, which I

need not describe, at Anal ore, co.

Monaghan.

Next to bridle-bits, rings of

[xnd sizes are of most common
occurrence. The exact use of these rings is not

apparent, but they were probably for the reins or

some part of the harness to run through. In

most cases the rings have a portion marked off with

two flanges for fixing on to the harness. The

rings are ornamented with projections of various

shapes, like segments of an orange, placed on the

rings in diiferent positions (iv.). Some very beau-

tiful rings ornamented with enamel were found

at Westhall, Suffolk. Cast-bronze harness mount-

ings of various shapes occur in great numbers, with

staples at the back for attachment to straps. There

is a very beautiful s]iecimen of this kind in the

British Museum, in the form of a cross covered with

enamelled patterns. J. Romilly Allex.

various shapes

VII.— THE riTKKLLONEY AHMI.ETS.
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"CHLORIS."

From the Picture by Raphael Sorbi.

THIS is oue of the pleasantest of modern antiques.

It is prettily fancied, ])rettily done, prettily

named, and the effect of it all is of the happiest.

Be sure that the temple marbles in the background

are of Mr. Alma Tadema's whitest make; that the

sky beyond and above is of the bluest within the

compass of paint ; that the shrubs behind the maiden

are of the softest and darkest green ; and that the

gem is worthy of its setting—that the maiden her-

self is worthy of her environment.

It is not an illustration of Horace or Catullus in

the original ; but with most translations of Horace

and Catullus it would go capitally. Like them, it

is thoroughly modern in workmanship and design
;

and like them it recalls as much of antiquity as the

artist has been able to see and realise. It is not

the highest art in the world ; but as far as. it goes

it is sufficient. Even ])rettiness has its niison d'clre,

and to be justified has only to be completely achieved.

As this is.

A NOTE ON MABUSE,

FEW years ago the field

of art-criticism was in-

undated by the theory-

that, to produce a great

work of art, a high moral

aim was necessary. We
were taught to regard

all great artists as pro-

])hets, little less than

divinely inspired ; we
were to think of them

as dwelling apart in some

super -ethereal region,

busied everlastingly with meditations upon things

surpassing the ken of ordinary ])ersous, and only

capable of being shadowed torth through the mys-

terious cunning of a god-like artist.

At the last winter exhibition of works bv the

Old jNIasters we had an opportunity of seeing the

long famous picture of the "Adoration of the jNIagi,"

by Mabnse—a work known by rejiort to all lovers

of old Flemish art, but previously seen only by a

few. It was a large and wonderfully finished pic-

ture, and, as the result proved, it attracted a great

deal of general attention. We need not describe it

here farther than to say that, though painted about

the year 1500, it embodied and expressed the old-

fashioned religious ideals of reverence and reserve

which the men of the Fifteenth Century loved to

entertain, but which were done away with by the

Renaissance. The painter of this picture was, at

this period of his life at any rate, a religious artist,

a man imbued with the old religious notions, a work-

man, in fact, of the type of Memling or Roger van

der Weyden. Here, then, we might imagine was

one of the exalted souls, the mystic dreamers of an

ideal world. If we judged him by this picture alone

we should be kxl to make of him a person of devout

life, ])atii'nt, contemplative, and serene. Such a

judgment, however, would be wholly mistaken. The
man was in the grasj) of the ideas of his day, as all

artists always are, but the}' were not ideas he could

ever himself have originated. He painted them be-

cause they were the ideas he was paid for painting,

and he painted them in the manner he had been

taught. As for the man himself, he was as thought-

less and merry a soul as the world, even of that merry

day, could readily have turned out. Carel van

Mander frankly calls him a person " of dissolute

habits." "Still," he continues, " strange as it may
seem, never was painter more skilful, careful, or

painstaking' in his work." " Dis.solute " is probably

too strong a word, but there is no doubt that Mabuse

was a thoroughly " good fellow," too fond, perhaps,

of the bottle, but essentially happy of heart, a

rounded, laughter-loving human soul. Such, at any

rate, when the whole body of his work is taken into

consideration, seems to have been his character. He

was born into a world of cracking and crumbling ideals,

and as soon as he was old enough to recognise the

drift of things he turned his back steadfastly on them,

and set his face towards the new land of worldly

promise. Art had been soaring for centuries ; she

was now about to settle upon earth. She had glori-

fied the Church till she was tired ; she was now going

to glorify the cottage, the fishing-boat, and the

village tavern. ]Mabuse did not live long enough to

see the change wholly accomplished, but he was one
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of the tirst to ruseal the new IrndciK'y. When tlir

ideals of art change, the style of art, its modes of ex-

pression, change also. Conception and style always

go hand in liand, even as passion and speech. When
the ideals of the Fifteenth Century los( I heir liold

upon artists' minds the style of that century gave

]ilace to a new style. Mabnse was, as I say, one

of tlic lirst to manifest this change of style, llr

hegnii, conscientiously enough, to paint in Ihe style

of Mem ling and Van der Weyden ; but as luck would

have it, he was snatched off to Ital}' in the suite of

a travelling prince, and there the sight of the great

things being made, and the conversation and ex-

pressed aspirations of the artists of Rome, turned

his head, and with a bound he plunged into an

untried ocean of possibility.

Religious art was not likely to make much pro-

gress in the hands of such a man; but his skill and

inventiveness were not for that reason wasted. He
was destined to turn more and more away from the

old-fashioned transcendental conceptions, and to face

instead, with a lusty delight, the more tangible

mystery of man. To the end of his life, indeed, he

had to paint religious subjects, but he treated them

in a secular fashion, showing always his preference

for the world of fact over the world of fancy. He
was only happy in his art when he was painting

man. He went to Italy a perfunctory artist of the

old school, he came back an enthusiastic innovator of

the new. He cast behind him the angels of heaven,

and made the faces of men his study and delight.

Portraiture thenceforward became a great art in his

hands. ^lan, the delight of the tavern, became

also the delight of the painting-room. That ardent

humanity, which made Mabuse the frolicsome person

that ho was, littcd him to be an artist of the new era.

In former days you had to seek for artists amongst

the graver classes, among men with an itleal—of

conduct, of philosophy, of dignity of thought and

loftiness of feeling ; henceforward a man must be

gay and roundly sympathetic before he could paint

with gusto the range of subjects which purchasers of

the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries cared to

buy. Thus the artists of the Fifteenth and those of

the two foUijwing centuries were not only imijued

with different ideals, they were men of a different

sort. Those who might have been artists in the

Fifteenth Century would have chosen a different

career in the Sixteenth.

It is interesting to watch this transference of

art from one to another group of men. The scene of

the change was Italy rather than Flanders. Mabuse
set the example of going across the Alps to learn a

new style of work and to enjoy another manner of

life. Many others followed him, and a wild enough

set they all were when they met together at Rome.

Then' arc line (ales n\' tlirir doiui;s in th<' Internal

Citv, I'f their chilis and llicir revels and their happy-

go-lucky mode of life. The world was a joy(JUs

place to them, a theatre of happy sights and lia]i]iy

seimds, a house of love and wine and laughter; and

they live<l just as they j)lcased in it, let no da}' go

by without its jest, content to .snatch a passing frolic:

out of each passine linur.

Yet it must not be thought that when art de-

serted (he lofty flights of mediaeval fancy she

was thereby degraded. Joy and reverence are alike

human ])assions. Village dances and choruses of

angels can both be the subjects of great pictures

when they are made the medium for the expression

of human passions, and it is the same grand humanity

that gives glory to the portrait of an old i)easant

grandmother and to a conception of the cpicen of an

ideal realm of bliss. Art had sooner or later to pass

from the Chnreh to the folk, and in so passing it

lost no tittle of its power; niueb rather did it gain

in vigour as it widened its scope. The change was

produced first of all by a reaction. It was one of

the symptoms of the great reaction which Euro]iean

society exjx'rieuced at the time of the so-called

Reformation, a reaction which destroyed much that

was noble and great, causing for a time a rujiture

of those relations with the immediate past which are

always full of strength for the present and of pro-

mise for the future, but ])roducing afterwards an

opportunity for unfettered a<lvance, that might,

perhaps, have been attained at a less sacrifice, but

which once attained has enabled us and our nearer

forefathers to advance into wider fields, not of art

only lint of all knowledge whatsoever. The past, in

leaving us, has taken away with it many elements

which we cannot afford wholly to lose. In the pre-

sent day a large section of the brain- w<irkcrs of

Europe is bu.^y trying to win back something of that

which the men of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth

Centuries too lightly abandoned
;
yet in the main we

cannot but acknowledge that what they did was

more powerful for lasting good than what t-hey lost

was productive of enduring evil. We may call them

irreverent; so they were; but they did not drive

reverence from the earth. On the contrary, (hey

have brought us to the standpoint whence wc may
revere whole areas of nature and humanity which in

former days were despised and scorned. Much that

we have learnt to contemplate with delight has been

brought before us in this newer and grander a.spect

by the so-called ribald crew, who abandoned the

ideals and broke the beautiful idols which their fore-

fathers took so long to discover and to set up, and

which we also now once again can look back upon

with reverence and admiration, na}-, even with a

little envy. W. M.\rtix Coxw.w.
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CURRENT ART.— IV.

PRIMARILY a piece of decoration, an essay in

colour and tone, the original of our frontis-

piece—]\Ir. Frank Dicksee's " Chivalry "—has been

loudly discussed and persistently misunderstood.

If the painter had professed to depict an episode

from romance, an incident from the " Idylls

of the King," for instauce, little would have been

heard of its allegorical character. As it is, his

(luces a diaphanous eifeet almost suggestive of a

painting on glass. There is a transparency and

ethereal brilliancy in the colour which gives the pic-

ture a place a])art from all others in the Academy.

The tree to which the lady is bound, and the wood-

land scene about her, are more substantial iu effect

than tlie figures. These indeed lack something of

vitality, of solidity, and character ; the victorious
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(Painted 6;/ C. Van llaancn. (Jrosivnor GaUcrij, 1SS5.)

picture has been treated as an allegory pure and
simple, an abstract rejn-esentation of chivalry from
the point of view of modern sentiment. Hence it

is not surprising it has been generally censured.

Allegory the picture is not, but merely a simple and
intelligible presentment of circumstances typical of

the age of chivalry. It needs no interpretative

medium, no special sympathetic insight : only an
eye for colour, only a feeling for the plastic (|n;ili-

ties of the painter's material. Simple and direct

in design, it is far otherwise in execution. The
figures are merged in a golden-green light that

irradiates the landscape, and this illumination pro-

knight is almost as void of expression as his foe, who

is dead at his feet. He is but an accessory, like the

horse, in the decorative scheme of the comjiosition;

only in the turned face of the lady, eager to scan

her deliverer, have we a touch of the dramatic

element needful. The charm of !Mr. Dicksee's pic-

lure lies in its vague and tender harmonies, in its

acliievement of a daring and personal invention m
cnlciur. His knight has not the martial Iiearing

and virility of the old conception of romance, such

as Scott's, for instance; he is Perceval rather, as

interpreted by Lord Tennyson and by Wagner, with

a touch of Passionate-Brompton thrown in. The lady
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wants passion and humanity, and is far otln'i- tlian In the next o-aHory (d thai when- liana's ^Ir.

the gallant and fascinating heroines we read of in Dieksee's work are several jiielures tliat are fresh

HOW WE CAUGHT A SHOAL OF PILCHAEDS OFF THE COKN'ISH COAST.

(Dmicn hy C. Xapier Hemij. Royal ImtituU, ISSS.)

Percy and old balladry. She would probably get her and vigorous enough to relieve the monotony about

to a nunnery when released, or would involve her them. Mr. F. Brown's " Our Playground " is a

rescuer in a metaphysical discussion, as a modern girl jiowerful and very sincere study, with its effective

might favour him with her views ou esoteric Buddhism, well-characterised figures, excellent truth of atmos-
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phere, life-like and uiiaflecteJ in presentment. Tlie

Thames Embankment is at times ratlier a deserted

hic^hway, scarcely less silent than tlie yreat river

flowing- by. But it has its ehihiren's hour, when tlie

wayside seats are occupied Ijy crowds of merry romp-

iny yeiungsters, or by wayfarers of sad and depressin<^

aspect. Mr. Brown has painted the scene with

unadorned veracity. In the same room are Mr.

Hamilton Jay's impressive little landscape, "Dreary,

Dull November," and Mr. Dendy Sadler's "The

Salad "—the latter a good example of the artist's

humour, though we have seen the three priests who

are concocting- the salad in other company. The

humour is good of its kind, but it is not of the

kind that bears repetition. ]\Ir. Ernest Parton^'s low-

toned landscape, " English Homes," is the best of

a number of studies of Streatley-on-Thames. Mr.

V. C. Alger's clever little Devonshire landscajje,

"Carrying Sand," is very fresh and vivid, with a

quality of sunshine that is Sjianish rather than

English. It pleasantly contrasts with much dull

grey, well meant for harmony, and heavy lugubrious

tone.

Our second illustration is after ^Ir. C. Napier

Hemy's larger drawing at the Iloyal Institute.

" How we Caught a Shoal of Pilchards off the

Cornish Coast " is a brilliant presentment of one

of the most exciting moments in the fisher's occu-

pation. The crisis animates the crews of the boats

to vigorous action ; the shoal has been encom-

passed, and within the narrowing limits of the

nets the sea is alive with fish, above which the

eager men lean, relieving the burdened nets with

what speed they can. The picturesque qualities

of ^Ir. Hemy's picture are of great value, are

attainments that result only from the most pro-

longed study and keen observation. The trained

and over-observant eye is of course supplemented by

skilled technique, but executive powers were little

of themselves without the judgment that selects or

rejects. The vivid actuality of the sceue is enforced

by the figures, each with his special individuality and

action, yet all unified by one common inspiration

and aim. All the detail of the fishermen's calling,

the weather-beaten craft, the turmoil of the water

with its great mazy world of fish, the gleaming sea

beyond, and the hovering gulls, are presented with

cajiital correlation and excellent differentiation of

values. The marine flavour suggested is wonder-

fully potent and sharp, and pervades the whole scene,

fishers, craft, and atmosphere alike.

At the Academy Mr. Hemy is not represented,

but at the Grosvenor his strength is apparent in the

fine marine piece "Homeward," and in the "Grey
Venice." The latter is a singularly fresh and

pleasing transo-ijit of the sea-girt city. The move-

ment of the wind-swept water, the mottled clouds

anil broken lights of the wide, spacious atmosphere,

are full of truth and force. Here, again, ^Ir. Hemy
shows himself a patient student of Nature, an un-

remitting observer of her phenomena, with the

assiduity and enthusiasm of a naturalist. His

interpretation is essentially modern in its accurate

rendering of the niceties of weather-phases and the

changeful moods of the atmosphere.

Like ^Ir. Hemy—as all the world has been

scandalised to note—Mr. Van Haanen exhibits at

the Grosvenor, not at the Academy. The " Juliet,"

which is reproduced in our first illustration, is not

very characteristic of the artist. It has the look of

an earlier work, so little does it possess in common
with the hcllcis of the workshop, the red-haired and

buxom ideals of the painter's Venetian work. The

Juliet of the picture is not the Juliet of the ball-

room and the Ijalcony, the stage Juliet, vivacious and

girl-like, but Juliet in the tragic shadow of eclipse,

drowsed by the apothecary's jtotion, and lying iu

unconscious trance in the tomb of the Capulets. It

has been objected that the picture is not " pleasing "

—as if the pathetic episode of Shakespeare's play

was one of the sugared sweets of fancy, and not a

high imaginative circumstance, full of stern force and

stirring suggestion. We have too much in British

art of the piteous striving to please, too little to

kindle fancy and move the imagination. The desire

to please is fast becoming a truckling to the cheapest

and most vulgar sentiment, a mere whim for the

suffrage of the nursery and the benediction of young

mammas and inexperienced papas. There is nothing

theatrical or " j)recious " in the sentiment of Mr.

Van Haanen's " Juliet." It is a sombre and

powerful conception, firmly handled, solidly painted,

and impressive in effect. The dusky liesh of the

swooning face is broadly and powerfully modelled,

and the tone-values of the varying textures of the

flesh are admirably rendered. Amid the white

swathed draperies and the great coils of lustrous

black hair, the massive, powerful face is wrought in

telling relief, and full of solemn significance.

Paintings in which humour is the animating spirit

are rare at the Academy, always excepting the large

class of works where the humour is a quite uncon-

scious property of the artist. INIr. Burton Barber's

" Once Bit, Twice Shy," where a small child is

administering mustard to a bull pup, is a clever and

popular essay in humour, if not very novel. Mr.

Yates Carrington's amusing travesty of the death of

Polonius is much better. A pet white rat and a fox-

terrier are the only persons of this moving little

tragedy iu three acts. The scene is the corner of a

studio, with its projierties, including the unfortunate

victim iu his caije on a bracket, and the adventurous
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(J'utnUd bu Frank Dickscc, A.It.A. U'lyal Academy, ISSS.)
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do<j. Tlie latter is jxiintod with ti'uth ami I'urce.

The utmost that can be urged against the detail is

that in the central picture the hox of colours has

been moved from its place, and in the third scene

the overturned palette is not the same the eager dog

is before represented as upsetting. Mr. (i. (J. Kil-

burne's "Companions in Misfortune," with all its

humour and whimsicality, is a little incredible. It

is very hard to conceive how the lion managed to

get upon the floating tree with his companion in

adversity. AVe feel, and the lion seems to feel it

too, that the least movement will cause the tree to

roll and the hero to lose his foothcdd. He holds on

very gingerly, and his tail betrays his sense of

insecurity. His expression as he glances upwards

at the monkey is truly comic, a little disdainful

and a great deal depressed. i\Ir. Weekes's " A
Daring Highway Robbery," in which a small

blubbering child is robbed of a bun liy one of a

company of geese, is a very funny concept, with,

the quality of humour which all may enjoy with

small chance of resistance.

A fine example of suggestive and artistic brush-

work is Mr. Stanhope Forbes's " Fish Sale on a

Cornish Beach," in this year's Academy. His view

of nature is a far more ordinary one than Mr.

'Whistler's. He expresses very strongly, very sin-

cerely, and very broadly the natural man's average

way of looking at a scene. But his handling is far

from being naive or unsophisticated. He adopts a

consistent system of touch, fm-tunately a masterly

and effective one. Perhaps the simple, honest, and

unconventionally observed truth, which is one of the

merits of the picture, a little jars with its other

very different and very patent quality of clever,

elegant, and unconcealed art in the executive parts.

This, however, if it be a fault, is no very grave one

;

the determined character and consistent squareness of

the touch is never allowed to interfere with the deli-

cate truths of representation in drawing and value.

Though the ]iainting is solid, the sense of wet and

transparency in the sands and shadows is excellently

given by close and delicate adjustment of tone. Un-

deniably ^Ir. Stanhope Forbes possesses in a very

remarkable degree an eye for nature and its subtleties

of tone and value, together with a strong sense of

style, and an appreciatifui of the sacrifices necessary

to secure unity in the application of any artistic

method.

Many literal people who regard art from a busi-

ness-like point of view, as they do Bradshaw and the

guide-books, look on !Mr. Whistler as a charlatan who
affords them defective information for their money.

But, in spite of the corroborating verdict of a high

authority, they are wrong; for Mr. Whistler, though
he may make a jest of many things, ha.s a sane and

serious faith in art itself, apart from the rellecteti iui-

])ortanec that may fall upon it from iussociation with

the many move clamorous interests of life. Art is only

esteemed by many even among its professed jirac-

titioners in proportion as its mere subject or pretext

may happen to be of consecpience in the prejudiced

eye of the world. Surh i)ex)ple see in Titian's
'' \ enus " the woman, not the painter. They miss

the special flavours of different styles : as the man
with jiickled jialate who only drinks to lie revived

easily confouiids a good ordinaire with piqiietic,

in the iiidiscriminating .slander that such "sour

French stulT is dear at any j)rice." Treatment,

however, in the larg(> sense of the word, is the real

subject of painting. This if is that makes the true

difference between a bad chromo and a refilled work
of art. And this it is, and not the chea]) imitation

of natural facts by which a cowboy may distinguish

a slender woman, a I'at woman, and a tree, that

makes a picture a Raphael, a Kubens, a Corot—and

therefore priceless. ]\Ir. \Vhistler docs not attempt

to rival the common picture of coiiimerce on such

trivial points of accuracy. He stands on the real

vantage ground of good painters, the suggestive and

expressive use fif the material, let the subject or ]mv-

text 1)0 what it may. (iood writing differs from

bad in little else save the i\\)i and appropriate use

of words. The more vividly we realise our impressions

in speech, the less literal and the less accurate we
become. Even in ordinary conversation we talk of

black clouds and black looks. Indeed, as has been

said, " Speech is but a bundle of faded metaphors."

It is only in painting, which comparatively few

practise, that peojile fail to recognise the futility of

attempts at absolute realism. Were ^Ir. Whistler a

writer, he would be understood a.s one with a per-

sonal view of his own, .selective in incident, and

delicate and ])eculiar—imaginative if you will—in

his choice of words. As a matter of fact, he is no

less real aii<l no less true to his impressions than his

fellow-painters; he is only holder, more sensitive, and

more personal than most of them.

It is true that by its manner his portrait of Senor

Sarasate, in the Suffolk Street (rallery—in many
ways till' iiiiture of its year—is open, as good

things often are, to easy parody. But a bur-

lesque (when emptied as it must be of the real sig-

nificance that makes the jiicture at once a work of

art, a Whistler, and a portrait of Sarasate) would be

coarse and ridiculous just in virtue of, and in pro-

portion to, the admirable breadth of the simplicity

parodied. Those not deaf to the language of art will

appreciate how, by the means of this sim])licity, the

unessential details that in real life bury the special-

ties of men's appearances have been suppressed. In

the picture in question only some points arc touched
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firmlv and with prrcision, and these are isolated in

a selected emptiness. Tims there is put into open

evidence only such things as tell for Mr. Whistler's

ease—as demonstrate what he feels, and what he in-

tends that those who can read his style shall feel about

his sitter. Mr. Whistler has coneeived his composition,

colour, and handling in such a way as to render the

qualities he has felt more conspicuous in his work

than they are in nature. Everything admitted into

the composition tends to forward the exposition of

these qualities of light and surface ; and by clever

mystery of environment, which suggests much and

shows little, the head is revealed, modelled ]ierfectly

though imperceptibly, as if by a suffused yet discreet

light. The eyes sparkle softly, and the tips of the

small polished shoes shine ; but between these all is

indecision and vagueness, except where the white

shirt gleams in opposition to the dark clothes, and the

ochre tones of the violin, the sole contrast in colour,

are detached from the grey darkness. The delicate

part played by the hieroglyph in relieving the black

by a touch of implied citron is not to be overlooked.

A FISH SALE ON A COKNISH BEACH.

(Pahitid bfi J. Stanhope Forbes. Royal Academy, 1SS5.)

workmanship the required suppression or vagueness

of detail is rendered acceptable, harmonious, and
suitable to the general design. But then you must
take the pains to comprehend the cnsemhle and enter

into the low tone of the atmosphere of those depths
from which Sarasate looks out at you. The gloom
is as deep as that of a dark Van Dyck, but blacker,

freslier, less mellow; and like that of the Van Dyck,
though pitched so low on the scale, it represents air.

Therein you will iind delicately modelled surfaces of

sober colour, immersed as it were in a large, empty,
vibrating space, where everything but a rare touch or

two is defined as mistily as objects seen through
water. The light illuminates nothing but the figure,

which is consequently nearl}- everywhere a shade
lighter than the surrounding space. Out of this

Nothing keeps your eye from the bead or un-

duly diverts your attention from the representation

of the man, unless it be that the white shirt acts

rather too importantly against the clothes on the

right sidcj and by so doing emphasises the violin

nearly as much as the head.

With these two pictures— in their several ways

and degrees the best and most noteworthy of their

yeai"—we conclude our summary of the current art

of 1SS5. The season, it may be added, has been

remarkable for everything save an abundance of good

work. It has been almost as fruitful of scandals as

of bad pictures, almost as rich in noise and rumour

.IS it has been poor in artistic interest and barren of

artistic results. Perhaps the best that can be said

of it is that it gave us IMr. Whistler's " Sarasate,"
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(Painfcd by J. MScil Whistler. Royal Society of British Artists, ISS6.)
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wiiiK'ssed tlu> purchase nf a good thing' for the

Cliautn'y (i;i,llery, bestowed an academical degree

upon tlie least academical of living painters, and

converted Mr. Millais into a real baronet. This is

much, no doubt ; but it is as nothing in comparison

witli the account pfir contra—with the entries on

the opposite page. Hereon is written the great

and noble protest of the British Matron against the

loveliest and most honourable of all the expressions

of art. Here is the story of the mysterious desperado

—by some supposed to be a rejected painter—-who,

ignorant of the first jirinciples of vengeance, and

failing to perceive that he could do nothing so cruel

to the objects of his hate as leave them alone,

went privily about the Academy, scratching certain

])ictures with a pin, and foolishly anticipating the

feelings <if posterity. Here, too, is the tale of how
the Aeadi'micians repudiated Mr. Van Haanen, and

only suffered him to l)e represented by deputy ; here

tlu' o-ri.sly record of the Clhantrey purchases ; here

the dreadful total of the rejected; hero the ghastly

report of the horrors of the line; the line—a Gol-

gotha of art. Last, but not least, here are redacted

and epitomised the conclusions of the British art-

critic : with a synopsis of his opinions as to the

conduct of academical affairs ; a .selection of the

epithets applied by him to such works as seemed

more completely representative of academical talent

and the academical tradition ; and a tabulated state-

ment of such arguments as he has thought fit to

adduce in support of the general plea for ai^ademical

reform. That all this is matter for grave reflection

none will doubt ; and the President and the Council

will do well to lay it to heart.

For, the fact is, the Royal Academy is no longer

a name to charm with. The time is past of its

authority in matters of art ; and though to be

rejected is still a serious disappointment, it is no

longer a disgrace. The public, moreover, ai-e fast

becoming disdainful of its "pretentions, and fast

wearying of the spectacle of collective egoism which
it presents. They have recognised that it is in no-

wise equal to its responsibilities, and that its constitu-

tion is as glaring an anachronism as the laws bv
which it is governed ; and they have begun toencpiire

how much longer it will escape the touch of what
is pre-eminently an age of disestablishment. As an

educational institution its influence is practically

non-existent: it has little or nothing to teach ; and
its students, as soon as they have passed the cur-

riculum it imposes on them, make haste to betake

lliemselvcs to France, to learn, not only how to

j)aint and draw, but to forget as much as they can

of the practice and theory acquired in its schools.

In Paris they are taught to see and to represent ; no

jiainter warns them back from the unholy and un-

necessary study of the nude; they may profit by the

examjjle of men who are primarily not idealists, but

craftsmen. They have found out that to be a painter

you must first of all be able to paint ; that you may
practice the academical tradition for years, and find

yourself farther off at the end than at the beginning;

that such Englishmen as could show them anything

are far too busy money-making to give them a single

thought
; and the result is that French influences

are strengthening and multiplying year by year, and
year by year the Academy is falling farther into the

past. It cannot teach, and it will not learn ; and as

a foundation for the recognition and encouragement
of art it is even more impotent and idle than as a

centre of education. Of the degradation of the line

this year we have spoken in such terms as seemed

fitting ; and we shall say no more of it now. It

has to be remembered, however, that the presence

of all those masterpieces could only be secured by

the exchisiiin of a corresponding number of works

liy other men. ^Ir. Herbert has a right to eight

several places, and he was generous enough to take

no more than seven ; Messrs. Long, Sidney Cooper,

and others were less prodigal of themselves and less

greedy of space, so that perhaps they are entitled to

a certain amount of praise. There can be no doubt,

however, that the line would have looked all the

better, and the Academy seemed by so much the less

contemptible, had these gentlemen been less magnifi-

cently represented, and their places filled by the

thirty or forty outsiders for whom there would have

been room. Of course the answer is that the Aca-

demicians are in their own house, and that whoso

is not of their company is admitted only on suffer-

ance. This is no doubt the case ; and that it is so

is an irresistible argument against the fitness of the

Roj'al Acaflemy to represent a nation's art.

The truth is, the Academy has not kept pace with

the times, but, like so many legacies from the past,

is rapidly developing into a practical anachronism.

It is still fashionable, and in a sense still influential :

so that a place at its banquets and its private views

is yet in request, and the fact that a painter is re-

jected from its contributions is in some sort a sen-

tence to a year's distress. But at exhibition time it

is far more derided for its shortcomings than praised

for its achievement ; and on all save occasions of

feasting and after-dinner oratory, its claims upon the

national consideration are visited with scant respect.

That it must change or be swept away is inevitable.

It would be well if the change might come from

within ; from without its operation cannot fail to he

c)ther than deadly. As we have said, the present

is a disestablishing age; and a co-operative society

for the ]iroiluction and sale of pictures is not more

sacred than a national church.
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IN Enj^-liintl tlio eniploynu'iit of w
tiK's, tliou>i'li it camiot lie calli'c

I.—A COLUITN.

,-all

la

iiovi'Ity, has R'clmvl'J a very consider-

able impulse oF recent years. In the

l^last, whence, in common with most

oh" our decorative devices, this fashion

is derived, they have been used on a

large scale for many centuries. In

Persia and Syria, in Turkey and

Egypt, large buildings, such as moscju's

and caravansaries, are covered within

and without with tiles of the greatest

splendour. The scintillating glories of

some of these edilices, with their walls

glistening with rejlet metal11iim; and all

the colours of the rainbow, and lit

with jewelly glass, realise perhaps

better than anything else the ]iopular

notion of Oriental luxury and magnifi-

cence. Something of their splendour was introduced

into the Peninsula by the Moors, and the azulejon

of Spain have hitherto perhaps been the most notable

instance of the employment in Europe of coloured

faience for the decoration of walls. In connection with

this subject, the names of the Delia Robbias will occur

to all ; but their works, large and niagniticent as many
of them were, partook rather of the nature of sculp-

ture than Hat jjlating of blank surfaces, and were

in substitution of sculpture, and not of hangings or

panellings or other ordinary coverings for undecoi-ated

walls. It was perhaps in Holland amongst northern

countries that the tile first appeared as such a sub-

stitute, but the use of it in this way was but partial

there. For the dados of courtyards, for dairies, for

spaces aboiit chimney-corners, for the outside of

stoves, and for places generally requiring constant

sluicing with water, they were found convenient by

a proverbially cleanly peojile; and from Holland they

came to England, where great quantities were at one

time made at Bristol and Liverpool and other places.

For bathroon^s they were, and are perha[)S still, most

commonly used in England; and till within the last

lew years it would perhaps have been impossible to

find in the United Kingdom any apartment whieh

was Covered from floor to ceiling with glazed pottery.

Tlu' cleanliness, the durability, and the eft'ectivencss

of this means of decoration are so apjiarent that

future ages may wonder why its general cmplovment
was so long delayed; but amongst other reasons there

are two which are palpable at present to all. In the

first place, the apjiearance of tiles is uncomfortable in

a wet and cold climate; and, in the next, tliey arc

not so eheap as paint, (jr pajier.

There are many otlin- reasons why thev should

not be adopted for ordinary dwelling-rooms, at least

not for some time; but these two (jbjcef ions, if they

have not been removed, have at least been moderated

of recent years. The dislike of a cold and glitter-

ing surface is indeed but a comparatively small bar to

the use of such files as those produced at Burman-

tofts. The " Dutch tiles" were made in imitation

of Chinese blue and white; and with few excep-

tions, such as the (Ji'rniaii st(.jve and paving tiles,

nearly all glazed tiles all over the world had a white

ground of stanniferous enamel or white clay. Now,
however, the use of cidoured glazes is general, and

the chilliness of appearance is reduced to the rellecting

surface of the glaze. This also is being in a mea-

sure overcome Ijy the employment of uneven surfaces

of different grains

which blunt and

diffuse the light, and

of glazes which are

dull and have little

more reflective

power than paint.

Many experiments

in such glazes and

grounds have been

maile at Burman-

tofts with success,

and it may be ex-

pected that before

long the judicious

mean between glassi-

ness on the one hand

and paintiness ^i\\

the other will be

reached. It must,

however, be ad-

mitted that there

are other defects in

the appearance of

fai'enee, wdiich, if

they do not produce

dulness, are yet not

(piite comfortable.

These are the hard-

ness of its texture

and the unyielding

quality of its colour

—that is, in com-

i-x-A'.-^.j'^^y*^ ^x^- - ,
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parisoii witli wood and paper. Some of the Bur-

mantofts tiles, however, show that these difficul-

ties may be partially surmounted, having at a

little distance much the same effect as stamped

leather; and others are coloured with tints which,

when used for mouldings of chimney-pieces and

dados, produce ou the eye a sensation of warmth

and softness akin to that of mahogany and American

walnut wood.

Materials which seek to supersede other materials

uses and in many places. It has one grand quality

—

versatility ; it can serve many masters, it can imi-

tate many substances. There is scarcely any design

which an artist can conceive, whether be be painter,

sculptor, or architect, which cannot be realised in

some degree in baked clay.

At Burmantofts the clay is found on the spot;

with coal, moreover, to bake it. Both clay and coal

come out of the same hole ; and within what may almost

literally be called a few yards the clay is crushed and

III.—THE AUCTION MAET EESTAURANT, TOSENHOUSE TAED.

to the qualities of which we have become accustomed

must alwaj's be at a great disadvantage, and faience

has a hard liattle to fight before it conquers our

domestic prejudices. But in places where we do not

look for the satisfaction of our sense of home comforts,

these disadvantages of faience operate to a much
slighter extent, and sometimes disappear altogether

and at once. No one, for instance, is so wedded to

the accustomed dirty paper and dingy woodwork of a

public dining-room as to resent the substitution of

clean tiles, or will sigh for a balustrade of rusty iron

in place of one of pottery; and, generally speaking, in

places of public resort, whether restaurant or church

or public hall, this novel material may be said to

have a fair field and no favour. Judgincj from the

experience of the last few years, it is likely to

supersede stone and iron, marble and wood, for many

sifted, and ground and mixed, and pugged and

wedged, and moulded and baked. The Burmantofts

estate is, nevertheless, of some one hundred and fifty

acres in extent, and the buildings upon it cover about

fifteen. At a distance it looks like a desert, varied

with enormous dust-heaps and an occasional chimney.

What I have called a hole is not (at least the visible

part of it) of large diameter, being of but sufficient

size to admit of two lifts, each big enough to carry

a small truck. But the importance of a hole is not

to be judged by the apparent size of its aperture.

The shaft descends sixty-six yards, at the bottom of

which is a horse-road some three-quarters of a mile long,

from each side of which stretch out galleries large

enough to admit a small truck with a man pushing

it with bended bod3^ In this underground world

horses live and die, and men, beginning as boys, spend
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the workino- part of their lives. Sixiy in all, or there- think, when m (ruck (Mine up with a ehalk message

abouts, of human beings go thuvu into the pit eoui- written <'n a bit of IxKird -a messagv which required

IT.—A OKOirP OF POTS.

parativelv clean and elear-eved in the mornincr, and some explanation to (he uninitiated. It was "1 tran

theuce they come up positively ^rimy and blinking in Coamin-," and meant, being interpreted, that on y

the evening. Friday, the dav I was there, is pay-day, one more train of trucks was coming that day. Up

when they knock off earlier. It was about five, I the train came, a truck at a time, some of coal and

35^
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some of clay, for they are '" got " tog-ether, and on

each truck was a label witii the numljcr of tlie man

to whose credit the truck was to be put. Sometimes,

instead of coal or clay, a truck would contain a boy or

two Ijovs, and, no doubt after I left the mouth, a

man, until the mine had given up all its living.

It will be at once seen what natural advantages

has the pottery of Burmantofts, Leeds, in having

both its cla^' and coal " on the premises/' as it were.

Scarcely any other clay is used than that found on

the spot. Both buff and red are found of excellent

quality, needing scarcely any mixture except with

ground pot, or, in other words, with themselves after

they have been baked and again reduced to powder.

This mixture is good for agrlealtural work, and for

large pieces like tanks and mangers, rendering them

less liable to shrink in baking, a matter of great

importance when accuracy in size is a requisite. The

clay conies up in great pieces like rock, and has to

be broken with a pick, and crushed and sifted by

machinery ; but even in its roughest and hardest state

it can be Ijrokeu with the hand, and rubbed with

the fingers into a fine dust. As a "body" for

faience it has remarkable qualities, being extremely

plastic and tenacious, and bearing a heat equal to if

not greater than that borne by porcelain or stoneware.

Yet it is a true fa'ience or unvitrifiable body, although,

in consequence of the heat it will bear, it can be used

with a glaze mainly felspathic, into the composition

of which very little lead enters. It is also a verv

profitable and manageable body now that its mani-

pulation is thoroughly understood and its glazes have

been mastered. The latter, with the exception of

a few colours, seldom "craze," and the biscuit can be

baked in very thin slabs of almost any size without

warjting or cracking. The pieces spoilt in the process

of firing are therefore very few comparatively to the

"wasters" of most potteries. The variety of purpose

to which this fine clay is turned is great, and may be

described generally as from drain-pipes to " barbotiue"

paintings. In the yards and sheds you will find glazed

bricks and unglazed sinks; in the showroom daintily

coloured vases (iv.) and beautifal "paintings on china."

But it is of the architectural work of Burman-
tofts that I wish to speak more particularly, for

it is in this direction that Mr. Holroyd has during

the last four years made the greatest and most rapid

strides. Before he took the works in hand they

were (and in this respect, as in others, their career

resembles not a little that of Doulton's) noted only

for producing admirable coarse ware for sanitary and

other strictly utilitarian purposes. Now, though the

business is still conducted under the old highly

respected but posthumous style of Wilcock and Co.,

they have attained a prominent position for the manu-
facture of highly decorative faience. Although Mr.

Holroyd, to whose enterprise and intelligence the

change is entirely due, has executed i?ome ecclesias-

tical works in Gothic style, it is to the artists of the

Renaissance that he chiefly directs the attention of

his designers. The success which has attended his

efforts will be most shortly shown by naming some

of the buildings of which he has already executed

or undertaken the decoration in whole or in part.

Ilis first works in this kind—not yet finished, and

perhaps because the first not the most completely

successful—are the entrance and hall in Little Queen

Street of tlie Holborn Restaurant, but some of the

panels with figures in low relief are charming, and

there also may be seen, carried out in a bold scale, the

fine frieze, of which we give a part in our illustration

at the tail of this article (vi.). Another of our wood-

cuts (v.) shows a more complete work—the richly deco-

rated arches and pillars, panels and pilasters which

ornament the Circus Cafe in Oxford Street ; and the

Restaurant at the Avenue Hotel in Ilolborn is a still

better, because more sober and harmonious, exami)le of

similar decoration. Here may be seen some beautiful

panels of tiles of raised fruit and leaf, pilasters with

floriated ornament of the Renaissance style, based

upon a dado composed of darker and simpler tiles.

The whole effect is light and elegant, and shows fairly

what results might be gained in the material by a

more perfect consent between architect and ceramist.

On the whole, however, I am inclined to think that

the Auction Mart Restaurant, in Tokenhouse Yard

(in.), is still more worthy of a visit from any one who

wishes to see the most artistic and approjjriate appli-

cation of Burmantofts faience to architecture. As

the Restaurant is underground, the reflecting surface

of the glaze is an advantage, and this is judiciously

heightened by the insertion of Venetian mirrors in the

centre of the panels. The elements of the decoration

are simple, though the effect is rich. The tiles em-

ployed are mainly of one pattern, a conventional leaf

in greenish grey on a pale buff ground, the design of

which is like a Japanese modification of a " honey-

suckle " ornament, but reminds one perhaps still

more of the young fronds of a Imrt's-tongue fern. By
simple reversion this makes a very pretty and un-

monotonous diaper. The columns and pilasters and

more elaborate panels are of a Renaissance character,

and are carried out in a scheme of colour which is

suggestive of the usual " majolica " scheme, but

more sober and harmonious. Tlie dado is darker,

simjiler, and warmer, and throws up the rest effec-

tively. This decoration is applied to a suite of three

rooms, joined liy a central, passage, and approached

by a staircase descending from the street. Some

notion of the general appearance will be given in our

illustration, but its subdued brilliancy cannot well be

appreciated without seeing the original.
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Those are some of tlie wiirks of this kind of

Bunnantofts production which may be most easily

seen in London, and to tliese will doubtless shortly

bi' added many more. At the new Badminton Club

in Piccadilly, at the Hotel JNTetrojioIc, at the Tjcpd

General Life Assurance Society, and at oilier places

decoration on a more or less extensive scale is in pro-

gress or projected. Elsewhere, as at the T^nivcrsity

Colleo-e in Liverpool; the Central Technical Institute,

South Kcnsino'ton ; Caius College, Cambridi^v ; and

Yorkshire College, Leeds, the use and beauty of this

new stylo of architectural ornament have been recog-

nised for buildings more or less public. For more

private or domestic uses examples of its adaptability

may be found in the rooms of a house designed by

Mr. Edis, in bathrooms for Baron Rothschild at

Paris and Viscountess Down in Piccadilly, in con-

servatories for the Hon. H. Smith of Montreal and

for Sandfield Park, Liverpool, and in boat-houses and

dairies designed for, amongst others, Mr. Noble at

Henlc}^ and Mr. Whitehead at Paddoek-Hurst in

Sussex. It is no part of my intention to give a

complete list of these undertakings, but those men-

tioned are sufficient to show what progress has been

made in this direction by the Burmantofts pottery

during a very few years.

Great care is of course necessary in executing

designs of architectural character, especially when

the work is not merely decorative but constructive in

its nature. Where a surface, whether of a wall, an

arch, or a pillar, has merely to be covered with, as

it were, a plating of tiles, accuracy in dimension is

of course of great importance, but it is still more

necessary when blocks of pottery become part of the

structure of the building, and have to be " built in
"

with other materials. In both exteriors and interiors,

the constructive work of Burmantofts is considerable.

Windows and doorways, sometimes whole facades, of

houses are made of pottery, and the blocks of which

they are composed jienetrate deeply into the body

of the building. Sometimes the architect supplies

drawings which arc complete, even in the detail of

the ornament; sometimes the decoration is left a good

deal to the pottei', so that the design of architectural

ornament is a special feature in the pottery, and able

decorators and modellers are necessary to complete

the staff of the large establishment. But the design

finished, and the drawings of it executed by architect

or potter, much labour of a highly skilled kind is

still neccs-sary before the Tictual manufacture com-

mences. The designs have to be divided into bits,

each of which can be moulded and baked in one piece.

Mullious, arches, cornices, pillars (i.), have to be cut

up, and the exact size and shape of each j)iece have

to be calculated with extreme accuracy. Of each of

these a working drawing has to bo made and a

register kept. Nor are the calculations as simple

as if the materials were stone or other substance

which could be chiselled to a nicety, so as to fit

a given space. You cannot chisel glazed pottery;

if it be too big or too little when it comes out of

the kiln, a piece is useless. It is done once and

for all. The difficulty consists in the fact that

clay shrinks in baking, and will shrink more or less

a<'eordiug to the ciimposition of its paste. First,

then, the " shrinkage " of the clay must be determined

by experiment, and then an allowance for it must be

made in the dimensions (iT every piece. The habits

of each "body" used at 15urmantofts are so well

known, and the "mixtures" are made so carefully,

that the shrinkage can now be determined with some-

thing like mathematical certainty, and each section

of an arch on the skew, or of slanting cornice, can bo

turned out to fit precisely into its predetermined posi-

tion. Some of the bits look very awdiward on paper,

when the designs come out of the drawing-room and

are given to the modeller, but the production of a

block of plaster of Paris of the exact size and shape is

soon effected by ingenious mechanical devices. From

this model a mould is cast, in wdiich the clay can

be scjueezed, and the image of the model repi'odueed

over and over again. This, when dry enough, has

to be jiaintcd with the necessary coloured glazes (an

o]ieration performed by girls), and then the pieces arc

ready for the fire. As in the constitution of the body,

so in most of the coloured glazes, the minutest accu-

racy has to be observed, so that there may be no

dissimilarity in the tints of different pieces. In the

composition of the glazes science enters not a little,

but practical experiment even more. So many arc

the tints that they are spoken of by number and

not by name. For instance, the colours to be used

in decorating a capital would not appear in the

directions as "green, buff, and purple," but as " 159,

27, and 68," or such other figures as may be

employed to represent those hues, and the large

casks which are kept filled u]) with the various

glazes all bear their niind)er without a hint as to

their shade.

But while developing the arehiteetural branch of

this pottery, jNIr. Holroyd has by no means neglected

the more ordinary uses of faience. I have spoken

of the painted tiles and ]i.inels in barbotine, and

amongst other of the more pictorial a implications of

glazed pottery of Leeds may be mentioned figures

and landscapes etched on the paste and covered with

coloured glaze, which have often a pleasing and

striking effect. I\Ir. Holroyd has recently commis-

sioned a well-known landscape artist and etcher to

furnish him with some designs specially suited to this

method, which may be described as something be-

tween etching and sculpture. In the more ordinary
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competition dl' Imttlus, j:u's, jardinieres, pedestals,

&c., Burmaiitofts iinlds its own well with Vallaurisj

and others of the numerous factories of sueh wares,

being distinguished ]>y the hardness of its body, the

cleanness of its colours, and the happy way in which

their effectiveness is increased by the varied stijijiliug

[latlern to charming lignres in low relief, and in-

clude every variety of treatment of animals, tiowers,

and fruit, from the purely conventional to tlie almost

realistic.

Tiie Burmantofts pottery is a " growing con-

cern" not only in the commercial sense,, and it is "de-

-TIIH CIRCUS CAFE, OXFORD STREET.

ol (he suri'acc. Our engraved group (iv.) will give

sonu' notion of the graceful shapes of the \-ari(ius

vases and different descriptions of ornamentation.

To these and other products of the pottery it is im-

possible to do justice here, but it is concerning the

great variety and beauty of the stami)ed tiles of Bur-

veloping" not only in technical skill. The principle

that only one example of a beautiful work should be

made is not in favour at Burmantofts. Commercially

it is undesirable, and from an art point of view Mr.

Ilolroyd holds that it tends to exhaust invention and

to jiroduce works the originality of which consists only

mantofts that the most merited words of praise must in the feeble variation of hackneyed themes. Never-
be loll unspoken. Those, as will be' seen from our theless Mr. Holroyd wisely encourages invention and
illnslration (ii.), vary from the simplest geometrical artistic taste among his employees, and the result is
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a thorough t'.yjr/l //<; rorpa ;iud ;u> artivity of wits I'crhaps th(^ most ]>rarlic'al proof of \\w (lovolii|iiii(Tit

which extend thvoug'h the whole of his laro;e army of artistic faculty in this establishment is thai it

of artists and artisans. It is now a new colour or a has in a few yi'ars hccu alilc to dispense with cx-

VI.— rtiETION or A KKIKZf:, HOI.BOBN KKSTAl'KAXT.

new cnmliination of them, a new way of stippling traneous assistance in design, and is al>le ni>l nidv

the ground of a tile, or a new design for a panel, to execute, but to produce from its own resources

which marks a day; but in some direction or other new shapes and patterns, and pictures and bas-

there is movement, and the future is as full of ex- reliefs, such as those of which we give examj)les

pcclation as the past has been of accomplishment. in our woodcuts. Cosmo ^MoxKiiorsK.

•^^^^9*^B^*

PEOFILES FROM THE FRENCH RENAISSANCE.—VI.

THE CLOUETS.

THE King of France was striving to establish in

his kingdom the already decadent and modern

art of Italy; but the traditions of the ^Middle Ages

lingered on in the other countries of Ein'o]ie. While

Francis was sending for the pupils of Giulio Romano
and of Parmigianino to decorate his palaces, Hans
Holbein was designing his " Dance of Death," the

sombre and andacious climax of mcdia-val fantasy.

Albert Diirer, still a young man and in the prime of

his work, had become the standard of a school of

little masters not less daring, not less fantastic, not

less sombre than himself—men who, for all their

Lutheranism, were still in the full tide of media-val

thought and feeling. There was still a rjuite medi-

seval satisfaction iu horror and in jiaiu, in the in-

congnions and the grotescpic. Death and the devil,

visions and knights and angels, are still dominant

in the art of Germany, no less than in the Flemish

art of Pourbus and of Quentin ^latsys, no less than

under Luis ^lorales in the art of Spain.

Thus, while in Italy the great days of painting

were declining, -while France for a little while was
brilliant in a borrowed glow, the Renaissance of art

had not begun in these neighbouring countries where

the jMiddle Ages were scarcely at an end. Rubens

and Van Dyck and A'clascpiez were not born until

the century had aii)iroachcd its term ; Rembrandt

and Murillo not initil the Hrst years of the next.

Perchance it had been better for France if she had

been permitted thus slowly ti) develop her national

character. It had already begun to take .shape. All

through the dull Fifteenth Century the miniaturists

had been at work, producing iu Paris brilliant jiagcs

that were almost Flemish in action and colour, wiiile

Tours developed the exquisite grisailles which prove

French eyes to have been already occupied with tho.se

delicate perfections of tone, of tint, of value and

perspective, which in later days should become their

jieculiar province. But Francis had little respect for

these small beginnings of art in France. To Francis

there seemed only two possible schools of art : the

School of Florence and the school of Rome.

Another ideal had for a long while existed

closer at hand. From ]-"5()-'5 to 1179 the court of

Burgundy had been a little Flandei-s in the very

heart of France. When, in the latter year, Louis

XI. annexed the dukedom to his dominions, many
Flemish habits and traditions came to France with

the country. It was then, doubtless, that a certain

Jan (Moet of Brussels, who had painted for the
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Duke of Burgundy in 1475 a series of twenty-six

23ancls, eaeli emblazoned with the dneal arms and

decorated with the figure of a saint, olitained liis first

connection with the Frcncli coiu't. He stayed on in

Brussels, where his son was born ; but it is suppfised

tliat this son moved early to France, for in l."Jl:3

the accounts of the royal household show a record

of an annual stipend of 180 livres which was paid

by instalments to Jean Clouet II., "peiutre ordinaire

du roy."

It is probable that Jean Clouet II. did not come

to France alone, for in I'rlQ we bear of a certain

painter, " frere de Jaunet, peintre du roy," who then

entered the service of the charming Queen of Navarre.

We hear nothing of this brotlier before or afterwards

;

but his existence accounts for some of a number of

pictures which could not all have been painted by

Jean Clouet II., and which are too early in date, too

crude in style, to be the work of Francois Clouet.

We do not know where he lived or when he died,

this brother of the second Jean Clouet. But it seems

likely that at first he settled with his brother at

Tours, since the castles on the banks of the Loire

possess an immense collection of portraits by the

Clonets and their school. And here we know Jean

Clouet II. made his home when first he settled in

France. Here, some time before 1522, he married

the daughter of a goldsmith, a certain Jeanne

Boucault, a Tourangelle, of whom we shall liear

again in her happy and prosperous middle age. And
here, so the story runs, their son was born, Fran^-ois

Clouet, the greatest of his race, Flemish on his

father's side ; but by his mother and by his birth-

place a true child of Touraine and of the city whose

delicate truth of tone and tint had long before won
it a name and place in art.

In 1523 it would seem that Jean Clouet II. and

Jeanne, his wife, moved from Tours to Paris, since

in that year we find his stipend increased to 210

livres in reeomjiense for his double post of painter

and valet de chambre to the king. This liberal

salary did not include the price of the artist's works

;

and as a court painter in those davs by no means

conlincd himself t(i painting, but would design

trophies, ]iaint rarri;ige-panels, do anything that

came to his hand, the Flemish jiainter must have

been both busy and prosperous in Paris. He was

familiar with the king and the coxu't, a rich man
with many servants. His little son, Fran9ois Clo\iet,

was born into a world far more delicate, luxurious,

and distinguished than that which had nourished the

sturdy childhood of his father.

Although the chief honours of the court were all

reserved for Italian jiainters, there was plenty f)f

humbler work for a Frenchman or a Fleming. A
fashion rose about this time which spread and spread

throughout the Sixteenth Century—a fashion for

collecting portraits. Every great noble had his

little gallery of likenesses where all the court must
figure; and so the history of the French Benaissance

is illustrated for us by a number of heads, half life-

size, some drawn in chalks, some earefnlly painted,

wiiich give to our later eyes the look and air of the

great beauties then and the princes of Paris, in almost

every mood and at almost every age. The fashion

for chalks had scarcely come into vogue during the

heyday of Jean Clouet; but we possess, by painters

of his sch(,)ol, a great numlier of admirable paintings.

"i et so captious, alas ! are time and chance, that

scarcely half a dozen of these pictures can safely be

given to Jean Clouet II. There are, however, no

farther than at Hampton Court, one or two which

with every show of reason we may attribute to his

hand.

Let us take the admirable, dreadful portrait of

Francois I. usually set down to Holbein ; let us take

next the poignant, tragic, most characteristic paint-

ing of the sly, sensual, full-blooded Francois with

his new bride, Leonora, Queen of Portugal. She is

thirty years old; but there is something charming

and girlish in her eager chivalrous face, with its

ardent glance, and pouted li]i, and reddish-golden

hair. The same face—but how different after a few

years of France—the same face, ^^•orn and aged artd

saddened, is to be seen close at hand in a third

]iortrait, sadly over-cleaned, which is pretty certainly

by Jean Clouet II. These are the work of no

mediocre painter ; the breadth of effect, the brilliant

light in which the outline is lost, the solidity even

to flatness, the strong simple colour with its free

employment of white and black and green, all

remind us of Hans Holbein. The minuteness of the

details is even greater here ; indeed the chief cha-

racteristic of Jean Clouet is this union of breadth

and sin.plieity of stjdc with the most delicate accu-

racy of detail.

The method of Jean Clouet II., as Mrs. Pattison

has explained in her admirable volumes on the French

Renaissance, is still verv much the method of the

miniaturists. The tmder-tint is laid on flat and hard

in a clear sheet ; on this .surface, when sufficiently

dry, the modelling and the detail is worked up with

a line brush filled with excessively diluted colour.

In too many of the pic'tures of this school the over-

zealous cleaner has entirely taken off these delicate

over-tints, leaving nothing but the sheet of local

colour underneath.

Francois married Leonora in the year 1530 ; these

portraits therefore were all painted in the prime of

Jean Clouet II. Although at this time Paris had

run wild for the king's new painters from Italy,

still, as we have seen, there was a strong feeling in
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till' (ipj)osite direction, a toiiclcm-y to ivvcilt as^-iinst

the Italian ideal. Jean Chmet II. was as imuli the

standard of this movement (scarcely yet articulate)

as Rossi) was that of the Italian ]iarty. Flemiii<ij as

he was, he was claimed hy France as her iirst t;'reat

portrait-i)ainter. He had a house in Paris, and jiro-

(jahly had rooms at Fontaincldeau ; for Margaret of

No.varre, who was nursini;' the kiu<>''s sick household

in the g-reat fever-\ ear of 1527, recounts in one of

the most charming of her letters how she met

]\Iine. Janot there. We know that Margaret was

acquainted with the Clouets, or Janots or Janets,

as (from their name of Jean) the family was often

known. One Jehannet Clouet was in her own

emi)loy ; Jean Clouet II. was the king's painter.

It seems possible that the " femnie de Janot

"

mentioned by Margaret is our Jeanne Boucault of

Tours ; for her sister-in-law (if such a person existed)

would naturally be established at Nerac or at Pan.

This worthy jNIme. Janot came to see the Queen of

Navarre one Sunday. It seems she was a fussy, well-

meaning little person of importance, who greatly en-

tertained the sauve and charming Margaret. " She

made me six or seven curtsies, and told me all her

husband's men-servants are down with chills and

fever. She went on to say she could not venture to

her jiarish church, there are so many sick."

Jean Clouet II., rich and famous, and Jeanne

Boucault, happy in being on visiting terms with

a queen, the sister of the King of France, happy

too in talking of " all my husband's men-servants
'"

—these Worthy and prosperous people had their im-

portance brightened by the possession of a son of

genius. Francois Clouet was probably born before

15:2-3, at Tours, where his father was married. He
was even in his father's lifetime a painter of great

promise, inheriting the simplicity and character of

his Flemish father with a more delicate sense of tone

and colour, due to his French training and to his

mother, the Tourangelle. Although a young man,

he was regarded as one of the most promising arti.sts

in France, and in 15-H, after his father's death,

Francois Clouet, or Janet as he was oftener called,

was appointed jiainter to the king.

Francois Clouet is known to us chiefly by a few-

exquisite chalk drawings out of the large collection

by his school which used to belong to Castle Howard,

and which Lord Ronald Gower has reproduced in

autotype ; by a few delicate sketches in the British

Museum; by the large portrait of Charles IX. at

Vienna, the most important work of this master's

hand ; by the likeness of Elizabeth of Austria in the

Louvre; and by a very fine portrait at Hampton

Court of the Dauphin Francois, afterwards Francis

II. Hampton Court is, indeed, specially rich in

works of the Clouets and their school, possessing

at least live canvases of the highest excellence.

This gallci'v also offers to the student a \ahiable

oj)portunity for studying the styles of the two more

famous Clouets in relation to that of Holbein, their

great contem|ioi-ai'\'.

In comjiaring I'ranc/ois ("louet with his father we
notice the same minute attention to detail, the same

broad under-painting of local colour, the same love

of black and white and clear light green, and lirown

of every tone Holbein's peacock-lilues and s])lcndid

reds do not attract them; they play only upon his

narrower gamut. AVe notice also that the iK'sh-

painting of IloUiein is thin and delicate; thick

and solid in the Clouets. It is more in style than

in technicpu' that the resemblance is so striking.

Francois ChuK't, we observe, leaves to a certain

extent the Ilolbeinesque tradition, the open, simple,

objective treatment of a face, to follow a subtler, more

introspective fashion—the fashion of Lionardo, says

M. Lenoir. But the French blood and training of

the younger Clouet may surely account for this

divergence from the Teuton tradition. His scheme

of colour is also more varied and more delicate than

that of Jean Clouet II. In addition to the grave,

austere blacks and greens, the brown furs, the

whites and gold of the elder school, the more modern

Janet loves the paler trembling tints of green, the

tlaxen blonde, the greys so dear to France in every

age, and the pale fawn-colour employed by the

great enamellists of the age. In character the

paintings of Francois Clouet are more refined and

subtle, less quaint and simple, than those of Jean

Clouet II. Both love the same quiet spaces of

colour, the same brilliant light in wliich the outlines

of the face are lost ; and here they are again of

Holbein's fashion.

Franc^ois Clouet became more famous than his

father. Under Henri II. there was an end of the

Italian fashion, with its faults and extravagances, its

large style and breath of life, its affectations and

decadent vigour. Now was the time of times for a

Frencli painter, subtle and delicate, refined, exact.

Our Janet received all honour, and is frequently

spoken of in contemjtorary literature as the greatest

painter of his age. He might, jierchanee, have left

a school behind him who would have demanded a

larger scope, a greater ambition. But it is doubtful.

The ag(! was prim and cautious and exquisite; a

little thing well and delicately done was that which

pleased it best. And Frangois Clouet was the last

of a group of little masters and not the forerunner

of a greater tradition. France was to have no

Rubens, no Velasquez. Before he died, about the

year 1584, the art of France had fallen into the

general debacle which came witli the wars of the

League. A. Mary F. Robixsox.
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FEMALE H E A D - Q E A R.

EARLY EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

WHEN the Eio-litotMith Century opened Louis an aliasement to wliieli tlie great French James re-

XIV. linil readied tlie apex of Ids power. fused to submit. Yet sueh is tlie apparent levity of

His despotism was, perl)ai)s, tlie most complete ever fashion, that what le ro'i soh'U acivXA not ohtain was
yielded in the twinklincj of an eye to au unknown
English lady, who dared to present herself at Ver-
sailles in a low head-dress. " No one/' the old king
querulously remarked, " has had the politeuess to

listen to what I said aljout tall head-dresses, but

now this trumpery English girl arrives, all the prin-

cesses have rushed from one extreme to another."

The next year Louis XIV. died, and the glocim in

which he fitly shrouded his declining glory, though
ere long turned into the extreme ojjposite, jiersisted,

as far as liead-dressing was concerned, for another

fifteen years. Our example (i.) represents the back

of the great black conventual-looking hood, with its

white streamers, worn in 1717, and for some years

after. Thus for a time there was a complete revolu-

tion in the French style of dressing the head ; but in

1730 it veered round again and took such gigantic

proportions that ladies were compelled to kneel in

their carriages.

However, this period of low head-dressing did not

i.-LATE LOUIS auAETORZE. ""P'x austcrity or penitence, llie change from the

lugubrious pomp of the last court of Louis XIV.

known in Western Christendom, and it was during

the years that it culminated that ladies' head-dresses

grew so prodigi<ms as to bear com])arison with the

liennins of the Fifteenth Century. But the battles of

Blenheim (1704.) and Ramilies (1700) cut the comb
of the Callic cock, and it was then that for a short

])eriod English ladies ceased to follow the style of the

FrcMich court, and lowered their head-dresses by more
tlian two feet. "Ten years ago," says a writer in the

Sjtccfafor, June "i-l, 1711, "the head-dress shot up

a very great height, insomuch that the female part

of our species were much taller than the men. The
Women were of such an enormous stature that we
a])])eared as grasshopjiers before them ; at jiresent

the whole sex is shrunk into a race of lieaiities that

seem almost another species. I remember several

ladies that were once near seven feet high, that at

present want some inches of five."

Versailles, during the last years of Louis XIV.,
was sombre as a cemetery chapel. Veiled figures

—

mere masses of Idack stuff—moved about in sintelv,

solemn fa.shion ; no one dared show a curl, or do more

than pee]) through their black coifs. But the king was

not satisfied, the lofty head-dresses did not accord with

penitence. To lower the Fontaiigrs was, however.

n.—1708.

to one in which a Duchess of Berry could lead the

brawls was a more violent contrast even than from

the "Whitehall of Cromwell to that of Charles II.
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Lady ^liiry Montague, writiiiij I'roin Paris in Octo-

ber, 17 IS, says: "Jj)n>po« of eounteuaiices, I must

tell you something of Fivncli ladies; I have seen

all the beauties, and such— (I can't help making

use of the coarse word) nauseous creatures ! so f'an-

tastieally absurd in their dress ! so monstrously un-

natvu'al in their paints ! their hair cut siiort and

curleil round their" faces, and so loaded with powder

that it makes it look like white wool ! and on their

cheeks to their chins, unmercifully laid on, a shining-

red japan that glistens in a most flaming manner, so

that tiiey seem to have no resemblance to human

faces. I am apt to think that they took the first

hint of their dress from a sheep newly ruddled."

Poor French court ! after trying all the

arts of the fading coquette, it felt in-

stinctively that senility had come, and

a resistless law compelled it to put on

the characteristic sign of nature's decay :

the blanched hair of humanity's final

staije. As soon

J'"'' "_ ^~
O?^ —

time— lace and cambric, gauze and fringe, feathers

anil ribbons—produced results not altogetiicr wanting

in taste. At the Drawing Room at St. James's, on

the occasion of the king's birthday in 17;35, we learn

that the ladies chiefly

wore escaloped laced

"heads," mostly Eng-

lish. Some few had

their heads curled

down at tlic sides,

most of ihcni had it

)inncd uj) quite

III.—AFTER WATTKAU.

S)
.-ia .&>

IV.—AFTER HOGARTH.

r. -..i ;

1

straight, and almost

all of them wore

powder, both before

and liehind ; some few

had tlieir heads made

up Dutch, with cock-

ades of ribljons at the

sides, and some with

artificial flowers. Watteau, in the

same picture, " L'Enseigne," from

whence we have taken the Main-

tenon hood, gives us two or three

younger women wearing different

forms of these laced head-dresses

(in.). Hogarth affords us many
examples of its wear in England.

The portrait, from the National

Gallery, of Miss Fenton, the

original Polly Peachura, is an

example. Our illustration (iv.),

taken from the same painter, is another; while the

next (v.), (juoted from one of the earlier works of

Sir Joshua Reynolds, shows that it continued to be

worn into the middle of the century. It would be

impossible for head-dresses so simple in form and

of such material to look anything but Ijeautiful.

Head-dresses during the second quarter of the

'Indeed, papa,' answered the girl; 'as I told you Eighteenth Century were, in fact, singularly simple,

before, there is no painting in the case; but what arriving in the first decade of the second half of

gives my liair that bluish cast is the grey powder, the century at nothing more than a narrow slip of

which has always that effect on dark coloured hair, cambric or lace, on which was sometimes a sprig of

and sets off the complexion wonderfully.' " Thus spangles or artificial flowers, the hair being hardly

wrote Lord Chesterfield in T//e U'orlil of 175-'5. raised at all from the head. "We might be inclined

Powder had then lasted fifty years, and was going on to believe that this extreme restraint was a special

for another ipiarter of a century. After 1 7 S9 fashion result of the Methodist revival which first ap])eared

itself knew that powder was an anachronism. in Tjondon in 173S, and is adinitted to have had a

The changes at this time, Ijnth in Kngland and most powerful effect on English society, did we not

France, are too numerous to he even catalogued. The observe the same change about the same time in

majestic prudery of the ^faintenon rn/ime had given France and Germany.

place to a certain attractiveness infused into costume In the latter country the admirable character-

by the Manpiise de Pompadour. One result was a drawings of Chodowiecki show that ordinary people

eonstant change in head-dresses, and this reflected wore a cap decidedly charming, the two lappets

itself in Englisli fashions. From an artistic point falling over the forehead in the form of the petals

of view, the medley of decuration indulged in at this of a sweet ]iea (vi. and vii.). The same sort of cap

3.)i

as the century

opened, the

practice com-

menced, the

first historic

French por-

trait wearing

powder being

dated 1701.

Not only the

old but even

the young
got to wear it.

" ' What
hast thou done

to thy hair,

child ! ' said I ; ' is it blue ? Is that painted, too, by

the same eminent hand that coloured thy cheeks?'

V.—AFTER REYNOLDS.
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was much worn in England by young girls, and lias

been often represented in paintings and engravings of

the period. Bonnets equally simple were worn by the

same class in Germany (viii. and ix.). The former

appears the typo of that adopted by the Salvation

Army ; and in another (x.) we see the same type

There on a sprig or slop'd pompon you see

A fhni'iot, sulky, chaise, or ris-a-ris."

And in the end the coach and six Ijecame a broad-

wheel wagon. PJamhe and Fairholt both describe

this whimsical head-dress as a purely English in-

vention, but they throw no light on its origin. The

ith ittle more rigidity, and absolutely denuded opening words of the following lines suggest that

&
'I'6' r'JI'

^^ 4<- / I \J{

/

.*^.>.: ::^

.
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VI. AND VII.—TWO caps; VIII. AND IX. —TWO BONNETS; X. —THE "POKE."

of all trimming, arrive at the Quaker " Poke," familiar

to those among us who belong to the last generation.

From whence this ingenuous simplicity in the

midst of a century as madly fantastic in its fashions

as the maddest of its predecessors? It was a ray of

the aurora of humanity which was rising in the

hearts of men, an aurora which shone as brightly

in Germany and France as it did in England.

Fashion, however, fciund this simplicity intolerable.

In I7.j(i, we are told, ladies of fashion wore on their

heads a coach made of gold threads, and drawn by six

dappled greys in blown glass, with coachman, postil-

lion, and gentleman inside, all of the same material.

" HiTP on a fair one's hi'ad-dress sparklinc;- stick.s,

Swinging in silver spriiig,s, a coach and six ;

fashion burst.out in this way from pure spleen at the

long continuance of so much sobriety in head-gear:—

" Uoti (/ill/ t/if fii/c, when ladies must express

Each darling wish in emhlcmatic dress,

See how (he wheels in various colours roll,

Speaking the liope of every female soul.

" Oh let a windmill decorate the hair,

A windmill, aptcr cmhlem of the fair,

As ov'ry hlast of air impels the vane.

So ev"ry hlast of folly whirls their hrain.''

Art dies under moral anarchy even more quickly

than under Phariseeism ; the closing years of the

reign of Louis XV. produced a series of fashions

frightful enough to make the funereal ugliness of the

last court of his predecessor a thing to be thought of
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with fond regret. By 1768 women's heads luul become

very nmeh of the shape and size of a grenadier's hat

(ii.) ; the interior of this great erection of hair, ribbons,

and feathers being stuffed with solid pads of crape.

Some of the names of varieties of these head-dresses

are suggestive of their appearance: ";\ ];i fregate,"

from their likeness to a man-of-war crowded with

sail ;

" a la ^Montgolfier," from their recalling the

first liallnnns seen in Paris.

iMiglish head-dressing did not shoot up into these

heights all at once ; there was a modifying influence

in the simplicity of the task of Queen Charlotte,

who, though following the fashions, did so in a

manner which took from them what was positively

revolting and ridiculous. However, Farmer George

and his wife were able to do little more than act

as a drag on the wheel of Fashion ; the court of

St. James's followed hard after that of Versailles.

In 1767 ladies' heads were being dressed with two

rows of close curls round the face in the form of

shell-work, barred and tlirowu backwards, the back

hair being drawn forward over the top of the head,

and worked into large shells of hair, in ]ilace of a

plume or tuft of feathers. The substratum over

which the hair was dressed in these days consisted,

we are told, of " many a good pound of wool."

Such prices were paid for fine hair that we are told

of one titled woman who sold her hair in order to

obtain the means for her husband to give a dinner

of policy to a great man.

The magazines of the day did their best to expose

the loathsomeness of this style of head-dressing. In

T//e LotidoH Magazine of 1768 we read of false locks,

of the profuse use of pomatum, of the greasy wool on

which the adopted locks were bolstered, of the grey

powder with which the coal dust was concealed. A
i'asliionable hairdresser is described as asking a lady

how long it is since her hair was opened and repaired,

to which she replies, " Nine weeks." \Vhercn|)on

he observes that that was as long as a head could well

go, and that therefore it was proper to deliver it now,

as it began to be a little hazardous. Then follows

a description of the opening; and here, for our readers'

sakes, we must part company with the writer.

We must not, however, forget that the vast

majority of women in I'^ngland and the Continent

lived free from these abominations. Nothing could

be simpler than the attire of an English country girl

at this period. The heatl-dress mostly worn by
such yoiing jieople and by children was a mob cap,

a head-dress in which Sir Joshua Reynolds almost

always ])(irtrays his juvenile sitters. The English

aristocracy of the last half of the Eight eenth

Century were fortunate indeed in having such a

painter, for his magic 25encil has thrown a charm

even about these enormous towers of hair. It

is evident that Reynolds was able to persuade his

sitters to throw away every ornament except that

which would give pieturesqueness to the prevailing

fashion. Now and then he unlooses a lock and lets

the wind ])lay with riblions and curls. Altogether

his triumph iu compelling his difficulties to add to

his success is another reason for rating his genius

very high. Richard Heath.

"THE MAEKET AT FEZ."

From the Picture by Eicardo de JIadrazo.

EORTUNY, like Henri Regnault, may be said

to have discovered an Orient of his own.

Delacroix and Fromentin went eastward before him
;

and the spoils they brought back with them—the

"Noces Juives," the " Convulsionnaires," the

" Femmes d'Alger," the " Chasse au Heron," the

"Fantaisia"—are esteemed among the good things

of modern painting. Coming after them, the Spanish

painter adapteil to the representation of Tangerine

life and manners his own scheme of colour and

principle of values. He saw and painted things

African as he had seen and painted things Spanish :

prismatically, that is to say, with a peculiar sparkle

and variety of colour, and a peculiar brilliance of

polychromatic light and shadow. That was the sum
of his contribution to art. It was not particularly

great, nor was it particularly noble; but it was

taking and elegant, and it was as novel as most

discoveries : it had not, that is to say, before been

formulated in terms so explicit and comjjlete; and it

won immense applause.

!Many could raise the flower, it seems, for many
got the seed. There is a grain of it in our " Market

at Fez ;" but if the picture owes much to Fortuny,

Fortuny, iu his turn, owed something to the Madrazos,

by a member of which famous family—Don Ricardo

of that ilk—it is painted. It is good enough work

of its kind : brilliantly lighted, no doubt, full of

vivid and taking colour, and touched with a sense

of character and gesture ; what is called in modern

slang a ''swagger picture"—a picture painted for

popular ends by a man by no means the last in his

profession. Of such men and of such work is the

kinofdom of modern art.
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{From the I'wturc by liicaiUo t/c Mudruso.)
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BUENiiAM BEECHES.

IF CubUett, wi'itiiii^ at the boginiiing of this uuntury, the all-cloviniring iiKinstei', ami the hlii^hteJ frni<j;'C of

eoiilil fiiul no litter name for Luiuloii tliaii " tlie ill-smelhiig bricklields that surrounds the duu of the

wen," what word could be found to suit its nmn- beast extends a few miles farther into the country.

strosity now that its 'J5S,8G-'3 inhabitants have ^-rown Every census return shows that tlii' town populatiiin

TilK FIEST OF THE BEECHES.

to nearly four millions ? London grows and grows, of England is steadily and rajiidly gaining, while

till Greater London has come to have as precise a the rural ])opulation is diminishing, so that the

signification as Greater Britain itself. If London horrid thought sometimes suggests itself that per-

was a wen in Cobbett's time, it is a dragon now, haps in time the towns will entirely swallow up the

with no St. George to check its devastations. P]vcry country, and the whole of this fair land will be

year a few more green fields are swallowed up by tvu-ned into a wilderness of bricks and mortar.

s.i.5
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Sonic iV'ar of (liis kiml lins led to the strenuous

efforts tliat during- the last fifteen years have been

made to secure certain spots of peculiar beauty, or

of special value on account of their proximity to

London, from the destroyer, and to preserve them

as open spaces " for ever ''' for the recreation and en-

joyment of the i)nblic. "Thf' Corporation of London

(Open Spaces) Act, 1878," was passed with the view

of enabling the City of London, in its corporate

capacity, to buy with this object unenclosed land

within twenty-tive miles of the metropolis; and

when a judgment has to be formed of the past life

of the Corporation, it assuredly will not be forgotten

that this Act has been well used, and also that iu

its cajiacity as a commoner the Corporation under-

took to fight the very costly battle of saving Ejiping

Forest from those who were endeavouring to en-

close it.

]5nniham Beeches is within the twenty-five mile

radius, and may therefore be reckoned as within easy

reach of every holiday-maker. As Robert Browning-

says of Cajie St. Vincent and Trafalgar, " Here and

here did England help me," so the Londoner as be

thinks of Epping or of Burnham must remember,

" Here and here did London help me." Burnham

Beeches was in imminent danger of destruction in

1879. On tlie 2 tth July of that year the tract of

country usually known as Burnliam Beeches was jiut

up for sale by ptiblic auction. The facts relating to

the sale of the ])roperty wen- bi'ouglit to the know-

ledge of the Cor])oration of London, but it was found

that they had no power to become the purchasers,

because the Open Sjiaces Act, passed in the previous

year, enabled them to buy unenclosed land only, and
" Lot 23," of wbicli Burnham Beeches and East

Burnham Common formed part, consisted not only

of these unenclosed lands, but also of about an equal

acreage of enclosed land. But the will and the way

])roverl)i;illy go together, and they were not disso-

ciated ill this case. IMainly through the instrumen-

tality of Mr. Robert Hunter, then lion, solicitor of

the Commons Preservation Society, the circumstances

of the case

—

i.e., that Burnham Beeches was to be

offered for sale, that the Corporation were willing to

buy it, but were legally precluded from doing so

—

were brought to the knowledge of Sir Henry Peek,

then M.P. for Mid-Surrey, who gallantly stepped

into the breach, bought the whole of Lot 23 himself,

and afterwards re-sold, at a price proportionate to

what he had given for the whole, the 375 acres of

unenclosed land which comprised Burnham Beeches,

Hardicanute's ]\Toat, and East i5urnham Common.
The jivice paid liv the Corporation was £7,(52 1' l(!s.

;

tlie transaction between Sir Henry Peek and the

Corporation was completed on the 17th June, ISSd,

during the mayoralty of Sir Francis Truscott, when

Burnham Beeches was dedicated to the public to be

kept " as an open space for ever " for their recrea-

tion and enjoyment. Since their acquisition of the

property, the Corporation have improved the roads

without interfering with their natural beauty; the

only objects that have been placed in the wood by

the purchasers that are not rural and sylvan are the

blue cast-iron sign-posts.

Burnham Beeches bears every evidence of being

a genuine remnant of primeval forest. The ancient

beeches and oaks, interspersed with hollies and thorns,

have every characteristic of an ancient forest. The

extent is small, but one can walk for hours in a

constantly changing succession of sylvan glades

without being aware that the whole wood is of

comparatively trifling size. There are several small

pieces of water among the trees, extremely lovely

with their fringe of rushes, mare's-tail, and yellow

irises. There are also several beautiful plantations of

silver birch—the tree which is held by acclamation

to be the queen of the forest, just as the oak is the

king. Some writers affirm that in ancient times the

whole of Buckinghamshire was covered with beech

wood, of which Burnham is a remnant. They derive

the name of the county from the Saxon word hoc, lece,

or leoce, which means beech. If this derivation is

sound, an additional interest is given to Burnham

Beeches, as the surviving fragment of that which

was the prevailing characteristic of the county.

The beeches and oaks of Burnham Beeches appear

to have been polled. Their growth is very curious,

with frequently a dozen or more great stems, each in

itself a fair-sized tree, springing from the enormous

trunk at about ten to twelve feet from the ground.

Local tradition has it—and no doubt correctly—that

the Commonwealth army polled the trees, and

covered their barks with the deep cut initials and

hieroglyphics which may be seen there, alas ! to this

day. Whoever was guilty, it is certain that the

result at this distance of time is to give a singularly

weird and fantastic character to the trees. Like a

re-incarnation of Briareus, they are hundred-armed

giants; and the strange multiplicity of their branches

or stems is often accompanied by a correspondingly

curious distention and distortion of their roots ; these

latter spread out to a surprising extent before taking

a final dive underground, forming in the process most

inviting eas^'-chairs and lounges for the picnickers

that seek the pleasant shade of the overhanging

boughs. Thomas Gray, whose memory will for ever

be bound up with Burnham and the neighbourhood,

has noted this peculiarity of the lieechcs iu the

closing verses of his " J'^lcgy "Written in a Country

Churchyard "
:
—

" Tlirri. at tlie foot of yonder noiltling- tcccli,

That xvrcathcs its old J'autuUic roots so hi(/h."

J
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Biiniliam Beeches is rich in literary associations.

Grotc's "History of Greece" was written ahnost

within tlieir shadow. Tlie historian and his wife

dwelt at Burnham for nearly twenty years ; (he cut

-

tage they occupied diirinj^ the second half of their

residence there was designated by Mrs. Grote " His-

tory Hut/' because it was paid for from the profits

arishig from the sale of the work. Mrs. Grote tells

us, in her memoir of her husband, how the last proofs

of the history were corrected by herself and her

husband at History Hut, on the 23rd December,

1853 ; in honour of the event a bowl of punch was

brewed and shared by the household. Those who are

so fortunate as to remember the historian and his

wife will take pleasure in picturing" to themselves the

little scene which ]\Irs. Grote describes; the dainty

elegance of the scholar, the boundless pride in him of

his wife, jovial and downright as a country squire of

the good old times. She herself narrates how she

descanted to the assembled household on the years of

labour bestowed on the noble work just completed by

her " distinguished partner," and the " happiness of

their living to see this day," and so forth.

The Grotes received an almost continuous How of

distinguished visitors at History Hut, as well as at

their first house at East Burnham. Among them

was ^Mendelssohn, who visited them in the summer of

18-i7, a few months before his death. He was en-

chanted with the Beeches. "After wandering about

one day, in the old forest-like glades, till he was well-

nigh tired with walking, he laid himself down on a

green mossy bank, and listened to the sighing of the

breeze overhead, blending itself with the many small

sounds incident to woodland scenery, till he seemed

absorbed in thought. After some little time passed

in silence, he said, ' I think I could set all this to

music' " Mrs. Grote, to commemorate his visit,

put up a stone with an inscription on the spot

where the incident just referred to took place ; but

though she did her best to protect it with ornamental

shrubs and an iron railing, the boys of the hamlet

of East Burnham apparently set their faces against

hero-worship, and the stone and its surroundings

were the constant objects of their attack. " I could

not make way against such enemies," Mrs. Grote

continues, "and after a jear or two removed my
humble memorial in despair."

The house which the Grotes first occupied at

East Burnham was known in the neighbourhood

as Sheridan's Cottage. It was here that in 1773

Sheridan and his beautiful bride spent their honey-

moon. It is sometimes said that Sheridan brought

his wife to this East Burnham cottage after their

runaway marriage in France ; but this is a mistake.

The runaway marriage took jilace in ilarch, 177~,

the joint ages of the bride and bridegroom being

thirty-eight. The lady, Miss Linley, of Hatli, a

eelebrateil singer, wa.s immediately escorted by her

(lii\alr(ius hncr to a convent at Ijisle ; ]\Ir. liiiiley

soiin appeared on the scene, and took his daughter

back til Bath. The marriage was kept a profound

secret; the only alleged cause of the llight of Miss

Linley was her wish to escape from the too trouble-

some attentions of another lover. More than a year

after this, on the 13th of April, 1773, Sheridan was

publicly married to his beautiful St. Cecilia, and the

honeymoon at East Burnham dated from this i)ublic

marriage, not from the clandestine one of the pre-

vious year. Sir Joshua's beautiful piclure fif Mrs.

Sheridan as St. Cecilia is well known ; the two

children who figure as angels in the background were

the daughters of a Mr. Coote, at whose musical

parties Mrs. Sheridan often sang.

Mrs. Grote, in her "Collected Papers," ]ire-

viously quoted, gives a vi'ry interesting account of

the hamlet of East Burnham. She fulfilled with

evident zest all the duties of a squire there ; the his-

torian was absorbed in his literary work, and she

wisely endeavoured to relieve him of all obligations

of a business kind, " so that he enjoyed the leisure

of a 'lodger' in his own establishment." She there-

fore farmed the land, built cottages, and what is

more important, fought on behalf of the poorer com-

moners against the infringement of the common
rights by the lady of the manor, or rather liy her

steward's deputy, a lad whose pretensions to curtail

the right of cutting turves on the common were

strenuously resisted by Mrs. Grote. An instance is

given in her paper on East Buridiam of the difficulty

which attends well-intentioned attempts to benefit

the poor by charitable bequests. Mrs. Coxe, a con-

siderable proprietor of land in and about East Burn-

ham, had left £2,C00 in consols to provide gifts of

clothing and linen to the tenants of certain cottages

for ever ; the annual value of the gift amounted

to about £3 to £3 10s. for each cottage ; the effect

was, however, that these cottages, when vacant, were

so much run after that their rent was considerably

higher than that they would have fetched under

ordinary circumstances; so that Mrs. Coxe's becpiest,

instead of benefiting the cottagers, was divided be-

tween thera and the owners of the tenements which
" carried the gift."

Reference luis already been made to (iray ; and it

is round his name that the jirincipal literary asso-

ciations of Burnham Beeches will always gather.

Stoke Poges churchyard, about three miles from the

Beeches, is the scene of the "Elegy;" in it lie the

remains of the poet and of his beloved mother, the

Dorothy (iray to whom so many of her son's charm-

ing letters are addressed. The church is quite ideal

:

the double gable of the cast end is mantled with ivy ;
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Mio boantifal ixircli, tlie lonff tiled roof, and the of spring or snmmcr make a poem in tliemselves,
woodeu steejde look as vet untouched by the spoilino. and the whole forms a sort of ijentle, earefully-

EIKCH AND BEtCH.

hand of the^restorer
;
the venera.ldo yew deseril)ed in detailed perfection that makes it specially charac-

the "Elegy" still stands close to the porch, with many teristic of the poet who rests there. But what can
graves beneath its shadow. The trees, the flowers, be said of the truly frightful monument which some
the surroundnig meadows decked with the flowers misguided creature has erected in a neighbouring
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field in so-ealled lionoiir of Thomas Gray ? Cum-

brous, prutuutious, senseless, hideous, it is a disgrace

to the whole eouutry.

Gray was a t'recjuent visitor throughout his life

to Burnham and Stoke ; many of his letters are dated

thence. In one of these, addressed to Horace Walpole,

is the oft-t^uoted description of Burnham Beeches ; it

was written from the house of his mother's brother,

Mr. Robert Antrobus, at Burnham :
" I have at the

distance of half a mile through a green lane, a

forest (the vulgar call it a common) ail my o\\ai,

at least as good as so, for I spy no human being

in it but myself. It is a little eliaos of mountains

and precipices (!) ; mountains, it is true, that do

not ascend much above the clouds, nor are the

declivities quite so amazing as Dover cliff; but just

such hills as people who love their necks as well

as I do may venture to climb, and crags which give

the eye as much pleasure as if they were more dan-

gerous. Both vale and hill are covered with most

venerable beeclies and other very reverend vegetables,

that, like most other ancient people, are always

dreaming out their old stories to the winds :

—

Anil ;is they bow their hoary tops relate,

In murmuring' sounds, the dark decrees of fate

;

While visions, as poetic eyes avow,

Cling to eaeh leaf, and swarm on every hough.

At the foot of one of these squats ]ME [il jienseroso),

and there I grow to the trunk for a whole morning.

The timorous hare and s[i(jrtive sipurrel gambol

around me like Adam in Paradise Ijcfore he hatl an

Eve; but I think he did not use to read Virgil, as I

commonly do there. In this situation I often con-

verse with my Horace, aloud, too, that is, talk to

you, but I do not remember that I ever heard you

answer me. I beg pardon for taking all this con-

versation to mvself, but it is entirely j'our own
fault."

The " Elegy " bears the unmistakable signs of

long and painstaking elaboration. Every line, every

word has been chosen with careful skill, till the whole

resembles the elaborate beauty of a tine specimen of

the goldsmith's or the lajiidary's art. Most readers

of Mr. Gosse's edition of Gray's letters and poems

will, however, learn with surprise that this process of

polishing, rc-polishing, and re-polishing again was

continued for eight years before the poem had

reached a sufficient degree of perfection to warrant

its author, according to his own fastidious taste,

in sending it in manuscript to his friend Horace

Walpole. Not long after this the sensitive poetic

nature was ruffled by an application from the editor

of the "Magazine of ^lagazines " to be allowed to

print the poem. TIk.' luckless man had the misfor-

tune to refer to it in his letter to Gray by the title of

" Jii'jlifcf/oits in a Country Churchyard." To spend

eight years in choosing the fittest word for every line

of his composition (the title included), and then to

hear "The Elegy" rashly misnamed " llcHections,'''

appears to have disturbed Gray not a little. He at

once declined the editor's offer, and on the following

day he wrote to A\"alpole, begging him " to make

Dodsley print it (the Elegy) immediately (which

may be done in less than a week's time) from

your cojjy, but without my name, in what form is

most convenient for him, but on his best paper and

character ; he must correct the press himself, and

print it without any interval between the stanzas,

because the sense is in some i)laces continued beyond

them ; and the title must be— ' Elegy, written in a

Country Churchyard.' If he would add a line or

two to say it came into his hands by accident, I

sh<ndd like it better." Walp(jle faithfully carried

out the poet's wishes. The letter just quoted is

dated February 11, 1751, and on February 16,

Dodsley's edition was published. This first edition

was in pamjihlet form, price sixpence, with no

division between the stanzas. It was headed "An
Elegy wrote in a Country Churchyard," and Dods-

ley inserted after this heading a note in fulfilment

of Gray's wishes, to say that it had come into his

" Hands by Accident, if the General Approbation

with which this little Piece has been spread, may be

call'd by so slight a Term as Accident." Gray's dis-

trust of the editor of the "Magazine of Magazines"

appears to have been no whim ; for, although

Dodsley's edition came out on the 16th February,

before the end of the same month the poem was

pirated by the enterprising editor, who, it appears,

was determined to have the poem, and fair means

having failed, now resorted to foul. Gray's name

was not published as the author of the " Elegy " till

two years later, iir 1753. It went through eleven

editions in the author's life.

Mr. Matthew Arnold, in his interesting essay on

Gray, supports Sir James Mackintosh in claiming

for the poet " that he was the first discoverer of

the beauties of nature in England, and has marked

out the course of every picturesque journey that can

be made in it." With all respect for such high

authority, this is claiming too much for the country-

man of Chaucer and Shakespeare. But if Gray was

not a " first discoverer," he was a true appreciator of

the beauties of nature in England, and his letters are

full of the minute, careful observation of beautiful

things, the poetic description of which makes so

large a part of the charm of the " Elegy.'-" It is

curious that he appears to have had an almost

medi;cval horror of mountain scenery; no one but

himself could have seen in Burnham Beeches a "little

chaos of mountains and precipices." There are some

sliii'ht irregularities in the surface of the ground; but

J
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it is cviilont that he did iidt like mountains oxcopt on

a very Lilliputian scale. When he crossed tlic Aljis

on liis way to Italy lie was chielly impressed by their

"savasi'enoss and horror." Of Mont Cenis he writes,

"It carried the permission which mountains have of

heinu- fri,L;-litful rather too far." The time for loving

mountains had not arrived in the middle of the

Eigliteenth Century, any more than it had in the

middle of the Sevontcentli, when Evelyn uses the

epithet, " this horrid Alp," in writing of the rocks at

Clifton, now spanned by the Suspension Bridge.

In Burnham Church lies buried the father of

two men whom Ilallam praises as the most distin-

guished assertors of civil liberty during the reign of

Elizabeth—Paul and Peter Wentworth. At the

Reformation the abbey of Benedictine nuns which

had been founded in 1365 by Richard, King of

the Romans, In'other of Henry III., was dissolved ;

the abbey lands were granted on lease to the Paul

Wentworth whose tomb is in Burnham Church, and

whose sons, Peter and Paul, on several occasions

withstood the arbitrary encroachments of the Crown

upon the privileges of Parliament. The more ener-

getic in this respect of the two brothers was Peter

Wentworth, who three times suffered the jienalty

of imprisonment in consequence of his boldness

in maintaining the constitutional privileges of the

House of Commons. He was, however, nothing

daunted, and continued in and out of season to

maintain what have since become the recognised

principles of constitutional government. Ilallam

accords to these Wentworths, and especially to the

"unconquerable" Peter, the very high praise of

redeeming the Parliaments of Elizabeth from the

charge of servility which some historians have laid at

their door. Tt is of some interest to know that a

descendant of these Wentworths, one Sybil Went-

worth, married Pisher Dilke, a captain in Crom-

well's army, who died of grief on the restoration of

Charles II. From the date of this marriage the

names of Wentworth and Dilke have been united,

and a representative of this good stock was Prince

Albert's friend, the founder of the Allienanm.

In sjwaking of the political associations of Burn-

ham Beeches, it should not be forgotten that the

parishes of Stoke, Burnham, and Desborough, form

lUHslJl.MKK Al HIE llKtCilht
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A BUUMIIAII GIA.M.

till' Cliilleni irundrccls, to aeeciit (lie Ste\v;inlt;lii}) nf

wliich is l,i_v a (-•! institutional liftion the rueog-nisfil

moans iiy wliicli a j\Iein1iiT of Parlinnient msiyns In's

seat. ^Vn attianpl Ikis lircii niiiili' in these i'ew passes

t'l reeall some ul' the interesting events eonneeted
with the loeality, Ijiit as good wine needs no Ijiish^ so

liui'nhaui Beeehes need nothing to reeoniniend them.

It is hoped that every year many luuulreds ol' Lon-

doners, wlio can give themselves a day's lioliday,

will refresh their souls and bodies liy drinking in

the traucpiil loveliness of this fragment of primeval

fiJl't'^^t. MiLLICENT GAllKErr-FAWfElT.

SOME PORTRAITS OF LADY HAMILTON.

WVAiE 1 a man those eyes in life would surdv
fascinate nic to madness." Hearing these

words spoken by a lady, beautiful herself, we ean
the more readily understaml the jiower those witching
eyes had over men that were, llemembering also

the tem])tat.ions that were too surely the aeeompani-
ment of sueh wondrous beauty, and th(^ sad ending
of her life, gazing at the lovely smiling faee before
us we cannot choose but think kindly of her who is

the subject of this memoir ; and without endeavour-
ing to conceal anytliing of real interest, artistic

or historical, we may refrain from dwelling on the

story of degrading impulses which, after all, arc

hard to authenticate.

Enuna Lyon was born on tlie !Sth December,

]7(il, in the County Palatine of Chester. She wns

the sole offspring of poiir and uneducated parents,

her father a farm labourer, her jnother a servant.

John Lyon, dying soon after the birth of the child,

loft his widow almost destitute, and she returned to

Ilawarden, her native place. Kesuming for some

nnknown reason her maiden name of Hart, she

apjioars to have ol.itainod a situation as needlewoman

in the establishment of Lord Halifax, of Stanstead
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Park, wild took notice ol' the rliihl I'lmiua, put her to iiii^- to a wielow lady living' lianl by, to wliicli she

school, whciv she learned rapidly and with evident had access ; and, as she herseU" relates, she was

enjoyment. The Earl marryint;' ag'ain, the services never without a volume of her heloved Shakespeare,

of Airs. Hart were dispensed with, and Emma was Here it was that, while out with the children, she

LADY HAMILTON: " ElIJIA."

[Painted by Romtietj. J-'rom the Etii/rariHi/ bij J. Jones.)

received in the honse of Air. Thomas, of Hawarden first met the painter Ronmey, who, sfrtiek with her

(brother-in-law of Alderman Boydell), as nursery- beauty, made a rajiid sketch of her while asking her

maid to three little orphan grandchildren. She name, and added that if she ever came to London

divided the five years of her service between her and would allow him to paint her portrait, he would

little charges and the contents of a library belong- pay her five guineas a sitting.

3.56
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On tlie 27tli NovpiiiImt, 1778, ]']iniiia, npcompanicil

by hor cousin, a young ]ad named Ricliard Strong,

whom slie liad persuaded to come witli licr, arrived in

London. Here they parted ; and slie, having only a

few shillings in her pocket, made her way to Caven-

dish Square, where, to her mortification and despair,

she found that Romney was ahsent from town. The

records of her early days in London are somewhat

conflicting. Whether she was a barmaid, or at a

fruiterer's, or both, it is certain that she was un-

foi-tunate in entering the service of a j)rofessional

lady with better means than moi'als. In the early

days I'f the American War her cousin, Richard

Strong, was impressed and sent on board a vessel

off the Tower ; and Emma Lyon went to Captain

(afterwards Admiral) John Payne, of the recruiting

service, to implore his release. This was the real

beginning of her life ; for when Captain Payne

was ordered to America, ho confided her to the care

and protection of his friend, Sir Ilarry Feather-

stonhaugh, and she became a visitor for some months

at Up Park, this gentleman's seat in Sussex. Here

she spent the greater part of her time in the

saddle, riding fearlessly and well ; and here she ap-

pears to have met Chailes Greville—(ireville of the

"Journals." When in time she left Sir Harry and

came (1782) to London, she was, it would seem,

in great distress for some time. It has been posi-

tively asserted, and as positivel}' denied, that at the

"Celestial" Dr. Graham's, in Pall MM, a century

since, she consented to be exhiliited in all the sim-

plicity of nature as Hygeia, the inspiring Goddess

of Health. What is certain is that slie renewed her

connection with Greville, with whom she remained

for some years, and at whose expense she was edu-

cated, and that she sat to most of the painters of

the time in succession.

Of all these—Cosway, Cipriani, Hone, Reynolds,

and Tresham—Romney was to the end the most

favoTired and the most fon-.l. He was then at the

height of his reputation, the acknowledged rival

of Reynolds, and earning between three and four

thousand pounds a year from portraits ;ilone. He
detested the work, and sighed for a wider scojie

and a loftier inspiration. This he found in the fea-

tures of Emma Hart ; and he devoted an immense
amount of time to the task of presenting her as the

heroine of innumeralile emblematical and allesrorical

pictures. One of his earliest studies of her was a

"Circe with the ]\Iagic Wand," a whole length

painted in 178:2. He afterwards painted her as

Alope ; as Ariadne; as a Bacchante ; as Cassandra;

as St. Cecilia; as the Tragic Muse; as the Comic
jNIusc ; as Miranda; as Joan of Arc; as Enphro-

syne ; as a Wond Nymph; as Sensibility; as

Diana, Calypso, Iphigcnia, Constance; as a Sibyl;

and as the Magdalen. Of an age fast ripening

into womanhood, the marvellous beauty and sym-

metry of her form gave an elegance and grace to

every movement; and to this there was united

a face of such exquisite sweetness of expression

as moved her beholders to admiration. Tall hut

slight, her limbs were extremely lithe and flexible

;

her well-shaped head was lightly set upon a neck

that was a very tower of ivory for whiteness and

shapeliness ; she had a rather broad forehead shaded

b}' a mass of sunny hair ; her eyes were blue and

large and lustrous ; her nose small and straight ; her

curved and parted lips disclosed such " cpiarrelets of

pearls " as Herrick saw, and sang of, in his Julia.

These graces were considerably enhanced by the

sweet simplicity of her manner and the peculiar

neatness of her plain and almost rustic dress, her

looks, and her enchanting voice. It was at Greville's

instance that she sat to Romney for the original

of our frontispiece (engraved in 1789 by T. Cheese-

man, and sold at Christie's, 1875, for £808 10s.

to Lord Normanton).

As her best portraits were produced between the

years 1783-7, it may not be out of place here to

enumei'ate a few of the more characteristic and

interesting. In 1783 she sat to Reynolds for the

" Bacchnnte," engraved in illustration of this article,

and of the artistic rivalry that was then dividing the

town. It is said this rivalry extended beyond their

studios, and that Reynolds was jealous of the pre-

ference shown by Emma for " the man in Cavendish

Square." His pocket-book for this year is missing,

and it is not certain for how many subjects she sat

to him. In addition to the " Bacchante " one other

was painted—a half-length, with a child pick-a-back;

both were engraved by S. W. Reynolds. The original

of the " Bacchante " was p)urchased by Mr. Chambcr-

layne at the sale of Sir William Hamilton's pictures

in ISOI, and is now in the possession of Lord Durham.

Another reputed portrait of Miss Hart is that pic-

ture of a reclining lady with a Cupid unfastening her

zone, first referred to by Sir Joshua as the " Half-

consenting," but exhibited at the Royal Academy,

1785, as " Venus," and finally called " The Snake in

the Grass." It was engraved by as many artists as it

had names : by J. R. Smith (twice) and by W. Ward
and J. Ward—one in mezzotint and the other in

stipple. It is now in the Hermitage at St. Peters-

burg. Sir William Hamilton was at this time

sitting to Reynolds for his second portrait; not (I

should add) the one now in the National Portrait

Gallery, which was painted about 1777.

Bich.Trd Cosway, the very geniusof grace, has per-

lictuafed the features of L.ady llnmillon, with all his

wonted accomplishment and charm, in two, if not

three, ex(iuisite miniatures. One, nnw in the cabinet
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who would one day astonish the world." He re- had joined the first coalition ao-ain.st Eranee in 1792
sided with the amhaasador and his wife during this were very g'lad to g-ive what assistance thev could,

memorable first visit, and then began that passion It was not, however, until Four vears after that Lady
niance of the great sailor's life. Hamilton rendered her country the first of thosewhich wns the

LADY HAMILTON: "A B.iCCIIAXTK,"

(Painted by Sir Joshua Rii/nohls. From the Eitaravmn by S. \Y. Itojnolds.)

Nelson, writing home to his wife, sjieaks of Lady services which Nelson esteemed so highlv. The
Hamilton as " a young woman of amiable manners, manner of it was this. The Queen of Naples and the
and who does honour to the station to which she wife of the ambassador were on terms of the greatest
IS raised." Her anti])athy to the Ercnch certainly intimacy. The King of Spain wrote to his brother
ciinalled hi-; own

; and their Sicilian majesties, who Ferdinand that he intended to abandon the coalition,



LADY HAMILTON: "NATUKE/

(Painted by Itomne)/. From the Engraving by J. R. Smith.)
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make ])f'a(o with France, and declare war against

Great liritain. The queen showed Lady Hamilton

the letter, and slie at once despatched a copy of it to

Nelson, wli.> communicated it to Lord Grenville; and

the issue was that Sir John Jervis fought the battle

of Cape St. Vincent "on the most glorious Valen-

tine^'s Day, 1797." "She is one of the very best

women in the world; she is an honour to her st'X,"

writes Nelson to his wife ; and, indeed, there can be

no doubt that she deserved well of her country and

all royalist Europe.

So much has been written about Nelson and Lady

Hamilton that in this place nothing need be said. It

is enough to note that on April 6th, 1803, she stood

with Nelson by her husband's death-bed at his house

in Piecadillv. " Brave and great Nelson," said the

old " our friendship has been long, and I glory

in my friend. I hope you will see justice done to

Emma by ministers, for you know how great her ser-

vices have been, and what she has done for her country.

Protect my dear wife; and may God bless you, and

give you victory, and protect you in battle !
" Tiieu

turning to his wife, he said, " jNIy incomparable

Emma, you have never in thought, word, or deed

offended me ; and let me thank you again and again

for your affectionate kindness to me all the time of

our ten years' hapi>y union."

After that there was but one more parting for

these two. And it came to pass that on the morn-

ing of the 31st of October, 180.5, Nelson sat in his

caljin aboard the V/cfur//, off Cajjc Trafalgar, writing

his last bequest :

—
" Whereas the eminent services

of Emma Hamilton, widow of the Right Hon. Sir

William Hamilton, have been of the very greatest

service to our king and country to my knowledge.

Cnuld I have rewarded these services I

would not now call uiiou my country ; but as th;it

has not been in my ]H)wer, I leave Emma Hamiltun,

therefore, a legacy to my king and country, that

they will give her an ample provision to maintain

her rank in life. I also leave to the beneficence of

my country my adopted daughter, Horatia Nelson

Thompson, and I desire she will use in future the

name of Nelscjn only. These are the only favours I

ask of my king and country at this moment when I

am going to fight their battle. May God bless my
king and country and all those I hold dear."

The results of this affecting dispatch are only

too well known. The great admiral's brother

was created au earl, with a grant of £6,(100 per

annimi, a sum of £10,000 to each of his sisters, and

£100,000 for the purchase of an estate ; but Lady

Hamilton's claim was utterly ignored, alike by the

p(jor, respectable creature wIkj succeedeil to Horatio's

state and fame, and by the Puritan nation in whose

defence Horatio died, and whose safety Horatio

achieved. She died a pauper at Calais, and was

buried as a pauper by subscription in " the heretics'

burying ground" outside the walls. In 1816 her

grave was already forgotten, so that Sylvanus Urban,

who passed that way and made enquiries, could find

no vestige of her. " Alas !
" says Mr. Urban, in

his gentlemanly way, " how fleeting are the hunours

of this passing world." E. Barkington N.isii.

THE MYTH OF PERSEUS AND ANDROMEDA.

I.—BY AMASIS THE
POTTEE.

iBritish Mii^anii.)

the tissue of a 1,

more sentimenta

story of the love

THE story of the divine birth

of the hero Perseus was

already current in Homer's days.

Father Zeus himself, in counting

up the tale of his lo\'e for mortal

women, tells us he " loved Danae
of the fair ankles, daughter of

Acrisios, who bore Perseus, most
renowned of all men." It is,

indeed, easy to see in the legends

that cluster about the name of

Perseus traces of the early,

wonder-loving fancy of a some-

what primitive people woven into

:iter mythology. To this later and
1 portion of the fabric belongs the

of Andromeda and her rescue from

the sea-monster. Wherever in Greek legend we
find this element of chivalrous protection we may
be sure that it is the outcome of an advanced

civilisation, which sees in the salvation of the weak

the highest function of the strong.

But to learn the story of Perseus as a whole, and

as told us by ancient art, we nuist gather together

many threads spun by story-tellers early and late, and

stitched together at last into a somewhat mottled

patchwork. Over the girlhood of Danae, the mother

of Perseus, there hung an old familiar curse : a wan-

dering oracle foretold that she should bear a son, and

that this son should slay his mother's father, Acrisios.

In Acrisios we have, again, a familiar type, the man
" Who, thinking he could free his life from fear,

Did th.it wliith brought hut death on him at last."

He casts about how he ma\' rid himself of his too-
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fair dauEfhter Daiiae. He oallfd liis wisest cral'ts-

men and bade them build a tyoodly " (dwer fonr-square,

"

wrought of brass most cunnino-ly; and Danae "wan-

dered all unwitting" through the open door, and tliev

shut her in, her and her maidens, and armed men
to keep guard, and there she abode long time in

weariness and grief. And yet in all this sorry j)light

her l)eauty wasted not, for

—

" Fair and bright her biidy Venus kept,

Yea, siuh a grace the sealxirn goddess fair

Did to her, that the ripples of her hair

Grew brighter, and the colour in licr face

And lovely lips waned not in that sad place."

In vain the maiden prayed to Artemis to take

her and let her dwell on the " boar-hunted hills
•"

among the areher-maidens safe from men-folk, but

Ai'temis heard not, for she had gone a-hunting ; only

Aphrodite heard, for she was risen from the sea, and

was passing beneath the window of the maiden, and

as slie passed

—

"For power and joy she smiled thereat and thought,

She shall not suffer all this pain for nought

;

And slowly for (Jlympos sailed away,

And thither came at hottest of the da)'."

Next morning, after the troubled tossing of the

night, fair-ankled Danae arose at sun-daw^n with a

strange new hope in her heart, and on her lips "the
shadow of a smile," and she stood at the open window
looking seaward for the Sun-god as he rose

—

" And into Danae's face his glory came,

And lit her softly waving hair like flame."

And with the shades of golden sunbeams came the

Father of light himself, and bade her be comforted.

In our second picture we have this scene of Danae
and the golden shower. It is taken from a one-

handled drinking-cup which formerly belonged to the

Campana collection, and is now in the Hermitage.

The scene is represented in the simple fashion cha-

racteristic of the early fine red-figured style ; the

vase must belong to the middle or latter part of the

Fifth Century B.C. Danae, with her name inscribed

clearly, half sits, half reclines, on a rich couch, and
looks upwards at the falling sunbeams. She seems

taken unawares, for she is just binding a ribbon

about her hair; she is richly clad in a chiton with

diploidion, and about her hips is draped a himation
with rich border. In this style of vase-painting there

is usually a very careful painstaking effort to express

different sorts of stuff by larger and smaller folds, the

fine chiton underneath, the thicker himation over it.

Danae rests her long delicate feet on a charming
foot-stool. Her couch is very richly decorated, and
is sloped in a thoroughly comfortable curve ; in fact

it looks more like a hammock than a bed or sofa. The
artist seems anxious to display the cushion to advan-

tage for he places it at the foot end. 'I'be room
is inarked as a woman's by tbi' mirror banging uii

and a sort of tliree-cornercd bag which may have
licld toilette apparatus or some women's gear. As it

seems to me, the drawing is tliroughout a marvel of

delicacy and finish.

Here, on the obverse of (lie vase, we have the

joy of Danae ; we need only (urn tlu- vase round to

find on the reverse (our third picture) the sorrowful

seipiel. The cliild Perseus is born, and the wra(h of

Acrisios has fallen on the mother. Again a second

time Acrisios will defy fate : mother and child he

will imprison in a cedar chest and cast them adrift

on the cruel homeless sea. Acrisios stands to the

right, his kingly sceptre in the one hand, the other

uplifted to enforce the stern command. On the left

is a workman, so characterised by his slight garb ;

he seems in practical fashion to take the ineasure of the

chest, and certainly there seems no space to spare ; at

the foot of the workman lies a hammer. Between
the two men is Danae with her boy. She lifts her

right hand with the peculiar gesture, the out-turned

palm that naturally marks deprecation. In the left

,

arm (we note the little careful realistic touch) she

carries the little Perseus, and he, poor child, holds out

admiringly a ball, a coloured one we are sure, for

there is a painted stripe round it. For Danae's sake

may it not go overboard before the sad voyage is

ended ! We may say in passing that the inscription

(Acrisios) is not now visible on the vase, and may
possibly have been originally an interpolation. The
other inscription near the workman, "the boy is

beautiful," is of course the usual comjdimentary dedi-

cation. The chest is decorated with stars, which, I

scarcely need remark, are not indications—as past

critics supposed—that Perseus is a siui myth, but

probably represent the nails with which the "daedal"

chest was studded.

Danae was alone on the water, but she was not

afraid; she remembered her divine husband and the

great words he spake to her at parting:

" Now must I go ; and, sweet love Danae,
Fear nothing more that man can do to thco.

For soon shall come an ending to thy woe
;

And thou shall have a son whose name shall grow
Still greater, till the mountains melt away,

And men no more can tell the night from day."

So the modern poet fancies, and so, too, the ancient

poet, both trusting that the father of gods and men
was ever kind to his " sweet simple love." For
a moment Simonides may take up the tale from
Mr. Morris, a tale that only a poet should he allowed
to tell. " What time in the dsedal chest the blast of

the wind and the stir of the sea smote upon Danae
with fear, and her cheek with tears was wet, and her

tender arms she cast about Perseus and spake, ' Oh,
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my child, a heavy sorrow is mine, but thou dost the young- man^s wrath, and so sought occasion to

softly sleep with thy heart at iJcace, iu the joyless slay him. And it fell out that on a feast-day, when

11. DANAE AND THE GOLDEN SHOWEE.

(Heymit'i'jr CoJhct'uiii.)

brass-ljcuuul bark, and about thee is furled the shining-

gloom of the night, and careless art thou of the

waves that wash thy clustering hair, leaving them
all unwet ; careless, too, of the voice of the wind, for

thou best at rest, and fair is thy face in the folds of

thy ])uriile cloak. Aye, surely if fear were fearful to

thee thou hadst lent thy baby ear to my cry : sleeji,

my child, and sleep, O sea, and sleep, my measureless

ill. But oh, father Zeus, grant thou some change to

our lot from thee, and if I pray a prayer that is over-

bold, for the child's sake, father, forgive my prayer."'

Zens hearkened to the prayer of his ancient love,

and brought the brazen chest safely to land on the

island of Seriphos. On the Seriplios dwelt two fisher

kings, the brothers Dictys and Polydectes. Dictys is

kind and good ; he saves the mother and child, and
takes them to the palace, tending them with reverent

care. And so for awhile it seemed that Danae's
sorrows were over, that she had found all that she

asked, a peaceful home for the child and quiet for

herself, to brood over her " ancient pain." But such
was not the ordinance of fate. The years went by,

and Perseus grew up a lusty boy, stronger than all

his little peers, and then a goodly youth. But his

mother Danae was still fair to look Upon, and King
Polydectes would fain have her to wife, but he feared

ail (he nobles and even the lowest of the people

brought presents to King Polydectes, Perseus had no

gift, and he stood before the king shamefast and

sore troubled, and the people jeered at him. But

Polydectes bade him draw nigh and sit by his side,

and gave him a jewelled cup, but he did it in craft

;

and Per.seus, not ])erceiving the guile of the king,

swore a great oath that he would do the bidding of

the kin.g, and fear no jieril were it ever so great, to

bring the king whatsoever his heart desired. And
Polydectes, wishing to compass the death of Perseus,

bade him fetch him the head of the Gorgon Medusa.

Henceforth we hear but little more of fair-ankled

Danae; the interest of the story shifts to Perseus. He,

like Theseus, like Herakles, like Bellerophon, is to go

forth and put his valour to the uttermost proof; by

the might of the gods he must face and slay strange,

uncouth monsters. That night he went forth to walk

by the seashore to Iiethink him of the dread trial that

was before him ; and there came to him Pallas Athene

in the semblance of an ancient crone, and bade him be

of good cheer, and gave him winged sandals to bear

him over land and ocean, and the cap of Hades that he

might be seen of none, and a sword that Hephsestos

had tempered ; and she bade him go to the three

Grey Sisters, kinsfolk of the Gorgon, that they might
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tell liiin of the unknown countiy licyimd. In a

picture which wc have ni)t engraved we nii^-lil see

liim startinj:^ on his jonrney. The desig'u conies

from a large kratur-shaped terra-cotta \'essel, found

in .Eg'inaj and now in the Berlin Museum. (Jn one

side is depicted the slaying of ^ledusa ; and on the

other, as a sort of eounterpari, the slaying of the

Harpies. The style is very early, probably of the

Sixth Century b.c. ; unhappily only a fragment of

each design is preserved. Athene is simply dressed

in a long chiton, pointed behind as is usual on vases

of this period, and a hioiatiou cast over her head.

Perseus has his cap, his sword, and his winged boots,

and of these last he is making excellent use ; he is

posed in the odd kneeling attitude which is the re-

gular archaic fashion of indicating rapid flight, and

as in most flying figures his arms are symmetrically

arranged, so that he has a very purposeful look. His

name is also inscribed, but with a letter left out

—

"Pereus." The gnmnd of the design is all .\YV//r'

with little ornamental decorations.

Of the Grey Sisters, with their one eye and one

tooth, ancient art has left us no record; perhaps they

were too shadowy in shape to be moi'e than the mythi-

cal doubles of the Gorgons. We need not stop to

tell how Perseus found them in their dreary home, and

I'uilc hiimoui'. The (iiiri^'.in shapes themselves have

taken lirnu'r hold on both ancient and modern imagi-

nation. Homer knew of the terrible lu^ad of the(ior-

gon. Odysseus, who had faced the i)erils of the under-

world, yet feared to tarry in Hades, as he says : "and
pale fear got hold of mti lest the high goddess Perse-

phone should send me the head of the Gorgon, that

dread monster." But he seems to have known no-

thing of the slaying of Medusa, nor of the sad story

of her love and betrayal. This it is that has haunted

tlie modern imagination, this blending of beauty and

horror of sin and ceaseless remorse, love and unending

torment—this to the poet and painter make up the

"tempestuous loveliness of terror; "and so in modern

verse we read how Perseus fared to a land

" "Where gieen eliffs rise fioiii out an inky sea,

But no green leaf may grow on bush or tree ;

"

and there within an ancient hall he finds two

women, with stony eyes and withered limbs, sit-

ting motionless, with their bony hands upon their

knees; and a third sha])e more terrible than they, a

woman who cannot sit, lint paces to and fro, clad in

a " thin red garment," and ever as she paces she

moans aloud and shrieks in anguish, for in her golden

hair are writhing snakes, and she is girt with a

-DANAE AND FEBSEUS AND THE BKAZEX CHEST.

{Eermitagc CoUeclion.)

how ho stole their one dear eye, and forced from jewelled girdle which the sea-god Poseidon gave her

them the secret of Medusa's dwelling. The tale is a the day of betrayal. And Perseus, when he saw her,

somewhat uncouth one, smacking of savage fancy and pitied her, for she would fain "live no longer, but

367
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jivavcd to <lio Earth- Sliakcr, hy tho Inve he once bore

her, to send death and fory-ett'uhiess;" and so Perseus

drew near, and in jiity lie smote her, and she died

and her torment was ended.

Turning- to our fourtli picture we have the scene

of the slaying of the Gorgon, as a vase-painter of the

Fifth Ci'ntury pictured it to himself. The design is

taken from an oinochi'e, or wine-pourer (i.), in the

British Museum; it stands at present in the left-hand

wall-case of the second Vase Room. I have chosen it

from many other representations of the scene, because

it is signed with the name of the potter, and signed

vases can as a rule be much more securely dated.

" Amasis made me " is written clearly down the left

side of the design. Amasis was a master of the finest

style of black-figured vase-painting, of the delicate,

detailed sort that was popular in the beginning and

middle of the Fifth Century. There is much more
finish about the work, much more mannerism as of a

settled school, than there is in the Berlin vase. Perseus,

to the left, is just plunging his sword in the Gorgon's

throat. Hermes, to the right, shows by his presence

that the hero does the bidding of the gods. The figure

of ^ledusa, between them, is executed with great eare;

it has all tho elaborate finish of a long stereotyped

pattern. The face is the usual hideous type, with

outstretched tongue and prominent teeth, turned

full-face to strike the more horror. The snakes

are arrayed pattern-fashion. There is no attempt to

soften the conception of the monster by any beauty

of outline, nor to rouse our sympathy by the pior-

trayal of suffering. The Gorgon is a vile, bad monster,

therefore she is ugly—a thing to rid the world of. In

many instances of about the same date we have the

horse Pegasos, the child of Poseidon, springing from
Medusa's headless body, a type possibly suggested

by some horse-headed mythological monster. If

the story of the love of Poseidon and Medusa was
known it is never emphasised : till later days, when
the Gorgon myth was tinged, like many another,

with the spirit of a gentle euphemism, and the

hideous monster, borrowed doubtless by the West
from the East, became for Greece, as for the modern
poet, a beautiful and ]ianic-strieken woman.

Athene, the goddess, heard the shrill crying of

the two sisters Stheno and Euryale, and—so Pindar
tells us—to mimic their wailing she invented the

music of the flute, for before men had played only

the sober music of the lyre. Flute-playing was the

art which, says Pindar, as translated by Mr. Ernest
Myers, "once on a time Pallas Athene devised, when
she made music of the fierce Gorgons' torment.

That heard she pouring from the maiden heads and
heads of serpent unapin-oachable amidst the anguish
of their pains, when Perseus had stricken the third

sister, and to the isle of Seriphos and its folk bare

thence their doom. Yea, also he struck with blindness

the wondrous brood of Phorkos (the Grey Sisters),

and to Polydectes' bridal brought a grievous gift, and
grievous eternally he made for that man his mother's

slavery ; for thus he won the fair-faced ^ledusa's head,

he who was the son of Danae, and sprang, they say,

from a stream of living gold. But the maiden
(Athene), when that she had delivered her well-

beloved (Perseus) from these toils, contrived the

manifold music of the flute, that with such instru-

ment she might repeat the shrill lament that reached

her from Euryale's ravening jaws."

But the death of the Gorgon was to serve a

greater issue than the invention of the flute. Perseus

laid the dreadful head in a wallet, fearing lest by

chance he should see it himself, and so be turned into

stone, and he sped over the desolate plains and over

level spaces of the sea and came at last to the land

of Phenicia ; and because he was come to the dwell-

ings of men he made himself invisible and so lighted

on the cliff, and there beheld a wonder, a maiden fair

to see, naked, and bound by cruel chains to the sea-

beat rock. And she cried aloud and looked toward
the sea as though she waited for the coming of

Death. And Perseus marvelled, and laid aside the

invisible cap and drew near, and spake to the maiden

and asked her of her sorrow. And she told him how
that she must die, and how she was the daughter of

Cepheus, the king of the land; and the cpieen her

mother, Cassiopeia, in her pride had brought upon
the land a curse, boasting that her child Andromeda
was fairer than all the Nereids that dwell in the sea.

And thereat Poseidiin, the god of the sea, was wroth,

and sent a fell monster to devour the land, and an

oracle bade King Cepheus sacrifice his daughter that

so he might save his people ; and so was Andromeda
bound to the rock to wait for the coming of the sea-

beast. And even as she spake there was seen a

mighty wave rising, and from out it came a sea-beast,

strange and horrible, and Andromeda thought to die;

but Perseus drew the sword that Athene had given

him and smote the monster and slew him, and

claimed Andromeda for his bride.

The story seems a compound of the tale of

Niobe's pride and the rescue of Hesione bv Heracles,

and has all the pathetic elements that cou^d and did

make it a favourite subject for tragic poets, and later

the Alexandrian painters. But its simple outlines,

the story of the deed itself divested of its emotional

atmosphere, were cui-rent in earlier days. In our fifth

plate we have, I think, the naivest piece of pictorial

story-telling extant. It is taken from a vase found

at Cervetri. and now in flic Berlin Museum. The

picture tells its own stciry. Out of the sea (indi-

cated, as usual in \'ase-paiiiling, by waved lines)

issues the head of a sea-monster, his name Ketos
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(sea-monstur) written against liim. The artist lias

evidently wished to make him uL' huge si/.e, and not

having' room for the whole of him on a large scale,

put in his head only. His great red tongue and wide

open mouth leave no doubt about his intentions.

But the lovers are ready for him. Perseus strides

forward, his wallet on his left arm, and in eaeli hand

a huge stone; his name also a[)pears in Corinthian

letters
—

" Perseus." Behind him is Andromeda, but

but in transposing the drawing I'nini the round to

the Hat a little displacement was unavoidable. 1

might of course have selected manv later versions of

the scene, pictures which would have been nu;re

illitnlnitionn of the lilerary birm of the tale, but

this work of an early ('i)riuthian }iotter is more: it

lets us into the secret of a more ])rimitive aspect of

the tale. The interest of the vase-drawing does not

centre on Andromeda at all ; she is not even l)ouiid

IV.—PERSEUS SLJYINO MEDUSA.

(From a Vase bij the ruttcr Ainasts. British Mnscton.)

not idle. She is no woman to sit still and moan while

her hero does the fighting. She has got two large

stones readv to supply him with should his ammu-
nition fall short. It is no doubt she wh<i has helped

to make the neat pile of stones that with such excel-

lent decorative effect occupies the space between the

outstretched legs of Perseus. She augurs well for

the future housekeeping of this thrifty systematic

pair. On the original vase—an amphora—the

figures of Perseus and Andromeda are somewhat

nearer to each other, and the distance between

Perseus and the monster is proportionately greater.

to a rock, there are no cruel chains, no lovely arms,

no " drifting wonder of her hair." We see at a

glance tliat the artist cared not a jot for the love-

story; in fact it was to him no love-story at all.

AVhat he did care for was the prowess of the hero,

the slaying of the monster, and to this end Andro-

meda ministers. She is a mere accessory figure, as

Ariadne appears when Theseus contends with the

Minotaur. It is not didicult to see when tiiis

element of ])athos, this binding of Audrome<la, came

into the story. When the myth of Perseus and

Andromeda came to be put on the stage, some
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effective form of presentation for Andromeda had

to be considered; to bind lier on a rock would have

excellent scenic effect. So strong a hold did this

bindinj>- take on the imag-ination of the people, that

in late vase-paintings of the Fourth Century it is

never omitted. There is, indeed, no attempt to

doom overtook him that he should die by the hand

of the child Vjorn of Danae ; and straightway he went

and told his mother.

" And much did Danae ponder as they went

How tlie high gods had wrought out their intent."

And Perseus would not claim tlio kinii'dom of

T.—PEESEUS AND ANDEOMEDA.

{Bi'rlin Miisnim.)

depict the cliff and sea-coast scenerj-, but Andromeda,

in Oriental costume, is firmly tied between two posts.

Once the monster slain, ancient art deserts lis.

It forliears to tell how
" On a rock smoothed by the washing sea

They sat and eyed each other lovingly."

And how after the feasting and the triumph were

over, Perseus took his bride to Seriphos, and redeem-

ing his pledge to Polydectes, drew forth the GorgonV
head from his wallet and turned the wicked king and

all his court into stone ; only he saved the kind fisher

Dictys. And how Danae was set free and went home
with Perseus to Argos. But they found the old king

was gone to Larissa in Thessaly, and the king of

that country, Teutanios, was honouring his father

that was dead with games. And as Perseus con-

tended with the rest, and far ontdid them in hurlino'

the diskos, it fell out by mischance that the diskos

smote King Acrisios and he diedj and so at last his

Acrisios, but went and founded the city of IMycenae,

and the Cyclopes built the walls and the entrance

gate, and it abides to this day. But the head of

Medusa he gave to the goddess Athene, and she

wears it ever on her tegis.

It has not been my purpose to analyse the story,

beautiful as a whole, into its component elements,

some of them possibly in their primitive form ugly

enough ; nor to show how scraps of marvellous tales,

" at first told of somebody," got attached to the

name and personality of Perseus. For these ques-

tions of folk-lore Greek vase-paintings come too

late. Rather my purpose has been to point the

contrast between the complex sentiment of the

modern poet and the simple objectivity of the an-

cient craftsman
;

perhaps because we love the one

we need not disallow the other, and possibly in

their juxtaposition we may find a delight foreign

to either apart. Jane E. Harrison.
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"NAPOLEON IN liUSSIA."

From the Pictuee by Meissonier.

I

HEN Meissonier paints history lie

paiuts it ill little, but with a

breadth of conception, a technical

mastery, a faculty of selection and

arrangement that make it almost

great. This '' Napoleon in Russia"

is a jn-(.iof of it. Meissonier has forgotten the exist-

ence of anecdote, and measured liimself as a painter

with a great jsictorial subject ; and the result is

])erhaps the best, and certainly the most famous, of

his works : a- ])icture worthy liy the excellence of

the comjiosition, the striking novelty and simplicity

of the arrangement, the largeness of the conception,

the perfect co-ordination of all the parts, and the

admirable supremacy of the heroic figure.

Napoleon, the one epic figure in modern history,

has exercised an influence the strongest and most

fruitfid on art of the century in all its expressions.

Scott and Byron, Hugo and Berauger, Berlioz and

Frederick and Dumas, David and Gros—jslaywrights

and novelists, poets and painters, actors and musi-

cians, all have found him a centre of inspiration. In

the vast achievement which he has cpiickened and

suggested there is not much that takes higher rank,

or embodies finer artistic qualities, than this direct

and movino' utterance of Meissonier's.

PKOFILES FEOM THE FRENCH RENAISSANCE.—VII.

PHILIBERT DELOKME.
" J'ay vou trop dc maijons

Bastir les Tuilcries,

Et en trop de faijons,

Fairt^ Its momeries."

SO Captain Ronsard, Marquis of Thi'ace and Apollo

of the court, rhymed his dislike to the braggart

and low-born architect of the queen's new palace.

There was a natural hatred between the court poet,

to the last degree a scholar and a gentleman, and this

vulgar mason, pretentious and ignorant, a very Cellini

for braggadocio. It was an antagonism of disposi-

tion and an antagonism of party. Ronsard had been

a page in the House of Guise: his patron still was

the Cardinal of Lorraine. He was a man of the

new sort ; a Catholic, a Latinist, and vowed to the

service of the Guises. And Delorme had grown
under the protection of the great rival of the Guises,

the witty, brilliant Cardinal du Bellay. Delorme was

a friend of Rabelais and of Goujon. He naturally

associated with the elder, the Gallic party : with

the men who advocated liberty of conscience and

the alliance with the East. So between him and

Ronsard there was a great gulf fixed.

So great a gulf, that Rnnsard and Delorme never

)icrceivcd that, abuve all other men, they two should

have been friends and comrades. For the architect

in his buildings, the poet in his verse, were the two
great advocates of the new style—the nlijlc .wutciiii.

Their learned Ijatin graces, their orderly and frigid

composition, a little jionijious, a little grandiose in its

evident nobility, had given the genius of France a

new ideal. Youth was over with its freshness and

its rashness ; now began the mature and serious

composure of middle life. Ronsard in poetry made

another Rabelais impossible in prose ; and Anet

quite outdated Chambord and the style of Francois.

The charm, the fire, the gaiety, the careless fecundity

of the earlier days are gone for ever. The long reign

of the correct and the noble opened with Ronsard

and Delorme.

Philibert, born at Lyons about the year 1515,

was probably related to Pierre Delorme and Tous-

saint Delorme, master-masons who had worked at

the Chateau Gaillon. His brother, Jean Delorme,

was an architect of some iiositiou. Of his father

we know nothing ))Ositive, save that at eighteen he

sent Philibert to study in Italy. "While the young

architect still was under age he had measured the

greatest monuments of antiquity in Rome: measured

them not merely with the eye, but with a foot-rule

laid upon their surface, measured them exactly anil

in detail, so that their exquisite jn'ojiortions might

yield him up their secret.

The young man, jioor and a stranger, had to live

sparely in onler to afford the great expense of men

and ladders. AV'hen at last carliui grew very scarce
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with Philibert, he arranged a little scene worthy of

the great Benvenuto himself. At a moment when he

was aware that many cardinals and s^roat peo])le were

passing to visit the remains of autiqnity, this clever

young man of hiinly twenty happened to be measur-

ing the crowning arch of Sta. Maria Nuova. The

little idle crowd of lookers-on, the men with ladders

clamouring for carlliii, and the F'rench lad, high

above them, lost in his art and quite ol»livious, no

doubt, of the grand people watching him below

—

this little scene appealed strongly to the fancy of

those cultured dilettanti of the Renaissance. " So it

chanced," says Philibert, " that the Cardinal of Sta.

Croce, since known as Pope Marcellus, but in those

days a simple bishop, said, in his Roman idiom, that

he would like to know me, forasmuch as he had

seen me several times measuringr different monuments

of antiquity." Once introduced to this " simple

bishop," the fortune of Philibert w^as secure. His

temperament of pushing and prosperous meridional

would carry all the rest. He was soon in the service

of the Pope. Then, in 1536, Guillaume du Bellay

and his brother, the cardinal, carried him away from

Pa>d III. and brought him back to France.

Philibert went home to Lyons, and found so much
to do there that for some years he settled in his

native place. Here the true features of his gift were

soon displayed. A coi'belled gallery he built thei-e

for the General of the Jesuits is one of the cleverest

thing's in France. Construction and not decoration

was the important thing to Philibert Delorme. If

Lescot and Bullant were at least as much decorators

as architects, Delorme was less an architect than an

engineer. The works he designed as artist he usually

executed as builder. In later life, carried away by

the spirit of the age, he did indeed attempt to dis-

cover a new ornament, and invented a sixth order,

of which the column was formed b}' the trunk of a

tree, whose twisted branches make the capital. But

this device only proves how much more strong his

natural bent was for construction than for ornament.

His works are full of references to improved methods

of building ; a well-pitched roof, an ingenious gallery,

a clever new shed for cannon or pall-mall—these

things are as dear to him as the five orders were to

Bullant. In his line Delorme was a really great

man. He claims, and not without reason, to have

re-organised the French system of building, and to

have banished for ever the '" barbarous fashion of

wide joints,." His flitched frames for roofing were

stronger and cheaper than ever had been used before

;

he could build out a corbelled gallery or a turret

better than any other man in France. At the

Tuileries he designed a circular and geometrical stair-

case, " i\ noyau vuide," which until its destruction in

IGGl was the wonder of beholders. In such thinofs

as these Dclnmie excelled. Rricks and mortar

became .sup]ilc in his hands. He came at a lime

when the decorative ])art of architecture had far

outstripped its practical capacities ; and by his sole

exertions he pushed on construction to its proper place.

About the year 151:5, wdien Phililjert therefore

must have been tweiity-cight years of age, the

Cardinal du Hi'llay summoned him to Paris. Fi'oni

this moment his life becomes public and eventful.

In 1 .J I I King Francjois made him military engineer

to the coasts and forts of Brittany. It was an

eventful time. The English were liefore Boulogne.

Pliililiert was several times besieged when acting

as commandant in the place under his care. He

tells us that in the spring of 1510 he saved the

town of Brest from an attack by the English

forces; but the word of Delorme is as the

word of Cellini, and it is permissible to doubt.

Certainly, however, these were busy years. He was

purveyor to the camp at Boulogne, military engineer

in Brittany, and in Normandy inspector of marines.

Then in 1516 the peace w^as signed. liarly in 15 17

Franc^ois died, and with the accession of the quiet

and elegant Henri, Delorme was recalled to his

more peaceful arts.

Henri was lavish of favours to the brilliant and

prosperous young man, whose successes came so easy

to him, whose hand could trace with equal surety

a fortification or the pleasure-palace of a queen.

Delorme was soon made architect to the king,

director at Fontainebleau, counsellor and almoner.

Abbot of Ivry and of St. Barthelemy-lez-Noyon,

Canon of Notre-Dame, &c. &c. At various times

he possessed five rich abbeys. The favourite of the

king, and of Cai'dinal du Bellny, Bishop of Paris,

might safely reckon on the church to furnish his

rosoui-ees. In this moment an opportunity occurred

for Philibert to exercise that real genius for time-

serving which he was to develop with brilliant

results. Cardinal du Bellay, his early ])atron,

who under Francois had been all-powerfid, went out

of favour with the accession of Henri II. Henri

hated the movement of which Du Bellay was the

most brilliant representative—a movement which

would have made of France the head of a great

anti-papal, anti-imperial federation. With the death

of Francois the last blow was given to this movement,

already broken b^- the fatal peace of Cressy. Dii

Bellay, disgraced and half-ruined, retired to Rome.
And now Delorme seems to have felt himself re-

leased from any sentiments of loyalty to his banished

patron. AVith an ea.sy conscience, we may be sure,

and with his wonted assurance, the brilliant young

meridional transferred himself to the opposite ]>arty;

made court to the very heart and soul of it, the

fair, faded Diane. In the next year, 15 IS, we (ind
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him remotlflling- IVir that pale oiichaiitress an old

Ni)rnian manor-house between Dreux and Mantes,

whieh now was to become a chateau o£ historic

beauty, the famous Chateau d'Anet.

Even here, where Delorme was left freer to

dispose his plans than ever he should be again—even

here we miss the noble style and distinction of

Lescot, the energy of Bullant. Despite its correct-

ness, a certain poverty, a certain heaviness, a most

un-Gallic frigidity inspires the design of Anet. Very

reminiscent of Italian models, this chateau misses

the charm of Chambord or of Chenonceau, where the

Italian cheerfulness and ornament do not conceal the

national and Gothic framework they improve and

adorn. After such castles as these, the correctness

of Anet strikes us as a little poor, its grandeur as a

little grandiose. Tlie Ijuilding forms three sides of

a S(piare, of which the fourth is closed by a great

gateway, adorned eveiywhere with the crescent and

the motto of Diane, and crowned with a sculptured

group showing the disaster of the adventurous

Ae(a'on. The chief feature of the two-storeyed

building is the colonnade, which decorates the entire

front, and of whieh the roof is made a pleasant

terrace for the summer weather. For Anet is above

all things a summer palace. Its wide gardens, its

oranges, its woods and pastures, were known all over

France. The building, by itself a little disappoint-

ing, must be trtk(in in connection with the terraces

and arbours, with the all-encircling garden, which, no

less than the palace, engaged the attention of its

architect.

Anet added immensely to the prestige of De-

lorme. His ])osition under Francjois and the Du
Kelhiys was but obscurity compared to this full

meridian splendour. A richer or a more successful

artist it were hard to find. Then fortune played

him a most cruel trick. In Julv, 15.30, Henri II.

died, and Philibert fell with all the favourites of

Diane. For now was the triumph of Catherine, the

outraged wife. Now she withheld her countenance

from all who had slighted her before. Philibert was

iu despair. His fortune, his influence, his glory,

seemed on the point of vanishing for ever. Worse
still, the many enemies he had made, the builders,

the masons, and contractors over whom he had pros-

]ierously domineered so long—all these now set upon

him, overwhelming him with damaging though un-

substantiated charges of peculation. Fortune had

indeed turned round her wlieel. Who could have

foreseen that the king should die so young? De-

lorme, however, remembered that once before he

had very successfully retrieved his position when Du
Bellay was disgraced. He set about writing a

memoir fi_ir the queen. Here he displayed his life

of services—how he had saved Brest from the

linglish, how he had renewed the art of building,

&c., and how he had once already worked at

jNIoneeaux for the queen, and only through the

interference of M. de Nevers had been prevented

from serving her much more. . . And how he

had indeed worked at Anet at the command of the

late king ; but " ce e'estoyt tout pour le roy."

Thus neatly shifting the blame on to Henri's

own shoulders.

For some time the queen-mother did not listen.

She was not persuaded by this fluent repentance
;

but in 1564, desiring to build herself the palace of

the Tuileries, she remembered Philibert Delorme,

and called him to her aid. Henceforward he worked

in her service until his death in 1570. His old

prosperity returned, but not the old independence

nor the accustomed liberty, for who worked under

Catherine de Mcdicis must serve her slightest whim,

and yield in all things to the extravagance of her

tlcsires. A. ^Maky F. Robinson.
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"FUGGY BOOTH."

THIRTY years ago Chelsea, once "the Village

of Palaces," was still a village of market

gardens and country villas. The ample panelled

houses which lined the river-strand, their deep red

brick twined and trellised with ivy, with here and

there a porch golden-yellow with honeysuckle, were

hacked by orchards and shaded lawns. Across

the broad river, flowing strongly between its deep

Ijanks, there came with the north wind waits of

bracing breezes from across the Surrey hills. The

time when Sir Thomas More built himself a " fair

house " at Chelsea for the sake of salubrious air did

not seem, by comparison, so far away. Much of the

open country the Chancellor knew was still unbuilt

upon ; the houses were more numerous but of a

fashion which would have appeared to him strange

and uncouth
;
yet the changeless river, save for its

lesser limpidity, would have seemed much the same

to the author of the " Utopia.'' A country village,

for such Chelsea really was until the second half of

the century began, changes little in a hundred years.

In 1S51, long before the citylicd Imt doubtless

necessary embankment had been made, the Chelsea

water-side was as picturesque as the far western

malls happily still are. Tall red Georgian houses

alternated with the longer, lower, mure be-windowed

Jacobean homes; the stately mansion with its pali-

sade and lofty arched gate, twirled and festooned

iiitii ingenious arabesques all in hammered iron, stood

proudly by the side of the modest villa in a shabby

gentility stage, within a ragged grassy forecourt.

ITeri' and tliere was a little wharf where gaily

coloured barges, their brown sails furled, discharged

cargoes of grain or coals amid a semblance of

maritime bustle dear to the tanned and ear-ringed

bargemen who were ever more nautical than the

saltest of Jaek-tars. This straggling, varied strand

was the very spot to attract a painter. One
November day in l!^'>] , one of those drear, grey

days when the Thames is ])rown and cold and sullen,

but yet full of attraction to the student of its moods,

there shambled along this river-path an old man
w liose aiipearance suggested the skijiper. He was a

little, uns^ainly fellow, somewhat bandy-legged, with

an oddly-fashioned nose, small grey eyes, and a red

face which seemed to owe something to strong waters.

His clothes were rusty and ill-fitting, and the little

linen that was jierceivable was far from clean. The
nautical suLi'Li'estiveuess was strong;'; the little, nstless-

i'}'edmau looked'' battered with w iiul and weather "

—

the type of man who might be familiar with storms

and great oaths. He was evidently on the look-out

for something. He cast a quick inquiring glance at

many of the smaller dwellings as he passed, and now
and again he would stop, critically scan the front of

a house, and then with a dissatisfied grunt continue

his walk. Presently he came to one (119, Cheyne
Walk) which he regarded with more care and appa-

rently with more apin-eciation than any of the others.

It was a small, old-fashioned cottage, with a minia-

ture garden in front into which you descended by

half a dozen steps from the roadway. Over the rustic

porch twined a mass of Virginia creeper ; the win-

dows were partially framed in a luxuriant growth

of ivy. On the roof was a railed-in space which

some former nautical occupant might have used as

a faint reminder of the quarter-deck. Although the

cottage was old, it had a spruce ajijiearance which

seemed to take the fancy of the anything Imt spruce

(Ad man. A card in the front parlour window bore

the legend, " Furnished Apartments." The skipper

opened the little wooden gate, descended the steps,

and gave two gruff, almost spiteful knocks with the

old-fashioned polished brass knocker.

The door was opened by a matronly and not ill-

favoured person of exceedingly ample projiortions,

who with her neat caji and primly-brushed hair

formed a striking contrast to the seedy, red-faced

little man with the queer nose. The skipper desired

to see the apartments, he said. The woman hesitated

for a moment ; but before she could invent a pretext •

for refusing him admission he had entered and,

taking off his hat, stood waiting upon the mat. He
was obviously jileased with the interior—a wide,

antiqiuited hall, and a broad staircase with shallow

risers. The best parlour was not very large, and the

furniture was simple almost to bareness, yet there

was a cleanliness in everything which seemed not un-

grateful to the uncouth visitor. The bedroom which

marched with it was on the llrst floor. Right in

front was the river, turbid and brimming from the

heavy November rains. The early dusk was begin-

ning to close in upon the water, and the black tugs,

towing a long string of blacker barges, moved

weirdly through a darkening haze which almost

obscured the smaller craft. Beyond was the uncer-

tain outline of the low Surrey shore edged with

rows of anchored barges, and behind them, on

the bank", lights began to flicker and twinkle.

To the west a fringe of trees carried on the eye
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to the S]nre of Battcrsea Cluivcli. Tn tlu' cast was

another ehiireh—that of Chclsoa, witli its s(|uar(',

massive tower. Startiiii^- ahnost from this church the

time-worn, wooden liridijo slrelched across tlie river,

its creaking- timhers ])lack with aii'c ami weather.

It was a picture ol: shadows—shadows which darkened

and became opaque as the clieerlcss wintry after-

noon advanced. Such a picture mii^-ht lie sui)i)osed

to liave charms for an artist, but it was odd that

this roug-h skipper should gaze so intently, pei-ha]»s

even .so fondly upon a sight the like of which ho

must have seen many times and in many countries.

Presently he turned froin the window, and despite

the dusk, insisted npou mounting to the railed-iu

roof. If he had been at all in doubt this insjjeetion

satisfied him that the house would suit his needs, and

lie inquired the rent of the apartments. The land-

lady's figure was modest, and the skipper answered

grutlly, " That'll do. ITl take 'em." But the land-

lady was a cautious matron. Would the gentleman

give a reference ? No, the gentleman would not

;

and the refusal was a little gruff. Then at least

he would not object to enter into a written agree-

ment ? But the skipper would have no agreement

at all ; he would pay a month's rent in advance.

That, of course, clinched the bargain. Naturally the

landlady desired to know her lodger's name; but

" Never mind the name," was all the satisfaction she

obtained. "But if any one calls, sir ? " "Nobody

will call. What's your name?" "Mrs. Booth."

"Very well, then, I am Mr. Booth." In fact, it

was J. M. W. Turner, R.A.

Turner, parsimonious in a sense though he was,

had always liked to have two residences. For many

years he had kept up a house at Twickenham, in

addition to his roomy but dingy abode in Queen

Anne Street. He had an undoubted love of seclusion,

as witness his occasional absences when not even his

old housekeeper, Mrs. Danby, knew his whereabouts.

In early life he dropped entirely out of ken for two

whole years, and where he was or what he did diiring

that hundred weeks has never yet been discovered.

For many months before he took these apartments

at Chelsea he had been in failing health. He was

then seventy-five years of age, Init was older than his

years alone would have made him. A too frequent

resort to wine and a long addiction to more vulgar

vices had worked their inevitable havoc. He no

doubt keenly felt the need of purer air than he could

obtain amid the dust, the griminess, and the litter of

Queen Anne Street ; but when he left his house in

charge of the faithful old creature who had guarded

it for so many years, for wliom, despite her forbid-

ding appearance and diseased face, he entertained a

genuine regard, he said no word of whither he was

going. ^Irs. Danby was too well accustomed to these

absences to f<'cl uneasy, and life at "The (iallcry "

went on much the same as when the master was

at home. Every visitor was looked upon by ^Irs.

Dauby as Turner's, and conse(piently her own, natural

enemy. She was capable (if prodigious ilights of

rudeness, of which banging the door in your face

was the least. Whether it was owing to her careless-

ness or to Turner's apathy that the windows never

were cleaneil it would be hard to say. During his

residence at Chelsea little was seen of him by his

friends, but those who did see him at that time were

as much impressed by the comparatively neat and

spruce appearance of the great painter—the result,

no doubt, of Mrs. Booth's solicitude—as by his

haggard and weakly api)carance. At Chelsea his

rough-and-ready ways and his nautical aspect con-

vinced the sapient neighbours that he was an oM

salt, and he was commonly spoken of as "Admiral"

Booth. The rude little boys—little boys are always

rude—who made the river-side their playground, were

less complimentary, and in presumed allusion to some

one or other of Turner's physical peculiarities, called

out after him, " There goes Puggy Booth !
" The

story ran that he was an ancient admiral in reduced

circumstances—an assumption which his personal ap-

pearance no doubt went far to justify. What may

have been Turner's motive for thus concealing him-

self is beyond divination ; but it was probably not

more abstruse than a desire to be quiet and un-

disturbed. His later life in Queen Anne Street must

have been extremely melancholy. His father, who

had long lived with him, was dead ; his house

—

home it could hardly be called—grew dingier, luore

dilapidated, fuller of the one-eyed tailless cats in

which his housekeeper delighted ; the cunning of

his deft fingers was raj)idly failing, and he could not

but know it. He was practically alone in the world,

and the brightness and colour of the jncturesque

mall must have been a welcome change indeed from

the silence and gloom of (iueen Anne Street.

But almost from the day he took up his quarters

there he was visibly failing, and it seems only too

clear that he sought at this time a factitious strength.

How he employed his time we have not the means

of knowing; it is clear, however, that he did not

paint. He may perhaps have sketched sunlight effects

from the railed-in roof of ^Irs. Booth's house. The

familiarity with which he was spoken of indicates

that he was well known in the neighbourhood, and it

is not improbable that he s]ient much of his time in

strolling about old Chelsea. It would have been

astonishing had he not attracted the attention of the

street boj's in the couree of his walks. His blue

coat with brass buttons, his rumpled hat, and his

gigantic umbrella would bo fair game for the urchins.

Wherever he went, or whatever he did, he kept
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ri'lin'ioiisly away from Queen Anne Street. For six

weeks All's. l)anl>y neillier saw him nor lieard from

liim. Tiien liy a IVirf iiiiate aeeideni slie found in an old

jioeket of Turner's a letter from a friend at Chelsea.

It occurred to her that her master might possibly

be in the neighbourhood from which the letter was

(luted ; whereupon the ngly, good-hearted old sonl

started off to make inquiries, accompanied by an

infa-m old woman of her acquaintance. The pair

sought information at a ginger-beer shop. Did a

little old gentleman in a lilue coat and brass buttons

live near by? Yes; (here was old Admiral liooth,

who answered to the letter the deserijition given by

Mrs. D.anby ; but he had not been out of the house
for some time and was believed to be seriously ill.

Why the women did not go to Mrs. Booth's liouse

is a mystery; (hey returned to Queen Anne Street,

and Mrs. Danby informed Mr. Harding, Tnrner^s

relative and executor, of her discovery. Mr. Harding
hastened to Chelsea ; and on the following morning
Turner looked for the last time upon the sun he had

painted so often, and upon the brimming, gilded river

of which he never grew weary. He was projijied up
with ])illows to take his farewell glance ; and soou

the lonely, wayward spirit passed away from its un-

couth embodiment. J. Phnderel-Brouhuust.

THE AMEEICAN SALON.

AMERICA, though recruited radier from Teuton

than fi'om La(in I'aees, has chosen France to

be her foster-parent in the arts. We kn(iW that

"the good American goes to Paris when he dies;
'"

and he seems to a[)pear there in the guise of an art-

student. The number of these Transatlantic learners,

and the excellence of the work that tlic\- [iroduee,

have i;rown year by vear iinu'c nolatile. It is not

so long ago since the native American school first

appeared in Paris, and met, in the jiersons of Messrs.

Church and Hiersfadl, with a. measure of recognition;

and already (he coidribution of America to the

annual disjilay in I'aris is signed by such names as

Sargent and Whistler: a change in the technical

sense hardly to be exaggerated. Within our recollec-

tion Transatlantic students arrived in French studios

trained according to the old South Kensington jilan :

wonderful stip[)lers, full of conlidence, jierhajis bear-

ing jirizes, but ignorant of any other material than

chalk, and to(ally unaware of the real problems and

dillieulties that await the artist on the vei-y threshold

of art. And already these days are jiractically jiast;

SUMMER ON 1KB B0SPH0EU3 : " L ETE SUE LE BOSPUOEE.'

(,1'ainted by F. A. Bruljnuin. Salon, ISSS.)
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already tlic soiindiioss of the alclier system, wliic-h wo jiroirssors. \ J''reiicli artist does not keep an cxpcii-

in l<]ngland are still so slow to recognise, has become sive academy for young gentlemen, nor jiretend to re-

apparent to the brisker and clearer inlelleets of llie giilale smoking and morals. lie gives his advice for

United States. Such a rapid growth is certain to be nothing, interferes very little with his pupils' senti-

^^

w^ ^^tI^^H--;''*^
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-J®"

^LCvHARRISOi

(Painted hi) AU-xaitdcr Harrison, Salon, l^as,)

founded more or less on imitation, Ijut the sweep-

ing charge so often brought against American artists

is only true of a limited number. It is true of

such as b\it for the cflicient training of the atelier

system would never have attracted either ]n-aise or

blame. Style has been given to those who in the

English system would never have attained to a

notion of what style is ; and style in the hands of

a man without originality is only a lamp to display

emptiness. In other words, by its very excellence

the French system of education strengthens the flight

of those who are naturally imitative.

But it does not follow in the least that it clips

the wings of those who are naturally original. The

student may choose almost any known painter for his

master, and may leave him for another when he likes.

He is constantly throwm with the members of other

studios, lives in a Babel of discussion with men of

all countries and all kinds of previous training, and is

thus in a position to compare the canons of different

menis, and for the most jiart confines himself to the

practical and the technical. It is in France, sur-

rmnided by French plain speaking and bold paint-

ing, that tiic Americans liave learned to make flieir

great recent advance in art. Had they staye<l in

America, or had they come to study in England,

that advance would in all probability never have

lieen made, and at least it would have come much

later. Our own English painters, brought up by

English methods and living among the social humbug
and suppressions of an Anglo-Saxon country, may do

good work. The most workmanlike, however, is apt

to look a little mild, a little weak, a little timid in

stj'le and a little doubtful in values, when hung

upon the line and exposed to the competition of a

Paris Salon. But the most advanced of the new

school of Americans sujiport this trial with no eclipse

of brilliancy. And their work is not only sound

and bold in treatment ; it displays besides traces of

the working of the Teutonic sap, a sympathy with the
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eceeiiti'ic, a more fervid sentiment, ami an original

fcelint;- for nature.

To take the case of Mr. Whistler. Any one whii

has seen his jiortrait of Laily Arehibald C:ini])bell as

it hung in the Salon will admit not only that it

looked well, Ijut tliat it looked Letter there tlian it

did in London. Such work is out of j^lace in our

exhibitions. We prefer in England the pictures of

gentlemen who paint as they would conduct a bank,

only more imperfectly : as though we should prefer

an inventory of the bar-room at the "Maypole" to the

rapid and effective synthesis in " Baruaby Rudge."

Certainly the fir.st is more accurate : a house-agent,

an auctioneer, or an intending purchaser will find in

it more pi'otlt; and unfortunately it is with some-

thing of this mind, or at best with the scientific

mind, that we in England approach the works of art

in our galleries. This is not only true of laymen and

outsiders, but of one half of the Academicians. And
this point of view in the spectator intimidates and

constrains the artist. Bold experiment is regarded

as both ridiculous and rude. Men, as ignorant of

painting as a Hottentot, see a touch which they do

not understand, and think that in laughter they dis-

play the spirit of the connoisseur; and at the opposite

pole, men enslaved to the routine of taste resent the

freedom as the insolence of a charlatan. In truth,

Mr. Whistler is almost out of sight of the common
critic and gallery freipientcr ; he has advanced be-

yond them as much in the choice of what he tries to

do as in the skill with which he does it; and the

contemjit which they sometimes profess is no more
enlightened than that with which a school-boy, well

grounded up to quadratics, regards the apparently

unfair juggling with ir and d of his elder brother

from Cambridge.

To see everything painted with equal force and
particularity is the vague, unconscious wish of the

gallery frequenter ; to seek to paint everything well

and importantly is the first impulse of the inex-

perienced artist. The first is not often cured of

this innocent taste ; and the second only loses it

through a emn-se of dire exercises in the troubled

questions of subordination to mass and focus. A
dozen or a hundred times he may have begun to

paint with some dim notion of dignity, of style,

of sentiment ; and under the pressure of incongruous

facts which he does not know how to suppress,

or of some inconsistent effect which lie sees obtru-

sively in nature and has not the courage to banish

from his canvas, he has seen with equal strides his

picture advance towards a formal completion, and the

informing spirit, " the glory and the dream " of his

real suljject, fade and disappear beneath his Ijrush.

But to recognise the necessity of choice and suppres-

sion is, in painfing, to come only to the beginning of

difTicultics. The fact cannot be simply omitted as in

literature. The canvas cannot stand empty ; it must
be filled from frame to frame. And here is required

of the painter a special technical imagination, by
which he shall devise means to slur elegantly what is

unnecessary, and inexpressively, and yet still with

decorative effect, to fill up the unimportant passage of

the canvas. It is in this that jNIr. Whistler excels

;

and it is therefore no great wonder if the gallery

frequenter, who does not even suspect the necessity of

such a gift, should be slow to recognise his excellence.

This is not in any way an invention of j\lr. Whist-

ler's. The same quality, attained with less effort

and bravado, may be admired in many Van Dvcks,

where corners of armour and sword-hilts gleam, and

faces peep, out of the rich darkness. Indeed, it is

Mr. Whistler's fault to make artifice too obvious.

The strong man rejoices, jierhaps, too greatly in his

strength. Marmont is said to have lost battles by
yielding to the temptation of his singular skill in

mananivering troops. This may be a parable to Mr.

Whistler; it can give no ground for the scoff of the

incurably ignorant in art.

Mr. Sargent is one of the young and successful

Americans whose work holds its own technically with

the best work in Paris, and who is rapidly making
a name elsewhere. We engrave his excellent por-

trait of three sisters. It is in his usual bold, sugges-

tive manner : not quite so dashing, nor so jjleasantly

strong in colour, as his " Lady Playfair ;
" but with

something more intimately expressive in the faces,

and a more sincere and unaffected study of the type.

His other contribution, the " Portrait de INIme. V.,"

reminds one of his work last year in the Academy
and Grosvenor. It is brushed with the same bold

and summary manner, and has a similar somewhat

slatey tone and key of colimr. Mr. Sargent, like Mr.

Whistler, is very skilful in his treatment of those

parts of the picture which he does not wish to make
important ; which are to play only a decorative part, to

guide the eye elsewhere, and to supjiort or increase

the effect of the rest. His manner is somewhat

different : Mr. Whistler swamps and omits ; Mr.

Sargent converts and utilises. But both possess this

important and esoteric branch of art ; and both must
in consequence expect to be called sketchy by the

ignorant. In the work of Mr. W. T. Dannat the

observation is less conscious, the point of view less

arbitrary, the handling neither so dashing nor so

elegant, as in the work of Duran, Bonnat, Sargent,

or Whistler. He belongs rather to the school of the

painter and sculptor, Paul Dubois, inspired by an

affectionate interest in nature, and rejoicing in deli-

cate refinements of key and value. His portrait of

Mile. H., painted on a rough canvas, and with no

eons[iicuous system of touehes, is an example of this
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distinction. In this a sohcr flaxen key unites a

creamy face and a soft grey background by a general

suggestion of a beautifully mellow air. Mr. Healy,

the earliest medalled of the Americans contributing

this year, is represented by two portraits—one of a

man, the other of a woman. His flesh-colouring

is not simple enough, his touch is slopjiy, his hand-

ling in general is weak, and his work altogether

belongs to an epoch in technitpie from which the

American-French artist has long emerged. jNIr.

May, another veteran, contributes " Pandore," the

figure of a woman in red, carelessly observed and

rather coarsely painted; and " Le Bon Larron," a

conscientiously anatomical nude writhing in very

gymnastic tortures. The painting is rough, thick,

and dull from over-modelling.

It is the modern tendency, outside of portraiture,

to treat the figure only as the princijial object- in

a landscape. Amongst the reputations gained by

young Americans in this branch of art, i\Ir. Ih'idg-

man's signal success has been very conspicuous. As

ordinary aninunl of pulilic attention. It seems (o us

by no means jiis bi'st iMulcavoiir ; though the sea

and distance are broadly painted and arc full of air,

the boat in the immediate foreground, and its jiarli-

coloured passengers, are hard and tinlike in structure,

and too obtrusive in their local colours. The accom-

panying engraving will show that in spite of such

faults Mv. Bridgman's general design, and probably

such cpuilities of tone as may continue to tell in

black and white, arc as pleasing and effective as

usual. Mr. Knight has the knack of arranging

well-composed and attractive ])ictures which attain a

fair average of all ordinary qualities ; but he reaches

no very bigli level either in idea or treatment. Had
Knight not received that French education whicli

insures a certain amount of technical ability and the

coniprebension of the special beauties and real limits

of the material cmploved, he would likelv have fallen

into the purelv anecdotic school, wliich seeks to do

the work of literature by forcing detail, denaturalising

expression, and sacrificing pictorial effect. Ilis troop

FISHEK CniLDKFN : ENFANTS DE PECHEUB : CONCARNEAU.

(Painted by Clifford Grayson. Salon, ISSS.)

since 1^77 he has swum on a steady tide of medals of cliildrcn l)y a river, entitled " Les Babillanles," is

and decorations, it is tbercFore natural that bis a well-arranged group in a not ungraceful ]andscaj)e.

" L'Ete sur le Bosphore " should have attracted no These two, however, hardly amalgamate in tone.
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The tio-urcs arc isolated and picked out by an un-

natural and forced brightness which destroys the

sense of a generally pervading air. Mr. Charles

Sprague Pearce is an illustration of a class of natural

ami simple workers that are not the least promis-

ing of the xVmeriean contingent. He is no esoteric

in style. He does not pride himself on executive

flourish ; nor is he a man like Mr. Knight, careful

of small points and ordinary ipialitics, and depend-

scapCj is sufficiently noticeable. We arc thus, so far

as regards the landsca[)es of men already oflicially

recognised, reduced to depend on Mr. Dana and Mr.

E. E. Simmons. The latter contributes a pleasing

and meritorious " Maree Basse,^' while the former

sends two pictures: a "Gros Temps/' coarse but effec-

tive, and " Un Calme : Effet de Nuit," a little feeble

and uncertain, too monotonously knifed all over in

the handling, and with the boats muzzily painted in a

lUU L.VSr JOUUNEY: " LE IjEENIER VOYAQE : SOUVENIE DU OANOIi.

{Paintal by Edwin Lord ^YnliS. Salon, 1SS5.)

ing much upon tlie merits of his sul)ject. ^Ir. II.

Mdsler sends " Ij'Oragc Qui Approche," in which an

old woman coming round a corner surjiriscs two

affectionaie lovers. The picture is more eateh-penny

than Mr. Knight's work, and executed with less

knnwlcdn'c of art, but like his depends too much
on the anecdotic intei'est. Technically it is a mere

transcript of ]>arts accepted without much selection,

.i< they ;i|ipcar in iiafnrc. ^Nliss Gardner's "Coin de

l'\'rme," representing a girl giving water to ducks, is

a rather conventional imitation of the smooth manner
of her master, l?ouguereau.

The artists hitherto recompensed have been chiefly

figure-painters; so the absence of ]Mr. Picknell, one

of the exceptions, and one from whom" we have been

led to exj-ject a strong, vigorous, and solenm land-

weak unpleasant red. But though the effect is rather

arbitrary, there is artistic quality in the intention

and arrangement of the picture.

Some of the most striking work of the year is,

however, from the lirush of men not hitherto offici-

ally recognised; and conspicuous among this is " Le
Dernier Voyage " of INIr. E. L. Weeks. This is a

work which would stand out in any gallery by the

forcible originality of its conception. The imme-
diate foreground shows us the middle of the Ganges;

and a large place even on this large canvas is oceu-

jiied ))y a ferr^'-boat with two Hindoo jiilgrims. On
the opposite bank towers up, glowing and hazy with

sunshine, the sacred city of Benares, a vast scaffold-

ing of steep stairs, terraces, palaces, domes, trees,

and gardens, dotted with myriads of figures at all
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degToes of hoij^'ht and distance, and witli myriads

of umbrellas like a forest of strange mushmoms.
The gifts of value, of colour, of an ingenious hand-

ling— all that could helj) to realise his Eastern

])hautasy and ])ile uji that kind of grand stand iu

the Arabian Nights—Mr. Weeks has exercised to

jjcrfection. So far so well ; but there are spots upon

the sun. The drawing of the large figures in the

boats is not too good, and the back of one distinctly

faulty. However, Mr. Weeks does not aim at the

Academic, and his technique, such as it is, is suited

to the purpose he sets before him, a striking mise-en-

.whic and the forcible realisation and presentation of

his subject. In its wide range and greed of colour,

its strong and somewhat riotous effect and novelty,

the painting of Mr. AYeeks contrasts with the refined

choice of harmony and slavery to key which dis-

tinguishes the work of the school descended from

Corot. Mr. Curtis may be included in these re-

marks. He is neither so brilliant nor so novel as

Mr. Weeks, but he has much of the same strange

invention, power of arrangement, and avidity for

fresh and vivid colour. ]Mr. Alexander Harrison

exhibits two pictures. The " Bords de Mer " we
engrave. It is one of those typical French canvases

which are open to the cluirge of being large and

emi)ty. This defect (if defect it lie) nuikes them
a kind of touchstone of the artist's power. Their

great scale subjects his values, as it were, to the

microscope, and makes evident the smallest fault.

The two or three large values of which Mr. Harrison's

clever work consists, although not finely graduated,

support this severe test triumphantly. His other

canvas, " La Vague," is one of the best sea-pieces

in the Salon. Large, liquid gushes of foam, reflect-

ing a green sky, come in upon the beach like oil.

The water, handled with the most suggestive brush,

is moving water well observed and thoroughly marine

in feeling : not the green bottle-glass to which too

many jiainters have accustomed us.

Our last engraving is from another large-sized

picture, Mr. Grayson's '' Enfants de Peclieur : Con-
carneau." Roughly painted upon a coarse canvas, it

is very powerful in effect ; and by its tone, as well as

a suggestion of a certain natural and sincere poetry,

it reminds one of Jules Breton. This by no means
exhausts the list of large subject pictures. Mr.
Chambers's " Ein de Journee" is original not only in

the suljjcct—a scene from Negro life in the South

—

but in its human feeling and ])athos as well as in

tlie manner of its solemn, sound, and solid painting.

Miss Strong sends a good and stoutly painted picture

of greyhounds. One of the most directly attractive

and generally popular pictures in the Salon is Mr.
StcWLirl's moderate sized picture, " Bal de Chasse."

It is a showy aUempt at a vcr}- ditlicult effect :

many figures crowded in a bright suffused light.

It is, of course, a clever work, with something of

the brilliance of the school of Madrazo, to which it

belongs. But the general effect is scarcely perfectly

organised ; the canvas dances before your eyes ; and

although Ihere are passages of tine colour, the whole
scheme is too spotty. Mr. Bacon, an old contributor

to the Salon, sends a scene on the deck of a steamer,
" Paquebot Prenant son Pilote," well arranged of its

kind, but not well based on nature and not steady

enough in its key.

A few smaller pictures are woi-thy of remark : Mr.
Piatt's " Atelier d'un Aquafortiste," a representation,

clever in painting and true in colour, of a studio and
the figure of a man in a blue blouse etching ; Miss

Hale's " L'Hiver en Amerique," a picture of an old

man seated by a window, very fine in colour and
above all in the contrast of interior and (jut of doors

;

Mr. McEwen's " La Lettre : Interieur Hollandaise,"

a quiet grey picture of well-observed types, sincerely

])ainted in low tone, and only marred, apparently

from over-carefulness, by the liarduess of contour of

certain objects ; Miss Baker's " Le Premier Essai,"

a 1)0V and baby with a slate, very sincerely painted
;

]\Iiss Dixwell's still-life of a bottle, a jar, lemons, and

lumps of sugar ; and Mrs. Williams's " Les Visites

Matinales," a jileasant girl, graceful in gesture, play-

ing with the j)igeons that surround her on a balcony.

All of these, and especially Mr. McEwen's, belong

more or less to tliat school oi an affectionate interest

in nature to which reference has been already made.

But a place apart must be given to ]\Ir. Watrous,

who in his " L'Addition " gives us an example of

high and exquisite finish in the manner of Meissonier.

Workmanlike portraiture comes from j\I. de Meza
and Mr. Gregory, who paint squarely and broadly,

after the school of Carolus-Duran ; from Mr. Xiles,

who has, liowever, marred his forcible presentation of

Mile. W. by a staring vulgarity in style and colour;

and from Mr. Parker, who sends a study of the head

of an old peasant, firmly painted and full of character.

In landscape we may especially remark the presence

of a natural and sincere feeling for nature, which has

survived the severities of art-training, and gives ex-

cellent promise. We note Mr. Kudell's " Automne,"

a quiet, true effect observed from nature, and rendered

in a manner that slightly reminds one of Daubigny

;

Mr. Donoho's " Dans les Trefies," a picture full of

atmosphere, and carrying conviction ; Mr. Field's

" En Bretagne," elegant in itself and true to the

character of that country both in atmosjahere and

composition ; Mr. Parrish with two small exhibits,

grey, tender, and delicate ; and ]\Ir. Howe with a

canvas solidly painted, full of air, with excellent

cows, somewhat in the manner of Van Marcke.

Space compels us to 2)asj over iu silence the work
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of painters exfelliii!^' in in:niy various st-linols and

qualities; but we may still name four landseape-

painters who deserve attention, thouo-h for diifi-rent

reasons, and none of whom are (juite simple followers

of nature—Mr. Walter Gay, who studies too con-

sciously the example of liastien-Lepai^e ; Mr. Boti'i^s,

who sacrifices to a certain loose .system of touch

and a choice of colours derivinLj from hlaik in the

taste of Boudin ; -Mr. Davis, who does excellent and

verv popular work, of which the worst that can be

said is that it is periiaps too consistently popular;

and ^Ir. C. E. Dubois, a man of classical taste and

choice of motive, hut iinhapi)ily a somewhat liard

painter. Hardness we can excuse, where wi; have,

as in this case, merit of selectiou, composition, and

design; it is not so o;isy to forgive it in (hat of .Mr.

(iross, where the selectiou is commonplace and ihe

detail photographic. R. A. M. Stevenso.V.

THE MEDALLISTS OF THE RENAISSANCE.*

NTIL (piite recently one of the

most interesting and charac-

teristic branches of the art of

the early Renaissance, that of

the medallist, had remained in

comparative neglect, and suf-

fered an eclipse in singular con-

trast with the importance and

interest of the subject. This

state of things was, no donbt,

in part attributable to the com-

parative rarity of the products of the art and the

difficulties in the way of obtaining access to sucli

examples as had been collected, in part also to the

paucity of historical and biographical ]iarticulars con-

cerning the workers in this peculiar branch. Yet

their works have contributed, in at least an equal

degree with the great monuments of painting and

sculptin-e of the period, to perpetuate—and that in

the most striking and enduring form—the character-

istics, physical and mental, of most of the leading

personages of that marvellously productive age.

Within the last few years, however, this section of

the art of Italy has been appreciated at its true

worth, both from the aesthetic and the historical

point of view, and has with a bound sprung into

extraordinary prominence. Three important works

have been produced almost contemporaneously, which,

between them, exhaust almost all that is known
about the medallic art in Italy during the j)erioil of

its rise and early perfection, and, indeed, constitute

an admirable digest, compiled and revised under the

influence of the most searching modern criticism, of

all existing data and records having reference to

the subject.

First appeared, in 1S70, M. Armand's admirable

manual, " Les Medailleurs Italiens des XV™"^ et

XVI'"'' Siecles," a complete cntalogue, with critical

and biographical annotations, of all medals of Italian

* " Jics ircd.iilleur.s de la Renaissance." Par Aloiss Heiss.

(Paris: RcfthschUd.)

origin down to the Seventeenth Century. Of this

work a second edition, considerably enlarged, appeared

in 1S8:5. Between 18S0 and 1SS;> Dr. Julius Fried-

lander brought out his remarkable and exhaustive

work, "Die Italienischen Schaumiinzen des l.")'«"

Jahrhuuderts," which first appeared in the " Jahrbuch

der Preussisehen Kunstsammlungen." This gave,

with heliographic reproductions of chosen specimens

chiefly from the fine collection at Berlin, an admi-

rably exhaustive and critical account of the Italian

medallists between the periods of li'iO and 1530,

dealing, as a rule, only with signed medals, or such as

were either remarkable for their beauty, or attribut-

able, from analogy of style, to known masters.

On a still larger scale is the magnificent work of

M. Aloiss Heiss, to which the present notice is devoted.

This aims at nothing less than a reproduction of all the

known medals of the prominent Italian medallists

—

primarily and especially, of course, those of the Fif-

teenth and Sixteenth Centuries—with full critical and

biographical notices of the artists when known, with

elaborate biographical references to the jiersons re]ire-

sented, and, above all, with magnificent heliotype

reproductions of all the medals mentioned in the

text—that is to say, practically, of almost all the

medals extant, by acknowledged masters, or of artistic

workmanship, produced <luring the periods dealt with.

To these are added, interspersed in the l)ody of the

text, woodcuts of works of art of all kinds having

a bearing on the design or the authenticity of the

medals reproduced, or of importance as affecting their

attribution to particular masters. These illustrations

include manj- of the highest interest after works either

comparatively unknown or difficult of access.

It is much to be regretted that so splendid a

production, the text of which, in all matters with

which it attempts to deal, is worthy of the typo-

graphy and (he faultless reproductions, should not

have been niade complete in nil respects, as it so

easily might liave been, and so have stood forth as

the supreme authority on the subject, requiring no
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snp)il('mpnt' from any otlicr work covcrinar tlie same

ground. M. Heiss, however, though he is in all

respects admiralily (jualified for the task, has made

no attempt to describe the technical processe,^ em-

ployed by the medallists of tlie Fifteenth Century,

nor has he deemed it necessary to preface his mag-

nificeut "catalogue raisonne " with an account of the

birth of the medallic art iu Italy, its sudden ex-

pansion and perfection, and the causes which led to

its comixu-ativc decadence in the Sixteenth Century.

is to account for the gulf which separates a portrait-

medal by Pisano from a like production by a great

master of the next century—Benvenuto Cellini, for

instance ; to show why the one, whose conception

and technique were akin to those of the sculptor or

worker in lirouze, produced work not only large in

dimensions, but, notwithstanding its realistic truth,

supreme in style and dignity ; while the other, as

a medallist, worked on a smaller scale and fi-om a

different point of view—that of the die-engraver

—

ALFONSO OF AEAOON : OBVEECE.

(C;/ Vittore Pisano.)

Little or no discussion is attempted (.)f the art of the

great Vittore Pisano as a painter, though it is as

such that he won from his contemporaries his chief

renown ; nor is its connection with his works as a

medallist—which, it is Icnown, were first undertaken at

a comjiaratively late stage of his career—made evident

otherwise than by tlie admiralile reproductions given

of certain of his drawings. No explanation is given

of his position as ]iioneer and c//ef cVi'cole in the

medallic art ; nor, indeed, are the style, mode of

conception, or tci'hnical method of an}- of the artists

cited, or the artistic merit of the works .so ex((uisitclv

set before us critically discussed. Yet, if the work
is to extend, as appears to be intended,- to the Six-

teenth and succeeding Centuries, how necessary it

and produced woi'k exquisite in detail, Ijul altogether

lower in aim and in artistic significance than that of

his great ])redccessor. Not indeed that this explana-

tion entirely accounts for the decadence of style, evi-

dent in the art of the later period, for up to the

end of the Si.xteenth Century many of the larger

medals were still cast, and not struck from a die :

the descent was that followed by all the art of the

later period.

Some allusion, too, would have been desirable to

the outside causes which first promoted the revival of

the art, and particularly to the impulse which it un-

diiubtedly received from the humanistic culture, at

that period in full blodm, of which Padua, wielding

an intiuence wdiich extended over the neighbouring
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cities, was an especial centre. It was, without doubt,

tlic iconic art, of which the coins of the Roman

period afforded numerous examples, whicli first in-

spired the illustrious families and eondottiere-rulers

of the Italian cities witli the desire to perpetuate

their effigy, their lineage, and their deeds hy the aid

of the medallist. Yet the Renaissance immediately

set its stamp on such works as these, only the idea

and not the execution of which was an imitation

;

for they reveal all the vitality, the truth, the eoncen-

of works of art of all kinds wiiich are incorporated in

tiie text; for tlie.se, tliough in some instances tlieir

immediate connection wilii the medals to wliieli they

are supposed to refer is udI very obvious, are always oi'

the highest general interest, and in many instances

are given fur tlir first time.

There liave appeared up to (he present time fiv'C

parts of M. Ilciss's great work, of whicli the last

and most extensive was puhli.«hed at the beginning

of the present year. Of these the first is entirely

ALFONSO OF AK.VGON : EEVERSK.

(Hij ntt&rc Pisano.)

trated energy, which mark the plastic art of the

Quattrocento, and so strongly distinguish it from

the Roman and Graeeo-Roman works which were its

prototype, and for which its children pmfessed such

reverential admiration

.

However, ]\I. Heiss, if he has not done all in the

way of exposition that might have been desired and

expected of him, has done to perfection all that he has

attempted, and is open to no other reproach, save that

perhajis, in some sections of his work, he has been

over-prodigal, and has supplied us with a wealth of

biographical detail and historical information of hinli

interest, no doubt, but which may readily be oblaiued

from other sources. It would certainly be hyper-

critical to iind fault with the numerous reproductions

devoted to the medals of Vittore Pisano, all of which

are accurately described, and the phototypic reproduc-

tions of which, according to a plan observed through-

out the work, a]ipear on separate sheets at the end

of the volume. .M. Ileiss restricts the number of

medals und"ui)tedly attributable to Pisano to twenty-

four. He strikes out of the list iu/er alia five addi-

tional works claimed for him by Dr. Friedliinder

:

one of Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatcsta with Isotta

da Rimini, which M. Heiss shows to be com-

binations of the obverse and reverse of two other

medals; and, what is far more important, he denies

the correctness of the attribution to Pisano of the

two medals representing the artist himself, and

bearing the inscription " Pisanus Pictor," which are
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certainly very inferior in style and technique to his

typical productions. M. Ilciss includes in the same

condemnation the two small Dixnte medals cou-

jectnrally ascribed by Dr. Friedliinder to the great

V^eronese.

Of inestimable advantage in the study of Pisano's

art, both as a draughtsman and a medallist, are the

reproductions given of some of the drawings con-

tained in the •' Recueil Vallardi," which forms part of

the collection of drawings at the Louvre. Many of

these are evidently designs for the obverse or reverse

of existing medals of the master, and show a strength

and sureness of hand and a power of characterisation

which go far to explain the celebrity of those paint-

ings which were the admiration of his own time, and
have now, alas! with very few and insignificant

exceptions, perished. From this album might be

quoted a reproduction of the head of Alfonso of

Aragon, a study evidently made in preparation for

one of three great medals representing that monai'ch

executed Ijy the artist : the obverse and reverse of

one of the latter we reproduce. We also reproduce

a small woodcut of the " Virgin with St. George
and St. Anthony," at the National Gallery, in which
Pisano's chief patron, Lionello d'Este, appears under

the garb of the militant saint. This is chiefly in-

teresting as having been until quite recently the

only absobitely authenticated specimen of Pisano's

art as a painter ; the same authorship has, however,

been lately claimed by very competent authorities (see

" Jahrbucli der Preussischen Sammlungen," January,

ISS.j) for one or two other works; and among them
for a portrait of the same prince in the posses-

sion of Sig. G. Morelli of Milan (Ivan Lermolieff)

;

for an important "Adoration of the Kings," in the

Berlin (iallery
; and for a very quaint and interesting

"St. Hubert in Adoration," in the collection of Lady
Ashliurnluim. Disappointing though the National

Gallery jiicture no doubt at lirst ap;>ears, on account
of the exaggerated realism and the eccentricity

which mark the accoutrement of the chief figure, a

closer examination reveals the ])ower and decision

with whirh the heads are modelled—a power akin

to that winch is shown in the drawings ami medals

of the painter.

Pisano shows himself in his noble jiortrait-

medals—as the two superb cxam]iles which we quote

will ]irove—above all things a sculptor and a master
of the difficult art of low relief, in whicli he is only

surpassed, if indeed he be siu-passed, l.iy his great

contemporary Donatello, the master-spirit and all-

jiowerfnl influence of that time. Indeed, in the grand
designs exhibited liy tlie reverse sides of the Veronese
inaster's nii'ijals, hi' in mic piirficnlar rises superior

to the great Flinvnl inc ; bir, aflcr bis lii-^l efforts,

he resists ths teniplatioii uliich hie skill might have

afforded to pass the bounds which should diviile

painting from the plastic arts, and, escliewing the

exaggerated perspective effects then so fashionable,

he attains a sculpturesque dignity of style not often

exhibited in the days of picturesque bas-relief j)ar

excellence.

The second part of M. Heiss's work is devoted to

the work of Francesco Laurana and Pietro da Milano,

two artists attached to the court of Rene d'Anjou,

titular King of Sicily, where they produced a number
of medals of considerable artistic merit, especially in-

teresting, however, as giving faithful i-epresentations

of personages of high historical interest, who have
not otherwise been portrayed with the same fidelity.

The dilettante painter-king apjjears not only to have

acted the part of Mecajnas to his foreign artists,

but t<i have filled also in relation to them the role

of intellectual adviser—almost, indeed, that of chef

d'i'cole. Among the most remarkable portrait-medals

are : by Laurana, Rene himself with his second

consort Jeanne de Laval ; and especially several

medals of Louis XL of France in his earlier time

—

perhaps the only authentic representations of the king

at that period of his life. By Pietro da IMilano we
have, besides King Rene in his old age, both in con-

junction with, and without, his consort Jeanne de

Laval, that queen alone, and, above all, Marguerite

d'Anjou, daughter of Rene, and consort of Henry
VI. of England.

The third section of M. Heiss's work is devoted

to the artists who worked during the second half of

the Fifteenth Century at Ferrara, and reproduced

the features of the D'Este family, following at the

commencement of that period, as closely as their

artistic means jiermitted them to do, in the footsteps

of Pisano. Of these medallists the chief are A^iccolo,

Amadio da Milano, Antonio jNIarescotti, Lixignolo,

Petrecini, Baldassare Esteuse, and Coradini ; to

whose works M. Heiss has added tlioee of several

Anonym! working at Ferrara at the same period.

Among the former there may be singled, out for

especial mention the medals of Antonio !Marescotti

—a very skilful worker in other branches also

—

whose " Galeazzo Marescotti " approaches more

nearly to the excellence of Pisano's work than does

that of any contemporary save Matteo de' Pasti. Of
exceptional value are also the two portrait-medals

of S. Bernardino of Sienna by the same artist.

The fourth part of the work deals with the medals .

produced iu connection with the court of Sigismondo

Pandolfo Malatesta of Rimini, and includes, besides

the important plaquettes representing Leo Battista

Alberti, and conjecturally attributed by !M. Heiss

to that great artist himself, only a complete series

of the mi'dals of Matteo de' Pasti, and a " Pandol-

faccio Malatesta,'' by an anonymous artist working
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at rrrnuM, repruduccd I'or the lirst timo I'rum :i:i

cxuuiple ill the liritisli ^Museum.

Ot' I'liiv merit and intcivst arc tlio two inai;'-

uiliceiit bronze portraits of Leo Battista AUierti

—

one of tlie g-reatost and most iiiar\cll(iusly ('lulowcd

fi'i-ures of the earlier Renaissance—distiiin'uished alike

as au areliiteet, painter, eny-iiieer, .seliolar, and leyist,

and of extraordiuarv skill, too, iu ail Ijodilv exereises.

The first of these portraits belouys to the rieh eol-

leotioii of M. Gustavo Dreyfus ; the other to the

Liiuvre (His de la Salle Collection) ; both are repro-

duLvd for the first time in jNI. ITeiss's work. Though

undoubtedly jiortraits of the architect of Malatesta's

Votive teiu[ile at Rimini, these fine works cannot with

any degree of certainty be ascribed to Alberti's own
haud : for, in the first i)lace, the elements of com-

parison are entirely wanting—there being, so far as is

known, no similar work in existence from Alberti's

hand; and, in the next, it has been objected, with

some foundation, that the style of the plaquettes is in

advance of the comparatively early period at whi(th

they must have been produced, had they been the

work of Albert! himself at the age at which he is

represented. Of the highest importance also is the

complete series of the medals of Pisauo's most suc-

cessful imitator, and i>robably pupil, Matteo de'

Pasti. This includes many portraits of Sigismondo

Pandolfo Malatesta, whose favourite medallist Matteo

was, among which M. Heiss ranks the rare and

admirable specimen here reproduced (from the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts, Paris), though Armand and Fried-

lander ascribe it to an Ationymo of the time. The

series includes, besides, several effigies of the tyrant's

mistress and fourth consort, the celebrated Isotta Atti

da Rimini, in representing whom Pasti has evidently

worked co/i amore, displaying great subtlety and re-

finement than iu any other similar works. Be it here

recorded that these medals almost conclusively pivjve

that the interesting profile portrait at the National

Gallery—there attributed to Piero della Fraiicesca,

and called Isotta da Rimini—is incorrectly named : the

features of the noble dames represented iu tlie ])anel

and the medal respectively have little or nothing in

common, the only points of resemblance in the two

delineations being the head-gear and the general

conception, both of which are common projierty of

the portraits of the period. It would apjiear that the

only other work which has any serious claim to pass

as a representation of Isotta is the beautiful bust of a

young girl, a sculpture in W'ood forming part of the

Goldschmidt collection ; of this M. IIei.ss gives a

charming reproduction whirh goes far to justify his

contention. Another gnsit rarity of the Dreyfus

collection is Fasti's medal, showing on the obverse a

head of Clunst of somewhat archaic type (a drawing

for which exists in the " Recueil Vallardi "), ;;nd on

the reverse a " Picta," the design of wliirh iiears a

certain resemblance to the well-known niaible bas-

relief Ijy Doiiatello representing' (lie same .•^nbjcel—
now in tile Siiulh Kciisinnf on Museum. The style

of Matti'o dr' I'asli lijs niucli of the rugged grandeur

anddignityof coiiee[ition, allieil to realistic truth, whicli

marks the great works of the Fifteenth Century,

together with an niieoinjiromising boldness peculiar

to himself. Vet in all the essential gifts of the

master, and es]ieeially in subtlety of characterisation,

in invt'iition, in teclinieal skill, he remains immea-

surably behind Pisano, his prototype and master.

The fifth and, up to the present time, the last

jiart of ]\1. Ileiss's great undertaking is on a scale

even more extensive and magnilieent than that of

the jirecediiig numbers, and contains, in ailditiiJii to

the numerous phototypic reproductions, a perfect

wealth of illustrations of all kinds. It deals with

the medals of Niccolo Spiuelli (called Fiorentino)
;

with the Anonymi of the Florentine s(diool who

executed the effigies of Charles VIII. of France and

his court ; with the Anonymi of the court of Alfonso

d'Estc and Lucrezia Borgia; with Antonio Pollajuoio;

with the group of Savonarola medals; and finally

with Gentile Bellini, Bertoldo, and Costanzo, the

medallists of ^laliomet 11. Admirable as are inanv

THE VIEOIN WITH ST. OKOBOE AND ST. AKTUOSY.

{PaiiiUd by VittOiX I'isano. Xational Gall/^^y.)

of the reproduced medals from an artistic point of

view, the chief in'.erest of this last series may be
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said to lie iu tlie liistoriwil importance of the per-

soiia.g'es ivpresentetl. When it is considered that

we have here the most authentic and cliaracteristie

EON" IXIGO U AVALOS ; 0BVEE3E.

{Bif VUtore Pisaiio.)

reproductions in existence of tlie features of Lorenzo

the ^Ia<;nitlcent, of Charles YIII., of the great Pri(ir

of San Marco, of Lucrezia Borgia, and of the Con-

queror of Constantinople, it will be perceived that it

wiiuld lie impossible to overrate their historical value.

The best portrait of Lorenzo is the medal l)y

Niccolo Fiorentino, in wliich the well-known features

—hideous almost to deformity, yet not wanting in

a certain sym]>athetic character—are unflinchingly

j)ortrayed. Here, too, is the well-known medal of

Antonio Pollajuolo, produced in commemoration of

the abortive Pazzi conspiracy, and showing portraits

of Lorenzo and of his lirothcr, the murdered Giu-

liano. Li connection with tiie biography of the

latter, and as an example of the manner of Pollajudlo,

M. Heiss has reprnduced the celebrated portrait

—

now in the Due d'Aumale's collection—of La Bella

Simonetta, the lovely mistress of Giuliano. This

fascinating, enigmatical work, one of the most fan-

ciful and mysterious creations bequeathed to ns by

the Florentine Renaissance, should scan^ely be cited,

for ])>n']Hises of comparison, as a typical specimen of

Piillajuoln's manner; fur after luiving l)een first given

(o Hiitticelli, it has been attributed to most of the

gre;it Florentines of that time in turn, and now by

some competent judges has been alleged to be the

wiirlc <if the eccentric Piero di (Josimo.

The group of portraits of Savonarola liere col-

lected is unique : indeed many of them bring befoi'c

us far more vividly, and with greater sincerity than

do any contemporary paintings, the strange sensitive

features of the reformer. They include the famous

gem and bronze medallion by Giovanni delle Cor-

niole, in the Ilffizzi collection—perhaps the best

authenticated portraits of the Frate—besides the

whole gronji of medals of the type described by

Vasari, which ^I. Heiss, following him, gives to Luca

and jVndjrogio, the sons of Andrea della Robbia,

who, like Baccio della Porta, became Dominicans and

followers of the great reformer, without abandoning

their artistic career. In the latter group M. Heiss

]ilaces the well-known " Savonarola with the Crucifix"

at the British Museum, there attributed to Giovanni

delle Corniole.

Of ]ieculiar interest too are the presentments

of the youthful Donna Lucrezia Borgia—the only

portraits absolutely above suspicion among the many
which bear her name. These, so strangely unlike

the Conventional Duchess of Ferrara—a tignre built

U]) liy degrees by later historians and pi)])ularised by

Victor Hugo—are, on the other hand, an admirable

illustration of the text of the learned Gregorovius,

from whose qnasi-rehabilitation of the daughter of

Rodrigo and the sister of Cesare Borgia, ]\L Heiss

wisely makes copious citations. Inferior to none in

historical value is the last group of medals, showing

Mahomet II. in his earlier manhood, when, however,

he had already finally crushed the Greek Empire,

and then again in the last years of his life. The

well-known medal of Gentile Bellini—the only one

attributable to that master—shows, notwithstanding

i
'0

DON iNtao d'avalos : keveese.

much refinement and subtlety of characterisation, an

ajiparent want of acquaintance with the technique of
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tlie mi)dcllei- : for tlie purjioses of coinparisnii willi nl' llic end nl' tlir Fil'tccnlli Ccntuiy, ali'cady pm-

tliis piece, I\I. Ifeiss gives us a i)liotoi4-ra]iliic ri'iu-o- iiiiscil \<\ liim - the iiu'dals of the jji'olilio Sperandio

dnetion on a large scale of llio audieiifie ])ortrait of of Mantua, and (lie works of such medallists and

till' Sultan, ))ainted l)y (icnlile from life during- liis die-engravers of the transitional ])eriod as Francesco

siijduni at Constantinople, and now licidn^^-ing to Fraucia and ( 'ai'adossn.

Sir Henry Layard. The series contains also the A choice and well-arranged collection of Italian

SIOI3M0ND0 PANDOI.FO MALATESTA : ODVERSE.

{Attrihiitci) 10 Miilteo (I«' Pasli.)

heautiful medal of Bertoldo, with a remarkable re- medals, including many of those referred to in the

verse, and the two large and magnifieeut pieces of present notice, is arranged iu one of the u]ipcr

Costanzo representing the same personage, one of galleries of tlu' 15rilish Aluseum, where it can be

which, in ))oint of mere size, takes the first rank studied to much advantage with the aid of an

in the early Italian series of meilals. It is to be admirable catalogue by ISfr. C. I'\ Keary, bascil, I

hoped that j\I. Heiss will shortly give us in another should add, to a great extent on the works of Fried-

sectioa of his work—besides the Florentine Anonvmi lander and Arniand. Clmde I'mLLiPS.

DE NEUYILLE.

IT was said of Beranger that he made the Second Like Bcranger's songs, his work, whatever its sliort-

Emj)ire. If ever I'^renchmen take that famous comings as art, is absolutely national. His " Demicres

vengeance of theirs for the (icrman invasion, it will, Cartouches" is to the chaiiriiiH of to-day what the

in the same way, be said of De Neuvillc that to him " Yicux Caporal " was to the Bonapartists of forty

is owing the re-eont|uest of Alsace and Lorraine, yeai-s ago, and in his admirable " Le Bourget " it is

360
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easy to discern a jieiulant to tlie immortal " Souvenirs

cUi Peuple." He has painted the army of 1.S7U-71 as

Beranger sang Napoleon luul the i/rof/noiiH of the

Em])ire. In his pictures, with all the sentiment of

war, (here is an inspiration of patriotism. Frenchmen
have hut to Inok on tiiem to remember that they

fouglit against odds, and were gloriously defeated
;

and while tliey exist it is impossible that the thought

of vengeance should die out. He has painted valour,

and he has painted suffering. His achievement,

while it testifies abundantly to the horrors of battle,

is quick with the fighting spirit, is instinct through

all its parts with the passion of combat and resistance.

He is the Homer of an every-day " Iliad "—an
"Iliad" which is yet to finish; in which, through

all the miseries of defeat, there beats the great heart

of France. He is the painter of much that is good
and honourable in the brilliant nation to which he

belongs ; and that his fellow-countrymen should be

able to look unmoved upon the poem of war which
he has bequeathed to them is impossible. When
they eau do so, then there will be no more France.

He is not a great painter in the sense that Hals

an<l ^^>lasqucz are great painters. His material is to

him no more than a means of expression; he makes
use of it, not for its own sake, but as the mathe-

matician emjiloys an x 2)las 1/—as a set of terms in

which he may achieve a certain effect. He belongs,

indeed, to the school of art which, in our time, has

found its culmination in the work of Millet. J'or

him, as for the painter of the " Angelus," the pro-

cess is nothing, the result is everything. In his

pictures the painter ])ure and simple is scarcely

represented at all. There is no room in them
for any one save the poet and the observer. Their

plastic value is inconsiderable. The drawing is

nothing if uot suggestive ; the touch is seldom or

never brilliant and joyous, is seldom (jr never moving
or inspired ; the colour is dull, and, as it were,

uuhajipy
; the rules of composition are often, so far

forgotten that as a whole the work has no jiarticular

existence, but resolves itself, on examination, into a
crowd of incidents and details, each one interesting

in itself, bnt so imperfectly co-ordinated as to have
no collective significance.

,
But, on the other hand,

Imw ]iiiiirnant is the sentiment, how vital the obser-

vaticju, how rich the experience, how instant and im-
perious the effect ! He Neuville, as M. de Lostalot

(in his excellent article, in a recent number of the

(iitZftU: ili'x Bcuiu'-Aris, from which we have bor-

rowed our illustrations) has said of him, is truly the

"pc'nlre emcrite des drames de la guerre;" and
if in his dramas the clhirpciilc be sometimes ill-

contrived, and the dninncmeni a trille confused and
unsatisfactory, there is not uw of thcn> bnt includes

incomparable scenes, there is not one iuit contains

some group, some figure, some gesture, at least, that

has in it the capacity to bring home to us the fact

of war more thoroughly and more bitterly than has

been done by the work of any other man.
This, at least, is the effect of the collection of

De Neuville's pii-turcs and drawings which, nnder
the title of "En Campagne," lias just been i)ulilished,

with a text by :M. Jules Richard, by Mj\I. Boussod
and Valadon (Loiulon : New Bond Street ; Paris

:

Rue Chaptal). The four numbers of this admirable

publication are simply a mine of interest and emotion.

The reproductions, of drawings and pictures alike,

are in " typogravure "—the process which is seen to

such advantage in the " Figaro Salon " of the same
]inblishers. Of its kind it is the most comjdete and

the most successful at present in existence ; and in

spite of a certain monotony of surface and texture,

and a certain sameness of effect, it is certain that

De Neuville gains rather than loses by its apjilica-

tion to his work. In black and white, indeed, he is

seen at his best and most imjiressive. His technical

faults and shortcomings—the tanieuess and sameness

of his colour, the looseness of his handling, his care-

lessness of material 7;(V se—are completely dissembled;

and only his better qualities remain in evidence. I

jirefer, for instance, the reduction in black and white

of the " Cimetiere de Saint-Privat " to the picture

itself. In the original, a straggling and broken

composition, and (as I remember it) a scheme of

colour monotonous and inexpressive even for De
Neuville, were made painfully apparent by the large

size of the canvas; the effort was "spotty"' and

desultory, the impression incoherent and transient.

In the reduction, the composition of course remains

unchanged, and, as in the original, the general result

ajjpears to me a failure. But in every other sense

there is improvement. The picture, to my mind, is

not one of De Neuville's best. I should rather take

it, indeed, as exemi)lifying his weakness than his

strength : as typical, not of his talent, but of his

limitations. In the action there is too manifest a

solution of continuity, the interest is too scattered,

the object too uncertain and indefinite. You have

to work hard ere you can see the ])ainter's meaning;
and in the end you renuiin unsatisfied. The essential

quality of such work as his is that it tells its story

in, as it were, a single ]>hrase. That is one merit

—

not the least—of " Le Bourget," of " Les Dernieres

Cartouches," of " Les Otages," of the " Villersexel,"

of the " Dans la Tranchee," all of which, by the way,

are reproduced in the j)reseiit work. In each of

these the interest is unifpie ; the heroic incident is

one taken in the fact, and set forth with a force, a

clarity, a sinqilicity, a directness that—to compare

the resulls with results in another art—recall the

H'ood Work of Alexandre Diuiias.
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It is ns a painter oi' ilraiiia, iiidcrd, that I'c

Kciivilk' must stand nr I'ali. A\'licii lie fails In

be dramatic— as in tlie " 8aint-Privat " and the

" Pieee en Dan^ver"—he l(is(>s liis ])rineipal ridsmi

d'etre as an artist. A\'iieii lie sueeeeds—as in the

]iletures which I have ventui-ed to compare with these

i.ithers—he succeeds so well as almost to excuse, il"

not to justify, that indilTereiiee to nialei'ial which,

as we have seen, is a

]irimarv characteristic

of his talent and

achievement. To liis

brother artists he was

rather an illustrator

tliau a painter; they

pret'erred the line

draughtsmanship and

the masterly brush-

work of Detaille. But

to the g'encral public

he will always remain

a greater and better

painter than any num-
ber of his contempora-

ries, who, with tenfold

his accomplishment,

and a plastic sense

beyond comparison

richer and more com-

])letc, had nothing ])ar-

ticular to say, and

were only concerned

with the qualities and

capabilities of paint.

From a certain point

of view, 1 take it, the

general public is right.

After all, there is

something better in

art than perfection of

means. Hals is one

of the greatest of

craftsmen, but his in-

ALPnOXSE DE NEUVLLLE.

(From a SIcctch bi/ Edovard DclaiUc.)

His soldiers, as M. de Lostalot has noted, have

none of iIk' simple lionhomie, the grotesque sim-

])lieity and natui-aluess, of those of Hall'et and

Charlet. Ill the linesman in liarracks and tlif di-;-

liiiiiiiited hussar he taUes no interest at all. In

repose his models are always in full marching order
;

in action Ihey are always concerned in some incident

of battle, are al\\a\s lignres in some .scene in the

great drama of war.

That is one of their

special merits, as it is

the ])ainter's greatest

distinction. Alive or

dead, passive in sulTer-

ing or active in the

fight, his soldiers arc

all of tliem types of

valour or distress, are

symbols (as it were)

of a great misfortune

that is also an im-

mortal glory. lie

paints I hem as he has

seen them, in the

stress of action, or at

least ])re])ared I'or it
;

and the result is that

his work may be re-

garded as the epic in

])ietures of the (ier-

man invasion. Tims

did they look, these

superb hussars and

magnificent cuiras-

siers, as they went into

battle; thus and not

otherwise did tluy de-

mean themselves in

fight; thus did they

fall, their faces to the

foe, in the very thick

of the onset ; and thus

torn and shattered,

flueiu-e on the mind and heart of the world has thus mangled and ruined, thus did they lie when

been inconceivably less than Raphael's ; and if Kem- the combat was over, and the (iermaiis had won

braudt is one of the kings of art, he is so in virtue them another step on their way to the crowning

less of his practice as a painter, than of his practice victory of Paris. It is all inexpressibly dreadful

:

as a poet and seer. Humanity is, after all, the one "En Campagne," indeed, is not a book for senti-

vital essential in art. It is good to be a painters' nu'ntalists or people with weak nerves; but it is

painter; it is better to be the world's—to 1)C not all so manly and vigorous and sincere that the im-

Carolus Duran but 3Iillet, not Velasquez but Rubens, pression it leaves behind is not wholly one of sadness.

De Neuville, as we have seen, exists for the j)opulace It is a hymn in ])raise of valour and the death that

alone. His merits are literary rather than phistic; brave men die for their country. Such work is in

but France, as we have said, will be France no longer refreshing contrast with the laboured antithesis, the

when his hold upon her is lost, and his appeal to her shrill wrath., the undignified clamourings for vpn-

cmotions remains unanswered. geauce of (let us sayj Hugo's " L'Anuee Terrible."
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It is the comparison of action with description, of the matter of the plastic imatyination, the sense of
fact with fancy, of passion witli rhetoric; of life at material, the faculty of style; while the other, as we

^.[^>^^ '

o s
H ~

g I

p a-

a M

Its h,o.l,est moments with the affectation of life. The know, is one of the -reat masters of literntnre. 13ut
iKitlle-pieces of De Ncuvdle are not to be ranked rj,a (it cannot he too often repeated) the o-rcat essential in
inctmvs w,fl> the strnphes of Hugo qvd verses. As art is humanity. This De Neuville's o-ood works have,
we have seen, the one man is l.ut poorly endowed in and " I/AnntV Terrible" has not.

" W E H
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Hku .Ma.ii;stv Ikis liecn pleascnl to coiilVra diploma on

the members of tlio lioyal Institute of Painters iu Watcr-

Colours, thereby jihiciiig that body on an e<|ual social level

with the Royal Academy. It is a wise and generous act,

and will probably do much to belli "" tl'c fusion of the two

Water-Coloiu- Societies, and the foundation of a Koyal

Academy of Water-Colour Painting.

The subjects for the equestrian groups at the several ends

of Blackfriars Bridge have been chosen, and are thus dis-

tributed :

—
" Edward I.," by Mr. Thornycroft ;

" Henry V.,"

by Mr. Birch ,-
" William the Conqueror," by ilr. Belt ; and

Edward III.," by Mr. Brock, who is at present engaged

upon a "Sir Bartle Frere" for the Endjankment. Mr.

Shields has designed a three-light window for the church of

Llaiibadarnfawr, near Aberystwith : in the centre is David
with Goliath's head ; on the one side is Samuel in the act

of benediction ; on the other, in full armour, .lonathan, the

son of Saul. ilr. .Tohn Finnie has been elected a member
of the Society of Briti.sh Artists. The "Felice" of Mr.

Herbert Schmalz, exhibited at the last Grosvenor Gallery,

has been bought liy the Prince of Wales.

M. AuiusTE Br.AMHAUi), the line engraver, has lieen

elected a member of the .\nt\vcrp Academic Koyale, in room
of the late engraver Mercurj. JI. Alexis Harlamort', the

Russian portrait-painter, has painted three portraits for

Prince Demidoff, of San Donato : the Prince, his wife, and
their chiWren. !MM. Zichy, Dyetael, and Orenbourgsky
were summoned to attend, in their professional capacity,

at the Russian military manoeuvres this autumn. M. Paul

Girardet, the French engraver, and M. Brozik, the Bohe-

mian painter, have received the riband of the Legion of

Honoiu'. M. Chajilain has finished a medal—ordered by

the Minister of Fine .-\rts— in commemoration of the de-

fence of Paris. M. Ernest Renan, son of the eminent
Hebraist and critic, has gone painting in Syria.

At the National Gallery-where, by the way. M. Brann
has succeeded in producing a superb negative of the famous

Seba.stian del Pioiubo— it is not exiicctcd that the Blen-

heim pictures will be exhiliited till next year ;
meanwhile

the Antonello da Messina has been hung in Room XII.,

on the next screen to that one occujiied by the Lionardo.

At South Kensington the National Art Library, which

has beeii long in hand, is now com])leted, and has been

opened to the j)ublic. At the British Museum another

gallery has been opened after re-arrangement : it contains

a good deal of armour and arms, from the Purges and

a-"

.Mryiick collections ; a nund'cr of admirable Limoges

enamels—by Jean Court, Leonard Limousin, and Jean

Penicaud ; and some superb specimens of Oriental brass-

woik from the Blacas and Henderson collections. There

are also two quadrants, one of which belonged to Richard

It., the other to Edward VI.; the astrolabes of Henry
VIII. and Prince Henry of Wales, the .son of .lames VI.

;

the Fellows Becjuest of watches and dials ; a (piantity

of chessmen, counters, draughts, and so forth, includ-

ing the famous set of chessmen (Icelandic in origin, and
dating from the Twelfth Century) discovered iu 1831

in the Island of Lewis ; and a splendid a.ssortment of

carved ivories, including a number of Lc ^larchands, among
them medallions of Pepys and Wren. To the Gallery of

Oriental Antiquities there has been added a monumental
slab in white .stone, with the half-len.gth portrait, in high

relief, of a Palmyrene lady, " Akme, daughter of Ilabbazi,"

dating (according to Dr. Birch) from the Second Century

of the Christian era. Mr. Charles Barry has been commis-

sioned to build an additional room in the Duhvich Gallery.

M. !MAir:icK Cottiki: has liequeatlied to the Louvre a
" Portrait de Femnie," by Verspronk ; two cxanqiies of

I)escamp.s, the famous" DefaitedesCimbrcs"' and a " .Murs

de Rome ; " and two masteriiieces of Eugene Delacroix,
" Les Tigres" and "Hamlet ct le Fo.ssoyeur." M. A.-S.

Forney has bequeathed the sum of 20(),(M)0 francs to the

city of Paris for the foundation and endowment of an art

and industrial library. M. Adolphe Guillen, the landscape-

painter, has presented a collection of Burgundian enamels
to the JIusde des Arts Ddcoratifs. The statues just placed

in the Luxembourg are the " Aurore " of M. Delaplanche
;

M. Crauck's "La Jeunesse et rAniour;" M. Thabard's

"Enfant an Cygne;" M. Bec(iuet's "St.-S(5bastien ;" and the

"St.-Jean " of M. Auguste Rodin, the head of which has

been engraved for this magazine. At the Bibliotheque

Nationale a manuscript of Piero della Francesca's "Treatise

of Perspective " has been unearthed by M. Eugene Jluntz.

Two charming little Watteaus have been added to the col-

lection in Lille Museum. At Rouen the moulders em-
(iloyed upon the re|)roduction of the sculptures—attributed

to Jean Goujon—on the north porch of St.-Maclou, have
finished their work ; only two casts will be made : one for

the Musce du Trocadiiro, and one for exchange with a foreign

museum. M. Gantlierins group in marble, " Le Paradis

Perdu," will presently be placed in the Pare Monc^eau

;

together with the portico of the Salle St.-Jean, recovered

from the ruins of the Hotel de Ville. In the vestibule of

the Palais de I'Industrie there has been set up—for the

Exposition des Arts D^coratifs—a monumental doorway,
constructed of choice pieces of Sixteenth Century French
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scul|itnre, each one a masterwovk of architectural decora-

tion. .M. Itoualt has bequeathed to the Musee de Cluuy a

collection of olyccts connected with the history of France
;

the bequest has been accepted by the State.

Only four of tlie Blenheim pictures have as yet been

.sold. Of these the best and rarest is the Raphael, the

"Ansidei Madonna," whicli was bought in 1764 (through

Oavin Hamilton), and which, after close on a century and a

quarter of Bleidieim, has just been bought for the nation for

iV(»,0(iO. After this gem come two Piubens portraits: one of

the master himself and his second wife, and one of the same
lady witli her page ; which have been sold to Mi\ Leopold
dc Roth.schild for £o2,.5(iO. The fourth and last is the

equestrian portrait of Charles I. by Van Dyck. It is one of

three. One (sold after the "memorable scene " at White-

hall for £2()0) is at Windsor. The second, a dubious work,

is at Hampton Court. This, the third—of Charles and
Sir Thomas Aforton—was sold for £1.50, and was bought liy

the great Duke of JIarlliorough at Munich. It has just now
been sold to the National Gallery for £n,blK).

The Dean and Cliapter of Durham )iurpose to fill in

the hundred niches of the Neville Screen with appropriate

figures. At Manchester the work of restoring the cathedral

is still in progress ; it was begun some fifty years ago, and

—

the Afheixpiim declares—has been so well done that " not a
single stone of the fabric as it was half a century ago is

now above ground. The same journal has called attention

to the fact that Old Shoreham Church is down for restora-

tion, and that, at the time of writing, it was intended to

begin forthwith on the improvement of Westminster Abbey.
At Lambeth, for reasons hard to guess and harder still to

defend, the famous panel of stained gla.ss, " The Pedlar and
His Dog" (which dates from 1608), has been removed to a
dark corner of the church, apparently to make room for

memorial windows in honour of the wives of a local doctor
and the cluirchwarden's clerk. At Paris the vitraux of

St.-Iitienne-du-Mont are to be restored, at a cost of 6,000
francs. At Lusignan, the Gallo-Koman remains of Sanxay,
discovered and exhumed by Father De la Croix, liave been
purchased by the State, and constituted an historical

monument. At Ypres, the Municipal Council have deter-

mined to complete the restoration of the Hotel de Ville, by
replacing the flooring at the we.stern end of the hall with a

tesselated pavement, and by covering its walls with pictures

of incidents in local history. For the decoration of our
own St. Paul's, Jlr. Hugh Stannus has produced a scheme
—a modification of the design of Alfrei.l Stevens—which is

felt by many to be infinitely preferable to ilr. Poynter'.s.

The decorations of the Panth(5on, the work of many
hands and many anxious years, are now all but complete.
For the apse M. Angelo Poggesi has finished the immense
mu.saic—" Angeluni Galliac custodem Christus patriae fata
docet "—designed by M. Hiibert. In the centre, book in
hand, a colossal Christ reveals the futiu-e, as exjjressed in
the decorations of ilM. P.onnat, Laurens, and Puvis de
Chavaunes

;
on the left is the Virgin, with a kneeling .Joan

"i Arc in .irniour
; and on the right are the Angel of France

arid St. (icncvieve. In the C(.»?r/<'r c/c /'.•!// M. Dargenty
assaults M. Hrbert as "le peintre de I'dtisie," but admits
that the UKKsaic has great merit, both in colour and design,

though the figures are all of them " long.s comme un jour

sans j)ain." In the dazettf dcs Bemix-Arls ^L\I. Euiihrussi

and Henri de Chennevieres discourse of it with enthusiasm,
and confess (by the way) that ]\I. Hebert's model for the

Christ of his mosaic was M. Jos. Peladan, the art-critic,

while Mme. Hubert was the original of his Virgin.

A VERY interesting little exhibition at the rooms of the
Eoyal Archajological Institute, in Oxforil INIansion, was
made of the treasure-trove brought l>y Mr. Petrie from San.

Though most of the great ruins ol^ San belong to the period

of the Bondage, and later, down to Roman times, Mr. Petrie

discovered some relics as old as the time of the Twelfth
Dynasty, or at least 2,000 B.c. But the majority of the objects

exhibited were not more early than the time of the Thir-

tieth Dynasty. They consisted of personal ornaments, small
statuettes of divinities, bronze implements, a few fragments
of iron, some very delicate glass mosaics, some embroidered
cloth, and some vessels of pottery. Among them we may
particularise the silver lieads of a necklace ; another neck-
lace of beads of garnet, amethyst, and other stones ; a large

number of examples of the sacred eye in green glazed stone

or pottery, all found together, and probably forming when
strung together a kind of pall for a mummy ; a little jar,

constructed like the modern ink-bottles which cannot be
si)illed ; a large wooden portrait statuette, most archaic in

style, which was inscribed with the name of the occupier of

the house in which it was found, in good hieroglyphics,

although not earlier than the time of the Roman Emperor
Claudiu.s. It was in the same person's house that Mr.
Petrie discovered a large mass of half-ljurnt pajiyrus.

There were al.so .some antiquities from Tel-el-JIaschuta,

where M. Naville was digging the season before : including

portions of a stone wall carved with figures and heavily

gilt ; and a very curious, if not unique, window lattice of

bronze, with which Mr. Petrie even found the original

nails and catches. Mr. Petrie has returned to Egypt, and
will shortly recommence the work he has been commis-
sioned to execute for the Egypt Exploration Fund.

The exhibition of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain, at the galleries of the Royal Society, Pall Mall

East, is as interesting as ever. The high (piality of much
of the amateur work is significant of the revolution efl'ected

by the introduction of gelatine plates. In a series of land-

scapes by j\Ii'. H. P. Robinson, figures are introduced with
deliberate pictorial intention, and the result is certainly

happy, though in a few there is a self- consciousness of pose

that mars the composition. Some " Studies of Flowers " by
Mr. Henry Stevens, and Mr. F. Hollyer's "A Lily Dado'' and
" Dandelions," possess high decorative value. Mr. Valentine
Blanchard's "A Siesta" realises a profound sentiment with

uniisual success, and is besides exquisitely tender in tone.

Some of Mr. Lyddell Sawyer's work suggests direct repro-

duction from paintings ; the clever " Come along. Grand-
dad," "The Apple Stealers," and " Who is it?'' are brilliant

in technique and touched with artistic individuality.

While much amateur work is undeniably capable and
even striking, there is a vast distance between it and the

highest execution in pure photography. Signor Vittorio

Sella's ' Viei\'s in Switzerland " are quite unsurpassed ; the
" M.irjelen See " and the " Monte Rosa " in this series fully

merit the distinction the Society has awarded them. These
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:iif wonderful examples of pure muI luuiiudus wnrk, exqui-

site iu detail, and adrairable in tone. Mr. W. F. Donkin
shows some good Alpine views, a little unpleasant in tone

occasionally, some of whicli have been eularged hy the

Autotype Company with excellent effect. A true and
curious example of an " instantaneous " view is Mr. C.

Grassin's " Express Train," taken after an exposure of

j-hrM^ of a second. Mr. W. P. Marsh's "Instantaneous

Sea Studies" are remarkable for something more than their

graphic delineation of the sea breaking on the shore and
against the sea-wall. They afford admirable illustration of

Sir W. (_;. Simpson's criticism of Professor ^[arey's odeo-

gniphie views of ''Animal Mechanism" (Maoazine or

Art, March, 1883). In spite of their indubitable accuracy,

they are truly grotesque and unnatural ; anything less

realistic could not be conceived. Some fine portraiture is

exhibited by Mr. H. S. Mendelssohn, Mr. Lafayette, and
the London Stereoscopic Company, and good enlargements

by the Woodbury process. The Autotjiie Con\i)any show,

among other good work, a very striking enlargement of a

negative by Mr. J. G. Sinclair, " A Peep at Derwentwater ;

"

Mr. .1. E. Mayall also exhibits some masterly enlargements

of portraits. Two " Winter Scenes " by Mr. G. Renwick are

very beautiful renderings of snow and mist. And there

are some exceedingly fine photographs by Messrs. W^est, of

Gosport, showing yachts sailing and becalmed.

At Rouen the Exposition Retrcspective, in the Palais

des Consuls, has been a very great success. Chief among
the exhibitors was M. Ferdinand Dutuit. who contributed

a magnificent gathering : tins, enamels, bindings, anti(|ue

bronzes, French and Italian medals, furniture, and Rouen
faience, il. Spitzer, among other precious things, ex-

hibited a wonderful assortment of stuffs and en\broideries,

and some superb pieces of Persian ware. JL Gustave

Dreyfus sent an admirable collection of medals ; MM.
Bellon and Le Breton, a gathering of terra-cottas from Tana-

gra and Asia Minor ; JI. Basilewski, a couple of superb

Italian bronzes ; M. Bligny, a wonderftd Fourteenth Century
" Virgin " in ivory. In the section of French sculpture

are Falconet's "Pj'gmalion," the "Mercure" and the
" Renommee "' of Coysevox ; and—iu cast iron, damas-

cened with .gold—a Well-known reduction of Girardon's
" Louis XIV. " Among the pictures were il. Hedou's

Lenain ; a Rubens, dating from 1628 and the journey

to Spain ; a " Richelieu," by Philippe de Champaigne
;

a " Virgin and Child" (French) of the Fourteenth Century
;

and examples of De Tro)', Largilliere, Oudry, Rigaud,

Platzer, Hubert Robert, and .I.-A. de Petere. Of gold-

smith's work of the best and rarest type there was much

;

with a good selection of Norman jewellery, and some noble

examjiles of the art of working in iron and in steel ; and
more enamels, tapestrie.s, jiots, tiles, glasses, ami varieties

of all sorts than can here be enumerateil.

At Bru.^sels the triennial exhibition of the Salon is in

no way remarkable. Among Belgian artists represented

are Louis GaUait, with his famous " Peste de Tournai ;

"

Seeldraycrs. with "La Clinique ii I'Ecole Veterinaire, il

Bruxelles ;

' Van Hammoe, with " Les Deux Macaire ;
"'

Juliaan de Vriendt, with a " Derniers .lours de la Vierge ;

"

Vanaise, with a " Bon Samaritain ; " Albreeht de Vriendt,

with a "Charles VI." and " Le Pajie Paul III. devaiit le

Portrait de Luther :
" .laccpies de Lalain.g, with a " Portrait

Eipiestre ;
' and Alfred Stevens, with a number of works,

a certain " I'apillons" the most popular, .\mong Frenchmen
.M. Bonnat exhibits a "Lesseps" and a '' Mme. Bischoffs-

heim ;
" M. Delaunay, a "Titauia" and an admirable

portrait of Regnier the actor; M. -I.-P. Laurens, his

"Vengeance du Papo Urbain VI. ;" M. Gervex, an "Alfred
Stevens;" AI. Fantin, his "ikude" (engraved for this

magazine) ; M. Cormon, his " Chasse a I'Ours" and a por-

trait of M. Portaols; >[. Heilbuth,a "Prom(5nade sur I'Eau;"

and M. .Tules Lefebvre, his graceful and pretty " Ondine."

At South Kensington an exhibition of inventions (" the

Inventories," no doubt) and musical in.strumonts will suc-

ceed the Healtheries, even as the Healtheries succeeded

the Fisheries ; it is earnestly to be hoped that one feature

of the show will be a set of concerts, so compo.sed and
arranged as to exemjilify the development of the orchestra,

from LuUy's band of fiddles to tlie tremendous achieve-

ments of Berlioz. At Derby a fine art exhibition will be

opened early in November. At Paris the second exhibition

of " Les Art Incoh^rcnts " will be held, as was the first, in

the Galerie Vivienne
; and in the Rue de Seze, M. Petit

will have on view a fine Itcmbrandt portrait, a famous
Delacroi.x—the " Ma.ssacre de TEveque de Liege"—a fir.st-

rate Troyon, Regnault's " Salome," F'ortuny's " Mariagc

Espagnol," and the " Allee des Chataigniers " of Theodore

Rousseau ; meanwhUe, an historical collection of musical

instruments and objects connected with music has been

exhibiting at the Tuileries. At Antwerp the Count of

Flanders and his committee are actively engaged in the

w'ork of organising the Exposition Universelle projected for

next year : in the fine arts section invitations will be .scut

to individual artists direct, and a portion of the receipts

will be devoted to the purchase of works, to be afterwards

disposed of by lottery. At Brussels, in 1885, there will lie

an historical exhibition of etching and engraving ; and at

St. Petersburg, an International Exliibition of the fine arts

generally. At Nuremburg it is proposed to set a]iart a

section of the International FZxhibition for the accommoda-
tion of a collection so arranged as to present a complete

historical study of the development of furniture, bronzes,

gcrldsmith's work, and jewellery. At Bombay the exhi-

bition will be held in the cold season of 188R, and not, as

officially sug.gested, in 1887 : the guarantee fund already

amounts to .seventeen lakhs of rnpces.

The death is announced of the sculptor, Ducounnin du
Locle, thrice medalled at the Salon, Oflacer of the Legion of

Honour ; of the architect and archajologist, W'illiam Pettitt

GritJith ; of the battle-painter, .Iides Duvau.v, a pupil of

Charlet : of Mr. William Russell, one of the trustees of tlie

National Gallery ; of the religious ])ainter, Le H^naff, a

pupil of Gleyie and Delaioche; of the a rchceologist, Fraiii^ois

Ravaisson-Mollien, author of a monumental "Archives de
la Bastille :'' of the Liege sculptor, Buckens ; and of Hans
Makart, the mo.st famous master of modern Vienna.

Hass Makart (1840-1884) was born in Salzburg. He
studied at Munich wider Piloty—whose best pupil lie was
—and afterwards at Rome ; and at seven-and-twenty the

Paris Exhibition made him famous. In 18(i!) he .settled at

Vienna, and there— a favourite at court, the darling of the

Viennese, the jiroprietor of a magnificent studio, the painter

of a number of renowned pictures, a public character in

every sense of the word—he remained till his death. He
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liiul K'cat facility of invention and design, was a dexterous

draughtsman, and Iiad a certain .sumptuousness of colour

and a passion for immense canvases : which qualities won
him the very honourable nicknames of the " Scott of

painting " and the " Austrian Eubens." Among the most

famous of his pictures are the " Cleopatra," the " Seven

Deadly Sins," the " Venetians Taking the Oath to Catharine

Cornaro," and the "Entry of Charles V. into Antwerp."

That he was singularly pojiulnr is certain That he founded

a school, or that his achievement represents an advance in

art, are propositions that need nut now be debated.

Me. Austin Dob-son's " Thomas Bewick and his Pupils
"

(London : Chatto and Windus) is far and away the best

account of the famous English engraver and the school

he founded that we have. Mr. Dobson, like Mr. Linton,

is an enthusiastic Bevvickian ; he knows his .subject to its

minutest details ; and he treats of it with the feeling and
the perceptions of an artist, and the minuteness and com-

prehensiveness of the aiitiiiuarian and historian. His book
(wliich, as liecomes its theme, is copiously illustrated) is

singularly pleasant reading. More than that, it is an im-

portant Contribution to the literature of wood-engraving,

and does a vast deal to increase our knowledge of a subject

which, for all that lias been written and talked about it,

is neither well known nor generally understood. It will

find (and keep) a place beside Chatto's treatise, and the

admirable "History" and "Manual" of Mr. Linton himself.

this is unjust is certain ; Dupr6 was a good sculptor and a

good man, and there are few who will read his own story

of himself— even in Signora Peruzzi's translation—without

being in some sort the better for the experience.

Mk. Bowes's " Japanese Enamels " (Liverpool : Printed

for Private Circulation) is the first of a series of monographs
on the various forms of Japanese art which the accomplished

author and collector i)roposes to write and issue " in connec-

tion with the descriptive catalogues of the various groujis

of art-works" it has been his fortune to bring together.

The next, he announces, will be devoted to Laccjuer-work
;

the third to Books and Paintings ; the others to Porcelain,

Metal-work, Ivory and Wood Carvings, and Textiles, Leather,

Embroideries, and so forth. In a brief but sufficient pre-

face the author sketches the rise of the Japanese fashion

in Europe. Follows a good and useful essay on the enamel-

ler's art in all its expressions. And this in its turn is

succeeded by a descrijitive catalogue of the admirable Bowes
collection. The illu.strations, which are all interesting, are

mostly photographic. They include, however, a couple of

chromo-lithograiihs. These, it need hardly be said, are

more suggestive and taking than the others, from which
colour is absent, and which give us only form and design.

SruNORA Peruzzi has translated the "Thoughts on Art
and Autoliiographical Memoirs " of Giovanni I)upre, the

sculptor of the "Abel " and the " Piet;\ ;
" and her transla-

tion (London and Edinburgh ; Wm. Blackwood and Sons),

though it does scant justice to the original, is yet a work to

be read with pleasure and received with gratitude. Duprd's

autobiography has been one of the most succe,ssful of

modern Italian bo<iks, just as Dupr6 himself was one of the

most successful of modern Italian sculi)tors. It is simple,

natural, and sincere ; it tells the story of a man of heart

and talent; and it came at the right moment. In England
little is known of I)u]ire. He has never been pojiular in

the sense that Canova was po})ular, nor even notorious, as

Eocardi is notorious ; and Marrochetti. !Monteverde, even

Amendola, are better known and better ajiprcciated. Th.it

In a series of " Character Sketches from Dickens

"

(London : Cassell i Co., Limited) we have Mr. Barnard at

his best and freshest. The present publication contains

reproductions, by the tioupil process, of original drawings
of half a dozen of the great novelist's famous creations.

One of the best is the Pecksniff : it is not so good, we
think, as Browne's; but it is very good indeed. Even
better is the Kogue Riderhood, which is better than Air.

Fildes' original. Mr. Barnard's idea of the two Wellers

has considerable merit, though, to our thinking, the gifted

Samuel is a thought too theatrical in his jauntiness (like

the valet of old English comedy), and the adorable Tony
is perhaps a trifle too stolid and unhumorous. Of the

serious subjects, the liest is probably the picture of Caleb

Plummerand his daughter. In the "JNIr. Peggotty," every-

thing, as it seems to us, is good but the heroic figure : dogs,

children, horses, anxious and .sympathetic Frenchwoman,
background, foreground—everything but ilr. Peggotty.

In " The Princess Noljody " (London : Longmans, Green,

and Co.) Mr. Andrew Lang, writing up to the designs of the

late Richard Doyle, has produced a very pretty and ideasing

story. About it no more shall be said in this place than

that it begins w'ith " Once upon a time " and ends—practi-

cally—with "happily ever afterwards." Of Doyle's designs

there is more to say. To our thinking they are, save for

their " coloration"—to cjuote the new sesthetic word—which

is queer enough to be now and then almost unpleasant, the

funniest, prettiest, whimsicallest things of their kind imagin-

able. Do you want to know how the liad boys behave in

fairy-land 'i Look at these urchins pulling and hauling at

the hind-leg of that unhappy daddy long-legs? Do you

want to know how the good little girls behave in fairy-land ?

Look on this picture of Princess Niente teaching the birds

to sing, and "conducting" with a stick, like Herr Richter.

Do you want to know how fairy princes rexdhj look wiien

they go off adventuring in search of Princess Charming?
Look on this picture of Prince Comical peeping over the

mushroom edge at the sleeping king beneath, or at this

other of the same undaunted hero as he appeared in the

act of stealing the blue-bird's egg. And there are a dozen

others as good, or better. Of course Miss Greenaway is

always quaint and charming, and Mr. Caldecott is always

pretty and gay and ingenious ; but for fun and_fancy we
have nobody now like Richard Doyle.

SiuNOR TuLLO Massarani's "Charles Blanc et son

Qjuvre," W. Rothschild's new publication (Paris : Rue des

Saints-Pere.s) is admirably got up, as all M. Rothschild's

publications are. ]\Iore than that, it is well written, and

may be read not only with jJeasure but with jirofit. Signor

^lassarani is an enthusiast, as the pages he has devoted to

Th6ophile Gautier will prove. But he has something to

say, and he is ofte" suggestive, if he is not ahvays con-

vincing. He believes in Charles Blanc, and he does his

best tt) persuade his readers to believe with him. That he

will be generally successful—in England at least—is im-

jirobable ; but he may console himself with the reflection

that he has produced some eloquent and heartfelt work.
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There is no truth wlntpver in tlio rcpDi-ts of "SI.

Munkilcsy's ill-liealtli wliicli have bnen circuliited of late.

The fiunous Kroiigli Stone lias been purchased for the

Fitzwilliani iluseum. Haydon's " Raising of Lazarus " has

been sent to Plymouth, as a " permanent loan '" from the

National Gallery. Jlr. Joseph Bond has lent to the Bethnal

Green JIuseum his e.xcellent collection of Queen Anno
and Georgian silver plate. In Edinburgh a site has been

cho.sen and secured for the National Gallery of Scottish

Portraits, for which the Treasury have made a grant of

£7,.500. In addition to this, the new institution is rich in a

sum of £40,0110, the gift of an anonymous donor ; half to be

spent in the erection of the building (which will be the work

of Jlr. Rowland Anderson), and half to be set apart as the

nucleus of a fund for maintenance of the gallery and the

l)urchase of pictures. An " Adoration " by Lionardo has

(it is said) been discovered at Berlin.

better tlian the prrformaiicc. In "Seaside Neighbours,"

J[r. Kchvin KIlis suriiasses all his previous efibrts ; it has

the appearance of a sunny landscape seen through blue

glass, the shadows black and ugly, the sunlight sickly.

The work of a colourist who knows how to paint, its very

force renders it rcjiulsive. In landscape there is some fair

work by i\fr. Stuart Lloyd, Mr. F. Mines, Mi.ss Edith

Berkley, Mr. Alliert Kinsley, Mr. G. de Breanski, and Mi.ss

Linnie Watt. Mr. .James llayller has two studies, heads of

old men, full of character and humour ; and Miss Anna
AVeir shows in her "Study of a Boy's Head" excellent

promise, and .something of the qualities that vivify jior-

traiture. In the sculpture, " A Boy's Head " in plaster, and

a small terra-cotta grouj), lioth liy Mr. E. R. Mullins, are dis-

tinctlj' artistic efibrts, and touched with individuality; as

such, they tran.scend in interest nine-tenths of the feeble

and hesitating experiments in painting.

The Botticelli illustrations of the " Divina Conmiedia,"

bought for Berlin at the Hamilton sale, are being reproduced

in fac-simile, by Dr. Lippmann, for publication and sale

(Nutt : 270, Strand). Mrs. Herbert .Jones is preparing

an "illustrated monograph" on the Princess Charlotte

(Quaritch), to be illustrated by a series of eleven minia-

tures, painted by iliss Charlotte Jones. In the first the

Princess is painted in a cradle ; in the tenth, she is a bride

;

while the eleventh is a memorial portrait—a kind of pictorial

po!:t-ino}-tejn. It is suggested that the authorities of the

Louvre and the British Museum shoidd combine for the

publication of the Jacojio Bellini drawings but now dis-

covered byM. Eugfene IMuutz, and the volume by the same

rare master which has been so long among the treasures of

the Keeper of the Prints. Mr. Vedder's pictorial descant in

the " RubAiyat " of Omar KhayyAm, as Englished by the

late Mr. Fitzgerald, will be published, in Boston by Messr.'*.

Houghton and Mitflin, and in London by Mr. Quaritch,

before the end of the current year.

The exhibition at the Dudley Gallery is one of almost

unrelieved mediocrity. The ambitious work is confined to

Mr. H. T. Schafer's "Pygmalion and (Jalatea " and Mr.

Cafe's " Chrysothemis," a study from the mide ineffably

grey and dismal. For the rest. Miss Helen Montalba's

Venetian studies are delicate and tender in colour ; Mr.

G. A. Storey's "Kitty" is plea.sing after the manner of

his work ; ^Ir. R. GofFs " Fish Market, Folkestone," is

a strong and rather impressive study of fishing craft

under an evening sky ; and in " News from the Beach,"

by Mr. T. C. Gotch, there is the promise of something

The show of the Nineteenth (!entury Art Society is an

improvement on the last. In landscape, Mr. W. Anderson's
" Sunny Homestead " is the most ambitious, but the ex-

cellent effect of its distance and warm middle tones is sadly

marred by the disconcerting crudities of the foreground.

Jlr. J. H. Suell's "A Wet Day " is a truthful if not very for-

cible jiresentment of a grey bhuTed atmosphere and wintry

landscajie. In " A.stray " Mr. Yglesias makes a new- dejiar-

ture, and depicts a snowing woodland with considerable

subtlety and pow-er. Mr. Lind.strom's " Autumn in the

New Forest " is an effective study of a rich glowing simset

fl<ioding the woodland. " Venetian Boats," by Mr. Aubrey
Hunt, is pleasing in colour and fine in atmosphere ; the sea

is mannered and strongly suggestive of Clay's. In "Crabbed

Age and Youth " Mr. \V. C. Symons is scarcely as fresh

and strong as usual ; the figure of the girl is excellent, but

for the rest the subject is illn.strated with neither novelty

nor significance. Among the water-colours are ^Ir. T. B.

Hardy's "Old Port on the Zuider Zee," with its cool breezy

atmosphere and fresh running sea ; Mr. Henry Mohrnian's

"Lady at the Piano." a fine impression of a dusky interior

and sombre shadow and low lights ; Mr. H. S. Tuke's pastel,

"Falmouth Harbour;" Mr. H. S. Dale's "February Day ;"

and Mr. Yeend King's bright and piquant interior (.3().3).

At Mr. McLean's Gallery, Haymarket, besides wt)rks by

foreign arti.sts, there are on view some of Mr. Millais' mo.st

popular pictures : "A Mes.sage from the Sea," the "Little

Miss Mntiet," and " The Mistletoe Gatherer." The two

last are announced for reproduction, the former to be en-

graved by Mr. T. L. Atkinson, the latter in photogravure.
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"The Little Coquette," by Harlamoti', with uotliingcoquettish

about it, is a little gipsy -like girl standing with folded

hands, draped with a red shawl ; the figure is powerfully

painted, the colour rich and a trifle sombre, and the present-

ment full of vitality and character. "An English Girl in

Paris," by Corcos, is a modish young lady on a Parisian

balcony dressed in l_)lack, full of rhic, and painted with great

brilliLincy and verve. Two heads by Semenowski, '' A Bru-

nette " and " A Blonde," are remarkable for technical

dexterity and finish, but are otherwise unimpressive. The

former is much the finer work ; the silver-grey ground of the

latter defeats its object and neutralises the delicate refine-

ments of the blonde flesh and hair. Among works by

English artists are Albert Goodwin's ''Scene in the Brenner

Pass," Van Haanen's " A Venetian Brunette"—a masterly

study, superb in colour—and an excellent little landscape

by David Bates.

TiiE Fine Art Society's exhibition of ilr. Ernest George's

water-colour drawings comprises a large niunber of studies

of the most remarkable mediajval buildings in Europe.

The domestic architecture of Holland, the cathedrals and
chateaux of France, the canals of Venice, and street scenes

in Spain are prominent in the collection. The interest of

Mr. (loorge's drawings is topographical and architectural.

They are professional notes, more or less elaborate. Good
as is much of his work, the collection has all the depressing

etfect of a series of ordinary architectural designs. There

is a lack of characterisation, a repetition of effect, a .same-

ness of colour that becomes tedious. The drawings are all

alike bright and provokingly clean and precise, and de-

ficient in atmosphere. Toledo and Segovia are much like

Venice, A''enice is like Narbonne, and the Dutch studies

are bathed in the brilliant sunshine of the south. Mr.

George's " Etchings of Old London," just published, are

of higher value and importance. They include views of

the most interesting examples of old city buildings, such

as St. .John's Gate, Clcrkenwell ; Staple Inn ; the " Sir Paul

Pindar," in Bishoi)sgate ; the " Oxford Arms," Warwick
Lane ; Bartholomew Close ; Drury Lane ; Wych Street,

and other historical neighbourhoods.

At Messrs. Dowdeswell's a series of fifty landscaije

.studies in oil is exhibited by Mr. Ernest Parton. Here,

again, we realise how severely an artist is tried by solitary

exhibitions. All that is vicious or crude in his work, all

that is tricky and mannered, becomes intensified when
unrelieved by the competition of others. Jlr. Parton suc-

ceeds in depicting copse and woodland and river-side

;

his tree-forms are natural and have their own expressive

grace and character. His execution in other respects is

very unsatisfactory ; his river-water has the texture of oil,

his skies arc void and dull, with an unmeaning vacuity.

His best work among these studies is undoubtedly " The
Derbyshire Hills," a study for the Academy landscape, and
a fresher and more inspired composition. Mr. Eobertson's
drawings, exhibited with Mr. Parton's, are far more inter-

esting. Among their (pialities are a true sense of colour and
a gift of design, both rare enough, and here combined with
a power of rendering subtle atmospheric effects exceeding
all teachable dexterity. What, howe\'er, would chiefly jus-

tify us in adding Jlr. Piobertson's name at once to tjie roll

of landscape-painters of the higher order is the imaginative

sympathy displayed in these half-hundred dra\Aings with
almost as many different moods of nature and humanity.

At the Hanover Gallery Messr.s. Hollender and Crc-

metti's first exhibition in London is described as their

hundred and first in England. Its contents are not all good
;

for it includes a great deal of work of which M. Jacquet's
" La Pavane "—vulgar, .skilful, merely clever—is the type.

On the other hand, there is not a little to admire : a goodish

Jacques ; a superb Eossetti ; a couple of Rousseaus ; some
good examples of Diaz ; a fine Dupr6 ; two drawings by
J.-F. Millet, and a tiny canvas by the same master; an
excellent Legros (looking all the more dignified and Old-

Jlasterish by reason of its trumpery environment)
; and

some pleasant and interesting Corots, among them a

couple of very early works indeed, which prove that at

one time Corot's originality was " zero, or even a frightful

minus quantity." For admirers of Meissonier there is the
" Vedette," a characteristic picture by the master : with a

drawing which suffers cruelly from the neighbourhood of

the greater and stronger work of Millet.

JIr. Fi;an'k Goodall's "New Light of the Harem"
has been purchased by the Corporation for the permanent
collection at the Walker Art Gallery. The selection is none

of the happiest. It is more to the purpose to know that the

exhibition has been so far the occasion of purchase to the

extent of over £8,6(K). The last Royal Academy results, it

will be remembered, amounted to over £'14,.50(i, £2,000 of

which must be set down to the Chantrey Fund, while at

the Royal Institute the sales were not in excess of £12,000.

The Fine Art section of the exhibition at Bristol owes

a great part of its attraction to the contributions from the

collection of the Mayor, Mr. J. D. AVeston, which include a

magnificent series of water-colour sketches by W. iliiller

and some oil-paintings by the same artist. It is seldom

that Muller has been so strongly represented, as works of

his are also lent by Mr. C. W. Cojie Proctor, Mrs. Branwhite,

and other.s. Fine examples of Hobbema and P. Nasmyth
belong to iNIr. Weston, and j\Ir. Lewis Fry contributes a

beautiful Cuyp and a fresh little Constable. There is one

small Sir Joshua Reynolds, the " Match Boy," owned by

Mr. J. Selwyn Payne, and one Millais, a head of Glad-

stone, belonging to Mr. Agnew. In decorative art there

w^as nothing to equal the rich display of Elton ware. Since

the article in The Magazine of Aet upon this pottery, Sir

Edmund Elton has removed his kiln to Clevedon Court,

where he has succeeded in producing larger and still better

work. The fertility of invention shown in the decoration

is undiminished, and the .shapes have increased in elegance.

His experiments in splashed colours have also had remark-

able results, producing under the fine glaze the efl'ects of

agates veined with all the colours of the rainbow.

At the Brighton Loan Exhibition are some good pictures :

Fragonard's "Fontaine d'Amour," Romney's "Mrs. Jordan
;"

two Constables—"The Opening of Waterloo Bridge" and the

" Hadley Castle ;
" with examples of Gainsborough, Turner,

Corot, Walker, Mason, and J.-F. Millet ; the President's

" Sununer Moon," Mr. Morris's " First Communion,"

:\Ir. Macbeth's "Ferry," Mr. Millais' "Fresh from the

West," and a good deal of notable work besides. There is

also a charming collection of fans, with an admirable selec-

tion of Japanese netsukes, a choice of rare and curious

stuft' from South Kensington, an excellent assortment of

furniture, and a number of good water-colours and tine

prints. Altogether a model exhibition of its kind.
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At (iliugow the Seventli Annual Exliiliitiou uf the

Scottish Society of Watcr-C'oU)ur Painters comprehends

close on three hundred items, the work of fifty-two artists.

Mr. Alma Tadema is represented by " A Declaration ; " Mr.

Herdman, by an " Autumn on the HiUs," " A Summer Sea,"

and a " Briseis ; " Mr. W. B. Hole, by " The Fill of the

Boats " and " The Evening Sacrifice ;
" Mr. M'Taggart, by a

" Young Trawlers," a " Weel may the Boatio Row," and a
" Running Home—Stormy Weather ;

" Mr. Lockhart by a
" Morning at the East Neuk " and a " Lonely Shore." The
exhibition, apart from these, h:i.s uo special interest. The
catalogue is neatly produced, from original sketche.s, by a

new "iihoto- etching process" of Gillespie Brothers.

The death is announced of the Turinese author-artist,

Count Federigo Pastorin de Cassalrosso ; of W. Wider, the

Berlinese portrait and genre painter ; of Tomniaso de Viva
((eiai. 94), the do)/en of Italian art ; and of Harpignies'

master, Alexis Achard, an etcher and landscajie-painter

—

forgotten, but of considerable merit and originality.

The last Ihraison of the Hermitage Autotypes (Paris :

Braun ; London : the Autotype Company) is less inter-

esting than certain others. It includes a good many ex-

amples of the Dutch, French, and Flemish schools, which
are of value to the student only. Among those reproduc-

tions, which are (or sliould be) precious to all alike, are a tine

and dignified C4hirlandajo (30) ; an excellent an<l touching
" Holy F'amily " of Palma Vecchio (92) ; an admirable
"Mezzetin " of Watteau (1503) ; a Van der HeLst (784) ; a

typical and charming ''Adoration," by Veneziano Boni-

facio (109). Of Murillo there are two good examples :

a " Crucifixion " (370) and a strange and moving '' ilort

de ITuquisiteur, Pedro d'Arbuez " (374). The " Vision

Celeste" of Francisco Herrera (389) is curious. Velas-

quez is represented by an astonishing " Due d'Olivarez
''

(422) : Ribera, by a powerful and melodramatic " St. F'ran-

^ois de Paule " (336). There are t\\'o Van Dycks : a (piaiut

and delightful picture of a lady and her little daughter

(63.">), and a magnificent " Inigo .Jones " (626). One of the

two examples of Rubens, the " Philippe IV." (.559), atl'ords a

good comparison with the method and ideal of Velasquez
;

the other, a portrait of an old lady (-578), is simply an admi-

rable piece of portraiture. There is a spirited Ostade (950),

a baker calling new bread ; with a good but affected Luini

(73), a " Saint Sebastian," a "Virgin and Child " of Sasso-

ferrato (259), and a curious Cosimo Rosselli (2). The
three Rembrandts are one and all superb. The fir.st, the

Abraham from the ma.ster's "Abraham and the Angels," is

simply astonishing (791) ; the thing itself is Rendjrandt at

his best ; the photograph is so good that you can study the

brushwork in it, and get from it some knowledge of the

method of the original. The others are a portrait of an aged
Jew (810), W'hich is evidently a masterpiece, but of which
the negative has as evidently been re-touched ; and a portrait

of Rembrandt's mother (807), which in its union of dignity

and simplicity, of the homeliest realism with the deepest

imaginative insight, is not easily to be paralleled in art.

TiiK Autotype Company also publish a large and
very successful reproduction of 'Sh: T. Archer's " Dieu le

Veult," the picture of Peter the Hermit's preaching, exhi-

bited at the last Academy exhibition. The work is full of

cleverness, and full of thought and suggestive invention
;

there are many to wliom it will doubtless prove uiicommoidy

acceptable. Better to our mind, because simpler and less

conventional, is an adnurable reproduction of Haydon's

Wordsworth ; the " Head of an iVpostle " (in chalk), now
in the jjossession of Mr. Walter Field. That Haydon was

a bad painter is unquestionable ; that he was also some-

thing of a great master this head were alone enough to

prove. It is not necessary to belong to the Wordsworth
Society to aiipreciatc such work ; it is enougli to have an

eye in one's head, and to have read the " Odes to Duty,"

and that other and {jkici- .Mr. Swinburne) far finer one,

'"On the Intimations of Immortality."

The grand style and romantic spirit of Gainsborough's

noble landscapes have never met with better interpretation

than in two very large and brilliant etchings recently pub-

lished by Messrs. Boussod, Valadon, and Co., the succes-

sors, and if we argue from these plates, the worthy suc-

cessors, of Messrs. Goui>il and Co. They are by C. Koepping,

perhaps the best of Waltner's pupils, and translate iuto

black and white "The Market Cart," in the National Gallery,

and the Duke of Westminster's '' Cottage Door." The same
firm have also issued a Itajon of scarcely smaller dimen-

sions, which renders with sympathy, both for the humour
and the handling of the original, Reynolds's portrait of

" JIaster Crewe as Henry VIII.," which is still in the pos-

session of the family. A not less important and still more
beautiful plate is M. Massard's line-engraving of " The
Young Widow," by Greuze, now lent by Lord Duflferin to

the National Ciallery. The engraver has rendered bcauti

fully the delicate tone and soft contours of the original.

Prettiest of all the Christmas cards sent out this year

by Messrs. Hildesheimer and Faulkner are two sets of

designs by !Miss Alice Havers : a group of " Four Studies
"

(491), and a second of "Two Studies" (490). The " Four-

fold Screens " designed by Ernest Wilson (7,327) and C. G.

Noakes (7,463) are pleasant and acceptable, as are the
" Flowers and Fans " designed by E. Diver (473) ; the

"I'an Designs" of B. D. Sigmund, the "Floral Designs" of

E. J. :Muckley (403) and Ernest Wilson (419), the " Dogs"
of Helena -Maguire (344), and the "Mischievous Kittens"

of E. Carrington. In none of these is there any novelty.

Some of the Christmas ware produced by Messrs. Eyre and
Spottiswoode is fresher in design and eft'ect ; the heart and
palette-shaped emblems (hand-painted), for instance ; the

coloured photographs (of scenery) designed as New Year
cards ; and the iialettc and platter-shaped calendars. It

is impossible to designate our selection more exactly, as the

specimens have neither names nor numbers.

C.^PT.vix Bourke's account of "The Snake Dance of

the ^[(xiuis of Arizona " (Sampson Low) is only useful to

specialists. The customs of primitive societies are .so in-

teresting in themselves and so important to many modern
speculations that one cannot help regretting with the author

in his preface the di.sadvantiiges of the military outpost,

far from books and information, where this work was of

neccs.sity written. If this difficulty prevented Captain

Bourke from duly connecting his new information with

the facts and conclusions derived by other men from

similar sources, the popular character of his book, he tells

us, prevented him from describing those phallic rites and
other religious or social arrangements iu force among all
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races at some epoch in their career, and conseauently of

moment as regards the origins of law, society, and religion.

As Captain Bourke and his companions are apparently the

only white men who liave ever witnessed these amazing

rites, it seems a pity that he .should have decided to leave us

the same vague picture we had before of the moral aspect

of such remote corners of primitive society. He has loaded

his canvas with external detail and local colour, unin-

structed and unsustained by any knowledge of his subjects"

underlying moral attitude. The details of life are inter-

esting as .showing the aspect under which right and wrong

were conceived in ages whose general view so differed from

oiu' own, but whose moral'energy and singleness of purpose

must have been superior to ours from their younger vitality.

Why pile on description after description of colours, of

clothes, of huts, when we know not how they live in them,

what makes virtue, or what among them is the real meaning

of a husband or a wife? The illu.strations arc extremely

curious and, on the whole, sufficient.

C'es! font dire. The same thing was done, in far less space,

by Charles Reade in " Masks and Faces.''

Of " Spani.sli and French Painters," by Gerard W.
Smith (Sampson Low), there is little to say. As it is an
" Art Handbook '' it is perhaps a merit that it should con-

tain cliiefly dates, names, and biography, eked out w-ith

a little criticism of a kind not quite good enough to make
us wish for more. It is, however, just to say that what

there is is commonplace rather than misleading. The book

would lie of use to those wishing to take the advice of Sir

Joshua Reynolds on pretending to become a connoisseur.

If ]\Ir. Smith had dismissed modern French art as he

has dismissed modern Spanish, with a simple mention of

Fortuny, as an art only giving promise of a new birth, lint

as yet too commonplace in aim, one would not resent the

omission of jiarticular names. As it is, men like Dupre,

Frangais, Tnvis de Chavannes, Legros, and sonie others are

at this day more important by their works or the example

of their sanity of style than a talented eccentric like Chin-

treuil or a commonplace worthy like Coignet. As regards

the illustrations, most of them give no sort of idea of their

originals, and do not succeed in the faintest degree in

distinguishing their styles.

We have met with no more interesting book of late than

Mr. Folkard's " Plant Lore, Legends, and Lyrics " (London :

Samyison Low). It is a mine of quaint fantasies, a hoard of

curious erudition, and, for odd half-hours, not at all unworthy

of a place with Burton's immortal "Anatomy." Song and
story, fancy and superstition, all the strange imaginings in

which our forefathers were wont to indulge on the subject

of flowers and simples and trees, are gathered here together.

You may ojien the volume where you will and make certain

beforehand of lighting upon matter worth reading and re-

membering. The illustrations (which are, unliappily, but

few) arc as recondite and unfamiliar as the text.

Me. JIolloy's new book, " The Life and Adventures of

Peg Woffington '' (London : Hurst and Rlackett), has the

merit of being lively reading. For the rest it is neitlicr

biography nor fiction, neither exact history nor pure

romance, but a combination of all these elements, ett'ected

with some spirit, and planned with a beautiful disregard for

everything save irrelevance and fancy. All that is known
about Woffington can be told in a very few jiages ; Mr.
Molloy has so beaten it out—has so amplified and decorated
and renewed it—that it is enough to fill two stout volumes.

A BATCH of books from Mr. T. Fisher LTnwin (London :

Paternoster Square). The most curious and interesting is

certainly a " Smaller Biblia Pauperum," a derivative of the
' New Biblia Panperum " already issued by the same pub-
lisher. In the present volume the illustrations are reduc-

tions in fac-simile of the famous .set of blocks which, dating

from the Fifteenth Century, remained unused until 1877
;

the borders and ornaments are from a " Book of Hours,"

jirinted (Paris : Kerver) in 1.02.5 ; the paper is hand-made
Dutch—a very successful imitation of Fifteenth Century
material ; the style and design of the binding are copied

from a medieval example in the Briti.sh ^Museum. The re-

sult is extremely quaint, curious, and interesting. Another

good number is " On Tuscan Hills and Venetian Waters,"

by Linda Yillari, with illustrations by Mr.s. Arthur Lemon

:

prettily felt and prettily written, pretty to read and pretty

to rememVier. Very welcome indeed is a translation into

English (the first we know of) of certain of Brentano's " Fairy

Tales," by Kate Freiligrath Kroeker, with illustrations by
F. Carruthers Gould. The stories are charming ; the tran.s-

lation (like all translations) might be better ; the illustrations

are worthless. In " The Seven Ages of Man " (" Artists'

Edition') we are presented with photogravures "from
original pictures "—by Messrs. Church, Hovenden, Smedley,

Gaul, and others—in illustration of the well-known passage

iu "As You Like It." The verse is Shakespeare's; the book

is very prettily produced ; the designs well I the book is

very prettily produced, and the verse is Shakespeare's.

Mr. Eenest Jessop's " Old Letters and New Illustra-

tions '' of '' The Legend of St. Aloys " (London : Eyre and
Spottiswoode) are often very good indeed. Often, it is true,

they are the very reverse. On the whole, however, the

effect is excellent. What is good in " Under Mother's Wing"
(London : Wells, Gardner, Darton & Co.) is the text contri-

buted by " L. C," much of which is fanciful and ingenious

in a high degree, besides being well written enough to be

good reading considered as mere style. Whether or not it

will always be intelligible to the babes for whom the pic-

tures—German pictures—are designed, is another ati'air.

Messrs. GritBth and Farran (London : St. Paul's Church-

yard) have issued a set of spiritual mementos iu the shape

of tiny volumes— "Hope," "Charity," "Grace," "Mercy

and Peace," and so forth —very well drawn and compiled,

and very prettily got up. The " Birthday Book of Art and

Artists " (London : .lohn Hogg), compiled and edited by

Estelle Davenport Adams, made up partly of quotations

—

fi'om Buskin, AVyke Bayliss, JIargaret Fuller, and other

eminent authorities—and partly of dates, is a pleasant varia-

tion in a well-worked theme, and is neatly jn-oduced.

The London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company
(London : lO.s and 110, Eegent Street) have issued an

"A B C of ]\Ioderu Dry-Plate Photography," specially

comjioscd and adapted for the use of amateurs. The little

manual, which is neatly got \\p, is clearly written in

manner and in substance comprehensive. It is practical

and useful enough to be warmly praised. In fact, if any-

body, after reading it, is still unable to take a portrait or

reproduce a view, he had better resign and put away his

camei-a : Nature may have made him an artist ; assuredly

she cannot have made him a photographer.
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The coiniiotitiuu for the Uiuubctta iiioiiumcut lias been

won by MM. Aube and Boileau ; to MM. Dalon and Faure
Dujarrio, second in the race, has been awarded !),(H)0 francs

Mr. Woolner is at work on the busts of Sir Donald and
Lady Currie. Mr. Madox Brown has finislied tlic cartoon

for his fifth Jlaiichester fresco, tlm "Trial of Wycliffe."

AL Gerome has been commissioned by the Kin,^' of Holland
to paint a picture of the inauguration of the " William II."

at Luxembourfr.

It is proposed to establish an International Chalco-

grajihical Society, for the study of engravings and the pro-

duction of fac-similes of rare and precious examples of the

art. Wliat is wanted to beg'", with is a list, 2.")() strong, of

subscribers at £2 per annum. Among those who at the

date of writing had come forward are Vicomte Henri Dela-

borde, and Messrs. Sidney C'olvin, Malcolm of Poltalloch,

Seymour Haden, William Mitchell, G. Duplassis, F. Lipp-

mann, and Richard Fisher.

An exhibition of pictures by Jlr. G. F. Watts will pre-

sently be opened in Xew York. At Paris the (_!erele de
la Librairie will hold an exhibition of the published and
unpublished designs of Gustave Dore. A collection of

sporting pictures will be shown at flie Petit gallery, in the

Rue de Seze. The Grosvenor exhibition this winter will be
one of Gainsboronghs and Doyles ; at the Royal Academy,
which is still too damp for the safety of the Turners it was
jiroposed to exhibit, there will be a collection of James
Wards. An exhibition of w-orks by Bouguereau has hcen
held by Mes.srs. Goupil. At Newcastle the Bewick Club
win open their second exhibition on the 23rd of January.

The maquette of M. Guillaume's "Claude Bernard"
shows the illustrious physiologist meditating the act of vivi-

section on a dog tied down ready for the knife on the talile

at his side. It is evident that from M. Guillaume's ''Claiule

Bernard " on vivisection bent to M. Chose's " Machin ' in

the very act is no distance at all. It must be confessed

that of late years MM. Zola and Co. have represented the
artistic and scientific morality of France fairly enough.

Lord Dudley ha.s .sold his famous Fra Angelico to the

Berlin Museum, which institution has also been enriched of

late by the acquisition of a splendid scries of designs by
Adolf Menzel. It is understood that the "Garden of the

Hesperides," the finest of the Blenheim Kubense.s, has been

as good as secured by BaroTi Edniond de Rothschild (Paris)

for 25,00(1 guineas ; also that the Teniers copies, 1.50 in

number, from the same collection, will be sold en tdoi: Two
Rembrandts (portraits) have been discovered at Maurik
among the Beeresteyn family portraits. At the Perpart

sale (Cologne) a cup t)f Fifteenth (Jenu'-v Venice glass

realised £l,00(), and the whole collection—china, glass,

enamels—not le.ss than .i'19,ooo. A cast of a co]iy of the

Aphrodite of Praxiteles has been added to the South Ken-
sington Cast .Museum

; a drawing of Napoleon on board the

BeUero}ihiiii, by Lieutenant Skene, to the liritish .Museum.

The winter exhibition of the Royal Society of Painters

in Water-Colours contains no work of special note. On the

one hand we see men of the old school, such as Richardson,

Callow, Danby, and tJeorgo Flipp, still exercising their old

conventional learning and skill ; on the other, the younger
men like C. (Gregory and Thorne Waite, Lockhart and
Pilsbury, striving after a more vivid and less poetical ideal.

It is difficult not to feel that the old art, even in its decay, is

not greater thau the young in its vigour, and we look in vain

amongst the work of the new school for such a sense of li(iuid

sunlight as we find in Thomas Danby's scenes in Wales, or

for such pure gendikc colour and clear sweet touches as in

Frederick Tayler's "Dead Game." For anything like great-

ness of manner or nobleness of colour we mu.st still look

back, but in smartness of efl'ect and dexterity of manipula-
tion there is no lack amongst the more modern members of

the Society. Carl Haag has a superb study for a jjicture

of " Kietf Yaoos,"' and George Boyce in two or three little

landscapes shows how true an artist and how real a colourist

he i.s, while Mrs. Allingham sends some eight delightful

drawings. If Albert Goodwin is disappointing, except in a
view of " Stratford," Osn-ald Brierly sends a quantity of

small but beautiful work. Alfred Hunt is absent ; but J. W.
North has a dra\ving of an iMiglish water-mill of uiuisual size

and beauty, and Ilolman Hunt a view of the Archipelago,
which is far more enjoyable than anything he has shown
since he has joined the Society. The most notable of the
contributions by figure-painters are some heads by Poynter
and AUiert Moorc, and a cartoon by F. J. Shield.s.

The most reniarkalile feature of the winter exliibition

of the Societj' of British .Artists is the a])pearance of Mr.
Whistler. Extremes meet, when the wilfulle.st of artists

mingles with the humdrum crowd of Sufiolk Street. But
in spite of his clever arrangement in black, to which Mr.
Louis Huth is apparently a most unwilling victim, and an
audacious "Little Red Note," the collection still remains
hopelessly mediocre and baniile. Yet thccatahiguo ci>ntaiM.s

more than the usual average of good names. There are

Herkomer and Dendy Sadler, Dobson and Sir John Gdbert,
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Walter Laii.^ley and John Rcid ; but all these fail to leaven

tlie heavy mass of tame and tasteless work. Amongst the

more interesting pictures we noticed, albeit unpleasant and

false in colour, a clever figure of a girl in a flowery field

by W. A. Breakspeare, called " Dora ; " a bright bit in

" Normandy " by Leslie Thomson ; two pretty studies of

the nude by A. Hill ; some pleasant landscapes by John

White, J. G. Grace, W. L. Ticknell, and others ; and a slight

but jileasant Adrian Stokes. Christian Symons's " Black-

eyed Susan," though luminous, is flashy and unsubstantial,

and in his other composition it is difficult to tell whether

the weir on which the swans are fishing is frozen or not.

Some of the pictui-es are too bad to have been admitted into

any exhibition. The frantic dreams of A. J. Woolmer and

an atrociously vulgar study of a girl by W. J. Morgan are

instances in point.

At the Fine Art Society's rooms the Venetian drawings

by A. N. Eoussoft' are vivid and in their way masterly.

The artist uses water-colours with great dexterity ; his

touches are clear and telling, placed with great certainty

and eftect ; and his colour, if wanting in "quality," is bright

and strong. He is best in his figures. In the " Con-

fessional " these are remarkable for the expre.ssion of the

postures and the hands. Excellent in character is a " Cat

and the Mouse," where a chorister is poring over a choir

book under the w'akeful eye of an ecclesiastic. "The
Baptistery, San Travaso," and " The Kitchen," are touched

with unusual freshness and vigour, with unstrained pathos

and natural humour ; while in one larger work, '" Take
Care," il. lioussofF show.s that his power is not limited to

works on a small .scale. If, as lias been often .said, the

drawing of hands is the test of a master, this little girl

is enough to settle M. PiOussoflPs title to that name.

At the French Gallery the interest of the exhibition

centres in some remarkable works by artists of the Vienna
and ^Munich schools and their allie.s. Carl Heffner's Roman
landscapes are in composition and treatment very similar

to his previous work. His method of presentment is not

picturesque in the ordinary acceptation of the word, Imt

scenic. He has a profoirnd sense of the value,.of an im-

mense horizon ; he dejiends for bis impression chiefly upon
this and the breadth of the foreground. " The Aiiueduct

of Claudius,"' taken near the Porta Furba, is an example
;

it has a somewhat panoramic efi'ect, and at first sight it

leaves the impres.sion of disappointment and vacancy. It

is presented in all its stern rigi'lity under the naked beam-

less air of a clear sunset ; with all the breadth of painting,

the material of the ruined arches is obvious j you can see

the Roman bricks and feel the curious interest in its con-

struction that an actual visit provokes. " The Via Appia "

is instinct with a similar actuality, and is far more efTec-

tively composed. The " Castle and Ruins of Ostia " is very

impressive in another sense, and has much visionary beauty
and mystery. Of more certain attraction to artists is Pro-

fessor Midler's " Tric-trac Players," a scene in a Cairo cafe.

The triteness of the theme is more than comjiensated

by the force of the composition, the admiral)le drawing
and harmonious colour. Professor Wiinnenberg's "At the

Fountain" has a distinct decorative quality, and the purity

and grace of an idyll. Among other woi'ks are a charming
Corot, a scene near Ville d'Avray, frgsh with the dew and
mist of morning

; a clever and elaborate Seller ; two good
examples of Daubigny and Diaz ; a design for a fan, by
Kaulbach, of a fantastic humour; and a large picture, by
Professor I'.randt, of a "Horse Fair in Bessarabia.''

To most people George Morland is known only as the

painter of roadside inns, of horses and pigs and shee]i. an
artist of strong individuality and very clear limitations.

That he is still unrivalled in this too rigid acceptation of

his art work would be admitted, but not his extraordinary

range of power that embraced in landscape so much of the

style of Gainsborough, the breadth and expressive simplicity

of Crome, and in figure subjects a vivacity and grace, par-

ticularly in dealing with children, that leaves most of his

contemporaries far behind. To these gifts he joined a graphic

force that suggests Hogarth, intensified with a humour not

less profound than versatile. The collection of paintings by
George ilorland and of mezzotints of his work exhibited

by Messrs. J. and W. Vokins, of Great Portland Street, is

peculiarly representative of the artist's many-sided genius.

Among the iiictures a tiny " Road Scene " and " Duck
Shooting " are brilliant examples of highly wrought and
expressive art, and the two woodland scenes, '' Gipsies

"

and the " Woodcutter's Repose," are warm and rich in colour

and exquisitely mellow in tone. " The Wreckers," a large

sea piece, is chiefly important for its spirited group of

figures ;
" The Spirit of Justice" is truly Hogarthiau ; and

" The Grey Horse " is a powerful study. " The Dream,"
" The Ale-house Door," and " The Fox Inn " are fine

examples of ilorland's favourite suliject : the rustic inn with

its group of idlers, the carter in his smock-frock with mug
of beer in hand, the rude and jocund Helie jiouring wine

for the gentlemen of the road, and the gossiping labourers.

In engraving no painter has received more admirable

and adequate interpretation than Morland. In many of the

mezzotints by his brother-in-law William Ward, by S. W.
Reynolds and J. Rajihael Smith, his work is reproduced

with wonderful fidelity. His individual handling and

peculiar breadth of touch are excellently rendered in those

.subjects where animals are introduced ; in the texture of

sheep and pigs and horses his brush-work is remarkably

manifest. The engravings comprehend a vast range of

subjects. There are didactic series in the Hogarthiau vein,

"The Recruit" and "The Deserter," the "Credulous

Innocence," " Seduction " and "Desertion :
" the admirable

"Boys Robbing an Orchard" and "The Angry Farmer,"

both -animated with vivacious dramatic expression ; the

boisterous humour of "The Mad Bull;" and the lovely

groups of children, so supremely natural and graceful,

in the ''Juvenile Navigators," and a dozen others. Rey-

nolds's " Fishermen Going Out " is a fine plate with a

Raphaelesque figure of a fisherman standing in a bor.t,

the evening sky and forlorn sea and shore rendered with

impressive subtlety. The Rowlandsonian humour of some

prints is curit)usly contrasted with such delicate and re-

fined studies as the " Visit to the Boarding School " and
" The Farmer's Visit to Town," which are pregnant with

humour and observation and nature. The collection

deserves the most attentive study, both as a revelation

of the artist and as illustrative of the age whose manuens

and humours he depicted with such felicity and amplitude.

TiiE exhibition of Roumanian costumes and embroi-

deries, carpets, and other woven fabrics, held at Slessrs.

Howell and James's, was, though small, full of interest.

The lienevolent aims of the Queen of Roumania in seeking

a market for these products of the Roumanian peasantry

may, we trust, be realised, even though the national cos-

tume presents few features that may be readily adapted to
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iiiiiJern dress. The attraction of the show lay in tlio beauty

and cheapness of the materials, and the admirable fitness

with which they were associated with modern furniture in

the coverings of chairs and footstools, cushions and sofas.

The long tunic and .short square-cut iietticoat, the veil,

the apron, and girdle of the Itoumanian costume make a

picturesque rather than a beautiful ensemble ; the colours

employed are generally too garish and crude to harmonise,

and there is no beauty of line in the dress itself that may
mitigate the violent colours. Like the Cypriotes, the Piou-

manians have a passion for colour, but they do not know
how to indulge in this Oriental taste and j'et produce an

agreeable harmony, such as is so exquisitely displayed in

Oriental art embroideries. The carpets are excellent in

workmanship, and the use of gold and .silver thread and

spangUs in the finer fabrics is very effective

The eleventh annual Students' Sketching Club com-
petition was held on Saturday, November 1st, at South
Kensington Museum, the adjudicators being Jlessrs. E. J.

Gregory, A.R.A., Alfred Parsons, R.I., and Hamo Thorny-

croft, A. 11. A. This year it was general to all metropolitan

Students' Sketching Clubs, and five new competitors

appeared—The Royal Academy Students, St. John's Wood,
the Heatherley, Royal Institute Students, and the Birk-

beck. The total number of works exhibited was lf)fi, of

which 9 only were in plastic material. For figure painting

or drawing, the subject for which was " Pursued," the first

prize fell to Mr. Bell, of the R.A. Students' Club. Tn
landscape ilr. Champion Jones, of the Gilbert, received the

first prize for his " Grey Day." The first prize for animals,

subject an " Intruder,' was awarded to ilr. West, of St.

John's Wood. The sculpture prize, subject " Labour," was
adjudged to Mr. Stephens, of the Heatherley Club. The
"Award of Honour" for the best exhibition of .sketches

fell to the Lambeth Sketching Club.

TtrE death is announced of the battle-painter, Hcnri-

Felix-Emmanuel Philippoteau.x, author of the famous
panorama (1S72) of the bombardment of Paris; of Mile,

de Bashkirscheff, a Russian artist, of great promise ; of

William Henry Fisk, lecturer and writer on art and teacher

of drawing ; of Frederick William Hulme, a landscape-

painter of repute ; of the sculptor and medallist, Aug. Von
Xordheini ; of Clement Beneer, the portrait and historical

painter; of Paul Lacroix ("Bibliophile Jacob"), novelist,

historian, bibliographer, art-critic, archteologist ; and of the

sculptor, Henry Stormont Leifchild.

CurKi'' among the new is.sue of Messrs. Marcus Ward
(London : ("liandos Street) are a number of miniature port-

folios : "Sporting Sketches," by Georgina Bowers; " Salt-

Water Sketches," by H. C. S. Wright; "Moonlight and
Twilight on the Deep " (.same artist) ;

" Glints o' ]5onnie

Scotland," "Life in the Far West"—winter pictures of

Canada and the Canadian—and others. The bird and frog

and monkey subjects of Mr. Dadd are excellent. One
in particular

—
" Beware of Quacks "—is a genuine comic

picture. The bird and flower cards are, as usual, very

pretty and good ; and there is one set of children— at liall

and battledore, and " Les G'raccs"—in colours on a flat

ground, which is as plea.sant iin invention as wo have seen.

SojrE exceedingly pretty cards have been published

by Schipjier and Co. (London : King Street, Covent
Garden). Excellently quaint are the four numbers of a

set described as " ilusic. Painting, Dancing, kc." (1,045).

"Princess and Peasant'' (1,044), on .satin, and "Our Jolly

Dogs" (1,i:)l'), are more commoniilace, but will have plenty

of admirers. The "Blotting Pad Series" (1,058) is a

novel idea neatly worked out. Of considerable merit are

a number of designs, in floral and landsca])e, by Mr. J.

Dundas : "Sea-Mews at Sunset" (1,043), "Winter Lilies"

(l,0(i!)), "Winter Landscapes" (1,054), "White Flowers"
(l,0(i()), "Sun.set : Landscape "(1,05.3), and others. E(iually

deserving of mention are the "Silver Anchors and White
Flowers" (l,0!)o)of Mr. R. Mackay ; a .set of "Orchids"
(949); Mr. Mackay's "Ivy and Flowers" (1,088); and
" Horses' Heads " (970). Messrs. Schijiper, it .'^hould be

noted, are usually very successful in their tieatment of

satin, and not always so in their treatment of [lapcr.

This year Messrs. ilansell's Christmas cards (Lcjudon :

Oxford Street) are mostly photographic. In the " Illumi-

nated Series" a good efl'ect is attained by mounting the

photographs upon " gold bevelled panels," which in their

turn arc mounted upon tinted cards, with gold and silver

lettering. Quite pretty are certain subject.?
—

" Water Babies "

(149), " Youth and Beauty ''

(13?), " Happy Faces" (159)—
reproduced, on rough and smooth paper, from designs by
!Mrs. Barnard. In the "Sweet Land.scapes Series" (Messre.

Mansell's titles are unfortunate) the pht)tographs are

from nature, and are coloured. The Cavaliere Martino
is responsible for some very graceful and taking " Marine
Sketches" (land 2). A set of "Miniature Landscapes"

(4), reproduced in chronn)-lithography from orignnals by
O. Pearson, may also be mentioned with approval.

ilE.ssRs. Raphaei Tuck (London : Coleman Street) are

better this year than ever. Of great merit and attrac-

tiveness are their tablet-mounted .satin cards (l,(;9(i, 1,718,

1,685), their plu.sli frames (Series ,30), their diamond shapes

(Series .5), and their arrangements in fringed and folded silk

(Series 38). Other capital examples are a four-fold screen

(1,647); a .set of winter birds and animals (1,443) ; a set of

street arabs (1,589) ; "Our Great Gnandmothers " (1,522);

a .set of farmyard pictures (1,631) ; and a set of " gilt-edged

blocks" (1,609), with land and sea .scapes in sepia on the

back, and designs—of tlowers and landscape combined—in

colour on the face. There are many others—so many that

it is impossible to notice them. All are admirably produced.

These, however, are perhaps the daintiest and best.

Two of the best and most successful gift-books of the

season are "Son Altesse. La Fcinme,' by M. Octave Uz;inne,

with illustrations by MM. Gervex, Rops, Gonzales,

Kratke, Lynch, and Adrien Moreau ; and !M. G.aus.seron"s

translation of " Gulliver's Travels," with an infinite number
of illustrations engraved liy Gillot. In the first we have M.
L^zanne at his cleverest and brightest. The book—which is

wonderfully produced, with sudi a luxury of paper and type,

and illustrations in colour and Wack and white, in the text

and out of it, as is seldom bestowed on an English pub-
lication— is made up of eight or ten sketches and stories,

and a chapter of apothegms. It is good reading : not of

extraordinary merit, but—p»/r«—good enough ; and it is

uncommonly well illustrated, now by M. Felicien Rops, the

last of the Romantics, now by M. Henri Gervex and M.
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Ailrien Morcau, tlic livt'liest cxijoneiits ul'
•' inodeinism

"

in French art. It is liardly necessary to add tliat " Son

Alte.sse, La Fcmnie "' is French, modern, exquisite, " article

Paris," in tlie highest degree. In " Les Voyages de Gulliver
"

what is most remarkable is the translation, which is excellent.

It must be added that the illustrations—purely French :

quick, sjiarkling, vi^'id, full of fantasy and wit-are among

the best we remember to have seen. They are not exactly

Swift ; but Swift, we imagine, wmild have liked them and

have laughed at them ; and that, we take it, is enough.

season, llauthornc retold the old storie.s
—"King Midas,"

the "Quest of the Golden Apples," the "Slaying of the

GorgoTi," and all the rest of them—so beautifully and well

that his work is even now as full of life and charm as it was

when it was first given to the world. In its present form

—

which is a very comely one— it is set off by a number of

illustrations by Mr. F. Church ; all are pretty, and one or

two—the picture of Atlas the giant, and that of Mercury

and Perseus in flight through the air—are good. Jlr. A. V>.

Frost's " Stuff ar.d Nonsense " (same j)ublislier) is well

named and passing ugly, but for all that is amusing.

The prettiest of the many seiisonable publications of

Messrs. Cassell (London : Ludgate Hill) are four little albums

—" ISaby's," " Fairy's," " Pussy's,"' -and " Dolly's," to wit

-

illustrated, and that with real humour and charm, by Miss

Lizzie Lawson. They would make delightful Christmas

and New Year cards ; and as such they should l)e popular

wherever little people are. In " Children of All Nations
"

(same puWishers) we have a happy idea (luite hajipily

presented : with innumerable pictures, by Messrs. Clausen,

Sandoz, Hatherell, C. Gregory, and a dozen well-known

artists besides. In "The Little Folks' Out and About

Book" are pictures upon jiictures, all of them pleasant

and pretty, and set in text which is amusing and appro-

priate throughout. A capital companion volume to that

admirable "Daisy Dimple's Scrap -Book" of last year

is the " Sunday Scrap-Book of Bible Stories in Pictures,"

which contains some hundreds of pictures, and, like its

predecessor, should be in every nursery in the kingdom.

In " The Cathedral Churches of England and Wales," edited

by Professor Bonney, we have work of another order.

Excellently edited and illustrated, and very well written

—

among the authors are Canons Tristram, Venables, and

Swainson, Archdeacon Norris, Rev. Mandell Creighton, Kev.

St. .John Tyrwhitt, Bishop Hill, and Professors Bonney and

Hughes— it is probably the best gift-book of the season.

This Christmas Messrs. Hildesheimer and Faulkner

(London ; Jewin Street) have jiublished .some very pretty

books indeed. In "Twilight Hours" we have a perfect

little library : half a dozen natty and dainty little volumes

oi nursery verse by Jilr. F. E. AVeatherly, delightfully illus-

trated Ijy Miss Dealy and Miss Edwards (who are respon-

sible for three apiece), and as neatly and prettily printed

as anything of the kind we know. In " Little Miss Mary-

gold " and "The Song of the Bell" are more verses by ^Mr.

Weatherly, and a number of pleasant pictures by Miss Dealy

and 'Mr. Staples. In "Out of Town," a large and more

suniptuo\is work, are verses by ;\Ir. Weatherly {toiijoiirs

Weatherly!) and innumerable coloured illustrations by Miss

Linuie Watt, and a wilderness of graceful "monotiuts" by

ilr. Wilson. In "There's Many a Slip 'Twixt Cup and Lip"

are lots of verses by Mr. Weatherly (more Weatherly still !)

and illu.strations by ilr. Hodgson. In "A Day with the

Harriers " the text is Mr. Burnand'.s ; the pictures are Mr.

Hodgson's. In "Tom, the Piper's Son," the ver.ses are

ancient; but the pictures, which are by. Mr. Hodgson, are

new. In " Heroes and Heroines of Nur.sery Ithynie,'' the

text, which is in prose, is ]\Ir. G. Sadler's ; the luctures,

which are very spirited and clever, are liy Frank Cox.

Thk new edition of Hawthorne's delightful " Wonder

Book" which has just been issued by Mr. Nimnio (London :

King William Street) should be one of the books of the

Messes. M.vecus Ward (London : Chandos Street) have

published a very welcome Christmas liook in " Herrick''

Content," with illustrations by Mrs. Houghton. The text,

which includes " His Grange " and " His Book of Littles,"

is Herrick at his quaintest. The pictures— especially the

compositions in arabescjue—are often charmingly drawn,

and are always prettily coloured. The art displayed in

" Nursery Rhymes " (same publishers) is not nearly so

choice ; still, the booklet is worth having, and should lie

popular. In " Play" (same publishers), an average Christ-

mas book, the verses—very bad ones—are by Mr. S. K.

Cowan ; the pictures, which are better than the verse.s, by

Edith Scanlan. All are very neatly produced.

Mr. Robert Dudley's " King Fo " (De La Rue and Co.)

sets forth, in rhymes and pictures, a rather pointless story :

of a tyrannical monarch, who was converted to charity and

humaneness by a mysterious conjurer with the aid of a

magic frying-pan. The rhymes are poor indeed. The

pictures are sometimes better—are humorous in intention

and effect. Better in every way is a new edition of

Goldsmith's "De.serted Village," with illustrations in the

Caldecottian manner by ^Ir. F. S. Walker. Of Goldsmith's

jioem it is not necessary to speak ; it is, as always, one of

the good things of the language. Mr. Walker's illustrations,

tin aigh a little inclined to be merely pretty, are often touched

witli character, and are always pretty and pleasant.

Messrs. Bl.\ckie and Son (London and Edinburgh)

send us some capital books for boys. Two—" ilenhardoc,"

a narrative of adventure and experiences among Cornish

miners and Cornish fi.shers, and " In Bunyip Land," a

romance of exi)loration in New Guinea—are by Mr. G.

Manville Fenn, with illustrations by Staniland and Gordon

]",rowne. Three others are by Jlr. G. A. Hcnty. The

first, "In Freedom's Cau.se," is a stirring story of the days

of Wallace and the Bruce; the second, "St. George for

England," deals with the Black Prince and the fights of

Crecy and Poitiers ; the last, " True to the Old Flag," is

a tale of the War of Independence, of Burgoyne and Corn-

wallis, Saratoga and Lexington, Hessiaus and Indians, and

all the re.st of it. All three are illustrated by Gordon

Browne, who is also responsible for the pictures—and very

good pictures they are-in Messrs. Blackie's new edition

of " PioViinson Crusoe."

Of " Thonglits for Sunrise " (T. Nelson .and Sons), a

monthly round of texts and liynuis, we have oidy space to

remark that it is illuminated, by " L. M. W.," with nuich

taste and skill, and that it is (piite admirably produced

and printed iu colours and gold.



ART IN JANUARY.

At the winter gathering at Burlington House tlie art

of the Low Countries, and more especially of Flanders, is

most conspicuous. The fourth room is the real beginning

of the exhibition, as it is devoted to more or less primitive

work of every school. By far the most beautiful and inter-

esting number is Mabuse's wonderful " Adoration of the

Magi" (23(0- It shows little trace of Roman influence, and
wa.s probably painted before the artist went to Rome in

1507, in the van of that Flemish migration to Italy at the be-

ginning of the decadence of the art of ilemling and the Van
Eycks. It may therefore be considered one of the last great

examples of the true indigenous Flemish school. It still

bears traces of the old style formed on the practice of illu-

minator and metal-worker ; it lacks a reasoned chiaroscuro;

the colour is used decoratively and to express local beauties

rather than the comprehensive aerial effect aimed at by the

riper schools. In spite of its narrow convention, the colour-

ing is varied, harmonious and mellow, and very powerful.

The picture almost equals the best work of the Van Eycks.

There is nothing in the room to compare with it ; for the

so-called .Jan Van Eyck (21,5), though good enough in its

way, is neither characteristic nor remarkable. Of the others,

many are of that kind of archaic work which is only inter-

esting historically, or at best remarkable for isolated bits of

patient manipulative skill in decorative design. On the

other hand, there are a pathetic Botticelli—of a rather sickly

tonality (2-14) ; a piece of beautiful colour by Girolamo de
Santa Croce (211) ; a pleasing, rather modern Giovanni
ilausueti (207) ; a graceful and elegant " St. Catherine

"

(216), by Carlo Crivelli ; an attractive Ratfaelino del Garbo
(203) ; and a •' Jlagdalen Reading" (202), by .Jan ilostaert

(a Dutch contemporary of JIabuse), of considerable beaiity.

The large gallery is chiefly devoted to the tigure-pic-

tures and portraits of the advanced schools. Foremost
amongst them all is another piece of Flemish work, Itubens's

incomparable "Anne of Austria ''
(147). Here the arrange-

ment of the masses is so noble and etFective as to at once

arrest and command the eye ; and though the colour .scheme

is sober, the general effect, of a luminous silver-grey, em-
braces wonderful passages from real black and olive-green to

flesh tints of extraordinary brilliance. The blonde head and
exquisite hands swim in a dazzling bloom of light and air.

The drawing and modelling are swift, direct, and evident

;

yet the breadth of conception is not evasive or summary,
but thoughtfully exhaustive of every necc.s.sary delicacy of

plane and surface. The style with which large facts are

presented is comparable in dignity to the very different

method of Titian. Unfortunately there is nothing here

from Spain or Italy to oppose to this sovereign work.

The Titian (158) is small and poor; one Veronese (159)

is faded, the other (168) is second-rate ; the Vela.s<iuez

(181), though a marvel of effective handling and con-

summate style, is too small and sketchy to cope witli

such a perfected masterpiece as the Rubens. Van Dyck's
"Duchess of iJuckingham and Children" (145). close to

the " Anne of Austria," is more easily comparable ; but it

is instantly obvious that the work of the master surpasses

that of the pupil, in loftiness of general aspect and in

absolute force and brilliancy. Still, Van Dyck has (jualities

which the grander and more imposing Itubens has not.

He is more dramatic and less epic than his master, and
withal he is more intimate with his subjects, and more
keenly interested in their individualities ; l\ubens, you
feel, is more occupied with external grandeur of construc-

tion and type and with his own magnificent style. The
greater Fleming is also represented by a tine, freely painted

"Venus and Adonis" (146), and a somewhat washy and
badly preserved " Lot and his Family " (148). \'an Dyck's

huge " Charles I." (183) is painted in a narrow and sober

key of ashen-grey, from wliich the head alone emerges

forcibly. His "Straiford" (188) is in a fuller and more
potent tonality ; the face is disappointing, but the armour
is admirably painted in a style at once large yet suave.

Antonio Moee's " Duke of Alva " (18.5) is, in .spite of its

hardne.ss, one of the best of the ilore portraits ; its expres-

sion thrills and haunts ; beside it the painter's " Queen
Mary" (178), albeit mellower in tone and .softer in model-

ling, appears insignificant. The best of the JIurillos is a
" Virgin in Glory " (164) ; it is the same composition and
about the .same size as the " Immaculate Conception " in

the Salon Carre ; but it is vastly inferior—in colour, sen-

timent, expression, every quality alike. There is a mag-
nificent Poussin (172), semi-cl;issic and .semi-realistic, and
withal superbly original. Mention may also be made of Paris

Bordone's " Daughter of Titian " (166) ; of Lucas de Heere's

refined archaic portraits (184 and 187); a finely handled

lioness by .James Ward (58) ; of the "Crutteuden Cl'.ildren"

(2(Hi),the "Penelope Boothby " (5,5), and the "Angelica

Kautfmanu " (2) of Sir Joshua ; the large and graceful

group of " Squire Hilliard and his Wife " (195) by Gains-

borough ; a rather too dashing "Portrait of a Lady" (105)

by Franz Hals ; and a superb " Choirmaster" (180) by an
unknown artist—in the dark, luscious brown tone of some
of the fine Rembrandt jiortraits.

The smaller figure-pictures are chiefly Dutch. The gem
of them all is a "Lady's Toilet" by Terburg (121); the

just tone which influences evory\vhere his exquisite colour

and governs his superbly natural modelling is one of many
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lost secrets. Tlie Jim Steeiis are remarkable in quality

and nunibev ; tlic " ISiek Lady" (14()) is among the best,

but its colour and atmosphere are colder and less rigor-

ously logical than Terburg's. There is a mediocre Rem-
brandt (135) ; a fair Metzu (1(I9) ; a well-known Tenicrs

(112) from the Newcastle Collection ; and an excellent

Gerard Dow, "The Water Doctor" (76). Amongst the

Flemish work are a lovely "Miracle of St. Benedict" by

Van Dyck (77), full of expression and easy flowing gesture
;

by Ivubeiis two small figures, of St. Peter and St. Paul

(7k), without individual character but admirable in the large

style of the gesture and the composition of the drapeiy

;

and a poor and metallic Franz Hals (94).

The most notable of the Hogarths is the " Southwark

Fair '" (144) ; the landscape qualities of sky and distance re-

mind you of the later Gainsborough. There are some excel-

lent landscapes, many of them Dutch, and some of these by
Aart Van der Neer ; one (89) is a large well-composed forest

.scene with a grand sky and rolling white clouds. The best

Cuyji (93) presents an exceedingly fine evening effect, with

cattle and figures near a river, all steeped in an indescriba-

ble atmosphere of golden-grey ; the next best is a small

river scene (114)—in a silver key too much inclined to

black. There are three good and interesting "\'an Goyens

(72, 73, 118), showing most of the qualities of the more
advanced Dutch school. Of this a good example is W.
Van de Velde's " Mouth of a River" (141), distinguished by
something of Van tloyen's patient attention to detail, and
also with an evident apprehension of large aei'ial effects.

Brouwer's " Figures on a Sandy Road" (142) might almost

be a corner of Fontainebleau signed " Rou.sseau." But
the highest imaginative landscape work is to be found else-

where. Witness the two noble compositions of Poussin

(lfi7 and 163) : the landscape, especially in the first, 'is large

and grandiose ; the sky is full of towering clouds ; the

figures and foreground are summarily and most magisterially

touclied. Of the Gainsboroughs, one (71) is England real-

istically painted as never before or since ; the other (67)

is pure poetry—superb, harmonious, and bathed in mys-
terious shadows. Turner's flimsy reveries in orange and
blue (194 and 197) are inexpressibly inferior ; so, even, is

his " Saltash "
(54), though in his best and sanest style

Tf) the rjrosvenov Gainsboroughs we shall return next
month. A i)leasant feature of tlie winter exhibition is the

selection which Sir Ooutts Lindsay has brought together of

the drawings of the late Richard Doyle. Few men had by
nature a prettier artistic gift than Doyle, or one in which the

elements of droll observation and poetical fancy were more
attractively l)lended. The pity is that the qualities of origi-

nality and charm in his temperament were not sustained by
a corre.sjionding or sufficient riuality of force ; so that after

a youth (.)f extraordinary promise his powers flagged, and
the productions of his mature life, full of feeling and in-

dividuality as they often are, look sketchy and amateurish
beside those of his boyhood. Indeed, since the days of

that marvel of precocity, Lucas van Leyden, it may lie

doubted if any boy of fourteen has ever done "work so firm

and true of touch, and so mature in oliservation, as is that

which surprises us in the pen-and-ink sketch-books and
illustrated diaries of the young Doyle, now exhibited in a
glass case at the Grosvenor. The broadly burlesque series

of coloured drawings for a comic history of England show
something of the same firmness and boldness, as also do some

of the early studies and caricatures of political personages—

a

l:>rancli of art in which it seems clear that, had he chosen to

imrsne it, the artist might easily have surpassed his father.

]'>ut in his later work, with an increase of grace and delicacy,

there comes a loss of comjileteness and strength. Whether
in subjects of social satire, or in those midsummer-night
scenes of elfin fantasy and fairy mythology which in recent

years he most aflFected, or in the serious attempts which
he sometimes made both in water-colour landscape and
in idyllic figure design, we recognise always the work-

ing of a sensitive and charming spirit, but seldom that

of a perfectly skilled' eye or hand. The selection at the

Grosvenor has been judiciously made so as not to fatigue

l:>y repetition, but to include an adequate number of ex-

amples in all the classes we have named, as well as several

of a more exceptional kind. Of these latter a sheet of

tropical birds is perhaps the most remarkable, alike for

spirit and firmness of drawing, brilliancy of colour, and
that unobtrusive touch of drollery in expression which was
scarcely ever absent from the work of this amiable and
regretted pictorial humourist, poet, and—trifler

Boucu'EREAU the gentle, the refined, the academic—with

his great but imperfectly inspired " Youth of Bacchus ;

"

several bathers, nude but chaste, classical but very French
;

one picture of sweet but somewhat affected Christian senti-

ment; and two wholly pure and natural studies of modern
little girls—has been fairly represented at the galleries,

once Goupil's, now Boussod and Valadon's, in Bond Street.

One cannot believe that the juice of the grape had any-

thing to do with the ordered gesture and careful hilarity

of Bouguereau's nymjihs and satyrs : his Bacchus is but a

nice little boy, and his Silenus only a dropsical old man
;

his '• bathers " have evidently used plenty of soap, and his

angels speak French ; liut there is much not only of high

accomplishmerit but of fine taste in his work, and as a

draughtsman of the figure and a subtle modeller of contour

he is a master whose place will not be easily filled.

Me. J. D. Linton will lose no fame by the collection of

his pictures and drawings at the Fine Art Society's rooms.

The defects of want of life and sentiment and grace which

we have sometimes laid to his charge are found to be by no

means characteristic of his work as a whole, while his fine

artistic teeling, masterly handling, and rich, pure colour

have never been seen to such advantage. For grace and

refinement we may point to " Love the Comjueror " amongst

others; for fine dramatic action and expression to "The
Cardinal Minister ;

" for humour to " Taken by Surprise."

In his well-known series from the life of a soldier in the

Sixteenth Century we have what has hitherto been his

greatest achievement ; but his other work is evidence that

such magnificent jiageantry does not display the whole or

the best of his powers.

At the Burlington Gallery is a most interesting pic-

ture, the joint jiroduction of Sir Edwin Landseer and ilr.

Millais. The animals are painted in the well-known

anecdotic style that Landseer may be said to have created
;

but the semi-human expression is not pushed so far as is

usual with him, and the painting itself is up to his high-

water mark of execution. The picture was left unfinished
;

and what Mr. Millais had to do was to find a foreground for

Landseer's figiu-es, without destroying what Landseer had

\i
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already imlicated, and to create a wliole landscape which
shduld impose on the subject jjroper a consistent atmos-

pheric surrounding. He has emerged magnificently from
this ordeal, and shown himself the great painter he can

be when he wills. The composition of landscai)e and sky

in tlieir relations to the bodies of deer and dogs in the

foreground is excellent ; and the sense of atmosphere is

lietter rendered, or at least more largely and nobly con-

ceived, than in "Chill October." Tiie sky. while "full of

hovering mist, is most profound ; and by the quality of

the atmosjihere the local colours of the landscape are

very succes.sfuUy and very truthfully afiected. its in-

fluence is felt even in the rich-toned immedia*!- fore-

ground, in spite of the strong colour and effective handling

whicli are here triumphant. It is a real pleasure nowa-
days to see a picture in which there is scarcely a single spot

of crude jiaint to spoil the general air and colour convention,

and disturl) the serenity of a convincing and natural con-

ception. Here is also a collection of American subjects

—

sketches in Canada, Yellowstone Park and the Yosemitc
Valley. Some are chiefly topographical or illustrative of

adventure and sport ; but others, with equal novelty aud
interest, combine considerable artistic merit.

On easels at the King Street Galleries are Mr. Orohard-

son's '• Her First Dance," and " The Stowaway " and " The
Waif" by Mr. Jlillais. Mr. Dowdeswell has bought the

copyright and will reproduce them : Mr. Barlow is actually

engraving the "Stowaway ;" the Orchardson is to ajipear

in autotype. Mr. Orchardson, if always the same, is always

an arti.st : a man whose work, ina.smuch as it is real

pictorial imagination, attects the mind with a definite

impression—an impression the more easily retained as it

is derived from pictures conceived and painted in a strong

dominating key of colour. In "Her First Dance" is

dominant the brownish principle which Mr. Orchardson

has applied to almost every subject he has painted. As
the canvas represents a last century interior, the key is

admiralily suited to the figures, costumes, and general

environment. Mv. ilillais' pictures are in his latest

manner, aud therefore possess at least the merits of

eflectiveness and simplicity. In the smaller room, chiefly

devoted to water-colours, arc certain Turners—some sane,

some insane, all interesting ; a large, early Copley Field-

ing after classic traditions; and a very bad drawing by
Rossetti. Amongst the oils are some smartly handled

works by F. ter Meulen ; a good Cecil Lawson ; a Mark
Fisher (fi.")) in a bluer key than usual and of a novel

composition ; also a charming sketch liy Keeley Halswelle

with a softness of atmospheric ett'cct that puts to shame
the metallic .skies aud wiry detail in his larger pictures.

At Jlessrs. Dowdeswell's rooms is an exhiliition of

Mr. Sutton Palmer's water-colour illustrations of Sussex

—

one of the favourite painting-grounds of Constable. Mr.

Palmer is a ma,ster of the water-colour painter's craft. He
uses the material legitimately, and sometimes obtains great

purity of tone, whilst giving an excellent suggestion of an
immense amount of detail. Indeed, he is sometimes led

astray into forcing so slender and suggestive a method
rather beyond its uses and function. Clever as he is, he is

singularly unequal in conception. He can i>.aint pretty

nearly whatever he likes, but he does not always like

judiciously. Such works a.s "Sweet S]iring-timc—near

Lavington," "Blue-bells and Beeche.s,' "Old Hastings,"

"Hastings from Fairlight," "Near Lewes," have nothing

but their handling to recommend them. Reduced to

mas.ses of value, as in a sketch, their utterly .shallow and
unreal tone would show them for the flimsy yellow visions

they are. Such tone could never exist under any atmos-

phere, much le.ss in the England of Constable and Cronie.

We should not refer to these thoroughly commercial works
at all were it not that Mr. Palmer is an avowed realist, and
capable of .such excellent stutt'as his " Ambersham Common,"
" Away to the Isle of Wight," and many others.

Plk.\sant, if it were only for their reminiscences of

Barbizon and Fontainebloau,of Millet and Rousseau, would
be the little harvest of .studies and pictiu'es by Mr. E. S.

Calvert which now occui>y the gallery in Pall JIall, once the

home of the unroyal Institute of Painters in ^Vater-Colours.

But Mr. Calvert has talent and feeling, as well as much
dexterity both in oils and water-colours ; and several of

the.se works .show a fresii oliservation of nature and an

eye for colour which promise well for the future.

The value of linoleum as a material for decorative paint-

ing is well illustrated by .some screens made for Messrs.

Wilkinson and Son, of Old Bond Street. Specially to be
admired are some hunting scenes and some panels jiainted

with peacocks and other bird.s. The successful employment
of stain-colours for painting on wood may also be noted

here. A screen thus treated bj Mr. Lewis F. Day, with
figures in the panels and borders in imitation of inlay, has

more than all the effect of the most elaborate marquderie.

The death is announced of the landscape-painter,

Auguste Ortmans, a pupil of Diaz ; of -Albert Gou[)il, the

fine art publisher and collector ; of the sculptor Francia
;

of the Belgian painter, J.-B. Van Moer ; of the American
painter, John Edward Freeman; of ths water colour

painter, John Adam Houston, M.K.I. ; of Joseph Middleton

Jopling, As.sociate (18.!>9) of the New Society of Painters in

Water-Colours ; of the antiquary, Askew Roberts, author

of " Wynnstay and the Wynns ;
" of the engraver, Louis-

Edouard I'ourguignon ; of the historical painter, Guil-

laume Roller; of Cruzada Villaamil, author of "Rubens
Diplomatico" and fovuider of "El Arte en E.spana ;

''

of Hippolyte Moulin, .sculptor of " Un Secret d"un

Haut," a " Leconite de Lisle," and a " Barj-e ;" of J.-A.-J[.

Idrac, sculptor of a famous " Salaambo " and a " L'Amour
Picjue

;

" and of Jules Ba.stien- Lepage, a painter eminent

in landscape, figure, and portraiture alike.

The painter last named was one of the most interesting

figures in contemporary art. In his work there is something

of MiUet, something, too, of Courbet ; but there is a strong

jjersonal note besides. He was a devout student of nature

—so devout, indeed, as to pass with ease for an uncom-
promising realist ; but his technical maestria was great,

and he had a certain distinction of style which redeems

his ugliest effects from even the su.spicion of coarseness

or vulgarity. A great deal has been written about the

psyclmlogical intention in his work ; but to most, wc
take it, he will live, not as a pictorial psychologist, but

as a painter pure and .simple, a master of style, and the

author of a sort of new departure in Landscape art.
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The principal item in M. .Jouaust's last issue is a new
edition (in six volumes), in the charming " Petite Biblio-

theque Artistique." of the fine translation of Cervantes'
great novel made in the author's lifetime by Cesar Oudin
and Francjois de liosset. It was an age of good translations

as well as of great original work ; and this is one of the
best. We know not indeed where Don Quixote can be
seen and studied to greater advantage save in the Spanish
of Cervantes himself. On the other hand it has to bo
admitted that the new illustrations, designed by Worms,
and etched by De los Eios, are as poor and superfluous as
we know. In the sumptuous series called the ''Biblio-

theque Artistique " the new numbers are an illustrated

edition of Zola's ''Une Page d'Amour" (in some ways his

best novel) and a re-issue in three volumes of Gautier's

masterpiece, "Le Capitaine Fracasse." The first is well
and cleverly illustrated by Edouard Dantan and A.
Duvivier, and contains, besides, a capital portrait ; the
second, of which one volume only has appeared, is deco-
rated with some delightful and spirited designs by Charles
Delort, etched by Mongin. In the sixth issue of " Le
Livre d'Or du Salon " the pictures reproduced in etching

—

by MM. Lalauze, Le Eat, Champollion, De los Kios, Vion,
Manesse, Kajon, and others—are Leroy's " Mardoch(5e ;

"

Schommer's "Edith Eetrouvant le Corps d'Harold;" the
" Communiantes " of .Jules Breton; B. Constant's " Les
Ch(5rifas;" Sautai's " Priere ;

" Cormon's " Eetorn d'une
Chasse k I'Ours

;

" Collin's " fitd ;
" Fantin's "L'liltude;"

and works by MM. Brissot, Merson, S>6zi, Lucas, and
J.-P. Laurens; with one .statue, the "Aurore" of Eugene
Delaplanche. The " Bibliotheque des Dames" is increased
by a reprint in two volumes of the admirable " M^moires

''

of Mme. Eoland, with a iireface by Jules Claretie, and
frontispieces etched by Lalauze; while the second series

of "Peintres et Sculpteurs Coutemporains" has been com-
pleted by the publication of U. Claretie's monographs on
M. .Jules Lefebvre, the painter of the " Mignon " and the
"Cigale,"' and the Toulousain painter-sculptor, Falguiere.

Of manuals and handliooks we have received a number.
Three of them belong to the " Bibliotheque de I'Enseigne-
ment de I'Art " (Paris : (juantin) which we have praised so
often and so warmly. They are (1) an admirable " Lexiipie
des Termes de I'Art," by M. .J. Adeline

; (2) M. Leroy de la

Marche's " Les Jlanuscrits et la Jliniaturc," a monograph
exhaustive in treatment and jileasing in style ; and (3) an
intelligent and amusing " Histoire de la Musique," by M.
Henri Lavoix. Side by side with these are three " South
Kensington Handbooks" (London: Chapman and Hall,

Limited), a series of the greatest value and interest: (1)
Mr. Alfred Maskell's " Russian Art" and "Art Objects in

Eussia," two parts in one cover
; (2) " French Pottery," by

MM. Gasnault and E. Gamier; and (.3) Professor Church's
" English Earthenware :

" each the work of a specialist, and
all models of their kind. An admirable " Dictionnaire des
limailleurs," by M. j'lmile Molinier, is the initial volume of
a series of " Guides des Collectionneur " (Paris : J. Ronam).
It includes a sketch of the history of enamelling ; a
dictionary of 332 names and 67 marks and signatures; a
bibliography

; and a list of collections.

y\\i. Erxest Geoeoe'.s "Etchings of Old London"
(London

: The Fine Art Society) makes a hand.some gift-
book, and is interesting besides. Mr. George's subjects,
twenty in number, are all picturesque andgood in them-
selves, but (it nnist be owned) are not all happily treated.

The artist is a skilful and careful etcher. He is lacking,
however, in sentiment and imagination ; his efi'ects are often
broken and scattered ; in mass, in dignity, and the quaUty
of tone he is more or less deficient. One of the best of his
achievements is the "Bartholomew Close." Here he is

content to be simple and quiet ; his light and shade are
pleasantly natural ; his effect is excellent. Another success-
ful plate (and for the same reasons) is that of St. Giles's,

Crii)plegate ; another, that of the " Old George," on Tower
Hill

; and there is much to praise in his presentment of the
famous butchers' shops in Aldgate. Altogether, in spite of
faults, his book is one worth having.

Skill in reproduction brings many charming works of
ancient art within the range of poor purses. The delightful
little Tanagra figures are a remarkable instance of this. As
reproduced by Fritz Gurlitt of Berlin, there is really little

to choose between the copies and the originals.. Baked in

hard clay and delicately tinted, the former are as pretty
and durable, probably more durable, than the latter, and
they are all fitted with pilain black pedestals which set them
off to advantage. The London agents are Obach and
Co., 20, Cockspur Street, where the whole of the Berlin
and Louvre series, twenty in number—with half a dozen
of the best and prettiest at South Kensington and the
British Jluseum —may be seen. They are good art, and it

is greatly to be hoped that they may become as popular as
they deserve. At the same gallery, with all the newest
and costliest etchings and line-engravings—Braccpiemond's
"David"' (after Gustave Moreau) ; Maris's " Le Semeur "

(after Millet) ; Jacquet's " Campagne de France " (after

Jleissonier)
; Leconteux' "Barque de Don Juan" (after

Delacroix); Waltner's " Doreur " (after Eembrandt) ; Man-
del's noble version of the " Madonna di San Sisto ; " and
a score of others—are a good and striking Eousseau (un-
finished), two capital little pieces by Diaz, a charming
Corot, a remarkable Millet drawing, and a great deal of

clever modern work besides.

To subscribers this year the Art Union of London have
issued a good engraving in pure line, by Jlr. A. Willmore,
of Mr. Oswald Brierly's gallant and spirited " Attack of

the Vanguard,'' a companion picture to the same painter's
" Loss of the Revenge," which was engraved for 1881. The
picture is a good one ; the engraving (which measures 33
by IS inches) can hardly fail to be pojiular.

The autotypes made by Braun and Co. from originals

in the National Gallery (Autotype Company : London
and Paris : Braun and Co.) are 349 in number— 65 of

pictures by the English school and 243 from the Old
blasters. The first issue will include reproductions of

Gainsborough's "Mrs. Siddons," Hogarth's "Miss Fenton,"
Sir Joshua's " Lord Heathfield " and " Angels' Heads,"
Turner's "Building of Carthage" and "The Death of

Nelson," and examples of Landseer and John Dyckmans;
together with the " Lionardo Loredano " of tiiovanni
Bellini, Botticelli's "Virgin and Child," the "Orlando
Muerto" of Velasquez, the "Saint LTisula" of Claude,
Rubens's " Chapeau de Faille," Raphael's " St. Catharine,"
the"Ecce Homo "of Correggio, the Titianic "Venus and
Adonis," and masterpieces— of Eaphael, Michelangelo,
Lionardo, Murillo, Correggio, Van Eyck, Eembrandt,
Filippo Lippi, Mantegna, Memlink— besides. To the
consideration of these in detail we shall return.
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TllEKE will bu Ijut ouu election to tliu Iuiy;il Aciulciiiy

tills ^ear : that of an Associate, in room of the late l''niiicis

Hole, engraver. The new Society of iledallists includes the

President and Messrs. Alma Tadenia, I'oynter, and Lcgros
;

Messrs. I'oole and tirueber are the secretaries. Mr. Owen
Stanley Scott, late of South Kensington, has been made
cunitor of the Bowes ]\Iuseum, Barnard Castle. Mr. Whit-
worth \\'idlis has been made curator of the new gallery at

I'lirminghani. The president of the Academie des Beaux-
Arts is M. Bouguercau; the vice-president, M. Charles

tiaruier. M.M. Lhermitte, Marque.ste, Gabriel Ferrier, and
Taul Gion (architect) have received the riband and the

Legion of Honour, il. Bonnat has been made an ollicer,

and MM. Delaunay, Fantiu-Latour, Heilbutli, and Beo]iold

Flameng (engraver) have been made Knights of the (Belgian)

Order of Leopold.

TiiK subscriijtion statue to tlie memory of Enstacho do
iSt.-rierre and the Martyrs of Calais will be tlie work of

M. Rodin. M. Henri Levy's fresco, the "Ci>ronation of

Charlemagne," has been uncovered in the Pantheon. A
subscrijition portrait of the late Professor Palmer has been
hung in the hall of St. John's ; the artist is Mr. .John Collier,

who has painted his dead friend in Eastern costume, again.st

a background of Eastern scenery. Mr. Pilchard Elmore's

jiicture, "The After-Glow: Stonchenge," is being reproduced
in colours by Jlessrs. Bowden . Mr. Charlton has tiiii.shcd

an eipicstrian statue of Sir Nathaniel de Roth.scliild. Mr.
Heywood Hardy has been at work upon a great " Bear
Hunt "—in the manner of Snyders.

Mit. ,1. G. Marks is writing a biography of Frederick
Walker. Messrs. Bemrose and Son are preparing, for .Mr.

Llewcllynn Jewitt, a volume on "Tiie Corporation Plate and
Insignia of Oltice, Ac, of the Cities and Corporate Towns of

England and Wales." i[. L.'i.ssalle announces for the Ith

May, 1885, a second number of '"The Boyal Academy Hlus-

trated" and—"an entire innovation"—a "selection from the

rejected i)aintings of the year," to be entitled "Not Hung at

the Royal Academy." M. Fetis will publish this year his

catalogue of modern pictures in the National Mu.seum at

Brus,sels. M. Ferdinand Ongania has published for sub-

scribers the first part of his magnificent " Tresor de Saint

Marc a Veuisc," by the ^Vbbe Pjisini ; the work, which
will comprise some 90 plates, in ehromo-lithograiiliy and
hclioijnivure, w-ill be published in three parts, at liMi francs

each ; the issue is limited to 61H) copies. A new monthly,

of IDO pp.. La Jliiierve, is announced : the editor is M.
Charles Buet ; the subscription, fifteen francs a year.

Most modern pictures are fated to be iLscd as deco-

rations, to become a part with furniture, hanging.s, and
carpets, and to be illuminated by gas and curtained daylight.

'J'lie old liaie picliiie gallery, sailed as it wa.s to jnctures

painted for churches or i)rincely apartments, is not the

place for iiictures i)aiMted in answer to modern rei|uire-

uients and destinc:d to figure as components in a .scheme of

modern decoration. But the arrangement of the "Salon
I'arisien" at lOO, New Pond Street, is really too fantastic.

The jilusli, the sackcloth, the fountain.s, the jialms, the

rockeiy are garish an<l " put uji," and the illumination

is bewildering. A combination of top lights mellowed
with tinted curtains, a cold sidelight, gas " warious," and
od<l lamps .sechuled in peculiar corners, makes a .sane

judgment of colour impo.ssible and increases the sense
you have of having .somehow- strayed into a high-cla.ss

oyster-grotto. However, one f.icet of ^Fr. ^'an I.cer.s' art is

in aihnirablr kee[iiMg with these .strange .surroimdings. He
is the principal exhibitor, and in the greater part of his

work he has used his rare and enviable ]iower over the
brush to render tcchiucally .serious subjects in the .s])irit of

the conunon "blague d'atelier." In this vein Mr. Van Beers

is superb—is a complete ma.ster of all the studio proiierties,

all the studio effects of light, and varies them in a thousand
ways. In other paths of art he walks less surely, and with
more timid feet. "Les Embarqiies' {-r.i), "La Sirene"
(:i), " Peace with Honour " (33), all out-of-door etfects, and
"Flirtation" (411), an interior, are larger in size and more
earnest in aim ; but they are more laboured, more photo-
graphic, far less siiarkliiig and free than the artist's fa-

voni'ite Dutch humour.s—his .lapanese whimsies and fan-

tasias, hi.s realistic japes and decorative airs with variations.

Sometimes, when the subject or his mood makes him a
little serious, he sits down and fairly wrestles with one of
his familiar themes, interior or portrait, till he achieves a
high degree of logical finish. Then—as in " Peter Benoit"
(28)—he reminds you of the careful character rcali.sation

of Van I'lyck
; or of the com]»lete and unimpeachable air

and colour organisation of Terburg—as in " Fatigue" (14).

Of the class of pure " blagues d'atelier,"' his " La Folio
"

(3(1) is the mo.st interesting ;i.s it is the most original. Tlio

head is ((uick with a Iiorrifying sort of madness, and tlie

weird and dancing emerald-green pattern on the back-
ground of imi)asto vermilion positively hurts the eyes and
confuses the brain.

If arrangements full of "galbe" and "chic" and
"cliieii" are in jierfect accordance with Van Beer.s' pictures

and the sculptures of Van der Stracten and Uiiigel, they jar

shockingly with poor Bastieii-Lepage's last picture : fine,

grey, and solemn in itself, and melancholy in its wreaths
of funereal crape. The conttictiiig lights make it impo.ssible

to judge of the pictures in the passage or in the end room.
One (48), by Fernaud Khuoff, appears about the best in

sentiment and sincere feeling for atmospheric environment

;

it would be stronger and more complete for a sliar|)er accent

on certain lights, for the better distinguishing of textures.
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Wc have also that opportunity which the Academy so un-

kindly refused us last year of seeing something of the

powerful and showy work of Emile Wauters. A rather fine

work by another victim of last year's hanging committee

is one signed Mesdag (")2). But the interest to most people

will be in the decorative effect and the oyster-grotto look

of the whole thing, and the swaggering fantasy of Van

Beers, the painter of AVorth, and impudence, and one

variety of the modern woman.

If you want to live for a few hours in the strange,

busy, smiling life of the remotest East, you may have the

exiierience at the Japanese Village at Knightsbridge. To

the sage, man—in the tile hat and frock-coat of civilisa-

tion, as in the brocades and blue cottons of Japan—will

always seem a common fool. Such a philosopher will

find the light cane tea-houses and quaint profusion of

decorative detail hero as much an effect of routine as pot-

houses and billiard-tables and stucco villas ; he will deem
both expressions of the human mind equally jihantas-

magorical—both " to me inexpressibly sad." But the

artist, to whom the surface of things is a language, will

find innumerable new and pleasant statements in the lively,

narrow streets, with their open summer-temple-like shops,

all in a light fawn-coloured key, crowded with picturesque

people, and ipiick with gay decorative colour. And the

public, with no preconceived idea to perplex them and lead

astray, will wisely succumb to the influence of this real

Arabian Night, and enjoy the unaccustomed faces, the

quaint dresses, the unfamiliar sights and sounds. Visitors

are not yet allowed to buy ; but they may look on

a world of novel and interesting production— for the

Japanese work in public, and make their fans and screens

and pottery before your eyes. Before this appears in print,

the edict will have been removed, and purchase will be

possible. At present you may take tea in tea-houses after

Hiroshighe, and served by figures which have stepped

straight out of Hokusai. !Men and women, all are good-

natured and of a pleasing a.spect, and seem inclined to

comfort and a material view of life. When you regain

the open, and the damp and grimy air of London which

induces such solid building, such dull colour, such miry

ways, such sombre clothing, such a struggle for life, such

peremptory habits, and such careworn faces, it is forced

ujjou you as with a blow, that the antic and delightful

humanity you have left behind you must assiu'edly be

yearning for Tokio and the hill Fuji ; and you feel that

—from mure than one point of view—they are right.

The exhibition at the Fine Art Society's of engravings

illustrating French art in the Eighteenth Century is not

representative ; the best work of the period being of a

kind which modern taste hardly sanctions in an exhibition.

But it is unquesti(jnably one of the most interesting yet

organised by the Fine Art Society. Better still, it is more

useful, ]>erhaps, than a,ny of its predecessors. Eighteenth

Century French art is but very little known here. Lancret

and (ireuze are its only representatives in the National

(lallery; and though our private collections can boast of

manj' excellent examples of Watteau, the greatest of all

the artists of the period is virtually iuikno\\'n to the general

art-public. The collection numbers seventy-seven examjiles

of good engravings after Watteau, Lancret, Pater, Boucher,

Chardin, Augustin de Saint-Aubin, Greuze, Baudouin,

Fragonard, Moreau, and others ; together with several of

those delicate coloured prints which were a peculiar [iro-

duct of the time. Decidedly the best are De Larmessin's
" Le Jeu de Cilche-cache,'' after Lancret ; Massard's de-

lightful "La Crilche Cass^e," after Greuze; Do Launay's
'' L"Heureuse F(5condite," after Fragonard—admirable for

pure light and shade; and Gaucher's ".Le Couronneraent le

Voltaire .sur le Th(5atre Franqais," after Moreau—supremely

interesting apart from its technical merits. We must note,

also, the famous and very rare coloured portrait of JIarie

Antoinette, lent by Lord Konald Gower. It is a singu-

larly faithful imitation of pastel, and is in its special way
perhaps the finest piece of colour-printing ever executed.

Another good and charming example of colour-work is

the "Foire du Village;" but the .secret of this kind of

art, or at least very nearly the secret of it, has become the

property of the Goupils, whose reproductions of modern
work compare very favourably with even the finest

colour-printing of the last century. It is interesting,

also, to compare the two impressions of Malbeste's "La
Sortie de I'Opi^ra." One is the pure etching, the other the

finished state; and the engraved "finish "has effectually

destroyed half the charm and all the character of the

etched beginning. Mr. Wedmore, who suggested the exhi-

bition, has annotated the catalogue rather prettily.

The annual exhibition of the Glasgow Institute of the

Fine Arts is comparable in some ways to the summer
exhibition at the Grosvenor Gallery. It is the foster-

mother of the unorthodox in Scotland. It hangs Eossetti

and Burne Jones beside Bastien-Lepage and Van Beers,

the " sweet reasonableness " of Gainsborough beside the

chaste refinements of Bouguereau. It gives an annual

opportunity for a complete survey of current art, repre-

sented this year by men so various as Makart, Van Haanen,

Lhermitte, Israels, Fantin, and De Nittis, as well as by a

host of others, B-A.'s and outsiders, whose work is more or

less familiar at the Academy. For "educational" purposes

such a collection may be supposed to be invaluable, al-

though it would not be odd if the " education " in some

cases were to take the form of a mere chaotic jumble of

styles. Is the secret of art with Frith and Armitage or

with Fantin and Van Haanen 1 Is nature like Phil Morris

or George Clausen ^ Turning to the Glasgow work, we find

it more than ever under the healthy impress of French

study, and at the same time strongly marked by the French

preference for the multiplication of studies as opposed to

the creation of jiictures. The galleries are full of admirable

examples of studentship, but from most of these the crea-

tive faculty is markedly absent. In exchange for the con-

ventions of the last generation, the student of to-day offers

little saive the painstaking study of " values."

There are some amo«g the Gla.sgow men whose instincts

have fortunately survived their technical studies. The chief

of them is Mr. E. W. Allan, who .shows a grave and thought-

ful landscape, " Summer into Winter," fraught with a

genuinely poetical intention. Mr. J. E. Christie also is

pleasant if somewhat commonplace, and Mr. E. Walton is

more than usually impressive in the portrait of a lady, and

less artistic than usual in a pastoral landscape w^ith sheep.

Mr. James Guthrie sends his carefully studied "Goose-

Girl," and Mr. Alexander Marm shows how a thoroughly

callable workman—a well-trained student of ^Iunk;\csy and

Duran—may produce an absolutely uninteresting picture.

Mr. Savcry has found his chief theme beside the often-

painted bridge at Grez, but has failed, mainly in the tones
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(if ti'Bes and grass, to treat it with harmonious effect ; and
Mr. W. Y. Jiacgregor, turning aside from the work which

has liithcrto been associated with his name, is also unfortu-

nate in the treatment of liis foreground greens. Mr. A.

lioche shiiws sonietliing beyond mere technical skill iu hi.s

vivacious study of children, '"I'lie JJouiinie's Favourites,"

and Mr. (ieorge Henry is curiously foreign in liis treatment

of a similar subject. A large Highland river scene comes

fr(/ni Mr. \Velhvood Rattray; Mr. James Paterson, on a

smaller scale, shows good progress in figure and landscape
;

Mr. M'f>ride exliibits a pleasant view of evening on Loch
Awe. In addition to some tender flower studies, Jlr. T.

Millie Dow shows his " Hud.son River," a delightful and
entirely novel landscape of winding river and far-rea(diing

chamiiaign, steeped in an atmosphere of silvery grey.

Hkee, too, are the admirably veracious " L'Atelier du
Grandpere," by Mr. William 8tott (not to be confounded,

by the way, with !Mr. Edward Stott, whose work at the

Institute we noticed last month), and Albert Moore's

"Reading Aloud," with its colour scheme as harmonious

as ever and its figures instinct with suavity and grace.

The Grosvenor has furnished nothing more admirable than

Mr. Clausen's "Winter Work" of two years ago. A noble

and impressive Israels is the most interesting foreign pic-

ture in the galleries. It is of quite unusual dimensions,

and represents a life-sized shrimper up to his knees in the

tumbling surf, and with a background of grey, brooding

sky. Of almost equal interest is a magnificent portrait by

Fantin ; and there is some clever work, mainly technical,

by Bergeret, the painter of oysters and fish ; by EmLle
A'ernier, whose promise of some years ago has scarcely

been redeemed ; by Yon and Dameron, and other familiar

French artists. Among the London work there is a some-

what lifeless Tadema of eighteen years ago ; Gregory's

clever and artistic yet unsatisfactory " Intruders ; " Pro-

fessor Richmond's "Mrs. !Mirlees"(a good example of art

without technique) ; two Colin Hunters ; a Frith and a
Poynter ; and .several landscapes by Ernest Parton.

The Chroiiinne des Arts has published an account of

the suras expended by the Adnunistratiou des Beaux-Arts

in the purchase for the nation of pictures, statues, and
engravings, from 1870 to 1S84 inclusive. It is instructive

and will bear quotation. The first four years were governed
by !M. Charles Blanc, who was responsible for the ex-

penditure, in 1870, of 27,500 francs; in 1871, of 1,116,760

francs ; in 1872, of 1,002,(582 francs ; and in 1873, of 999,315

francs. M. Blanc \vas succeeded by M. de Chennevieres,

the five years—1874-78—of whose reign are thus divided :

—

1,567,684 francs, 741,556 francs, 603,978 francs, 771,651

francs, and 242,600 francs. In his one year of offiee—

1 878-79—M. Guillaume is credited with an expenditure of

446,350 francs. Under the three years of M. Turquet

—

1879-80-81—the annual amounts were 1,194,566 francs,

925,145 francs, and 1,2 13, .',66 francs. The three months
of the Minist^re des Arts— 15th November, 1881, to 26th

January, 1882—witnessed an expenditure of l()o,800 francs
;

the six months of M. Paul Mantz's adminLstratiou—1st

February to 10th August, 1882—one of 384,600 francs ; the

seven mouths of M. Logerotte's under-secretaryship—10th

August, 1882, to 1st March, 1883—one of 291,680 francs
;

and the fourteen months—1st Jfarch, 1883, to 1st May, 1884

—of M. Kaempfen's conduct of aflairs the disbursement of

1,004,980 francs. The total for fifteen years is 12,70(^413

francs, or over half a million sterling. To estimate the real

estate—of bad work and good, of encouragement and relief

and of mere good fortune and success, of national profit

and i)urely personal advancement—which these figures re-

present is beyond the power of man. One thing, however,

is certain : that the sum which has been carried otf by

English artists is the smallest possible fraction of the whole

amount, and is in nowise proportioned to the honour in

whicli on this side the channel English art is held.

TuE deatji is announced of Adolph llusziir, the

Hungarian sculptor ; of Professor Bohnstedt, the Russo-

Gorman architect ; of the painter of history, Jules de

Vignon, a pupil of Coignet ; of the flower-painter, Victor

Leclaire ; of Edmond About, the novelist and pamphleteer,

the wittiest if not the soundest of art-critics ; of the arclueo-

logist, Kmile-Lambert Gaucherel ; of the etcher, Rodolphe
Bresdin, the eccentric original of Champfleury's Chien-

CaQlou ; of the Saxon portrait and genre painter. Otto

Patzig ; of tlie architect and writer ou architecture, iSanniel

Huggins ; of Prince Paul Dcmidoft", the famous collector

;

of the Belgian glass-])ainter, Henri Dobbelaere ; and of the

excelleut and admired water-colour painter, Harry John.son.

It would need a long article to do justice to the merits and

attractions of the first series of autotypes from the National

Gallery made by Brauu and Co. ;ind issued by the Autotype
Company (Loudon : New Oxford Street). The Engli.sh

school is represented by four examples of Landseer—" The
Farmer's Daughter " (609), " The Farrier " (606), " The
Sleeping Hound " (60.3), and the King Charles Spaniels

(409)—all of them more ])leasant to look upon than the pic-

tures tliemselves ; by a triplet of Reynoldses—" Lord Heath-

field" (111), the famous and charming "'Angels' Heads"
(182), and the double portrait of George Huddesford and
J. C. W^arwick Bamiifylde (754)—all of great excellence

;

by Gain.sborough"s delightful "Mrs. Siddous" (68.3); by a

couple of Hogarths—the "Lavinia Fenton" (1,161) and the

admirable ''Shrimp-Girl" (1,162)—the latter one of the

best rejjroductions we have seen ; by a Dyckmans, " The
Blind Beggar " ((ioo), which might well have been left

in oils and its original sin of smoothness and common-
place ; and by a brace of Turners—the wonderful dream,
" The Death of Nelson " (48(»), which is as good as can

be, and that disastrous attempt to rival Claude on his own
ground and in his own convention, " The Building of

Carthage" (498), which seems to have been a thought

overtouched in the negative. The "Embarkation of St.

Ursula " (30) is not tiie best of our Claudes ; but in all

the great <iualities of painting—in light and colour, in ele-

gance of composition and variety of values and tone, in

dignity and glamour and grace—it is, as the.se autotyjws will

show, immeasurably superior to " The Building of Carthage."

To comiiare the two with insight and understanding will cure

the student of Ruskinism and Turnerism almost as com-
pletely as an examination of the pictures tlieuiselve.s. The
Giovanni Bellini, the magnificent "Lionardo Loredano,"
is superbly rejiroduced ; only the picture itself could sur-

pass the copy. Another noble rendering is that of the

portrait of Rembrandt as a young man (672) ; it is as good
as the Hermitiige "Writing- Master." On the other hand,
the Van Eyck (186) is a complete failure—hea-vy, dull, and
false as to the lights and shades. A Rubens, the " Chapeau
de Paille " (852) ; a noble Ruysdael (855) ; a fine Hob-
binia, the "Chateau de Brederode " (831); a delicious
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CoiTcgRio, the "Holy Family" (23); the world-famed
" Ecce Homo" (15); a Mantegiia, "The Virgin and Child,

with St. .John Haiiti.st and the Magdalen" (274) ; a lieautiful

and ail'ecting Lippo Lippi, the "St. John and Saints " (0(17)
;

the so-called VekLsquez, the "Orlando Muerto "' (741)—all

these are wonderfully rendered. On the other hand, the

Lionardo, the ineomparalile "Virgin and Child," is full of

false lights, and can in nowise be accepted as a fair tran-

script of the original. Other niunbers of the issue are the
" Bacchus and Ariadne " (.35) of Titian—a noble reproduc-

tion ; the "Holy Family " (744) and the "St. Catherine"

(l(i.s) of Raphael—both perfect in their way : I'erugino's

"Madonna, with St. .Jerome and St. Francis" (1,075) ; and
Michelangelo's extraordinary " Holy Family," which, in

monochrome, is more jileasant to the eye than in the

incomplete and unfinished original.

have i)referred a picture of Mr.. Clayton's .Joseiih Surface

—

jirobalily the best the stage has seen since Palmer's, and
certaiidy the most popular and sueces.sful of later years,

liut the correction can easily be made in a second edition.

A BATCH of miscellaneous publications. M. Felix

Regamey's memorial volume, " A Cambetta," is published Viy

the Librarie de TArt, the Lilirarie Patri<itiiiue, and at the

offices of La Jtcvue Alsacieiiiie. It is well designed and

beautifully produced. In intention it is patriotic and heroic.

It includes, with a number of allegorical designs, a scries of

liortraits of Oamlietta: "A la Barre," "A Tours," "A la

Tribune," and '"31 Decembre, l.ss2 ;
" all good and vivid

presentments, and the last, a picture of the mask of the

dead orator and statesman, a really striking work. In

England there arc many who profess the cultus of Gam-
betta ; to them the volume should be most welcome. In
" Chefs-d'filuvre d'Orfevrerie Ayant Figure .a FExposition

de Budapest " (Paris : Levy, Librairie Centrale dos Beaux-

Arts) we have a specimen part of a magnificent publication

now in subscription ; it is admiralily illustrated—in luHio-

i/ramire, in etching, in chromo-lithograiihy—and takes rank

with the lirst and best of its kind. The sixth volume of

" Vasari's Lives " (London : George Bell and Sons) consists

of a laboriiius and useful conimentary on the text by Dr.

J. P. Richter ; it is indispensable to a proper understanding

of the complete work. Mr. Augustus Hare's new volume,
" Sketches in Holland and Scandinavia " (London : Smith,

Elder, and Co.), is, like all its predecessors, well written and
sufficiently illustrated, and makes an excellent travelling

companion. For "The Year's Art" for 1SS5 (London:
Sanqison Low) we have nothing but praise. Messrs.

Huish and Thomson a|)pear each year to achieve ])erfection,

and each year to surjiass the work that has gxjue before.

That "The Year's Art" can be made more useful and com-
prehensive than it is seems im|irol)able ; but we shall see.

In "Sheridan's Comedies" (London: Chattoand Windus)
we have a model new edition as well as a very comely and
attractive book. The editor is }iU: Brander Matthews. For
the first time he produces Sheridan as Sheridan deserves :

with a good, just, and kindly life ; a pure text ; two caiiital

I)refaces ; and a sufficiency of .scholarly notes. The volume
has besides a considerable pictorial interest. M. Richeton's

etching of the " Sheridan " (by John Russell) in the

National Portrait Gallery is a failure ; but some of the

character i)ortraits are excellent. Here are Mr. .Jeft'crson

as Bob iVcres, Slr.s. John Drew as Mrs. Malaprop, Mr.
Brougham as Sir Lucius, Mr. Coghlan as Charles Surface,

Mr. Gilbert as Sir Peter, and Mrs. Gilbert as Mrs. Candour,
the three last from drawings by Mr. Abbey ; with Mr.
Barnard's sketch of Miss Terry and Mr. Irving as Lady
Teazle and Joseph Surface. In place of this last we should

The first volume of the " Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy" (London: Smith, Elder, and Co.) gives earnest

of a really monumental work. The editor is Jlr. Leslie

Stephen, c'est (out dire. Among his contributors are Pro-

fessors Adamson, Blaikie, Ward, Creighton, and Freeman
;

the Rev.s. Canon Fremantle, Canon Venables, Canon Over-

ton, Nicholas Pocock, Thistleton Dyer, and A. B. Grosart

;

Drs. Payne and Norman Moore
; Sir Theodore Martin

;

and Mes.srs. Boyne, Edmund Gosse, A. H. Bullen, Richard

Garnett, G. J. Holyoake, Ingress Bell, Sheldon Amos, James
ISIew, James Gairdner, Ernest Radford, H. Van Laun, and
Co.smo Monkhouse. The liest article in the volume is the

editor's " Addison,'' which leaves even Professor Freeman's

"yElfred," good as that is, far in the rear. Mr. Gairdner

on "Anne Boleyu ;
" Professor Ward on "Anne of Den-

mark'" and the Anne of Addison and Pope and Marl-

borough ; Profe.ssor Creighton on "Adrian IV." (Nicholas

Breakspeare) ; Mr. Monkhouse on the Brothers Adam—all

are excellent ; and there are scores of articles besides e(|ually

worthy of mention. The work, indeed, is one of national

importance, and cannot lie too highly praised or too vigor-

ously recommended.

In " Vere Foster's Water-Colour Series " (London

:

Blackie and S<ms) there have just been published the first

and .second series of "Painting for Beginners." In the hr.st,

" teaching the use of one colour," are a number of pencil

sketches, together with ten reiirodiictions in fac-simile of

se[iias by Mr. J. Callow; in the second, "teaching the use

of the seven colours," are more illusti-ations in pencil, with

twenty fac-similes of drawings by the same artist. In
" Vere Foster's Drawing Books" the novelties are two series

of " Studies of Trees," in pencil and water-colour, by Mr. .J.

Ncedliam. As far as they go, all four are commendable
enough. In '' Studies in Animal Painting " (London : Cassell

and Co.) the examples, eighteen in nundjer, are reproduc-

tions in fac-simile of drawings made a>/ hoc by Mr. Frederick

Taylcr. They are of great merit in themselves, and the

text by which they are illustrated is succinct and practical.

In • I'.ulandshur" (Benares; jMcdical Hall Press) Mr.

F. C. Crowse tells the story—"social, hi.storieal, and archi-

tectural "—of a district in the North-West Provinces. It is

extremely interesting in itself, and it is uncommonly well

illustrated. The author's purpose is sufficiently shown in

the device which he has chosen for his title-page : "Our
Western civilisation is perhaps not absolutely the glorious

tiling we like to imagine it." Mr. Crowse has .set himself to

tell tlie truth aljout a certain Indian district, and to all who
are interested in India his story needs nuist be jireciou.s.

He is not at all satisfied with matters as they are ; Imt that

is a malady most incident to Anglo-Indians. He promi.ses,

at the end of the present year, a folio of jiictures of l')Ul-

audshar ; it will be a book worth having. In " The Ablieys

of Arbroath, Balmerino, and Lindores " (Dundee : Leng
an<l Co.) the interest is jiurely architectural. The author is

j\Ir. S. S. Aitken, F.S.A. Scot. ; he writes clearly if not

elegantly, and has a competent knowledge of his subject.

His illustrations are architecturally sufficient, and form a

cajjital commentary on his text.
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Mr. Sidney Colvin has been re-elected to the chair of

tlie Sliule Professorship at Cambridge. Mr. George Scharf

has been made a C. B. M. Darcol will succeed the late

M. E. de Sommerard at the Mnsee de Cluny. Mr. W. M.
Itamsay is the first Lincoln Professor of Areh;eology at

Oxford ; Mr. H. C. Whaite, the first jiresideiit of the lioyal

Cambrian Academy of Arts. !Mr. Thorburn (A.K.A. lt^48)

and Mr. Erskine Nicol (A.R.A. 1866) have entered the

retired grade of the E.A. This year the Hanging Com-
mittee will consist of six conncil members of the E.A.,

instead of five as heretofore, the si.xth devoting him,self ex-

chisively to the water-colour.

Mr. Pettie is at work on a scene— the auction—from

the " School for Scandal." !Mr. Millais is painting a three-

iiuarter length of Mr. Gladstone (the eyes of which are

lilcened by an excited critic to " those of a great raptorial

bird," while " the action of the hands resembles that of

a bird in the act of pouncing on its prey ") ; a three-quarter

length of !Mr. Simon Eraser, the Australian statesman : a

new group of children called '' The Orphans," for Mr.

Wertheimer ; and a large and elaborate subject, which

will be described in its place in the Academy. Mr. Stacy

Marks's principal contribution to the Academy, '" A Jest

with a Sad Brow," is a picture (1790—1800) of an after-dinner

anecdote. The President has in hand a frieze for Mr.

Stewart Hodgson and a portrait of Lady Sybil Primrose, Lord

Rosebery's infant daughter. Signor Amendola is model-

ling for the Fine Art Society the President's " Wedded ;"

M. Fhinieng has etched Mr. Collier's '" Professor Huxley
''

for the same firm. Mr. Prinsep will exhibit three or four

pictures of. India
;
portraits of Lady Henry Somerset and

ilrs. Carmichael ; a " Cottage-Door Scene " (English) ; aud

a " Dolce Far Niente "—also English. Mr. Bruce Joy has

made a bust of Miss Mary Anderson "in a new material''

(patent). Mr. Alma Tadema has painted (for America) a

picture of Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, and " a tall and

stately warrior, probably Agricola," coming forth from tlie

Temple of Jupiter ; also one of marble pavements and
benches, sea-blue bays, and an anburn-haired young woman
watching on the sea-banks the return of her sweetheart's

ship : with another, to be etched by M. Bajon, of i^lato in

Sicily, di.scour.sing (not without white marble and azure

water) to a group of disciples. Mr. Browning, with a por-

trait of his father, painted for Balliol College, will exhibit

an " Idyll "—of oreads and a pijiing satyr—aud a landscape

of the heights near Dinant, " D'oii," it appears, " On
Entendait le Bruit de Sedan." Mr. Keeley Halswelle will

SPud [lictures of the Broads and the Fens ; Mr. Vicat Cole, a
' Pangbourne Reach " and a " Cornfield " near Streatley-on-

Thames; Mr. Peter Graham, another sea-birds' haunt ; Mr.

McWhirter. a "Highland Washing'' and a "Day after the

Storm " (lona) ; Mr. Briton Riviere will exhibit a"Shecp-
stealer," among other works ; an<l Mr. Faed, a night .scene in

a crofter's cabin (Highlands). Mr. Linton has finished for

the Queen iiis picture of the Duke of Alliany's wedding : it

will go to Burlington House, and thence to Windsor. Mr.
Poynter has fini.shed a life-.size, whole-length "Mrs. Skipp
Lloyd,'' aud is bu.sy with a life-size version of his chaste

and beautiful " Diaduuienc.''

This is M. (ju.stave Moreau's own account of the "David "

engraved in The Mag.4ZINE of Art for April, 188.'j : "It is

nightfall, aud the jirophet-king is resting on his ivory throne,

in a sort of oratory giving upon a lonely landscape. Seen
against the darkling blue of the .sky, a lamp, the emblem of

faith, burns above his head. He has reached that hour of

life wherein the vi.sion of eternity takes hold upon the .sold

to the exclusion of every other thought, and he has let fall

his lyre. But an angel, .sitting at his feet, has taken uj) the

lyre : himself a centre of heat, he will maintain and re-

kindle the divine enthusiasm. The prophetic ius]piration is

not yet exhausted : even now David the king will greet the

advent of the new law, figured in the attributes of the four

Evangelists carven on the pillars which uplift to heaven

their sacred architecture. The last glimjjse of a dying day,

the last rays of a light returning to the source of all light,

a prophet's last words : it is an end and a new beginning."

Mr. Holman Hunt's new work, " The Trium])h of the

Innocents," exhibited at the P'ine Art Society's rooms, is

an interesting piece of literature. Mr. Hunt has been at

work upon it for some years, and apjiraises it (it is under-

stood) at considerably over C4<i,00(). It is, as matter of

fact, replete with all sorts of information—Biblical, ethno-

logical, meteorological, physico-geographical, mystical, and

so forth ; it abounds in speculation, commentary, explana-

tion ; new readings are not wanting in its composition ; it

is even touched with realism, and may be considered with

profit (we believe) as a contribution to our knowledge of

Egypt. The dominant idea is iiretty enough : here, in a

real Egyptian landscape—trees, atmosphere, water, water-

wheel, village, lighted windows, all from nature—are Joseph,

Mary, and the Child Christ ; and surrounding them, gar-

landed with flowers, in a peculiar illumination, are the

astral bodies of the innocents just ma.ssacred by Herod of

Jewry. They are but appearances, these jovial youngsters,

and if they seem to be walking upon water, it is but a

romantic mode of signifying that they are too heavy for

the air. 15ut, all astral as they are, they are more substan-

tial by far than Mary or Josei)h, or even than the ass

(right Meccan Ijreed) himself. Of course this ]ionderable

(|uality is significant of something or other, but of what is

a tiuestion that cannot here be debated. What is certain
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is that here they are, and that the Divine Child is aware

of their presence ; and that in the centre of the whole affair

—splashed up, it may be, by their tread—is a gigantic

bubble which, on examination, turns out to contain a peep-

show (as it were) of a certain millennium, but which, con-

sidered from afar, presents the appearance of a wander-

ing Japanese plate. Mr. Hunt, it seems, has produced

this curious essay in Biblical commentary for the people

alone, and by the people alone is it fitting that he should

lie judged. For ourselves, we confess to a feeling of dis-

appointment and surprise. We expected a picture. What
we found was, as we have said, a confused but earnest and
honourable achievement in literature, expressed in the most
strenuous terms, with a patience, a laboriousness, a deter-

mination of symbolical intention worthy of all respect.

M. Munk.^csy's "Calvary" is a striking piece of melo-

drama. The scene is the hill-top ; the time, nightfall ; the

weather, bituminous and sullen. To the right are the three

crosses (realistic), with John, Martha, Mary, and a red-haired

Magdalene ; to the left, in act of contemplation or de-

parture, a little crowd of horsemen and footmen—soldiery,

mob, priests, dignitaries ; in the centre, the hangman,
hammer in hand, and with shouldered ladder. The scheme
of colour is sober ; so that the effect of mystery produced by
the picture is, albeit fat with bitumen, not without a certain

solemnity. The composition is large, skilful, daring, ilore

than one of the figures is masterly. The handling through-

out is remarkable for ease and assurance. The fault is,

that the Crucifixion is nothing, and the mob everything.

The eye has three points d'uppiii in the picture : you travel

from the grey horse and white-clad cavalier on the left,

on to th-e blue-vested hangman in the middle, and thence
to the white waist-cloth, a prodigy of painting, about the

loins of the figure on the central cross ; and so to the

figure itself which is unimportant and unimpressive in

comparison. Call the picture " A Crucifixion," and, though
a waste of colour and canvas, it has a right to exist ; call

it '' The Crucifixion," and it is, from every point of view
but that of material, an utter failure. It is described as

"reali-stic ;" but in its case as in every other "realism"
is only a philosophical term for vulgarity of sentiment and
want of imagination. It is (so to speak) a hymn tune on
a very big brass baud, and so disgiused in drum and
cymbals, so swaggering in rhythm and accoutrement, as to

be practically something else.

At Maclean's Gallery Mr. Pownoll Williams has ex-

hibited a fourth series of .sketches and drawings of the
Riviera. The Riviera scenery, as we all know, is of that
intrin.sieally picturesc)ue kind which Claude, Poussin, and
Salvator Rosa loved to treat. Nowadays amongst the
great painters only a few imitators of the Old Masters have
worked on such subjects conventionally; most landscape-
painters who work independently from nature prefer
northern barrenness or northern tameness. Mr. Pownoll
Williams is no maker of " pastiches." He works from his
own direct impressions with ordinary methods ; and, as lie

encounteied a bad season last year, the Riviera does not
appear in its full glory of sunny warmth. The very first

numbers (1 and 2), painted at Mentone, his head-quarters
during the campaign, though full of the composed grace
that we know so well in Claude's harbour views, are cool
and tender in colour, if not quite grey and wdntery.
Monaco (3), with many others, is much the same in effect.

Nos. 8, 9, 10—" Evening Studies "—are still quiet in tone,

though sufficiently characteristic in subject. " Sunset at

Cap St.-Martin " (24) is an exquisitely true Riviera winter

sunset. But of specially southern effects the two " Views
of the Rochers Rouges, Mentone " (17, 22), are the best and
most thorough-going example.s. The last has the true blue

Italian sky and Italian water contrasted with bright orange

clifts : a harmony very warm and striking but not at all

crude. Amongst the special studies of trees there are some
excellent olives, notably (2y) a study of olives in sunlight,

happily composed, with an outlook on the hills behind
Mentone. Mr. Williams is essentially a sketcher : he pre-

fers rough paper, judiciously objects to useless detail, and
chiefly charms by elegant and natural composition. The
Riviera has found in him a graceful if not a thorough
exponent. His work on the Thames and elsewhere is de-

cidedly inferior both in charm and skill.

At 168, New Bond Street there have been added to

"Anno Domini " a couple of new works by Mr. Long illus-

trating how Zeuxis, at Crotona, obtained models for his

picture of Helen. After Cicero, who tells the story first,

Mr. Long is a trifle disappointing. His pictures represent,

first, Zeuxis critically gazing upon a crowd of somewhat
commonplace maidens, the while a sort of senator (with,

by the way, a strange likeness to the P.R.A.) sternly

keeps his eye on him ; and, second, Zeuxis sketching the
" chosen five," who pose around him in attitudes peculiar

to maidens (and models) of the period. There is plenty

of a careful " still-life " kind of work on these canvases,

but not a touch of poetry or imagination ; and considered

even as nothing more than illustrations, they seem to us

essentially feeble and commonplace.

The Nineteenth Centm'y Art Society makes a better

show than usual. Mr. John Ward Dunsmore sends two
good things in genre :

" An Interesting Sitting," and " Le
Roi s'Amuse." The themes are very different ; but in

both are gesture and expression admirable ; in both the

colour is good ; both exhibit keen and humorous observa-

tion, and great technical ability. Edwin Nichol's " Will He
Come ? '' is a clever solution of a difficult problem in light

and shade, a capital bit of expression, and strong, suggestive

handling. C. H. Lucy's " A March Morning '"
is pleasant,

unaftected, .simple ; and Mr. Yglesias sends a vigorous

impression of a London fire. " In Trouble," by Justin

Hill, is a clever study of a boy with hair delightfully

touzzled, and eyes full of tears, and an expression of

abiding weariness and perplexity. The place of honour is

occupied by Mr. Gotch, whose "Consent" is a very able

work indeed. Admirable is the way iu which innnense

difficulties of light and shade have been conquered
;

admirable also is the broad and yet complete treatment of

detail. By Edwin S. Calvert are two impressive laudscajies—
" Spring-time," which is excellent in quality, reminding

one a little of Corot ; and a " Pasture-land " from Barbizon,

jiainted with the right simphcity, a fine sense of air, an un-

afi'ected sentiment, and a sort of .serene dignity. It is not

given to many moderns to view nature as it is viewed here.

Mr. Henry S. Tuke is excellent in " On the Clifts at Newlyn,"
Ijut why should his figures be painted as if seen through a

mist, when there is no mist ] Amongst several pictures of

animals, we can only note Fanny Moody's " Evil Inten-

tions "—a most admirable piece of dog comedy, strongly

handled, well modelled, and full of life and truth and
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observation—and Aitliur Dodd's vigorous and lively iiounds

in " Full Cry." The water-colours are not on the whole
so good as the oils. Janet Hulhvay's " Eve " has charm and
a sort of originality, but the drapery is a little hard. Sophie
D'Ouseley's "Fading and Falling" is really an amazing
piece of still-life. Finallj' we must commend some broad
and etiective Eastern studies by G. Lekegian.

Me.ssrs. Dowdeswell have held a pleasant little exhi-

bition of drawings and sketches by ilr. \V. Ayerst Ingram,

whose /<;)'^' lies in marine. A good many of these drawings
struck us as rather ordinary in matter and in manner weak

;

others seemed to suggest that !Mr. Ingram had taken a leaf

or two out of the books of a certain Henry Moore and of

one W. L. Wyllie, with (as usual in such cases) results

not wholly satisfactory : as in " Autumn Sunshine—Fal-

mouth," which, with other faidts, displays a want of tone.

But Mr. Ingram shows individuality and promise. " Off
Beachy Head,'' for instance, is a good oil study of sea,

and " Mount's Bay Trawlers—Evening" is pleasant enough.

He is most succes.sful with a very poetical effect : when the

sea is quite calm, and a thin mist is radiant under a genial

sun. He is seen at his best in "A Drifting Match'"—

a

fleet of yachts in a dead calm, their "white wings"
spread soft and vast in the golden veil of air, and reflected

faintly on the smooth sea. Skilful and simple in method,
true in feeling, and original in idea, it is the best picture

of yachts we remember to have seen.

At Messrs. Boussod, Valadon and Co.'s (Goupil's) gallery

change, but not decay, is the rule, and there is a constant

flow of fresh works. The Bouguereau exhiljition is still the

chief attraction to sightseers, but the art-lovers find more
enduring pleasure in the otlier room, where hang many
excellent examples of various schools. Certain Corots and
Daubiguys are old friends ; but one or two delightful sketches

by Daubigny have been added, together with a ])retty and
very natural Blommers—a mother holding her baliy whilst

it dabbles its little feet in the sea—and, amongst otlier

things, a couple of striking sketches by Eoussel : one a

shepherd and sheep in a pasture—Corotic and charming in

tone, light, air, and suggestion ; the other a work that blinds

you with an amazing sky—as of prussian blue used with

malice aforethought—and terribly vermilion poppies.

Messrs. AgneVs show of water-colours is quite equal

to its predecessors in the Old Bond Street Ga]leries--which

is saying much. First comes David Boberts's effective

but unfinished west front of Rouen Cathedral ; a capital

" Welsh Landscape " by John Varley, and a fine David
Cox—" Val Ci-ucis Abbey," and, from the same hand and
in more careful manner, a warm and large " Lugg ^lea-

dows, Hereford." Of Turner's architectural drawings two
examples are conspicuous, the finest being the transept of

Salisbury, which, as to method, is a masterpiece of com-
bined freedom and precision, and as to feeling, a magnificent

record of one of the most beautiful and majestic triumphs

of architecture in the land. Little less impressive, too, is

the " Brighton Downs " of Copley Fielding, wonderfully

true in effect, and superb in its air and spaciousness, but

somewhat marred by a foreground too minute and emphatic.

With some indifi'erent Turners and Fieldings are certain

De Wints, also indifterent ; an interesting Prout or two
;

and a strange Eossetti in water-colour, and a pen-and-ink

drawing of " Found." Of work by living artists we noted

a " Lake Lugano " by Albert Stevens, good in atmosidiere

and tone ; .several of those skilful and pleasant pastorals

IJeculiar to Luigi Chialiva ; a fresh and breezy " Noordwijk,
X. Holland," by T. 15. Hardy ; a truthful river .scene

by Roeloss : a brilliant and vigorous study of ships and
steam and bustling river life by W. L. Wyllie ; and an
admirable bit of colour and still-life by Ada Bell—a little

bunch of " Spring Violets " unaffected in style, simple in

method, and rich in effect.

The president and council of the Dudley (Jallery Art

Society inform us that " important changes have recently

taken place in the constitution and aims " thereof. The
" amateur element " has been " eliminated," and the manage-
ment is now in the hands of " a body of professional artists."

All the same, the present exhibition " cannot strictly be

considered as the outcome of a reconstituted body," which
is satisfactory to know, because, to judge from the show, it

woiUd appear that in banishing the amateurs the president

and council have done a very foolish thing. Briefly, thus

exhibition is absolutely the worst yet held in the sacred pre-

cincts of the Egyptian Hull ; and that this should be coin-

cident with the elimination of amateurs is hardly flattering

to the "body of profes.sional artists " aforesaid. However,
there are a few cases of good and pleasant work. Miss Kate
ilacaulay, for instance, shows a great advance on previous

ettbrts : le.ss mannerism, more light, more air, more sugges-

tiveness, and consequently more nature, as well as better

art, than hitherto. Arthur Ditchfield's "Trees on the Shore
of a Lake," if laboured in manner, has sentiment and is

good in tone. A. W. AVeedon's " Noonday Rest" is a bright,

fresh sketch in the hayfield. Mr. Edwin Ellis is better than
usual, because more sober and sustained, in " The Shadow
of the Head ;

" and in No. 179 N. E. Green has done some
excellent architecture. G. D. Giles, being soldier as well

as artist, has given a cai)ital idea of the cliarge of " The
10th Hussars at El Teb;" but are not the officer and bugler

rather far in advauce of the charging line '? Excellent of its

kind, and presenting good colour, and a figure cleverly drawn,
is Guiseppe da Pozzo's " Going for Water—Venice ;

" and
perhaps Mr. Donne h.i-s never surpassed his "Clu"dets in the

Upper Visp-thal—Storm Clearing Oft' :
" one of several

admirable sketches of Swiss scenery, it is particularly simple,

.sober, and true. If to these we add a " Lily" by Mrs. Cecil

Lawson, a " Spring Violets " by Ada Bell, a broad and
plea.sant sketch—"Five o'Clock in the Morning"—by Kate
Barnard, and "The After-Glow" by E. W. Allan, we
complete the list of works, which, out of a total of nearly

600, will repay examinatii>n. If this is what comes of

eliminating the amateur element, the sooner the amateur
element is re-instated the better will it be for the Dudley
Gallery Art Society.

The death is announced of E. de Somuierard (of tlie

Institute), curator of his father's foundation, the Musee de

Cluny ; of the Ru.ssian architect and academician, Brullot

;

of the Manjuis Frigout de Liesville, assistant curator of

the Mus6e Carnavalet ; of Father Baker (Cistercians), the

heraldic draughtsman and mural painter; of the Belgian

collector, Frdddric Fitis, author of a certain " Catalogue

de Faiences ;" of the French architect, Augustin Jlonge
;

of the Dresden history painter, Theobald von Oer ; of the

Russian archajologist, A. S. Ouvaroff; of Hodder M.
Westro|ip, author of a " Manual of Arch»ologj'; " of Pierre

Brossard, curator of the Lyons Musemn ; and of privy
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councillor "Rossman, a princiiial functionary in the depart-

ment of Fine Arts at Dresden.

A PLEASANT novelty in the way <>f prints 'is tlie series of

re-issues (London : Field and Tuer) of plates by Bartolozzi

and engravers of his school. They have a certain artistic

value ; they are cheap—they range from three .shillings to a

guinea ; they are pretty in themselves, and they make

—

whether in black or red, in both which tints they may be

had—a pretty decoration. The series includes examples Ijy

Bartolozzi, Stefano, Wills, Sinzenich, Cheeseman, Cooper,

and Sehiavonetti : after Reynolds, Wheatley, West, Benwell,

Cipriani, Annibal Caracci, and Sam Shelley. Of the inventor

last named ISIessrs. Field and Tuer present us with a couple

of examples (engraved in stijjple, by Cooper) hitherto un-

published—" Love Wounded" and " Love Healed :'' in their

mannered grace, their artificial elegance, they are not un-

attractive. The best we have seen is Cheeseman's repro-

duction of the delightful Sir Joshua called " The Eeverie."

But Schiavonetti's " IMrs. Cosway " and " Mrs. Darner,"

both after Cosway, Bartolozzi's '' St. Giles's Beauty " and

"St. James's Beauty," both after Benwell, and "Lady
Smyth and Family," after Reynolds, are doubtless excellent.

The chief characteristics of the set of subjects etched by

ilr. W. Strang in illustration of the legend of xVikendrum,

as told by William Nicholson, are sincerity and a certain

rugged simplicity and strength ; their principal defect is a

lack of humour, which makes their connection with the

ballad at times a matter of doubt. As examples of technical

skill they are excellent. ^Ir. Strang draws and etches

with the mastery to be expected in a favourite pupil of

Legros : a master of whose style—noble, simple, severe

—

his work sets forth some very honourable reminiscences.

Considered as etchings merely, indeed, it is doubtful

whether any but Legros would have bettered the w-ork

which Mr. Strang has here produced. Of all the set, the

one most to our liking is the solemn and effective " moon-
light." In Mr. Walter May's " Studies and Sketches of

Craft and Shipping " (London : Winsor and Newton) we
have work of another sort. Mr. May is invariably pleasant,

graceful, and attractive ; he has looked much at nature,

and his efl'ects—if sometimes a trifle feeble—are always

natui-al and pretty ; he has a sense of values and a sense of

atmosphere ; his boats are neatly and accurately drawn
;

and he is mostly able to convey his impressions of the craft

he has in view, as of the nature in which they are set.

M. Arthur Pougin's " Dictionnaire Historique et

Pittoresque du Theatre et des Arts qui s'y Piatta-

chent" (Paris: Firmin-Didot) is a model of its kind.

M. Ernest Chesneau complains that the task of writing

a history of English Art was forced upon him by the

idleness and lack of enterprise of English art-critics.

It is impossible not to agree with him. It is impossible,

in considering this "Dictionnaire du Theatre," not. to

think of M. Chesneau, and to wonder why it is that of

late years there should be no daring out of France. We
English have a greater, if a less perfect, theatre than the

French. We have no Moliere, but we have a Shakespeare
;

we have no Frederick, but we have a Kean ; no Locatelli

and no Fiorilli, but a Grimaldi and a Rich; we have
no Talma, no Fleury, no Molii, no Lecouvreur, no Rachel,
no Bocage, but we have a Bettertou, a Garrick, a Wilks,

an Oldfield, a Siddons, a crowd of Kembles, a legion

of Harleys and Listons, Kings and Palmers, Quinns and

O. Smiths, Robsons and Matthewses and Footes ; we have
no Theatre Franijais, but we have a Drury Lane, a Hay-
market, a Covent Garden, an Adelphi. We have plays and

players, scenes and scene-painters, a peculiar world of cos-

tumiers, ballet-masters, managers, dressers, mountebanks,

trick-artists, dancers, singers, musicians, prompters, and all

the rest of it. But we have no " Theatrical Lexicon ; " and

here is M. Arthur Pougin with a " r)ictionnaire du Theatre"

which—well planned, well illustrated, well written—has

only to be " adapted " to become a standard work.

Mr. Josiah Gilbert's "Landscape in Art " (John

Murray) is not a book for artists. For Mr. Gilbert no

landscape-painter between Claude and Turner .seems to

exist. Nicolas Poussin and Hobbima are never even

mentioned ; Caspar Poussin is dismissed in a line or

two ; the whole Dutch school is similarly disposed of

;

and Mr. Gilbert, leaping through the centuries like a

jiaper hoop, lights nobly at Turner's feet, and passes out

into space in an attitude of adoration. We have many
pages on Greek and Roman beginnings of landscape, on

primitive backgrounds, and on the landscape in Titian,

Giorgione, Raphael, ^Michelangelo, Tintoret, the brothers

Carracci. A good deal of print is bestowed upon Rubens

and even upon the " ornamental " and " artificial '' Claude
;

but to Mr. Gilbert these are only the herald of one far greater,

for, says he, "landscape has found in Turner its highest

expression hitherto." Painters have thought difterently.

Landscape had a great day in Holland with Ruysdael, Cuyp,

Hobbima ; and that tradition passed on through (Jains-

borough, Crome, and Constable, to C'orot, Rousseau, ilillet

in France, at least as vigorously and with more consequence

than the classic tradition, which, operating through Wilson,

ended in one marked phase of Turner's work. The book

is interesting reading, and contains much information ; but

it 'tells us little or nothing useful about the art of landscape.

Miscellanea.—The third volume of M. Victor Duruy's

admirable " History of Rome " (London : Kegan Paul)

tells the story of Cfesar and Octavius—in other words, the

fall of the Republic and the establishment of the Empire.

Like its predecessors, it is in two parts, and is copiously

and suggestively illustrated. Of considerable interest and

usefulness is the " Catalogue d'une Collection LTnique de

Gravures et d'Eaux-Fortes Composes et Executes par des

Femmcs," published by Frederick MuUer, of Amsterdam.

Mr. Carter Blake's translation of M . Charles Rochet's " Proto-

type of Man " isan excellent rendering of an admired original.

Mr. J. Morpeth's "Artist's Christmas Gifts to Young
England " (London : Wyman and Sons) is compacted of a

certain number of lessons in drawing (after Ruskin and

others) ;

" remarks on the pleasures of landscape painting
;

a dissertation on the Turner secret," whatever that may
be ; and a couple of pictures of the author's own—one

from Morpeth antl nature, the other adajited from nature

and Turner. ]\[r. Saunders's " Robert Boyle, Inventor and

Philanthropist " (London : Gilbert ^^'ood) is an enthusiastic

account of an honourable life, and as such is both useful

and agreeable. In the " Bibliotheque Artisticpie " (Paris :

Jouaust) the new edition, in three volumes, of "Le

Capitaine Fracasse " is now complete. The illustrations

(drawn by Charles Delort and etched by ilongiu) with one

exception—that of the ravishing of Isabelle—are worthy

of the delightful romance by which they are inspired.
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Mi;. Mii.LAls hrts been privileged t(i puiiit the I'rincess

of Wales for the Manchester Art (Jallcry ; Mr. Sargent, to

niiike sketches for a " Dniwing-ltoom ;" and Mr. Boehm to

nuike a bust of General (Tordoii for the Queen. To the

Academy and other e.xhibitions Mr. Hook contributes a
couiilo of Cornish scenes—" The Weary Sun liath Ta'en a

Golden Set," and " After Dinner Rest Awhile ;

" Mr. Brett,

a " Xonnan Archipelago;"' .Mr. Halswcile, a "Flying
Send," a " Kilchuru Castle," and a "Welcome Shade;"
Mr. Gakes, a "Range of Mountain.s," a " Passing Squall,"

and a "Fishing Boats Waiting for the Tide to Ri.se ;" Mr.
Yeanies. a " Fortune of War ;

" Mr. Aumonier, an " English

Village Green ;
" Mr. Burgess, an " Impertinent Intruder.s,"

and other Spani.sli motives ; Mr. Fildes, some pictures of

Venice; Mr. Frank Dicksee, a "Chivalry;" Mr. Woolner,

a monumental effigy of Lord Frederick Cavendish (for

Cartmel Church) and.some bu.sts; and Mr. Storey, "As Good
as Gold,' and a jiicture of Zeuxis painting at Crotona.

JIe.sses. Heywood Hardy and Charles Robertson have
been elected Associates of the Royal Society of I'aintors in

Water-Colours. The Hanging Committee at I'.urlington

Hou.se is composed of Sir .John Gilbert, Messrs. (^'alderon,

Pickersgill, Le.slie, Poynter, Richmond, and Norman Shaw.
In Florence, Mr. J. H. Bradley has. like Leader Scott

last year, been elected an honorary member of the Royal
Academy of Fine Arts, a distinction conferring on the

recipient the title of Professor. For the " Quiver" prize of

five guineas—for the best design for the obverse of the
" Quiver " Medal for heroic conduct in the .saving of human
life, 57 artists competed ; the judges were Messrs. Ouless
and Edwin Bale ; and the prize was won by ifrs. George
Clausen, Jfessrs. W. D. Galpin and Isaac Gibbs receiving

honourable mention. In the National Art Training School

the travelling scholarships of £'."iO each were won by J. A.

Pearce, E. W. Roberts, and (}. Ward.

The Salon will open on the 1st May and close on the 3()th

June. To the jury have been elected MM. Bonnat (1,16S

votes), Jules Lefebvre (l,l(i(i), J--P- Lauren.s, Harpignie.s,

Robert- Fleury, Bouguercau, Henner, Humbert, Francais,

Cabanel, Boulanger, Busson, Cormon, Pillo, Yon, 1 )ucz,Vollon,

Detaille, Puvis de Chavanne.s, Lalanne, Le Roux, Con-
stant, Roll, and Carolus Duran : all with eight hundred
votes and upwards apiece ; and fifteen others—MM. de
Neuville, Jules Breton, Luminals, Baudrj% and Feyen-
Perrin among them—with a popularity that ranges from
7(i.5 to 577. On the .supplementary list, with others, are

MM. :Morot, G^rome, Ribot, Delaunay, Pelouze, Philibert

Rousseau, Cazin, and Lhermitte. The number of pictures,

water-colours, and drawings submitted for acceptance is

7,2110, which is 500 less than last year.

Ten years have passed since Frederick Walker's death,
eight since his works were fir.st collected for exhibition, and
the opportunity has arrived for renewed study of his art at

Mr. Dunthorne's gallery in Vigo Street. It should be wel-
come to all who love art and honour genius of such pure and
radiant quality as Walker's. His sense of the beauty and
mystery of life was extraordinarily delicate, akin to the most
precious and sensitive of jioetic gifts. Subjects the most
lowly and homely—such as "The Wayfarers," "The Harbour
of Refuge," "The Old Gate"—are painted with reverent
fidelity and yet charged with spiritual significance. He
achieved this rare and noble result by no vain .striving after

an impossible ideal that degrades and falsifies the visual

scene, loyal throughout to the immutable limitations of his

art. With two exceptions, all Frederick Walker's most
memorable jjicturcs are now on view at Mr. Dunthorne's.

The Fine Art Society exhibit a series of delightful

landscape studies of the Avon—Shakespeare's Avon—by
Jfr. Alfred Pareon.s. The artist lias a delicate sense of

beauty combined with a disposition towards the literal. He
has studied the Avon %-alley with the untiring solicitude

that overlooks not the day of small things in the large coin-

preheusion of distances and sky. An admiralilc instance of

this may be seen in the delicate beauty of the fore-water of

No. 12, excpiisitely studied in detail yet not unduly obtru-

sive. In the whole series the most perfect, in technical

skill as in feeling, is that one showing the old mill by Guy's
Cliff in the warm glow of late .summer sunset. In quite

another style is the brilliant landscape near Bidford (4.3),

inspired by the healthiest influences.

TllK Lady Artists have enlarged their borders this year,

and exhibit no le.ss than 7(>a paintings and drawings in Great
^larlborough Street. Among the paintings, Miss Bertha
Ncwcombe's " Evening " and Mis.s Alice Havers' " Trouble

"

are the most important. Miss Xewcombe's large landscape is

very French in style and sentiment, and is wrought with
the artist's wonted sincerity of conviction. The train of

workers leaving the clover fields, the pale forlorn twilight,

and grey-green tones of the landscape arc well harnionisedi

and expre.ss the .sadness of the hour. Mi.ss Alice Havers
has dealt successfully with a ditficult theme ; without sensa-

tional eflFects, her picture tells its story with satisfactory

simplicity and force. Miss Kate Macaulay's two studies of

old Welsli bridges (1(5 and 61) and several marine pieces,

particularly " Sailing out at Sunset," have much charm of

colour and chamcteristic delicacy. Mi.ss Helen O'Hara's
" Wind and Waves '' is also a good impression of the .sea in

another mood, with its heavy atmosphere, breaking waves,

and jubilant sea-gidls. iliss Fanny Moody's " Fre.^h
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for a Run " lias tliu wu-rit of novelty ; there are many

studies of cats in the gallery, but none of such hounds as

these. We must note, also, Miss Eley's refined and delicate

water-colour " A Wrong Stitch," Miss Neweombe's clever

little study " Going Fishing," and Miss Eayner's architec-

tural interior (205), true in drawing and sound in colour.

"The Arrival at Calvary," by Jose Echena, at

Jlessrs. Graves and Co.'s gallery. Pall Mall, is a work of

remarkaljle cleverness, audaciously conceived, and wrought

in parts with great technical skill. By rejecting the oft-

treated consummation of the tragedy, and giviug only a

passage in its prelude, the artist gratifies a natural amliition

in the freshness and novelty of his suV)ject. When, how-

ever, this is duly recognised, together with Sehor Echena's

vigour and accomiilishment, disappointment remains. There

are striking inequalities in the composition and derange-

ments that are fatal to unity ; weakness where there should

be salience and strength, and strength where it should be

subordinate. There is no dramatic expression in the cen-

tral group. The figure of Christ is feeble and abject, expres-

sive of mere physical exhaustion ; the attendant women
betray no emotion, no individual passion. The sense of

tumultuous movement and excitement is well given, yet

it neither excites nor moves. The two thieves and a soldier

standing by are touched with astonishing distinction and

significance. The despair of the impenitent thief, the resig-

nation of his companion, are quite eloquently realised ; both

figures display masterly modelling and drawing, and accen-

tuate by tlieir very force the defects of the composition.

English art takes no secondary position at ilr.

McLean's gallery. :Mr. Millais' " Perfect Bliss " has the

qualities of his best work, without the provoking inequali-

ties of execution that mar some of his paintings. Mr. Vicat

Cole is also excellently represented by his noble Thames
landscape {2b), a quiet backwater, embowered by willows,

with a peep into the warm hazy distance. Mr. B. W.
Leader (62) is somewhat hard and lacks aerial depth ; the

sunset lights on the hills and their reflections in the dead

oily water are distractingly .superficial. Mr. JlcWhirter's
" Fishing in Arran " is distressingly crude and garish.

G. Bauernfeiud's " Jerusalem," a brilliantly-painted street

scene, depicts a number of Jews " coming from the wailing-

place accosted by a travelling saint.'' Such is the subject;

but the incident, in truth, is of no value in the composition,

the immense force of the play of sunlight on the multi-

form details of architecture forming the chief attraction.

"The Student," by Jacquet, is a very dashing and clever

picture of a lady artist, with an upturned face of coquettish

assurance, a tip-tilted nose, and lips such as Suckling loved
;

handled wdth great verve, and undeniably effective, it is

also a trifle vulgar. Professor Vinea's " In the Garden,

Florence," is a study of a girl's face in a wide-brimmed
straw hat, backed by a mass of mauve flowers that cover a

garden wall ; the effect is scarcely pleasing, though the

warm tones of the fle.sh under the sliadowing hat are

admirably given. Other notable pictures are C. Krichel-

dorf's " Expectation " — a clever design, the shadows
curiously black and hard, the light concentrated on the

figure; "The Fortune Teller," by Tito Conti ; two in-

teresting examples of Laugiie ; and a melancholy Israels.

his power of expressing the sensuous attraction of colour

and his mastery of the science of harmony endow even

his studies with peculiar distinction. Professor iliiller's

" Bazaar Street, Cairo," is a most brilliant presentment of

a familiar scene, full of astonishing force and actuality in

its impression of heat and unmitigated sunshine, and the

vivid characterisation of the figures. jNI. Chrome's " Bot-

zaris," if not exactly the hero of Halleck's poem, is an

imposing and redoubtable figure, splendidly robed and
accoutred, painted with all the artist's strength and know-
ledge. In landscape Corot's '' Eventide " is a long way to

the front ; he never surpassed this exquisite transcript of

the ineffable repose and dreamful trance of nature. It

is one of the few works he was moved to reproduce in

an etching. Among other landscapes are AVhalberg's " A
Swedish Homestead," not without fine quality ; Heffner's
" Bay of Baise ; " and small but powerful examples of Diaz

and Dupre. A large canvas by Imre Kev6sz shows the

Magyar poet Petijfi, whom Heine praised, reading his poems
to a friendly audience in a roadside inn ; the composition

is clever, the figures are animated and skilfully disposed,

but the colour has something of the murkily unpleasant

harshness of Munkacsy's earlier work. Gabriel Max's

allegorical picture, " The Genius of Pity Staying the

Vivisector's Hand," is puerile alike in execution and con-

ception ; the Genius of Pity is a well-nourished nonentity,

and the Vivisector a .sham mediasval alchemist. ^leissonier's

"The Stirrup Cup;" P. Joanowitz's "The Song of Scander-

berg," a blind minstrel singing to a group of Servian pea-

santry ; and Defregger's animated and humorous domestic

scene, " The New Brother
;

" together with some good

studies by E. de Blaas—are among the most interesting

items of an excellent show.

At the French Gallery the exhibition is unusually diver-

sified. Hermann Philips .shows no important picture, but

At ilr. Tooth's gallery the show comprises some repre-

sentative vi'orks by English and foreign artists. M. Gerome's
" Turkish Bath " is among his most characteristic works,

full of the brilliance and masterly finish of his art ; not to

admire is impo.ssible, not to be greatly impressed is not only

possible but natural. M. de Blaas, in his very pieplant

character-painting, " Scandal," is as vivacious and skilful as

ever, repeating a somewhat thin theme with great freshness.

Mr. Yan Haanen's two dark-skinned Venetian heads are

admirable studies in portraiture, and have all the artist's

wonted charm of colour. Conrad Reisel's " Evensong" is a

rich and imposing subject, half allegoric, half idyllic in style,

and somewhat too consciously idealised. Signor Sorbi's

"Pallone" is a very clever and delightful conception, as

well as an interesting and vivid illustration of an old-

fashioned Italian pastime. Here are also a number of

landscapes and sea-pieces by B. W. Leader, Vicat Cole,

John Brett; with Jlr. Boughton's pleasant " Field Hand-

maiden."

The fifty-ninth annual exhibition of the lioyal Scottish

Academy, now open at Edinburgh, is not of more than

average interest or merit. Small as the Scottish school is,

its aims are various and original. There is plenty of healthy

endeavour, although sometimes not altogether of a purely

artistic kind. Several of the Academicians are strongly

represented. Mr. George Eeid, known in the South as a

l)ortrait-painter, shows an October landscape—the edge of

a beech-wood, ruddy with autumn gold, and admiralily

suggestive of still autumn weather. Jlr. W. E. Lockhart

is as fresh and original as ever, and sends a delightfully-

posed Majorcan shepherd-lad. Mr. Otto Leyde, also best
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known as a portrait-paintor, lias never done anything better
than his very graceful " Tiff." Mr. W. D. M'Kay is also
well represented by .several spring and summer landscapes,
all of them full of genuine ajjpreciation of pa.storal beauty
of a kind. To these should be added a pleasant interior
with ligTires of children by Mr. Hugh Cameron, an un-
usually stately portrait of a lady in white by Mr. Robert
Herdnian, a good portrait of a gentleman by Mr. M'Taggart.
Jlr. W. 1!. Hole contributes an important tigure picture :

"If Thou hadst known," the figure of Christ seated at
nightfall on the hill above Jerusalem : the treatment is

entirely unconventional, and i.s as unlike as possible to the
stereotyped mannerisms of the .subject. It is genuinely
reverent in sentiment, and is full of artistic feeling. Mr. J.

Campbell Noble and Mr. J. L. Wingate send some pleasant
landscapes

; so do Messrs. D. Farquharson, G. Aikman, and
G. K. Johnstone

; and .some good animal studies, full of
character and admirable in drawing, come from .Mr. Robert
Alexander.

This year's exhibition—the fifty-sixth—of the Royal
Hibernian Academy is an imjirovement on last year's," a
circumstance due not only to the importance and number
of the works contributed by two or three of the most able
Academicians, but also, to a very great extent, to the fact
that more of the leading painters of the English school
have sent fine examples of their work. Jlr. Millais"
noble portrait of J. C. Hook, R.A., Jfr. Orchardson's
"Xapoleon on Board the Bel/erophon," the President's
''Weav-ing the Garland," and others. Of 554 exhibits,
indeed, over 250 have been sent from England. Some of
the native artists, though, appear to be very prolific, more
than one Academician having thirteen works upon or near
the line. That a certain amount of sameness should result
from such appropriation is inevitable, but Mr. Vincent
Duffy has managed to escape it in his fine landscape,
"The Scalp from Enniskerry," as also has Mr. Collea
Watkins in his " Waterfall on the Erriff." One of the best
landscapes, however, is Mr. Savile Flint's " O'er Marsh and
Moor." Other notable pictures are Mr. Poingdestre's
" Olevano

;
" Mr. Bach's remarkable " In Wonderland ;

"

Miss Hickson's "Under the Greenwood Tree ;" Mrs. Xor-
mand's " Lancelot and Elaine ;

" Mr. Yeats' pathetic street-
idyll, " Going to their Work ;

" Mr. Kenneth McKenzie's
" Grey Day

;
" and Mr. Moran's "Lazy," the last a capital

proof of the value of French influences intelligently ac-
cepted and api)lied. The portrait-painters suffer greatly
by comparison with Jlr. Millais, but Mr. Caterson Smith's
" Master Pryce," his " Belladonna," and his life-like " Earl
of Meath," have sterling qualities of colour and touch.
The two Osbornes, father and son, with their dog-life and
bright landscapes, are up to their average, as is also the
newly-elected Mr. McCJuinness, and, as in former years,
much excellent work has been contributed by ladies.

In Paris there has been a succession of exhibitions : the
Lady Artists

; the water-coloure, drawings, and engravings
of Gustavo Dore

; the drawings of M. Eibot ; a set of
drawings and .studies by Edouard Detaille ; an international
gathering of black-and-white, iu the Pa-s-illon de Flore

;

and at the licole des Beaux-Arts, the pictures and .sketches
of Bastien-Lepage, and the portraits, autograiihs, sketches,
drawings, and paintings of the illustrious Delacroix. To
these last we sliall probably return. For the moment it
must suffice to .s.iy that the catalogue of the Bastien-Lepages
includes some thirty water-colours, eighty-one drawings,

and over two luiiidrcd pictures: while of the greatest and
most famous painter of the Romantic renaissance there
have been collected clo.se on four hundred examples, among
them some two hundred and thirty masterpieces in oil—the
" Bataille de Nancy," the " Bataillc de Taillebourg," the
" Marino Faliero," the " Barque de Don Juan," the " Croises
a Constantinople," the " Liberte," the " Feinmes d'^Vlger,"
and all the re.st of them—and over a hundred and forty
pastels, fusains, water-colours, drawings, and gouaches.

At the Crystal Palace this year there will be an exhibi-
tion of " doubtfuls "— iiictures accepted but not hung at
the Royal Academy and Royal Institute, on account of
want of room. The scheme is excellent, and deserves the
heartiest support

; but the Crystal Palace is a long way ofiF.

The report of the Liverpool Autumn Exhibition attests the
presence of 105,774 visitors, and of sales to the amount, in
catalogue prices, of £12,313 7s. 6d. At Southport, with a
catalogue 990 numbers strong, the Seventh Annual Exhibi-
tion has gone so well that within a few days of opening the
sales had reached a total of £800. At Manchester the sales
at the Academy of Fine Arts Exhibirion came close to
£1,600; at that of the Paisley Art Institute they were
clo.se on £4(10. At Exeter the Albert Memorial Mu.seum
has been enlarged by the addition of a gallery designed to
harbour a permanent collection, but for the present to be
used as a place of annual e.\hibition of works of every sort
and in every branch of art by country artists and amateurs.
The first exhibition, to be held in August, will further
comprehend a gathering of pictures by Devonshire artists

deceased. Particulars may be had from the Honorary
Curator. At Leeds the fir.st of a series of loan exhibitions
has been visited by over 180,000 people ; and there will be
this autumn an exhibition of works by Yorkshire artists.

The death is announced of Louis Haglie, Honorary
President of the Institute of Painters in Water-Colours

; of
the Swiss lainlscape-painters, Rudolf Jliillcr and Charl'es-
Edouard Da Bois

; of the French sculptor, T.-C. Gruydre
;

of JL E. Hadfiold, architect of Glossop Hall and Salford
Cathedral; of Augustine Aglio, the landscape-painter; of
Joseph John Jenkins, an esteemed member of the Society
of Painters in Water-Colours

; of the Wiirteinburg land-
scape painter, Karl Ebert

; of the Belgian landscape-painter,
Alfred de Knyff; of the marine painter, Gallard-Lepinay

;

of the Genoese sculptor, Santo Yarni ; and of Felix
Stappaerts, a member of the Academic Royale of Belgium
and the Antwerp Soci6t6 d'Arehdologues.

The collection of drawings and sketches by the late
Harry Johnson sold by Jlessrs. Christie realised a total of
£5,000, while the famous Bohn Collection brought as much
as £43,882 17s.. At the Hotel Drouot the Fournier Collection
—of bronzes, porcelain, carvings—realised a total of 263,000
francs. Baron Aljihonse de Ivothschild has bought' by
private contract the " .Mrs. Hibbert " exhibited among the
Gaiiisboroughs at Burlington House for £10,500.

The third volume of J[r. Audsley's sumptuous treatise,
" The Ornamental Arts of Jajian,'' is in some respects an
improvement on its prodecessore. It contains a careful
and exhaustive account, historical and practical, of the
art of cloisonne enamel, for one thing

; and among the
examples with reproductions of which it is enriched are
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some of the greatest interest and the rarest type. Chief

among these is an ivory group, the work of a modern

artist, a certain Mei-gioku Beetsu, of the great archer

Tametomo and his swordbearer, which for energy of

expression and perfection of treatment is notliing less

than heroic. Another masterpiece, of invention and skill

combined, is a grotesque in wood and ivory of Chung Kwei,

the Queller of Demons, in the act of combat with some

thirty tiny imps. Among the brocades and embroideries are

marvels more than one : a foukonsa broidered with pea-

cocks ; two Seventeenth Century .specimens, in red and

green and orange t.awny and red respectively ; a robe of

cream-coloured satin embroidered in a floral device witli

silks of red and green and brown and blue
;
and so forth.

The selection of lacquers is wondrous choice ; here are

boxes and cases that might be fairy work, so delicate, so

exquisite, so fanciful and rare they seem ; with a " Cock

and Drum " that makes you feel a communist to look at

it ; and with a picture (in ivory) after Yosai of the charming

poetess whose jiortrait we reproduced in our notice of M.

Gonse's liook. The incrusted work is also of excellent

merit. It includes an historical portrait of extraordinnry

vigour : of the hero Ben-kei in act to steal the great bell of

a rival temple. Of the other .specimens, nearly all of which

arc interesting in one way or other, and which are all mag-

nificently reproduced, we have not room to speak.

In the first fasciculus of "Antoine Wattcau : Gemiilde

nnd Zeichnuiigen '' (Berlin : Mitscher and RiJstell) we have

a series of admiralile reproductions, by Friseh, of sucli

examples of the great master as were engraved for that

famous publication of Julienne. In its time .Julienne's

work was limited to an issue of a hundred copies. It is

therefore exceedingly rare ; and tlie present reproduction,

which will be completed in thirteen parts of ten or a dozen

folios each, will be a boon to all those who are interested in

one of the most graceful and charming personalities in all

the range of art. Subscriptions are received by Messrs.

Jlitsclier and Eiistell, Berlin. From the same publisliers

we have received a neat portfolio containing reproductions

of upwards of a hundred and thirty specimens of the

pleasant and human art of Daniel Chodowiecki. They
have not, it need hardly be said, the value of the originals

;

but they are well chosen, and in the main well done ; and
to those to whom the said originals are inaccessible they

should prove of the utmost interest and attractiveness.

Messes. Constable have produced, in "Quasi Cur-

sores"—a series of etched caricatures of the several pro-

fessors of the Edinburgh I^niversity, by Mr. W. B. Hole,

.'V.Iv.S.A.—a volume which runs the best productions of the

French publishers hard, even if it does not beat theni.

Form, type, jiapcr, title-page, are all noVile of their kind.

After all, however, the chief attraction of the book consists

in ]Mr. Hole's etchings. To begin with, they are veritable

etchings ; for Mr. Hole is now a master of his tools, and
has, moreover, the instinct of the true etcher. Then, they

are many of them excellent as portraits. They are but

slightly exaggerated ; the humour tliat has lain in wait for

tlieni is uncommonly kind and generous ; we liave them in

their habit as they live, but as they might appear to one

who has dined both wisely and well, and who looks at all

things as they are, but through a kind of humorous glory.

The Professor of Engineering seems ti) us a failure, so does

the Professor of Systematic Surgery. But of the others there

are more successful than we have space to enumerate.

Every year some hundreds of young fellows arc sent into

circulation from Edinburgh. They can have in after-life

few pleasanter reminders of the best part of their exist-

ence than these " Quasi Cursores " of Mr. Hole, as produced

by Messrs. Constable, and published by David Douglas.

"Natural History for Youno Folks." by Jlrs. C.C.

Campbell, illustrations by Giacomelli (T. Nelson and Sons),

is a work for very young folks indeed, .ind the somewhat

stale anecdotes about the sagacity and fidelity of animals,

vouched for as usual by personal friends of the author, will

doubtless obtain from children of to-day the applause they

won from us, children of the week before last. The illus-

trations are pretty and feeble. In " Stories of Old Rome "'

(same publishers) Mr. C. H. Hanson tells, with Yirgil's

help, the wanderings of jEneas to much better purpose.

The illustrations, sixty-two in number, may be described

as sham Flaxman. This is as much as to say that in in-

tention they are far from contemptible.

In "Society in London" (London : Chatto and AYindus),

an impudent, rather clever little book, plainly the work of

an American, there are some amusing sketches of Engli.sh

painters. The most spiteful, the most elaborate, the best is

that of the President, "a great draughtsman and a fanta.stic

colourist," in whose flesh tints, it is interesting to note,

"there is nothing even remotely allied to actuality." It is

not difficult, adds our author, to detect in his " elegant pre-

sence '' something ''suggestive of a Greek god in a frock-

coat," and there are references to the celestial quality in

the flow of his " hyacinthine locks," to the sheen .as of Ca.s-

talian dew which is characteristic of his moustache, to the

" ambrosia in syllables " distilled by his elo(iuent lips.

The next best (and most spiteful) is the sketch of ilr.

Whistler, which is very wicked indeed. In dealing with

Mr. Millais the anonymous author is more amiable but

not much less .amusing. On the whole, indeed, he may be

said to handle his painters as neatly, and withal as flimsily

and scandalously, as his journalists, his actors, liis generals

and diplomats and doctors, and men and women of society.

Miscellanea.—M. Dargenty's "Eugene Delacroix Par

Lui-Meme " (Paris : Rouam, Librairie de I'Art) is one of the

most intelligent pieces of compilation, and withal one of

the most interesting books, we have seen since long. We
shall probably go back to it ; meanwhile, it must suffice

to note that every one should read it. Of Mr. Stevenson's
" Child's Garden of Yer.ses'' (London : Longmans) some num-
bers, not, the best, have appeared in this Magazine. Since

Blake's " Songs of Innocence " no book at all comparable in

kind or degree has appeared in English ; and Mr. Steven-

son has differences enough with Blake to make his book

unicpie in literature. Mr. Hare's "Studies in Russia"

(London : Smith, Elder, and Co.) is perhaps the best of his

many guide books. It is poorly illu.strated, but as interest-

ing as a good novel. Mr. A. Patchett Martin's '' Fernshawe "

(London : Griffith and Farran) is unfortunately got up, but is

distinguished by sincerity of feeling, honesty of purpose, a

good literary intelligence, and the presence of some pleasant

examples of Australian art. In a s]iecial number of the
" lievue des Art Deeoratifs " (Paris : Quantin), one of the

best of art publications, there are some superb illustrations

and some thoroughly instructive text.



A JIT IN MAY.

Messes. T. C. Gotch ami .1. S. llill have been elected

nieinbei's of the Incorporated Society of liritisli .\itists. ^[^.

Kniiiht Watson retires from the secretaryship of the Society

of Antiquaries. Mr. Woodingtou. A.R.A. (187.5), sometime

Curator in the School of Sculpture, retires from the Asso-

ciateship, and so makes a fourth vacancy, to be filled as

soon as the Academicians please. The Academie des Beaux-

Arts has elected M. Leon Heuzy, of the Louvre and the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts, an Academicieu Libre, vice the

late Henri du Sommerard. Mr. Roussoti" has been conuuis-

sioned by a contemporary to execute a series of sketches of

the Caucasus, Constantinople, and the Black Sea. Mr.

Brannam, of the Barnstaple Potteries, has been instructed

by Her Majesty the Queen to execute a certain number of

large pieces of the excellent ware to the manufacture nf

which he owes his widespread reputation. The Art Union
of London include among this year's prizes a number of

reproductions in terra-cotta of a portrait-bust of Chinese

Gordon.

It appears to be true that the King of Saxony has

offered to sell the "Sistine Madonna" to the National Gallery

for £l.jo,0(iii; also that the ofter has been declined with

thanks : one cannot help wishing that the proposal had an-

ticipated the Duke of ilarlliorough's conversion to liberal-

ism and the purchase of the " Madonna Ansidei." Sir

Frederick Burton bought at the Fuller Russell sale a

couple of small examples of Ugolina da Siena. The B. M.

has bought a drawing by Lippo Lippi. The Prussian

Cxovernment has bought from the Duke of .Marlborough,

for Berlin. Sebastian del Piombo's "St. Dorothea" and
Rubens's "Bacchante" and "Andromeda." At Aberdeen
the Senatus of tlie University has decided to form a collec-

tion of Northern Scottish antiquities. The Zambeccari

Collection—of pictures by Domenichino, I'rimaticcio, Palma,

Tintoretto, Veronese, Correggio, Van Dyck, Rubens— has

been adjudged the property of the city of Bologna.

M. Solon has in the press a new and cheaper edition

(London : Bemrose) of his excellent book, " The Art of the

Old English Potter." Messrs. Marcus Ward announce, in

"Echoes of Hellas," a reprint of "The Tale of Troy," jire-

sented at Cromwell House two years ago, and of " The
Story of Orestes " (from jEschylus), to be presently pro-

duced at King's College ; with music by Messrs. Otto

Goldschmidt, Walter Parrott, Malcolm Lawson, and W. II.

Monk ; and illu.strations and designs by the President,

with Messrs. Walter Crane, Poyntcr, ^V'atts, Sandys, auil

De la !Motte : the whole for the benefit of the building

fund in connection with the Ladies' Department, King's

College. Mr. Pullan is |ireparing for publicatinii a .series of

eighty illustrations of four expeditions to .\sia Minor—one

(18."i7-58) under Mr. Newton ; the other three (18(j2, 1866,

18()S) luider .Mr. I!. !•'. Pullan -in .search nf antiquities.

Mr. It. Fisher is publishing his study of the early Italian

engravers, from Finiguerra to Marcantonio, written for the

trustees of the British Museum. In Florence, the photo-

graphic publisher, Signor Giacomo Brogi, announces a set

of reproductions of the Uffizzi drawings ; his specimens are

excellent. Professor I^'zielli is trying to persuade the

Italian Government to ]iublish such of Lionardo's MSS. as

remain unedited in Italy, the famous " Codicc Atlantico,"

from Milan, among them. .Mr. .Murray announces Miss

Twining's " Symljols and Emblems of Christian .\rt." with

.some ninety illustrations.

The Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours makes

an excellent show this year. It is sever.al years since the

exhibition has i)resented .so much diversity and freshnes.s,

so little that is tame and trite. Drawings there are, it is

true, that are feeble and worthless, but this must always

be in so large a gathering, and this year tliey are insig-

nificant in number. The President .sends two excellent

examples of romantic jiortraiture, trium|)lis of broad,

luminous, glowing technii|ue— the "Waverley" and the
" I\o.se Bradwardine" of Scott's first novel. .Ma.sterly in

drawing, pure and limpid in tone, excellently characterised,

these character-studies are among tlie ripest instances of

^Ir. Linton's knowledge and skill. The " Waverley " has

peculiar distinction and force ; its companion, with equal

technical quality, has another charm not less engaging.

Tlie nobility and serene graciousness of the " Waverley

"

may present Scott's hero in too favourable a light, but all

will delight in the frank, attractive pre.sentment of the

fa.scinating Ro.se. Another work that apjieals to the

sympathies of all is of a far difi'erent order of art, but

enough in itself to make the present exhibition memorable.

This is Mr. ("harles (ireen's brilliant illu.-*tiative drawing,

"Nelly and her Grandfather at the Race.s." Here, again,

we can hardly accept this as, in the fullest .sense, an
illustration of Dicken.s. Little Nell and the old man are

indeed important and central figures in the vivacious and
moving composition, but they do not wholly arrest our
attention, and certaiidy do not absorb our sympathies.

This does not detract in the least from the freshness and
beauty of Mr. Green's picture, which is a vital and
sufficient demonstration of the best traditions of English

art. The .sceptical foreigner may study it with profit.

Mk. II. K. Stekk follows up his clever work of last year

with a capital little drawing entitled " Evicted," a dramatic

episode of the streets, full of humour and diaracter, and a

grim Hogarthian sentiment. In "An Old Song," Mr. Abbey
gives significance to a well-worn and common theme.

Mr. Caton Woodville's " An Albanian Well " is full of
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good work, liighly effective and dasliing, tliuugh overloaded

with body-colour. To this, at least, we must attribute the

unsatisfactory flash of the Albanian Rebecca's arms. Mr.

Arthur Stock's .study of a puzzled child, "Multiplication is

Vexation," is not without something of Mulready's charm,

the face a little self-conscious, but otherwise a felicitous work.

Mr. W. L. Wyllie's five drawings are very unequal : he is

too blue and speckly in effect in 378 and 474 ;
" The City

of Rochester Discharging" is, however, e.Kcellent. Mr. W.
Small's " Tlie New Uress" is a cleverly de.signed figure of a

lady proudly stepping out in the bravery of a yellow-figured

gown. Both Mr. Frank Dadd and Mr. Nash contribute

pleasant examiiles of humorous illustration. Mr. Dadd's
" The Boy—What Will He Become 1

" is one of those happy

works that once seen need but cursory reminder to evoke

genial ])leasure. The sullen boy, the well-to-do anxious

father, the consulting phrenologist, form a laughable con-

junction. Mr. E. J. Gregory's " Morning Callers," some-

what slight though it be, has all the brilliance and quality

of the artist's best work. " The Piping Times of Peace," by

Mr. Seymour Lucas, is a swaggering study of a swaggering

cavalier in the bravest attire and the most assertive mood.

Mr. J. W. Waterhouse's unnamed and beautifully

liquid little drawing (6.52) makes us regret this artist's pro-

longed abstention from water-colours. Of Mr. lidwin Bale's

works—more varied than usual—a " Cuckoo " is the most

charming: an idyll of .spring, refined and fresh in conception

and true in feeling. Mr. Walter Langley's " Waiting for the

Boats " portrays with great power aud emotional range a

number of fisher girls and women on the beach. In land-

scape there is plenty of good work, though Mr. Collier's

"Near Burley" scarcely equals in atmospheric space his

great Hampshire landscape of last year. Mr. H. G. Hine's

warm and luminous " Sunset " and his " Cuckmere Haven "

are perfect examples of his style. Mr. Clausen makes
a new departure in his suggestive and nobly wrought
" Harvest " and the vague and tender colour of his

"Summer Evening.'' Mr. Fulleylove almost surpasses his

previous work in "Narei.ssus"—a study of a bronze statue

placed above a fountain in a garden ; the texture and tone

of the weather worn metal are clevei'ly given. !Mi'. Catfieri's

" Cookham Lock," Mr. Pyne's " Hayfield," Mr. Elgood's "A
Last Appeal," and Mr. Aumonier's "South Harting," are

fully representative. Mr. Keeley Halswelle's "Christ-

church, Hants " is strangely false and commonplace. The
" Dover Roads " of jSIr. Edwin Hayes is among the few
marine pieces of merit. Among the exhibitors is the

Princess Beatrice, with a well-studied little drawing of

Baveno aud its mountains.

At the Royal Society's galleries water-colour art is

represented liy an interesting collection. Many of the

older members and most of the associates appear in full

force. Mr. Carl Haag's studies of the Orient are as

sumptuous in colour, as full of picturesque fire and quality

as ever. Miss Constance Phillott's work shows a great ad-

vance in freedom and strength. ]\Ir. Henshall's " Absent yet

Present," though an unimaginative rendering of sentiment,

has an alluring grace and a charm of colour that ))lease at

first sight. ]\Ir. E. K. Johnson's drawings are all clever

and finished ;
" Sunday " and " Lighting Up " are admirable

for character and expression. Mr. Albert Jtoore shows
two .small and exquisite examiilcs of his -nfiiioil and
delicate art. Neither Mr. Arthur Hopkins nor Mr. Du

Maurier add to their reputation, and Mr. Charles Gregory

is in anything but form. Among the landscapes are many
highly-wrought drawings, minutely touched and elaborated,

yet not laboured or petty. Mr. Alfred Hunt, ilr. Albert

Goodwin, Mr. Eyre Walker, and Mr. Matthew Hale, in

distinct methods work to one end—the investing of nature

with the higher poetic quality, tiie profundity and mystery

of colour and its vague harmonies. Mr. R. Beavis shows

a fine study of horses hauling a canal barge, a dilBcult

subject mastered with rare technical skill. Mr. Marshall's

impressions of the busy life of Shields and Newcastle and

the streets of London are remarkable for their combination

of vivid actuality and the potent charm of atmospheie and

colour. It is a true and rare perception of art that so

subtly unites this dual aspect of life, the poetic aud the

prosaic harmoniously blended.

At Suffolk Street this year many phases of contemporary

art, and of art that it is difficult to believe is still among us,

may be profitably studied. It is strange to find the inven-

tion and daring of Mr. Woolmer in the same gallery with

Mr. Wliistler's not less individual art. In landscape almost

all past and present deviations from the honest rule of

Norwich may be noted ; through many gradations the passage

of the literal and conscientious school may be traced to

its latest pseudo- Gallicism, with its denaturalised impres-

sions and desperate strivings after tone. Then we have

art that has survived the foundation of the Society of

British Artists, and that of the neo-VVhistlerists. With all

this diversity, the exhibition is not of high interest. Mr.

Whistler, however, is here in great force with a remarkable

portrait of Senor Sarasate, and a number of the familiar

little " Notes " with which the artist teases a curious and con-

fiding public. The portrait of the great violinist has dis-

tinction and force, and, to paraphrase Mrs. Browning, is no

portrait with academic air, but a sympathetic revelation of

the virtuoso and his art. Not so much may be said of J[r.

Pennington's portrait, "A Little White Girl," an awkward
and aggressive imitation, and still less of the numerous
" notes " and '" arrangements " and " harmonies " that do

no more than flatter a passing fashion.

Me. .Tohn Burr's " A Peep into the Future " is a

pleasing treatment of a favourite domestic subject, if any-

thing a little too refined and delicate. The head of the old

fortune-teller is powerful and expressive, however, though

the yellow-haired, pensive girl is touched with more than the

grace of rustic maidens. !Mr. E. J. Cobbett shows in his

little study, " A Bird's Nest,'' that ho has lost little of his

old charm in dealing with rustic subjects. Sentiment and

harmony are attained in Jlrs. Glendining's idyllic " Summer
Time." Some good landscapes of the literal kind are shown
by Mr. Picknell, Mr. .J. S. Hill, and Mr. Aumonier. Mr.

Leslie Thomson's " Poole Harbour "—noble in colour and
sentiment— stands alone as an attempt to express the

higher qualities of landscape art. Mr. Anderson Hague's

"Conway" just falls short of impressiveness because it too

obviously shows the artist's deliberate intention after ex-

]ieriment, in despite, perhaps in distrust, of nature. Mr.

•Tohn White's "Senning Cove" and "The Honeymoon"
have much of the artist's habitual force and character, but

otherwise do not satisfy our just expectations. Mr. W. C.

Symons and l\Ir. Yeend King also show work that only

irritates as a mere trifling with art. Mr. J. R. Reid shows

in "Little Ducklings" a study good in tone and handled
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with iiuu'h reso!uti(in inul brt';ultli. Mr. T. C. Gotcli

can do mncli ln-tter than his studio interior, "A Fancy
Portrait;" fnll of strong, clear painting, it is animated
even to excess by the determination to materialise ; it

is ugly in line, and not a little gross in style. Among
the water-colours must be noticed Mr. Wyke Bayliss's
" Lierre t'athedral," Mr. Yeend King's charming study,

"Waiting for the Ferry," and Mr. T. B. Hardy's " Green-
wich Hospital," of great freshness and vitality.

"i);ivid" (li), the extraordinary picture already described

and engraved in the psiges of this magazine.

The popular and advertised attraction of the Hanover
Gallery is M. R. de Beilot"s collection of large water-colours,

mostly single life-size figures, illustrative of the types and
costumes of the Soudan. The workmanship is capable
enough for its purpose : that of representing sincerely and
forcibly a certain set of people to whom attaches something
of the interest of actuality, and who are memorable in the

heroic story of Gordon's life. But the artistic intere.st of

the gallery consists in some small jiictures of the older

modern French school, the work of Corot, Millet, Rousseau,
Diaz, .Jules Dnpre, Daubigny, Troyon, Courbet, and Meis-
sonier. Two out of the four small Corots are excellent

:

one (10) for that aerial refinement of colour still inimitable

to his followers
; the other (82) for this quality combined

with a more romantic and brilliant composition. The soli-

tary ilillet (109) shows a gap in an old wall through which
a stag looks out from mysterious forest depths ; it is not a
masterly Millet, but a strange, cumbrous, fervidly personal
picture—an example of artistic Pre-Ra|)haeli.sm, if the coiu-

bination be not contradictory. The " Storm," by Rousseau
(18), is one of his small gems ; it is rich and dark, and even
the low-toned sky tells freshly and luminously against the
broad brown tone of the landscape. A Diaz (16), called
" The Glade," really represents something like one of the
upland heaths of Fontainebleau, where half indicated paths
wind between occasional clumps of stunted and bushy trees.

His "Flight" (112) is in his more decorative style; the
figures clad in blue and pink make a beautiful though con-
ventional harmony with the deep brown landscape. Of
the two DiiprtSs the "Windmill" (71) is the more charac-
teiistic in its rough yet pliable touch, which is so full of
meaning, and in its largely conceived vein of colour, which
neglects the local to express more interesting facts of wind
and weather. The good Daubigny (14fi\ though merely a
vigorous " lay in," expresses twice as much as the siualler

and poorer example (76), and is also an interesting lesson
in the artist's method. Troyon's " Sheepfold " (HI) is evi-

dently a note from nature, probably done on a canvas
previously rubbed over with some brown tone. Coiu-befs
" Tempest" (113) is a wretched production : badly observed
from nature, and feebly conceived in paint. Of the several
Meissoniers only one, the portrait of a J'rench senator (147),
shows the master at his best : that is, as a man capable of

painting on a small scale with a vigour of handling and a
breadth of colour and detail suitable to the largest canvas.
There are some dealer's Jacciues; an imitation of Jacque's
best style by Cermano (62), good in idea, but too tamely
and tentatively executed ; two low-life interiors, by P. van
der Velden, showing genuine observation ; a huge Welden
Hawkins (77), which preserves on a large scale the freshness
and sen.se of air of a good sketch ; an instance (8) of Xavier
de Cock's success in dealing with thedifliculties of luminous
green in the light filtered through underwood ; a clever

Alfred Stevens (.30) ; a landscape with figures (40), good,
rough, sincere work, by Pierre Billet; and Gustave Moreau's

At Messrs. Shi'iilierd Brothers', " Primrose Day," by Mi.ss

E. M. Merrick, an Academy gold medallist, is exhibited. It

is presently to be etched by Mr. L. Lowestam. It is a work
neither of fine imagination nor of original observation, but
of shallow popular sentiment. Still, it is very smartly

handled, and its merits are derived through imitation of

certain modern foreign schools. The general -tone of the

whole collection is a trifle too "commercial." It contains,

however, one or two pictures of serious aim, as Mr. Carlton

Smith's etFectivc and broadly-painted .street in a fishing

village. Even here, however, the hard and miimte fish in

the foregrmmd, painted in a manner totally at variance

with the rest of the picture, speak of the silly exigencies of

sale, and the buyer's voracious love of plenty of " incident

"

for his money. Mr. W. Harris's still life is bathed in a
pleasant warm key of soft and aerial colour. Mr. G. Fox's

"When we were Boys Together," though of uncertain

and timid techni(iue, is .sincere in purpo.sc and touched
with natural expression. Jfuch the same may be said of

Mr. Collins's cow pictures and Mr. Chapman's elaborate

and rather fuzzy " Anticiuary." Another feature of interest

in the gallery is a selection from the early work of men
now famous. Mr. Alma Tadema, Mr. Brett, Mr. Marcus
Stone, and ^Ir. Phil Morris show i)lainly that they had
more sentiment when they had less facility.

Messrs. Hogarth and Sons have exhibited a collection

of water-colour drawings, slight enough in themselves, but

interesting as the work of Richard Parkes Bonnington, a
painter of world-wide fame and influence. Although he
died in 1828, before he was quite seven-and-twenty, his

work had no small part in bringing about a great revolution

in art, for he was the master of Delacroix and Huet, and
with Constable he may be regarded as a founder of modern
landscape. A " Sea Piece "

(7) and " Northern Keep" (37)

remind one of some styles adopted by Turner long after-

wards. "In the Wood" (38) might have inspired Diaz,

and in a sketch of Normandy fishers (49) we have a work
which sets forth a useful picturesque discovery. Sketches
such as " The Road through the Heath "'

(20), like Constable

in its silvery air, its moving clouds, and immeii.se distance.s,

might well per.suade F^rench artists to renounce the qualities

they had been questing, and attempt the representation of

fact upon lines so obvious in nature, yet so novel in art.

The death is announced of Richard Ansdell, the esteemed
and well-known animal painter, A.R.A. in 1861, R.A. in

187.1, thrice winner of the Heywood iMedal at Manchester,
winner in 18.5.5 of a Third Class Medal at Paris; of
Ludwig Amy Blanc, the Dnsseldorf painter of portraits

and genre ; of Robert Anderson, A.R.S.A., the engraver
and water-colour painter; of Rudolf Eitelberger vou
Edelberg, Director of the Austrian Museum ; of tlie

painter-etcher, Auguste Lani;on ; of the Russian archrcolo-

gist. Count Ouvarotf; of Paniagotis Stamataki.s, General
Inspector of Antiquities in Greece ; and of the Falmouth
landscape-painter, George James Pliiip.

At the Dor6 Sale in Paris the highest prices obtained
were: £r,:i 4s. for the "Love and Fate" (.sculpture); a
drawing of some motive on the Rhine, £80 ; a " Fairies,"
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£82; iind "The Eagle," in oils, f2-i8. The total realised

was some £6,250. At the Hotel Drouot the Gariel coins

realised a total of 11 0,1100 francs; the highest prices were

!)o5 francs for a "Pepin le Bref," 1,100 for a Carloman,

and 1,900 for an Astolf. In the dispersal of the Chimay

Collection, two Clodioiis brought 3,800 and 5,700 francs

respectively ; a Coustou (attributed), 2o,5oo
; a Wou-

vermans, 6,100 francs; a Gian Bellini (attributed), 8, loo

francs ; and a Greuze, the " Petite Dornieuse," 9o,ooo francs :

with a total of 215,807 francs. The Burat Collection has

realised a total of 288,300 francs. The best pieces were :

Chardin, "La Cuisine," 2,Soo francs, and " Les Pommes
d'Api," 4,800 francs; Boilly, "La Jeune Mere" 8,000

francs ; a Boucher, " Louis XV. en Berger," 10,000 ; a

Canaletti, 10,600 francs ; Drolling's " Maison a Vendre,"

3,400 francs ; and " La Jeune Musicienne," 4,200 francs
;

Eisen, " Les Joueurs de Dds," 2,6.50 francs ; Hubert-Robert,
" Les Bains Antiques," 2,600 francs; Lancret, "Le Joucurde

Basse" and "La Reveuse," 5,000 and 7,000 francs respec-

tively; Lepicie, "La Bonne Mere," 7,000 francs ; and Frago-

nard, "La VisitealaNourrice," 12,000 francs. The D'Epinay

Collection realised a total of 178,700 francs ; the sculptor's

"Trois Heures de la Vie "going for 20,000 frajics, and his

"Bonne Itenommee" for 9,400 francs, while a group attributed

to Falcourt went for 7,900 francs, -and a piece of Urbino ware

for 8,800 francs. At a sale at the Hotel Drouot, on April

20th, a Nattier portrait sold for 10,100 francs, a Rigaud for

4,300 francs, and a ilichel vau Loo for 3,900 francs : the total

realised being 79,067 francs. Of the Schlotel Drawings,

sold by Messrs. Christie, a Copley Fielding brought as

much as £168 ; two Birket Fosters, £136 apiece ; Sir John
Gilbert's " Frightened Guest," £126 ; Carl Haag's "Crossing

the Desert," £451 ; Hunt's " Purple Grapes and Pome-
granates " and " Black Hambro" Grapes and Pear,'' £157 and
£204 ; Turner's " Rochester, Strood, and Chatham," £378

;

Rosa Bonheur's " Returning from the Fair," £204 ; and
G(5r6me's " Duel after the Ball," £430. Of the Schlotel Pic-

tures, Chrome's "Turk at Prayer" and "The Guard Room,
Cairo" went for £525 and £642 ; Sidney Cooper's " Cows and
Sheep,"' for £.309 ; Faed, " Cottage Piety," for £525 ; Lewis's
" Caged Doves," for £441 ; and Linnell's " Evening," for

£582. At the Fidler Russell sale the highest prices were
brought by a Spinelli Aretino (£252) and a Don Silvestro

(£162) among the pictures ; by a '" Calling of SS. Peter and
Andrew" (£40 19s.) and two examples of the school of

Giotto (£53 apiece) among the nnniatures. The Grahl
Collection of Drawings by the Old Masters realised a total

of £1,813 Is. : wMi £7(i for a Lippo Lippi ; £195 for a " View
of Antwerp," by Albrecht Durer ; and £290 for the " ^linster

at Aix-la-Chapelle,'' also by Albrecht Diirer.

The " Liber Studiorum," with notices liy the Rev.

Stopford Brooke (London : The Autotype Company). We
may congratulate ^h: Stopford Brooke on apiiroaching the

end of his laborious task. It has doubtless been a laliour of

love, but at times, and especially with the plates which are

least interesting to him, it must have been one of patience too.

We do not always follow him in his pathetic comments ; we
think him at times fantastic and over fanciful, but it is

impossible not to feel that he has studied all the plates with

exceeding care and has much to say worth saying respecting

many of them. His name will no doubt be always re-

membered with those of Mr. Ruskin and Mr. Rawlinson as

one of the three special devotees of Turner's great book of

Studies, and few who come after them can hope to Iind out

much more to say either by way of comment or of criticism re-

specting it. As for the autotype reproductions of the plates,

care also has evidently been spent upon them in jihotu-

graphing, in printing, and in the selection of tints. They
have also been taken from fine impressions of the best

states. What defects they have are at lea.st not the fault

of the Autotype Company, and in some plates, such for

instance as " Severn and Wye," " Dumblane Abbey," "Lake
of Tliun," and "The Devil's Bridge," they come as near to

the originals as can be expected.

The ' History of Art in Phoenicia audits Dependencies"

(London : Chapman and Hall, Linuted) is the third instal-

ment of the magnificent work of MM. Perrot and Chipiez.

Like its predecessors, " Art in Ancient Egypt " and " Art in

ChakUea and Assyria," it is translated and edited by Mr.

Walter Armstrong ; like them, it is adndrably produced and

copiously and appropriately illustrated ; like them, it is

indispensable to the art-student and the art-critic alike.

Art in Phojnicia and the colonies and dependencies of

Phoenicia has not, it is true, the romantic and emotional

interest of art in Egypt and art in Assyria ; but its story is

a necessary link in the chain of knowledge, and without it

our understanding of what went before, alike with that

which came after, would be one-sided and incomplete.

The "Raiihael : His Life and Works," of Messrs. Crowe

and Cavalcaselle (London : John Murray), is now complete.

The first volume was published .some time back ; the second

is here before us. It is the labour of many years :
" with

particular reference," so the authors of serve, " to recently

discovered records, and an exhaustive study of extant

drawings and pictures ;
" and nobody interested in Raiihael

literature, or in the literature of art-criticism, can aflbrd to

be without it. That the authors will be universally per-

sua.sive is, to say the least, improbable. Raphael has almost

as many commentators as Shakespeare himself ; and yorn-

commentator is a pragmatical and self-willed person. But

we take it that even those who disagree the most with

Messrs. Crowe and Cavalcaselle, and are minded to dissent

most violently from their conclusions, will respect them for

the thoroughness of their work, and be grateful for the

facts they have discovered and the form in which they have

presented them.

In " Illustrated British Ballads " (London : Cassell and

Company), now in course of re-issue, we have a book in no

sense scientific but in several senses pleasing. The editor,

Mr. Barnett Smith, has omitted from his collection a great

many numbers which might well have been included, and

has included not a few which might well have been omitted.

Thus we are free to batten upon such tumid nonsense as

Byron's " Oscar of Alva, ' and we look in vain for "Adam
Bell ;" the index contains no mention of "Clerk Saunders,"

but Tickell's " Colin and Lucy " is there, and so is ilalet's

worthless " William and Margaret." With few exceptions,

however, it must be noted that Mr. Smith's selections are

all readable. A special feature is the illustrations. Mr.

Small has done nothing finer than his superb designs for

" Eugene Aram ;
" Mr. Ralston nothing more fuunily and

genuinely illustrative than the tailpiece to Mr. Calverley's

delightful " On the Brink ;
" and these are but a few of the

many ] 'leasing works—by ^lessrs. Linton, Robert Macbeth,

Boot. Paget, Kilburne, Barraud, Leighton, Miss Gow, and

others—which the book contains.
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The new Academician is ^[r. Alfred Waterliousc, arclii-

tect ; the new Associates are Messrs. Henry Moore, J. W.
\Vaterliouse, and Edward Burne Jones— all three good

selections, the last the best jiossible. !N[essrs. E. Rlair

Leighton and Henry Robertson have been elected members
of the Dudley Gallery Art Society. The four ColiO prizes

offered by the cities of New York, Boston, Louisville, and

St. Louis have been awarded to Jlessrs. Swain Giti"oril, for

"Near the Coast," Alexander Harrison ("Twilight"), Henry
:\Iosler and Frank Myers Boggs ("Off HonHeur"). Mr.

Millais, who has been badly ill, is greatly better.

The best of Mr. Hook's exhibits, "The Stream," has

this year been purchaseil under tlie terms of the C'hantrey

Beiiuc^t. The trustees, however, to keep their hands in,

and maintain tlieir old tradition, have also bought the

"Dog in the !Manger"' of ^Ir. Walter Hunt, ilr. Herkomer's
" Found," Mr. J. Clarke's " Jlother Darling," and of Mr.

Henry Moore, not his excellent " Newhaven Packet," but

his "Cats-paws Off the Land," a picture in no way re-

markable. It is said that there was a kind of half-propo.';aI

to buy the Stanhope Forbes, which is one of the chief

successes of the year ; but that the picture was thrown out,

not, as some have suggested, because it is a good one, but

because it is too positively the outcome of a foreign school.

The Home Arts and Industries As.sociation will hold an

exhibition at Earl Brownlow's, .3, Carlton House Terrace,

S.W., on the 9th, 10th, and Uth of July. It is proposed to

reward exhibitors with certificates of merit, and crosses in

bronze, silver, and gold. Full particulars may be had of

the Secretary, Miss Dymes, at the offices and studios of the

Association, 1, Langham Chambers, Langham Place, W.
The First Autumn Exhibition of works by Yorkshire artists

will be opened early in October at Leeds, " in connection

with the Public Library and JIuseum." The Hon. Sec. is

Mr. George Alexander ; and the sending-in days are from

the 21st September to the 23rd. This year the Exhibition

of Ecclesiastical Art is to be held, during the Church Con-

gress, in the Assembly Rooms of Cawte's Hotel, Portsmouth.

This year the Painter-Etchers exhibit at the Dudley

Gallery. Their two best men, Mr. Legros and Mr. Whistler,

are unrepresented, and Dr. Haden has only sent a not ex-

traordinary piece of mezzotint. Still, the show is inter-

esting as a whole, and includes some numbers of remarkable

merit. Mr. Colin Hunter, for instance, exhibits an admi-

rable etching of his Niagara motive, which to our mind is

more successful than the picture itself. The work is true

etching, and the artist's use of line and tone in it is enough

to prove him a master of his craft. It has all the ease and

freshness of a brilliant sketch, and it is at the same time
,312

fini.shed to the puint uliure art bids fuii.sh end. As success-

ful and complete in its way is the artist's other contribu-

tion, a transcript into black and white of his excellent
" Herring Market at Sea." There is nothing in the ex-

hibition on a level with the.se, siive only ilr. Charles

Robertson's "The Toilers of the Deep," a work as full of

energy and .sentiment, as masterly in treatment and impres-

sive in effect, as any etching of later times. The figures

and the boats are excellently invented and drawn ; the

water is admirable ; the atmosphere is of singular reality.

Of Mr. PenncU's nineteen exhibits—all touched with the

true etching spirit—one of the best is the "Last of the

Scaft'olding ;" of Mr. Duveneck's, which are mostly a little

scratchy, we prefer the "Rialto" and the " Ponte Yecchio;"

of Mr. Knight's, the "Misty Moon ;
' of Mr. David Law's,

the " Bridge of Sighs ;

" of Mr. Strang's, the subjects

designed in illustration of the legend of Aiken-drum.

Two of Mr. Swain's six, "Bridges of the Thames"— the

"Putney' and the "Westminster"—are cajjital. A pleasant,

Whistlerish eft'cct is achieved in the "Evening" of Mr.

Holmes May ; Mr. C. O. Murray's " Kentish Village " is

excellent work, and so is M. Lueian Gautier's " Loch
Lomond," while Mr, Bradley's " Murano" has qualities that

rank it with the jewels of the exhibition.

The Nineteenth Century Society's gallery in Conduit

Street contains some good things. Several quietly-painted

and elegantly composed canvases are quite capable of the

first duty of a jjicture—the decoration of a room. Notice-

able amongst the.se are Mr. Edgar Wills's " In the Sheep
Pastures,'' low in tone, reserved in colour, and classically

simple in composition ; Mr. Catlieri's " Cookham Common,"
where the figures have the just dose of solidity and reality

in a swimming maze of reeds and grasses ; Mi.ss Alice

Miller'.s "Corntield" and "Quiet Corner," both of them
simple in colour and squarely and suggestively brushed. In

figure-work Mr. Clegg WilkiiLson is this year far to the front

with his "Phyllis" and his " Rose of Castille." The Hesh

is simjile, the acce.ssorie-s broad, the black draperies of a

natural coldness, and the manner somewhat that of the

pupils of Carolus Duran. Mr. Henry S. Tukc is no less

excellent in figure-painting, but he has confined himself to

a couple of very .small though charming pastels. His land-

scape, " Sketch in a Garden,'" is full of original observation

of the atmospheric tones and loose textures of spring leaves

and blossoms. Mr. Edwin Nichols's large, low-toned, and
full-coloured October landscape is painted on rough un-

prepared canvas, and where it is but thinly covered there

re.sults a peculiar charm of atmospheric vibration. In this

manner, too, is painted Mr. T. F. Goodall's "Tying Rushes,"

remarkable for its quiet grey tone, excellent tree forms, and
the breadth of its masses of wavy reeds and rushes. His
" Kanworth Broad," a long picture like a decorative panel,
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is full (if good tree-painting, and of very pleasing colour

throughout. Mr. Alfred Conquest has done an excellent

piece of rapid work in his .strong, luminous, and high-toned

.sketch of " Low Tide on the Coast of Normandy," with its

shining sand, black rocks, and silver sky. Mr. Vincent

Yglesias is well represented liy a moonlight "On the

Orwell," which may well be described as a piece of rough

delicacy. j\Ir. Percy Belgrave, whose landscapes this year

are among the best in the Academy, of course contributes

excellent work, b\tt his " Sandhills in Wales " is not well

hung, and a " Sunset " is almost invisible. Of the water-

colours, Mr. T. B. Hardie's " Saturday Afternoon, Scheven-

ingcn," is the most pleasing as well as the most sincere.

interiors by Mr. W. ITatherell ; a ]ileasant little jiicture of

the Thames, by Mr. E. H. Fitchew. A principal exhiliitor

is Mr. G. L. Seymour, whose work, particularly in land-

scape, has admirable qualities. Among others are ]kliss Gow,
Miss Havers, Miss Lawson, and ]Messrs. Tarrant, Grace, Mac-

beth, W. J. Hennessy, Kilbnrne, Hopkins, and Lance Speed.

At their gallery in Great Portland Street, Messr.s.

Vokins are holding a loan exhibition of pictures by, and

engravings after, George Stubbs. It is one of the most

interesting of the season. Stubbs is the Velasquez of the

horse. His talent is eminently prosaic in the good sense of

the word. He has insight, grasp, the instinct of portraiture,

but he never stoops to sentimentalism, but applies his clear

and vigorous mind to the task of presenting reality, actual

and spiritual, in terms the mo.st explicit and direct within

the compass of an admirable technical method. His liorses

are, to liegin with, admirably drawn and painted ; and more

than that, they are perfectly characterised, and as nicely

and severely differentiated each from other as the sitters of

Pieynolds, or to retitrn to our first comparison, the sitters of

Velasquez. One has only to compare the admirable study

of Eclipse with the not less admiralile picture of Molly

Longdegs (20), the superbly rendered "Chestnut Hunter"

(1) by the door with the slim, the elegant, the aristocratic

Antinous (32), Snap in his paddock with the twice-painted

Mambrino, to see that Stubbs is alone in art, and that

neither before nor since iias work like his been done.

Mr. Lowes Dickinson has painted a good romantic

portrait of General Gordon, which is now on view (with a

number of interesting relics ; the historical yellow jacket, a

selection of Taoping flags, and so forth) at the British

Gallery in Pall Mall. The time is sunrise, the scene the

roof of Government House at Khartoum ; in the back-

ground is the city, with the flag of St. George yet floating

in the wind ; and here is Gordon at the end of one of tliose

tremendous vigils of which we can never know the whole

true secret. He wears the patrol jacket of his corps, and
over it a black burnous ; liis head is bare ; his hands are

crossed in front of him, a binocular in one, and his pocket

Bible in the other. He looks at you straight out of the

canvas, a look in his frank, sad eyes, an expression on his

face, that haunt you like a thought of the miserable tragedy

of his end. It is a picture every one should .see. The like-

ness is excellent, and the engravin,g which is to be ju'epared

from it (and which will profit the Gordon Fund) should

sell by thousands. Thus Gordon may have looked as he
watched and waited for death ; and that is enough.

Messrs. Cassell's Exhibition, at the little gallery in La
Belle Sauvage Yard, is one of the most satisfactory we have
seen this year. Here, for instance, are half-a-dozen drawings
by Mr. Fred Barnard, for a new series of Dickens' Illustra-

tions, wliich are in quite his best vein. Here, too, is some
masterly and imiiressi\'e work by Jlr. A. W. Henley, of mo-
tives from Fontainebleau and the Xew Forest, with studies of

certain among the Older London Churches ; some excellent

The Salou is, as u.sual, overwhelming in extent, in the

prodigious size of many of the pictures, and its general

high level of technical ability. Thirty-foot canvases are not

easily dealt with, and it requires some power over mere
material and some sense of style to engineer any striking

general effect upon such a scale. So much M. Clairin

certainly achieves in his "Apres la Victoire—Les jNIaures

en Espagne." The picture, which contains a multitude of

figures, is in a high key, a mass of whites and bright colours.

A vast shadow, full of slauglitered men and women, occupies

the immediate foreground, out of which strides a colossal

Moor, bearing in his arms a slender white girl. Something
in this figure recalls Eiignault, and the treatment of the

whole picture suggests that school which has sprung from

Delacroix. Another gigantic canvas, " Les Derniers

^Moments de Philippe II.," by Casanova, has a general

air of Delaroche, and in its handling reminds one of

]Munkacsy ; but its key is lighter, its colour weaker, and

its general medium yellow rather than brown. Facing

it hangs another big work, M. KoU's " Le Travail, Chantier

de Suresnes," painted with the tremendous force and

rugged impasto of this artist. Its colour is conceived in

that grey key of ordinary dull air familiar to us in the

works of Bastieu-Lepage. Its size and character make
it totally useless. Notable amongst figure pictures, with

subjects and treatment more suitable to a gigantic scale,

are Benjamin Constant's " La Justice du Cherif," a vast

.slaughterhouse of feminine cattle steeped in the luxury of

a riotous and glowing palette ; Beroud's great triptych

" Henri III. a Venise," whose main panel, though of a

general Orchardsonian yellow, is wider in its range of colour,

and aims somcwliat cheaply at the style of Paul Veronese

;

Torrent's dark and powerful, but rather hard, " L'lCpreuve,"

one of the strongest of the many illustrations of the tempta-

tion of the .saints; Prouvii's " Sardanapale," .strong and

brightly coloured, but marred by doubtful value and a con-

fused glitter ; and, best of all, Rochegrosse's "La Jacquerie,"

and Bram tot's comparatively small "Depart du Tobie."

Rochegrosse's conception is full of fire, excitement, and

powerful, woU arranged colour ; Bramtot's of refinement,

and the tranquil largeness of an Old blaster.

Other large pictures are more avowedly decorative

panels. Fritel's " Solum Patriie " is a vast spectral charge

of horsemen darkening the air as with a cloud. Bonnat's
" ilartyre de St. Denis,'' destined for the Pantheon, power-

fully rubbed in, on very rough canvas, with disagreeable

colour, is wiry and hard, in spite of strong and firm

modelling. Escalier's large panel is grey, sketchy, and

essentially decorative. Besnard's rather wild decoration,

called " Paris," destined for the 4th arrondissement, is in

a greyer and more dead tone, resembling distemper.

Baudoin's " Fiam^ailles," and Humbert's " Fiu de la

Journee," decorations for a malrie, although juster, are in a

similar tone. Mazerolle's " Cascade " and Aman's " Paris
"

are tall, upright panels. Mazerolle's, though extremely

clever, is less serious than Aman's, which possesses on a

large scale some of the qualities of individual observation

characterising the early Flemish school.
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The vftcraii Yvnu cniitrilmtfs a conjilu of jioi'traits
;

Cabanel but one, gracelul enough, but suli'ering from tile

neiglibourliood of C'omerrc's powerful and delicate lady in

blue. iMiTinat's portrait of an old lady, in a superbly

painted black satiu dress, relieved against a simple brown
backgrouud, artistically rubbed in, is really living, and full

of force and distinction. Carolus Duran represents a lady

full length ; the accessories are not very happily chosen,

but the head is modelled with a firm, broad, and masterly

touch. The Salon w'ork of his e.xtremely clever pupil, J. S.

Sargent, is in the same style as the " Lady Playfair."

Individual examples of the broadly summarised French
method may be coarse, even froin the hands of a good man,
if he has painted without real interest in his subject, liut

to call the style unfinished is a sign of want of understand-

ing. Its emptiness in places is deliberate, and often

reasoned out with difiiculty, or reached through excessively

clever or suggestive use of the brush. Thus, in liis " I^ady

Archibald Campbell," with what elegance Mr. Whistler

points to the important parts of his subject ! how they .seem

to float up and become visible and precise on the surface of

the air, whilst the re.st appears to glimmer indecisively

through a dense medium ! This medium we must learn to

comprehend and feel. It is the air convention, the colour

scheme, the bond of unity of every real picture. The work
of the painter-sculptor, Paul Dubois, is more likely to be

generally appreciated ; he sees more as do the rest of the

world. His merit is in possessing sincere natural percep-

tions, together with an unaffscted and modest mastery of

technical ditiiculties. Elie Lelaunay is another delicate

painter; and amongst younger men Van Beers and Axilette

contribute small-sized portraits, at once strong, refined, and

full of delicate modelling. Very dift'erent from these

stylish paintings is a rough and wonderfully powerfid
" Man Tasting Wine," by P. Souchay, a Prussian. Other

foreigners are on the line, and thoroughly deserve their

position : Da Mera, with a squarely painted portrait of a

lady ; Condeixa, a Portuguese, with the head of a man
brushed almost too clevei-ly ; and Ramalho, another Portu-

guese, with a fine portrait of Mme. Olivier Metra.

Still life is never more interesting than in the Salon,

where its treatment is often that of the very highest art.

Such a work, for instance, as Vollon's tremendous green jar

and brass casserole, which i|uite recalls Chardin in its

solidity, breadth, and subordination of detail, rises to a

majesty of style which is rarely so consistently kept in

ambitious pictures of more lofty sides of life. Bergeret's

jiicture of apricots, grapes, a teapot, currants, <kc., is handled

ill a manner at once so clever and yet so unaffectedly natural

and fitting as to de.'y description. Thurner's '" Dans le

Cellier," a mass of greengages, yields but little to it in

delicacy, and is of a stouter painting. These, M. Ernest

Lefebvre's " Etal de Marchande d'Huitres," and one or two

others, bid fair to rival even Vollon in his own province.

Miss Annie Ayrton's " La Place est Prise " contains a cat

and dog, and may yet be called still life ; it is noticeable

for its clever simplicity and the few and well-judged touches

which produce an effect. !Miss Dixwell's work deserves

mention.

Is genre there is plenty of novel effort, and here as else-

where one may see liow seldom the influence of the master

has an undue influence on the style or imagination of the

pupil. It is not true that French painters all paint alike,

though they are agreed on certain essential points, which to

despi.se is todespise art. NeitlierOleyre imi- i'aiil llclaroi'he

can be held responsilile for the tremendously powerful style

of Jobbe-Duval's '" liureau du Conseil Municipal "—a set of

seven or eight municipal jiortraits arranged as Franz Hals

or Van der Heist might have arranged them, and exe-

cuted in a most original and striking manner. Mine.

Bashkirt.seff's ''Avril," Alaux's "An Village," Bonner's

'' Xymjihes '' arc vast, harshly coloured canvases, who.se

broad and massive execution is a sham, and covers no

strong artistic intention or true love of nature. P.ouguereau,

Geromc, and Cabanel are much as usual. Soclior sends

a lovely piece of colour and excellent modelling of

flesh in " Au Bain." Luminais a strong and impressive

though not very noble illustration of " Le Mort de
Cliilpdric." The expression and pose of the woman in

Foubert's " Tentation " are admirable. Henner's soft

and creamy flesh tints are well exemplified in his charm-

ing "i'abiola," and his sympathetic "Madeleine"—ex-

cellent work in spite of the rather brassy colour of the

air. Goeneutte's much talked of " Descente des Ouvriers
"

seems cheap in execution, and except in the choice of

types shows no ertectivo or realistic observation. The
special good ((ualities of the French school are shown
in Jenoudcts really lofty and serious '"Judith;" Roy's

sincere and elegant ])ieco of realism "Dans le JIanege;"

Edelfelt's very brilliant and luminous " Petit Bateau ;
"

Jean Beraud's carefully jiainted and carefully observed

representation of the expressions and actions of madmen
in " Les Fous;" Jules Breton's solemn and atmospheric
" L'AUouette ; " Marius Michel's pleasant and cliarniing

fantasy "Petencras." Fricso, a painter of the Berlin school,

exhibits a life-size lion and lioness, painted w'ith some-

thin.; of the touch of James Ward.

The eflbrt in landscape is on the whole sane and logical,

and not so far removed from the sound traditions of the

earlier part of the century. Even its extravagances often

proceed, as we have before hinted, from a mechanical abuse

of a broad and artistic way of looking at the relations of art

and nature. Jules Dupre sends nothing ; but he has a jiower-

ful follower in B<mlard, and followers to some extent in Briel-

mann, Dufour Deljiy, and Defaux, though Daubigny and
their own feeling for nature more decidedly influence these

others. Fraiii;ais sends two pictures ; one, a suns-boii, the

other, "Le LacN(iini,"a composition reminding us of Richard

Wilson and Claude. Baudouin is evidently his pupil,

though his handling is less intrinsically beautiful, and his

power of massing and of pre.serving an effect much in-

ferior. Brioux owes to him his classic choice of subject,

and his marked and pattern-like touch. Hari)ignic.s,

another elegant and classic painter, and Hanoteau, a more

direct and simiJe realist, both of them younger men than

Francais, have at times u.scd asimilardecided and deliberately

planned kind of touch. This is especially so in Ilarpignies'

large and stately '' Loire ;i Briare." In his smaller " Forme
de la Cour-(Jliaillot " his colour and touch are less mannered,

and more under the sway of immediate contact with nature.

Boucher employs something like the same touch in " F'on-

tainebleau," a picture full of realistic colour and values

;

Zuber, in his vast fore.st scene, " Septembre au Paturage,"

uses, in a manner most instructive to the painter, such a

touch to reduce to order and render comprehensible the

most confused and difficult subject in nature. Pelouse,

again, has succeeded in founding a more modern school

by the attraction of the unequalled cleverness and novelty

of his handling. His pictures, as well as those of his
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followers, Pameron, La Mari6 des Landelles, Baillet and
Joubert, deserve attention. The first two follow him in

sentiment as well as in execution ; the two others stoutly

assert their own personality. Other painters, again, are con-

tent to put on their colour naively, as Millet .sometimes did,

and are more occupied with the sentiment of nature than

with the question of " maltrise." Such are Lefortier
;

Allemand, in his fine big sunset, and in his "Isere;"

Piouche, in "LaNeige;" Boudot, in " Le Matin;" Binet,

in the vast and superbly modelled undulating hills of his
" Matintie de Septembre ;" Emile Breton, in his"Automne;"'
Andre, in his " Rue du Faubourg St. -.Jacques ;" and
O. de Thoren, in the misty aerial meadows and naturally

posed cows of his small picture, " Les Mouches." In sculp-

ture we can but mention Rodin's grand bust of M. Antonin
Proust; Verlet's very graceful fancy, " Le Tombeau ;"

Steur's beautifully modelled " Apres la Chasse ;
" Gaudez's

"Lully Enfant;' Antonin- ('arle's "La Jeune.sse," full

of elegant repo.se ; Daillion's important group " Bonheur ;''

and Delaplanche's "Circe."

The death is announced of Mary Forster Lofthou.se, a
member of the Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours

;

of the German painter and art-critic. Dr. E. Forster, a pupil

of Cornelius
; of Andr6 Gill, the caricaturist ; of Mark B.

Dessurne, for some time Art blaster at Glasgow, a frequent

exhibitor at Suffolk Street and Burlington House ; of the

gla.ss-painter and designer Steiidieil ; of Theodore Ballu
;

architect of the new Hotel de Ville ; of Francisc Saint-

Etienne, the landscape-painter and etcher; and of Alphonse
de Neuville; the most jtopular of battle-painters, the artist

of the "Combat sur les Toits," the "Dernieres Cartouche.s,"

and a dozen famous and moving pictures more.

De Neuville was not .so good a draughtsman as

Regamey and Detaille, nor so accomplished a painter either.

But he had an immense amount of what may be called

the genius of romantic narrative. He told his .stories with
an intensity of exi)ression, a brio of method and arrange-

ment, a brilliance and a force of arrangement which have
not been equalled in our time. His good pictures—the
" Le Bourget," for instance, and the " Combat sur la Voie
Ferree"—are like the duels of Dumas; their eflfect is

instantaneous and complete ; once seen, they are not easily

forgotten. He was the painter of the Franco-German war,
and it will be no fault of his if his countrymen forget the
loss of Alsace and Lorraine, and the feats of arms in spite

of which it was accomplished.

In the Ellis Sale, by jNIessrs. Christie, the top prices

were as follows :—Of the drawings, De Wint's " Tewkes-
bury Abbey " and " Lancaster," £;?99 and £1,008 ; and
Proufs "jNIilan," £.504. Among the pictures, Phillip's

"Spanish Courtyard," .£73.5; Creswick's "A Landscape,"
*798; Millais' "Thomas Carlyle," £.525; Ro.s.setti's "La
Bella Mano," £855; his "Veims Verticordia," £588; his
"La Donna Alia Finestra," £535 ; Burns Jones's "Caritas,"
" Fides," " Siierantia," and " Temperantia," £530, £577,
£619, and £()7o respectively. Of the Knighton pictures'

Wilkie's " Penny Wedding " went for £l47 ; Rembrandt's
"Student" and "Portrait of an Old Man" for £325 and
jfelO respectively

;
a Ruysdael for £325

; a Van de Velde (W.)
for £241 ; Gainsborough's " Duke of Cumberland " and
"Child with a Cat," for £241 and £320 ; and Sir .lo.shua's

" Mrs. Collier as Celia," £42o. On another occasion, O'Neill's

"Reaping Time'" brought £320; Mark Fi.sher's " Summer
Time," £241 ; a Linnell, "Landsca[)e with Pea.sants," £315;
B. W. Leader's " On the Banks of the Ivy, O ! " and
" Clearing Up After a Shower," £367 and £383 respectively

;

Faed's " Forgiven," £472 ; Vincent Cole's " On the Arun,"
£435 ; Ernest Crofts' " On the Farm of Mont St.-.Tean,"

£472 ; S. E. Waller's " Flown," £4.30 ; Haynes Williams'
" His First Offence," £399 ; Peter Graham's " A Passmg
Shower," £325 ; Sir .John Gill:>ert's " The Salute," £388

;

and Edwin Long, " Gipsy Schools going to Vespers," and
" Christmas Day in Seville," £8.50 and £934 respectively :

with a total of £5,824 3s. 6d. Some good prices were
obtained by Messrs. Sotheby at the sale of the Cheney
prints and drawing.s. Watson's "Lady Bampfylde," and
Doughty's " Samuel Johnson," £45 and £46 respectively :

and the Diirer drawing, "A Mill," £165. Among the

Rembrandts, the " Ecce Homo " sold for £78 ; the third

state of the " Three Cottages," for £60 ; the " Young
Haaring," for £60; the "Ephraim Bonus," and the "John
Asselyn " (retouched by Rembrandt), for £69 and £94 ; the

"Jan Lutma," first state (retouched), for £129; the

"Crucifixion," finst state, for £125; the "Three Tree.s,"

£105
; a "Jan Lutma," on India paper, £101 ; and a third

state of the " Burgomaster Six," for £205. Among the

De Wate pictures, sold by Messrs. Christie, were a David
Cox, " Darley Churchyard," £430 ; Linnell, " The Coming
Storm," £477 ; Miiller's " Hay-making near Gillingham,"

£535 ; and Cuyp, the " Homeward Bound," £535 ; an
Ostade, £871 ; a Crome, "A Forest Scene," £609; a Gian-

bellini, £493 ; a Franz HaLs, " Portrait of a Gentleman,"
£1,008

;
and Jan Steen's " Bad Company," £1,428.

Miscellanea.—The new number in "La Bibliotheque

de I'Enseignment des Beaux-Arts " (Paris : Quantin) is

" Le Meuble,'' by M. A. de Champeaux. It is dedicatecl to

Sir Philip Cunliffe Owen, and is as complete and useful as

its predecessors. From M. Jouaust (Paris : Librairie des

Bibliophiles) we have received a new two-volume edition

(in the " Petite Bibliotheque Artistique") of the " Contes
'

of La Fontaine, with illustrations etched by Boilvin, from
designs by M. Ed. de Beaumont. The edition, like its fellows,

is delightfully dainty and pretty. The .same publishers are

i.s.suing, in the "Nouvelle Bibliotheque Classique,'' a new
edition— comely, cheap, legible—of the five books of Rabe-
lais, with a preface by the late Paul Lacroix. In "Causeries
Sur les Artistes de Mon Temps" (Paris : Calmann L(5vy),

by Jean Gigoux, we have a booklet extremely simple in

form, and in matter interesting and sincere. ]\L Gigoux,
one of the Legion of Eighteen-Thirty, himself an artist of

distinction, the master of Courbet and Clesinger, the illus-

trator of a famous edition of " Gil Bias," has lived on
intimate terms with all, or nearly all, the great artists of the

la.st generation
; and of every one he has something homely

and pleasant to report. Of " Le Salon Artiste " (Paris :

Quantin. London : Fisher Unwin) we shall only say that

it is illustrated with over a hundred drawings and designs,

the one half fantastic, the other actual : of pictures at the

current Salon : among them the notorious " Flagrant Ddlit

"

of JL Jules Gamier, a picture accepted but not exhibited.

Mr. Blackburne's "Academy Notes" and "Grosvcnor
Notes " are, as always, useful (London : Chatto and Win-
dus) ; but the " criticism " they set forth is, as always,

"funny." This year, as last, they have a very powerful
rival in the second issue of "The Royal Academy Illus-

trated " (London : Sampson Low), edited by Mr. Lassalle,

and admirably illustrated by the Lefman process.
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JFr. JIillais. liavinp; accepted a baioiictcy, i« now Sir

John Everett Millais ; he is the tirst Kiislish painter on

whom the title has been conferred. Mr. Watts, having "a
stronj>' seu.se of the dignity of i)roportion," has declined the

honour, which he felt to be incongruous with "his very

limited means." Mr. C. T. Newton, C.B., projioses to

retire finui tin' Kerpership of the Greek and IJoman
Antiquitius. M. iioulanger has succeeded M. Hebert as

Chef d'Atelier at the licole des Beaux-Arts. M. Koullet

has been appointed Peintre OfHciel of the army and navy
departments, in room of the late M. d'aillard-Lcpinay, and
will start at once for Cochin China. M. Bouguereau, the

painter, and M. Laloux, the architect, liave received the

Medaille d'Honneur in their several .sections ; and M.
Horace Daillion, sculptor of the " Reveil d'Adam," is the

winner of this year's Prix du Ralon. In the .sections of

painting, sculjiture, and engraving, no Mi'daille d'Honneur
was given. In the architectural section there were four

first, four second, and three third class medals ; in that

of sculjiture, five firsts, eight seconds, and seven thirds
;

in that of painting, seventeen seconds and twenty-live

thirds; and in that of engraving and lithograiihy, four

seconds and nine thirds—eighty-eight in all.

Sir John E. Mii,l.\is is painting a "Little Nell and
Her (Grandfather'' and (for presentation to the town of

Oldham) a portrait of Afr. Barlow, K.A. J[r. Birch has been
commissioned to execute (for Liverpool) a monumental
bronze of the late General Earle, and Mr. Bruce Joy a

marble bust of the late Earl Cairns. Mr. Macbeth has

etched, for Mr. Dunthorne, Fred. Walker's "Mushroom
Gatherers." For the Queen, Miss Manly has painted, and
Mr. Tonks, of the firm of Messrs. T. and J. Bragg, of

Birmingham, has mounted and decorateil, a fan for pre-

sentation to the I'rincess Beatrice. M. Ferdinand (Jaillard

is painting a "Jeanne Dare," .sculpturing a monumental
"Christ," and engraving the " Gioconda " and the "Last
Supper " of Lionardo. JL Zier is preparing (for M.
Quantin) a set of illustrations of M. Vacipieric's romantic

farce, " Tragaldal)as.'' M. Joseph Fermois has finished a

monumental "liude" for the town of Dijon, ^f. Paul
Dubois has finished the model of his equestrian " ('on-

n(5table de Montmorency," for the Due d'Aumale. 'S\.

Rodin's " Age of Bronze " has been jilaced in the Luxem-
bourg Garden.s. Professor Tsola h:i,s lieen comini.ssioned

to decorate in fre.sco tlie vault of the nave of the chun-h
at Oneglia

; the subjects, four in lunnber, are from the

life of John the Baptist; two-"Joiin before Iferod" and
the " Apotheosis "—are fini.shed ; the others—" John in

the Desert ' and the "Annunciation to Zacharias "—are

almost complete ; each is some twenty metres s(piare.

interesting and valuable drawings of various schools, pnr-

eha.sed by Professor Colviu for the trustees from the col-

lections of Mr. William Russell, Mr. Edward (.'heney, and
others. Among Italiiin examples the most inqiortant are a

"Christ Crucified," by the early I'mbrian Niccolodi Foligno,

fiirmcrly in the Couestabile Collection ; one liy Benozzo

(iozzoli; two liy Luca Signorelli ; two di-awings for a

I'lcture of the Doge in ecnnicil, fornurly in the collection of

Johnathan Richardson, and by him attributed to Benozzo

liozzoli, really by some Venetian or I'aduan master of the

Fourteenth t^'Utury ; a study of great beauty and interest

for an altar-jaece of the Virgin and Saints, by Co.sinio

Tura, the leader of the school of Ferrara in the Fifteenth

Century; a sheet of powerful anatomical studies by Antonio

Pollaiuolo ; a head of a Magdalen by Fra Liberale of

Veroua ; and a boar hunt by some Venetian follower of

(iiorgioiie, ]irobably Pellegrino da San Daniele. Early

German art is strongly represented by probably the finest

and most authentic drawing extant of Michael Wolgemut,
of Nuremberg, the ma.ster of Albert Diirer, and by a silver-

print portrait-head of an old man, with a design for a St.

Sebastian on the other side of the sheet, by .some master of

the school of Swabia about 1480.

Within the hist few months the collections of the Print

Room at the British Museum have l)een enriched by several

FoKKMosT among the acipiisitions of the English school

is a large drawing for a family or conversation jiicture by
Hogarth ; after which may be mentioned a study of a land-

scape with figures by Gainslxn'ough ; a water-colour sketch
by Francis Cotes for one of his pictures of t^ueen Charlotte

and the Princess Royal ; a sjiirited coloured ilrawing, by
tieorge Cruikshank, of Brighton Pier in the days of George
IV. ; a hunting piece by John Leech, drawn in pen and
washed with colour ; several iutere.sting portrait drawings,

.as those of Flaxman and of Turner, by John Thomas Smith,
formerly Keeper of the Prints ; one of Crome by Cotman,
and one of Cotman himself by his son Miles Edward
(,'otinan; one of R. H. Home by Margaret (iillies; one of

(ieorge Lance by himself ; and one by Wilkie, of the Duke
of Wellington as he ai)peared in academical dre.ss on a

jiublic occasion at Oxford. Also characteristic e.'camples

of G. F. Lewis in his early Spani.sh manner ; of Glover,

Calcott, Copley Fielding, and Danby, with .several other

English artists hitherto unrepresented in the department.

A comprehensive .selection of some forty drawings of land-

.scajie, animals, and figure subjects, by that vigorous and
truly English master, James Ward, R.A. ; and lastlj', two
or three interesting early works of painters still living or

Litely deceased, as llos.setti and Watts.

Mr. Lucas has (says the Ciuiri-ifr </f I'Art) lieciueathed

£1(1.(1110 to the National (Jallery for the purclia.se of

pictures. To the .same institution Mr. Watts, R.A., has

jire.sented n " Portrait of a Boy,'' a.scribed to Francois

Clonet ; and the Mi.sses Trevenen. SdiPtkv's big marine.
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'The Luss ut H.^^.S. lioyal Geonje." To the Natioual
Portrait Gallery there have been added Opie's '' Fuseli

"

I presented by Lord North and Colonel North), and a
" Ciiarles James Fox," by Hickel the Viennese. Lady
Ituthveu's legacy to the Edinburgh National Gallery

iiichide.s a fine portrait of '"Walter Scott among hi.s

Dog.s." Mrs. Edwin Kichards has bequeathed to the

town of Wednesbury £'2,(iliO towards a picture gallery,

and a collection of pictures worth between £15,00()

and i;2u,O0O. Van Dyck^s ' Hendrik de Booeys " has
been bought for Fi-ankfort-ou-the-Main. Three hundred
jirints have, it is said, been taken from the Museum at

Pariua, by the secretary thereof, Cavalier Panini. A'ictor

Hugo has bequeathed his manuscripts and drawings to the

lUbliotheque Nationale. Twenty bronzes from the Greuu
Collection have been added to the Louvre. The value of

the Works of art belongiii-; to the city of Paris is estimated
at over 12,2.j(j,Ui)0 francs, a third of which sum is distributed

among the municipal buildings, while the rest is divided
among the sixty-eight churches. The sculptures in the
Hotel-de-Ville are appraised at 1,384,000 francs ; the works
of art in the churches of Saint-Eustache and Saint-Germain-
des-Pres at 700,000 francs and 642,000 respectively ; the
monument iu the Place de la Republique at .50,000 francs

;

and the " tapisseries " in bulk at over 2,2.30,000 francs.

The latest jiurchases are the "Lulli Enfant " of JL Gaudez,
and M. Hioliu's '" Aa Loup !

"' both from this .Salon.

At ]Messr.s. Doultoa's several new and characteristic

panels by Mr. George Tinvvorth are on view, besides some
busts in the new material known as " Silicon." " Christ in

the House of Lazarus " has more repose and breadth than
is usual with Mr. Tiuwoi-th's compositions ; the panel is

not crowded with figures nor complicated with detail. Its

pictorial force and its vivid sense of life are very striking.

In the bold arrangement of the figures, represented on both
sides of a long table, the artist ignores the traditions and
conventions of art. A similar scheme of composition is

admirably carried out in another work, the " David before
Saul." The action of Saul, who has just thrown the javelin
at the young minstrel, is wonderfully energetic ; and the
expression and gesture of the other figures are full of nature
and animation. A smaller panel, yet in the clay, tells the
story of " The Three Children in the Fiery Furnace " -n-ith

extraoi-dinary fulness. It is less efi'ectively comjiosed, but
in ingenious elaboration and rich invention is not surpassed
by any work of the artist. Everything connected with the
episode is placed en ei-idei/r^ ; not the least tittle of detail,

the slightest item of circumstance, elude Mr. Timvorth's
observation. The subject is treated with great indepen-
dence. The three victims of Nebuchadnezzar's tyranny are
nut all in the furnace ; one only is as yet in the flames,
another is being borne thereto, and the third stands
before the king, who appears to entreat him to retract.

Facing the furnace at the extremity of the composition is

the image of gold with the worshippers, some prostrate,
some curiously watching the soldiers and the three children.
Near the pedestal is a very effective grouj) of musicians.
Besides these three panels are several others that will rei)ay
study, one representing the ' Scourging of Christ " having
marvellous force and uncommon concentration of feeling.

Besides the portrait-bust of the Archbishop of Canter-
bury in the Academy, Mr A. Bruce Joy has executed other
works in the new material for which ilr. F. Jlax Muller

invented the hajipy word " Marmorine." These include a
bust of Mr. Gladstone, a replica of the marble bust executed
last year, and a delicate profile medallion in low relief. The
material is patented in many countries, and may, from
its cheapness, its excellent plastic quality and durability,

become recognised. From Jlr. Bruce Joy's examples it

clearly varies considerably iu tone and density. The
medallion more successfully simulates the texture of marble
than the busts, from which we judge the material is better
adapted to smaller works, to statuettes and the like. In
the busts the texture is close and dense, suggestive of clay
that has suddenly become indurated

; the attempt to give
the crystalline quality of marble, with its beautiful surface
tones, is far from happy. It suggests the mechanical
appKcation of dull spangles regularly spread ou the surface,
and not the micaceous constituent more or less diffused in

pure marble. As the sculptor, however, has obviously not
perfected the invention, this objection may be overcome.

At the Furniture Trades Exhibition, held at the
Agricultural Hall, a new patented material called " Tergo-
rine " was shown by Messrs. Wooliams and Co., of High
Street, near Manchester Square. This was applied to

decorative purposes at the exhibition as wall-hangings,
emljossed in bold effective patterns, and is a successful
imitation of stamped leather. The same firm also exhibited
a large selection of non-arsenical jjapers for wall or ceiling,

harmonious in colour and admirably decorative. The
designs for the most part are from excellent source.s, and
are of high artistic merit. Miss Louisa Auinonier, Mr.
O. K. Rikatson, Mr. E. Wildey are among the artists

employed iu these pleasing revivals of Italian and German
Renaissance work. The original designs of these artists

fre(iuently reflect the spirit and feeling of the past, with
flashes of independence and character of their own.

Mis.s R. J. Strutt was again successful this year in carry-

ing ofl" the Crown Princess of Germany's gold medal for the
best work of a lady amateur, at Messrs. Howell and James's
Exhibition of Paintings ou China. The show was not so

large as usual, but of higher average merit. The following

are the other prize-takers :—.4 mato(r«—" Princess Alice"
Prize, }tli.ss Bessie Gilson ;

'• Princess Christian," Mrs. Rose
Swain

; "Princess Mary," Miss Weiss ;
" Countess of Flan-

ders," Mr... Wellinghani Rawnsley ; '' T/te Queen (news-

paper)" (2), Mi.ss Marianne Mansell and Miss Edith
A. MaUett; "The Judges," Mi.ss Ethel Cooke; "The
Founders," Miss ^M. Cooke; "The Art Designer," Miss
Sanson! ; Special Prizes for Door-plates, Jlrs. Swain
and Lady Charlotte Stopford ;

" The Studio," Mrs. Thur-
good

; "Subject.s, Heads and Landscapes," Mrs. G. R.
Smith and Mrs. E. J. Boys ;

" Ornaments, ifcc," Miss Doro-
thea Palmer and Mrs. William Smith. Professionals—
' Crown Princess of Germany," Miss Ellen ^Vel"by ;

'• Prin-

cess Alice," Mrs. Sparkes ;
" The Judges," M. G. Leonce.

Other Prizes :—Mi.ss C. H. Spier.s, Miss J. S. Smith, Sidney
Callovvhill, Miss Lizzie Haughton, Mile. J. Girardier, James
Callowhill, F. Schuller, Mine. Schiller, Carl Schmidt,
M. Gautier, ilme. Merkel-Heiue. The last of this long
list exhibited portraits of the royal family of Germany,
admirable iu design and excellent in ^vorkmanship. Miss
Strutt's large panel of lilies and birds is well worthy of its

honourable distinction ; but her painstaking elaboration
falls far short of the eii'ect produced by the broad paiuter-

like style of F. Schuller. In decorative work Miss E.
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Welby, with hur pkKiuus dueuratuJ with cupiiLs in the man-
ner of old Italian majolica, led the way ; but there were
several good decorative pieces, of which one of the most
modest and best is Miss Catherine Lee's plate, with immor-
telhs conventionally treated. There were some very beautiful

dessert services painted by M. Leonce with birds and flowers
;

and the cft'orts in this direction of English ladies, such as

Miss Criswick, Miss Ada Heard, Miss Florence Gibbs, Miss
I'roctor, Miss C. Townsend, and the others are worthy of

notice. We do not quite understand why no prize was
awarded this year to Jliss Linnie Watt, whose landscapes

and figures were without a rival in their class ; but other-

wise the task of the judges, Mr. F. (Joodall and H. Stacy

Marks, was e.xecuted, as we need hardly remark, with their

usual discrimination.

An exhibition—" Art, Science, and Industrial '"—will

be held at Taunton, in October, in aid of the Taunton
School of Art ; full particulars on application to the

Honorary Secretary, the Castle Hall, Taunton. An exhibi-

tion of English AVater Colours and Works in Black and
White will be held in Boston, under the management of the

Trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts, from October, 1885,

to March, 18S6. Drawings will be received and despatched

in the month of August. For particulars, apjilication should

be made to Mr. Henry I'lacklmnie, Honorary Secretary,

103, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

So far the Beckett-Denisou Collection has realised some
£72,000. Among the prize lots were the Venusti, " Christ

Driving the Mouey-Changers from the Temple," £966
(£1,428 at the Hamilton Sale) ; the Kubens grisaille, "Acis

and Galatea," £640 (£1,680 at the Hamilton Sale); Bron-

zino's " Don Garcia de' Medici,"' £945 ; Ostade, " Interior

of a Tavern," £945 ; Van de Yelde, "A Calm," £829 ; Van
Dyck's " Duchess of Richmond and Her Sou," £892

;

Rubens, "Daniel in the Lions' Den," £2,100 (£5,356 at the

Hamilton Sale). The two first were bought for the National

Gallery ; the last by the Duke of Hamilton. A Louis

Quinze commode sold for some £440 ; a piece of Gubbio

ware for £829 (for South Kensington) ; a table in damas-

cened iron (£3,150 at the Hamilton Sale) for £1,049; a

BouUe cabinet (£2,310 at the Hamilton Sale) for £1,000.

The Stafford Collection, likewise sold by Messrs. Christie,

realised a total of £'7,o79 8s. 6d., of which £2,098 3s. were for

the armours alone. The top prices were £504 for the fluted

armour of the time of Henry VIII. (bought by Baron de

Cosson) ; £199 10s., for a piece of Brussels, " The Triumph of

Alexander ; " £262, for the two examples of Denis A'an

Alsloot, known as the " Kenihvorth Pageant ; " and £283
10s., for au Italian chased and gilt shield.

At the Hotel Drouot, in the sale of the B6raudiere

Collection, Boucher's " Instruments de Musique " w'ent for

10,000 francs, and his "Toilette de V6nus" for 133,000

francs ; four panels by Lagrenee, for 24,000 francs ; two
Lancrets, for 18,000 francs ; and a Van Loo (Louis-Michel),

for 19,000 francs ; the total realised was 977,474 francs.

The total realised by the Bastien-Lepage sale was 212,tK)0

francs. The highest jirices were : the first sketch of the

"Prince of Wales," 6,im)0 francs: the " Lessiveuse," 9,000

francs ; the " Madame X.," 14,500 francs ; the "Mendicant,"

21,(K)0 francs ; the "Annunciation," 23,0(ki francs; the
" Recolte des Pommes de Terre," 29,100 fi-ancs ; and the
" Marchaude des Fleurs h. Londres," 42,000 francs. The

Vaisse Collection produced a total of 419,685 francs ; the

Potocki Collection, one of 123,610 francs ; the Chimay Col-

lection (of furniture, tapestry, and objects of art), 215,807

francs; the " mobilier " of Mme. Lucie Dakurm, 249.163

francs ; the Sapia Collection (snuft'-boxes and jiorcelaiiis),

263,472 francs ; the Groan Collection (antique bronzes),

286,013 francs -the top prices, 27,500 and 30,000 francs,

being achieve! by a bust of Alexander the (Jreat, and a

figurine, a " Youthful (joddess." In Vienna the I'.oe.sch

Pictures realised a total of 255,000 florins ; the Makart sale,

of pictures and furniture, a total of about 156,Oiiii florins.

The death is announced of the pastelist, Galbrnnd, cura-

tor of the Museum at Havre."; of the figure painter, iMnile

Dupont-Zipcy ; of the Nottingham architect, S. Dutton

Walker; of tlie Du.sscldorf battle-p.ainter, Wilhelm Canip-
hau.sen

; of the \'icnne.se architect, Victor Rumiielmayer

;

of Desirti Guilmard, autiun- of " Les ilaitres Ornemanistes,"

and founder and editor of Le Oarde-JIiii/ilc ; of the

architect, Henry Edward Kendall ; of the distinguisiied

archieologist and epigrai)hist, Leon Renier ; of Armand
Leleux, a pui)il of Ingres, a preniierf midaille in 1859 ; of

Leopold Pctiet, founder and director of Limoux Museinn
;

of the Munich landscape-painters, Gustav Canton and Karl

Ebert ; of Karl Caner, the sculptor ; of Michel Dumas, a

pupil of Ingres, director of the I'icole des Beaux-Arts at

Lyons; of Adol]>he Mo.sangel, a puiiil of Calame ; and of

the eminent numismatist, W. Sandys W'riglit \'aux.

The second livraison of autotypes from pictures in the

National Gallery (Paris : Braun. London : the xYutotype

Company) is in some ways better than the fu'st. Among
examples of the English school, one of the most interesting

is the reproduction of Constable's "Corn Field" (130).

There are traces of retouching in the trees on either side

the middle distance, and the sky is perhaps a little high in

tone ; but the general efl'ect is admirable, and in places you
can study the technical processes by whic:h the master

obtained his results. Both the Reynoldses—the " Robinetta"

(892) and the " Age of Innocence " (307) are as good as

can be ; so is the pleasant " Family Groui> " by Hogarth

(1,153) ; so is Hoitpner's charming " Countess of Oxford "

(900) ; so is the piquant and graceful Ronniey (1,068).

Ward's "James II" (616) is better—in illumination and
effect—in the copy than the original ; and so, for that

matter, arc Landseer's "War" (414), and " Alexander and
Diogenes " (608). The Morland, the " Return to the Stable

"

(1,030), may be considered a masterpiece, though the

white house is jterhaps a little too white. Of the two
Turners, one, the " Calais Pier '' (472), is fairly successful

;

the other, the "Fighting Tenuraire" (524), is nothing less

than a triumph. Never, that we know, have the difficulties

of colour been treated with such intelligence and skill.

Italian art is represented by a number of the Primi-

tives : Lorenzo di Credi, Pinturicchio (the " Griselda "),

Filippino Lippi (the pretty and tender " Virgin and Child

with Saints Jerome and Dominick"), Piero della Fran-

cesca (the " Isotta da Rimini"), with Botticelli's unpleasant

"Mars and Venus" (915). There is a capital examiile of

Moretto, tiie "Portrait of a Gentleman" (1,02.5). The

Titian is the '' Venus and Adonis " (34) ; like the Mautegna,

the "Samson and Dalilah " (1,14.5), it is admirably repro-

duced. The most perfect result of all, however, is that
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obtained in the case of the incomiwraljle " Tailui- " of

Mdi-Dni, whicli i.s simj)ly beyond criticism. The single

Spanish |)icture is the " Manger " of Velasquez (iS-I) ; while

the French .school is represented by a superb Pou.ssin, the

" Bacchanale " (42) ; by a Claude, the retouched and restored

" Isaac and Eebecca " (12), which rather gains than loses in

the photograph ; and by the " Frileuse " of Greuze.

The art of Holland and Flanders is magnificently repre-

sented. Here is the incomparable " Van der Gee.st " (r^2),

the portrait of portraits, ascrilied to Van Dyck, and by some

experts transferred to Rubens ; and here is Rembrandt's

extraordinary "Portrait of the Painter" (221), a painting

\\'hich has the pathos and the majesty of an adagio of

Beethoven. Among the landscapes is Hobbima's " Avenue "

(830), a wonderful picture wonderfully reproduced ; with

Ruysdael's noble "Forest" (8.i4), and a tine e.xample of

C'uyp (822). Then there is Peter de Hooch's " 1 )utch

Interior
'"

(834), with all the textures of the original ; and

there are examples of Rubens (the inutation of Mantegna),

Teniers, Gerard Dow, Caspar Netscher, Jan Looten, which,

as photographs, could hardly be surpassed.

I.N '' Songs of the North" (London : Field and Tuer) we
liave a book not nearly so good as it might and ought to

have been. The editing has been done by Messrs. A. C.

Macleod and Harold Boulding ; it is remarkably amateurish

and unsatisfying. Tlie music is the work of Mr. Malcolm
Lawson, who has arranged some old melodies, and written

new tunes of his own ; his accompaniments are better than

his invention.s. The illustrations are the work of divers

hands : Mr. Burne Jones (who does not go well in the garb

of Old (iaul), Mr. Macbeth, Mr. Mackay, and a dozen others.

The best is Mr. Sandys, whose '" Proud Maisie " is first-rate,

albeit a trifle mannered. Mr. Mackay's " Doun the Burn,

Davie," is capital ; and .so is Mr. Pettie's grim and moving
commentary on "The Twa Corbies." Mr. Albert Moore's
" Maiden of Morven " is just an average Albert .Moore

;

there is a characteristic Whistler, though, and Mr. Colin

Hunter's " Drowned " is one of the good things of the

collection. In type and jiaper and appearance, and con-

sidered as a portfolio of reproductions of pictures and
drawings, the volume is worthy of all praise. The same
publishers send us a shilling edition of their " London
Cries," a compilation, pictorial and literary, which had
success at a guinea ; it is a comic and delightful little book.

Mu. EuNEsT L.vw, already the author of an useful
" Historical Catalogue of the Pictures at Hampton Court,"
lias written a " History of Hampton Court Palace in Tudor
Times" (London : George Bell), which completely estab-

lishes his jurisdiction over the most romantic of royal
palaces. In the limits of a paragraph it is impo.ssible

to do justice to a work at once so thorough and so

readable, so entertaining and so sound. We shall con-
tent ourselves with remarking that it is vastly more
interesting than most good novels, and that, historically

speaking, it is worthy of the age of Brewer and Bishop
Stubbs. Of peculiar interest are the chapters devoted to

the story of Cardinal Wolscy, the founder and builder of

the palace, a great statesman and a great man, if there
be one in England's annals. The illustrations include a

number of " typo-etchings," a choice of lithographs by ]Mr.

(iriggs, and fiveautotypes from portraits at Hampton Cmirt.
All are sufficient and useful ; while two .-it least of the anlo

typic representations— the

— are of uncommon merit.

Henry VIII. "and the "Wolsey"

M. Eui:i;NE MuNTz's " Donatello " (Paris : Quantin) is

the initial volume of a series to be called " Les Grands
Artistes." It is well written, well illustrated, and well jiro-

duced ; and we shall jjrobably return to its consideration at

length. For the present we shall merely note its excellence

in itself, and its promise as the fir.st of a .set. In the press

are a " Callot," by M. Marius Vachon ; an " Andrea del

Sarto," by M. Paul Mantz ; M. Yriarfe's " Fortuny ; " and a
" Bernard Palissy," by M. Philippe Burty. In prejiaratiou

are a " De la Tour," by Champfleury ; a " Phidias," by il.

.Max Collignon ; a " Diaz," by M. Ren(5 Menard; a " Rey-
nolds," by M. Ernest f!hesneau : with volumes on Boucher,

Mino da Ficsole, Polycletu.s, Jordaens, Gros, Botticelli, the

Audrans, Alliert Durer, Fra Bartolommeo, and Eugene
Delacroix. That the series will be representative is evident.

Misc'ELL-\NE.\.—From the Librairie des Biljliophiles

(Paris : Jouaust) we have received a second volume <if " Les

(.'inq Livres de Rabelais" in the " Nouvelle Bibliotheque

Classique ;
" an amusing sheaf of " Parades Iin^dites," by

the magistrate, T. S. Gueullette, with a preface fiy Charles

Gueullette ; and in " Madame Carvalho " an enthusiastic

account of the life and labours of one of the most famous
of French singers. The extracts of which the memorial
volume, " \'ictor Hugo" (Paris: Quantin), is compacted,

are by no means well chosen. In the '" National Academy
Notes " of Mr. C. M. Kurtz (Cassell and Co. : London and
New York) we have ane.xcellent specimen of the illustrated

catalogue ; and another in iMr. Las.salle's "Crowded Out"
(London : Samjison Low), which contains a selecticjn of a

hundred pictures not hung at the Academy and Institute.

The text of "Shakespeare Forget-meNots" (London:
Griftith and Farran) is fairly well chosen; the "get up"
ami adornments of the little bookling are very juetty indeed.

The sixth of Mr. Robinson's "Photographic Handy-Books"
(London : Piper and Carter) is devoted to a consideration

of " The Studio : and What to Do in it
;

" it is clearly

written, practical, and heliiful. The catalogue published by

^Messrs. Alfred Newman and Co. (London : Maddox Sti'eet)

has no name in particular ; it is artistically got up, how-

ever—with rough paper and old types, and initials in red.

It contains, in illustration of the iron-work i)roduced by

the authors, a number of designs a trifle too slight to

lie anything more than suggestive. Mr. Nodal's " Art in

Cheshire and Lancashire " (Manchester ; Abel Ileywood)

is a useful list of deceased artists native to Cheshire and

Lancashire. Mr. David Paton's " Sketches In and Around
Johnstone " (Paisley : Gardner), with a sufficient text by

Mr. Skene Smith, junior, has an interest rather local than

general ; it contains, how'ever, some excellent studies of

architecture, old and new, and should be welcome and

useful to every one, architect or layman, with an eye for

places as they are. The illustrations in Mr. J. Morris's

" Kotaka : a Samurai's Daughter '' (London : Wyman), an

inoffensive and well-meaning little " novel " of Jajiauese

life and manners, are by no means remarkable. The
" Flower Painting in Water-Colours " (London and Edin-

biu'gli : Blackie and Co.) of Ada and Blanche Hanbury is

exceptionally good and useful of its kind, the coloured

jiictures being of real merit. Mr. W. J. Lottie's " Illumi-

nating " (same jiublishers) is even more satisfactory ; the

text, as was to be expected, is of the best, and the illustra-

tions are as good as thev can be.
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'Shi. HuBKRT Hekkomer, a, T1. a., lias been elected Shule
Professor at Oxford, in room of Mr. Ruskin, resigned ; among
the candidates were Mr. Stillman and Mr. Walter Patei"
The Government have determined to set uj) a statue of
General Gordon. The President of the Pioyal Institute has
received the honour of knighthood, and is now Sir J. J).

Linton, P.R.I. Sir J. E. Millais is painting a tliii-d ixirtrait

of the ex-premier. Mr. Watts is bu.sy on a "Minotaur,"
a picture of " Europa and the Bull," and a series (three
in number) of comiiositions from the life of the First Mur-
derer

; he lias presented his " Lord John Russell " to the
National Portrait Gallery, to which, by the way, there has
also been added, by the gift of the Emperor of Austria, a
picture painted (179.3) by Anton Hickel, of Pitt addressing
the Commons. Mr. Pearson's designs for the restoration of

Westminster Hall have been adopted. Mr. Newton's re-

signation will not take effect until after Christmas. jNI,

Daumet, the architect, has been elected of the Academic.
'Ml-. Wedmore is going to America. Mr. D. C. Thomson,
late of the Art Jdunial, has been appointed manager of the
Goupil Gallery, by Messrs. Boussod and Yaladon. M.
Munkacsy is painting a "Death of Jlozart." Mr. Herbert
has received £9,000 for his two frescoes in the Robing
Room of the House of Peers; he is not to do any more.
Mr. Belt has been commissioned to produce a new "Queen
Anne" for St. Paul's Churchyard. Mr. Horace Jones is

architect of the new Guildliall School of Music, \\liicli will

cost (it is comjiuted) uot more than £20,0(K).

added to the National Gallery at Sydney. It is proposed
to establish a school of drawing and industrial art to the
ncwRijksniuscuni at Amsterdam.

It is announced that next year the Royal Academy
will publLsh, like the Royal Institute and the Royal
Society, an illustrated catalogue of its own. It has been
decided that the National Portraits now under the care
of Mr. Scharf—that is to say, the most interesting and
complete collection of the kind in existence—shall be
adequately hou.sed at the national expense ; also that the
Inventions Exhibition having proved a dangerous neigh-
bour, Mr. Scharf's treasures shall in the meantime be
taken away and lodged at Bethnal Green. The trustees
of the defunct British As.sociation propose to hand over
the funds of their disposal—some £25,000 in all—to tlie

National Gallery : not, it is to be hoped, to spend in "cock-
eyed primitives"—those Pre-Raphaelites of which Sir F.
Burton is so fond

; but in making the collection a trifle more
representative than it is, by the addition of the work of some
Englishmen since Landseer, and some Frenchmen since
Watteau and Greuze. To the Corporation Gallery at ifan-
chester Mr. Galloway has presented Mr. E. J. "Gregory's
portrait of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. The shortcom-
ings of the iletropolitan Museum of Art—and of General
Cesnola, the director thereof—have been exposed by Mr.
W. J. Stillman, who, by the w.ay, has just discovered Mr.
Richmond, a jiainter with whom he deigns to be pleased.
Sir J. E. Millais' "Captive," Herr Heffner's "Desolation,"
and the " KnervtSs de Jumieges ' of M. Luminals have been

^.354

Two portraits of General Gordon, besides Mr. Dicken-
son's, already noticed by us, deserve a word. The first,

exhibited at the Goupil Galleries in Jiond Street, was
painted by Jlr. Val Priiisep in 18C5, exhibited soon after
the return of "Chine.se Gordon " from his successful quell-
ing of the Tae-])ing rebellion. The hero is represented in
the full dress of his Chinese grade, wearing the yellow jacket
of the Emperor's guard, the curious sword given liim by the
Empre.ss, with a numlier of ribbons and purses hanging
from his side emblematic of his rank. Behind are hung
some imperial flag.s, and Gordon's own green banners which
were presented to the Grave.scnd schools. On the table,

by the vermilion chair of state, lies an arrow with a flag

attached, borne by the interpreter when carrying messages
as one of his credential.s. The picture glows w^ith colour

;

the expression of the youthful face is very frank and
engaging. The second portrait is by Mr. Alexander
Melville, and is shown at Messrs. McQueen and Sons',
Tottenham Court Road. It is a good likeness and a good
presentment. It shows Gordon meditating on his last

despatch just before the end at Khartoum. I'.oth works
.are to be reproduced in photogravure.

At Mr. Lucas's gallery. Bond Street, is a siiirited and
dramatic picture by Mr. Stanley Berkley, which also in-
cludes a striking likeness of General Gordon. Unlike
Mr. Prinsep, who painted from the life, Mr. Berkley had
to depend on contemporary likenesses for his portrait.

His picture, "General Gordon and the Slave Hunters of
Darfour," is a .stirring and energetic composition. Gordon
on horseback occupies the centre of the picture. He has
just iiulled up his horse in the midst of the chief.s. They
form a picturesciue group, some in chain mail armour, cross-

liilted swords by their sides, and wearing old helmets.
There is vivacity in the composition and a truth of atmos-
phere that would go far to make a picture without the
dramatic pre.sence of the central figure.

"LiFR IN J.\p.\x" is the title of an exhibition of

paintings at Mr. Deschamps' in Old Bond Street, the work'
of Signor Sangiovanni, late Director of the Academy of
Fine Art in Japan. Jai)an and the Japane.se we liave

.abundant opportunities of studying from the native art-

view
; Signor Sangiovanni depicts how it strikes a Euro-

pean. In streets and in interior.s, in individual figures
and in groups, the artist sets forth the more interesting
types and characteristics of the people. The strangest and
most robust civilisation of the East is di.splayed with all the
skill of an accomjilished artist. Here is " Uta," the poetess,
in gorgeous costume, holding a piece of blue hydrangea, on
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which she gazes intent on improvisation. Here is " Odory,"
the dancer, in a lustrous robe of white silk, peeping out
from behind a yellow fan, with an arch look in her dark
eyes. In these and other figure studies the rendering of

the sunijituous te.xtures and the harmonies of the brilliant

sheeny tints are skilful. Even more interesting are two
pictures of a newly-married lady visiting her friends, and
a curious interior of an old bath-house in Tokio, now de-
stroyed, by the Japanese Haussmann. A fourth picture,

an old street in Tokio, has also an arehajological interest, in

addition to the piquant humour of a number of laughing
girls luring a youth into an archery-house. These works
are of good technical quality, and are, moreover, novel in
many ways, and instructive and valuable.

The first exhibition of the Home Arts and Industries
Association, held at Lady Brownlow's, Carlton House
Terrace, was interesting in itself and full of hopeful pre-
sage. The Association, which has sprung from a smaller
society known as the Cottage Arts Association (described
by Mrs. Jel:>b in these pages), has good reason to be
gratified by the practical outcome of its labours. The
system pursued is well calculated to develop dormant facul-

ties, to encourage the perceptive powers, and to estab-
lish habits of application in the pupils. The training is

a sound preparation for the serious pursuit of a trade.

Throughout the kingdom many additions have been and
are still being made to the forty classes of the old Associa-
tion. The attendance is quite voluntary, as is the teaching
in most instances. It is a special and meritorious aim of
the Association that the pupils should not regard their
occupation as mere work. Practical as is the rudimentary
instruction, it is combined with recreation, so that the
artistic feeling is cultivated, with a genuine love of the
work for its own sake. Art and its influences are thus
iiitroduced into the humblest homes and in remote rural
district.s. In wood-carving, in cut and hammered brass-
work, in jiottery and leather, some excellent specimens
of really skilful labour were .shown. The wood-carving—
in brackets, bellows, mirror-frames, stools, and triangular
cupboards—was in many cases of workmanlike execution.
From Ireland, and from various classes at EUesniere, Kes-
wick, Newton Abbot, and other centres, work of great
promise was exhibited, wrought by young boys from thirteen
to sixteen years of age. Without the aid and incentive
supplied by these classes, the profit and pleasure of the
leisure hours of these boys would be wholly lost. The
exhibition also embraced a collection of Iri.sh work in
woollen and linen, executed by means of the Donegal In-
dustrial Fund started by Jlrs. Ernest Hart for the benefit
of cottage workers in Ireland. With these were shown for
the first time in England some embroideries, wdth designs
in flax thread, worked in material of flax, the embroideries
reproducing curious designs from old Celtic illuminated
missals and Bibles.

At Messrs. Buck and Reid's rooms, 179, New Bond
Street, there have been on view a series of water-colours by
M. Jules Lessore. These include some powerful impressions
in cool, luminous grey tones of the Houses of Parliament, St.
Mary's in the Strand, St. Paul's, Greenwich Hospital from
the river, and other familiar scenes. They are spirited and
vi\id, at once vigorous and fresh, and touched with atmos-
pheric li,^ht and truth. The artist's observation and ex-
ceeding facility and rapidity of touch remind one of De
Nittis; his success in the treatment of architecture, and

in rendering the London atmosphere when cleared and
clarified by recent rains, is remai'kable. His handling
has breadth and freedom. AVith the water-colours are a
number of works in oils of diverse attractions, among which
are a noble Constable, a good Michel, a small but repre-
sentative Diaz, and a Corot with a quality of poetry
that transfigures the simple landscape.

Of two nudities exhibited last month in London—the
"Flagrant Dt^lit " of M. Jules Gamier and the "White
Slave " of JI. Bukovacs—the less offensive is certainly the
latter. It pictures a lilond Circassian—in a costume im-
possible outside the atditr or the Equator—playing with
pigeons ; and cheap as it is in every sense—as art, as senti-

ment, as painting, as modelling—is not in the least offensive
—is no more, in fact, than an ordinary Salon nudity : a
" conscientious naked woman " of the mildest type, and the
feeblest and prettiest effect. M. Garnier's work is, on the
other hand, a positive ofl'ence against the morals of art. It

is a picture painted for its subject's sake ; and there is

no more to be said of it than that the subject is revolting.

It was rejected by the not particularly .squeamish jury of
the Salon ; and there can be no doubt that the not parti-

cularly squeamish jury did right. It is lubricity et praterea
nif ; and even as lubricity it is inadequate and poor. Dull,
mechanical, absurd, it is almost too bad as art to be offen-

sive as morals.

A GREATER contrast than is presented by ^I. Jeaimiot's
"Les Pays"—which has been on view at the Fine Art
Society's rooms—is not easily to be imagined. It is a
comlnnation of the interests of landscape and figure in the
later style of Bastien-Lepage. The composition is realisti-

cally awkward
; the colour and eft'ect are realistically un

pleasant ; there is a touch of that affectation of veracity at

the expense of beauty which has come to be accepted in

certain quarters as the very proof and sign of sincerity.

But the picture, for all that, is healthy and wholesome
work, and, in its way, is vigorously attractive and sym-
pathetic. The subject is the meeting, in an impressioniste

landscape, of two rustic lovers—two young folks from the
same country-side. She is a poor farm-servant ; he, a
common 2'io>i-j)i<ni, in the long coat, the ugly shako, and
the coarse red trousers of the French linesman. But they
are very much and very prettily in love, and the painter's

expression of this fact is really touching. They are ahnost
grotesque, and they are simply and truly pathetic : that, to

our mind, is the merit of the picture. To a painter it may
present other and better qualities ; but that is how it

strikes the mere art-critic.

The collection of Mr. T. Nelson MacLeau's works, at

Messrs. Bellman and Son's gallery, 37, Piccadilly, does much
to redeem the year's show of sculpture from comparative
insignificance. More than this, the project of publishing

reproductions in bronze of certain among them deserves

the fullest encouragement. This important branch of art-

publication is almost wholly neglected in England, though
it is an extensive enterprise in France. The work of

English sculptors during the last five years displays so

remarkable an advance in the higher artistic qualities that

no moment is more favourable than the present for a

practical test of public taste and appreciation. Nothing
is more likely to educate the public in sound view's of

sculpture, to render its influence a living and potent

force, than the publication of Mr. MacLean's best pieces.
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They combine the good influences of the Italian Re-
naissance and a style that is pure and reticent with

au expressive individuality. The exanii)les to be cast

in bronze include the original .studies for the " lone,"

for the statues " Tragedy " and " Comedy," anil for the

"Meditation"—a work of charm and ideality, the epitome

of the artist's talent and skill. In addition to these must
be prominently noticed the beautiful reduction in bronze

of Mr. MacLean's "Spring Festival," a life-size group in

marble suggested by the two principal figures in Mr. Alma
Tadema's well-known picture.?. Even if it stood alone, this

bronze would amply justify Messrs. Bellman and Son's

scheme of publication. In brilliance of expression, in vigour

and vivacity of presentment, the reduction is, we think,

superior to the original. It is in the impressive dignity

of the draped figure— in the "lone," the "Tragedy" and
" Comedy," the delightful statuettes "Art " and " Science"

and "A Sea Xymph "—that, as we think, the true per-

sonality of the sculptor is reached.

Mr. Burne Jones has indeed painted works that appear

to be deliberately designed for church interiors ; at least

one of Rossetti's paintings has found in a church a fit

resting-place; and Mr. Basil Champneys has gone so far

as to advocate the hanging of paintings on the huge piers

that support the dome of St. Paul's. But our churches, as

a rule, are innocent of any attempt to relieve their baldness

beyond occasional mural decorations and a good deal of

window-painting that serve to emphasise the heavenly

superiority of mediiBval art. Something that looks like a

serious movement in art-revival is in progress in connection

with Mr. Prynne's finest achievement in architecture— St.

Peter's Church, Plymouth. For this building, Mr. Edward
Prynne, the architect's brother, is engaged on an extensive

scheme of decoration, which, it may be hoped, will not be

delayed or stayed for lack of funds. Such work can never

be satisfactory if executed by instalments at long intervals.

For the side chapel and as au altar-piece Mr. Prynne has

painted an " Annunciation " and a triptych of " The Adora-

tion of the Magi." Without servility or perverse respect

for archaism, they reflect the good traditions of Florentine

art, and possess true decorative value. The triptych is a

charming composition, rich and well harmonised in colour,

the eftective central group being balanced by figures of

angelic minstrels. The ground of the composition is in

gold, and the whole is encompassed by an architectural frame

of excellent proportions.

Messrs. Johnstone, Norman, and Co., of 67, New Bond
Street, have exhibited specimens of a splendiil suite of fur-

niture executed after designs by Mr. ^Uma Tadema for a

New York mansion. The style, which may be described as

Gr;eco-Roman, is novel in design and in decoration. The
chief materials employed are ebony, cedar, box, and ivory,

the latter material being used in its native state, and also

coloured, and applied in inlaying, as well as carved and
turned in combination with ebony. The delicate carving

and iiday are of exquisite workmanship, while the union of

ebony and ivory and warm cedar produces a rich and rest-

ful harmony, ilother-o'-pearl is largely used in the minu-
test and most elaborate inlaid ornament witii admirable

effect. The couches and chairs are covered with a rich grey

silk, upon which are worked deep bands of elaborate

embroideries designed by Mr. Coduon, under Mr. Tadema's
direction. Some small tables with tops of Algerian onyx

are notable for the delicate inlay of the supports and ele-

gance of form. Ebony and ivory are combined in a large

music cabinet of a very striking design, surmountetl by a

model of a temple with cetlar pillars and Ionic ivory capitaLs,

the pediment and entablature being richly inlaid with pearl

and other materials in delicate fretwork.

This year the rccei])ts at the Salon amounted to nearly

3.'j0,000 francs, against the :ioo,ii(Mi francs of 1S84. The
Academy, it will be remembered, refrains from publishing

its accounts. Among the pictures bought by the French

Government are E. Breton's " Chute des Feuilles ;
" Loewe-

Jlarchaud's " Sujiplice d'un Prisonnier de Guerre ; " li).

Michel's " La Dune ;

" i'uland's " Restitution k la Vierge ;

"

Bramtot's " Depart de Tobie ;
" Carriere's " L'Enfant

!Malade ;
" the " Pierre JIysti5rieux de Pompdi " of Hector

Lerpux ; Mile. Rougier's "Siiance de Portrait en 18(>(; ;

"

E.- J. Laurent's " Annonciation ; "' Saintin's " (Jeloe

Blanche ;
" Billotte's " Tours du Port :\ la Rochelle ;

" tlie

" Chevreux a la Abreuvoir " of Dagnan-Bouveret ; Ciairin's

" Apres la \"ictoire ; " and the " Solum Patriae " of Fritel.

Os the 13th July the new State Museum of Amsterdam
was opened by the Prince of Wied, in the absence of the

King of the Netherlands, and the ocea.sion was made a

grand commemoration of liembrundt, whose pictures are now
f(n- the first time worthily lodged. The nmseum is a mag-
nificent building of the style known as Flemi.sh Renaissance,

and is decorated by the architect Josef Cuyper.s, in a manner
which places it at the head of European galleries. In it are

now gathered together all the art-treasures belonging to

the State, and not only has Amsterdam made over the pic-

tures belonging to the town to the new museum, but many
private collectors have done the same. The gallery promises,

therefore, to become one of the great attractions for Con-
tinental travellers. The Rembrandts are collected in one
grand salon, the "Night Watch" occupying (in deference

to a superstition not yet exploded) the place of honour ; it

was formally unveiled by the modern Dutch painters, who
were assembled in force for the occasion, amidst a spon-

taneous burst of applause from the spectator.s. The honours
of the day were divided between the great painter and the

modern architect. The new State ^Museum is a model of

interior decoration. The stained glass windows in the

vestibule are the work of VV. F. Dixon, of London.

In an interesting paper, read at the Manchester Con-
ference some months ago by Jlrs. W. P. Byles, we are told a

great deal that is pleasant and encouraging about the good
work done by the Bradford Art for Schools Association, of

which Mrs. Byles is an honorary secretary. The initiation

of the movement is due to Miss Mary Christie ; and it

began in Bradford towards the end of 1883. After six

mouths of hard work, the Association found themselves in

possession of 344 pictures (thirty of them gifts) which had
cost them in all some £2()l). The collection was exhibited

at the Technical College for two months, and was then dis-

tributed among the forty-four departments of the Board
and denominational schools. The results, which nmst be

read in Mr.s. Byles's own words, are excellent—are so excel-

lent, indeed, that Mrs. Byles, despairing of wealth, and
unable to satisfy the claims of more than forty-four out of

one hundred and fifty-two departments, is bold enough to

counsel independent action on the part of the various
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School Boards, and i-ecoiiimeuds the Education Department

to sanction such exjienditure of the ratepayers' money.

Meanwhile, her experience is that the best pictures are the

best appreciated, the most popular of modern artists being

Burne Jones. A series of free drawing cla.s.^es, instituted

last February in connection with the movement, has, we

should add, been wonderfully succe.ssful. They meet twice

a week; theyare voluntarily instructed—in freehand, model,

geometrical, and machine drawing—by certificated teachers :

the number of pupils " soon ran up to 240." This winter

it is hoped to make ten such experiments in ten different

parts of the town. For such good work there should be no

difficulty in finding the necessary funds ; and the next

report should be a very cheerful document indeed.

elected to win with his invention alone ; and to the end his

ideas only found acceptance. Which seems to prove that

talent untrained is talent thrown away.

The Beckett-Deiiison Collection — of plate, pictures,

jewels, furniture, and so forth—realised in all no more than

£92,000 : against £400,000 realised by the Hamilton .sale,

and £260,1 100 by the sale of the Demidoft' Collection, the

sale at San iJonato. The Saturday Review notes that, save

for these two, the Beckett-Denison .sale is the heaviest in

history ; the Stowe Collection following at an interval of

£17,000, while the Bernal sale produced about two-thirds of

the Beckett-Denison total, and the Strawberry Hill Col-

lection less than a half. The Shepherd Collection of coins

—Anglo-Saxon and English—realised not less than £5,.300.

The top prices were £25.5 for a gold half-George noble of

Henry VIII. ; £20o for a gold penny of Henry III. ;
£110

for a silver Oxford crown, 1644 ; and £82 10s. for a gold

Mary rial of l.j.'>3.

The death is announced of the water-colour painter,

John Syer ; of the land.scaiie-painter, Ludwig Meixner
;

of the sculptor, Armand Harel ; of the architect, Mague,

Honorary Inspector of Public AVorks in Paris ;
of the Swiss

painter, Joseph Zelger ; of the Westphalian painter, J. B.

Wittkamp; of the French portrait and landscape painter, C.

Labbe ; of C.-V. Bronty, the decorator ; of the glass-painter,

Benjamin Cay ; of Wni. Tinsley, the American architect
;

of William (Jraham, a trustee of the "National Gallery,

a collector of the finest instinct and the be.st type ; of

Thomas Leverton Donaldson, the arehasologist, author of

" Pompeii '' (1827), " A Selection of Ornamental Sculptures,"

and "Doorways" (1833); of Peury Williams, the landscape

and portrait painter ; and (by suicide) of the sculptor,

Alexandre Schoenewei-k, an artist of great merit and repute.

The new life of " ("Ju.stave Dor6 " (London : Samp.son

Low), for which Miss Roosevelt is responsible, is evidently

a labour of love. The autlior has a heartfelt, an almost

passionate regard for her subject—"his wit and humour,
his pathos and his umbrella "—which makes such criticism

as she attempts of his art and his character alike of little

value or importance. Much of her work, indeed, is couched

in a strain of rhapsody which is nothing less than romantic.

On the other hand, she has got together plenty of facts, and
redacted a great mass of printed ojiinion ; so that to those

who are interested in the life and art of Dor(5 her book will

be of considerable value. One thing she makes clear ; and
that is, that Dore, the best-paid painter of his epoch (he

made some £2oo,ooo in tvi-euty years), was to himself an
enormous disappointment. He jjined for recognition, not

only as a i>rodigioiis imjiro\'isatore, but as a serious artist

;

anil in Fiance, at least, that recognitiim was never achieved.

It was, in great measure, his own fault. From the first he
refused to study seriously, he rejected all discipline, he

Mr. Hilton's " Chronograms Continued and Concluded
''

(London : Elliot Stock) is a companion volume to one on

the same remote and perplexing subject which was reviewed

in these pages some two years ago. It is " devoted princi-

pally to the literature of chronograms," says Mr. Hilton's

preface, and with its predecessor may truly be said to

" form a collection in its way unique." To describe its

contents in this place is impossible ; it is a monument of

elaborate and curious trifling, a mine of quaint, recondite

information. The illustrations
—

" fac-simile copies of en-

graved frontispieces, title-pages, jiortraits, and devices

belonging to old books "—are remarkably well jiroduced
;

the head and tail-pieces, antiques all of them, are happy
in design and curious in effect. The work, in fact, is as

comely and as well presented as any we have seen.

Miscellanea.—Mr. Laurence Hutton's " Literary Land-

marks of London " (London : Fisher Unwin) is not only

eminently readable as literature, but as conscientious and

thorough a bit of research as we have often seen. That

there should be omissions and mistakes was inevitable
;

but, as has been noted, they are wonderfully few, and they

may be easily corrected. As it is, the book is one of

permanent value, and should be in the hands of everybody

interested in the delightful subject on which it has been

redacted. Mr. Powell's translation of M. Havard's " Dutch

School of Painting " (London and New York : Cassell and

Co.) is workmanlike and sound. The book, which belongs

to the admirable " Bibliotheque de I'Enseigiiement des

pjcaux-Arts," is in itself a good one, and is well and

sufficiently illustrated. In "A Canterbury Pilgrimage"

(London : Seeley and Co.), which Mr. and Mrs. Pennell

have dedicated to the author of "Travels with a Donkey,"

there is some pleasant writing and some accomplished

and taking illustrations. In ' The Ethics of Art " Mr. E.

Cookworthy Kobins writes with enthusiasm of the moral

purpose of sundry modern painters—notably Mr. Edwin

Long ; cest tout dire. The second series of ilr. Long's fac-

simile reproductions of Turner's " Vignette Drawings

"

(London : Rowney) is of equal merit with the first, in

point of interest and of execution alike ; it includes the

"Old Oak," "Cortez and Pizarro," the "Native Village,"

and five others. Mr. W. W. Fenu, an old contributor to

this magazine, has suflered total blindness for some years
;

in his new volumes, " Woven in Darkness " (London : Kelly

and Co.), he gives proof of the possession under this ca-

lamity of admirable cheerfulness and bravery of heart and

intellectual energy and activity that can scarce be too

warmly praised. In " Louise de la Vallifere and Other

Poems" (London : Kegan Paul) Miss Katherine Tynan

goes far to approve herself a poet : she has fancy, melody,

passion ; and if the expression is sometimes a little

exaggerated, and the feeling a little excessive, these are

faults that have been found in all first volumes, from the

Laureate's (to go no farther back) downwards. In the new

number of " The Greyfriar," the magazine written and

illustrated by Carthusians for Carthusians, there is much
to praise ; particularly the collotype of Mr. Struan Robert-

•son's drawing of the Gownboy Arch, and the very clever

illustrations in Mr. Baden Powell's "A Boar Hunt.'' But

of its kind the whole magazine is wonderfully good.
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Me. Rurne Jones is busy on a set of subjects, for Messrs.

AgiU'w, on "Tlie Legend of the Sleeping Palace ;'' lie has

also made great progress with the designs of his series of

pictni-es from the life and adventures of Perseus. Mr.

Watts has lent his " Europa" to the Corporation Gallery at

Birmingham. Mr. Felix Moscheles has jiaiuted a portrait

of the Rev. H. R. Haweis. M. Auguste Rodin has com-

pleted the maquitte of his group in conuiicmoration of

Eustache de Saint- Pierre and the Calais burgliens. A
marble bust, by Mr. Walter ilay, of the late Canon Pearson,

lias been placed in the Chapter Library at Windsor. M r.

John S. Sargent has [minted a portrait of Mr. Louis

Stevenson. Mr. Bruce Joy has been commissioned to exe-

cute, for Cloyne Cathedral, a memorial of ISisliop lierkeley.

M. Hennebic(i, says the AcaJemi/, director of the Academy
of Mons, is painting a series of decorative panels for the

Chamber of Civil ALirriage, in the Hotel de Ville at

Louvain ; the subjects of those already completed are

Quentin !Matsys, Dirk Bouts of Ha^irleni, Mercador, Justus

Lepsius, Layens (the architect of St. Peter's), Beyaert the

sculptor, and "a fair dam.sel who illuminated manuscripts

some hundreds of years earlier ; " that of the one in hand
is " Antonia Van Ro.smael defending the Catholic Faith, and
expounding the Bible to Ministers of the Reformed Re-

ligion." M. de Nieuwerkcrcke, Surintendant des Beaux-

Arts from 1S4!) to 1^70, is about to |nililisli his memoirs.

Woollanis have w-on a bronze medal at the Inventions with

anotlier of their novelties in wall papers.

At the Antwerp Exhibition the jury (Meissonier pre-

siding) in the department of fine art have awarded to xMr.

Alfred Stevens an extraordinary medal of hoiioin- ; a medal
of honour to the P.R.A. and JIM. Bounat, Olivier Merson,

and Comerre ; a first-cla.ss medal to ilr. Watts, with .MM.
Glaize, Leblant, and Schommer ; second-class medals to

Mr. P. R. INIorris, with ilM. Georges Bcrtrand and Lucien
Gros ; third-class medals to ilM. Beyle, Delobbe, Tristan

Lacroix, Leroy, Moreau de Tours, and L6on Perrault ; and
an honourable mention to ilr. Henry Moore. Among the

.sculptors were MM. Ciiaplain and Barrias (medals of honour)

and Mr. Hamo Thornycroft (second class). MM. Darcel

and Carrier- Belleuse have lieen made ofiicers of the Legion
of Honour

; the list of new knights of the .same distin-

guished order includes the names of M.AL JJeligniere.s,

Claude Sauvageot, Lheureux, Nenot, Lorain, and JIagne,

architects ; MJL Pelletier, Parvillee, Rousseau, and Gallc,

glass-] lainters and potters ; the musician, C(Ssar Franck
;

'SIM. Maillard, Vogt, Cabeau, and Maloisel, attached to the

national manufactories of Stivres and Gobelins ; the jiainter-

professor, Lech^vallier-Chevillard ; and the sculptor, Eugene
Legrain. Mr. St. John Hope has been ai)pointed secretary

of the Society of Anticiuaries?, London, in succession to Mr.
Knight Watson, retired. At the Bibliotheque Nationale
M. Henri Delaborde retires from the Keeperehip of the
Prints, and is replaced by the Assistant Keeper, M.
Du|ile.-sis, who is himself replaced by M. Raflet. Messrs.

Thk Tower is no longer an arsenal : only an historical

museum. The City of London Art Gallery will find tem-

l)orary quarters in the old Court of Queen's Bench. An
example of I)ucci<p di Buoninsegna—a panel forming [lart

of the altar-jiiece painted for the cathedral of Siena- has

been added to the I'erlin Museum, where there will i)re-

sently be exhil)ited such of the ISleiiheim pictures as were
bought by the Pru.ssian (iovernmcnt ; among others, the

''Andromeda," the .so-called " Fornarina,''and the" Bacchanal

Procession." An anti(iue marble, life-size, of a poet with a

lyre formed of the shell of a tortoi.se, has been bought for

1(),(HI0 francs for the Louvre. Albert Diirer's famous " Feast

of Rose garlands "—painted in l.")(i(J for the German Mer-
chants' Guild at Venice, presented to the Emperor liudolpli

at a cost of 20,1100 florins, and some years afterwards |iur-

eha-sed for twenty-two ducats for the abbey of Strahow,

where it has since remained— is now on view- in the Arti.sts'

Palace at Prague. The Government of Basle has voted

2o,()()0 francs towards a new sculpture gallery, which is to

be ready (it is hoped) in 18S8. The Corporation Gallery at

Manchester will be lighted, not by gas, but by electricity.

For November the French Government is organising an ex-

hibition, at the l!eaux-Arts, of the pictures |>urchased by the

State at the Salon ; for the transfer of the Mu.see Guimct
from Lyons to Paris it has voted credits to the amount of

2!).j,(KH) francs. The ceiling painted by M. GuillaTune

Dnbiife for the Theatre Fram^ais—an allegorical composi-

tion measuring some twenty-four by twelve feet— has been

set up in its place in the foi/o: Two new rooms have been

opened at the Mus^e du Trocaddro. A bust of Robert, the

Mar.seillais potter (signed " D'EsjJercieux," and dated 1790),

has, says the Coiorier de I'Art, been added to the Musie
de Sevres. A famous manuscript of Cicero—illustrated

with sixteen miniatures, the work of a Sixteenth Century

Fleming—has been .stolen fmni the town library of Perugia.

At lioine the Municipality are taking ca.sts of the ciiue.strian

" Marcus Aurelins," with a view to placing the .statue under

cover in the niu.seuni, and setting up the copy in its ]>lace.

An inimen.se pre-Reformation fresco of the " Last

Judgment" h;is been discovered, under whitewa.sh, in the

priory church at BIyth. At Moscow, in the Galitzin

Museum, there has been brought to light a " Crucifixion,"

ascribed to Raphael, and once contained in San Domenico
at Gemignano. At Chesterholm five Roman milestones

have been excavated ; they are comidete, and may be re-

ferred with confidence to the reigns of J[axiniinu.s, Severus,

Probus, Constantine the Great, and Constaus. At Saintc-

Coloinbe-lcs-Vienne (Isere) there have recently been un-

earthed two good mosaic pavements of the Roman period,

both in perfect preservatioa In Austria, excavations on
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tbe site of Cornutnm (the station used by Marcus Aurelius

in his campaigns against the Qnadi, and where he wrote

his immortal boolv) have brought to light the ruins of

a temjile to Mithras, the forum of the camp, a marble

"Hercules," and a quantity of arms and ornaments. At

Olympia the work of excavating will be resumed, not by

the Germans, but by the ArcliKological Society of Athens.

At least two-thirds of the site remain to be seavclied ; but

the Germans, who have spent some £5(t,ii(t() on their work,

are satisfied that they have had the pick of the find, and

purpose to have no more to do with the matter. A Eoman
foundation, apparently of some importance, has been dis-

covered at Langenthal, Canton Berne. At Phiniki (Laconia)

there have been exhumed a number of vases aud objects

in bronze ; sy.stematic excavations have been commenced
under the conduct of Dr. Themistokles So])hulis. In Pari-s,

at the Jicole de Medicine, an excavation has brought to

light, at a deptli of about six feet, a number of allegorical

bas-reliefs, with Latin inscriptions, dating from the Twelfth

Century, and belonging to the Chapelle des Cordeliers.

The contents of the Natiimal Portrait Gallery have been

removed to Bethnal tireen Museum on a two years' loan.

The Alhrna-inn gives an interesting account of them and

the foundation to which they belong. When the gallery

was first o]iened in (.Jreat George Street, Westminster, the

catalogue had in it but fifty numbers. That was in 1.H5!)

;

twelve years after there were two hundred and eighty-eight

;

and now, in 1885, there are seven hundred and forty-seven.

The collection was then removed to the exhibition building

at South Kensington, and for some years had to exist as

best it might, with no place of its own, and witli no repute

of any sort. It was greatly increased in bulk by the advent

of the ])ictures from Serjeants' Inn, and again, in 187!), by

that of those from the British Museum ; and at last it was
permanently housed. Since then, under tlie admirable

direction of Mr. Scliarf, a number of imiirovements have

been introduced, and at the time when the alarm was .given,

the gallery—save that it w.as not firepi'oof—was among the

fittest and the best ordered of its kind. The first gift was,

it appears, a " Shakespeare ;
" the first purchase an authentic

"Sir Walter Baleigh." The last gift was the Hickel pre-

sented by the Emperor of Austria. Fioom for it, as for the
" Interior of Old Somerset House during the Conference of

1604.,'" has been fnund in the National Gallery.

The Athen(fnm notes that Throwleigh Church has been

so freely restored that only the tower is recognisalile. It is

announced, by tiie Bnililiiiij Xnrs, that a new church, " in

the same style of architecture," is soon to overlook the

ruins of Netley Abbey. According to the rejiort of the

Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, the ruined

church of Llandanwg (Merionethshire) has been roofed

anew, and otherwise repaired and set in order, so as to

be no longer a scandal to the princiiiality. At Constanti-

nople a grant has been nrade for the repair of the little

Jlosque of Santa Sophia, which harbours the Imperial

Ottoman jNIuseum. In Paris l(jl),liO() francs have been voted

for the restoration of the Porte Saint-Denis.

longing t(i the Society of Medallists. The Slade Schocil

competition medals form a goodly class alone, though not a

few among them are timid in design and in effect somewhat
meagre and flat. The grand style of the Italian medallists

is faintly reflected in Miss Casella's " Dr. Jean Charcot,"

which shares the third jirize with Miss Barker's "Miss !M.

E. T. Halle." The first prize is taken by Jliss Hall6, wdiose

profile head and bust of Cardinal Newman is an excellent

work in modelling and in style. ]\Iiss L. Gay takes the

second prize with a portrait of "Richard Boyston, Esq."

The electrotypes of Greek and Roman coins exhibited by

the Society of Medallists comprise specimens struck from

B.C. 700 to the Christian era : Persia, Asia Minor, Egypt

under the Ptolemies, and the Mediterranean countries being

represented. Admirably arranged, the collection starts

from the rudest beginnings, through Greek archaic art

and the beautiful moneys of Syracuse to the decadence

under the Byzantine emperors. The arrangement of the

cases might well be studied by the authorities of the

British Museum, where the electrotypes are by no means

well set forth or clearly labelled. Of especial interest is

a collection of coins illustrating the progress of numis-

matics, shown by Professor Chandler Roberts, of the

Royal Mint. Messrs. Rollin and Feuardent's choice col-

lection includes Cellini's "Francjois I.," Pisano's superb
" Malatesta," A'an Arbeele's wonderful Restoration medal

of Charles II., Dupre's " Henri IV. and Marie de Medici,"

and Briot's "Charles I." In J. Tautenhayn's series of

portrait medals are three fine exam]iles rejiresenting Hein-

rich Laube, F. Schubert, and Admiral Tegetthoft', the con-

queror at Lissa.

Messes. Pitm.\n and Son, of Newgate Street, have

.
recently designed and executed a series of stained-glass

windows for the hall of the Comjiany of Butchers, lately

erected in Bartiiolnmew Close. The chief of these, and the

most interesting, lights the main staircase, and is a memorial

of two prominent benefactors of the company, Mr. and Miss

Bailey. Beneath a fanlight that contains the arms of the

donor are two panels, one of which represents Mr. Bailey

• and the members and clerk of the company, in their otticial

robes some fifty years since. The second panel shows Jlr.

Bailey's sister hospitably intent on relieving the wants of a

numlier of poor folk. The porti-aits are no fancy sketches,

but are copied from jiaintings belonging to the company.

In addition lo this effective piece of work, Messrs. Pitman

have jiainted three windows containing full-length ]iortraits

of Shakespeare, Cardinal Wolsey, and Defoe. The history

of the guild and craft of butchers contains other great

names that might be thus commemorated, though none

more illusti'ious. The best feature in these designs is the

pleasing style of the ornamental borders, the detail of which

is very harmonious ; the portraits are not free from the

common tendency of modern glass to crude and garish

colour, which time may temper into something like tone.

TnR show of coins anu medals at the laventions Ex-

hibition ini-ludcs .some highly interesting examples of ancient

and modern art, with a tine collection of electroty|ies be-

The exhibition at Birmingham con.si.sts chiefly of pic-

tures from London. It is interesting to see the work of well-

known artists in the clear, searching light of the splendid

gallery. Here many that might pass muster in the crowded

rooms of Burlington House wnder a London sky, or in the

filtered light of the Grosvenor C^allery, appear in all their

native coarseness. Mr. Calderon's work is really lament-

able. A man who does not attempt to wrestle with the

subtle values and delicate colouring of nature should be
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carcfiil tliiit liis convention h;is ;it least some Ijasis of beauty

and ii'linenieut. Mr. Caldoron's picture, liowever it niiglit

he toned down in a larser and darker room, could never

fall into any sort of unity, and must of necessity remain a

jiurposeless smudge of inharmonious colour. We single out

.^^r. (^alderon from amongst his fellow-sinners because,

though always conventional, he lias at times shown himself

]io.ssessed of some taste, and capable of effective decoration.

Some painters—some of them Academicians—are beyond

reclaim, and criticism can have no meaning to them. Grace

is not in them, and they must go from bad to worse. One
turns with satisfaction to Jlr. Burne .Jones's " Days of

Creation," though the work is by no means up to his

highest level. Here we have a series of decorative panels :

women in hues of peculiar blue swimming in a strange

yellow environment. Just above him is au Academy of last

year, an evening scone by Mr. I'arton, showing more senti-

ment, both in the figure and hrftdsc^pe, than he has of late

manifested in his well-known birch-tree arrangement. Mr.

Picknell exhibits the old battered farmhouse by the sea-

side, lit up by a transient gleam of liglit, which did not a

little contribute to raise the (piality of the last Suifblk Street

e.xhiliition. ^Ir. Yeames' " Prisoners of War " occupies a

conspicuous place, for which, in spite of a certain merit in

the way of anecdotic illustration, it is hardly fitted. In

fact there is nothing of any consequence that has not ap-

peared in London, and to a Londoner the princijial interest

of die show lies in seeing well-known work in a new light

and under a new aspect. Mr. A. MacC'alhim's work, w-e

should add, is a genuine curiosity. He combines the art of

the yiainter with that of the sculptor, and his landscape

stands out in still higher relief than ever. The trick—for

trick it is—requires but little ingenuity, aud the result is

eminently unpleasing.

*

The lifteenth annual autumn exhibition in the Walker

Art Gallery, Liverpool, which opened on 7th September,

contains nearly 1,.5()0 exhibits. The Corporation Arts

Committee have this year made the hazardous experiment

of dispensing with professional assistance in the hanging.

They have managed to falsify prediction by hanging the

pictures exceedingly well. Many of the be.st pictures in the

r^ondon galleries this summer have been secured, as well as

important new works by Academicians and other leading

men. Mr. Watts, in addition to his "Love and Death,"

sends a very powerful and original conception, " The

Minotaur.'' The two are, by his special re(iue.st, hung side

by side. The Minotaur is represented a.s a strangely human-

looking monster, whose bovine head is half turned away as

he leans over a marble parapet and looks out over the sea,

on whose verge a gleaming sail is Just discerniljle by the

pearly light of early dawn. In his clawed hoof he crushes

to death a bleeding bird. .Among the well-known canvases

exhibited are Sir F. Leighton's '• Music," Mr. Mitchell's

" Hypatia," " The End of a Winter's Day," by G. Clausen
;

"Diogenes," by .lulian Story ; "Gordon's Last Mes.senger,"

by F. Goodall ;
" When the Children are Asleep," by T.

Faed ;
" The First Prince of Wales," by Phil Morris

;

"Freedom," by Walter Crane; "Flying Scud," by Keeley

Halswelle; "Venice," by C. Napier Heniy; and a "Salmon

Stream, Perthshire," by T. Wellwood Rattray. Other

notable works are a fine (and not, as usual, too large) study

of sea and rocks by .J. Brett ;
" J^lcssing the Herring

Fishing," by C. W. Wylie—a renrarkably successful treat-

ment of a sea-shore with numerous carefully individualised

figures ;
" After the Veglione," hy S. Melton Fisher, a not

over-i)lea.sant carnival scene, extremely .skilful and strong in

treatment ; and some charming heads by Walter Blackman.

Local men are well represented. W. B. Boadle fully

maintains his position in jiortraiture. His " Mr. (jrcavcs"

is a very hapjiily treated jjresentment of an octogenarian

face, full of character and power. It. E. Morrison, who is

steadily coming to the front in portraiture and figure, luis

.some able work—one of the most successful being a (-harac-

teristic and harmoniou.sly handled portrait of Mr. C. Dyall.

Peter Ghent has a very strongly jiainted " Cornlield," whose

only fault is a tendency to iiaintiness in parts of the fore-

ground. Besides other work in oil, his " jSIoonlight on the

Mersey," and a series of six views in the Vyrnwy Valley,

he exhibits a nundierof water-colours. R. Fowler's classical

studies show a sure advance in the treatment of tone and
colour. A work of special local interest is Thomas llu.son's

" Burning of the Liverpool Landing Stage," which has been

secured by the Corporation for the permanent collection
;

there is some good work in the treatment of the rolling

volumes of smoke, and in the harmonious handling of the

contrast between the sunset glow and the flames from the

burning pile. Others whose work deserves .special mention

are C. Saunders, .Joseph Knight, Edwin Ellis (•' itecover-

ing Net-s"), .las. Towers, and B. Fowler. The water-colour

section is, as usual in Liverpool, remarkably strong. The
C'orporation are to be congratulated on complete success

in the difficult task of getting together a collection which,

while less numerous, may challenge comparison, in point

of interest and in point of value alike, with the altogether

exceptional display of 1884.

The scheme for an International Exhiliition at Bombay
has fallen through. The reason is want of money. The
Government declined to make any advances on the five

lakhs of rupees already on the guarantee list, and the banks

would lend no money on such security as was available.

The eighth annual exhibition of the Scottish Society of

Water-Colour Painters will be held in the galleries of the

Institute of Fine Arts, Sauchiehall Street. Gla.sgow, between

October 24th and December 12th. For the first time

works by other than mend)ers of the Society will be ad-

mitted. The number of jmssible exhibits by one artist is

limited to four. The .sending-in day is Friday, the nth

October. The official receiver is Mr. William Smith, (il.

West Regent Street, Ghi-sgow.

The Graham Collection will next year be sold by

auction ami dispersed. It is exceptionally rich in examples

of the early Italian schools, and includes, besides, a great

deal of the very best of modern English art. Ros.setti,

for instance, is represented—among other works—by the

delicious " .\nnunciation," the " Paolo and Francesca," and

the charming " 11 Ramo.scello"—the last engraved in this

magazine; Mr. Burne .Jones by the "Days of Creation,"

the "Chant d'.\mour," and the sketch of the "Mirror of

Venus;" Mr. Watts by the " Endymion " (engraved in this

magazine) ; Sir .John E. Millais by the " Vale of Piest "—in

some respects his best picture ; and Frederick Walker by

the " Bathers." Aprojias of .sales, it is told in the Rivtie (hs

Beaux-Artx how the "Dan.ie" of Greuze, which the late

M. Bonnet bought for S(X) francs, and for which he after-

wards refused !li),(K)i) francs, was dispo.sed of the other day

for 3(1,1)00 francs, exactly a quarter of the value at which
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tlie coUoetdr apiiriiised it. At the same sale there were

offered a lloliliiina, a Titian, and a Murillo, which realised

in all some 3,41)0 francs. For the last of these master-

pieces, iVT. Bonnet (who was blind) had bartered a good

and characteristic Decamps, which afterwards sold for

.W.ood francs. The moral is obvious.

Thb death is annomiced of the marine-painter, Louis

Sauvaige ; of the eminent arclueologist, Jens Jacob Asmus-
sen Worsaae, author of "The Danish Conquest of England
and Normandy," and " The Industrial Arts of Denmark ;

"

of the potter, Leon Parvilh'e—l)ut newly decorated with the

Legion of Honour ; and (at over ninety years old) of Henry
Edward Ellacombe. Hector of Clyst St. George, the histo-

rian of English church bells.

The first part of Mr. Anderson's new book, " The Pic-

torial Arts of Japan," is announced foi' December ne.xt.

It will be published, in four parts, liy Messrs. Sampson
Low, ill an edition limited to eleven hundred copies, one
hundred of them artists' proofs, which will .seU at £8 Ss.

and ei2 12s. respectively. It will contain eighty illustra-

tions 111, IS tertc, in chromo-lithography and photogravure,

and in etching and wood-engraving by Japanese artists,

with a numlier of reproductions in the body of the work.

It presents, we understand, a com[ilete history of the pic-

torial art in Japan, from its beginnings in the dark, the pre-

historic ages, to its latest development.s at the hands of the

masters of the artisan and naturalistic schools of the be-

ginning of the present century ; and for that reason, if

for no other, it must be regai'ded as unique in the litera-

tme of the sultject. Mr. Anderson has also in the ])re.ss a

'•Descriptive Catalogue of the Collection of Chinese and
Japanese Pictures in the British ]\ruseum," the ])ublica,-

tion of which is looked for wdtli the greatest interest : as,

fin- that matter, is Mr. Colvin's promised exhibition of the

pictures themselves, [t is understood that the new quar-
ter.i of tlie Department of Prints are in general the re-

verse of .satisfactory. The exhibition galli-ry is, however,
an exception ; so that the Anderson ( ollection^the most
important and the most coniplete of its kind in exi.st-

ence—will lie seen to advantage.

To the gcner.d |iiiMic the interior of Buckingham
Palace is almost unknown. It has now, by spt'cial per-

mi.ssion of the Queen, been photographed, liy Mr. H. N.
King, for the Kr.st time, and any one may study it who will.

The photographs (some seventy in number) are excellent

of their kind. Among them are the jirivate apartments
of Her Majesty and the late Prince Consort, the Picture
Oallcry, the Throne Room, the Bow Library, the Pro-
menade Gallery, the Marble Hall, the Grand Staircase,

the "Fifty-Five Room," the Ball Boom, the "Approach
Gallery," the Princesses' Corridor, and .so forth. To
name them is impo.s.sible

; Mr. King has exhausted his
subject, and gone far to make the palace public pro-
perty. The only jiicture included in the jiresent series is

a delightful Gainsborough, the "Three Princesses;" it is

quite adeijuately reproduced.

The most eclectic and eai'uestly ins]iired of art

periodicals is certainly ZJ/Y (Paris ; Rouam) ; the new

volume—Onzieme Annee, Tome icr— i.s a new proof of it.

Written by the best writers—as JL Eugene Vcron, M.
Georges Dargenty, M. Paul Leroi, ]\I. Charles Yriarte—and
illustrated by the best arti.sts alike in execution and in design,

it may be described as the expression of what is probably
the most just and independent body of critics in modern
France. Its reverence for academical art is of the scantest

;

its respect for what is new and personal is tempered by
sound judgment, and a good propm-tion of the sentiment of

art. In the present volume is to be found such matter
as M. Dargenty's " Gustave Dore,'' as JI. Eugene V6ron"s
elaliorate and searching study of the achievement of Engine
Delacroix, as M. Yriarte's essay, " Le Chateau de Chantilly."

M. Leroi writes well and earnestly of French water-colours

and of Ringel's medallions ; M. Hustin of Bastien-Lepage
;

Mr. Charles Perkins of the second and third baptistery gates

at Florence
;
M. Badin of the pup|iet-theatre at Nohant, the

mimic playhouse of M.-JIaurice Sand ; I\I. Emile Michel of

Teniers at the Pinacothelc. In every case the ideal is honoura-
l:)le : the effort has lieen to say what is right. In the text

are reproductions of drawings by Delacroix and Bastien-

Lepage, Jean Beraud and J. Lefebvre, a fine and vigorous

"Hugo Dead" by Gnillaumet, a good Millet, a " Bergere,"

ami the same master's delightful "Les Premiers Pas," a num-
ber of fresh and graceful essays in ornamentation the work of

J. Habert-Deys ; with a world of examples of good art, old

and new, French and Greek and Italian, to boot. Among
the etchings are a capital Klaus, of one of liembrandt's

best portraits ; Masson"s transcript into black and white

of Ivibofs " L'Horame a la Manche Jaune ;
" a couple of

Jasinskis, after Alfred Stevens—"La Dame Rose" and
" La Picte a Bon Dieu ;

" the " Fumeurs "' of Teniers, by
Rohr ; Klaus's "Resurrection;" the Vienna Van Dyck

;

Mordant'.s " La Priere," after Jean B6raud ; and a vigorous

and impressive rendering of the " Innocent X. " of

Velasquez, signed " Emile Buland." If good art were
popular, then VArt should be the most popular of ait-

[irints, as wo know it is the most seriously inspired.

I N " Les M( curs et la Caricature eu Allemagne et en

Suisse" (Paris: Louis Westhauser), M. J. Grand-Carteret

has ]iroduced a very useful and pleasant book. The subject

is comparatively novel : for one who knows anything of

Randierg and Massendorfer, of Tijpffer and Oberlander and
ISusch, there are fifty wlu) are well jiosted in Daumier and
Gavarni, in Grcvin and Keene and Mars: and M. Grand-
Carteret has handled it in terms that prove him of the

good school. His work—which is introduced by a pre-

face by Champfieury—is no mere "Catalogue of Satirical

Prints," but a genuine historical and critical essay : well

considered, well inspired, and well exprc.s.sed, and bringing

the matter with which it deals within reach of everybody
who has a mind to know, and that with luKiuestionable in-

sight and authority, and with a fulness of illustration which
can hardly be overpraised. As for the pictures with which
the book—a large and handsome octavo—is decorated, we
have not space in which to speak of them. They come
from all points of the comiiass—from Vienna, Berlin,

Munich, Geneva, Bilderhixjen and Flidjaidf Blotter, Caril-

lon and Posihciri and Kladdersdatsrli, old etchings and new
woodcuts ; they are well produced, and in number as the

sands of the .sea ; they are admirably illustrative ; and they

are often exceedingly hnmorou.s. If the series on this great

subject of caricature which SI. Grand-Carteret has pro-

jecteil be equal throughout to this the initial volume, it

wdl be among the best and luo.st usefid of its kind.
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